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PEEFACE.

TBTE present is essentially a pi-actical, commercial, and industrial age : news-

papers, lecturers, popular authors, all lend their efforts towards the diffusion

of sound and useful knowledge among the masses ; and the commercial and indus-

trial element has become the leading feature of instruction. The reason of this is

obvious, if we but glance at the amazing strides of American commerce, the wide

range of products and manufactures in which we are interested, the constant and

rapid intercommunication carried on with foreign countries, and the unparalleled

progress of our national industry. The trade and commerce of all nations are now

daily brought prominently before us through the press ; new products are contin-

ually introduced, new trades are established, and the raw materials of commerce

now imported are so numerous, and so widely different from what they were a

quaiter of a century ago, that it is difficult for those who are not specially engaged

in a particular trade to keep pace with the general information necessary to be

acquired.

We have scientific dictionaries in abundance, purely technological, or devoted to

one or other of the arts and sciences. "We have popular and useful encyclopaedias,

— works chiefly devoted to the history of nations, cities, and great men, the nat-

ural history, the geography of countries, etc.,— but we have hitherto had no popu-

lar and practical encyclopedia of commerce in all its branches, which might be

consulted by merchants, traders, manufacturers, bankers, ship-owners, etc., in con-

ducting the details of their respective business ; and also by young men, to acquire

that general knowledge of commerce which ought so powerfully to contribute in

securing for them a successful career in their particular lines of trade. It has been

our ambition to fill that blank, and to produce a work that should be generally

useful, particularly to merchants and traders, and which should be creditable to

ourselvea Neither labor nor expense has been spared to entitle this encyclopredia

to the public confidence and patronage. The editor has been almost incessantly en-

gaged upon it for several years, and, owing to the nature of his previous works,

it may be said that few persons have possessed such peculiar facilities for the

undertaking.

The best sources of information have been consulted in preparing the different

articles, and a free use has frequently been made of them ; the editor, in presence
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of an uudertaking of such magnitude, caring less for complete originality than for

accuracy. He has also derived valuable assistance from some distinguished official

<'entleraen, and from many eminent merchants ; and has endeavored, whenever it

.

was practicable, to base his conclusions upon official documents. In very many

instances, however, he has been obliged to adopt less authentic data ; and he does

not suppose that, amidst conflicting and contradictory statements, he has had sagac-

ity enough to uniformly select those most worthy of being relied upon, or that the

inferences he has drawn are always such as* the real circumstances of the case

would warrant. At all events, he has done his best not to be too much wanting

in these respects.

It must be well understood that this work is framed with the view, not of

instructing the business man in relation to his own immediate and daily pursuits

only, but also of placing within his reach information which it is always important,

and often necessary, that he should possess, which many engaged in active business

might find it exceedingly difficult to procure elsewhere, and which, being pre-

sented under an alphabetical arrangement, may be advantageously consulted even

by those who have access to more expensive books.

In regard to the matter of the work, as distinct from its form, the editor's aim

has been to give the greatest possible amount of facts in the smallest number of

words. The plan excludes, in general, long essays and treatises; for even tliose

subjects which require considerable space for their proper treatment have, in most

cases, been subdivided and discussed under separate heads in a manner which, it is

hoped, will be found better adapted for reference than if they had been wholly

contained under one title. Thus, while shipping is the subject of one general

article, separate heads are devoted to affreightment, master, seamen, tonnage, de-

murrage, bill of lading, blockade, embargo, salvage, stranding, barratry, and other

matters relating to that department. It has, in short, been the leading object

throughout, to adapt the work to the wants of mercantile men,— a class to whom
ease and rapidity of consultation, if united with accuracy, are matters of pre-emi-

nent importance.

Commodities are described under their English names ; those which they bear in

the other principal languages of Europe being also given when thought useful. The
account embraces generally, not only a description of the commodity and its uses,

but a notice of its growth or manufacture ; of the marks by which its quality and
genuineness are ascertained ; and, in the case of the most important articles, the

progress and present state of the trade, and a description of the machinery used
in the latest processes of manufacture. The fiscal laws iDrincipally affecting each
commodity will be found either under its name, or under "other heads to which
reference is given, according to circumstances. The rate of customs duties is given
at the end of each article.

The commercial statistics of the different countries of the world form another
leading feature. After a brief description of the position, extent, population, and
form of government of each country, there is furnished, in smaller type, according
to the latest authorities, a succinct account of its physical character

;
productions

and manufactures
;

its inland trade ; its commerce with other countries, especially
the U. States

;
its finances, banks, railroads, etc. ; and a table containing- an account
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of its measures, weights, and moneys. The article is closed with a descriptive list

of its principal seaports.

American commercial law occupies a large portion of the work; the articles

being given with a fulness wliich, it is hoped, may, for all common purposes, make

. a reference to other books unnecessary.

The remainder of the work cannot be classified. It includes articles on com-

merce, money, banking, taxation, credit, book-keeping, exchange, interest and annui-

ties, railroads, insurance, customs and internal revenue, regulations, patents, weights

and measures, emigration, and a considerable body of miscellaneous information

;

besides a definition of upwards of 10,000 technical terms used in the arts and on

board ship, the greater portion of which could not be found in any other book of

reference.

We do not flatter ourselves with the notion that the reader will consider that all

tliat has been attempted has^been executed in every case with entire success. In a

work embracing such an extreme range and diversity of subjects, respecting many

of which it is exceedingly difficult, if not quite impossible, to obtain accurate infor-

mation, no one will be offended should he detect a few errors. The editor, while

soliciting indulgence on tliis ground, can at least say that no exertions have been

spared to procure sound information, to convey it in clear and concise language,

and generally to produce a work at once accurate and useful. He will be glad to

be favored with any suggestions or corrections for adoption in future editions.

L. De COL.VNGE.

New York, February, 1881.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMMERCE.

A.
Al, an affix to a vessel's name at Lloyd's, the

letter denoting the first-class character of the hull

for build and sea-worthiness ; the figure 1 that she
is well-found in rigging, gear, etc. ; the figure 2

would imply that she wiis insufficiently found.
A No. 1, expresses the highest mark of mer-

cantile credit.

Abaca. See Manilla Hemp.
Abandonment, in Marine Ins., takes place in

those circumstances when the insured may claim
as for a total loss. The insured may abandon
when, by any of the events insured against, the

voyage is lost, or is not worth pursuing, when
the subject is so damaged as to be of no value to

the owner, when the salvage is very high, when
the part saved is of less value than the freight, or

when further expense is necessary and the insured
will not undertake to defray it. When A. is ac-

cepted by the underwriters, or a total loss paid for,

a subsequent recovery will not give a right to re-

voke the transaction. The insured is in no case

bound to abandon. In America and England, the

time for giving notice of A. depends on circum-
stances ; in France, Spain, and other countries, it is

limited by law. When the insured receives intima-

tion ofa total loss, he must communicate his election

to the underwriter without delay. He is entitled

to a reasonable time for ascertaining the state of

the case, but must not treat it in the first instance

as a partial loss, and abandon on finding his choice

disadvantageous. The underwriter, if he object to

the A., must give timely notice. See Loss.
Abas, a Persian weight for pearls, equal to 2J

gr. troy, or | of a carat.

Abatement, a rebate or discount allowed for

prompt payment, damage, overcharge, or other

reasons.

Abattoir. See Slauohter-House.
Abbreviation, the contraction of a word or

phrase, made either by omitting some of the let-

ters or by substituting certain characters in their

place. Those most frequently used in commerce
and for general purposes are subjoined

:

a or a, approved, accepted. ac, acres.

@, at, an lu lbs.@ $1.5(> ; to, aa A.D., the year of our Lord.
20 gallons brandy, $3.10 (ni A.M., forenoon.
$3.15 (it is to say from $3.10 amt., amount.
to $3.15). Ar., Arabian.

^, account. bal., balance.

1

bar., barrel,

bbls., barrels,

bdls., bundles,
bgs., bags,
bkts., baskets,

bis., bales,

bot., bought.
b. o., buyer's option,
bque., barque,
br., brig,

bu., bushel,
bss., boxes.
c. or cts., cents.

c. or ceu., centimes,
cap., capital,

char., charterer,
cks., casks.

%, care of.

Co., company.
C. 0. D., collect on delivery,

com., commerce, commercial.
Cr., creditor,

cs., cases.

cwt., hundred-weight,
d., pence.
D., d., or dol., dollar.

d. d., days alter date,

do. or ditto, the same,
doz., dozen.
Dr., debtor,
d. 8., days after sight,

dwt., pennyweight.
£., east.

B. K., errors excepted.
E. 0., for the sake of example
E. and O. E., errors and omiS'

sions excepted,
ex., per, by or from,
cxch., exchange.
Exp., export, exporter.
F., Fahrenheit,
fin., financial.

Fo., folio.

f. o. b., free on board.
Fr., French,
fr., francs,

ft., foot or feet,

gal., gallon.

U. B., Great Britain.

Qer., German,
gr., grain,

gr. or grs., gross,

hf. chts., half cheets.

hhd., hogshead,
i. e., that is to say.

Imp., import, importer,

in., inches.
iust., the present mouth,
inv., invoice.

I. O. U.. I owe you.
It., Italian.

Abbs, a term in the

a weaver's warp.

£. or L., pound (sterling).

lat., latitude.

lb., lbs, pound, pounds
(weight).

Led., ledger.

Ion., longitude.
L. S., the place of the seal.
ni., miles.

manuf., manufacture, manu-
facturer.

m. d., months after date.
MS., manuscript.
N.. north.
N.B., observe.
No., number.
N. P., Notary Public.
N. S., new style.

% ,
per cent.

org., organize.
O. S., old style.

o/.., ouuce.

?. per.

pd., paid.

pk., peck.
I)kgs., packages.
pits., plates.

p. o. d., pay on delivery.

P. O. O., Post-Offlco Order.
Por., Portuguese.
prox., next mouth.
P. S., postscript.

ps., pieces.

pt., pint.

pun., puncheon.
qr., quarter.
qt., quart.

q. v., which see.

K. R., railroad.

Rec'd, received.

Rec't, receipt.

S., south.

8., shilling.

$, dollars.

8a. Rs., Sicca rupees.
Bchr., schooner.
sh., ship.

8. o., seller's option.

Sp., Spani.sh.

sp. gr., specific gravity.

sq. m., square miles.

s. 8., steamships.
Btr., steamer.
trcs., tierces.

ult., the last month.
U. S., United States.

ves., vessel.

W. I., West Indies.

W. S., writer to the signet.

wt., weight.
yd., yard.
Xmas., Christmas.

wool-trade for the yam of
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Abgangs-rechnung, in German commerce

the amount of tare allowed on goods.
_

Abkar, a maker or retailer of spirituous drinks

in India.
. -r • • ^i i

•

Aboard, a nautical term signifying in the snip

;

on the deck of the ship:— hence, in a railroad

cfir etc.

Abordage, the French term for a collision be-

tween ships at sea.

Abraum, a red ochre used to darken new ma-

hogany. It is obtained chiefly from Germany.

Abreast, a nautical term for alongside of, or in

the same line with.

Absinthe, is a liqueur consisting of alcohol,

holding in solution the active principles of the

wormwood (as temma absinthium), and several other

aromatic plants. It is used with water as a drink,

lias an agreeable taste, and is said to provoke

appetite ; but it acts considerably on the nervous

system, and is very prejudicial to the health if

taken too frequently.

Abyssinian Tea, the dried leaves of the Catha

edxUis, used by the Arabs as a substitute for China

t6cl.

Acacia, an extensive genus of trees or shrubby

Fig. 1.—Acacia Veeek.

plants of the Mimosa tribe, generally inhabiting

the tropical parts of both the old and new world.

Some of the species yield gum arable, gum Sene-

gal (Fig. 1), and catechu; others yield a large

quantity of tannin. They are generally very or-

namental trees. The silk-tassel A., cultivated in

the temperate parts of Europe and America, is

remarkable for its light, airy foliage, and for the
great l)eauty of its clusters of lilac flowers. '

Academy, in popular phraseology a school

;

thus there are educational academies, dancing
academies, etc.

Acajou, the French term for mahogany.
Acajou-nut, a German name for the cashew-

nut.

Acceptance of Bill, is an engagement on the

part of the drawee to pay a bill in full if the ^.

is unlimited. According to the usual practice,

the acceptor writes the word "accepted" on it,

and signs his name. Though no condition can be

appended by the drawee of a bill, it may be by the

acceptor, and he will not be responsible till the

condition be fulfilled. The holder is not bound

to take a conditional A., but if he do so he will

be held to have made his election. To preserve

the responsibility of drawers and indorsers entire,

notice of a condition to an A. should be immedi-

ately sent them. By custom, the drawee is al-

lowed twenty-four hours, or till next day, to con-

sider whether he shall accept, unless the post

leave in the interim. If A. be refused or delayed,

a protest should be taken, and notice should im-

mediately be transmitted to any party liable, in-

timating the non-acceptance, and that recourse is

to be had against him. A. cannot be withdrawn

after the bill is returned to the holder.—A bill

may be accepted by procuration, but the holder is

not bound to take such A., unless a claim and ex-

press authority from the principal be produced.

A. is held as recognition of the drawer's signature,

so as to preclude the acceptor from

pleading against an onerous holder

that it is forged ; but it is not held

on admission of an indorser's signa-

ture, though the acceptor must be

considered bound to notice any con-

dition attached to an indorsement.

The payee, by accepting, transfers the

debt from tlie drawer's shoulders to

his own ; he is thenceforth considered

the party liable ; and after the bill is

in circulation, when it is paid, it is

presumed to be with the acceptor's

funds. Although the bill were not

drawn for value, the acceptor is pre-

sumed to have had value for it, and
he can only reargue the presumption
by evidence, unless it be admitted by
the party on oath that there was no
value.

Acceptance for Honor or Supra Pro-

ted is an engagement to pay the bill

if not paid by the drawee, entered on
after it is protested against the latter

for non-acceptance. It is performed

by a party who professes to be under
no obligation to accept, and for the

purpose of preventing the bill from
being returned dishonored. It may
be by a third party, in the absence of,

or on the refusal of the drawee him-
self, who refuses to accept the draft

of the drawer, but accepts for the honor of an in-

dorser. The drawee may even refuse to accept

the bill absolutely, and may then, after protest,

accept for honor of the drawer. The acceptor for

honor only renders himself liable in a recourse, in

case of non-payment by the proper party, and so

the bill should be presented to the drawee for pay-
ment wlien it falls due, notwithstanding liis re-

fusal to accept it. The acceptor for honor has re-

course against the person for whose honor he has
accepted, and succeeds to whatever claim that per-

son may have against the drawee.
Accommodation, a significant term applied

by merchants to the credit fabricated by means of
a bill of exchange, drawn solely ibr the purpose
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of being discounted, and not sanctioned by an ac-

tual sale of goods. Such a bill is called an accom-
modation-bill, also a wind bill, a kite, or a fictitious

bUl. A. bills are of various kinds. The following

description of one may suffice : A being in want
of SoOO, requests B to accept a bill drawn at two
months, which B, therefore, on the face of it, is

bound to pay ; it is understood, liowever, that A
will take care either to discharge the bill himself
or to furnish B with the means of paying it. A
obtains ready money for the bill on the joint credit

of the two parties. A fulfils his promise of pay-

ins it when due, and that concludes the transac-

tion. In general, A. bill transactions are carried

on for the joint benefit of the parties, by means of

cross acceptances, or bills mutually drawn, accepted,

and exchanged ; and when two names are not

enough, others are obtained sufficient to give cur-

rency to the bills. The payment of these bills is,

among needy men, provided for by their again re-

ciprocally drawing upon each other; and this is

repeated until, the system of expedients failing,

insolvency sooner or later overtakes the principal

parties, and, not unfrequently, all who are brought
within the circle of their operations. The loss of

credit which the use of accommodation paper, when
once perceived, generally occasions, the higher
rale of discount, and particularly the double lia-

bility for the terms for which cross acceptances are

given, should deter the respectable merchant from
having recourse to this dangerous expedient. But
it must be admitted, at the same time, that when,
from some unexpected events or commercial re-

vulsion, a merchant is unable to bring his com-
modities to a fair market so as to meet his pay-
ments, his credit may be saved by the temporary
assistance of friends, through the medium of bills,

and he maybe enabled to hold his goods till some
proper opportunity of sale presents itself; and
(although such contingencies cannot be too anx-
iously guarded against) there are perhaps few who
have transacted business long and extensively,

who have not, at particular times, received sup-

port in this way. An A. bill differs in no respect

irom the form of an ordinary bill ; its legal efiect,

however, is different as respects parties between
whom they do not represent a real debt. The
drawer is generally the person accommodated, the

acceptor not being indebted to him, but merely
putting his name on the bill to give it currency in

the market; if he has to retire it, therefore, the

drawer becomes his cre<litor. That the paper is

merely an A. bill, as between any two parties who
appear on it, cannot, however, be a defence against

a third who has given value to it, and even though
he knew it to be an A. bill when he took it, he has

tlie ordinary means of obtaining payment. A per-

son who appears as debtor on a bill or note is

always presumed to have had value, and in a

question with the immediate creditor, he must
prove want of value by evidence. In a purely A.
bill, the drawer is not entitled to notice of dis-

honor, the use of notice being to enable the

drawer to take precautions for his safety and in-

demnification, if he h.'is funds in the drawee's

hands; but it can never be safe to omit notice, for

if the drawer had at any time, from the jjeriod

of drawing to that of acceptance, funds ni the

drawee's hands, he is entitled to notice. See Ac-
ceptance, Bill, Notice.
Accordion. See Harmonium.
Account, a term applied generally to a com-

putation, reckoning, or statement of anything by
numbers.

—

AeeoutU-eurrenl is a statement of the

transactions between two parties, drawn out chro-

nologically in a plain circumstantial manner, and
disposed in the form of debtor and creditor in

opposite pages.

—

Account sales is a document giv-

ing a detailed statement of the sale of goods. It

exhibits the quantities and value of the gold sold,

the attendant charges, and the net proceeds.
Accountant, a professional or official calcu-

lator, skilled in posting and balancing the books
of merchants or companies.
Account-book, is a ruled book for entering

details of receipts and expenditures.
Accoutrements, the miliury dre&s, fittings,

and equipage of a soldier.

Accrue, to increa.se ; to appear as profits.

Aceite, a Spanish name for oil.

Acetic Acid, formerly called radical vinegar,

is the sour part of vinegar, and that to which its

peculiar and valuable properties are owing. It is

obUiined, 1st, by the fermentation of saccharine
matter ; 2d, by the distillation of wood. The pro-

duct of the former constitutes, when diluted, the

common vinegar, which in France, etc., is made
from wine, and in this country from an infusion

of malt, termed wort. The A. acid from wood is

obtained by the destructive distillation of the dried

branches of trees in hollow iron cylinders. The
hard woods, such as oak, ash, birch, and beech,

are alone used ; and the average product of crude
acid from 8 cwts. of wood is 35 gallons. This
acid, formerly called pyroligneous acid, is now
largely employed, when purified, for almost all

the purposes to which acetic acid or common vin-

egar is applied. A. acid, when pure, is fluid (ex-

cept at a low temperature, when it crystallizes),

volatile, and colorless, of an exceedingly pungent
smell, and very acid taste. In this state it is used

in chemical investigations. In a less pure state it

is employed for preparing acetate or sugar of lead,

acetate of copper or verdigris, and acetate of alum-
ina, largely used by calico-printers and dyers as a
mordant. In the form of pyroligneous acid it is

employed to preserve meat, etc., and in the state

of vinegar it is applied to a variety of purposes
too well known to require notice. A. acid is fre-

quently adulterated with sulphuric acid, which,

however, is readily detected by the addition of ace-

tate or sugar of lead, when an insoluble sulphate
is precipitated should any sulphuric acid be pres-

ent. Import duty, 30 cts. per lb. when sp. gr. is

above 1*047, and 5 cts. per lb. when it is not

above 1'047. See Vinegar.
Acetometer, a species of hydrometer, for test-

ing the strength of acids.

Achat, the French name for a purchase.
Acheteur, the French name for a purchaser.
Achiote. Same as Annotto, q. v.

Achira, is a plant of Central and S. America,
a species of Oanna, with a large esculent root,

which yields a quantity of starch said to be supe-

rior to the ordinary arrow-root.

Achita, in thu'l'^st Indies, a cartload of ten

Charas, or about two tons.

Achtel, in Germany, the eighth part of a
weight or measure ; also an old measure for grain.

Acidimeter. Same as Acetomktbb, q. v.

Acids, a most important cla.ss of chemical com-
pounds, distinguished by the following general

properties: — 1. Their taste is for the most part

sour ; and in the stronger species it is acrid and
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corrosive. 2. They generally combine with water

in every proportion, with a condensation of vol-

ume and evolution of heat. 3. With a few excep-

tions, they are volatilized or decomposed at a

moderate lieat. 4. They usually change the pur-

ple colors of vegetables to a bright red. 5. They

unite in definite proportion with the alkalies,

earths, and metallic oxides, and form the im-

portant class of saJts. This may be reckoned their

characteristic and indispensable property. Some
acids are gaseous in form, others are fluid or solid.

Most of them are colorless ; some are inodorous

;

while others are pungent. The most important,

in a commercial point of

view, are the Acetic,Benzoic,

Boracic, Citric, Gallic, Hy-
drochloric, Nitric, Nitrous,

Oxalic, Prussic, Sulphuric,

Sulphurous,and Tartaric; an

account of which will be

found under these several

heads.
Acidulous "Waters,

mineral waters which con-

tain free acids in solution.

Aeier, the French name
for steel.

Acknowledgment, a

receipt; an admission.
Aconite,Monk's-Hood,

or Wolf's-Bane, a Euro-
pean plant {Aeoniium napel-

ius) cultivated in gardens
for its handsome purple
flowers (Fig. 2). From its

roots is prepared the power-
ful alkaloid Aconitine, one
of the most virulent of poi-

sons, but, at the same time,

a very valuable medicine.
Acorn, the seed or fruit

of the oak, used in medicine,
and also as food in the form
of bread in some parts of

the East. The A. of the Italian oak, which is

quite sweet, is roa-sted, ground, and sold as a
substitute for coffee. Imp. duty on A. coffee, 3 cts.

per lb.

Acorn Cups. See Vaixjnia.
Acorus, or Sweet Flag, a medicinal plant

(
Cal-

amus aromalicus), found in moist situations in

many parts of Europe and Asia, and chiefly im-
ported from England. It is slightly aromatic, and
is occasionally used as a stimulant. The part em-
ployed is the dried creeping stem, improperly
termed root, which should be chosen tough, cleared
from fibres, and free from worms— to which it is

very subject.

Acquittance. See Eeceipt.
Acre, a measure of land. The imperial stand-

ard acre contains 4 roods, 160 sq. perches, 4840
sq. yards, or 10 sq. chains ; and 640 acres make 1

sq. mile. 1 Scots acre = 1'2612 imp. acre ; or 134
Scots acres ^= 169 imp. acres nearly. 30} Irish
acres=49 imp. acres. 1 imp. acre=0'4047 French
hectare; or 42 acres = 17 hectares nearly.
Acrospire, is a name given by maltsters to

the sprout or plumula of barley when germinat-
ing.

Actinometer, an instrument for measuring
the intensity of the rays of the sun. The A. built

by Arago (Fig. 3) consists of two mercurial ther-

Fig. 2.— Aconite.

mometers, enclosed in glass pipes A and B, in

which the vacuum is made, and one of these glass

pipes is blackened. In the dark, the two ther-

mometers mark always the same temperature,

but during the day, even when there is cloudy

weather, the thermometer with a blackened glass

pipe marks a higher temperature than the other.

The difference between the respective tempera-

tures is the actinometric degree or measure of solar

radiation.

Action, is the French name for share ; hence

the owner of an
^.inacompany
is styled action-

naire— equiva-
lent to our
shareholder.

In Music, the

term A. is ap-

plied to the

movements or

working parts

of a stringed or

wind instru-

ment, which is

operated by a
key-board,such
as an organ,

piano- forte,
melodeon, etc.

It includes the

portion be-

tween the keys
and the strings
— the portion

engaged in

striking and
damping. The
Actions are known by a peculiarity in the instru-

ment, as grand, square, piccolo, single, double,

upright actions.— Knight,

Actuary, a person skilled in the doctrine of

life annuities and insurances, and whose business

is to give opinions upon cases of annuities, rever-

sions, etc.

Adamantine Spar, or Common Corundum Stone,

is, with exception of diamond, the hardest sub-

stance known. Sp. gr. 4. It contains about 90
per cent, of alumina, with a little iron and silica,

iind is generally of a pale gray or greenish color,

but sometimes of red and brown tints. It is found

in India, China, and some parts of Europe. The
Indian variety is considerably whiter than the

Chinese, and is considered the purest.

Addendum, something added to.

Addressing Machine, is a machine for ad-

dressing newspapers and magazines, in which the

same series of names is repeated from time to time
as the day of issue recurs. There are two modes.

'

One is to print the addresses consecutively upon
slips which are gummed on the back and fed inter-

mittingly to the cutter, which cuts off" each address.

This is then pressed upon the folded paper or

pamphlet, which is placed in position to receive

its direction. The other mode is to set up the

type of each address in a form, and so arrange the

forms that they are necessarily presented at a spot

to which the enveloped papers are consecutively
fed. Over 20 patents have been granted in the
United States on machines for this purpose.

—

E.
H. Knight.

Adeliiide. See South Australia.

Fig. 3.— ACTINOSCETEB.
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Adelantadillo, red wine, made of the first

ripe grapes in Spain.
Aden, a seaport of the S. coast of Arabia, ly-

ing in 12° 62' N., 44° 59' E., 118 m. from the
entrance to the Red Sea, belonging to Great Brit-

ain, and under the administration of the govern-
ment of Bombay. It is a place of considerable
Mrength, its situation between Asia and Africa re-

sembling that of Gibraltar between Europe and
Africa. Its excellent port renders it a valuable
station on the way from India to Europe as a coal-

ing depdt. Its trade is almost exclusively with
Englaiul. Pop. '^2,000.

Adhesive Felt, is a cloth used for covering
ships' bottoms. It is chiefly imported from Bel-

fast and Glasg<)w. Imp. free.

Adirondack R.R. runs from Saratoga Springs
to Isorth Fork, N. Y., a distance of 60 m. This
Co., whose offices are in New York city, was
chart in 1839 to construct a R.R. from Saratoga
to Ogdensburg, N. Y., 185 ra., and was completed
to '\\» present terminus in 1870. In 1874 it was
placed in the hands of a receiver, by whom it has
since been operated. Financial siatement 30 Sept.,

1877 :— Cap. stock authorized, $5,000,000 ; issued,

$4,263,000 less $500,000 held by trustees for adjust-

ment of claims. Funded debt authorized, $6,000,-

000. Bonds issued, $640,000, interest 7 per cent
Floating debt, exclusive of interest and commis-
Bions, $1,971,734.68. Total liabilities, $6,374,-

734.68.

Adjustment, in Marine Ins., a calculation of

the sums to which the insured is entitled fnom the
respective underwriters, on a loss occasioned by
any of the risks insured against, generally pre-

pared by a professional person, indorsed on the
policy, and signed by the several underwriters.

It is compared to a note of hand, being presump-
tive against them, and not reciuiring the consider-

ation to be proved by the holder, but admitting of
a valid defence being raised and proved by the
undorwriters. See Lo88, Policy.
Adjutage, the tube through which a fountain

is playid.
Admeasurement. See Tonnage.
Admiralty Court, the name of the English

supreme marine tribunal which holds jurisdic-

tion over causes arising on the high seas and
coasts. In the United States the admiraltv ca-ses

are under the exclusive jurisdiction of the J[)i8lrict

and Circuit Courts.

Adrift, a sea term for loose or unfastened ; a
boat l)r(>kcM away from moorings or fastenings.

Adulteration, the injuring or delxising by for-

eign or spurious admixtures. There are several

kinds of A.: conventional, to suit the taste and
demands of the public; accidental or uninten-

tional, arising from carcU-ssncss in the prepara-

tion of the staple or commodity at the place of

growth or shipment; fraudulent for deception

and gainful pur|KNW>s. In Pennsylvania, and
other States, A. of articles of fcxxi and drink, and
of drugs and medicines, is made a misdemeanor,
pnnishalile by fine or imprisonment or l>oth.

Ad Valorem. [Lat.] ac(»rding to the value.

This term is used in commerce chiefly in refer-

ence to those duties (hence called ad valoran du-

ties) which are levie<l on commotiilies at certain

rates per cent, on their value.

Advance, usually denotes money paid on the

security of property consigned or deposited. Mer-
chants frequently advance from one-half to two-

Fig. 4.— A uzl.

thirds of the value of goods consigned to them on
receiving invoice, bill of lading, etc.

Adventure, a term sometimes used to express
a shipment by a merchant on his own account. A
joint adventure is when the shipment is made by
two or more parties on joint account.

Advice, in commercial language, means in-

formation communicated by letter. The term is

used chiefly in reference to bills of exchange.
Bills are sometimes made payable " as per advice ;

"

at other times "without further advice;" and
generally without any of these words. In the

former case the drawer may not, but in the latter

he may, pay before he has received advice.

Adze, a tof)l (Fig. 4), especially valuable to'

shipwrights, differ-

ing from the axe in

having a curved
blade, whose edge
is at right angles to

the handle, while
the blade of the axe
is parallel to the

handle. Its forms
and sizes difier with
the character of the

work, and in some
cases the bit L" gouge-
shaped in addition to its curve in the plane of its

motions. The blade is usually from 2 (o 4 lbs. in

weight.
Aerated Waters. See Soda Water.
AfiSdavit, a decl.iration in writing, made on

oath Itefore a magistrate or some competent officer.

Affreightment, in Shipping, is the contract by
which a vessel, or the use of it, or the use of some
part of it, is let out on hire. The contract is of

two kinds : charter-party and general ship, or ship

on generalfreight. The contract does not require

to be in writing. The obligations, generally ex-

pressed, and always understood, on the part of the

shipmaster, are, that the vessel must beseaworthv,
provided with all necessaries, and in every way nt

for the voyage undertaken. The crew, also, must
be sufficient in ntmiber and ability. Where such
is the usage, he must have a pilot on lH)ard. The
vessel must be at the |>ort, ready to receive goods,

for a reasonable period, and must sail at the ap-

pointed time, weather and tide i»ermitting. She
must be properly navigated, and also directed to

her port of destination oy the usual an<l approved
course. If she deviate unnecessarily, the master

and owners are responsible if loss l)c occasioned,

though it should be by the act of God or the re-

tniblu-'s enemies. The master must not incur risk

>y sailing with contraband goods on boani, or
without the projHjr pafK-rs. lie must use every

eflbrt to convey the cargo in safety. When he
cannot pnx;eed on his own ship, he nuist forthwith

adopt such means as may be best suitetl to pre-

serve the safetv and value of all the proj>erty com-
mitti-<l to his charge. Trans-shipment for the place

of destination, if it is practicable, is the first onje<'t,

l>ecanse it is in furtherance of the original pur-

pose ; if that be impracticable, return or a safe de-

|)osit may be exiKMlient. The merchant should be

consulted, if ixissible. A sale is the last thing a
master shouln think of, U'cause it can be only jus-

tified by that necessity which stiiKTsedes all other

laws. If he si'U without necessity, his owners, as

well as himself, will be answerable to the mer-

chant. On his arrival, the master must report his
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ship and crew, exhibit his manifest, and deliver

the cargo to the consignee on payment of charges.

(See Bill of Lading, Freight. )—The obligation

on the part of the freighter or merchant, is to fur-

nish a sufficient cargo— if he has covenanted for

a full one. he must provide it, though it exceed

what was specified as the burthen of the ship, be-

coming liable in compensation for any portion not

occupied. Tills compensation for the freight of

cargo stipulated for, but not supplied, is called dead

freight. Certain days are generally specified, dur-

ing which the merchant is entitled to delay the

vessel in loading or unloading ; these are termed
lay-dayst. A specific sum is, in some cases, cove-

nanted to be paid, should the vessel be longer de-

tained, and if a rate is not agreed upon, a charge
may be made of the nature of damages. (See De-
MUBKAGE.) Before receiving delivery of the

cargo, the consignee must pay the freight.

Afloat, merchandise which has arrived at the

port or in the harbor, but still on board the vessel.

African Hemp, one of the names of the fibre

obtained from the leaves of the Sansei'iera Guine-
ensis. This plant grows also in Ceylon, from whence
the fibre is more frequently obtained. Imp. free.

Agar-Agar, a sea-weed {SpfuBrococcus spinosus),

forming a large article of commerce in the Eastern
seas, being used for making jellies, and for stifien-

ing purposes.
Agaric, a fungus {Boletus) growing on trees.

The boletus ignarius,

commonly called Ama-
dou, was formerly val-

ued as a styptic, but is

at present chiefly used
for preparing the tin-

der or touchwood call-

ed Punk, or Geiman tin-

'(^ der. It is found in

most countries, on the
trunks of old ash and
other trees. That which

I

grows upon the oak
{Fig. 5), however, is

most esteemed.
Agate, [Ger. Achat,]

a well-known stone
used in jewelry and

Fig. 5.—Amadou of the Oak. ^^^ ^^^'^^ ^^^ popularly
caUed Scotch pebble. It

is one of the modifications of form under which
silica is found in almost a state of purity. The
siiicious particles are not arranged so as to pro-
duce the transparency of rock crystal, but a trans-
lucent, sometimes almost opaque, substance, with
a resinous or waxy fracture; and a variety of
shades of color are produced by a minute quantity
of iron, for the beauty of which, together with the
high polish they are capable of receiving, A. are
highly prized as ornaments. They are usually
met with in that variety of trap rocks called amyg-
daloid or mandelstein. They vary in size from
that of a pin-head to a foot in diameter, but those
of one to three inches are the most common. They
are found in many parts of Scotland, Sicilv, etc.

;

but the principal supply is procured from Ober-
stein, in Germany, The stones known by the
names of Carnelian, Chalcedony, Onyx, Sardonyx,
Mocha-Stone, Blood-Stone, Chrysoprase, and Plas-
ma, are closely allied to A.
Agave, American Aloe, or Maguey, is a

succulent plant, cultivated in Mexico, and from

which is obtained a valuable fibre used for mats,

for brushes, and as a substitute for curled horse-

hair for stufling cushions. From it also the Mexi-
cans obtain a favorite drink, called pw^we, or agave
wine. From pulque an ardent spirit is distilled,

which is known by the name of Mezcal or Aguar-
diente de Maguey.
Age, the time when a person assumes legal

authority to act for himself or herself. According
to American law, a per.«on becomes of age when
he or she is 21 years old. Before this age one
cannot make a valid commercial contract.

Ageing, in calico-printing, a process by which
a mordant, after being applied to a cotton fabric,

is placed in circumstances favorable to its being
completely incorporated with and fixed in the

fibre.

Agenda, a list or memorandum-book of busi-

ness to be done.
Agent. See Principal and Agent.
Agent de Change, the French name for a

stock-broker.

Agio, a term applied in some parts of Europe
to the premium or percentage allowed on a better

sort of money when it is given in exchange for an
inferior kind. Thus, at Hamburg, when 100 marks
banco are exchangeable for 120 marks currency,
the A. on banco is said to be 20 percent. ; it being
always reckoned upon the more valuable money.
In France, again, where payments can be de-

manded only in silver coin, a small premium is

sometimes paid by the receiver in order to obtain
gold coin ; this premium is called the agio on
gold.—When the percentage, or diflference, is con-
sidered with regard to the inferior sort of money,
it is called discount. Thus, when $100 in notes
were exchangeable for only $90 in gold, the dis-

count on the paper was said to be 10 per cent.

Agiotage, the F'rench term for stock-jobbing,
speculation on the rise or fall of the public funds.
Agreement, is a mutual bargain, contract, or

covenant. Every State has particular laws on
this important matter. It may, however, be no-
ticed, as a general rule, that every A. that, by its

terms, is not to be performed within one year from
the making thereof; every special promise to
answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of
another person; and every contract for the sale
of any goods, chattels, or things, for the price of
$50 or more, is void, unless, 1st, a note or memo-
randum of such contract be made in writing, and
be subscribed by the parties to be charged thereby

;

or, 2d, unless the buyer shall accept and receive
part of such goods, or the evidence, or some of
them, of such things in action ; or, 3d, unless the
buyer shall, at any time, pay some part of the
purchase-money.
Agricultural Implements, are the various

mechanical implements and tools used for tillage,

garden, nursery of plants, and stiible. These are
treated in this work under their respective heads.
Many of them, manufactured in the U. States,
command a ready sale in the European markets.
Their exportation, which is continuallv increasing
in importance, amounted to $2,623,722 for the yeai-
1878.

^

Aground, stranded ; applied to a ship or vessel
touching the bottom.
Aguardiente, a name for alcohol, principally

applied to brandy in Spain.
Ahm, an old German liquid-measure, varyinafm different places from 36 to 41 J gallons.
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Aigrette, a pointed tuft of feathers, jewels, etc.

Air-Bed, an India-rubber or other air-proof
case or mattress inflated with air for the use of
invalids.

Air-Cushion, an inflated seat for railroad-

carriage, chairs, etc.

Air-Gun, a pneumatic machine for projecting

bullets, in which the moving power is the rush of
condensed air allowed to escape.

Air-Pump, a pneumatic machine for producing
a partial vacuum. It substantially consists (Fig. 6)
of a circular bra.ss plate, on which is placed
a bell-glass called a receiver, and two ver-

tical brass cylinders, each of which has a
piston attached. A hole in the centre of
the plate, and a connecting tube, form a
medium of communication between the re-

ceiver and the cylinders. The air is ex-
pelled from the latter by a movement of

the piston ; a portion of the air then es-

capes from the receiver, and a valve is

placed at the orifice of the connecting tube,

80 that no air can return to the receiver.

Another valve in the piston opens outwardly
and allows the air to have vent.

Akee, is a tree
(
Cupania 8apida),a riative

of Guinea, and transplanted to the West
Indies. Its reddish-yellow fruit, about the

size of a hen's egg, is highly esteemed in

Africa, having an aril with a grateful sub-

acid flavor.

Akey, the money standard of the Gold
coast of Africa. As a weight for gold-dust

it is considered to be equal to 20 grains.

Alabama, a Southern State of the U.
States, bounded N. by Tennessee, E. by Geor-
gia, S. by Florida and the Gulf of Mexico,
W. by Mississippi. It lies between 30° 10'

and 35° N. lat., and between 85° and 88° 30'

W. Ion. ; area, 50,722 sq. m. Improved land,

4,982,340 acres; unimproved land, 9,491,270, of

wl»ich 8,034,700 acres are woodland. The soil of

the State is various, but mainly productive. In
the southern part there are considerable tracts of
sandy barrens, but the river bottoms are remark-
ably fertile. Some portions of the highlands in

the north are not worth cultivating, while by far

the greater {>ortion is very excellent land, having
a productive soil of variable depth, resting on a
limestone betl. A. has numerous navigable rivers,

the principal of which are the Mobile, Alabama,
Tombigliee, Chattahoochee, Coosa, and Tennessee.

The great river of the State is the Mobile, formed
by the confluence of

the Alabama and Tom-
bigl)ee. about 50 m.
above Mobile Bay, into

which it empties at

Mobile. The Tombig-
bee rises in N. E. Mis-
sissippi, and is navi-

gable for light-draught

steamers to Columbus,
about 300 m. The
Black Warrior, a
branch of the Torabig-
bee, has its source in

N. Alabama, empties near Demo|>olis, and is

navigable for steamers to Tuscaloosa, 285 m. from
Mobile. The Alabama, whicli is the eastern

branch of the Mobile, is navigable to Montgom-
ery, about 320 m. The sea-coast is broken by

Mobile Bay, a beautiful sheet of water, 30 m. in
length and from 30 to 18 m. in breadth, with
22 feet of water at tlie main entrance at low
tide; but the chat)nel for 10 m. below Mobile is

not more than 8 to 9 feet deep at low tide. The
climate of A. is healthy, except in the low river-

bottoms, where the prevailing diseases are inter-
mittent, congestive, and bilious fevers. The mean
temperature of the State is about 63°, and the
mercury seldom rises above 95°. Agriculture
forms the principal occupation of the people,

Fig. 7.— Seal of Alabama.

Fig. 6.— Air-Pump.

manufacturing being carried on only to a limited

extent. The chief productions are cotton and
Indian corn. In 1878 there were in the State

205,000 milk cows, 375,000 oxen and other cattle,

270,000 sheep, 952,300 hogs, 108,500 horses, and
105,400 mules. A. has 1,496 m. of completed rail-

road. The principal cities are Mobile, Montgom-
ery (the cap.), Iluntsville, Selma, Madison, Tus-
caloosa, and Gainesville. Pop. 996,992. The
maritime commerce of ^. is almost concentrated
at Mobile. See Mobile.
Alabama Central R.R., runs from Selma to

York, Alabama, a distance of 81 m. This Co.,

located at Selma, was chartered in 1850, under the

name of Alabama and Mississippi R.R. Co.; as-

sumed later the name of the Selma and Meridi:m
R.R., and was reorganized under the present title

in 1871. Financial Statement: Cap. stock, $2,000,-

000; funded debt, $1,600,000; bills pavable,

$316.73 ; other liabilities, $9,587.61 ; total, $8,609,-

904.34. lV>nds issued bv the Selma and Meridian
Co. in June, 1871, bear Interest (»!, 8%, payable in

Jan. and July, and become payable July 1, 1901.

Net earnings for IS77, S8<),4S7.H3.

Alabama Great Southern R.R., runs from
Chattanooga, Tenn., to Meridian, Miss., 296 m.
Office at Montgomerv. It was chart, in 1853, un-

der the name of N.' E. & S. W. Ala. R.R., was
reorganized in 1868 as Ala. and Chattanooga R.R.,

was taken pos-session of by tlie State of Ala. in

1872, was sold in 1875 to the 1st mortgage bond-

holders, and lastly, in 1877, to Erlanger and Co.,
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of London, who, on November 30th of same year,

organized the present Co., the State of Ala. hav-

ing appropriated $1,000,000 State bonds, bearing

2% interest until 1 Jan., 1881, and tliereafter

4^ for 25 years, for redemption of the endorse-

ment of tiie Ala. and Chattanooga K.R. bonds.

Financial Statement. The cap. stock of the new
Co. is iixed at §783,000 preferred and $7,830,000

common; total stock, $8,613,000; funded debt,

$1,750,000; total stock and bonds, $10,363,000.

Net earnings for the year ending Feb. 28, 1878,

$99,593.99, applied to reconstruction purposes.

Alabaster, [It. alabastro ; Fr. albdtre,^ a spe-

cies of gypsum resembling marble, but softer,

takes a duller polish, and when pure is much
wliiter and semi-transparent. Some stones, how-
ever, of a veined and colored appearance, and also

certain transparent and yellow ones of a sparry

nature, are termed A. It is used for small stat-

ues, lamps, vases, and other ornaments. The finest

is found near Volterra, in Tuscany. It is also

grocured in great abundance on the shores of the

iritish Channel, between Watchet and Mine-
head, where it is manufactured into toys and orna-
ments.
A la Mode, the French term for fashionable.

Alarm-Bell, or Alarum, is a watch or clock
that strikes at a particular hour. An ordinary
clock strikes on a bell every half hour ; and, by a
small addition to the apparatus, it can be made to

strike at any intermediate time, or to give a ring-

ing succession of sounds loud enough to wake a
sleeper. The alarum can be "set" beforehand, so
as to act at the required time.

Alaska, an immense territory of the United
States, extending from lat. 54° 40'' N. up to the
Glacial Ocean, and between 131° and 170° Ion. W.,
including the greater part of the Aleutian Islands,

and sold in 1868 by Russia to the United States

Fig. 8. — Fur Seal.

for $7,500,000. The principal settlement is at
Sitka, a town of about 500 inhabitants, situated
in the easternmost part of Sitka Sound, on theW
shore of Baranoff Island, in lat. 57°. The natives
of A. number about 50,000, consisting of Esqui-
maux and kindred tribes and Indians. The Eu-
ropean pop. is not above 1,000. The climate is
by no means so inhospitable as that of corre-
sponding latitudes on the eastern coast of North
America. At Sitka the mean annual temperature
18 42-9 F., the lowest being 31-1, in Jan., and the
highest 55-8, in Aug. The Aleutian Islands are
wholly destitute of trees, but the interior of A is
well wooded, and dense forests of the Sitka spruce
or white pine produce timber of great size and
unsurpassed quality. On the coasts are found the

fur seal (Fig. 8), the sea-lion, the sea-otter, and
the walrus. Whales, cod, herring, and halibut

are abundant in the adjacent seas, and immense
quantities of salmon are caught in the Alaskan
rivers. The fur trade and the fisheries are the
leading industries of A. The taking of fur seals,

which is for the most part restricted to the Priby-
loff Islands, is now regulated by act of Congress,

the privilege being under rental to the "Alaska
Commercial Co.," at $55,000 per annum. In 1878
that Co. took the maximum number of 100,000
skins allowed by law, upon which the tax due the
government was |262,500 (besides the rental). The
annual product of the fishery in salted codfish

alone, is about 10,000,000 lbs. Timber is exported
in limited quantities. Amicable relations have,
generally, been sustained between the Indians and
whites in A. Some outrages, however, occurred
in the last months of 1878, and the collector of
customs at Sitka—the only ofiicer exercising some
authority on the main-land— stated that bloody
outbreaks might be apprehended at any time in

consequence of the means now existing for pro-
ducing intoxicating liquor, and from the lack of
any organized government in the Territory.

Alb, or Alba, a white surplice of muslin worn
under the vestment by Catholic priests.

Albany, a city of the United States, cap. of the
State of New York, at the head of sloop naviga-
tion and near the head of tide-water, on the W.
bank of the Hudson River, lat. 42° 39' 3^' N., Ion.
73° 32' W., 145 m. N. of New York city, 164 m.
W. of Boston, and 370 m. N.E. of Washington.
It is a port of delivery for foreign merchandise,
and an important mart or entrepot for the products
of the Western States passing through the canals,

which have their terminus here. A. has a very
extensive trade in grain, and its lumber market
is perhaps the largest in the world ; its manufac-

tories are also very important and exten-
sive. A. has 9 banks, 6 savings banks, 6
insurance companies, and about 15 peri-

odicals. The steamboats plving on the
Hudson River between New York and A.
are among the largest that navigate any
inland waters. Pop. 80,000.
Albany and Susquehanna R.R.,

runs from Albany to Binghampton, in New
York State; distance, with branches, 17,695
m. Offices in New York. Organized ifpril,

1851, and leased for 99 years from 1st

March, 1870, by Delaware and Hudson
Canal Co., for interest and dividends equal
to 7% on $7,000,000, the amount of stock
and bonds then outstanding. Financial
Statement. Cap. stock paid in, $3,500,000

;

funded debt, $6,045,000; total, $9,545,000; cost
of construction, $7,374,745.28; equipment, $1,-
698,692.97; real estate, $845,028.30 ; other liabili-
ties, $373,461.55; total, $9,918,461.55. Funded
Debt. 1st mortgage issued 1863, pavable 1888,
$1,000,000, 7fc interest (Jan. and July) ; Albany
City loan, issued 1865, pavable 1895, $1,000,000,
interest 7% (Mav and Nov.); 2d mortgage issued
1865, payable 1885, $2,000,000, interest 7% (April
and Oct.) ; 3d mortgage issued 1869, pavable 1881,
interest 7% (May and Nov.) ; amount authorized,
$oOO,000. Amount outstanding, $85,000. Onisol-
idated Mortgage issued 1876, payable 1906, interest
7% (April and Oct.). Amount authorized, $10,-
000,000. Amount outstanding, $1,977,000. Net
earnings for 1878, $456,579.68.
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Albata, British plaU or Oerman silver, a com-
pound of tin, copper, and nickel, extensively used
in England in the manufacture of a variety of
articles which were formerly plated or made en-
tirely of silver. A. goods do not look so well as

those plated, when the latter are entirely new, but
they possess superior durability. Birmingham
and Sheffield are the principal seats of this manu-
facture.

Albertite, a highly bituminous mineral found
in New Brunswick, which has proved valuable for

making illuminating gas, and also for the manu-
facture of various liquid hydro-carbons and illu-

minating and lubricating oils, which are distilled

from it.

Albam, a book kept for the writings and in-

scriptions of friends ; also a book for keeping pho-
tographs, etc.

Albumen, a constituent of the animal and
vegetable fluids and solids, which enters into com-
merce in a drietl state ; chiefly the A. of the egg
and of blood. The principal use of ^. is in pho-
tography and calico-printing. Imp. free.

Albiimenized Paper, paper prepared for

printing photographs on ; also an imitation of

parchment, prepared for steeping paper in sul-

phuric acid.

Alcarrazas, the Spanish name for porous un-
glazed earthenware coolers.

Alcohol, [Fr. alcohol and esprit de vin; Ger.
weingeist,] is a liquid which forms the intoxi-

cating principle of fermented liquors. It is by
the distillation of such liquors that ardent spirits

are obtained, and they receive the names of bran-
dy, rum, gin, whiskey, according to the nature of

the substance employed, but in every case consist

almost entirely of three ingredients, viz., alcohol,

water, and a little oil or resin, to which they owe
their flavor and color. When these liquids are
redistilled, the first portion that comes over is a
fine light, transparent fluid, known in commerce
by the name of rectified spirits. When as highly
rectified as possible, the sp. gr. of the liquid ob-

tained does not appear to be less than 0*8200, and
is generally more. A. cannot, by this process, be
deprived of the whole of the water with which it

is combined ; but by redistillation with hot hydro-
chlorate of lime, it is procured of the sp. gr. of

07939 at 60° F. In this sute it is the strongest

that can at present be procuretl, and it is there-

fore called pure or absolute A. The A. of com-
merce, or spirit of wine, is never so strong as this;

its sp. gr. is seldom under 0*8370. In this state

it is fragrant, limpid, colorless, volatile, inflam-

mable, and of a pungent, agreeable taste. It has
never been frozen. At 173J° it boils. It com-
bines with water in every degree; and the pro-

portion of it present in common spirits is best

judged of by their sp. gr., and is usually ascer-

tained by a hydrometer. The sp. gr. of what is

called pure A. being 07939 at 60° F., and that of
water 1*000, it follows that the lighter a spirit is,

the stronger it is. What in this country is called

proof spirits is understood to be a mixture of

equal bulks of A. and water. When spirits are

weaker than this they are said to be under proof;
when stronger, to be above proof: thus, "10 under
proof" signifies that every 100 gallons of that

spirit would require to have 10 gallons of water
abstracted from it to bring it up to proof; and
" 10 over proof," that every 100 gallons contain

too little water by 10 gallons. A. is extensively

used in the arts. It dissolves the resins, camphor,
and the essential oils ; and hence it8 uses in var-

nish-making, in pharmacy, and in perfumery;
while its fluidity at the lowest temperatures— its

antiseptic properties, and its purity and inflamma-
bility, render it applicable to a great variety of
other purposes.

Tht duly on imported A., brandy, and piritnoiia liqnore
generally is $2 per proof gallon, the '• proof siiirit," under the
law, being " that alcoholic liquor which routuins one-half iU
Tolurae of A. of a «p. gr. of 0-7'.'39 at 6CP F. No lowor rata
or amount of duty to be charged than that fixed for first proof,
but to be increased in proportion fur any greater strength and
none under first proof to |my leas than 50 per centum ad
valorem. To ascertain the iiumUT of proof gallons contained
in any quantity of liquor stronger than first proof, multiply
the actual quantity in wine gallons by the percentage of A.,
and divide by 50. Thus, to find the duty on 20 gallons at
108° : 2U X 108 -^ SO = 21.60 gallons at $2.00, or $2.16 {ler gal-
lon."

Alcoholmeter, is a well-known instrument for

ascertaining the strength of spirits. The A. in-

vented by Pr. Fralle, of Berlin, known as FraUt^g

A., and now made in New York, is the one in use
in the United States custom-houses.
Alcornorco Bark, a bitter and astringent

medical bark derived in Venezuela from the Bow-
dichia virgiliodes.

Alder, an aquatic tree (Alnus glutinosa), found
in all the northern parts of the world. Its timber
is reddish-yellow in color, and, being soft, works
easily. It is much used for piles, pumps, and
other under-ground purpo.ses where it is kept con-
stantly wet ; and its stems, hollowed out, are among
the best materials, next to metal, for water-pi |)es.

The veiny knots are often cut into veneer. The
bark is valuable for tanning; and the young shoots,

when mixed with other ingredients, are used for

dyeing. The alder rots when exjMsed to the

weather, and when dry is subject to worms.
Ale. See Beer.
Alen9on Lace. See Blonde.
Aleppo, a fine city of Turkey in Asia, in N.

Syria, 70 m. E. from the Mediterranean, lat. 36°
11' N., Ion. 37° 10' E. It was, in the Middle
Ages, the great emporium of trade between Europe
and the East, and is still the great caravan-centre
of traffic with Central Asia. The U. States and
most of the European nations have consuls there.

Pop. 120,000.
Aleurometer, an instrument for determining

the quantity of gluten in flour.

Alewife, or Gasperau, a fish of the herring
family {Alosa iyrannus), caught in large numbers
in the bays and rivers of New England. They
are put up in barrels, and are the object of a large

trade in Boston.
Alexandria, in Egypt. See Egypt.
Alexandria, a city and port of Virginia, on

the right bank of the Potomac, 7 m. below Wash-
ington, in lat. 38° N., Ion. 77° 4' W. It is con-

siderably elevated, ascending gradually from the

river, which has here a depth of water sufficient

for vessels of the largest class. A. has 113 ves-

sels, tonnage 3,821. Its coastwise trade is impor-
tant. Pop. 13,570.
Alexandria and Fredericksburg R. R.,

runs from Long Bridge to Quantico, Virginia,

32*4 m. Offices at Philadelphia; chartered 1864;
pos-session taken by mortgage trustees 1872 ; to be
reorganized. Cap. stock, $1,000,000; fundeil debt,

first mortgage 7 % gold bonds, date<l 18<J6, pay-

able 1890, $1,000,000; floating debt, $174,756.70,

and trustees' debt for preservation of proiierty,

$43,640.47 ; total liabilities, $2,218,261.17. Cost
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of road and equipment, $2,165,247.06; balance,

profit and loss, $r)3,014.11. Total resources,

12,218,261.17. Net earnings for 1877, $18,449.96.

Alfa Fibre, is the fibre of the Macrochloa ten-

acissima, and is the most important of the vegeta-

ble products of Algeria. It grows spontaneously

over vast tracts of country where cultivation of

any description is impossible, and covers 10,000,000

acres, from which a quantity of paper-making

material may be collected, equal to the three-

fourths of all the rags sold and used throughout

the world. The exportation of A., in 1878, ex-

ceeded 80,000 tons. Imp. free.

Agarovilla, the agglutinated seeds and husks

of the legumes of a Chilian tree {Oeratonia sUiqua).

It contains much tannin, and is said to possess

about four times the powers of good oak bark. It

has been occasionally imported in mass.
Algarrobo. See Carob Beans.
Algeria, the largest and most important of the

colonial possessions of France, extends about 500
m. along the N. shore of Africa, from about 8° 30''

E. to 1° 30' W. It is bounded on that side by the

Mediterranean, E. by Tunis, S. by the Sahara or

Great Desert, and W. by Morocco. Its area em-
braces 258,306 sq. m., being about one-sixth larger

than France. There are 3 provinces— Algiers,

Constantine, and Oran— which are subdivided
into 12 departments. At the head of the colony
is a governor-general. The country is traversed

by branches of the great mountain-chain of Atlas,

and in general is well watered and highly fertile.

There are 5,139,136 acres of land under cultiva-

tion, of which 8 % are cultivated by the European
colonists, and 92 % by the natives. The total

imports amount annually to about $40,000,000

;

exports, $30,000,000. P(yp. 5,000,000, about half
of which consist of wandering Arab tribes.

Algiers, the principal city and port, rises in the form of an
amphitheatre, near the middle of the coast, 36° 48' N., 3° 4' E.
It is defended on the sea-side by very strong batteries. The
harbor, a work of immense labor, is formed by two projecting
moles, and is about 15 feet deep ; but it is unsafe, and vessels
lying along it must bo strongly fastened by cables. The
principal intercourse of Algiers is with France, Italy, Eng-
land, and Spain. Exports: oil, wax, hides, skins, com, fruit,
wool, rags, cotton, iron ore. Esparto grass or alfa, etc. J^.
58,816. The other chief ports are Oran, Bona, and Mostaga-
nem.—The principal inland towns are Constantine and Phil-
ippevilU. The money, weights, and measures of France are in
general use among the settled population in the towns.

Alicante. See Spain.
Alien, a foreigner or person not naturalized,

not a citizen of the U. States. For commercial
purposes generally, a foreigner enjoys the same
protection and privileges as a natural-born cit-

izen merchant. He is not, however, permitted to
own vessels sailing under the national flag, and he
cannot act as a merchant-appraiser in cases of dis-
pute between the custom-house officers and mer-
chants as to the value of imported merchandise.
Aliment, any substance which may be used as

food.

Alizarine, a fine red volatile coloring-matter,
in the form of crystals, found in madder, and which
yields the Turkey-red dye.

Alkalies, a class of chemical bodies character-
ized generally by their peculiar hot, bitter, and
caustic ta.ste ; by their changing the colors of vege-
table blues to green, and yellows to brown ; and
by their neutralizing acids, and forming with them
the class of compounds called salts. The princi-
pal ^. are ammonia, pota.sh, and soda ; an account
of which, and such others as possess commercial
interest, will be given under their proper heads.

The value of any A. is determined by an alkalimeter,

a graduated instrument which shows the quantity

of acid neutralized by a given weight of the sam-
ple, and hence the amount of pure A. contained
in it.

Alkanet, {Sp. Arkaneta; Fr. Orcanelte; Ger.
Orkanez-wurzel,] is the root of a species of bugloss

{Anchiisa tinctoria), a native of the warmer parts

of Europe. It is of a dark-red color, and white
within, and imparts an elegant tint to alcohol,

wax, and to all unctuous substances. The color-

ing matter is confined to the bark, and the small
roots are preferred, as these have most bark in

proportion to their bulk. The best A. is imported
from Montpellier in France, and ^rom the Levant.
Imp. free.

Alkermes. See Kebmes.
Alkool, a black dye, a preparation of anti-

mony, used by females in Eastern countries to

tinge their eyelids. See Henna.
Allege, the French term for a tender or lighter

for a ship.

Allegheny Valley R.R., runs from Pitts-

burgh to Oil City, Pa., 132 m. ; from Red Bank, a
])oint on its own line, to Driftwood, a point on the
Phila. & Erie E.R., 110 m. ; and branches, 17 ra.;

total, 259 m. This Co., located at Pittsburgh, Pa.,

was chartered in 1851. Financial Statement: 1st

mortgage River Division, $4,000,000, payable
1896, interest 7.03% (Jan. and July); Ist mort-
gage Eastern Extension, $10,000,000, payable
1920, interest 1% (April and Oct.) ; 2d mortgage
Eastern Extension, $3,200,000, payable $100,000
per year, interest bfo (Jan. and July) ; Income
bonds, $6,200,400, payable 1894, interest 1%
(April and Oct.). Net earnings for 1878, $915,-
726.57.

Alligation, in Commerdal Arithmetic, is a for-

mula for ascertaining the proportion of constitu-

ents or ingredients in a mixture.
I. To find what quantity of any number of in-

gredients, whose rates are given, will compose a
mixture of a given rate. Ride.— 1. Write down
the rates of the ingredients under each other. 2.

Connect by a curved line the rate of each ingre-

dient, which is less than that of the mixture, with
one or any number of those that are greater, and
each greater rate with one or any number of those
that are less. 3. Put the diflerence between the
mixture rate, and tliat of each of the ingredients,

opposite the contrary rate with which it is linked.

4. Then if only one diflerence stand against any
rate, it will be the quantity belonging to that rate;
but if there be several, their sum will be the
quantity.

Example I. Wine at 90 cts. per gallon is to be
mixed with wine at 60 cts. per gallon ; requiretl
the proportions so as to sell the mixture at 70 cts.

per gallon.

7A f 90 ] 10 at 90 cts. per gal.
'"160

J 20 " 60 "

That is, the wine at 90 cts. per gal. must be to that
at 60 cts. in the proportion of 1 to 2.

Example 11. What quantity of spirits at $1.70,
$1.80, and $2.20 per gallon, must be taken, so as
that the mixture may be worth $2.00 per gallon.

(1.70 20 at $1.70 per mU.
2.00^ 2.20 . 30+ 20= 50 " 2.20 "

(. 1.80 20 " 1.80 "
Ans. 2 gal. at $1.70 ; 5 at $2.20 ; and 2 at $1.80.
II. When the whole composition is limited to

a certain quantity. i2wfe.— Find an answer as
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before, by linking ; then, as the sum of the quan-
tities, or differences thus determined, is to the

given quantity, so is eacli ingredient foUnd by
linking to the required quantity of each.

III. Wlien one of the ingredients is limited to

a certain quantity. Rule.— Take the diflerence

between each price and the mean rate as before

;

tlien, as the difference of that ingredient whose
quantity is given is to the rest of the differences

respectively, so is the quantity given to the sev-

eral quantities required.

In the same manner, questions of this kind may
be worked wliere several of the ingredients are

limited to certain quantities, by finding first for

one limit, and then for another. In general, how-
ever, cases in alligation ai'e best solved by an an-

alytical process, as they form what are called

indeterminate or unlimited problems, from their ad-

mitting of a variety of answers. See Average.
Alligator Leather, the New York name for

the tanned and prepared skins of the alligator,

which come from Texas. They are mottled like

tortoise-shell, are as pliable as calf-skin, and are

used for boots, etc.

Allotment Ticket, an onler for periodical

payment of a portion of a seaman's wages to some
second j)arty during his absence at sea.

Allowances. See Tare.
Alloy, is a term applied to a mixture of any

two metals; but sometimes it is applied only to

the ba'^er or inferior of the two, such as copper in

standard gold and silver; while if mercury be one
of the two, the mixture is more usually called an
amalgam. Some metals are too brittle, some too

soft, to be of much use in their pure or simple
state ; but there are scores of combinations of them,
two and two, which prevent various serviceable

qualities ; and all such combinations form A.
Sometimes three or even four metals form an A.
— In type-metal, the qualities of a soft, malleable
metal (lead), and of a hard, brittle metal (anti-

mony), are combined to produce a useful A. that

will possess properties depending on theprojwrtions
of the ingredients. The various A. of lead and
tin, such an pewter, differ in quality from the same
cause. Copper and tin produce bell-metal, bronze,

gunrmetal, and speculum-metal; and it is noteworthy
what great differences are olservablc in these A.,

according to the proportions between the two com-
ponents, all other conditions being the same. The
change even goes to that extent that an yi. be-

comes harder in proportion to the increa.se in the

ao/ler of the two metals. That A. are chemical
combinations, and not merely mechanical mix-
tures, is shown by the fact that their sp. gr. is sel-

dom a mean between those of the components;
and that they are njore fusible, or melt at a lower
heat, than the most fusible of the two comnonents.
The principal A. will lye found noticed under their

proper names, and some others under the names of

the simple metals. See also Assay.
Allspice, or Pimento, [Vr. and Ger.pimenl; It.

nepe (/nrofanalo,!^ is a small, dry, reddish-brown
oerry, the fruit of Mt/rtwt Pimentti, common on the

N. side of Jamaica, whence it is called Jamaica
pepper. It is named A. from its taste and flavor

(qualities which reside chieflv in the cortical part

of the berry), being supposed to resemble that of

a mixture of cloves, cinnamon, and nutmegs. The
berries are gathered Itefore they are ripe, and dried
in the sun ; the smallest and most fragrant being
preferred. The produce of the Pimento crop,

though sometimes very abundant, is variable ; and
there is seldom a plenteous harvest above once in

five years. A corresfjonding fluctuation occurs in

the annual imiK)rtations from the West Indies,

whence it comes packed either in bags or hogs-

heads. The Pimento tree is also cultivated in

some parts of the Southern States. Duty on im-

port, 10 cts. (ground) and 5 cts. (unground) i>er lb.

Almacen, the Spanish name for a warehouse
or store-room.
Almandine, a name for the carbuncle or

precious garnet.

Almonds, [Dn. amamlolen ; Fr. amandes ; Ger.

viandeln ; It. mandole; Port, amendoas; Sp. al-

mendiaai\ the kernel of the fruit of the almond-

Fig. 9.— Almond Blossoms.

tree (Amygdalis communis), which tree, nearly

resembling the peach both in leaves and blossoms

(Fig. 9), IS a native of Syria and Barbary, but
now naturalized in the south of Europe. A. arc

of an oblong compressed shape, nutty taste, and
are covered with a thick brown skin. There are

two permanently di.stinct varieties,—the svxel and
the bitter ; but many subvarieties are distinguished

in the places of growth. It is said that the eye
can discover no difference between the sweet and
bitter A., nor lietween the trees which produce
them. A. are now little used in medicine; the

sweet are a common article of the dessert r" the

bitter are used chiefly in cooking to give a flavor

to other articles, and by perfumers in the prepara-

tion of the paste of A., milk of A., etc. Both be-

come rancid by keeping. They are gatheretl in

August and September, but are not generally

shipped till the middle of October. They are

imiiortetl into this country chiefly from Valencia,

Alicante, and Malaga, in Spain; small quantities,

besides, are brought from France, Portugal, an<l

Italy. Bitter A. are obtainetl almf)st wholly from
Barbary. The best sweet are the Jordan variety,

brought from Malaga; they are longer, flatter, less

]K)inte<l at one end. and less rounil at the other,

and have a paler cuticle than the other kinds. The
sweet A. are imiiorted in maU, casks, and boxes;
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the bitter usually in boxes. The annual imports

into the U. States are from 2,000,000 to 3,000,000

lbs. Imp. duty (unshelled) 6 cts., (shelled) 10 cts.

per lb.

Oil of ^. is a fat or greasy substance expi-esserl from sweet

and bitter"^.; sp. gr. 0-915. It is pale yellow, bnt becomes

colorless when long exposed to light. It soon grows rancid,

especially if in contact with oxygen. It is imported from

England. The essential bitter oil is nsed in perfumery ; the

sweet oil is largely nsed in soap-making, etc. Average cost

(duty paid) in New York : (sweet) 00 cts., (bitter) $5.75 per lb.

Imp. free.
, .

Almude, a variable measure for liquidsm sev-

eral countries. In Portugal, the Lisbon A.= 'A'l

gallons, and the Oporto ^. = 5-6 gallons. In

Turkey and Egypt, the almud = 1"151 gallon.

Aloe Fibre, is the very valuable fibre of aloe,

a genus of succulent plants growing in warm coun-

tries. It is made into ropes, cables, fishing-lines,

etc., and is extensively exported from Algiers.

Aloes, [Fr. alo^; Ger., It., Sp., aloe,'] a bitter
resinous juice, extracted from the leaves of a suc-
culent plant of the genus Aloe. It is used as a
common purgative medicine. Three kinds are
known to druggists, namely, — 1. Socotrine, from
the island of Socotra, is sometimes imported in
chests from the Levant ; it is the purest, though
seldom to be found genuine in this country ; the
A. imported from the Cape Colony through Eng-
land is sometimes designated by the same name,
but it is much inferior in qualitv ; 2d. Hepatic, or
liver-colored A., is imported chieflv from Bombay
in gourds; a darker kind is brought from Barba-
does; 3d. Caballine, known by its rank smell, is
used only for horses. The.se varieties of A. are
said to differ only in purity, and it is probable
that they may be obtained, in some instances, from
different species of the same plant. Socotrine A.
is said to be obtained by only draining the leave.s.

after being cut at their base ; hepatic A., by boik
ing or slight pressure ; and horse A. seems to be
a coarse preparation from the dregs of the last.

Those of best quality are glossy, not very black,

but brown ; whef rubbed or cut, of a yellow color

;

compact, but ea.sy to break ; easily soluble ; of an
unpleasant peculiar smell, and an extremely bitter

taste. Imp. free.

Aloe -Wood, Agallochum Wood, Eagle-
Wood, or Calambak, [Fr. boia <falo^ ; Ger. aloes

holz,] is procured from the interior part of the
trunk of a large tree, the Lign-Aloe (Fig. 10),

{Aquilaria Malaceensis, and Aloexylum agallochuvi,)

growing in some parts of Assam, Cochin, and
China. It is of a dark color, and is saturated
with a peculiar aromatic resinous matter, which
is highly esteemed by Eastern nations. This sub-

stance is said to be the produce of disease, as the
sound wood is white and inodorous. It is used as

a stimulating medicine, as well as an ingredient

in incense.

Alpaca, the name of a species of Peruvian
sheep (Fig. 11), smaller in size, but closely allied

to the llama, and, like it, used in Peru to carry

burdens. From its wool is manufactured, some-
times with cotton or silk warp, a plain woven stuff",

used for dresses, umbrellas, etc. Nine-tenths of
the A. wool is black, the rest brown or grizzled.

The staple is ordinary 6 inches in length, of a sin-

gularly soft and silky quality, and when carefully

managed loses nothing of its gloss in dyeing and
finishing. It is dyed in the piece, and may be
obtained in all colors. It was first manufactured
at Bradford, England, which is still the chief place
of manuf., but it is also manufactured in France,
in Germany, and in the U. States. The wool is

chiefly imported from Lima and Buenos Ayres,
For import duty, see Wool, and Woollens.
Alpargata, a light kind of sandal or shoe, made

of rushes {Mici-oehlon tenacissima), yrorn by the Va-
lencian peasantry.

Alqueire, or Alquiebe, a Portuguese dry
measure. The A. of Lisbon = 0'36 bushel, Th»«

A. of Rio Janeiro= 1 bushel.
Altimeter. See Quadrant.
Altometer. See Theodolite.
Alto-Relievo, sculptured works in high re«

lief.

Alum, [Ger. a^awn; Thi.aluin; Fr.alun; It.

allume; Sp. allumbre; Lat. a/unien,] a salt of great

importance in the arts, consisting of a ternary
compound of alumina or pure argillaceous earth,

potass, and sulphuric acid. A. is sometimes found
native ; but by far the greater part of that which
is met with in commerce is artificially prepared.
It is brittle, colorless, inodorous, and has a sweet-

ish astringent taste, Sp. gr. 1*73, The best A. is

the Roman, or that which is manufactured near
Civita Vecchia. It is in irregular octahedral,

crystalline masses, about the size of a walnut, and
is opaque, being covered on the surface with a far-

inaceous efflorescence. The Levant, or Roch A.,
is in fragments about the size of the former, but in

which the crystalline form is more obscure; it is

externally of a dirty rose color, and internally ex-
hibits the same tinge, but clearer. It is usually
shipped from Smyrna ; but it was anciently made
at Roccha, or Edessa, in Syria, and hence its name
Roch A. English A. is in large, irregular semi-
transparent, colorless masses, having a gla.'^sy frac-

ture, not efflorescent, and considerably harder than
the others. It is very inferior to either the Ro-
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man or Rocli A. The principal use of A. is in

the art of dyeing, as a mordant for fixing and giv-
ing permanency to colors which otherwise would
not adhere at all, or but for a very short time; but
it is also used for a great variety of other pur-
poses. Imp. duty, 60 cts. per 100 lbs.

Alatnina, is an oxide of the metal aluminium,
and is the basis of nearly all sorts of clay ; it oc-

curs naturally in felspar and many other rocks,

and can be obtained chemically from alum. When
pure, A. is a white powder, soft to the touch, in-

sipid, insoluble in water and in most acids, very
hard in its small particles, so purely white as to

form a good basis for paints and colors, attracts

moisture strongly, becomes plastic when mixed
with water (this is a characteristic of the clay se-

ries generally), gives the crimson tint to the colors

called lakes, and forms a fine blue color in combi-
nation with cobalt. The gems sapphire, oriental

ruby, and topaz are nearly pure A. in a crystal-

line state. In almost all clay, silica is present
with A. in various projwrtions. The most useful

salt of A. is the sulphate, for which see Alum.
AlnminiQm, is a metal first iso-

lated from aluininia, in 1845, by
Wohler. In 1854 Deville devised
a mode of obtaining it sufficiently

cheaply to bring it within the range
of manufacturers, and other chem-
ists have introduced improvements
which gradually have lowered the

price of the metal in the market,
though there is little probability

that it will ever be cheap. Before
the improved processes were intro-

duced, A. sold for as much as gold,

weight for weight; from which stand-

ard the price has lessened to about
$1 per oz. ; but even at this last price

it is nearly as dear as silver, and
therefore only suited for special pur-

poses. When prepared in any of the

numerous ways now adopted. A, is a
white metal, something like zinc in

color and hardness; it is only one-

fourth as heavy a.s silver; it is very
sonorous, and seems likely to be use-

ful for musical instruments; in elas-

ticity and tenacity it about e(|uals

silver; it can be beaten out, either

hot or cold, into leaves as thin

even as ^oVff > ^^ '** easily drawn out '

into wire ; it can readily be polished by burnish-

ing ; and varied by a beautiful alternation of burn-

ished and dead surface; it undergoes no sensible

alteration in air or in oxygen, even at a high tem-

perature. Then, again, A. melts at a lower tem-

perature than silver, and is on that account pref-

erable for some manufacturing purposes ; it flows

easily into moulds, whether of metal or sand ; if

soiled by dust, it can be cleaned with India-rubber
or soap and water; if made greasy, with benzine

;

it can be soldered with an alloy of zinc, copper,

and A., having 80 or 90 per cent, of the first-named

metal ; it forms alloys with iron, zinc, nickel, cop-

per, and silver. The various properties of A. have
already brought it into use for a nifmber of pur-

poses. It is used for bracelets, combs, pen-hohlers,

pins, spoons, forks, drinking-vessels, shirt-studs,

statuettes, etc. Its rank may be now said to be

midway between the precious and the common
metals. The mutual relations of A. and copper

give origin to a remarkable alloy. Each gives
hardness to the other ; and the compound, of a
golden color, takes a fine polish. The nearest ap-
proach to the apjiearance of real gold, by a com-
pound in which no gold exists, is made by copper
alloyed by 5 or 10 per cent, of A., deep and pale
gold colors having their respective ratios. This
alloy, under the names of A. brome and A. gold,

seems likely to have an important future before it.

An alloy of 90 copjier and 10 A. possesses remark-
able malleability and strength.

Amadou. See Agaric.
Amalgam, is a compound of mercury with

some other metal. Many such A. may be easily

formed ; and they are for the most part either soft

or easily crumbled. With lead, mercury forms
an A. useful in silvering the inside of glass globes;
with gold, an A. which assists in the process of
watch-gilding or metal-gilding; with tin, an A.
which constitutes the metallic back of a looking-
glass or mirror, and also an A. which facilitates

the deposition of a thin, brilliant coating of tin on
the surface of iron, steel, and copper, called cold

Fig. 11.— Alpaca.

tinning; with zinc, an A. useful as a protection for

the bottoms of iron ships; with palladium, an A.
employed somewhat in the same way as that of

zinc ; with zinc and tin together, an A. useful for

coating electric machines.
Amalgamation, is strictly any mode of caiising

mercury to combine with other metals to foim the

amalgams above noticed; but technically it usually

means the separation of silver or gold from the

ores in which these precious metals are usually

found, mercury being the agent or instrument.

As regards silver, for instance: sulphuret or other

ore of silver is washed, ground, mixed with com-
mon salt roasted, ground again, and mixed with

mercury and iron. Various other substances being

driven off, the silver and mercury unite; and the

mercury is finally driven off by distillation, leaving

the silver isolated. A process nearly similar is

employed for gold.

Am'ande, the French name for Almond ;
awian-
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des cassees being shelled almonds, and amandes en

coques, iinshelled.

Amazon Stone, a crystallized variety of fel-

spar, of a beautiful apple-green color, found in

South America near the river Amazon, and in the

Ural mountains.
Amber, [Ger. Bernstein; Du. Bamsteen; Fr,

ainbre jaune; It. Ambra g'mUa; Lat. succinum elec-

trum,'\ a brittle, light, hard substance, usually

nearly transparent, sometimes nearly colorless, but

commonly yellow, or even deep brown. It has

considerable lustre. Sp. gr. 1*065. It is found

in beds of lignite, in nodules or rounded masses,

varying from the size of coarse sand to that of a

man's hand. It is tasteless, without smell, except

when pounded or heated, when it emits a fragrant

odor. It is highly electric. /I. is undoubtedly of

vegetable origin, and, as is clear from the insects,

etc., often preserved in it, was originally exuded
in a fluid state from some extinct species of pine.

A. is found in various countries, more particularly

on the Adriatic and Sicilian shores, and in Prus-

sia, near tlie sea-coast, between Memel and Dant-

zic, where there are regular mines of it. In the

U. States, it is found, in small quantities, princi-

pally at Amboy (New Jersey), and at Gayhead
and Cape .Sable (Maryland). A. is sometimes
adulterated with copal and other resins, which are

detected by their difierent appearance, and by not

cxiialing the proper odor when burned. A. is

used for ornamental purposes in the manufacture
of necklaces, mouth-pieces for cigars and smoking-
pipes, etc. It is also used in the manufacture of

various kinds of varnish, dissolved with drying
linseed-oil, asphaltum, and resin; it is used as a
coachmaker's varnish, and the spirit varnishes,

which are prepared from the solution of amber
in alcohol, or ether, are used for photographic pur-

l)oses. The principal market for A. is Constanti-

nople. The straw-yellow, slightly clouded, trans-

lucent variety is the rarest, and most esteemed
by the Orientals. In other countries, the orange-
yellow, transparent variety is preferred. Imp.
(not mamifactured) free. See Succinic Acid.
Ambergris, [Fr.ani6re<jrm;Ger.am6ra/Sp. and

Port, ambargris ; It. ambraeani^ a substance found
principally in warm climates, floating on the sea,

or thrown on the shores ; it is said to be a morbid
product of the spermaceti whale. It is generally
procured in small fragments, but sometimes in
masses weighing upwards of 100 lbs. When good,
it is solid, opaque, of a bright gray color, which is

darkest externally, and intermixed with yellow or
reddish streaks. It has a fragrant and' peculiar
odor when heated and rubbed. Sp. gr. about
0'914. The best comes from Madagascar, Surinam,
and Java. It is used as a perfume, and possesses
tlie remarkable power of increasing the odor of
other perfumes. It usually sells in New York at
about $20 per oz. This high price leads to fre-
quent adulteration of the commodity. Imp. free.

Amboyna. See Moluccas.
Amboyna, or Lingoa Wood, a fancy wood of

v.arious colors, and having the shades generally
small. It is much used in cabinet-work, and is

imported from Cerara and Amboyna, in logs of
about 2 feet wide.
Ambrette, a French name for musk seed.
Ambulance, a travelling medical carriage for

transporting invalids or wounded persons.
American Leather, a kind of varnished or

enamelled cloth, prepared in imitation of leather

for covering chairs, sofas, writing-tables, etc. It

is chiefly manufactured in Newark, New Jersey.

American Red-Root, is the Ceanothiis Ameri-
canus. The root is used to dye wood a cinnamon
color, and the leaves are known as New Jersey

tea.

American Tea, the leaves of a species of Ca-
mellia, which grows on the Bald Eagle mountain,
in Pennsylvania.
Amethyst, [Fr. amethyste; Ger. amethyst ; It.

amatista ; Sp. and Port, ametisto,'] a precious stone

of a purplish-violet color and great brilliancy. It

is of two kinds, the oriental and common. Of these,

the oriental, which is a species of sapphire, is by
far the most valuable. The common or occidental

A. is merely a colored variety of quartz, or rock
crystal, and is in beauty, lustre, and hardness,

much inferior to the oriental A. It occurs crystal-

lized, in rounded pieces, and in ma.ssive portions

;

but its primary form, like that of quartz, is a
slightly obtuse rhomboid. It is most valuable

when large, high colored, and without flaws. It

is found in India, Germany, Sweden, and Spain,

but is chiefly imported into this country from
Brazil. Imp. duty (unset) 10 per cent., (set] 25 per
cent. See Sapphire.
Amianthus. See Asbestos.
Amidon, the French name for starch.

Ammonia, Volatile Alkali, or Spirits of Harts-
horn, a pungent volatile substance, of great im-
portance and extensive use, which is formed during
the putrefactive fermentation of animal matter.

W^hen pure, it is a gaseous body, composed of 3
equivalents of hydrogen and 1 of nitrogen ; sp. gr.

0'590
; but in medicine and the arts, it is generally

used in solution in water, or in combination with
other substances. Imp. duty, 20 per cent.

—

Liquid
A. or Hartshorn, is an aqueous solution of ^., pre-

pared either by pressing the gas as it is found
directly into water, or by distillation from sal-am-

moniac, burnt-bone, and water. In the former
case the sp. gr. is 0'880, in the latter 0"954. It is

limpid, colorless, very volatile, has a pungent
smell and a caustic taste ; and is one of the most
useful stimulants. Imp. duty (as medicine), 40 per
cent.; (crude, or gum ammonia) free.— Acetate of
A., or iSpiril of Alindereus, is prepared by adding
sesqui-carbonate of A. to dilute acetic acid. It

has a sweetish bitter taste, and is employed ex-

ternally as a refrigerant, and internally as a dia-

phoretic. Imp. duty, 25 cts. per lb.— Carbonates

of A. The Carbonate of A. may be obtained by
uniting 1 vol. of carbonic acid gas with 2 vols, of
ammonial gas. It is a dry, white, volatile powder,
and is used as a stimulant in a preparation called

Spirit of Sal Volatile. The Sesqui-carbonate of A.
is obtained by sublimation from a mixture of hy-
drochlorate or sulphate of ^. and chalk, and usu-
ally occurs in cakes, broken out of the subliming
vessel. When fresh, it is of a crystalline texture,

semi-transparent, and hard, odor pungent, and
taste penetrating. It is extensively used in chem-
ical preparation. In medicine it is employed as
a stimulant, and is usually called smeUing-salt.<<.

It is also used instead of yeast, in making some
kinds of bread. Imp. duty, 20 per cent.— Hydro-
chlorate (Miriate) of A., or Sal-ammoniac, [Fr. set

ammoniac; Ger. salmiak,^ was originally procured
from Egypt, where it was made from the soot of
camel's dung. It is now, however, prepared in
abundance in this country, by decomposition of the
ammoniacal fluid given ofl" during the prepara-
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tion of coal-gas; also, by a complicated process,

from bones and other refuse of animal substances
containing its ingredients. It is likewise found
native at Etna and Vesuvius, in some of the Tus-
can lakes, in Persia, etc. As generally obtained,

it is in large cakes of a semi-circular form, trans-

lucent and colorless, with a sharp saline taste, but
no smell. Sal-ammoniac is extensively employed
in the arts. It Ls used in preparing aqua regia,

in soldering some of the metals, in tinning iron

and copper, in the preparation of dyes, etc., also

in various chemical manufactures. Imp. duty, 10
per cent.

Amnxoniacnm, or Own Ammoniae, [Fr.GomiTie

Atnmoniaque ; Ger. Ammoniak,^ a gum resin, pro-

cured, according to some authorities, from the

plant Heradeum gummiferum, but by others referred

to the Ferula Orientalis. It has rather a heavy
smell, and a bitter-sweet taste. It is in aggluti-

nated masses of tears, or in separate dry drops, of

a yellowish-white color. Sp. gr. 1*207. That
which is decidedly guttiform, of a clear and deep
buff color externally, pale within, and free from
impurities, is most esteemed. It is produced in

Persia, Abyssinia, and other places,., but is im-
ported into this country from England. It is used

m medicine as a stimulant ; and in the arts, to form
the diamond cement employed to join pieces of

broken glass or porcelain. Imp. free.

Ammunition, a general term in commerce for

certain military stores, such as powder, shot, artil-

lery and small-arm projectiles with their car-

tridges and the percussion-caps, friction-primers,

etc, by means of which they are fired ; also war-
rockets and hand-grenades. For artillery, when
the projectiles, their cartridges, primers, etc., are

packed in the same box, it is designated in the U.
States service as fixed ammunition ; this is the de-

scription furnished for field and siege artillery. A.
for small-arms is known in the U. States service

as smcdl-arm cartridges. In these the bullet and
cartridge are invariably put up together in boxes
of 1,000, except some descriptions of patented car-

tridges, which are put up in boxes containing 600 or

1,200, and repeating-cartridges, in which the box
is made tocontain a multiple of the number which
fills the breech-chamber.

—

Knight.
Amontillado, a dry kind of sherry of a light

color, much used to reduce the color of other
sherries when too high.

Fit;. 12.— Amputating Saws.
rCopied from Knlfbt'i .)

Amortization, the redemption by a' sinking-
fund.

Amoy. See CnivA.
Amputating Knife and Saw. The ^. knife,

used for making the incisions in amputations, has
a long, narrow blade. The A. saws, which are of
sizes from 4 to 14 inches in length, are modifica-

tions of the terum, /ramc, joint, and crown saws (see

Fig. 12). The Hey's saws, used in making ensec-

tions, and in removing carious bones from deep-
seated places, have edges more or less curved, and
the smallest of these dwindle down to a nearly

circular plate of steel less than an inch in diam-
eter, serrated round the edge, except where a slen-

der shank terminating in a wooden handle is riv-

eted to the edge of the saw-plate.— Knight.

tl( d"/

Fig. 13.— Anchor.
a to 6, ahank ; & to e, xiaare ;dtoe. arm : /to g, palm, Nuke, or kerel ; h

to i, point, pe«, or bill ; i to k, blade ; M loJf, crown ; o, riug ; p, atock

;

d, throat or crutch.

Amsterdam. See Holland.
Amulets, are articles of various kinds, sold

as imaginary charms, to ward off evil from the
wearer.
Ana, an East Indian name for the Ifith part of

anything, as the link of a measuring chain ; the

16th of the qouta, a land mea.sure, or 7i sq. yards.

Anacahuite-'Wood, the wood of a Mexican
tree, Oordia boiKseri, introtlucetl into commerce as a
reputed remedy for consumption.
Anaesthetic Apparatus. See Inhalers.
Anastatic Printing, a mode of reproducing

engravings and i)rinted matter by sjiturating the

print or drawing with an acid ; it is then tran.s-

ferre<l on a plate of metal, from which copies are

printed in a manner similar to lithography.

Anatto, same iis Annotto, q. v.

Anchois, the French spelling for anchovy and
anchovies.
Anchor, [Fr. anere; Ger. anker; It. ancora;

Sp. anda,"] a heavy hooked iron instrument for fix-

ing a vessel in a harbor or road. Large ships

carry 4 principal A., the sheet, heat bower, small

bower, and spare A.; and two small ones besides,

for particular purposes, namely, the stream and
kedge. The weight of the largest A. is about 1

cwt. for each twenty tons measurement, or 0*0025

of the tonnage of the vessel. An A. (Fig. 13)

consists of two arms terminating in broad expan-

sions termed flukes, and attached to a long shank,

to which is fixed a stock of wood or iron at right

angles to the arms, to insure the perjMindicuIarity
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of the flukes when the A. is on the bottom, in

order tliat they may take firm hold of the ground.

A. require to be made of the very best and tough-

est wrought-iron. Tliey are made by welding to-

gether a fagot of bars under a steam- or trip-ham-

mer, the smaller and more difiicult portions being

shaped and rounded ofl', and the whole A. finished

up by hand. The form of the A. remained almost

unchanged from a very early period until the sec-

ond part of this century, when more complex
methods of Oibricating have been partially intro-

duced ; but an A. differing little from the old-

fiishioned type, excepting that even the very
largest sizes have iron hooks, is still in use in

the navy and merchant service of the U. States.

Small A., termed grapnels, and having 4 or more
arms, are used for boats. The mushroom A., so

called from its shape, is much employed in the

Fig. 14.— Angelica.

East Indies by the native vessels called grabs.—
A. are manuf. in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and
other places in the U. States ; they are also im-
ported from England. When imported to be used
for the equipment of a vessel, they are liable to
duty. Imp. duty, 2} cts. per lb.

Anchorage, a duty paid for the liberty of
anchoring in a port. It means also a ship's an-
choring ground.
Anchovy. [Fr. anchois ; It. aeciuga,'] is a small

hsh (Engraulus encrasicholus), about the size of the
finger, of a bluish-brown color on the back, and
silvery white on the belly. It abounds in the
Mediterranean, particularly off Gorgona, near
Leghorn, where it is taken in May, June, and
J uly. It is also found on the coasts of France
and Portugal. After being caught, and the heads

and entrails separated, the bodies are salted and
packed in small barrels, in which, if the air is

excluded, they will keep for a considerable time.
Genuine anchovies are small and firm, round-
backed, fibre red, with skin of a silvery white.
Those that are dark-brown without, with flabby,

pale-colored flesh, and tapering much towards the
tail, are commonly sardines, an inferior species,

frequently substituted for, or mixed with, the true
kind. They are prepared as a delicacy, and are
used in the manufacture of A. sauce. They are
mostly imported into this country from Italy.

Cmlomary tare, in barrels of 16 lbs., 6 lbs. each. Imp. duty
(preserved in oil, or otherwise), 50 per cent.

Andazd, a Turkish cloth measure^ 27 inches.
Anderson, Lebanon, and St. Louis R.R.,

(in progress, ) to run from Anderson to Montezuma,
Ind., 100 m. OflSce at Anderson. Financial

Stalemenl 31 Dec, 1877: Cap. stock au-
thorized, $2,000,000

;
paid in, $1,000,000.

Funded debt authorized, Ist mortgage
bonds dated 1 Nov., 1875, bearing 7 ^ in-

terest, payable May and Nov., princi-
pal payable 1905, at the rate of $15,000
per mile. Cost of construction to date,

$1,000,000 ; estimated cost to completion,
$2,500,000.
Anemometer, [from Gr. anemos,yf'uid

;

metreo, to measure,] an instrument or ma-
chine to measure the wind, its direction

and force. Three descriptions of A. are
usually employed— 1. Dr. Whewell's;
2. Mr. Follett Osier's; 3. Dr. Robinson's.
Anemoscope, a weather-vane and

register to indicate the changes of the
wind and weather.
Angelica, [Ft. angiliqve ; Ger.angd-

ika,'\ a large umbelliferous plant {Angel-
ica archangelica), cultivated in gardens,
all parts of which have a fragrant, aro-
matic smell, and a pleasant bitter taste

(Fig. 14). The tender stems, stalks, and
the midribs of the leaves are made, with
sugar, into a sweetmeat (candied A.).
The dried A. root is imported, free from
duty, from Hamburg in casks, and is

used by rectifiers and compounders in
the preparation of gin, and as an aro-
matic flavoring for "bitters."
Angle-Bars, pieces of iron for form-

ing the edges of iron safes, bridges, and
ships, or to be riveted to the corners of
iron boilers, tanks, etc., to connect the
side plates.

Angola, a light and fashionable cloth,
made from the Angora goat'i wool, which is also
made into plush, and from its repelling heat is
used for cloaks and overcoats.
Angora "Wool, is the long, silky hair of a

breed of goats raised in large numbers at Angora
in Asiatic Turkey, and successfully introduced
into the U. States. Large quantities of this hair
are exported from Smyrna and Constantinople,
and manufactured into 'shawls, camlets, and fine
cloth, etc. In France, this article is also now ap-
plied to the manufacture of a new kind of lace,
which is more brilliant than that made from silk,
and which in a great measure supersedes the
costly fabrics of Valenciennes and Chantilly. See
Angola and Mohair.
Angostura, or Cuspakia Bark, is a valuable

tonic, obtained from the stem and branches of a
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species of Galipea, the former being in flat and the

latter in quilled pieces. It breaks with a short

and resinous fracture, is covered with an ash-col-

ored epidermis, is internally smooth, and of a
dull brownish-yellow color. Its odor is rather

nauseous and fishy, and it has a strong, bitter

flavor, accompanied by a peculiar and somewhat
aromatic pungency. It is found in the warmer

Earts of South America, esi>ecially in the neigh-

orhood of Angostura, in Venezuela. Imp. free.

A gpuriona and poisonons bark is sometimes met with nnder
the uame of ^. This is more intensely bitter, and in shorter
and less regular pieces than the genuine; internally, it ia

nearly black, and externally, covered with a rough, rust-

colored epidermis.

Angostara Bitters. See Bitters.
Anil, the Spanish name for Indigo.

Anileine. See Aniline Violet.
Aniline, [Fr. ; Ger. X)a3.4ni7t?i,] is a colorless,

oily, and highly poLsonous liquid, having a faint

vinous odor, and an aromatic burning taste. Sp.

gr. 1*002. It dissolves in all proportions in ether,

alcohol, and in fixed and volatile oils. When ex-

posed to the air, it acquires a yellow or red color,

which is always noticed in commercial aniline oil.

It forms a numerous class of salts, most of which
crystallize readily. It was discovered in 1826 by
Unverdorben, as a product of the distillation of

indigo, and was named from Anil, the name of the

American species of the indigo plant (Indigo/era).

It is generally obtained from the basic oil of coal-

tar. The beautiful blue color wfiich it strikes

with a solution of bleaching powder is sufficient

for its recognition. It has met with an important
application in the arts, in the production of beau-

tiful dye colors, which are very intense, a few
pounds' weight of the dye being capable of color-

ing some miles of fabric. A. colors are used for

the production of brilliant tints on cotton, wool,

and silk ; also for ink, for coloring leather, soaps,

candles, ivory, horn, etc. Their high cost is coun-
terbalanced by the brilliancy of their tints and the

simplicity of dyeing. Unfortunately, the speedy
alteration by light of nearly all the A. colors will

probably check their use in art.

A. Black, is obtained by dissolving a salt of A. in water,
then adding chlorate of potash and sulphide of copper, or sul-

Shate of iron. This color, however, can scarcely be said to

ave been satisfactorily produced. All the A. blacks are lia-

able to turn green by exposure.
A. Blue and Green. The coloring-matter known as Bleu de

Parii and Bleu df. Lycn is obtained by heating a salt of rosan-

ilino for several houre with an excess of A. The beautiful in-

digi>-blue color ^;urtit« is produced by the mixture of A. with
chlorate of potassium, to which a quantity of hydrochloric
acid has been added. This and other A. blues possess the
property of acquiring, under the iuflueuce of acids, a green
tint cailied Emeraldine.

A. Red. This color, discovered by Dr. Hoffman in 1858, is

generally produced by the combination of arsenic acid with
a slight excess of il. New processes, however, liave been in-

troduced for the production of A. reds without the use of
arsenic. All tho red derivatives of A. are composed essen-

tially of roaaniline salts (see Rosanili.mc). The red known as

fueheine, consists chiefly of hydrochlorate of rosuniline. The
Azal'iine, or A. red prepared by nitric acid, is principally

nitrate of rosuniline. The salta of rosaniliue, which are
chiefly em|iloyed for dyeing silk and wiMtl, arc tho acetate,

the hydrochlorate, and tho nitrate, and their application is

simple in the extreme. The silk is dyed by paMsing it through
a cold aqueous solution of the salt : for the dyeing of tho wool
the solution is heate<l to 5<J° or 00°. Rosaniline is fixed by
silk and wool with so great force and rapiditj-, that it is nec-

essary in dyeing to take particular precaution, and to operate
with solutions tliat are at first comparatively weak, and are
only gradually strengthened, to prevent the dyeing being
unequal, and the portion first immersed in the bath being
more strongly colored than those afterwards introduced.

Cotton, at the contrary, does ni)t prevent any attraction for

A. colors generally. Their fix.ition on cotton can, therefore,

only be effected by first heating the cotton with some animal
mordant, or with tannic acid.

2

A. Violet. The names of .4i«t7etne, Tndisiiie, Mauve. Phena-
meine, Botolane, Tt/roline, VMet Imperial, Violine, etc , have
been given to the varieties of this color, which was first ob-

tained in the crystalline condition in 1860 by M. Scheurer-
Kestner. A. violet resists the action of light to a very con-
siderable extent, though inferior in this respect to either

madtler, cochineal, or indigo. To dye silk, an alcoholic solu-

tion of the violet purple is diluted with eight times its vol-

ume of hot water previously acidulated with tartaric acid.

This liquid is poured into the dyeing-bath of cold water
slightly acidulated. Through this the silk is passed until

the required shade is obtained. The dyeing of wool is con-
ducted at a tem|>erature of 50° to 6(1° C., the dye-bath consist-

ing simply of a dilute aqueous solution of coloring-matter,
without any acid.

A. I'tUow, or Chrysaniline, is obtained by submitting for

some time the residue from which the A. rod (rosaniline) has
been extracted to a current of steam, when a quantity of the
base passes into solution. Addition of nitric acid to this so-

lution precipitates the chrysaniline in the form of a difficultly

soluble nitrate. Chrysaniline and its salts dye silks and wooU
a splendid golden-yeilow color.

Animal Charcoal, principally carbonized

bone, used by sugar-refiners and by iron-makers

in blistering steel. When obtained cheap, it forms
a valuable fertilizer for land. Imp. free.

Animal Fat, is the name given in commerce
principally to tallow and lard ; but the name is

also applied to horse grease, bear's grease, and
blubber.
Animal Jelly. See Gelatine.
Animal Manures. See Manures.
Anim6, or Animi, is a resin of a brown yellow

color, transparent and brittle. It exudes from
the Courbaril, a large South American tree which
is a species of hymeiusa. It occurs in pieces of

various sizes, and it often contains so many insects

belonging to living species, as to have merited it«

name, as being animated. It contains about a fifth

of 1 per cent, of a volatile oil, which gives it an
agreeable odor. Sp. gr. 1*054 to 1*057. It is ex-

tensively used by varnish-makers, who fuse it at

a pretty high heat, and in this state combine it

with their oils or other varnishes. It is also em-
ployed, on account of its agreeable smell when
burning, in the manufacture of pastilles. Imp.
free.

Aniseed, [Fr. and Ger. aim,] is the fruit or

seed of an umbelliferous plant (PimpinelJa antgMni)

largely cultivated in Malta, Spain, and Germany
(Fig. 15). It has an aromatic smell and a warm
sweetish taste. The small compact 8ee<l imported
from Spain is usually preferred to the lighter and
larger kind, which is the growth of Germany and
England. It is used in medicine and confec-

tionery.
Oil of A., is a volatile flnid obtained from the seeds by dis-

tillation; it concretes at alKiut a.i-6 F., which is its leading
character. It is used in cordials, and from it are prepartnl the

spirit of anise (ipiritus auisi) and anise water (aqua aniti).

Tho iileum badiani, or the oil of slar anise (illieium anitnlum),

has the color and taste of the oil of anise; but it preserv(« ita

fluidity at 35-6. It is sometimes fraudulently substituted for

oleum anisi.

Anisette, a French liquor obtained by dis-

tilling aniseed, fennel, and coriander-seed with

brandy, and sweetening the product. The A. de

Bordeaux, wlien genuine, is a delicious and very

stomachic drink. Imp. $2 per gal.

Anker, a liquid measure in various placcj*.

The Knglish A. contains 10 wine galls., or 8J imp.

galls. The Scottish A. of 20 Scottish pints equals

about 7\ imp. galls. In Copenhagen the A. con-

tains about S\ imp. galls.; in Amsterdam, Kiga,

and Pemau, 8J ; in Kevel, 9J ; and in Kostock,

nearly 8 imp. galls.

Anna. Same as Ana (q. v.).

Annealing, [Fr. k recuit; Ger. da8 anlassen,^

is a process by which glass is rendered less fran-
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gible; and metals which have become brittle, either

in consequence of fusion or long-continued ham-
mering, are again rendered malleable. When a

glass vessel is allowed to cool immediately after

beinw made, it will, if a small splinter of flint, or

an angular fragment of quartz, be dropped gently

into it, make it fly to pieces with great violence.

Til is extreme fragility is prevented by A., or

placing the vessels in a hot oven, when they take

several hours, or even some days, to cool. When
metals have been extended to a certain degree

under the hammer, they become brittle, and inca-

pable of being farther extended without cracking.

In this case the workman restores their mallea-

bility, sometimes by A., or, in other cases, by
heating them red-hot, and allowing them to cool

slowly. Cast-iron is now rendered malleable with-

out subjecting it to the action of puddling. The
process is somewhat similar to that employed in

annealing glass. The metal is kept imbedded in

ground charcoal for several hours at a high tem-
perature, and then allowed to cool slowly. In
this manner vessels are made of cast-iron which

Fig. 15.—Anise (PimpineUa anisum).

can sustain considerable violence without being
broken.
Annihilator. See Fire-Annihilatob.
Annotto, or Aknotto, [Ger. orlean; It. and

Por. oriana; Fr. rocou,] is a reddish dye, the in-
spissated extract from the pellicles of the seeds of
the Bixa orellana, found in the East and West
Indies, but chiefly imported to this country from
Brazil. It is used by dyers for giving more or less
of an orange cast to the simple yellows, as an
mgredient in varnishes, and for coloring cheese
and butter. A. is moderately hard, of a brown
color on the outside and a dull red within. There
are two kinds. Flag or cake A., in cakes of 2 or 3
lbs. weight each, is generally enveloped in large
flag-leaves. Roll A., a more concentrated extract,
IS brought in small rolls of a few oz.s. weight, and
contains a larger proportion of coloring matter
than the former. This is the kind used chiefly in
dairies. It is often adulterated with wheat or rye-

flour, salt, and soap, for weight ; and turmeric or
ferruginous earth, for color. Imp. free.

Annuity, is a periodical payment of money,
amounting to a certain annual sum, and continu-
ing either a certain number of years, as 10, 20, or
100, or for an uncertain period, to be determined
by a particular event, as the death of the annu-
itant, or that of the party liable to pay the A., or
of some other person, or indefinitely ; and these
last are called perpetuiil annuities. When the pos-
session of an A. is not to be entered upon until
the expiration of a certain period, it is called a
reversionary, or defeiTed A. When an A. is de-
pendent upon the existence of a life or lives, it is

called life A. As an A. is usually raised by the
present payment of a certain sum, as a considera-
tion whereby the party making the payment, or
some other person named by him, becomes entitled

to an annual, semi-annual, quarterly, or other pe-
rioflical payment of a certain sum, for a stipulated
number of years, or for a period to be determined
by the happening of a certain event. The rules
and principles by which this present value is to be

computed have been the subject of much
scientific investigation. The present value
of a perpetual A. is evidently a sum of
money that will yield an interest equal to

the A,, and payable at the same periods.
The present value of an A., for a limited
period, Ls a sum which, if put at interest,

will, at the end of that period, give an
amount equal to the sum of all the pay-
ments of the A. and interest ; and, accord-
ingly, if it be proposed to invest a certain
sum of money in the purchase of an A.,
for a given number of years, the compara-
tive value of the two may be precisely esti-

^^ mated, the rate of interest being given.
^^But annuities for uncertain periods, and

particularly life annuities, are more fre-

quent, and the value of the A. is computed
according to the probable duration of the
life by which it is limited. Many such
annuities are granted for public services

by acts of Congress of the U, States, and,
as these do not arise from a specific con-
tract, and are not usually subjects of pur-
chase, their precise value is not often a sub-

ject of investigation. But life annuities

are often created by contract, whereby a
private party— more usually a life in-

surance company— agrees, for a certain

sum advanced by the purchaser, to pay a cer-

tain sum annually to the person advancing the
money, or some other annuitants named by him,
during the life of the annuitant; or the A. is

granted to the annuitant, his heirs and assign.s,

during the life of some other person, or during
two or more joint lives, or during the life of the
longest liver or survivor among a number of per-
sons named in the agreement whereby the A. is

raised. Such annuities are usually made trans-
ferable, and are sold and purchased in the market
as a species of public stocks.—When an A. is cre-
ated by a contract with a private party or com-
pany, its object usually is to give the use, during
his life, not only of the income of his capital, but
of the capital^ itself. If a person, having a certain
capital, and intending to spend this capital and
the income of it during his own life, and leave no
part to his heirs, could know precisely how long
he should live, he might loan this capital at a cer-
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tain rate during his life, and, by taking every year,

besides the interest, a certain amount of the cap-

ital, he might secure the same annual amount for

his support during his life, in such manner that

he should have, the same sum to spend every year,

and consume precisely his whole capital during
his life. But, since he does not know how long

he has to live, he agrees with a party or company
to take the risk of the duration of his life, and to

pay him a certain A. during his life, in exchange
for the capital which he proposes to invest in this

way. The probable duration of his life, therefore,

Annuity produced by a Deposit of One T^outand DoUan at

the Age stated.

Age.
Four and a half

per Cent. Fire per Cent. Six per Cent.

$ Ota. $ Cu. $ Cts.

10 66 00 60 50 69 70
11 66 30 60 80 69 90
12 56 60 61 10 70 20
13 60 90 61 40 70 50
14 67 30 61 70 70 80
15 67 60 62 00 71 20
16 68 00 62 40 71 50
17 68 30 62 80 71 80
18 58 70 63 10 72 20
«19 69 10 63 50 72 60

20 59 50 63 90 72 90
21 69 90 64 30 73 30
22 60 40 64 70 73 70
23 60 80 65 20 74 10
24 61 30 65 60 74 60
25 61 80 66 10 75 00
26 62 30 66 60 75 50
27 62 80 67 10 76 00
28 63 40 67 70 76 60
29 63 90 68 20 77 10
30 64 50 68 80 77 60
31 65 10 69 40 78 20

32 65 80 70 00 78 80
33 66 50 70 70 79 60
34 67 20 71 50 80 20
»5 67 90 72 20 80 90
36 68 70 73 00 81 60
37 69 60 73 80 82 40
38 70 40 74 60 83 30
39 71 30 75 60 84 10
40 72 30 76 50 86 10
41 73 30 77 60 86 10
42 74 40 78 60 87 10
43 75 60 79 70 88 20
44 76 80 80 90 89 40
45 78 10 82 20 90 70
46 79 40 83 60 92 10

47 80 90 85 00 93 50

48 82 50 86 60 95 00

49 84 10 88 20 96 70
50 86 80 90 00 98 40

51 87 70 91 80 100 20

62 89 70 93 80 102 20

53 91 80 95 90 104 30

54 94 00 98 10 106 60

55 96 40 100 50 109 00

56 99 00 103 10 111 50

57 101 70 106 90 114 30

58 104 70 108 80 117 30

69 107 80 112 00 120 50

60 111 20 116 40 123 90

61 114 90 119 10 127 60

62 118 80 123 00 131 50

63 123 00 127 20 135 80

64 127 50 131 70 140 40

66 132 30 136 6() 145 30

66 137 50 141 80 150 60

67 143 10 147 50 156 20

68 149 10 153 1)0 162 30
69 155 60 160 00 168 00
70 162 70 167 10 176 10

71 170 40 174 HO 183 90
72 178 70 183 20 192 40

73 187 70 192 M 201 60

74 197 50 202 10 211 60
75 208 10 212 80 222 30

becomes a subject of computation ; and, for the

purpose of making tliis calculation, tables of lon-

gevity are made, by noting the proportions of

deaths, at certain ages, in the same country or dis-

trict. See Interest, Life Insurance, and Mor-
TAXiTY (tables of).

The following tables show the cost of an A. of

$100, and the amount of A. which a deposit of
$1000 will purchase in the best life insurance com-
panies of New York, the rates charged by them
being usually those found in the columns marked
five per cent.

Sum required to Purchase, at the rftpectirr Age* ntntiontd, a*
Annuity of One Hundred Dollars.

Four and a half
Age. per Cent. Five per Cent. Six per Cent.

$ Ota. t Ota. $ Cu.
10 1786 46 1663 76 14.35 62
11 1776 73 1646 63 1429 69
12 1766 85 1637 38 1423 78
13 1756 79 1628 90 1417 73
14 1746 55 1620 38 1411 56
15 1736 11 1611 62 1405 24
16 1725 46 1602 67 1398 77

17 1714 60 1693 53 1392 15
18 1703 61 1684 19 1386 36
19 1692 20 1574 63 1378 40
20 1680 64 1564 86 1371 26
21 1668 82 1554 86 1363 93
22 1666 76 1544 62 1356 41
23 1644 45 15.34 15 1348 70
24 1631 84 1523 41 1340 77
26 1618 96 1512 41 1332 62
2« 1605 76 1501 13 1324 22

27 1592 26 1489 56 1315 58
28 1578 43 1477 69 1306 69
29 1564 27 1465 50 1297 53
30 1549 78 1453 01 1288 09
31 1534 93 1440 18 1278 38
32 1519 71 1426 99 1268 35
33 1604 12 1413 46 1268 01
34 1488 13 1399 64 1247 34
35 1471 72 1385 23 1236 32
36 1454 80 1370 62 1224 93
37 1437 60 1355 36 1213 15

38 1419 85 1339 76 1200 97

39 1401 61 1323 69 1183 60

40 1382 86 1307 12 1175 29
41 1363 69 1290 05 1161 76
42 1343 78 1272 45 1147 74
43 1323 41 1254 30 1133 20
44 1302 45 1236 58 1118 12
45 1280 92 1216 28 1102 50
46 1258 77 1196 39 1086 30
47 1236 04 1175 90 1069 63
48 1212 80 1154 90 1062 26
49 1189 09 1133 42 1034 60
60 1164 92 1111 47 1016 27

61 1140 30 1089 06 997 66
62 1116 24 1066 18 978 38
63 1089 71 1042 82 968 69
54 1063 74 1018 99 938 62

65 1037 30 994 67 917 82
66 1010 41 969 87 896 62
57 983 11 944 62 874 92
58 955 42 018 96 862 76
69 927 39 892 91 830 15

60 899 07 866 62 807 16

61 870 53 839 87 783 82

62 841 85 813 03 760 21

63 813 09 78G 05 736 38

64 784 33 759 01 712 ."W

66 756 65 731 99 688 32
66 727 07 705 01 664 19

67 698 67 678 14 640 07

68 670 47 651 41 615 98

69 642 47 624 81 691 92

70 614 63 698 31 667 86

71 686 88 671 85 643 72

72 659 68 645 76 619 84

73 632 72 620 05 496 23

74 600 34 494 76 472 91

75 480 47 469 90 449 93

Annnl, to cancel, or render void, as an agree-

ment, proposition, or entry.

Annunciator. See Electric Bells.
Anodynes, are medicines which relieve pain

and procure sleep, such as opium, morphine, the

anwstlietics, etc.

Anthal, a Hungarian wine mea8ure=ll|
imp. gallon.
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Anthracite, is an important fossil fuel, the

hardest variety of stone coal, consisting, when
pure, almost exclusively of carbon. It has a con-

choidal fracture, a black color, and an imperfectly

metallic lustre, from which it is sometimes called

glance coed. It burns slowly, with intense heat,

without smoke, and with little flame. A. is formed

from softer and more bituminous coals by the ac-

tion of subterranean heat, which has driven off

most of their volatile matter. The composition

of A. is the same as that of coke formed artificially

from bituminous coal, and it is more dense than

coke only because it has been heated under greater

pressure. The coal of the Lehigh basin is most
baked, and contains the least amount of volatile

matter— 3 to 7 per cent. ; the Scranton coal, from
9 to 12 per cent. ; the serai-bituminous coal of

Blossburg and Broad Top, from 17 to 25 per cent.

;

the bituminous coal of Western Penn., from 30 to

50 per cent. In Rhode Island, a small basin of

carboniferous rocks has been still more thoroughly
calcined, and the coal is partially converted into

graphite (graphitic A.). The density and great

heating of A. make it the best of all fuels for me-
tallurgic purposes, wiiile its freedom from smoke
specially commends it for combustion in cities.

For the generation of steam, A. has no superiority

over the best bituminous and semi-bituminous
coals ; and as a household fuel, cannel is preferred

for open fires for its cheerful flame and the facility

with which it is kindled ; but the steadiness, clean-

liness, and economy of an A. fire will always make
it the staple fuel of communities which can ob-
tain it.

A. occurs and is largely rained in Wales, Ire-

land, and other parts of Europe, but the raost ex-
tensive and productive beds of A. are those of
Penn. These form several attached basins lying
between the folds of the Allegheny Mountains.
Their aggregate area is only about 500 sq. m., but
from their proximity to the chief centres of popu-
lation and manufacture, they have had a most im-
portant effect on the development of the industry
and wealth of America. — Am. Ency.
Antiar, a poison obtained in Java from the

acrid juice of the upas-tree, Antiaris toxicaria.

Antigua. See West Indies.
Anti-Macassar, an open-worked napkin or

loose fancy covering, to preserve a chair or couch.
Antimonial "Wine, a medical preparation of

tartar-emetic.

Antimony, [Fr. anlimoine; Ger. spiesglam;
Mai. soormah,} a metal extensively used in medi-
cine

;
and in the arts employed in the composition

of printing-types, music-plates, etc. The metallic
ore of commerce consists of sulphur and other
impurities combined with the j)ure metal. This
ore is found abundantly at Rosenau, in Hungary,
and in other jjarts of Europe, but is imported into
this country chiefly from the Malayan Archi-
pelago. It is generally of a lead-grav color, pos-
sessing considerable splendor, and is met with
compact,— in acicular crystals,— and in rhombic
prisms of considerable size, and variously modi-
lied. Crude A. is the name given in commerce to
the sulphuret of the metal, after being separated
from the impurities of the ore, by fusion and a
species of filtration. It is usually in the form of
loaves, of a dark-gray color, the goodness of which
is estimated from their compactness and weight,
the largeness and distinctness of the striae, and
frora their being entirely vaporizable by heat.

Regulus of A., the pure metal after being sepa-
rated from the sulphur, is commonly of a dusky-
white color, very brittle, and of a scaly texture.

Sp. gr. about 6"8. Imp. duty, 10 per cent.

Antimony Yellow, a preparation of anti-

mony of a durable color, used in enamel and por-
celain painting.

Antiquarian, a large kind of drawing-paper,
measuring 56 by 58 inches.

Antiques. See Virtu.
Antiseptic, any substance which prevents de-

composition, as glycerine, charcoal, chloride of
lime, etc.

Antwerp. See Belgium.
Anvil, as one of the requisites of the smithy,

is in itself nothing more than a piece of iron,

fitted to receive heavy blows without being either

broken or dislodged. Practically, it exhibits very
varied forms. Some are made of cast-iron, sub-
ject to a few finishing processes. Others are made
of wrought-iron, several pieces being welded to-

gether at a white heat, and forged into form by
blows frora sledge-hammers. The best are faced
with steel, hammered or welded when the steel is

not quite so highly heated as the iron. The pro-

tuberant pieces of an A.— the chisel-socket, the
beak or conical end, etc.— are usually welded on.

Small A., for delicate works, are polished with
emery and crocus. A. are placed sometimes upon
solid timber, sometimes embedded in stone. Those
underneath steam-hammers are placed upon huge
masses of foundation of enormous strength, other-

wise tlie machine would soon beat itself into dis-

order. A steam-hammer at the Essen steel-works,

in Prussia, works upon an A. weighing 105 tons.

A., ranging in weight from 28 lbs. to 6 cwt., are
extensively manuf. in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Massachusetts, Connecticut, and other parts of the
U. States. They are, liowever, still largely im-
ported frora P2ngland, where the principal manuf.
are at Birmingham, Dudley, and Sheffield. Imp.
duty, 2J cts. per lb.

Apiary, a place for keeping bees.

Apothecaries' Weight, the weight by which
drugs are dispensed, differing only frora the com-
mon troy weight in its subdivision. The ounce is

divided into 8 drachms, 24 scruples, or 480 grains.

Apparel, in the official returns of imports nu-
merous small articles of dress are grouped under
this name; but in trade the term is usually ap-
plied to ready-made clothing and millinery. A.
is also the name frequently given to the furniture

of a ship, consisting of the sails, rigging, anchors,
etc.

Apple, a well-known fruit, the numerous vari-

eties of which are obtained by grafting on the
Pyrus malus. About 1,000 varieties are cultivated
in the U. States, and form an important article of
commerce. In 1878, the exports of green or ripe
A., chiefly to England and Canada, amounte*! to
279,447 bushels, valued at |386,2()1, and the ex-
ports of dried A., chiefly to Uernuiny and Canada,
amounted to 4,188,173 lbs., valued at |260,085.
Apple-Brandy, Apple-Jack, Apple-Whis-

key, a liquid distilled frora cider.
Applique Lace, a name given to lace when

the patterns have been cut out and sewn on a
foundation of net ; by this raeans the same pat-
terns may be transferred frora a veil to a scarf or
lappet, and they will wear out several foundations.
Appraisement, or Appraisal, is the term

applied to the valuation of foreign merchandise on

X
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its arrival at any port in the U. States, by custom-
house officers called appraisers.

Keijidaiions.— 1. No mercliaudise liable to be inspectetl or
appramed is delivereti from the custody of the officers of tlie

customs, until the same has beeu inspected or appraised, or
until tbo packages are found correctly and fairly invoiced and
put up, and so reported to the collector. The collector may,
however, at the re<iue»t of the owner, importer, consignee, or
agent, take bonds, with approved security, in double the esti-

mated value of such merchandise, conditioned that it shall be
delivered to the order of the collector, at any time within ten
days after the package sent to the public stores has beeu ai>-

praised.and reported to the collector. If, in the meantime,
any package is opened, without the con/tent of the collector or
surveyor given iu writing, or if the package is not delivered
to the order of the collector, according to the condition of the
bond, the l>ond is, in either case, forfeited.

2. The collector designates on the invoice at least one pack-
age of every invoice, and one package at least of every ten
packages of mercliandiae, to be opened, examined, and ap-
praised, aud orders the package so designated to the public
stores for examination ; and if any package is found by the
appniisers to contitin any article not specified iu the invoice,

and a minority of them is of opinion that such article was
omitted in the invoice with fraudulent intent on the part of
the shipper, owner, or agent, the contents of the entire package
in which the article may be is liable to seizure and forfeiture,

on conviction thereof before any court of competent jurisdic-

tiou ; but if the appraisers are of opinion that no such fraud-

ulent intent existed, then the value of such article is added
to the entry, and the duties thereon paid accordingly, and the
same in delivered to the importer, agent, or consignee.

3. It is the duty of every appraiser of the U. States, by all

reasonable ways and means in his power, to ascertain, esti-

mate, and appraise the true and actual market-value and
wholesale price, any invoice or affidavit thereto to the con-
trary notwithstanding, of the merchandise, at the time of
exportation, and in the principal markets of the country
whence the same has been imported into the U. States, and
the number of such yards, parcels, or quantities, and such act-

ual market-value or wholesale price of every of them, as the
case may l>e.

4. When the duty upon any imports is subject to bo levied
upon the true market-value of such imports iu the principal
markets of the country from whence the importation has
been made, or at the port of exportation, the duty is estimated
and collected upon the value on the day of actual shipment,
whenever a bill of lading must bo presented showing the date
of shipment. If the value is $100, or above, the bill of lading
must be certified by a certificate of the U. States consul.

5. When an ad valorem rate of duty is imposed on any im-
ported merchandise, or when the duty imposed is regulated
by, or directed to be estimated or based upon, the value of the
square yard, or of any specific quantity or parcel of such
merchaudi.ie, the appraisement is made on the actual market-
value, or wholesale price thereof, at the period of the exporta-
tion to the U. States, iu the principal markets of the country
from which the same has been imported, and the value such
appraised is considered the value upon which duty must be
assessed.

C. In determining the dutiable value of merchandise, are
adde<l to the cost, or to the actual wholesale price or general
market-Value, the cost of transportation, shipment, and trans-
shipment, with all the expenses included, from the place of
growth, production, or manufacture, whether by land or
water, to the vessel in which shipment is made to the U.
States; the value of the sack, box, or coveriug of any kind in

which such merchandise is contained ; commission at the
nsuul rates, but iu no case less than 2^ per centum ; and bro-
kerage, export duty, and all other actual or usual charges for

putting up, preparing, aud packing for transporUition or
shipment. All charges of a general cliaracter incurred in the
purchase of a general invoice, are distributed pro rata among
all psirts of such invoice ; and every part thereof charged
with duties based on value, is advanced according to its pro-
portion.

T. When the actual value to be appraised, estimated, as
ascertiined as hereinbefore stated, excee^ls by ten per centum
or more the invoice value, then, in addition to the duty im-
posed by law on the same, there is levied and collected on
ueh merchandise twenty [ler centum of the duty imposed on
the same, when fairly invoiced.

8. When merchandise of the same material or description,
but of dilTereiit values, is invoiced at an average price, and
not otherwise provided for, the duty is assessed upon the
whole invoice at the rate to which the highest valued goods
in such invoice are subject.

U. If, on the opening of any package, a deficiency of any
article is found, on examination by the appraisers, the same
must be certified to the collector on the invoice, and an al-

lowance for the same is niiide in estimating the duties.
IU. In respect to articles that have been damaged during

the voyage, the appniisers must ascertain and certify to what
rate or percentage the damage Is to be deducted from the
origiual amount, subject to a duty ad valorem, or from the

actual or original number, weight, or measure, on which spe-

cific duties would have L>een computed.
11. If the importer is dissatisfied with the appraisement, he

may give notice to the collector, in writing, of such dissatis-

faction ; on the receipt ol which the collector selects an expe-
rienced niercliant to l)e associated with one of the general
appraisers, to re-examine and appraise the goods. If they
disagree, the collector ilecldes between them ; and the ap-
praisement thus determined is final, and deemed to be the
true value on which the duties are to be levied.

VI. Any person who wilfully and corruptly swears falsely

on an examination before any appraiser, or collector and
naval officer, is deemed guilty of perjury; aud if he is the
owner, importer, or consignee, the merchandise is forfeited.

Apprentice, is an individual (generally luider

the age of twenty-one) wlio is subjected to an en-

gagement to serve for a stipulated period under the
practice of some trade or profession, in matters
referring thereto, on condition of receiving instruc-

tion in return.

In the U. Slates, every male infant, and every
unmarried female under the age of 18 years, with
the consent of the persons or officers hereinafter

mentioned, may, of his or her own free will, bind
himself, or herself, in writing, to serve as clerk,

apprentice, or servant, in any profession, trade, or

employment; if a male, until the age of 21 years;

and if female, until the age of 18 years, or for any
shorter time: such binding will be as valid and
efl'ectual as if the infant were of full age at the

time of making the engagement.— Such consent

must be given by the father of the infant. If he
be dead, or be not in a legal capacity to give his

consent, by the mother. If the mother be dead,

or be not in a legal capacity to give consent, or

refuse, by the guardian of such infant duly ap-

pointed.— Such consent must be signified in writing,

by the person entitled to give the same, by a cer-

tificate at the end of, or indorsed upon, the indent-

ure.— The executors of any last will of a father,

who shall be directed in such will to bring up his

child to some trade or calling, may bind such child

to service, in like manner as the father might have
done. The county superintendents of the poor
may, in like manner, bind out any child, under
the ages above specified, who sliall be sent to a
county poor-house, to be clerk, apprentice, or
servant. The overseers of the poor of any town
or city possess the like power in such town or city,

with the consent, in writing, of any two justices of

the peace of the town, or of the mayor, recorder,

and alderman of any city, or of any two of them.

—

The age of every infant bound as aforesaid must
be inserted in the indenture, and will be taken as

being the true age without further proof thereof;

and public officers who act in such cases should
inform themselves fully of the infant's age. Every
sum of money paid, or agreed for, in relation to

the binding out of any clerk, or apprentice, must
also be in.serted in the indenture.— Wlienever any
child is bound out by the county superintendents,

or the overseers of the poor, the person to whom
the infant may be bound mu.st enter into an agree-

ment, to be inserted iu the indentures, that he will

cause such child to be instructed to read and
write (if a male, to be also instructed in the gen-

eral rules of arithmetic), and that he will give

such apprentice, at the expiration of his or her
service, a new Bible. The counterpart of any in-

dentures executed by the county suiierintcndents

must be deposited in the office of the clerk of their

county; the overseers of the poor will deposit it

in the clerk's office of their city or town.— No
indenture, or contract, for the service of any
apprentice, is valid, as against the iH;rson whose
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services may be claimed, unless made in the

manner above prescribed.—The master is entitled

to all the earnings of the apprentice.—A guardian

is liable, although the apprentice has gone ofland

left his master.— An apprentice is not assignable,

although the assignment would be valid as a cov-

enant for the services of the apprentice.—An
apprentice cainiot recover of an assignee, or an

implied promise, where service has been volunta-

rily rendered.— The laws of this country recog-

nize no general authority in a father to dispose of

his children, except for sonje specific and tempo-
rary purpose, such as apprenticeships during the

fathei-'s life, or guardianships after his death. — If

any person lawfully bound to service, as above
mentioned, wilfully absent himself without leave,

he must serve double the time of such absence,

unless he shall otherwise make satisfaction, but

Fig. 16. — Aquaeium.

such additional term of service cannot extend
beyond three years next after the expiration of
the original terra.— If any person refuses to serve,
any justice of the peace of the county, or the
mayor, recorder, or any alderraan of the city
where he shall reside, has the power to commit
him to jail.— If any apprentice is guiltv of any
misdemeanor or ill behavior; or if anv master be
guilty of any cruelty, misusage, or refusal of anv
necessary provisions or clothing, or of a violation
of the terms of the indenture, complaint may be
made to any two justices of the peace of the
county, or to the mayor, recorder, and alderman
of the city, or any two of them, who will summon
the parties before them and examine into the
grounds of complaint ; and if the same prove to

be well founded, they must either commit the

apprentice to solitary confinement in the common
jail of the county, for a term not exceeding one
month, then to be employed at hard labor; or dis-

charge the offending apprentice from his service,

and the master from his obligations; or in case
of ill usage by the master, discharge the appren-
tice from his obligation of service.—The above
statutory provisions in relation to apprentices wil-

fully absenting themselves, refusing to serve, or
being guilty of any misdemeanor or ill behavior;
and masters guilty of ill usage, etc., do not extend
to such cases where the master or mistress has
received, or is entitled to, any sum of money as a
compensation for instruction.— In cases where
money has been paid, or agreed to be paid, any
justice of the peace of the county, or any mayor,
recorder, or alderman of the city in which the

apprentice resides, has the power of in-

quiring into all disputes in relation there-

to, and of making such order and direc-

tion as the equity of the case may require.

If the difficulty cannot be reconciled, the
master or the apprentice may be recog-
nized, in such sureties as the officer will

approve, for his appearance at the next
Court of Sessions, and such Court, on
hearing the parties, may either discharge
the apprentice from service, or order the
sum of money to be paid, or to be re-

funded; or, if not paid, discharge the
same, and direct the securities to be can-
celled ; or punish the apprentice by fine,

or imprisonment, or both, as for a mis-
demeanor.— J. S. Jenkins.

Apricot, is the fruit of Prunus Arme-
niaca, a native of Armenia, extensively
cultivated in Europe. It is nearly re-

lated to the plum. It ripens earlier than
the peach, which it resembles in some
respects. The color of the A. is mostly
yellow, with a red, brown, or yellow cheek
on the side which is most exposed to the
sun. It is propagated by budding on
plum, peach, or wild cherry stocks. The
A. is of inconsiderable commercial im-
portance in America.
Apron, a lady's or workman's cover-

ing for the person ; the sill of a window
;

a platform raised at the entrance of a
dock ; a false or inner stem above the
foremost part of the keel.

Aps, a common name for the wood of
the white poplar (Popultis alba), exten-
sively used for toys and common turn-
ery purposes.

Aqua Fortis, an old term for dilute nitric
acid.

Aqua Marine. See Beryl.
Aqua Regia. See Chlorine.
Aquarium, or Vivaridm, is a tank or vessel

(Fig. 16), in which living specimens of aquatic
animals and plants are maintained. "When an A.
is provided with plants and animals in proper pro-
portion, both will be easily kept healthy; the
plants, under the action of light, consuming the
carbonic acid gas given forth by the animals, and
consequently restoring to the air, or water in which
they live, the oxygen necessary for the mainte-
nance of animal life. It is, however, necessary,
for maintaining the uniform composition of the air
in the water, to add certain animals which feed on
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decomposing animal matter ; such are the varioas
species of molluscous animals, as the snail, etc.

In some cases, when the supply is continuous, the

fresh water maintains a healthy condition ; and
the same effect is obtained by a succession of bub-
bles of air introduced into, and ascending through,
the water, to maintain the natural equilibrium de-

stroyed by the animals breathing therein. Agita-
tion of the water produces the same results more
or leas perfectly, but the effect is not so pleasing

unle^ it is introducetl with scenic devices or

machines, such as paddles, self-acting fountains,

etc.

Aquatint, a style of engraving, or rather etch-

ing on copper, by which an effect is produced sim-

ilar to that of a drawing in Indian ink. It is now
almost out of use.

Aqua Vitae. [Fr. eau de vie,"] a term absurdly
applied to ardent spirits.

Arabia, an extensive region of Asia, extending
from lat. 12° to 34° N. and Ion. 33° to 60° E. It

is bounded N. by Turkey in Asia ; W. by the Red
Sea and the Isthmus of Suez; S. by the Indian
Ocean; and E. by the Persian Gulf. Area, 1,200,-

000 sq. m. A. is subject to a great variety of

rulers, and its pop., vaguely estimated at 10,000,-

000, is composed partly of the commercial inhab-
itants of the coast, who form a regular society, and
partly of Bedouina or pastoral Arabs, who live in

tents, and subsist by their flocks, or by the plunder
of passing caravans. A. is proverbially an arid

country. Scarcely a single river exists; and al-

most the whole of the interior is occupied with
sandy deserts— diversified only by a few oases or
spots of fertility. Some of the districts of the

coast, however, particularly Zemen, are fertile and
beautiful. The Hejaz, or Sheriffat of Mecca, com-
prising the N. and W. part, bordering on the Red
Sea, is the holy land of the Mohammedans, on ac-

count of its containing Mecca, the native town of
Mohammed, and Medina, the city where he is in-

terred. The chief products are coffee, which is

grown in Yemen, at Bulgosa, near Beit-el-Fakih,
gum-arabic, dates, pomegranates, figs, oranges,
opolminam, and a variety of odoriferous plants.

Senna and the cotton-tree are also cultivated in

Yemen ; and indigo is cultivated about Zebir.

There are no mines of the precious metals. A.
has long been celebrated for its horses ; the best

are breu in the desert bordering on Syria. The
native measures cannot be stated with accuracy.
The Egyptian measures, weights, and moneys are
now much used. The principal seaports are JiD-
BAH, MucHA, and Muscat, q. t. See also Cab-
AVAN.
Arabic Qom. See Gum-.\rabic.
ArachiB Oil. See Nut 0\u.
Aragu, crude stick-lac taken from the tree.

Arbitration, is a contract by which two or
more parties engage<l in a dispute agree, by an in-

strument calknl a subaiission, to leave the decision

to a third party, callMl an arbiter or arbitrator.

The submission is generally in the form of mutual
bonds, binding each to oln-y the award under nen-
alties. In contracts of partnership, it is usual, in

many places, to insert conditions of yl. which have
the effect of preventing one member from resorts

ing to a law-suit, unless a reference has proved in-

efliictual, or the others have refused to acceile to

it. The proi>er subjects of A. arc those questions
as to fact, which are generally referretl to a jury

—

a liquid debt specified and defined by deed is

therefore not a pro|>er subject. Where there is

more than one arbiter, there is generally authority

to choose an umpire if they cannot come to a de-

cision — and this bust must be selected by volun-

tary choice, not by lot. The object of A. is a final

determination, and so a restriction is void. Upon
proving the sultniission and the award, by the affi-

davit of the subscribing witness, or by the affidavit

of the arbiters, within one year after making such
award, the court (wliich must be designated in

such submission) shall, by rule, in open court,

confirm the award made in jtursiiance thereof, un-

less the same be vacated or nuMlified, or a decision

thereon be |)osti>oned. The courts exorcise con-

siderable discretion in overlooking minute defi-

ciencies, and allowing the evident meaning and
intention of the various parties to be put in prac-

tice ; an<l though an award be void as to some jwr-

tion of it, yet, if it be specific in assigning to the

Carties the rights which the arbiters intendetl to

estow on them, it will be good as to the remain-
der. When a time is limited for making an award
it cannot be protracted, except by prolongation

consented to by parties, or permitted by rule of

court. The courts will not relieve a person who
has volimtarily submitted his case to an arbiter

from the consequences of the decision, unless on
grounds of corruption, partiality, or mistake.

Arbitration of Exchange, is the deduction of a
proportional or arbitrated »a<e of exchange between
two places through an intermediate place, in or-

der to ascertain the most advantageous method of
drawing or remitting. Sie Exchange.
Arbois. See ViN de Paille.
Arbor, a term used by watch-makers and others

for an axis or spindle.

Archangel. See Russia.
Arcliil. See Orchil.
Archim, or Pik, the Turkish ell = 30 inches.

Ardel, an P'gyptian weight= 226 lbs.

Ardent Spirits, alcoholic liquors.

Ardoise, the French name for slate.

Are, the unit of the French measures of sur-

face, equal to 100 sq. metres = 119'6 sq. yanls.

—

Ceniare, equal to 1 sq. metre = 1'560 sq. inches.

—

Hectare, equal to 10,000 sq. metres = 2'471 acres.

Areca Wat. See Betel-Nct.
Areometer. See Hydrometer.
Argand Lamp, a burner or lamp in common

use, with a circular wick to admit a double cur-

rent of air.

Argent, the French name for silver metal and
for coine<l money.
Argentan. 'See German Silver.
Argentiferous, containing or yielding silver.

Argentine, a white metal coated with silver.

Argentine Confederation. [Sp. Conjedera-

cion Arymtinn,'\ a group of States of South .Amer-

ica, lying l>etween lat. 22° and 41° S., and Ion. 67°

and /0° W., formerly part of the S|>anish vice-

royalty of Buenos Ayres. Their constitution.which

bears date May 15, 1853, is similar to that of the

U. States, and the president is ele<'te<l for 6 years

by represenUitives of the 14 provinces. Area,

5i5,700s<i. m.; pop. 1,736,922.

The chain of the Andci nin« bIoiik thn whole wwtprti
bouiidnry, ami the country for m-yorml liiin<lrt»<l niili* tn ilio

E. of thix chiiin. ) (ti'iii'raily moiintAiriouH. Tlio territory K.

of the river I'amna 1m whvIii);, well w»li'n-<l, niid fi-rlllp; liut

the district tjetwc-en timt rivi-r unit tin- niiiiintaiti". cxlciiding

from N. to 8. thro«n;h thn wlido l.ii|{tli of tim country, ron-

•lntB of extoniiivo plnhiii. In tlio .\. llipxi- pluinii nre In m»ny
part* liable to Iwovorflowetl : in the S, tliey nre called pnmpnM,

and are rvuiarkably dry, and detititato uf tret;*. The couutry
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is cliiefly celebrated for the countless herds of wild cattle and

horses, which roam in the viist natural pastures of the plains,

and whose hides and tallow at present constitute the chief

source of wealth. The land in the vicinity of the towns is

generally cultivated, producing wheat, Indian corn, and

barley, together with the sugar-cane, orange, cocoa, fig, olive,

and vine. The public debt, amounting to $62,301,795, is for

the most part iu the hands of English bankers. The public

revenue assigned to the central government is derived almost

entirely from custom duties, which are very heavy. The
public expenditures invariably exceed, at times very largely,

the annual revenue. The A. C. has 991 m. of R.R. opened for

traffic, and 311 m. in construction. The various lines are

mainly constructed at the expense of the State.

The external commerce of thecountry is conducted entirely

at the city of Bumos Ayres, the cap. of the republic, which is

the outlet for the produce not only of the whole valley of the

river La Plata, but also of large districts of Peru and Chili.

It is a fine, healthy town, situated in lat. 34° 36' S., Ion. 58°

24' W., on the right bank of the estuary of the river La Plata,

aud 150 m. from the ocean, almost facing Montevideo, which
stands on the opposite bank of the river. Pop. 180,000. The
river is here 35 m. broad, but so shallow in most parts that

large vessels have to unload by means of lighters in the outer

roads, distant 8 m. from the port; while small vessels cannot
approach nearer than the inner roads, distant about 2 m.
Even open boats cannot be brought close to the beach, and
have to land, at no little risk, goods and passengers in rudely
constructed carts. In 1877, the exports, made up to the

amount of more than one-half by wool and tallow, amounted
to ^6,535,700. The imports, which in 1873 amounted to

$71,065,19.1, had fallen, in 1877. to $34,910,290, the decrea.se

being gradual. The foreign trade is chiefly with England and
France, but the trade with the U. States is rapidly increasing.

In 1878 it Wiis as follows: Exports, $4,949,367, consisting

chiefly of sheep's and alpaca wool, and hides and skins^ ; im-
ports. $2,013,587, chiefly made up by household furnitiire,

iHjards, tobacco, cotton manufactures, spirits, starch, lard,

petroleum, paper, perfumery, etc. During the same year, 41
American vessels (tonnage 20,940) entered the port, and 59
vessels (tonnage 30,915) sailed from it.— Weights and Measures,
same as Spain.

—

Money. The silver peso fuerte, or silver dol-

lar of 100 centesimos = $0.96-5. The circulating medium is

chiefly composed of government paper money, called peso,

which, by its overissue, has depreciated the value of the dol-

lar to about 50 cents.

Argol, a common name for crude tartar, in the

state in which it is taken from the inside of wine
vats. See Tartar.
Arica. See Peru.
Arindi, an East Indian agent or broker.
Aristolochia,or Snake-Root, [Fr. serpeniaire;

Ger. Virglnische schlangenwur261,1 the dried root

of the A. serpentaria, or Virginian snake-root. It

consists of a short stock or head, with numerous
rootlets three inches or more in length, thready,
interlaced, and brittle; skin greenish-yellow or
brown, and pith iron-colored. In odor and taste

it resembles valerian and camphor. The root is

all used, but the rootlets are more powerful than
the solid part. It is employed in medicine, and
its action is similar to that of camphor. A. is ex-
ported to Europe from Virginia and tiie Carolinaa,
Arizona, a Western territory of the U. States,

bounded on the W. by the Rio Colorado, on the
E. by Ion. 109° W. to the parallel of lat. 32° 40',

and thence N. W. to the Colorado River ; on the
S. by Sonora, on the boundary line between the
U. States and Mexico, N, by the territory of Utah

;

area, 113,916 sq. m. The general surface is consid-
erably elevated above the sea-level, and consists of
wide plateaus, occasionally crossed by ranges of
high mountains, and diversified by towering iso-

lated peaks. Climate eminently salubrious through-
out the year. The Little Colorado, Bill William's
Fork, and Gila rivers, drain the whole territory.

There is a considerable amount of land capable
of irrigation, immense areas of grazing land, and
abundance of mineral wealth. Gold, silver, iron,
tin, gypsum, nickel, platinum, and copper. Cap.
Tucson, in the valley of the Sta. Cruz. Other im-
portant places are Arizona City, Florence, Phoenix,
Prescott, and Wickenburg. Pop. 9,658.

Arkansas, a South-western State of the U.
States, bounded N. by
Missouri, E. by the

Missouri River, S. by
Louisiana and Texas,

and W. by Texas and
Indian Territory. It

lies between 33° and
36° 30' N. lat., and
between 89° 45' and
74° 40' W. Ion. Area,

52,198 sq. m., or 33,-

406,720 acres, on which
only about 2,000,000, ^^ 17.

_

seal of Arkansas.
acres consist of im-
proved land. The eastern portion of A., for a
breadth of from 30 to 100 m. from the Mis8i8.sippi,

is a low marshy plain, abounding in lagoons, and
for the most part subject to the annual overflow

of the Mississippi, and its tributaries. Toward
the centre of the State, the land rises into hills,

enlarging into the Ozark Mountains?, the highest

elevation of which is not over 2,000 feet. Besides

the Arkansas River, that passes wholly through
the State from W. to E., and the Mississippi,

which receives all its waters, A. is drained in the

N. E. by the White River and the St. Francis

;

in the S. W. by Red River ; and in the S. by the

Washita. The climate is moist and unhealthy in

the E. part of the State, especially along the Ar-
kansas River, but in the middle and W. parts it is

comparatively salubrious. The soil is exceedingly

fertile on the borders of the rivers, but as it recedes

from them it becomes poorer, and barren in some
of the more elevated parts. The staple products

are cotton, Indian corn, and live-stock. A. has

not engaged in manufactures to any considerable

extent. Its principal town.«« are Little Rock (the

cap.), Helena, Arkansas Post, Pine Bluff, and Fort
Smith. Pop. 484,471.
Arkansas Central R.R., in progress, to run

from Helena to Little Rock, Arkansas, a distance

of 114 miles, with branches 264 miles. Offices at

Helena. This Co. was formed by the consolidation

of the Arkansas Midland and the Little Rock and
Helena; it received State aid to the extent of

$15,000 per m., 30 year 6% bonds, and cotmty sub-

sidies to the extent of $700,000 or 5^800.000 in

bonds. The State also made a grant of 200,000
acres of land. Defaulted 1 Jan., 1874, in hands
of receiver March, 1876, and .sold in foreclo.sure

22 July, 1877. No reorganization yet e/fected.

Financicd Slaiement before sale: Gap. stock au-

thorized, $2,500,000; funded debt, 1st mortgage

8% gold bonds, dated 1 July. 1871, and due iu 20
years (guaranteed by State), $720,000, and 2d
mortgage 7fo gold bonds, dated 1 April, 1873, and
due in 20 years, $700,000.
Arkansas Valley R.R., runs from Kit Car-

son to Puebla, Col., a distance of 140 m., of which
75'5 m. only are in operation. It was chart, in
1872, and sold under foreclosure 8 May, 1878, ta
purchasing committee for bondholders. Financial
Statement: Cap. stock authorized, $3.000,000 ;

paid
in, $1,520,000 ; funded debt ($20,000 per m.), $1,-

125,000. Total stock and bonds, $2,(545,000.
Funded debt, 1st mortgage bonds, dated 1 April,
1873, payable 1903, interest 7% (April and Nov.).
Offices at St. Louis, Mo. Net earnings, $9,640.88.
Armateur, the French nai^ie for a shipowner,

or one who fits out a ship for a voyage.
Armenian Bole, a soft earth of a bright red
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color, found in some parts of P^iirojie, and also in

India, where it is used in medicine, and also in

native painting and gilding. It is imported from
England as a dentifrice, and as a pigment. Imp.
duty, 50 per cent.

Armenian Stone. See Lapis-Lazuli.
Armor, a general term for defensive weapons

and clothing. Tiie Imp. duty on ancient armors,
or modern imitations of the same, is So per cent.

Arms and Ammunition. See Gun, Gun-
powder, etc.

Armures, are woollen, worsted, or other fabrics

so woven a.s to produce on the surface a diagonal
or other ridge.

Arnica, an herbaceous plant, A. monfana, also

called leopard's bane. The root, leaves, and
flowers are {loisonous when swallowed, and are

even irritant to the skin, but are administered as

a stimulant in i)aralytic affections, fevers, and
other diseases. They are also applied with bene-

fit for bruises. They contain a volatile oil, a resin,

and the alkaloid amieine.
Arnotto. See Annotto.
AromatiCB, are substances possessing a fra-

grant aroma, and usually a warm puitgent taste.

They are mostly obtained by distillation from
flowers, leaves, roots, etc. Tliey are largely used
in the manuf. of cosmetics and other articles for

the toilet; also in medicine.
Aromatic Vinegar, is nothing but ordinary

vinegar, flavored and scented with certain essen-

tial oils, such as those of cloves, lavender, and
rosemary.
Arrack, a common East Indian name for spir-

ituous liquors of all kinds. A. was formerly pre-

pared in considerable quantity at Goa, but the
principal seats of manufacture at present are the
islands of Java and Ceylon. In the former, it is

commonly termed kneip, and is made from a mix-
ture of 62 parts molasses, lib parts rice, and 3 parts

of the sweet juice called palm-wine or twldy, ex-
tracted from the flowers of different species of
palm-trees. In the latter, it is entirely distilled

from cocoa-nut tree toddy, t'eylon A. is reckoned
BUjK'rior to that of Java. In India, it is prepared
from the flowers of the Basaia longifolia, the Mah-
vah tree, and the Bassia laltfolia. In Turkey, it

is distilled from the skins of grapes, and flavored

with aniseed. A. is mostly imported into the U.
Stati"** from Batavia, by wav of Holland.
Arroba, a Spanish and A>rtugueHe weight; also

a Spanish measure of capacity. It varies in dif-

ferent places. The A. weight, Spanish standard =
25*36 lb«. avoirdu[K>is; Alicjint, 27'38 do. ; Valen-
cia, 28'2o do. ; Arragon, 27*76 do. ; Portugal, 3238
do. ; Argentine liep., Ik)livia, Costa Kica, Guate-
mala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragini, Paraguay,
Peru, San I>oniingo, San Salvador, Uruguay, Ven-
ezuela, 2o;i6 do.; Brazil, 32'.'W do.—The A. meas-
ure ©^capacity—Spanish standard for wine =^ 3"o4

imp. galls., and for oil =^ 2*78 do. In all the
above-named South American republics, it is equal
to the Spanish standard.
Arrowroot, a farinaceous substance procured

in various parts of America, the West Indies, and
Ceylon, from the root of the MnrarUa arundinaeea

;

and in India, from the tubers of the Chrcuma augus-

tifolia. It is prepared in nearly the same nvinncr
as starch ; and when good, should be free from all

musty flavor, white, insipid, and form a a)nsistent

jelly when di-ssolved in 8 parts of boiling water.

It retains its nourishing property unimpaired for

many years. A. forms a common article of food
for children ami invalid.s. It is now largely man-
ufactured in Florida, but the best is im|»orted from
Bermuda, and commands in New York an aver-

age price of 40 cts. jjer lb. It is frequently adul-
terated with poUito stjirch, and great care is nec-

essary in purchasing it. Imp. duty, 30 jK-'r cent.

Afrov7-Ties, are the iron fastener or buckle,

and the hoop-iron used instead of rope in baling

cotton.

Arsenic, [Fr. arsenic; Ger. ar«eni)t,] an ex-
ceedingly brittle metal of a strong metallic lustre,

and white color, running into steel-gray. Sp. gr,

5*9. This substance, however, being very soft, is

of little value, and is not used in the arts. The
A. of commerce is the while otide of that metal, or
more correctly arsenioits acid, a compound which
is obtained chiefly in Bohemia and Sa.\ony, in

roasting the cobalt ores for making zaffre, and also

by sublimation from arsenical j)yrite8. It is brit-

tle, white, faintly sweetish in taste, more or leas

translucent, and is generally met with in cakes, or
their fragments, retaining the shape of the sublim-

ing vessel; sometimes it has a yellow or retldish

tinge, owing to the presence of iron, sulphur, and
other impurities; from these it is freed for phar-
maceutical use by resublimation, when it is often

obtained in vitreous transparent cakes, which, how-
ever, soon grow opaque atid crumble. Sp. gr.

3'72. In the shops it is commonly offered for sjile

in the form of a fine smooth powder, which is lia-

ble to adulteration with chalk and gy[>sum; but

the fraud is ea.sily detected by exposing the sus-

pected substance to heat, when the pure acid is

eiUirely sublimed, and the additions remain. Ar-
senious acid, though one of the most virulent poi-

sons, is used in medicine. It Ls ahso employed as

an ingredient in the ScfteeTa Green and other (lyes,

in the manufacture of flint-glass, etc. Imp. (A.
and crude arsenious acid) free. A. forms with
sulphur, two compounds, which are known in

commerce under the names of Realgar and Oa-
PIMENT, q. V.

. .

Arsenic - 'Weight, the Dutch apothecaries'

weight, the pound of which is equal to J of a
I>ound avoirduiwis, and, like it, subdivided into

16 ozs.

Arsheen, a Russian cloth measure= 28 inches,

or 0'71 French metre.
Artata, a Persian measure of capacity = 1*809

bushel.
Artesian Well, a well sunk to a great depth

by Iwring, to reach the spring and insure a con-

tinuous supply of pure water, or to sink surface

refuse.

Artichoke, [Fr. arliehaut,] an esculent vege-

table {CS/nara scolymus), having large |)erennial

roots ancl annual stems, bearing large round heads.

Each of these is connx)se<l of numerous oval caly-

cinal scales, inclosing the florets, sitting on a
broad fleshy receptacle; this and the fleshy bases

of the scales, the only eatable parts of the plant,

are gathered before the expansion of the flowers.

The A. is not cultivated in this country, but pre-

served A. are occasionally imiwrted from France.

Jenualem Artichokes are the tubers of the Heli-

anthua tvberomia, a kind of sunflower. This name
is due to its strange resemblance in taste to tlie

real A. They also form occasionally an article of

importation, either in the tul)er or in oil.

Artificial Flowers. See Flowers, Arti-
ficial.
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Artificial Limbs. See Limbs, Artiffcial.
Arzeneiwaaren, tlie German name for drugs

or medical preparations.

Asarabaca, [Fr. assaref; Ger. hasdkraut,'] the

root and leaves of tlie Asarum Europceum, a peren-

nial plant, indigenous in W. Europe, but generally

imported from tiie Levant. It contains a cam-

piior-like principle, and a bitter essence which is

combined with gallic acid. It is used in veterinary

medicine, and also as an ingredient in most of the

cephalic snuffs.

Asbestos, Amianthus, or Mountain Flax,
[Lat. amianthus asbestinum; Ger. asbert; Fr. unii-

anthe ; Sp. asbesto, alumbre de pluma ; Port, asbes-

tos ; It. asbesto,] a mineral (Fig. 18), of which
there are several varieties, all more or less fibrous,

flexible, and elastic, some very compact, and capa-

ble of being reduced to impalpable fibre. It is in-

consumable by a high degree of heat, and in an-

tiquity the art was discovered of drawing the fibres

into threads, and then weaving them into cloth.

In the Tarentaise of Savoy, a variety of A. exists,

of which the threads are entirely separated, and
of a brilliant whiteness, and capable of being elon-

gated to upwards of ten times their original length.

Cloths and even lace have been prepared from the

Fig. 18.— Asbestos.
(From an Italian specimen weighing \\i lbs.)

A. derived from this locality. Paper has also
been made of it. The varieties of A. are twisted
A., which is of a dirty gray or whitish-yellow
color, and sometimes exists in thick spongy pieces,
being then vulgarly called /os8i7 ^sA; sometimes it

resembles, and is called, fossil cork; occasionally,
when of a hard, membraneous character, is called
fossil leather ; and the thinner and more flexible
kinds of the same character are termed fossil paper.
The woody A. is of a reddish-brown color, and
resembles splinters of wood. A. is used to a con-
siderable extent for burning in gas-stoves ; incom-
bu.stible paper has been made from it. A. is

found in Piedmont, Savoy, Salzburg, the Tvrol,
Dauphine, Hungary, Silesia, Corsica, Cape of Good
Hope, N. of Scotland, and Siberia. An ordinary
quality of but little value is found at Staten Island,
near New York. A. of various grades is also
found abundantly in other parts of the U. States.
Imp. free ; when manufactured, duty 25 iper cent.
Several patents have been granted to Mr. H. W.
Johns, of New York, who is the original inventor
of nearly all the practical applications of A., and
has made its valuable properties known in all
parts of the civilized world. A. is now extensively

used for roofing, steam-pipe and boiler coverings,

fire-proof sheathings, coatings, cements, paints,

etc.

Ash, [Fr. /rene,] a tree of which there are
many varieties. (Fig. 19.) The white ash (Frax-
inus Americana), which abounds in the forests of
the Northern States and in Canada, and the com-
mon ash {F. excelsior) of Europe, are very useful

on account of their rapid growth, and the excel-

lence of their hard, tough wood. The timber of
the white ash is largely used for agricultural im-
plements. It is also esteemed for the purposes of
the coachmaker, cooper, and turner ; and for lad-

dens, poles, and other purposes which require
strength, elasticity, and comparative lightness;

while the underwood is excellent for hoops, rods,

etc. It is, however, quite unsuitable for building
purposes, as it neither stands moisture nor the
weather.
Ashes, the saline and earthy particles of burnt

substances. See Barilla, Kelp, Potash, etc.

Ashlar, a name given to rough stones ; and to

freestones when they are first taken out of the
quarry. The term is also applied to a facing made
of nicely squared stones; the sulwrdinate terms
being tooled, polished, or rustic, according to the

mode in which the surface is treated.

See Masonry.
Ashore. A ship is said to be A.

when she lias run upon the ground, or
on the sea-coast, either by accident or
design.

Ashrafi, or Ashrufi, an East In-
dian coin, the gold mohur, worth 16
rupees, or $8.

Ashtabula, Toungstown, and
Pittsburgh R.R., runs from Youngs-
town to Ashtabula Harbor, O., a dis-

tance of 62*6 m. Offices at Ashtabula.
Organized 11th Feb., 1870. Leased from
its opening (May, 1873) to the Pennsyl-
vania Co. Financial Statement : Share
capital paid in, $1,817,880; funded debt,

$2,000,000; other liabilities, $197,085.-

36 ; cost of R.R., appurtenances, and
docks, $3,782,225.37. Other assets, $48,-

739.50; balance debt of income ac-

count. $1 84,000.48 ; bonds, 1st mortgage, $1,500,000,
due 1901, interest47% (April and Oct.); 2d mort-
gage income, $500,000, due 1894, interest 7 % (Jr.n.

and July). Net earnings for 1877, $77,330.76.
Asparagus, [Fr. asperge,! a well-known escu-

lent vegetable {A. officinalis), having a perennial
root and annual stalks. The stems are cut for use
when only a few inches above ground. This
highly esteemed vegetable is extensively culti-

vated in most of the States.

Asphaltum, a species of bitumen produced by
the decomposition of vegetable matter. It is solid,

brittle, of a black color, vitreous lustre, and con-
choidal fracture. It melts easily, and is very in-

flammable— burning, when pure, without leaving
ashes. Sp. gr. from 1 to 1*5. It abounds on the
shores and surface of the Dead Sea, in Barbadoes,
and in Trinidad, where it fills a basin of 3 m. of cir-

cumference, and of a tliickness unknown. A gentle
heat renders it ductile, and when u.sed with grease
or cogimon pitch, it is used for coating the iMjttoms
of ships, and is said to protect tliem from the
teredo of the West Indies seas. Trinidad A. is

imported to a considerable extent into the U.
States, where it is used in the fabrication of vari-
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oils road and roof coverings, and for other kin-

dred purposes.

—

A. rock is a bituminous limestone

found at Seyssel and at Val-de-Travers. It con-

tains about 85 per cent, of carl»onate of lime, and
15 per cent, of bitumen. Sp. gr. 2'4. Tliongb
easily scratched witii the finger-nail, it is difficult

to break up with the hammer, showing malleable
properties under the blows. It is superior for

every purpose to the Trinidad A. — Bituminous
mastic, sometimes called axphnllie mastic or ag-

phattic cement, is generally c6mposed of mineral

tar and some calcareous, silicious, or earthy sub-

stances in powder. Imp. duty on A., 25 per cent.

Fig. 19.—Flowering Ash {Fmxiniu omu»).

Aspic, a name for the oil of spike obtained

from Larendtita gpica,

Aspinwall. See Colombia (United States
of).
Abb, a domestic qnadnipod (Fig. 20) resem-

bling the horse, but much inferior to that animal,

both in beauty and utility. The ass has nearly

the same mouth-marks as the horse, takes from 2

to 3 years in growing, and lives from 25 to 30.

It is less subject to disesise than the other, and, be-

ing content with scanty and coarse fare, is em-
ployed in England, Germany, France, etc., by poor

people in drawing small carls and in carrying bur-

dens; the female is, besides, valued for her milk.

The abject comlition of this creature in nortliern

climes is in part owing to its never l>eing the sid)-

ject of attention. In Eastern a)untrics, particu-

larly in Arabia, where the bree<l is not only care-

fully tendeil, but frequently improved by inter-

course with the fleet and fiery onager (or wild ass),

it is an animal of great strength and considerable

beauty.
AsBafcBtida, [Fr., It., and Por., asmfeiida; Ger.

Biinkander amnd ; At. hiltfcl ; Per. uiujooteh,'] a
medicinal gnm-resin, com|K>sed of the juice of the

rtH)ts of the/ert:/rt asiuifitiida, a large umbelliferous

plant growing in the prov. of Khorassan an<l Lar-
istan, in Persia. In its recent stale it is white and
semi-fluid, but by exjwsure to the sun it gradually

hardens, and assumes a riKldish color. In tra«le

it is met with in large, irregular agglutinated

m.nsses of a waxy consistence, having a motley
appearance owing to the mixture of white drops
with others of a violet, nii, ami brown tint. It

has a nauseous alliaceous smell, and a bitterish

acrid taste. Those masaeti are to be selected which

are clear, of a pale reddish color, and variegated
with a number of elegant white drops or tears.

An inferior kind, full of s:ind and very faHid, is

said to be a coiu|K)utid of garlic, sagapenum, tur-

pentine, and a little of the real gum. A. loses

some of its smell and strength by keeping; it

should, therefore, be preserved in bladders shut
up in tin boxes, and kept apart. It is imjMJrted

in mats, casks, and cans, from England, which
country receives it from India, whence it is ex-
porte<l from Persia. The Treasury regulations of
the U. Slates require it to contain 50 jier cvnt. of
its peculiar bitter resin, and 3 per cent, of volatile

oil. Imp. duty, 20 per cent.

Assault, an attempt or offl'r, with force and
violence, to do a cor|H)real liuri to another; as by
striking at him, with or without a wea|K>n. As-
sault does not always necessarily imply a hitting

or blow ; because, in trespass for assault and bat-

tery, a man may be found guilty of the assault,

and acquitted of the battery. But every battery

includes an a.ssault. If a |>erson in anger lift up
or stretch forth his arm, and offer to strike an-
other, or menace any one with any staff or weapon,
it is an assault in law ; and if a man threaten to

beat another person, or lie in wait to do it, if the
other is hindered in his business, and receive loss

thereby, an action lies for the injury. Any injury,

however small, actually done to the person of a
man, in an angry or rude manner, is a battery.

Assay or Assaying [Fr. coupellafion ; Ger.
abtreiben der capelle^, is a mode of ascertaining what
proportion of gold or silver there is in an alloy of

those metals. When an alloy of (say) silver is

melted, the inferior metals become oxidized, and
can be removed as a kind of scale. The assay,

or cupel furnace, is a small upright stove, liaving

within it a wagon-like earthen vessel called a

muffle, closed at all parts except one end, and a
few slits in the top and side. Small crucibles

called cupels are placed in the muflle, which shield

them from contact with the fuel in the furnace.

The cupels are small cujjs, made of some substance
that will not be acted ujion by the fuse<l oxides,

while their texture is sufficiently iwrous to let the

oxides penetrate. The silver alloy and a bit of

pure lea<l, both accurately weighwl, are j)Ut into a
cupel at a full red heat. A litharge, or oxide of

lead, gradually forms, and is absorlKnl by the sub-

sUince of the cujk.'1 carrying down with it the co|>-

per or other base metal of the alloy, while the

remainder of the lead goes oft' in fume. When
this process is carefully conducted, the button or
globule of silver becomes absolutely pure. The
cupel is taken out of the muffle an(f gradually

cooled. The globule is weighed, and the differ-

ence between it and the weight of the original

silver put in represents the weight of inferior

metal with which the latter was alloyed. The
proportion of alloy found in the silver is denoted

by decimals. Thus, absolutely pure silver being

reckoned at 1,000, any alloy of silver is reckontnl

at some lower figure; such as standani silver,

which is snid to be 925, there being 925 of silver

! and 75of copiMT in 1,000 of standard silver. (Jold

j

is more difficult to assay than silver, In-catise there

I
is usually some silver as well as copi)er in the

I

alloy. A s|)eci;il process, called parting or quar-

I ta/ion, is often nee<le<l in addition to the cniH'lla-

tion. A touchstone is sometimes useil, to funiish

a rough guess at the comiKwition of a gold alloy,

(See T0VCH8TONE.J Besides the mode of assay-
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ing by cupellation, there is what is called the

humid way. A soUitioii of cliloride of sodium, in

which the exact proportion of salt to water is as-

certained, is employed as a means of determining

the i)roportiou in which silver and copper exist

in any alloy.

Assets, [PV. cictif,'\ designate property presumed

to l)e set apart to meet any obligation ; thus the

acceptor of a bill is said to have assets of the

drawer in his hands. It is also commonly used

in trade to designate the stock, cash, and all avail-

able property of a merchant, in contradistinction

to his liabililies or obligations.

Assignee, a person to whom an involved, in-

solvent, or embarrassed debtor transfers and com-
nuts his property and estate for the benefit of his

creditors. An A. is clothed with the powers and
responsibilities of a trustee; he is liable only for

want of ordinary skill and care. See Insolvent
Laws.
Assignment, an instrument in writing by

which a merchant whose affairs are involved, or

who is embarraased or becomes insolvent, transfers

his property and effects to a responsible party,

called assignee, in trust for his creditors. See 1n-
soi^vENT Laws.
Assignor, one who makes an assignment.
Assizement, a legalized inspection of weights

and measures, and of the quality of commodities,
etc.

Ass-Load, the pack-load for an ass ; the aver-

age weight of which, in South America, is 170 lbs.

Association, a union of persons for some
common object; a joint-stock company.
Assortment, a selection or variety of goods,

samples, etc., of the same class or kind, but vary-
ing in quality, color, form, or price.

Assurance. See Life Insurance.
Asteria, a species of star sapphire, exhibiting

six milk-white rays, radiating from the centre of
an hexagonal prism.
Astrakan, is the wool or fur of a peculiar

kind of sheep raised in Bokhara, Asia. This fine

wool is the object of a considerable trade at Astra-
kan, in Russia, whence its commercial name.
Asumbra, a liquid measure in Paraguay = 4

gallons.

Atchison and Nebraska R.R., runs from
Atchison, Kans., to Lincoln, Neb., a distance of
148-89 ra. Office in Boston, Mass. Founded in
1870, the Co. was reorganized in 1878. Under new
organization, Financial Statement will be: Cap.
stock (for 70^ of old bonds), $2,625,000, and
(for 50% of unpaid coupons) $712,500; total,

$3,337,500, and funded debt (for 30 % of old
bonds), 1st mortgage 7% 30 year bonds dated
1 March, 1878, $1,125,000. Total liabilitie.s,

$4,4fi2,500. Net earnings for 1878, $95,645.87.
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Pe ,R.R.,

runs from Atchison, Kans., to Colorado State line,
a distance of 471 m. This Co. was organized in
March, 1863, and operates six other Cos. under
lease, which have a total length of 749 m.— Total
distance run .over by this Co., 1,220 m. The Co.
has besides leased the New Mexico and S. Pacific
R.R. (in course of construction ) from the S. branch
Pueblo road at Trinidad to Albuquerque, a dis-
tance of 248 m. Transfer office, Boston, Mass.
Financial Statement, 1877: Funded debt, 1st mort-
gage bonds issued 1869, $15,000 per m. authorized

;

$7,011,000 outstanding, payalile 1899, interest 7 %
(Jan. and July). Land grant bonds issued 1870,

authorized $7,500 per m. ; outstanding, $3,366,000,

payable 1900, interest 7 % (April and Oct.). Con-
solidated bonds issued 1873; amount authorized,

$7,500 per m. ; amount outstanding, $3,349,000,

payable 1903; interest 7 fo (April and Oct.).

Land income mortgage issued Jan. 1, 1878;
amount authorized, $480,000

;
payable 5-20' s, in-

terest 8 ^0 (Jan. and Jul}'). Potlawattomie land

mortgage bonds issued 1869 ; amount authorized,

$800,000; amount outstanding, $439,000, payable
1 Nov., 1879 ; interest 7 fo (May and Nov.). By
an act approved 3d March, 1863, Congress granted
10 sections of land per m. The estimated quan-
tity within the limit is 2,932,784 acrgs, of which
2,474,086 acres had been certified to the Co. to

30 June, 1877. Sales to Dec. 31, 1877 : 643,598
acres had been sold, at the average price of $4.98.

Net earnings for 1877, $1,356,421.69.
Atelier, a French workshop, sculptor's studio,

or building dock.
Athens. See Greece.
Athol Brose, strong whiskey in which honey

has been intimately dissolved by careful tritura-

tion, used as a morning dram in some parts of
Scotland.

Atlanta and Charlotte Air-Line R.R.,
runs from Atlanta, Ga., to Charlotte, N. C, a dis-

tance of 269 miles. This Co., whose offices are in

Atlanta, Ga., was formed in Feb., 1877, by the

bondholders on the sale of the road under fore-

closure in Dec, 1876. Statement of Funded Debt

:

1st mortgage preference bonds, dated 1877, $500,

000, due 1897 ; interest 7% (April and Oct.). Ist

mortgage bonds dated 19 May, 1877, $4,250,000,

due 1907; interest 7% (Jan. and July). Net
earnings for 1877, $60,389.90.
Atlantic and Oreat Western R.R., runs

from Salamanca, N. Y., to Dayton, O., a distance

of 387"50 m. ; branches and leased lines, 158"68 m.

;

total, 546*18 m. This Co., whose offices are at

Meadville, Pa., was organized in 1871, and placed
in the hands of a receiver 10 Dec, 1874, by whom
it has since been operated. Financial Stutement

:

Cap. stock authorized, $50,000,000; funded debt,

$68,994,811.28; floating del)t, $6,475,126.80; total

stock, bonds, and debt, $110,147,742.18. Funded
debt in detail: Ist mortgage bonds, $14,922,200,
payable 1902; int. 7% (Jivn. and July) ; 2d mort-
gage, $10,173,679.69, payable 1902; int. 7%
(March and Sept.); 3d mortgage, $28,784,000,
payable 1902; int. 7 fo (May and Nov.) ; Ohio 1st

mortgage, $2,416,300, payable 1876; int. 7%
(April and Oct.). Reorganization stock, etc.,

$661,131.59; leased line trust, pavable 1902, $5,-

323,000; int. 7% (Jan. and July); leased line

trust, payable 1903, $2,907,000; int. 7% (Jan.
and July) ; Western Extension certificates, Julv,

1876, $2,059,000; Western Extension bonds, $1,-

748,500. Net earnings for 1877, $968,917.36,
Atlantic and Gulf R.R., runs from Savan-

nah to Bainbridge, Ga., a distance of 237 ra., with
branches 110'17 m. ; total, 350*17 m. ; and has its

offices in Savannah. Default was made on the
consolidated bond coupons, due 1 Jan., 1877, and
two receivers were appointed in March following.
Int. is still paid on the 1st mortgage sectional
bonds. Financial Statement, Dec, 1876 : Cap. stock,

$3,693,700 ; 7 % guarantee stock, $782,976.69

;

funded debt, $3,566,500 ; bills payable, $126,268.-
35; traffic earnings (1876), $959,377.94; current
accoinits, $245,492..57 ; total, $9,374,315.59. Net
earnings for 1876, $352,913.29.
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Atlantic and North Carolina R.R , runH
from Cioldsboro' to Moreliead, N. C, a distance of

9o III. Tliis Co., whose ofBces are at New Heme,
N. C, w;w chartered in 185.}, and ojiened in 18.")8.

About one-half tlie cap. stock is held hy the State

ofN. C. Fiiutnckd SlalemeTU : Cap. stock, $1,GU0,-

000; and funded debt, 1st niortjrage 8 fo bonds,

dated 18(58, payable 1888, ?;-JOO,tKH).

Atlantic and St. Lawrence R. R., runs
from Portland, Me., to Island Ptind, Vt., a dis-

tance of 149"5 m., with a branch from Lewiston
to Auburn, .Vo m. ; total length, 155 m. Chartered
in 1845, and leitsed, in 1853, to the Grand Trunk
B.K. of Canada for the interest ou the out«tanding

bonds and 6 % annual dividend on cajiital stock.

Office in Portland, Me. Fiiuincuil Statement: Cap.
Btock, $5,000,000 ; funded debt, $3,484 ; total stock,

bonds, and debu*, $8,484,000.
Atlantic and 'West Point R.R., runs from

East Point to West Point, Ga., a distance of 80'74

m. Offices at Atlanta, Ga. Chartered a.s Atlanta

and La Grange K.K. Co. in Dec., 1847. Financial

Statement : Cap. stock, $1,232,200. Debenture
bonds, $83,000. Net earnings for 1878, $13,435,40.

Atlantic, Mississippi, and OhioJR.R., runs
from Norfolk, Va., to Bristol, Tenn., a distance of

408 m., with branches 428 m. This Co., located

at Lynchburg, Va., was organized in 1870 by the

consolidation of the Norfolk and Petersburg, the

South Side, and the Virginia and Tennessee K.Ii.

The State of Virginia liolds a controlling interest

in all these lines. Under the act of consolidation

they were sold to the A. M. and O. R.K. Co. for

$4,000,000, secured by a 2d mortgage on the whole
property, the Ist mortgage thereon never to ex-

ceed $15,000,000 ; these bonds to receive no inter-

est before July, 1880, and from that date 6^ j>er

annum. Final payment to be made in annual in-

Htalments of $500,000 each ; the first payment
during 1885. In 1876 the property passed into

the hands of receivers. Cap. stock, $6,921,900.

Average rate of interest on funded debt, 7'06 ^o.

Net earnings for 1877, $<)00,633.09.

Atlas, a large kind of paper 34 by 26 inches;

a rich Indian embroidered satin ; also a collection

of maps in one volume.
Atmometer, an evaporometer, or instrument

to nieasiire vaporous exhabitions.

Atropia, a formidable alkali obtained from the

deadly nightshade.
Attachment, is a process by which a person

may be apprehended, or a property seized, by vir-

tue of a writ or order issued by a court or judge
under authority of law. In resjiect to projx-'rty

the term is usually applied to seizure on mesne
process. In some of the States, a plaintiil'can, at

the commencement of any action to recover money,
attach the pro]>erty of the defendant ; but the more
usual rule is that there ain be no seizure of pro|>-

erty, except in specified cases, till tiie rights of the

parties have lM?en settled by judgment of the court.

The exceptions are chiefly when the defendant is

a non-resident or a fraiidulenl debtor, or is attempt-

ing to conceal or remove his pro|K'rty for the pur-

pose of defrauding or delaying his creditors. An
A. is said to be foreign wiien a cre<litor attaches

pro|>erty l>elonging to his debtor in the hands of a

third person, or a debt due to such debtor by a

third ))erson. The laws «)f each State on A. of

fr()[M?rty will be found noticed under the heading
NSol.VKXfV.
Attar of Roses. See IU>8t» (Oil or).

Attestation, the legal act of witnessing a deed
by afiixing one's signature thereto.

Attire, articles of clothing or dress.

Attorney, a representative or deputy, one hold-

ing a |K)Wir or auiliority to act for another. (See

PowEK OF Attoksky.) An A. at laic is an offi-

cer of a court, who is authorized by the laws and
rules of the court to prosecute or defend a claim
or suit, without any siKcial written authority for

the purpose. .\n A. at law has authority, for and
in the name of his principal, to do any acts neces-

sary for conducting a suit, and his employer is

bound by his acts.

Anbergine, the French name for egg-i)lant.

An Besoin, [Fr., in case of need,] "Au bewin
chez MeMieura d ," "In case of neei), ap-
ply to Messrs. at ," is a phrase used in

the superscription of a bill of excliange, pointing

out the person to whom application may l>e niatle

for payment in case of failure or refusal of the
drawee to pay.
Aubusson, a town of France, celebrated for

its manuf. of ciirpets, known as Aubu»»on curptts,

and made in the style of the Louises of France.
Auctioneer, is a )>erson wiiose business is to sell

the goods of others by public outcry, vendue, t)r

auction. He is the agent of l)olli parties, the seller

and the buyer. It is his <luty, previously to the

commencement of every sale, to state the condi-

tions under which the gocnls are otli-re*! ; to re-

ceive the respective biddings, and to declare tiie

termination of the sale. For these purposes he
conimonly makes use of a hammer, u{K)n the fall-

ing of which the bidilings are dosed. In most of

the States, an A. is requiretl to have a license to

sell, and in the State of New York he is re<piire«l

to give bonds to theamount of $10,000, conditione<I

for the faithful performance of the duties of his

office, to render a semi-annual account of all gowls
Hold or struck oH', and to pay on the amount of

these sales the chities chargeable according to

law, as follows: On all wines and spirits, foreign

or domestic, 1 per cent.; on all goods and etlects

im{>orted from any place lieyond the Cape of (Jood

Hope, 50 cents; and on all other goods and etlecta

which are the production of any foreign (*ountry,

75 cents. Articles of the growth, produce, or

manuf. of the U. States, except distilled spirits,

are exempt from auction duties. Goods and chat-

tels, otherwise liable to such duty, are exempt
from the same, if sold under any judgment of any
court of law or equity; if they belong to the

estate of a deceased person, and are sold by a per-

son duly authorized; if they be the eflects of a
banknipt or insolvent, and be sold by his as-

signees; or if they be goods damaged at sea, and
are sold within 20 days after being landed, fur the

profit of the owners or insurers. An A. is bound
to observe strictly his instructions, and to act in

good faith to the owner of the gowls ; he is not at

liberty to misrepresent to the bidders or purcha-

sers; he is liable for loss by negligence; ami he
cannot purchase the projwrty he is employed to

sell. An A. has a lien for his commissions, and
can sue the buyer for his purchase-money. In

the State of New York, no A. can demand or re-

ceive a higher com|H'nsation for his services than

a commission of 2J |)er cent, on the amount of any
sale made by him, unless in pursuance of a prc>-

vions agreement in writing. In the city of New
York, all g(MMls, wares, and merchandise, and every

species of property, except shiiw, vessels, real or
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leaseliolil estate, exposed for sale at auction, and

struck off by tlie A. to the previous owner, or to

any person bidding in liis behalf, or to any fictitious

person, or in any other manner than as an actual

sale and purchase, are subject, each and every time

they are so struck off, to a duty of 5 per cent. Any
person offending against this provision is liable to

a tine not exceeding $100, and imprisonment not

exceeding one month.
Audit, a regular examination of books, vouch-

ers, or accounts by one or more qualified parties.

Auditor, one who inspects or examines and
certifies accounts; an accountant.

Aufgedinge, the money premium received with

an apprentice in Germany,
Auger, a very useful tool for boring holes, is

one of a class which all workers in wood are well

acquainted with. Some have upright handles,

some transverse; some have plain stems, some
hollow, some screwed ; and the mode of working,

by to-and-fro twisting movement or by screwing,

depends on these ibrms. The auger, brad-awl,

gouge-bit, centre-bit, gimlet, and screw-auger are fa-

miliar examples of these hole-boring tools.

Augsburg. See Bavaria.
Aurantia Wine, a wine made in India and

Sardinia from the China orange. Citrus auran-

tium.

Auriferous, containing or yielding gold.

Aurist, an ear-doctor, one who attends to the

cure of disorders of the ears.

Australia. See New South Wai.es, Queens-
r,AND, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria,
Western Australia.
Austria-Hungary, a European Empire, ex-

tending from 45° to 51° N. lat., and from 8° 35^ to

26° 35' E. Ion., is bounded N. by Prussia and
Russian Poland, E. by Russia and Turkey, S. by
Turkey, the Adriatic Sea, and Italy, and W. by
Switzerland and Bavaria. It forms a bipartite

State, consisting of a German, or Cisleithan mon-
archy, and a Magyar, or TransLeithan kingdom, the
former officially designated as Austria, and the
latter as Hungary. Eacli of the two countries has
its own parliament, ministers, and government,
while the connecting ties between them consist
in tlie person of the hereditary sovereign, in a
common army, navy, and diplomacy, and in a
controlling body known as the Delegations. The
public debt of the whole empire— exclusive of
the special debt of Hungary, in 18/8— was
11,631,685,040. Besides, tlie floating debt was
estimated at $220,904,205. The total annual in-
terest on the debt amounted to $56,648,040. The
private debt of Hungary was $177,000,000. In
recent years the published accounts of A. show
invariably a declining revenue with growing ex-
penses. The monarchy is subdivided as follows

:

I. Austrian Empire.
Ijower Austria
Upper Austria
Salzburg
Styria ."..'.

Carintliia

Cartiiola

Coast Laud
Tyrol and Vorarlberg
Bohemia
Moravia

,

Silesia
,

Oalicia
,

Bukowina
Balmatia

Total, Austriau Eupire

Sq.m. Populaiion.

7,655
44,633

2,767

8,671

4,006
3,857

3,085

11,325
20,064

8,585
1,9SS

30,313
4,03G

4,94<,)

1,990,708

736,567
153,159

1,137,990
337,694
466,334
600,525
885 789

5,140,544

2,017,274
513,352

5,444,689
513 404
456,961

115,925 20,394,980

II. Kingdom op Hcnoart.
Hungary, including the Banat
Croatia and Slavonia
Transylvania
Town of Fiume

Total, Hungary..

Total, Austro-Hungarian Monarchy..

87,043

16,773
21,215

124,43^

240,y4i 35,904,435

The country is generally mountainous; large plains, how-
ever, occur, chiefly in Hungary and Galicia. Three climateric

belts are distinguished, viz. : 1. the N. belt, from the N. fron-

tier to N. lat. 49°, producing grain and flax; 2. the Central
belt, between N. lat. 49°-46°, yielding wine, fruit, and the
cereals ; and 3. the S. belt, between N. lat. 46°-45°, furnish-

ing, besides the above, semi-tropical fruits. The mean tem-
perature varies between 39°-56° F. The soil, though of endless
variety, is in general fertile; but in agriculture, A. is still

behind other European States. The mines of gold and silver

in Hungary and Transylvania, and of quicksilver at Idria in
Carniola, are the richest in Europe; lead and copper are jiro-

duced in considerable quantities ; the supply of iron is almost
inexhaustible ; and indeed nearly every metiil is found, except
platinum. Salt, vitriol, alum, soda, sulphur, and saltpetre aro

found in great quantities. Scarcely a province is deficient in

coal. Marble and a variety of precious stones also occur. The
produce of the vine is a source of considerable wealth, and a
large quantity is exported ; the finest is the celebrated Tokay,
made at Zemplin, in Hungary. Tobacco, hops, hemp, flax,

and potash are produced in sufficient quantity to aflbrd a sur-

plus for exportation.
The manufacturing interests of A. have largely increased

Bince 1860, when freedom of trade was established throughout
the empire; theyembracetextilegoods, iron-ware, silk, leather,

paper, chemicals, beer, liquors, tobacco, etc.

The most important river is the Danube, which, with its

tributaries, pervades the whole empire, civssing, however, its

eastern boundary at about 600 m. from the sea. Its naviga-
tion is throughout rather difiicult, owing to shoals and rapids.

In 1878 the whole empire had 10,138 m. of railroads open for

traflJc, and 2,633 in construction. Its commercial marine con-
sistedof7,538 ve88el8,330,298 tonnHge,ofwhich 98 werestcamers.
Nearly two-thirds of the commerce of A., both as regards

imports and exports, is carried on with Germany. Its next
important market is Turkey. The commercial intercouree of
A. with the U. States is comparatively small ; and it appears
in the official returns even smaller than it is in reality, owing
to the geographical position of the empire, which necessitates

the transit of many Austrian and American goods through
other countries, as the exports and imports of which they
come to figure. The value of direct exports to the U. States
in 1878 was only $272,250, while the imports reached $2,827,581,
consisting chiefly of mineral oil, grain, tobacco, tallow, etc.

There are 9 towns with over 50,000 inhabitants, viz.: — in

Austria proper, Vienna (the cap.), 1,001.999; Prague, 189.949;

Trieste, 109,324; Lemberg, 87,109; Gratz, 81,119; and BrUnn,
73,771; — and In Hungary, Buda-Pesth, 270,474: Szogedin,
(almost entirely destroyed, with enormous loss of life, by the
overflow of the Theiss, in March 1879,) 70,179; and Maria-There-
siopol, 66,.'523. The chief ports are Trieste, Fiume, Rovigno,
Capo d'Istria.and Pola, in lUyria; and Ragusa, Cattan, Zara, Se-

benico, and Spalatro, in Dalmatia. The foreign trade is, how-
ever, almost wholly engrossed by Trieste.

Trieste is situated in 46° 39' N. and 13° 46' E., at the N. E.
extremity of the Adriatic. Pop. 109,324. It has a commodi-
ous harbor, and being a free port, and almost the only outlet

for the South of Germany, lllyria, and parts of the Sclavo-
nian provinces, its commerce is very extensive, and the U.
States iiavo there a general consul. Here is established
(since 1833) the Geiellscha/t de» Oesterreichisch-Untiarischen
Lloyd, which owns a fleet of 65 steamers, of 15,260 horse-
power, and absorbs the greatest part of the trade of A. with
the East, through the Suez Canal, being subsidized by the
Imperial government. The Bank of Austria has a branch at
Trieste. In 1878, Trieste received 6 American vessels, ton-
nage 3,806, while 16 vessels, tonnage, 8,225. cleared the port.

The Austrian National Bank was founded in 1815, and is the
only State Bank of A. Though connected with the govern-
ment, it is under the management of a body of directors ; and
its accounts are published periodically. Its functions are
chiefly those of issuing paper, discounting commercial bills,

and developing certain kinds of public works. It has the
sole right of issuing notes. It appears that the chief danger
that the bank runs is that consequent upon advances to gov-
ernment, which are made, as might be expected, profusely in

times of pressure, which advances are accompanied with a
large increase in the issue of paper. The banic allows no in-

terest on deposits.
Money.— The F'orin, or Gulden, of 100 neu-kreuzer = 48V{

cts. The Golden down of 8 florins = $3.88.
The legal standard in the empire is silver, and the florin,

divided into 100 neu-kreuzer, the unit of money. Practically,
the chief medium of exchange is a paper currency, consist-
ing of bank-notes of all denominations, from 1,000 florins
down to 1 florin, convertible only at a large discount into gold.
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Bills upon Vienna are generally drawn in effective, and
generally tbe particulur cuiu in which they are tu be paid in

specified. Usance is 14 di»ys after acceptance; 3 days of

(trace are allowed, except when drawn at less than 7 days'

sit;ht or date.

»'ei<jlUs and Measure*.—the CeiUner (\00 lyund)= V2S14 lbs.

avoirdupois. The Eimer = 14 94 wine gallons. The Ji>ch =
1-43 acre. The Metze = 1-7 imperial bushel. The Klaflrr =
67 cubic feet. The MtiU (24,000 Austrian feet) = 8,.;97 yards,
or about 4^^ ra.

Autographic Press, a jwrtable printing raa-

cliine for taking copies of a writing or drawing,
transferred from paper to a litiiographio stone.

Aatomaton, is a self-moving machine. In
many engines, and machinery, automatic action is

the name given to a self-regulating apparatus ; and
si)eaking in a general way, whenever a process

hitherto performed by hand is brougiit within the

power of a machine, the apparatus becomes auto-

matic in this particular instance. A watch or

clock is an A. wlien wound up. It is in this sense

that the word A. is generally used— action begun
and maintained as soon as a train of wheels is set

in motion by winding up. Wonderful examples
of ingenuity in this form have been produced, in

no other way useful than as showing what men
can do if they try.

Autophon, a barrel-organ, the tunes of which
are produced by means of perforated sheets of

mill-board.
Ava, a long measure in Cadiz, the 16th part of

the va.-a— rather more than two inches.

Aval, [Fr.] the signing of a draft, note, or bill

of exchange ; a French declaration of responsibil-

ity or guarantee for its payment.
Avens-Rqot, the root of the herb bennet,

6eum urbanum, which, possessing astringent and
aromatic properties, has been used in medicine,
and is also said to impart a pleasant clovu-like

flavor to wine and beer.

Aventurine, a yellow or reddish-brown vari-

ety of quartz freckled with gold spots, found in

Siberia, Bohemia, France, Spain, and India, and
use<l in jewelry. Beautiful imitations of this min-
eral are now made by fusing sand, carbonate of
soda, (Carbonate of lime, and bichromate of potash.
Avellana, the Spanish name for the filbert.

Average, in Arillimelic, is the mean of two or
more <juantities, formed by adding them together,

and dividing by the tnunl)er of quantities. Thus,
4 is the A. of "1 and U, and 5 is the A. of 2, 6, and
7. The A. most commonly required in trades are
those of prices. Ex. : What is the A. price i)cr

quarter oi 300 quarters rice at $15 per quarter,

200 quarters at $13.50, and 270 quarters at $12.50 ?

300 quarters at $15.00 = $4,500
2.50 " " 13.50= 3,375
450 " " 12.50= 5,625

1,000 $13,500
Ang. $13.50 per quarter.

In calculations of tiiis kind, it must be remem-
bered that the A. of a set of averages is not the

A. of tlie whole, uiile.ns there are e<}ual numi>ers
of quantities in each set avenigetl. See Alliga-
tion, and EquATioN of Payments.
Average, in the law of shipping, is generally

applied to the loss occasioned by any sacrifice

made to insure the safety of a ship and cargo, and
being a loss which ^mderwriters have to replace,

it constitutes part of the law of insurance. There
are, technically speaking, two sorts of A., general

A., and aingU or particuUir A. The latter is an
unmeaning term, used merely in contradistinction

to the other ; to express those lo8.ses arising from
the danger of the sea and otherwise, wliicli are

not made up by any contribution, but fall on tlie

po.sse.s8or of the article lost, or on tho.>*e wlio may
be responsible for its safety. The system of gen-
eral A. is in full practice over all the commereial
world. The circumstance under which the pro-

visions of this law can be had recourse to is, when
a vessel and the crew, pa-ssengers, and cargo, are
in such imminent danger as to render it neces-

sary to make a sacrifice of a part, for the preser-

vation of the whole. The simplest case is that of
throwing gooils overboard (jettison) to lighten

the ship. Here cargo is ssicriticed, and the other
proprietors of cargo, along with the ship-owners,

bear a share of the lo.'w, according to their respect-

ive interests. In another instiince, it may lie

neces.sary to cut away a mast, or slip an anchor.
Here the sacrifice is against the 8hij>-owners, and
the other parties interested must share the loss

with them. It is of no moment how light and
valuable may be the goods thrown overboard, or

how much the reverse those saved. Goods stowetl

on deck are presumed to be an incumbrance, and
so not suitable subjects of A. A loss efl'ecled by
inherent defect, or by sea-ri.sk, cannot be consid-

ered A.; there must be an intention to sacrifice;

and that intention must have been with the view
of preserving the remaining jjroperty embarked
in the adventure. It is held, that when a vessel

having sustained an injury has to put into a port

for repairs, the expense of putting into port and
remaining there, is to be considered A. los.s, if the

act was necessary for the safety of all concerned,

but that the expense of the repairs (unless in so

far as they may be solely nece.s.sary for the preser-

vation of the cargo) falls on the ship-owner.

Property injured in the making of the sacrifice—
such as a part of the ship cut away to facilitate

the throwing overboard of goods— constitutes ..1.

An accurate statement of the circumstances under
which a jettison, or other loss on which A. is

claimed, should be enteretl in the log, and inmie-

diately on arrival, the master should draw up a
narrative of the circiunstsinces, and make atliiiavit

to tliem, along with his crew, that there may be

no ground to presume that goods have been re-

moved since arrival. The adjustment is generally

made thus: the owners contribute according to the

net value of ship and freight at the jjort of deliv-

ery, after deducting ex|>enses. But ship's provi-

sions, wearing apparel, and seamen's wages, do not

contribute. If the vessel has had to put back to

the port of lading, the cargo is taken at invoice

price; otherwise, the cargo is valued at the price

It would bring at the jwrt of destination, tleduct-

ing freight antl charges. Ships' furniture is rate<l

at tiie cost of removal, with a detluction ot one-

third. The value of what is lost being thus esti-

mated, is addeil to the value of what is saved, and
the whole l)eing divided according to the respective

interests of the parties, the loss which each has to

suHer is a sum bearing the same pro|H)rtion to his

share of the whole sum divided, which the lossj

8ustaine<l bears to the whole sum.
Average-Stater, one whose business is to

compute averages.
Averruncator, an instrument for pruning

young trees.

Aviary, an enclosure for kcejiing and rearing

birds, made of wire-netting or wiKxlen framework.

Avignon Ben lea, or Peksian Bekkiiis, the
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small yellow dyeing berries of commerce, the pro-

duce of the buoktlioni, Rhamies amaydaiinus, which

grow in South France, and are also imported from

Persia.

Avocado Pear, the pulpy fruit of Persea gra-

tissima, iiighly esteemed as a vegetable in tropical

countries ; oil has been made from it.

Avoine, the French name for oats.

Avoirdupois, the name given to the common
system of weights, by which are weighed all com-
modities except medicines, the precious metals,

and gems. A pound A. contains 7,000 gr. ; an

ounce is equal to 437 i gr. A cubic foot of water

weighs 997"17 oz. A.
Table of Avoirdupois.

il^i graius = 1 dram dr.

16 drams = 1 ounce m.
16 ounces = 1 pound lb.

2b pounds = 1 quarter qr.

4 q-iarters = 1 hundredweight, cwl,

20 hundredweight = 1 ton ton.

A^7a, the Japanese name for Indian corn.

Avrard, the decision given by an arbitrator;

the amount of salvage or other sum granted by a
competent court.

Awl, a shoemakei^s and saddler's piercing tool.

Steel bars drawn to the square of ^^ of an inch or

less are imported from Sheffield, and extensively

manuf. into awls in Khode Island.

Aw^ning, the trade name for a kind of ticking

manufacture for awnings.
Awnings, a canvas canopy or covering fixed

to keep off the sun in boats or ships, and also to

lijuaiiiujj

Fig. 21.—Awning.

shade store-fronts. The ordinary mode of sup-
porting a roll of canvas, by means of rafters rest-

ing against the building and upon posts at the
curb, need liardly be described. The canvas is

tacked to a roller, and is furled by means of a run-
ning rope, being protected, when furled, by a pent-
roof on the wall of the building. In Fig. 21, the
lower edge of the A. is attached to the boards,
which are secured to the side extension. The ex-
tensors are made in toggle-sections, operating as
lazy tongs. The upper edge of the A. is coiled on
a roller operated by a cord ; it is held by a pawl,
to keep the canvas stretched. The spiral spring
acts to keep the arm extended. So far as ingen-

uity has been exercised upon this subject, it has
generally been upon modes of lowering and wind-
ing, having especial reference to shading side-

walks and show-windows. Some devices, how-
ever, have been intended for window-shades, and
are modified in shape and mode of operation to

suit their location.

Azayacatl, the eggs of a species of fly deposit-

ed on rush mats, and sold as caviare in Mexico.
Aze, an iron instrument generally used with

both hands in hewing timber and chopping wood.
It consists of a head with an arching edge, and a
handle. There are several forma of A., the two
principal being the broad A., for hewing, and tlie

narrow A., for cutting and rough-hewing. The
hatchet is a smaller form of the A., and is used with

one hand. A. are now manuf. at very reduced
prices in the U. States, principally at Cohoes, N.
Y., CoUinsville, Conn., etc. Axe-handles, usually

made of the wood of the white hickory, and sold

by the dozen, are also extensively manuf. in the
Northern and Western States.

Aze-Stone. See Jade.
Axle, in wheel-work, is the shaft or pole on

which the wheel turns. In strictness, it is the

same thing as axis ; but the axle and axle-tree of a
wheeled vehicle are rather elaborate contrivances

to insure the smooth rolling of the wheel along
the road, and the avoidance of heat at the rolling

surface.

Azminster Carpet, an imitation Turkey car-

pet, notetl for its thick and soft pile; the worsted
being thrown entirely to the surface, instead of

appearing on both sides. These carpets are woven
in one piece, usually 27 inches wide.
Axonge. See Lard.
Ayr-Stone. See Snake-Stone.
Azaleine. See Aniline (Red).
Azimuth, a nautical instrument for finding the

sun's magnetical azimuth.
Azores, or Western Islands, are situated in

the Atlantic, between hit. 37° and 40° N., and Ion.

27° and 32° W., about 795 m. W. of Portugal, to

whom they belong. Tliey consist of 3 groups,
viz.: 1. St. Michael's and St. Mary ; 2. Terceirji,

P^ayal, Pico, St. George, and Graciosa ; 3. Flores
and Corvo, exclusive of several islets. Pop. 252,-

480. The seat of government is Angra, in the isl-

and of Terceira. Pop. 20,000.
These islands are of volcanic origin, and are in general

mountainous. The climate is mild and pure, and the soil

highly fertile, most of the islands abounding iu vineyards,
orange and lemon orchards, and pastures. The growth of
wine is considerable. It is produced mostly in Pico, but is

known as Miyal wine, from l)eiug shipped- from the latter.

From 8,000 to 10,000 pipes are exported in favorable seasons to
America and the West Indies. Large quantities of fruit are
exported to England. The imports from America are boards,
staves, lumber, fish, pitch, tar, mineral oil, wheat, toliaccn,

etc. The principal siiipping towns are I'onta del (Sado in St.
Michnel's, Angra in Terceira, and Fayal in the islanil of the
same name: but there is no gt>od port, and as none of the an-
chorages afford shelter, ships are often obliged, by violent
winds, to put to sea at a very short notice. The commerce of
the U. States with the A. for the year 1878 (including Madeira
and the Cape Verde Islands), was as follows: Imports, $73,-
076; exports, $645,108. Ships entered, 30; tonnage, 9,492;
ships cleared, 46 ; tonnage, 14,178.

Azure, a pale but clear and brilliant blue color.
Azure-Stone. See Lapis-Lazuli.
Azurine. See Aniline (Blue and Gkeen).
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Bablah, Babiji.a, or Neb-Neb, is the rind of

the fruit of the Mimosa cineraria. It contjiins a
considerable portion of gallic acid ; also tannin, a
red coloring matter, and an azotized substance. It

is imported from the East Indies and from Sene-
gal, as a substitute for tlie more exj)ensive astrin-

gent dye-stuffs, and for communicating siiades of
drab to cotton.

Babouche, a Turkish slipper.

Back, a large vat or cask used in breweries and
distilleries to hold beer, spirits, or water, of from
300 to 500 gallons capacity. They have been made
so large as to hold 1200 barrels. In many brew-
eries, a back is simply a very large flat tub used
to cool wort.

Backgammon-Board, a board or table with
two divisions or folding leave« to hold the men,
dice, and boxes used for playing the game of back-
gammon on certain black and white spaces called

points. It is generally made to imitate the exte-

rior of a bound book.
Backing, in bookbinding, preparing the back

of a book for gluing, etc., for receiving the cover
or case.

Back-Rag, a Dutch wine.
Backs, the thickest and stoutest tanned bides,

used chiefly for sole leathers.

Backw^ardation, an English stock-exchange
term for an allowance made for carrying over
stock, shares, etc., to the next account-day, instead

of settling or delivering at once.

Back-'Woodsman, a settler in the uncleared
districts of North America.
Bacon. See Ham.
Badana, the Spanish name for a dressed

sheep's |kin.

Baden, a Grand-duchy of Germany, situ-

ated on the right bank of the Rhine, be-

tween lat. 47° and 50° N. and Ion. 7° and
10° E. Area, 5,851 sq. m. Pop. 1,507,179.

Principal cities: Mannheim, pop. 4G,452;
Karlsruhe, the capital, 42,895; and Pforz- 'fM^'i.
heira, a manufacturing place, 23,692. [yiV

'

BittUn lias been call«<l the " Eden of Germany," for

although m-arly une-haJf of itN Miirface in occupied by
the niountaiuuiis dUtrfcta of the Black Foreit and the
Odenwald, il p<iiiiicsws a aoil favorabli- fur the growth
of com, wiue, and fruit, and alioundi in miiioiiflccnt

wood* and navigable itreamM, while the |iro|Hirtiou of
waste land to the whole soil i» leM than six acres in

every thousand. Agriculture is the chief ocruptition

of the people. Orain, tobacco, hemp of a very flna

description, and flax are extensively cultivated. The
average prttduct of the vine, wliicli is chiefly gruwn
on the high lands skirting the valleys of the Rhino
and Maine, and Lake Constjince, is Mtimatod at about 4,000,-

IMI gnIh)U8. The chief mineral productions are silver, colult,

copper, iron, manganese, salt, coal, alum, vitriol, and sulphur.
The most extenitive manufacture is iterhaiM that ofthe middling
and coarse descriptions of liuen ; the chief others are wool-
lens, cottons, silks, watches. Jewelry, pa|H*r, and W(MNlon-wnre,
clocks, and straw hats, for the priMluction of which the Black
Forest has been long celebrnimt. Itaden is ailvantagi-ouxly

situated for trade from its position oo the Rhine, Maine,
Meckar, and other streams, which, besiiies securing for it an
outlet for its own pro<luctioiis in the Empire, and in Switzer-
land, have rendered it a cxtuntry of extensive tmnsit.— K-
nnncet: The public debt is divided into two parts, the flrst

called the general debt, amounting in 1K78 to 8.V>69,4U marks,
or S'-I,3I7,3.M); and the second the railway debt, amounting
to v>6l,330,028 marks, or l«2,S:U,M)6. Nearly the whole of the
debt bears interest at the rate of five per cent.— MtoMwrtt,
Weight*, and Money, see UsBMAMT.

Badger, a carnivorous quadruped {Melet nil-

paria), approaching the bear in character (Fig.

22). It is about the size of a fox, u foand in

3

Europe and in some parts of the U. States, and is

hunted by night, chiefly for its hair, which is made
into shaving- and paint-brushes. Its skin dres.sed

with the hair on is .sometimes used for trunks, and
the hide makes gcKxl pistol furniture.— The name
B. is also applie<l to a ticket ix)6ter, one entitled

to wear a badge; and to a licensed carrier.

Badiane. See Star-Anise.
Badigeon, the French name for whitewash

;

also a composition of saw-dust and glue, used by
joiners to till up chinks in W(kk1 ; a colorless sub-
stance or thick mortar for hiding defects in stone
work.
Baetas, a plain, unchecketl woollen stuff', man-

ufactured in Spain and Portugal.
Bag, a canva.s sack or enclosed wrapper in-

tended to contain grain or any other description
of dry mercliandise. There is no certain defined
quantity that a bag shall commercially hold, the
weight necessarily varying witli the contents, which
range from I to 2i cwt. Grain-bags of American
manuf, which are hired out for a voyage to Eu-
rope, and returned empty, or which are exported
empty, and aftt^rwards imported filletl with grain,

are admitted free of duty. See Bale and Sack.
Bagatelle-Board, a cloth-covered board pierced

with 21 holes, for playing a game with a set of 9
ivory balls.

Bagazo, the mass or refuse of grapes, sugar-
canes, etc., after they have been pressed.

Baggage. See Passenger.
Bagging, a coarse kind of stuff, made of hemp,

jute, old ropes, cotton, etc., and used ns a wii\p|>er

for wool, cotton, coffee, grain, and other articles.

It was chiefly imported from Dtmdee, but is now
extensively manuf. in the U. States. The li. ma<le

of hemp is known as Kentucky Ji. Jmp. tluty, 40
per cent. See GuNNY-Cu)Tii.
Bagpipe, a musical instrument of very ancient

origin, consisting (Fig. 23) of two parts, viz.: a

leathern bag and three pipes. The bag of the Irish

pi{)es is inflated by a bellows, that of the Scotch

pipes by the mouth ; and each is compressed with

the arm, so as to sound the pipes.

Bahama Islands. Sec Wot Inhies.
Bahama Sponge, a coarse kind of s{)onge,

fished up aiioiit the Baliama Islands, used tot

common puriwses.
Bahia. See Bbazii..
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Bahut [Fr.], a coffer or large chest in the Re-

naissance style.

Bales, the French name for berries.

Bail, one who stands bondsman or security for

the appearance of another in a court of law under

certain penalties.

Bailleur de Fonds, in France, one who fur-

nishes capital for a business; a silent partner.

Bailment. This term, peculiar to English

law, not generally used in America, is applied to

a delivery of goods by a party called bailor to an-

otiier party called bailee, on a condition, expressed

or implied, that they shall tjp restored by the bailee

to the bailor, or according to his discretion, as

soon as the purpose for which they have been

bailed shall be answered. It embraces a variety

of contracts, \5rhich, when they have relation to

commerce, will be found treated under their re-

spective designations.

Bait, food for horse, hence the term " livery

and bait stables." More generally, a bit of food

or other substance put on a hook to entice fish.

Bait-Mill, a machine used by fishermen for

cutting mackerel or salted herrings into small
pieces for bait. It consists of an oblong wooden
box, standing on one end, containing a roller armed
with knives, which is turned by a crank on the

outside.

Baize, a coar8e,open wool-
len fabric, having a long
nap, and sometimes friezed

on one side. It is imported
from Rochdale, England

;

also manuf in the U. States.

Baking-Powders, are
preparations of chemical
salts, soda, phosphates, etc.,

used as substitutes for yeast
in making bread.
Balachong, a prepara-

tion consisting of small fish

with prawns and shrimps,
first fermented and then
dried. It is esteemed a great
delicacy by the Malays and
Chinese, with whom it forms

an article of extensive commerce.
Balance, in Book-keeping, the sum of money

which must be added to one or the other side of
an account, in order that the debits and credits
may be balanced, or of equal amount.

B., or Beam and Scales, is a well-known instru-
ment used for weighing commodities. In manufs.,
delicacy of weighing is seldom so much needed as
in science. An ounce of pins, a pound of silk, a
ton of iron, may be weighed with sufficient accu-
racy for commercial purposes by the common B.
or pair of scales. Generally, a B. (Fig. 24) has
two scales or pans, in one of which weights are
placed to counterbalance the commodity placed in
the other ; and all delicate B. are of this form, such
as those which will turn with ane-miUionth part of
a load. In all such B. the pivots are exquisitely
constructed, very often steel knife-edges resting on
agate. Common scales have a single scale-pan,
with a movable weighted lever as a counterbal-
ance. Other forms of B. are noticed under Spkino-
Balance, Steelyard, and Weighing Ma-
chine.
Balance-Book, is a book in which the ad-

justetl accounts of debtors and creditors have been
posted from the ledger.

Fig. 23.—Bagpipe.

Balance of Trade, is the difference between
the commercial exports and imports of any coun-
try. A State is said to have a farmable B. when
the exports exceed the imports, and an unfavorable

B. in the contrary case; it being supposed that

such balances could not be cancelled, except by
the remittance of an equivalent amount of gold
and silver, and that the money thus remitted is

the measure of the gain or loss derived by the
State from foreign trade. In order chiefly to

bring about the desirable result of a favorable
balance, restrictions and prohibitions were for

many years imposed in England, France, and
other European countries on the importation of
nearly all commodities except bullion,,while on
the other hand bounties were granted on exporta-
tions. The selfish principle that what is gained
by one nation is lost by another, has been aban-
doned by England and France, but is still to this

day the doctrine of American protectionists. It is

obvious that the wealth of States and of individuals
consists not in money alone, but in the abundance
of their whole dispensable products; that gold and
silver are commodities subject to the same general
rules in their transmission, as sugar, tobacco, or
any other commodities, namely, sent from where
they are of lower to where they are of higher

Fig. 24.— Balance.

value, and never exported except for the purpose
of importing some more valuable article in re-

turn ; that in the case of what is called an unfavor-
able balance, bullion is not exjwrtetl unless it be
at the time the cheapest exportable commodity

;

and that in point of fact its exportation (except
from mining-places), as well as its importation,

can take place only to a limited extent. If bul-

lion is largely exporte<l, it will become scarce,

and of course dear, in the exporting country ; the
money value of other commodities will in propor-
tionate degree fall ; and they will become prefer-

able objects of remittance and exportation until

bullion is again reimported. In a similar manner,
if, by the operation of a favorable balance, bullion
is imported in greater quantity than is necessary
to supply the wants of the country, its value will

become depreciated in relation to other commodi-
ties, and it will be again re-exjwrted. The do-
mestic exports of the U. States for the year 1878
amounted to $722,811,815, while for the same year
the imports were only S4()(i,872,84() ; Americahad
therefore a very favorable balance of trade. But
if we come to analyze the ex(>ort8, we find that
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about $t)00,000,000 consisted of natural products
of the country, as cotton, bread-stufls, mineral oil,

tobacco, precious nietuls, etc., leaving a compara-
tively small balance for manufactured gomls, wliile

tlie considerable diminution on imjx)rt« is certainly

in part attributable to the high rate of protec-

tionist duties, which in many cases amount to total

prohibition, and year by year discourage European
manufacturers from dealing with America. See
ruOTECTIOX AND FrEE TrADE.
Balance-Sheet, is a statement of a trader's

position or pecuniary affairs, showing the balances

of property and debts, profits and losses,

Balancing-Books, in Book-keeping, the clos-

ing or adjusting of each personal or general ac-

count in the ledger, and clearing up a trader's or

banker's books.

Balas Ruby, a lapidary's term for the rose-red

varieties of spinel.

Bale, a package or bundle of goods in a cloth

or skin cover, and corded for transportation ; a
package of merchandise of variable dimensions.

Cotton, wool, and various other articles are shipped
in B. The established B. of cotton in Alabama,
Louisiana, and Mississippi is 500 lbs. ; in Georgia,

375 lbs. ; and in South Carolina, 362i lbs. ; in

Kgypt, 228 lbs. ; Surat, 382 lbs. ; Bengal^ 300 lbs.

;

Brazil, 162 lbs. Practically, however, in packing
cotton, these weights are only approximate. The
average weight of the B. of all kinds of cotton

arriving at Liverpool is about 400 lbs.

—

McElrath.
Baleen. See Whalebone.
Baleinier, the French name for a whaler.
Bale-Lashings, packing-cordage, usually sold

in lengths of 17 fathoms. Hoop-iron, now gener-
ally used for cotton B., is imported in lengths of

about 12 feet.

Baling-Paper, a stout wrapping- or packing-
paper for parcels.

Balize, or Balise, is a timber frame or pole
raised on a bank as a landmark; a buoy, or sea-

bejicon.

Balk, in the timber trade, a log of squared
timber which varies in length from 20 to 90 feet,

and from 8 to 30 inches in square.
Ball, a shot; a round plaything; a printer's

inkiiig-pad, etc.

Ballast, [Du. and Ger. ballagt; Fr. lest; It.

aavorra; Sp. Uislre; Por. lastro,'\ is sand, iron, or
any other heavy material employed for sinking a
vessel to a proper depth in the water, and to give
it a just counterpftise against the action of the wind
on the sails. In ballasting a vessel, the centre of

Cvity should be placed neither too high nor too

. When too much heavy B. is deposited in

the IxJttom of the hold, the vessel will be too stiff;

she will roll violently, and i^esides having her ssiil-

ing qualities im[)aired, will be in danger in bad
weather of being dismxsted. When, on the con-
trary, there is too little B., or this is so disposc<l

as lo raise the centre of gravity too high, the vessel

will be too crank, and ecjual danger will arise. The
art of ballasting, however, is to l^e aapiired rather
from experience than specific rules, jis the quan-
tity reipiired by different vi-sscls of the same ton-

nage varies according to their shape or build.

Veiwols in /?,, t. e., hnvini; no pMidii on lioard other than
the stores and othi-r nrtirli-N rv<|ui><it<' for the «hl|i, cri-w, and
IMUsengerx, nro vxenipt fn>ni the payment of o-rtain purt-
chartfi's which are levjod npiin veiwelii having onrj{<M>ii ; many
fomialiti«8 at the niNtotu-huUDe aro likewiae diii|>eD«ed with
In favor of such vcaaelii.

Ballast-Engine, a steam-engine for dredging

up shingle in a river, or drawing gravel or earth

on a railroad.

Ballasting, a term for gravel, stone, clay, or

other material applied to the covering of roads

generally, but to the metalling or bottoming of

railroads in particular.

Balling-Furnace, an oven in which iron is

heatetl to a welding heat.

Ballistic-Pendulum, a mechanical contriv-

ance for ascertaining the strength of gunpowder,
by computing the velocity of a cannon-ball, which
is made to strike a revolving or swinging beam.
Ball Leathers, the outer skin-covering of the

pads nailed to the ball-stocks used by printers for

inking type.

Balloon, [Fr, and Ger. b<tllon,'\ a machine made
of silk, inflated

with coal-gas for

aerostation (Fig.

25). The ascent

of a B. in the air

is simple enougi

I

in principle. II

the capacity of a

hollow globe ol

silk is 10,000 cu-

bic feet, and if

10,000 cubic feet

of atmospheric
air weigh more
than the same
quantity of gas
or of heated air,

plus the appara-
tus, then the B.
and its append-
ages will ascend.

The time has not

yet arrived when
the B. can be
ranked among
the aids to loco-

motion ; for, al-

though move-
ment can be eas-

ily obtained, the

maintenance of
a particular di-

rection n^till baffles

the aeronaut.
Balm. See

Bausam and
Melissa.
Balmorals,

[so call^l from
the country resi-

dence of Queen
Victoria in Scotland,] a heavy and bright colored
skirting of woollen or worsted, wholly made of
wool or mixed with cotton, imitating the skirt worn
by the Swiss peasants, and largely nianuf. in the

U. States. Jmp. dntv, 35 per cent., besides a diUy
of 20 cents per lb. when value is not over 40 cents

per lb. ; 30 cents when value is from 41 to (!0 ; 40
cents when value is from Gl to 80; and 50 irnls

when value is altove 80 cents. B. inamif. in whole
or in part, pay 5(1 cents per lb. and 40 |h r cent.

Balot, [Fr. ballot,^ a small biuidle or package.

Balsa, a raft or float of skins, used principally

on the P.acific coa.sts of S. America, for landing
goo<ls through a heavy surf.

Balsam, [Fr. bautne; Ger. balsam,] a. name ap-

Fig. 25.— Balloon.
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plied to various medicinal resinous juices obtained

from trees ; but the term is strictly applicable only

to such as contain benzoic acid, along with a vola-

tile oil and resin ; and of these true B., there ap-

pears to be only five, namely, B. of Peru, B. of

Tolu, Benzoin, Storax, and Liquid Amber. There

are besides the B., or Balm of Gilead or Opobal-

sara. Copaiba, and others which contain no ben-

zoic acid, but are turpentines containing a volatile

oil and resin.

B. of Peru is procured from a tropical American tree (My-

ron/Inn J'eruiferum). It occurs in two states; the white

aiui tlie blacli. The former, which results from spontaneous

exudation, or incisions made in the bark, is very rare. The
black or common B. is said to be procured by boiling the biirk

and branches of the tree. It is a fluid, having the consistence

of syrup, a brown color, fragrant aromatic smell, and a pun-
gent bitterish flavor. Sp. gr. 1-15. It is commonly imported
in tin flasks. Average price in New York, $1.20 per lb. Imp.

free. Both the white and black B. are extensively adulter-

ated, chiefly with copaiba, turpentines, or volatile oils.

B. of Tola, or Dry White B„ is said to flow from incisions in

the same tree ; and when fresh is of the consistence of a strong
turijentine. It becomes tenacious with age, and in cold

weather may bo broken, but melts again in summer. It is a
brownish-yellow or reddish-brown friable substance, ofa pleas-

ant smell like benzoin, and a weak, aromatic, somewhat acrid

tivste. Largely used in pharmacy and perfumery.. Its adul-

teration with turpentine or resin is known by its odor when
thrown on hot coals. It is imported in jars or tin cases.

Average price in New York, $1.00 per lb. Imp. free.

Baltimore, a magnificent city of the U. States,

the commercial metropolis of the State of Mary-
land, and one of the three great seaports of the

East, lies in lat. 39° 17^ N., Ion. 76° 38^ W., on
the Patapsco lliver, 18 m. (to the wharves) from
its entrance into the Chesapeake Bay. The bay
is sufficiently roomy, and of a depth to accommo-
date the largest ships, and the channels in the

river, which are being continually improved, have
been dredged to 24 feet, and a width varying from
250 to 400 feet. "Situated at the most northerly
navigable extremity of the Chesapeake Bay, into

which a number of rivers discharge them.selves,

passing through in their progress the most fertile

districts of Virginia and Maryland, the city of jB.

is most favorably placed. Within the bay she has
water communication by canal with New; York
and Philadelphia; with Washington by tlie Po-
tomac River, and thence by the Chesa])eake and
Oliio Canal with Cumberland, the colliery district

of the State. With Richmond, Petersburg, and
Lynchburg, the James River affords means of
communicution, and with Norfolk the broad waters
of the bay. Along these coasts and water-sheds,
thousands of acres of well-tilled farms and num-
berless thriving villages are situated, dispatching
the best qualities of grain grown upon the conti-
nent to her wharves, to the extent, at times, of
100,000 bushels in a day, in almost numberle-ss
craft— steamers, schooners, and sloops— in ex-
change for supplies carried upon return voyages.
The position of ^. at the heatl of the Chesapeake,
brings it much nearer to the interior of tiie country
than the other large cities of the Atlantic coast.
The advantages of this are two-fold: First, con-
veying freight further by water causes a correspond-
ing reduction in the cost of transportation

; and
secondly, its proximity to the coal region, and di-
rect communication with them, enables steamers
to take in coal at about $2.50 per ton less than
they could do at New York, giving a direct saving
of $2,000 upon the 800 tons consumed by steamers
in each voyage across the Atlantic. With these
advantages in point of location, .B. is naturally
becoming an outlet for the productions of the great
West, as well as the interior, at the same time

being a natural distributing, point to the same
sections of the country. B. is the seaport ter-

minus for three lines of railroad. These are the

B. and Ohio, Northern Central, and B. and Poto-

mac, all of which run to important sections of the

country. Steamers ply between B. and Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, Richmond, Norfolk,
Wilmington, and New Berne, N. C, Charleston, Sa-

vannah, Key West, New Orleans, Havana, Gal-
veston, etc. B. has also great European steamship
facilities. From the large and commodious piers

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co., at Lo-
cust Point, the Allan line dispatches six large

steamers a month to Liverpool, the North German
Lloyds two regularly per month to Bremen, the

West India and Pacific S. S. Co. one a month to

Liverpool and another to Havre, and on March 1,

1879, the N. C Railway Co. started a weekly line to

Liverpool. Two lines of Spanish steamers send
out about four boats per month, and numerous
steamers of no particular lines send out full car-

goes. In addition there are now building six iron

stean>ers to run between B. and Barrow, England,
which are chiefly designed for the live-stock trade,

and will be operated in connection with the traffic

of the B. and Ohio R.R. Co. In 1878 the marine
of B. consisted of 1,776 vessels— tonnage 129,-

93G'67. During the same year 1,074 foreign ships,

334 American ships engaged in the foreign trade,

and 113 foreign ocean steamers, having an aggre-

gate tonnage of 1,227,131, entered the port, which
was 8*25 per cent, of the total tonnage entered at

American seaports from foreign countries. The
exports were $19,512,468 (457 per cent, of total

imports of the U. States) in 1870, and $16,938,628
(3'81 per cent, of total imports) in 1878. The
exports were $14,330,248 (2-97 per cent, of total

exports of the U. States) in 1870, and $45,492,527
(6*54 per. cent, of total exports) in 1878. B. has
14 national banks, with an aggregate capital of

$10,418,985, and there are besides several imiwr-
tant private banking-houses. The rapid increase

of its commerce may be inferred from the follow-

ing review of her leailing products, exports, and
imports in 1878, Pop. about 325,000.

Canned Oyster*, Pruitt, and Vegelablet. B. is the great oyster
mart of the world (see Otsters, under which head is given
B synopsis of that important branch of the B. trade). There
are 41 large establishments exclusively engaged in packing;,
and perhaps 100 small ones which are chiefly employed in
opening oysters for home and near-by consumption. About
10,(K)0 men are employed in parking and handling. As an
exhibit of the amount dono, 50,000 cans of raw oysters are
put up daily by a single house, and 30,000 cans of cooked by
another. The principal markets for foreign trade are in Eng-
land, Australia, 8. America, and the West Indies.—When the
canning of oysters is finished, each year, that of fruit and
vegetables I>egin. From 4 to 6 millions of cans of peaches, to-

matoes, and corn ; from 8 to 10 millions of fruits ; and from
6 to 10 millions of cans of vegetables are packed annually.
These canned fruits and vegetables are sent to all parts of the
IJ. States, and are exported to all sections of the civillred
world. The Hindoo, Chinese, Japanese, and all European
markets, are largely supplied with canned goods from the
packing-houses in B.

Oxtl. The inexhaustible supplies of liiturainous coal fur-
nished from the Cumberland coal region, the superior quality
of the article, the gas-coal from W. Virginia, and the anthra-
cite coal brought to the city from the cool regions of Pennsyl-
vania, all point to 7^ as the centre for that trade. In ISTO
coal was seldom shipped from B. to any foreign port except
to Aspinwall. Since that time Cumberland coal has grown
rapidly into favor, and al)OUt 40,(KK) Ions were exported in 1878,

Cojff'fe. B. stands only second to New York for the coffee
trade. Its imports from Brazil, in 1878, amounted to 481,184
bags, and the average monthly sales to ••0,!)12 liags.

ihtlon. The foreign expoi-t of raw cotton, in 1878, was
83,'jy5 bales, against 37,097 Imles in 1877. There are 17 mills
engaged in the manuf. of cotton (shirtings, sheetingii, and
cotton duck), and 8U per cent, of all the cotton duck pro-

1
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dnced on the earth is made by these mills. An extensive
trade in done with foreign conntries by the B.mauut., wlio
have generally agents in England, France, and Germany.

FOmr. B. is one of the greatest flour markets in the world.
The tiour nianuf. in tills city from the high grade and fancy
Maryland and Virginia wheat, is of well-known superior
quality, and wherever introduced maintains its reputation.
A very high grade of "strong flour" is manuf. with great
care for shipment to Brazil and other S. American countries.
This flour is capable of standing long voyages to the tropics.
In 1878, B. received 1.594,113 bbls., against 1,322,709 bbls. in
1877. The export trade for the years 1876-1878 was aa follows

:

DescinatloD.

Great Britain bbls.

1878.

100,363

1,118
200

363,796

1,905

115.070
7,708

1877.

39,158
68
53

256,310

1,829

72,681
430

1876.

61,032
1,046
300

266,341
500

2.778

Holland "

Brazil "

River la Plata "

101,704

1,393

Totals 590,150 369,619 426 094

Grain. The completion of the B. and Ohio R.R., the ex-
tension of its western connections, and the facilities granted
by the Pennsylvania K.U., have caused a large increase of the
long-famed grain trade of B. The comparative receipts of
grain for three years were as follows:

Wheat bbls.

1878.

22,017,120
17,907,108

1,052,046
69,631

25,000
60,000

1877.

7,3.31,540

21,142,.399

831,179
116,709
20.000

65,000

1876.

3,945,247
21,t)84.230

810,212
ii2,ieo
15,000

60,000

Oats "

Rye "

Peas "

Totals " 41,120,905 29,496,827 29,616,849

Foreign Exports of Wheat and Corn for Nine Yeart.

Temr.

1878 ..

1877...

1876...

1875...

1874...

1873...

1872...

1871...

.bbls.

Wheat.

19,610,791

4,514,781

1,6.19,861

2,046,430

3,556,848

1,168,097

88,025
996,140

Com.

16,953,458

19,353,047

20,953,724

6,989,607

5,969,757

6,003,018

5,157.236

2,800,861

Total •.

36,564,249

23,867.828
22,613,585

9,036,037
9,.'il 0,605

7,251,728

6,245,261

3,897,901

lAV«-Stoek. The cattle-market of B. has long been famous.
The market is furnished from Virginia, W. Virginia, Pennsyl-
Tania, Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois, Texas, N. Caro-
lina, Indiana, and Ohio. The aggregate recei)>ts of beef-cattle
for 1878 (including only cattle offered for sale at the stock-
yards) were 117,675, on which foreign export took 2.989 head,
the beginning of a large trade anticipated. Total receipts of
live hogs for 1878 were 360,514 head, being 40,855 more than
1877, and 113.052 more than 1876,

Lumber. This trade is very extensive. Altogether about 35
large houses are engaged in the lumber business, with an
immense Aggregate capital, and the machinery used in the
trade is of the most l-ighly improved character. About 50
millions nf feet of yellow pine are used annually in making
packing-boxes only. The export trade in 1878 was 2,818,062
feet, agstinst 2.607,000 in 1877.

Metal* imd Machinery. B. is surrounded by iron-ore beds,

and though tlie iron trade has declined during the Inst few
years, mining is still carried (m to some extent even within the
city limits. For many years the largest iron plates rolle<l in

America were m.ide at the Abl«)tt Iron Works of B. Tliere is

one railroail iron mill capable of turning out over 40,000 tons
finl:>lie<l rails yearly. There is also large business done In the
manuf of maritio and stationary sleam-i<ngiiies. water-wheels,
mill-ge.tring, shafting, pulleys, stoves, hollow-ware, ironwork
for buildings, plutul>ers' iron and bniss goods, agricultural
iinplementi, car-wheels, etc. The copper industry sbinds at
lea-tt equal to any on the Atlantic coast.

l\tmleum. B. Is the nearest seaport to the oil regions, and
has exceptional facilities for reflning (letroleum. There are
7 large roflneries, besides 2 for gasollno and 2 for pnratflne.

The aggregate receipts of n-flned and crude oils in 1878 were
879,605 bbls,, against l,0<.U.9.'>2 bbls. in 1877. The total exports
during the same year were 37,717,066 gallons.

Provisionr. Large quantities of provisions from the West
to foreign ports am shipiMut at B., and the pre|>aratlon and
exportation of lard has l>vcome one of the moot important
departments of commerce. There are 6 large establislinicnts

engiiged in reflning lard for export, besides numerous small
ones for home tnule. The B. refined lard is of very high
standard, and Is celebrated everywhere. The exports of pro-
Tisiims from B. in 1878 (and totals for preceding years) were
aa follows

:

To

Great Britain
i

3,880,.'?70

Germany
Holland
lirazil ,

British Guiana ,

West Indies
Br. North Auier. Col.,

12,229,856
16S,569

4,162,912
340,968

479,966

11,683,437',

2,893,9591 6(1

1,316; 5
33,422 6,020

133,965' 3,252
362! 10

Totals 1878.„

Totals 1877...

Totals 1876...

Totals 1875...

21.262,0101 14,746,4511 8,337
I2,:UH,851 8,452,239j 7,511
12,26S,709| 6,482,000! 14,874

8,620,000] 1,130,210| 17,864

375
628
228
6

719
787

2,943
4.741
3,321

3,127

Shoe and Leather. Tliis branch of B. industry is of consid-
erable and daily-increiisiiig importance. In 1870, the H. Shoo
and Leather Board of Tnidc was establislied. In 187s, there
was exiwrted to England and Germany al«iut l;'i.0O<) sides of
oak-tanned leather. The amount of oak and hemlock leather
received during the same year was 650,000 sides, value |:J,250,-

OiX>; the llglit stock, calf-skins, upper and fini^hetl stock of
all kinds. $2,500,000; green, salte<i and dry flint hides, 375.000,
valued at $1,875,000. The estimate value of all business nuide
in hides, leather, and skins of all descriptions in 1,S78 wiis

$o,375.(K)0. There are 29 firms engaged in the manuf. of lioots

and shoes, employing alKiut 4,(IOO operatives. The miles for

1878 were as follows: Wholesalers and retailers, $V*H).(HIO;

manufacturers, $6,000,000: nil)b<T boots and shoes, fl.(HKi,(KiO;

auction sales, $I.0O0,()O0; hides and leather, $5,U00,U00 ; mak-
ing a total of $2I.(H)0,000.

Sugar. The total imports and consumption at B. for years
1874-1878 were as follows:

Year.

1878 tons.

Imports.

23.:^03

37.794
24,456
64,690

70,262

Conauroption.

22,-87

1877 " 4o.l,S7

1876 " 25.1.50

1875
1874

" t.6.766

71,344

The imports of molasses of all kinds for years 1876-1878

were as follows:

From Cuba hhds.

1878.

23.272
580

1,246
61

1,078

1S77.

16.495

808
1,889

1S76.

12.9.34

2,442

1,473

New Orleans " 489 452

Totals 26,237 19,681 17.301

Baltimore and Ohio R.R. (offices at Balti-

itiore). This Co., one of the most important, best

managed, and most successful in tlie world, was
first cliartcred in 1827, Its main line, from Bal-
timore, Md., to Wheelinp, Va., a distance of 379
m., was completed in 1853. On Jan. 1, 1879,
the Co., with all its branches and leased lines, had
in operation 1,499"75 miles of road. The B. and
O. K.R., having now a continuous line of railway
from Baltimore to Chicago, and connecting with
all the great railroads which pass through States

bordering on the Mississippi, is enabled to com-
pete with the great lines of New York and Bos-
ton for a share in the transjwrtation of grain and
other pro<lucts of the North-western States. It has
at Baltimore spacious and substantial warihouses
and grain-elevators; and in its great workshops at

Mount Clare, on tlie western suburbs of Baltimore,
are manufactured all the varieties of work re-

quire<l by the necessities of a mammoth railway.

On Sept. 30, 1878, the financial status of the Co.
was as follows

:

LlABaiTIKS.
Stock $1.3,677.730.00

Preferrett stock (dividends limits at 6 per cent.). 4,699,578.72

Surplus fund (invested cap. derived fn)m net
earnings) 37,111,919.29

Onlonn 18.5O-18«0,int.6percent.(.lan.and .July). r)79,50«i.00

On l<«n 18.53-1885. iut.6per cent. (April and 0<:t.). 1,710,000.<»

On Ibtltimore citv loan, lH.56-1890, int. 6 per
cent. (.Ian, April, July. Oct.) 2,938,091.09

On .Sterling loan 1870^1895, int. 6 per rent.

(Biarch and Sept.) 3,017,697.00
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On SturliiiK loan 1872-1902, int. 6 per cent.

(March and Sept.) $8,683,686.35

On Sterling loan 1874-1910, int. 6 per cent. (May
and Nov) 9,232,341.90

On Sterling loan 1877-1927, int. 5 per cent. (June

audDrc.) 7,703,032.24

On bond to city of Baltimore, 1875-1900, int. 6

per cent. (Jan. and July) 880,000.00

SterlinK deljentnres due in 1880 and 1881 2,420,000.00

Bonds to State of Maryland due 1888 366,000.00

Bonds of the N. W. Va. R.R. guaranteed, 3d mort-

gage, 1855-1885, int. 6 per cent. (Jan. and July). 140,000.00

Loans and Sterling obligations 2,554,959.33

Bills payable 2,663,302.29

Unclaimed dues 87,134.89

Washington branch road 114,331.96

$98,379,307.06

Cost of road .'. $29,498,965.19

Rolling power 12,116,258.46

Real estate, etc 8,54.3,611.45

Stocks, bonds, and loans 45,627,644.64

Uncollected revenue 485,291 60

Materials on hand 538,558.02

Bills receivable 1,496,937.79

Balance on hand in the treasury 72,039.91

$98,379,307.06

RnUivg dock on main line and branches: Locomotive en-

gines, 5(50; cars in passenger trains, 553, and in freight trains

12,072; total, 12.625.

Nfit earnings for 1878, $5,995,978.63.

Dividends paid on cap. stock: Nov. 15, 1877, 3 per cent.;

May 15, 1878, 4 per cent.

Baltimore and Potomac R.R., extends from
Baltimore to Pope's Creek, Md., a distance of 73'1

n»., witli branch from Bowie station to Washing-
ton City, 17*1 m. ; total, 90*2 m. Office in Balti-

more. This road, partly opened in 1872 and
completed in 1873, forms, in connection with the

Northern Central R.R. of Baltimore, a continua-

tion of the Pennsylvania R.R. .system to the

Southern R.Rs., through Washington. The first

mortgage bonds of this Co. are jointly guaranteed
by the Pennsylvania R.R. and the Northern Cen-
tral R.R., and its capital stock mostly owned by
these companies. Financial Statement, 31st Dec.
1878 : Funded debt, 1st mortgage main line bonds,

i.ssued 1871, $3,000,000, payable 1911, interest Gfo
(April and Oct.) ; 1st mortgage tunnel bonds, is-

sued 1871, $1,500,000, payable 1911, interest 6%
(Jan. and Julv) ; 2d mortgage income bonus,

issued 1875, $2,000,000, payable 1915, interest 6%
(Jan. and July). Net earnings, 1878, $92,890.26.
Payments, interest on bonds, and others, $275,-
171.76. Balance deficit, $182,260.65.
Bamboo, a gigantic plant of the reed or grass

kind, which grows luxuriantly in the tropical parts
of America and Asia. It shoots up with great
rapidity, and varies in height from 15 to nearly 100
feet. When full grown its general appearance is that
of a straight rod with a number of stiff branches
shooting at right angles from the main stem. It

is of almost universal u.se, and is probably the
most valuable boon conferred by Nature upon the
inhabitants of warm climates. The young shoots
of the plant are eaten as asparagus; when older,

a fluid aflbrding an agreeable beverage is .secreted

in the hollow joints ; and the leaves and seed are
used in medicine. It is largely imported into this
country, where it is used for a variety of purposes,
as walking-sticks, umbrella- sticks, chair-.seats,

wicker-work, tobacco-pipes, etc. Imp. free ; when
mauufac, 35 per cent.

Ban, the Spanish name forakind of fine muslin.
Banana, the fruit of the Musa paradisiaca, a

valuable plant common in tropical countries. It
very closely resembles the plantain, but is gener-
ally shorter and rounder, with a pulp softer and
of a more delicate taste. It grows in clu-sters, and

the bunches vary in size, containing from 8 to 100

B., and weighing from 4 to 40 lbs.

The B. and plantain are to the inhabitants of the torrid

zone what maize is to this country, wheat to Kurope, and
rice to India and China. There is perhaps no other plant in
the globe which, in so small a space of ground, can produce so
great an amount of nutriment. The produce of the B. is said

to be to that of wheat as 133: 1, and to that of potatoes as 44:1.
Numerous preparations are made of this fruit, both before and
after its maturity. When fully ripe, it is exposed to the sun,
and preserved like figs, forming an agreeable and wholesome
food ; while meal or flour is obtjiined from it by being cut into
slices, dried, and pounded. The clusters are imported to the
Northern States from the West Indies and Florida, in the
green state, but the fruit rapidly ripens and decays. Jmp.
duty, 10 per cent.

Banasta, in Spain, a large basket made of twigs

or laths.

Bancal, an Indian weight of about 17 drachms
avoirdupois ; al.so the Spanish name for a thrown
or twisted carpet.

Banca-Tin. See Tin.
Banco, an Italian word signifying bank, used

at Hamburg and other places as a prefix to paper
money, and also for sums inscribed in the books
of the bank opposite the names of those who have
deposited money or specie there. Banco is worth
on an average 23 per cent, more than ordinary cur-

rency ; but the premium necessarily varies with the

nature of the security.

Band, a tie ; a waist-girdle ; an ornament ; a
body of musicians ; a weight used on some parts

of the coast of W. Africa for weighing gold-dust,

equal to about 2 ozs. Troy.
Bandage, a ligature; a linen roll or other sup-

port or protection for the limbs, sold by chemists

and surgical instrument naakers.

Bandal, or Bandle, a linear or cloth measure
used in the S. and W. parts of Ireland, which is

rather more than half a yard.

Bandala. See Manilla Hemp.
Bandana, a kind of handkerchief with white

figures or spots upon a reil or dark ground, manuf.
in England and Scotland, where the original In-

dian pattern has been much improved. To pro-

duce the figures or spots, holes of the proper size

and shape are pierced in two metal plates, one
affixed to the upper and the other to the lower
part of a press. The cloth, previously dyed Tur-
key-red or some other color, is folded into 12, 16,

or 20 thicknesses, placed in a compact pile be-

tween the two plates, and heavily pressed by them.
A liquid solution of chlorine is made to flow over
the upper plate; it passes into all the holes; finds

its way through all the thicknesses of cloth ; then
escapes through the sides in the lower plate, and
during the brief passage it extracts all the color.

The pressure is so great (300 tons) that, under the
influence of the skilful arrangement adopteil, none
of the liquid deviates sideways to act upon the

other parts of the cloth. This is a variety of the
dhcharge style adopted by CJilico-printers.

Bandbox, a tliin box of slight wood, papered,
chiefly used by milliners. Large Quantities of
them are annually made in New YorK and Phila-
delphia.

Bandeau [Fr.], a fillet, wreath, or veil ; a lady's
ornament for the head.
Bandoline, is an adhesive gnm, made from

Iceland moss, or from quince-seeds, steei^ed and
boiled, and perfumed with essences. It is used by
ladies for fixing or smoothing the hair.
Bangkok. See Siam.
Bangor and Piscataquis R.R., runs from

Oldlown, Me., to Blauchard, Me., a distance of
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62'5 ra. Office at Bangor, Me. It was chartered

in 1861, and opened to its present terminns in

1875. Financial Statement: Cap. stock, $357,148.50,
of wliich $200,000 is held by the city of Bangor
in exchange for bonds, and for which it has a
mortgage on the road. Funded debt, citv of
Bangor bonds, as follows: $600,000 issued 1869,
interest 6%; $322,000 issued 1871, interest 7%;
$99,000 issued 1874, interest 7^; $101,000 issued

1876, interest 7%,— all payable 1 April, 1899.

Net earnings for 1877, $24,834.79.
Banister-Brash, a domestic sweeping-brush

for the stairs.

Banjo, a favorite musical instrument of the

colored people in America. It has a head and a
neck like the guitar, a body like a tambourine, and
five strings, which are played with the fingers and
hand.
Bank, a term sometimes applied to a deposi-

tory for money, but most commonly to an estab-

lishment for dealing in money capital. The pro-

prietor or manager of such an establishment is

called a banker. See Banking.
Bank-Fishery, the cod-fishery on the banks

of Newfoundland.
Bank-Hoars, the time within which money is

Eaid or received at a banking-house, more usually

etween ten and three.

Banking, is a term generally used to express

the rules and principles by which the operations

of a bank or banking-house are, or should be,

regulated, as well as these operations themselves.

The issue of paper-money in the form of notes

payable to the bearer on demand is, in reference

to the public, perhaps the most important of the

functions of a bank. This privilege is restricted

in America to the National Banks, under which
head is explained in this work the whole system
of banking of the U. States. In each State of

Europe it is granted to one public bank, which—
Great Britain excepted— is generally more or less

connected with the government. These public
banks are noticed under the names of the coun-
tries to which they belong. The present article,

therefore, is limited to general considerations on
the principal purposes of both national banks and
private banking-houses, namely, to receive de-

{tosits, to fm-ilitite remittances, and to make loans.

Deposits.— The banks first instituted in EJurope

after the revival of commerce were established for

the purpose of receiving deposits. The lodge-

ments consisted of coin of full weight, or an
equivalent amount of bullion ; and the credits

raised in the bank-lxwks for such deposits were
transferred in payment of debts from one account
to another by means of drafts or checks; the

coin or bullion being seldom or never withdrawn,
except when retjuired for ex{X)rtation. No in-

terest was allowetl on the de[K)sits ; and the advan-
tages derived from such banks amsisted in the

safe custody of the precious metals, in the facility

and despatch given to oish transactions by the

transfer system, and in the certainty afforded that

these transactions would l)e adjnste<i in currency
of a determinate and invariable standard, instead

of the light and debased coins then in circulation.

The receiving of do|M>sits is now invariably con-

joined with other departments of banking busi-

ness, and the general condition of the circulating

medium renders bullion lo<lgenients unnecessary.

Deposit banking, as thus modified, still furnishes

to the public the advantages of secure custody

for their money, with the facility, despatch, and
economy of the transfer system ; besides which,
interest, varying from 2 to 3 per cent., is frequently

allowed by private bankers on the sums in their

hands, from the readiness with which tliev can
be reinvested by the banks in securities yielding a
higher rate. Deposits are of two kinds : Dead
accounts, in which money is invested for the pur-

poses of security and interest without being o|)er-

ated upon ; and Drawing accounts, calleti also

Running, Operating, or Current accounts, in which
there is a perpetual paying in and drawing out by
checks or otherwise, according to the circum-
stances or necessities of the dcjtositor, interest

being sometimes allowed on the daily balances in

the hands of the bank.
Remittances were, in ancient times, efTe'^ted by

sending a messenger with the coin, and in the mid-
dle ages by means of bills of exchange. The latter

still form the chief vehicle for foreign remittances.

A common form of effecting an inland remittance
is that of Letter of Credit, which authorizes the
bank's correspondent to repay the money deposited

with them to the party named in the letter ; the
use of the money during the intervening period,

and sometimes a small commission, forming the

remuneration of the bank. The transmission of

money from one part of the country to another is

now in great part effected in this country by the
P^xpress companies, and for small remittances, by
Post-Office orders.

Loans may be classed under three heads: Ist,

Discounts ; 2d, Cash credits ; 3d, Overdrafts on
current accounts

:

1. Discounts.— The form in which loans are

chiefly made by bankers is on the security of bills

of exchange or notes, which are well adapted for

their purposes, as having only a short time to

run before they fall due, the advanced capital soon

returns, while, being transferable, they can, if

necessary, be rediscounted. The advance is made
to the full amount of the bill under deduction of

interest, or, as it is loosely termed, discount, for the

time which the bill has to run ; a commission is

also sometimes charged, varying from one-eighth

to one per cent.

" Tho billa presoiitpd to a bank fur discount may generally
be divi<I(><l into the followinf; cliuuieR :

"1. Bills drawn by producers ur manufacturers uponwhule-
ale dealers.

^2. Bills drawn by wholesale dealers upon retail dealers.
'•3. Bills drawn by retail dealers upon cunsunifrs.
'*4. Bills not arising out of trade, but yet drawn against

value, Hs rents, etc.
" Kites or aocommo<lation bills.

''The first two cliisi«>s of bills are the best, and are fair

legitimate bills fur bunkers to discount. The third rlasH does
not generally meet with tho same favor. They arc for com-
paratively small amounts, and are drawn by shopkeeiwrs and
tradesmen upon their customers. To diicount these bills

freely would encourage extravagance in the acceptors; and
ultimately prove injurious to the drawers. When a man
gives notes or accepts bills to his butcher, baker, or tailor, he
may fairly l>e susjtected of living beyond his income. Solvent

and regular people piiy their tradesmen's accounts with ready
money. Tho fourth class of bill.', though sometimes proper,

ought not to l>e too much encouraged. Persons out of trade

have no business with bills. The last class of bills should al-

most always be rejected. To an exiwrienced banki-r, who
knows the parties, the discovery of accommiHlalion bills

is by no means dilflcult. They are usually ilrawn for even
amounts, and for the hmgest term that the bank will dis-

count, and are presented for discount soon after they are

drawn. The parties nro often relatives, friends, or parties

who, from their avocations, can have no ileulirigs with each

other. The length of the period which bills hiive to run is

also matter of consideration. The principal advantages to •
liank of short dated liills compared with long dateil bills are

tho following: — There is more safety in discounting short

bills, because the parties may fail before the long ones fall
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due; tlie commission (where this is cliarged) will be more in

the course of a year upon any given amount of capital em-
ployed in discounting a succession of short bills than in dis-

counting long bills; long dated bills lock up the funds of a

bank, so that they cannot be discounted with safety but from

the bank's own capital ; for if a bank employs its deposits, or

its circulation, in discounting long dated bills, and payment of

the notes or deposits should be demanded, the long dated bills

could not be rediscounted, and the bank must stop : long bills

may encourage speculation ; as persons may purchase large

quantities of commodities in the expectation that the price

will advance before the long bills which he accepts in paj'-

ment shall fall duo; while if the bills are of short date, this

will bo prevented." (Qilbakt's History and Principles of
Banking.)

Besides discounting bills, the banks render im-

portant services in attending to their due negotia-

tion ; it being customary for merchants and other

people to send all the bills and drafts payable to

them to their bankers, who become responsible

for their regular presentation for payment, and
for their noting if not paid.

2. A cash-credit is an undertaking on the part

of a bank to advance to an individual such sums
of money as he may from time to time require,

not exceeding on the whole a certain definite

amount, for repayment of which he enters into a
bond with securities. Cash-credits are granted

not only upon personal security, but also upon the

security of stock in the public funds, or in railroad

companies, also occasionally of lands or houses.

To those requiring temporary advances of money,
cash-credits possess the following advantages over
discounts : the party can repay any part of the sum
drawn at pleasure, and interest is charged only for

the money actually employed: he has also the
power of drawing, whenever he pleases, to the full

amount of his credit ; whereas, in the case of dis-

counting bills, he must make a new application to

the bank for each bill. To the bank the compara-
tive advantage of a cash-credit in respect to bills,

consists chiefly in its connecting the party more
intimately with the bank ; in the summary mode
in which the bond may be recovered from the
party or his securities; while to a bank issuing
notes, the frequent operations under the credit
give activity to its circulation. On tiie other hand,
their comparative disadvantage to a bank is as
follows : cash-credits, when once granted, cannot
be called up, but bills of exchange soon fall due,
and you can refuse to discount again. If you dis-

count bills of exchange, they can be rediscounted
to supply the bank with funds, if necessary, but
advances on cash-credits cannot be replaced. In
case of a panic or a run upon the bank, the per-
sons having cash-credits might have occasion to
draw upon the bank, and the notes would imme-
diately be returned upon the bank, for payment
in gold ; but you could refuse to discount bills of
exchange until the run was over.

^
3. Overdrafts on current or deposit accounts are

similar in character to the drafts under a cash-
credit, with this difference, that in a current ac-
count the party overdraws on his own individual
security, and that on each occasion he has to ob-
tain the permission of the bank.

In advancing money, whether by discounting
bills of exchange or otherwise, a bank receives
only the market rate of interest. But as this is a
return which may be obtained for money without
incurring the expense of an establishment for the
purpose, it is obvious that no one would invest
capital in the business of banking when it is to be
confined to the loan department alone. The main
object of the banker, however, is to procure, and

employ on an advantageous footing, the money of
other people, and his profits are nearly in propor-
tion to the extent to which he can accomplish that

object. The trading capital of a bank consists of
— 1st, the capital contributed by the partners

;

2d, the money lodged in deposits; and, 3d, the

money deposited for the purpose of remittance;
to which has to be added, in the case of banks of
issue, 4th, the amount of notes in circulation.

These means are employed in— 1st, discounting
bills of exchange ; 2d, advances on cash-credits,

or overdrawn accounts; and, 3d, investments in

the funds and other good securities. The surplus
of the former upon the latter forms the reseii-e kept
by the bank to meet current demands. The
amount of reserve necessary in ordinary circum-
stances is to be estimated from experience, and the
transactions and position of tlie bank ; but as un-
foreseen events may occur which may render the
bank liable to be called upon for the whole or a
considerable portion of its liabilities, whether in

the shape of deposits or notes in circulation, it is

of consequence that the amount of trading capital

arising from these sources should be invested in

securities which shall rapidly revolve, and be at

all times convertible. The securities which best

fulfil these requisites are bills of exchange, and
stock in the public funds, on which a bank can
easily extend or diminish its advances in propor-
tion to the capital which it may have to employ

;

increasing them when the deposits and circulation

are increasing, and diminishing them when these

are diminishing; while in anticipation of a run,

the bills may be converted into money by being
rediscounted, and the stock sold. Investments and
secui-ities not readily convertible cannot be made
with safety except out of the capital belonging to

the bank itself. See Exchange, Money, Na-
tional, Banks, etc.

Bauk-Note, or Bank-Bili,, a promissory note
for money to be paid on demand by a banking
company. In the U. States, every National bank
may issue circulating notes to the maximum value
of 90 per cent, of their capital. These notes are
printed and delivered by the public treasury on
deposit of corresponding bonds. The notes issued

by a National Bank are current in all parts of the
country. There are still in circulation notes of $1
and $2, but the printing of these notes was discon-

tinued on Nov. 1, 1878, in accordance with section

5,175 of the revised statutes, which provides "that
after specie payments are resumed, no associ.ition

shall be furnished with notes of a less denomination
than five dollars." On Nov. 1, 1878, tliere were
in the U. States 2,053 National Banks. Their
aggregate capital was $473,530,426; outstsinding

circulation, $322,460,715; bonds on dei)osit, $349,-

408,900.
Bankrupt and Bankruptcy. A bankrupt,

in English law, is a person who, either from the
want of sufiicient property, or from tlie difliculty

of presently converting what he possesses into

money, is unable to meet those demands of his

creditors which the law gives them tlie |)ower of
instantly enforcing, and who has committed some
act indicative of the situation in which he is

placed. It is in the latter particular that a bank-
rupt differs from one who is insolvent. A man
may, were his affairs examined, be found unable
to pay his debts ; but if his creditors are either
ignorant of the circumstance, or, knowing it, trust
to the return of prosperity, no one is ii\jured, no
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one's claim is resisted, and there is no necessity

of applying the sweeping remedy of the bankrupt
law. But when by resisting or evading the de-

mands of creditors, a man iias distinctly shown to

the world that he has not wherewithal to meet the
just demands on him, it has been deemed, in cer-

tain cases, necessary for a special law to step in

and lay its hand upon tlie property of every de-

scription belonging to the debtor, in order that

particular creditors may not, through an expedi-
tious adoption of the ordinary remedies of the

law, sweep away the whole in full payment of

their debts, and thus acquire an advantage over
less fortunate creditors beyond the just reward of

their activity. To accomplish this end, a bank-
ruptcy code appoints all the property of every de-

scription belonging to a debtor to be placed in the

hands of trustees, to be by them converted into

cash, and then to be distributed among the ordi-

nary creditors in proportion to the amount of their

respective debts. It is a principle of the commer-
cial bankruptcy law of England, that after a cer-

tain time has been allowed for all the resources of

the bankrupt to be investigated, and his property

realized for behoof of his creditors, if he has con-

ducted himself with candor and integrity, he is

protected from their further prosecution, and left

free to recommence the pursuit of wealth, untram-
melled by any obligation to them previous to his

bankruptcy.
In the American law the distinction between a

bankrupt and an insolvent was never generally

regarded, and was expressly abrogated by the act

of Congress, Aug. 19, 1841. In 1867, however.
Congress, acting under the authority of the Consti-

tution, which authorizes it " to establish uniform
laws on the subject of bankruptcies throughout
the U. States," enacted a general bankrupt law

;

but that law was repealed in 1878, and every State

is now again governed by its own laws on insol-

vency, assignments for the benefit of creditors,

exemptions of property from liability for debts,

and attachments of property upon mesne process.

Thei4e ditierent laws will be found briefly exam-
inwl under the heading Insolvency.
Bank-Stock, is the paid-up capital of any

bank, usually divided into shares of a certain

amount These shares may generally be trans-

ferred by assignment.
Banqueroutier, the French term for a bank-

rupt.

Banqnier, the French term for a banker.
Bautam-'Work, gaudily varnished japanned

work.
Banyan, a Hindoo merchant or trader; a

confidential cashier and broker for a mercan-
tile firm.

Bar, in navigation, an obstruction at the en-

trance of a harbor or river. Sometimes in bar-

harbors vessels have to wait for the rise of tide

before they can enter or quit the {>ort. In com-
merce, the term is applied to any piece of metal

having much greater length than diameter. Bar-
iron is iron sliapcd into bars, and fitted for all

sorts of iron work.
Barb, an Arab horse.— Part of a fish-hook.

Barbadoes. See Weht Inoibs.

Barbadoes-Tar, a siH-cies of petroleum or bit-

uminous oil, ol)tained in IJarbadoes, which pos-

sesses some mc<lical properties, as an external and
internal application.

Barberry, a shrubby ornamental plant (Bcr-

beru vulgaris), a native of Europe and America.
Its berries are of an oval shape, and, when ripe,

generally of a bright red color. They are very
acid, and not fit to be eaten raw ; but when boiled

with sugar, they form a most refreshing preserve.

The bark and stem are very astringent, and yield

a bright yellow dye.
Bairbotlne, an East Imlian vegetable produce,

the chief constituents of which are wax, gum, and
bitter extract ; also a name for worm-seed.
Barcelona. See Spain.
Barchet, a term used in Germany for a piece

of stuff of 22 to 24 ells. The B. is the 4dth part
of the fardel.

Bare. When an article of merchandise is

scarce, or is not in demand at a certain place, the

market at that place is said to be bare.

Barege, a thin material used for ladies' dresses.

It was originally a woollen fabric manufactured
at Barfeges, in France. It is now commonly made
of cotton and wool, and the best is woven with a
warp of silk.

Bare-Pamp, a suction-pump for drawing liq-

ors from a cask.

Bargain, an acknowledged agreement or ver-

bal contract; a sale or purchase. By usage this

word used alone has come to be taken for such
transactions as are favorable to the buyer, as •' I

bought it at a bargain;" otherwise the term is

qualified, as "a bad bargain."

Barge, a flat-bottomed boat, of which there are

several kinds ; they are mostly used on navigable

rivers, for transferring heavy merchandise from
ships to wharves, or from one quay to another.

Barile, the Italian cask as a liquid measure,
varying in different localities. At Ancona the B.
is 11-349; at Cerigo, for oil, 140298; at Florence,

9-6338, and for wine, 12-0442; at Genoa, 196086
for wine, and 17*083 for oil ; at Leghorn, 12-041

for wine, and 11 gallons for spirits; at Naples the

B. is 11-573; at Palermo, 9*436. In Trieste the

Austrian B. is 144J gallons.

Barilla, or Soda Asii, [Fr.ianiWe; Ger. barilla;

It. barriglia; Sp. AaiTiT/a,] an impure carbonate

of soda, obtained bv lixiviating the ashes of sea-

weeds. It is brought to us from Sicily and Spain
(the best from Alicante) in hard, jrarous masses.

The best quality is of a bluish-gray color. The
value of li. de|>ends uj^n its purity. It usually

contains from 16 to 24 per cent of pure carbonate

of soda, and occasionally 30 per cent It is par-

ticularly used in the manufacture of soap and
glass, and in bleaching ; but it is much less used
than formerly, on a(;count of the cheapness with
which soda is obtained from common salt. Aver-
age price in New York (in bbl.), 2 cts. per lb. Imp.
free.

Bark, the outer covering of trees. Many barks
enter largely into commerce for various econom-
ical and manuf. purposes. They are descrilK"*! in

this work under their respective heads. In navi-

gation, see Ship.
Barkers, Peter Funks*, Toitter.s, or Cap-

pers, are fellows employed at mock-auctions to

induce purchasers to enter the sale-room.

Barking, a technical name for coloring or tan-

ning sails, nets, cordages, etc.

Barley, [Fr. orge; Ger. gersU; It. orzo; Sp.

cebada^l a well-known species of grain (Ilordeum),

extensively raised in the Middle and Northern
States and in Eurojw. Its varieties are distin-

guished either from the number of rows of grain
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in the ears, or from the time of sowing them into

winter B. and spring B. The principal consump-

tion of J?., chiefly in America, is for malting. It

is also valuable for culinary purposes, especially

for thickening broths, soups, and puddings, after

it has undergone the process of pearling. This is

done by machinery, which removes the husk for

pot, and a portion of the kernel for pearl B., leav-

ing the remainder smooth and round like shot.

Tlie average yield of B. in the U. States is about

30 bushels to the acre, and the weight 48 lbs. per

busliel. The average crops of B. for the last seven

vears were as follows: acres, 1,477,809; bushels,

31,814,724; value, $25,082,158; value per acre,

$16.97. In 1878 the exports (chiefly to Eng-
land and Ireland) were 3,921,501 bushels ; value,

$2,565,736.
Barm. See Yeast.
Barn, a farm-building used for storehouse or

granary.
Barnacles, a twitching instrument used by far-

riers, etc., to hold by the nose horses that are
troublesome.
Barometer, a pneumatic instrument for meas-

uring the weight of the atmosphere, or of its press-

ure on the surface of the globe, and thus indicates

the state of the

weather. The
dial B., whose
only use is to in-

dicate good and
bad weather, is so

called because it

is provided with
a dial on which
moves a long
needle (Fig. 26),
which is put in

motion by the

mercury of tlie

instrument itself.

To the axis of the

needle is fixed a
pulley, O, on
which is rolled a
thread which
bears at one of its

ends a weight, P,

and at the other
a little heavier
weight, floating on
the mercury of the
small branch of
the B. If the at-

mospheric press-

ure increases, the
level falls in the

small branch, and
the float follows

it, drawing the
pulley and needle from left to right. The con-
trary motion takes place when the pressure dimin-
ishes, because the mercury rises in the small
branch, and with it the float. The result is that
the needle stops on the words variable, rain, fair
toeather, etc., when the B. assumes corresponding
heights, provided the instrument be well regulated,
which is seldom the case.

Barouche, a four-wheeled pleasure carriage,
with falling top and seats.

Barque. See Ship.
Barracan, a thick, coarse camlet of wool or

Fig. 26.—Barometer.

mixed material, used for cloaks or outer garments,
and chiefly made in France.

Barral, the Spanish name for a large bottle,

capable of holding- an arroba or 4 gallons.

Barratry, is any fraudulent or other unlawful
act committed by the master or mariners of a ship,

without consent of the owner, and tending to his

injury, as running away with the ship, wilfully

carrying her out of the course of the voyage pre-
scribed by the owners, sinking or deserting her,

embezzling the cargo, smuggling, or any other
offence, whereby the ship or cargo may be sub-
jected to arrest, detention, loss, or forfeiture. By
the laws of the U. States, acts of B. committed by
"any captain or mariner, or any ship or vessel"
are punishable by death. B. is one of the losses

covered by insurance, and the owner may thus
protect himself against the act of the master and
sailors appointed by himself. It is the duty of the
owner to prevent, as far as he may, the misconduct
of the master ; and if the former appear to have
acted with gross negligence, the underwriter is not
liable.

Barrel, a round wooden ves.sel or cask, made
of staves and heading, having more length than
breadth, bulging in the middle, and bound with
hoops. It forms a variable measure of capacity

for handling dry goods and liquids ; a. B.of wheat
flour being 196 lbs.; of lime, 320 lbs.; of fish,

220 lbs. ; of beef or pork, 200 lbs. ; of wine and
brandy (U. States and England), 31 J gallons; of
oil (at Cincinnati), 43 gallons; of honey (at

Havana), 6 gallons.—The B.of a pump is the hol-

low cylinder in which the piston moves.— The B.
of a wheel is the cylindrical axle round which the
piston moves.

—

B. bulk, in shipping phraseology,
is a measure of capacity for freight, efjual to 5 cubic
feet ; 8 B. bulk, or 40 cubic feet, making one ton
of measurement.

Barrel, or Spring-Box, [Fr. barillet; Ger. Das
federhatui,'\ the small cylinder of a watch, about
which the spring is coiled (Fig. 27).
Barrique, [Fr.] a large cask or hogshead, of

variable capacity, ranging, according to the com-
modity, from 40 to 83 gallons.

Barro^7, a tray or light carriage of several
kinds, there being hoLtid-B. for two persons, wheel-
B., \oad-B., B. for wheeling sacks, and porters'

B. or trucks. See Wheel-Barrow.
Barsac "Wine. See Sauterne.
Bar-Shoe, a particular kind of horse-shoe,

made to protect the tender frog of a horse from
injury.

Barter, an exchange of commodities; a rude
mode of trade which, since the general difi'usion

of coined money and the precious metals, is almost
obsolete, except in a few uncivilized countries.

B., in Commercial Arilhmetic, is an application of the mie
of proportion to the exchange of one commodity, of which
both the rate and quantity are fixed, for another, of which
either the rate or the quantity are alone flxixi. As flie value
of the goods exchanged ai"e equal, it is obvious that the prod-
uct of the quantities multiplied into their reopective rates will
be also equal. Hence the following Sule: Multiply the given
quantity and rate of the one commodity, and the product, di-
vided by the rate of the other commodity, gives the quantity
sought; or. divided by the quantity, gives the rate.

Bar-Wood, a red dye-wood, the produce of
Baphia nilida, a small quantity of which is im-
ported from Angola, in Western Africa.

Barytes, an earthy mineral, which is found
both massive and crvst.allized in England, Bohe-
mia, etc. Sp. gr. 4-5." The white mlphate of B.,
or heavy-spar, being very heavy, and costing only
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before grinding about $5 in England, is largely
imported for adulterating white-lead. It is also
employed in the manuf. of jasper-ware, in* pro-
ducing opaque white patterns as a colored
ground, and in making a pigment called permanent
white. The nitrates 0/ B. are used in pyrotechny
for producing a green flame ; and the carbonate of
B. in the manu£ of plate-glass, in color-making,
etc. Nearly all these salts are virulent poisons.

Imp. duty, J ct. per lb. for carbonate and sulphate

;

20 per cent, for nitrate.

Rg. 27.

—

Barrel op a Watch-Sprino.
A, barrel ; B, chain ; Q fuiee.

Baryton, Barytone, a stringed instrument of
music ; a kind of bass-viol.

Bas, the French name for hose or stockings.

Basalt, a black and very hard stone of volcanic
oriein, used for the assaying of gold and silver.

Basane, the French name for tanned sheep-
skin, used for bookbinding.

Basil Oil, an aromatic ethereal oil, obtained
from the root of the pot-herb basil ( Ocymum basil-

icum).

Basin, a bowl of various size and material for

containing fluids ; a wet dock, or harbor-inclosure
for ships ; the French name for dimity, a white
cotton stuff" mostly stripe<l.

Basket [Fr. panier and corbeiHe;

Ger. kijrbe; It. paniere; Por, and Sp.
eanastag], a well-known vessel of va-
rious form and size, made of flexible

materials lapped or interwoven, and
U8e<l for the stowage or conveyance of
merchandise, fruit, v^etables, etc. Of
late years much ingenuity has been
exercised in this country in devising

forms of B. for the carriage of fruit to

market in packages of size propor-
tioned to the character of the fruit.

Osiers, splints, veneers, and paper have
been employed. Some of tnese5. are
made frustum -shaped, so as to pack
in nests for return ; others have been
made folding or collapsible; others of
HO cheap material and workmanship as

to be sold with the fruit. Imp. duty,
36 jMjrcent. The finer kinds of 7i. are
made by hand, but the commoner kinds
are now generally made by macliinery.

making machine, for which tlicre arc many Amer-
ican patents, substantially consists (Fig. 2.S) of a
circular wootlen bottom-piece with radially pro-

jecting ba'?ket-strips, attachc<l to the end of a ro-

tating shaft; during the rotation of the bottom
and radial strips, a filling-carrying device having
a vibratory motion passes over and under the
radial strips, and leaves the filling carried by it,

and this filling is laid in compactly by reed-like

pieces.

Bason, in hat-making, a triangular metallic

plate upon which a covering of fur is laid and
felted to make a conical napping or puU-over for a
hat-body.
Bass Fibre. See Piassaba.
Bass or Bast Mats, a matting made in Russia

from the thin layers of the inner bark of the lime-

tree, used by gardeners for binding or covering

plants, and also for baling and packing purposes.

A full-sized Russian bast-mat weighs about 5 lbs.

when new and quite dry ; it is 7 feet long and 4
feet broad. They are largely

imported in bales. Imp. duty,

20 j>er cent.

Bewset-Horn, a musical
wind instrument resembling
the clarinet in tone and ma-
nipulation, but larger. It is sel-

dom employed in the orchestra.

Bassette, a small bass-viol.

Bass-Horn, a musical wind
instrument of deeper tone than
the bassoon.
Bassoon, a musical wind

instrument made of wood, and
capable of being divided near

the middle, so that the two parts may be of more
convenient length for carriage. The B. has a reed
and curved mouth-piece, and is played by means
of keys and finger-holes like the clarinet, to which
it forms the bass.

Basso-Relievo or Low^-Relief, is the slight

projection of a sculptured object from the plane
surface, as in the case of the figures on medabi,

coins, friezes, etc.

Bass-Viol, or Violoncello, a stringed musical
instrument resembling a violin, but larger, and
having a graver tone. It is held in an upright
position when played, the butt-end resting on the
floor.

n=>

A basket-

Fig. 28.—Basket-Making Machinb.

BasB-'Wood, a name given to the American
linden-trcc, Filia Americana. The woo«l is mtft,

easily worked, and is used for the panels of car-

riage-bodies, seats of chairs, the fans of fanning-

mills, etc. It is also made into pulp, and then

used as a material for paper-making. See IJast.

Bast, rone, cord, and matting made from the

bass or linuen tree; also a name for the bark or

tough fibres of the flax and hemp plants. See
Bass.
Bastimento. the Italian name for a ship.
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Bat, a name for tlie tical of silver in the East,

weighing 235 grains; also a club or striking

instrument.
Batavia. See Java.
Batch, the quantity of bread baked at one time.

Bateau-a-Vapeur, the French name for a

Bteamboat and steamship.

Bathing-Machine, a portable shed or room
on wheels placed upon the sea-beach for the con-

venience of bathers.

Batiste, the French name for cambric or lawn,

the finest kind of linen, named after Batiste, who
first made it at Cambray.
Batman. See Maund.
Batta, a terra used in India to denote a per-

centage, or allowance. Thus, the Sicca rupee is

said to bear a batla of 16 per cent, against the cur-

rent rupee, as 100 Sicca rupees = 116 current

rupees.

Batten, in weaving, an instrument for striking

the weft home.— Also a piece of fir or pine timber
used for floors, and as a ground for laths, not ex-

ceeding 7 in. in breadth, about 2| in. thick, and 6

Fig. 2'J.— Bay-Tkee, oe Laurel.

or more feet in length. B.-ends are pieces under
6 feet in length.

Battery. See Galvanic Battery.
Batting, cotton in sheets prepared for inter-

linings, bed-covers, etc.

Battledore, a rack; a child's plaything for
keeping up a shuttlecock; an instrument for
striking a tennis-ball.

Batts, carded cotton prepared in sheets and
sold as batting.

Baudruche, the French name for gold-beaters'
skin.

Bauge, a drugget made in France with thread
upon thick and coarse wool.
Bausch, BuscHT, a German term in the pa-

per trade for 181 sheets of paper.
Bavaria, [Ger. Bayern,] a kingdom in the S.

W. of Germany, and, next to Prussia, the most
important member of the German Empire. Area,

29,292 sq.m. Pop. 5,022,390. Itis subdivided into

8 provinces. Capital, Munich [Ger. Miinchen^
;

pop. 193,024. The government is a limited mon-
archy, with chambers of councillors and deputies,

regulated by a deed of constitution of May 26, 1818.

B. consists of two parts, separated by Hesse-Darmstadt,
Baden, and Wurteniberg. The larger or eastern portion, ly-

ing bet. lat. 47° 20' and 50° 41' N., and Ion. 9° and 13° 48' J5.,

comprehends 7 of the 8 provinces. This country is moun-
tainous and woody towards the south, and contains a num-
ber of lakes and marshes. To the northward are rich and
extensive plains until we reach the Danube, beyond which
it is again mountainous and woody. The division called
Rhenish B. is a small but densely inhabited country, ex-
tending from lat. 48° 57' to 49° 50' N., and from Ion. 7° 6'

to 8° 31' E. B. is essentially an agricultural country, and
its soil is in general fertile. Wheat, rye. barley, and oats are
the chief objects of culture; next to which are vine and hop
plant; considerable attention is likewise given to flax, hemp,
fruit, liquorice, and madder. The chief mineral products are
iron, coal, and salt ; but quicksilver, gold, silver, cobalt, and
some other metals are likewise found. Manufacturing indus-
try is mostly diffused over a number of small dealers. The
principal article is linen ; the others are woollens, worsted hose,
cottons, hardware, arms, beer, toys, leather, paper, glass, por-
celain, and straw-platting.

The internal commerce of B. is chiefly conducted by
the Danube in one direction, and the Rhine in the other.
Exports:— Orain, salt, timber, potash, fruit, liquorice-

root, seed, hops, c«ttle, sheep, swine, flax, yarn, coarse
linens, glass, leather, Nuremberg wares, beer, etc. B.,
for an inland country, is favorably situated for com-
merce ; it has good lines of railroads, and is the channel
of a consideraljle transit trade l)etween the other Qer<
man States and Switzerland, Austria, and Italy.

The chiefcommercial and mnnufacturingcities besides
Munich, are Augsburg, jx>p. 57,210 ; Auremherg [Ger.
NUrnberg], pop. 91,017 ; and Ralisbon, pop. 35,000. Augs-
burg formerly occupied the place now held by Fi-auk-
fort as the chief money-market of Central Germany

;

and banking and exchange ojierations are still one of its

principal sources of wealth ; it also carries on an exten-
sive transit trade, is noted as a wine depOt, and has exten-
sive priuting,engraving,and bookbinding establishmvnta.
Measuru, ifeighU, Muttey are those of the German Em-

pire.

Banking.—The usance for bills on Augsburg is 15 days*
sight ; half usance, 8 days. Bill transactions are settled

weekly on Wednesday, and those which fall due on that
liay arc not payable till the Wednesday following. Bills

liave thus from 1 to 8 days* grace ; but those drawn A
risla (at sight), must be i>aid within 24 hours after being
presented. There is at Munich a banking Co. which
issues notes, discounts bills, and lends money on mort-
gage ; it is sanctioned by government, but tlie latter is

not responsible for its engagements.
Pinunces.—The public revenue is about $53,000,000, and

the expenditures nearly the same. The debt of the
kingdom in 1878 was 1^272,147,305. This considerable
debt was created in part by the deflcits of former years,
and in part by the construction of public works, espe-
cially railroads. The greater number of the railroads
in B., constructed at a cost of $62,500,000, are the property
of the State.

Bawla, matting for thatch made of the
leaves of the cocoa-nut in the Pacific Islands.

Ba\7Bin, leather made from sheep's skin.

Bay, a horse of a bright-red brown, inclining to

a chestnut color.—The laurel-tree {Laurus nobUia),

a native of the south of Europe and of Asia. It

attains a height of 20 to 30 feet. The leaves are
smooth, evergreen, lanceolate, and wavy at the
margin ; and aflbrd, when bruised or burnt, a
grateful aroma, wliich occasions their employment
for culinary purposes. But the part chiefly valued
is the fruit or berry, which is small, ovate, dark,
purple-colored, aroiuatic, and bitter. It has long
been used in medicine as a stimulant and car-
minative. The husks of the berries contain a
great quantity of volatile oil; and the kernels
furnish by expression a flat greenisli oil, wliich is

much employed in embrocation. Bny-bcn-ics and
oil are imported from Trieste, Italy, and Spain.
Imp. duty : on bay-berries, free ; on fined or ex-
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pressed oil, 20 cents per lb. ; on essential oil, $17.50
per ib.

Bayberry Tallow, a fragrant green wax, from
wliich candles have been made. It is found at-

tached to the berries of the Candleberry, Bay-
berry, or Wax Myrtle {Myrica cerifara), a small
shrub of North America.
Bayonet, a pointed siHjar, an offensive weapon

made to fix on the barrel of a musket.
Bay Rum. Bay Water, a spirituous perfume

like Eau de Cologne, made in tlie West Indies

from the leaves of a species of bayberry
(
Myrica

aerU) distilled in Jamaica or Santa Croix rum.
The Bay rum extensively used by barbers as a

wa.sh for the head is generally a fictitious article,

consisting of some droj)s of the es-sential oil ex-

tracted from the leaf with distilled spirits. Imp.
duty, as alcohol ; wlien under 54° strength, $1 per
gallon, 1st proof, and in pro{x)rtion for any greater

Btrengtii ; on essence or oil, 50 cents per oz.

Bay Rush, a plant common in the Bahama
Islands, which furnishes much farina, that can be
made into bread.
Bay-Salt, g:ilt made in the salinas, or natural

ponds, by evaporation from sea-water exposed to

the sun.

Bay-Wood, a name for the inferior variety

of mahogany growing along the Bay of Hon-
duras.

Bazaar [Per. a market']. In Oriental countries

this term is used to distinguish tliose parts of
towns whicii are exclusively appropriate<l to trade.

The principle of the Ji. is association for facility

of reference ; all the shops of a city are placed
together; and the different trades and occupations

are severally collected in different parts of the Ji.,

instead of being indiscriminately mingled as in

our streets. Thus the saddlers are found to oc-

cupy one passage, the pipe-makers another, and
so on. The great bazaars consist of a connected
series of these passages, or lanes, vaulted with
high brick roofs, surmoimted by domes which
admit a sulxlucd daylight; and those of superior
description are sometimes decorated with paint-

ings. The passages are composed of a scries of
recesses or stalls, the floor of which is raised from
4 to 3 feet above the ground. These recesses,

which are entirely oyKin in front, are scarcely

more than closets; but in the most res|»ectable

parts there is generally a door in the ba(!k-wall

wliich leads to another apartment that answers
the puriKwe of a store-room. The front part is

the shoj>, on the floor of which the merchant sits

witli his gooils HO placed that he has seldom to

rise, which, if he is a Turk, he rarelv does with-
out manifest reluctance. I^ong bargaining is com-
mon, and an apparent iiidiflerence is exhibitiKl

b»jih by buyer and seller; the latter, as he sits

smoking his pi|>e, being indee<i the personification

of luxurious reiK)se. Not onlv trades, but handi-
craft employments arc carried on in the Ji. The
stocks of the individual dralers arc seldom of
much value, but an improving effect is produce«l
by the exhibition of the whole in a connucte<l

form, whence arises the splenditl apiK>arance of
the oriental B. Business commenccfl and ter-

minates with daylight, and none of the sliop-

keej)er8 or artisans re.nide in them. Wholesale
dealers have no ojwn hIioi>s in the 7?., hut they
have warehouses in them, or in their vicinity. In
America and Europe the name Ji. in ciiielly ap-
plied to a timcy rejiOiiitory.

Bazaar - Maand, Bazeiar - Weight. See
Ma IN I).

Bdellium, a gum-resin of a brownish-retl c<dor.

It burns with a balsamic odor, and resenibk-s

myrrh in taste, smell, and medical i)roperties.

The Indian Ji., which is the best, is obtained from
the JiiUaamodendron Mukxdj the African Ji., which
has a feeble o<lor and bitter taste, is obtained from
Jlendelotia AJricana. Imp. free.

Beacon, a signal, a buoy, or light for the guid-
ance of mariners.
Beading, is an artificial property given to

spirits, of lieading on the surface, or hanging in

pearly drops on the sides of the glass containing it.

Bead-Plane, a moulding plane of semi-cylin-

drical contour.

Bead-Proof, the standard strength among dis-

tillers for alcoholic liijuors, when tested by the
glass bubbles or hollow beads used as floats, but
which are now superseded by more accurate me-
ters.

Beads, are small perforated glol>e8 or balls of

glass, ebony, coral, amber, etc., whicli range from
seed beads to a very large size. They are used as

ornaments for the person, and form a large article

of commerce with Ea.stern countries, Africa, and
North American Indians. They are also employ-
ed by Roman Catholics for the purfwse of counting

a series of prayers called the Momry. Cilass li.

are made in large quantities at Murano, near \'en-

ice. Imp. duty on B. and B. ornaments (except

aml)er, which is free), 50 per cent.

Beaker, a jug with a sjwut.— A glass vessel in

the shape of a goblet used in chemistry.
Beak-Irons, instruments for working slieet-

metal.

Beam, a large piece of timber used as a support
for flooring in a house, or for the decks of a ship.

— The horizontal bar or support of iron or« other

metal, from the ends of which the scales of a bal-

ance are suspended.— That part of a steam-engiric

to which the piston is attached— In weaving, a
wootlen cylinder on which the web is wound.

—

The width of a ship from side to side.

Beam and Scales. See Bai^nce.
Beam-Compass, an extending instrument for

dniwing circles or axes of very large radius.

Beam-Filling, that portion of a vessel's cargo
which is stowed between the beams.
Beam-Timber, the hard, tine-grained woo<l of

the l)eam-tree (I*yru8 aria), used in Europe for

cog-wheels, etc.

Beans, [Fr./frc*; Ger. bohnen ; It./ntr; Port.

fafot ; Sp. hnbw,] a well-known pulse { Vicin falxt),

of whicli there are one or two varieties cultivated

for culinary puriiosi-s in gardens, and in a more
extensive st-alo in fields, for horse provender and
cattle fee<ling. A bushel of Ji. must wtigli &1
n»s. Ji. are largely ex|)orted from the U. .St;ile«.

Imp. duty, 10 ih-t cent ; as seed, 20 i»er cent.

Beans ana Nuts, a trade term for a kind of

small coal.

Bean-Sowing Machine, a drill for planting

beans in rows.

Bear. There are several species of this well-

known quadru|>e<l; the most imiK>rtant, however,

are the brown and black li., Ur^ui^ nnlos •dial Amrri-

enniu, and the inilar or white li., Urxnx mdritimtu.

The li. is an object of commercial utility for men-
ageries and zoological collections, and also for ilM

skin and gre.ise. The flesh of the black B. is

extreiuely delicate, the hams in iKirticular being
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much esteemed.— A stock-exchange terra for a

jobber or dealer who, having sold stock or shares

wliich he does not possess, is anxious that such

securities should decline in value, so that he may
be enabled to buy at a profit. The term is said to

derive its origin from the story of the man who
sold the bear-skin before he had killed the bear.

Bearberry, a dwarf branching shrub, Arctosta-

phylos aipina. The leaves, imported from Eng-
land, are used in medicine.

Bearer, one who presents a check, draft, or

other order for the payment of money. If a check,

bill, or note be made payable to bearer, it will pass

by delivery only, without indorsement; and who-
ever fairly acquires a right to it, may maintain an
action against the drawer or acceptor.

Bear's Grease, the grease or oil obtained from
the fatty parts of the black or wliite bear, and
made into a pomatum, used for promoting the

growth of the hair.

Bear-Skins, the skins of the various species

of bear, which are much prized for robes, hearth-

rugs, and sleigh coverings. Bear-skin is also the

trade name of a kind of heavy cloth with a long
nap.

Beaters, the striking parts of thrashing or other
machines or mills.

Beaujolais Wine. See Burgundy Wines.
Beaver, a small rodent animal {Castorfiber, Fig.

30), once abundant in all the northern parts of

America, but now found only on the Upper Mis-

Fig. 30. — Beaver.

sonri and the unsettled parts of the Canadas. The
B. IS characterized by industry, ingenuitv, and in-
stinctive skill in building dams and bridges. Its
body, about 2 feet long, is covered with a thick
glossy fur, of a most commonly chestnut-brown
color, which is used for making hats and caps.
Ihe Ji. furnishes also a peculiar odoriferous secre-
tion termed Casloreum.
Beaver-Cloth, a species of heavv felted wool-

lens, chiefly used for overcoats, made in England
Germany, France, and the U. States.
Beaverterteen, a kind of fustian, made of

coarse twilled cotton, which is shorn after dye-
ing. •'

Becket, a sea term for a piece of rope.
Beck-Iron, a piece of metal bent at right an-

gles for the purpose of securing wood firmly on
the bench while planing.
Bed-Clothes, the blankets, sheets, and quilts

spread upon a bed.
Bedding, the furniture and appurtenances for

a sleeping-couch.

Bedding Plants, young plants from a nursery,

fit to be transplanted into beds.

Bed-Spread, a coverlet or counterpane.
Bedstead, a framework of wood or metal, to

support a bed. £. bear various names, according
to shape and size, and are largely manuf. for home
use.

Bed-Ticking, a stout material of cotton or
linen, for making bed -cases to hold feathers,

flock.s, etc.

Beech [Fr. hetre]. The common jB. of Europe
{Fagvs sylvalica) and the red B. of North America
(F. ferruginea) are very beautiful forest trees,

growing to the height of about 100 feet (Fig. 31).
The fruit is a triangular nut, called beech-mast,

which is edible, valuable as food for swine, and
yields a large proportion of a bland fixed oil

which is used as food and burned in lamps. The
wood is of close texture, though not so strong as
the grained timbers against a cross strain. When
exposed to alternate drought and moisture it soon
decays, but lasts long when kept constantly wet.
It is used for machinery, furniture-work, presses,

stocks and handles of tools ; also for keels of shifis,

and for planking in parts kept constantly under
water. It is, however, little used in building, and
though easily turneil, it is not adapted for hollow
vessels, as it is apt to spBt when quickly dried
after being wet.

Beef, the flesh of oxen and cows, fit for food,
which is either used fresh or cured. Salted B. of

commerce is classed into mess, prime, mess
extra, India, India mess. It is usually quoted
in the U. States under the general head of
" Provisions," and is packed in barrels con-
taining 200 lbs.—For many years there has
been a search for new outlets to American
meat-products. Shipments of cured and
pickled B. have largely augmented in bulk
and value; but growers and shippers have
not been satisfied, craving the higher prices
of prime fresh B., or the saving of heavy
transportation bills by the processes of
concentration. Numerous patents have
been granted for extract of B., or other
cooked and canned products convenient for
safe and cheap shipment. The results have
not been altogether satisfactory, as the prof-
its only warranted the use of "cheap beeves
of Texas. Enterprising shippers believed

it possible to send abroad the best American
corn-fed B., by the use of refrigerating processes,
in the fastest steam-ships, and present it in the
principal markets of Great Britain in perfect
soundness of condition, in competition on its own
merits with English B. of famous repute. The first

shipment of fresh B.waa made to England bv Mr.
Timothy C. Eastman, of New York, in Oct.,'l87o,
and with such success as to command a constant ex-
tension of this newly-developod bu-siness, in which
New York, Philadelphia, and other cities, are now
engaged. English authority makes the statement
that niost of the live-stock from the U. States is
superior in quality and condition to that importc<l
from Holland and other parts of the Continent, and
that there is a juiciness and flavor about the B., and
an equal distribution of fat and lean, that are not
wholly attainable except through the American
system of full grazing. It hardly seems probable
that any other country can successfully compote
with the cheap .and luxurious pa.xturage of the
U. States in a degree sufficient to interfere with
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the new-established meat-trade, which is a very
prominent feature in the meat-distribution of this

country. Its extension must depend upon the
continuance of a difference between American and
English prices sufficient to constitute a satisfac-

tory margin for expenses and profits. One con-

dition needing amendment is evidently the weight
of our beeves. Were there a larger proportion of

heavy, fully-fattened animals, the price realized

would be increased above the advance of cost.

Feeders have their share in this work, and must
cooperate with shippers if they would develop a

permanent and profitable industry. The compe-
tition will tend to advance home-prices in propor-

tion to the comparative magnitude of the ship-

ments. Such advance would tend to limit the

growth of the trade, even to the destruction of the

business, if the margin should be reduced below
expense of shipment. A more scientific course

of feeding, the exercise of skill and the practice

of economy in all the methods of management
and feeding, become, therefore, essential elements
of growth and success in transatlantic shipments
ofAmerican B. In 1878 the exports of fresh B.
(all to Great Britain— less 487,690 lbs. first ship-

ment to France) amounted to 54,046,771 lbs., value

$5,009,856. The exports of salted or cured B.
for the same year, to almost every country in

the world, amounted to 38,831,379 lbs.; value,

$2,973,234.
Beef-Wood, Swamp Oak, or Botany Bay

Oak, the produce of a species of Gasvjarina, which
grows in Australia, is a hard, close-grained, red-

dish wood, variegated with dark and white streaks.

It is exjwrted to England, where it is used for or-

namental work.
Bee-Hive, a straw basket, glass case, or other

enclosure set apart for bees to carry on their in-

dustrial operations in.

Beer. [Ger. 6icr; Fr. 6tSr«.] {Drinks.) A fer-

mented liquor made from malted grain. In Eu-
rope, most commonly of barley ; in America, from
wheat; and in India from rice. Hops and other
bitter substances are added to improve the flavor

and to impart tlieir peculiar properties to the

liquor. The drink in some of its varieties appears
to be of great antiquity, and was probably dis-

covered by the Egyptians, In 1878 the exports
of B. from the U. States (mostly to Canada, Mex-
ico, Brazil, U. 8. of Colombia, etc.) amounted to

$147,197, while the imports (mostly from Great
liritain and Germany) amounted to $592,707.
/mp. duty: in bottles (duty on lM>ttles included),

35 ctfl. per gal. ; otherwise than in bottles, 20 cts.

per gal.

The mannf. of B. from barley Is dlrided into two dlitlnct
proceMei— malting nod hrewing. Malting consiita of four
«acc«MiTe operations : iteepinK. coucliint;, and fluorinR, which
hnre for oljcct the RermlnatioD of liarlcy; and kiln-dryiag,
which conai8t« in drying the germinated t>arley in a larfco

and heated room called kiln, liarley la then m>i/(. The ap-
)>eanince of the malt, and the color of the B. made from it,

de|>ead u|Hm the tompernturo of the kiln. At lietween 90P
and 1CK(0 F. pale malt n'snltn ; at V2(fi-l'^°, amber malt; 160°-
170°, brown malt for porter and utoat; 360°-4<iU°, black malt
used for cohiring |H)rter. Tlin oliJ<>ct of changing the barley
to malt is to render itji conatltnents Milable, and bring them
into a condition Ruitable for fermentation. Brewing conslata
in cru!>hinK the malt, and placing it in a maiih-tub with warm
water. Iluro the Rtarch of (he malt ii tmnMformed into dex-
trine and glucose, which, with the soluble alliuminous and
Riilino conatituentH, are taken into solutlnD by the water.
The infuHion obtained is called loort. The wort is then boiled

with hopo, cooled, fermented, cleansed, and then tmuHferred
to (ttore<askR, where a 8low fermentation occnra, the Ii. de-
Telopii its fined qnalitie*. and is finished for use. The com-
position of the water used iu brewing is suppuaed to oxcrt on

important inflaence on the saccem of the process. Ale is pre-
pared from pale malt, and the active fermeutution is checked
while there still remains a conaiderable quantity of sngar un-
changed. t\ile aU is made from malt dried in the sun or by
steam. It is not allowed to rise above 72° daring the fermen-
tation. The formation of acetic acid is thus prevented, and
the unpleasant flavor due to the solution of the yeast by the
alcohol is avoided. Scotch iile is a sweet strong ale. Smitll

betr is a weak liquor made by using little malt, or by mash-
ing with freeb water the malt residuum left after the wort for

ale or porter has l>een drawn off. J\irter is a dark-colored H.
made from a mixture of pale, amber, brown, and black malt.
SU>ui is strong porter. Jirrlin vihite beer (iMut beer) is pre-

pared by quick fennentation from a mixture of 1 part of bar-

ley malt and 5 parts of wheat malt, with half a pound of hops
per bushel. The Lnger B. of the U. States is the B. of Ba-
varia; it owes its name (from /ajrr, a " storehouse ") to the
fact that it is stored in cool cellars or vaults for seTeral

months liefore it ii« used, and its remarkable keeping qnali-

ties and highly-prized properties to the peculiar kind of fer-

mentation by which it is produced. There are three varieties

of this B.: Lager, or summer ij., which is not ready lor use
in less than from 4 to months; Schenk, winter or present-

use B^ ready in 4 to G weeks ; Bock B., which is au extra

Fig. 31.—Beech-Tbke.

strong B., made in small quantity and served to customers In

the spring, durinc the interval between the giving out of the
schenk B. and the tapping of the lager. It reqiiires 'i months
for its preparation.

Chiea. or maize B., was used by the 8. American Indians
before the Spanish conquest. Bnitrta, or millet B.. is made
by the Prim Tartars. Quats, or rye B., is a Hliar)>. "cid liever-

oge prized by the Russians. A'numu; or milk B., is prepared
by the Tartars from mare's milk, which Ihey dilute and fer-

ment. B. is a nourishing drink from the gnni, supir. and
starch it holds in solution : its stimulant and tonic properties

arc due to the alcohol and the hitter principle of the hops.

The proportion of alcohol per cent, varies from 8-88 to 4-20.

Within the last twenty years, the brewing of

lager B. has become one of the most important

industries of the U. States, and is only prevente<l

from l)cooming a very large article of export to

S. America by the high duties imposed thereon

U. States products, in retiliation for the prohibi-

tive duties of the latter country on imports. In
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the city of N. York alone, the official returns of

B. sold by N. York brewers, in the year ending

May, 1878, amounted to 1,184,557 bbls. There
are, according to the latest returns, in the U.
States at present in active operation 2,600 brew-

eries, producing annually for sale and consump-
tion, in round figures, 285,000,000 bbls. of J?., and
tlie capital invested in breweries and malt-houses

is estimated at $102,900,790.— See Brewer.
Beeswax, a substance obtained from the honey-

comb after the expression of the honey, used for

making candles, sealing-wax, polishing furniture,

etc. Two kinds occur in commerce, the yellow
and the white or bleached— the last one generally

adulterated with spermaceti. B. is largely pro-

duced in N. Carolina and some of the Western
States ; it is also extensively imported from British

Gambia (Africa), Cuba, and the East Indies.

Imp. duty, 20 per cent.

Beetle, a heavy wooden hammer or mallet for

driving piles, palisades, etc.: when used by paviors
it is called a rammer.
Beetle Shirtings, are cotton goods finished to

imitate linen shirtings.

Beet-Root Sugar. The beet is a biennial
plant. Beta vulgaris, distinguished by its large suc-

culent root (Fig. 32). Of
this species the two prin-

cipal varieties are,— the
red B., which is culti-

vated in our gardens for

the table ; and the white
B., extensively used in

France and other parts

of Europe for the manuf.
of sugar.

Sugar is derived from the
juice of the beet-root by op-
erations nearly the same as
those by which cane-sugar is

made ; when refined, it is un-
distinguishable from tlie cane-
eugar. Five tons of clean roots
yield about 4>^ cwts. of coarse
sugar, which give about 160 lbs.

of double-refined, and 60 lbs.

of inferior lump-sugar; the re-

mainder is molasses. In 1873,
the production of B. sugar in
Europe was as follows : France,
400,000 tons ; Germany, 260,000;
Austria, 205,000; Russia, 160,-

000; Belgium, 80,000; Holland,
etc., 36,000 :— total, 1,130,000
tons.

The belief that the B. would
be made to yield in the U.States,

as in France and Germany, sugar of good quality, in suf-
ficient abundance, and at a sufficiently low cost to take the
place eventually of the imported sugars produced from the
tropical cane, has not been yet realized; although no pains
liave been spared to insure success, and large sums have been
expended by capitalists in the equipment of factories, etc., at
different points in the country, notably at Chatsworth, 111., in
Sauk County, Wisconsin, and in California.

Beeves, a common name for oxen or slaugh-
tered cattle.

Begass, the stalk of the sugar-cane after the
juice has been expressed, which is used for fuel
and manure.
Beggud, the East Indian name for tin-foil,

u.sually shipped in packages of 200 leaves (100
corges).

Belgium, a western kingdom of Europe, be-
tween lat. 49° 27' and 51° 31' N., and Ion. 2° 27'
and 6° E., bounded N. by Holland, E. by Ger-
many, S. by France, and W. by the German Ocean.
Government is a constitutional monarchy, with a
senate and house of representatives ; the members

Fig. 32.— Beet-Root.

of both chambers being elected by those citizens

who pay not less than $8.60 annually of direct

taxes. About 58 per cent, of the inhabitants are
Flemish, the rest Walloon and French, with 39,000
Germans in Luxemburg. The capital, Brussels,

one of the most splendid cities in Europe, haa
376,965 inhabitants. There are, besides, 3 cities

with a pop. of above 100,000 inhabitants, namely,
Antwerp, 145,101; Ghent, 130,092; and Liege,
115,956. B. is divided into 9 prov., the area and
pop. of which were as follows on Jan. 1, 1879

:

Provinces.

Antwerp (Anvers)
Brabant

Flanders
{W^^;-

Hainault
Liege
Limbourg
Luxemburg
Namnr

Total

Area in

Sq. Miles.

1,093

1,268

1,249

1,158

1,437

1,117

931
1,706

1,414

11,373

Population.

622,735
942,247

691,190
863,696
949,346
635,076
204,619

208,339

319,386

5,336,634

The coast-line of B. is about 46 m. in length, and presents a
uniform succession of low dunes or sandhills. The country is

in general level, except in the prov. of Liege and Namnr,
where the surface becomes irregular, and in some parts hilly.

The soil of the flatcountry is in most parts light and sandy; but
is rendered exceedingly fertile by the constant application of
manure, toobtain which the attention of the cultivator is espe-
cially directed to the rearing of cattle. The climate is tem-
perate and healthful ; and the common objects of culture are
wheat, rye, barley, oats, buckwheat, potatoes, turnips, hemp,
ilax, beet, hops, and chicory, with artificial grasses. A variety
of fruits are also grown, and some tobacco. About nine-
elevenths of the country are under cultivation, and of the re-

mainder, the greater part is occupied by forests, towns, roads,
canals, and railroads, which cannot be deemed unproductive.
B. is the most densely (Ktpulated country in Europe.
The mineral productions are numerous and abundant, par-

ticularly in the 8. and E. portions of the kingilom, compre-
hending Hainault, Namur, Luxemburg, and Liege; and the
working of mines constitutes a valuable branch of the national
industry. Of the mineral products, the first in point of im-
portance is coal, of which, in 1878, there were produced 15,-

162,715 tons. The three great centres of the coal-mines are
Mons, Charleroy, and Liege. Iron mines are numerous,
especially in the district between the Sumbre and the Meuse;
and in 1878, the quantity of prepared ore worked up waa
3,612,000 tons. Lead is found in Liege, Namur, etc. ; copper
in Hainault and Liege; zinc in Namur and Hainault; besides
which the mineral products of the S. and E. prov. embrace
manganese, calamite, sulphur, and alum, also various kinds
of stone, slate, marble, and clay fitted for the manuf. of porce-
lain.

B. excels in almost all branches of industry. One of the
most important of its manufs. is that of woollen cloths (par-
ticularly black cloth), the chief seat* of which are at Verviers,
Liege, and Dalhem ; carpets are made at Tournay ; linens at
Ghent, St. Nicolas, Tcrmonde, Courtray, etc. The cotton
manuf. employs about 150,000 hands ; Ghent, St. Nicolas, Ant-
werp, and Mechlin contain the principal factories. There are
important manuf. of silk in Antwerp, Siene, Uccle near Brus-
sels, etc. The lace of Brussels and Mechlin has long lieen

celebrated ; the ribbons of every kind are made in large quan-
tities at Antwerp, Tournay, and Ypres. The melting and
manuf of iron, copper, and tin is carried on extensively from
the abundance of these metals and of coal, and charcoal from
the forests. The principal groups of forges are lietween the
Meuse and the Sambre, at Charleroy, and on the banks of the
Meuse, extending from its entrance into Belgium to the limits
of Namur and Liege. The iron manuf. comprehend steam-
engines, cannon, and firearms, all made on a great scale in
Liege ; and cutlery and iron utensils in various liH'alities. The
chief other manuf. are those of hosiery, employing aliout
75,000 persons, mostly in the arrondissemcut of Tournay : p»)r-
celain at Sept-Fontaines, Brussels, Ardennes, and Tournay;
glass at Namur, Lieg^e, Val-St.-Ijanil>ert, and Charleroy; beet-
root sugar and refining at Ghent; besides t>eer, leather, salt,
paper, hats, and a great variety of other articles.
The internal commerce of B. is facilitated by magnificent

rivers, particularly the Meuse and the Scheldt. There are
also numerous canals ; among them, the Great Northern Ca-
nal, from Neuss ou tUu Ubiue (iu Prussia) by Venloo on Hi*
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Heuse to Antwerp, and with wliich communicate, by mean*
of tlie Sclieldt, the Lierre and Bruges cauaU; tlieOstend and
Dunkirk cauals, reaching thu sea at different points; the
Brussels canal, and the Louvuin cunai. There is besides a
dense network of railroads, the length of lines open to traffic

in 1878 being 'A'iM miles. The total length of telegraph tines
in 18*7 was 3,098 miles, and the length of wires, 13,189 milet.
The foreign trade of B. is officially divided into "general

commerce," including the sum total of all international mer-
cantile intercourse, direct aa well as transit, and "special
commerce," comprising such imports as are consumed within
and such exports aa have been produced in the country. The
value of the general commerce in l87S waa represented by
$49I,336,<ji)U of imports, and by $433,i)68,600 of exports. The
special commerce was as follows:— Imports for home con-
sumption, $291,875,000; exports of home produce, $224,736,400.
France heads the list of ini|><)rting countries in the S|>ecial

commerce of B., followed, in ortier of importance, by Great
Britain, Holland, Germany, Russia, and the U. States. In the
export market of Belgian produce France likewise takes the
first place, followed by Great Britain, Holland, Germany, and
the U. States. The international commerce of the kingdom
is almost entirely carried on by foreigners, chiefly under the
British flag. The commercial marine, on the decline for a
number of years, consisted in 1878 of 57 vessels, of an aggre-
gate burthen of 45,:t2'i tons, inclusive of 24 steamers of a total

burthen of 30,397 tons.
The commercial intercourse of B. with the U. States in 1^78

was as follows:— Exports, $3,982,842, principally consisting
of chemicals, $112,350; paper materials, $2t>4,;289; furs, $13.5,-

674; glass, $1,460,220; pig-iron, $243,619; brown sugar, $129,-

117; wines, $160,591; cloths and cassimeres, $201,406. Im-
ports, $22,388,075, principally consisting of ckttle, $t57,850;

wheat, Indian corn, rye, eto., $6,205,259; cotton, $1,557,189;
leather, $291,111; mineral oils, $5,205,589; bacon and hams,
$1.0l:i,4'23; lard, $2,46-3,499; turpentine, $196,800; tallow,
$114,304; tobacco (leaf), $1,061,355; wood (boards, deals, etc.),

$108,321.— 32 American vessels (tonnage '.9,506) entered Ant-
werp; and 25 American vessels (tonnage 25,893), of which 13
were in ballast, cleared that port.

B. communicates with the sea at Antweri*. Ostend, and
Nieuport, by the canal of Bruges to Oostburg. by the canal
of Dunkirk to Furnes, by the canal of Ghent to Temeusen,
by the canal of Tcrmonde to Hulst, by the Scheldt from
Flusliing to Antwerp, by the same river and the canal of
Willebnxjk from Brussels to Antwerp, and by the canal of
I.ourain and the Scheldt from Louvain to Antwerp. Hut the
only seaports of any consideration are Antwerp and Ostend.
Antwerp, a strongly fortified and magnificent town, is sit-

uated in 51° 14' N. and 4° 22" E., on low ground, on the right
bank of the Scheldt, where the river makes a considerable
Iwnd. It is al>out 45 m. from the mouth of the Scheldt, reck-
oning from Flushing, where vessels bound for Antwerp must
take a Dutch pilot aa far as Lillo. The river at Antwerp is

nl'out 4(N) yards broad, and large vessels may sail up to the
'|ii.> .iiid ioto a large basin ; the depth of low water in front

• city lieing from 32 to 42 feet. Its commerce Is con-
n I' riilije, and aliout 2,000 vessels annually enter its port. It
connects directly with New York by the tied Star and White
CroM lioea of steamers. Pop. 145.101.

OilauU, a fortified seaport of West Flanders, Is situated in
61<^ 10' N. and 2° 64' E. It po«sek<ie« great facilities for carry-
ing on trade with the interior by means of railroads and
canals. Tlic town is almost «nrround<-d by two of the largt-st

of these, particularly that leading to Bruges, into which ships
of great tonnage may enter with the tide. Jiap. 16,736.

Monen, Waghlt, and Meaturet. are those of France.
The usance of bills from l>oDdon or Paris is 1 month's date.

No days of gruce are allowed.
Finuncet. The public income and expenditures of B. In re-

(' :.! years have mostly been balanced, with an occasional
-i; ijK. For the year 1877, the revenue amounted to$50,-
^ ' i •<! and ex(>etiditures to $49.28H,5<IO. On Jan. 1st, 1878,
th- tutal amount of the national debt waa $184,009,800, on
which $.'<T,iM)ii,oiJO represent the share which B. had to take
in th" tiiiti'iiial liabilities of Holland, after separating from
I' ' 'M. Almost the entire remainder of the debt of
/ I for or devoted to works of public utility, par-

'onstructlng of State railroads.
jiitiK i.r Hdgium.. The National Bank of Belgium is mod-

elled on that of the Bank of France. Its capital consists of
2.'>,<NK) shares each of 1,0<M) francs : it issues paper payable on
sight and to Itearer to the amoimt of 20, 50, 100, 600, and I,0(K)

francs ; but without |H!rniission from government Cannot in-
cr<';iiie its issues beyond three times its metallic reaerve. This
bank pays large ditldends to holders of its slock.

Bell, a HonoroiM inRtrument, constructed of hol-
low metal, for callinf^ attctition in a house, or for

ringing chimes and striking tlic hours and quar-
ters, ct<.\, or in chu relies and puhlit- buildings. >Stnall

B. are ca'^t in sand, large li. in loam. Imp. duty

:

(church li.) 35 percent.; (silver, Uerman silver,

,
or gold B.) 40 per cent.

;
(copper B.) 45 per cent.

Belladonna, the deadly nightshade (^^ropo
beliadonna), an herbaceous plant of Europe, all

the parts of which are narcotic and pois^onous.

The extract of B. is used in medicine. The root

and leaves are imported, free of duty.
Belleville and Soathern Illinois R.R.,

runs from Belleville (12 m. S. E. of St. Louis) to

Duquoin, 111., 56-4 m. Offices, Belleville, 111.

This line was opened in 1861, and is leased and
operated by the S. L., A. and T. H. K.R. Co., who
furnish the rolling-stock for a rental of 40% of
gross earnings up to $7,000 per m. ; 30% on all

exceeding and up to $14,000 per ra. Cap. stock,

$1,680,000, Bonded debt (secured by 1st mort-
gage and guaranteed by les-sees), dated 1 Oct, 1866,
payable in 30 years, $1,100,000, interest 8%
(April and Oct.). Rental reed, for 1878, $98,351.99.
Bell Metal, an alloyed metal usually in the

proportion of 78 parts of copper and 22 parts of
tin. Imp. free.

Bello'svs, an instrument for increasing the ac-

tivity and heat of a fire. The familiar B., with
two flat boards hinged at one end, clastic leather

sides, a valve in the bottom botird to admit air,

and a nozzle to expel it, have been known in Eu-
rope for two or three centuries. Patent B. have
a revolving handle, which permits a continuous
blast to be maintained. See Blast, Blowing-
Machines, Forge, Ventilation.

Belt, an article of dress of various matejials;

thus there are sword-belts, waist-belL"*, cross-belts,

ladies' belts, etc.— A band, usuallv of leather.

India-rubber, or gutta-percha, which, by wheels
and pulleys, connects the different rotatory parts

of machinery, transmitting power with less noise

and friction tlian accompanies the employment of

toothed gearing.
Belting, the material for the fabrication of

machinery belts; also machinery belts taken col-

lectively.

Belvidere, Delaw^are, and Flemington
R.R., from Trenton to Manunka Chunk, N. J.

This line, whose offices are in Trenton, N. J., 67*82

m., with branches, lo'37 m. ; total, 83*19 m„ is the
l)ro|)erty of two C<».'s, the Belvidere Delaware
R.R., opened in 1855, and the t'lemington R.R.,
opened 1854. They were leased in 1876 to the
Pennsylvania R.R. Co., who oj)erates them as the
Belvitlere Div. of the United R.R. of N. J. Fi-

nancial Statement: Cap. sUK-k (Hel., Del.), $994,-

000; cap. stock (Flem.), $I50,0(X); fundetl debt
(Bel., Del.), $3,444,500; bills payable ( Hel., Del.),

$171,702.27; funded debt (Flein.), f250,000. To
debit: Railroad (Bel., Del.), $3,114,513.31 ; equip-
ment (ditto), $1,130,787.62; railroad and equip-
ment (Flem.), $290,653.87; balance, $474,447.47.
Funded debt of liel., Del. R.R., 1st mortgage, 1852,

$1,000,000, payable 1877, interest 6% (June and
Dec.) ; 2d mortgage, 1854, $500,(X)0, payable 1885,

interest 6% (March and Sept.); 3d mortgage,

1857, $750,000, payable 1887, interest 6% (Feb.

and Aug.); con.solidated mortgage, 1876, $1,500,

000, p.tyable 1916, interest 7% (Jan. and July).

Net earnings, 1877, $122,631.52.
Bend, a name in the leather trade for a butt or

rounded crop cut in two.— A mode of fastening a
ro]K>, of which there are several kinds, as the short

li., fisherman's B., etc.

Benedictine. A French linueur or cordial,

diKtillcil at Fecamp, in Normandy, and somewhat
resembling Chartretise, q. v.

BengaL See India (Bbitish).
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Bengal Light, or Blue Lights, a species of

fire-work, which, when ignited, throws out a re-

markably brilliant and penetrating light. As it

contains antimony, its fumes are poisonous; it

cannot, therefore, be used with safety except in the

open air. It is used on ships as night signals.

Bengals, a thin slight stuff made of silk and
hair for women's apparel.

Bengal Stripes. See Ginghams.
Benitier [Fr.]. See Holy-Water Pot.
Benjamin. See Benzoin.
Ben, (Oil of,) a fine colorless limpid oil ob-

tained by expression from the decorticated seeds

of the Moringa pterygosperma, a tree which grows

in Egypt and Arabia. It is inodorous, and does

not readily become rancid ; hence its excellence

for the manuf. of jasmine, tuberoses, and other

scented oils. It is also used in medicine ; and by
watchmakers for lubricating watch machinery. It

is imported from France.
Benzine. See Benzole.
Benzoin, Benjamin, or Frankincense, an

odoriferous gum-resin, obtained in Siam and the

Eastern Archipelago, from^ Styrax Beiizoin (Fig. 33).

Fig. 33.— Styeax Benzoin.

It occurs in large masses, is quite dry, and easily
pulverizable, of a brownish-red color, spotted with
clear red, and, in proportion to its fineness, has
intermixed a large number of tears, resembling in
size and form almonds, with an even fracture,
having a greasy lustre, and translucent ; while the
mass is opaque, uneven in its fracture, and occa-
sionally porous. Its taste is sweetish and resin-
ous ; its smell, especially when rubbed or kindled,
pleasant and balsamic. Sp. gr. 1-068. The large
masses, quite opaque, of a brownish or blackish
color, and destitute of white grains, is called £. in
norts. It is used in medicine, in perfumery, to burn
in censers in Roman Catholic churches, and to
yield benzoic acid. Imp. free, but prohibited unless

it affords 80 per cent, of resin, or 12 per cent, of
benzoic acid.

Benzoic add, or Flrrwers of Benzoin, occurs in white, needle-
like prisms, of a flocculent appearance when in mass, with a
soft, silky lustre ; taste, at first sweetish, but afterwards pun-
gent ; odor peculiar, but highly characteristic ; sp. gr. 0"t>67.

It is completely soluble in alcohol. It is used in medicine and
perfumery. Imp. duty, 10 per cent.

Benzole, Benzine, Benzoline, a highly in-

flammable oil obtained from coal-naphtha, of great
solvent powers, which is used by manufacturers of
India-rubber and gutta-percha, by chemists for

making oil of bitter almonds, for illuminating
purposes (then often called gasoline), in the prepa-
ration of varnishes, for cleaning kid gloves, for

extracting grease, paint, or tar from cloth, silk

fabrics, and leather, and other purposes. Imp.
duty, 40 cts. per gal.

Berberine, a little crystalline powder obtained
from the root of Berberi» vulgaris, used as a substi-

tute for quinine, and for coloring cottons and silks.

Bercheroot, the Russian pound, 40 of which
make a Russian pood.
Bere, Bigg, one of the kinds of six-rowed bar-

ley, grown in Scotland and other nortliern coun-
tries, valued for its hardy properties. It is

used for the distillation of whiskey.
Bergamot, the fragrant fruit of the Berg-

amot orange-tree {Oitrua Bergamva), from the
rind of which an essential oil of delicious <jual-

ity is obtained, both by pressure and distilla-

tion. This oil is limpid, fluid, and yellowish,

with a smell resembling that of oranges. Sp.
gr. 0'888. It is use*! as a perfume.
Bergen. See Norway.
Berkowitz, or Berquet, a Russian weight

= 360 lbs. avoirdupois.
Berlin. See Prussla..
Berlin Blue, a blue mellic pigment; a fine

variety of the Prussian blue. Imp. duty, 26
per cent.

Berlin Gloves, thread or cotton gloves
for summer wear.

Berlin Iron, is iron which, from its per-

fect fluidity when melte<l, admit^i of being cast

into the most delicate forms, such as lace-work,
perforated fans, bracelets, etc.

Berlin TVool, the name given to various
kinds of beautifully dyed, soft, elastic worsted
yarns, used by ladies for knitting and tapestry-

work.
Berlin Work, a species of embroidery in

colored worsteds from designs produced by
Berlin arti.sts.

Bermillians, stout linens or fustian fabrics.

Bermudas (The). See West Indies.
Berries, are soft and succulent fruits, hav-

ing their seed lying loosely among pulp, many
of which enter into commerce, as bay-berries, juni-

per-berries, etc. French and Persian berries, also

called yellow berries, are the small dried fruit of
Rhamnus infectorius, used for dyeing.
Berry-Wax, same as Bayberry-Wax, (q. v.)

Bersimlichi, a kind of Greek silk used for

sewing and embroidery.
Berthage, a charge made on a vessel for a

position in dock or harbor.
Beryl, an ornamental stone, difiering little from

emerald, except in color. The emerald is green

;

all the varieties of other colors, tinged more or
less yellow and blue, or altogether colorless, are
beryls. Common form, the hexahedral prism;
transparent, translucent, or opaque; lustre, vio-
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reous ; sp. ftr. 275 ; localities, Brazil, Siberia,

France, and the U. States. Such varietiea of beryl
as are clear, transparent, or exiiibit brilliant shades
of sky-blue, or mountain-preen, are denominated
by lapiilaries aqua-marine, or precious beryl. They
are principally brought from BraziL They are
also found at Royalston, Mass.
Beshmet, grapes made into a consistence re-

sembling honey, a staple product of some of the
mountainous districts of Asia Minor. It forms a
great article of food among the Turks.

Betel, an East Indian plant (Piper bfUl), the
leaf of which, mixed with the fruit of the Areca
palm (A. ealechu), commonly called betel, or pin-

ang nut, forms a hot, acrid, and narcotic mastica-

tory, known as Pan in India and the Malayan
archipelago, where it forms nearly as extensive an
article of commerce as tobacco in the West. All
classes, male and female, chew it, and they allege

that it strengthens the stomach, sweetens tlie

breath, and preserves the teeth. It gives the lips,

tongue, and teeth a reddisli tinge which is esteemed
ornamental.
Beton [Fr.], a kind of concrete or hydraulic

cement, rendered more compact by being mixed
with gravel, pebbles, etc., which is used in sub-

marine works as a foundation for masonry. It is

also called grubbstone mortar.
Betterave, the French name for the red beet.

Betuline, a colorless resin or gum extracted

from birch bark.
Beurre, the French name for butter.

Bevel, to sliape or smooth away to an angle.

—

A car|)enter's tool to strike angles with.

Bevel Plumb-Rale, a surveyor's instrument
for adjusting the face of the slopes in embank-
ments.
Bevel-'Wheel, a wheel with teeth at an angle.

Beverage, a common name for any kind of
drink.

Beyrout. See Turkey.
Bes, a cloth of native cotton-twist of various

lengths, made in Turkey.
Besoar, a morbid concretion found in the

stomachs of some ruminating animals, and pos-

sessing many fanciful medical properties. It has
long fallen into medical disuse in Europe, but is

still highly valued in the East.

Bhand' a Surat weifjht of 900 lbs.

Bhang, nn intoxicsiting drug obtained in India
from th»' Omnnbit tatira, or hemp plant.

Bicarbonate of Soda. See .Soda.

Bice, in the name of two blue and green pig-

ments, which are native carbonates of copi>er, and
are used bv artists. Blue B. is sometimes called

mountain blue, Hambunj hltu, and mineral btue.

Green B. has also the names of Huntjarian green,

malachite (jreen, emerald <jrem, and mountain green.

Bichromate of Potaah. Si>e 1'otamii.

Bid, an otii-r made, a price tendered for an
article at an auction.

Bidery-Ware, [from Bider, a city in Ilindos-

tan,] the name given to certain ornamental articles

made in India of an alloy consisting of cop|>er,

lead, tin, and zinc, inlaid with silver or gold, and
jM)li.>«hed. They are greatly admire<l for the ele-

gance of their form, as well as for the graceful-

ness of the patterns with which their surface is

engraved.
Bigarrean, a name for the white-heart cherry,

derived from the French.
Bigg. See Be&e.

Bighera, a name for thread lace in Italy.

Bijon, a gem, a small jewel.

Bijouterie, jewelry, trinkets, etc.

Bijoutier, the French name for jeweler.
Bilan, the French name for an account-book

;

a balance-sheet of debtor and creditor.

Bilander, Bylander, a small coasting-vessel

with two masts, resembling a tray.

Bilge, the swell or protuberant part of a cask.

—

The projecting parts of a ship's bottom, or floor

on each side of the keel.

Bill, a formal statement or declaration in writing;

an account rendered ; an acceptance ; an account
presented for payment; the formal statement in

detail of a purchase : when one merchant pur-
chases a line of goods from another, he makes a
bill with him ; a promissory note, a foreign or
inland bill of exchange, and the bank-notes or cir-

culating issues of banks, are also called bills.— A
term among letter-foimders for a fount of ty|)e.

Bill-Book, a book in which entry is msuie of
the particulars of bills and notes, in favor or
against a person or firm.

Bill-Broker, one who deals in discounts.

Bill-Head, a printed form with name, address,

or bu.-<iness, used for making out accounts from the
books.

Bill-Hook, the name in the West Indies for a
small curved hand-chopper, or reaper, for cutting

sugar-canes, brushwood, etc,

Billiard-Balls, red and white globes of ivory

with which the game of billiards is played.
Billiard - Cloths, green woollen broadcloth,

manufactured to cover a billiard-table, which are

piece dyed, and 72 to 81 in. wide.
Billiard-Cue, the rod or stick with which the

billiard-balls are struck.

Billifird-Table, a table usually made of slate

covered with a cloth, having padded cushions and
sometimes netted bags at the corners, and used
for playing the game of billiards, with ivory balls

and a cue.

Billion, a term used to denote a thousand mil-

lions, or 1,000,000,000, according to the French
method, used on the continent of Europe and in

the U. Suites. The English use the same word to

denote a million of millions, expressed by the fig-

ures 1,000,000,000,000.

Bill of Entry, a note of the particulars of
goods entered at the custom-house, whether im-
jK)rted or intended for exjK>rUition. Si-e Entky.

Bill of Exchange, is a written onler direct-

ing one party to pay a sum of money to another

—

either the |>erBon who gives the order or some
third person— at some day fixe<l or ascertainable.

The individual who issues the order is calliMi the

drawer; the person to whom it is addressed is

called the drawee, until he consents to honor the

draft or obey the order, after which he is called

the acceptor. The bill mav be passed from hand
to hand by «lelivery or encforsement, according to

circumstances (see Endorsement), and in the

latter case, the person who makes one is called

the endoraer, and the person who receives, the en-

donee. He who is in the legal jxjssession of the

bill, and the obligation contained in it, is called

the holder or payee. B. of K, as one of the most

prompt and |K»werfnl engines in conducting trade,

are peculiarly privileged by the law, re<piiring

few wonis and no solenmities of execution. There
is no particular form for & B. of K required by

law, further than that the mandate to pay in
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money be distinct, and the person who is to pay,

the person who is to receive, and the time of pay-

ment shall be ascertainable beyond a doubt. A
mere request to pay money is not a bill, for the

drawee is presumed to be the drawer's debtor,

and the bill nmst be an absolute assignment of

the debt; nor is an acknowledgment of debt, or a

promise to pay which is part of a bargain for the

sale of goods. When a bill has all the apparent

requisites, though an expression which takes it

out of this sphere of document be fraudulently

introduced to escape observation, it would appear

that it will still be held a bill against the com-

mitter of the fault. This was held where the

word "at" was introduced in very small letters

within the tail of the S of Sir in the address to

the drawee. An order to pay in anything other

than cash is not a bill, as *'in U. S. bonds," "in
bank-notes," etc. The amount must be specific,

and therefore the addition of the words "or what-

ever else may be due," would vitiate the bill. The
money must be payable "at all events," and any
condition which may affect the certainty of the

declared intention of the parties to hold it an ab-

solute order to pay at some time or other, will

vitiate the bill, as, when A B agrees to pay when
C D shall marry, or at a certain time if C D be

alive then. From the time when a bill is drawn
and delivered, it becomes, by the operation of the

contract of mandate, a document of debt in favor

of the payee, for he who in fulfilment of an obli-

gation gives an order to another to pay, becomes
himself responsible on that other not performing.
If the drawee is not indebted to the drawer, or, as

it is commonly termed, has "no effects," lie will

not be liable, even though he has accepted, to the

drawer, but third parties who have received the
paper for value, are not affected by the obligation

between the original parties, otherwise than as

they appear on the bill. (See Accommodation
Bill.) A drawer generally appends his usual
signature at the foot of the mandate. The ac-

ceptor to whom it is addressed generally signs
below the drawer, either with or without the word
"accepted" before his name. An endorser com-
monly puts his name on the back, with or without
a direction to pay to a particular person. It is

common practice to mention on the face of a bill

that it is " for value received ;
" but this is not

necessary, and in the general case value is pre-
sumed, and need not be proved by the party plead-
ing it unless where a bill has been originally ob-
tained through fraud, or in that of a bill which
has been stolen. A person who delivers a blank
bill, drawn or accepted, is liable for whatever sum
may be filled in. Bills may be subscribed by proc-
uration. Whoever takes such a bill, liowever,
must assure himself of the procurator or agent's
authority to grant it, for if he exceed his powers,
the biU will not be effectual against his employer.
A person who signs " per procuration " should men-
tion that he does so, otherwise he will be person-
ally liable.

£. of E. are divided into foreign and inland

;

the former is drawn in one country and payable in
another, the latter is drawn and payable in the
same country. In the U. States, a bill drawn in
a State on a person resident in another, is consid-
ered an inland bill. In most essential points, the
laws as to foreign and inland bills are analogous
to each other. Foreign bills are generally drawn
in several sets or parts, transmitted by different

conveyances, in order that if any one or more
should be lost, another may arrive safe for being
presented. Each bears that it is payable on the

others not being paid, as " pay this my second bill

of exchange, first and third of the same tenor and
date not being paid," etc. The drawee of a bill

drawn in sets should only accept one of the sets,

as it is held that if he accept one set, and after-

wards pay another set, he will not be liberated

from the claim of a bond fide holder of the accepte.l

ones. The various parties upon a bill, besides the

acceptor, endorsers, drawers, and others, become
liable for its payment on failure of the acceptor.

The acceptor's failure to pay is commonly said to

be an act of dishonor. If the drawee refuse ac-

ceptance, this likewise is dishonor, and is held to

be such a prospective refusal of payment as entitlcij

the holder to claim immediately from the drawer,

or, if there be an endorser, on that endorser, who
has recourse on the drawer; but to entitle him
thus to record on the original parties, there are

obligations on the holder, without performing
which he is held not to have duly negotiated. He
must present the bill for acceptance and for pay-
ment on the proper occasions. (See Presknt-
MENT.) He must give notice of non-acceptance or

of non-paydient ; and usually he must have the

bill protested. (See Notice, Protest.) To avoid
expenses, in case the drawee refuse to accept, the

drawer of a foreign bill may require the holder to

apply to a third person named in the bill, which
is usually made thus : " In case of need, apply
to Messrs. at ." The drawer may also

add a direction, that in case the bill is dishonored,

it shall be returned without protest, by subscribing

the words, retwn without protest, or retour sans pro-

tit. When the drawer of the biU is debtor to the

drawee, it is usual to insert in the bill these words

:

and jmt it to my accourU ; but when the drawee or

the person to whom it is directed is debtor to the

drawer, then he inserts : and rtvi it (o your account

;

and when a third person is debtor to the drawee,
it is sometimes expressed thus -. and put ii. to the

account of A. B. The foregoing forms, however,
though in frequent use, are not necessary. See
Days of Grace.

POBU OF INLAND BaL OF BZCBANOK.

$100. New York, March 27th, 1879.
Three months after date, pay to J. Ilopecraft or order,

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS, for Talue reveiTed, and charge the same
to account of Wm. Bcssitu..
To Robert Bmce A Co., Baltimore.

N. B.— This admiU of the foUomng variations, according to

circumstances : Instead of " three months after date" it ntay tta

" at sight," or at such time " after tight," or at such a specified
time, or " on demand," and the instruction to pay may be " to me
or order."

FORM OF A FOREIGN BILL OF EXCHANOK.

Fr. 1,000. CniCAOO, March 27th, 1879.
Sixty days after sif^ht of this first of exchange (second

and third unpaid), pay to the order of A. Vuillot, one thou-
sand FRANCS, value received, and charge to account, with or
without advice of

John Wiluamson.
To E. W. Davies & Co., Paris.

N.B.— JTiit form admits of the same variation* at are ex-
hibited in the above inland bill.

Bill of Health. See Quarantine.
Bill of Lading, is a certified document or re-

ceipt from the master or mate of a ship for gootls
shipped. It is a negotiable instrument. Several
parts or copies are made out, one for the use of
the master, the others for the shipper, who, by-

means of them, can give a title to the consignee
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or other person for whom the goods are de«tine<l,

to receive them. The following ia an ordinary
form of a hill of lading:
Shipped in (;f>od order and well-fonditioned, by Robert Da-

Tid!«on A Co., in and U|H>n tbe):oiMlHlii|>caM«d A'liimu, wliercof
Rudolph Thoinitz ia niHster fur the prewnt vo.vai;p, now Iving

at the port of Baltimore, and boniid for London, flfty caves

j^ canned oynten*, ttein); marked Hnd numbered a» in the
margin, and are to be delivered in the like gcHxl order
and well-conditioned at the aforesaid |>ort nf Ix>ndi>n,

the dangers of the sea only excepte<l, unto Mr. Henry
Iloyd, or to his assigns, ho or them paying frvight for

. ^
cj\

"'* "'''^ goxla, at the rate of per.ton, with prl-
1 to 60 n,age m„] average accustomed. In witness whereof,
the master nf the said ship hath afflrmed to three bills of
lading, all of this tenor and date, one of which bills being ac-

coniplinhed, the others to stand void.

Dated in Baltimore, the 2*th day of March, lf>79.

RviwLFa TsoMrrx.

When the goods are put on board, a receipt is

generally given by the ma.ster ; this is afterwards

exchanged by the holder for the bill of lading.

The bill ha.s two objects. It fixes the amount and
condition of the goods received, and for which the

master is responsible (see Affreightment^, and
conveys a title to demand deliverj'. It may, liite

a bill of exchange, be negotiated by simple en-

dorsement and delivery, which will carry a right

to the goods. No intimation to the slripmnster is

necessary, he being bound to deliver to the holder.

Bill of Parcels, is an account of goods sold

given by the seller to the purchaser. It usually

contains the description, quantity, price, and
amount of each article ; with the statement of the

place, date, and terms of credit.

Bill of Sale, a writing made by the seller of

goods to the purchaser, by which the seller trans-

fers and conveys away the right and interest he
has in the gofxls therein named.

Bill of Sight, in England, a temporary form
of entry at the custom-house, permitting goods, of

which the consignee ignores the quantity and
quality, to be provisionally landed for examination.

Billon, the French name for gold or silver al-

loyed with copper, and coined below th.e standard
value.

Bills Payable, notes, bills and other written

proini.«es or engagements to pay,outstanding against

an individual or firm.

Bills Receivable, the unpaid notes, bills, etc.,

claimable by an individual or firm.

Billy, a sliibbing frame in a woollen factory,

generally containing GO spindles, when the card-

mgs are joine*!, to make a continuous yarn, drawn
out slight I v twistcil, and wound in bobbins.

Bimbeioterie, a French term for toys and
plr^ythings in various materials, children's hand-
carriages, etc.

Bind, a term applied, in the fish trade, to 250

eelri or ten strikes, each containing a quarter of a

hundred.
Binnacle, the case in which the mariner's

compass is securetl on lioard ship, within sight of

the helmsman or man at the wheel.

Birambi, the fruit of Acfrrlwa BUimbi, a shrub

from Berbice, which makes an excellent pickle

and a delicicms preserve.

Birch [Fr. bouleau], a graceful ibrent tree, of

which there are several (•|H'<'ieH. The Norway li.,

Jieltda alba (Fig. 34), furnishes an inferior timl>er

useti for common articles of furniture an<l in Hhii>-

building. The bark yields a yellow dye, and als<i

an es.<«ential oil preparer! and usi>d in Kussia, and
which is said to impart the iieculiar o«lorto Russia

leather. The black B. of North America, BeltUa

leiUa, is a compact, handsome wood, but it soon

decays. It is usttl for flooring and keelsoiips, and
is largely exported to England. The wooil of

several other species, found in the N. Eastern and
Western States, is used for many economical pur-

poses, as for herring-barrels and butter-tubs, turn-

ery-ware, etc

Fig. 84.— Norway Bikcb.

Birch-Broom, a common sweeping- broom
made from the young shoots of twigs of the birch-

tree.

Birch-Wine, a medicinal drink made 'from
the sap of the birch-tree, which is said to poeseas

antiscorbutic and diuretic proiterties.

Bird-Call, a kind of whistle.

Bird-Fancier, a dealer in cage-birds, pigeona,

etc.

Bird-Lime, an adhesive, tenacious, vegetable

proiiuct, obtained principally from the inner bark
of the holly, the mistletoe, and the distafl' thistle,

by bniising, long boiling in water, and fermenta-

tion, the mash being again boiled in water and
evaporated to a proi^r consistence. It is of a
greenish color, odor resembling that of linsee<l-

oil, and having a bitter taste. It is em^iloyiHl by
the bird-catcher t<» entangle the feet of his prev at

some selected spot; and in India it is used to

destroy insects.

Bircl-Seed, canary, hemp, millet, and other

small see<ls used for fee<ling cage-birds.

Birds. Kinging and other binls, and land- and
water-fowls, and stufied binl.«, do not pny <luty on
importation into the U. Stales. If, however, they

are imported in such quantities as to aulhori»' the

l>clief that they are intended for wde, the duty in

20 per cent.

Bird's-Eye, a fine kind of tobacco partly made
from the stalka of the leaves of certain varieties of
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Nicotiana.— Artificial glass eyes for stufied birds.

They are extensively manufactured.— A pattern

consisting of small circular spots.

Bird's-Eye Crape, a thin material made for

the East Indian markets.

Bird's-Eye Diaper, a kind of towelling.

Bird's-Eye Maple, an estimated variegated

cabinet wood, arising from an accidental form in

the arrangement of the fibre of the rock or sugar

maple, Acer saccharinum, of America. Curled

maple consists of undulations in the same wood.
Bird's-Nest (Edible), the nest of the sea-

swallow, Hirundo esculenta, of the Malay Archi-

pelago, a bird of the size of the common martin.

It builds its nest of a gelatinous substance which
it is said to derive from a sea-weed. This weed
is swallowed and partly digested, and then dis-

gorged and fashioned into a nest as large as a

common cofiee-cup. The taste of dishes prepared
from these nests is said to be insipid, but the Chi-

nese prize them, probably for their supposed tonic

and aphrodisiac powers. They are said to be worth
in China twice their weight in silver.

Birds of Paradise, a genus of birds {Para-

disea) remarkable for the extreme elegance and
richness of their feathers (Fig. 35), which are

' employed for the

same purposes as

the feathers of the

ostrich. The skins

and plumage of
these birds are
imported almost
wholly from Bata-
via, and realize a
high price. In pre-

paring them for the

market, the bird

is disembowelled,
smoked, and de-

prived of its legs.

The true wings,

which are not so

brilliant as the
other feathers, are
also frequently re-

moved.
Birth, or Berth, a nautical term applied to

the position in which a ship is moored or an-
chored, as a port birth, good birth, wide birth, etc.

;

also a small crib or cabin built up against the
ship's side.

Bisa, a Burmese coin, worth about 27^ cts.

Biscuit, [Ft. biscuit ; Ger. zweibach; It. biscoUo
galetla; Por. biscoito; Sp. bizcocho galieta,] a kind
of bread chiefly used by seamen, which is baked
in the form of flat cakes in order to insure their
being deprived of moisture, and so preserved from
becoming mouldy during the continuance of long
voyages. They are mostly made of pollard, or an
inferior kind of flour ; but there are some white
varieties for cabin use, and a kind also called pilot
JB. The small American cracker is a superior
kind of B. There are many fancy B. sold by
pastry-cooks, such as captains', arrow-root, rice,
wine ^., etc.—A terra given to white porcelain
after it has been baked in the oven, and before it

receives the glaze. From it are made groups of
miniature statuary, which are baked two times,
and are also called B.
> Bishop, is a beverage composed of hot or cold
burgundy, claret, or other red wine, poured upon

Fig. 35.— Bird of Paradise.

ripe bitter oranges, and then adding sugar and
spices according to taste. It is drunk either hot
or cold, and its quality depends entirely upon the
excellence of the wine employed. In order to

make bishop properly, the oranges ought to be
well selected, and the white part between the peel
and the pulp rejected. It is called cardinal when
made with white wine ; and pope, when made with
tokay.
Bismer, a Danish weight = 13^ lbs.

Bismuth, [Fr. bismuth ; Ger. wismuth,'] a brit-

tle yellowish-white metal, of a foliated texture,

and peculiar odor and taste. Sp. gr. 9*83. In
hardness it stands between copper and lead, is

scarcely malleable, breaks under the hammer, and
cannot be drawn into wire. B. is a very rare
metal; it is principally obtained in a combined
state, from the mines of Schneeberg, in Saxony.
As met with in commerce, it is impure, gen-
erally containing iron and arsenic, and probably
some .other metals. Most metallic substnnces
unite with B., and are rendered by it more fusible

than before; hence it is used in making solder,

printers' types, pewter, etc. As a medicine, B.
acts as a tonic and anti-spasmodic. In the arts it

is often called tin glass. The sub-nitrate of B. is

a tasteless, heavy powder of pure white color,

called pearl white, pearl powder, blane de fard, etc.;

it is used as a pigment and as a cosmetic, exten-
sively used by ladies both on and off the stage.

It is imported from France, and cost in average in

New York, $8 per lb. Imp. duty: (metal), free;

(oxide), 20 per cent.
;
(sub-nitrate), 40 per cent.

Bistort-Root, is the root of Polygona bislorta,

a powerful astringent.

Bistouri, a surgeon's incision knife, of which
there are several forms.

Bistre, is a brown pigment useful for water-
color drawings; it is made from the soot of vari-

ous kinds of burnt wood.
Bit, a carpenter's boring instrument which fits

into a stock or handle; a drill.— That part of a
key which is fitted to the sh:mk and in which the
wards are cut.— The hammer used by masons for

rough picking or dressing granite.— The iron
mouth-piece of a bridle, of which there are sev-

eral kinds, as snaffles, curbs, etc.— A small silver

coin, formerly circulating to some extent in the
West Indies, equal to two Spanish reals vellar,

or 10 cts.

Bittern, the residual liquor after the separa-
tion of the salt from the water of a brine-spring,
from which bromine is made.—A composition of
Cocculus Jndicus, quassia, liquorice, tobacco, and
sulphate of iron, said to be used by brewers in
adulterating beer.

Bitters, a stomachic drink for promoting di-

gestion and improving the appetite, consisting of
spirits in which wormwood, gentian, chamomile,
angelica, bitter barks, or some other ingredients
have been steeped. The best B. are those prepared
in New York with Angostura bark. Imp. duty as
Alcohol, q, v.

Bitter Salt, Epsom salts, the sulphate of mag-
nesia.

Bitter-Sweet, is a wild hedge plant, Solanum
dulcamara, which is a dangerous narcotic, but used
medicinally with advantage.—A variety of apple.
Bitterwood, a tree of the West Indies, A^o-

pia glabra, all the parts of which are aromatic and
uitensely bitter.

Bitts, are two strong but short pieces of timber
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projecting vertically from the deck of a vessel, in

the fore-part, close to either side, and strongly se-

cured to the beams on which the deck-planks are

laid. They are placed in pairs, and are princi-

pally used for fastening the cable when the ship

IS at anchor or moored alongside a quay. There
are many kinds of B. used for different purposes in

ship-building, and distinguished by various names.
Bitumen, or Mineral Pitch, a solidified

earth-oil, or naphtha, which constitutes the inflam-

mable principle of coal. See Asphaltum.
Bituminous Coal. See Coal.
Black, the darkest of colors, produce*! by the

total absorption of all the rays of light. It is the

opposite of white. The principal substances sold

and used as paints and dyes for producing black

are vegetable blue-black, ivory-black, cork-black,

lamp-black, black lead, Frankfort-black, aniline

black, Spanish black, and Indian ink.

Black Amber, a German name for pitch-coal,

which is found accompanying amber, and of which
jet-like ornaments are manufactured.
Black Ash, an impure carbonate of soda,

which, when refined, is called white ash.— The
wood of Fraxinus sambuci/olia.

Black-Ball, a blacking composition used for

polishing shoi's.

Blackberry, the fruit of the bramble, Rubus
frutieoswi. This fruit is not a berry, but a collec-

tion of drupes; it is edible and pleasant, and is

used for pies and puddings, etc.

Black Cattle, is a name applied collectively

to the large description of domestic animals, horses,

bulls, oxen, cows, etc.

Black-Chalk, a kind of black clay, containing

a large quantity of carbon, and found in several

Carls of Europe. It is also manuf. with ivory-

lack and fine clay. The fine sorts are made into

artists' crayons, and used for drawing on paper.
Black Cherry, the wood of a lofty tree of

N. America, the Cerasua serotina, which is exten-
sively used in cabinet-work.
Blackcock, a kind of grouse, the Tetrao tetriz.

Black Currants. See Cukrants.
Black Draught, a i^opular purgative medi-

cine, com(>ustd of epsom salts, senna, liquorice,

and aromatics.

Black-Ebony. See Ebony.
Black-Flux, a preparation of cream of tartar

ignited in a close crucible ; a carbonate of potash

and charcoal.

Blacking, a polishing paste or liquid, the

chief ingre<lients of which are powdered bone
black, sperm or other oil, molasses, sour beer or

vinegar, oil of vitriol, and copj)eras. It is used

for blacking and [Kilishing boots and shoes. The
Acme blacking, recently patented and made in

Philatlelpiiia. is said to give a l)eautiful {Ktlish

without brushing, to retain its lustre for weeks
and preserve the leather. Many thousands of

tons of blacking are annually made in the Slates.

Imp. «luty, HO per cent.

Black Iron, a name given to malleable in>n.

in contradistinction with that which is tinned, ana
called white-iron.

Black Jack, a drinking-cup of tin or leather.

— A mining name for zinc blende or sulphide of

zinc.— Caramel or burnt sugar, which is use<i to

color spirits, vinegar, coffee, etc— A trade name
for adulterated butter.

Black Japan, a varnishing material mad^
with tar and alcohol, or with lamp-black and

resin, used in house and carriage painting. It is

a liquid of at>out the same consistency as varnish
of a jet black crolor; it has no grains, as the mix-
ture of a pigment and varnish, and its flowing
qualities are excellent. It was formerly imported
from P3ngland. It is now successfully manuf. in

New York, where it ia known as Valentine's

Black Japan.
Black-Lead. See Plumbago.
Black Letter, in printing, an old English or

mo<lern Gothic type.

Black Oak. ' See QrERciTRON.
Black Plates, a commercial name for thin

sheets of iron prepared for coating with tin.

Black Pudding, [Fr. boudin,] a kind of sau-

sage, made of pig or sheep's blood, groat.s, snet,

etc., enclosed in the dried intestines of swine and
boiled. In America, they can be procured only
in French shops.

Blacks, a name for ink used in copper-plate
printing, prepared from the charred husks of the
grape and residue of the wine-press.

Black Baits, a name for the ordinary potash

in a crude and impure state.

Blacksmith, a worker in iron ; one engaged
in beating and shaping malleable iron.

Black Spruce. See Spruce.
Black Strape, a name for bad liquor and in-

ferior wines.

Black Tea. See Tea.
Black Tin, tin ore, beaten into a black and

fine powder like sand for smelting.

Black 'Wad, an ore of manganese, used as a
dryer for painters' colors.

Black 'Walnut. See Walnut.
Bladder Oreen, a pigment prepared from

Persian berries.

Bladders, the urinary vessels of oxen, pigs,

calves, and sheep, which are chemically prepared
for holding lard, and other pur|X)ses. Quantities

of B. are exported to England, packed in salt or

pickle.

Blade, the flat, cutting part of a sword or knife,

scissors, etc.

Blades, a commercial name for the four large

shell plates on the sides, and the five large ones
from the miildle of the carapau of tlie sea-turtle :

these yield the best tortoise-shell.

Blanca, a petty money of account in Malaga,
68 making one real villou ^=5 cts.

Blanc de Fard. See Bismuth.
Blanchimeter, an instrument for measuring

the bleaching jxjwer of chloride of lime and pot-

ash.

Blanching, the process of whitening anything,

such as removing the skin of almonds; covering
iron plates with a solution of tin, etc

Blandurillo, a fine, soft pomatum made in

Spain.
Blank -Books, account -books, letter -Ix^ks,

pass-lxKiks or memoranda, made of rulwl or un-

rule<i writing-pa|>er, and bound with flexible or

stiff' covers. They are manufactured and sold by
stationers.

Blank Credit, an authorized jiermission given

to draw on an individual or firm to a certain

amount.
Blanketing, a closely woven or felte<l woollen

stuff used for printing-machines. Imp. duty, 20

els. jH'r lb. and 3«'» jwr cent.

Blankets, soft, loosely-woven stuff pieces, used

for b«d-covering or wrappers. The long staple is
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the wool generally used. B. are made also of

cotton warps and wool. They are woven in widths

varying from 4 to 20 quarters, and in lengths of

webs from 60 to 100 yards. They are usually sold

by the pound. They are extensively manuf. in

Yorkshire, England, in France, in Germany, and

in the U. States. Imp. duty (value not over 40

cts. per lb.), 20 cts. per lb. and 35 per cent.
;
(over

40 cts. and not over 60 cts.) 35 cts. per lb. and 35

per cent.
;
(over 60 cts. and not over 80 cts.) 40

cts. per lb. and 35 per cent.
;
(over 80 cts. per lb.)

60 cts. per lb. and 35 per cent.

Blanquette, a delicate sort of French white

wine. The best is the sparkling B., made at Li-

moux, dept. Aude, from muskat grape.

Blast, air introduced into a furnace artificially.

Blast-Furnace, an enclosed fire-place where

an extra degree of heat is generated by a powerful

forge-bellows.

Blasting, a speedy process for removing or

detaching heavy masses of stone, earth, etc., by

exploding charges of gunpowder, nitro-glycerine,

or dynamite.
Blasting-Powder, a coarse kind of powder

for mining and quarrying purposes.

Blast-Pipe, the tube in a locomotive, which
carries off the waste steam, and produces a greater

draught for the fire.

Blast-Regulator, a cylinder of iron for hold-

ing and conveying air to a blast-furnace.

Blay Linens, linens beetled in the manufac-
ture, and slate colored.

Bid, the French name for wheat, but chiefly

applied to wheat.
Bleaching, the chemical process of removing

the color of cloth or vegetable substances. This
important proce&s, though applied also to flax and
other fibrous materials, has received its chief de-

velopment in connection with cotton. As a dis-

tinct branch of manuf., B. goes through three

series of processes— the removal of dirty, greasy,

resinous, and starchy particles; the removal of
color, and the glossing and folding of the bleached
cloth.

—

Singering. Woven cottons always exhibit

a downy-surface of minute fibres when they leave
the loom. In order to remove these fibres, the
cloth is passed over a singering machine, which
consists of a plate or cylinder of copper, kept
nearly red-hot by gas-jets underneath. The
pieces of cloth are tacked temporarily together,
and wound in an enormous length upon a roller,

from which the cloth travels over the singering
cylinder, and is received upon another roller.

—

Boiling. The cloth is next boiled in a boiler called
a keir, which is so constructed as to shower down
a stream of liquid in the form of a spray on the
cloth. The liquid is a hot solution of lime or
some other alkaline agent, and the purpose of the
boiling is to remove dirt and grease.— Washing.
The washing-machine has a water-trough and two
wooden squeezing-roUers. The cloth passes con-
tinuously through the water in the trough between
the rollers, which revolve 100 times a minute, and
squeeze the cloth as it passes. The machine has,
in many establishments, superseded the dash-wheel
formerly employed ; some of them are so large
that they will wa.sh 12,000 yards per hour.— Che-
mieking. This, also called scouring, is a second
washing with smaller rollers, and some kind of
acid in the water. It is, in fact, the bleaching proc-
ess ; chlorine, developed from the chloride of lime
steeped in the liquid, removes the colors from the

cloth.— Squeezing. After the cloth is thoroughly
bleached, the greater part of the liquid is expelled
from it by the squeezing-machine— one of the
many varieties in which the cloth is passed be-

tween two smooth rollers, and pressed as it pas.se8.

— Drying. The cloth passes over a series of steam-
heated cylinders in the drying-machine, becoming
quite dry before it leaves the last of them, although
not smooth.— Mangling. If the cloth is to be
printed — for printing muslins, chintzes, etc.— it

goes to the print-works after drying ; but if it is

to be sold as calico or other white cloth, it requires

a few finishing processes, of which mangling is

one. The cloth passes through a cistern of water,

and is then dragged between two rollers, which
flatten and equalize the threads. — Starching.

When flattened and equalized in surface, the cloth,

wound upon a cylinder, pas.se8 througli the starch-

ing-machine, which has a roller dipping into a
trough of starch, and other rollers to press the

superfluous starch out of the cloth. Flour paste,

sometimes weighted with ground porcelain clay,

and sometimes tinted with a little blue, is the
composition here employed.

—

Calendering. It is not
all white goods tliat require to have a gloss given to

them ; but when such is the case, the calendering or
glazing machine is employed (see Calendering).—Making up. Lastly (that is, unless the dyeing or

printing is to be immediately done in the same
establishment), the cloth is passed through a ma-
cliine in which rollers are placed at definite dis-

tances apart, so as to form a self-measuring appa-
ratus ; and then the cloth is packed into bales or
other parcels, according to the market to which
it is to be sent. A moderate but efficient plant

for an establishment adequate to bleaching 2,500
pieces of 20 yards each in a week, will cost about
$25,000. For other processes of bleaching, see

Candles, Paper, Silk, Straw Plait, Wool-
lens, etc.

Bleaching Povrder, the name given to chlo-

ride of lime, which is the chief substance em-
ployed in bleaching. It is prepared by passing

chlorine into chambers containing fresh-slaked

lime in fine powder, by which the gas is copiously

absorbed, with extrication of heat. It is a dry,

white powder, pos.sessing a faint odor of chlorine,

and a strong, penetrating taste. When agitated

with water, a portion is dissolved ; and the solu-

tion, called bleaching liquor, contains both chlorine

and lime. Its bleaching power, and con.sequently

its commercial value, may be estimated by its

action upon a solution of indigo of known strength.

Chlorine of lime is also used for fumigation, from
its iK>8sessing the property, when exposetl to air,

of checking contagion or destroying noxious efllu-

via. The chief seats of the manuf. are Glasgow
(Scotland), and Newcastle-on-Tyne and Lanca-
shire (England), from where enormous quantities

are annually exported to the U. States, our im-
ports for the vear 1878 amounting to 49,285,064
lbs., valued 1598,813. Imp. free.— Some other
bleaching powders, made of some of the magne-
sian salts, are coming to a certain extent into use.

Bleak. See Pearls (Artifi:;ial).
Blende, the Black Jack of miners, a native

sulphuret of zinc, of little value, owing to the dif-

ficulty of extracting the metal from the ore.
Bleu de Paris, Bleu de Lyons. See Aki-

LiNE (Blue).
Bley, the German name for lead, 6/ey^^oUe being

litharge, and bleyweesa white lead.
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Blind, a sun-screen or shade for a window, fitted

williin or without, and made of diflerent kinds.

A common inside window-iA is a plain hanging
of union holland or linen ; a wire H. is a short,

transparent frame of woven wire, gauze, or jx-rfo-

rateil zinc, painted, which is either phiin, or let-

tered and figured. Outside window-iy. are known
as Si»anisli, Florentuie, Venetian, dwarf, spring-

patent, or common roller. Tliere are also sprin<;-

Ji. for store-fronts and sky-liglils, and iron rolling

£. for sho|>-windows.
Blinkers, are square pieces of leather fastened

to the head-stall of a horse to make liim look be-

fore him instead of aside.

Blistering-Fly. See Cantiiarides.
Blistering - Plaster, a preparation of pow-

dere<l cantharides upon adhesive plaster, to raise

a blister on the skin.

Blister Steel, wrotight-iron which has blisters

on the surface, owing to the evolution of gas from
tlie interior of the bar.

Bloater, a commercial name for a slightly-

cured and smoked herring. B. are made into a
[lastc for a breakfast relish.

Block, a shaped piece of wood containing a
sheave traversing on a
Bpindie for pa.ssing

ropes through. Pulley-

blocks for naval and
ehore use are made by
means of a complicated
tiystem of machinery
invented in England
in 1808. Blocks of

everj' description are

extensively manuf. in

the U. States, at Bos-
ton, Providence, and
New York. The work-
ing of a triple block,

in its simnlcst form, is

illustrated in Fig. 36.— The wooden mould
on which hats are
formed.— A mass of
buildings enclosed be-

tween four stret;ts.

Blockade, the offi-

cial closing of a |K>rt or

coast during war, by
ffuarding and watching
It with vessels of war
to prevent commercial
intercourse. Due no-

tice is always legally

given by proclamation
to the mercantile worl<i

of the commenoemeiu
and raising of a bl<M-k-

ade. To be BufficienI

the B. must Ije efleclivf

an<l known. The gov-
ernment ofthe U.States
has uniformly insisted

that the B. should In;

made eflective by the
presence of a compe-
tent force stationed and
present at or near the

entrance of the |M)rt,
p,^ 86._tbipl« Block.

A violation may i)e bv
going into the place blockaded, or by coming out

of it with a cargo laden after the commencement
of tl»e B. Also placing himself so near a block-

aded |K>rt as to be in a condition to slip in without
observation, is a violation of the B., and raises the
[)resumption of a criminal intent. When a ship
las contracted guilt by breach of the B., she may
be txtken at any lime before the end of her vovage.
When taken, the ship is confiscated ; and the
cargo is alway.«, prima facie, implicated in the
guilt of the owner or master of the ship ; and the
burden of rebutting the pri-suniption that the
ves.«el was going in for the l>enefil of the cargo,

and with the direction of the owners, rests with
tliera.

Block Tin, tin cast into blocks and ingots;

tin ore which has l^een treated with copj>er and
sulphuric acid, and is ready for smelting. A block
of tin weighs from 375 to 400 lbs.

Blonde, a choice kind of silk lace. There are
l)olli black and white B., which again are either

real or in imitation. The best of the former are
im|K)rtcHl from France.
Blood, the fluid which circulates in the heart

and bloo<l-vessels of animals, which is used very
largely in Euroj)e, and to a small extent in the

U. States, for many commercial purposes: it is

stirred and run into casks for the u.se of sugar re-

liners; it is made into animal charcoal; coagu-
lated, it is sold to calico-printers for dyeing Tur-
key-red, and is chemically prepared for printers'

use. Albumen is made from blood. In some of the

agricultural districts it is employed as a fertilizer

of land.

Blood-Stone, a hard species of chalcedony,

colored with numerous bright-red spots like drops
of blood ; it is called also heliotrope and oriental

jasj»er, and is used for rings, etc. The best cx)me8

from India.—A species of hard hematite used as

a burnisher in several trades.

Bloom, a name given to the yellowish fawn-
colored de(x)sit from the tanning liquor on the

surface of the leather, and i)enetrating to a slight

depth.—A technical term for a mass of iron taken
out of the furnace to be hammered.
Bloom Raisins, a fine quality of Bunnlried

graiHa*.

Blotting Book, a l)ook or pad with sheets of
unsiziil p:)|ier for drying the ink on newly-written
documents.
Blotting-Paper, unsized pa|>er used for dry-

ing inked manuscripts. It is either white or col-

ored, and some is s[>ecially preparetl for chemical
purjioses.

Blouse, a sort of smock-frock or outer gar-

ment, worn bv workmen in France, Belgium, etc.

Blowing-Machine. Ilesides the simple ap-
paratus disrril>c<l under Bki.ix)W.«, many other
forms of B.-M. have been devise*!. Vaughan's
machine consists of two sfpiarc Ixixcs })lare<i side

by side, with a crank, a pi|K>, a piston, and other

apparatus for producing a blast with the Ikjxcs

alternately. In another arrangement, two vertical

cylinders, with weighted pistons worked from the

beam of a steam-engine, cause air to Ix' driven

fr«)m the first to the second, and then ex|K.>lled

with aiigumented force from the latter. In some
of the B.-M. now made, the working of pistons by
steam-|M>wer causes an immense quantity of air

to be forced througii tulK>s. Sec FoKOh^ llt»T-

Blaht, V'kntilatin*} Fan, etc.

Blovr-Pipe, [Vr. rhalumeau ; Oer. likhroltr,'\ a
small pit>e for directing a blast of air into a flame,
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to increase the intensity of the heat. It is vari-

ously formed, but lias always a month-pipe to

place between the lips. Mnch art is required to

direct the blast of air from the lungs in a proper

manner; but when well managed, this blast raises

the temperature of a flame to a very high degree,

thereby facilitating many of the processes in sol-

dering jewelry, gold and silversmith's work, en-

amels, glass-blowing, etc. A still more intense

heat is produced by the oxyhydrogen blow-pipe.

Blow-Tubes, in the glass manuf., hollow iron

rods 5 or 6 feet long, with which the workmen
gather up the fluid metal from the pots, to blow

and form it into desired shape.

Blubber. See Whale Oil.
Blue, the color of the sky. The principal B.

pigments are : Ultramarine, Prussian B., B. ver-

diter, bice, cobalt B., and iron B. The principal

B. dyes are aniline J?., indigo, and Prussian B.
Those and all other B. pigments and dyes are

briefly noticed under their proper headings.

Blue-Backs, a name for the North American
herring, Oiipea elongata.

Blue Clay, a kind of clay formed of a very
fine pulverized slate.

Blue Copper, an ore of copper, of an indigo-

blue color.

Blue Ink. See Ink.
Blue-John, a name, in England, for an es-

teemed variety of Derbyshire marble, which is

worked up into vases and other ornaments.
Blue Lead. See Galena.
Blue Light, a kind of firework or night-sig-

nal, which throws out a vivid light visible at a
great distance.

Blue Pill, a medicinal preparation of mercury
with confection of roses, liquorice root, and other
substances.

Blue Stone, a common name for sulphate of
copper.
Blue Verditer. See Verditer.
Blunk, a Scotcli name for heavy cotton cloth.

Board, a term in carpentry for all timber of
any length or width, sawn into a less thickness
than IJ to I5 inch ; when above that thickness, it

is called a plank.— A managing committee or
body of directors.— The deck of a ship, as goods
delivered on board a ship ; to go a board, to enter
a ship.

Boarding-Officer, a custom-house officer,whose
duty is to go on board vessels on their arrival in
port.

Board of Trade, in England, an official de-
partment branch of the government, having juris-
diction over the trade and navigation of the
country. It consists of a President, and Vice-
President, and the Board are termed the Lords
Commissioners of the Privy Council of Trade.—
In the U. States, a voluntary association of busi-
ness men which, in most large towns, are organ-
ized to promote the financial and commercial
interests of the place, and to consider such ques-
tions with regard to railroad and water communi-
cation, foreign commerce, banking, insurance,
exchange, supply and demand, etc., as may from
time to time demand their attention. See Cham-
ber OF Commerce.

Boat, a small open or decked vessel, usually
propelled by oars. There are numerous kinds of
boats, the construction and names of which differ,

according to the service required of them. See
Barge, Coracle, Cutter, Gig, Jolly-Boat,

Launc;h, Long-Boat, PinnAcle, Skiff,Wageb-
Boat, Wherry, Yawl, etc.

Boatswain, in a merchant ship, a subordinate
officer having charge of the sails and ropes and
other gear.

Bobbin, a package or hank of Russian flax,

made up according to quality in 6, 9, or 12 heads.— A wooden pin to wind thread on.— The brass

reel or winder of a lace machine, with a narrow
hollow surface for receiving the thread.
Bobbin-Net, a machine-made lace.

Bobbin-Net Machine, a very complicated
piece of machinery for making lace net—the mere
technical names of parts furnishing quite a long
list: carriages, combs, bobbins, point-bars, needles,

thread-beams, lace-beams, rollers, guide-bars, slit-

plates, etc. In principle, the thread that makes
the bobbin-net is supplied partly from bobbins,
and partly from a warp. The bobbins are very
peculiar, being delicately-shaped pieces of brass,

so thin as to pass between the threads of a warp

;

there are more than 1,000 such bobbins in a large

machine, and they swing, in a peculiar pendulum-
like manner, to and fro between the warp threads,

in such a way as to twist the weft round the warp.
The machine-net, like the pillow-lace, varies in

the shape and size of the mesh, the thickness and
compactness of the thread, and the degree of orna-
mentation applied to the ground. Broad-net is

woven the whole width of the machine; quill-

ings, or narrow strips, are made several at a time,

side by side in the same machine. In fancy-net
the pattern is often worked in with thicker gimp
by the Jacquard machine ; but sometimes the net
is made plain, and the pattern afterwards put in

by hand. Lace-running is the name given to this

net-embroidering by hand. Lace-mending is a
special kind of needle-work to restore broken or
torn meshes.
Bobstays, the rope which confines the bow-

sprit of a ship to the stern.

Bock Beer. See Beer.
Bocoya, a cask in Cuba, containing 36 wine

gallons. As a package for coffee, sugar, etc., the
B. varies. The coffee cask is either great or
small, the B. grands containing 40 arrobas, and
tlie B. pequeno 28 arrobas. The sugar cask holds
from 50 to 54 arrobas, and the cask for molasses,
110 gallons.

Bodkin, a printer's tool for picking letters out
of a column or page in correcting.— A sharp-
pointed steel instrument for piercing holes, used
by bookbinders and others.—A large-eyed blunt-

pointed threading-needle used by tailors and
others.

Bodle, a small coin ; a Scotch penny.
Body, thickness ; a printer's term for the size

of the shank of type.

Body-Varnish, a thick and qnick drying copal
varnish used for carriages and other objects re-

quiring to be polished.
Boiler, in general terms, any closed metallic

vessel, kept partly filled with water, with arrange-
ments for imparting heat to the water by means
of the combustion of fuel, the steam generated
being confined in the vessel above the water until

it is required for use, when it is drawn ofl' through
pipes. This metallic vessel, with its compart-
ments and openings, tiikes the name of " boiler"
in the shops where it is manufactured. But in

many classes or forms of B. the steam-generating
apparatus is not complete until the B. is set up in
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brickwork, with an external furnace constructed

for tlie combustion of the fuel, and external flue8

made for conducting the heateil gases to tlie chim-
ney along tlie sides of the b<jiler. In others the Ji.

is ready for use a.s it comes from tlie

manufacturer, having within its ex-
ternal shell all these necessan.'

arrangemenU for combustion and
draught.

water rUe« no hii:ber. Tbe water U llicii said tu boil, anil the
tviupermtiirr at wliicb it rriuaiu* i* itit ItitUiHif-poinL Ou Ibe
tup uf a mountain, wbrrt* Ibr air ia rare, tbo builiug-jHiint is

briuw 'IViP; at Ibv rartb iiurfactf, if tbe ve«i>el in cluseil in, and
a partial variitini ii (oriutMl, xXw tioiling-ppint U giniiUrly le«a

tbnn ,:l'.'°. In a deep mine, or In a c|i>«h1 rewjel wiib tbe air

cunderwed.it in blKber tlian I'lJ". Wbat i< called "one al-

DKWpbere" ii tbe ordinarr average presaure of Ibe air, e<|ual

to al>out \l> IIm on ibc >q. in. If ll>e preaaure be increased by
rtitlcial nitwna to two atui<«pburiM. water doex not b<iil till

it reiicbi-« a temperUure of iM^; four atmoapberes. '^M°. etc.

Kvery liquid baa lU uwu apecial builiug-|iuiiit. iialt water

Fig. 37. — IX)NGITtDlNAL. Fig. 38.— CEOSS-SECTION.

Ltgend: Fig. 37 ia the Longitudinal, and Kig. 39 tbe Crosa-Section, of • French Steam-Eogine Boiler.

MB, Oeaeratftn, i in nanber: alwari full of water, and placed in the centre of the furnace to reeeive the full heat of Che lire ; CDD. Jacketa •arrooad-
tef lb* iceaeratora and the lower parta nf the boiler to retain the heat; E, float of alarin-wbUtle a; FF. furnace ; F", float to abow tbe briaht of
water In boiler: K, imnke atack : PQ. ojllodrioal Imiler connected wlih tbe Krii«rau>r> by four tubea. and aboat hair fliled with water ; S. aafet;.
*alT«: T. manhole: m, raUe admlllinit alaain to the engine; n, lube for the injecuon of water into liia boiler; «, alarm- whiatle which (tree wara-
las of waur belnt too low lu the boiler.

B. for steam-engines (Figs. 37 and 38) are made
in many different forms— in cylindrical, gl()i)ular,

wagon-shaj>e<l, etc. They are mostly made of
»heet-iron rivetetl, sometimes of copjK'r, which is

much tlearer in the first instance, hut more diir-

»ble. Some are made with the fire inside, some
at one end, while for rapid heating the surface is

oft^^n ex|Mised to a very large area of fire actitm.

Locomotive Ii. have brass or copiH-'r tubes run-
ning fnmi end to end, and well socuretl ; the heattMl

air is thus completely surrounded by water, wliieh

l)ecomes lliercby Hpti*dily raisetl to the lN)iliiig-

]K>int. Some II. have tloiible internal flues, so ad-

justed that the heat in one shall assist thecombus-
titm of the fuel in the oilier furnace. The fi<'rce-

nem of the heat is ke|)t up in some Ii. by a lofty

chimney, in some by blast or blowing machines;
while in the l<M*omo(ive the waste steam is use<l to

augment the draught up the short chimney or fun-

nel. Most Ii. have m'veral apjM-ndagi-s lR>longing

to them : a feeti apparatus, to ket>p the Ii. siipplietl

with water; a water-gauge, «*onstrufted in various
ways, but always so as to show the height of the
water in tbe //.; sjifi-ly-valves, for admitting the
air, and for giving the steam a self-acting |)ower

of esca|>e when dangerously high ; a man-hole to

admit a workman to cleanst; tbe interior, etc. The
bursting of slL-:im-R df|H-nds on manv circum-
Htanccfl l>etiid«M bad workmanship ami high press-

ure ; it still remains a subject re<iuiring very M:ien-

tifio investigation.

When a T«n<>l containing wmter U h««ti>d, th« tetnpcnittir*
rise* and rapor (llrnlly \i*»r* off fr<>tn the atirfaro; liut at
31^ V. (the barometric column atantling at 90 Inchea at the
ca-lereli at<-ani l>PKin.a In |pe formed In baraU at Ibe lM>ttom.
and riaing tbroncb the llqnid. tbmwa it into commntinn. If

' the ateaiD la allowed freely to cecape, tbe teoperatarv of tlie

haa a higher l>oiUng-|>oint than freah water. Oil of tiir|>en-

tine and KUlpburic acid are exaniplea of lii|UiclM having; a
biKber boilinK-iMiint than water, oiber circuinatanci-a being
equal; wbile the builiiig-puiuU of etbera and alcuhola are
lower.

Boiler-Plates, flat sheets of iron used for mak-
ing IsiiliTs, tanks, britlgfs, ves.>H'ls, etc.

Boiling-Point, the tcm|HTature at which the
elastic force of the vajstr of any litjuid is etpial to

the pressure of the atmosphere.
Boia, the Kn*nili name for wood. lioUd bnilfr

is lire-wtMsl ; boU Hf cinutrurlum, building timber;
boi* dc leinture, tlye-wtssl.

Bola-Durol, or hnrdmrd ypood, is the French
commercial name of a material consisting of the
sawdust of hani wtxsl rethicetl to a fine jsiwder,

inixeti with bbMsi antl other ingrf<licnts, and
pressitl into moulds, proilucing beautiful articles

of various kinds.

Boiaaeau, the old French bushel or decalitre,

which, by. the new measures of France, is Vl\
litres, etjual to 7<).'{ Knglish inches, or rather more
than a thini of an Knglish bushel. I'he Ii., how-
ever, varittl indifierent l<Kaltti«is, and also accord-

ing to the grain meastiretl.

Boiaaona, the general French term for drink-
abb's, a.'* wine, spirits, In-er, etc,

Bokhara, or I'ziiKfKi.sTAN, a stale of (Antral

Asia, in Turkestan, having N. and \V. Kbiv.i ami
Russian Turkestan, K. the IJolor-Tagb, an<l S.

Afghanistan and Persian Khoraswm. Arm, 7l5,.'^00

2. ra. Tln> Hind(M>-K(KM>h chain of nils, extentis

ong the S. confines, but the greater part of the

surface is level, consisting mostly of <lrv wastes

and sandv xtepiH-s, save altmg the Am<si .lihtstn

and Kohik rivers, where the soil is fertile and
agricultural. The inhab. manuf. silk stuflii, arms,
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etc., but their pursuits are almost wholly pastoral.

Pop. 2,500,000.

Bokhara, cap. of the above State, pop. 120,000, is one of the

most important commercial eniporia in Central Asia. From
it come most of the genuine fine camel's-hair shawls sold in

Europe and America, and which are hence called Bokhara

shawls.

Bole, is a sort of greasy, earthy, lightly lus-

trous mineral, found in various traps and basaltic

rocks. Several kinds are prepared into red and

yellow pigments, useful in many of the manuf.

arts. The Imp. duty of the Armenian B., which

is used as a tootli-powder, is 50 per cent.

Bolivia, a republic of S. America, bounded N.

and E. by Brazil, S. by the Argentine Republic and
Chili, and W. by Peru and the Pacific Ocean, lat.

between 9° 30' and 25° 40' S., Ion. 58° and 71°

W. Area, 842,729 sq. m. Pop. 1,987,352, more
than half being Indians and mixed races. The
executive power is vested in a president, elected

for 4 years ; while the legislative authority rests

with a congress of two chambers, elected by uni-

versal suffrage.

B. presents very different conditions of snrface, elevation,

and climate. It is traversed by the Andes, particularly to-

wards the W., while on the E. it stretches into plains,

which are watered by the Beni, Mamore, and other rivers

which unite to form the Madeira, the largest affluent of the
Amazon, and the I'ilconiayo. one of the chief branches of the

La Plata. This region is fertile, but it is nearly covered with
vast primeval forests. In the plains, the climate is hot and
unhealthy, except in the elevated valley of the Desaguadero,
where it is temperate, especially from May to November.
Earthquakes are common on the coast. The mineral produc-
tions are gold, principally found on the E. declivity of the E.
Cordillera of the Andes; silver from the mines of Potosi,
which, however, are now much less productive than formerly.
Copper is procured at Corocoro, and other phices; there are
also lead, tin, salt, brimstone, and nitre. Among vegetable pro-
ducts, the cocoa of Apollobamba and Moxas is celebrated ; the
Bugar-cane and tropical fruits flourish in profusion on the
banks of the Beni ; and the E. of the Andes abounds in ctisca-

rilla, indigo, cotton, rice, coffee, tobacco, cinchona, copaiba,
sarsaparilla, gum-elastic, vanilla, and other valuable drugs
and dye-woodfs. The manuf. principally consist of cottons
and glass made at Oropesa; woollens at La Paz; and hats at
St. Francisco de Atacama. The commerct is inconsidenible,
owing chiefly to the difficulties which have to be encountere(l
in bringing the produce to market: the ports of the Pacific,
which cannot be reached except by toilsome passage, being
hardly available for the foreign trade. The country to Co-
bija, the only Bolivian port, is traversed by only one road,
that from Oiuro, and that is practicable only for mules and
llamas. Cobija, though i( free port, is therefore but little fre-
quented; the Bolivians preferring to make their imports and
exports in transit through the port of Arica in Peru, or by the
recently opened route of the National Bolivian Navigation
Co., up the Amazon River and its tributaries, through Brazil.
The total imports of B., in 1875, were about $5,.500,(HX), chiefly
from England. The exports, comprising silver, Peruvian bark,
cocoa and coffee, and copper, tin, and other ores, were about
$4,500,000. The U. States have almost no direct commercial
intercourse with B.

Till within the last few years, the vast agricultural and
mineral resources of the country were entirely dormant for
want of means of communication ; but more recently an at-
tempt hits been made to construct roads and railways. A line
of railway connecting La Paz, cap. of the republic, with the
port of Aygacha, on the Lake Titicaca, was opened for traffic
in IS72, a second line from Autofagasta to Salar was completed
in 1874, and several other lines are in course of construction.

Money. The Peso, or Dollar, of 100 centomos, is theoreti-
cally worth $0-96*5, but, for a number of years, the coins issued
from the Government mint of Potosi have been 25 per cent.,
and more, below the standard.

Weights and Measures. The Libra = 1-014 lbs. avoirdupois •

Quintal = 101-44 lbs. ; Arroba of '25 lbs. = 25-36 lbs. ; Arroba
of wine or spirits = 670 gal. ; Gallon = 0-74 gal. ; Vara =
927 yard ; Square Vara = 0-869 sq. yard.
Finances. The public debt, consisting of an internal and

foreign debt, amounted in 1876 to $17,000,000. The foreign
debt consists of a 6 per cent, loan of $7 ,.500,000, nominal cap.— issued at the price of 68 — contracted in England in 1872.
It was raised with the object of constructing a line of railway
to enable the National Bolivian Navigation Co. to open com-
munication between B. and the Atlantic Ocean. This object,
however, was not carried out, and the greater part of the pro^
ceeds remained in England to furnish means for lawsuits
extending over years.

Boll, in England and Scotland, a measure for

corn, is the half sack, equal to 140 lbs., and divided

into 10 stones or pecks. The B. of pease and
beans weighs 280 lbs. ; of oats, 264 lbs. ; of barlev,

about 320 lbs.

Bollard, a large post to secure hawsers to.

Bologna Sausage, an excellent kind of dried

sausage made of bacon, veal, and pork fat, and
manuf. in Bologna, Italy. Imp. free.

Bolsa, in Spain, the exchange or place of busi-

ness for money-changers and dealers.

Bolster, a long pillow or cushion stuffed with
flocks, hair, or feathers, etc.—A tool for punching
holes, and making bolts.

Bolt, a compact parcel or roll of canvas con-

taining about 40 yards, 24 in. in width, and weigh-
ing about 28 lbs. ; a bolt of silk is a long narrow
roll.—A fastening, an iron or brass bar for se-

curing a door.—The apparatus used for separating

the bran from the flour.

Bolt-Boat, a strongly built boat, fitted to en-

counter rough and stormy seas.

Bolter, the machinery of a flour-mill, set in

motion for separating the flour from the bran.
Bolting-Clothes, wire, hair, and other sieves

of different degrees of fineness, used by millers for

dressing or sifting flour and meal.
Bolt-Rope, a rope sewed to the edges of sails

to strengthen them and prevent their splitting.

Bomb, a cast-iron projectile or combustible
shell. See Shell,
Bombay. See India (British).
Bombay Shell, a name for the shell Oism

rufa, imported at Bombay from Zanzibar, and re-

shipped to England and France for cutting cameos.
Bombazet, a woollen material of various

colors, woven, plain, or twilled.

Bombazine, a dress material for ladies, made
of silk and worsted, the warp being of the former,

the weft of the latter. It was formerly largely

made at Norwich, England, but has now gone out
of fjishion.

Bon, the French name for a debenture, bill, or
bond.
BonanzEi, the Spanish name for a dividend.
Bonbonni^re, a French sweetmeat-box.
Bonbons, [Fr.] sugar-plums; small confec-

tions.

Bond, is a description of obligation which as-

sumes a variety of forms, and is connected witb-
many of the contracts separately considered in this

work. A simple bond is an executed deed in writ-

ing, and under seal, whereby the obligor (or per-

son bound) obliges himself, his heirs, executors,

and administrators, to pay a certain sum of money,
generally with interest, to another (the obligee) at

a certain time, or under certain circumstances.
It is usual to grant B. to pay a certain sum, pro-
vided a certain act is not performed ; or, more
properly speaking, to grant an obligation which
shall be void if a particular act be performed. It

is thus customary to take a B. for tlouble the sum
intended to be paid, with the expressed condition
that if the obligor pays a smaller sura (the actual
sum due), the B. is void, the penalty in & B.— it

is to say the double sum mentioned— being in-

serted merely to secure the full debt, witl> interest
and costs. An obligation by B. extinguishes the
debt of the principal contract debt, but the B. of
a surety will not extinguish tlie debt of the prin-
cipal. It cannot be assigned so as to enalilo the
assignee to pursue on it in his own name ; but the
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assignee sues in the name of the obligee, a power
to that etiect being inserted in tlie as.iignment.

1. PORM OP COMMON BOND, WITB CONDITION.

Kuown all men by these presents : Tliat I, A. B., of the town
of , ill the county of , Hml the Stale uf , am held
and firmly bound unto C. b., of. etc., in the nuni of one thou-
Barid dulUn), lawful money of the Unitt-d States, to lie paid to

the said C. D., his executors, ailininiairaton, or auigns ; for

which payment, well and truly tu be made, I bind myself, my
heir*, execatora, and administrators, tlrmly by these pres-
ents.

Sealed with my seal. Dated the day of , one tboa-
nnd eight hundro<l and .

The condition of the above obli(tatlon is such, that if the
above liounden A. B., his heirs, executors, or administrators,
shall well and truly pay, or cause to lie paid, unto the above
named C. D., his executors, iidminiiitratorN, or assiitna, the just
and full sura of Ave hundred dollars, in fi%-e equal annual pay-
ments, from the date hereof, with annual iiilereKt, then the

above obligation tu be void; otherwise to remain iu full force
and virtue.

Sealed and delivered
)

A. B. [L. 8.]

in preaeitca of v
O. U. i

2. roRM OP Bono OP ah oppiotB op a (»>mfa!it or bam.
Known all men by these presents : That I, A. B., of, etc., am

held and (irmly iMiund unto the Company for bank], in

the earn of one thoiiitand dollarH, lawful money of the United
States, to be paid to the said Company or lUtsiRiiH ; for

which iHtyment, wi-ll and truly to t>e made, I bind myself, my
heirs, executors, and administrators, firmly by these presents.

8eale<l with my seal. Dattnl the day of , one thou-
Mnd eight huudn>d and .

Whereas the above lM>iinden A. B. has been chosen and ap-
p<iintfd cashier [or, teller; <»r, treasurer, as the cote may 6c,]

of the Company (or. bank]; by reason whereof divers

urns of money, giMMls and chattels, and other things, the prop-
erty of the said company [or, bank], will come into his Imnds

:

Now, therefore, the condition of the alK>ve obligation is such,
that if the said A. U., his executors, or administrators, at the
expiration of his said odice, upon request to him or them
made, shall make or give unto the said company [i>r, bank], or
their afteot, or attorney, a Just and true account of all such
•urn or sums of money, goo<ls and chattels, and other things,

aa have come into his hands, charge, or posiwSHion, as cathier
[or, teller; or, treasurer], ns afon-saiil. and shall and do pay
and deliver over, to his successor in oflire, or any other ixrson
linly autboriEed to receive thesame.all such balances, or sums
of moDey, goods and chattels, and other things, which shall
appear to t^ in his hands, and due by him to the said com-
iMiiy [or, bank]; aud if the sai'l A. B. shall well and truly,

honestly and Caithfully, in all thingt, serve the said Com|iany
[or bank], in the ca|iacity of cashier [»r, teller; or, treasurer

J,

aa aforesaid, during his continuance in oflice, then the above
oldigation to l>e voi<l -. else to remain iu full force and virtue.

P'-al.-d. etc. I'lut in form I.).

Bonded Ooods. See Warehouse.
Bonded Storekeeper, an officer of customs

detailed to take charge of a warehouse, or store,

where goods liable to cii.stoins duty are iierniittea

to be Uxlged in bond without payment of tlie duty
until they are remove*! or cleared.

Bondsman, one who is lx>und or gives secu-

rity for the faithful perfortnancc of any anitract

or money payments, due from another. See Haiu
Bon du ^Tresor. a French Tn^asury bond, or

envernment security bearing a varying rate of
interest.

Bone-Ash, calcined bones reduced to a pow-
dor, and u«ed for cleaning articles tif jewelry, for

sugar-refmiiig, for making cu|>«l«, et«5.

Bone-Black, a name for animal charcoal, the

carlK>naceous substance which remains after the
calcination of Itones in close vessi'ls.

Bone-Dust, grotuid Imnes usetl for manure.
Bone-Earth, the phosphate of lime, or residue

of iMtnes which have iM-en calcine*!.

Bones, the solid siipiMirts forming the skeleton

or frame-work of the Isslics of animals. /?. enter

largely into commerce for nianiif. pur|)oses. They
are susceptible of l>eing worke<l up into many use-

ful forms by the mechanical processes of sawing,

turning, stimping, drilling, etc., to make buttons,

kuife-handlcs, combs, tooth-brushea, etc They are

also employed for making gelatine, for the size

used by dyers and finishers of fustians, velveteens,

etc. When distilled in retorts, B. become decom-
posed, and their elements recomposed to form ml
ammonia, lamp-black, aninud charcoal, pUiU-pitwdrr,

and one of the constituents for tipping luci/ir

matches. The largest u.^^e of Ji., however, is jier-

haps now in making manure. Ji. are becoming an
im|H>rt:int item of L'. Slates exports. In 1878,

47,429 cwts. of II. and li. tlust, valued $78,989, and
2,7^8,784 lbs. of Injiie-lilack, ivory-black, and lamp-
black, valued $80,740, were exportetl, chiefly to

England and Germany. Imp. duty: (not manuf.)
free; (maniif ) '.io jar cent.

Bone-T77aste, the dust or refuse of bones, aAer
the gelatine has bwn extracted by the bone-boil-

ers, extensively used for manure in EurojK'.

Bonification, [Kr.] is an allowance made in

form of a discount.

Bonito, the name of a fish, the Thynnut pela-

mis, the 8uu-drie<l flesh of which is a staple ci»m-

modity in the Malilivi-s. When projK'rly curi-*!,

it is as lianl as horn, and is cut for ex{>ort into

pieces of a few oiniccs' weight.

Bonnet, a lady's L*overiiig for the head, made
of diflerent materials, according to season and
fashion.

Bonnet-Boz, a kind of paper or thin wooden
band-box.
Bonnet-Frames, are foundations for ladies"

bonnets, shaped and ready to be covered and
trimmed.
Book, a name ajiplicable in a general sense to

almost every literary composition, but usually

confined to such compositions .as are large enough
to form a volume. Printed volumes are disiin-

guished according to the numln'r of leaves prtn

(luced from one sheet of paper. FiJio is the largest

size, of which 2 leaves or 4 pages make a sheet;

Quarto, or 4to, 4 leaves or 8 p.tges ; OcUnst, or 8vo,

8 leaves or 1(5 pages; Ihunlecimo, or 12mo, 12

leaves or 24 pages ; Ociodccimo, or 18mo, 18 leaves

or 36 pages, and so on. These again diller accortl-

ing to the size .and form of the sheet. Thus there

are royal, demy, |>ost, and crown octavos ; and the

same with the others.

The modern l>ook tnide dates from the discovery

of the art of printing with movable ty|M's by John
(jutenl>erg, of Mavcnce, in 1441. In 1471, the art

was brought to Ix^ndon by William Caxton, a
mercer, and from that time imtil lOOO the activity

of the press was consitlerable ; the works chielly

usetl being Hibles and works on divinity, tntnshi-

tions of the classics, versit)ns of French and Italian

romiuices, atxl <)ld chronicles. FY»w, however, but

"clerks and noble gentlemen," could then use these

works, as their ex|K>nse and the im|>erfect state

of eductition place<l them In-yond the reach «)f

the iK>ople in general. In I'lltl, " FitzherlMii's

Abritlgmenl," a folio law-lKM)k, was sold lor 40
shillings, a sum which at that time would have
bought 3 oxen. The edition of a l>ook at that time

avenigetl alM>ut 200 copies. The stormy iHTitHl

fmm KKK) to the revolution in H)88 was, alllioiigh

the age of ShakesjH'are, H;ic<m, and Milton, ujMm
the whole less favonible to the difl'usion of knowl-

e<lge; am! the nuinlM*r of Inxiks issue*!, uncon-

nected with religious «)r itolitical <H>ntroversy, was
very small. The jK-ri«Ml from ir>H8 to the acccs-

sitm of (ieorge HI. in 17<>0, was much more re-

markable. NewspajHjrs w*'re cstablixhtHl on a

regular footing, both in London and the provinces

:
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in 1731 appeared the "Gentleman's Magazine,"

the first of that class of periodicals produced in

England; and in 1749, the first review, "The
Monthly," and other similar works soon followed.

Publishers attained higher influence in society,

and the trade of books went much more than for-

merly into regular commercial channels. The
number of new ones printed during tliis period

was, however, not large, as the publishers appear

to have aimed less at novelty than at selling large

impressions of a few standard works. Between

1700 and 1756, excluding pamplilets and tracts,

only 5,280 new books appeared ; or, on an average,

93 annually. The period from 1760 to 1800 is

distinguished less for originality than for the in-

creased diffusion of literature. Periodical works

were multiplied, and the principle of "number
books" was then first developed. Of the latter,

one of the most successful was Smollett's "History

of England," which sold to the extent of 20,000

copies. Towards the end of the century, the aver-

age number of new books published annually was
about 370, exclusive of pamphlets. From 1800 to

1827, the average annual number of new books,

exclusive of pamphlets, was about 588, showing
a very considerable increase relatively to the pre-

ceding period. Notwithstanding this increase,

little had been done for many years in economizing
the mode of conveying knowledge, and the read-

ing portion of the middle classes had little or no
opportunity ofgratifying their taste, except through
the medium of circulating libraries and reading
clubs. A large class of readers, however, had now
arisen, for whom a new species of literature was
to be provided. With the view of meeting the
wants of this class, a number of enterprising pub-
lishers directed their attention to the issue of cheap
editions of the great writers. The success which
generally attended these operations gradually revo-

lutionized the book-trade. The portly folios and
quartos of former times gave place to octavos and
duodecimos; and publishers found it their inter-

est in bringing out works, even for the wealthiest,

to place them at the same time within reach of
the generality of the middle class, reimbursing
themselves for the lower price charged by the
large impression sold. This change has been
gradually eflected without producing, as many an-
ticipated, any diminution of new works. On the
contrary, there has been a considerable and con-
stant increase ; and the truth of the observation,
" that the more people read, the more they will
read," has been confirmed. Tlie principal locali-

ties of the English book-trade are London, Edin-
burgh, Dublin, Glasgow, Oxford, and Cambridge.
Of these, by far the most extensive is London,
which may be regarded as the emporium of the
whole kingdom, as the provincial publishers have
all agents there, to whom a large proportion of
their works are consigned as soon as printed.

English Law. Books first composed, or written, or printed
in the United Kingdom, and printed or reprinted in any otlier
country, are prohibited from being imported for sale, except
books not reprinted in the United Kingdom within 20 years,
or being parts of collections, the greater parts of whicli hud
been composed or written abroad.— Books first composed, or
written, or printed and published in the United Kingdom,
and reprinted in any other country or place, may not be en-
tered to be warehoused.— The importation for private use of
English books reprinted abroad is limited to a single copy lor
each party, accompanied by luggage.

In the U. States, the development of the book-
trade has been for the most part within half a
century. The oldest bouse in the trade is that of

Sower, Potts & Co., whose founder, Christopher
Saur, Sr., made almanacs and German Bibles near
Philadelphia, in 1740. In 1820 it was estimated
(by S. G. Goodrich) that the book production of
the U. States amounted to only $2,500,000, of which
not more than 30 per cent, were original American
books; for 1830, $3,000,000, 40 per cent. Ameri-
can ; for 1840, $5,500,000, or 12,000,000 volumes,
55 per cent. American ; for 1850, $12,500,000, 70
per cent. American ; for 1856, $16,000,000, 80 per
cent. American. The book production of 1871
has been estimated at $40,000,000. In 1878, 5,632
books were copyrighted, which is an increase of

1,156 on 1877. In the absence of internal taxation
or other authoritative statistics, these estimates are
of little value ; but it is certain that the propor-
tion of books of American origin has steadily

increased. The American book-trade is divided
into three classes, — publishers, jobbers, and
retailers. The book-trade proper numbers prob-
ably not more than 3,000 stores, but there are,

perhaps, 10,000 which sell books and periodicals

in connection with other lines of trade. Of these,

about 800 are publishers, to the extent of an occa-

sional book, though nine-tenths of the trade is

done by less than 50 publishers. Besides the pub-
lishers selling through the regular trade, there is

a large class of subseription •publishers who sell their

books exclusively tlirough agents, to whom a par-

ticular district is assigned. The educational pub-
lishers are a class by themselves, although most
of the largest general houses have extensive edu-
cational departments in addition to their regular

business. Other specialties, as medical and law
publishing, are also chiefly carried on by special

houses. The jobber is the middleman, who orders

large supplies, often by the thousand copies, from
the publishers, and distributes them among the

retailers throughout the country. He differs from
the European commissioner in buying the stock

and making what profit be can, instead of filling

orders on commission.
Many houses are at once publishers, jobbers,

and general retailers; others publish and keep a
retail store ; many are jobbers and retailers to-

gether; while some confine themselves to publish-

ing and selling their own books A peculiar fea-

ture of the American book-trade is the trade sale,

an auction held in New York each spring and
fall, to which the publishers send quantities of

their new publications, and of their standard
books. These are sold to the highest bidder
among the members of the jobbing and retail

trade who come together at these times.

The common forms for American books are the

12mo for novels, books of poetry, etc.; the octavo
for books of travel, treatises, etc.; and royal octavo
for books of reference. A form called the Liltte

CUissic, a sqOare 24mo, has lately become a fa-

vorite; and a still smaller class of books, under
the title of Vest Pocket size, is a yet newer fashion.

Tinted paper is frequently employed in preference
to white. The paper, stereotype, and pre8.s-work

of American books are generally above the average
of similar publications in any country' of Europe.

In 1878, the imports of books, pamphlets, eugmvings, and
other publications (chiefly from England, Oerniany, and
France) were $l,870..'>so, against $-2.897,126 in 1873, which is a
decrease of $1,026,545. The exinirtg of the name, to almost
every civilized country, amounted iu 1 878 to $6«(i,3i>6.— /mp.
duty. Books printed more than 20 years before, or im|>ortedi
for the use of public institutions, or of schools, or the prop-
erty, within certain limits, of persons arriving in the U.
States, are admitted free of duly. Other books and periodi-
cals are taxed 26 per ceut.
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Posiagr. Books are cnrriej by po«t at 1 cent for 2 ou.
St* CoPTRlOHT, PrI-vfiso, etc.

Bookbinders' Cloth, colored cottons, enam-
elled or embossed, made in imitation of leather or
morocco, and used instead of leather in binding
books. It is imported from England, /ntp. duty,
30 per cent.

Bookbinding. This useful and elegant art

comprises a number of ingenious applications of

leather, cloth, paper, and gold.— Foldiny. Sn|>-

posing a book to Ijc !)<)Uiid in leather in medium
size, the first priK-ew is to fold the sheets of paper
into pages, according to size of the book. There
are certain marks put in by the printer, called ei<j-

iiatarfA, to guide the folder. The folding is made
on a flat table, by women, with the aid of a long
paper-knife; practice enables them to do it with

grejit exactness, and with a rapidity of 300 to 500
octavo sheets in an hour.— Rolling. The sheets

re<juire to be roiled or pressed to make them
smooth and compact. This compression used to

Fig. ua. — Sheridan's Levkk rAPEU-CuTTER,
With Band or Aulomatic C3amp.

be done by beating them in small clusters at a
time with a hammer of 12 lbs. or 14 lbs. weight;
but it is now better efl'ecte<l by a roltiruf-press.

This consists of two smooth horizontal iron rollers,

placed a small distance apart. The process is

completed in a shorter time, it compresses the
slieets into a more compact ma-sa, and makes them
smoother than by hammering. Sometimes, how-
ever, the sheets are |«laced in an hydraulic press.

— Sewing. The sheets forming one volume, brought
together in a maas, are fixed in a eu'ling-press, and
saw-cut« made acnjss the back edge to receive the
biinds or conls to which the sheets are to be sewed,

and which aid in fastening the covers. The sew-
ing-press was then coming in use, but it has lH>en

recently super<e<le<l by an ingenious little machine
of .\merican invention, by which a bit of wire is

driven through the sheets arnl clinched at one
blow on the other side.— Rnurulinr}. The back
edge of the b(x>k receives a coating of glue and
canvas. Then, by a dexterous api>li<-ation of a
hammer and the fingers, the back eilge, while
Btdl moist with glue, is made round or convex,
and the front e<lge hollow or <r«mcave; while a
kind of groove or reci-ss is made to receive the

covers, one 6n each side. — Efl'jf-ruUiny. The
edges are then cut sm(x>th by a cutting-tool called

a;>/o»^4, which In-ars some resemblance to a car-

penter's plane. The sfjueezing of a prt'ss keeps
the b4K)k together in a cotnpact mjiss while this is

l>eiug done. The concave e<lge is tem]>orarilv

made flat during this cutting, but it springs hack
to its pro|>er concavity afterwanls.—Biruiinq. The
covers of books are mostly made of millboard, cut

to the proper sizes and shapes from large sheets.

Holes are made through them, corre«i»onding to

the cords or strings ; and the f:istening of the
covers to the l>ook mostly de|>endi4 on the conls,

which are passetl through the millboarti antl

pasted.— Covrring. The covering with leather

next ensues. This is made by pasting the leather

to the covers; but much <lelicate manipulation is

needed to efl'ect this neatly. The " hollow back "

of a lMS)k is pro<luce<l by the inter|H)«ition of

pai>er or cloth between the e<lge and the leather,

in a way that enables the l><K)k to be o|»ene<l with-
out crinkling the back.— Tootling and Ifllei-ing.

Much of the adornment of a bound Us^k is pro-

ducetl by tooling. Numerous tools are emplovtHl
in a heated state, to l>e pressed heavily against

the leather of the covers. If no gold is iisetl, the
tool jiroduees a dark shining devii-e, which is

calleii blinit iDoling ; but in gold louling leaf-gold is

applied before the tools are used. In this latter

case the gold is fixed to the leather by a cx)ating

of gold size, and the surplus gold is easily wi{Kil

ofl" after the tooling. In blocking, the tools are
fixetl into a frame to form a device for the whole
cover of a book ; and this is brought to lH.ar by the

force of a press ; it receives the name of gol<l block-

ing or blind blocking, according as gold is or is not
usetl. The lettering of a bound book is but one
siH-cial example of gold tooling, the tool being
supplied with types instead of with an ornamental
device.— lulge GiUting. Kilges of Inwiks are some-
times sprinkled with color; sometinu's niarbleil

with a peculiar kind of parti-colored device;

sometimes coate<l with one particular color, highly

glazed, like the red-e<lged Bibles and I*rayer-l>ooks

now much in fiishion. The more elegant kinds

are gilt. To do this, the top, bottom, and fn)nt

edges are scraped smooth with a piece of steel

;

tliev are coate<l with a composition of red chalk
and water; this is wet with white of egg and
water; the leaf-gold is laid on; and 8<K»n after-

wards it is brilliantly jH»lished by rubbing with

a burnisher of agate or blo<Kl-stone. Other kinds
of IxKikbiuding recjuire modifications in many of

these i>rocesses. A book in cloth boards does not

receive so much pressing as one l>ound in leather.

A boartle<l lxK>k usually has only two or three

strij)s to which the sheets are sewed ; a lK>und

Immjk has more; and sometimes there are strijw of

vellum or pan-hment instead of strings. In India-

rubber binding there is usually no sewing, the back
e<lges of the leaves being ceniente<l together with
litjuid caoutchouc. l^M>ks in lK)ards have seldom
got the edges so completely cut as bound l>ooks.

The cloth cover is attached to the boards to form
a ease l>eforc the latter is applied to a lM)arde<i

Ijook. Much of the cloth is woven and emlntssed

expressly for l)ookbinders' use. The case is at-

t^tched to the l>ook mainly by pasting, atid not by
the aid of the strings or conls. The sprinkling

of roan or sheejy-bonml school Inxiks is done in

nearly the s;ime way jls that of the e<lges of leavw.

In cloth binding, the cloth for each particular

lx)ok is often p;issetl between cylinders s|K>cially

engrave<l with some particular device; in other

cases, a heavy stamping-pn-ss imprints a particu-

lar device on the cover after the cloth has Uen
paste*! on the milll>oanl. Vellum binding, for

account-lxxiks, In-arw sjH'cial relation to the sub-

stantial way in which the sheets are stitche<l to

vellum bands, and the bands fastened to the covers

or boards.
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Book-Case, an article of furniture for a library

or sitting-room, generally glazed to preserve the

books from dust.

Book-Debt, a charge for goods supplied, or

work and labor done, entered in the ledger of a

trader, or professional man.
Booked, duly charged ; entered in a book.

Book-Keeper, an accountant, or one who has

charge of the books in a bank or business estab-

lisiiment.

Book-Keeping, is the art of registering mer-

cantile transactions for reference, statement, and

balance; all of which must be so clearly done

that the true state of every part, and of the whole,

may be easily and distinctly known. The only

method of book-keeping founded upon general

principles is the Italian, or, as it is generally

called, the double-entry system, from its being based

on the principle that every transaction in business

is virtually a transfer between two accounts, and
so must be entered to the debit of the one and the

credit of the other. In the present article it is

proposed to give— I. An outline of the ordinary

procedure in recording the transactions of a gen-

eral merchant;— II. Practical directions for stat-

ing the difierent accounts; — and, III. A short

account of a single- entry system adapted for retail

business; premising the following general rules:

Record nothing but facts.

Record facts under their date of occurrence.

Record them under their proper heads of ac-

count.

Facts of the same character are to be repre-

sented by addition ; facts of different characters

by opposition ; but the result of two different spe-

cies of facts is never to be represented by their

difference.

I. Outline of the ordinary procedure in recording

the transactions of a general merchant.

The double-entry system, according to the prac-
tice of most commercial establishments, compre-
hends three different kinds or classes of books :

—
1st, Primary Records, or Day-books, for each dis-

tinct branch of business— as Cash, Biils, Invoices
Inward, Invoices Outward, Sales on Commission,
and so on, according to the nature of the trade,
and in each of which the transactions are stated
circumstantially as they occur. 2d, The Journal,
in which all the entries in the primary records
are collected and digested monthly in a concise
technical form, suited for their being readily
transferred into the ledger. 3d, The Ledger, in
which the results shown in the journal are ar-
ranged under their appropriate heads; and the
periodical abstract of which, termed a Balance
Sheet, exhibits in a succinct form the state of the
merchant's affairs.

PRIMARY RECORDS.
Cash Book. This, though the most important

of all, is in its form the most simple. On the
left-hand page, or Dr. side, are entered in chron-
ological order all the sums received ; and on the
rigiit-hand, or Cr. side, in the same order, all the
payments. As no money can be paid that has not
been first received, it follows that the Dr. side of
a cash-book can never amount to less than the Cr.
side ; the excess of the former above the latter, if

any, must, when correctly kept, also correspond
with the money in hand.

Bill Books. Bills are either receivable or pay-
able ; the former being one of the channels through

which debts due to the concern are collected, the

latter one of the channels through which debts due
by the concern are discharged. Each description

has generally a book allotted to itself, both of
which should contain spaces for all particulars

inherent and relative to the bill.

The Bills Receivable book should contain appro-
priate spaces for the following particulars: No.

—

When received— On whose account— Cr. folio—
From whom received— Drawer— Drawee— To
order of—Where payable— Date—Term—When
due— Sura— Wlien and to whom paid away—
Dr. folio.

The Bills Payable book should contain spaces
under the following heads: No.—When accepted— On whose account— Dr. folio— Holder—
Drawer— To order of— Where payable— Date
of Bill— Term— When due—Sum— When and
to whom paid— Cr. folio.

Both books, it will be observed, are furnished
with columns for running numbers ; which num-
bers are also written on the face of each bill re-

spectively, and by this means it can be readily
referred to and identified.

Invoice Book Inwards, or Bought Book, is a recep-

tacle for bills of parcels, or accounts of goods pur-
chased.— In some houses these accounts ate copied
at length in the order in which they are received;
while others form this book of blue, or common
blank paper, into which the original accounts are
pasted.

Invoice Book Oul-wards is appropriated for an
account of goods sold on credit at home, or ex-
ported abroad. This book being of great impor-
tance, should be kept with the utmost precision,

and carefully verified before the sums are trans-

ferred to the journal and ledger. In extensive
concern.s, several books of this kind may be kept
at the same time, the titles of which can be varied
according to the nature of the business. Thus
one may be appropriated for Tovm department^

another for Country department, and a third for

Foreign department.

Saks Book, or Factory Book, is generally appro-
priated to accou nts of consign ments. Each account
commonly occupies two pages, a title being placed
over both, stating the names of the goods, ship, and
consignor. The left-hand page contains an account
of the charges incurred, including brokerage and
commission ; the right-hand page contains an ac-

count of the quantity, price, and amount of the
goods sold, with the buyer's name, and the time
of payment. The difference between this amount,
and the charges on the other side, is the net pro-
ceeds for which the consignor receives credit.

Other books may be kept according to tlie nature
of the business ; as a Debentures Book, Insurance
Book, etc. ; and the common practice, as already
noticed, is to set apart books for each distinct de-
partment of business. In some houses, however,
a W^iiste Book, or Petty Journal, is appropriated
for such occasional transactions as do not fall

under any of the preceding heads.
These exhaust the authorities from wliich it is

usual to compile the journal. There are, how-
ever, a variety of other books, kept in every count-
ing-house, which do not commonly form part of
the materials for the journal, such as the Ware-
house Book, Letter Book, Account-Current Book,
Accoimt-Sales Book, Petty Cash Book, and Order
Book. The W^arehouse Book, kept in a similar
way to the Sales Book, contains accounts for each
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parcel of goods belonging to the merchant's own
stock, detailing the quantities received, their dis-

posal, the charges incurred, and the quantities

on hand. The use of the others is sufficiently

pointed out by their names.

JOURNAL.
The journal, as already stated, is a monthly

synopsis of all the transactions collected from the

primary records, and digested under their appro-
priate heads of Debtor and Creditor. It usually

contains, 1st, A column for the day of the month

;

2d, A column for the folio of the ledger where each
account is posted ; 3d, A space for narrative ; and,

4th, Two money columns. The rules for distin-

guishing Dr. and Cr. are to be inferred from the

nature of the transactions and the accounts in the

ledger. In personal accounts nothing is plainer

than who are Dr. and Cr. ; in actual business this

is not only understood but felt. Tlie following are

the most general rules that can be given :

Whatever is Beeeived, or the Receiver is Debtor.

Whatever ib Delivered, or the Deliverer is Cred-

itor. •
_ _

The joamal b^ins with the inventory of stock.

Thus, if the property or assets of the merchant
consist of Cash, $1,000 ; Bill No. 57, on P. Hill, due
April 3, $600 ; Merchandise, $4,500 ; Debt due by
Peter Grav, $800 ; and his obligations or liabili-

ties, Bill No. 80, to P. Yate^ due Jan. 6, $1,700 ;

Debt due to Moses Ker, $1,150, the journal entries

will be in this form

:

ScNDEiEs De. to Stock.

Guh $1,000
BHU receivable, No. 67, P. Hill, due April 3 600
Merehandige 4,500
Peter Gray 800

$6,900
Stock Dr. to Sundries.

To BiJla payable, No. 80, P. Yates, due
Jan. 6 $1,700

To Mo$ea Ker 1,150

$2,850

The primary records are joamalixed at the end
of each montli.

In journalizing the Cash Book, state

Guh Dr. to Sundriea l^or all money received.

Sundria Dr. to Quh ~.For all money paid.

Specifying particulars, and classing items of the

same kind together.

In journalizing the Bill Books,

BilU BeceivabU Dr. to •S'ttn</rte>...For all bills re-

ceived.

Stmdrie* Dr. to BUU Payable For all bills ac-

cepted.

In journalizing the Ikvoice Book Inwabds,
Ooo<2<^cooun/Dr.toA.B. (the seller). ..For amount

of goods purchased.

In journalizing the Invoice Book Outwabdb,

C. D. (the person on whose account the invoice is

sent) Dr. to Sundriet. To Goods...For amount
of goods.

To OtargfA For Shipping and other charges.

To Commission ...For the Agent's commii«ion.

To Insurance For Premium of Insurance.

The case here supposed is that of a consignment
to order. When the transaction is a direct sale,

or Venture Outward, no commission is charged.

5

In journalizing the Sales Book,

Sundriet Dr. to Salea on Oommisaum.
E. F. (the Purchaser) For sales on crediL
Cash -For ready money sales.

SaUa on OommisBum Dr. to Sundries.

To Charges For charges at landing, etc.

To Interest For interest (ifcharged on ad vances).
ToCbmmtMibn.For the Agent's commission.
To G. H. (the Consigner)...For net proceeds.

The journal for the month is then closed by a
similar arrangement of the transactions contained
in any other Record which the nature of the busi-

ness may render necessary.

LEDGER.
This book is divided into distinct accounts, cor-

responding to the different branches of the busi-

ness, into which are posted monthly the results

brought out in the journal. Each account is intro-

duced bv an appropriate title; and articles of op-
posite kinds which belong to the same account are
placed on opposite pages. The left-hand page is

called the Debtor, or Dr., side of the account; and
the right-hand page tlie Creditor, or Cr., side. The
difierence between the sums of the Dr. and Cr.

sides is called the Balance.

The accounts in the ledger may be divided into

two great branches. The first forms the accounts
of the whole property or capital, technically called

Stock, and the second embraces the accounts of the
component parts of property. Under the general
head of Stock Aecotinls are comprehended IVqfil

and Loss account, and its ramifications, Cbmmta-
sion, Interest, and Charges; the object of these ac-

counts being to collect together the individual

augmentations and diminutions of capital, and to

transfer the results in one general entry to Stock;

and also Private Account, its use being to record all

sums put into the business, or withdrawn, so as to

keep them distinct from Profit and Loss, and to

transfer the result in the same manner in one entry

to Stock. The accounts of the component i>arts of

property will de|)end upon the nature of the busi-

ness ; but in general point of view, the whole may
be conveniently arranged as follows:

1. Whole Property.
Brancha. RawUJLeati<m».

„ . f Profit and loss. (Commission.
Stock <^. -{Interest.

( Private account. ( Charges.

2. Component Parts of Property.

AeeowrUs q^ Monev, Real Property, etc., viz., Cash,
Bills Payable, Bills Receivable, Goo<Is, Houses,
Stocks, etc.

Personal Aeeounta, viz., Bank, Ordinary Debtors
and Creditors.

As by the fundamental law of double entry

every debit must have a corresponding and equiv-

alent credit, and vice verm, it follows that the two
sides of the ledger must, if correctly p<>ste<l, bv
constantly in a state of equilibrium; it follows

likewise, from the axiom that " the whole in e<jual

to the sum of all its parti<," that the balance of the

stock account must equal the aggregate balance of

all the other accounts. Hence arises the proof of
double entry, which consists in abstracting the bal-

ances of all the account* in the ledger, and veri-

fying their accunicy by ascertnining how far the

above ri-quisites have been fulfilled. This opera-

tion, called balancing the books, is usually performed
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at tlie close of the year; at which period, like-

wise, tlie gain or loss during the year is indicated

by the credit or debit balance brought into "Stock

Account" from "Profit and Loss," after transfer-

ring to the latter its branches. Commission, Inter-

est, etc., and tlie differences between the debit and

credit sides of the goods and property accounts,

after crediting the balances of merchandise and

property on hand at their market value. The
whole debit and credit balances being then ar-

ranged in opposition to each other, will give a

condensed view of the merchant's assets and

liabilities, and of his capital stock in the following

form:
Balance Account.

Crtsh

BillH Uecuivuble in hand.
Gooils, do ,

Real estate

Stocks
Debts Receivable

$1,946
1.463

6,500

4,800

1,400

5,891

$22,000

Bills Payable...

Debts Payable..

Stock, or net capital,

$4,500
7.500

$12,000
10,000

$22,000

II. Practical Directions for stating the different

accounts, including Observations upon Joint Accounts.

Stock.— This is in truth the account of the

merchant himself, or the concern ; and in com-
mencing a new set of books, ia debited with all the

liabilities, and credited with all the assets. Thus
the sums given above under the head journal will

be entered in the ledger in this form

:

Dr. Stock. Or.

To Sundries $2,850 | By Sundries $6,900

— the excess of the credit above the debit side,

$4,050, being the net capital or stock in trade. If

at next balance it shall be found that a profit of

$4,000 has been realized, while $2,000 has been
withdrawn for private expenses, Stock will fall to

be credited "By 'Profit and Loss,' $4,000," and
debited "To 'A B's Private account,' $2,000." After
which the balance at Cr. of "Stock," or A B's net
capital, will be $6,050.
Profit and Loss.— During the course of the

year, this account should be debited solely for

actual losses, and credited by actual gains ; leav-

ing the balances of Commission, Interestj Charges
Account, etc., to be transferred at the time fixed
for balancing. Some houses amalgamate the whole
of these accounts into one general Profit and Loss
account; but this is objectionable, especially in
large concerns, where it is of importance to pre-
serve all the channels of gain and loss as distinct
as possible. A better plan is to open a separate
account for Profit, and another for Loss.
The balance arising on Profit and Loss account

is transferred " To Stock," or " By Stock," accord-
ing as the result is gain or loss.

Commission Account is credited for all com-
missions received for our trouble in transacting
business for others. There are seldom any entries
to the debit, as the charges for commission made
by our agents properly belong to the Goods Ac-
count to which they have reference. It is closed
by transferring the balance to " Profit and Loss."
Interest Account contains on the Dr. side

all suras paid or incurred for interest or discount;
and on the Cr. all sums received or become due
for the same. The difference, at balancing, is

transferred to " Profit and Loss."
Charges Account contains on the Dr. side all

general expenses paid or incurred in the business,
as rents, taxes, salaries, postages, and incidentals.

If any of these should be afterwards charged to

some other account, the sums so charged are en-

tered to the Cr. I'he balance is transferred to
" Profit and Loss."

In some houses, separate accounts are kept for

Export Charges, Charges on Sales, on Commis-
sion, etc., such accounts being dissected periodi-

cally, and credited by the different parties, or
Adventures, for which the charges were incurred.

Private Account contains on the Dr., money,
or anything el.se withdrawn from the concern for

private use. It seldom contains anything on tlie

Cr. side. The balance is transferred to "Stock."
Cash.— Some houses post the ledger directly

from the Cash Book, without any intermediate
entry in the Journal beyond " Cash Dr. to Sun-
dries" for the monthly amount of receipts; and
"Sundries Dr. to Cash" for the monthly amount
of payments; but the more general method in

large concerns is that described above under the
head "Journal." By both plans, the cash account
in the Ledger is usually comprised in twelve lines

on each side yearly.

The mode of stating the cash details is simple.

When goods are sold for ready money, Dr. " Cash,"

Cr. "Goods," or account to which the goods be-

long. When cash is received for goods formerly
sold on credit. Dr. "Cash," Cr. the purcha.'^er.

When goods are bought for ready money, Cr.
" Cash," Dr. " Goods," or account to whicli the
goods belong. When cash is paid for goods pur-

chased on credit, Cr. "Cash," Dr. the seller. When
money is received of one person for the use of
another, or for his own use, Dr. " Cash," Cr. the

person for whose use it is received. When money
is paid to one person for the use of another, or for

his own use, Dr. the person for whose use it is

paid, Cr. "Cash." When money is lent, Cr.
" Cash," Dr. the borrower. When money is bor-

rowed. Dr. " Cash," Cr. the lender. When a note

is paid, Cr. " Cash," Dr. " Bills Payable." When
a bill is discounted. Dr. " Cash," and Cr. " Bills

Receivable " for the total amount of the bill ; and
Cr. " Cash," and Dr. " Interest," for the discount.

Bills Payable Account is credited with all

bills accepted, and debited witii those paid ; the

balance shows the amount of bills unpaid.

Bills Receivable.— This account is debited

with all bills received, and credited with those

paid, discounted, or otherwise disposed of; the

balance shows the bills remaining in hand.
In the Renewal of Bills,— 1st, If the bill be in

your own hands, make A B (the acceptor) Dr. to

Sundries ; viz. To " Bills Receivable," for the sum
of the old bill ; To " Interest," for interest for the

time the bill is renewed added to the new bill;

and then "Bills Receivable" Dr. to A B for the
new bill. 2d, If the bill be discounted, or paid
away, make A B Dr. to " Cash " when you pay his

bill, and A B Dr. to " Interest" for interest ; then
"Bills Receivable" Dr. to A B for the new bill.

If the new bill, however, be drawn for the same
sum as the former, and the interest paid in cash, it

ia suflicient.to enter "Cash" Dr. to " Interest" for

the interest, without bringing it to A B's account.
In the Protesting of Bills,— 1st, If the bill be in

your own hands, make A B (on whose account it

was received) Dr. to "Bills Receivable" for the
bill, and A B Dr. to "Cash" or "Charges," for

expenses of protest; 2d, If the bill be discounted
or paid away, A B Dr. to " Cash," paid his bill

with expenses.
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AceommodeUion BiUs.— When you receive an-
other person's acceptance, or grant your own note
and receive the proceeds, in either case merely for

vour own accoramotlation, enter " Bills Receiv-
able" Dr. to " Bills Payable" for the biU (as you
will have to provide for it when it falls due) ; and
when discounted, "Cash" Dr. to "Bills Receiv-
able," and when paid, "Bills Payable" Dr. to
" Cash." When you grant your bill to another,

merely for his accommodation, it is sufficient to

note the particulars in a " Memorandum Book,"
or " Register Bill Book," and take an obligation

from him that he is to provide for it when it be-

comes due. If he then be unable to pay the bill,

enter A B Dr. to " Cash." Where, however, ac-

commodation bill transactions between two parties

are numerous, the best way is to open a separate

account for them.
Merchants wliose bill transactions are numerous,

keep a Register BiU Book, in which all bills they
receive, or become bound to pay, are entered in

the order in which they fall due, to enable them
to regulate their payments without embarrassment.
Goods Account commences on the Dr. side,

with the balance of goods on hand. Goods bought
are entered on the same side ; and goods sold on
the Cr. Charges laid out on goods are entered on
the Dr. side, as also discounts allowed on goods
sold; and on the Cr. side discounts received on
goods purchased, as well as any other incidental

advantage which arises from them. On closing

tlie account, Cr. By " Balance " for value of goods
on hand. If the Cr. side is then found to exceed
the Dr. the account is to be debited, To " Profit

and Loss" for gain ; and, if the contrary, it is to

be credited By "Profit and Loss" for loss. In
some houses, separate accounts are opened in the
leilger for each kind of goods; but perhaps the
more general practice is to open only one general
account, and leave the gain or loss upon the dif-

ferent parcels to be ascertained from the Ware-
house iJook.

Accounts op Ships, Real Estate, etc., are
debited with the cost and outlays, and credited
with the freights, rents, and other receipts. The
difference is transferred to " Profit and Loss," after

crediting them " By Balance" for their value at

the time of closing.

Personal Accounts are debited to Goods,
Cash, Charges for Commission, and for everything
we give out; and credited for what we receive
either in Goods, Cash, or Charges, etc. Where
the transactions with a party are numerous, and
of difl'erent kinds, several accounts may be oi)ened

;

thus with A B you may open his "General Ac-
count," his " Accepting Account," his " Account
of Ck>n8ignmenls," etc., the balance of all, or any
of these, being transferred at certain periods to

his " Account Current."

Insurance Account is stated in various wars,
according to circumstances. In the books of a
merchant, or person insured, it is debited to the
Broker or Insurance Company, for the amoant of

Da. AdTentnr* to Lirerpool on Joint Acct. with B. Cm.

To Goods $1,OSO By B, hit one-half coat.. $806
ToB 4S0 By Z, my onehttlf net
Tolnaunuice 60 pitic««MU 1,000
To Charges SO

$1,010
To Front oad Lom.> 105

$1,805 $lJOft

premium and policy, and credited by the Adven-
ture or j»erson for whose account it is eftected ; the
Broker being debited for Returns, Averages, or
Lo8.ses, to the accounts that were formerly charged
with the premiums. Where, however, the mer-
chant acts as his own broker, it will be convenient
to open a separate set of Insurance books for the
accounts of the different underwriters, etc., and to

reserve his general ledger for an Insurance Ac-
count, and an account for himself as "Broker,"
both of which will be stated, as in the former case.

In the books of an Underwriter, "Insurance
Account" is credited by the broker or party in-

sured for the premium, etc.; and debite<l to the
same accounts for Returns, Averages, or Losses;
the difference being transferred at balancing to
" Profit and Less." On balancing, care must lie

taken to transfer the premiums on current rinks

to a "Suspense" or " Guarantee Account."
Debenture Account is debited to "Goo<ls"

for the drawbacks to be received on goods ex-
ported from our own stock, and credited by " Cash "

when we receive the same ; the balance shows the
debentures outstanding.

Goods Received on Commission.— Separate
accounts are sometimes opened in the ledger for

each consignment ; but as this is done in the Salea

or Factory Book, it is usual to confine the ledger
accounts to two general ones, namely, "Sales on
Commission," and "Charges on Sales on Commis-
sion." The first is credited by the accounts of the
different purchasers for the gross sales ; and deb-
ited (after each consignment is sold) to "Charges
on Sales on Commission" for the amount of
charges, to "Commission" for your commission,
and to the consigner for the net proceeds ; and the

balance will consist of the gross proceeds of goods
not yet accounted for by you. " Charges on Goods
on Commission" is debited to "Cash," etc., for all

charges, and credited as already stated : the bal-

ance will show the amount of advances remaining
to be accounted for to you.

Adventures.— In Advenlurta Outtcard, two ac-

counts are generally opened with the foreign

agent, "A B Account of Consignments" is debited

with the cost of the goods, In.surance, and Charges

;

and credited by "A B Account-Current" for net

proceeds; the difference being carried to Profit

and Loss. The account-current is credited by re-

mittances. Iji Adventures Homeward, the foreign

agent's account is credited by "(ioods," or as the

case may be, for the amount of invoice and charges

;

and debited with remittances.

OonsignTTierUs by you to parties in this country
are stated in the same manner as in Adventures
Outward.

Joint Advenlurat may be stated in Tarions ways.

If A and B ship goods conjointlv to Liverpool, to

the value of $1,500, of which $1,050 are from A
and $450 from B, and the net proceeds realized

by Z be $2,000, the accounts niav be stated in this

form in A's l)ooks, supposing him to be manager,
and the profits divisible equally.

Dr.

ITo Adren., bis one-half
1 cost tM!>
iTo Balance 645

$1,460

B. Ca.

By Adren., etc 460

By Z, hill one-half net
proceeds .1.000

1.450

Da. Z.

To Adren., etc $l,nno , By Balance
ToB. 1,000

$2,000
I

IKow
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The balance of $645 is paid to B, on the $2,000

being remitted by Z. The adventure may also be

stated by A as though it were his own entirely,

giving credit to B for his goods, and half the

profit.

Branches.— Concerns which have branch es-

tablishments should open accounts with each pre-

cisely as if they were strangers.

Bad Debt Account is debited to " A B,^' for

bad debts incurred, and credited by "Cash" for

dividends, etc., and by "Profit and Lo.is" for the

net loss sustained at the period when the debtor is

discharged, or the recovery of his debt has become
hopeless.

A preferable mode of disposing of bad debts is

to open a OuaraiUee Account, and credit it at the

period of balancing by "Profit and Loss" for the

probable amount of loss by bad or doubtful debts.

In this case, the debtor's own accounts are debited

for dividends, etc., and afterwards by " Guarantee
Account" for net loss. At each succeeding period

of balance a new valuation of bad debts is to be
made, and an additional sum credited to " Profit

and Loss," if found requisite.

Partnership Accounts may be kept in the general

ledger in six different ways, namely, three in which
no entries are made until the partners advance
their shares ; and three in which entries are made
previous to the shares being paid in : in the latter,

an "Account Proper" being opened with each
partner, for recording the sums drawn or paid in,

distinct from the "Account in Company" for his

share.

1. Cash, or the Article advanced, Dr. to Stock,— then
jSKocAc Dr. to Sundries.
To each partner for his share.

2. Sundries Drs. to the Pnriner.

For the articles paid in.

3. (Sundries Drt. to Stock in Company.
for the articles paid in, mentioning each partner's

share.

4. Slock Dr. to Snndriet.
To each partner's Account in Companp, tot his propoeed

capital ; then
Sundries Drs. to Slock.

Each partner's Account Proper for the same.
6. Each partner's Account Proper Dr. to each partner's Ac-

count in Company, for the capital to be advanced.
6. Sundries Drt. to Stock in Company.

Each partner's Account Proper for the proposed capi-
tal; and

when the partners pay in their respective shares,
the entry by all the three last is " Cash" or the
Article advanced Dr. to partners' Account Proper.
On balancing the books, if the business has been
successful, and the profit is to be divided, enter
"Profit and Loss" Dr. to each partner's Account
Proper ; but if there has been a loss, these entries
are to be reversed. The balance of the Account
Proper is then usually transferred to the Account
in Company when the latter is kept separate, and
it is not fixed that the capital shall remain perma-
nent. In all cases, interest is to be charged on

the partners' accounts, in order to equalize tlieir

advances.

Joint Capital, is debited at the outset to each of
the partners for his capital ; at balancing it ia

debited to " Interest" for the interest arising on the
capital ; to "Profit and Loss" for gain ; and cred-

ited by each of the partners' accounts for the sums
withdrawn. It is thus just the Stock Account of
the General Ledger reversed.

Interest is credited by " Joint Capital " for the
interest arising on it ; and debited to the partners
for their respective shares.

Profit and Loss is credited by "Joint Capital"
for net gain ; and debited to the partners' accounts
for their respective shares.

Partners? Accounts are credited by " Joint Cap-
ital," " Interest," and "Profit and Loss," for their

respective shares of capital, interest, and gain, and
debited to "Joint Capital" for the sums with-
drawn.

III. Outline of a SingU Entry System adapted Jar
Beiail busiTiess.

In the simple form given below, the only books
employed are a Cash Book, a Day Book, and a
Ledger, into which the two former are posted di-

rectly without the intervention of a Journal. The
Cash Book differs from ordinary books of this kind
in having an inner column on each side titled
" Store." In the inner column on the Dr. side are
entered the cash drawn for ready-money sales and
discounts received ; and in the Cr. inner column,
ready-money purchases, discounts allowed or paid,

and all charges of a general nature. The amount
of each of the inner columns is transferred monthly
to the outer, and then posted to "Store Account"
in the Ledger. In the annexed form the ready-
money sales are entered weekly, but in practice

they should be entered daily unless a petty cash
book is kept for that purpose ; in which case they
may be transferred when convenient. The Day Book
forms a chronological record of all the other trans-

actions ; the purchases on credit are extended into
the column titled " Store Dr. ;

" the sales on credit

to that entitled " Store Cr.," and any other trans-

actions which may occur are expressed in the
journal form, and entered in an inner column.
The two outer columns are summed up monthly,
and their amounts posted to " Store Account," as
before. The Ledger is extremely simple, and will

be readily understood on inspection. The " Store
Account" combines a goods and charges account

;

and at closing, the value of the goods at hand, as

ascertained by inventory, is stated to the credit as

a balance, and the excess of the credit above the
debit side, being the profit realized, is transferred
to "Stock Account." The period embraced by the
transaction is one month, but the procedure is the
same throughout the year. The operation of bal-
ancing is here for illustration performed at the end
of the month, when closing stock entries are stated
in the journal form at the end of the Day Book.

Dr. CASH BOOK. Or.

Feb. 1

" 7

" 28

To Stock,
To Store, Cash Sales,
To Store, disc't fr. J. Smith,
To Store, Cash Sales,
To J. Bell, in full.

To Store, Cash Sales,
To Bills Receivable, disc't P.
Brown's, due 18th June,

To Store, Cash Sales,

$75
60
80

$2500

eo

300
335

$3195

Feb. 1
« 3
" 8
" 13
" 14
" 26
" 28

By Bank, deposited.
By Store, 400 fba. Tea @ fiOc,

By J. Smith, paid him,
By A. B, family expenses,
By Store, disc't to J. Bell,
By Store, disc't on P. B.'» bill.

By Store, incidentals, etc..

By A. B., family expenses.
By Balance,

$14-.i6

$200 00
1000
26

6 00
6 00

60 00 270
30

446

13106
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DAY BOOK.

Feb. i
" 5
'• 10
" 15
" 20

To John 8milh, for 2,lHio ttw. Te» at OOc^
By J. Bell, lUU Rw. Tea at tiOc

,

To J. Simith. 1»» cwt. Sugar at $li50,
Bjr J. Bell, 20 cwt. Sugar at $15.00,
Bills Receivable, Dr. tu J. Bell,

Received hit bill at 4 mot., due ISth June,

By J. Bell, for 10 lbs. Tea at 50c.,
•* 50 ttw. Sugar at 10c.,

Store Account Dr. for piirchasea on credit this month,
Store Account Cr. for sale* on credit thi« month.
Stock Dr. to A. B., private account, balance of latter transferred.

Store Account Dr. to Stock, gain on former transfer.

^00
It

6

_55

Star*.

Dr.

IIOUO

1230

I22&0

Store.

O.

$60 00

300 00

10 00

$370 00

Db. LEDGER.

Dr.

Feb. 28 To A. B. for Oub withdrawn,
*• " ,To Balance,

Dr.

Feb. 28ITO Cash,
"

.
" To Sundriee per Day B.,

•* *• To Stock for gain.

Dr.

feb. 1
I
To Gash deposited.

Dr.

Vet. 20
i
To J. Bell, due June 18tb,

Dr.

Feb. 13 To Cash, penonul expenses,
** 281 do. do.

Dr.

Wth. 8iTo Owh, DiMT't $50
• as To Balance,

STOCK.

I
$55 (O
2550 00

l^^80& 00

STORE.
$270 CO

;
Feb. 28 1

2250 00 " "

, 105 00 .. U
]

r|2(525 (M)

Feb. 1 By Canh for Capital,
" 2<i By tStore fur gain.

By Sundries. Salee jter Day B.,

By Balance, Goods on hand

BANK.
I
$1425

I
00

II

Feb. 28 | By B<ilance,

BILLS RECEIVABLE.

I
$300

I
00

II
Feb.25 | By Cash,

A. R, PRIVATE ACCOUNT.
$2.^)

I

00
30 00

$55 I 00

Feb. 28 By Stock transferred.

JOHN SMITH.
Feb. 2 By Store, 2000 Bm. Tea at 60c.,

I * " lOU cwt. Sugar at $12.50,

Dr. J. BELL.
Feb. 5
- 15
•. 28

To Stora, 100 9m. Tea at 60e.,

To Store, 'JO cwt. Sugar at $16,
To Store, Tea and Sugar,

$00
300
10

$370

Feb. 14|By Cash, dlsc't $5
" 20 By Bills Rec. due June 18th,
** 2t> By Balance,

Dr.

To Cash on hand
To Store, goods on hand.
To Bank.
To J. Bell, doe by him.

BALANCB (A. B.*fl ESTATE, FEB. 28).

•445
1»!»
1426
10

I^KOi 00

By J. Smith, due to him.
By Stock,

Cr.

I
$1425

I
00

Cr.

I
$3OO|O0

I $55 1 00

^MJO 00

Book MoBlin, n thin kind of miiMin, of
which there are M;vcral kindn made, for drema*,

curtain^ etc., as nacchurillo. Uirlatan, leno, etc.

Bookseller, n dealer in lKK>kN, who frequently

combiner the busincM of piibliiihcr and ntationer.

See Bw»K.
Book-Trade. See Book.
Boom, a |>rr>jecting npar in a nhlp ran ont

amidxhip or fore and nft, of a jib-boom on the
bow«i)rit, 8tiidding-Kail boom to the yard<i, etc.

—

The hard Htraw of flax.

Boomerang, n ]>ortiliar-flhape<l native Austra-
lian niirt.silu which nvoiU when thrown.
Boon, iH the ti-ntral wcHMl-likc p.irt of the flax-

Rtem. Itfl binding niucilnKe In-ing iH)flcnc4l by fcr-

nientntion in the operation of rrtting, the B. in

partially removed in groMtng, and together with
the •Att«8 is afterwards completely eliminated from

the hart or fibre in the operations of braking and
tcutehing.

Boornons, a woollen cloak with hood and with-
out HleevcH, worn by the Aral».

Boort, or Bort, a tnide-nnme for a kind of

imperftxnlv crvBtallize*! dianlon<l^« which come from
Brazil, and, after lieing broken and re<hice<l to pow-
der, are ui«ed as a material for |>oliHhing other xtones.

Their value in New York is almiit $6 per carat.

Boot, [Fr. bode; («er. tivJelA a covering for

the foot and lower part of the leg, uxually ninde

of leather. The nianufacttire of lKX)t« and ulioes

has undergone in our time remark-tble changei",

which have converte<l sluH'niaking from a doinestic

to a factory tnnle. In 1844, .M. Lcf^vre, of Paris,

invented a machine for fastening the sole and the

welt by brass screws, ma<Ie out of a continuous

length of wire ; other inventions followed, and now
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machinery is employed in nearly all the opera-

tions connected witli the business, some of the

finest kind of work being, however, still made by

liand. These machines, several of which are ex-

amples of American ingenuity, are very numerous.

A macliine for pegging boots and shoes, instead

of sewing them, cuts the wire into pegs, presses

the sole firmly against an iron last, guides a

peg against the sole, presses it through the leather

with great force, and clinches it against the iron

sole. The clicking machine greatly expedites the

cutting out and binding of the linings; while

another machine models the instep pieces. Tlie

blocking apparatus expedites the ])rocess of block-

ing the uppers. One machine will cut soles at the

rate of 60 a minute ; another will split leather into

two thicknesses, instead of paring it away with a

knife. The Eureka heel-trimming machine, patented

in 1875 by J. K. Krieg & Co., of New York
(Fig. 40), trims about 1,000 pairs a day, without

damaging the finest upper, either leather or cloth.

Eureka Heel-Trimming Machine.

)ther inventions, introduced with various degrees
of success, relate to the ventilating of the sides of
boots by means of small pieces of metal ; the sew-
ing with wire thread instead of hempen thread

;

the making of circular revolving heels ; the intro-
duction of an elastic waist between the sole and
the heel, etc. ' Although mainly the occupation
of a man, women" have of late years been largely
found in the boot arid shoe manufacture, owing to
the universal use of the sewing-machine, which
can be applied to stiff leathers just as well as to
the most delicate muslin. In many factories there
are women who, by various ingenious machines,
close the uppers, sew on the welts and insoles,
"last" the boots at the rate of one hundred and
fifty pairs per day, and tack on and stitch the
soles. There are in England, Germany, and
France, large establishments where ranges of
sewing-machines are employed in boot- and shoe-
making, but it is in this country that rfeal factories
for such work have been most extensively and
successfully established, and the boat- and shoe-
making business has become a very important

branch of American manufacture and exports.

Boston is the chief mart, but large shipments are
also made from Philadelphia, New York, and Bal-
timore. Boots are usually packed in cases con-
taining 12 pairs, and shoes in cases containing
either 60 or 120 pairs. Boot-making is not usually
considered a healthy occupation. Factory work
is for obvious reasons better than hand work in
crowded rooms, where the want of ventilation, the
sedentary occupation, and the constrained position

tell hardly against a good many. The riveters

are said to suffer from nervous affections, from the
noise caused by the hammering; and the habit
of putting the bra.ss nails into the mouth tends to

produce excoriations which are rather diflScult to

heal. The machinists suffer more in boot work
than in ordinary sewing, owing to the heavy cliar-

acter of the double-action machine. Many of the
workers on patent or enameled leather are liable

to affections of the eyes, induced partly by the
quantity of gas which is kept burning in the ma-

chinists' room. In 1878, the U. S. exports
of boots and shoes, chiefly to Germany,
England, Holland, Mexico, Cuba, and S.

America, summed $351,152. Imp. duty, 35
per cent.

Boot- and Shoe-Lacings, cotton or
silk braid, with ends secured and covered
with metal.

Boot-Back, the hinder leather of long
boots, sold ready shaped for making up.
Boot-Crimp, in boot-making, a tool or

a machine for giving the shape to the pieces

of leather designed for boot-uppers, which
is made by softening, straining the leather

over a former, and rubbing down the parts,

which would be crimped or rugged, if the

material was not compacted at that point.

Bootee, a white, spotted East India
muslin.
Boot-Fronts,the calf-skin leather fronts

for long boots. They are imported— cut,

shaped, and crimped— from France. Imp.

duty, 35 per cent.

^ooth, a large canvas tent or pavilion.

Boot-Hooks, holdfasts for drawing
long boots on the feet, consisting essentially

of a stout wire bent into a hooked form,

and provided with a handle.

Boot-Jack, a contrivance for taking off long

boots by a pressure at the heel.

Boot-Rack, a stand to place boots and shoes

on.

Boot-Shank Machine, a boot-maker's tool

for drawing the leather of tlie upper or boot-leg

over the last into the hollow of the shank.
Boot-Stretcher, a contrivance for stretching

the uppers of boots and shoes. It usually consists

of a two-part last, horizontally divided, and pro-

vided with a wedge, and sometimes a screw, to

expand them after they are inserted in the boot.

Boot-Topping, the process of scraping a ves-

sel's bottom to clear it from accumulated weed,

etc., and daubing it with tallow, or some other

mixture.
Boot-Tree, an instrument for stretching the

leg of a boot, consisting of two wooden blocks

which together form the shape of the log and foot,

and which, after being introduced in the boot, are

driven apart by a wedge.
Boquin, a coarse sort of Spanish baize.

Boracic Acid, occurs in small brilliant color-
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less cn'stals, which have a greasy feel ; it ia in-

odorous, and possesses little taste. It is obtaine<l

artificially by the action of Kulphuric acid u|>on

borax ; and in a natural Htate in the hot springs

of Sasso, near Florence, It is used in the nianuf.

of lH>rax, as a flux in raetallurgic operations, in

making enamel, etc. Imp. free.

Borate of Lime, a mineral containing alwut
50 jier cent of boracic acid, im|x)rted from I'eru

for the manuf. of refineil borax. Imp. free.

Borax, a salt prtx-'ured in an impure state,

calletl tijical, or routjh boras, froni a lake in Thibet,

and exported by way of Calcutta. Tincal is im-
bedded in a kind of soapy matter; its crystals are

Bofl and brittle, colorless, yellowish or greenish,

nometimes nearly transparent, but more commonly
opaque. When purified, it is called H., or borate

of aoda, and occurs in rather large, white semi-

transparent cr\'stals, having a sweetish alkaline

taste. B. is also prepared artificially in the U.
States from boracic acid, so<la, and borate of lime.

This salt is employed in medicine, but it is chiefly

used as a flux in the arts, as a constituent of the

f
lazes in porcelain, and in the manuf. of glass.

mp. duty (crude, or tincal), free, (refined) 10 eta.

per lb.

Bordeaaz. See Fbance.
Bordeaux 'Wines. See Claket.
Border, a printers' tyj>e with an ornamental

face, suitable for forming a part of a fancy border

;

ornamental work surrounding the text of a page.
— The rim of a lock.— That part of cloth con-

taining the selvage.

Bore, [Fr. dme ; Ger. bohrloch,'] the hollow cavity

of a cannon, barrel of fire-arm, steam-engine cyl-

inder, pump-barrel, pil>e, wind-instrument, etc.

It is expressed in mechanics in inches of diameter

;

in cannon in inches of diameter, as 8-inch gun, or

in the weights in pounds of solid round shot

adapted thereto, as 8 dr. 12 oz. etc.; in small-
arms, in hundre<lths of an inch decimally, thus:

44, So, in which it is termed caliber ; in s|)orting-

riflcfi by the niim)>er of balls to the {K)und ; in

mooth-lx)re fowling-pieces by a tnule numlK-r, as

Koa. 9, 10, 1 1, etc.—The cajwcity of a boring-tool

;

as, the bore of an auger.

Borecole, a winter cabbage.
Borer, in eoo{>ering, a semi-conical tool used

to enlarge bung-holes and give then a flare.

Borilla, a rich cop|K'r ore in dust.

Boring-Machine, the apparatus use*! in seek-

ing for water in the soil.— A cutting or i'<lg»'<l

tool for smoothing the internal surface of cast-

iron crlinden*.— In a general sense, any machine
by which holes are made by the revolution of the

tool or of the obje<rt around the tool, inclu<ling

any Iwring-tool with the machinery for driving

it, as an auger with its handle, etc Sec DuiLL.
Borneo. See .Malayan Ihlanm.
Bort. See IkM>itT.

Bosh, stuff; a name in England for mixed or
adulteratefl butter.

Boss, a stud or knob, a protuberant ornament
on harness, etc.—A master who taken in work at

liis own house from a maimfacturer, and employs
others to execute iL

Boston, a great city and seai>ort of the U.
States, capital of the State of MaHHachiisctts, and
the nietrojtolis of New England, liex in lat. 42°

21' 24" N., Ion. 71° 3' 68" W., and occupies a
commanding |N>sition at the western extremity
of Maasachusetts Bay, on the Charles liiver, 44 m.

N. N. R of Providence, and 232 ra. N. E. of New
York. Pop. in 1875 (State census), 341.919. The
city includes, besides B. proi>er. South 7^, East
B., Roxliury, I>orchestor, Charlestown, West llox-

bury, and Hright(jn. B. projwr, or old /?., occu-
pies a i)enin»ul.-i, Joinetl to the main land on the
s<mth by a narrow strip of land known as the
Neck, which was oncHj overflowe<l by the tides, but
has been raised and widened. The harbor is a
spacious indentation of Massachusetts Hay, the
mouth of which lies In-twi-en Point Alderton on
Nantasket and Shirley in Chelsea. It embraces
alx)iit 75 sq. m., and includes several arms, such
!W llorchester IJav, South B. Itay, and the em-
iKHichures of Charles, Mystic, and Nt'ismset rivers.

.\ part of Charles Kiver is conmioniy known as

the Back Hay. There are more than ')() islands

or islets in the harlxir. The main entrance to the
harbor is between Castle and (iovernor's islands;

it is very narrow, an<l is defended by Forts Inde-
pendence and Warren. The harlx)r is ojien at all

seasons, and its deejvwater front can aflitrd accom-
HKslations for the loading of a number of vessels

without delav. It affords anchorage for 500 ves-

sels of the largest class, and has 75 capacious
docks which are the property of the i>ort, and
since their establishment, in the time of Queen
Anne, the receipts from them have l)een applied
to their j)erfection and increase. There are sta-

tionary elevators under which foreign steamers
can be loaded. B. has a very extensive tnule with
the Southern States and with foreign countries.

Grejit progress has been made of late in com-
|ieting for the export trade, and the o|>ening of the
"Through Husiness" (see this word), which was

[

first inaugurated in B., has already actetl very

I

favorably on her shipping interests. The great

I

centres for distrihuticm for the Western crops <if the

I U. States are now in Euro|>e, and B. claims to Iw

I the shortest and cheapest line between pro<lucer

and consumer, from Chicago and the great North-
west to England and the Continent. B. ranks
next to New York in extent of imports, and third

among the cities of the Union in the value of

foreign conmierce. New York being first an<l New
Orleans second. Eight lines of railroad terminate
in B., viz., the Fitchiuirg, the Fjiston, the B., Ix»w-

ell, and Nashua, the B. and Maine, the B. and
Providence, the B., IlartfonI, atul Frie, the B. and
Albany, and the Old Colony and Newjtort. l\y

means of the (irand Juncti<m railroad, the main
line of the lioston and Alb.ony is connected with
the Fitchburg, Lowell, F^tem, and lioston and
Maine railroads, and with the (irand Junction
wharf at East lioston, which greatly facilitates the
transfer of freight to and from vessels. There are
numerous lines of steamers to the principal ?>ast-

cm |x>rts of the U. States and Canadas. In 1871

not a steamship cleared from B. for any foreign

port. The Cunanl steamers, then the only line

touching B., maile a triangular passage, bringing
freight and passengers and loading for the return

trip partly in New York and partly in B. Now,
4 steamship lines— the Warren, lycyland, Ctinard,

and S»'ars lines— make direct connection Intwei-n

B. and LiverjMKjl, and others are in contemplation

for business l>etwi-en B. and Hritish and Euro|>ean

|>ortfl to which there are now but occasional steam-

ers. In 1878 the total value of the commerce of

B. wa« $87,066.2.'>5, the imjiorts In'ing $.'«},679,H63

(a decrease of $11,037,359 on 1877). «lome»»tic ex-

ports $49,105,077, foreign exports $1,180,315 (in-
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crease on exports $7,168,051); 607 American

vessels, of 259,476 tons, and 1,502 foreign vessels,

of 679,614 tons, entered the port ; and 539 Ameri-

can vessels, of 206,096 tons, and 1,370 foreign

vessels, of 581,609 tons, cleared the port; 55

American and 220 foreign ocean steamers entered,

and 38 American and 180 foreign cleared; 779

steamers and 204 sailing-vessels entered on the

coastwise trade, and 819 steamers and 537 sailing-

vessels cleared. There were belonging to the port

893 vessels with an aggregate tonnage of 302,429,

and 92 steamers with an aggregate tonnage of

23,699. In 1878 fourteen ships, barks, etc., and

four steamers, with an aggregate tonnage of 8,156,

were built in B., and her immediate vicinity.—
According to the latest returns of the industry of

Massachusetts, the chief manuf. establishments of

Boston were 49 cabinet-ware factories, 38 manuf
of machinery, 38 book-publishing houses, 89

printing establishments, 31 hat and cap factories,

30 bookbinderies, 29 manuf. of watches, 28 of

cars, carriages, etc., 17 of pianos, 17 of upholstery,

12 brass and 7 type andj stereotype foundries, 9

glass factories, 4 of organs, melodeons, and har-

moniums, 4 of paper collars, 3 of sewing-machines,

and 2 of chemicals.— B. has 61 National banks,

with an aggregate cap. of $54,675,000; and about
30 fire and marine insurance cos., besides life in-

surance COS., and those against accidents.

TABLE OF THE TRADE OF B. WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES IN 1878.

Argentine Republic.
AuHtria
Belgium
Brazil
Chili
China
Denmark, etc

Danish West Indies
France
french West Indies
French Possessions in Africa
Germany
Great Britain
Great Britain, North America
Great Britain, West Indies
Great Britain, Hong Kong, and East

Indies
Great Britain, Africa
Great Britain, Australia
Hawaiian Islands
Hayti
Italy
Liberia
Mexico
Holland
Holland, Dutch West Indies
Holland, Dutch East Indies
Peru
Portugal
Portugal, Azores, Madeira, etc

Russia on the Baltic

San Domingo
Spain
Spain, Cuba
Spain, Porto Rico
Spain, all other Possessions

United States of Colombia
Another Countries in Africa

Imports, Exports.

$2,947,809

199,3-.'0

542,026
311,945
123,715

16,285
21,913

439,836
79,746
1,533

17.504.821

1,876,855

1,154,721

2,184,541

1,120,709
601,042

8,858

260,483
751,602
37,687
28,259
42,631

333,688

1,129,136

96,295

42,926
465,900
176,812
26,706

4,559,228
696,810

2,216.578

4,170
288,625

$107,248
700,978
31,686

1,014,349

19,832

76,770
125,348
638,860
184,447
104,141

36,997,297

3,614,362

1(89,186

231,475
1,148,897

1,163,707
87.107

686,482

24,462

159,048
205,854
114,409

13 000
359,513
10,700
22,667
8,335

181,404
63,235
26,668
32,186

614,493

The leading articles of imports and exports in 1878 were as
follows:

Boots and Sfioes: The total shipments, 1,648,724 cases,
against 1,758,025 cases in 1877, and 1,621,205 in 1876. Butter
and Cheese: Exports, 26,500,000 lbs. butter and 138,500,000
lbs. cheese. Cotton : Imports, 354,423 bales, against 350,979 in

1877, and 308,327 in 1876; exports to foreign ports, 122,015
hales, against 88,648 in 1877, and 68,057 in 1876. Cotton goods ;

21,111 packages, acainst 30,175 in 1877, and 36,169 in 1876.

Fish: The fresh fish trade has assumed large proportions.
29 wholesale firms are engaged in the business, employing
0%'er a million dollars capital. During the past year they
handled 883,383 lbs. salmon, 11,092,463 lbs. cod, 15,728,342 lbs.

haddock, 394,982 lbs. cusk, 688,718 lbs. hake, 577,465 lbs. pol-

lock, 2,353,574 lbs. blue fish, 327,382 lbs. sword fish, 3,768,112

lbs. halibut, 3,736,076 lbs. mackerel, and 4,491,438 lbs. herring,
besides numerous other Tarieties of less note, nearly all of
which have been disposed of fresh, and distributed to all parts
of the country, i^our (including corn-meal): Receipts, 1,888,-

395 bbls ; exports, 474,439 bbls. Grain : The exports of corn
and wheat in 187&-1878 were as follows:

Corn bushels.

Wheat "

1878. 1877.

6,669,138

3,888,609

3,182,844

1,612,814

4,160,817

112,915

Jlemp and Jute : 14,216 bales were imported, against 47,447
in 1877, and 81,875 in 1872. The trade in Manila and Siaal

hemp, Calcutta Jute, and Jute butts, was as follows

:

Manila hemp....bales

Sisal hemp
Calcutta Jute...

Jute butts and
rejections

Imported.
Stock from

1877.

114,783
59,691

45,181

191,227

41,155
13,028

16,280

21,267

Consumed.

127,394
49,074

39,093

183,627

Hides: the imports were 1,787,412 hides and
27,701 goat-skins. 7cc; exports 53,180 tons. This
trade, which is a B. invention, has considerably
declined within a few years. Iron: foreign im-
ports, 711,799 bars and 64,812 bundles. Lead:
45,268 pigs. Leather: exports, 1,287,745 sides.

Lice Stock: the total number of beasts reported at

market were 188,385 cattle, 372,787 sheep, 15,874
veals, 509,884 fat hogs, and 648 pigs. The total

shipments of livestock to Europe, which is a com-
paratively new busines.s, were 34,658 cattle, 27,905
sheep, 13,680 hogs, and 207 horses. NaiU: ex-

ports, 64,873 casks (range of price, $2.20 to $2.50).

Petroleum: exports, 4,150,074 gallons. Scdi: im-
ports, 2,179,964 bushels. Spirits: imports (chiefly

from England, Holland, and Belgium), 94,808 gal-

lons ; export of New England rum, 1,048,018 gal-

lons. Sumac: imports, 37,819 bags. The trade

was as follows

:

Hhds. Baits & Cases. Boxeo t Kegs.

Imports 10,963 2,471 16,363

Exports 14,135 4,310 4,926

JHn: imports, 9,915 pigs, and 180,794 boxes tin

plates. Wine: imports, 120,864 gallons (86% from
England). Wool: receipts of domestic wool, 255,-

931 bags and bales ; imports of foreign wool, 30,833

bales. The receipts of wool embrace about one-

third the entire clip of the country, while the av-

erage weekly sales amount to about 1,000,000 lbs.

The stock of domestic wool on hand in B. Jan. 1,

1879, was 13,990,201 lbs., against 12,647,480 in

1878. The stock of foreign wool on hand Jan. 1,

1879, was 2,989,800 lbs., against 2,847,800 in 1878.

B. has also a considerable trade in dry-goods luid

clothing.

How to Enter the Port, and Mooring.—In coming
from the Atlantic, a ship should bring the light-

house to bear W. by N. to W.N.W., and run direct

for it. The largest ships may pass it at within less

than a cable's length. If there be no pilot on
board, or the master be unacquainted with the
harbor, or the wind be north-westerly, which is

the most unfavorable for entering, she had better

steer W. by S. for Nantucket Roads, where she
may anchor and get a pilot. There is sufficient

depth of water to enable the largest ships to come
up to the town at all times of the tide. They usu-
ally moor alongside quays or wharves, where they
lie in perfect safety.

Pilotage.— No particular place is specified at
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which vessels must heave to for a pilot. But all

vessels, witli the exception of coasters umler 200
tons, and Aniericjin vessels laden with plaster of
Paris from Britisli America, if hailed by a pilot

within about IJ mile of the outer lijrht. must take
him on board under a jk,'nalty of $50. If thev
have pot within this distance before being hailed,

the obligation to take a pilot on board ceases.

This regulation has obviously been dictated by a
wish to have the pilots constantly on the alert ; it

being supjwsed that masters not well ae<|uainted

with the bay will heave to to lake one on board,

though they have got within the free limits.

Careening, Stores, etc.— Boston is a very favor-

able place for careening and repairing ships. All
kinds of supplies may be had of the beat quality

and at moderate prices.

Fig. 41.—Kaneiii. Hall.

<Tb« Cra41« of Amertcao ladrprodeaoe.)

Boston and Albany R.R., from Boston,

MuM^ to Albanv, N. Y., 201"Go m. ; branches,
47-98 m.; leaned lines, 7'211 m.; total, 3*21 74 m.
Offices, Boston, Mass. This Co. was formed in

lH<i7, by the consolidation of the lioston and
Worcester, and Western (of Mass.) U.K. Co.'k, with
all their branches and leastnl lines. Financial

SUiUmtnt: Cap. stock, $20.(KX),0(X) ; fundwl debt,

7J6 bonds, $o,000,000, pavable 1892; and Q%
bond^ $2,000,000, p.-iyal)le '1895.

Boston and Lowell R.R., nitui from Boston
to Lowell, Mas.*., 2t>"7.") m. ; branches, 19'21 ni.

;

leased lines, a7-23 m. ; total, 8.119 m. This Co.,

whose offii-es are in Boston, w.is organiKi-*! in IH.'JO,

and in 18')7 made a contract with Nashua and
Ijowell R.K. Co. for joint o|)eration of rosuis and
branches. This combination embraces six small

U.K. in Ma/w., and three in N. II. legislative

authoritv has be«;n obtaine*!, in lM>th these Stateit,

to consolidate all tln^se lines into om- cor|K)ration.

Finanritil Sliilenu-nt :
( 'ap. st<K"k, S.'J/i-^O.JKM) ; ftmde<l

debt, $2,124,.VH); n<ites pavalile. $lo7.(MK); contin-

gent fund, $191,77^5.24. Kundwl ib'bt in detail:

Btnds (unseciire<l) issued 1804, $200,000, payable
1879, interest <•'?, (.\pril an<l Oct.); issue* I "l 872,

$999,5<K), pavable lHlt2. interest 7% (April and
Oct.); issue<ri87.j,$.'>00.(K)O. pavable 1 89.'i, interest

7% (.March and Sept.); issuwl 1876, §425,000,
pavable 1890. int»T«--t 0'^^ (.Ian. and July).
boston and Maine R.R., runs from Boston,

Mas.s., to Portland, Me., 115*50 m. ; branches, 11

m. ; leased lini»s, 7984 m. ; total, 206'34 m. This
I Co., whose offices are in Boston, was forme<l in

1842 by the consolidation of tlie Boston and Port-

land R.K. Co., the Bo.<ton and Maine K.K. Co.,

j

and the Maine, New Hampshire, and Ma-ssachu-
setts R.K. The road was o|)enetl to Portland in

I 1873. Fijiancial SltUcmerU, 30lh Sept., 1877 : Cap.

i

stock, $t;.92 1,274.52; fundeil debt, $3,500,(HW;
notes pavable, $32,009.08 ; sundrv accounts, $46,-

1
2.W.17; 'profit and loss, $1,4.33,148.70. Funded

j

debt in deUiil : Bonds issued 1873, $1,500,000,
pavable 1893, interest 7^ (Jan. and Julv) ; bonds
UirmI 1874. $2,000,(XK), payable 1S94, interest 7'^c

(Jan. and July).

Boston and New york Air-Line R.R.
This Co., with offices in New Haven, Conn., runs
from New Haven to Willimantic, Conn., 54 m., 50
being owned by the Co., and leases the Col-

chester K.R., 3'59 m. ; total, 57*59 m. Finan-

cial Statement: Cap. stock, preferred, $2,225,(XJ0;

Ditto, common and scrip, $695,70<>.81 ; funde<i

debt, ^488,000 ; sundry accounts, $55,998.98 ;
prof-

its and loss, $3,8;}8,24"7.

Boston and Providence R.R., runs from
Bo!<ton, Mass., to Providence, R. I., 44 ra.

;

branches, 18*54 m. ; leased Attlelwro Branch
R.R., 4 m. ; total, 66*54 m. This Co., whos<; of-

fices are in Boston, was charterinl in 1831 ami
completed in 1835. It bought in 1873 the Provi-

dence, Warren and Bristol R.R. in connection

with the Fall River, Warren and Providence
R.R., which latter it transferred to the Old Colony
R. R. It al.>m owns with the latter Co. the Union
Freight Co. in IJoston. Financial Slalement 30th

Sept., 1878: Cap. st<)ck, $4,000,000; fundinl debt,

1% bonds due 1^93, $500,000; notes payable,

$500,000; dividends, §125,408; sundry accounts,

$51,9.34.73; profit and los.s, $363,127.39; net earn-

ings for 1878, $-293,358.88.

Boston, Clinton, Fitchbnrg and New
Bedford R.R.. from Fitchburg to New Beil-

ford, Mass., 91*02 m. ; branches, 34*31 m. ; leased

lines, 26*12 m.; total, 151*45 m. This Co., who<«e

offices are in New Iknlford, w.as organiz«-<i in 1876
bv the consolidation of the B., C. and F. an<l the

N*. B. R.R.'s. Finnnrial Stntemmt : Stix-k, $'2,583,-

500; fundcil debt. $;i,169,100; notes payable.

$2,355,576.62; sundry accounts, $*2.J7,991. 16; bal-

ance and outstanding bills, $79,485.86. Funded
debt in detail: Mortgages, $171,500 pavable
1881, interest 6% (Jan. and July); $4tK),000

payable 1884, interest 6% (Jan. and July); $547,-

600 pavable 18.89, interest 1% (Jan. and Julv);
$2.')2,000 pavable 1890, interest 1% (Jan. and
Julv); $4(H),"<MH) pavable 1894, interest 7% (Jan.

ancf Julv); $270,00<» iwvable 1881, interest 8%
(April a'nd Oct.); $250,'000 pavable 1882, inter-

est 8% (April and Oct.); $'280,()00 p-ivable 1883,

interest 8% (April and Oct.): $100,000 pavable

1885, interert 8% (Feb. an«l June]; $.")2.8,000

payable 1896, interest 1 % (May and Nov.).

Boston, Concord. Montreal, White
Mountains, and Mt. VTashington Branch
R.R.. nms fn)ni Conconl to (irovelon Junction,

14'i*17 m., with branch from Wing Road t<> .Mount

Washington, 20;{9 m.; total, 166*56 m. Offici-s in

Plymouth, N. II. This Co. was chartered in 1844
;

the White Mountains (N. H.) R.R. was (x>nsoli-

«late<l with it in 1873. Finnucinl Statrmmt : ('aj».

stock, $1,800,000; funded debt, $2,528,000; unnaid

coupons and dividends, $19,487 ;
profit and losiv
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$582,414 ; net earnings for year ending March 31,

1878, $201,100.30.

Botargo, a sausage made on tlie shores of the

Mediterranean and the Black Sea, of tlie roe of

tiie mullet. The best come from Tunis and Alex-

andria.
Botschka, the butt or pipe of Russia ; a liquid

me.isure containing 40 vedros, and equal to rather

more tiian 108]^ gallons.

Botta, a very variable liquid measure in Italy,

in some towns only 106 wine gallons; in others as

much as 246 gallons.

Botte, the French name for a boot ; a truss or

bundle.
Bottle, [Fr. bouteUle, picon ; Ger. bmUeiUm,

flasehe; It. boUicjlia; Por. botelha; Sp. botella,] an

earthenware or glass vessel of various sizes for

holding liquor, too well known to require any
description. Glass bottles come from Europe,

principally from France and Germany, filled with

wine or other liquid ; they are also sometimes
imported empty in hampers. The smallest de-

scription of glass bottles, called vials, and used by
druggists, perfumers, etc., are extensively maimf.

in the U. States. See Glass.
Imp. duty (plain), 35 per cent. ; the same, filled with articles

not otherwise provided for, 30 percent.; (cut,engrrived,piunted,

colored, stained, silvered, or gilded glass), 40 per cent. ''In all

cases where glass bottles or jars containing imi>orted merchan-
dise are not specially provided for in the statute as such, the
duty of 30 per cent, ad valorem imposed by Schedule B shall be
exacted on such glassbottlesorjars, independent of the rate of
duty a.ssessed on the contents, or the fact that the contents
ure free ofduty."—(Decision of the Treasury Dep., March, 1879.)

Bottled, wine, beer, or other commercial liquor

put up in bottles.

Bottle-Glass, the commonest kind of green
glas^.

Bottle-Jack, an old mechanical clock-work
contrivance for roasting, the machinery of which
being wound up, kept the suspended joint revolv-

ing before the tire.

Bottle - Rack, a wooden frame with open
shelves to place bottles on to drain.

Bottom, a shipping term for that portion of

a ship which is under water, or the ship itself, as
" trade in foreign bottomi,."

Bottoming. See Ballasting.
Bottomry and Respondentia, a contract in

the nature .of a mortgage, by which the owner of
a ship, or the master, as his agent, borrows money
for the use of the ship, and for a specified voyage,
or for a definite period, pledges the ship as a secu-
rity for its repayment, with maritime or extraor-
dinary interest on account of the marine risks to
be borne by the lender; it being stipulated that if

the ship be lost in the course of the specified

voyage, or during the limited time, by any of the
perils enumerated in the contract, the lender .shall

also lose his money. B. differs materially from an
ordinary loan. Upon a simple loan the money is

wholly at the risk of the borrower, and must be
repaid at all events. But in B. the money, to the
extent of the enumerated perils, is at the risk of
the lender during the voyage on which it is loaned,
or for the period specified. Upon an ordinary
loan, only the usual legal rate of interest can be
reserved ; but upon B. and respondentia loans, anv
rate of interest, not grossly extortionate, which
may be agreed upon, may be legally contracted
for. When the loan is not made upon the ship,

but on the goods laden on board and which are to

be sold or exchanged in the course of the voyage,
the borrower's personal responsibility is deemed the

principal security for the performance of the con-

tract, which is therefore called respondentia. And
in a loan upon respondentia, the lender must be
paid his principal and interest though the ship
perish, provided the goods are saved. In most
other respects the contracts of B. and of respon-

dentia stand substantially upon the same footing.

B. bonds may be given by a master appointed by
the charterers of the ship, by masters neces-sarily

substituted or appointed abroad, or by the mate
who lias become master on the death of the ap-

pointed master. If the bond be executed by the

master of the vessel, it will be uplield and enforced
only upon proof that there was a neces.sity for the

loan, and also for pledging the credit of the ship

;

as the authority of the master to borrow money on
the credit of the vessel rests upon the necessity of

the case, and only exists under such circumstances
of necessity as would induce a prudent owner to

hypothecate his ship to raise money for her use.

If the master could have obtained the necessary

supplies or funds on the personal credit of himself

or of his owner, and this fact was known to the

lender, the bond will be held invalid. And if the

master borrows on B. without apparent necessity,

or when the owner is known to be accessible enough
to be consulted upon the emergency, the bond is

void, and the lender can look only to the personal
responsibility of the master.

The contract of bottomry is usually, in form a
bond (termed a B. bond), conditioned for the re-

payment of the money lent, with the interest

agreed upon, if the .ship safely accomplishes the

specified voyage, or completes in safety the period

limited by the contract. Sometimes it is in that

of a bill of sale, and sometimes in a different

shape; but it should always specify the principal

lent and the rate of maritime interest agreed upon
;

the names of the lender and borrower ; the names
of the ves.sel and of her master ; the subject on
which the loan is effected, whether of the ship

alone, or (»f the ship and freight; whether the loan

is for an entire or specific voyage or for a limited

period, and for what voyage or for what space of
time ; the risks the lender is contented to bear

;

and the period of repayment. It is negotiable.

In ca.se a highly extortionate or wholly unjustifi-

able rate of interest be stipulated for in a B. bond,
courts of admiralty will enforce the bond for only
the amount fairly due, and will not allow the

lender to recover an unconscionable rate of inter-

est. But in mitigating an exorbitant rate of in-

terest they will proceed with great caution. Not
only the ship, her tackle, apparel, and furniture

(and the freight, if sjiecifically pledged), are li.-ible

for the debt in case the voyage or period is com-
pleted in safety, but the borrower is also, in that

event, personally responsible. The borrower on B.
is affected by the doctrines of seaworthiness and
deviation ; and if, before or after the risk on the

B. bond has commenced, the voyage or adventure
is voluntarily broken up by the borrower, in any
manner what.«oever, whether by a voluntary aban-
donment of the voyage or adventure, or by a devia-
tion or otherwise, the maritime risks terminate,
and the bond becomes presently payable. But
maritime interest is not recoverable if the risk has
not commenced. The lien or privilege of a B.
bondholder, like all other maritime liens, has, or-

dinarily, preference of all prior and sulwequent
common-law and .statutory liens, and binds all

prior interests centring in the ship. It holds good
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(if reasonable diligence be exerciaeil in enforcing
it) :i.s against subse«juent purcliasers and common-
law iiicumbrancera; but the lien of a Ji. bond is

not indelible, and, like oilier admiralty liens, may
be lost by unreasonable delay in asserting it, if the
rights of purchasers or incumbrancers have inter-

vened, lietween the hcjlders of two li. Ix>nds upon
the same vessel in respect to dilierent voyages, the
latter one,:u< a general rule, is entitled to priority

of payment out of the proceeds of the vej<«ei.

ii^men have a lien, prior to that of the holder
of the B. bond, for their wages for the voyage
upon which the bottomry is founded, or any sub-

sequent voyage; but the owners are also (>erHonally

liable for such wages, and if the B. bondholder is

com[)elled to discharge the seamen's lien, he has
a resulting right to compensation over against the

owneni. and has been held to have a lien upon the

proceeos of the ship for his reimbursement. But
in England and America the established doctrine

is that the owners are not personally liable, ex-
cept to the extent of the fund ple<lge4i which has
a>me into their hands. If the ship or cargo i)e

lost, not by the enumerated perils of t^ie sea, but

by the fraud or fault of the borrower or master,

the hypothecation bond is forfeited, and must be
paid.

The risks assumed by the lender are usually

such as are enumerate*! in the ordinary policies

of marine insurance, if the ship \>e wholly lost

in conse(|uence of these risks, the lender, as before

stated, loses his money.
It is usual in B. bonds to provide that, in case

nf damage to the ship (not amounting to a total

loss) by any of the enumerated jK-riLs, the lender
nhall liear his profKjrtion of the loss, viz., an
amount which will Ijear tlie same proportion to

the whole damage that the amount lent bears to

the whole value of the vessel prior to the damage.
Unlew the bond contains an express stipulation to

tliat eflect, the lender is not entitled to take pos-

immioa of the ship pledged, even when the debt
become* due ; but he may enforce payment of the
debt by a proceetling in rem against the ship

;

under which she may be arrestetl, and, in pursu-
ance of a decree of the court, ultimately sold for

the payment of the amount due. And this is the
ordinary and appropriate remedy of llic lender
upon B.
Bouoaat, the French name for a large cask or

hogsheld.
Bonohes-a-fea, the French term for cannon

or artillery
; guns of all kinds.

Boaoboo, the French name for a stopple or
cork.

Bought on Time, said of a purchase to be
paid at a stipula(i-<l time, as 1, ',i, or 6 months.

—

Bottghl to arriv, n{iplie<l to a piin-hnse of grxNis on
the sea, to l»e delivere<l on their arrival.— Bought
up, said of any article of merchan<iiiH> or pniduce,
when a s(>c<'ulator buys up and clears the market
of the article.

Bougie, a siirgimi sh-nder, flexible tnU-, in-

tende<l for introduction into |>a>«<nge« obittrtictcd

by stricture or other disease.— Thu French oame
for a wax can<lle.

Boulanger, a baker in Franco ; one who makea
or xcIIh hrrad.

Bounty, a premium or Ixmuo paid by n gov-
ernment for en(*onr:iginL; some sfHvi.'il (Hirsuil ; or

to the producers, ex|M(n«"n«, or importem of certain

ju-ticlea; or to tho«e who employ ships in certain

trades— as the B. granted to vessels eng:iged in

the c<k1 antl niackerel fisheries. See Drawback.
Bounty-Boats, the Iniatit engagcHl in fishing

for ctxl ofl the coasts of Maine and Massachusetts.
Bouquet, [Fr.] a nosegay or a bunch of (low-

ers; an agreeable flavor or jK'rfume; the plex>>ant

l)erfunie and etheric flavor of choice wine.
Bourbon, an island in the Itidian Ocean, form-

ing a French colon v. It lies al>out 90 m. S. W.
from Mauritius, ami 44U m. K. from Madagascar.
Area, S'Jo sq. m. I'^/p. 209,(588. The chief |)ort

and town is .St. Denis, situated on the N. side, in

laL 20° oK 43" S., Ion. .>"i° 30' 16'' K. Pif.
20,000. It possesses no close harl)or, but only an
open and dangerous roadstead. A great mrt of
the interior is a volcanic desert; but the tlisirictn

on the coast are generally fertile. The climate,

though humid, is pleasant and sidubrious ; hurri-

canes are, however, frecjuent and violent. The
staple products for exjxtrtalion are snjf.ir, c«ifltv,

and cloves. Its principal commercial intercourse

is with France.
Bourbon Whiskey. See Whiskey.
Bourgeois, in printing, an interMie<liate-sized

type betweerj brevier and long primer, 102 lines

occupying about a f<M)t.

Bourse, the name given in France, and some
other parts of Euro|>e, to the money-market »)r

stock-exchange, where the merchants, bankers,

and agents de chaiyie meet to tran.sact business.

Bourza. See IJeet.

Boussole, a French marine compass.
Bovello, a Persian coin, worth about $3.62,
Bow, a bent piece of wood u.<«ed for archery,

made oi lancew(K>d or yew.— The sharp or
rounded front part of a ves.sel.— A stick of an
elastic wood, having elongated horsehairs stretched

to a certain degree of tension along it for selting

the strings of a violin or bass-viol in motion.
Bowed-Cotton, another name in Liver|>ool

for Upland cotton.

Bovrer-Anchor, a working anchor, one to

which the csible is l^ent ; the mt>st eflective and
reliable anchor of a ship.

Bowie-Knife, a large sharp knife, formerly
often used as a dagger or oflensive weajwn in some
parts of the V. SUiUa*.

Bowline-Knot, a kind of fastening which
forms a loop on a rope that will not slip.

Bevels, smooth, roimd, heavy, wooden Kills,

used for playing on a l)owling-gnen.
Bow-Stfings. See CATOfT.
Box, a receptacle of any kind, large or small,

made of various materials, wood, pa|H>r, tin, mill-

board, etc Thus there are tea-che>ts, tninks, pa< k-

ing-cases, snufl-lxixes, pill-boxe««, ludfer match-
boxes, etc — A division of a printer's letter-case.

Boz-Coat, in England, a thick overcoat for

driving, sometimes with heavy capes to carry ofl"

the rain.

Box-Iron, a laundress's smoothing-iron, con-

taining a he.'itcr in a case, difli-ring in this res|iecl

from n fl.it-iroti, which is itself heated.

Box-Sugar, the sugar known as cl;iyi>d sugar,

advance<l Iteyond the niuscav.ido, im|Kirte<l from
CuIni in ixixes ctmtuinint; nlxMit 4'iO IIm. Thes4>

boxes, charg<il at fnttn |2.7.'> to $;'».2''>, arc ma4l«

of pine shiMiks, and shipiH-d fmm New York to

Cuba, whi-re they i-«>Ht f»idy from $1 to $l.2-*).

Boz-W^ood,'[ Dutch /wi/imWi/; Vr.hui»; Ger.
hurhtimumholx ; It. ixtnito, ftoMo/o,] the very vain-

able w<km1 of the box-tree, Btuus temperrirens,
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common in the south of Europe and west of Asia.

It is of a yellowish color, close-grained, very hard,

and heavy; it cuts better than any other wood, is

susceptible of a very fine polish, and is very dur-

able. In consequence, it is much used by turners,

and mathematical and musical instrument makers.

It is too heavy for furniture. It is the only wood
used by the engravers of wood-cuts for books ; and

provided due care be exercised, the number of

impressions that may be taken from a box-wood

cut is very great. In France, box-wood is exten-

sively used for combs, button-moulds, etc.; and
sometimes, it has been said, as a substitute for hops

in tiie manuf. of beer. It is chiefly imported from

Constantinople and Spain, and is sold by the pound.

Imp. free. The American box-wood is the timber

of the dog-wood tree, Cornus florida. It is also

used by turners and wood-cutters, but does not re-

place advantageously the true box-wood,
Boyn, a cheese-vat.

Braca, a name for the fathom in Portugal ; the

land B. is about 2*39 yards, but the marine B. is

only 1'80 yards.

Brace, a carpenter's tool for drilling and boring.

— A rope attached to the yard of a ship for moving
it.— A support or strengthener.

Bracelet, a lady's armlet of metal, ornamented
shell, beads, etc.

Braces, articles of male attire worn across the

shoulders to suspend the trousers.

Bracket, a curved or angular wooden or iron

stay or support for shelves.

Bradoon, Bbidoon, a kind of bit for horses.

Brads, small thin nails, with a very sliglit head,

or a head projecting on one side. Tiiey are ex-
tensively manuf. at South Abington, Massachusetts.
Brahmin's Beads, a name given in India to

tlie spherical corrugated seeds of species of EIcbo-

carpus, which are used by tiie Brahmin priests

;

they are also made into necklaces, bracelets, etc.,

which are much admired, and fetch a high price
when capped with silver.

Braid, a narrow plaited, twisted, or woven
trimming, used to ornament garments.
Braid-Comb, a lady's back-comb for the hair.
Brails, ropes attached to the foot or lower cor-

ner of ships' sails, for hauling them up to the
yards to facilitate furling them.
Brake, a machine attached to the wheels of

heavy carriages and railroad-cars, which, when
pressed against the wheels, retards or stops their
motion by friction. There are numberless patents
for machines or inventions for this purpose.
Bran, is the husk of ground wheat. Pure meal

or flour has the bran entirely removed by the pro-
cesses carried on in the flour-mill ; but "seconds"
or inferior qualities are a mixture of the two, espe-
cially exemplified in what is known as brown bread.
B. is also used in dyeing and calico-printing; as a
food for cattle and horses, etc.

Branch, the metal piece screwed on to the end
of the hose of a fire-engine, carrying the jet at its

termination.
Brand, an indelible mark made with a hot

iron, called branding-iron, on a cask or case.
The internal revenue law on official B., stamps,
or marks, is given under the head Stamps.—

A

written, printed, or engraved trade-mark. See
Trade-Mark.
Brandy, [Fr. eau de vie; Ger. brandeu>ein ; It.

aquarzetUe; Port, aguai-denle ; Sp. aguardiente,'] a
spirituous and inflammable liquid, obtained by dis-

tillation from wine, and from the marc, or fer-

mented residue of pressed grapes. Wines of all

descriptions, but chiefly those that are strong and
harsh {pousses), are used in the manufacture ofB.—
red wine for quantity, white for quality. The
superior vintages,, and those that have most flavor,

make the worst B. Mark B. possesses a more
acrid flavor than that obtained from wine. The
quality of B. is of course dependent both on tiie

material from which it is procured and the skill

with which it is manufactured. It is naturally

clear and colorless. The different shades of color

which it has in commerce arise partly from the
casks in which it is kept, but chiefly from the
burnt sugar, saunders wood, and other coloring
matter intentionally added to it by the dealers.

It is said that the burnt sugar gives mellowness
to the flavor of the liquor, and renders it more
palatable. B. improves considerably with age in

casks, but not in corked bottles. It is prepared
in most of the wine countries of Europe; but the
superiority of French B. is universally admitted.
The latter is principally distilled at Bordeaux,
Kochelle, Cognac, and in Poitou, Touraine,
Anjou, Armagnac, and Languedoc. That of Cog-
nac is in the highest estimation. B. from grapes
is also distilled in considerable quantities in the
U. States, chiefly in California, Illinois, Indiana,
Missouri, and Ohio. American B. does not rival

French B., but its manufacture is rapidly im-
proving in quality, chiefly in California. In
1878 the Internal Revenue tax was paid on
20,457,770 gallons, and 5,748 gallons were ex-
ported. The B. imported from France is known
in the U. States as Cognac and Rochelle, and its

market value depends less on its quality than on
the popularity of the brand. This custom acts

unfavorably on the importation of the finer bran-

dies, as growers feel that superior quality cannot
overcome the prejudice in favor of an established

name, and consequently ship their finest products
to markets where they will be judged on their

merits. The French value of the new B. of com-
merce varies from 4 to 20 francs per gallon.

Imp. duty— as alcohol. Internal Revenue tax on
domestic B. made from grapes— as that upon
other distilled spirits. See Spirits.

Brass, [Fr. cuivrejaune ; Ger. messing; It. oUone;
Sp. laton, azo/ar,'\ one of the most useful of all the
factitious metals, is an alloy of copper and zinc in

certain proportions. It is sometimes prepared by
cementation of calamine, a native carbonate of
zinc, with granulated copper; but more usually
by combining the copper directly with metallic

zinc in the proportions requisite for each particu-

lar kind of B. It is of a fine yellow color, suscep-
tible of a high polish, and is little liable to rust.

Sp. gr. 7'8 to 8*4. It is more fusible, sonorous, a
worse conductor of heat, and harder than copper.
B. is malleable when cold, unless the proportion
of zinc be excessive ; but when heated it becomes
brittle. It may be readily turned upon the lathe;
and, indeed, works more kindly than any other
metal. There is a vast variety in the proportions
of the diflferent species of B. used in commerce

;

nor is it easy to determine whether the jierfection

of this alloy depends on any certjiin proportions
of the two metals. In general, the extremes of
the highest and lowest proportions of zinc are
from 12 to 33 parts in the 100. The ductility of
B. is not injured when the proportion of zinc is

highest. This metal is much used in the escape-
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meni-wljeels and otlier nicer parts of watcli-making;
and liars of B., very carefully made, ctjniinand for

this purjMjse a high price. The use of Ji. is of

very considerable antiquity. Most of the ancient
|

genuine relics are composed of varioiiH mixtures
of B. with tin and other niet^ils, and are rather to

be denominated bronzes. Tlie b«wt proportion for

B. guns is said to be 1,<X)0 llw. of copjK-r, ^M lbs. I

of tin, and (500 lbs. of B., in 11 or 12 cwt. of

metal. The best B. guns are made of malleable

metal, not of pure copjier and zinc alone; but
,

worse metals are used to make it run closer and
sounder, as lead and jiot-metal. The economical

j

iwe of B. is very large. It Ls employed for a
|

great variety of mechanical purposes, and in the

line art^ no metal having been found so available

for these uses. It would Imj impossible in the

compass of this article to refer to all the ends
which this im|>ortant metal fultils. There are

various kinds of B. known as pinchbeck, prince's

metal, bath metal, red brass, Dutch gold, Muntz's
yellow metal, and malleable brass; the dillerence

de()ending on the various projwrtions of cojiper

and zinc.

B. is sold in pigs, in sheets, in biDrs, and in

wire. It is manuf. on a very large wale in Con-
necticut^ also in Massachusetts, New York, Phila-

delphia, etc. In 1878 the U. States exiiorts of B.
(and manuf. of) amounted to $.")89,4ol, while the

imports of the same were only $'245,670. Imp.

duty (in bars or pigs), 15 per cent. ; in sheets,

wire cloth, and B. manuf., 35 per cent.

Brassenr, the French name for a brewer.
Brass Foil. See Dutch (iold Lkaf.
Brass-Founder, one who casts brass.

Brass-Rule, lengths of thin meUil used by
printers for cutting into sizes to sepsirate adver-

tisements and newspaper columns ; also for page-
rules and table-work in liook-printing, etc.

Brass-'Wire. See Wire.
Biauvin, a spirit distilled in Sweden.
Brawru, the nesh of the hog, boned, rolled or

collared, and s<^>ld frc«h or pickle<I.

Brayer, a printer's wooden rublx?r, for spread-

ing or diffusing ink on the block, now superseded
by tlie inking-roller.

Brasier, one who works in hnuw and tin, etc.

Brazil, [Port. Imperio do BrtizU,^ a great coun-

trv of South .Vmcrica, otvupying nearlv one-half

oi' that continent, t-xteixling fnim hit. 4 '2iV N. to

'S:i° 44' S., and Ion. 34° 40' to 7:^ 15' W. Its Iwund-
ariesari': on the N. the United States of Colombia,
Venezuela, and Guiana; N. K. and K., the .\t-

lantic Ocean ; and S. and W., I'ruguny, Paraguay,

the Argentine Confederation, Bolivia, Peru, and
Ecuador. The government is a C4>nstitutional

monarchy; the exwutivc isvc»«te<l in the monarch
or emjjeror ; the legislative IkkIv consists of a

Benate chosen bv the em|K-nir, and a Chamber of

DeiMities clccte<f by the |»eoplc. The i»op. of B.
is made up of an agglomeration of many races.

While B. remaine<l a colony of Portugal, l>ut few

women acc(jmpanie«l the emigrants to S. .Vmerica.

The earliest si-ttlers intermarried and mixed with

Indian women ; and aftt-rwunls an extensive inter-

mixture of raci« occurre<l with the Africans who
Were brought for slavery. In the northern prov-

inces the Indian t lenient prc|Hin<lerates, while in

I'emambuco, liihia, Kio de Janeiro, and Min.xn

the negn»ea are numerous. At the i«ea|H»rts, the

chief part of the |»<)p. is of European descent.

Cap., Rio dc Janeiro. A steamer of the U. S. and

Brazil Mnil S. S. Lint sails on the 5th of every
month from New York, calling at St. Thomas,
Pari, Periiambuco, Bahia and Kio de Jaiitiro.

The ratrt of pa.ssage (cabin) are: from Ntw York
to St. Thomas, $75; to Pard, fKM); to Pernaiii-

buci), $150; to Haliia, $100, and to Kio de Janeiro,

$175. The subjoined table gives the area and
|K)p. of each of the 'JO proviiu-es of the empire,
acc<inliiig to the official returns of the partial ivn-

sus of 187'2, the 11 provinces in which actual enu-

meration w:is made being markinl by an iLsterisk

(*), with the nuiiilier of |M>p. of the other *J prov-
inces tilled in after government estimates:

PrarlDoe*.

Amazuuaa (*)

Pari „
Mkraiihio
Piauhy „
Ccara(«)
Rio (tniiidt' do Niirte (•)

Parahylia
Perni»mliiico (•)

AlaRuam*;
Sergipe
Bahia..
Kdpiriio Santo (*;

Rio de Jancirii

Santa Catliarina (•)

Rii) Urande du Sul
MiiiasOi-raeg
Matto tirusso (*l

Oovaz(»)
ParanA{»)
&inPaulo(»)

Total

Wandering pop. of aliorigines, alM>ut

Area.

141.t«.')

!>l,7T6l

ai,341

46,2£..'.

11.fill

1^.<I3.S

2lM.TtM
IT.frJS*

IMtW
is,'ra

110, -.ill

237.472
668,6iS

263,362
108,656
90.,VT7

a;.K7,'J64

Pop.

Zffiii)

2Wi,«»«

•.•19,«"0

7Jl,»>s«

ai:i.»79

3ft.'. .1 mil

84l.6.'ta

34K.<i(i»

2Mi,<KW

1,4 ,0.1*10

1,05«.<«'CI

M,i>,Kt<-i

4.S6,OiiO

l,6<in,im0

60.417

ieo.3<.»5

126.722
8.T7.334

M4»*,a3
1,000,000

B. has a coa»t-lii:e of nearly 4,000 m., extremely raried in

itii aspect and fumnition. AIk.iu one-half of the Brazilian

territory is covered !>> Iii^hlaiids and niountaJni; but all of

tlio»<- are of inRignJ Scant pro|iurtion» and tlrration. Ind<-<'<l,

many riKing |i;roundii map|>ed and described aa lerras have
nothing uf a ni»untaino!i» character. The Amazon an<i Para-
guay water-fhed in the proriiice of Matte G roaao. formiiii: the
W. limit of the Brazilian hif:lilafidii, is mmply a low pwellini;

plateau on which the Tapi^jofl. .ViiiiiO, Paraguay, and othiT
rivers have their sources ; and Ihi-se an- so near to each other,

and the water-shed is so low, that canoei« nso-nd the Tapaj<4i

from Santarem near its confluence with the Amazon, croaa
over, and descend the {'arit^uay (o Villa Maria. The princi|>al

rivers are the Amazon, with its fcrcat afllucuts the Maileira,

TapaJoM, Xiiigd, Negro, the Tocantins or Pari, the Maranlilo,
the 8au Pnui<'is<-o, the Rio (irande do (!ul. eic, along with the
upiM-rslreanisof the Parani, Paraguay, and L'ruKuay. N<-arly

all the ge<ilogical formations are representeil in Ji.. and tlie

mineral wealth of the country Includes gul<l. mlvcr, dtanion<ts,

and other precious stones, iron, and coal. Tliis is the richest

di.tinuud-pr<>dacing country in the world; the nioitt note<i

mines are Ihixw of tlie t>ern« do Krio, and in 1^62 other very
««ilthy ili'iMMiits were found in the prov. Miiias Ueraea. The
rliinale of Jl. varies, acojrding to the lo<-al conditions of so <x-
leiisive a country ; in the plains it is hot hut healthy, most
of the Kuro|>ean disease* Iteing unknown, and yellow fever

c<>ni|>aralively a stranger. The fertility of the s<iil is not siir-

passmi liy that of any other ct>untry in the world; hut cotn-

iwratively little attention is t>aid to agriculture, and the
growth of vegetation Is in many places •<• rank as seriously to

imt>e«le the o|>erations of hushaiidry. The soil of //. is as
varied as its climat«, being in some |«rts aniazingly (eriile.

and Is^ring almost every known soecies of veKelalile prcMluc-

lion; while in others it is dry. arid, and uufavorable to vecn-

tation. As a rule, the lands surrounding the htrge and (xipu-

|ou« cities an- excee<lingly rich and |iri«liictive. The Immense
plains of the interior are for the most part covereil »llh pri-

meval forests, offering inexhuu»tilile (iiiiinlities of timl^T
a'lapteil iHith for s<dM conslruction and for cabinet and orna-

menlnl Works. The northern provs. pnnluce ci'tlon, sugar,

rice, lolncro, tapiocjt. isinglass, caoutclioac, ln<lip>. ciirao, and
a variety of drugs and d.ve-wooUs ; the middle pr>v» coflee,

sugar, ttiliacco, roM-wiHMl. rice, etc.; while in the southern
prov. of Rio (Irande, the hlil<-« and horns of (he wild cattle

form the chief source of wealth A small <|iiantlty of witeat is

raiwd Ml Rio (irande, which, in |Ni|iit of soil ami climate lo so

well adapte<l for the priMliictions of the tempersle roie- that It

nilisht not only suppiv all the n-st of the empire willi pn-vi-

kions, but haveac.nsiderablenurplusforexportalii'n to foreign

munlries. The Mandi<H-a plant is common nearly all over

the empire; the ri)ot uroiind into meal, fnrnilns a general

articU of food, white the plant ilMlf produces tapioca, wliich
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is largely exported. InJian corn, millet, and beans are also

generally cultivated. Cotton is raised chiefly from lat. 15° S.

to the equator; the be.^t is that of Pernambuco ; next, that of

Maranham ; that of Baliia and Para is inferior. Sugar is cul-

tivated chiefly in the prov. of Bahia, but to a great extent

likewise in the provs. of llio de Janeiro and Pernambuco.

Coffee forms the chief object of culture in the prov. of Rio de

Janeiro, and adjacent provinces. Four-fifths of the coffee con-

sumed in the U. States, and over half of all that is used in the

world, is of Brazilian growth. Each tree is supposed to yield

annually, on an average, two pounds of coffee; but some give

as much as eight. Besides the provinces adjacent to Rio de

Janeiro, the coffee plant flourishes in the shade of the Ama-
zon forest, and with moderate care yields two annual crops

;

and the Ceara coffee, much esteemed, grows on the mountain
slopes, at an elevation of from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the sea.

In the prov. of Para, the coffee plant is seen growing on almost

every roadside, thicket, or waste. The vine and the olive are

cultivated to a limited extent in the southern provinces.
— Sugar refining is carried on extensively, particularly in the

great cane-growing provinces of Bahia and Pernambuco, where
there are numbers of engenhos established on a grand scale,

with the best modern machinery for water- or steam-power.
Tobacco and cigars of a common class (charutns) are manu-
factured on a large scale in Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, and other

places. A number of cotton-weaving factories have been es-

tablished, and compete favorably with foreign manuf. in the

production of the coarser fabrics. Very good silks are made
at Rio de Janeiro and elsewhere. There are also manufs. of

common and wall papers, soap, chemicals, braids, ril>bons,

bronzes, etc.— The principal exports from B., besides coffee,

are cotton, sugar, cacao, hides, horns, tobacco, diamonds.
India-rubber, etc. The principal imports are cotton and
woollen fabrics, and wrought and unwroiight iron fr)ra Eng-
land ; wines from Portugal, Spain, and France; cotton faln

rics, agricultural imi)lements, hardware, lard, flour, petroleum,
biscuits, coal, ice, hams, boots and shoes, etc., from the U.
States. The total value of the imports into B., in the five

years from 1S74 to 1878, averat;ed |100,000,000, and the ex-
ports $160,000,000. About one-third of the total imports
come from Great Britain, nearly one-fourth from France, and
the rest chiefly from the U. States, Argentine Confederation,
Portugal, and Germany. About one-fourth of the exports go
to Great Britain, above one-fourth to the U. States, the re-

mainder being divided chiefly among France, the Argentine
Confederation, Germany, and Portugal.

Commerce of the United St.vtes with Brazil from
1869 TO 1878.

Years.
Exports
to B.

I ro porta
from B,

Total
Imp. and Rx.

1869 16,069.079
5,817,846

6,089,154

5,985,924

7,199,922

7,705,820
7,745,359

7,347,380

7,582,813

8,686,701

$24,912,450
25.175,959
30,560,648
30,134,249

38,558,028
4.3,911,315

42,033,046

45,453,173
43,498,041

43,972,036

$:i0,98l,52y

1870
1871
1872

30,993,805

36,649,802
36,120,173

1873 45,7.'i7,9J0

51,617,135
49,778,405
52,800,553

51,080,854
51 658 740

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Total $70,230 001 *•'!«'? '.ais Qis $437,438,946

The total imports and exports for 1878, representing 4'60

per cent, of the general foreign commerce of the U. States
The principal articles exported to and imported from the

V. States in 1878 were as follows: Export*: Medical books,
$196,786; chemicals, dyes, etc., $56,615; cocoa, $1^3,415; coffee,

$35,367,992; hair, $34,309; hides, $1,288,086; India-rubber,
$2,457,398 ; wood, $S8,061 ; fruits, $27,643 ; brown sugar, $:3.Hi5,-

384; wool, $97,127.— Imports: Agricultural implements, $23,-
420; beer, $9,825; blacking, $6,528; books, etc., $8,265; biscuit
and crackers, $37,799 ; Indian corn, $106,881 : wheat, $75,000

;

wheat flour, $4,436,006; tallow, $5,922; carriages, etc., $15,210;
railroad cars, $340,458 ; clocks, $22,436; coal, $.5,658; cotton
(manuf.). $523,332 ; drugs, etc., $104,889 ; apples, $11,400 ; glass
and glassware, $42,038 ; jewelry, $11,026; railroad rails, $95,-
020 : car-wheels, $10,171 ; steam-engine locomotives, $296,173

;

machinery, $139,055; nails, $10,006; other manuf. of iron;
$123,205 ; edge-tools, $102,080 ; lamps, $1 1,149 ; boots and shoes,
8U,816; rosin and turpentine, $49,972 ; petroleum, $655,797

;

paper and stationery, $49,024; perfumery, $28,569; printing-
presses, $11,239; lard, $604,999; sewing-machines, $21,814;
soap, $27,131; wood (boards, deals, joi-sts, staves, etc.), $191,-
607 ; household furniture, $S2,974.— The customs duties upon
all articles manuf. in the U. States are very heavy, averaging
from 40 to 60 per cent.

In 187S, 161 American vessels (tonnage 60,002'), 3 American
steamers (tonnage 5,845), 371 foreign vessels, and 44 foreign
steamers, engaged in the Brazilian trade, entered the Amer-
ican ports; and 216 American vessels (tonnage 79,997), 8
American steamers (tonnage 10,673), 149 foreign vessels (ton-
nage 45,210), and 8 foreign steamers (tonnage 7,527), cleared
the American ports for Brazil.

Consideraliont on the Trade of the U. Stales with B.—We owe
the following and most valuable information to Mr. Thomas
Adanison, U. S. Consul-General at Rio de Janeiro. '"If our
merchants wish to sell goods in B., they should establish
houses, learn the language of the country, acquaint them-
selves with the fancies and needs of the people, and import
the kind of goods required here. There is business in the
country on which many people have grown rich. We may
have a full share of it if we work for it. One of the ways not
to succeed is to make trial shipments, often consigning the
goods to a bouse that deals in articles of an entirely different
kind. This consular oflSce is in very frequent receipt of let-

ters requesting the name of some person or firm who deals in
a certain lino of goods, with a view to sending a consignment.
John Smith writes to say he manufactures pocket-books, and
wants to know the address of a dealer in the article. He is

informed that Fulano & Co. are large dealers in such goods.
Ue ships a case or two of his goods to Fulano & Co.. who have
on hand a large stock which they purchased, and they sell

their own goods first. The sliipper gets uneasy, urges s|>eedy
sales, the goods are sent to auction and the owner gets very
small returns. One of the serious drawbacks to an extension
of American trade in B. is the system of long credits which
prevails, a system less injurious to the European than to the
American merchant, because of the lower rate of interest on
capital in the money markets of Europe. This system com-
pels the importing merchant to do a kind of banking business
in connection with his regular business, and obliges him to
carry large amounts in non-negotiable paper, running from
one to twelve months, with the privilege of extension at the
will of the debtor. In Rio de Janeiro it is no unusual case
for a commercial house to have from $250,000 to $50ii,000 con-
stantly outstanding in such paper. Few American merchants
would care to risk such long credits, especially when they
consider the fluctuations in exchange and the small margin
between the rate of interest which their money wilUcommand
in B. and at home. At the present moment the credit sys-
tem has so undermined the business of the empire that a com-
mercial crisis might very easily be precipitated. Beginning
with the importer, this pernicious system extends to the
smallest consumer, and so great has become the sum of out-
standing credits that any sudden measure of reform, even of
limited extent, could not fail to produce wide-spread distress,

if not bankruptcy. It becomes therefore a question of im-
portance to the American merchant whether he shall invest
his capital largely in this country, entering into competition
with the old houses on their own ground, or whether he shall

be content with a less ambitious but moch safer beginning,
and steer clear of the great dangers which now beset his
trade. It is certain that there is a considerable market in
B. for many lines of American manufactures, and that a de-
mand may be created for other goods, as yet novelties here,
but the unfavorable state of business renders it advisable to
limit all enterprises to a cash basis. This will, of necessity,
prevent the rapid growth of our trade for a time, and until

sounder methods of business have placed us on an even foot-

ing with our competitors.
" In view of the fact that the empire of B. produces but a

small portion of many principal articles of food consumed by
its people; that not only the products of other climates, but
also those things produced within her own borders, such as
rice, corn, and meats, enter largely into the list of her staple
imports, the trade in food substances deserves the attention
of our merchants who seek to establish business relations
with the empire. Each prov. has some great source or
sources of wealth, to the production of which everything is

made subordinate. In the S. provinces these are animal pro-
ducts, hides, beef, horns, hair, etc. In San Paulo and Rio
Janeiro, it is coffee; in Bahia, tol>acco; in Pernambnco,
sugar and cotton ; in Par&, Indiii-rubber, cacao, and Brazil-

nuts. Everything else is discarded or neglected. While pota-
toes, rice, beans, onions, etc., may bo easily produced, they
are almost wholly imported from France, England, and Portu-
gal. Indian corn, which grows well in the uplands, comes
mainly from the U. States; and the principal meat food of
the whole empire, jerked l>pef, which is so easily ])roduced in
the S. provinces, is imjwrted from Uruguay and Buenos Ayres
to the extent of fourteen-fifteenths of the whole con8um)>-
tion. Whether the sttte of affairs is favorable to the pros-
perity of iJ. is not a question within the scope of this article. It

is sulticient for the merchant to know that it is favorable to

a certain line of commercial enterprise.
"Those who intend to engage in this branch of trade should

first make a careful study of the methods employed by our
competitors in preparing and parking their goods for 8.

American markets. The labels, covera, and capsulei on cans,
jars, and packages of fruits, vegetables, oysters, etc.. are im-
portant factors in all efforts to introduce these goods into the
Brazilian market. Good taste slioulil be displayed in all

things. The Brazilians are great admirers of France, and are
largely influenced by the preferences and pi-ejudic»"8 of the
French people. The means employed in the U. Slates are fre-
quently insuflicient for B. In this hot. moist climate, our
ordinary food preparations spoil very quickly, and (or that
reason the greatest care is necessary both in preparation and
packing.
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"The greater part of the Jlnur consumed in H. cornea from
the U. States, and for fifty years past it has been our chief
article of exi>ort to that country. Our competitors are A.is-
tria and Urugimy, l>oth of whom are slowly paining at our
expense. The Austrian flour is highly esteemed and com-
mands about a dollar a l>arrel more than American. It is

packed in smaller and stronger barn-Is than ours, but con-
taining the same weight. Of American Hour, Richmond
brands are preferred in this market. Of late there has l«en
much complaint of the bad condition in which American
flour arrives. The barrels are said not to be as strong as
formerly. To retain our past supremacy in this trade, the
quality of the flour must bo kept up to an uniformly high
standard and more care exercised in paiking and shipping.
"Lard comes almost wholly from the U. :>tuteii, there being

no competition worthy of mention. Great care should
always be obsenred with its packing, so as to command the
paying price.

"There is but a limited demand for talUd meatt here, and
that principally among the shipping. lu 1877 only 80 bar-

rels were imported from the U. States.
'• Thus far the American eurtd ham has had a Tery unfortu-

nate reputation in this market. In nearly erery case they
have proTed inferior to the English ham in quality, and
therefore sell at a much lower price. They also lack keeping
qualities in many cases, spoiling before they can be placed on
the market. The Finglish ham is preferred at a cost from lo to

16 cents per pound over the American. The surfaces are care-

fully cleaned or pared, chaff is placed inside the canvas cover-
ing, and (bey are carefully packed in coarse dry salt in boxes
or barrels. As it is a question of preparation, not of price,

cilr shippers must make the necessary impn>Tement in curing
and packing before they can hoj* for successTiere. Dried
meat$ of the finer kind are imported from Portugal. Italy, and
France. Jerked beff, or 'carne secca,' as it is called here,
comes almost entirely from the Kiver Platte and Uruguay.
During 1877 the receipts of that article at Rio de .lanciro

were 33,294,400 kiloo, or 73,401 ,533 pounds, of which only one-
flfleenth were Brazilian. Prttervtd meatt, in tin cans, are im-
ported in m'Kierate quantities from Qreat Britain and France,
and are used almost exclusively by foreigners, or in small
quantities by rich Brazilians. A limited quantity of Ameri-
can presse<l corned beef is sold here.

"Of fUh, dried, salted, or preserved by cooking in tin cans,

excluding codfish, there were imported, in 1877, 30 kegs from
the U. States; 5,834 boxes and kegs from France; 5,-47 boxes
and kegs from Portugal, and 314 packages from other conn-
trie*. The greater part of cixlflsh imported conies from Brit-

ish North America. The receipts during 1877 were &4,386
packages, of which 3,2S4 packages came from the U. States.
There is consideiablu sale for Oreg;>n salmon, and I believe
there is a go<Hl opening for the sale of lake trout and white
fish If profierly pushed. It is said that much of the salmon
•old in Brazil as British is really American, with the labels
changed. Amerii-an nytttri are a staple article and command
fair prices. This trade is ca|>aMe of considerable expansion,
and shiiuld be carried on directly between the two countries.
If shippers would send really giH>d goixls ami maintain a cer-

tain standard, there is every reason to believe a good business
may be made." — (^la. ilaA and Kxport Joitntal, March, 187U.)

Mraportt. B. has ii seaports, the principal of which, in

their order from N. to .«., are those of Pari, Maranhlo, Para-
byl«, Pernambuco, Macei6, Anu-iijb, Batiia, Llh^oa, Santa
Crux. Porto-Seguro, Victoria, Rio de Janeiro, Santos. Parana-
guA, Santa-4'alliarinn, and Ri<>-4irande-de-Sul. The moat im-
portant of thmw are the follnwing:

I\ird. or IkUm, cap. i^f pro*, of Pari, is situated in lat. 1°

Vy »., Ion. 4i>° -m 33'' W., on the river Amaz<in, almut 75 m.
from Its mouth, and 300 m. W. .N. W. of MnrBuhiii>. It is one
of the flnaat of Brasitian citiea. The harl>or is c<inflne<l, and
ta aaid to be diminishing in depth; the approach fn>m the
ooaan la also rather difficult, and it is always ex|>edient to

tmkfi on boanl a pilot at the mouth of the river. It Is the
chief shipping-port for the India-rublier, immense quautitiea
of which are colle<-ted on the shomi uf the Antaxon. The
other principal articles of ex|H>rt are sugar, hides, sarsapa-
rilla. annoli.i, and Brazil-nuts. h>p. .lA.tKn.

M<ir<mh.in,»T}Fu) Luis, is in lat. J" 31' 8., and Ion. *4°W W. It
lies on the island of that name, forming the 8. K side of the
bay of Marcos. The harbor is good and aafe, but tli« •ntraDC«
is dimrull. /V 45.1100.

JWnamhuro, or heci/e, in lat. go 3' 9 . and loo. 84° bTW., b
the cap. of the prov. Pernambuco, and one of the most flourish-

ing ports of A. It compris<<s 3 different town*, which are
bnllt on aand-lianks snrrounded by the sea, and connected by
bridges. Exports cotton, sugar, tobacco, bldoa, etc. i\>p.
llfl.«72.

n>ikia, or .<flo Salvador, Is situated in lat. 13° 1' 8., and Ion. SS"
82" W., on the capacious t«v of All Saints (Bahia de Todo*-oa-
8ant<ia), 740 m. N. N. K. of Rio de Janeiro. It is the cap. of
tha prov. Bahia. and the second city and seaixirt of the em-
pire, in importance and population. It has an excellent liar-

bor, which receives vessels of the largest tonnage. It export*
more sugar and tobacco than nil the rest of H. I^ip. 13U,1O0.

Hin dr Jameim, or simply Kiti, the cap. of the empire, and
OD« uf the uuat uiagniflc«ot ciUaa uf tit* two contiuaota of

America, is situated on the W. side of one of the finest buvs
in the world. SO m. W. of Ca|* Frio, in lat. 22° 54' S , 1..m. 43°
7' 15" W. To the right on entering the liay is the fortof !>anta

Cruz, within bail of which all vessels going into the harlor
are re<(uired to pass, in order to answer any questions that
may l>e put to tiieni. The harlxT is one of the finest known,
and indi*ed can Hoarcely l>e excelled for capaciousness, and tlio

Be<-urity which it at^>rds to vessels of every description. The
entrance into it from the sea doe* not exceed a mile from
point to point, but widens afterwards to about 3 or 4 miles.
Riode J.inelro is the seat of more than one-half of the foreign
commerre of li., and it has likewise a very extensive inland
trade, particularly with the prov. of Minns (ieraes.Qoyaz, and
Matto Urosso. It is the key to the n.ining districta—furnish-
ing ail their supplies, and receiving all their pntduce f.-r

shipment or other dis|K)sal. It is the greatest mart for coffee
in the world, /h/). 2T4.U72.

Santos is in lat. 23° SV S., Ion. 4G° 19' W., on the N. of the
island of Engua Gnnfa. The (xirt is large and commodious,
and it has an active trade in sugar. J'^fi. 15,UU0.

liailrotuU ami TeUympht. B. po8)<es«e«l, in 1S78, railruada
of a totJil length of 1,4.'18 m., opened for tralHc. The princi-
pal lines are—the Pedro Segundo. 138 m. ; the .«an Paulo. 85
m. : the Bahia, 75 m.; the Pernambuco, If, m.; the Canta-
galla, 21 m. ; and the Man&, 15 m. There were railnuid*
of an aggregate length of 8«»» m. in course of construction at
the same date. A commencement has l>e<-n made to <-«tabliKh

a system of telegraphs. There were, in 187M, lines to the ex-
tent of3.^90 m.

Fiaancet. In the budget for 1877, both the revenue and
expenditure were calculate<l at 106,378,914 uiilreis, or J.')l.-

6»'.*.455. The total debt of .0.. home and foreign, aniounte<! in

1878 to $367,904,450. The annual charge of the State for

sinking fund and interest was $19,903,166. Ix-ing more than a
third of the national revenue. The whole of the foreign loans
of B., $9.1,467,500, bearing 5 per cent, infen-st, were contracted
through the banking-house of Rothschild k Co.. and on the
security of "all the resources of the empire." The internal
debt, $72,436,950, is chiefly represented by bonds, called Aj>nl-

ices, inscribed to the holder, and the payment of its cap. and
interest, which is provided for by an annual vote of Congress,
is under the charge of the sinking-fund department (C-oj-ii da
Amnrlisacan), independent of the government. B. has beaide*
a floating debt, estimated at $25o,(XX),0UU, consisting in great
part of treasury bills.

Banks in Rio de Janeiro. The Bancn-dn-Bratil. fonndeil in
1863 with a cap. of $18,744,014, had the exclusive right lo

issue notes payable to bearer. This right was cancelled io

18(56, with obligation to pay its notes in 20 years, at the rate
of 5 per cent, per year, which rate was reduced in 1873 at 2j^
per cent.— Baneo-fTammrrcuil-tlo-Bin-de^aHeiro, founil>-d in
1866 to receive deposits and make disi-ounts. Gip. 86,M»i.(Kmi,

on which $1,173,600 are paid.— Banco yacumal, founded in
li«71. Cap. $6,600,000, all paid. I>e|>nsits an<l discounts.—
Banco- Induttrial-e-Mfrciiniil, niitborized in IS72. ("np. $11,-

200,000. on which $2,840.(XI0 are paid. Di-posits. dist-ounts,

and creilit. — English- Bank-<if-Hin-<le-JaHeirtt, has branches at
Pernanibuco and Santos. Cap. £4,OUO.O<IO, on which £2.0UO,-

000 are {laid. There are many other bank* and institutions of
credit.

M'mey. The Milreit or 1,000 Reis =1 $0-52. The standard
of value is the gold Octava of 22 carats, equal to 4 milrei*.
Gold and silver coins have almost disap|M-ared in ri>cenl veai*
in B., and the only circulating me<lium is an inconvertible
pa|>er currency, consisting of treasury notes, calle<i snimlas of
a miln-is and upwards, depreciated in value— s|tecie iM-aring
a premium of (M to 7.'i per cent.— together with cop|>er and
broiise coins.

H'riffhls and iltaturtt. The French metric system, which
l>ecame compulsory in 1872. was adopted in 18(^2. and has lieeu

usi-<l since in all official defwrtments. But the ancient weight*
and measures are still (lartially employed. They ai^:

The Libra — 1-012 lbs. avoirdupoia.
The Arroba -^ 32-38 " **

The Quintal =. I29-M " ••

The At<{uiert (at Rio) — 1 l>nib«L
The Oit'ira = 55-34 grains.

Be*ld«* the above, the weights and measure* of Portugal
are also in use in some |iarts of the empire.

Brasiletto Wood, in the wood of a pmall tree,

Caualpinia lirntiliensU, which is mticli \iM-i\ fur

omnmetitAl cabinet-work, and is peculiarly a<l:ipt»'d

for cnrriage-wheel K|)oke«. It wai» fornicrly lined

as a dye, but lirozil-wood has aupentedetl it. Imp.

free.

Brazilian Pebble*, lenscfl for p[>ertach r,

groiiii<i from pure, transparent, coloricMt quartz,

or rock-crystal. Imp. free.

Brasilian Tea, a oubsiitutc for tea, nn-i>ared

from the leaves of Stnehy larpltcta mtUahilU, and
aUo of Lantaria pteudolhea.
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Brazil-Nuts, [Fr. noix pechurins; Ger. pechu-

rinnmse; It. noci gemelle ; Port, pucliarins; Sp.

becuiba,] tlie fruit of the Juvia, BerthoUetia exceha,

a majestic tree growing to the height of 100 or 120

feet, abounding on the baniis of the Orinoco, and

in the nortliern parts of Brazil.^ Tlie nuts (Fig.

43) are triangular, having a cuneiform appear-

ance, with sutures at eacli of the angles ; the shell

is rough and hard, and of a brownish asli color.

Tlie kernel resembles that of an almond, but is

larger, and tastes more like a common hazel-nut;

it contains a great deal of oil that may be obtained

by expression or otherwise. These nuts do not

Fig. 43.— Brazil-Nut,
Showing fruit cut open, and a separate nut.

grow separately, or in clusters, but are contained,

to the number of from 15 to 50 or more, in great

ligneous pericarps or outer shells, generally of the

size of a child's head. The outer shell is very
hard and strong, so that it is rather difficult to

get at the nuts, which are closely packed in cells

inside. The natives are particularly fond of this

fruit, which is also much esteemed in this country
and in Europe. It is imported in considerable

quantities, chiefly from Para. Imp. free.

Brazil-Wood, [Fr. bois de Bresil ; Ger. JSro-

siUenholz; It. leguo del Brasileverzino ; Port, pao
Brasil; Sp. madera del Bresil,^ a valuable dye-
wood, the product of a tree, Ccesalpinia echinala,

which grows in various tropical countries, but is

found in greatest abundance, and of the best

quality, in the province of Pernarabuco in B.,
where it is known as pao de Bainha, or Queen's-
wood. The tree commonly grows in dry places
and amid rocks, and seldom exceeds thirty feet in

height. The only valuable part is the heart,

which, after being fr£ed from tlie thick bark and
white pith, is only about one-half of the bulk of
the trunk. B. is ponderous and hard ; and when
first cut is of a pale red, but becomes darker by
exposure to air. It is variegated with irregular
black spots, has a sweetish taste when chewed, and
gives out its color with water, a property by which
it is distinguished from saunders-red or sandal.
The thick and close-grained pieces are preferred.
The wood is susceptible of a good polish, and is

occasionally used by the turner and cabinet-maker,
but it is chiefly employed as a red dye. It is,

however, for many purposes, superseded by the
aniline colors. Ground B.is sold in New York in

bbls. of 130 lbs., at about 3J cts. per lb. Imp. free.

Brazing, the operation of hard soldering brass
and other metals by means of the blow-pipe.

Bread, [Fr. pain/ Ger. 6ro<,] consists ofa paste or

dough formed of the flour or meal of different sorts

of grain mixed with water and baked. When stale

dough or yeast is added to the fresh dough, to make
it swell, it is said to be leavened; when nothing of

this sort is added, it is said to be unleavened, and
called Loaf B. Sea biscuit, oat cakes, barley ban-
nocks, rye cakes, etc., are examples of unleavened
B. LoafB. is made by working the flour into dough
or paste with water, yeast, and a little salt, allow-

ing it to stand until a certain degree of fermenta-
tion takes place, and then baking it in an oven
heated to about 488° F. During the fermentation

a quantity of gas is formed, and as it is prevented
from escaping by the toughness of the paste, and
dilated by the heat of the oven, the B. is rendered
light, porous, and soft. Many bakers add pota-

toes to the flour. This admixture neither injures

the quality nor the wholesomeness of the B. ; but
adulterations which are not so innocent are some-
times had recourse to, for the purpose of conceal-

ing the ta.'^te of damaged flour or to make the B.
white when formed of inferior flour. The use of
alum is liable to this objection, as being positively

injurious to health ; it is employed to lighten the

dough.— Aerated B. has no yeast or ferment in

it ; carbonic acid is directly applied, instead of re-

sulting from fermentation. While the dougli is

being worked by steam-power in a strong iron

globular vessel, carbonic acid is forced in. The
result is, that when the loaf is baking, the gas ex-

pands, bursts in bubbles from the surface and
makes the B. light and porous by forcing its way
through the dough. Medical men give a Jiigh

character to this bread for purity and salubrity,

while the manufjicturing processes are simple,

rapid, and economical. Many forms of B. are

baked in tins, to give definite shape to the loaves

;

but this does not alter tlie other characteristics of

the B.— The species of B. in common use in a
country depends partly on the taste of the inhabi-

tants, but more on the sort of grain suitable for its

soil. But the superiority of wheat and Indian
corn to all other farinaceous plants in the manu-
facture of B. is so very great, that wlierever they

are easily and successfully cultivated they are used

to the nearly total exclusion of most others.

Where, however, the soil or climate is less favora-

ble to their growth, rye, oats, etc., are used in their

stead.

Bread-Fruit, the fruit of Antocarpxis incisa, a
tree of S. Asia, now naturalized in the West In-

dies. It is nearly spherical, is covered with a
rough rind, weighs sometimes 4 pounds or more,
contains a large portion of starcli fecula, and is a
principal part of the food of the natives of the

South Sea Islands. WMien baked in an oven tlie

pulp is white and mealy, very nutritive, and re-

sembles wheaten bread.
Bread-Platter, a fancy wooden trencher for

cutting bread on.

Bread-Stuffs, an American commercial term
for grain and meal ; the produce of food plants

which enter into commerce. As used in oflicial

returns of the U. States, the word B. includes

bread and biscuit, barley, Indian corn, Indian
corn-meal, oats, rye, rye flour, wheat, wheat flour,

all other small grain and pulse, farina, and all

other preparations of B. usetl as food, such as ar-

rowroot, macaroni, vermicelli, etc. The imports
of B. in 1878 were $8,514,005, while the exports
reached $181,777,841.
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IBieals., or Brake, a drag put on the wheel of

a coach or railroad-car to check its speed. There
are many patents for B., the most generally adopted
on American railroads being the Wes'tinghouse

Air-break, and the Ames Vacunra-break. — The

Fig. 43. — Break.

The kccompaoyio^ flfcnre exhibits tho simplest form of £.,
to show iu action on the wlieels. A B is an iron rod su dis-

posed that it can act on the lever C D, which is mobile round
the axis B. The rod A B is articulated at A to an arm of the
lever fixed to that axis ; and when the rod is drawn from A
towards B, the two pieces of wood are pre.ssed against the
wheels by the intermediary of two iron shanks, ^hich are ar-

ticulated to the two enda of the lever C D, and to these two
pieces of wood.

fly-wheel of a carriage or machine.—A substan-

tial frame-work carriage for breaking in young
horses to harness.— To break, to stop business for

cause of insolvency, to make bankrupt.
Breakage, an allowance usually made by the

shipper or seller on certain cla.ss of cheap fragile

goods. Actual B. is allowed in the assessment of

duties on importations of every kind of liquors,

wlien the importer declares hia option at the time
of the entry ; otherwise he is entitled to the al-

lowance fixed by law, which is 10 per cent, on
malt liquors in bottles, and 5 per cent, on all other
liquors in bottles.

Breaker, a small ship's or boat's cask for hold-
ing water.

Breaker (Stone), is a machine for the break-
ing of stones, ores, and other hard sub-

stances into fragments of moderate size.

It is used in the construction of roadways,

in preparing concrete, in mining opera-

tions, and in crushing minerals for vi-

rioua purposes.

There are sereral machines patented for this ob-

ject, amonft which Is the Blake C'rtuhrr (Fl|c. 44),

manufactured at New Haven, Conn. It is very sim-
ple in coniiruction, bnt is made strong and maanive
on arcoiintof the i^eat strain and wear to which its

working parts are subjecti>d in cruHliinic niinenil".

•Time of which yield only ton pressure of over i:i' _,

ton* to the stioare inch. Ita pritici|iul featiiri't

•re a heavy frame in which are set two uprik'l>i

jaws, one of which is usually fixed whilr the otlifr

baa a slight vibratory nxivement imparted to it iv

* rotating shaft. These Jaws are wide enoii^jh

part at the top to rorvive tht> stones to lie brokin.

but converi;)- towards each other lielnw. so that itt

the bottom the o|H-ninK is only wide ciioUKh to

permit the fraj^nirnta to pas* when bmkcn to the
required size. It will thus Iw soen that wlien a
mans of stone or ore la placed In-lween the jaws at

the top, the vibratinir jaw advancing rracka it into

two or more pieces; then rece<llni;, it lilieratea the
fragments which drop lower down l>et ween the jaw- ^ j^^ ^^^i^ rrame; B, Br
plates. It will be itnen that the dittanre lietween utft— ; R, txii

y

the Jaws at the liotlum limits the size of the frag-

ments. This distance, and cunsequcntlv the siae

of the fragments, may be rejtiiluliAj nt pleasure. A variation
[
-•

j^j^g muzzle

made of different sizes, the largest l<eing capable of taking in

a stone weighing half a ton and reducing it iu five seconds to

fragments of five inches and downwards. The opening at th«
bottom of the jaws may be varied at pleasure, so that frag-

ments of any size may l>e produced.

Breakfast-Cups, china or earthenware cups
larger than the ordinary sized tea-cups.

Breaking- Bulk, the act of com-
mencing to discharge a cargo. The
commander of any vessel carrying tho
mail becomes liable to a penalty of

$100 for breaking bulk before having
delivered into the post-office every
bag, parcel, or package of letters that

were on board.
Break-Van, an empty van at-

tached to the end of a railroad-train.

Breakwater, [Fr.6rt«c-/ame8;Ger.

welleTibrecher,] an artificial barrier de-

signed to break the force of waves in

seaports and harbors, and thus to protect ship-

ping from damage ; but more commonly to create

a harbor or a secure anchorage where none ex-
isted before.

Bream, a fresh-water fish of the carp familv,

Abramis Brama, which is much eaten in South-

eastern Europe. The sea B. is a species of Pargna.

Breaming, the act of graving or cleansing the

bottom of a ves.scl by burning.
Breast-Plate, a piece of metal armor.
Breast-Ropes, support ropes secured in the

chains of a ship for the lead.sman to lean against.

Breast-Wheel, or Middle-Shot Wheel,
[Fr. rov^ hydraulique de coli; Ger. krop/rad,] an
hydraulic motor which receives the water on the

float-boards on a level with the axis (Fig. 45).

Breeches, men's garments for the lower part

of the body.
Breeching, the hinder part of the harness of a

horse.— The tackling of a caimon.
Breech.Loaders, arc ordnance and small arms

which are loaded by putting in the shot or car-

tridge directly at the breech, instead of inserting it

FiR. 44.— .'^Kill's M. \ ii;w of the stone-Breakek.
bn-l : C, <lrivln('puller; D. erank-ibafl; P. pllmaa : O O,

tacflm: H, Bxcdjaw: I, check: J, naT«l>lr jaw; K. ja«-aliaft; L, rabbar-iprlsf ; K,

«MC«i O. tonia-btock ;
1* F, jaw-platea; W, wedge-uuu

This kind of arm dates as far back
to the extent of 5i of an Inch may Iks made l>y turning the i . . , „ .,, , , „ • „.
«crew-nut w. which raises or lowers the wedge N. and move* 88 the reign of Henry V I., and several ancient

the toggle-block o, forward or buck. Further variations may examples of it are found in the armory of the
1« ma<le by substituting for the toggb^ou. or either "Uiu-m j f j^njon. Of late venns B. have almost
others that are longer or ahorter ; extra toggles of dinerent

, ,, , , i i
*

i- • _,«,1 :...

tangths being furnished fur tbU purpoae. Thla macblo* U I wholly superseded muzzle-louding pieces, and lui-

6
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provements in this kind of arm are being made

almost annually. Among the more recent heavy

guns of this character are the Armstrong, Blakely,

Dahlgren, Whitworth, Lancaster, and Krupp guns,

and the Mitrailleuse. Among small-arms we have

the Chassepot, Sharp, Snider, Spencer, Ward-Bur-

ton, Eemington, Enlield, and Martini-Henry rifles,

etc.

vear there arrived at the port of B. 2,720 vessels of 920.904

tons, and there cleared 2,799 vessels of 861,807 tons. The

only expenditure of the State, nearly balanced by the reve-

nue, is about $3,000,000. The public debt, bearing SJ^ and

il4 per cent, interest, amounts to 90,385,521 marks, or $22,-

596.380 ; it was incurred for constructing railroads, harbors,

and other public works.
, ,^ , • . , oi

The Chamber of Commerce or Board of Trade consists of 24

members and two syndics elected by and from merchants.

It possesses certain legislative and executive functions.

The Bank of B. has a cap. of $400.ti00 and
a note circulation of about $200,000. The
Discount and Deposit Bank has a cap. of

$2,260,000, and is empowered to issue notes,

payable on demand, to the amount of one-

third of the bullion in its coffers. There are

many other banks and institutions of credit.

Money, Measures, and Weight*. See Qesl-

The North German Lloyd Stfamtihip Co.,

founded at B. in 1857, has a fleet of 30 large

iron screw-steamers, running between B.

and various ports in North and South Amei>
ica. Among these are 8 splendid steamers

of 3,500 tons— the America, Donan, Main,
Mosel, l\'eckar, Oder, Rhein, and Weser,

which maintain a regular communication
witli New York, leaving New York every

Saturday for Southampton and Bremen.

Bremen Blue and Green. See

Vkrditer.
Brest. See France.
Bretagnes, a kind of linen

goods, made in lengths of 6 or 7

yards by 1 yard wide.

Br6vet d'Invention, a French
patent-right.

Brevier, an intermediate-sized

type between bourgeois and minion

;

112J lines would be contained in a

foot.

Bre^^er, one who manufactures

fermented liquors of any name or description for

sale, from malt or from any substitute therefor.
Jnlemal Revenue Lau>$ of the IT. Stalet (Aug. 8, 1878).

—

" There shall be paid on all beer, lager-beer, ale, porter, and
other similar fermented liquors, brewed or manulactnred and
sold, or removed for consumption or sale, within the United
States, by whatever name such liquors may be called, a tax
of one dollar for every barrel containing not more than 31

gals. ; at a like rate for any other quantity or for any frac-

tional part of a barrel.— Every person who manufactures fer-

mented liquors of any name or description for sale from malt
wholly or in part, or from any substitute therefor, shall be
deemed a brewer.— Every B. shall, before cumroencing or
continuing business, file with the collector of the district in

which he designs to carry it on a notice in writing, stating

the name of*the person, company, corporation, or firm, their

places of residence, description of the premises, and of his or

their title thereto, and the name of the owner thereof.— At
the time of filing the al>ove notice, the 5. will pay the special

tax required by law. which is $100 per annum where he man-
ufactures 600 barrels or more per year, and fifty dollars per
annum where he manufactures less than 500 bbls. per year.

—

" Every person who sells or ofl"ers for sale malt liquors in

quantities of not less than five gallons at one time, but who
does not deal in spirituous liquors, shall be regarded as a
wholesale dealer in malt liquors, and shall pay a special tax
of fifty dollars.— Every person who sells, or ofl'ers for sale,

malt iiquurs in less quantities than five gallons at one time,

but who does not deal in spirituous liquors, shall be regarded
as a retail dealer iu malt liquors, and shall pay a special tax
of twenty dollars.—Every B. on filing notice, as aforesaid, and
on the first of May in each succeeding year thereafter, shall

Fig. 45.— Breast-Wheel.

Breeze, the small dust-coal of the mines, used

to some extent in England for making coke and
artificial fuel. — Ashes and cinders sifted from
dust-holes, used in brick-making.
Breluche, a French drugget or floor-cloth, a

mixture of thread and worsted.

Bremen, a free city of Germany {Freie Stadt

Bremen), situated on both banks of the Weser,
about 45 m. from tlie North Sea and 60 m. from
Hamburg, in lat. 53° 4^ N., Ion. 8° 48^ E, Its

situation renders B. the principal emporium of

Hanover, Brunswick, Hesse, and other countries

traversed by the Weser. B. was for centuries one
of the chief towns of the Hanseatic League ; it is

governed under a constitution revised in 1854 by
a Senate of 18 members (elected for life) forming
the executive, and the Biirgerconvent, or the Con-
vent of Burgesses, of 150 members, invested with
the power of legislation. Area of the State, 106 sq.

m. Pop. 142,200 (including the Prussian garrison).
The entrance to the Weser lies between the Mellum and

other sands on the S. W. side and the Teglers Plaat, etc., on
the N. E. side. Vessels drawing not more than 7 feet come
up to the town, and those drawing 13 feet may come up to
Vegesack, about 13 in. below B. ; but large vessels do not
generally ascend higher than Bremerhaven. lying on the E.

_.

bank, about 38 m. below the town, and which is Bremen's I execute a bond to the U. S. to be approved by the collector of
seaport. The port and shipping charges are very moderate.
The principal German exports are woollen goods, linens,

grain, oak bark, glass, smalts, hams, hides, rapeseed, beef
and pork, rags, wbol, wine, wooden toys and clocks, oil-cake,

etc. The imports consist of tobacco (of which large quanti-
ties are re-exported), coffee, sugar, and other colonial pro-
ducts ; whale-oil, iron, rice, hides, wines, i-aw cotton, cotton
stuffs and yarn, earthenware, coal, brandy, tar, tea, dye-
woods, timber, hemp, etc. The over-sea trade of B. with the
U. States is imi>ortant. She sends to America a great variety

the district, in a sum equal to twice the amount of the tax
which, in the opinion of the collector, said B. will be liable to

pay during any one month ; and conditioned that he shall in

all conditions faithfully comply without fraud or evasion, with
all requirements of law relating to the manufacture and sale

of any malt liquors aforesaid.— Every B. shall from d.-ty to
day. enter, or cauiie to be entered, in a separate book to be
kept by him for that purpose, the kind of malt liquors manu-
factured, the estimated quantity produced in barrels, and the
actual quantity sold or removed for consumption or sale in

of German products, and brings back large quantities of cot- i barrels or fntctional parts of barrels. He shall also from day
ton, tobacco, rice, petroleum, and other American produce.
Next to that of Hamburg the port of B. is the chief outlet of

German emigration and the largest for the international trade
of Germany. The number of merchant vessels belonging to

the State in 1878 was 255, of 196,011 tons, including .^S steam-
ers, of an aggregate burthen of 57,670 tons. In the same

to day enter in a separate book kept for that purpose, an ac-

count of all materials by him purchased for the purpose of
producing such fermented liquors, including grain and malt.
And he shall render to the collector on or before the tenth
day of each month, a true statement, in writing, in duplicate,

taken from his books, of the estimated quantity iu barrels of
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uch malt liquors brewe<l, and the actual quantity sold or
removed for cuusumptiuu or sale during the preceding mouth.
— Tlie entries made iu such tHxilu obail, on or lx>fure the lotli

of each mootU, be verified bv the oath of the person by whom
they are made. The said oath shall be written in the boolt at

the end of such entries, and be certified by the officer adniin-

iateriug the same. — Kvery B. who evadex, or attempts to

evade, the payment of the tax ou fermented liquor, or fraud-

ulently neglects or refuse* to do any of the things by law
required to be done by hiui as aforesaid, shall forfeit all the

liquors made by him or fur him, and all the vessels, utensils,

and apparatiu used in making the same, and be liable to

• penalty of not less than five hundred nor more than one
thousanil dollars, to be recovered with costs for suit, and shall

be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and be imprisonetl for a
term not exceeding one year. And every B. who neglects to

keep books or refuses to furnish the account and duplicate

thereof as provided by law, or refuses to |>ennit the proper
ufllcer to examine the b<»ks in the manner providt-d, shall,

for every such refusal or neglect, forfeit and |iay the sum of

three hundred dollars.— Every B. sliall affix, upon the spigot-

bole in the head of every hhd', bbl., keg, or other receptacle

in which any fermented liquor is contained, when sold or re-

moved from such brewery or warehouse (except in case of

removal under permit), a stamp furnished by the collector of

bis district, denoting the amount of the tax required upon
inch fermented liquor, which stamp shall be destroyed by
driving through the same the faucet through which the

liquor is to be withdrawn, or an air-faucet of equal sixe, at

the time the vessel is tapped, in case the vessel is tapp<-d

through the other spigot-hole, of which there shall be but

two, one in the head and one in the side, and shall also, at

the time of affixing such stamp, cancel the sanre by writing

or imprinting thereon the name of the jierson, firm, or cor-

poration by whom such lii|uor was m:ide, or the initial letters

thereof, and the date when cancelled. Kvery B. who refuses

or neglects to affix and cancel the stamps required by law in

tbe manner aforesaid, or who affixes a false or fraudulent

tamp thereto, or knowingly permits the same to be done,

hall pay a penalty of one hundred dollars for each barrel or

package on which such omission or fruud occurs, and be im-

prisoned not more than one year.— The ownership or |>os8e«-

iuD by any person of any fermented liquor after its sale or

removal from the brewery or warehouse, or other place where
it was made, upon which the tax required has not been paid,

ball render such liquor liable to seizure wherever found,

and to forfeiture, removal under said permits e;(cepted. And
tbe abaence of the proper stamps from any hogshead, liarrel,

kef, or other vessel containing fermented liquor, after its

ale or removal from the brewery where it was made, or ware-
honae as aforeeaid, shall be notice to all persons that the tax
kaa not been paid thereon, and shall be prxma-facie evidence
o( the non-payment thereof."

Bt^Ung.—"Every person who carriee on. or attempts to

carry on, tbe business of bottling f>-rmented liquor in any
htm^nry or other place in which fermented liquor is made,
or npoo any premises baving communicatiou with such
brewery, or any warehouse, sliall be liuble to a fine of five

kai>dt«d dollars, and tbe property used in such bottling or
bosinats sball be liable to forfeiture. Beer intended for bot-

tling miul Im drawn into stamped packages and removed
from tbe brewery, and the bottling premises niunt be so

•paratad from the brewery as that the l>eer must be carried

ovar tbe public highway in its iiaaaage from the brewery to

the bottling establishment.— Erery /<. sliall, by branding,

mark or cause to be csarked ujHin every hhd., bbl., keg, or
other vessel containing the fermeuted liquor made by him,
before it Is sold or removed from the brewery or brewery
warehouse, or other plac« of manufacture, the name of the
person, firm, or corjMinition liy whom such liquor was nianu-
bctnred, and the place of manufacture; and every person
other than the owner thereof, or his agent authorited so to

do, who intentionally removes <ir defaces such murks there-

from, shall !>• liable to a |>enalty of Any dollars for each cask
or other vessel from which the mark is m> removed or dt^

faced. — Whenever any retail dealer, or other ttrrson, with-
draws or aids in the withdrawal of any fermented liquor

from any hhd., bbl., keg, or other ve«*el conuining tlie

•ame, without destroying or defacing the stamp affixed

thereon, or with'lraws, or aids In the withdrawal, of any
fermentetl liquor from any hhd., bbl , keg, or other Teasal,

u|Niii which the pro|>er stamp has iHit lieen affixed, or on
which a false or fraudulent stamp is nfflxeil, he shall bs flntd

one hundred dollars and imprlsuue<l not more than one
year."
The product of U. States taxes on fermented liquors, for

th* fiscal year ended June :i«), liTH, was as follows:

Tax of tl per l>arrel of not mon- than :il gals t0,473,SOO.TO

Special tax of f>'iO on brewers maiiuracturing leas

than 600 bids 02,144.07

Special tax of $1«W on brewers manufacturing
fiOO barrels or more 160,«68.10

Special tax of t2ii on reUil dealers - — \V\.h»!>M
Special tax of $oO on wholesale dealers M.'i98.06

Total collactlona on farmentad liquors |S,9S7,061.78

The percentage of each Stale in tbe above taxes was as fol-

lows:

New York Sl-.TO^S

Pennsylvaiim 10(1664
Ohio 9-41.18

Massachusetts 6-7620

Illinois 5aJ54
Misssouri 6-i09.3

New Jerse} 5iSil4

Wisconsin 4-8878
California 8-6880

MarvUnd 2-a0«3
Michigan 21-.'77

l.>wa HM-J2
Indiana l-8-i33

Kentucky 1-V395
Now llamiwhin! 1-2010
Minneoota 1-1601

The 3U other 8uu-s and Territories '92.Vi

10l>-0000

Table or U. Statu Rsccipts roR Taxes roR tbe 16 Yeae*
186a-1878:

Exhibiting the Ittady i»ertau in the manuf. of/ermenlfd litfunrt.

1863 .$1.628,9.33.82

1864 •J,2«0,009.14

1865 3,734,928.06

1866 .V220,552.72
1867 6.0.i7,500.6;»

1868 6,95.').868.92

1869 6,099,879.54

1870 6,3 1 9,1 •26.90

1871 7,389,601.82

1872 J8,268,498.4«
1>«73 9,324,937.8*
1874 9.3«4,679.72
1875 9,144,004.41
1876 9.571.280.68
1877 9,480,789.17
1878 9,937.051.78

$109,717,545.59

Brewers' Grains, the refuse malt of a brewery.
Brewing. See Beer.
Bribe, a present or payment for some illegal

Eurjx)8e; as to a custom-hoiipe official to neglect

is duly or to connive at fraud.

Brick, a common building-material of burnt
clav, sand, and ashes, etc
Alf the ancient li. were
made by hand. It is

sup|H)8ed that the Baby-
lonian B. were burnwl
in a kiln ; that those

which the Israelites

made in Egypt were
baked in the o|)en air;

while in many countries

they were morely sun-

dried. In making B. by
hand, the clay, toinpered

by exposure to tlie air,

is mixed with a projier

pro|)ortion of sand or

ashes, and kneadc<l in

a mill to the retjuired

consistency. It then is

given the pro|>er sire

and sha|>c with a mould,
and after exposure dur-

ing a certain time to

the action of the air, is

bakeilorburnt in clamps
or kilns. B. are now made almo.^t exclusively by
machinery-. The best piachines eiiiployetl for

making li. turn out, in ordinary works, 10 moulds
or 60 B. |>er minute, or 18,(KK»'to 20,000 |)er fore-

noon. They rc<]uirc the following plant and hel|>s

per machine: '2,-'i moulds, 4 trucks, and 8 nu-n.

If o|K.>rate<l bv steam, a machine turning out 18,000

|)erday re<iuires8 horso-power noiniiial high-pres-

sure. In the machine here represented (Fig. 40),

called the J*iMon BricJc-I\ua, the clav pasm-s from

the liop|Krr U into the boxS; the latter is then

move«r liy the cam K and the intermetiiafe arm V,
shifting the charge of clay over the mould M, into

which it drops. The box S then retires, and the

plunder O deaccnds, being driven by toggle B, and

Fig. 46. — Bkick-Ma( liiNE.
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compresses the clay in mould M. Tlie cam F,

which regulates tlie motion of the said plunger,

liien causes the plunger O to rise, and cam L
raises the plunger N, which removes the brick

from the moulil, to be swept from the table by the

next forward movement of the box S.— Burning.

Some B. require to be dried before burning, but

not all. In the ordinary kilns there is a great

loss of lieat occasioned by the escape of hot air

and smoke into the open air, no arrangements

being made to economize it. To obviate this loss,

Hoff'man, of Berlin, has invented a much-improved
kiln, capable of burning 25,000 B. per day. The
kiln, 160 feet in diameter, is a kind of tunnel or

arched passage running in a circle. Round the

outside are 24 doors, opened or closed as may be

needed ; these belong to 24 compartments, into

which the ring-formed passage is divided ; and 24

flues lead from these compartments to a central

cliiraney, with valves to cut off communication.
There are dampers, easily opened and closed, be-

tween the several compartments. The compart-
ments are filled with newly-made B. at different

times, and are emptied at different times, in such

a way that the heat, when it has done its work,
travels on to other compartments, and is never
wasted by escaping into the open air.— When the

B. are sufiiciently baked, they are divided into

classes known as cutters, fine close-grained B.,

rather soft, and better suited for work in which
the B. requires cutting; picked stocks, B. of a uni-

form red tint; paviors, hard B. fit for paving;
common stocks, or ordinary B.

;
grizzles, or soft B.,

and burrs. The B. also vary in color, according
to the degree of heat to which they were exposed.
Kiln-baked B., also called maim B., are made ol a
finer clay, which contains a considerable quantity
of carbonate of lime ; for which reason great care
is taken to prevent the air getting to the B. while
they are baking, for tiiis would cause the lime to

pass into a caustic state ; and, when exposed to the
action of the atmosphere, it would absorb moisture,
which would cause it to swell and burst the B. in

pieces. Malms are used for ornamental purposes,
being of a pretty buff color. They are less dura-
ble than the common B. Fire-B. are made of
clay containing a considerable quantity of silicate

of alumina, and as free as possible from lime in
any form, or iron. The clay is carefully prepared,
and the B. are exposed to an intense heat in kilns,

as they are used in the building of furnaces and
for other purposes, for which it is necessary that
they should be able to withstand the action of fire.

Paving B. are made of clay which contains a great
amount of silica, that fuses when the B. are burnt,
and causes tliem to become very hard.

—

B. are
made almost everywhere, but those manuf. in
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Milwaukee, and on the
Hudson, are the best known in commerce. The
size of American B. varies in the different States,

running from 7J to 8J inches in length, 4 to 4J in
width, and from 2\ to 2h in thickness.— Bath B.
A scouring brick of calcareous earth, used in
cleaning knives and for polishing purposes, made
at Bridgewater, Somerset, England.
Brickbat Cheese, an English cheese made in

Wiltshire of new milk and cream, so named from
the shape of the square pieces into which it is

formed.
Bricklaying, in building, the business of build-

ing with bricks.

Brick-Mould, a box in which clay for bricks is

moulded into shape. It is usually destitute of top
and bottom, lies upon a board which, being filled,

and when lifted, leaves the brick in position to dry.

Brick-Nogging, brick-work built up between
timber framing,
Brick-Tea, a kind of adulterated tea sold in

some parts of Asia, formed of the refuse tea-leaves

and sweepings of granaries, dampened, and pressed
into a mould, generally with bullock's blood.

The Tartars and Thibetans make a soup of it with
milk, butter, and salt.

Bridge, any structure carried across water or a
roadway, for the purpose of connecting the oppo-
site sides of a river, gorge, valley, etc., by means
of certain materials, forming a passage from one
side to the other. It may be of stone, brick, iron
(cast or wrought), timber, or suspended from chains
or wires, in which case it is termed a suspension-

bridge.

Bridle, a curb or leather head-piece with
guiding reins and a bit for horses.

Bridoon. See Bradoon.
Brier-Wood Pipes. See Wooi>Pipe.
Brig, a vessel with two masts, square-rigged in

the same manner as a ship; the spanker and
spanker-boom being in the brig attached to the
niainmast.
Brigantine, a hermaphrodite brig, a two-

masted vessel, that is brig-rigged forward and
schooner-rigged aft, with a fore-and-aft sail in
place of a mainsail.

Brightening, in calico-printing, a process of
rendering the color of prints more brilliant by
boiling in soda, etc.

Brill, a large flat fish resembling a turbot, but
inferior to it as food.

Brilliant. See Diamond.
Brilliants, figured shirtings made in lengths

of about 16 yards.

Brimstone. See Sulphur.
Brine, the salt water pumped up from the brine

springs (see Salt).— The salt in which beef or
pork is being pickled, when liquefied by the juices
of the meat.
Brisbane. See Queensland.
Bristles, [Fr.soics/Ger.6or8<e»; It.sc/ofe/ Russ.

sehtschetina; Sp. cerdas, setcai], thestrong,glossy hairs

growing on the back of the hog and the wild boar.

They are extensively used by brushmakers, shoe-

makers, saddlers, etc. They are of various colors,

but before being used for brush-making, they are

sorted into black, grey, yellow, white, and lilies. The
lilies are silvery white in color, and are used for the
best shaving- and tooth-brushes. The B. vary from
3 to 10 inches in length, the moderately long being
better than the very long. The white are better

than the yellow and the yellow better than the
black; the wiry are better than the limp. Other
things being equal, the thickest B. are the most
sought after, and fetch the highest price per
pound. The improved breeds of tlie hog are
almost without hair, and the few they liave are
too soft ; American B. are therefore of little value.

Our supplies of B. are chiefly obtained from Rus-
sia, where the wild boar abounds, and to a small
extent from Belgium, France, and Germany.
They come tied into bundles and packed into
casks containing from 400 to 500 pounds each.
The value of B. imported in 1878 was $614,110.
Imp. duty, 15 cents per pound.

Bristol. See Great Britain.
Bristol-Board, is a kind of strong card or
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pastel)Oard, made smooth by plazing;, and largely

used by artiste. The sizes are tap, demy, ami me-
dium, and uf two and three slieets in thickneiw.

It waa lirst made at Bristol. In England, how-
ever, the fin*t quality of drawing->>oards is known
as Lfinilon board. Itnp. duty, 3o per cent.

Bristol-Stoae, a kind of ipiartz or rock-crys-

tal, found at Clifton near Bristol, and used for

vases, urns, mirrors, etc. The finest s|»ecimen«,

when cut and polished, arc known us Bristol dia-

monds. imp. duty, 10 {>er cent.

Britannia Metal, is a compound of tin and
antimony, in the projwrtion of aljout 10 to 1, with

sometimes a little zinc and copper. It is almost

as white and brilliant as silver, and is hence very

largely employed in making coffee and teapots,

hot-water jugs, soup tureens, gravy and vegetable

dishes, wine-coolers, liqueur stands and waiters,

and other articles of table service— appejiring

something like silver, but much cheaper. It has

remarkable ductility, which enables it tt) be worke<l

bv the process of melnl-spinnimj ; in which thin

s&eets are bumLshe<l or swaged down ui>om womlen
moulds or other model.s, to the convexities and
concavities of which they adapt themselves with

remarkable facility. Imp. <luty, 3o jwr cent.

Britannia 'Ware, or Bkitisu Waue. See
Albata.

Britannias, a kind of fine linen, exfiortcd in

pieces from England to South America.
British Brandy, a common kind of brandy ; a

rectified and flavored corn-spirit, highly colored,

and made in Ix>ndon.

British Gum. See Dextrine.
Britt, a very small kind of herring, Clvpea

minima, which sometimes appears in incredible

numbers on the American coasts, serving as food

for other tish.

Britsska, a travelling carriage or chariot.

Broach. % tool or fitting for an Argand gas-

burner.
Broad-Cloth, a fine kind of woollen for men's

garments, exceeiling 29 inches wide; all of less

wi<lth are known as narrow cloths.

Broad-Oaage. Sec GAcaF:.
Btoad Olass, inferior or spread window-glans.

Broadside, a printer's term for a full printed

page of any sized sheet.— The full length or side

of a ship.

Brocade, a stuff of stout silk, raised and en-

riched with gold and silver flowers, foliage, etc,

which was held in high repute for the dresses of

both sexes* during the ITtli and ixth centuries.

—

A cloth of gold and silk, which in Kitstem coun-
tries liears the name of kinkbobt.

Brocatelle, the French name for linscy-wrml-

Bcy.—A silk material for dra|»ery, linings for car-

riages, etc.

Broccoli, the linuaifa oleracea, a variety of the

cabl>age, and a highly ectt-emwl gartlcn vegetable.

It has considerable rem-mblancc to cauliflower,

from which it difll-rs by the purple or green color

of its heads.

Brogans, arc rough-made and heavy shoea,

citiefly worn bv laborers and miners.
Brbgaes. tfie shocfi of tlie Irish peaaantrj.

—

A nanje for bn-eohes.

Broken-Backed, a term applied to a venacl

which is hoggeil or loosened so aa to droop at

each end.
Broker, a person employed as an agent or mid-

dleman to transact bosincM between merdiants or

other individuals. li. generally confine them-
selves to negotiations lor the purchase and sale of

sf>nie particular articles, by which means they ac-

quire an intimate knowletlge of their uualities,

as well as an acipiaintunce with the sellers atid

buyers, and the stale of supply and demand ; and
they are thus enal)k-d to negotiate between dealers

on terms e<]uitable for Ixith. A merchant seldom
has the same intimati' knowledge for his guidance,

an<l therefore generallv fintls it advantageous to

effect his purchases anJ sales through the medium
of Ji. In large comnu-rcial phu-es, there are sejH

arate li. for almost every leading article of tnide,

as cotton li., tea li., pnxluce li., etc. Besides the

commercial li. there are other kinds of B., for

which see CrsTOM-IIor.'JE B., Exchanok B., In-

surance B., Note B., Ship B., STotK B. See
alM) Pawnbkoker.
Brokerage, the commission or percentage paid

to brokers on the sale or purchase of bills, funds,

goods, etc. See Commission.
Brom, a fermented liquor made from glutinous

rice in Java.
Bromine, a substance obtaine<l by a chemical

process from the uncrystallizjible residue of soa-

water, commonly calle<l hilUm. It is a li<piid of

a deep redilish-brown color and disagreeable, suf-

focating (nlor. Sp. gr. 3. It is used in nie<liciue

for the same pur|K)se as iodine, and also to some
extent in photography. It bleaches as well as

chlorine, but is poisonous to animal life. Imp.

free.

Bronse, [Fr. bronie; Ger. stGckgut, ttUckmelall

;

It. bromo; Sp. metal de canone*,^ an alloy of copper

and tin, much hanler and more fusible than coj)-

per, but less malleable. When well prepared it

18 the most durable of metallic materials, except

gold, platinum, and some rare metals. It is much
use<l for l>ells, cannon, large statues, ttwlhed

wheels, and other castings, as well as for fine or-

namental statuettes, figures, clocks, cu|is, etc., and
various kinds of stamj»ed work. St> greatly do
the projiortions vary, tlial while large Ix-ll B. h.is

only 3 parts of copper t<» 1 «>f tin, machinery //.

has' often 10 to 1. The usefulness of this alloy

depends chiefly on its being very hart! an«l very

durable ; but it is also sonorous and pleasant in

color. Bromta is the common name for B. stat-

uettcfl, figures, and other ornamental B. gooda.

Imp. duty (B. and all nianuf. of), '.io per cent.

Bronse Paint, or Qold Paint, a mixture of

gohl-colored bronze ]>owtler with tur|>entine di-

veste<l of its acid.

Bronse Leaf. Sec DfTTn Leaf.
Bronse Po^ivder, a metallic |K>wder resem-

bling gold dust, and prepare*! in even*' shade of

colors, by reducing Dutch leaf into {Mtwder by
levigatioii with oil, to prevent oxi<Iation. The
principal uses of bronze colors are for japanning
and bronzing tin and inm goo<ls, statues, gas-fit-

tings, i>apier-m&ch^ work, printing, ornamental

painting, and such like puri)OBea. They are chiefly

importe<i from (lermany. Imp. duty, 20 per cent.

See Di-Tf'H Leap.
Bronsing, is the process of covering articlea

of metal, woo<l, clay, pl.-ister, etc., with bronze

powder or other comixwitions, which give to them
the appearance t>f bronze. The pnsx-ss and the

com|H>sition of the coating vary with the articles

to Ik- coated.

Brood-Mare, a marc kept for breeiling from.

Brooklyn, a city and seafwrt of the (J. States,
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cap. of King's Co., New York State, at N. W. end

of Long Island, opposite New York city, from

which it is separated by an arm of the sea called

the East River, which is | of a mile wide, and
witli which it will soon be connected by a suspen-

sion-bridge now building, which is a marvel of

modern engineering. B. has an extensive water-

front; and along the shore immense works have
been constructed to facilitate commerce, the At-

lantic Dock alone containing an area of 40 acres,

with sufficient depth of water for any vessel. The
docks and piers at South B. are among the mo

4

extensive and commodious in the country. Ship-

and boat-building and repairing are extensively

carried on at East B. and the N. E. part of the

city called Green Point. Upon Wallabout Bay,

a deep indentation of the sea between East and
West B.y is located a U. S. Navy-Yard, occupying
an area of 45 acres. In the extent and variety of

its manufactures, B. ranks among the first cities

in the Union. B. has also considerable shipping
interests, but its trade is so intimately connected
with tliat of New York, that, commercially speak-

ing, B. can scarcely be said to have an indepen-
dent existence. Pop. about 500,000. See New
York.
Brooklyn Bridge. See East Eivek Bkidge.
Broom, is a name common to several shrubs.

The branches of the common B. of Europe, Cytums
scoparius, are used for making brooms, and its

young tops and seeds, which are strongly diuretic,

are used in medicine. The flowers of the green-
wood or dyers' broom. Genista tinctoria, yield a
bright yellow coloring matter, used by dyer§.

Broom-Corn, a kind of grass. Sorghum vulgaria,

chiefly cultivated for its stalk, to make brooms.
The tops are cut about two feet long, packed in

bales, and sold by the 100 lbs. This plant is ex-
tensively grown in New York, New Jersey, and
other parts of the U. States.

Broom-Handle, a slight wooden stick, mnde
of light wood as ash, pine, etc., and prepared to
fix in broom-heads. They are manuf. in almost
all the Northern and Eastern State-s, and sold by
the 100 or by the 1,000, in bundles.
Broom-Head, in broom-making, a clasp or

cap for holding the bunch of broom-corn, so that a
worn stump may be removed, and fresh brush sub-
stituted. There are broom-heads of very many
forms.

Brooms, [Fr. balms ; Ger. hesen ; It. sccype, ; Sp.
€sco6as,] well-known utensils, so called from having
been originally made in England of broom twigs.
In America they are generally made of broom-
corn, and from hickory saplings made into splits.

Fine hair-brooms are imported from France and
England. Imp. duty for all kinds of brooms, 35
per cent.

Brougham, is a closed carriage, with a single
inside seat for two persons, and an elevated driver's
seat. The front is glazed, and the fore-wheels turn
on a short lock.

Brow-Band, is a band of a bridle, head-stall,
or halter, which passes in front of the horse's fore-
head, and has loops at its ends, through which
pass the check-straps.
Brown, a dark, dusky, tertiary color, which is a

mixture of red and black of various degrees of
depth. B. pigments, employed by painters, are de-
rived from the mineral and vegetable kingdoms,
but chiefly the former. They comprise umber, raw
and bui-Td sienna, bistre, brown madder, Vandyke,

Spanish B., purple B., washed B., and others. In
glass and enamel painting, B. eflfects are often

produced by substances which are not B. in them-
selves, such as sulphates of some of the metals

;

while in dyeing and calico printing, aniliTie, annoUo,

fustic, sumach, logwood, and alum are all employed
in various ways to produce browns.
Brow^n Coal, a variety of lignite, of a brownish-

black color, of which there are beds on the borders
of Cheesequake Creek, in Middlesex Co., N. J.
It differs from stone-coal by its tendency to split

and fall to powder when exposed to the air, and by
containing water, which interferes with its value as
fuel.

BroT)7n Cottons, are unbleached muslins,
which vary from 27 to 108 inches in width, and
are used for sheetings, shirtings, etc. Their relative
prices depend on their weight and trade-mark.
Brow^n Grease, a grease obtained by pressure

from wool skins. Imp. duty, 20 per cent.

Bro^7n Hemp, a name in Bombay for the
valuable fibre of Crotolaria juncea.

Brown Holland, an unbleached linen, used
for various articles of clothing and upholstery.

It chiefly comes from Scotland. Imp. duty, 35 per
cent.

Brow^ning, a shining brown lustre given to

surfaces of articles of metals, as gun-barrels, etc.,

by chloride of antimony, or other compounds.
Brow^n Ochre, a peroxide of iron.

Brow^n Paper, is a coarse kind of wrapping-
paper, made from unbleached junk, hemp, refuse

flax, etc There are various qualities, from ma-
nila to straw.

Brow^n Spar, a crystallized form of carbonate
of iron.

Bro^7n Stone, a dark variety of the red sand-
stone, chiefly brought from quarries on the Con-
necticut River, and much sought for in New York
as a building-stone.

Brown Stoat, a fermented liquor ; a superior
kind of porter.

Brow^n Sugar, the common dark Muscovado
sugar. In commerce the term is applied to all

grades of sugar which are not whitened by the
refining process. See SuGAK.
Brown Ware, a common variety of pottery,

named from its color.

Brow-Post, a carpenter's term for a beam that
goes across a building.
Brucine, or Brucia, a very bitter and poison-

ous vegetable alkaloid, extracted from the bark of
the Strychnos nux vomica. It is characterized by
giving a blood-red color with concentrated nitric

acid. Its toxicological effects are like those of
strychnia, but it is far less active. Average cost

in New York, $3 per | oz. Imp. duty, 40 per cent.

Bruiser, a concave tool used in grinding lenses
or the specula of telescopes.

Bruising, in leather manuf., the process of ex-
tending and rubbing on the grain-side, after it has
been grained by folding grain-side in, and rubbed
with a crippler.

Broising-Machines, are crushing machines
for breaking or grinding pulse, oats, Indian corn,
etc., for cattle.

Bruising-Mill, a hand-mill in which grain for
feed, malt for brewing, and flax-seed for pressing,
are coarsely ground. It consists of two cast-iron
rollers mounted on a strong frame, and so ar-
ranged that grain is carried between them and
crushed more or less according to the degree to
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which the rollers are tightened up by the hand-
screw at the end of tlie frame,

Brujala, the Spanish name for the mariner'^
conipass.

Bruneta, a kind of coarse Mack Spanish cloth.

Branswick, [Ger. Braunsckureig,] a duchy of

the empire of Germany, consisting of five detaclied

portions of territory, occupying part of the im-
mense plain extending from the llartz Mountains
to the German Ocean, and contiguous to Hanover
and PruRsia. Area, 1,520 sq. m. I'op. 327,493.

Capital, Brunswick, an old but fine city on the

Ocicer, 8 m. S. E. of Hanover
;
pop. (k),938. The

S;overnment is a constitutional monarchy, regu-

ated by the fundamental law of Nov. 28, 1851.

The northern dUtrirU, |>articalarly W(>lfenl)Utti'l, hare an
unduUliug (urfuce, aiiU their soil is highly pruduclive; tli«

outhem, includinK the lilankcnhurg territory, wliirh lie

within the limil« uf the llartz, are cuuipuoed of a auco-asiuD
of mountJiiDi), in part well wooded and atudded with highly
cultivated Talleya. The aspect of the whole of the duchy is

indicatire of ^oud order and prosperity. The pnncipHl arti-

cles of home miiuuracture exportf<l, are timber, yarn, liuen,

grmiii, oil, chicury, madder, leather, hops, and ironware. 6.
has no coast, but it communicates with the Uermao Ocean by
mmns uf the Wener and the Kibe.
finanea. The annual revenue U almut |7;PO0,0OO, with

expenditure of same amount. The public debt in 1878 was
91,874,442 marks, or $2-2,9«i8,ei0, mostly contracted for tbo
Mtablishmeiit uf railruiids.

Money, H'eu/hl; and Meature*. See Qermant.

Branswick Oreen. See Verditeb.
Brush, [I>uster, Fr. brwMe; Ger. biirMe. Paint-

brush. Fr. pinceau ; Ger. pinsel,] a daubing and
cleansing implement, of which there are endless
varieties, for clothe.s, the hair, sweeping, painting,

white-washing, etc. They are generallv m:ide of
hogs' bristles, the whiter and better kinds being
employed for hair-, tooth-, clothes-, and hat-if.,

ana also for the better ch-isses of paint-£. The
bristles are first sorte<l acconling to color, and
then, by means of a series of combs, having teeth

formed of needles of various sizes, and placed at

ditferent distances a|)art, they are assorted accord-
ing to size, by employing at first the largest comb
and then in succession the smaller ones, fixed to a
work-table.

—

I\iint-B., the simplest form of B., is

madv bv inserting full-length bristles betwei'n two
projecting prongs on the handle, and se<Miring

them by a wrapping of twine, which is aflerwartl

protected by a coaling of glue mixed with re<i-lcad.

in other paint-brushes the bristles arc surrounded
by a metallic cap, which binds them to the handle.
In large paint-bnixht-s and painttVs dusters, the
handle is seciireti bv driving its smaller end fore-

most into the bristles, placetl within an iron tnip,

which binds them fast, — llair-B., IhuUrt, etc.,

are made by insertitig tufts of bristles into a stock

or head previously ixtred with holes for their re-

ception. These are freciuently bored angularly to

the fitce, or tlic face iutelf is roimde<i so as to give
the tufts an outward Mpl.iv when inserted; the
root-ends are first dip|>e<l into meltetl t>itch, then
bound with thread, .again dip|)e<l, and then in-

serted with a sort of twisting motion. B. of this

description are usually made with bristles of the
full length, but where stiflhess is re«]uire«l, as in

scrubbing, hair, and other similar brushes, each
tuft of bristles is doubled s<3 as to present both
ends outward ; these are then cut on H4|uarc and
even, presenting a hard surface, cs|M-cially when
the doubling is made near the root-ends. The
best sorts of B. arc trtpanntd ; in this process a
number of holes are drilled in the bone back

,
either transversely or longitudinally, and a niun-

ber of holes are sunk through to these from the
face-side of the brush ; the tufts are then drawn
with strong threads or silk, and the longitudinal

or transverse holes filled with plugs of Ixjne or
ivorj'. Whalebone cut into strijw, and split, is

iiseii in the sjtiue manner as bristles, to form B.,

either by itself or in conjunction with bristles. In
the latter case, the adulteration is soon detected

by the more rapid wear and splitting of the ends
of the whalebone. The Woodbury^t B. machint is

now used for making common B.— The smallest

kind oi B., called pmeiU, are used in water-color,

and some kinds of house, sign, and coach paint-

ing. They are made by inserting a tuft of camel,
badger, squirrel, g<»at, fitch, or sable hairs with

their roots lK>und together into a quill previously

softened, which, in drying, serves to hold them
fast ; for the larger size, a tin tube, either round
or flat, is employed.
Brush-'Weir, a weir formed of stakes, driven

at regular intervals, and interwoven with twigs,

for catching fish in shallow bays, rivers, etc.

Brush-'Wheel, a circular, revolving brush,

used by the turner or lapidary for polishing, etc
Brussels. See Belgium.
Brussels-Carpeting. See Carpet.
Brussels-Lace. See Lace.
Brussels-Sprouts, small delicate sprouts,

produced in the axils of the leaves of a variety

of the common cabbage. They are used as a pot-

herb.

Bryony Root, the acrid rootjof black bryony,
Tamus enmmunig, by some considered a gootl sub-

stitute for sarsaparilla. The young shoots are

eaten a^ a.«parjgiis in Italy.

Bubble, a small glass bead or hollow floating

globe for testing the strength of spirits.— A famil-

iar name applied to a fraudulent or unsubstantial

commercial project, which holds out ho|)es of

rapid gain, for the purpose of enriching the pro-

jectors at the expense of sanguine and ignorant

adventurers ; and particularly used to designate

those projects the funds for which are raisf<l by
the sale of shares or subscription to a tmnsfer-

able stock. The term, which originated in Eng-
land at the lH>ginning of the last centur}' with the

collapse of tlie South Sea scheme, is now seldom
used.

Bucha Leaves, the leaves of Baro$ma erenata,

a small shnib growing at the Cape of tiood Iio|K>.

They have an aromatic smell, and are esteenit-d

in pharmacy for their diuretic properties. Jmp.
free.

Back, a male rabbit ; also applied to deer, to

a ram, and to a male goat.

Buckbean, a name for the marsh trefoil, 7Vt-

folium paludtuium, which has some me<iicinal prop-
erties, being tonic and cathartic.

Backet, a lifting pail or vessel for holding
water, made of wood, Icatlicr, metal, gutta-iiercha,

or other material.

Buckhorn, a name in the west of England for

anv fish salted or dried in the sun,

backing, the process of cleaning or bleaching

linen and cotton gtMsIs in an alkaline lye.

Backlngham-Lace, a common description of

lare resi>mliling Alen9on lace,

Bucking-Hammer, an instrument for cnuh-
ing ores fine for sampling.
Buckle, a link of metal or other substance for

fastening harness, l>elts, or parts of dress together.

They are used as fastenings for shoes, knee-bands,
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ladies' waist-belts, etc. B., as shoe and knee or-

naments, have gone out of fashion. Imp. duty,

according to material.

Bucke-Chape, the part by which the buckle

is affixed to the band.

Bucklers, are blocks of wood made to fit in the

hawser-holes of a siiip.

Buckram, [Fr. bougran; Ger. scheltre; Port.

olandilha ; Sp. bucaran,] a coarse kind of linen or

cotton fabric, having a peculiar stiffness imparted

to it by strong gum and calendering, and cliiefly

used in the making of clothes, to keep them in the

proper shape. B. are | wide; when formed of

cotton, they are generally in pieces of 28 yards in

length ; when of linen, 25 yards.

Buckskin, the white tanned skin of the com-
mon deer, from which gloves are made. The
name, however, is frequently given to the tanned

skins of the kid and goat, sheep, and lamb, and
sometimes to calf-skins. B, leather is used for

boots and shoes, breeches, saddle-seating, braces,

polishing leathers, etc. Imp. duty, 25 per cent.

Buck-Thorn, is the Rhamnus calharticus. A
syrup is made from the berries, which is used in

medicine. The juice stains the paper green.

Buckum-Wood. See Japan Wood.
Buckwheat, [Fr. ble sarrasin, ble noir; Ger.

buchweizen, heidekom; It. grano saraceno ; Port,

and Sp. tri(/o saraceno, trigo negro,^ a kind of grain,

of a triangular form, produced by the Fagopyrum
esculentum, an animal plant wiiich grows on the
poorest soils, with a strong branching stem of a
reddish color. Its grain, when ground, produces
a fine flour, which, in the poorest districts of
France and other European countries, is made
into bread, which is very wholesome. In tlie U.
States, the B. flour enters into the composition of
the well-known and delicious B. cakes (called in

England crumpetg). The grain is, next to Indian
corn, the most valuable food for cattle, horses,

poultry, etc. In this country two-thirds of the B.
crop is annually produced in New York and Penn-
sylvania, to meet the winter demand for B. flour

in the seaboard cities. The area of its cultivation
is small, and not very rapidly extending, as shown
in the following statement

:

Years. Bushels. Value.
Value
per

bushel.

Value
per
acre.

1870 9,841,500

8,328,700

8,133,500

7,837,700

8.016,600

10,082,100

9,668,800

10,177,000

$7,725,044

6,900,268

6,747,618

6.382,043

6,477,885

7,166,267

7,021,498

6,998,810

$0.78-4

82-8

82-9

81-4

80-8

71-0

72-6

68-7

$14.38
16.67

15.04

14.05

14.31

12.45

10.53

10.76

1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877

Total 72,085,900 $55,419,433

Average- 9,010,737 $6,927,429 $0.76-8 $13.20

Buck-Yam, the Dioseorea triphylla, which is a
native of Java, and is also grown in the West In-
dies for its tubers.

Bucosidad, the Spanish term for tonnage or
capacity of a ship.

Bude Light, is an extension of the principle
introduced in the Argand lamp. There is not
only one cylindrical ring of burners, but some-
times two, and even three, are placed concentri-
cally

; and, to produce very powerful efl'ects, the

interior of the flame is fed with oxygen instead of
common air.

Budget, is the name applied in several coun-
tries of Europe to the annual statement of the pub-
lic revenue and expenditure, submitted in England
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer to the House
of Commons, and in France by the Minister of
Finances to the Chamber of Deputies. The ac-
counts which accompany the statement show on
one hand the sums required for the public service
during the year, under the heads of Army, Navy,
Public Instruction, etc., together with any inci-

dental charges ; and on the other hand are given
the Ways and Means for meeting the same, con-
sisting of the surplus (if any) of the preceding
year, the annual taxes and duties, and such inci-

dental receipts as come in aid of the national

revenue.
Buenos Ayres. See Argextine Confed-

eration.
BuS, a color somewhat between pink and prim-

rose-yellow.— Leather prepared from the skin of

the buffalo, elk, etc., by imbuing it with an alumi-
nous compound, and afterwards some oily matter;
formerly much used for waist-belts and otiier mili-

tary accoutrements.— A wheel coated with buff-

leather, and used in polishing cutlery, etc
Buffalo, a large and beautiful city and port of

entry of the U. States, cap. of Erie co., in the State
of New York, in lat. 42° 53' N., Ion. 78° 55' W^
situated at the E. extremity of Lake Erie, where
it contracts into Niagara River, 22 m. S. of Niag-
ara Falls, and 293 m. N. W. of New York city.

B. is the third city of the State in population and
wealth ; it is the western terminus of the Erie Ca-
nal, and it has railroad trunk lines in almost
every direction. Commanding the bulk of the
trade of the Great Lakes by its numerous vessels,

and controlling a large Western business by its

almost unlimited railroad facilities, B. has long
been a most important commercial entrep6t. It

has large manuf. of agricultural implements, car-

shops, flouring-mills, etc. ; it has also numerous
blast-furnaces, rolling-mills, machine-shops, stove-

foundries, iron shipyards, etc. Its manuf. interests

are steadily and rapidly increasing. It is, how-
ever, to its enormous traffic in grain that B. owes
mucli of its importance and wealth. There are
along both sides of the creek 30 elevators, having
an aggregate capacity for storage of 7,000,000
bushels, and daily transfer capacity of 3,000,000
bushels. Separated only from Canada by the Ni-
agara River, B. has with that country a very large

trade. In 1878 its imports from Canada amounted
to $3,258,576, and its exports to same to $193,684.

B. creek is navigable for about 8 miles, and ad-

mits vessels drawing 14 feet of water. A pier,

1,500 feet in length, with a light-house upon it,

facilitates the navigation ; but, owing to the accu-

mulating of ice at the end of the lake, the harbor
becomes inaccessible during the cold months of
the year. In 1878 the port was entered by 162
American and 293 foreign vessels, having an ag-

gregate tonnage of 69,115; and cleared by 138
American and 264 foreign vessels, whose a^regate
tonnage was 58,590. The registered marine of
the port, on the 1st of Jan., 1879, was 224 vessels,

of 99,521) tons, of which 119 were steam vessels.

Two extensive establishments are devoted to iron

ship-building; these have constructed the finest lake
steamers, besides supplying the Government with a
number of irou revenue vessels. Pop. about 160,000.
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Buffalo and Southwestern R.R, runs from
Buffalo to Jauiestown, X. Y., 00.5 m. This Co.,
whose offices are in Buffalo, was organized under
its present title in 1877. Cap. stock autliorized,

$2,000,000; subscribed, §1,379,400; paid in, 81,-

3«7.343.95; funded debt, §1.432,695, interest 6%;
and floating debt, )5127,706.47.

Buffcilo, Bradford, £md Pittsburg ILR., runs
from CarroUton, X. Y., to Gilesville, I'a., 2o.97 m.
This Co. was formed in 1859, by the consolidation

of Buffalo and Pittsburg K.U. of N. Y., and Buffalo

and Bradford U.R. of Pa. The road was opened in

1806, and leased to the Erie K.Il. Co. for 499 years.

Cap. stock, S2,286,000 ; mortgage bonds, 8580,000,
payable 1890, interest 7%.
Buffalo Hides, are the hides of the tame

buffalo of India. They are largely exported from
Manilla and other Eastern ports.

Buffalo, New fork, and Brie RR. This
line runs from Buffalo to Painted Post, N. Y.,

139.95 m., and was organized in 1858 as successor
to the Buffalo, Corning, & New York H.R., bank-
rupt. In 186;3 it was leased to the Erie Il.R.. at

an annual rent of .$2:1:5,100. Cap. stock, §950,000

;

funded debt. 7 % bonds, §2,380,00;).

Buffalo, New York, and Philadelphia R R.,

runs from Buffalo, IT. Y., to Emporium, Pa.,

120.55 m. This Co., originally the Buffalo &
Allegheny Valley U. R., was chartered under its

present title in 1871. Its offices are in Buffalo.

Financial StatemeiU : Cap. stock authorized, •§;1,500,-

000; subscribed, §2,38:3,100; paid in, §1,968,950.

Funded Debt : first mortgage 6 % bonds, payable
1896, $3,000,000; second mortgage 10% bonds,

Sayable 1893, -§807,500; total, §3,807,^; floating

ebt, §711,3.39.29. Total, §4,518,839.29. Net earn-

ings for 1877-78, .§450.449.15.

Buffalo-Robes, the unshorn, furry, dressed
skins of the buffalo or bison of the regions of the
Rocky Mountains (Fig. 47), of which thousands of

Fig. 47. — BI.40X, OR AMcaicAN BvrrMO.

bales are still annually forwanled to the Eastern
markets of the U. States and Canada, though
the animal is b<»coming less year by year. Imp,
duty. 20 per cent.

Buffer, a striking-block with elastic springs at*

tached to a railroad carriage, for deadening the
concussion received from the engine.

Buffet (Fr.l, a kind of open cupboard or side-

board, on which plate and glass arc kept for reaily

use, or for show.
Buggalow, a crazy, ill-built, deckeil vessel, tise<I

in the coasting tracfe of the peninsula of India,

with one mast and a latin sail.

Buggy, in the U. States, a light four-wheeled
carriage with a movable calash top ; in England, a
sporting doe-<-art ; in India, a kind of gig.

Bugle, a kind of glass head, formed into small
capillary pipes, and broken into various lengths,

used for ornamenting dresse*. They are chiei^

made in the Levant, Austria, and North Italy.

Imp. duty, 60 per cent.—A brass musical wind
instrument, which has been improved by the addi-

tion of six keys so as to be capable of all the in-

flections of the scale. It is also called Bugle-horn.
Imp. duty, 30 per cent.

Buhl-Work, is a kind of inlaying, in which a
metal ornament is inserted in wood in such a way
that both may be brought to the same level'. The
art was carried to mucli |)erfection by M. Buhl, a
Fri'nch cabinet-maker, in the time of Louis XIV.
He usually employed a brass inlay upon tortoise-

shell ; but the combination may be varied almost
ad injinitum, the two substances In-ing usually as
thin as veneers. The two veneers are glued to the
opposite sides of a piece of paper; another niece

of paper is glued or pasted to the outside of one
of them; the device or pattern is drawn on the
outside paper ; and then the two veneers are cut

,

through and through, following the line or lines of

the device. This cutting is effected with a biM
snto, very fine, narrow, and thin, and fixed in a
bowed or arched frame. When the cutting is

completed, the two layers can easily be scjiarated
;

and then tico pieces of buhl-work may be produced,
for each one serves as an inlay to the other. These
inlays are placed as veneers to the surface of a
cabinet, work-box, or any other article of orna-

mental furniture. Buhl, the cabinet-maker, mostly
employed, as we have said, brass upon tortoise-

shell ; Reisner, a contemporary in the same trade,

preferred tulip-wood upon some darker wood ; and
this is the chief difference between buhl-uoik and
reisner-work. But the same principle will apply to

ivory, mother-of-pearl, and a large number of other

substances. Cheap imitations of buhl-work are
produced by cutting out the veneer patterns with

a stamping-press, instead of by sawing.

Builder, one who superintends and carries out
building operations from the plans of an architect.

Builders' Materials, lime, cement, sand, hair,

lathes, &C.

Builders' Measurement, a distinction in the
admeasurement of mercantile tonnage ; builders'

admeasurement being nearly double the legal

registerwl tonnage of a ship.

Bujran, a roimd-bottomed barge without keel,

containing two or three cabins, used on the
Ganges.
Buke-Muslin, or Book-Mi'slik, a plain, clear

kind of muslin, woven for working in the tambour,
and used for Udies' dresses.

Bulk, the whole dimensions of anything. The
chief contents of a ship's cargo when laden ; as,

iron formed the D. of her freight.— A sale of
merchandise by B. is a sale of a quantity such a*
it is, without measuring, counting, or weighing.—
Stowetl in B., in shipping, is to have the cargo
loose in the hold, and not packed in bales, cases,

&c.
Bulkheads, the divisions or partitions of wood

or iron which separate the interior of a ship into

rooms or compartments. They are now often

weUer-tifffit, being plates of iron so closely fastened

to the 8i«le8. decks, Iwams, etc., as to ren<ier each

compartment water-tight, and therefore buoyant,

in case of injury to other compartments by wreck
or by an enemy's shot.

Bull, in the "language of the Stock Exchange, is

a speculator who binds himself to take certain

stocks or bonds nt a price then fixe<l. said l>onds to

be delivered only at some future tlate. The differ-

ence in the price b-.-tween time of sale and time of

delivery makes the profit or loss on the transac-

tion; for the purchaser buys what he doe* not
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wish to receive, and tlie seller, called in the same
language a bear, sells what he does not possess.

If the stocks liave at date of delivery increased in

value since the date of sale, the balance is paid by
the seller to the buyer; if the reverse, the seller

receives the difference. Thus the interest of each

party to the contract lies in the rise or fall of price

of the stocks, and many stratagems are resorted

to by the B. to increase the market price of the

stocks, and by the bears to decrease it. It is a
recognized form of gambling, by which vast sums
change hands daily.

Bullah, a measure of weight for grain in My-
sore, equal to 4^ lbs.

Bullen-Nail, a nail with round head and short

shank, tinned and lackered, and used principally

for hangings of rooms.
Bullet, is the general name for any kind of

leaden projectile discharged from a rifle, fowling-

piece, or pistol. Since the perfecting of the rifle,

B. have been made oblong, egg-shaped, or pointed

at one end, and scrupulously formed at every part.

B. were formerly singly cast in moulds. In 1855,

Robert Napier, a Scotch engineer, invented a ma-
chine to make them by compression, insuring much
truer sphericity of form than before, and pro-

ducing 40,000 B. a day. Other machines have
been since invented, which are doubly as rapid in

their action as Napier's.

Bullet-Mould, a mould for casting leaden balls

for guns, etc.

Bullion, the commercial term for uncoined gold
and silver, either when smelted and not perfectly

refined, or wiien refined and melted down in bars

or ingots. In political economy, the term is fre-

quently used to denote tlie precious metals, both
coined and uncoined. Imp. free. See Gold and
Silver.
Bullion-Brokers, a dealer in precious metals,

either coined or uncoined.
Bullock, a gelded bull.

Bullocks' Hides, a commercial name for the
raw hides of cattle.

Bullock-Yoke, a wooden neck-yoke or collar

for drauglit cattle.

Bull's-Bye, a small thick piece of glass let into
the deck of a ship to admit light to a cabin. Imp.
duty, 35 per cent. - A ship's block, a wooden thimble
without a sheave, having a hole through tlie cen-
tre, and a groove round it. — The centre of a tar-

get.

BuU's-Mouth, a trade name for a species of
helmet shell, cassis ruta, from which those cameos
are cut that have a pale salmon color on an orange
ground.
Bulrushes, the leaves of a marshy plant (Scir-

pus lacustris), which are employed in many parts of
Europe for making mats and winter coverings for
plants, for chair bottoms, etc. For shipping they
are packed in bundles of about 36 inches in cir-

cumference, 63 bundles making a load. They
come chiefly from Russia and Holland. Imp. duty,
§15 per ton.

Bul'warks, the parapet of woodwork raised
around a vessel's deck, for the purpose of pre-
venting men and goods from slipping overboard,
and at the same time for protecting the deck from
the waves.
Bumboat, a boat which supplies provisions to

a ship in harbor or in a roadstead.
Bun, or Boon, a name in India for coffee-

berries before they are ground.
Bunch, a number of things of the same kind

which are or are put together; a cluster. Ba-
nanas are sold by the bunch.

Bunch Raisins, are raisins of a superior qual-

ity, dried and packed in bunches. The best come
from Malaga.
Bunder-Boat, a strong, well-built boat, em-

ployed to land passengers from vessels on the
pier at Bombay.
Bundle, a package or parcel made up loosely.— Two reams of printing paper.
Btuig, a large cork or wooden stopple for a

cask.

Bunt, the middle of a ship's sail.

Bunting, a thin, open-made kind of woollen
worsted stuff goods, used chiefly for flags, colors,

and ships' signals. Imp. duty, 20 cents per square
yard, and 35 per cent.

Buoy [Fr. bou6i ; Ger. ankerboye ; It. gaviteUo

;

Sp. boi/a], a floating mark or sea-beacon, usually
made of copper or iron, but sometimes of cork,

wood, etc., anchored over some danger, or placed
at certain spots to mark the channel. They are
also fastened to moorings for vessels to make fast

to in harbor, or to warp by, and to indicate the
position of the anchor of a ship.

Bur, or Bcrr, the rough, prickly head of the
burdock, chestnut, etc. ; a general name for any
kind of grass seed which attaches itself to the
sheep's fleece ; biirry tvool fequires more labor to

clean it for manufacturing purposes.— A clinker-

stone or brick.—A small circular saw.—A sort of
triangular chisel.

Bur-Bark, a fibre obtained from the Triumfetta
semitri/oba, a common weed in the West Indies.

Burden, a load. - The contents of a ship ; freight

;

cargo ; the tonnage capacity of a vessel ; as, a ship
of 500 tons burden.
Burdock, the Arctium Bardana, a biennial

plant, common in uncultivated places, the roots

of which being aperient, diuretic, and sudorific,

are used in medicine.

Bure, a coarse woollen cloth of a dark color,

made in Finland.
Bureau, the French name for office and for

desk.— In America, a chest of drawers.
Burgee, a kind of small coal, suited for burning

in the furnaces of engines. — A three-cornered flag

or distinguishing pennant used by cutters, yachts,
and merchant vessels.

Burgermeister, the mayor or chief magistrate
of a Dutch city or Flemish town.
Burgundy Pitch, the resin of the white pine

(Pimis alhi), is usually in softish masses of an
aromatic odor, and a pale yellowish brown color,

often intermixed with white streaks, and oc-

casionally in rounded masses or tears, which
have spontaneously e.xuded from and dried upon
the trees.' This resin is likewise obtained by in-

cision of the bark ; the different portions, being
collected, are dissolved in boiling water, and
cleansed by pressing through canvas cloths.

B. P. is imported from Saxony and the north of
Europe. Its only use is as an ingredient in some
plasters. Imp. free.

Burgundy "Wines, arc perhaps the most per-
fect of all the known wines in the qualities that
are deemed most essential to vinous perfection.

The flavor is delicious, the bouquet exquisite, and
the superior delicacy which ihey posscbs justly en-

title them to be held first in estimation of all the red
wines known. They cannot he mixed with any
other; even two of the first growth, mingled, deteri-

orate the quality, and injure the bouquet. There
is an infinite variety in the wines of B., which an
American can hardly comprehend. Accustomed to
wines and liquors less delicate than intoxicating, his
favorite beverage is chosen rather for strength
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than perfection of flavor. The nature of the soil,

the aspect, the season, the plant, and mode of cul-

ture, as well as the making, each and all equally

affect the quality of these wines more than wines
in general. The most finished and perfect B. is

deteriorated even by a short voyage, and to drink

it in perfection in tills countr}', it must be imported
in bottle. The best B., called the tetet de cnve'es,

are from the choicest vines, namely, the notreau

and pineau, grown on the best spots in the vine-

yard, having the finest aspect. These rank first

in quality, and are wines, when well made in

favorable seasons, which contain every e,xcellence

that the most choice palate can appreciate. Fine
color, enough of spirit, raciness, good bodj% great

fineness, an aroma and bouquet very powerful,

strong in odor, and that peculiar taste which so

remarkably distinguishes them from all the other

wines of France. The next, called Us premieres

ciivfes, or vins de primeur, approximate very closely

to the first class in quality, except that the per-

fume is not quite so high. The quantity of alcohol

in B. wines is said to be 13.50 ; but in this respect

there is considerable variation in the return of the

experiments, as no two wines are exactly alike

in point of strength. "i

Ancient B. now forms the three Trench departments of CSte

d'Or, Saone et Loire, and Youne. The wine district in situated

under the 4oth and 46th decrees of latitude, and Is about 15() m.
long by 75 wide. The most celebrated district i8 the Cote d'Or,

thou named on account of the richness of iu vineyardg. It

coD$i8t8 for the most part of a chain of gentle calcareous hills,

which extend N.E. and S.W. from Dijon into the department
of Saone et Loire, including a small part of the arrondissement
of Oyon, and all that of B^une. The training of the vines is

the low method, on sticks about three feet long. It is un-
neeewary to mention the lower growths of the wines of B^
beeauie they are rarely exported. It will suffice to take a
earaory notice of those wines which are best known out of
?r»oce. The arrondisiiement of Dfjon produces the red and
white Chambrrtin. They also malce there an effenrescing

Cbambertin, a wine only Inferior to very good Champagne, but
it wants the delicate bouquet of Champagne, by the ab.'^nco of
which it Is easily detected. The French complain of it« having
too much strength, but this would recommend it in America.
It is a very delicate wine, notwithstanding, aud highly agree-

able to the palate. In spirit it is perhapii a little above the
average of Champagne, which it resembles so much, that pcr-

His not Judget might ea«ily mistake the one for tho other.

The Cbambertin of D^n rivals the best wine produced in the
Tina ground of Beaune for excellence. The vineyard that
yields it U smalt. It is a wine of great fulness, keeps well,

•ad the aroma is perfect. It is sold at 350 to 400 fkancs per
hectolitre, imnwdiately upon making. At Bizt. Si. Jae^uts,

MusiKHH, Qos Bfmardon, Oo$ du Roi, etc., most excellent

wine U nude In the Cla* de. la Perriire, a wine in quality and
value equal to Cbambertin Is grown. .Many of thew vineyards
prodnce white winea as well as red. In the arrondisMment of
Beaune, the flrst commune is Vongeot, which proituces the
eelebraled wine called Clot Vouerot (price 6 or 6 francs the
bottle); also the E'tfjaux, which is much e«t4-<>ined, but less

•O than the Clo* Vougrou Further on i» Vom/t, a village

whirh produces the most exquisite wine* that can be drank,
uniting to richness of color the most delicat* perftune, a racy

flavor, Ane aroma, and spirit. The most niebrated of these

wines are the Romanft Si Virant (so called from a monastery
of that name), Romance- Canti the mo«t p<Tf«ct and best wine
in B. (price « or 7 tnncn a bottle), Rirhrltourg, and La TatJtt.

Abi>ut 3 m. from Vosnca is the small town of Nmilt, near
whirh are grown wines superior t<> thoxe of Beaune for

nromn, body, softness, and rnrlness, — among them IIm- well-

known St. GforgeU, of exquisite Havor, delicious liouquet,

and great delicacy. In the commune of Al»xe, a wine cbII<h1

Carton is grown, which U in rppute for its bouqui-t. deli-

cacy, and brilliant color The gmund from which this wine
is made gives only lU or 12 litri-« of wine each bertare, of
which there are but 46. Borlering on Aloxe Is the vine-

yard of BrauHf, a well-known win*, <.f a vcrv agreeable char-
acter. Not f»r from thence is proilii' v, a fine, deli-

cate, li^ht wine, with a taste of : I Pnmard. of
somewhat more body than Volnay. ' < l>etler calcu-

lated to keep, especially in warm rlimnfi-. These are wines
which, when genuine, bear a good rhararter all over the world.
Between Volnav and Meursault the vineyard of Sanltnot is

situated, producing a rclelimtiHl white wine, rallinl Mrurtatill,

and a red wine ronsideriNl prefcivMe to Volnny. The sltu.iti<m

to the N.W. of Meursault is noted for the delicious white wine
called MoHt-Raehtt, remarkMi for Its flnanaas, ligbtOMi, bou-

quet, and exquisite delicacy, having spirit without too great
dryness, and a luscious ta.->'te without cloying It is deemed
the most perfect white wine of £., aud even of France, rival-

ling Tokay itself in the opinion of many connoisseurs This
wine sells for about 1,200 francs the hectolitre. There are two
vine grounds nenr, called the Perriirtx and Ctnvnyon, which
produce white wines, sought after only from their vicinity to

Mont Karbet. Chas*atfnt, not flu' from Puligny, Is a pro-
ducUve vine land. The canton of Mor/ieot produces a red
wine, much sought after. The village of SiintfHoy, on the
borders of the department terminating the eleated land,
grows some choice wines, such as Clo$-TatamnfS, Clos-Pitois,

and the Graviires, though not eqiul in quality to those al-

ready enamerated. The best time to bottle tbe choice wines
of tbie Cdte d Or is the third or fourth year from the vat. Their
prices differ greatly, and cannot be fixed. The " titts dt
curies" or choice products in the best years, are never sold
under 800 fVancs the hectolitre: the " prrmiires ttifftt" in
such seasons being 2U0 to 260 francs. When these wines have
been kept for some years, they command a higher price. The
longext duration of the finest wines most capable of keeping
does not exceed 12 or 15 years from the season in which they
are made. After that time, though they will support them-
selves some years, they decline instead of improve. From the
second year in l>ottle, the fullest bodied aud hardiest wines
have attained their highest degree of perfection. All that can
be desired after this |K'riod is, that they shall not deteriorate.—
The department of the Yonne produces a vast variety of wines,
some of which are of very good quality, but inferior to those of
the Cote d"Or. The best isnown is the white wine of Chablit.

If this wine is the product of a favorable year, it should be
very white ; it is a dry wine, diuretic, and its taste is flinty ; it

usually sells at about 100 francs the hectolitre Tbe vineyards
of Avallon and of Tonnrrrr produce several delicate, fine,

spirituous, and good wines, which bring 100 francs the hecto-
litre. These wines will keep good in bottle from 6 to 10 years. —
The department of the Saone et Loire protluces wines which
are by no means equal to those of the Cdte d'Or or the Yonne,
and they are therefore the B. of the less opulent classes. The
arrondissement of Macon furnishes red wines of various qual-
ities, which keep a good while in wood, and sell from 75 to 90
franca per hectolitre. The Moulin-d- Vent is a light and deli-

cate species ; but it must be drank in the second or third year:

it will not keep beyond the tenth. The Turinx and the
Fleury have a fine and delicate taste; they p'ease by their

agreeable odor and aroma. The white wines of Pouilly rank
superior to any of the red wines of the Miconnai.''. Their char-
acteristic is the nutty taste they leave on the palate. One year
old they drink smooth and agreeable, after which they much
resemble dry Madeira, both in color and strength. They will

keep a lone time. The white wine of Fuiw does not taste of
the nut, ln(e Pouilly, but has a flinty flavor, is fine and deli-

cate. It becomes more spirituous by ape.

The wine of Beaujolais, commonly but improperly classified

among B. wines, is produced in the department of the Rhone.
It is remarkable for the excellence of its color, for clearness,

strength, and perfume. The best quality sells fVom 150 to 176
francs per hectolitre. It increases in value by age, augmenting
a fourth in price every year it is kept.

The care taken of the B. wines by the maker is by no means
equal to that taken of Champagne. Nature and the site, with
the observance of a very simple and common process, are all

that are demanded to bring to their present perfection the first

red wines in the world The secret of the excellence of B. de-

pends upon unknown qualities in the soil, which are developed
only in particular places, often in the same vineyard, in all

events, within a very narrow district. Whatever he tbe cause,
France lias in these wines a just cause of Iraast, and a staple in

which she will never he excelled.

Burin. See Giiaver.
Burlaps, a coarsely woven fabric of hemp, flax,

or jute, usually 40 inches in width, used for bag-

ging. It is manuf. in Maine, and is also imported
from Dundee in pieces of about 180 yanls. Imp.
duty, -TO per cent.

Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern
R.R., runs from liiiriingtun fo Albert Ix-a.

Minn., a distance of 252 m., including 11 in. from
Manly Junction to Northwood, leaded from the

Central R.K. of Iowa, under a contriict to run

over that part of iU road. This Co. owns and
operates four branches; viz., Linn to I'ortville,

lU m. : Muscatine to Riverside, 31* m. ; Vinton to

Holland, 48 ni. ; and Elmira to Iowa City, 10 m.
Total length of track. 4^Wi m. This Co. also oper-

ates, under a lease (perpetual, witli right of pur
chase), 12^ m. of the track of the Minneapolis &
St. Louis R,R., extending from the State line to

Albert Lea. The Co. was organized July 1, 1870.
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The general offices are at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Cap. stock (authorized), $10,000,000; (issued),

$5,500,000. First mortgage 5% bonds, $6,500,000

;

Minneapolis & St. Louis R.R. 7% gold bonds (se-

cured by first mortgage upon 12^ m. of railroad

from State line to Albert Lea, guaranteed by B.,

C. R. & N. R.R. Co.), $150,000. The extensions on

the Pacific Division from Traer to Holland 24| m.,

and on tlie main line from Plymouth Junction to

Manly Junction 5 m., and from Northwood to

State line 4 m., total, 3.3J m., are unencumbered,

and have cost the Co. in cash $287,909.82, in addi-

tion to its guaranty upon $150,000 first mortgage
bonds issued by the Minneapolis & St. Louis R.R.

Co., or, in the aggregate, $4.37,969.82, to which
should be added about $10,000 for improvements.

Interests on bonds of this Co. are paid 1st June
and Dec, in New York.
Burlington and Missouri RH., runs from

Plattsmouth to Kearney Junction, Neb., 190.14 m.

;

leased lines, 252.74 m.; total, 443.74 m. Offices

at Omaha. Cap. stock (authorized), $12,000,000 ,

•

(paid in), $8,537,800. Funded Debt : Convertible
bonds unsecured, issued 1873, $600,000, payable
1883, interest 8% (Jan. and July) ; first mortgage
convertible, issued 1869, $19,500, payable 1894,

interest 8% (Jan. and July); consolidated mort-
gage, dated 1878, $6,729,000, payable 1908, inter-

est 6% (Jan. and July) ; first mortgage O. & S. W.,
issued 1871, $1,034,000, payable 1896, interest 8%
(Dec. and June). This Co. has a total land grant
from the U. States of 2,451,212.48 acres. Of this

there have been sold, up to 1879, 1,300,148.09
acres, at an average price of $7.47 per acre.

Burner, is that part of a lighting apparatus at

which combustion takes place. See Gas-Burnek
and Lamp-Burner.
Burnettising, is one of the modes adopted for

preventing timber from decay, invented by Sir
Wm. Burnett. It consists of a strong solution of
chloride of zinc, into which the timber is immersed.
The same solution is applied to deodorize the
bilge water which collects in ships' hulls.

Burning-Fluid. See Camphexe.
Burning-Glass, a small lens or mirror for con-

centrating tlie sun's rays to a focus.

Burnished, a term applied to articles polished
and brightened by the use of the burnisher.
Burnisher, a bookbinder's tool, mounted with

agate, blood-stone, or steel, for smoothing. It is

also used by watchmakers.
Burnous, a cloak, or Arab wrapping, for the

head.
Burnt Sugar. See Caramel.
Burr-Oak, tlie Quercus viacrocarpa, a xiscful and

ornamental tree of N. America; the wood is tough
and close-grained, and more durable than the white
oak.

Burtah, the salted and spiced flesh of the suleah
fish (Polynemus sele), a piquant relish well known
at the breakfast tables of Bengal.
Burthen, same as Burden.
Burton Ale, an ale of great strength, brewed

at Burton-upon-Trent, England.
Bus, a London abbreviation for omnibus, a street

carriage.

Bush, a circle or hollow cylmder of metal which
lines the box ox hollow of the nave of a wheel in
which the axle Works.—A similar circle let into
other holes or orifices.

Bushel, the principal measure of capacity for
corn and dry commodities in tliis country and in
England. The imperial B., which is employed in
all English possessions, measures 2,218.192 cubic
in., or 30.348 French litres. The Winchester B.

(or old English standard corn B.), established
by law in the U. States, is a cylindrical vessel,

18^ in. in diameter, and 8 in. deep inside, measur-
ing 2,150.42 cubic in., or 35.237 litres ; hence, 33
American B. equal 32 English B., nearly. The
standard measure furnished by the U. States gov-
ernment to the States, and adopted by statutes in
New York and other States, is the half B., meas-
uring 1,075.21 cubic in. The New York statute
provides " that the B. for coal, ashes, marl, Indian
corn in the ear, fruits, and roots of every kind, and
for all other commodities commonly sold by heap
measure, shall be the half B., and its multiples and
subdivisions ; and the measures used to measure
such commodities shall be made cylindrical, with
plain and even bottom, and shall be of the follow-
ing diameters: From outside to outside the B.,

194- in. ; half B., 15^ in. All commodities sold
by heap measure shall be duly heaped up in

the form of a cone, the outside of the measure by
which the same shall be measured to be the limit

of the base of the cone, and such cone to be as
high as the article will admit. Whenever wheat,
rye, Indian corn, buckwheat, barley, oats, beans,
pease, clover-seed, Timothy-seed, flaxseed, or pota-

toes shall be sold by the B., and no special agree-

ment be made by the parties as to the mode of

measuring, the B. shall consist of 62 lbs. of beans,

60 lbs. of wheat, pease, clover-seed, or potatoes, 58
lbs. of Indian corn, 66 lbs. of rye, 55 lbs. of flax-

seed, 48 lbs. of buckwheat or barley, 44 lbs. of

Tlmothj'-seed, and 32 lbs. of oats." The weight of

B. for wheat is reckoned at 00 lbs. in almost all the

States, but the weight of B. for otlier grains and
commodities varies in the different States.

Bushire. See Persia.
Business, is a word extensively used in com-

mercial language, for trade, profession, or calling,

in which case it follows the term by which it is

qualified ; as, the produce B., the wine B., &c. ; also,

to qualif}'^ or characterize a trade or a transaction

;

as, wholesale B., retail B., prosperous B., unsafe B.,

I have made a good B., etc.— Business-like, resem-

bling B., made in the proper way.— Business Man,
one who thoroughly understands liis B., and con-

ducts it as it should be.— Business Tact, aptness or

readiness in transacting B.— Business nay, con-
ducted or done in a business-like manner.
Business Hours, the time of the day during

which B. is transacted
;
generally from 10 a.m. to

3 P.M. for banks and public offices,— which hours
are also those during which principals of mercan-
tile houses are expected to be found at their respec-

tive places of business.— In respect to the time of

presentment and demand of bills or notes, B. II.

generally range through the whole day, down
to the hours of rest in the evening, except wlicn
the paper is payable at a bank or to a banker.
Busk [Fr. husc\, a piece of flat whalebone, steel,

or wooden supporter for the corset or stays of

females.
Buss, the Dutch name for a large decked fish-

ing lugger or cutter-built vessel.

Bussorah Oum, an Indian gum found in irreg-

ular white or yellow semi-transparent fragments,
never very large. It makes a peculiar noise when
chewed, and swells in water, but does not mix
with it completely.
Bussu, a Brazilian name for a palm (Manicaria

saccifera), which is applied to many useful i)ur-

]ioses,— the large leaves for thatch, and the spathe
for making durable cloth and ready-made bags.
Bust, a half-length statue; the representation

of a person above the stomach.
Bustle, a lady's dress-pad.
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Busuck, a small weight used in Borneo for
gold and precious stones, tiie eighth part of a mace,
and equal to 4.80 troy grains.

Busy, is a term denoting activity in trade ; as,
" the l>usi/ season."

Butcher, a slaughterer of beasts and vendor of
flesh meat.
Butea-kiuo, a ruby-colored, astringent gum-

resin obtained in India from the Dhak-tree (liuten

frondosa), which affords a powerful and penuanent
dye.
But-Joint, a joint in which the pieces come

square against each other, endwise. In iron-work
the parts are welded, and the term is used in con-
tradistinction to a lap-joint, or weld.

Butler, a family servant, who is intrusted with
the charge of wines, etc.

Butler's Tray, a wooden tray for conveying
articles to a dining-room.

Butt, the end of a plank.— A large cask of
any kind. The English beer and wine butts con-
tain 3 barrels, or lOS gallons.— In the leather

trade, the tanned whole hide sole leather, from
which the belly and shoulders have been cut
off. See Butts.
Butter [Fr. beurre; Ger. butter; ItTburro; Port.

manteiga ; Sp. manteca], a common name for all

animal and vegetable solid oils and fats, but pop-
ularly applied to that from the milk of the cow,
used for food.

B.-maJcing. The amoant of B. in cows' milk is about 4
per cent, ttiou!;h the kind of pasture, quantity of millc, and
general condition, influence the relative quantity of tlie sev-

eral ini;T«dients of millc. la the extraction of B., the milk is

allowed to cool, and the cream, which rises to the surface, is

skimmed off, and put into a large, deep, earthenware dish,
where it lies for several days, till euouch baa been collated for

^eUurninf. In order to separate the B. from milk, recourse is

•Iwars had to the process of agitation in a Chum. The prin-

oipte'laTolved in each and all of the forms of this apparatus
U the thorough agitation of the contents, so as to cause the
rupture of the minute fit globules present In the milk, and the
incorpottitiou or knoailiuj{ of the^ ruptured fat globules into
larger or smaller maiiuM of K The cream i:< strained through
cloth into (he chum, to remorc any forvign matter; and the
agitator* bein^ set in motion, the frictioa of the movement,
cooibiiwd with the admission of air and the rhcniicHl changes
It Induces, raises the tem|ierature of the whole contents. At
OM* tinra It was thought that one givat ob>>ct of the asitation

was ttw admiasioo of the oxyiren of the air, which, becoming
thoroagbljr Incorporated with constituents of tlio milk, com-
blnsd tlierewith, and, as a consequence, led to tbu separation of
the B- It I* found, however, that £. can bo obtained from
milk by mere agitation, without the admission of the oxyg>-n

of the air. At the same time, in the ordinary way of churn-
ing, oxygen does play a subordinate part, by combining with
the sug^r uf ihe niiik, and forming la<-tio acid, which, in its

turn. fpur> the milk, and separates thcrvfrum tlie caieiiio

(elieea»-matter)in minute clots or flakes, yielding what is com-
nooty called lour or bHllfr milk. Tba process of ohurning
BOSt b* eooducled at a medium rata. If too quickly prr-

fonned, the B. is oofl and frothy, and is said to be burst;

whiUt, when loo slowly tna'lc, it Is highlv tenacious, strong
tMted, and badly flivored. When all the D has mtnr, which
is known by the particles Ojtglutinaling into irregular masses,

tha B. is mwit by taking ttia lumps and welt washing and
kneading them oo a wooden l>oar<l In a tub of pute spring-

water till nil the buttermilk has been expressed ; it is then
dividrd into the rpquisitc siic of lumps, fashioned into roils, or
moulded into forum, an>l usually staui|w<l with aom* device.

In the makiitg up ufthe i7.,thu liand* ot the operator mastt>e
scrupulou^lr clean, and be free from Ihn pilighteat taintof soap.

Prrwons who are sultjirct to moi^t hands should never knead
B., as it is very liable t<i be contaminated by the slighl«st for-

•ign matter, especially animal serretiona ; attd It Is better

always for ttie operator to wash the hands with wmtar oon-
talniog some oatmeal before commencing. So Important Is

this source of conlaininatkyi regarded in this country, that
•verr endeavor is made to get qait of manual labor in working
the B, and a wooden butUr-tovrktr has Iwwn invented, and Is

now largely used. When newly prepared, the B. is called frck
or siotft B., and Is of a yellow color, which i.< well known to

be deeper as the pasture on whiciv the r<>w« have bern ted Is

tfeher, an<l hence the poorer kind* of B. ar» often artill-

clally colored with a little annnttn, and rarely with the Juice

of carrots A large quantity of the B sent Into market has

nioN or leas common salt addwl, for the purpoM of ptesenrtog

it. For use within a week or two, the proportion of common
salt employed is about half an ounce to two pounds of B

,

though, where it has to be kept for some time, as much as

one ounce of salt to one {lound uf E. is used. The incorpora-
tion requires to be carefully and dexterously done, so that the
resulting material may be uniform ; and the better plan is, to

add only a portion of the salt at a time, and to kaea<l and re-

knead the B till the whole is thoroughly mixed. Whta the
less amount of salt liat been employed, the result is powdered
B., and the larger quantity yields sail B. Orcat care must be
taken to have every vessel used in the preparation as clean or
swtft as possible Constant rinsings with cold water and
scaldings with boiling water are resorted to. Attention must
likewise be paid to the atmosphere of the apartments in which
the milk Is first placed, and in which the subsequent opcra-
tioiu go on, as a tainted atmosptiere always tends to injure the
qiulity of the marketable commodity. The adulterations lia-

ble to bo present in B. are an undue proportion of salt and
vrater, and these run up occasionally to upwards of 33 per
cent, or one third of the total weight. Another adulteration
is the presence of lactate of sine, derived from the miik being
placed in dnc pails and )>asins, from the impression tliat by
some imaginary electrical influence, an increase in the amount
of cream will be the result ; but though this is not attained,

yet the milk tending to form lactic acid, the latter attacks the
zinc vessel, and forms lactate of zinc, which dissolves in the
milk, and thereby contaminntes it, imparting an unpleasant
taste, and, when prcs<>nt in larger quantity, leading to violent

spasmodic vomiting. See Oleomaroarixb.

The annual product of B. in the U. States is

about 550,000,000 lbs., more than one fifth of

which is produced in the State of New York,
chiefly in the counties of St. Lawrence, Delaware,
Chenango, Chautauqua, which now rivals the In^st

Dutchess County B., long recognized as the higli-

est standard of packed or salted commercial B.
Orange County still retains its reputation for ex-

cellent B. Pennsylvania, Ohio, and several other

Middle and Western States are also large pro-

ducers. The B. known as Philadelphia Print,

chiefly produced in Chester, I.4incaster, and Del-

aware Counties, is unsurpassed for sweetness,

solidity, and golden color. It always commands
a fancy price. The quality of B. marketed in Cin-

cinnati is constantly improving ; and the quality

known as Creamery B. sustains its price better

than other kinds under a strong coini>etitive de-

mand from the Eastern cities. B. is generally put
in tubs of about 50 lbs. each, or in kegs or flrkins

of from 60 to 110 lbs. The exports of B. in 1878

were 21,837,117 lbs. ; value, !5:i.i>31.822, three quar-

ters of which went to Great Britain and Colonies.

Imp. duty, 4 cts. per lb.

Butter-Crock, an earthenware pan, mug, or jar

for keeping salted butter. When filled, it weighs
about half a cwt.

Butternut, Oii^Ni:t, or White Walnut, a
species of walnut {Jiujlans cinereti), found in most
parts of tlie U. States and in Canada. From its

want of golidily. and from the difiicrulty of procur-

ing pieces of considerable length, the timber of the

B. is seldom used in the construction of houses. As
it long resists the effects of heat and of moisture, it

is esteemed for the posts and rails of rural fences.

It is preferreil t«» the red flowering maple for wooden
dishes, because it is lighter and less liable to ^plit.

It is also an excellent wood for the panels of car-

riages, not only from its lightness, but because it

is not liable to split, and receives paint in a supe-

rior manner. Tlie kernels of its hard, oblong nuts

are very oily, very gootl to eat. and commonly
served at table. The Indians formerly pounded
and boiled them, and separating the oily substance

which floati-d on the surface, mixed it with their

food ; hence the name. The bark of the B. makes
a yellow dye.

Butter of Cacao, a concrete oil of most agree-

able flavor, obtained l>v pressuro from the seeds or

chocolate l>enn8 of Theibroma cacuo, and of which

the nutritive properties of chocolate or cacao de-

pends. One hundred paru uf tlie seed yield from
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60 to 80 parts of oil. It is largely used in the

preparation of cosmetics, and also in pharmacy.

Imp. free.

Butter of Canara, or Piney Tallow, a white,

solid oil, obtained from the fruit of the Valeria

Indica. It is used to make candles.

Butter-Print, a fancy turned wooden mould,

for giving an ornamental appearance to butter-

pats.
Butt-Hinges. See Butts.
Butt-Howel, a howelling-adze used by coop-

ers.

Butting-Machine, a machine having planing-

cutters on the face of a disk-wheel, and used for

smoothing, cornering, or rounding tiie ends of

joists or small timbers used in the frames of agri-

cultural implements, etc.

Butting-Ring, in carriage-making, a collar on

the axle, against which the hub butts, and whicli

limits the inward movement of the wheel, as the

linch-pin or axle-nut does the outward.

Butting-Saw, a cross-cut saw attached to a

stock at one end, acting as does a drag-saw, and
used for butting logs on the carriage of a saw-

mill.

Buttock, in shipbuilding, the rounded-in, over-

hanging part on each side and in front of the

rudder, terminating beneath by merging into the

run.

Button, a projecting knob to fasten boots, arti-

cles of dress, etc B. are made of an endless variety

of materials : Iron, steel, brass, copper, pewter,

lead, gold, silver, horn, shell, pearl, tortoise-shell,

ivory, bone, hoof, hair, silk, cotton, linen, gutta-

percha, india-rubber, amber, velvet, cloth, Floren-

tine, glass, porcelain, enamel, jet, compressed earth,

clay, gems, precious stones, etc. As examples of

two wholly distinct classes of B , the (jilt and tlie

covered will sutfice to give a general idea of the

manufacture.— Gilt B., a kind of brass (copper
with a little zinc) is the metal of which these but-

tons are usually made. The metal is rolled into

thin sheets, cut into narrow strips, and stamped
out into disks or blanks by the action of a fl}'-

press. Each blank is rolled between two steel

bars, to smooth and round tlie edge. It is then
phinislied, or levelled on the surface, by smart
blows from a steel liammer. The slianks are made
of brass wire; a machine cuts off a small piece,

bends it into a kind of eye, and flattens or spreads
out the two ends. One of these shanks is soldered
to each blank by the aid of a little simple mechan-
ism. If the button is to have a plain face, the
maker's name, &c., are stamped on the back by
means of a die ; but if the face is also to be em-
bossed, a die and counter-die are used, so as to
stamp both surfaces at once. The B. are scoured
in a weak solution of aquafortis, washed, and dried,

and then covered witli a thin layer of gold. (Sec
Gilding.) If the gold is only applied to the face,
the B. are known as tops ; but if to the back as
well as to the face, they become all-overs. The
layer of gold is so excessively thin that 3 grains
are sometimes made to cover a gross of B. ; and
yet each B. admits of being well burnished with an
agate or bloodstone burnisher. — Covered B. A
metal shell is stamped out of a piece of thin sheet-
iron ; a metiil collet, or smaller disk, with a hole
for the shank, is similarly stamped out ; a circular
piece of silk, satin, Florentine, twill, mohair, cloth,

or other textile material, is stamped out; a circu-

lar padding is made of soft paper, silk, and thread

;

and then all these pieces are brought together in a
wonderfully quick and effective way, by the aid of

a peculiar die, a stamping-press, and certain punches

and hollow tools. The shank, protruding through
the hole in the collet, is not an eye of metal, but a
tuft of soft material through which a needle and
thread can be passed. The padding fills up the
space between the metal face and the metal back.

It would be impossible even to enumerate all the

processes employed in this manufacture. Almost
every manipulation known in the arts is rendered
available by the B. makers, according to the sub-

stances employed,— casting, stamping, tracing,

embossing, drilling, piercing, carving, welding, sol-

dering, grinding, smoothing, burnishing, gilding,

silvering, tinning, plating, electroplating, japan-
ning, chasing, engraving, all are brought into

requisition. B. of several kinds are made in New
York; but the most extensive B. manufactories
in America are at Newark, N. J., Waterbury,
Conn., Springfield and East Hampton, Mass. The
value of B. imported to the U. States in 1878
was §3.362,085, on which Germany contributed

81,683,790; France, $1,136,392; and England,
§5U,016.

Imp. duty: Barrel R., or B. of other forms, for tassels or or-

naiucnts, made in whole or part of wool, worsted, or mohair,
50 eta. per lb., and 50 per cent.

B., coavexlineu, so called, made of linen and brass (brass

chief value), 30 per rent.

Z>. , cuff and sleeve, glass, 40 per cent.

B., cuff and sleeve, if not jewelry, dutiable according to ma-
terial, as personal ornaments, without reduction.

B., cuff and sleeve, mother-of-pearl, 35 per cent.

Iron B. , not cuff or sleeve, 80 per cent.

B. of lastings, mohair, cloth, silk, twist, linen canvas, or
other manuf of cloth, woven or made in patterns of such
size, shape, and form, or cut in sucli manner, a« to be fit for

B. exclusively, not combined with india-rubber, 10 per cent.

B of silk, or silk component of chief value, containing no
wool, worsted, or (toats' hair, 50 per cent.

B. of vegccable ivory, 30 per cent.

Button-hole Cutter, a special kind of shears

for cutting button-holes. There are several con-

trivances of the kind, chiefly differing in their

means for adjusting the length of the cut, and its

angle with the edge of the cloth.

Button-Hook, a curved metal loop for fasten-

ing the buttons on boots, gaiters, etc.

Button-Lathe, is a machine for cutting round
disks for buttons, from plates of bone, ivory,

wood, mother-of-pearl, etc.

Button-Mould, is a disk of bone, wood, or
metal, to be covered with fabric to form a button.

Button Rivetting-Machine, a tool for fasten-

ing buttons to garments by swaging down on the

back of the washer the end of the rivet which
forms the shank of the button.
Button-Wood, Plane-Tree, or Sycamore,

is a large forest-tree of North America, the
Platdtnis occidevtalis. Its wood, in seasoning, be-

comes of a dull red; its grain is fine and close,

and it is susceptible of a brighter polish than the

wood of the beech, to which it bears some resem-

blance. Its concentric circles are divided into

numerous sections, by fine medullary rays ex-

tending from the centre to the circumference.

Cabinet-makers seldom make use of this wood, on
account of its liability to warp, except for bed-

steads, which retain the color of tlie wood, and are

coated with varnish. This wood speedily decays
when exposed to the atmosphere, hence it is only
proper for work that is sheltered from the weather.

It is used for musical instruments.
Butts, or BuTT-HiNGEst are hinges for doors,

formed of two plates and interlocking projecting
pieces, which are connected by a pintle. They
are so called from the leaves being secured to the
door and casing at points which abut upon each
other. The varieties known in the trade are the
broad, narrow, loose-joint, reversible, slititter, wrougfit.
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table, fast-joint, acorn-tipped, congress, and spring

bulls.

The Geer's Dotible-Action Spring Butt (Pig. 48), |Mt«nt«d
in 1877, and nianuf at L'nionville,

i'onn., combines the tofcglu ami
with a spiral spring, which gives
out from (iO to 80 p«?r cent more
force at ttie closing joint than
when wide open, and rifif versa,

the spring acts with le«» rvsict-

ance the wider tlie door is opened.

It allows the door to be o|«ned
clear back to the wall, and the

spring retains it there ; thus the

toj.'gle and spring fill two impor-

tant ofSces, — that of holding the

door cloeod and also open.

ButyraceouB, having
the qualities of or resem-

bling butter.

Buyer, a pun-haser. In
Fig. 48 — OtER's DooBLE- large importing and job-

AcTio.x Spring Btrr, ^^j^g houses, the purchase

of goods is the special department of one of the

partners, or of a clerk, termed the bu^-er.

Buying and Selling, sale or exchange ; the

transmission of property from one person to

another, in consideration of some price or rec-

ompense in value. If the transfer is for money,
it is a sale.

Byapar, or Bvoiiar, in Hindustani, business
affairs, a trade or calling ; also a loan, hence byo-

hara is a creditor or lender.

By-Laws, are regulations of any kind, enacted,
adopti-il, and agreed upon for the better govern-
ance of certain trades, corporatif)n8, or joint-stock

associations. The [xjwer to make bylaws is usually

conferred by express terms of the charter creating

a corporation ; though, when not expressly granted,

it is given by implication, and it is incidental to

the very exi-stence of a con>oration. In some in-

stances, by-laws have to be legally registered or

piibli.ihed, in order to be binding.

ByssuB, a viscid, silky fibre produced by the

wing-shell moUusk (Pinnu uiif/iisia) of the Mediter

ranean and Atlantic seas. The filaments are ex-

tremely fine and strong, and often reach 3 fet>t in

length. The color, which is a reddish brown,

never fades. Stockings, gloves, and other articles

have been woven of it, but more as a curiosity

than for use.
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C
C, a Roman numeral, representing one hundred

;

CC, two liundred.—A French abbreviation for

compte, account ; CC, compte courant, account cur-

rent.

Cab, an abbreviation for cabriolet, is a light,

two-wheeled English street carriage, with the

driver perched on an elevated seat behind, and
called a Hansom cab, from the name of the first

patentee. There are now 10,000 in London.— The
covered part in front of a locomotive which pro-

tects the engineer and fireman, and shields the

levers, etc.

Cabal, a luscious beverage or rich raisin wine
made in Portugal.
Caballine, anything belonging to a horse ;

hence coarse aloes, used in veterinary medicine,

are called caballine aloes.

Caban, an Eastern measure of capacity. In the

Philippines, the caban of rice weighs 133 lbs.

avoirdupois, and of cocoa, 83^ lbs. —A French
cloak, with a cape.

Cabaret, a French tavern, or tippling and
smoking house.

Cabaza, a large Spanish cloak.

Cabbage, the Brassica oleracea, a well-known
pot-herb, of which there are manj"^ cultivated culi-

nary varieties, used in a boiled state, salted, or
pickled. It is extensively cultivated in the U.
States. See Sauer-Kract.
Cabbage-Lettuce, a species of lettuce, with

leaves forming a low, full head, like tlie cabbage.
Cabbage-Net, a small net made of twine to

hold vegetables in a pot.

Cabbage-Palm, the Oreodona olemcea, one of
the loftiest of all palms. Its brittle flakes or
young shoots form an esteemed esculent in the
West Indies. Tlie wood is sometimes used for
ornamental furniture ; but it docs not answer very
well, as the ends of the fibres are too hard, and
the medullary part too soft for holding glue ; the
surface is also very difficult to polish, and cannot
be preserved without varnish.

Gabbling, a process in iron-making, wliich con-
sists in breaking up the flat masses of iron into
pieces, to be again heated in a furnace, and
wrought or hammered into bar-iron.
Cabeca, the Portuguese name for the finest

kinds of silk received from India, as distinguished
from the bariqa, or inferior kind.

Cabestrillo, a Spanish neck-chain of gold or
silver.

Cabin, an apartment or room in a ship ap-
portioned to an oflicer, or to passengers.
Cabinet, a small closet or room. —A set of

drawers to hold curiosities.— The French name
for a private office.

Cabinet-File, a smooth, single-cut file, used by
furniture-makers and joiners.

Cabinet-Making, comprises the more delicate
kinds of working in wood, applicable to mahogany,
rosewood, maple, walnut, satinwood, and other
ornamental woods.
Cabinet-Organ, a superior class and size of

reed organ.

Cabinet-Picture, a small-sized and valuable
painting.

Cabinet-Woods, ornamental woods suited for
the purposes of the cabinet-maker.
Cabin Furniture, light, compact, and folding

articles, for the convenience of a passenger at sea,
and occupying little space.

Cabin Passenger, a voyager at sea who has
the best accommodation the ship affords ; in con-
tradistinction to the steerage and intermediate
passengers.
Cable, a strong rope, chain, or cluster of wires,

designed for holding a ship at anchor, for sup-
porting the roadway of a suspension bridge, for
moving, warping, and other purposes, t Ship's C.
are made of hemp, manilla, or cord, or of iron
links. The regulations of Lloyd's require all ves-
sels under 150 tons to have at least 150 fathoms
of chain C ; those of 250 to 350 tons, 200 do.

;

of 350 and under 500 tons, 240 do. ; of 500 and
under 700 tons, 270 do. ; those of 700 tons and up-
wards, 300 do. ; but in all cases where hempen
C. are used, then one sixth more in length is

required. C. are of various sizes, from 1 to

18 inches in circumference; below 10 inches
in circumference, a rope is called a hawser. A
stream C. is a hawser for mooring. A rope C. is

always composed of three strands, every strand of
three ropes, and every rope of three twists , the
twist is, however, made of more or less threads,
according as the C. is to be thicker or thinner. A
rope 2 inches in circumference, and 120 fathoms
long, is generally found to weigh nearly 1 cwt.
C. are now more generally formed of iron chains,

which are much stronger and more durable than
those of hemp. On a rocky bottom, a hempen
C. is destroyed in a very short time, while the
duration of the other is almost indefinite. It is

sometimes desirable to cut the C. when of hemp

;

this contingency is provided for in iron C. by a
bolt and shackle at short distances, so that by
striking out the bolt the C. is easily detached. A
chain C. is not simply a chain, for it has a cast-iron

strengthening stay-piece across each link, or each
alternate link. Nearly the whole mass is made by
forging and welding, including the links them-
selves, as well as the shackles, swivels, and other
parts. A chain C. made of 2^ inch rod-iron weighs
272 lbs. per fathom.— C. for supporting suspension

bridges are made of separately stretched steel wires,

each of which is brought to a certain strain, and
the bunch bound up into a C, wrapped, parcelled,

and then served with wire and painted.— Sub-
marine C. for telegraphic purposes have an interior

core of copper wire surrounded by wires twisted

after the manner of a rope, the wiiole being pro-

tected by a non-conducting waterproof coating of
gutta-percha or india-rubber. Imp. duty, (chain)

2^ cts. per lb., (rope) see Cordage.

yautical terms : To bit the C, is to wind it around the
bitts. — To buoy the C, is to support it by floats which keep
it clear of the ground in a rocky anchorage. — To coil the C,
is to dispose it in helical tiers. — To drag the C, is to haul it

in the wake of the vessel. — ToJieet the C, is to allow it to
surge back on the whelps of the capstan or windlass, aa the
cable climbs on to the larger part of the cone.— To heave the C

,

is to haul in aboard — A kink is a short turn in a C. which
prevents its running through the hawse-hole. To nip the C,
is to stop the running out by a pinching-rope, clamp, or
lever. —AC is ptirretlrd, when WTnppcd with tarred "canvaa.

—

To pni/ out, is to allow the C. to run out. — To serve the C, is

to wrap it with ropes to keep it from being chafed. — To slip

the C, is to let it run clear out, thus losing the C. — Spliced is

said of two C, or two portions of a C, united by working the
yarns or strands of the two portions together. — To stopper the
C, to fasten it to the bitts. — To unbend the C , to detach it

from the anchor. — To uaderrun the C, is, with hempen
haw.i^rs, to take on board on one J'ide of a b<mt and pay out on
the other, examining and cleansing. — To wred a C., is to

allow it to run out, keeping command over it.— Wormed
is said of a C. which has the spiral crevices between the lays
filled with strands

; usually a preliminary to senring.
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Cable-Laid, anything twisted after the manner
of a cable ; thus there are cable-pattern gold
chains, etc.

Cable's Length, a maritime measurement, ordi-

narily signifying 120 fathoms, or 240 yards; but
the U!«ual length of a ship's cable is only about 75
fathoms.
Cable-Tier, the space on the orlop deck or in

the hold of a ship, where the cables are stored.

Cable-Tovr, a small stream cable.

Cabochon, the French name for a precious
•tone, polished, but not cut.

Caboose, a house on deck of a ship where the
cooking is done; a ship's fire-hearth, or stove,

fitted with boilers, ovens, etc., for cooking meals
for those on board ; also termed a galley.

Cabot, a dry measure in general use in the

island of Jersey, 10 of which are computed equal

to 1 quarter of wheat, and 11 to a quarter of

barley.

Cabotage, the French name for tlie coasting
trade. Ptlit cabolaife is applied to coasting voy-

ages carried on in small vessels below 70 tons,

between ports not far distant from each other;
gprnnd caliotaije, to coasting voyages to distant ports

of Europe.
Cabotier, a French coasting vessel.

Cabrino, the Spanish name for goat-skin.

Cabriolet, a can-iage drawn by one horse, with
a cnlash cover, and an apron or covering in front.

See Cab.
Cabritilla, the Spanish name for a tanned or

dressed lamb or sheep skin.

Cabron, the French name for a kid skin.

Cabrouet, a sort of cart used in sugar planta-
tions.

Caburns, small lashings for binding a cable.

Cacao [Fr., Sp., Port., and It. cacao; Ger.
kakao\, the seeds or nuts of Theoliroma cacao, the
cacao or chocolate tree (Fig. 40). The pod re-

Mmblcs a cucumber in form, and contains from 20

r>g. 49. —Cacao Tuo.

to 30 oval nuts, about as large a* an olive, and
covered with a violet or ash-gray skin, which en-
closes two cotyledons of a fatty nature, and of a
brownish-black or vii)let color, which are very nu-
tritious. Thi-se driel kernels. I>eans, or seeds are
importetl from the West Indies, Central America,
and Brazil, in all which countries the tree grows
wild, or is cultivated for the sake of its seeds.
Tiu.se seeds contain from (H) to 80 per cent of their
weight of fat or oil, calle<l tmller of cnmo (q. v.).

In commerce, they are improperly call<>d cocoa.

After being picked, roasted, shaken, crushed, and
winnowed, they constitute cocoa nib$ ; and a kind
of rind or husk, which is separated from them,
finds a sale as an inferior kind of cocoa. In an-

7

other form, the crushed nuts are heated, and ground
into a paste, to which other substances are added,
to enable water to mix with the fat or butter of
the cacao. These additions are one or more along
a large list,— sugar, honey, treacle, gum, starch,

oatmeal, flour, rice, potato starch, nut meal, al-

mond meal, arrowroot, together with spices and
perfume. Mixing, heating, and casting in moulds
are the processes adopted. The product is called

chocotate if it requires boiling and stirring to dis-

solve, and soluble diocolate if it easily dissolves. By
a change in the added ingredients, chocolate jwsle is

produced. The plain cocoa of commerce is an in-

ferior chocolate, containing some of the husk as
well as the nut, and increased in bulk by treacle,

flour, rice, or other ingredients cheaper than the
nut. Flake cocoa is nearly the same as cocoa in

powder, except in being condensed into flakes by
passing through mills. The purest form of all is

cocoa nibs. Imp. duty (nuts), free; (prepared or
manuf.), 2 cts. per lb.

Cacao-Butter. See Butter of Cacao.
Cachaguyo, the name in Chili for the Durrillea

utilis, a sea-weed which is sold in bundles as an
edible vegetable.

Cachalot, the sperm whale {Pfiifseler macrocepha-

/».s), chiefly found in the South seas. It furnishes

a fine oil and spermaceti, and hence the fishing

for it is an object of commercial importance.
Cacharado, a kind of Spanish linen.

Cacholong, a milk-white variety of opal, first

discovered on the banks of the river Cash, in Bok-
harax, but also found in the trap-rocks of Iceland
and other Northern countries.

Cachunde, a paste flavored with musk and
other aromatics in Spain.
Caciocavalli, a kind of Italian cheese.

Cacoon, a name for the seeds of Eutada <pgal<h

hium, which are used for making purses, scent^bot-

tles, etc.

Cactine, the red coloring matter obtained from
some species of the cactus group of plants.

Cacttis, a common name for a large group of
succulent plants belonging to several genem, most
of which are curious and handsome, but of little

use except as fences in tropical countries. Opunlia
eochinillifera is, however, of importance, as on it

are reared the cochineal insects. The fruit is not
much esteemed as an edible, but it is used for feed-

ing pigs in many quarters, and has also been turned
to fiome account in producing alcohol.

Cadafaes, a Lisbon white wine.

Cadarzo, a name in Spain for coarse silk, which
cannot be spun with a wheel.

Caddy, is a small tea-chest, or box, for table
use.

Cade, a keg, or small barrel ; also, a variable
fish measure : GOO herrings or 1 ,000 sprats make a
cade.

Cade-Oil, an empyreumatic oil. obtained by dis-

tillation in a retort from the wood of Juniperus oxy-

cedni*. It is used in veterinary medicine.

Cadiz. See Spain.
Cadjara, a silk horse-cloth, or trapping, used ia

Russia.

Cadmia, the crust deposited on furnaces in

which zinc ore is sublime I, ontainlng from 10 to

20 per ci-nt of cadmium.
Cadmium, a beautiful white metal, which in

color and lustre has a strong resemblance to tin,

but is somewhat harder and more tenacio«is. It is

very ductile and mnlleable. Sp. gr., 8.004 ; avei^

age" cost in New York. 20 cts. per oz. Imp. free.

Cadmium Yellow, the commercial name for

the sulpliide of cadmium, an artist's paint, the
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finest and most permanent of all the yellow pig-

ments in use.

Cafe, the French name for coffee ; also, for cof-

fee-house.

Cafeiue, a trade name for a mixture of roasted

grain and cliicory ground, sold for coffee.

Caffeine, the active, nitrogenous principle giv-

ing the flavor to coffee, and which is similar to

tlieine in tea.

Caflir Corn, a variety of sorghum, cultivated in

parts of Southern Africa for its seeds.

Caftan, a thick quilted cloak or robe of wool

or silk, used in Arabia and Turkey.
Cag. Same as Keg (q. v.).

Cage, a basket or enclosed frame for ascending

and descending coal-mines.— A prison for birds.—
Cwje ofa whim, is a mining name for the barrel on
which the rope is wound up.

Cagliari. See Sardinia.
Cagmay, an opprobrious term applied to bad

meat or poultry.

Cahan, a nominal East Indian currency, which
is the fourth part of a rupee.

Cahier, a number of sheets of paper tied loosely

together. In the French paper-trade, a C. is a
parcel of 5 or 6 sheets, the fourth or fifth of a
quire
Cahiz, plural Cahices, a variable dry measure

in Spain. The standard cahiz of 12 fanegas used
in Cadiz and other places is rather more than. 18

busliels, and in Valencia 100 cahices are equal to

70 J^ quarters. In some districts of Spain the
cahiz is only 5 to 5J bushels.

Cahizada, a superficial measure of Spain, con-

sisting of 6 fanegadas, and equal to 1 acre (8

perches). What is genenally understood by a C,
is the extent of land that can be sown with a cahiz
of grain.

Cahora Wine, a red wine manuf. in the district

of Cahors, a city in the S.W. of France. The
grapes are plucked from the stems. After they
have been well trodden, the murk or skins of the
grapes are either partly or wholly set over the
fire in large boilers, and boiled for some time. Af-
ter this, tlie contents are poured into a vat with
the other part of the juice which has not under-
gone the same operation. They commonly remain
8 or 10 days in the vat, when tliey are racked.
They do not usually press the murk. These wines
are most commonly treated by mixing tiiem witli

one third of a liquor called ro-jome, which is the
must of the auxerrois grape, made to boil for 5 or C
minutes. They afterwards throw into it tlie high-
est proof spirit of wine, in the proportion of 1

gallon to 4 of the must, and it is then put in
the cask. It is racked at the expiration of 2 or 3
months. Much of this liquor is sent to Bordeaux,
to strengthen or color light wines. The C. W.
carries little perfume, but it is strong in body.
It is bottled at 2 or 3 years old. It will keep 20
or 30 years in wood, and 40 or 50 in bottle. In
commerce, it increases 10 per cent in value each
year it is kept. The best wines are grown on the
liills, and in the communes of St. Gery, Vers, Sa-
vangac, and Cahors. The price at Cahors is about
100 francs the hectolitre.

Cahoun, or Cohune, a plume-like palm, Attn-
lea cohune, native of Honduras, bearing nuts,
which grow in clusters like a bunch of grapes ; an
oil is obtained from them by expression, equal to
that from the cocoa-nut.
Caico, a small Italian skiff ; a jolly-boat.
Caigue, a light bark used on the Bosphorus.
Caimehs, the Turkish name for the much-de-

preciated paper currency of the. Sultan.

Cairngorm, a variety of rock-crystal of various
shades found on the mountain of that name in
Inverness-shire, Scotland, and of which seals,

necklaces, and other trinkets are made.
Cairo. See Egypt.
Cairo and St. Louis R.R, runs from Cairo to

East St. Limis, Illinois, 146.5. m. Offices in St.

Louis. Tills Co. was chartered in 1865, and the
road was completed in 1875. Cap. stock, -84,565,-

000; funded debt, -82,500,000; total, §7,065.000.
Tlie Co. first made default on its bonds in 1874.
The funded debt consists of a first mortgage 7%
bonds, issued 1871, payable 1901. Net earnings
for 1878, $21,950.98.

Caisson, a water-tight box for facilitating the
commencement of the foundation of piers, bridges,
etc.— A machine for raising vessels, resembling
an enormous chest, witli an air-tight chamber in

the interior, which will not allow it to sink beyond
a certain depth. In order to raise the vessel, it is

sunk by letting the water into It, and brought
under the ship's bottom, and there secured. The
holes through which the water entered are then
closed, and the water pumped out. This causes
it to rise and lift the vessel, bringing the bottom
out of the water for inspection and repairs, which
can be thus effected without bringing the vessel

into dock, or hauling her on shore.

Cajeput, an essential oil, limpid, transparent,

of a greenisii color, a camphoraceous smell, and
an acridly aromatic taste. Sp. gr. 0.927. It is

sometimes adulterated with other oils, particularly

oil of turpentine. It is prepared in large quantities

in the Dutch settlements of the Banda and Mo-
lucca islands, from the leaves of the Melaleuca
cajeputi, and is imported by way of Holland, in

copper flasks. It is used internally as a stimulant
and antispasmodic, but more frequently externally
as an embrocation. Imp. free.

Cajon, or Caxon, the Spanish name for a chest.

In the South American mining districts it is ap-

plied to a weight of 50 quintals of mineral.

Cake, a kneaded or solid mass of any kind, as

a cake of copper, of Indian ink, of pastry or
baked dough, etc.

Cake-Breaker, a crushing or cutting imple-

ment for breaking up oil-cake for the feeding of

stock, and pressing rape-cake for manure.
Cake-Toaster, a toasting-fork.

Calabash, |Sp. calaba^a], a name given in the

West Indies to a gourd or pompion, the fruit

of the Crcscentta cnjele, which when young are
pickled. The hard rind or covering, when the

pulp has been taKcn out, is made into all kinds

of domestic utensils by the negroes,— cups and
saucers, baskets and bowls, pepper and salt

dishes, etc.,— which take the place of crockery,

and are not so easily broken or destroyed. Many
will stand the fire for cooking as well as an iron pot.

Calabazate, in Spain, pumpkins preserved in

sugar, or steeped in honey.
Calabria Wine. See Italian Wines.
Calais. See France.
Calamanco, a glossy, woollen stuff, checkered

in the warp, either ribbed or plain, manuf. in Brad-
ford, England.
Calamander Wood, a beautiful fancy wood

obtained from Diostpyrus hirsula, a tree which
grows in Ceylon. It is extremely hard, and finely

veined with different shades of black and brown.
It is scarce, and very dear.

Calambour, a kind of eagle or aloes wood,
sometimes used for inlaying and cabinet-work.
Calamine, a native carbonate of zinc, used as

a drug.
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Calamus Oil, an oil obtained from ilw root of
the sweet flag, Acoi-us calamus. It is used iu piiar-

macy and perfumery.
Calavance, a name for several kinds of pulse,

including the IhUrhos liitrlxidensts and sintnsit.

Calcar, a calcining furnace in glass-works.

Calcareous Earth, a gritty soil which con-
tains a large percentage of lime.

Calculator, one who reckons or estimates mat-
ters of figures or detail.

Calcutta. See IsuiA (Rkitibh).
Caldron, a large iron Iniiler or pot.

Caleche, or Calash, a lady's hood.—A small
hooded carriage running on low wheels.
Calendar, a register of times and seasons; an

almanac. The principal measures of time are tliose

i 4|J. lA). — (Jalcul-vtiso Macbhk.

Calcareous Spar, a carbonate of lime.

Calcedony. See Chalcedo.nv.
Calcination, tlie reduction of substances to

cincier!< or ash.

furnished by nature in the rotation of the earth on
its axes, the revolution of the moon round the

earth, and the revolution of the earth round the

sun,— periods respectively denoted by the terms
Calcium, the metallic base of lime. See Lime. Day, Month, and Vear. For ordinary purposes,

Calculating Machine, an instrument with
toothi'd wheels, each turning freely on its own
centre, for automaton calculation. The fonns
which some of these machines have assuminl, and
the work which they have effected, are truly

wonderful. Thoma»'s Anthmomftrr, liabbage's

Itiffermct Kn<)inr, the same remarkable man's
Aualjftiral Kmiiitf, and S<'heutz's Calnitating Mn-
chinf, are. with the following, the principal speci-

mens liitherto produ»'e<l.

however, they are reckoned bv approximate or
conventional methoils. The d.'ivil Day is the
m>an solar day. The Lunar Month is. except in

tjistem countries, sujK-rseded by the Calendar
month. The Civil Year, or mean solar year, was
adjuntiKl by Julius Camar (n.c. 45), who, esti-

mating the solar revolution at ^kio days. U hours,

fixed that the year should consist of 'M^^^ days in

three successive years, ami 'M'ttS in the fourth,

called leap year. This method, denominated Ola

TtM ArllbmonM-irr, in«rnt<>il hi Mr.
OwNn B. Ursnt ,A H^Mbm ( V\» id)\, ti

a MleaUUnit tnwIiiiMi for riHnmnn
OMralkm* In multipliratlon atxl di-

tMoo. It U •t>ou( 7 Inrhm In IipIkI'I,
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Style, was adopted and continued by all Christian

nations until a.d. 1582, when it was discovered

that the Julian year was too long by about 11

minutes,— the true Icngtli of the solar year being

365 days, 5 hours, 49 minutes nearly. To rectify

this error, which had then led to an advance of

about 10 days. Pope Gregory XIII ordained that

the year 1582 should consist of 365 days only
;

and,'to prevent a like irregularity in future, it was
decreed that when a number denoting a coniplete

century is not divisible by 4, as the 17th, 18th,

and 19th, such years should be reckoned as com-
mon years,— an arrangement involving an excess

of but 1 day in 5,200 years. The Gregorian Calen-

dar, or New Style, was gradually adopted in all

Christian countries, except those which acknowl-
edge the Greek Church,— Russia and Greece. In
England, it was adopted in 1752, when the differ-

ence of time being 11 days, it was enacted that the

3d of September of that year should be called the

Fig. 51. — Calico Prixtinc.

(Cylinder Machine printing in twelve Colors.)

14th. During the present century the Old Style
is to be reckoned 12 days later than the New
Style. Thus a Russian or Greek bill, dated the
10th day of any month, must be reckoned from
the 22d day of the same month in every place
where the Gregorian Calendar is used.
Calender, a machine for smoothing or hot-

pressing fabrics between rollers, to give them a
glossy or wavy appearance. Some of the rollers
are indented or embossed, to produce watered or
figured patterns at the same time as the pressing.
Some of them are heated from within, some arc
used cold, according to the fabric. A more simple
and well-known C. is described under Mangle.

Calf, the young of a cow, usually so termed
until it is past six months old, when it becomes
a yearling. C. generally become fat enough for
veal ih 8 or 9 weeks. — The name given to calf-
skins prepared for book-binding, etc.

Calfini, a preparation made with the oil dis-
tilled from the outer bark of the birch, and used
for flavoring Bavarian beer.

Calf-Skin, the hide of the calf, which, when
tanned, forms the material for one of the most
valuable kinds of leather. C.-S. for boot-makers
are extensively manuf. in the U. States, but the
best come from France. Imp. duty (tanned, or
tanned and dressed), 25 per cent.

Calibre, a French word now generally adopted
to express the bore of a piece of ordnance.
Caliche, a name for nitrate of soda found in

Peru.
Calico, a general term in Europe for any plain

white cloth made from cotton, but which receives
peculiar distinctive names as it improves in quality
and strength, and according to the purposes for
which it is used. In the U. States the term is re-

stricted to printed cotton cloths. See Cotton
Manufacture.

Calico Printino [Fr. impression cTindiennts; Ger. katktn-
druckerei], is the art of producing figured patterns upon cotton
cloths. It comprises mechanical and chemical processes which

require much skill, and has been practitied in India and
China for many ages, the word " calico " itself being de-
rived from Calicut, on the Malabar coast, whence printed
goods were first imported. The dyes and colors are of two
kinds,— those which penetrate through the whole sub-

^ stance, showing almost as brightly on one surface as on
R. the other ; and those which are intended to be feen only^ on one side. They comprise nearly the same feries of

animal, vegetable, and mineral substances a.<' the dyer is

in the habit of using; but there are additional precau-
tions necessary to insure fast colors. — Color Mixing.
The color-house at a print-work is an important place,
in which a considerable knowledge of chemistry must
be displayed. The mills and stones for grinding, the
rotating machines for mixing, and the caldrons and
boilers for heating, partake of the usual mechanical
character ; but there is much else to attend to in re-
lation to the qualities of the various dyes and colors.
Some must be thickened with starch, or flour, or gum,
to make them act more like a paint than a dye ; some
have the mordant combined with the colors, instead of
being used feparately ; some require a liquid vehicle
that would be inappropriate for others : some require
steam to act upon them after they have been applied to
the cloth. — Block-Printing. In the early days of cotton-
printing, the pattern or device was engraved on the
surface of a large square block of sycamore, holly, or
pear wood ; and this plan is still adopted for choice
patterns of which only a small supply is likely to b«
needed. The pattern may be engraved on any'kind of
smooth wood, or may be built up in relief with narrovr
slips of copper, or may be reproduced by electrotype.
The color is spread out on a cushion or pad ; the block,
held by a handle at the back, takes up a thin layer of
it: this layer is applied to the cloth, smoothly spread out
on a table, and so on. ]f the pattern comprises many
colors, there is one block to each ; and the blocks are
used in regular succession, each filling up its proper
place in the design. The cloth is shiAed on as fast

as it is printed, and a new portion brought forward
at each shifting.— Perrotine- Printing. A machine for

block-printing, called the Perrotine, is used in France
and Belgium. Three long wooden blocks, engraved with the
pattern, are made to fit upon three sides of a square prii'm

of iron. The prism rotates upon a horizontal axis ; the
calico or muslin passes between the prL^ni and the bed ; and
the action is such that the calico receives a long stripe of
colored pattern every time it touches one of the blocks —

;

Cylinder- Printing. This is the kind by which the great
bulk of printed goods is produced The pattern b engraved
on a roller or cylinder, instead of on a flat block. The
roller is of copper or brass ; a coating of varnish is given to it

;

the pattern is etched on the varnish with a diamond point,
and then eaten in or engraved by the action of dilute nitric

acid. Sometimes the engraving is impressed by Perkins's roll-

ing-machine ; sometimes, again, the engraving is done by an
engine like that employed in engine-turning ; and occasionally
the rollers are of wood, with a pattern made by inserted slip*

of copper. The rollers are from 30 to 40 inches long, by 4 to

12 in diameter. There are as many rollers as there are colors—
one to each (Fig. 51) : there are also as many distinct troughs
or cells of dyestuff or pigment as there are colors ; and th«
cylinder machine is a skilfully (planed apparatus, by which all

those rollers and troughs can be brought iuto action, each one
just at its proper time and in its proper place. Some elaborate
patterns have as many as 20 different colors and shades of color ;

and then the arrangements arc very complicated ; but tmm 1
to 4 is the most usual number. So perfect are the adjust-
ments, that one mile of calico can be printed in one hour.

—

Acceisory Michines. The uiacbiues and processes acctsfory to
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the actual printinK are numeroiu. The printnl rinth in dried

b.v a ga«-heate<i drying-machine ; and then tran.^ferreil to the
a'irin^rooin, where the action of the air, aided sometime* by a
little steam, raiiM« the colors to adhere more firmly to the

flbre«. The clearing-beck is a Te««el in which the printed rloth

(ifsomepirticular iiinda of color are used) is scoured with soap

and water; and there are washiHS-tnaekiHrs also, with clear

wateronly — The Madder Style is the name giren toa particu-

1 ir series of proceosea when thepriotincis with a machine chiefly

used when madder is the principal dye. The Indign Style de-

notes another series of processes, when the printinft is with a
Ttiift fiaste. which prevents the dye from attacking those par-

ticular spots. The Paildins Style is a third series, iiw>stly

(uited for miaeral colors, and requiring some of the colors to

be in a thickened state. The D'Khctrge Style is a fourth

(already noticed under B.\sdas\). The Steam OUor Style,

largely employed for furniture chinties, requires the actioD

of steam to fix the colors upon the cloth.

Calidad, a choice kind of Cuba tobacco.

California, a Western State of the U. States,

bounded W. by the Pacific Ocean, along the coast

of wiiich it extends from 32o 46' to 42° N lat., S.

by the peninsula of Lower California and the Gila

River, which divides it from Mexico, E. by Nevada
and the Rio Colorado, and N. by the State of

Oregon ; average length, about 700 m., breadth, 200
m. ; area, 156,tl87 sq. m., or more than 100.0(JO,000

acres, of which 35,000,000 are arable^ 23,000,000

pasture, and about 5,0(30,000 swampy and inun-

dated lands, but possibly reclaimable. The sur-

face and climate of C, although extremely varied

in character, bear everywhere a peculiar impress,

verj- tlifferent from that of the Atlantic coast and
Mississippi Valley States. C. may be divided into

three great distinct

portions, and these

are very different

from each other in

importance, — the
central being much
the most densely
populated, and in

every respect the
most valuable. This
central portion is em-
braced between the
parallels of 35° and
40°, and h»« on its

eastern side the

Sierra Nevada.and on its western the Coast Ranges,
with the Pacific tJcean at its western base. Between
these two mountain chains lies the Great Central

Valley, which is drained by the Sacramento and
the San Joaquin, the two uniting a>>out midway
betwii-n the X. and S. extremities of the Valley,

and entering the Ray of San Francisco througii

Suissun and San Pablo bays, which latter is, in

fact, but the N. expansion of San Francisco Bay
itself. The entire length of the Great Valley
ii about 450 m., and its breadth averages about
40 m. ; area, 57,200 sq. m. The drainage of this

entire area n-aches the sea through the Golden
Gate. There are several large mountain lakes in

C, some of which are of pure and fresh water,

while others are alkaline, being without an outlet.

The finest of these is Tahoo, which lies on the very

summit of the Sierra, and at an elevation of 0,20i)

feet. It has a length of al>out 20 m., and is 1,50)

fwt deep, its water being extremely pure. North
of the parallel of 4')°, where the Coast Ranges and
the Sierra unite, and where the (ireat Valley dis-

appears, the country is extremely rough and very
thinly inhabited. The 7 counties which are in-

cluded within the region N. from the head of the

Sacramento Valley to the Stale line had in 1870 a
pop. of only 10,2(K), and they had all lost in num-
bers during the previous decade The N.W. comer
of the State is also extremely rough and mountain-

rtg. S3. — 8uL or CjLUfOtxiA.

ous, and a large part of it is quite uninhabited.
That portion of C. which lies to the S. and E. of
the southern inosculation of the Coast Ranges and
the Sierra, comprising an area of fully 50,(X)0 sq.

m., is also very thinly inhabited, with the ex-

ception of a narrow strip along the coast. Nearly
all of San Diego and San Bernardino Counties be-

long to the Great Basin system, having no drain-

age to the sea. The Angeles County, however, has
within its borders some of the most fertile lands in

the State. These fonn a strip about 20 m. wide
along the coast ; the N.E. half of the county, on the

other hand, is extreniely barren. The regitm lying

E. of the Sierra Nevada, and between the crest of

that range and the boundary of the State, chiefly

between the two counties of Mono and Inyo, is

also a very mountainous tract of country. The
climate of C. is very different in different parts of

the State, according to distance from the ocean,

situation with reference to the mountain ranges,

and altitude above the sea level. But there are
certain peculiar features which obtain all over the

State. In the first place, the division of the year
into two seasons — a dry and a rainy one— is the

nK)st marked characteristic of the C. climate. But
as one goes north, the winter rain is found to be-

gin earlier and last longer; while, on the other
hand, the S.E. corner of the State is almost rain-

less. Again, the climate of the Pacific coast,

along its whole length, is milder and more uniform
than that of the States in a corresponding lati-

tude E. of the mountains. We notice, in addition,

that the means of summer and winter are much
nearer the mean of the year in (,'. than in tiie

East. This condition of things is not so marked
as we advance into the interior of €. ; but every-

where in the State the winters are comparatively
mild, and the heat of summer is much less disagree-

able in its effects, because the air is excessively

dry and the evaporation proportionally rapid.

The climate of San Francisco is indeed wonder-
fully uniform ; and the bracing, cool air which
sweeps in from the ocean during the afternoons of

the summer, although not favorable to persons
with weak lungs and sensitive throats, is the very
breath of life for those who are in vigorous health.

One great drawback to the enjoyment of the de-

lightful climate of (J., however, is the dust of

summer, which seems, until one becomes accus-

tomed to it, quite unbearable- C was for many
years chiefly known to the world as the region

where gold was obtained in extraordinary quanti-
ties. The existence of qold in V. had long been
known, but no discovery had been made, which
attracted much attention, previous to January,
1848, when a piece of native gold was picked up
in an excavation made for a mill-race on the
south fork of the American River, at a place now
called Coloma. The excitement causwl by that

discovery, and the consequent emigration to tlie

land of gold, continued till 1854. when there was a
decided reaction throughout the U. States in regard
to mining matters. The Califomian discoveries had
given rise to a general search for metalliferous

deposits in the Atlantic States ; and this had been
followed by wild speculatiims, a great deal of

niom«y having lieen sunk in opening new mines,

and in attempting to develop old ones which had
never yielded anything of %'alue. .SiVtvr-mining

has been attempted in many localities of C, and
much money spent in trying to develop the argen-

tiferous Imles which have from time to time Ijcen

discovered; but the only paying silver mines in

the State seem to be those of the Inyo Range, and
Cent) Gerdo, where the ore is chiefly galena, rich
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in silver, and also containing considerable gold.

Quicksilver is largely produced at the New Al-

maden, Guadaloupe, Aurora, and other mines.

Iron, in large quantities and various forms, is

found in all the Coast Ranges. Platinum is almost

as widely dispersed through the State as gold,

though in smaller quantities. Tin, chromium,
gypsum, nickel, antimony, bismuth, sulphur, lead,

salt, saltpetre, borax, coal, marble of extraordinary

beauty, alabaster, granite, buhr-stone, lime, etc.,

are the other principal mineral products of the

State. — Owing to the peculiarities of the climate,

and especially its mildness in winter and the dry-

ness in summer, the whole system of cultivation is

very different in C. from what it is in the Missis-

sippi Valley. If the season is favorable, that is, if

rain falls in abundance in November, so that the

ground becomes soft enough to plough, then sow-
ing is begun at once, and the best crops are raised

when the " latter rains," which fall in March and
April, are tolerably abundant, and yet not so

much as to cause inundations. Almost every-
tiiing, except ploughing, in connection with agri-

cultural work is done on a large scale, with the
help of machinery ; and the profitable farms are
usually of great size, comprising many thousand
acres. In 1878, the amount of the principal pro-

ductions of the soil were as follows : Wheat,
22,000,000 bu. ; Indian corn, 1,550,000 bu. ; oats,

1,750,000 bu.; barley, 7,800,000 bu.; potatoes, 3,200,-

000 bu. ; hay, 560,000 tons. In the same year there
were in C. 1,000,800 oxen and other cattle; 6,561,-

000 sheep ; 438,500 hogs ; 262,600 horses ; 25,400
mules ; and 389,500 milk cows. Fruit is an item
of great importance in the agriculture of C, the
quantity raised being very large, and the quality
excellent. The pear, plum, apricot, and grape are
especially good. A large amount of capital has
been invested in the manuf. of wine ; and though
the quality is not still all that could be desired, it is

gradually improving, and the day may be foreseen
when the Eastern market will be widely open to
it. C. is a country particularly adapted to raising
sheep, and the wool interest is a very important
one. The winters are so mild, that shelter for the
flocks is not required, and they have no other food
than that wliicli they pick up for themselves on
the lower plains in winter, and in the higher moun-
tain valleys in tiie summer. The commerce of C.
being mainly carried on through San Francisco,
which is the only port of entry in the State, we
refer to the name of that city for an account of
the commercial and manufacturing interests of the
State. The principal towns are San Francisco,
Sacramento City (the capital), San Jose', Marys-
ville, Stockton, Nevada, Grass Valley, Petaluma,
Yreka, Placerville, Oakland, etc. Pop. 560,285.
See Sax Francisco.
California Pacific R.R., runs from South Val-

lejo to Sacramento, Cal., 60.17 m., with branches,
78.01 m. ; total, 138.18 m. Offices in San Francisco.
This Co., chartered in 1869, is a consolidation of the
California Pacific and the California Pacific Exten-
sion R.R. Cos., and is leased to the Central Pacific
R.R. at a rental of §550,000 per annum, in addition
to three-quarters of tiie net earnings in excess of the
amount. C«;jjVa/ 5<oct, §12,000,000. Funded Debt:
first mortgage, issued 1867, §2,250,000, payable
1887, int. 7% (Jan. and July); second mortgage,
issued 1871, §1,600,000, payable 1891, int. 6% (Jan.
and July) ; third mortgage A, issued 1875, §2,000,-

000, payable 1905, int. 6% (Jan. and July) ; third
mortgage B, issued 1875, §1,000,000, payable 1905,
int. 6% (Jan. and July). The three last are in-

dorsed by the Central Pacific R.R. Co.

Calin, an alloy of tin and lead, used by the Chi-

nese for tea-canisters and other articles.

Ccilipers, or Caliper Compasses, are compasses
with curved legs for measuring the diameter of
cylinders, balls, or other round bodies.

Calisaya. See Cinchona Bark.
Calisthenic Instrument Maker, a manufac-

turer of chest expanders, etc.

Calk, a name for lime.

Calking, the process of tracing with a style or
har^ pencil through a print which has been rubbed
with colored chalk at the back; or, copying a
drawing by tracing with chalk.

Calkins, or Cawkins, the prominent or elevated
extremities of the horse's shoe, forged tliin, and
turned downwards to prevent slipping.

Call, a visit.— The demand for payment of an
instalment due on shares.—A speculation on the

Stock Exchange, which consists in selling stocks

to be delivered on call at any Hay within a fixed

period.— Call and Put, is a stock-broker's term for

a transaction such as the following : A., anticipat-

ing the rise of a given stock, puts up §100 with
T). for the privilege of calling upon the latter for

100 shares of the stock at or within a given time,

say 30 or 60 days. If the stock rises, he calls for

his 100 shares, and takes the difference between
the price agreed upon and the price on the day he
calls. If the stock falls, the transaction is closed

by the forfeiture of the §100. On the other hand,
if A. believes a given stock will fall, he puts up
e&y §100, and agrees to deliver to D. say 100 shares,

at a given time at a given price. If the stock falls

below the price agreed upon, he calls upon D. for

the difference ; if it rises, the transaction is closed

by the forfeiture of the §100
(
Thomas McElrath).—

fall in, to collect as outstanding debts, money,
etc. ; or, to recall from circulation, as currency
notes.— Call on, to solicit payment of a debt ; also,

to ask assistance, as, to call on a bank for a loan.

Callao. See Peru.
C£illibogus, a drink made in Newfoundland by

adding spirits to spruce beer.

Calligraphy, the art of fine penmanship.
Callipers. See Calipers.
Callipeva, an esteemed river mullet of the West

Indian seas (Mugil liza), seldom extending further
than the embouchures of streams, or into the ponds
and marshes. Its scales are useful for making
ornaments, and its roe forms an excellent caviare.

Callou, the Spanish wine or fermented liquor

extracted from palms.
Calmucks, a sort of woollen hair-cloth.

Calmus, a Gorman wine resembling the sweet
wines of Hungary, made in the territory of Frank-
fort, at Aschaffenbourg.
Calomel, a mild preparation of mercury, the

dichloride, used in medicine as an alterative or
purgative. Imp. duty, 30 per cent.

Calorimeter, an instrument to indicate the heat
given out by bodies in cooling, or passing from one
temperature to another, which is ascertained by
the quantity of ice it will melt.

Calotype Process. See Photography.
Calumba Root. The calumba plant (Cocch-

his palmatus) grows in Malabar, and in the thick
forests of the E. coast of Africa, between Oibo
and Mozambo, from which last place the roots

form a staple export to Ceylon, and thence to

Europe. The root is generally brought in trans-

verse sections, from half an inch to 3 inches diam-
eter, rarely divided across ; and the bark is of a
dark brown color outside, and bright yellow within.
It is very subject to decay by worms. When good,
it looks bright and solid, breaks with a starchy
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fracture, and has a faint aromatic o<lor and bitter

taste. It is a most valuable antiseinic and tonic.

Imp. free.— The American ('. of tiie Southeast-
em States (Faiscrn wtllfnt) is not so valuable. It

may be distinj^uished b}' its whiter color, ligliter

texture, the mixture of longitudinal pieces, and
the taste being at first sweetish, and not nearly so
bitter as the genuine root
Calzado, the Spanish name for a shoe or san-

dal of any kind.

Cam, a contrivance for converting a uniform
rotatory motion into a varied rectilinear motion.
The end of a rod, which is free to move only in

the direction of its length, is held in contact, by
the action of a spring or weight, with the edge of
an irregularly shaped mass, which revolves uni-

formly up<m an axis. A varied motion is thus
communicaleii to the nxl, which carries with it the
machinery by which the motion is to be applied.
This contrivance is much used in the machinery
for lace-making.
Camail (Fr.], a domino

;

a capuchin, or short cloak,

sometimes made of fur. —
A purple ornament worn
by a bishop over his rochet.

Camara, a store-house

for grain. — The hard,
tough, and valuable timber
of Uipteri/a odoniia, a tree

found in Kssi>quibo.

Camata, the commercial
name for half-grown acorns,
dried, which are imported
for tanning.

Cambay Stone, a kind
of cornelian, obtained in

the East Indies.

Camber, a repairing wet
dock . or inlet from a harbor.— Ciimlier-fieamii, are those
used in Uic flats of trun-
cated r<M)fs, and raised in

the middle with an obtuse
angle, for discharging the
rainwater towanis the sides

of the r<M)f.— Oj««/.<r-«///»,

•n instrument for drawing
arches.

Cambiale, the Italian

name for a bill of exchange.
Cambio |Sp.|, barter, the giving or taking bills

of exchange; arise or fall in the course of ex-
change.
Cambirt, a money-<-hanger ; one well versed

in exclianges and fon-ign moneys ; a trafficker in

bills. Also appli«fl to a book descriptive of mon-
eys, weights, an<l measures of various countries.

Cambrel, an iron with hooks to hang meat on.

CambriO (Fr. Intintr ; (k-r. kammrrturh ; It. rtim-

hrnjii : Port, mmhmin; ,Sp, mmfirai\, k verj' fine

linen fabric, so called from having been originally

manuf. at Cambray. a city of France; also, a fine

cotton fabric in imitation of linen. Its varieties

an* gla7.i><i, white, and colortsi for linings, twilled,

flguriMl, stri|K-d, and corded. Cotton (\ are either
white <ir printe<l for dnssos. or ukihI « French
batiste. The former are made chiefly in I^aik^-

shire, F^ngland ; the laiier in (Glasgow, S<-niland.

Scotch (.'. is an imitation (.'. made from fine hard-

twiste<i cotton. /«i/». duty (valm**! at not over -Vi

cts. per sq. yd.), .V) p«'r cent; (valued at oTcr .'JO

cts. per sq. yd.), 40 per cent.

Camel (Arab, djfmni], a ruminating quadniped
of a grotesque form, which has been luied from a

remote peritKl in Eastern countries as the principal
hea.<t of burden. There are two species : the
Ractrian ('. (f'amlus UictritiHus), characterized by
a couple of humi>s. — one on the rump and an-

other aliove the shoulders,— is employed in Thi-

bet, Turkestan, Tartary, and S. Russia; the dn>m-
edary (Vnmrlus dromtiiariut), with one hump situ-

ated on the middle of the back, is indigenous in

Arabia, from whence it has spread over the north
of Africa, Syria, and Persia ; and the intermix-
ture of these two sfRfies has prrxluced varieties

which are more or less used in different localities.

The V. is esteemed by Eastern natir)ns one of the
most precious gifts of Providence to man; and as-

suredly it seems forme*! by nature for a life of

patient drudgery. Justly has the Arab niiiiie<l it

the Living Ship of the Desert, as without it he
could neither transport himself nor his nitrclmn-

dise across those oceans of sand with wliicli his

country is covered. Its spreading, cushioned feet,

fornK'd to tread lightly ujHin the dry and shifting

rig. 68. — I/OAont Cavku.

soil; the nostrils, so formed that it can close tliem at

will, to exclutle the drift-sand of the parching
simoom ; the ixtwerful upp«'r teeth, for assisting in

the divinion of the tough prickly shrul>s, and dry,

stunteii heritage of the desert ; and, alnive all, the

cellular stnicture of the stomach, which is capable
of U'ing convertcil Into an assemblage of water-

tanks,— lM>ar ample testimony to the care mani-
festetl in the structure of this extraonlinary quad-

nipe<i. The C. is weaned at the commencement of

the secon*! year, ami l>egins to propagate when
four years old. thoueh it «hH># not complete its

full growth until the age of twelve. It will live

as long as 40 years; but after 'Jo or 'M its ac-

tivity iM'gins to fail. (\ »rv content with the

coarsest f«M»d,— a bunch of dry grass, or the

stunteil shrtilis of the wilderness. Their onlinary

food is a ball of paite {mnitfK»d). weighing alxnit

a pound, made of barley-n»eal and w»t«r. which

each rectives in the evening; and this is all the

daily expense of these useful cn-atures. The v.ilue

of the f. depends, of course, on its kind and qual-

ity. In Hejaz, ttie price of a good one is sai<l

to he 975, but they sometimes cost 92fJ0. C an*
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used both for riding and carriage, for which pur-

poses they are employed in large numbers in the

Eastern caravans. The first thing that an Arab
examines about his C, when preparing for a long

journey, is the hump, which is an infallible crite-

rion as to the ability for exertion ; for whenever
it subsides, the beast gradually yields to fatigue.

A long journey will cause the hump almost entire-

ly to disappear. It is easily restored, however, by
a few weeks of good nourishment and repose. The
favorite pace of the riding C. is a kind of amble, at

the rate of 5 or 5^ miles an hour. Many fabulous

stories are related of the swiftness of this animal

;

but it never approaches, even for short distances,

to that of a common horse, though it is perhaps
unrivalled for the ease with which it will despatch
an uninterrupted journey of several days and
nights, if allowed its own natural pace, and not
employed on hilly, woody, or slippery ground.
The load of the carriage C., in common cases, is

from 400 to 500 lbs. for a short journey, and from
300 to 400 lbs. for one of any considerable distance.

The capability of bearing thirst varies among the

Fig. 54. — Sliding Camera Obscura.

different races. In the caravans from Darfflr they
travel nine or ten days without water; but the
Anatolian C. requires drink every second day,

—

Camel is also the name of a contrivance for lift-

mg ships over a bar or shoal that obstructs the
navigation of a river.

Camels'-Hair [Fr. poll de chameau; Ger. kamt-el-
haar; It. pelo di camello], is much longer than
sheep's wool, and often as fine as silk. It is im-
ported from the Levant, principally for the manuf.
of pencils for the painter. Tliat produced in Per-
sia is held in the highest estimation. The black
hair is most valued, next the red, and the gray
brings only half the price of the red. In the East,
C.-IJ. is woven into clothing, and even tents,
purposes to which it has been applied from a re-
mote period. Imp. duty (cleaned or uncleaned, but
not manuf.), 10 per cent

; (pencils), 35 per cent.
Camels' -hair Shawls. See Cashmere

Shawls.
Camellia, a genus of beautiful evergreen shrubs.

The seeds of Camellia oleiftra, a native of China,
yield an excellent table oil. The large, splendid!
rose-like flowers of several species of C. are much
prized, being cultivated in private hot-houses, and
sold by florists.

Camelot. See Camlet.
Cameo [Fr. camee], a gem worked in relievo;

a small bas-relief cut on various substances, as
stone, shell, lava, ivory, etc. They are frequently
cut on certain conch shells, or strombs, the sub-
stance of which consists of two distinct layers of
different colors, textures, and hardness. The black
conch offers the most decided contrast of color in

the layers. Shell cameos are now very common,
and some display a great deal of taste in the de-

sign, cutting, and adaptation of the various layers
of the helmet and other shells to the required
tints. Imitation C. are made by pressing or mould-
ing porcelain or other plastic material. Imp. duty
(not set), 10 per cent; (in frames), 20 per cent;
(imitations, set), 25 per cent; (imitations, not set),

40 per cent.

Camera Lucida, invented by Dr. Wollaston, is

an apparatus containing a glass prism with angles
of definite measurement. When the light from
any object falls on one side of the prism, it is re-

flected down upon a piece of paper, and an eye,
placed near an angle, sees the image and the

paper at the same instant. The
instrument assists in drawing or
delineating, but is now nearly
superseded by photography.
Camera Obscura, an optical

instrument in the shape of a box
with an opening at the end to re-

ceive a lens ; and there is a kind
of telescopic action which allows
this lens to be brought into various
positions for adjustment of focus.

At the other end of the box is a
screen of ground glass, so placed
as to receive the image of any
object focalized by the lens. For
a common camera, there is an inter-

mediate reflector at an angle of
45°, which throws the image on a
horizontal ground glass,- when it

appears as a small picture. For a
magic lantern, painted slides are
used. See Photography.
The sliding camera obscura. represented

in Fig. 54, enables any one, witbout a
knowledge of the rules of drawing or per-
spective, to deliucatc distant objects, trace
the outlines of landscapes, etc., with perfect

accuracy. It consists of a rectangular box, in which the
luminous rays R penetrate through a lens B, and are directed
to the opposite side 0, there to form an image. But the
rays, intercepted by a glass mirror M at an angle of 45°,
change their direction, and come to form the image on a
scn-cn of ground glass N. If a sheet of tracinp-paper is

placed on that screen, the image can be accurately de-
lineated with a pencil. A little board A intercepts the light,

which, if falling on the image, would not permit it to be seen.
The box consists of two separate parts, sliding the one in the
other, so that, by drawing more or less the anterior part, ac-
cording to the distance of the object, the reflected image comes
exactly on the screen N.

Games, rods of cast-lead used by glaziers in

framing church windows and other quarrels of
glass.

Camfering, taking off an angle or edge of tim-
ber.

Camiion, a term now used for a dray, formerly
applied to a hand-truck.
Camionage, the French word for cartage or

dray-liire.

Camlet fFr. camelot ; Ger. kamelol ; It. ciamMlo],
was originally a rough fabric made of the liair

of the camel and the goat interwoven, which was
used by ascetics. That of the East is made of the
hair of the Angora goat. English C, however, is

a light stuff, made of long mtooI hard spun, some*
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times mixed in the loom with cotton or linen

yarn.
Camomile, or Chamomile, the f\n\rerti of Anthe-

mis noliilis, employed medicinally in Kurope as a
cheap, tonic, carminative anodyne; when taken in

large doses, however, they prove powerfully emetic.
//«/«. free.

Campeachy Wood. See Ixx;wood.
Camp-Bed, a folding iron bedstead, with tester

laths, for field use.

Camp Furniture, articles of cabinet-work,
made compact, light, and portable, so as to be
easily folded and transported.

Camphine. or Blrmxg FLriD, a trade-name
for essential resinous oils, such as the purifie<l oil or

distilled spirits of turpentine. When intended for

a buming fluid, it is mixed with alcohol in various
proportions.

Camphor r.\r. knfoor ; Fr. camphrr : Ger. knmp-

ftr ; It. and Vnrt. cnnfora ; Sp. can/?>i], a peculiar

vegetable principle arising from the separation of

the volatile oil of different trees, which is used in

medicine and the arts. Two kinds are distin-

f\%. 66. — CAvrnoK Tuck.

guished in commerce: China or Jai-a C. the

only kind met with in Europe, is the product of

the hiuru* rnmfJtorn (Fig. V>), found in Quang-
tung and Fokien in China, in Cochin China, and
in Japan. It is extracte^l fmm all parts cif (he

tree, but chiefly from the roots, and is obtained in

the state called rrmlr f'., nierely by sublimation.

In this state it is gomTally iin|M»rted, and is after-

wards n-flnetl by mixture with liino and a second
ubiimation. Crude f^. <M-run< in 'small bn>wnish
or gray grains mixed with impurities. I^'flne<i C.

is a very white, soft, st'niitmnsp.irent sulMtanco,

having a crystiilline ap{M-nran(rc, a strong an<l fra-

grant (xlor, and a hot, pungent taste ; very inflam-

mable, and so voljiile as totally to exhale when
left expose*! in a warm air. Sp. gr. O.H8.'>. It oc-

curs in round rakes, each weighing aUmt 2 IIm.,

and is commonly pn<-ke<l in vessels containing

nearly 250 cak«>s. The quantity of ('. exported
from Canton varies much from year to vear. In

the U. States, l,117.2flO lbs. of crude C'., valued
9166.686, were imported In 1878 — .\f«tUt^ or Bamg
C. is found in great parity concreted among the

woody fit>ns of the Ihryolnhinofts catn/ihorii, grow-
ing in Borneo, Sumatra, and the Malayan Archi-
pelago. As an article of commen-e, it is found
exclusivtly in the Kast. and particularly at Can-
ton, where it fetches a price equal to al>out KM)
times that of the article made from their own /,.

nim/ifioni. The foniur is far more fragrant than
the latter, but whether it possesses any superior
virtues is exceedingly doubtful. Imp. duty (crude),
free; (refined). 6 cts. jur lb.

Camphor Julep or Water, a solution of
camphor, u»e<l as a vehicle for the administration
of fever medicines.
Camphor-Oil. or Liquid Camphor, is a pale

yellowish, limpid, and fragrant liquid, obiamed
from the Borneo camphor tree {/tri/tJutl'ino/ > mm-
iifiuni). It is largely used at Singapore instead of
tur|)entine.

Camphor-Wood, the timber of the camphor-
tree (A</i/»iM camfihiirii), is used for trunks and
articles of funiiture, its strong and aromatic o<lor

having the property of keeping off moths and
other noxious insects.

Campione, the Italian name for a journal or

ledger.

Camvrood, a red dyeing wood, the pitxluce of
liti/ihia niiidn, imported from the west coast of
Africa. Imp. duty (in sticks), free.

Can, a tin vessel for milk, and for other pur-

poses.— A liqui<l measure of Siam, equal to 4 10

pints; also, an abbreviated name for the can-

dareen, a Chinese weight and measure.
Canada (Dominion of), the comprehensive

name given to all of the British colonial prov-

inces in N. America (Newfoundland excepted),

divided as follows :
—

ProTioc«t. Square Milm. PopuUtioa.

121.2fl0

21o,(W
lS6tiO

27,1(6
2,P»1,784

213,(KX)

2.178

l«On,R51
1,191/.16
3-7.W0
2M.r.M
11 (K>3

QucIm*
Nora ScotU
New Brutuwirk
Mnnitolm
Brifich C'llotnhbi

I»riuceKdwanl Ulmnd....
10fi>««

M.02t

Total 8,«a,»62 8,602,821

The alKive provinces are unite<l under the pro-

visions of an act of the British Parliament passed
in March, IHfiT. known as "The British North
America Act, 1NI7," which came into operation

on the 1st July. 1807, by roval prwlamation.
The act orders that the constitution of the Do-
minion shall l>c " similar in principle to that of

the I'niKHl Kingdom ;

" that the executive au-

thority shall Ih- vesle<l in the Siverelgn of (Ireat

Britain and Ireland, and carried on in her nante
by a (iovernor-(ieneral and I'rivy Council ; and
that tin- legislative power shall Ik- exenis«-d by a

Parliament of two Hous«"s. called the " S«nale
"

•ind the " House of Commons." The memlnTs of

the S«-nate of the rnrliament of the Dominion are

I nrtminated for life, by summons of the (lovemor-

Cenernl un<ler the CJreat .S-al of Canmla. By the

terms of the <-onstitution, there are 7W s<nHiors;

namely, 21 from the I*n)vince of Ontario, 22 from
tju«l>e"e. 12 from Nova S«'olia, 12 from New Bruns-

wi«k.2fn)m Manitoba, :l from British Columbia,

[
and .3 from Prince Kdwnrd Island. Each s« nnlnr

I

must be 30 years of age, a lM>rn or naluralizcil sub-

I ject, and possessed of property, real or personal, of
' the value of $4,000 in the province for which he
I ia appointed. The Houae of Commons of the Do-
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minion is elected by the people, for five years, at

the rate of one representative for every 17,000

sonls. At present, on the basis of the census re-

turns of 1871, the House of Commons ccJnsists of

20G members ; namely, 92 for Ontario, 65 for

Quebec, 18 for Nova Scotia, 4 for New Brunswick,
6 for Manitoba, (> for British Columbia, and 6 for

Prince Edward Island. The 7 prov. forming the

Dominion have each a separate parliament and
administration, witii a Lieutenant-Governor at the
head of the executive. They have full powers to

regulate their own local affairs, dispose of their

revenues, and enact such laws as they may deem
best for their own internal welfare, provided only
they do not interfere with, or are adverse to, the
action and policy of the central administration
under the Governor-General.
The political capital of the Dominion is Ottawa,

in the Prov. of Ontario; jiop. 21,545. The pop.

of the other principal cities is as follows : Mon-
treal, 107,225; Quebec, 59,695; Toronto, 46,092;
Halifax, 29,582; St. John, 28,988; Hamilton, 26,-

716; and London, 15,826.

The Dominion of C. is bounded N. by Baffin's Bay, the
Arctic Ocean, and Ala.'ska, \V. by Alaska and the Pacific

Ocean, S hy the United States, and E. by the Atlantic Ocean
Though it includes the Rooky Mount;iins, with the picturesque
and diversified region lying between them and the Pacific, and
the Laurentian range, continued northward to the Arctic
Ocean, C. is, upon the whole, a level and well-watered country.
The climate is salubrious, and heat and cold, though felt in
their extremes, are not oppressive, owing to the purity of the
atmo-phere. The thermometer ranges between 10^ above
and 36' below zero, Fahr. Throughout nearly its whole area,
C. is characterized by greater heat in summer, and much lower
temperature in winter, than in corresponding European lati-

tudes ; the variations, however, being less than in many
countries of much smaller extent. The severity of the
Canadian winter is much less unfavorable to the operations
of agriculture than might at first appear. The snow effectually
prevents tlie frost from penetrating deeply into the earth, and
the rapid progress of the spring thaws, followed by frosty
nights, pulverizes the soil, and helps to prepare it for seed.
Against the severity of the winter must also be set down the
steady weather which prevails during summer, and which
renders the progress of vegetation so rapid, that the Canadian
harvest is early, and almost always secun-d before bad weather
commences. Hence the climate of C, severe though it is, pre-
senbi no obstacle to the unlimited extension of almost everv
description of produce, except such as is peculiar to a tropica'l
climate. The Canadians are scattered over a vast extent of
country, but owing to the facility of communication by means
of lakes, rivers, canals, and railroads, the expense of transport is

relatively small. The St. Lawrence is navigable for large ships
to Montreal, about 6(X) m., and to Quebec, 420 m., for ships of
the line; above Montreal, its current is broken by-nipids.
The Ottawa and Saguenay, the principal tributaries of the St.
Lawrence, are only partially navigable, having their course like-
wise interrupted by falls and rapids. Besides the Great Lakes,
which find their outlet through the St.Lawrence to the .sea. there
are thousands of lakes throughout C, many of them of large
dimensions, foremost among which is Lake Winnipeg, fn 1878,
C. had a network of railroads of a total length of 6,412 m.
There were at the same period lines of a total length of 1,027m in course of construction, and 3,000 m. more had been sur-
veyed, and concessions granted by the government. Partly
included in the latter cla-ss is the railroad crossing the whole of
the Dominion, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, to the con-
struction of which the British government contributes a grant,
in the form of a guaranteed loan of §512,500,000.

In superficial extent the Dominion is nearlv equal to the
whole of Europe. About 120,000 .sq. m. consist of prairie lands,
with occasionally scattered groves and belts of trees along the
rivers, admirably adapted for agriculture. A larger tract, con-
sisting chiefly of timber land, but interspersed with prairies,
and well fitted for settlement and farming operations, cover
about 500,00') sq. m. Beyond the.«e two available regions of
laud, adapted by soil andcliniate for the growth of wheat and
other grains, and the raising of stock, there is a further belt of
land, which, though lying in acolder zone, is timbered, clothed
with good natural gra.s.ses, and fit for the growth of barley and
oats. Its area is estimated at little less than 930,000 sq. ni. All
this, as well as much more still uncleared within the various
provinces, has to be settled and brought under cultivation

;

and out of the great ppdirie and forest lands of the N W.
have yet to be furnished the future provinces of the Do-
minion.

Extending from the Atlantic t.o the Pacific Ocean, C. ha-s an
extensive line of sea coast, indented with bays and harbors,

oflcring the most admirable facilities for every branch of mari-
time enterprise ; and to this will, no doubt, be added ere long
the island of Newfoundland, with the command of fisheries un-
equalled in value either in the Old World or the New. The
peninsula of Nova Scotia and the island of Newfoundland form
the eastern barriers of British North America, closing the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, and commanding the Atlantic coast, with its

ocean trade and its inexhaustible fisheries ; while Vancouver
Island and the shores of the neighboring mainland stretch
along the Pacific coast, with estuaries, inlets, and well-sheltered
harbors, awaiting the development of the growing trade of the
Pacific. There the rivers abound with salmon ; the whale
fisheries of the neighboring ocean already yield valuable re-
turns; and the cod, haddock, and other deep-sea fish invite
enterprise, and guarantee an inexhaustible source of future
wealth.

Shipbuilding is an important employment in all the ports of
C, and the ships built at Quebec are renowned for their
beauty, solidity, and sailing qualities. The tonnage of ship-
ping registered in each of the provinces in 1878 was as
follows :

—

Provinces. Vessels. Tons.

2,786
1,133
1,831
825
335
42

505,144
307,926
222 935
114,990
50,677

British Columbia and Manitoba 3,863

Total 6,962 1,206,565

C. stands third in the list of maritime powers, only England
and the U- States possessing a larger commercial marine. The
development of this marine is due largely to the extensive
fisheries of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
The manufacturing interests are rapidly increasing in im-

portance in the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario. The culture
of the soil, however, is the principal occupation of the Canadian
people, and the staple articles of export are wheat, wood, and
wool. The trade of the Dominion is chiefly with the U. States
and Great Britain. In 1878, the total value of imports was
$91,199,577, while the value of exprts footed up to $79,323,-
667, leaving a balance of trade against C. of Sll,775,910 For
the same year, the commerce of the Dominion with the U.
States was as follows :

—
Imports from the C. States, 934,613.890, principally com-

posed of the following articles: Cattle, §452,547; books,
.«130,098: bread and biscuit. .'iH86,041 ; Indian corn, $4,433.-
621 ; Indian corn meal, S6»')5.575 ; oats, $692,691 ; wheat,
§6,945,515; wheat flour, $2,(KI2,141 ; bricks, ,$234,203; car-

riages, $71,236 ; bituminous coal, $672,274 ; cordage, rope, etc ,

$36,747 ; cotton, $798,951 : manufactured cotton. $1,201,371;
drugs and medicines, $164.141 : fancy articles, $211,853 ; fruits

(green and dried), -$425,718; furs, $75,982; glass and glass

ware, §332,635; gold coin. §802,748; jewelry, $33,916; hats

and caps, $238,545 ; hides and skins, .$390,347; india-rubber
manuf , $95,675 ; iron ( pig and bar), §236,.521 ; castings,

§193,013 ; machinerv, §299,203 ; nails and spikes, $122,692

;

other manuf. of iron, $1,086,756; steel (manuf.), $105,366;
boot.s and shoes, §129,959 ; leather, $93,225 : lime and cement,
$55,990: marble (rough and manuf.), §133,320; organs and
pianos, $149,695; mineral and lubricating oil, $203,466;
lard oil, $34,909; paper and stationery. $270,439; bacon and
hams, $568.732 ; salted beef, §76.aj8 ; butter, $173,971 ;

cheeiie, $179,433; fish (dried, pickled, and cured^, §168,360;
l.ard. .$259,485; pork, $878,641; seeds, $297,297; sugar (re-

fined), §1,036,623; tobacco (leaf, cigars, etc.), $962,616;
wearing apparel. $173,187 ; wood (boards, deals, shooks,
staves, etc.). §528,649; wood (sawed and hewn timber), $676,-

210 ; wood (household furniture), $563,645 ; Food (all other
manuf of), §257,755 ; wool (manuf), $327,685.

Exports to the U. Stales, §27,666,865, the chief articles of
which were : Eggs, $719,871 ; fish (fi-esh and pickled), »1,-

920,396 : fur-skins (nndre.ssed), §849,192 ; gold bullion, $880,-
936; gold coin, $1,718,874; pla,ster of Paris, $103,263; hides
and skins (not furs), $440,426 ; personal effects of travellers or
immigrants", §878,008: fish oil (foreign), $107,116; barley,

§4.104,780; barley-malt, $398,763; rye, §277,467; wheat,
§1,634,283: pease, beans, etc., §(501,744; chemicals, drugs,
etc . $86,351: bituminous coal, $924,899; copper (ore and
manuf.), §113,528; fruit, $89.')94; f^irs (dre.ssed), $103,827;
iron (and manuf of ), §463.308 : marble, $102,066 ; potatoes,

$148,.321; provisions (meat, poultry, etc), §.328,072; salt,

$109,925: seeds, §89,371; sugar (brown), $69,291: molasses,

$47,268; tin (in plates), $367,413; spirits, §131,317: wood
(cabinet ware), $1,>5.862 : wood (boards, planks, etc.), $3,468,

-

807; wool (unmanuf.), §750.286.
In 1878, 11,007 Canadian vessels, of 2,699,365 tons, and 144

steamers, of 72 7.35 tons, entered the ports of the U. States

;

and 11,197 vessels of 2,608,696 tons, and 141 steamers of
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71^11 tnn», cleanMl. 5,701 American Tes.«el» of ao agp^ptte
tonnajce of 1.318,058, and 415 steiinier* of 43",973 tons, eiiU^rvJ

the Canadi.in porw ; and 5,8i'5 vessels of l,2tS>,017 tona,

and 437 .•teamers of 434 .577 tons. rleare<l

Financts. The finaniial accounts of the Dominion are made
up un-ler three different headings ; namely, first, "Consolidated

Fund," comprising the Reueral sources of revenue and hmnche*
of expenditures ; liecondly, " Ixmiiis " in rerenue, and " Retlemp-

tion ' with " Premium* and Discount*," in ex|*uditure« ; and,

thirdly, " Open Account*." The total rerenue. under these

diri.idns, for the fin»nri.il > ear IS77-7*, was *43,l»22,l»JS 14 ; and
the expenditure, S13,075.>>4<>.96. The public debt, incurred

chierty on account of public worlts, and the interest of which
forms the larf;est branch of tlie expenditure (iuterat aad fink-

ing fund, 87,413,452), was aa follow* :
—

Funded Debt.

Payalie in London.

Imperial Guarantee, 4 per cent
IntercolonUI Loan. 5 per cent
Conaolidated Canadian Loan IJonds, 5 per cent

" '• " St<x-k, 5 per cent

Canadian Bonds (old), 5 per cent
' " 6 per cent

Nora Scotia Bonds, 6 per cent

N.'W Brunswick Bonds, 6 per cent

British Columbia Bonds, 6 per cent

Prince Eilward Island Bond.s, 6 per cent

Dominion Loan of li?74, 4 per cent
•' " 1S75, 4 per cent

»23,3'»>.(VX)00

2,433..333 34
22,.y)3.4><l.as

9,l'21.tjfi7.29

20.9-2i'..72

23,030,7*3 .3!)

l,0S'J,s;{3.3.'-.

4,4ai,44t;.67

924,t)»)ti.67

l,0Ul,10<i,'>4

19.4'V;."i6').b7

4,866,666.66

Paijahle in Canada.

Canada Bonds (old), .> per rent 127,016 fi7

Cinadiin Bonds (old), 6 per cent 17,/iOO 00
Nn»a .Scotia, per cent 9r>4 A53.34
New Brunswick, 6 per cent 130,100 00
Prince Edwanl Island , 6 per rent 9)«,004 46
Bonds conTertlble into Stock, 6 per cent SS'*,000.00

Dominion Stock, 6 per cent 4,124,t34,3.83

" 6percent 1,923,433 15

Saring* Banka, Post Office, 4 per cent 2,41>'>,3''i3.49

•' 5 per cent -.

.

324,589.10
•• " Toronto, 4 per rent 167,78930
" " Winnipeg, 4 per rent 40,685.75
'• " Nora Scotia, 4 per rent 1,666 334 75
•' " " " 4 per rent 1.1S7,0«J.<1 28
" ** British Columbia, 5 per rent.. 927.954 97
•* *• Xora Scotia Suspense Account 4,021 .53

" " •' '• Interest " l,tS2 23
•• '• New Brunswick Suspense "

1,-578 R4
" " " " Interest " 780 20
'• " Prince Rlward Isbnd. 4 per c aor,,2»»67

IntttmnltT toSrlgneursand Township", tlperc 4»i6,3S7.S8

Note*, Canada ll,533,S9l4a
•• NoTa Scotia 43,22«.79

Hnpald Warrants, Prinre Kdwarl Island 867 ft 1

OrenJua Debenlurps, PruTince of Canada 9,614 39

Total Fanded Drbc fiaD-SS* ,679 07

Htniif^. The unit of arrount Is the gold iloUar of 100 rents

«>il of the U .*<lat<-«

WnghK ttM'l M't'urrg. A new and uniform sytem was
hitro.lure,| by Act ."J-i Vlct. cap. 4M. a««ent4v| to May 23, ISTa

Tlie act orileni that " the nnprnnl ynr-l sball b<« the standard

mrwure of lenxth, the i<»i;xri<ii pnnn't nrniri1tii<nit the stand-

•r<l measure of weight, the >m;vriii/ gniUm the standartl

measure of capacity for liijuids, and the itnprrinl huthfl the

•tan<1ar>l measure of en|»»rity for rommo.|l»les sold by dry
mestsure" iareOac«r Barrtti). Of old weights and measurM
usually employe<l, the ehiel are :

—
Wine gailon 0.R3333 gallon.

Ale gallon • 1 Olrtir, ••

Bushel .. Oi*»m Imperial bushel.

By Art of 22 Vlct cap 21, the welghU of many articles held
equal to the Winchester bushel were preprrihed, as follows;—
Potaioee. turnips, earroU, parsnip*, heett, and nnlons.. AO Iha.

PUasrol. fjrt
"

Hemp »ee.| 44 "

BluiMT'*"' ••^1 14
**

Castor bean* 40 "

Salt rA "

IMcd apples 22 "
Malt 38 "

Bv the same art the British hiindrvd-welght of |12 Ibe., aivl

the ton of 3,240 )» , wrr* sU.llshml. »nA (he hundrerl-welght
was derlarMi to be Km lbs.. an<l the Inn 2.<'On lbs aToirdupois,
thus assimilating the weiehu -if f «nd the C .4ut>«.

Thri/f A new and Terr proteelire »»riff of customs dnes
went Into force on .Mareh 15, 1879 iSlnre then, howrrcr, dntiea

hare been further .-xdranced on sereral articles, and other
rltangvs are in rnn temptation, with the declarvd intention to

force reciproral duties with the U. States'. The defliiitif tariff

will Ite given in the .VpptNDU to this work. See also Relipro-
cirr Tat.^Tt.

For (>articulars on the ports and principal rommerrial plares
of the Dominion. s<.e, CouMBU (Brjtisu), II \ur.\x. .Montreal,
Qcebim;, I'ri.^ck Edwiko Isuod, St. Jou.<<, and To«u>to.

Canada, or Can.vdo, an old liquid measure of
Spain and rortuj;al, still occasionally used. In
Lisbon, the C is equal to nearly 2\ pints ; in

Brazil, a weijiht of .J'i lbs., and .70;; of a wine
gallon, or about 4 l>ottles ; in Ceylon, the (.'. passes
for 2.«i<J pints. Tlie Spanish C. is niuch larger,

being equal to 8.(58 gallons.

Canada Balsam
(
liulnninum Cunadfunr), a thick,

viscid oleo-resin, ()btaine<i from the .V'ifs Uvsamfn,
a tree of coininon growth in Canada and the State
of Maine. It is much employed as a medium for

mounting microscopic objects. When pure it is

perfectly transparent, has an agreeable odor (not

terebinthinate), and is wholly soluble in rectified

oil of turpentine, with which it forms a U-autiful

glassy and colorless varnish, much used for pre-

paring a semi-transparent copying jiaper.

Canada Rice, a wihl sp<'cies f)f rice, the Ziznnid
aquntirii, growing in all the shallow streams and
swamps of N. W. parts of the U. Slates, anil in

Canatla. It is exceeding prolific of farinaceous
seeds, which afford a ver}' goo<I food.

Canada Snake-Root. See Skneka-Root.
Canada Sugar. See Maple Sicar.
Canada "Wool, the short staple or carding wool

of the Canada sheep, readily sold in Boston and
New York.
Canadian Yello'wr-Root, the root of I/i/droxtiii

C(ii>(iili'iisi.>;, which furnishes a valuable bitter and
a useful yellow dye.

Canaille, a common name in Canada for shorts,

or inferior flour.

Canal, an artificial navig.nble water-<*hannel,

formed f»)r the passage of boats or vessels with
cargo; als«>, sometimes for the purposes of irri-

gation, and the siipjtlying of towns with water.

Navigable ('. have cNisted since a very remote
period, but were principally confined to the low
countries adjacent to the alluvial deltas of large

rivers, such as the Nile, the Kuidirates, and the

gn^at Chinese rivers; and in Kuro|K' the I'o and
the Khine. In such ct)untries, imleed, natiirr may
l>e said to liave |M)inied out this metlxMl of com-
munication, as in every way the most convenient
and sin)])le. In Holland, the (.'. answer all the
pur|M>se8 of highways; they are mostly fonned in

straight lines, and the country Iwing quite Hat,

they are constrnete<l very sim{)ly. and without any
of the costly expedients of deep cutting, embank-
ing, or tumulling. The hnk, which is an indis-

fK'nsable appendage to C in tins and other
countries, is comparatively a motleni contrivance,

having lK>en first applied in Italy towanU the end
of the lAth century. The vast extent of water
communicating in China has no lo<'ks even to this

day. As a suhsliltite, they have inclined planes

of stone, over which they haul the vessels and
launch them again in the upper level, thus aj)|)ly-

ing main force lo accomiilish what is effectcfl in

the IfMk, by sim|dy letting in the water from the

upi>er level into the trough, and thereby raising

ll>e enclosed Iwirge. In the i>lanning of '"., the

first obje<t is to select a line that conforms best

with the levels and natural drainage of the coun-

try, so as to have as few locks as possible. an<l a

plentiful supply of water to them at all seasons.

The latter has to l>o regulated in a great measure
hy the amount of trade, or nun>l)er of barges that
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pass the locks, and tlie water must be supplied at

tlie highest part of the C. ; but the greater part

of the waste is generally owing to loss by leakage
through the gates, absorption through the ground,

and evaporation. It sometimes happens that the

adjacent streams are insufficient in dry seasons, or

their water is taken off for mills ; in such cases,

reservoirs must be constructed, with weirs and
sluices, at a great expense. To prevent loss by
absorption, the whole extent of the C. is lined with

a clay puddle, impervious to water; and in em-
bankments, vertical layers, or sunk walls of the

same material, are generally placed at each side,

as further security. The U. States are pre-emi-

nently distinguished by the spirit with which they
have undertaken, and the perseverance they have
displayed in executing, the most magnificent plans
for improving and extending internal navigation.

Besides many others of great though inferior mag-
nitude, the Erie C, which connects the Hudson
with Lake Erie, is cited as one of the greatest and

most important works of its kind in the world.
This immense work, which is the property of the
State of New York, has completely verified the
predictions of its projector, De Witt Clinton, hav-
ing been at once extremely profitable as a mercan-
tile speculation, and of singular advantage, in a
public point of view, to the State of New York
and the Union generally. The foregoing table of
the C. now in use in the U. States may give a gen-
eral idea of the expense attending the constructing
of C. In it are not included two C. which are
now in course of enlargement,— the Illinois and
Michigan C, connecting Chicago on Lake Michi-
gan with La Salle on the Illinois River, a dis-

tance of about 100 m., and the ship C, 1 m.
long, at the Sault Ste. Marie, which conveys the
waters of Lake Superior into Lake Huron.— Bar^e
and boat C, for the purposes of commerce, are
now to a certain extent superseded by railroads

;

but ship C, judging from the stupendous works
of this class recently executed and now in contem-

TABLE OF THE UNITED STATES CANALS.

NAME AND LOCATION.

Delaware.

Chesapeake and Delaware, Ches. City to Delaware City

Indiana.

Wabash and Erie, Evansville to Ohio State line

Maryland.

Chesapeake and Ohio, Georgetown to Cumberland . . .

.

New Jersey.

Delaware and Raritan, New Urunswiok to B'dentown .

.

Morris and Essex, Jersey City to Phillipsburg

New York.

Erie
Champlain
Oswego
Cayuga and Seneca
Black River Canal, and feeder
Genesee Valley
Chenango
Chemung and feeder
Oneida River Improveuient
Oneida Lake
Baldwinsville

Crooked Lake

Ohio.

Ohio, Cleveland to Portsmouth
Miami and Erie, Cincinnati to Toledo
Hocking, Carroll to Atlien.s

Walhonding (branch of Ohio)
Muskingum Improvement, Dresden to Marietta

Pennsylvania.

E. Div. , Duncan's Lsland to Columbia
Juniata Div., Duncan's Island to Ilollidaysburg
Susqueh. Div., Duncan'.s Island to Northumberland...
W. Branch Div., Northumberland to Farraiidsville ... .

N. Branch Div , Northumberland to Wilkesbarre
Union, Middletown to Reading
Junction, State line to Klmira, N. Y
Delaware and Hud.son, Honesdale to Rondout, NY...
Delaware Div , Ea.«ton to Bristol
Lehigh Coal and Nav., Easton to Coalport
Schuylkill Coal and Nav., Mill Cr. to Philadelphia
Su.squehanna, Columbia to Havre de Grace
Wiconisco, Millersburg lo Clark's Ferry
Mouougahela Nav., Pittsburg to N. Geneva

VlHOINIA

James River and K'awha, Richmond to Buchanan
Alexandria and Georgetown
Dismal bwamp, Eliz. R. to D'mmond Lake
Albemarle and Chesapeake

Length
in Miles.

126

374

184.5

43
101

363
81
38
23
50

124J
97
39
20
7

5J

332
291
56
25
91

46
127
41
80.5
64
77.6
18
108
60
48
108
45
12
85

196.5

7
33
8.5

Width I Width in„„.Ki„
in Feet at in Feet at '^-P**''"

Surface. Bottom.

66

40

52-60

75
40

40
50-60

Variable

50-60
40-60
40-00
40 60
40-60

43
42
48
44

60-100
60-:»0
50
45
Slack

26

31-42

26

34
24-30
24-30
24-30
24-30

28
26
30
26
45

40-45
30
28

water.

42

Feet.

4
4

li
4.5

4

5
4

Variable

Num-
ber of
Locks.

64

72
33
18
11

110
112
116
53
2
7
1

27

152
105
26
11
12

"1
661
44)-

,s)

1,32

11
100
32
53
71

30
7

8

90

Date
of

Com-
ple-

tion.

1853

1850

1862
1837
1862
1862
1861
1S61
1836
1831
1850
1836
1839
1843

1830

1827

i829
1830
1829
1825
1830
1836
1844

Cost of
Construction

$3,547,561

6,000,000

11,375,000

3^35287
2,825,997

46,018,234

3 490,949

1,520.542
3,224,779

6,827,813
2,782,124

1,273^61
146,944
64,837
23,656

333,287

4,695,204
7,454,727
975.481
607.269

1,627,318

f Paid capital

I
stock.

^$4,457,150

I
Debt

( 3,274.600
5,907,000

6,317,663

4,456,666
13,207,752
4,857,106
612,000

1,132,462

6,139,280
1.068,762

1,151,000

170,000

i
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plation, are as yet far from having exhausted the
important aids they are destined to afford to nav-
igation. See Suez Canal, etc.

Slaiement sJunoing the Reuipts and Expenditures of each Canal
of the State of New Yurk during th* fiscal year ending Sept.

H), 1878. Prepared hy the Auditor of ike Canal Department.

Income Cost of

Canals.
from Toll* Collection, Surplus of Deficiency

and other Ordinary Revenue. of Revenue.
Sources. Repair8,etc.

•Erie C800,446.9(> «512 692.3» •387.764.68
Cbamplain..

.

46,084.05 96,666 99 t61 .482.94

Qivego 12,731.89 83,489.38 .... 20,767.49

Cayuga and
Seneca 8,354.77 14.730 38 .... 11.375.61

Chemung 2,678.65 9.11016 .... 6,431.61

Chenango 22161 2,981.24 .... 2,759.78

Black River.. 12,906.52 86,727.41 23,820.80
Oen&ice Val-
ley 9,954 24

711.29
31,099.0.3 21,144.70

Oneida Lalce.. 1,683 60 872.81
Baidwiui-Tille • . •• ....

Oneida River
Improrement 300 08 300.08 ....

Seneca Rirer
Towing Path 67.41 .... 67 41 ....

Cayuga Inlet. 104.08 62.04 62.04
Croolied Lake 100.00 716.3t) 615.36

Total $988,651.35 «739,748.97 »388,16411 8139,281.73

Canal-Boat, a flat-bottomed barge or boat of

light drauglit, adapted for navigating canals.

Canal-Lift, a hydro-pneumatic elevator, for rais-

ing boats from one level to another.

Canal-Lock, a stop-gate, or sluice, to the cham-
ber of a canal, for passing boats through from a
liigher to a lower level of the channel, or vice

versa.

Canamo, the Spanish name for hemp.
Cetnary-Blrd, a well-known song-bird, the Car-

daelis Canaria, is a native of the Canary Islands,

but naturalized in Europe. About 150,000 are an-
nually imported to New York from Bremen.
Canary Islands, or Canaries, a group belong-

ing to Spain, situated in the Atlantic, off the coast
of .Morocco, between 27° 40' and 29° 30' N. lat.,

and 1.3° 30' and 18" 20' W. Ion. ; total area, 3,220

•q. m. The inhabited islands are Teneriffe, Ca-
nary, Palma, Lanzarote, Fuerteventura, Gomera,
and Hierro, or Ferro; total pop., 227,145. The
•eat of the governor-general is at Santa Cruz, the

port of Teneriffe, in 28° 29' N., and 16«> W W.

;

pop., 10,000. The other chief towns are Laguna
and Orotava, in the same island, and Las ralraas
in Canary.
The aspect of the C. Is, throughout, elevated, and some of

the mountains, pariiculariy the Peak of Teneriffc, rank among
tiM loltlaat in the globe. The sides of the mouDialns inclin-

Inf towards the nr and N- exhibit, rising above each other,

the plants of the torrid, the temprrata, and even the (rigid

•one. The islands are within the limits of the trade-wind, and
the climate eminenllv salubrious The most fertile are Ca-
nary and Teneriffe. Lstnsarote and Fuerteventura are dry and
•andy. An active commercial intercourse exisia among the
dllfcrent inlands, and upwanls of 30 vessels are employed in

the fluhery on the coast of Africa. The staple export U wine
(see Camabt Wine). The chief of the other exports are ba-
rilla, cochineal, orchilla, fruit, and rsw silk. The C. are fre-

quently visited by ship* for fmih provi«ion«, which, except
Tefstablea, may be obtained plentifVilly in most of the islands.

Tbere Is. however, no accommodation for ships except 0|>en

roadsteads, which are unsafe in winter.

Canary Moss, a lichen lued for dy«ing, the
Palmeria fierlnta.

Canary Seed, the seeds of Phalarit Cannrientis,

a native grass of Europe, which are given for food
to cage-birds, and of which as much as 600 tons

are annually •old for th&t purpose in England only.

Imp. free.

Canary Stone, a beautiful yellow species of

camelian, rather rare, and named from the resem-
blance of its color to the plumage of a canary*
bird.

Canary Weed. See Orchilla.
Canary Wine. The Canary Islands produce

annually about 25,000 pipes of white wine for ex-

portation, while 15,000 are consumed in the islands,

or submitted to distillation. There has been a
great corruption of names in these wines. Canarjf

was once much drunk in England, and was known
only by that name. The writer of this tasted some
which was 126 years old, it having been kept dur-

ing all that period in the family cellars of a noble-

man with whom he happened to be dining. It«

flavor was good, and it had ample body. What !•

called Vidonia (a corruption of Verdona, a green
wine of good body, formerly grown near Santa
Cruz) is properly tlie dry Canary wine, best known
as Teneriffe. The Vidonia is a wine which greatly

improves by age, especially in warm climates, re-

sembling Madeira. The Slalmtey of Teneriffe !•

small in quantity, but very rich and perfect in its

kind; it was once in great repute. At Gomera,
the wines improve so much by age that the dry
kind gain the flavor of Madeira, and may be easily

mistaken for it. In Palma, Maivasia, or Malmsey,
is grown, which in a few years gains a bouquet
like a ripe pineapple. The best wines do not grow
much more than a mile from the sea. The C.

wines are second to those of Madeira, which may
be ascribed to want of care in the management of

the vintage.

In the early voyages to the Canary Islands, quoted in Ash-
ley's collection, there is a passage relative to ivirk, which will

puzzle wise heads about that wine. It is under the head of
Nicols's Voyage. Nicols lived 8 years in the islands. " The
island of Teneriffe produces three sorts of wine,— Canary,

Maivasia, and Verdona,— which may all go under the denomi-
nation of sack." The term, then, was applied neither to sweet

nor dry wines exclusively , but to Canary, Xeres, or Malaga gen-

erally. In Anglo-Spanish dictionaries of the beginning of last

century, sack is given as Vino de Canarias. Ueuce, it was
Canary sack, Xeres sack, or Malaga sack.

Canary Wood, a name given to the wood of

the Laurus indica, a native of Madeira, and Laurut
Canariensis, a native of the Canaries. It is a fancy
wood of a golden-yellow color.

Canaster, or C'naster, a kind of tobacco pre-

pared for smoking from the dried leaves of the

flant coarsely triturated, which derives its name
rom a particular kind of rush basket, in which it

was formerly exported from S. America.
Can-Buoy, a large floating buoy.
Candareen, a Chinese weight, the 100th part

of a tael, and containing 10 le, or cash. In ac-

counts, the money value of the C. ranges from 10

to 14 copper cash ; but as a weight, whether for

silver or any other article, the le, or cash, continues

to be the same integral part of the C. The C.

may be estimated at 5} grains, although in some
quarters of the East it weighs 0..38 grains.

Candelabrum, an ornamental metal stand, with
brniuht'.s for holding lights.

Canderos, an East Indian resin of a pellucid

white, which, I)eing susceptible of a good polish,

lias been turne<l into small ornaments and toys.

Candia. StH» Crete.
Candied, drii-d with sugar. See Candtiko.
Candied-Peel, preserved lemon or citron peel,

usi'd for pastry or confectionery.

Candiota, the name for a barrel or keg in

Spain ; a large earthen jar.

Candle, is a wick covered with solidifled oil or

fat for giving light. No trade has undergone such

revolutions as that of C. making. Formerly it

was a mechanical occupation, but, since the re-

searches of Chevreul and Branconnot into the na»
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ture of the fats, it has developed into an important

branch of scientific industry, chiefly in Europe,

where there still exists a decided prejudice against

the use of gas in private houses. C. are either

dipped, moulded, or rolled. The cheapest sorts of

tallow C. are formed by the first process, and wax
C. by the last, all the otiier kinds being moulded.

The moulds are tubes of pewter, well polished on
the inside, eight or more being fitted into a frame,

the upper part of which forms a trough to re-

ceive the melted C. material. When in the moulds,

the C. are inverted ; in other words, the bottom of

each mould corresponds to the top of the C. The
wick passes through a small hole at the lower ex-

tremity of the tube, and is held in the axis by a
little bar placed across the top. When quite cold,

tlie C. are withdrawn. The plan of pulling them
out one by one with the aid of a bodkin has been
superseded in large factories by the ingenious de-

vice of blowing them out with compressed air.

The wick of a C. must be formed of very fine

cotton. The use of the wick is purely mechanical

;

when lighted, it first melts the solid candle, which,
being drawn by capillary action, is diffused over
the fibres of the wick, and thus prepared for de-

composition and combustion. The quality of the

Fig. 56. — Wax-Candle Rollebs.

C. depends very much upon the wick, as, if too
thin, it will melt more than the fibres can decom-
pose, and the candle will run ; if, on the other
hand, the wick be too thick, the C. will smoke,
owing to the melted part not being in a perfect
state of combustion for want of air at the centre
of the wick. The wicks of the best C. are now
made in such way that they do not require snuf-
f.ng. This object is effected by causing the wick
to bend over, and its end to fall outside, where it

is exposed to the oxygen of the air. The best way
to bring about this bending is by plaiting the cot-
ton into a flat wick, which naturally takes the
required curve. Such a M'ick is generally dipped
into a solution of borax, which preserves it from
being acted upon by the flame except at its ex-
treme point at the edge of the fiame. A very
fine wire is sometimes included in the plaited
wick.

Composite C, are mould C. formed of a mixture of the hard
fatty ariJobtaiaed from palm oil and the stearine of cocoa-nut
oil. Other compo.sitioiis are occasionally used, such as a mix-
ture of spermaceti and hard white tallow, to which a little

bleached resin is added.— Medicated C. have been proposed as
a convenient means of diffusing the active principles of cer-
tain volatile substances through the atmosphere, and for com-
plete and partial fumigations.— Paraffine C. are made from
the beautiful transparent substance parafflne. TheseC sur-
pass all others in elegance, and are entirely free from odor and
greasiuess. The light produced by 98 lbs. of parufflue C. is

equal to that of 120 lbs. of spermaceti, or' 138 lbs. of wax, or 144
lbs. of stearic, or 155 lbs. of the best composite C. They are
sometimes delicately tinted with red, mauve, violet, crimson,
and rose color. Aniline colors will not dissolve in paraffine.

Stearic acid, however, is a solvent for them, and accordingly,
when the C. are tinted with the coal-tar colors, these are pre-
viously dissolved in the stearic acid, always mixed with the
paraffine. For coloring parafflne C. black, the paraffine is heated
nearly to the boiling point with anacardium shells or nuts,
which dissolve readily in the heated paraffine. Previous to the
paraffine being made into C, it is necessary that it should be
purified and bleached, which is effected by digestingthe paraffine

at a temperature of 230° F. with about 12 per cent of powdered
fuller's earth, agitating, and decanting when the fuller's earth
has fallen down, the clear paraffine. Paraffine C. contain from 5
to 15 per cent of stearine, this addition being made for the pur-
pose of diluting the paraffine, as well as for raising the melting
point of the paraffine where this is low. The stearine, moie-
over, serves to preserve the rigidity of the C. in the candle-
stick, and to prevent its bending out of the upright position.

Parafflne C. are always moulded, but previous to this being
done the moulds must be heated to a temperature above the
melting point of the paraffine ; this may vary from 60", 70°, and
87° centigrade, according to the parafflne em ployed. The moulds
having been filled with the melted parafflne are, after one or
two moments only, plunged into cold water, when the C. im-
mediately becomes solid. Unless this were done the C. would
be spoilt, owing to the crystallization of the parafflne. A thin
wick is required for paraffine C. — Spermaceti C. are very del-

icate in appearance, but rather expensive. They bum well,

but as the melting point of spermaceti is low, 120° F., they
will not bear carrying about in the hand without guttering.
They are generally adulterated with stearic acid or hard white

tallow. Spermaceti is usually mixed with 3
per cent of wax or parafflne, to destroy its

highly crystalline structure; it is moulded in

the usual way, with plaited wicks that require
no snufflng. Occasionally the spermaceti C.

are cast without any admixture of wax, the
moulds being raised to a higher temperature,
just as with stearic acid. Some manufacturers,
in order to make the spermaceti appear like

wax , use gamboge to give the desired tint: such
C. are known as transparent wax.— Steane
or adamantine C. include the various sorts

of C. moulded from the hard fatty acids of
both animal and vegetable origin. The prin-
cipal sources whence manufacturers derive
their acids are tallow, palm oil, and cocoa-

nut oil. C. formed of the fatty acids can
now be prepared so as to imitat« and al-

most rival those of wax and spermaceti ; and
they are quite as cheap as the nearly obsolete
mould C. formed of common tallow. They are
extremely hard ; they do not grease the hands

;

and they bum away brightly and steadily,

without giving off any offensive odor. Un-
colored, they are snowy white, but a yellow
tint is frequently given them by gamboge.—
Tallme C. are made from ordinary tallow, or

trom tallow which has l)ecn freed from much of its oleic acid

by pressure. These have so unpleasant an odor, and are so

apt to gutter, that they have almost entirely disappeared
from use.

—

Wax C. are most frequently made by pouring
melted white wax on to the wicks, which are hung upon frames,

andcovered with metal tags at the ends to protect the cotton
from the wax in those parts. The frames are made to turn
round, and melted white wax is poured down first one wick,

and then the next, and so on. When the wicks have been
subjected to this operation once, and have l)ecome sufficiently

cooled, they have a second, and then a third coat given
them, until they are of the required thickness. The C. are
next rolled into proper shape between flat pieces of wet,
hard-wood rollers (Fig. 56). The conical top is moulded by
properly shaped tubes, and the bottoms are cut offand trimmed.
AVax C are now seldom moulded ; but if so, the same processes

are followed as for stearic and piirafflne C. The large altar C,
which frequently weigh from 30 to 40 lbs., are made by hand.—
Wax Tapers, are small wax C, or rolls of wax, for office use.

They are of various degrees of thickness, and are not made of
pure wax, but of wax (usually vegetable wax) and tallow,

the latter being added to give them flexibility. When they
are required to be colored, resin and turpentine are added to

the tallow.

Tallow and other C. are largely manuf. in the
U. States. 1,567,265 lbs., valued at $218,985, were
exported in 1878, chiefly to the West Indies and
Central America. The trade sizes are usually 6*8

(or 6 to the lb.) and S's (or 8 to the lb.), the lb.

being about 14 ounces. Tliey are most generally
packed in 20 lb. boxes. Imp., duty (.adamantine
and stearine), 5 cts. per lb.; (paraffine, spermaceti,

I
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and wax, pure or mixed), 8 cts. per lb.
; (all others),

2J cts per lb.

Candleberry. See Bayberry Tallow.
Candlenut, a trade name for the kernels of

Alearites triloba, a plant growinjr in most tropical

countries. The nuts, when dried and stuck upon
a reed, are used by the natives of the Polynesian
Islands as a substitute for candles. They con-
tain a large amount of pure, palatable oil, which
is sometimes used by artists as a drying oil.

Candlestick, tlie receiver or holder for a
candle, which is made either of metal, glass, or
earthenware ; and of two shapes, tall or erect,

or siiort, with a flat bottom.
Candle-Wick, a twisted length of cotton,

round which the oil or fat is poured and solidi-

fies. Imp. duty (wicks and wicking cotton), 3o
per cent. See Candle.
Candied Fruits, are dry confections of fruit

and sufrar.

Candroy, a machine used in cotton-printing.

Caudy, a preparation of sugar, made by melt-

ing and crystallizing it several times ; a sweet-
meat.— An Eastern dry measure of capacity and
weight, which varies in dififerent places. In

Madras and Columbo it is equal "to 600 lbs

avoirdupois ; in Bombay and Mangalore, to 5G0
lbs. The* Calicut C. is 640 lbs. For wool, coir,

spices, and some other staples, in Bombay, the C.

is 688 lbs. The Malabar C. is 695^ lbs. The
Surat C, for many articles of merchandise, is

784 lbs. ; and for some few, 821J lbs. The Mysore
C. is equal to 660 lbs. Also a long measure of

Malabar, equal to one cubic kole, or 28^ inches.

Candying. When the object is simply to form
a confection or sweetmeat, imbued with the
aroma, flavor, or medicinal property of any sub-

stance, candies are generally prepared by simply
boiling lump sugar with a sufficient quantity of
the infusion, decoction, tincture, expressed juice,

or sometimes even the powder, of the particular

article, until a portion taken out and cooled be-

comes quite solid, when it is either poured out on
a marble slab, or into tin, marble, or paper moulds,
duatod with powdered lump sugar. When the ob-

ject is to preserve the form and character of the
Tegetable in the candy, the substance is boiled in

water until soft, and then 8U8i)ended in concen-
trated syrup (in the cold), until they become
transparent ; after which they are either dried in

a current of warm air, or in a stove, at a boat not
exceeding 120*> Falir. The syrup must be kept
fully saturated with sugar, by reboiling it once or
twice during the process.

Cane, the common commercial name for many
important grasses, embracing especially the va-

rieties of the sugar-cane, bamboos, rattans, and
Spanish, C. The stems of several small palms
are also called canes. The several C. will Ik; found
de8cril>e<l under their common special names.—
The French name for a walking-stick.

Cane-Chair, a chair with a platted cane seat
or bottom, or one framed with bamboo or other
cane.

Cane-Juice, the juice of the lugar-cane, ex-
pressed between the rollers of a niili, or by
hydraulic pressure.

Canella Alba, the commercial and botanical
nan)e of an aromatic tree conmion in the West
Indies, sometimes calle<l the wild cinnamon. The
bark of the young branches, free from its outer
rind, is imported in rolls or quills 2 or 3 feet in

length, or in small broken pieces, and employed as
a cheap stomachic. It has a bitterish, acrid, pep-
pery taste. Imp. free.

Cane-Mill, a set of rollers for crushing the
sugar-cane, which are either horizontal or vertical,

and set in motion by steam, water, wind, or cattle

power.
Canestra, the Italian name for basket.
Cane-Sugar, the juice obtained from the sac-

charine of the sugar-cane, reduced to a concrete
state. Sec Sioar.
Cane-Top Cutter, a machine for cutting the

upper part or sprouting shoots of the sugar-cane
for cattle.

Cane-Trash, the dead or withered leaves
stripped from the stalk to ennble the sugar-cane
to ripen ; also, the stalk after the juice has been
expressed, used for fuel and manure, sometimes
called megass.

Cangan, or Kangax, a piece of coarse, Chinese
cloth, thinly woven, W inches broad, and 6 yards
long, which has a flxed currency value.

Cango, a common kind of litter or palanquin,
used in Japan, something like a basket with a
round bottom and flat roof, which is carried by
three men.
Can-Hooks, two pair of flat hooks connected

by ropes for hoisting barrels or light casks.
Canister, a small box or case, usually of metal,

for holding groceries, etc.

Canister-Powder, fine rifle or sporting pow-
der, sold in tin canisters.

Canna, the wild plantain, a genus of plants be-

longing to the arrowroot family. One or more

Fig. 68. - Till Woo Plaiitaoi.

( Oanna IndUa.

)

species growing in the West Indies yield the tout

Irn main, a very pure and useful starch. The seeds
of C. Indicti (Fig. 58), found in the East and West
Indies, and in South America, are commonly called
Itidiitn tfiol, on account of their black color and
peculiar hardness. Its leaves are used as enve-
lopes for many articles of commerce.
Cannabine, a narcotic gum-resin obtained from

the East Indian plant Cannabi$ ialica.
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Cannata, or Cannate, a liquid measure of

Greece= 2 82 pints.

Canned Goods, a general term for vegetables,

fruit, or fish put up and preserved in air-tight tin

cans.
Cannela-Wood, a beautiful cabinet-wood of

Santa Catharina, Brazil.

Cannel-Coal, a dense and compact variety of

bituminous coal, which breaks witiian uneven or

largely conchoidal fracture, and does not soil the

fingers. Tlie name is a corruption of the word
candle, whicli has been applied to it in consequence

of the briglit flame with which it burns, or because
the poor people in some places in the colliery dis-

tricts of England sometimes use it instead of can-

dles. It is called Parrot-coal in Scotland, from the

way in which it crackles or chatters in the fire.

Being hard enough to take a polish, it is sometimes
made into ornamental articles like jet ; but its

principal value is as a gas-coal.

Canuelle, the French name for cinnamon.
Cannon, or GuN, a piece of ordnance of iron,

bronze, or brass, for discharging balls, made of

many sizes, according to the service required
from it.

Brass or bronze C. are cast in loam moulds. A centre is

formed of a wooden bar, with rope coiled round it, and then
clay to a certain thickne.«8. This gives shape to a njould or
shell of loam, and then the centre is removed. The interior of
the loam will give form to the exterior of the C. To produce
any ornaments and inscriptions, small devices are modelled in

wax, and fixed on the clay centre before the loam is applied ;

being melted out afterwards, their places form cavities on the
inner surface of the mould, which will produce relievo orna-
ments on the exterior of the gun. When the moulds are
ready, they are placed upright inaca.sting pit, and the molten
brass passed into each by proper apertures. Some C are, how-
ever, cast solid Iron C. are cast nearly in the same way as
above described, with somewhat more powerful apparatus, on
account of their usually large size. The names given to the
different kinds of C are indeHnite and confusing. Before the
recent improvements made by Armstrong, Whitworth, Palliser,

Fraser, Krupp, and others, iron shell gunx were of 8, 10, and
12 inches bore ; iron mortars, of 8, 10, and 13 inches bore ; iron
howitzers of 8 and 10 inches bore : brass mortars of 4 and 5
inches bore ; Ions; iron guns, 9, 12, 18, 24, and 32 pounders

;

long brass s«ns, 1, 3. 6, 9, and 12 pounders ; short iron guns,
or carrona'les, 12, 18, 24, 32, 42, and 68 pounders ; brass
howitzers, 12, 24, and 32 pounders. Some of the designations
are now falling into disuse, and new forms of C. are quickly
appearing. Whether a C be cast in a mould, or made by
coiling strips of wrought-iron or steel round a mandril, the
interior requires to be made very smooth and regular ; this is

done by boring, sharp-cutting tools being used, and either
the tools or tlie C. being made to revolve ; ftir more elabo-
rate working being needed when the bore is rijied. See
Rifle.

Cannon-Ball, Cannon-Shot, a cast-iron ball to
be thrown from cannon.
Cannon-Lock, a contrivance to place over a

touch-hole of a piece of ordnance, to explode the
charge.
Cannon-Metal, a brass alloy for casting ord-

nance from, containing 91 per cent of copper and
9 parts of tin.

Cannon-Shot, is properly the distance to
which a cannon will throw a ball ; but, in inter-
national law, the distance is fixed to a marine
league from the shore, which is the limit of the
territory, and therefore of the jurisdiction of the
admiralty. A vessel taken within cannon-shot of
a neutral fortress is not a lawful prize.

Canoe, a rudely formed boat, sliaped out of the
trunk of a tree by cutting or burning; also, a skin
or bark boat used b}- uncivilized natives.
Canon, a large sized printing-type, formerly

used for printing the canons of the Church, now
principally in posting bills.— In Spanish, the shaft
of a mine.
Canon-Bit, that part of a horse's bit that enters

the mouth.

Canopy, a covering overhead ; the decoration
crowning a pulpit, chair, throne, bed, etc.

Cant, anything standing awry ; timbers out of
the perpendicular, or not fixed square.
Cantaloup, a small, esteemed variety of musk-

melon.
Cantar, Cantaro. an old liquid measure of

Spain, ranging from 2^ to 4 gallons ; 100, however,
may be taken as equal to 356 gallons. The name
is also sometimes given to the alqueire or pot of
Portugal. As a commercial weight in the Levant,
the C. is synonymous with the quintal of Europe,
being employed in the sale of ponderous com-
modities; but it varies considerably in different

localities. In Syria, the ordinary C. amounts to

502J lbs. ; the Maltese C. of 100 rottoli is 175 lbs.

avoirdupois ; in Smyrna, it is 127^ lbs.

Canteen, a tin case for holding food, etc., used
by soldiers and others on the march ; also, a place
in barracks where provisions, liquors, etc. are
sold.

Canterbury, a small ornamental music-stand,

with two or three hollow-topped partitions, framed
in light slips of mahogany, for holding music-
books.
Canteroy, a weight for gold and silver, used in

Bangalore, equal to 5.87 grains.

Cantharides, called also Spanish fly or blister-

beetle, is an insect (Canlharis vesicutoria), found
in the warmer parts of Europe, especially Spain
and Italy. It is about three fourtiis of an inch
long, of a bright green color, except the legs

and antennae, which are bluish black. They are

used in medicine externally to raise blisters, and
internally as a stimulant and diuretic, generally in

the form of tincture. In excess they produce
strangury, satyriasis, delirium, convulsions, and
death. Imp. free.

Cantharidine, a crystalline principle obtained
from the Spanish fly and other species of can-

tharides, powdered and steeped in an alcoholic

tincture.

Canton. See China.
Canton Tea, the lowest grade of green tea.

Cantoon, a kind of fustian, with a fine cord
visible on one side.

Canvas, a coarse, strong cloth made of hemp,
flax, or cotton, used for ships' sails, awnings, tents,

etc., principally manuf. in Ireland and Scotland.

Imp. duty (for sails), 30 per cent; (all others), 35
per cent; and 40 per cent when valued over 30
cts. per sq. yd. — Also, a light material woven
with the warp and woof at intervals, so as to leave

square interstices between them, and used by
ladies for tapestry and Berlin-wool work. Imp.
duty, 35 per cent. — Painter's canvas, on the con-

trary, is a material of very close texture, called
" ticking." It is generally purchased stretched on
frames of various sizes, and primed with a light

neutral gray or drab tint ready for use.— The
sails of a ship, taken generally.

Canvas-Back, a wild duck, the Aythm vailis-

neria, which arrives in the U. States from the

north about the middle of October, and principally

assembles in the numerous rivers in the neiglibor-

hood of Chesapeake Bay. It is liiglily esteemed
by epicures for the delicacy of its flesh, and
realizes a high price for the table.

Canvasser, one who solicits votes, or seeks
support for any person, project, or publication.

Caoutchouc. See India-Ulbber.
Cap, a cover for the head. Caps for ladies are

made of lace, net, or some such light material;
those for men are of cloth, fur, leatiier, and fancy
materials, etc.— In ship-building, a thick, strong

I
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block of wood witli two holeb tlirough it, one
gquare and tlie otiier round, used to confine to-

gether the liead of a mast and the lower part of
tliat next above it.— A cutler's term for a ring of
metal surrounding a wooden wheel or lap. — See
pERCfssiox Cap.
Capa, a term in Cuba for good tobacco, the best

or outside leaves being suited for the wrappers of
cigars.

Capacity, the power of containing, the extent
of r<K)m or space in a vessel or cask.

Cape, a lady's article of dress ; that part of a
garment wliich covers the shoulders, as the C. of
a cloak, coat, and the shoulder-trimmings of a
dress.

Cape Aloes. See Aix>es.

Cape Breton, an island of the Dominion of
Caiiatla, separatcnl from the N.E. extremity of
Nova Scotia, of which province it is a part, by a
narrow, navigable channel, called the Gut of Can-
ieau. It forms the S.E. boundary of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, and lies between 4-j° 27' and 47°
4' X. lat., and 5!>° 45' and 01° SH' \V. Ion.; area
about 4,000 sq. m. It is penetrated by a mediter-
ranean sea, called the Bras d'Or, which divides it

nearly into two parts. Sydney, the capital, on the
N.E. 6i<le, carries on a considerable trade in coal,

extensive mines of which exist in the neighbor-
hood. Pop. 75,48;}.

Capelin, a small migratory fish of the North
American seas, somewhat resembling the smelt.

It is caught by the Newfoundland fishermen, dried,

and packed chiefly for the English market.
Cape of Gtood Hope, or Cafe Coloxt, a

British colony composed of the portion of Africa
lying between the Southern Ocean and about lat.

29° S. The boundary is not accurately defined,
having been gradually enlarged by the annexation
of surrounding districts. The most important of
these annexations were that of British Kaffraria in

ItiOG; of Basutoland, at the head of the basin of
the Orange river, in 18(J8; of two vast but partly
unexploretl districts calli-d Fingoland and Nomans-
land, or Grigualand East, in 1875 ; of Grigualand
West in 1876; and of the Transvaal in 1877.
According to government returns published in

1877, the actual area is 347.8.>j sq. m., and the
total pop. I,4:i0.162. The Euro|H-an inhabitants
consist in part of tlie English authorities and Eng-
lisli settlent; but the majority an* of Dutch, Ger-
man, and French origin, mostly desc-endants of the
original settlers. The colored people are chiefly
Hottentots and Kaffirs; the ri'maining portion of
the pop. consists of .Malays, and »o-calle<l African-
ders, the latter off.spring of black won>en and
Dutch fathers. Very little communication takes
place between the Kaffirs, Africandem.and .Malays,
each race holding the others in contempt. The
administration of public affairs is vette«l in a
governor, aided by executive and legislative coun-
cils.

Tb« C%jm Colony k in fpti^ml niKKMl snd Uhtth, and
diflcirat Id Um mmni tM>th of Internal and rxtrmal rotnmunl-
••ttoit. But • porlloa of Um B rnwt U nf > dllTrntil rhunrter,
won smcUlljr towanla th* N.R fWmibr, Inrlu.linK ihn dl*-
trie* of Alhany, mhtrt th* mantr^r I. wll »o<«lmi and waUtrad,
Mtd kvnralile for arririiltur* and fcnuiiiK Ttiv W rtMiit, and a
gTMl purtloii of lh« rp«t </ thr rountrr, ron«l«t of bam-n moun-
taliu and arid plaiiiii, on« <i/ wlitrh, (br <irt«t Karroo DMMt, a
hl(b p«rcb«d tablc-land.wparaUiiK (bv Cap* Town Dtetriotfron
tb* flnar country to the N.K., *xt«nd« aUiut 100 Imkhw In
Isogth, from R to W , and 30 In br««dlb. Th« rllmalp, how-
•«ar, >• one of the flnent In th« world ; and wrrp thr arldltv of
tb* soil rounti-rwt«d b> Irrigation, and the inrani of Inler-
eoarM Improved by the formation of road«, the rbanctcr of
the country would b« Tcrv dinrrrot, a« the rapabllltiai of the
•oil an- naturally graat. the ouly part* thirkly wttied art the
Cape and Stelkoboscb dUtricts, which eoatala about tbns

eighths of the whole population, some parts of Worcester, Graaf
Key net, the BrilUh wttleuienU at Oraiutm Town and Itathurst,

in 'Alt>au> , Kiid Mtmt parts of the TransTaa], iu whirti thf di»-

cOTery of dumondii ha.", of late, attraileii about dliO.OliO

settlers; the other portiuiut are occupird chiefly by Dutch
Kraxiem, called HiHiri Nt«rly 2fi<l acres ape undei crops, yield-

iiiK annually aUiut OI*i,*>lU buaheU of wb«-at, besides suutll

quantities of barley, oats, and r.te ; the reuwinder of the pro-
ductlTe surface is chit-tty pasture laud The sheep faruis arw
often of Ter>- great extent, couipri»iuKfrom3,(iO<l to 16,liOO acres,

and upward.'* ; tho!.e in tillap; are tuuiparativelY snull. Tha
Tine is grown within 40 m. round Cape Town ; but the wiuea,
except that made at C'onstauti.i, ni-ar Table Mountain, are al-

most all of very low quality. The commercial interci.ur>euf the
Colony is uiaiuly with iirx«t Britain. Among ilie articles of
exfiort, wool is the most important, the Talue shipped annually
couslitutiug nearly nine teuttis of the total ex(N>rt In 187<,
it amounted to 32^1'.^,:^ lbs , Talucd at »11. 1*^1,300. Among
the minor exports are copper ore, ostrirh-rrathers, and h«ep-
skins. There were in Ihii* thrte Hues of railroad o|»n for
traffic, of a total length of 62*! m. : the Western, from Capo
Town to Worcester ; the Midland ; and the Northaeiitern,
starting from I'ort Elizabeth. The profiress of the Colony has
been almost continually, and down to the present lime ma-
terially. Impeded by wars with the Kaffirs. The ports are few.
t'apr Toicn, the capital and seat of the goremment, is on the
8.W. coast and S shore of Table Bay, at the loot of Tabia
Mountain, about 32 ni from the Ca|)e of (iood Hope, lat 330
bfy S., and Ion. IfW V K. It is rH|>able of conrninlng any
number of sbip»^,Bnd is on the whole a go<id harlH>r. except
during the months of June, July, and August, when it is ex-
posed to the heavy swell from the W I'op. 29,0>'2 I'ort

Elizabeth, in Algoa Bay, is the shipping-place for the Vi part
of the Colony.
Monty, frn'ehtt, and Measvres. The coins in «irculntion

within the Colony are exclur^irely British All arcouiits nr«
kept in pounds, shillings, and (lenre. The standard weiglili

and mea.sunx iirc British, except the land measure, which is

the old A^l^te^Jam Mor^rn — 2.11G54 acres.

Capercailzie, a Scotch name for the wood
grouse.

Capers [Fr. mpres ; It. cappar{\, the flower-buds
of various species of Copfxins, particularly C. sfn'uo-

sa, the caper-tree, preserved in vinegar. They are
chiefly imported from Spain, Italy, and the South
of France, where the tree is largely cullivate<l for

the purpose. The so much esteemed bright green
color of the C. arises chiefly from the presence of

copper derived from the sieves used in sorting

them, and is injurious to health. The condiment
tastes better without it. Imp. duty, 35 per cent
Caper Spurge, the Euphorhla lai\i/rus, the

secils of «'hich yield an abundance of pure, clear

cathartic oil.

Caper Tea, a black tea, a superior kind of
sonchy (or sunglo) with a knotty, curled leaf; so
named from its fanciful resemblance to the caper.

That sold in Ixtiidon is usually scented witli ciilo-

ranthus, jasmine, or other flowers.

Cape Verde Islands, a group Wlonging to

Portugal, sitiiatetl in the N. Atlantic Ocean, about
•'170 m. W. of Ca|)e Verde in Africa, Wtween lat.

14=" 20* and 17° 20' N.. and Ion. 22° 20' and 25° 30'

W. ; area. 1,050 sq. m. ; pop. 76,Oa'J. Although of
small extent, mountainous, and unproductive, the
islands are estimated the most im|>ortant colonial

iMMsessions of Portugal, politically and commercial-
ly. There are nine principal or inhabite<l islands.

Five of these, viz. St. Nicholas, Bona Vista, San
Antonio, St. Vincent, and Sal, compose the wind-
ward, and the four n:>maining islaiitls, St. Jngo,
Fogo, Brava, an<l Main, the leewanl group. Placed
as these islands are, in the direct route oi steamers
l>ound from Europe to tlie coast of Brazil, the

Hiver Plate, and the W. coast of South America,
they are of great value as aflonling a convenient
restingplaoe for coaling and renewing provisions

and water. The climate, however, is exceetlingly

unhealthy. The island of St. Vincent, 170 sq. m.
in extent, but with not more than 1.700 inhabi-

tants, is possessini of a deep and excellent harbor,

affording a secure anchorage at all seasons for

vessels of the largest size. Porto Praya, iu St.
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Jago, is the residence of the governor-general,

wliose administration extends over these islands

and the Portuguese settlements of Senegambia.
Cape-Weed, a commercial term for a dye

lichen, tlie Rocella tinctoria, imported from the

Cape Verde Islands.

Cape Wines, the product of the vineyards of

the Cape of Good Hope, are, except the Con-

stantia, red and white wines of the worst descrip-

tion, being generally infected with the earthy

taste common to wines grown on bad soils. Some
are sweet, but the larger part are dry. They are

called Cape Madeira, Cape Sherry, Cape Hock, etc.

Tlie Constaniia wine, so much celebrated among
the luscious wines, is grown in tlie vicinity of Cape
Town, and so called from the farm on which the

small vineyard stands. The produce of the red
and white Constantia does not exceed 80 or 90
pipes. This wine has been much overrated.

Capillaire [Fr.], a pharmaceutical name for a
simple syrup, or a concentrated solution of sugar
in water, or some otlier similar aromatic. The
name was originally given to a mucilaginous
syrup, prepared by adding to an infusion of
maiden-hair (Adiantum capilius veneris) some sugar
and orange-flower water.

Capin, the 8th part of a bahar, an Eastern
measure, about 60 lbs. advoirdupois.

Capital, the amount of money or property sub-
scribed or employed in a joint-stock company

;

the money assets invested in business by a trading
firm or individual ; the net wortli of a party.— In
political economy, the accumulated savings of in-

dustry, capable of being employed either for tiie

support of human existence, or as an instrument
of production. It is distinguished into two sorts,

arising from a difference in tlie mode of applying
it. Fixed C. consists of those articles of a durable
nature which contribute to the production without
being destroyed. Such are roads, canals, houses,
docks, harbors, warehouses, and those tools, ma-
chines, and other accommodations which do not
perish in the using. Circulatinij C. possesses this dis-
tinctive cliaracter, that it is necessarily consumed
in contributing to production, and that it must be
reproduced in order to enable the producer to con-
tinue his operations. Of tiiis nature are food,
coal, seed, wool, clothes, some kinds of tools, and
all other articles subservient to production which
perish in the using. These terms are not, liowever,
always very definite. Thus, the lower animals are
in some cases to be regarded as fixed, in others as
circulating capital ; oxen used permanently for
draught belonging to the former, but wlien reared
solely for the market, to the latter. It follows,
necessarily, if the instruments of labor, the ma-
terials on which it is employed, and the subsist-
ence of the laborer, are all included under the
name of C, that the productive industry of every
country is in proportion to its C, increases when
its C. increases, and declines when its C. declines.
It is obvious that when there are more instruments
of labor, more materials to work upon, and more
pay for workmen, there will be more work, pro-
vided more workmen can be obtained. If they
cannot, two things will happen: wafees will be
raised, which, giving an impulse to population,
will increase the number of laborers; while the
immediate scarcity of hands will whet the inge-
nuity of capitalists to supply the deficiency by new
inventions of machinery, and by distributing and di-
viding labor to greater advantage. C, according to
the sense in which the term is generally used in
commerce, does not differ essentially from that now
explained. It comprehends in addition tlie debts

due to traders ; but in estimating C. in the aggre-
gate, those must evidently be neglected, as what
constitutes an article on the credit side of the
books of one class of men forms an exactly equal
item of debt in the books of others. The ratio of
the accumulation of C. depends upon the de-
gree in which production annually exceeds con-
sumption. Accumulation is facilitated by the
abatement of taxes, and by the removal of all
impediments to the free employment of the C,
labor, and skill of a nation. It is also increased by
whatever tends to economize the consumption in
the different branches of industry, and by the prev-
alence of frugal habits,— objects which only can
be secured by basing professional skill of every
sort upon real knowledge, by the enlightenment
of the people, and above all by the predominance
of pure and simple tastes and sound morals.
Capital Letters, in printing, are types used at

the head of a paragraph or sentence of printed
matter, of a larger size than those forming the
body of the page, and of different form.

Fig. 59. — Capsicum Annuuh.

( Cayenne Pepper.

)

Capitalist, a man of large property, one who
has a considerable sum invested in the funds or in
stock in trade ; one who has surplus pecuniary
means which he can invest at pleasure.

Capitalize, to add the interests or profits to the
capital ; to convert into capital or shares.

Capivi. See Copaiva.
Capoc, a fine, short-stapled cotton-wool, used

in India for stuffing cusiiions, lining palanquins,
etc.

Capon, a young cock gelded to fatten for the
table.

Capoor Kitchely, or K*poor Kuchree, an
aromatic drug of the Indian markets, the rhizoma
of HedychiuiH spicatutn.

Capote, a long cloak for females ; a great-coat
with a hood worn by soldiers on guard.
Cappadine, a sort of silk flock or waste ob-

tained from the cocoon after the silk has been
reeled off and used for shag.
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Cap-Paper. See Foolscap.
Cap-Peak, the front part of a man's cap, the

shade over the eyes, tliat part wliich is ordinarily

taken hold of to remove it from the head.

Capellaio, the Italian name for hatter.

Capping, ridge or roll metal, galvanized iron,

etc.. for roofinp.

Capsicum, a genus of plants producing pungent
capsules of various shapes, wliich are very gener-

ally used as seasonings and condiments. The pods
of C nnnuum (Fig. 5!l) and C. Uicctitum of the East

and West Indies, pounded, furnish the cayenne-
pepper of commerce. It is employed medicinally,

but is chiefly used as a stimulating condiment,
being an essential ingredient in curry-powder. In

taste it is very fiery and acrimonious ; its color is

reddisli. /»*/<. duty (ground), 10 cents per lb.

Cap-Spring Maker, a maker of metal springs

fitting to the head for ladies' caps, for flowers,

wreaths, etc.

Capstan, a cylinder or truncated cone of wood,
placed vertically in the deck of a vessel, moved by
levers or hand-bars; chiefly used for weighing
anchor, hoisting yards, sails, etc., or any purpose
in a ship where great purchase is required. A
windlass is a sort of horizontal C in tlio fore part

of the ship.

Capsule, the seed-vessel or dehiscent fruit found
in several large orders of plants, many of which
enter into commerce, as poppy-heads, capsicums,

cardamoms, etc.— The metalUc seal or cover for

closing a bottle.— A small egg-shaped or splierical

Tessel, in which a medicine is placed, for the pur-

pose of covering its nauseous taste at the time of

swallowing it. They are connnonly made of gel-

atine, mixtures of gelatine and sugar, or animal
membrane.

Gtlaline C. are made by dippioR the bulbouR extrcmitT of an
oiled metallic rod intoantrongAoiution of )(i>latine. When the
rod ta wUhdravu, it i« rotateil. iu order to diiTu»« the Huid jelly

orer its *ur(are. A» wmn »» the gelatinous film hax partially

hardened, it i» rvtiioTed fmiii the mould and placed on pin*,

furnl»bed with nuitable head*, and fixed on a corli table. Wlien
ufllcieotiy dry, the ('. are placed upright in little celln, made
la tbe table to raeeire them, and the liquid with which they
•N to be filled i> then Introduced by meant of a komII KlaM
lube. They are next closed by droppiuK lome of the melted
gelatine on the oriAre of each. Six porta of gelatine, and one
part tufar an now tbe common proportion.

Captain, the commander of a ship of war. The
term is also generally applied, by courtesy, to the
master of a merchant-vesnel. See M astkk.
Capuchin, a cloak with a liootl worn by fe-

males.
Car, in its original sense, is a small vehicle that

runs or moves on wheels. In the U. Slates, the

term is commonly applied to a passenger vehicle

running upon rails. The Irish rar is a onehorse
cart, with very low, broad wheels, u»e<l for carting

out manure, and carrying home grain, in the case
of soft, peaty soils. Th«' Irish jaunfintj-car is a
kind of low, one-horse chaise, commonlv without
springs, in which the peojde sit back to hack, and
with their faces looking sideways. See Kailruai)
Car.
Caracoly, an alloyeil metal of gold, silver, and

copper, of which rings an<i trinkets are maile, in-

tended for shipment to quarters when> the natives
are not able to test the intrinsic value of the ma-
terial.

Caracter, a Spanish apothc-cary's weight, « 3
grains.

Carafe |Fr |, a glass watcr-di>canter for the ta-

ble.

Caraffa, the Italian name for a flagon or bottle.

Carafon [Fr.], a small decanter; a luilf-pinL

Caragi, a Turkish name for import and export
duties.

Caraila, Caravela. are East Indian names for

the small, black, aromatic seeds of Cleome penta-

fihi/lld, which are used medicinally by the natives

in ileciK-tion as a stimulant.

Carambolas, a name given by the Portuguese
to the fruit of Ai-errhou caromlola, much used to

n)ake tarts. The British call them Coromandel
gooseberries. The fruits are used metlicinally, in

dyeing, and for various economical purposes.
Caramel is a dark-bruwn substance, obtained

by heating sugar. It is formed during the roast-

ing of all materials containing sugar, such as coffee

and malt. It is much used for coloring soups, w ines,

spirits, and other liquids. Crude V., also called
xpirii culorinij, and hiinit suf/ar, is made from cane
sugar, by heating it to from 410° to 42b° F., as

long as aqueous vapor is formed, dissolving the
product in water, and concentrating the solution

by evaporation. To obtain pure V. crude C. is

placed on a parchment-pap«r dialyzer. The unde-
composed sugar, and certain intermediate com-
pounds, diffuse out with considerabk* facility, and
what ultimately remains on the dialyzer po>8esses

five times the coloring power of the original crude
C, weight for weight.

Carat, or KAUAT.a term used in a relative sense

to express the fineness of gold. It means the 24th
part of any given weight of that metal or of its

alloy. If such weight be pure gold, it is said to

be 24 carats fine ; if three fourths only be gold, it

is said to be 18 carats fine. The diamond carat,

however, is a definite weight ='3i troy grains;

and the pearl carat = ^ of a troy grain. The carat

was originally the 24th part of the old marc, or
half-pound of the French.
Caratello, the Italian name for a keg for

liquor.

Caravan, a troop or body of merchants or pil-

grims, as they travel with camels in the East. The
Koran, a8 is well known, enjoins every .Mussulman,
who has the means, to perform a pilgrimage to

Mecca once at least in his life. Dulhaiija, as the

name imports, is the month in the Mohammedan
calendar peculiarly set apart for the performance
of this solemnity. Formerly, when devotional
zeal was more ardent, the difficulties of the jour-

ney through the desert were hehl to increase the
merit of the act ; but of late a considerable portion

of the hadjis do not travel by land with the cara-

vans, but arrive by sea at Jidda. The regular hadj-

caravans are six or seven in numl>er, though they
do not always make their appearance together,

nor even perform the visit annually. One caravan

firocMtls from Syria, consisting chiefly of pilgrims
rom the Turkish empire. Another, issuing from
Cairo in Egypt, conducts the Mogrebin, or African
hadjis. A thinl caravan arrives fnmi Bagdad
with I'ersian pilgrims ; ami two smaller caravans
go from I.4thsa and Oman. I>e8ides a separate com-
pany of pilgrims from Yemen. The principal is

that from Syria, which used to Ih' accompanied by
the Caliph in [u-rson. During the whole route, it is

attendeti from town to town by the amied fon-e of

the district, and from Damascus to Medina it

moves with great pomp across the desert.— a
journey of 30 days. The Pasha of Damascus, or

one of his principal officers, always escorts it ; and
the different classes of hadjis are stationed accord-

ing to their town or district. At evi-ry stage (or

distance of 11 or 12 hours' march) is a storehouse

for provisions, with a small garrison, and a large

tank at which the camels receive water. The
usual time of travelling is from 3 o'clock in the
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afternoon to an hour or two after sunrise next

day,— torches being lighted during the night.

The pomp and magnificence of this moving solem-

nity are still considerable, though much diminished

since the time of the Caliphs, both in point of

splendor and attendance. In 1814, the Syrian car-

avan, which was reckoned small, amounted only

to 4,000 or 5,000 persons, attended by 15,000 cam-

els. But of late years the numbers are understood

to have increased, owing to the greater security

afforded by the Pasha of Egypt against the Be-
douins and Wahabees. Most of the pilgrims un-

dertake the tour with a view to profit. Some ac-

company the caravan as soldiers ; some are pil-

grims by profession, and are paid to perform the

sacred journey for others ; and except mendicants,

almost every hadji combines mercantile adven-

ture with liis religious duties. So much is this

now the case, that tlie annual assemblage of Mecca,
instead of a religious ceremony, may be more
properly regarded as the principal Eastern fair

for the exchange of the productions of Asia, Af-
rica, and Europe. The Mogrebins bring their red
bonnets and woollen cloaks ; the western Turks,
shoes and slippers, hardware, embroidered stuffs,

sweetmeats, amber, European trinkets, and other
small wares ; the Anatolians bring carpets, silks,

and Angora shawls ; the Persians, cashmere shawls
and large silk handkerchiefs ; the Afghans, plain

coarse shawls, beads, etc. ; the Indians import the
numerous productions of their rich and extensive
regions ; the people of Yemen bring sandals and
various articles in leather ; and of late years an
increased quantity of European manufactures are
carried there through various channels. Besides
the religious caravans, there are many others which
travel betwixt various places, both in Africa and
Asia. Thus the intercourse between Egypt and
Barbary and the interior of Africa is conducted by
means of these associations ; the trade between
Russia and China is likewise a caravan trade, as
is tliat between Aleppo and Bassora, and Bagdad.
Similar lines exist in the countries to the E. of the
Caspian ; and others on a smaller scale are con-
stantly occurring at various places where travel-

lers and others assemble and organize an expedition
for their mutual safety, one of their number being
elected to regulate the order of march, and others
to adjust disputes.

Caravansary, and Caravansera, a large pub-
lic building, or inn, for the reception and lodgment
of caravans in the desert. Though serving instead
of inns, there is this essential difference between
them, that the traveller finds nothing in the C. for
the use either of himself or his cattle, but must
carry all his provisions and necessaries with him.
C. are also numerous in cities, where they serve
not only as inns, but as shops, warehouses, and even
exciianges.

Caraway [Fr. & It. carvi; Ger. Fddkummet

;

Sp. alcaravea\, a biennial umbelliferous plant (CV
rum carui), cultivated in many parts of Europe,
chiefly for its seeds, which are used to a consider-
able extent in confectionery ; also, for flavoring
cheese, spirits, and liqueurs, and in medicine. The
seeds have an aromatic smell, a warm pungent
taste, and yield much essential oil. They are
largely imported from Holland. Imp. (seeds and
oil), free.

Ceurbine, a small short-barrelled gun, carried by
mounted troopers.

Carbolic Acid, also called Phenic acid and
Phenol, a powerful antiseptic substance, obtained
from coal-tar oil. The pure anhydrous acid is in
long, colorless, prismatic crystals, often, however,

on keeping, turning a beautiful pink, rose, or
crimson, and which rapidly deliquesce in moist
air, becoming converted into a colorless refractive
liquid, having a faint odor of roses and tar. At
95° F. they become an oily liquid, having an
odor and taste like creosote. Sp. gr. 1.065, boiling
point 370° F. Exposed to the air, the crystals
absorb moisture and liquefy. The acid is slightly
soluble in water, but freely soluble in glycerine,
alcohol, and ether. C. acid is poisonous. As a
medical agent, it seems to have all the useful prop-
erties of creosote in an exalted degree, with some
peculiar actions of its own. It is used as a disin-

fecting wash for ill-conditioned ulcers and gan-
grenous sores, etc. ; also, in the preparation of
picric acid, and of dyes. Imp. duty (for chemical
or manuf. purposes), free; (dry or liquid, medici-
nal), 10 per cent

;
(as a disinfectant), 20 per cent.

Carbon, an elementary or simple non-metallic
solid body, very widely diffused through nature.
Its purest and rarest form is that of the diamond.
Nearly" pure, it occurs very abundantly in the
forms of graphite and anthracite. In combination
with oxygen, as carbonic acid, it exists in the at-

mosphere, and in the waters of most springs ; also

in limestone, marble, chalk, and dolomite. Com-
bined with liydrogen, it enters largely into coal,

peat, and lignite. It is an essential constituent of
organic matter, and hence it has been termed the
" organic element." Charcoal, lamp-black, and coke,

are more or less pure forms of carbon. By strongly
igniting lamp-black in a covered crucible the ele-

ment is obtained sufficiently pure for most chemical
purposes. It is best obtained purest by burning a
jet of pure olefiant gas in an atmosphere of pure
chloride, collecting the amorphous C. deposited,

and igniting in vacuo at a red heat. C. combines
with other substances in numerous forms. With
oxygen it constitutes Carbonic acid, purposely made
in preparing aerated bread, soda-water, etc. This
carbonic acid, combined with metals, earths, and
alkalies, produces the substances known as carbon-

ates, so invaluable in the arts. When C. combines,
not with oxygen, but with other simple substances,

it produces carburets instead of carbonates. These,
in the solid form, are not to any large extent use-

ful ; but the gaseous compound of carbon and hy-
drogen, forming carbwetted hydrogen, may be taken
as the type of all our most important materials for

artificial heating and illumination. Imp. duty
(pure), 20 per cent; (animal C, crude, or burned
bones), free.

Sulphide- or Bisulphide of Carbon, a colorless,

pungent, fetid liquid, having the sp. gr. 1.27.

It is exceedingly volatile, boiling at 1185" F.,

and has never been frozen. It is highly in-

flammable, burning with a pale-blue flame, and
giving off sulphurous and carbonic-acid gases. It

freely dissolves sulphur and phosphorus, and by
spontaneous evaporation deposits the first in beau-
tiful crystals. The solution of phosphorus is

much used in clectrotyping objects, which are coat-

ed with a conducting film by its moans. Its refrac-

tive power is remarkably high, and on this account
it is employed to fill hollow lenses for spectro-

scopes and other optical instruments. It produces
intense cold by its evaporation. A spirit ther-

mometer, having its bulb covered with cotton, if

dipped into this fluid and suspended in the air,

rapidly sinks from 60° to 0°, and if put into the

receiver of an air-pump it will fall to —81° F. A
mixture of sulphide of carbon and solid carbonic
anhydride forms almost the most powerful frigo-

riflc agent known. Sulphide of carbon is now
prepared on a large scale, and extensively em-
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ployed as a solvent, and as a disinfectant. Imp.
duty, 20 per cent.

Carboy, a large green-glass bottle, cased in bas-

ket-work, varying in size from five to ten cubic
inches, used for carrying distilled waters or liquid

acids of too powerful nature to Ik- carried in casks.
Imp. duty, 35 per cent ; American, reimported,
free.

Carbuncle, or Almaxdine, a fine large garnet
cut with a rounded face. Imp. duty, not set, 10
per cent ; set, 2.j per cent.

Carcanet, a chain or collar of jewels.

Carcass, the dead botly of an animal. — An iron
shell fired from a mortar during sieges, to set fire

to buildings in the besieged town. It is hollow, 4
to 13 inches in diameter, and is crammed with an
infernal mixture of gunpowder, saltpetre, sulphur,
pitch, resin, turpentine, and tallow.

Carcavellos Wine. See Oi*orto Wines.
Carcel Lamp, a lamp of French invention, in

which the oil is wound up by a kind of clock-work
pump, which forces it up to the wick. The real

carcel principle is

very scientific, but
is seldom acted
upon.as the lamps
are very expen-
sive, and are lia-

ble to get out of

order. The Mo<l-

frnlor lamp (Fig.

60) is almost as

effective as the

carcel, without
being so costly

and so delicate.

A spiral spring,

acting upon a
pi.«ton, tends to

prei*8 it constantly
downwards, and
to force up oil

from iK-neath the

pi^ton through a

small tul)e to the

wick. Subsidiary

apparatus insures

the renewal of a
supply of oil Ix--

neath the pinton,

the return to the

vessel of any oil

which overflows
riK. 60. - MoDMAToa U»r. ,|,e wick, and the

regulating or "moderating" atvonling as the

tension oif the spring increases or diminishes.

Cardamoms |Fr ritifinmiym^t : CJer. Knnlnmont

:

Ix. ciirdiimomi : Sp. & I'nrt. rmdnmomo*], the cap-

sule* of various not very dearly defined spo<*ie« of

Amomum, Eirltnrin, and other plants, ElfUnrio mr-
damomum, however, furnishing the true nfUcinal

Malabar C. The canlamom is an obtuoely trian-

gular three-celled tHMl.alxint half an inch in length,

of a pale straw color, and furrowdl longitudinally

on its outer surfn<-e. This {hkI contains numerous
reddisli-brown rug(»«e se«-<l«, alMiul the size of mus
tardseeds, internally white, am) having a pleasant

aromatic o<Ior and an agre<-able taste. C. are prin-

cipally employiMl as a fiavoring ingre<Iient, and
occasionally as a stimulant and carminative, espe-

cially in the fornj of n simple or compound tine-

tare. In India they are much u«cd as a favorite

condiment for variou* kinds of foo<J. as curries,

ketchups, and s«inps. Their active principle Is a

pungent volatile oil. They are sliipiK-d to Kng

land from Ceylon, Sumatra, Java, Siam, and the
Malabar coast. Jm/t. free.

Card, a small piece of card-board, on which are
printed or engraved the name, business, and ad-

dress of a mercantile house : commonly called

business raid. See 1*latino-Cari>S.
Card-board, a very stifl pajHT suljstance, or

pa8telH)ard, f(»r cutting cards from, for making
i)oxes and for other uses. (.'., for playing and ad-

dress cards, consists of cartridge paper with finer

paper on the two surfaces. lirisiol board consists

of fine paper throughout its whole substance. Mill-

board is made of coarser and heavier paper, but is

rendered smooth and glossy by heavy rolling.

Pasting, pri'ssing, drying, and rolling are the chief

processes in the manufacture of all the varieties.

Some C is riia in f IIfd by means of a very fine prepa-

ration of white lead, rubbed on, and brushcHl in a
peculiar way.
Card-board Cutting-Machine, a machine

which cuts cardlward into slips of a uniform size,

and sometimes prints and numbers them for rail-

road tickets or other purjioses.

Card-Box, a box for keeping playing cards in.

Card-Ccise, a portable fancy case for holding
visitingtanls.

Carder, one who combs or clears wool or flax.

Cardinal. See Bisiiop.

Carding-Macbine, a mechanical engine in

which the fibres of cotton are combt-d or canleil,

to disentangle them from each other, and bring

them into a projK'r condition for spinning into

yarns and thread. Tlu^se macHines consist of

wooden cylinders or drums to which strips of

leather are fastened, which are perforated with
numerous wires regularly arrange*!. The win-s

are short and stiff, and the exterior of the cylin-

der resembles a circular brush. Several such
cylinders are arranged so that the ends of the

teeth are nearly in contact ; and the cotton being

brought to them, is caught up, passe<l from one
to the other, and comln-d out as the cylinders

revolve in the form of Ix-autiful films or flee<-es.

which are removed by a smaller drum-card, called

the doff'rr, and again from this by the dojfini/ iniff.

These films, which are of the wiilih of the drum,
are next contracted to a narrow riblmn, by l>eing

pass<>d through a funnel ; aiul thus narrowed, are

(•ailed the mrd fiulx or ulirrit, and are now ready
for the next process tif dnncnui or doulJint).

Cardole, a thick blaik oily substance obtained

in the Hast Indies from the pericarp of the iiiark-

ingnut. It IS a powerful vesicating agent.

Cardoon, a culinary plant, the Vi/nara cardun-

cutuM ( Fig 01 ), resembling tlie artichoke, but larger

;

the btanclKHl steins of the young leaves are stewed
or useil as an ingredient in soups in Germany and
France.
Card-Rack, a receptacle for address, visiting,

or business canli.

Card* are metal teeth fixed in an elastic band
for teasling and separating the fibres of wool. See
Cardino-M-u-uine.

Th*Tr U » hmutlfUl rnittnr, Ombtn*"* Witt Card StUimf
Mnrkinr, whtrh ln««Tf • all tlw wirwi In thr ranl« hy *clf-«rtin(

moTrinrnU. Wlrr I* f<^l into (he marlilnr, and alM> (hr flllela

whirh arr to fonn the carji Ttir win- l« cut Into »horl pkrcM ;

frh pW** W hrl<l flrnilv. and th» two rndu »»tit lo form a

*Upl«; a piVkrr m«k«i'hol»« In the niirt . tb» \<Wrt* of wlra

%tr ln«»rt«l In th» hole* , whIW «uppl»inrntary jiart* rIt* forr*

and nnl>li lo tlir tn-th thus roa.l» The flllct travtU on JuX as

fk»t a* Ihnv nprratlooi ara roinplrtrd.

Card-Table, a light folding-top Uble covered

with baize, for playing cards on.

Card-Tray, a small salver for a servant to de-

liver a cartl on.
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Card-w^ire Cloth, cloth in whicli fine iron wire

is inserted for combing and disentangling tlie fibres,

etc. of wool, cotton, flax, and hemp.

Fig. 61. — Cardoow.

( Cynara carriuncului.)

Careen, to heave a ship down on her side in or-

der to examine her bottom, for cleaning or paying
it with pitch.— When a vessel lies over with the
wind in sailing, she is said to careen.

Careenage, a careening ground, a place suita-

ble for placing a ship high and dry.

Carga, a standard Spanish liquid measure, equal
in some parts of that kingdom to .32 J gallons, but
in others only 27i gallons ; also a Spanish weight,
ranging from 177^ lbs. to 338| lbs.— In Candia and
Milan the carga as a grain measure is equal to 4^
bushels.— A commercial weight in Central Amer-
ica equal to 81 lbs.

Ccirgo, the load carried by a ship or merchant-
vessel; the freight; the goods, merchandise, lad-
ing, or whatever is carried by a ship (human beings
excepted). That which cannot be stowed in tlie

hold is termed deck cargo.

Cargo-Boat, a luggage-boat or barge for the
conveyance of heavy goods on rivers or in harbors.

Cariole, a small, light, open carriage for general
use.

Carlings, short, small square pieces of timber
which lie fore and aft in a ship, in tiers from beam
to beam, and which receive the ends of the ledges
for framing the decks.
Carlock, a kind of isinglass obtained from the

air-bladder of the sturgeon in Russia.
Carman, a carter, cartman, or drayman ; one

who drives a cart. A carman who carries goods
for hire as an employment is a common carrier
(q. v.).

Carminatives are medicines that allay flatu-

lency and spasmodic pains. Among the principal
C. are aniseed, curauxiif seed, cardamoms, cassia, cin-

namon, ginyer, peppermint, and the pepjKrs.

Carmine, Vegetable Scarlet, a beautiful red
pigment prepared from the cochineal insect. Pure
C. is a very light, lustrous, scarlet powder, entirely'

soluble in ammonia, a test by which its purity is

readily determined. It is used as a pigment in

velvet and miniature painting, and for tinting arti-

ficial flowers, and as rouge for the complexion.
The powdered cochineal (carmine grounds), from
which the colored liquor (liquid rouge, carmine
liquor) has been decanted, is used by the paper-
stainers, and both are used in the preparation of
carminated lake. Imp. duty, 35 per cent.

Preparation. From cochineal 1 lb., and carbon-
ate of potash i oz., boiled in water, 7 gals., for 15
minutes ; the vessel is then removed from the fire,

and powdered alum, 1 oz., added; the liquor is

then well agitated and allowed to settle for about
15 minutes longer; the clear liquid is next de-

canted into a clean copper, and isinglass, i oz.,

dissolved in water, 1 pint (and strained), added

;

as soon as a coagulum forms upon the surface,

the heat is removed, and the liquid is strongly

agitated with a bone or silver spatula, after which
it is allowed to repose for 20 or 30 minutes. The
deposited C. must be drained on a filter, and dried

on shallow plates covered with silver paper.—
Liquid C, Rouge liquid, C. ink, is a solution of C.

in ammonia water, or spirits of hartshorn. It is

very rich and beautiful. — Blue C, see Indigo.
Carnauba Root, is the root of the palm ( Cmy-

plia cerifera], growing on the shores of the Rio
Francisco, in Brazil. The leaves yield a vegetable

wax, which is made into candles ; the fruit is

eaten raw, or boiled ; a farina is obtained from the

trunk, and the wood is very durable.

Camelian, an ornamental stone, so called be-

cause some kinds are of a flesh color, is a variety of

agate or chalcedony. C, when recent, is dark olive-

green, inclining to greenish gray; but, by ex-

posure to the sun and calcination, it becomes
generally of a reddish color, though sometimes
yellow or white, the deep, clear red being, how-
ever, the most valuable. They are never figured

or striped. The great supply is from Japan. They
are also imported from Bombay ; but the best

come from the Gulf of Cambay. Many of the

antique gems are engraved in C Imp. duty, un-

inanuf.,free; stones, 10 per cent; rings,25 per cent.

Carnet, in Frencli commerce, a bill book.

Carnucci, dried skins and hide pieces, for mak-
ing glue, exported from Sardinia.

Caroba, in Tunis, the 16th part of a piaster=
about 3 cents.

Carob-Beans, St. John's Bread, Algarrobo,
the leguminous pods of the carob-tree, Ceralonia

siliqua, which contain a succulent, sweetish pulp,

and are often eaten in Spain and the countries

bordering on the Mediterranean. They were once

supposed to be the locust bean on which St. John
the Baptist fed when in the wilderness. Most of

the carob-beans imported into this country come
from Sicily and Naples. They are occasionally

sold to singers under the impression that they im-

prove the voice. They are largely imported into

England for feeding cattle. Imp. free.

Caroteel, the commercial name for a tierce or

cask, in which dried fruit and some other com-
modities are packed, which usually averages
about 7 cwt.
Carp, the Cyprinus carpio, a fresh-water fish of

Europe and Asia, 1 to 3 ft. long, very tenacious of

life, and said to attain the age of 200 years. It

prefers still waters, and feeds on aquatic plants,

worms, etc. It ij remarkable for its fecundity.

Its flesh is highly esteemed as food, but it is not a
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very valuable fish for the angler, because it does
not bite freely.

Carpathian Balsam, an oleo-resin or essential

oil distilled from the fresh cones and green tops of
Pimis uiiihra, in Germany.
Carpenter, a worker in woods, who usually

combines the business of a joiner. See Carpen-
TRV. — A ship's officer who has charge of the

boats and repairs.

Carpenter's Bench, the work-table of a car-

penter.

Carpenter's Rule, a two-foot folding rule for

the pocket, subdivided into inches and parts, for

measuring work.
Carpenter's Square, a tool for squaring wood-

work.
Carpentry, the trade of a carpenter, the art of

cutting, framing, and assembling pieces of timber,

for house and sliip building. It is distinguished

from Joinery by Die fact that the pieces of timber
are put together by the use of other edge-tools than
the axe, adze, saw, and chisel, whereas joinery re-

quires the use of the plane; the distinction is,

however, very artificial, as all wrought timber is

planed. '

Names of Timber Pieces. In some aiVangcments
of wood-work the timbers tend to bend, in others
to compress, in others to stretch. If the duty of a
particular piece is to take longitudinal compres-
sion, it acts as a xintl ; if to take longitudinal ex-

tension, or stretching, as a tie : if a single timber
is strengthened by subordinate pieces, it is a truss

;

« joint for lengthening a timber, b^' adding pieces

at the ends, is a scar/'; a joint for connecting tim-

bers to form a truss, roof, centering, etc., is usually
» tenon and mortise ; joints for connecting timbers
in braces, ties, etc., are dovetails, crampiugs, notch-

iuf/s, iappintjs, etc. Wall-plates distribute the pres-

sure of the roof on the walls of a building;
princifHtl rajlers are timbers to support the frame-
work of the roof ; tir-ltfoms and collar-ltenms are
timbers to coimcct these rafters ;

purliws are
horizontal pieces which connect the principal with
the common rafters

;
pole-jUates connect the com-

mon rafters with the tie-beams ; kiny/Htsts are up-
riglit pieces from tlie tie-beam to the principal

rafters ;
furen-ftofis are similar in character, but

different in position ; struts and braces are diagonal
strengthening piec*e8 ;

puncheons, or studs, are short

pieces placed between two others to support them
equally ; straining-beams are place<l between the
queen-posts ; straimnq-sills are placed upon the tie-

beam at the Imttom of the queen-posts ; candier-

beams are horizontal on the lower surface, but
obtusely angular on the upper. The nKxles of

fastening the various pieces together give nse to

the processes of scarjing, plain jointing, noirhed

jointing, doi<e-tailing, mortising, relmting, etc., which,

In fact, constitute the chief features in practical

carpentry
The tools ordinarily employed in C. are a rip-

pingsaiv, a handsaw, an 'id:e, an are, a socket-chisel,

» firmer-chisel, a ripping-chisel, an nntfr, % gimlet, a
hammer, a mallet, a pair of pinceis, and^ sometimes,
filanes : but the latter arc not necessarily used, as
they, in most cases, Ix-long to joinery.

Carpet |Fr. lapis; Gcr. Teppich ; It. ta/ipeto], is

tlie name applied to a woven or felle<l fabric, made
generally of wool, which is used for covering the
floors of chambers, or for spreading on the ground.
C, as manufactured at the present dav. range
tliemselves under two classes; — the ^rst and
ancient class being such as are made by knitting
into the warp, tuft after tuft, the materials of the
pattern ; ana the second consisting of those in

which the pattern is woven up in the loom. To
the first class belong the Oriental C. generally, as
well as such as are woven at many places through-
out Europe under the name of Turkish C. Perfria

is now, as it has been from the most remote times,

the recognized source of what is most truly artis-

tic, durable, and valuable in this manuf. ; and
after the products of that country, those of various
parts of India and Turkey are most esteemed.

—

furkeif C. are made on a vertical loonj ; the warp
threads (linen) being unwound from an upper
beam, and wound round a lower beam as the
weaving goes on ( Fig. 0'2). The weaver throws in

the weft threads with a shuttle ; but he introduces

rif 63.—TuuiM Cawkt Loom.

with his fingers little bits of colored wool, which
are twisted round the warp, and jammed up
closely by the weft. Each little tuft or bunch is

chosen of the proper color, according to the
pattern; and therefore the selection and tying on
of these bits form the generic peculiarity of the

Turkey C. The surface is afterwanls sheared, to

bring the tufts to a level. — Auhusson C, manu-
factured m the French town of that nan>e, are

generally in one piece, to suit the size of the

room; they are the finest and n)o»t costly C.

brought to the U. States. — Axmiufter C. are

virtually imitations of the Turkey ; they are not

now nnich made. — Brussels C. have a linen web or

foundation, with worsted yarns raised into loops

to form a pattern. These loops are formed by
means of wires, temporarily laid across the warp,

the yams being plac*ed over the wires, and then
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the loops left when the wires are removed. The
colored threads to form the yarn are wound upon
bobbins fixed in frames at the back of the loom.

A complicated mechanism of weights, bencli-wires,

rails, cords, and pulleys is necessary to connect

the several bobbins with the working part of the

loom ; and then the incorporation of linen warp,

linen weft, and worsted yarns, so as to form at

once a strong fabric and a colored pattern, is

effected by a very intricate succession of move-
ments. The wires are drawn out at the selvage

edges of tlie C, and the loops which they leave

form tiie visible surface.— Moquette or Wilton C.

differ from Brussels chiefly in this,— that each
wire has a groove along its upper surface, wliich

guides a knife employed to sever all the loops,

and thus disengage the wire. The surface of the

C. is thus a pile of cut ends, and this pile is after-

wards sheared to make it a level smooth nap.—
KiilderminMer or Ingrain C. have a peculiar double
structure, being, in fact, two separate (,'. linked
together. The two are woven simultaneously,

and at the same time are linked together. The
warp is worsted, and the weft woollen.—The visi-

ble pattern is mostly formed by the weft, the warp
being more buried within the substance of the

fabric. The weft of the lower web is at periodical

intervals brought up to the surface, and does its

part towards forming the pattern. An Ingrain C,
from the mode of its construction, presents the
same pattern on both surfaces, only with the

colors reversed. They are extensively made in

many parts of Scotland and the North of England,
and in tiie U. States.— Scotch C. are very similar

in general characrter to Ingrain, but many of tiiem
have tiiree tiiicknesses instead of two; they con-
sist of three webs, curiously interlacing, and called
tliree-pli/. — Venetian C are so woven that tiie warp
gives the pattern, the weft being wholly concealed.
This is the cause of tjie stripes which these C.
usually exhibit. By a suitable selection of weft
colors the stripes may be converted into checks,
tartan, and twilled patterns.— Tapestry C. are
made of yarns printed before being used, in such a
way that each yarn shall present different colors
in different parts of its length. A pattern is thus
produced with less complexity of apparatus than
for the Brussels or Wilton C. — Fe/t C. are, in

fact, nothing more than printed pieces of felt.—
Nenip C. and Raq C, wiiicii are manufactured on
a large scale in the U. States, are also cheap sub-
stitutes for real C. Tlie U. States are now, after
England, the principal seat of tiie C. nianuf. in
the workl ; and American C. now rival, some-
times favorably, the British C, in quality and
colors. In 1871, the U. States imported from
Great Britain G.882,456 yards of C, valued at
.?5,43o,190 (which was 65 per cent of the total
exports of British C. for that year), while in 1878
America received from foreign countries, chiefly
from England and Scotland, only 278,262 yards of
v., valued at !§398,389.

fmp. duty:— Angola, so called two-ply Injtmin, of wool,
grass, and cotton, 12 cts. per sq. jd. and 35 percent.—
Aiibiisson, Axminster, medaillon or whole C , 50 per cent.
Brussels, wrought by the Jacquard machine, 44 cts per sq yd
and 3.J per cent

;
prtnteil, or tapestru, on warp, or otherwise, 28

cts. per sq. yd and 35 per cent — Cotton, 40 per cent.
Ftlt, 40 per cent — Flax. 40 per cent. — Hemp or Jute, 8 cts.
per sq. yd. — Patent vilvet, Tournay i-elvet, tnpestni velvet,
printed on the warp or otherwi.se, value over .?1.2o per yd., 40
cts. persq. yd and35parcent — Sa.roni/, /f//<o>i,and Tournay,
wrought by the .lacquard machine, value over #1 25 per yd.
70 cts. per sq. yd. and .io per cent. — Treble ingrnin. three-
ply, worsted-chain Venetita. 1" cts per sq yd. and 35 per
cent. — Yarn Venetian, two-ply, ingrnin, 12 cts. per .«q. yd.
and .35 percent. — ffoo/, al.«o mixed, not otherwise provided,
40 per cent. — Drugi-ets, backings, printed, colored, or other-

wise, 25 cts. per sq. yd. and 35 per cent. — Hassocks, rugs,
screens, mats, bedsides, covers, etc., pay duty as carpetings
of like description.

Carpet-Bag, a portable sack for travellers,

made from carpeting, capable of holding a few
essential articles or changes of linen. The name
has got to be applied also to black varnished linen
bags resembling leather.

Carpet-Beater, one who takes carpets to shake
and beat the dust from them.
Carpet-Broom, a long-handled stiff brush for

sweeping the carpets of rooms, made of strong
fibre, bristle, grass, etc.

Carpet-Cleaning, the process of scouring and
removing dust and stains from carpets.

Carpet-Hammer, a tool for nailing down a
carpet.

Carpeting, a general name for the material for

carpets; carpets in general. The name is also

often applied to small lengths or floor pieces for
the sides of beds in a sleeping-room. See Carpet.
Carpet-Loom, a frame for weaving carpets.

Carpet-Planner, a cutter of carpets ; a work-
man who measures rooms, and makes a plan on
paper of the breaks, doorways, windows, etc., to

ascertain the quantity of material required, and
the best mode of cutting, adapting, and laying it

down with the least waste.
Carpet-Shuttle, a weaver's implement.
Carpet-Strainer, a kind of metal rake or tool

for holding and stretching carpets tight on the
floor of a room, when laying them down.
Carpet-Weaver, a workman employed in

making carpets by hand or by machinery.
Carpmeals, a kind of coarse cloth formerly

made in the North of England.
Carrack, a large Spanish bliip.

Carrageen, Irish Moss, a purplish-white, near-

ly transparent sea-weed (
Cliondrus crispns). It con-

tains a large proportion of a peculiar jelly, which
forms an agreeable article of food for invalids. It

is used in medicine as a demulcent ; also for feed-

ing cattle, for thickening colors in calico-printing,

and for sizing pulp in the paper-maker's vat.

Carrara. See Marble.
Carrata, a ton weight of marble at Carrara;

also a solid measure of 12| cubic feet.

Carravray. See Carawav.
Carregator, a Poruguese frcighterer and char-

terer of a ship.

Carriage [Fr. voiture: Ger. Filhre], in its widest
signification, includes all structures employed for

the purposes of transport of merchandise and mov-
able goods, and of human beings. Such vehicles

are generally mounted on wheels, but the sledge

and the litter are types of the exception to tliis

rule. A narrower application, however, limits the
term to such vehicles as are used for tlie convey-
ance of persons, and it is in this restricted sense
that the term is used here. Cars or C. for use on
railway's are also included, and will be dealt with
in other connections. The forms of C. as now
built are so numerous as almost to defy classifying,

and they altogether baflle detailed description.

The climate, condition of life, and various other
circumstances of different countries, have origi-

nated modified forms of C. in each of them, some
of which have come into general use, while others
are seldom seen out of tlie land of their origin.

In comparing the C of the present day with those
of earlier periods, it should be borne in mind that
many circumstances apart from the skill and in-

vention of the C. builder have combined to modify
such structures, or to necessitate the modification
of them. The condition of streets and roads was
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such, at no very remote date, as to permit of only
the most cautious traffic within limited areas in

vehicles of great strength, solidity, and weight.
The paving of streets and macadamization of
highways gave designers of C. facilities for plan-

ning vehicles of a light, airy type on more ele-

gant lines, of which opportunities they were not
slow to take advantage. Again, previous to the
introduction of railroads, not only public coaches
but private C. had to be built with a view to

afford accommodation for undertaking long jour-

neys, which are now entirely performed by rail-

roads, and that circumstance also now enables the
C. builder to give primary attention to the com-
fort, gracefulness, and elegance of the vehicles he
constructs. But after allowance is made for all

such circumstances, there remains to coach-build-

ers a very large share of credit for the invent-

ive skill and ingenuity which has brought the

modern C. to that perfection of workmanship and
artistic finish which it everywhere displays. — C.
uiaiinrj is a combination of crafts rarely united in

one trade, embracing, as it does, work m such
diverse materials as wood, iron, steel, brass, cloth,

leather, ivory, hair, etc. A great division of labor
and nimierous highly skilled hands" are conse-
quently employed in the various stages in the
construction of a high-class C. The workmen in-

clude body-makers, who build up the part in

which persons sit ; C. makers, who make or fit

together all the under parts of the vehicle on
which the body rests; wljeelwrights, joiners, and
fitters; trimmers, who fit up the inside of the C.

;

and several classes of smiths for special work
connected with the iron framing; axles, springs,

etc. Painting is an important part of the busi-

ness, those professing it being divided into body, C,
and ornamental painters ; and after the painter
comes the polisher, who gives the final brilliant

polish to the outside of the whole structure. A
%'ery great deal in the C. making business depends
on the selection of materials. Ash is the kind of
wood commonly used in the framework l)oth of
body and C. ; and the quality best suited for
body-wood is that of a mild and free nature, while
for the C. the wood cannot be too strong or
robust. Full-grown wood, of course, is best suited
for both purposes, and the planks must be allowed
to lie until they are properly seasoned, as is in-

deed most essential with all the wood use<l in the
binlding of a C. After the framework is made,
the lower part of the bo<ly is panelled up with
the softest bay mahogany, plain and free from
grain. The kinds of wood generally applied to C.

wlieel making arc elm or fustic for the naves, oak
for the spokes, and ash for the felloes ; but beech
felloes are often used, and it has )>ecn found by
experience that beech, when the felloes arc cut
from the log shortly after it is felled, and kept un-
til they become dry liefore being put upon wheels,
answers admirably for this purpose. American
hickory is also one of the l>est available woods for
spokes, as well as C. poles; and machine-made
hickory wheels are now exported from the U.
States to Kngland and other countries. American
black walnut has also come into use as a substi-

tute for mahogany in panelling, and many other
woods are available for sp<'cial portions of C.
The iron mounting of coacrhwork requires the
kill of expericnccAl smiths ; for, l>esides solidity,

some degree of taste is requisite to form the
shapes an<l sets of the different parts. No branch
of C. making contributes more to the elegance of
the vehicle than that of the painter. His colors

must be of the best quality in order to stand ex-

posure in all weathers. The varnish used is copal,

of which there are two kinds,— the finest for

finishing the body, and the second for finishing the
carriage. Between paints of different qualities

and varnish, a well-nnished C. gets from 20 to 24
separate coats before it is finished. Between each
coating of varnish color and varnish the work is

carefully rubbed smooth and flat with pumice or
fine glass paper, and the final polish is attained by
rubbing with the palm of the hand. According to

the U. States census of 1870, there are in this

country 11,{M7 establishments, 56.294 hands, and
a capital of ^7,6:)7,000 engaged in the C. and

I
wagon inanuf. In 1878 the American exports of

]

C, carts, and parts of the same, amounted to

!

>i070,00:). Imp duty,
(
C. and parts of V. furniture.

C. hartlware, etc.,) 35 per cent.

Carriage-Brake, the drag or retarder applied
to the wheel for stopping a carriage.

Carriage-Builder, one who designs and con-
structs carriiijrc'S.

Carriage-Fitters, workmen who fit and suspend
the bodies on the under works, and apply the vari-

ous parts furnished by special manufacturers, such
as lamps, handles, etc.

Carriage-Fittings, the iron or other metal parts
of a vehicle.

Carriage (Hand), an invalid's wheel chair, or
child's perambulator.

Ceirriage-Joiners, operatives who make the
glass frames, blinds, boxes, trunks, etc.

Carriage-Makers, persons who make the under
works, apply the parts necessary for locking or

turning the carriage, fix the axles, springs, etc.

Carricige-Retarder.a brake for carriage- wheels.

Carriage-Rug, a sheep-skin mat, fur, woollen,

or other wrapper or rug for the feet and legs in

travelling.

Carriage-Smiths, workmen engaged on the
iron-work of carriages, who are divided into body-
smiths, tire-smiths, spring-smiths, etc., from the

different work they are engaged upon.
Carriage-Spring, a series of metallic banded

plates ; steel springs to lessen the motion of a car-

riage, and give elasticity.

Carricige-Trimmers, men who fit up the insi<Ies

of carriages, fix the silk, cloth, and laces in the
necessary parts.

Carriage-Upholsterer, a tradesman who fur-

nishes braid, lace, buttons, silk, straps, etc., for the
interior fittiiiiis of carriages.

Carriage-Wheel. See Wiieki^
Carrick-Beud, a peculiar kind of knot made in

a cordage.
Carrick-Bitts. the windlass-bitts in a ship.

Carrier. See Common Carrikr.
Carrion, the carcass of an animal ; slaughtered

meat unfit for human food.

Carronade, a short piece of ordnance carrying
a 32 or 42 pound shot.

Carrot fFr. carotte; Ger. M5hf : It. carota: Port.

cenoura : Sp. zanahoria\, an umbelliferous plant,

Dmiciis carota, having a succulent root, which is

largely used as human food, and in some places

for the maintenanceof stock, especially horses and
dairy cows. Carrots can be kept for many months
if the tops are cut off, and they arc then placed in

damp sand.

Carrying-Trade, the business of transporting

merchandise, etc., from place to place by sea or

land.

Cart, a vehicle on two or four wheels, adapteil

for conveying loads, light or heavy, according to

the peculiar build or construction of the cart.

Cartage, Drayage, Truckage, the act of con-
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veying goods in a cart, dray, or truck, from one

part to any other part of a town ; also, the cliarge

for the same.

Carte, a French name for the bill of fare at an

eating-liouse ; the list of wines, etc.

Carte-blanche |P>. white paper], paper con-

taining nothing but the signature of tlie person

who grants it, in order that the person to whom it

has been deUvered may insert such conditions as

he ciiooscs. This term is also used in a general

sense to express an unlimited authority delegated

by any one to anotlier. Tlie term is taken from
tiie French. In France, however, the commercial
and legal term is Wo«c-s/nr/.

Carthagena. See Colombia (U. States of) and
Spa IX.

Carthamus. See Safflower.
Cart-Ladder, a kind of rack thrown out at the

head or tail of a cart, to enable it to carry a larger

load of ligiit goods.

Cart-Load, the quantity that a cart will hold,

or a horse can draw. A single horse will convey a

load of two tons over the paved streets of a town.

A cart of grain is five quarters, or forty bushels.

Carton, Cartonnage, pasteboard for paper
boxes.

Cartonn^, a book bound in boards.

Cartonnerie, the Frcncli word for a pasteboard
manufactory. The manufacture of stiff paper
boxes is largely carried on in France. In Paris 4,000
persons are employed in it, and tlie trade is divided

into six distinct branches, each making special

kinds of boxes.
Carton-Pierre, a species of papier-machd, imi-

tating stone or bronze sculpture. It has been used
for roofing, and is composed of the pulp of paper
mixed with whiting and glue. This is pressed into

plaster piece-moulds, backed with paper, and, when
sufficiently set, removed to a drying-room to liarden.

Cartoon, a stiff paper or cardboard box, used
by fancy-goods merchants and others. — A rough
sketch or outline in clialk made on stout paper in

order to be transferred on a fresh plastered wall to

be painted in fresco.

Cartouch, a canvas or leatlier cartridge-box ; a
case for holding musket-balls and powder.
Cartridge |for guns, Fr. (/nrrfousse : Ger. Knr-

tiisclie; for small arms, Fr. cartouche ; Ger. Putrom],
is a tube or case to contain ammunition, to be shot
from some kind of fire-arm. The primary use of it

is to save time in loading. C. for cannon are bags
of gunpowder, and sometimes bullets, fastened up
in a convenient way. C. for fowling-pieces, mus-
kets, carbines, etc., are tubes of paper, pasteboard,
or brass, each containing a definite quantity of
powder, if for a blank C. ; if for service, the tube
also contains a bullet or else shot.

Cartridge-Case, a box with cells for holding
cartridges. Also the paper in which the powder
of a cartridge is enclosed.
Cartridge-Paper, a very stout paper for draw-

ing rough designs on, or for making cartridge-cases,
etc.

Cart-Saddle, the harness support on a horse's
back to which is attached the breeching, chains,
traces, etc. of a cart.

Cart-Wheels, large stout wheels made for carts,
capable of supporting heavy loads.

Cart-Wright, an artificer who makes or repairs
carts.

Carved-Work, sculpture, or open work in
stone, wood, etc.

Carvel, Caravel, a small Spanish ship.

Carver, one who designs and works on sculpture,
or who cuts wood and stone in the form of figures

or other devices as ornaments and in enrichments
of mouldings.— Along pointed knife for cutting

up joints of meat and poultry.

Carving, the art of forming any hard materials
into a proposed shape or figure by means of sharp
instruments. It is usually understood to refer ex-

clusively to works in ivory or wood, to distinguish

it from C. in marble or stone, whicli comes under
the term sculpture; or in metals, when it is called
chdsim/. The woods preferred by modern carvers
are the pear, lime, American pine, maple, oak, and
box ; and the tools they employ are round hollow
chisels called gouges ; others, with an angular ex-
tremity, called from the shape V-tools ; flat chisels

of various sizes, and files. A mallet is sometimes
used, but pressure, or a sharp blow from the bot-

tom or heel of the hand is general Ij' preferred. The
surface is cleaned and polished with sand-papers
of different qualities, by pumice-stone, and by fric-

tion. In preparing wooden blocks for printing

from, the object is engraved with instruments sim-

ilar to those conmionly used for engraving. This
branch of the art does not therefore properly come
under the term C. See Wood-working Machin-
KRV.
Carving-Fork, a large fork with a protecting

guard for carving joints of meat.
Cascarilla, the bark of Croton eleuterln, a tree of

the West Indies. It is an aromatic bitter, stom-
achic, and tonic.

Case, a box of any kind. — The outside of a
watch.—A printer's box for the t^'pes, from which
the compositor gathers them separatelj', and ar-

ranges them in lines and pages. They are usually

in pairs ; one of which is styled the v/ipercase, and
is divided into 98 boxes or recesses of equal size,

in which are deposited the capitals, small capitals,

accented letters, etc. ; the other is called the lower-

case, and is divided into 54 boxes or recesses of

unequal size, containing the small letters, figures,

spaces, etc., the letters most in use having the

largest boxes assigned to them. Tlie cases are

two feet nine inches long, one foot four inches and
a half broad, and an inch in depth.

Cased-Goods, in the glass trade articles in

which colored metal has been added to flint glass.

Case-Hardening, the process of converting the

surface of iron into steel. The goods, previously

polished, are heated to a bright red, and rubbed or

sprinkled over with prussiate of potash. As soon

as the prussiate appears to be decomposed and dis-

sipated the articles are plunged into cold water.

The process has been well conducted when the sur-

face of the metal proves sufficiently liard to resist

a file.

Casein, the curd or coagulable portion of milk.

Case-Rack, a printer's frame for placing the

wooden cases of type on.

Case-Shot, pieces of iron, musket-balls, or other

projectiles enclosed in a case for firing from a can-

non.
Caseum, the purified curd of cheese.

Cash, the general name for coin and bank-notes,

sometimes applied to checks, government btmds,
and other property easily convertible into money.
— The only coin of the Chinese, also called le,

which is nominally divided into 10 hnoiis. These
cash are made of a very base alloy of copper, are
round, measure between ^ and v',,

of an inch in di-

ameter, and have a square hole in the middle, by
which a hundred or more are usually strung to-

gether. On one side are Chinese characters, de-

noting the reign under which they were cast; and
on the other side are either Chinese or Mantchou
characters, designating the place of coinage. Tlie
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cash is cast also in Japan, Corea, and Cochin-
China.
Cash-Account, an account strictly limited to

cash transactions.

Cash-Book, a book in which are registered the
particulars of all cash transactions incidental to

business. See Book-keepixg.
Cash-Box, a metal or wooden case for keeping

money in.

Cash-Credit is an undertaking on the part of a
bank to advance to an individual, or to a partner-
ship, such sums of money as tnay from time to

time be required, not exceeding on the whole a
certain definite amount ; to be repaid, and a con-
tinual circulation kept up by the replacing in the I

bank of profits and sums ns they come in. The
|

security upon which the advances are made is

usually a bond with sureties for the repayment,
on demand, of the sums actually advanced, with
interest upon each issue from the day on which it

is made ; interest at a lower rate being allowed by
the banker for the sums paid into the bank. The
security, in short, enables one to transact business
with the bank, as if the sum for which the sure-

ties have become responsible were actually depos-
ited in his own name. When the banker discounts
bills to the holder of the account, he may either

enter them to the debit in the account, or hold
them as separate transactions; but by adopting
the latter step, he is not foreclosed from entering
them afterwards on the account, and so making
the sureties responsible. The bond thus covers
every description of transaction on account of
which the party may become responsible to the
banker, whether it be by a single clieck drawn by
the holder himself, or a bill discounted by him,
for payment of which the banker nuiy have looked
at first to another party.
Cashe^^-Nut | Fr. noir (Vacajon ; Ger. Akaju'

nih^ : Port. Hozft d'ncaju ; Sp. nitecps d'acnjiil, a.

kidney-shaped nut attache<I to the fruit of a small
tree {Anarmdiiim occidenltile), found in the West
Indies and South America. The kernel is a whole-
some article of food and is used as an ingredient
in puddings. It is also sometimes roasted for com-
municating a flavor to Madeira wine. An oil is

obtained from the inner shell. The fruit is highly
esteemed in Brazil.

Cashier, Cash-keepkr, one who has charge of
money ; one who superintends the books, pay-
ments, and rei-eipti of a bank or trading con-
cern. In a joint stock banking co., the C. is

usually a permanent officer, appointcnl by the
bosnl of directors, and next in rank to the presi-

dent.

Cashmere, a stuff made of goats' hair; also a
fancy woollen fHbric.

Cashmere Shav^Is, the costly and beautiful
shawls made fnmi the delicate downy wool found
about the roots of the hair of the Thibet goat
{Canra himit). They are sometimes, but incor-

rectly, name<l CniurJ't-hnir thnwi». These Oriental
fabrics are woven by very slow pm<-essi>s, and are
therefore verv ex|K'nsive, In-ing sold in Paris and
London at from )?»00 to *ri,000 apiece. The
wool is spun by women, and afterwards coIore<l.

A fine shawl, with a pattern all over it, takes
nearly a year in making. To the people of
Cashmere this manufacture is very important.
About 16,000 looms arc continually at work, each
one giving employment to •{ nu-n. The annual
sale there is calculHtcfl at :)0.000 shawls. It has
long been the aim of European nations, on account
of the beauty and value of these shawls, to imi-

tate tlicni, if possible, and apply to their manufac-

ture the more si>eedy and olalM>rate methods which
modern science has placed within our reach. The
French have been most successful, and shawls arc

now produced at Paris, Lyons, and Nismes, known
in commerce as French cashmere, which closely

approximate in stuff and style of work to the Ori-

ental, while much lower in price, although still

costly. Norwich, Bristol, Paisley, and Kdinburgii
have also manufactured very good imitations of

those shawls. The Cashmere wool imported fur

this purjmse comes into Europe through Kasan, on
the eastern bank of the Volga, and also directly

from India and Persia. Imp. duty, 50 cts per lb.

and 40 per cent.

Casimir, the French word for Cassimere.
Casing, the act of packing in a case.— Tlic

process of plastering a building-frame or timlx'r

work, and indenting into squares, etc., while moist,

so as to resemble stone.— A name for dried cow-
dung, used as fuel in some parts of Ireland ami
other countries.

Casino, a public place of amusement, where
music and dancing are carried on.

Cask, a wooden hooped vessel, or barrel, of

staves and headings, of variable shape and dimen-
sions, for holding liquors. See Barrel, Bltt,
HoGSHKAO, Pipe, Tierce, etc.

Caskaval. a kind of cheese resembling Chester,

made in Moldavia.
Casket, a small jewel-case or box for orna-

ments, etc.

Cask-Lifting Frame, a tilter for facilitating

the drawing off liquids when the cask gets low.

Cassaba. an Arab measure of about 4 yards.

Cassareep, the inspissated juice in which the

starch of the bitter cassava (Jauliiha mauiliol] has
been washed ; it forAis a delicious sauce in the

tropics, and is the foundation of the far-famed
pepper-pot of the West Indies.

Cassava, a poisonous shrub (Janlpha mamhol),

cultivated in the West Indies and South America
for the sake of the starchy matter contained in its

roots. The name " bitter C." is conmionly given

to it in the West Indies, to distinguish it from an-

other species of the same genus, which, from hav-

ing no poisonous properties, is named the " sweet
C." The roots oi both species yield the starch,

but those of the poisonous plant are the richer.

The roots, after being well washetl and scraped,

are rasped or grated, and the pulp thus formed
is subjected to strong pressure, to expel the

poisonous juice which it contains. The com-
pressed pulp is next thoroughly dried over the fire,

being constantly stirred the whole time, by which
any remaining portion of the noxious juice is either

volatilized or decomposed. It now forms ('. uieai.

When it Is further pn^pared by grinding, it forntr

^fine C. meal or C flour. When the compressed

pulp is baked on a liot plate, it forms C. hrtad or

C. cakes, the flavor of which greatly resembles

that of Scotch oat-cakes. See Tapioca.
Casse, the French name for Cassia bark ; also

for breakage.
Caase-Paper, broken or damaged paper.

Casserole, the French nan>e for stew-pan.

Cassia-Bark. A large number of trert of the

CinnHnionmm family are stated to furnish the C-
bark of commerce in the East, although it is usu-

ally ascrilH'd to CinnnmoiHinn Ctnsin. C'-bark is

easily disiingiiishod from cinnamon by its very

nnu-ilaginnuK character when cheweil. It appears,

however, probable that C.-bark is merely an infe-

rior kind of cinnamon, obtained from tfle larger

branches and trunk of the true tree in Ceylon and

other islands of the Fjist. r.-lark is u»e<l as a
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purgative, [mp. duty, 10 cts per lb.
;

ground,

20 cts. per lb.

Cassia-Buds, the immature flowers (perianth

and ovary), gathered and dried, of several species

of cinnamon, chiefly used in confectionery, having

the flavor and pungency of cassia. Imp. duty, 20

cts. per lb.

Cassia-Fistula, the commercial and botanical

name for tiie legumes or cylindrical pods of the

j)U(kIing-pipe tree ; the cells are filled with a sweet-

isli pulp, whicli is an agreeable laxative and the

base for purgative electuaries.

Cassia-Oil, a volatile oil, obtained from cassia-

bark. It is of a fainter color than cinnamon oil

;

taste acrid and pungent, and odor agreeable.

Cassimere, or Kersky.mere, a tiiin, fine wool-
len clotii, chiefly used for vests and waistcoats.

Cassinets, a light mixed cloth, the warp of cot-

ton and the weft of very fine wool, or wool and silk,

made for summer wear.
Cassis, the black currant (Ribes nigrum), for-

merly celebrated for its medical properties, but
now only used in preparing the French liqueur of

that name.
Cassius-Purple, a beautiful pigment used for

staining glass and painting porcelain ; a mixture
of oxide of tin and gold.

Cassock, a clergyman's black gown or vest-

ment.
Cassolette, a small box in glass, ivory, or pre-

cious metals, containing perfumes, with a capillary
hole to allow the odor to escape.
Cassonade, the French name for coarse brown

moist or muscovado sugar.
Cassumanur, or Cassumur, an aromatic root,

the yellow zedoary (Zini/iber cassumumir), of the
East Indies, somewhat resemoling ginger, but the
rhizoma much larger, of a pungent bitter taste.

Cast, a mould or copy taken from a pattern.
Castanets, a pair of small concave shells, of

ivory, bone, or hard wood, lield on the thumbs and
rattled by the fingers to make music, or to mark
time for dancers and others.

Castellano, a weight for gold used in South
America, of about 71 grains. The mark of gold is

equal to 50 castellanos, or 3,550 grains.
Caster, a founder; one who makes castings in

metals.

Casters, a bottle-frame or stand 'for holding
cruets.

Castile Soap, a hard, mottled, curd soap, made
with olive-oil and soda.
Casting, the process of giving to steel a better

quality, by pouring it into moulds or ingots while
in a liquid state.— A foundry operation ; the pro-
cess of running metal into a shape; the taking
impressions from medals, figures, etc.— The metal
so shaped.

Casting and Fountiin^. There U no real difference in the
meaning of these two terms , e.xcept that casting sometimes
means pourins; a cold liquid (such as liquid plaster of Paris)
into a mould, whereas founding always implies the use
of A molten metal. The mould for large metal castings is
mostly formed in some kind of sand or loam, but occasionally
iu iron. For some articles, such as plates and slabs, molten
nu'tal IS poured out upon a smooth horizontal bed of sand : for
others, into an upright moulded cavity open at the top ; for
others, again, into a mould enclosed on'all sides except an ap-
erture or two to receive the How. Very often a sand mould
is made by pressing a wooden pattern upon or into the sand,
thereby producing cavities which are afterwards to receive the
molten metal. Some moulds contained in iron boxes are
hinged together in two parts, to facilitate opening and closing.
For casting small articles in bra.ss. iron casting-boxes, called
flasks, are employed ; the sand contained in these receives its
mould form from a pattern ; and the same Hask will then serve
for an indefinite number of different patterns in brass. In
large iron casting (of which examples are given under Cannon

FocsDiNG, Cylinder Casting), the nietal is melted in a fur-
nace constructed for this particular kind of work. (See Cu-
pola Furnace ) When the metal is melted, it flows out of
the opened tapping-hole either into channels in the casting-
floor, or into ladles, which are of such varied sizes as to con-
tain from 50 lbs. to 6 tons each,— the latter, of course, worked
by powerful machine cranes. From the ladles the metai is

poured into moulds. Most articles are cast horizontally,—
that is, with the length and breadth horizontal ; but such
articles as cylinders, cannon, pipes, shafts, etc., are cast verti-
cally, and mostly in pits. Most castings, when removed from
the moulds and cleansed from the adhering sand, etc., require
the seams and rough edges to be smoothed down by chisels and
files.

Casting-Net, a net to be thrown in the water
from a boat, and drawn instead of left.

Casting-Pot, a pot adapted for melting met-
als.

Cast-iron, iron run from the furnace into pigs
or ingots, instead of being beaten or wrought.
Castor [Fr.], a heavy milled cloth for over-

coats.

Castor-Beans, a name sometimes given to the
seeds of the castor-oil plant. See Castor Oil.
Castoreum, or Castor [Fr. castoreum; Ger. Bi-

berr/iel ; Rus. Inboownja sliiu/a \, a concrete medicinal
substance of a peculiar nature, found in two pear-
shaped bags situated beside two smaller follicles,

in the inguinal region of both sexes of the beaver.
It is of a penetrating, unpleasant odor, and a bit-

terish and somewhat acrid taste. The Russian C,
which is the most esteemed, occurs in pairs of bags
of unequal size, from 3 to 4 inches long, and li to
2 inches broad at the base ; it is now very rare.
The bags of American C. are smaller, narrower at
the base, and much corrugated. That which is

very old, quite black, and almost destitute of taste
and smell, should be avoided. It should be kept in

a cool place, and in a well-corked bottle. Imp.
free.

Castor Hats are hats made from beaver fur.
Castor Oil [Fr. /mile de ricin ; Ger. Rizimisohf

;

It. olio di ricino; Port, oleo de inamona, de ricino;

Sp. aceile de palma rr/s^|, is prepared from the
seeds of the Ricinus communis, or Palma Chri.ill, a
plant which grows in the East and West Indies,
America, and the S. of Europe. The oil is ob-
tained from the seeds either by expression, without
any assistance from heat, or by boiling. The first,

called cold-drawn C. oil, is always to be preferred.
It is of an amber color, and of a slightly nauseous
smell and taste. The oil obtained by boiling the
seeds is more deeply colored, more acrid, and more
liable to become rancid. The nut or capsule is

trilocular, nearly the size of a large marble, of a
pale green color, and usually contains three
whitish seeds of an oblong flat shape, and heavy
taste. The plant is extensively cultivated in the
Southwestern States, and most of the seeds are
sent to St. Louis, where they are expressed into
oil. C oil is also largel)' produced at Jersey City
from seeds mostly imported from India. C. oil is

much used in medicine as a mild and certain pur-
gative. It is the only fatty oil which combines
readily with alcohol, and is therefore also much
used in the preparation of hair-oil. Imp. duty,
beans or seeds, per bushel of 60 lbs., 60 cts. i)er

bushel; oil, expressed, "§! per gallon.

Castor Pomace, tlie cake of the castor seeds
after the oil is expressed. It is used as a ma-
nure.

Castors, small roller-wheels fixed to the feet of
heavy household ftirniture, such as beds, tables,
arm-chairs, etc., to admit of moving them witli
facility. There are plate C, square and round,
socket €., claw C, etc.— Cruets or bottles for
holding sauces.

i
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Castrating-Clamp, a contrivance used in con-
fining the cords and vessels of the horse, or other
animal, in the operation of orchotomy by excision
of the parts.

Cast Steel is blister steel which has been
broken up, fused in a crucible, poured into moulds,
and rolled.

Cat, a wild and domestic animal, Ftlir catus,

whose skin is largely used for furrier's purposes.— A kind of tackle used to hoist the anchor to the
fore part of a ship.

Catalogue, a written or printed list of books or
articles. C raisonne is a classed or arranged C,
in wiiich the articles are placed under regular heads
or divisions.

Catamaran, a rude surf-boat or shaped log for
a single individual, used to reach the shore at
Madras in the East Indies. The Madras surf-boats
consist of thin flattened timbers 8 or 10 feet long,

tied together horizontally, and sharpened a little

at the point. Also a light raft used on the coast
of Brazil for landing goods through tlic surf.

Cataract, a lock-gate.—Ji. contrivance to regu-
late the number of strokes per minute of an en-
gine
Catawba "Wine. See Wixe.
Cat-Block, a large block with three or four

sheaves, used in hoisting up an anchor to the ship's

side.

Catch-Penny, anything worthless or of little

value, made merely to sell.

Catchups are sauces made from mushrooms,
tonuitofs, walnuts, etc.

Catechu, Cashew^, Cutch, Gambir, Terra
Japonica (Fr. cackou; Ger. Katchu: It. catecu;
Von. ocas escaladus; Sp. cabial\, an astringent ex-
tract, chiefly prepared from a decoction of the
brown heart-wood of the Acacia catechu, a tree
indigenous to Hindostan. It is a dry, opaque, fri-

able substance, of various forms, rounded masses,
or cut into disks, squares, or lozenges. Its taste is

powerfully astringent, afterwards bitterisli, then
sweet, and its color varies from pale brown to
chocolate brown, the darker colored being the
most astringent. It is soluble in water, but more
easily in alcohol. It seems to keep for any length
of time without change. C. contains a greater
proportion of tannin tluin any other substance
known, 1 lb. being in this respect equal to about
7 or 8 lbs. of oak bark ; dissolved in water, it tans
(kins very rapidly, but the leather is not so dura-
ble or good as that which is more slowly prepared
from oak bark. Two sorts are chiefly imported,
namely, an inferior kind from Bengal, and another
of a yellowish-brown color from Bombay. There
is but little difference betwixt the two varieties;

but according to the analysis of Davy the Bombay
C affords the greater proportion of tannin, and is

therefore preferable. It is consumed in enormous
quantities as a masticatory by the Malays and
other betel-eating nations. In this country it is

used in medicine as an astringent, occasionally for
tanning, and in dyeing. With it the dyer produces,
inexpensively, many of his most pleasing browns.
Alum mortlants are mostly employed in dyeing
with C. The salts of copper with sal-ammoniac
cause it to give nbronx color, which is very fast;

the protochloride of tin, a hroicnith urilow: the per-

chloride of tin, with the addition of nitrate of cop-
per, a clerp-(/roii:e hue ; acetate of alumina, alone, a
redditli A/own, and with nitrate of copper, a redditk-

olive gray ; nitrate of iron, a dark-broicn y«y. For
dyeing a qolden coffeeJirowii, it has entirely super
seded madder, 1 lb. of it beiug equivaleut to ti lb*.

of tiuit root. Jutp, free.

Caterer, one who has to purchase, provide, or
purvey for others ; the manager of a mess.
Cathetometer is an instrument used to meas-

ure the vertical distance of two given pointa : for
instance, the difference in

height of two liquid col-

umns. It consists substan-
tially (Fig. t)3) of a ver-
tical road along which
slides a horizontal tele-

scope, which, by its run
between two points, ascer-

tains their vertical dis-

tance.

Cat-Fall, a pulley for
hoisting the anchor of a
ship to the cat-head.

Catgut, or Catling
[Fr. corde a boi/uu ; Ger.
iMirmsuile ; It. corde di bu-

della], cord made of the
twisted intestines of the
sheep. There are different

kinds, as whip-cord, hat-

ters' cords, cords for bow-
strings, clock-makers' cord,

and fiddle and harp strings;

these last, made of the

peritoneal covering of the
intestines, are chiefly im-

ported from Naples, where
they are manufactured of
a quality superior to those
prepared in any other
country. Itnp. duty, on
whips, unmanuf., free : for

musical instruments, tree;

on whip-gut strings for

other purposes, -'iO per cent.

Cathartic Medicines,
those which have purga-
tive properties^

Catharine-Wlieel,

Fig 63. — CATUETOMETia.

pyrotechnic which re-

volves and throws out radiations as it turns.

Cat-Head, a mariner's name for a small cap-

stan.— A projecting timber or beam on each siue

of a ship's bow, to which the pulley is attached,

to assist in heaving up the anchor, and securing

it to the side.

Cathedral Olasa, stained or painted glass for

church windows, sold either in sheets or small
squan>8.

Catheter, a surgical instrument for relieving

obstructions in the bladder, made of various mate-
rials.

Catjang, the Malabar name for Cajnnut flacut,

a leguminous plant, the seed of which is nmch
eaten by the poorer classes, and esteemed a whole-
son )e pulse.

Catling. SeeCxTGLT.
Cat-Mint, the Nepala ctitaria, which has some

stimulating qualities, and is a remarkable feline

aphnMlisiac.

Cato, a name for baskets in some of the Pacific

islands, which are very neatly and elegantly made
from coir and other palm fibres, and grasses.

Cat-o'-Niue-Taihi, a whip for corporal punish-
ment, with nine lashes.

Catopter, Catoptron, a mirror, a reflecting

optical glass.

Cat-Ropes, the pulleys employed in hoisting a
ship's anclior over the bows by the cat-heads.

Cat-Salt, a granulateil coarse salt foniied from
the bittern or leach briue used iu the mauufac-
turv of bard soap.
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Cat-Skius, the skins of the wild or domestic

cat, bought by furriers and others. Wild cats

with a long and valuable fur abound in the for-

ests of Hungary, and in Holland the domestic cat

IS bred for its fur, being fed on fish, and carefully

tended until it arrives at perfection. The cat's

skin makes an excellent rubber for electrical ma-
chinery, and is also used for sleigh coverings, rail-

road rugs, etc.

Cat's-Eye, a gem which presents a beautiful

opalescence like the light of the eye of a cat. It

is a variety of fibrous quartz, interspersed with
filaments of asbestos. It is often brown and red,

but commonly of a grayish or greenish color, and
generally translucent. This stone, which is chiefly

found in Ceylon and Malabar, is held in high esti-

mation.
Cat's-Paw, a kind of hitch made by sailors in

a rope.

Catsup, Ketchup. Same as Catchup, q. v.

Cattemundoo, or Callemundoo, an elastic

gum, or hydro-carbon, obtained in India from the
Eupliorhia anliquorum, and other species.

Cattle (Neat). The domestic ox. Bos taunts,

said to be of Asiatic origin, is found from the equa-
tor almost to the limits of vegetable life. Accord-
ing to the estimates of the statistician of the
American Department of Agriculture there were,
in round nnmbers, 28,000,000 neat C. in the U.
States in 1876. valued at S680,000,000. In this

estimate the average price of milch cows is placed
at $28.29, and that of "oxen and other C." at
.$19.04 The low grade of the C. of Texas and
several other of the Southern States in part ac-
counts for these low general averages for the coun-
try at large. Other authorities, while agreeing
with the Department as to the number of C, raise

the total valuation to $1,000,000,000. But either
of these totals is sufficient to call attention to the
magnitude of the C. interest in the U. States. If
to either of these great amounts, representing sim-
ply an invested capital in horned C, the value of
their annual produce in beef, milk, butter, cheese,
hides, tallow, and hair be added, that interest will

be found colossal in importance. If it be true that
the improvement of the common herds of the coun-
try by means of judicious crossing with animals
of superior races will add from one fourth to one
half to the value of the progeny and their pro-
duce, then it is not difficult to ascertain to what
extent the wealth of the country might be increased
through the general adoption of such a course. Of
course there are no means of ascertaining with
any degree of accuracy to what extent the " grad-
ing" or crossing of common stock with thorougli-
breds of the various imported races has been
carried It is safe to say, however, that out of the
28,000,000 neat C. in the country the percentage
of improved animals is quite inconsiderable, and
these confined, for the most part, to those of the
Eastern dairying States, where improvement has
been made on the common cow, and in several of
the Western States where increased beef-produc-
tion has been the object sought to be obtained. It
is evident, therefore, in view of the comparatively
small number of thorough-bred animals to breed
from, and of the unaccustomed habits of our peo-
ple in the practices of breeding and their undefined
notions as to the importance of new infusions, tliat

the task of raising the standard of American C.
must be one of gradual accomplishment. Fortu-
nately for the American farmer he is not com-
pelled to experiment with his C. through many
generations in order to develop and establish de-
sirable qualities. He may find, within compara-

tively easy avail for the purpose of improving his

own stock, races so thoroughly fashioned by the
hands of successive breeders as to be almost
worthy the name of creations on account of type-
superiority. We are indebted to the persevering
labor and unremitted experiment of English and
Scotch graziers for the most valuable races which
now contend for favor in this country. The power
of transmission of cultivated qualities is one of the
marked possessions of these animals, and upon
this fact is predicated the possibility of carrying
up the standard and the consequent profitableness

of our C The breeds introduced into this coun-
try for their superior milking qualities are the
Ayrshire, from Scotland, the Jersey, from the
Channel Islands, and the Holstein, from Holland.
The Ayrshire is hardy of constitution ; it puts on
flesh well when carefully fed, and when the cow
is crossed with the short-horn bull the excellent
qualities of both as to beef and milk are evenly
developed in the offspring. It was introduced into

the U. States about the year 1820, and its purity
maintained in a comparatively large number of
select herds, as is shown by the Ayrshire herd-books.

The Jersey C, originally a native of Normandy,
is the most generally known in America, and has
the reputation of affording an unusually rich qual-

ity of milk, rather than a great quantity. In this

country, the Jersey Cattle Club exercise the strictest

surveillance of importations in order to preserve
the integrity of blood of the herds on this soil.

Tliere is a decided smack of aristocracy in the
American-bred Jersey animals. In England the

cow is the pet of the nobleman's park ; in Amer-
ica, the favorite of the family living in vicinities

where the range of pasturage is small, inasmuch
as it thrives well in the stall or small enclosure.

For ricliness of cream and of butter to yield of

milk the Jersey cow is not surpassed. Its butter

is a luxury, commanding in the large cities from
60 cents to §1.15 per pound. Tlie Jersey is smaller
in size than our common C, somewhat angular in

appearance and tender in frame, and is usually of

a very deep-red color. Tlie Holstein is the most
recent of the milking breeds imported for trial,

having been introduced by Mr. Chenery, of Bos-
ton, in about 1860. It is remarkable rather for

the quantity than for the richness of its milk; but
it affords the advantages of being a good feeder

and of laying on flesh in good proportion, thus

enhancing the value of steer production. In size

it is large and bulky, less elegant in frame than
the Short-horn, and in color is a mixture of black
and white. The imported breeds more especially

valued on account of beef-producing qualities are

the Hereford, the Devon, and the Short-horn. The
first Herefords were brought to Kentucky by Henrj'

Clay, who was a great admirer and patron of fine

stock, in 1816. But, notwithstanding their well-

defined excellences and great superiority over the

cattle common to this country, for some reason
not wholly explained this breed has not been as

widel}' distributed nor attracted the public atten-

tion that its undoubted merits deserve. Tiie race
is higlily prized in England, where, in some graz-

ing districts, it is held in equal esteem with the

Shorthorn, which it nearly equals in size and
weight. It is generally red in color, with white
face, and frequently with white along the back
and underneath the body. The first importation
of Denons from England was made in 1817 into

Maryland. As in the case of tlie Herefords, they
have not occupied as great a place in the public
mind as their merits would fully warrant. But
there are nevertheless a number of fine herds in
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the country, the purity of wlikh has Ix-en main-
tained. It is red in color ; in size medium. It has
a hardy constitution, possesses milking traits in

good degree, and is easy of improvi-ment throujth

cultivation for that object. The race now dis-

tinctively known as Shurt/iorns (Fi)f. (J4) was first

imported into America in ITbo. They now very
largely outnumber all other improved bn-eds in

the U. States, the Ihrd'sBuok showing a record of

more tlian 00.000 well-bred animals. The admir-
ers of this breed consider the animals as well-nigh

perfection in symmetry. The handsome head is

firmly set on a strong and muscular neik ; there

is great width and depth of chest, the shoulders

sliapely and well formed. The fact that tlie race

of Short-horns has attracted here, as in England,
more particular and general attention than any
other, is due, as far as the general public is con-

cerned, more to the speculative interest that has
been maintained for some years, carrying the

prices of particular families and " fancy strains
"

to fabulous figures, than to an ultimate understand-

ing of the actual merits of the breed. When a
cow is sold for -i^O.OOO, it is not surprising that

the possession of extra-

ordinary race-merits is

attributed to the animal

;

but in what they par-

ticularly consist is not
plain to ordinary ken.

There has been too

much importance at-

tached to the mere pedi-

gree, and too little con-
sideration of the intrinsic

merits of the animal ; too
great desire to own an
animal rather on account
of the particular family
it represents than for its

c-apabilities in the direc-

tion of profit at the pail

or at the butcher's blm-k.
" Fashionable " strains

and fabulous prices have
been the causes of in-

calculable mischief in

the way of a wider breed-
ing of a U'tter class of
fann animals, as, undoubte<]Iy, the collapse in

prices in 1875 and 1H70, carrying with it the for-

tunes of many " fancv " bree<lent, fully proves. A
just and enlightene<f view of (his «!<p«H't of the
subject was taken by the Iowa Brecflers' Asso-
ciation, which met at Mamhalltown in Dec, 1877.

In this convention were gentlemen of note in the
political un<l agricultural annaU of the State, and
breeders of established reputation. As opposed
to the practicx- of buying and selling thorough-
breds as a mere speculation, it was unanimously
declared by the convention " that no memlHT has
had in his |M>iMcssion fnr jiit ronnrrutiif ytart a
breeding Shorthorn that has not proved a profit-

able investment of the capital employed." It was
- also declareil that the objects ever to Ix* borne in

mind by bree<leni are the imnrotvmmt of the common
Block of the cunntrii, and, whrrt /to%gitJe, of tht purr
Hock iitflf; and that the present depression in

prices is the natural result of lotting sight of the
great objects of the business, as alwve stati'<l, and
is of precisely the same character as the uniform
results of undue excitement and speculation in

ererj' business or employment. Further, the coiv
vention unhesitatingly condemne<l. as destructive
of the utility of the animals and the interctta and

profits of purchasers and breeders generally, the

practice of the feeding to excess of breeding ani-

mals, too often indulged in under the stimulus
of competitive sales or the mistaken demands of

the show-ring. Nothing is truer than this, that

practical farmers and bree<ler8 will not long follow

the " trailers " or speculative dealers in their race

after mere fashion, and that there is a growing
conviction that animals will be estimateti accord-

ing to individual worth in promoting certain ends,
— their intrinsic value consisting in the greater
capacity of one animal over another to pro<luce

the larger amount of In-ef, milk, or butter of

superior quality, at less expense for feeding, and
with the smaller amount of care. If the pro-

duction of beef or of milk be the especial object,

it is within the power of the ordinary fanner to so

improve his V. that, for all practical purposes, he
is about as well off as though his herds claimed
full descent from the best names in the Herd's-

Book. The butcher is not a dealer in descent or

families ; nor w ill the cheese or butter monger ask
if the products offere<l him are from Ayrshire,

Devon, or Short-horn, provided they suit his mar-

Fig. 64. — Ttpe or BaoBT-lloair.

I ket. The grazier wants C. that will feed and

I

fatten well, and his practical eye will settle the

I
value of the animal without nference to its pedi-

gree ; nor is he liable to ask troublesome questions
about " Buzzard." or Galloway, or '17 blood that

may hare been filtering through generation after

generation. The case of Mr. Saume, of Kellogg,
Iowa, as communicated to a Western journal, is

here in point. That gentleman in tin- month of
Feb.. 1877. sold at the I'nion Stwk-Yards, Chi-

cago, (M head of C All of these were two years
ohi, and had In'cn stall fed. A portion were
natives or common sto<k. and the remainder half-

blood Short-horns. The former average*! 1,2'56

lbs. in weight, and were, therefore, at that age
heavier than average natives. These sold for

•^.(V) per cwt., making an average of $57.40 per

head. The half-blood Shorthorns, on the otlier

hand, weighed l.O(Vl lbs . and sold for 9«1 50 i>er

cwt.. or an average of .$108.20 per head. Thi» was
a difference In favor of the grades of ?•» HU per

head; and the remark accompanies the statement,

that at the Union Stock-Yanls. where C. are sold

on their merits, the grades command from one to

three cents per pound more than the Wst nalirea.

Tills, for the reason that the offal of the improved
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stock is smaller in proportion to gross weight, and
the carcass proportionately heavier in those parts

which are most valuable, having less bone, shank,

and unsalable gristle, with more loin, steak, and
juicy roast. The development and steady increase

of the export trade of the U. States in meats is

shown in a special article (see Beef). The cor-

responding increase in the exports of live C. is not

less remarkable. A comparison of our horned
cattle exports— mostly to England— for 4 years,

as appears from the annual report of the U. States

Bureau of Statistics, is as follows : Total in 1871,

$403,491 ; 1875, .?1, 103,085; 1877, $1,593,080; 1878,

$3,896,818. It has been wisely suggested that

England will not look to America for beef for her
laboring classes, who must perforce live cheaply,

but will demand beef of a superior quality for the

large class in that country who are able to pay
for it. Poor beef could find no market in that
land of beef-eaters. Nor is it plain that it would
pay American dealers to ship a poor animal or a
poor carcass. If there is a difference of from one
fourth to one half as between common and well-

bred C. in our home markets, which difference in

most cases settles the question of either profit or
actual loss for raising the animal, then certainly
the superadded expense of shipment across the
ocean would not favor the experiment of raising
poor cattle for a foreign market. In establishing
the export trade it has been asserted that the
enterprising gentlemen who have been its pro-
moters have exercised sound discretion in shipping
carcasses of excellent quality. It is this fact, in-

deed, that makes the trade possible, and gives to
American beef a reputation of equality with the
home product, or even superiority to a large class
of it, opening for our product a large and con-
stantly increasing market. It is quite certain that
the wild herds of Texas cannot supply the de-
mand for this export trade. If it should grow to
much larger proportion, it is evident that the
grazing regions of the West must meet it. But as
a condition precedent the standard of the common
stock must be raised, and systems of feeding be
adapted to secure the best quality of cattle at the
least outlay. An additional incentive to the im-
provement of our herds exists in the fact that our
own people, as they become more accustomed to
what is excellent and desirable as a beef product,
will be larger consumers of it, to the ultimate
exclusion of that which is inferior.

There is growing activity in the live-stock
interest at the West. In Iowa, 81 counties report
to the Secretary of the State Agricultural Society
the possession of herds, large and small, of im-
proved breeds, mostly Short-horns ; and West
Liberty is becoming noted for its breeding-farms
and live-stock sales. Within a radius of a few
miles from that place there are more than 600
head of thorough-bred Shorthorns, held at an
average of $300. In Illinois, it is stated by Hon.
W. C. Flagg, in the Report of the State Agri-
cultural Society for 1876, that the number of
thorough-bred cattle is very large, nine tenths of
them being Short-horns, and the remainder Jer-
seys, Devons, Herefords, and Ayrshires, and that
a considerable proportion of the common cattle of
the country in many parts of the State have now
an infusion of the blood of the various thorough-
breds. The stock interest of the West has, in the
National Live Stock Journal, published in Chi-
cago, a very efficient and conscientious exponent
and advocate. In the work of disseminating re-
liable and well-considered information on its

specialty, it is ably seconded by journals of char-

acter in several of the Western States. The im-
pulse given by these journals and the agricultural

press generally, in connection with the various
State breeders' associations, composed usually of
substantial farmers, is apparent in the annually
increasing attention given to the introduction of
the better class of animals upon the 'farm.
No accurate information can be obtained re-

garding the internal commerce of the U. States in

C., from its scarcely coming within the range of
public accounts. C. are largely imported from the
Canadian Dominion, chiefly for shipment to Eu-
rope, but the exact number and value of our im-
portation of C is unknown, the tables of exports
published by the U. States government including
V. under the general heading of Living animals.

In 1878 the total value of imports of living

animals was $2,664,676. Imp. duty, 20 per cent.

The parts of an ox to which the term nffal is usually ap-
plied are the head and feet, the tallow, the hide and horns, and
the entrails. The tallow is generally considered to be of the
same value, weight for weight, as the flesh of the four quar-
ters ; and so likewise is the hide. These and the other parts

termed offal are commonly regarded as forming about one fifth

of the value of the animal. When beef is said to be sold at a
certain price, sinking the offals, the meaning merely is, that the
whole price of the animal is reckoned upon the carcass alone

;

hence, when beef is sold at a certain price, sinking the otTals,

that price is more than if it were sold without including in it

the price of the offals. That portion of the ox which is used
for food, exclusive of the offals, is usually termed the quarters,

because the animal, on being cut up, is divided into four parts
or quarters. The ma^t esteemed parts for food are the hind
quarters. These weigh somewhat less than the fore quarters

;

though the more perfect the form of the animal is, the more
nearly do the fore and hind quarters approach in weight.
Practice enables persons to judge of the weight of animals
by the eye alone ; but it is convenient to be able to ascertain
the weight by measurement. This may be done with con-
siderable correctness in the following manner. When the
animal is standing in a natural position, measure his length in

feet from the foremost upper corner of the shoulder-blade, in a
straight line, to the hindmost point of the rump ; then measure
the girth or circumference immediately behind the fore-legs

;

multiply the square of the girth by the length, and this product
by .238, which will give the weight of the quarters in stones of
14 lbs each Another method of ascertaining the weight of
fat cattle is by weighing them when alive, and multiplying the
gross weight by .605. The present average dead-weight of
bullocks is estimated at 666 lbs., and of calves, at 144 lbs.

Cattle-Hair, the short hair of cattle, used as

an ingredient in mortar. Considerable quantities

are imported, chiefly from Buenos Ayres. Imp.

Cattle-Market, the place, yard, or city, where
cattle are bought and sold on stated days. Chicago
is the greatest cattle-market in the U. States, and
perhaps the greatest in the world.

Cattle Medicines, strong drastic medicines,

used by veterinary surgeons, and owners of live

stock.

Cattle-Pen, an enclosure for folding cattle for

the night.

Cattle-Sho'w, an assemblage of domestic ani-

mals, held periodically, to compete for superior

breeds and conditions.

Cattle-Truck, an open or partially closed car
for conveying live stock on a railroad.

Catty, or Kin, an Eastern weight, the hun-
dredth part of the picul, and equal to 1^ lb. avoir- -

dupois ; 84 catties being about 1 cwt. Tlie Chinese
catty weighs 22^ Spanish dollars ; the Malayan
catty 24 dollars, or rather more than 2 lbs. The
catty of silk in the East is equal to about 2| lbs.

Cauf, a perforated chest to keep fish in under
water.

Cauk, a mining name for sulphate of bary-
tes.— A weight in Sumatra, the fifth part of the
bamboo, which is 3 lbs. 10 oz.

Caul, a net for the hair worn by ladies.—A
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cabinet-maker's term for a piece of solid wood,
shaped and smoothetl to fasten veneers on.

Caulifloixrer, a well-known esculent vegetable,

consisting of the fleshy, young, undevelope«l in-

florescence of Lirns-Mai o/fracra bolrytis, a variety

of the cotntnon cabbagt>. It is a light, easily

digested, and nutritious aliment.

Caulking, Cocking, the process of filling the
seams between the planks of a ship's deck or sides

with oakum, and which is afterwards covered with
pitch to keep out water.

Caulking-Iron, a kind of cold-chisel used by
the ship-<:iulker.

Caulking-Mallet, a mallet used by the ship-

caulker for driving in the iron to force the oakum
between the seams.
Causalty, a mining name for light particles of

ore currieil away in the prwess of washing.
Caustic, a substance that corrodes or destroys

the texture of organiztnl bodies. This action is

popularly terme<l " burning." The principal caus-

tics are nitrate of silver, caustic potassa, sulphate
of copper, red o.xido of mercury, venligris, chloride

of zinc, chlori<ie of antimony, nitric acid, acetic

acid, and carbolic acid.

Cautery, a farrier's searing-iron.

Cauthee, a coarse Indian cotton cloth.

Cautioner, in Scotland one who becomes bond
or security for another.

Cautionnement, in France a sum lodged by
way of guaranty or security,— as by a newspaper
proprietor to the government as a surety,— to be
lorfeite<l in case of misconduct.
Cava, a name for an intoxicating beverage

made in the Pacific islands by first chewing tlie

root of the J/ac/o/M/^r melhifsticum, and letting it

ferment.
Cavan, or Caban, a dry measure use<l in the

Pliilippine Islands for grain ; a C. of paddy, or
rice in the husk, will weigh about 90 lbs. ; of
cleaned rice, VMO to l.'lo lbs.

Cave, a name for the space under the fire of a
furnace.

Cavear, or Caveer, a nominal division of the
Spanish dollar, 40 ca veers being reckoned equal to

one dollar.

Caveat [Ijit., from caivn, to take care]. Any
citizen of the U. States wlio make* any new inven-
tion or diworery, and desires further time to ma-
ture the same, may, on payment of the fe<>« re-

quired by law (910), file in the l'atent-^)fflce a
eac«at setting forth the design thenK>f, and its dis-

tinguishing irharacteristics, and praying prol(>ction

of his right until he shall have matuntl his inven-

tion. .Such C shall Im> filed in the confidential

archirea of the ofBee and preserve*! in wcrecy, and
•hall he opc>rative for the tenn of one year from
the filing thereof ; and if application is made within
the year by any other p4'nMin for a patent with
which such C w<iulil in any manmT interf«'r»*, the
Commissioner shall <lepo«it the <leM-ription, specifi-

'

cation, drawings, and mixlel of such applicatmn in
|

like manner in the confidential archives of the
office, and give nolico there<if, by mail, to the per-
•on by whom the f. was filed. If such p«>r«<m de-
sires to avail himself of his (\, he shall file his

description, specifications, drawings, and model
within three months from the lime of placing the
notice in the )H>st-ofllcc in Waahington. witli the
tuual time required for transmitting it to the cav«>-

ator added then-to; which time shall Iw in<IorM*d

on the notice. An alien shall have the privi-

lege herein granted, if ho has resided in the U.
States one year next prece<ling the filing of his (.'.,

. and has made oath of bia intention to becotne a

citizen. ( V. S. Revi»ed Statute*, Aug. 16, 187tJ, sect
4902.)

U. S. Palrttt-Ofiitt RuUt, Feb. 18T8 : — (93. ) The raroitor
will not be culiCl«Ml Co Dotir« ofa^jr appliratiuu (jending at tb«
time of llling lik* ('., nor of anjr appliratlon filcil after the ei-
pirmiion of one \ ear from the >late of Alini; tlie C. ; but be may
renew bU C. at the eiij of oim: year by paying a teeond C. Ire

of $10, which will routiiiue it in furre fur one yoar UM'K<^r, auil
oun from year to year an long as he may tlr»ir« If a f' in not
renewed at the end of the year for which it waa filed, it aill

(till be preferred in the wcret arrbiTr«of ()>r office. — (iH ) No
C can be filed in the (ecret archive* of the office uuirm arcom-
panled by an oath of Che caveator that he U a riiia-n of the U.
Slate*, or, if he l> an alien, that be ha« rr*ide<.l for one tear
Itut pant within the I'. 8la(e«. and ban made calh of bi« inlMi-
tioD to become acitiien thereof; nor uul(-*> liie applicant mifo
(tatea, under oath, that he t>clieTeii himnrlf the original and
flnt luTenlorof the an, machine, or impniTement M-t forth in
his C — (95.) A C. need not contain a« |«rticular a dowription
of the Inrention aji in requitite in a »pccificaliou ; but •till it

uiuKt set forth the devigti of the invention and the di*tininii>h-
ing characterinticK thi-n-of, and the dcM-riplion >hould lie (uf-
ficiently preciae to enable the Office Co judge whether there ii a
pr»l>able interference when a Bubmrquent application i« filed.

A C , equally with an application, mu»t be limited to a *ingl«
invention or improvement — (06.) C. paper* cannot be with-
drawn from the Office, nor undergo alteration alter they have
once been filed ; but r<>pie« of Che |>aper« may be obCained at
the UKual rate*. AtnrndmenC* which are necewary Co ^ecurB
a compliance with the al>ove condition* may be received when
required. The examination will only go to Chi* extent. — (WT )

Wlien practicable, the C. mu*t t>o accompanied by full and ac-

curate drawing*. »e|iarale from the fpecification*. well executed
on tracing muolin or pa[>er that may l>e folded, aiid of tba
saiue idxe as demanded in drawing* for paleots.

Form op Caveat.

The petition of A. B.,of , in the County of ,and
State of , n-npectfully represent*:
That he ha* made certain improvementa In velocipede*, and

that he i* now engage<l in mal(iug experiment* for the purpose
of perfecting the *anie. prcpamCory Coapplying f ir U'tient-(>atent

therefor. He therefore pray* tliat Che eubjoined di-*cription

of his invention mar be filed as a caveat iu the confidential

archives of the faten't-Office.

A. B.

Sftcijicalion.

The following is a description of mjr nevly-inTented veloci-

pede, which in a* full, clear, and exact a* 1 am able at this

tmte to give, reference l>eing had to the drawing berelo an-
nexed.
Thi* invention relaV^ to that claa* of velocipede* in which

ther« are two wheel* connected by a tieam forming a >addle for

the rider, the fcet being applied to crank* iliat revolve tba
front wheel.

The object of my Invention b to render it unntctnary to
turn the fnint wheel »o much a* hervtofore, and at Che »aiD«
lime to facillcate the turning of (harp cunrn Thi* I accom-
pli«h by filling the fmnC and the hind wheel* on vertical pivots,
and connecting them by mean* of a diagonal bar, a* »hown in
the drawing, to that the turning of the fn>nt whcvl al*o turns
the Iwck whe<-l, with a poaiiion at an angle with the beam*,
thereby enabling il ea>ilT to turn a curve.

In the drawing, A ii the front wheel, B the hind wheel, and
C the atandartU. rxtrniling frtmi the axle of the (VtMil wheel to
the Vertical pivot n, in Che lieam 6, and D I* the rroa.har upon
the eo<l of a, hj which Che vteering I* done The hind whaal
B b alao fitted with Jaws, t, aaA • vcrtkal pivot, d.

A. B.
Wltoaaaas:

C. D.

B.r.

[The fnrm of oath will beanhftanlUllv thai provided for origi-
nal applicatioii*, except that, a* a ('. nin only lie filr<l by a clt-

ilen, or an alien who ha* iv«i<leil for one year la*t pa*t In tha
tl. Mlalea, and made oath nf hi* Intention to becama a ciUaen,
tha oath ahoukl ba loodlSed accorUiogly.]

Caveat Emptor, a commercial law-term, ex-

pnmsing that a purchase is made without war
ranty, or at the buyer's own rii^k.

Cavendish, a kiml of chewing tobacco pressed
into caktm of square, oblong form, and swei-tvned
with molassi's or syrup.
Caveson, or (^avkkhon. a S4>vere nose-band of

various materials to punish or subdue an intracta-

ble ln»rse.

Caviar |Fr. oariar: Ger. Knviar ; It. caeiar'io;

R«M. iknt\, a substance prepared in Kussia from
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the roe of the sturgeon and other large fish. The
roe is first freed of its membranes, and washed in

vinegar or white wine. It is afterwards dried in

the air, salted, and, the liquor being removed by
compression in a bag, it is finally packed in kegs.

When good, it is dry and of a brown color, and is

generally eaten with oil and lemon-juice. C is

highly esteemed in Russia, and the consumption
is very great. The best is made on tlie shores of

the Caspian. A considerable quantity is exported
from the ports of the Black Sea to Germany and
Italy, but only a small portion is brought to this

country. Imp. duty, 35 per cent.

Caving-Rake, a barn-floor rake with long
teeth and a short head to separate the chaff from
grain.

Caxo, a Spanish measure of ore containing
many quintals, but varying in bulk at different
places,— at Fotosi, equal to about 5,000 lbs.

Caya, a bastard satin-wood shipped from St.

Domingo.
Cayenne Pepper. See Capsicum.
Caytongee, a name given in Sumatra to the

second quality of pepper.

Fig. 65.— Cedab op Ledanon.

Cebadilla, Cevadilla, Sabadilla, Sevoeja,
names for the follicular fruits of Stenantliium fri-
gidiim, Asmjrcea officinalis, and Veralrum sabadilla,
of Mexico and Central America, which contain the
poisonous alkaloid veratria, used as an emetic and
purgative in mania, and which has also been ad-
ministered in cases of gout, rheumatism, and neu-
ralgia.

Cecograph, a French writing apparatus for the
use of the blind.

Cedar [Fr. cMre; Ger. Ceder; It., Port., Sp., ce-
dro], a name apjilied to several distinct kinds of
forest trees. The C of Lebanon is a valuable
species of pine, PInus cedrus (Fig. 65), cultivated
in gardens on account of its majestic appearance,
but seldom for economical purposes, as it is slow
of growth, and requires a free space for circula-
tion of air. The wood has a fragrant odor, and

is so bitter that no insect will touch it,— a circum-
stance which accounts for its great durability. The
C. of Lebanon was, in ancient times, much em-
ployed in religious buildings, and most readers are
familiar with the descriptions given of it for this

purpose in Scripture. The tree is still to be found
thinly scattered in the elevated valleys of Leba-
non, Taurus, and other mountain-chains in Asia
Minor. A second species, P. dcodara, exists in the
Himalayan mountains, where it is regarded by the
natives with great veneration. The other kinds
of C. do not belong to the pine family. The white
C. of America, Cupressus thi/oides, a noble tree of
the Southern States, described under the heading
Cypress. The Bermuda C, Jum'perus Bermudiana,
is a large tree used for ship-building. The red C,
Junijyerus Virginiana, of North America and the
West Indies, is of great size and valuable. The
wood is close, dark red, and odoriferous, and is

much employed for cabinet work, wainscoting, and
in the manuf . of pencils.

Cedar Gum, a gum resin obtained in the Cape
Colony, from the branches and cones of the VVid-

diiigtonia juniperoides, much resembling gum oliba-

num. It is used for various medicinal purposes,
for compounding plasters, and preparing var-

nish.

Cedar-Wood Oil, an aromatic essential oil,

obtained by distillation from the wood of Cedreia
odorala.

Cedra, or Cedrat, a species of Italian citron,

having a thick rind, which contains much essen-

tial oil, and is used for making perfumes, and for

flavoring liquors.

Cedrium, the resin of the cedar-tree, used to

preserve books, and to protect other articles from
insects.

Ceiling-Floor, the joists or frame-work on the
lower surface of an apartment upon which the
ceiling is made.
Ceiling-Laths, the thin strips of wood nailed

to the joists for receiving the plaster.

Ceinture, a waist-belt, scarf, or girdle of gauze
or muslin, cotton, linen, or silk.

Celature, the art of engraving, cutting, or em-
bossing metals.

Celebes. See Eastern Islands.
Celemin, a Spanish dry measure, the 12th of a

faneguda, ranging in different places from 3i to 11

pints.

Celery [Fr. cderi ; Ger. Seilerie ; It. selleri ; Port.

apio hortense; Sp. apio\, a sweet and wiiolesome
vegetable {Aiiiiim graueolens), of which there are

several varieties. The blanclied footstalks of tiie

leaves are used as an esculent. The red variety

Is coarse but hardy, and well adapted for stewa

and soups.
Celestine, a name for native sulphate of stron-

tia. It is so called from the blue tint of many
specimens, and is the source from which the nitrate

of strontia employed in firework compositions is

derived.

Cellar-Flap, the wooden lifting door which
closes a collar.

Celluloid, or Celluloid Ivory, a very curious

material, of recent invention, whicii in normal ap-

pearance much resembles ivory. It is very light,

and is susceptible of being colored in any shade,

or produced in exact imitation of tortoise-shell,

coral, amber, malachite, and other materials. It

is not affected by heat, cold, or dampness ; never
becomes yellow or discolored ; is strong, elastic,

and durable ; receives a beautiful polish, whicli

improves with use, and is nmch less expensive than
elephant ivory. C. is composed of paper tissue
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and gum camphor, mingled witlj certain chemi-
cal ingredients, tlie whole being solidittcd by pow-
erful pressure. The exact coniixisition and manip-
ulation of this article are secrets contiiied to the
sole manufacturers, who now supply the C". in

sheets of any desired size, thickness, or color, to

about 15 companies, generally locatetl in Newark,
N. J., who are actively engage<l in its conversion
into articles of jewelry, combs, the backs of
brushes, knife and fork handles, piano and organ
keys, dental plates, trusses, iiariiess trimmings,
emery-wheels, chessmen, checkers, billiard-balia,

collars, wristbands, etc

Celone, a carpet in Italy.

Cembalo [It.f, the harpsichord.
Cement [Fr. ament ; Ger. Cement; It., Sp. ci-

meiito\, any substance that serves to bind or unite
by cohesion, as glue, solder, mortars, etc. In build-
ing, C. is a concretion of rubble mortars ; the name
i« also applied to hydraulic mortars, impervious to

water, such as Roman and Portland (.'., puzzolano,
etc. A composition for uniting metals is called
solder, and the name C. is given to a lute or paste
surrounding bodies in pots or crucibles for chem-
ical pur|K>ses.— The C. referred to "below are
among the most useful preparations of this class.

In general, tlie thinner the stratum of interposed
C, Uic stronger is the junction of the surfaces oper-
ated on. This caution is necessary, as in their
anxiety to unite broken articles persons generally
defeat their object by spreading the C". too thickly
on \i\e edges of the fracture ; whereas the least
possible quantity should be used, so as to bring the
edges as close as possible together.

Alabatttr C. Take 1 part planter of Parin in floe powder

;

make it Into a creani witli water, and mell aud i>tir in tt 2 parU
jrellow min. t'aed to join or mood pieces of alabasu-r, white
uirbta, porphyry, aad other like subataiice!i, and to fill up
CTMka, nippljr chip* out of corufln, etc. It must be applied
hot, ttoa rarCiceii to be uaitcU tuTioK beeo preriouily warmed.
8«« Waur-f'tttt Ctmenl.

Ar€*iit<titrnl C. U a *p«eie* of p«pier-mach<<, made from
papw rMlucrd to a •mooth paate by boiling tt in water, iiifled
whltlog. aod (ood aiae, r<)ual parts, boiled to a proper coD*bit-
•aea. It k« nacd to make architectural omameoU, bu<t«,aut-
•M, eolamna, etc. It U Tery U(ht,ai>d rereiTe* a (ood polish,
bat will not (taad the waatber unWaa it la well TarnUbed or
yaint4Rl

ArmtmioM, Diamomd, JnorlUrg', Pmian, Turkish C. The
Vwellar* of Turliey, who art uioctly Arraeniaiu, hare a «iai;u-
wr method of omaaieatioc watch-caM-*, etc., wiiti diamond*
•ad otbar prertous •tooM, by tluiply flulns or cemcDtiof them
oo. Thaitone (« «•( In (ilrer or r>l<l. aad the lower part
of th* metal made flat, or to rorre<poud with the part to which
It U in be Axed ; it i« then (enlly waruivl, and the (lue i« ap-
plied, which I* ao *ery •IrunK (hat the pu-tn thu< cemented
aaver (eparate. Tiii* Rlue will •trnnKly unite piece* of gUm
and eblo«, aod even p»li>hej (tpvl, and may be applied to »
Tartety of u«rful purp<>tp« — Onfinai ArmrHiam formiUa.
DlMOive 6 or (i bi« ofKum maatie. earh the aiae of a Urge pe*,
la M much rM-tifted fplrit of wloe aa will lufflce to render It

ttqald ; sod, In another Tr«iel, dlwol** aa much l*in{(UuM, prc-
TMOaly » lluto aofteDed In water (thoufh nnne of the wali-r
Ma* M nwd). In freiKh brandy, or eonl rum. aa will niaki> a
tw»-«aac« phial of rery >tron( (lue, addloK two imall biu
tt ROai RBlbaouro or amnioniarum, which muit be rublied
•r (round till they are dliaoUed Then mit (he whole with
• auHeieat heat. Keep the (lue in a phial riowly itoppcd,
and when It U to he uaed aal the phial in bollimc ««<er. —
Id/ormmli. Itiogluiu, 1 oc : dUtllled water, oc ; bnil u>
S 0^., and add rertlOcd tplrit, U oa. ; boll for a nilnul* or two,
atraln, aod add, while hot. flnt a mllkr emuUion of ammo-
niac, I ot, and then tinclura of nuuitic. 6 dr — When care-
fully made, ihU C. twLu moi«tur«. and dnre roiorl***. Aa
uaually nwt with. It i< not only of rery bad quality, but aold
at exnrhitaut prW«.

BtuUiimn C. or Ani/irial Ptntolriu From a miitur* of
^r or loam, broken pottery, flint*, or iltreou* Mind, or
bfokaa bottla^KlaM. and wood aahae, expnwd to a runaidersUe
Mat Id a tarnare. until It beeotnee partlallT vitrllM; It la

than (loand to line powder, (Ifted, aixl mixnl with one third
its "vlKht of quirk-linM-. aim in flne powder, after which it

must ba packed Itlxht) in nu>k« to preoenre it frmn the air ami
moiiiure For uae it is mlaeU up with waiar aod appUad like
Romaa C.

Chtmieal C, So/l C. Melt tocvtber 4 parta yellow wax, 2
partacoiuuioD turp^rQtine.and 1 part Veoetiau red (well dried)
tied aa a leuipontry aioppiug or lute for the endx or joiuu of
tulM, which are not expuwd to much beat ; aa in alkalimetry,
etc See E^ertriral C.

Ckimttt C, LujuiUGlMe, SSti:4ae C , coD*l*U of flneat pale
oraan ahell-lac (bruken fmaJI), 4 o» ; ivrtibed ipirit (((n>u(-
e*t) 3 ot ; digeated luKftlirr in a corked twttle in a warm place
uutil diaaoUed. Ver> kiruug aud UMrfui ; almoat odorieaa. It
hould bare about the roii»i«irDce of treacle. — 2</ /rrma/a.
Ai befure, but uriug rerli6ed «oud naphtha aa the M>lTent
Inferior (o the lai.t, but exrclleot fur many purpoaea. — 3rf
formula. Macerate for MTeral houra 6 |>art» of (lue. in amall
piece*, in 1(5 paru of water; tluu add 1 part of htdrochlorie
acid, and 1} parU of (ulphate of unc : and let the mixture be
kept for 10 or Vi hour* at a trmperature of <» - or TO- C. — It
I* employed to mend (laaa, china, Jkncy «ork, jewelry , etc., for
which it i* only inferior to Armenian cement. The fintt for-
mula pruducee a C. w> »trong that piece* of wood niav be joined
tojfether, cut lopiurly aero** the (rain, and will altrrward*
re*ii>t erery atlempt to break them at the lame place. In
many of the i*laudit of the Indian Ocean, in Japan, China, and
the Kmat Indie*, a kiuiilar cement la lued to join piece* of wood
fur bow*, lance*, etc. The tluid it thinly •nseared over each
iace of the joint, a piece of Tery thin (auxc intcrpored. aud tb*
whole preaaed tightly together and maintained »o until (he
next day. Join(« to madi- will even bear the condnuat flex-
ure of a bow witliout M-|>antiiig. It U adiiiirably adapted for
fishing rod*. The product of the nccond formula' la commonly
fold a* lii/uiil gme. That of the lai^t in much uwd by (he drug-
gi«ts and oilmeu, ln*(ead of gum, for fixing paper label* to tin,
aud to gla*a when expoaed (o damp.

CoppfTstnlths' C , Blood C, U made from bullock'* blood
thickened with finely powdered qui<k-lime. L'fed to recure the
edges and riret* of copper boiler*, to mend leak* from juiut*. etc.

It must be used as *oon as mixed, a* it rapidly grl* hard. It Is

cheap and dural>le, and i* suited for many other purpoee*.
Curd C. Take J pint of the curd of skimmed milk (obuined

by the addition of vinegar or rennet) and rub it with a cold
Kolutiou of bomx, till a thick liquid ix obtained, that U-comes
clear on standing. Thi.-t Is an excellent cement for artificial

meerscbaunu, and may te u»ed to give consistency to silk

goods, or to coat artificial flowers aud court-plasler, to the
latter of which it imparts more udheaivenes* and firmne**

Cutlrrs' C Take black resin, 4 lbs ; beeswax, 1 lb. ; melt,
and add finely powdered and well-dried brick-dust, 1 lb. ; n>ix
well. It is used to fix kuive* and forks in their handle*. It l*

put into the hollow of the Iwndle, and the metal, preeiously
made hot enough to melt the composition, pressed into It* placa
wbiUt warm, and the whole kept upright and atlll until quit*
cold.

Diamond C. See Armtnian C.

Eltcirieal C. I'rom blar k resin, 7 lb*. ; red ochra, 1 lb.

;

plaster of i'arls, } lb. (both wril drM and still warm) : melted
together, and the heat ami agitaUou continued until all froth-
ln( cease*, and the liquid runs smooth ; the Te»»el I* thea
Withdrawn from the fire, and (he mixture stirred until cooled
sutliciently. Used to cen>eut the plate* In galraoic trou(hs,
J»in chemical Tesaela etc.

Emgimirt' C. cotulst* of equal weight* of f«Kl lead and whit*
lead, mixed with boiled liusa-ed oil, to a pr«|>er cnoslstcnca.
t'aed by engtm-ers and others to make utelallic jolnta. A
• asher of hemp, yam, or canvas, smeared with the cement, ia

placed in tlie joint, which i> then " brou(ht booie," or scrtwed
up tight. It drle* a* hard a* stone. It also answers well for
jolnin( broken stone*, hoacver large. Cisterns built of square
stonaa, put togethar, whila dry, with this ('., will never leak
or coma to repair.

Flour t'.,Pajtt, Flour Putt. Thl* useful and well-known
article la made by mlxln( about a tablespoonful of wheat flour
with cold water, say | pint, a>lding the latter gradually, and
thorou(hly »tirr{n( in each porUou before pouring in mora;
tha Tawel I* then placed over the fire, and the whole aasidu-
ously *tlrrcd until It boils, great care being taken (o prevent
raking on the bottom, or buniin( 9ome per^oo* add about

I of a (easpoonfVil of pt>wdervO alum to the water, which i* aaid
to slrrnglhcn the product ; the shoeUMker* add a little qunn-
• Ity of )>nwilrre<l resin to (he Hour, with the aame Intention

Tha additlnn of a little brown augar and a (sw grains of corro-

•lee sublimate will prevent it turt]ln( mouldy, ai>d U said to

prese rve It ft>r years. When too hard or dry , it may be soft-

road by b«atin'( It up with a little hot water.

fVencA (' Is a mucllaiie of gum Arabic, thlckeiied with starrh-

wder or farina : a little lemon-Juice is M>mriinie* added Used
ly naturaliata In mounting specimens bv aniflcial flower mak-

era ; and by coofcrtloners, to stick paper, wafer paper*, oma-
menia, etc. on their bocy cakaa. Plain mucilage la often iiaed

In the aama way.
Hfdrautic C. Hydraulic mortars or C are Ihoae which mt

or brcome hard under water Common lime does tiot poaaeat

thl* property ; but limaetooe containing fn>m 8' ;. to Z'*^. ofalu-

mina, magnesia, and ailica, yield a lime on burning, which
doe* not slake when molstaocd vrlth vrater, but turmt a mortar
with It, which harden* in a tew days when covered with water,

although It doaa not acquire much aoUdity in tb* air. Pusao-

K
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lana, septaria, and argillaceous or siliceous earths, burnt, either

with' or without the addition of common limestone, and then

ground to powder, form excellent hydraulic C. A very good

hydraulic mortar is made by slaking lime with water contain-

in" about 2 per cent of gypsum, and adding a little sand to

the product. The presence of the gypsum tends to delay the

slaking of the lime, and also to harden the substance formed

after the slaking.

Japanese C, Rice Glue. From rice flour, mixed with a lit-

tle cold water, and boiling water, gradually poured in until it

acquires proper consistence ; when it is boiled for 1 or 2 min-
utes in a clean saucepan or earthen pipkin. It is beautifully

white, and almost transparent, for which reason it is well

ad.ipted for fancy paper work, which requires a strong and
colorless C It is superior to French C.

Malios;anv C Melt 4 oz. beeswax ; then add 1 oz. Indian

red, and enough yellow ochre to produce the required tint. It

is used to fill up holes and cracks in mahogany furniture by
the cabinet-makers. Red putty is also used for the same pur-
pose.

Major's Centennial C. Under this name a C. whose for-

mula is not given. It is very strong and effective for repairing

glass, china, furniture, billiard-cues, etc.

Parker's C. is made of the nodules of indurated and slightly

ferruginous marl, called by mineralogists "septaria," and also

of some other species of argillaceous limestone. These are burnt
in conical kilnJ, with pit coal, in a similar way to other lime-

stone, care being taken to avoid the use of too much heat, as if

the pieces undergo the slightest degree of fusion, even on the

surface, they will be unfit to form the C. After being prop-

erly roasted the calx is reduced to a very fine powder by grind-

ing, and immediately packed in barrels, to keep it from the air

and moisture. This C. is tempered with water, and applied at

once, as it soon hardens, and will not bear being again soft-

ened down with water. For foundations and cornices exposed
to the weather it is usually mixed with an equal quantity of

clean angular sand ; for use as a common mortar, with about
twice as much sand ; for coating walls exposed to cold and wet,

the common proportions are 3 of sand to 2 of C, and for walls

exposed to extreme dryness or heat, about 2^ or 3 of sand to 1

of C. ; for faciog cistern-work, water frontages, etc., nothing
but C. and water should be employed. Under the name of
Compo, or Roman C, it is much employed for facing houses,
water cisterns, setting the foundations of large edifices, etc.

Plumbers' C. consists of black resin melted with about an
equal weight of brick-dust. Sometimes a little pitch or tallow

is added.
Portland C U made from clay or chalk, or argillaceous river-

mud and chalk or limestone, calcined together, and then
ground to powder. See Parker's C.

Roman C. Genuine Roman C. consists of pumolene (a

ferruginous clay from Pozzuoli, calcined by the fires of Vesu-
vius), lime, and sand. Tiie only preparation which the puzzo-
lene undergoes is that of pounding and sifting. It is generally
mixed up with water, like most other cements, but occasion-
ally with bullock's blood and oil, to give the composition more
tenacity. That imported from Enifland is now generally pre-
pared from the septaria of either Harwich or Sheppy, or of the
lias formation, or from the cement stone found in the upper
division of the lias formation, or in the shale beds of the Kiui-
meridge clay. It is also prepared from several artificial mix-
tures of ferruginous clay and lime, calcined together. It must
be kept in close vessels, and mixed with water when used. Imp.
duty, 20 per cent. See Parker^s C.

Steam-boiler C. Take litharge in fine powder, 2 parts ; very
fine sand and quick-lime (that has been allowed to slake spon-
taneously in a damp place), of each 1 part ; mix and keep it

from the air. Used to mend the cracks in boilers and ovens,
and to secure steam joints. It is made into a paste with boiled
oil before application.

Stucco C. is a compound of powdered gypsum or strong gela-
tine. It is used for coating walls, and also for ornamenting
ceilings. It takes a high polish, and colored designs can be
painted on it. When employed on walls a coarser kind is first

laid on, which is followed by a coating made of choicer speci-
mens of gypsum, or glue, or isinglass. When this latter and
outer coat becomes dry it is polished with pumice, tripoli, and
linen. The color is incorporated with the outer coatings of the
stucco by mixing the metallic pigments with it, and then ap-
plying it to the wail, after which a very thin coating of gypsum
and isinglass, or sometimes of oil, is given to it, and when the
whole is partially dried the tint is brought out by polishing
as before stated. Generally the finest effect is obtained by oil!

Water-glass C. For glass, earthen-ware, porcelain, and all
kinds of stone-ware, these C. are excellent. For glass and
marble a C. is prepared by rubbing together one part of fine
pulverized glass, and two parts of pulverized fluor-spar, and
then adding enough water-glass solution to give it the consist-
ency necessary in a C. Water-glass mixed with hydraulic C.
to a thick dough makes a good cement for the edges and joints
of stone and marble slabs. It is well to mix but little at a time,
as it hardens very quickly.

Water-proof C. The celebrated " water-proof C. of Dihl
'"

consist' of porcelain clay or pipe-clay, dried by a gentle heat,
and powdered, mixed up to the consistence of a paste with

boiled linseed oil, and, sometimes, a little oil of turpentine.
It is colored by adding a little red or yellow ochre, or any sim-
ilar pigment. It is used to cover the fronts of buildings, rooft
of verandas, etc.

Cementation is the process of converting iron
into steel by being heated, in the form of bars, for
several hours with charcoal powder in a chest of
refractory clay. The result of the operation is

called Uistered-steel, from the appearance of the
surface.

Censer, a chafing-dish or pan attached to a
chain, used for burning incense in religious cere-

monies.
Census, an enumeration or statistical account

taken occasionally or periodically, of persons or
things ; as of population, land under crop, stock,

and produce. In this country, a general C. is

taken every ten years, in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Constitution, and the 9th C. was
taken in 1870.

Cent, the hundredth part, an abbreviation of
the Latin centum : used as a prefix to many words,
weiglits, coins, etc.— A copper or nickel coin of
the U. States, equivalent to 10 mills or the 100th
part of a dollar.— A money of account in Hol-
land, the 100th part of a guilder or florin. — Per
cent. A certain rate by the hundred, as ^ce per
cent, the 20th part of 100. See Centime.
Centage, a rat* by the hundred ;

percentage

being a commission or allowance at so much per
cent.

Centaury, a wild plant of Europe, the Eri/thraa

ceuiaui'ium, which is very bitter, and is sold by
herbalists.

Centenaar, the old Amsterdam hundred-weight
or quintal, equal to nearly 109 lbs. avoirdupois.

See Centner.
Centesinieil, a division into hundredth parts.

Centiare, the metre superficial, the hundredth
part of the French arc = 1.19 sq. yards.

Centigrade, the division into grades or degrees
by hundredtii parts, called also centesimal.— A
name for the thermometer of Celsus, used chiefly

in France. The distance between the freezing
point of water and the boiling point is divided 100
degrees, each being equal to 1^ of Falirenheit'a

scale. See Thermometer.
Centigramme, the hundredth part of the

French gramme = 0.15 grain.

Centilitre, the liundredth part of the French
litre = 0.017 pint, also 0.617 cubic inch.

Centime, a French copper coin rarely seen in

trade, the fiftii part of a cent, 100 centimes mak-
ing a franc. The C. is also used in accounts in

Belgium, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, and other
countries which have adopted the French decimal
system.
Centimetre, a linear measure in France, the

hundredth part of the metre = 0.39 inch. In
Holland the legal name of the C. is. duim or
ponce.

Centisimo, an Italian money of account, the
hundredth part of the lira = \ cent

Centistere, the hundredth part of the French
stere = 0.363 cubic foot.

Centner, the commercial hundred-weight or
quintal of several European States, wliit-h varies
in most. Tlie C. of Germany is llOJ lbs. avoir-
dupois ; that of Austria, 123^ lbs.

Central Pacific R.R., runs from San Fran-
cisco, California, to Ogden, Utah, 882.89 m.

;

Oregon' Division from Roscville to Redding, Cal.,

152.22 m. ; Visalia Div., Lathrop to Goshen, Cal.,
140.08 m. ; San Josd Div., Niles to San Jos^, 17.64
m. ; branches, 14.06 m. ; total, 1,213.38 ni. Thii
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Co., wJiose offices are in San Francisco, was formed
in 1870 by the consolidation of tlie Central I'acitic,

the California & Oregon, the San Francisco &
Oakland, the San Francisco & Alameda, and the
San Joaquin Valley K.Hs., and in connection with
the Union Pacific K.R. forms a continuous line from
San Francisco to Omaha, Neb., in length l,9Ui

m., and there connecting with the lines eastward.
This Co. also operates the California I'aciHc, the
Northern, and the Stockton & CopperoiK)li8 K.Rs.
Financial sUiUmfnt

:

— Cap. stock. -^4,275,500;
funded debt, A;J4,88o,000 ; United States subsidy
bonds, •^•i7,88o,(WO ; other liabilities, current ac-

counts, etc., ^ll,oi>8.220.01 ; sundry accounts,
^J7,0;J9.75. Fumled debt in detail : convertible

mortgage issued 1872, «l,48;J,00O, payable 188;i,

interest 1% (Jan. & July); California State aid,

issued 1804, »1,500,000, payable 1884. interest 7%
(Jan. & Julv); Ist mortgage (Cen. I'ac), ser. A,
issued 180o,'^2,m>r),000, payable 1895, interest 6%
(Jan. & Julv) ; Ist mortgage (C. P.), ser. B, C, I),

issued \ms, *a,:J*},000, payable 1896, inten-st 6%
(Jan. & July) ; 1st mortgage (C. P.), ser. E, issued

1807, .$.3,997,000, payable 1897, interest 6% (Jan. &
July) ; 1st mortgage (C. P.), ser. F, G, H, I, issued

1808, $15,508,000, payable 1898, intere8T;6% (Jan.

& Julv); 1st mortgage (West. Pac), old, issued

I860, .^l 12,000, payable 1895, interest 6% (June &
Dec.); 1st mortgage (W. P.), ser. A & B, issued

1869, J$2,623,000, payable 1899, interest Q% (Jan. &
July;; 1st mortgage (Cal. & Oreg.), ser. A, issued

1868, $0,000,000, payable 1888, interest 6 % (Jan &
July); 1st mortgage (C. &0.), C. P., ser. B, issued

1872. :J2,(X)0,000, payable 1892, interest 6 ^^ (Jan. &
July); Ist mortgage (S. Fr., Or. & Ala.), issued

1870. *500,000, payable 1890, interest 8% (Jan. &
Julv) ; Ist mortgage (San Joaquin Vallev), issued

1870, -JO.OSO.OOO, payable ISXX), interest 6% (Apr.
& Oct.) ; land trust mortgage, issued 1870, -SIO,-

000,000. payable 1890, interest 6% (Apr. & Oct.).

Total amount of bonds issued, -$55,457,000.

Central Vermont R.R. runs from Windsor,
Vt.. to Rouse's Point, N. Y., 168 m. ; branches and
leaseil lines, 270 m. ; total, 4.'^ m. Offices at St.

Albans. Vt. This Co took iu title in July, 1873.

The Vermont Central R.R. was originally char-
tered in 1H4;5. and in 1849 lease<l the Vennont &
Canada R.K., then under construction, agreeing to

pay an annual rental of 8% on t*o«t. This lease

has been the subiect of litigation since 1851. The
Vermont Central having defaulted on its rental

and interest on its mortgage ImhuIs, the Trustees
took possession of the two roads in 1852, and it

was operati'd by them until July, 187.'J, when, by
rirtue of an act of the Ix*gislaturc of Vermont,
and un«ler the direction of the Court of (^hancery
of that State, the Central Vermont Co.. as Re-
ceivers and .Managers, took possession and have
since operated the road. — FiiMuciul Uatemenl,

1878. Fundwl ilebt :
—

Bqulpoicnt boodi t2.n00.no0
O jarmiit««l booO* 9n&,nrx)

loeoiM sod uiMukm bottds l/VMonii

~M.Bn~(io6

OM IM nortcuffi boods, iMOfd In 1<«A1 $3,000,000
OU ad nM>rtfiiS« booUa. laufd in tH.V2 l/<nn,000

Net Mmlnga fbr 7Mr eodlof Drr 31.1879 •eiS.CM.eS

Centre-Bit, a carpenter's tool for boring circu>

lar holes.

Centrifugal Machine, a whirling machine for

drying sugar, or clearing it from molasses. The
sugar is enclosed in cylindrical strainers, a rapid
rotary motion is imparted. 6y which the moisture
is thrown off more speedily than by the old pro-

cess of leaving the molasses to drain away from
the sugjir gradually in flat coolers and casks.

Centrifugal Pump, an engine so constructed
as to raise water by centrifugal force, aided by
the pressure of the atmosphere.
Centripetal Preas, a mechanical contrivance

for pressing square in all din-ctions.

Centum |I..at. |, a hundred.
Ceramics, a word used in the arts, to express

all the varieties of the potter's trade which have
l)ecn burnt or roasted in a kiln. These pro-

ductions are of gn-at In-auty and delicaiy, and
they ofien display the highest artistic talent.

Ceraain, a name given to such gums as cherry-

tree gum, which swell in water, but do not readily
dissolve.

Cerate, a thick species of ointment containing
wa.x. Cerates are internudiate in Vonsistence
l)etween ointments and plasters; btit are less

frequently employe<l than cither of those prepa-
rations. The medicinal ingredients which t>nter

into the cerates are very numerous ; iiuUi-d, al-

most every kind of medicine capable of exercising

a topical effect may Im? prescribt'd in this form.
Cereal, pertaining to edible grain ; the grasses

which produce bread-corn, and are the Dliject of a
continuous culture for food, as wheat, rye. barley,

Indian corn, oats, rice, and millet, are calleci

cereals.

Cerin, a white crystallizable substance, which
is a chief constituent of wax ; beeswax containing
nearly 80 per cent of C.

Ceriain, a substance obtained from ozokeri or

fossil wax, very similar in apjiearanre and prop-

erties to white wax, for which it hiis luin
proiKjsed as a substitute in pharmaceutical prepa-

rations. At present it is chiefly useil in the

manuf. of candles.

Ceroon, Seron. or Seroon. a kind of skin pack-

age ; a bale formed of jiieccs of wood, covered or

fastened with hide. Coihineal, cacao, indigo, and
various drugs are importe<l in this form. Some-
times a matted bale of almonds, or a pannier of

raisins, wiighing alwut 871 "'*•• '* called a C
Ceroxyline, a resin of palm-wax.
Certificate, a written testimony properly au-

thenticated ; as, a C of stock in a bank, a shi|>-

masler's ('. — C. 0/ rnfislrif is a ('. that a ship lias

been registered as the law rtnjuires. Under the U.
States Statutes, "every alteration in the pro|»erty

of a ship must be in«lorse«l on the ('. of registry,

an<l must itself Ik' ngistered." Unless this is

done, the ship or vessel loses its national privilege

as an American vessel.— C. of Uiiqin, in England,
a' custom-house diK'ument, testifying to particu-

lar articles Ining the growtli of a British colony.

Certified Check. .s<-o('iikck.

Ceruleum, a blue Roman pigment, a silicate

of Cop|MT.

Ceruse. Sec White Leap.
Cerussite, a valuable ore of lead.

Cervesa. the Spanish name for beer or ale.

Cessio Bonorum, a process in Scotland by
whi«h the cfftH-ts of an insolvent dtbtor. who does
not ct»nie umler the systeni of sequestration appli-

cable to trailers, is divide<l among his creditors.

Cessionuaire, in France, an assignee ur re-

ceiver.

Cetta. Soo France.
Cevadilla. See Cebahilla.
Ceventeria, a name in Italy for rouge, or paint

for the face.

Ceylon, a large island 1)elonging to Great Brit-

ain, lying near the S. point of India, from which
it is separated by the Gulf of Manaar, between
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lat. 5° 56' and 9° 50' N., Ion. 79° 41' and 81° 54'

E. Extreme length from N. to S., 266 m. ; average
breadth, 100 m. : area, 24,702 sq. m.

; pop., 2,459,-

542, of vvliich 19,000 are whites ; the remainder,

chiefly Singalese, Malabar and other Hindoo tribes,

Moors, and Vadahs. The chief town and seat of

government is Colombo. The administration is

vested in a governor, assisted by executive and
legislative councils.

The coa.«t.s of C. are on the N. and N. AV. low and flat, on
the S. and E bold and rocky, and pre.sent .some good harbors.

A ridge of dangerous .sand-banks, called Adam's Kidge, cros.ses

from C. to the island of Ramisseram on the mainland of Ilin-

dostan. This shoal has three channels, but is generally im-
practicable for navigation. The centre of C is occupied by an
extensive table-l;ind, 67 m. long by 50 wide, at an elevation of
from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above .sea-level. Fora tropical country,
<^Z has a comp.iratively salubrious climate, but the low lands of
the sea-board are quite unhealthy. Of its mineral wenlth little

is known. C, however, is rich in precious stones. The gems

Fig. 66. — P.\lmtra-Tree.

most esteemed are the ruby and cat's-eye : but there are like-
wise found the amethyst, topaz, garnet, cinnamon-stone, sap-
phire, and diamond; and the pearl and chank fisheries in the
GulfofManaar are among the most celebrated in the world.
C. is rich in vegetable productions. Of these the most impor-
tant, next to coffee, rice, and other grain, is cinnamon (called
by the natives corunrino ' , which here arrives at its greatest
perfection, and has always been a chief article of export. It de-
lights in a poor sandy soil, with a moist atmosphere, and is
almost exclusively confined to the S.E. part of the island.
The cocoa-nut tree flourishes here in perfection, and is of
prime importance to the natives, almost every part of the tree
being converted into articles of food or domestic use. The Pal-
myra (Fig 66) and Talipot palms, and the bread fruit, are also
found in their most luxuriant growth. Cotton is cultivated,
but it is not equal to that of India. Indigo, betel, tobacco, gum-
lac, gamboge, and cardamoms, all of excellent quality, are^pro-
duced. The commerce of C. is mainly with Great Itritain and
India. Its exports in 1878 amounted to S22 ,547,975, consist-
ing chiefly of colToe, cocoa-nut oil, and cinnamon. C. hnd, in
1879, 106 m. of railroad open for traffic, and 32 under construc-
tion. The chief ports are Colombo, Trincomale, and Point-de-
Galle.

Colombo, in lat. 6° 57' N., Ion. 80° E., where nearly the
whole maritime trade of the island is carried on, has a wooden
quay adapted for vessels not exceeding 100 tons ; larger vessels

anchor in the small, semicircular bay within which the quay
is built or in an outer roadstead, which, however, is safe only
during the N.E monsoon, from Nov. to the end of March. The
climate is salubrious. Pop., 40.000.

Weights and Measures are the same as those ofGreat Britain.

The money is the rupee of British India.

Ceylon Moss, a small and delicate fucus, be-
lieved to be the Gracelariu lichenoicUs, obtained in

the salt lakes, on the coasts of Ceylon, which con-
tains a large proportion of true starch, and is used
for jellies.

Ceylon Stone, a general name given to many
fine minerals and jewels obtained in the island of
Ceylon ; specially applied, however, to a species
of black spinelle.

Cha, a kind of tea rolled up like tobacco, which
goes to the interior of Asia.
Chablis. See Burgundy Wines.
Chabutarah, or Chubootura, in India, a mar-

ket-place, custom-house, or police-station.

Chaco, an unctuous earth of La Paz, Bolivia,

which is made into little pats, and eaten with choc-
olate.

Chacoli, a light Biscayan wine of two kinds,

red and white.

Chafe, to rub or damage the surface of any-
thing.

Chaff, the pericarp or dry calyx of grain re-

moved by thrashing and winnowing, which has
many medicinal and economical uses. It is occa-
sionally mixed with mortar, and employed as a
substitute for hair in making plaster for rooms,
and sometimes used for stuffing beds.

Chaffer, to bargain ; to clieapen ; to haggle.
Chaffery, a name given to that part of a foun-

dry where the forges are placed for hammering
iron into bars.

Chafing-Dish,
a vessel for hold-

ing charcoal or
coal to give heat.

Chagreen. See
Shagreen.
Chagres. See

Colombia (U.
States of).

Chain, a line of

connected links of

any kind.—A lin-

eal measure used
in surveying or
plotting, made of
links of iron wire
united together.

The surveyor's C.

contains 22 yards
or 792 inches,

which, being divi-

ded into 100 links,

gives 7 92 inches
for each link. Tiie

square C. is the
10th of an acre,

or 484 sq. yards.
Chain-Boat, a

substantial boat
used in harbors
for getting up
mooring chains or
ancliors.

Chaiu-Bolts, the large bolts used to secure to

the ship's side the links, or dead-eyes, through
which the standing rigging is rove.

Chain-Bridge, a suspension-bridge.
Chain-Cable, a mooring or anchorinfr cable

made of stout iron rings. See Cable.

CilAlN-PLMP.
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Chain-Plates, strong tliick plates of iron used
in mercliant-vessels. bolted to tlie ship's side, in-

stead of chains to tlie dead-eyes, for holding the

blocks by which the rigging of the mast is se-

cured. They take their name from tlie mast, and
are hence called fore-chains, main-chains, or miz-

zen-chains.

Chain-Pump, an hydraulic machine (Fig. 67)

for raising water to a small height.

Chain-Rule, or Rule of Equations, an arith-

metical formula, which is of great practical utility,

particularly in exchange operations. It is so calle«l

from the terms being stated as equations, and con-

nected, as it were, by a chain, so as to obtain by
one operation the same result as by any numlx-r
of different questions in the rule of three. The
principle may be familiarly illustrated as fol-

lows :
—

Required the number of Grecian drachmas which
may be had for .$300, reckoning 81 = 6 French
francs, and 100 francs = 112 drachmas.

This case contains obviously two different ques-
tions :

—

1. If 5 francs be equivalent to ?1, how many
francs may be had for §300 ?

1 : 300 : : 5 : 1500. Anstcer, 1500 francs may
5 be had for .<!300.

1)1500(1500

2 If 100 francs be equivalent to 112 drach-
mas, how many drachmas may be had for
1500 francs ?

100 : 112 : : 1500 : 1080. Ansttyn; 1680 drachmas
1500 may be had for 1500

francs.

100)108,000(1080

AVhich is evidently the answer originally required,

as 1500 francs are equivalent to S-'JOO, the original

term of demand.

In tlic course of these operations, the term of

demand, 300, is first multiplied into 5, then divided

by 1, ne.xt multiplied into 112, and afterwards di-

vided by 100. But it would obviously produce the

•nnic result to collect the niutipliers and the term
of demand into one product, and the divisors into

another, and then to divide the former by the lat-

ter. The preceding case may therefore be stated

thus:—
$.'100?

1 =6 francs

100 francs =» 112 drachmas

aOOy 6x112 1*W,000 ,-„ , ,— — 1080, u before.And —r^-r,5r- luo1X100

By this mode of arranging the terms, it is obvi-

ous that those which would form the divisors in

continued statements in the Uule of Three are

multiplied together for a common <livisor, and the

other terms for a common dividend.

The same reasoning may )>c applied to tlioso

cases which involve three or niore dlfTerent ques-

tions. Hence the following

Gknkral Ri;i,e.— Arrange the several terms
into two columns of antcce<lents and consequents,
in this manner :

—
1. In the right-hand column enter first the term

of dttitnnd.

2. On the line below, and in the leftliand col-

umn, enter the first antecedent, which must bo of
the same denomination as the term of demand, and
equal in value to the corn>sponding consequent
placed contiguously in the right-hand column.

8. Similarly make the second antecedent of the
•aiue denomination as the prcce«ling consequent,

and equal in value to the annexed consequent, and
so on throughout, introducing equations according
to the nature of the case, and making the terms
lead from one to another, so that the last term may
l>e of the same denomination as the answer re-

quired.

Tlicn multiply the antecedents together for a
divisor, and the consequents, including the term of
demand, together for a dividend, and the quotient
will be the answer required.

ETumitle — Required the price per lb. avoird of
tea purchased in Japan at JJOyens per pecul of 1.33

n)s ; 200 yens being equal to l,00f» Dutch florins,

and the rate of exchange ;)8.5 per florin ?

Arranging these data according to tiie preceding
rules, we have,

—

1 lb.?

133 lbs. = 1 pecul

1 pecul = ."M) vens
200 yens = 1000 florins

1 florin = 38.5 cents

1x1x30x1000x385 ll,r/AOOO _ „

,

^ ^—m-x fX 260 X 1
- = -arsaj- " %X' J^^^

The operations are in practice simplified by
striking out the same numbers when they occur in

different colunms; or when terms in different col-

umns arc measured by the same number, by can-

celling the original terms, and using the quotients

in their stead. Fractions likewise are generally

converted into whole numbers by multiplying both
terms of the equations in which they occur hy the

denominator. Thus, multiplyinglhe first equation

of the preceding case by 3, we have 400 lbs. = 3
peculs.

The chain-rule admits of being applied advanta-
geously to a great variety of cases in commercial
arithmetic, but it is in questions of exchange that

it is chiefly employed.
Chain-Shot, large iron balls or bullets chamed

together, used in sea-battles to destroy the spars,

rigging, etc. of an enemy's vessel.

Chain-Timber, large joists used in the middle
stories of a huiUling, to bind and give it strength.

Chain-Work, a style of fabric made with open
spaces like chain-links, of which tambouring, net,

and hosiery are examples.
Chair, a movable seat, of which there are num-

berless kinds made to suit special uses, such as light

an<l ornamental drawing-room chairs, heavy and
substantial office chairs, dining-room chairs, and
folding, rcK-king. and riH^lining chairs, hall chairs,

shop chairs, ganlen chairs, etc. — A heavy cast-

iron socket for receiving and set'uring the bars of

a railroad.

Chairman, the presiding officer of a company,
lioani of directors, or public meeting.

Chaise, an obsolete name for a light two-wheeled
pleasure-carriage drawn by one horse.

Chaise-Longue |Fr.], a couch or sofa with one
arm or end.

Chakkara, the Malabar name of a coarse sugar
made from the tari or juice of the cocoa-nut and
other palms.

Chalan, Chillaum, or Chulan, a common East-

Indian name for an invoice, pass, voucher, or way-
bill.

Chaland, a large barge or lighter used on the

French rivers for the trans])ort of goods, and towed
by steam or horses.

Chalcedony, or Calcedony, a kind of semi-

transparent quartz, which occurs of various colors,

but usually milk-white. It Is often banded with

concentric lamiiuc of two or more colors, when
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it is called Agate. The red and yellow varieties

are called Carnelian, and those of a deep brownish-

red, Sard. Agate, Cat's-eye, Chrysoprase, Flint,

Hornstone, Onyx, and Plasma are all varieties of

chalcedony.
Chalcography, the art of engraving on brass

and copper.
Chaldron, a heaped measure for various dry

goods = 30 bu., but now more usually employed

as a wei<?ht for coals; the London C. being 25

V

cwt., the Newcastle C. of 3 wains 52^ cwt., but for

boats estimated at 53 cwt The ordinary weight

required in the markets of the U. States is 2,^0
lbs. ; but at New York the C. of coals is only 2,500

lbs.

Chaldron-Wagon, a wagon which conveys the

coal from the pit's mouth to the place of ship-

ment, and holds a chaldron of coals.

Chalice, a sacramental cup used in the celebra-

tion of tlie Eucharist.

Chalk, [Fr.craie; Ger. Kreide; It. creta; Port.

erfda; Sp. fjredn], is a massive opaque carbonate
of lime, of a white, grayish, or yellow color, hav-

ing an earthy fracture. Sp. gr. 2.5. It varies

much in hardness, but is generally soft to the

touch, and adheres to the tongue. C forms the

basis of whiting, crayons, and some white colors.

In medicine it is used in the form of prepared C.

and compound C. powder, as an astringent and
antacid. In agriculture, C. is extensively used in

Europe, being added in many instances to the soil

to alter the constituents and to fertilize land. C.

does not exist in America, but is extremely
abundant in England and France, whence it is im-
parted in bulk, generally as ballast. Red C. is an
ochreous clay used in an indurated state by paint-

ers, builders, etc.— FrencJt, C. See Soapstove.
Imp. duty, white, unmanuf., free; red and French
C, 20 per cent ; all manuf. of C, 25 per cent.

Chalk-Cement, an hydraulic cement made of
chalk, which hardens under water in a few min-
utes.

Chalk-Dra'wing, a drawing sketched and filled

in with black and colored crayons.
Chalk-Lime, the burnt carbonate or chalk from

which heat has driven off the carbonic acid.

Chalk-Line, a carpenter's line which j^ chalked
80 as to leave a mark for working by.

Challis, a fine printed soft woollen fabric, used
for ladies' dresses.

Chaloupe, the French name for the long-boat
of a ship.

Cha'.ybeates, mineral waters and mcdiciacs
which hold iron.

Chama, the Malabar name for the Panlcum
miUacpuiH, the seed of which is sometimes used as
a substitute for rice.— Also a very large bivalve
found in the Indian ocean, the shells of which are
used for C^nitiers.

Chambard Fabrics are stuffs made from soft
worsted yarn in Saxony by hand weavers at their
houses.
Chamber, an apartment in an upper story of a

dwelling-house.—A cell or cavity at the bottom
of the bore of a gun to receive the charge of pow-
der.—A receptacle formed in a mine to receive a
charge of powder.— The inside of a lock, a parti-
tion in a canal.

Chamber-Hangings, the curtains or tapestry
of a sleeping-room.

yr Chamber of Commerce, or Board of Trade,
a body of merchants and traders, associated for the
purpose of promoting the interests of its own mem-
bers, of the town or district to which it belongs,
and of the coainmnity generally, in so far as these

have reference to trade and merchandise. Of
the means by which these objects are sought to
be accomplished, the following may be mentioned
as the most prominent : 1. By representing and ur-
ging on the legislature the views of their members in
mercantile affairs ; 2. By aiding in the preparation
of legislative measures having reference to trade,
as, for instance, the much wanted National Bank-
rupt Law ; 3. By collecting statistics bearing upon
the staple trade of the district ; 4. In some places, by
acting as a sort of court of arbitration in mercantile
questions; 5. By attaining by combination advan-
tages in trade which might be beyond the reach
of individual enterprise. The oldest C. of C. on
record was that of Marseilles, in France, whicli
dates from the end of the 14th or beginning of the
15th century. The oldest in Great Britain is Ik'-

lieved to be that of Glasgow, wliich was chartered
m 1783. The oldest in America is that of New
York, which was organized in 1768, and incorpo-
rated by royal charter in 1770 ; its legitimate influ-

ence has been since continually exercised for the
benefit of mankind. The copious and well di-

gested annual reports, which, since 1858, have been
uninterruptedly issued by the New York C. of C,
offer the best statistical commercial periodical for
reference issued in this country, ix^
Chambrays, plain ginghams with white woof

and colored warp.
Chamois, or Shammt Leather, is leather

made from the skin of the chamois, a species of an-
telope inhabiting the high mountains of W. Europe,
but also from sheep and doe skins dressed with
fish-oil. The oil is hammered or lieaten by a mill
into the pores of the skin, which is afterwards par-
tially dried, and washed in strong alkali, when it

becomes very soft and pliable.

Chamomile, a useful herb, Antliemis nobllis,

cultivated in Europe for its flowers, which are bit-

ter, stomachic, and tonic.

Chemipagne Wines. These wines, which rank
first in excellence among the wines of France, are
the produce of the vineyards of the old province
of Champagne, comprising the departments of Ar-
dennes, Marne, Aube, and Haute Marne. C. wines
are divided into sparkling (moiisseux), denu-spar-
kling (devu moifsseu.r), and still wines (won inoiisseu.v).

Some are white or straw-color, others gray, oth-

ers rose-color, and some are red. They are of

light quality in respect to spirit, their average of
alcohol generally being but 12.61 per cent. The
entire quantity of wine made in C. of all kinds va-

ries with the season ; but the average may be tak-

en at 30.000,000 gallons from 140,000 acres of

vines. The most famous of these wines are made
in the arrondissenients of Epernay and Rheims.
Though in America most people understand by t'.

only wine which effervesc-es, this, as we have seen,

is an error. There are many kinds of C. wine, but
the best are those which froth least They are

improved in the drinking by ice, which tends to re-

press the effervescence ; the Sillery has no sparkle

at all. Every connoisseur In C. will select wine
of moderate effervescence, and such wine carries

the best price. When the glass is entirely filled

with froth, on pouring out the contents of the bot-

tle, the better qualities of the wine and the spirit

evaporate. The quantity of spirit in C. is but
small, and the residue is a flat, meagre fluid. It

is on the banks of the river Marne that the best

effervescing wines are made. The French divide

this district, or vine-ground of Rheims, into four

general divisions, namely, the river vineyard dis-

trict, that of the mountain of Rheims, that of the
estate of St. Thierry, and that of the valleys of
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Norrois and Tardenois. The river district is situ-

ated on a calcareous declivity open to the south,

at the foot of which runs tlie Mame. On this de-

clivity come first in order the vineyards of Ay,
Mareitil, and Dizy, which produce C. wine of the

very first quality known. They are light and del-

icate, vinous, of the most agreeable taste, and pre-

serve to a great age their virtues and efferves-

cence. When these wines are destitute of the

sparkling quality, they rival those of Siliery, or

still v., and are frequently preferred to Siliery,

because they are lighter and more luscious. The
next vine lands in rank in this district are those of

Citmierex and Himtcilliers, which yield red wine of the

2.1 quality. Hautvilliers was the ,?pot where, to-

wards the end of the 17lh century, the

Bi.'nc<lictine monk !)om Perignon. first

introducetl the mixing grapes of differ-

ent qualities in making C. wine, and dis-

covered that the best white wine could

be made from the blackest graj>es. The
mountain or hilly district of Hheims is

at the back of the preceding declivity,

and its soil is of the same calcareous

description. The aspect is E. and N.

Tiie best vine lands are those of Bou;^
Ambonnai/, Verzenai/, Silkrif, Miiilly, and
Vei-zu. It is here that the best red wines

of C. are produced. They have good
body: are spirituous, fine, and keep their

qualities to an advanced age. Here,

also, is prwluced the white still C. called

Siliery. This wine has more body, is

more spirituous than any other white C.

wine, and is distinguished by a dry ami
agfreeable taste. It is grown principally

on the lands of Verzenay and Mailly,

of the blackest grape, of which, also,

the gray bright wine, having the com-
plexion of crystal, is made. Very little

is now produced in the commune of Sil-

iery. The grape is subjected for making
this wine to a less pressure than for rc<l

wine, and it is kept longer in wood than

the other sorts are, or alxmt 3 years. It

is perhaps the most <lurable, as well as

wholesome to drink, of all the wines of

t'., the fermenlfttion lieing more [wrfect

than that of any other species. At
K/f^riini/, where the blark grain- is niostl.v

cultivated, there are lands which pro-

duce wine appror.ching that of Ay in

den<aicy, in the abumlanceof the saccha-

rine priiu-iple, an<l in the fragrance of

the Ixmqiiet. Near Km-rnay is produce<l the most es-

teemed white wine of /'inry. It is dry, spirituous,

an<l will keep longer than any of the other kinds.

To a still class of Kpernay wines, put in bottles

when alxiut 10 or 11 months old, the French give
the name of littume of C. It is a delicious summer
drink, much recommended by physicians as aperi-

ent and diuretic. The white wines of (\, whetlwr
•till or effervescing, gray or rose, whether solely

of black or white grapes, or of l>oth mingled, are
generally in |)erfection the third year of l»ottling.

The l>est wines, however, gain rather than lose in

delicacy for 10 an<l even 20 years, and are often
found goo<l at the age of 30 or 40.

It will not now be ami«« to K<trr « rai^onr ricw of tiM moda
In which the clTprTeM-InK <rinr«c>r C irv mn<l«. By ihU DMina
•ome Ul«amay be fnmn^l of thf r«rp mjuiml In brinicing llwa
to a p<>rA<rtton, which ti«» |>li«r«nl them Iwvon'l all riralry. The
T' — - rithiTpil with thi* (trwi«e«i rurv pnMlbl* The
(.• piin»<t wInM ron«l»t onlv of thrwe from an «p-

nf rine Ercry fcrapo which ha» not arqiiimi

or pricked, U rejected In the gathering, or in the emptying
of the iMskeu, anU in the carriage to the prew, every motion
that can injure the fruit to aToiiM, a< well aa the sun's action
upon it. On arriving at the pr«Ni, the baskeu, or wbatert-r

tlie grapes are carried upon, are placed in the (hade in a cool

spot, when the quantity U luncient for a prming, they are
heaped with as little motion •« powible on the ptecs, and the

bunches are mo«t carefully arranged The must ia not imnie-
diateljr tasked, but U placed iu a vat, where it remainii for about
10 hours, for the dnrg« to depoi^it, and when it brgins to fer-

ment is immediately tranrf(^rrv<l to the cask, i'erhapa there

are none of the productions of the earth which require moie
care than the grape, to make it produce the more delicioii*

wines in perfection. In no country is the art uf making wuie
so well understood as in t'rance, and being a commodity wbi< h
it i» impossible to equal except in a soil and lemperalure of
exactly the same character, it is improbable that country uill

be excelled by any other in this its staple product; — an ad-

vantage of no alight moment, when compared with tltoM man-

Fig 68.— CaATKAU or Snxiir.

ufhcttires which time may enable foreigners to eqaal, and in

many case* to surpass. The following i« an account of the
process of bottling and the treatment of the wine* of ('., be-

fore they are re«<lr for the market. About ChriMmas. after

the rintase, the fermentation being complete, the wine ia

raekeil This is always done In dry wrather, and if possible

during Trott. A month sfter it Is racked a second time, and
flne<l with ixinglass. Before it is botlleii it undergoes a third

mcklnR. anil a second fining. There are some mnkrr* of wine
who onlv fine it once atler the second racking, and Immedi-
ately bottle it, taking care that it has been well flnetl in the

cask ; others rack It twice, but fine It at each racking. The
wine which la designed to elTerresce Is racke.1 and fined in

Marrh and April In the cellar, out of which It is onlv taken

In bottles. After »>elng nirkc<l and fined, the produce of the

different rlncvsnls is now ready for mixing together The
mixing l« U'ltnlly effccte<l In ciganttc rats holding at times aa

many as 12.nO> gallons each, and hnving fan-shaped appliances,

which on Ix'ing worked bv handles, insure k complete amal-

gamation of the wine This process of marrying wine on »
gigantic scale is lerhnlcallr known as making Ih* rweer.

Usually four fifths of wine from bisck gmpes are temperol by
one fifth of the Juice of whit.- one*. The aim Is to combine
and dcrclop the spcclil qiislitles of the re«tieciiTe cn'is, body
and Tino«ltv being «eciirrd hv the r«l elntajf*" of Boutv and
Vcmenar, «oflne«s and ronndneM hr tho*- of Av and Wxv,

rity, every rotten gispo, touched with Um froat, uid llghincaa, Miemej, and eOarvaaeeooa by the white growttu
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of Avize and Cmmant. The proportions are never absolute,

but vary arcording to the manufacturer's style of wine and
the taste of the countries which form his principal markets.

The wine at this period being imperfectly fermented and
crude, the reader may imagine the delicacy and discrimina-

tion of palate requisite to judge of the flavor, finesse, and
bouquet which the cuvce is likely eventually to develop.

These, however, are not the only matters to be considered.

There is, above everything, the effervescence, which depends

upon the quantity of carbonic acid gas the wine contains, and
this in turn, upon the amount of its natural saccharine If

the gas be present in excess, there will be a shattering of bot-

tles and a flooding of cellars; and if there be a paucity, the

corks will refuse to pop, and the wine to sparkle aright in the

glass. Therefore the amount of saccharine in the ruvce has

to be accurately ascertained by means of a glucometer ; and if

it fails to reach the required standard, the deficiency is made
up by the addition of the purest sugar-candy. If. on the other

hand, there be an excess of saccharine, the only thing to be
done is to defer the final blending and bottling until the super-

fluous saccharine matter has been absorbed by fermentation in

the cask. The cuvce completed, the blended wine is drawn off

again into casks for further treatment. This comprises fining

with some gelatinous substance, and, as a precaution against

ropiness and other maladies, liquid tannin is at the same time
frequently added to supply the place of the natural tannin
which has departed from the wine with its reddish hue at the
epoch of its first fermentation. The operation of bottling the
wine next ensues, when the Scriptural advice not to put new
Avine into old bottles is rigorously followed. For the tremen-
dous pressure of the gas engendered during the subsequent
fermentation of the wine is such that the bottle becomes weak-
ened and can never be safely trusted again. It is because of
this pressure that the C. bottle is one of the strongest made,
its weight being about 2 lbs. The wine is emptied from the
casks into vats or tuns of varying capacity, whence it flows

through pipes into oblong reservoirs, each provided with a row
of syphon taps, on to which the bottles are slipped, and from
which the wine ceases to flow directly the bottles become filled.

The full bottles are conveyed to the corkers, whose guillotine

machines are incessantly in motion ; next, the agra/eurs secure
the corks by means of an iron staple, termed an agrafe ; and
then the bottles are conveyed either to a capacious apart-

ment above ground, known as a cellier, or to a cool cellar,

according to the number of atmospheres the wine may indi-

cate. It should be explained that air compressed to half its

volume acquires twice iu ordinary force, and to a quarter of
its volume quadruple this force, — hence the phrase of two,
four, or more atmospheres. The e.xact degree of pressure is

readily ascertained by means of a manometer, an instrument
resembling a pressure gauge, with a hollow screw at the haste

which is driven through the cork of the bottle. A pressure of

5} atmospheres constituteswh.it is styled a grand mousseux,
and the wine exhibiting it may be safely conveyed to the cool-

est subterranean depths, for no doubt need be entertained as

to its future effervescent properties. Should the pressure, how-
ever, scarcely exceed 4 atmospheres, it is advisable to keep the
wine in a cellier above ground that it may more rapidly acquire
the requisite sparkling qualities The bottles are placed in a
horizontal position and stacked in rows of varying length and
depth, one above the other, to about the height of a man, and
with narrow laths between them. Thus they will spend the
summer providing all goes well, but in about three weeks' time
the process of gas-making inside the bottles is at its height, and
may cause an undue number of them to burst. The glucome-
ter notwithstanding, it is impossible to check a certain amount
of breakage, especially when a hot season has caused the grapes,
and consequently the raw wine, to be sweeter than usual.
Moreover, when once casse or breakage sets in on a large scale,
the temperature of the cellar is raised by the volume of car-
bonic acid gas let loose, which is not without its efft-ct on the
remaining bottles. The only remedy is at once to remove the
wine to a lower temperature when this is practicable. In spite
of the teachings of science the bursting of C. bottles has not
still been reduced to a minimum, for whereas in some cellars it
averages 7 to 8 p-jr cent, in others it rarely exceeds

2.J or 3. In
the month of Oct., the first and severest breakage being over
the newly bottled wine is definitively stacked in the cellars^
where the bottles usually remain in a horizontal position for
about 18 or 20 months, though .some firms, who pride them-
selves upon shipping perfectly matured wines, leave them thus
for double this space of time. By this time the fermentation is
over, but in the interval, commencing from a few days after
the bottling of the wine, a loose dark-brown sediment ha.s been
forming, which has now .settled on the lower side of the bottle,
and to get rid of which is a delicate and tedious task The
bottles are placed .\ur poinle, as it is termed, — that is to .say,

sjantingly in racks with their necks downwards, the inclina-
tion being increased from time to time to one more abrupt.
The object of this change in their position is to cause the .sedi-
ment to leave the side of the bottle where it has gathered ; it

afterwards becomes necesary to twist and turn it, and coagu-
late it, as it were, until it forms a kind of muddy ball, and
eventually to get it well down into the neck of the bottle, so
that it may be finally expelled with a baag when the temporary

cork is removed and the proper one adjusted. To accomplish
this the bottles are sharply turned in one direction every day
for at least a month or six weeks, the time being indefinitely

extended until the sediment shows a di.<po8ition to settle near
the cork. The younger the wine, the longer the period neces-
sary for the bottles to be shaken, new wine often requiring as
much as three months. Only a thoroughly practised hand
can give the right amount of revolution and the requisite de-
gree of slope. Each bottle is then taken by the bottom, kept
carefully in its reversed pasition, and, the wire and twine being
broken, the bottle resting between the workman's knees, the
cork is dexterously withdrawn, so as to admit an explosion of
the gas, which carries the deposition with it. A temporary
cork is then slipped into the bottle, and the wine is ready for
the important operation of the dosage, upon the nature and
amount of which the character of the perfected wine, whether
it be dry or sweet, light or strong, very much depends. The
dosage varies with the quality of the wine and the country for
which it is intended ; but the genuine liquor consists of noth-
ing but old wine of the best quality, to which a certain amount
of sugar-candy and perhaps a dash of the finest cognac has
been added. The saccharine addition varies according to the
market for which the wine is destined : thus the high-class

English and American buyers demand a dry C, the RuE.«ian a
wine sweet and strong as " ladies' grog," and the FrencfanMn
and German a sweet light wine. To the extra-dry C. a modi-
cum dose is added. In some establishments the dose is ad-
ministered with a tin can or ladle : but more generally an
ingenious machine of pure .silver and glass, which regulates the
percentage of liqueur to a nicety, is employed. The dosage
accomplished, the bottle passes to another workman known as
the egatisfiir, who fills it up with pure wine. Should a pink C.

be required, the wine thus added will be red, although manufac-
turers of questionable reputation sometimes employ the solu-

tion known as teinte de Fismcs. The egaliseur in turn hands
the bottle to the corker, who places it under a machine fur-

nished with a pair of claws, which compress the cork to a size

sufficiently small to allow it to enter the neck of the bottle,

and a suspended weight, which in falling drives it home.
These corks, which are principally obtained from Catalonia
and Andalusia, cost more than 4 cents each , and are delivered in
huge sacks resembling hop-pockets Before they are used they
have been either boiled in wine, soaked in a solution of tartar,

or else steamed by the cork merchants, both to prevent their

imparting a bad flavor to the wine and to hinder any leakage.

They are commonly handed warm to the corker, who dips
them into a small vessel of wine before making use of them.
The ficeleur receives the bottle from the corker, and with a
twist of the fingers .secures the cork with string, at the same
time rounding its hitherto flat top. The metteiir de fU next
affixes the wire with like celerity ; and then the final operation
is performed by a workman seizing a couple of bottles by the
neck and whirling them round his head, as though engaged
in the Indian-club exercise, in order to secure a perfect amal-
gamation of the wine and the liqueur. The final manipulation
accomplished.the agitated course of existence through which
the wine has been passing of late comes to an end, and the bot-

tles are conveyed to another part ot the establishment, where
they repose for several days, or even weeks, in order that the
mutual action of the wine and the liqueur upon each other
may be complete. When the time arrives for despatching them
they are confided to feminine bands to have their dainty toi-

lettes made, and are tastefully labelled, and either capsuled or
else have their corks and necks imbedded in sealing-wax, or
swathed in gold or silver foil, whereby they are ready to be sent
away by the maker.

C. of fine quality should never be mixed with

ice or iced water ; neither should it be iced to ex-

tent C. ordinary are ; for, in the first place, the

natural lightness of the wine is such as not to ad-

mit of its being diluted without utterly spoiling

it, and, in the next, excessive cold destroys alike

the fragrant bouquet of the wine and its delicate

vinous flavor.

The U. States are, after Russia, England, and
the East Indies, the best market for C. wine, which

is imported generally in baskets or boxes contain-

ing 1 doz. quart or 2"doz. pint bottles. Imp. duty,

in bottles of J pint or less each, .^1.50 per doz.

;

in bottles of over ^ pint, and not over 1 pint each,

§0 per doz ; in bottles of over 1 pint and not over

1 quart each, ."56 per doz. ; in bottles of over 1

quart each, $6 per doz., and $2 per gallon on ex-

cess.

Other sparkling wines produced in France, Ger-

many, and the U. States, and frequently, though
improperly, sold as C, are given under the general
heading Sparklino Win£S.
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The following table rives the imports of t'. into

le port of New York for three successive years.the port

Beaxds.

Ackrnnm-LMiranee
Ayata tt Co
Bollinger
BoiMbe FiU <& Co.
Brunswick
Burcbard, Delbeck, fc Co..
Clicquot, VeuTc Ponsanlin.

De St. Marreaux k. Co
De Venoge fc Co
Due de Montebello
Deutz k GelUermann
Duminy •& Co
Glbert.'OusraTe
0«i»ler & Co
Gold I^ck
Gnu let, George, & Co
Heidsieck, Piper
Heidsieck & Co
Heid<ieck, Cliarle«

Irroy, E. & Co
Krug& Co
Meet «: Chandon
Munim.G. II. & Co
Mumiii, Jule«,kCo
Pommery k Greno
Ruinart.' Pere & Kil.«

Rnederer. Theophile, & Co .

.

Sundry Brand*

1878.

810
.! 1.228

.| 3,ll»

.1 2.6W

.! 1,512

.1 2.O&0
J 2 610

8,*i2

.1 2,795
312
825

.1 »J0

J i^
I 430

.' 1,675

.) 18,090
J 4,152

1,960

415
403

. 5,328

;
33.906

! 533
5,135

l.OSO

3,495

Total. 113,078

1877.
Pkgs

1,546

1,332

2,'701

2^599
2,096
3,eoo

246
575

1,762
100

1,552
345

8,566
21,924
4,359
2,312
3(0

1.200

2,950
34,920
2,801
#20
1.530

1.634

7,176

108.023

1876.
Pkg*.

1,292

3,440

2,894
2,690
2,761

815

"'85

2,202

4675
17,102
6,031

2,282
693
916

4,423
34,216
5.0U9
3,086
1,S82

5',522

101,175

Chcunpignon, the French name for musliroom.
Chancaca, a name in the West Indies for coarse

sugar.
Chancelier, Chancellor, the keeper of the rec-

ords of a consul.

Chancery, the official abode of a consul in a
foreign country.
Chamdelier, a hanging or fixed lamp with

brandies, or a frame witli branches, to hold can-
dles for lighting a room.
Chandler, an old name for a dealer, as com-

chandicr, tallow<*handler, ship-chandler, etc.

Chandler's Shop, a petty huckster's shop; a
place where small articles of provisions, etc. are
ven<lfd.

Change, to barter ; to give one kin«l of money
for another, as to change notes for gold ; small
money given for larger pieces, as change for a dol-

lar ; small nmney.— Also an abbreviatetl njode of

designating an exchange or place where merchants
and men of business assemble.

Chankari, an Indian grain measure, about half

a pouml.
Chanks, the Indian name for the large white

111.1 --ivo shells of Turliinella lufnim. which are much
I

/ 1 aixl extensively usetl in India for the manu-
la.iurc of bangles or shell-bracelets and anklets,

etc C, cut in segments of circle*, form orna-
ments for the forearms and wrists of women. The
chief supply of these shells is from Ceylon ; and
when the volutes turn to the right, the shell is held
in peculiar estimation, and fetches a very high
price. When the end is cut off, the shell is used as
a kind of sounding-horn.
Channelling-Machine. in boot-making, a ma-

chine whi<h cuts the ••hannels in boot-soles to re-

ceive the tlirc'.id and protwt it from wear.

Channelliug-Tool, a tool for cutting a channel
near the edge of a piece of leather, sinking grooves
In shoe-soles, etc., so as to facilitate, hide, and pro-
tect the sewing.
Channels, Chainwales. strong projecting

planks at the sides of a ship, over which the
shrouds are spread, to obtain a greater angle.

Channel Steamer, a steamer employed in run-

ning across the channels around the British islands

or in crossing the channel between England and
France.
Chanteur. the French name for a male singer

;

cAanleuse being a female vocalist.

Chantier, the French name for a timber-yard

or naval dock yard.

Chantilly i»ace, a fine, rich, and costly French
hand-made lace, originally made at Chantilly, near

Pans.
Chanvre, the French name for hemii.

Chanwan, in India, a small sort of millet

Chap, the lower and upper parts of the mouth
in animals, the jaw ; hence, pig's cheeks smoked
and dried are vended in England as Bath chaps.

Chape, the back piece or catch by which a
buckle is attached to the article or garment; a
thin plate at the twint of a scabbard.

Chapeau [Fr.), a bonnet or hat.— In maritime
commerce, a primage.
Chapelier, the French name for hatter.

Chaplet, a pair of stirrup leathers. — A rosarj'.

Chapmem, a vender or seller on a small scale ;

a pedler or itinerant dealer.

Charbon, the French name for charcoal and
coal.

Charcoal is a form of carbon, the fixed residu-

um of vegetable or animal matter exposed to a
high temperature out of contact with atmospheric

air. There are several different varieties of C,
the chief of which, however, are animal C, and
vegetable or wood C.

Animal C. IFr. noir animal; Ger. ThierkMe], also

called AninuH Black, Bone Black, Iiorf/ Black, is ob-

tained by burning bone in close vessels. The
bones, after being carbonized, are ground in a mill,

and the resulting coarse powder, sorted by sieves

into two kinds.— one granular, somewhat resem-

bling gunpowder, for decolorizing liquids, and the

other quite fine, to l)e used as a pignient. The
first is sold under the nanie of animal C, the sec-

ond as bone or ivory black. This crude animal C.

possesses the valuable property of taking lime and
other saline matter from syrups and other aqueous
solutions, especially organic ones, at the same time

that it decolors them. Its power as a dei-olorirer

may be tested by adding it to a solution of brown
sugar or of molasses, or to water containing toSio

part of indigo dissolved in sulphuric acid. The test

should be n)a<le in a small glass tube. By well

washing and carefully reburning it, this C. may
be used any number of times. As a decolorizer

and deodorizer, animal C. is vastly superior to vege-

table C. Imp. free.

VeqtIalJe or Wood C. (Fr. rharlion de Itois; Ger.

HolzklioleL is the residue obtained after heating

woo<l witnout access of air to about 572° F. It is

extremely porous, and retains the structure of the

wood from which it is derived. It consists essen-

tially of carbon and of the fixed or inorganic mat-

ter which exists in woo<l ; but if carbonization l)C

imperfectly effected, it may contain a sensible

amount of hydrogen. C. burning is effected in

the open air in piles or stacks provided with a

yielding cover, in pits, in closwl chambers of brick

or stone, and in iron retorts heated externally like

common gas retorts. The latter methwl is only

practised by the manufacturers of pyroligneous

acid anil gunpowder. The most perfect C is a very

important element in the manuf. of gunpowder.

The other uses of C. are numerous and varied. It

is employed as a fuel in France, Germany, etc.,

and in metallurary for tempering metals, making

•teel,etc. ; reduced to powder, it is used to surround
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vessels and bodies required to retain their heat

for some time ; a coating of C, formed on piles and
stakes of wood by charring tliem, promotes their

preservation. Fresh burnt C, in coarse powder,

restores tainted meat and putrid water, discolors

vegetable solutions, deodorizes fetid substances,

and witiidraws lime from syrups filtered through

it. It is also a material for water filters. In med-
icine, V. is principally used as a deodorizer and
disinfectant, either in the form of powder or made
into a poultice. It is given internally with ad-

vantage in various diseases. C. forms the best

tooth-powder known, as it both whitens the teeth

and deodorizes the breath. In all cases, to be use-

ful, the C. must be both fresh-burnt and fresh-pow-

dered, and carefully preserved out of contact with

the air until about to be administered.

Charcoal Filter, a fountain or other filter for

water filled with charcoal.

Charcuterie, the French name for cooked flesh,

such as dressed hams, tongues, sausages, cold meats
and fowls, etc.

Charge, the quantity of powder which is ne-

cessary to fire a ball or bullet from any kind of

cannon or fire-arm. — In metallurgy, any quantity

of ore put at one time into a furnace to fuse.

Charged, burthened or loaded ; trusted or deb-

ited for payment.
Chatgement [Fr.], the cargo, bulk, or lading

of a ship.

Charger, a soldier's horse, trained for duty.

Chargeur [Fr.|, a shipper.

Charges. In the custom-house laws of the U.
States, this plural term includes all accessory ex-

penses attending the purchase and importation of

foreign merchandise, such as packing, transporta-

tion to the port of shipping, bill of expenses of the

shipping agent, etc. The importer must add them
to his invoice, and pay duty thereon.

Chariot, a light coach, of which there are many
kinds, as, for travelling, Britzka C, Post C, Dor-
meuse Post C, Dress C., and C. for town use, etc.

In France the term generally implies a wagon.
Charkana, an East Indian name for a checked

Dacca muslin.

Charkey, Charka, Tscharkey, the hundredth
part of the Russian vedro, a liquid measure equal
to 0.21 of a pint; 100 vedro are equal to 270^ gal-

lons.

Charleston, a fine city and seaport of the U.
States, the cap. of Charleston Co., South Caro-
lina, is situated in S2° 45' N. lat. and 79° 57' W.
Ion. It stands on a flat tongue of land pointing
S.E. between the Ashley and Cooper Rivers, which
here debouche into a spacious harbor extending
about 7 m. S.E. to the Atlantic, with an aver-
age width of 2 m. The harbor is surrounded
by land on all sides except the entrance, which
is about 1 m. wide and 18 feet deep. The water
in tiie harbor, however, is very much deeper,
and the work of increasing the depth of the en-
trance is in progress. Fronting the Atlantic, and
extending northwards, is Sullivan's Island, about
6 m. long; and on the other side of the entrance is

Morris Island, which stretches to the southward.
The city covers an area of about 5 sq. m., and has
a water front of about 9 m. C. is one of the lead-
ing commercial cities of the South, being the out-
let of a very rich rice and cotton producing coun-
try, and a point of supply for an extensive ter-

ritory, embracing S. Carolina, and parts of N.
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee,
and Mississippi. The commerce consists chiefly of
exports. During the year 1878, the foreign com-
merce comprised exports to the value of '$17,727,-

783, and imports valued at -^134,564. Included
in the exports there were 135,130,071 lbs. of

cotton, valued at §15,794,887. Besides this for-

eign commerce, there is an extensive trade in cot-

ton, rice, naval stores, phosphate, and lumber,
which are shipped in large quantities to ports

of the U. States. In 1878, 278 vessels, of 126,746
tons, entered in the foreign trade, and 290, of

139,474 tons, cleared ; 396 vessels, of 321,705 tons,

entered, and 294, of 202,883 tons, cleared in the
coastwise trade. The number of vessels belong-
ing to the port was 186; tonnage, 11,127. The
manuf. of C. are of inferior importance compared
with its commerce. Among the most important
industries are the manuf. of fertilizers from the
phosphate obtained in the vicinity of the city,

where the richest deposits of this material in the

U. States have been discovered. C. has an ex-
tensive wholesale trade in dry goods, boots and
shoes, clothing, hats and caps, drugs and medicines,

etc. The city has 3 national, 4 state, and 5 sav-

ings banks. Three railroads have their termini
here,— the Northeastern, extending to Florence;
the South Carolina, to Augusta, Ga. ; and the Sa-
vannah & C. The Santee Canal, 22 m. long, con-
nects C. with the Santee River. The city has an
excellent fire department and an efficient police

system. Pop., 48,956.

Charlotte, Columbia, and Augusta R.R.
Co., from Charlotte, N. C, to Augusta, Ga., 195 m.
This Co., whose offices are in Columbia, S C, was
formed in 1869 by the consolidation of the Char-
lotte & South Carolina and the Columbia & Au-
gusta R.Rs. Financial Statement: Capital stock
(613,220.59 per m.), §2,578,000; funded debt (.•?12,-

820.57 per m.), §2,500,000; floating debt, §132,-

775.95
;
profit and loss, §192,880.16. Funded debt

in detail : 1st consol. mortgage, issued 1869, $1,-

806,500, payable 1895, interest 7 % (Jan. and July )

;

1st (Col. & Aug.) mortgage, issued 1869, §183,-

500, payable 1890, interest 7 % (Jan. and July) ; 1st

(Chas.&S.C.) mortgage, issued 1860, §10,000, pay-
able 1888, interest 7% (Jan. and July) ; 2d consol.

mortgage, issued 1876, §500,000, payable 1910, in-

terest 7% (Jan. and July). Net earnings, 1878,

§168,578.19.

Charms, amulets, fancy ornaments, and articles

of various kinds sold to wear, from an imaginary
belief that they ward off evil.

Charuley Forest Stone, a description of
whetstone or hone obtained from Leicestershire,

England.
Charpoys, small portable stretcher beds, used

in India, consisting of a wooden frame resting on
four legs, with tape across to support the bed-
ding.

Charred Wood is wood of which the surface

has been carbonized, to prevent its decay from ex-

posure to air and moisture. Stakes and piles arc

generally thus treated before they are driven into

the ground. Casks are charred on the inside by
coopers when they are intended to hold water. In

both these cases the fire is commonly applied di-

rectly to the wood. A new method has, however,
been employed with apparent success. This con-

sists in washing the wood with the strongest oil of

vitriol. In this way, not only the outer surface,

but the surface of all the cracks and holes, get car-

bonized, which is not the case when heat is em-
ployed. It succeeds well with musty casks and
vats.

Chart, a hydrographic map for the use of navi-

gators, being a proje<;tion of some part of the sea
or coast on a plane surface. C, as well ns or-

dinary maps, may be constructed on any of the
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principles by which a gphorioal surface is reprt^
BiMited on a plane. Mercator's ProjecUon, however,
is the one most ^fenerallv use<l.

Charter, a writing conferring or bestowing
powers, rights, or priviK-gis. Si-e 'ori'oratiox.
— The letting or hiring of a vessel for a certain

purpose, and by s|K-cial contract, as a ship is

advertised for charter.

Chartered, said of a ship hircnl for a voyage.
Charterer, one who engages a ship and cauM-s

it to Ix" laden wholly with his own goods, or
partly with merchandise or protluce belonging to

others.

Chartermaster, in the mining districts, one
wlio raises coai or iron-stone by the ton, at a con-
tract price.

Charter-Party is a contract in writing by
which an entire ship, or some principal part
thereof, is let to a merchant for tlie conveyance
of gcMxls, on a detennine«l voyage to one or more
places. This contract, which is a branch of the
contract of afTreightment, generally contains sjh'-

citications of the ship and her burden, the amount
of freight, the limitation of the agreen»ent, by
time or voyage, and the time of loa^ling and un-

loading. The amount of denmrrage is generally
fixe<l. The most im|>ortant qu»'stions regarding
charter-parties generally relate to the risks and
responsibilities of parties ari.sing out of the usual
perils of the sea, compensation or damage for

delays, alterations of the agreement, etc. Infor-

mation on these suhji>cts will be found un<ler the

heads Apfrkigiitment, Bill uf Laui.nu, Demlr-
RAGK, and Siiii-piso.

Chart-Maker, an artist who draws or engraves
charts on metal plates.

Chartometer, an instrument adapted for the
admeasurement of charts or maps.
Chartreuse, a celebrateil and highly tonic

French liqueur, manufactured by the Carthusian
monks of the (irande Chartreuse, a monastery sit-

uated near (Jrenoble, among lofty mountains, at

an elevation of W.4S;i fit-t alM)ve sea-level. This
liqueur, into the composition of which enter many
herb*, has never iK-en successfully compoun<letl
elsewhere. Every bottle of the genuine cordial

bears the signatun> of Father (larnier, a supi'r-

K'riptiim which is constantly imitated by fraudu-
lent manufH<-tureri.

Charvolant, a carriage drawn by kites.

Charwoxnao, a woman who goes out to work
by the day or job.

Chase, to hunt or pursue game. — An iron frame
to fasten fonns of ty|K> in, to print from; chasi-s

are made of either east or malleable inm.
Chaser, a UnA for cutting thrvada in the hand-

lathe.

Chasing, or Enchasing, the art of embossing
or making bas!iirilievi in metals. The work is

£unche«l out fn)m the back, and then cut on steel

IcM-ks or puncheon*, and cleared with small eht»-

els and gravers. Much C. i« done by filling the
vessel to be ctias<-<l with a composition of pitch,

and then liamnu-ring with a pciint and chisid on
the uutside.

Chasse-Mar^e, a French shailop or coasting
ve«si'l.

Chassepot. Se«> C,v<t.

Chateau-Haut-Brlon, C-Z«afitt«, C.-Z«atotir.
C.-Margauz. Si-e Ci.arkt Wi !«»:».

Chatelaine, a ste«*l chain worn at a lady's waist-
belt, on which to susfH-nd keys, sciMon, and fane/
ornaments.
Chatham. See Grkat Dritaix.
Chatoyant [Fr.|, a term applii>d to miiieraU,

as the precious opal, which, when turned, succes-
sively exhibit different |>ri»matic colors.

Chattah, an umhrella-hat, or sun-stTeen, made
in the East of the leaves of the Liruala ftrllnUt

palm, and also of a dried tali}M)t or plantain leaf.

Thes«' C hats are much worn by the ploughmen,
cow-ke<'|H'r*, and coolii-s of Bengal, As»am. etc.

Chattel, a legal term comprehending all arti-

cles of giMxls, movable or immovable, except such
as have the nature of fn-ehold.

Chauli, or Chaveali, a small silver coin in the

Mahratta country, worth about 2 annas, or (i

cents.

Chautia, a common grain measure in the north-
went provinces of India, alHiut iHiual to a seer or
2 ll's. ;

•'> <'. make a pansiri.

Cha^rl, a weight for precitms metals in Malwa,
alN>ut the fimrth of a grain.— Also a vernacular
name for rice in India.

Chay, or Chaya, a red dye-stuff obtained in

India from the root of Ihtlyolis umUllitla. tiin\ used
there liy dyers for the i>ame purj>ose as madder.
Cheap, to Ik- had at a low price; at a low price

or nite ; being a gcHxl bargain ; bearing a low
jtrice, a.i, a rlim/i article of sale.

Cheapen, to beat down, depreciate, or lower in

price.

Cheap-Jack, the common name in England for

a travelling hawker or a stationary vender of ref-

use or cheap articles.

Cheat, to practise extortion and fraud; to im-

pose upon ; to effift or obtain by trick, artifice, or
low cunning. — Anything false or defrauding.

Chebacco, or Pinkstern, a kind of sailing-

craft. emi)loyed in the Newfoundlatxl fisheries.

Check, or Cheque, a written order on a l»anker

by a person having money in the banker's bands,

directing him to pay on presentment, or to Inarer,

or to a jK'rson namtnl, a certain sum of money.
('. partake of the nature of bills «»f exchange, in

their indorsability, as the ri-]iresrntative of cash.

The chief <lifferences l)elwe<'n a '". and a bill of ex-

change are: 1. that a C is not due until pre»«-nted,

an<l, conse<]uently, can Ih- negotiale<l any time be-

fore presentment. an<l yet not subject the holder

to any iHiuities existing l>etw(>en tlie previous par-

ties; *i. that the drawer of a C. is n<^ <lischarged

for want of intme<liate presentment with due dili-

gi-nce, while the drawer of a bill of excliange ii

;

8. that the death of the drawer of a C. rescinds the

authority of the )>anker to pay it ; while the

dcHth of the drawer of a bill of exchange does not
alter the relation of the partii-s. — A check ought
to Ik> drawn within the State where the bank is

•ituate<l, bei'ause if not so drawn it lie<-omes a for-

eign bill of exchang«>, subject to mercantile law ;

requiring that it be protesleil, and that due dili-

gence l>i> usi-d in presenting It, in order to hold the

drawer and indors«-rs. If a )>ank {tay a forge<l

cluH-k, it cannot U' charged to the dejMisitor whose
name was forged ; but a bank can, if the de-

mand of return is immediately made, nnover the

nioiM>y from a p«'rs«»n who inno<vntly pre»ente<l a

forged clH'<-k and was iiaiil. — A cheek. In-ing pay-

able on iieman<l, is not to lie accej»tc-<l. There is

a prai'tice. however, of making (' i/ooii, by the

banker, which fixes his resiMmslbilily to pay that

Fiarticular ('. when pn'sent***!, atxl amounts, in

act. to an a<x*<>ptance. Such a marking is called

criiif'^iny, and a che<k ao markeil is calh-d a rrrli-

fi^ ('. A c«'rtifi»Ml C is inuoe<liatrly charge)! to

the account of the drawer, although it may not be

I»resent«Hl for payment till sevi-ral days or weeks
ater. Sometimes a <' is rro»*ril, that is, made pay-

able only througti a banking firm, instead of un de-
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inand by presentation at the counter. — A two-cent

revenue stamp must be affixed on every bank C
Check-Book, a printed book of blank forms,

for writing orders or drafts on a banker, for money
lodged to liis credit by the drawer.

Checker-Work, any kind of work in which
crossed or angular patterns occur.

Check-Rail, a contrivance used on a double

line of railroad, at the crossing from one line of

rails to another, or at a siding-place, to allow the

trains of cars to run on, or to move into the other

line or siding, as it may be adjusted.

Checkrum, an East Indian money equal to li
rupees, or about 73 cents.

Checks are fancy cambric muslins with stripes

and cords placed checkerwise, by thick threads

being introduced into the warp or weft. Also a

trousers material, a cross-barred fabric, chiefly

black and white worsted and cotton, but some is

made all of cotton. — A kind of Venetian blind

used as screens or sun-shades in India.

Cheddar. See Cheese.
Cheeks, those pieces of a machine, or other

implement or instrument, which form correspond-

ing sides, or which are double and alike ; as,

the cheeks of a windlass.— Tlie shears or bed of

a lathe as made with two pieces for conducting
the puppets. — Two upright equal and similar

parts of any piece of timber-work, as the sides of

a dormer-window.— Cheeks of a mortise are the two
solid parts upon the sides of the mortise. The
thickness of each cheek should not be less than
the thickness of the mortise, unless mouldings on
the stiles require it to be otherwise.— Cheeks of a

mast or block, the projection on each side of a mast,
upon which the trestle-trees rest ; the sides of the

sheet of a block.

Cheese [l)u. Kaas : ¥t. fromage: Ger. A'ase ; It.

fromcif/rjio, cacio ; Port, queijo ; Sp. queso\, the curd
of milk, salted, dried, and compressed into a solid

mass. There are C. of many different varieties

and qualities, the principal distinctions arising

from differences in the composition and condition

of the milk operated upon, from variations in the
method of preparation and curing, and from the
use of the milk of other animals besides the cow,
as, for example, the goat and the ewe, from the
milk of both of which C. is manufactured on a
commercial scale. The quality and the composi-
tion of the milk operated on are of prime impor-
tance in C'.-making. Not only does this substance
vary widely in richness and flavor owing to tlie

breed, the nature of the food, and state of the
health of the animal yielding it, and many other
circumstances ; but in C'.-making the differences
are still further increased, in some cases bj' adding
cream to it, and in others by using it as skim-milk
or milk deprived of a portion of its fat. Tlie
essential constituents of milk are the nitrogenous
substance called cuseiiie, and butter. The object
of the C.-maker is to obtain in a solid form as
large a proportion as possible of the caseine and
butter contained in the milk dealt with. Tiie
poverty in tiiese constituents of the whey or liquid
matter separated in the process of making C. is

therefore, to some extent, a measure of the suc-
cess of the operation. Milk, as is well known, if

allowed to stand for some time, becomes thick, and
is then separable into two portions, — a solid white
curd, and a greenish liquid wiiey. Such a co-
agulation and separation is essential in the mak-
ing of C. Acid substances readily curdle C, and
hydrochloric acid, vinegar, and cream of tartar
have been employed to produce coagulation for
C.-making. The curdling is also, in practice, pro-

duced by the action of such substances as the
juice of figs, the butter-wort, and other plants.

But the substance used in all great C-producing
districts is rennet, a preparation of the fourth or
digesting stomach of the suckling calf. Rennet is

prepared by cutting up the membrane in strips, salt-

ing, smoking, and sometimes treating it with spices

and aromatics. In order to hasten the coagulating
action of rennet, and to produce a curd of sufficient

hardness, it is found necessary to heat the milk to

a temperature ranging from 72*^ to 90° F. The
lower temperature, it is found, yields a soft C,
retaining much whey and ripening soon ; while
the increased heat produces a firm curd and a solid

slow-ripening C. After due coagulation the curd
is broken, and by a variety of manipulative pro-
cesses as much as possible of tlie whey is drained
away, and the curd is reduced to comparatively
dry crumbly fragments. At this stage, sometimes,
but not frequently, the curd is salted ; it is then
collected into a clean C-cloth, placed in a C vat
of the form and size of the C to be made, and
submitted to pressure in tlie C. press. While in

the press it is frequently turned, a good deal of
whey meantime continuing to exude ; and it is

found that the amount of pressure has mucli in-

fluence on the solidity and rate of ripening of the
C. As soon as a sufficient skin has formed on
the C. to preserve its sliape, it is removed from
the press and salted by repeated rubbings of salt

over its surface. The C. is then put aside in a
clean, cool, airy situation for ripening, a process
which takes a variable period according to the
quality of the C, its method of preparation, and
otlier circumstances. The ripening of C. is the
result of a slow process of decay caused by a spon-
taneous fermentative action. In hard, solid, poor
C it acts very slowly, while in those which con-
tain butter in large proportions its action is very
energetic, and they cannot be preserved for any
considerable period. C. when newly made has an
acid reaction, but by degrees from without inwards
the acid reaction becomes less apparent, and tlie C.
ripens. A portion of the caseine suffers decompo-
sition, evolving ammonia and animoniacal bases
which neutralize the acid of the C In a similar
way the fat is partly decomposed, and the result-

ing fatty acids also combine with the ammonia
evolved by the caseine. When this action is allowed
to proceed too far, the C. becomes alkaline, putre-

factive decay ensues, free ammonia is evolved, an
offensive odor is produced, and sometimes even
poisonous compounds are formed. A satisfactory

indication of ripening found in Stilton and other
rich C. is the appearance of a green mould, streaked
throughout the mass, produced by the fungus As-

perfjilhis glaiiciis. A red mould also develops from
Sporendonema casei, and when the ripening becomes
advanced the C.-mite, Acarus domesticus, is pro-

duced witli great rapidity, in inconceivable num-
bers.— The storing of tiie newly made C. is an
important point for the maker and tlie wholesale
dealer. A cool cellar, neitlter damp nor dry, and
whicli is uninfluenced by change of weather or
season, is commonlj- regarded as tiie best for tlie

purpose. If possible, the temperature should on
no account be permitted to exceed 60° or 52° F. at

any portion of the year.— As an article of food
C. is used in a double capacity. Rich C. in an
advanced stage of ripeness is eaten in small quan-
tities, partly on account of its piquancy, and partly
also as a digestive stimulant. Skim-milk C, and
all the varieties poor in fat, again, are valuable
articles of food on account of their high percent-
age of nitrogenous matter, aud the cheaper quali-
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ties are, on this account, extensively consumed
among the classes by whom other animal food is

not usually obtainable. As an article of ordinary
diet, C. labors under the disadvantage of being
hard of digestion; and esiH'cially when it is

toasted, as is frequently the practice, it really

is, as has been observed, " about as digestible as

leather."

In America and England the milk of cows only
is used in the manuf. of C. Excluding the so-

called cream C,— a preparation of a soft, buttery
consistence, made from cream gently pressed, which
must be used new and fresh,— English C. may be
divided into three classes : 1st, that made with
whole milk plus cream ; 2d, that made with whole
milk; and -Id, that made with milk minus cream,
or skim-milk. Stilton and Double Gloucester be-

long to the first class, being made of morning
milk to which the cream of the previous evening's

milking is added. Whole milk V. are represented

by Smgle Gloucester, Cheshire, Cheddar, and Dun-
lop; and the ordinary country C. used by the

laboring classes represents the third class. Al-
most all the English C. are very extensively and
successfully made in the U. States, wjiere C. has
become an article of commerce of great impor-
tance. Most of the American C. is made at fac-

tories, which are carried on by associations of

farmers, who employ a manager; the usual prac-

tice being to send the milk to tlie factory every
night and morning, keeping it as cool as possible

during transportation. Tlie number of cows sup-

plying one factory ranges from 100 to more than
1,000, the average being about 400. The State of
New York produces more than half of the C. made
in the U. States. The other principal States pro-

ducing C. are Ohio, Illinois, Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, New Jersey, California, etc. The follow-

ing table of exports of C. from the U. States for

2i> years shows the steady increase of this impor-
tant branch of commerce.

Poonda DolUn.
j

i

Pouod*. DolUi*

WW .. 7 103,323 M0.302' 198D... 89,9«».317 6.437.»W
mm .. \^.hV,.VM i..vv,,'ao 1970... 67,298,.327 8k81.<«4
M5l 32.311,42S j;«i.*Bi 1871 .. 63.a»8.'yi7 8.7.'i2.9yO

1883. . a«,liV2,«7S 2,7I.').«>2 1873... flB.aH.DaS 7.752,918
1888... 43,"H.'..i>.'^ M\>\.mi 1873... «\»Vi^M 10.498.010
1«4... 47.751 ,3it &.>»<,<X)7 1874... 91VIII.077 11.898.995

1866... ia.08«,4«S \\.<)MHTi 1876... ioi.oio,v.3 ntiw.oa
1816... 84.4ll.9-i5 «.'jW,82R 1870... 97.«i78 2'H 12.270 .osa

MOT... Vl.Vii 127 7.>«3/>3.^ 1877... 107,.';-»4.tVii! 12.72y.<n5

IMS...:b\)»i»a ',OlO,4Z4 1878... 123.783,733 1 4. lUJ 529

On the exports of C. in 1878, 120,020,000 lb«.,

ralued at S1.3.7o0.:i8.>. went to England ; and
1,608,420 lbs., value<l at 9172.170, to Canada. Dur-
ing the same year the U. Staten impirted L'. from
France, Germany, Holland, and Italy, to the value
of about S4o0,000. /i/i/<. duty, 4 cts. per lb. , grate<l,

4 ct*. per lb. ; if in glass bottles, the same are duti-

able as such.

TlirTarirticaor C m«C with In toaunttr* •rvvvry nummmi
•n<I difl^r irr«>(ly trttm aarh n«h«r In rirhnn*. rti'iir. and
llsTor. Tlimr are rommonly dt«tlnrtil>h<>d bv namri Indir*-
tir* of ttH> place* lo which thrr harr )•«•» manufarturvil, or of
tb« aiultl.v of the nial«rUU front whirli lb«r hava b«vn pr*-
inrM Tb« followlog are th« priiH-lpal Tartrdm ntvt with In
Kuropr, maa; ottwn b*io( incnttuord uudcr th«lr particular

^itkbat r.. ao raltm) frov lu form , mad* In Wlluhire, Kog-
land, of n«winllk and rnnro

Bfii C , a Tcrjr rxrrllcnt Prnich C , mad* of the puraat
craam. It was fomirrljr Iniportvd, but U now mad* Id p«rf«e-
tlon In th« 8tal» of New JrrMV

Chftilar C . a (In^. aponKv kind of ('
. th» »v»« or tmIcIm of

which conMln a rich oil ; mad* up Into round, tbkk C, of
eonaldMkbU !« (UO to aOO Iba.).

Cheshire C. U made from new milk, without fkiniming, the
morningi milk beinj; mixed with that of tlie prert-Uin); c»en-
ing, prj-fioufly warmed, to that the whole mav l-e liroufdit to
the heat of new milk To tlii< the rennet ii added, in le*»
quantity than i» roiumonly um-iI for other kind* of C. On
thi» point much of the JlaTor and mildness of the (' i« uid to
depend It U made in larj^, round, thick T. (100 lo 200 lb«
each). It U generally »olid, bumuKeneoui, dry, and friabta
rather than Tiacid.

Cotltnham C. a rich kind of Enfcli»h C, in flaror .ind con-
(iitencc not unlike Sli;uin.fn>ni which, howerer, it differ* la
ihape. being flatter and broader tlian the Utter.

OrrbtfiAirt f., a small, lich rariety.Tery similar to Dunlop C.
Duitlop C . a rich, white, and buttery Kugli>h l\, iu round

formi<. Weighing from 3i) to 60 Itx.

Uuteh C, made in IlolUnd It i* of a globular form, and
weigh* fh>m 6 to 14 lb». Tho«« from Edam are Tery highly
tailed : tho«e from liouda lea* i>o

Gloucester C. The Single (Jlouceater I* made from milk de-
prived of part of itJi crt-am : Double cllouce»ter. frtmi milk re-
Uining the whole ol the cream Mild tabled, nrnii buKrry
conuMteuce, without being friable ; in large, round. Uattitb
forma.

Gruyire C , a fine de«cripUon of C, chi«-fly made in th«
Canton of Fribourg, Switzerland, and known in iliin country a*
Se/iwfilzerkn^e. It i* flmi and dry. and exiiibiu numeroua
cell* of considerable magiiilude It i* maile in the .'^lale* of
New York and Ohio : but it ia wid thai the American (iruyerw
lacks the flavor of the Swiiw, becauke of the diHerenie of the
grass upon which the cattle feed.

Limbourg C , made at Umbourg. Belgium, is eaten wbl'e in a
high stale of putrefaction. LArgp quantilies of this ('. are
made in New York, Ohio. Illinois, and Wisconsin , but (tneiUa,
Lewis, and Jefferson Counties are the principal seats of iti

manufacture
Lincoln C , an Engli.sh C , made from new milk and cream,

in pieces about 2 inches thick. It is soft, and will not keep
over 2 or 3 months.

Neufchutel f.,a French C , made in Normandy, ofpure cream,
thickened by heat and compressed in a mould. It is erleemed
as a great delicacy, but, from the difficulty of preserving its

good qualities, can be scarcely appreciated out of France.
It is now largely, but not very succcsstuHy, made in the State
of New Jersey.

Norfolk C. an English C , dyed vellow with annotto or faf-

fron . good, but not superior : In cheeiies of 30 to 50 lbs
Parmesan C, an Italian C, made at Parma, etc , from the

curd of skimmed milk, hardened by a gentle heat About a
fortnight after making, the outer crui't is cut off. and the new
surface varnished with linseed oil, and one fide lolored red. It

Is u)«d, grated, as an ingredient in soups and macaroni
Hot/ue/ott C , the best French ('.. made from ewe* nillk,

greatly resembles .^tillon, but powcssea a peculiar pungency
and flavor The quality of this very excellent ('. depends ex-
clusively upon the places where the C. are kept after preuing,
and during maturation. Thoae are cellar*, communicaling
with mountain grottoes and caverns, which are kept con-
stantly cool, at alMiut 41° to 42° F., by current* of air fn>m
clefts in the mountains. The value of°theM> cellar* as store-
house* varie* with their property of maintaining an equabi*
and low temperature

Schaiiti^xeekatt i* made in the Canton of Glam*. Switarr-
land. of curd which has l>»en femientrd It is mixed with the
pulverised flowers of MelUolui cerrtilftis, and pressed in a
mould. It la usually eaten grated, spread upon buttered
bread, and lias a sharp and peculiar flavor much relished by
many.

Stitlo.i C. the rirhevt and finest of the English C , Is made
from raw milk, to which cream taken from other milk is

added . In cheeses generally twice as high as they are br< nd.
Like wIdc, this C. Is vastly Improved by age. and Is there-
fore seldom eaten before it Is 3 year* old A spurious appear-
ance of mtf \» sometlinea given lo it by pUcing It in a warm,
damp cellar, or by summndlug it with marae* of fermenting
straw or dung

Suffolk f'..an English C, from skimmed milk; In round,
flat forms, from 2 to 30 lb« each Very hard and homy.
Swtu C 8ee Oaurau and .'knAiiti'icoKaxASK. above.
Wtilpknlvtn C. Is a Qemtan f. In small ball* or roll* of

about 1 lb Mtch It derive* iu peculiar flavor from the curd
being allowed to become |iartlally putrid before being prtased.
Id small balU or rolls of about 1 lb. each.

Cheese-Coloring. Sec Annotto.
Cheeae-Dairy, a Cf>ol r(M>m where chiH-se is

made.
Cheese-Factor, Cheese-Monger, a dealer in

cheese, a proviiijon merchant.
Cheese-Knife, a wooden spatula made use of

in dairies to break down the curd whilst in the

cheesetub.
Cheese-Lep, a bag in which rennet is kept for

making cheese.
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Cheese-Press, a screw press employed in

cheese-dairies to force the whey from tlie curd

in tlie checse-vat.

Cheese-Rennet, a wild-flower, the yellow bed-

straw ( Galium verum), sometimes used for curdling

milk to make cheese.

Cheese-Scoop, Cheese-Taster, an auger in-

strument for boring and tasting cheese.

Cheese-Toaster, an instrument hung at the

bars of a grate to toast cheese.

Cheese-Vat, the case in which the curd is

placed to be pressel in cheese making.
Cheh, the tenth part of the Chinese tael.

Cheki, a jeweller's weight in Persia, of 7,200

grains.

Chekmak, a fabric of silk and gold thread,

mixed with cotton, made in Turkey.
Chemic, a commercial name for bleaching

powder.

^^S^

fig. 69. — Chestnut-Tree.

Chemical Balance, a very accurate balance
for assays, and other nice operations.
Chemical Paper, paper prepared for chemi-

cal operations, as filtering paper, paper for photo-
graphs, etc.

Chemicals, a commercial term for all sub-
stances used in medicine, the arts, and manufac-
tures, which are produced by chemical processes.
Chemical Stopperer, a manufacturer of stop-

pers for glass bottles.

Chemicking, in bleaching, a process which
precedes the sourimj, and which consists in steep-
ing goods in a dilute solution of chloride of lime
in stone vats, the liquid being continuously pumped
up and straining through the goods until the ac-
tion is complete.
Chemise, a French name for the lining of a

furnace.— A female inner garment.
Chemisette, a lady's lace or net stomacher.

Chemist, a scientific manufacturer of sub-
stances used in chemistry; also, a drug-seller.

Sometimes the business of operative and retail

C. is combined.
Chemistry, the study of the various elemen-

tary bodies of nature, their affinity, properties,

laws, and combinations, and their useful applica-
tions to the arts and manufactures.
Chemitype, a name under which have been

introduced several processes by which a drawing
or impression from an engraved plate is obtained
in relief, so as to be printed on an ordinary print-

ing-pres6.

Chemnitz, a town of Germany, in Saxony, 37 m.
W. S.W. of Dresden, is one of the principal manu-
facturing places of Germany, and is celebrated for

its manuf. of hosiery and other woollen and cot-

ton goods. Pop. 78,209.

Chendi, an Eastern name for the fermented
juice of the date palm.
Ch&ne, the French name for an oak.

Chenevis, a name for hemp-seed
in France.

Chenille [Fr.], a silk or worsted
cord woven in tufts, and used as a
trimming for ladies' dresses.

Chenille Carpet, a soft and
beautiful, but costly carpet. It is

made by stretching out horizontally

the warp-threads, while the weft is

thrown in by a shuttle. The weft
consists of chenille, and when the
weaving is completed, the loose, col-

ored tiireads of the chenille are
combed up and made to appear at

the surface, where they are cut and
sheared to a state of velvety soft-

ness. The pattern is dyed in the

chenille itself, nothing appearing at

the surface of the carpet except the
ends of the chenille fringe.

Cheoh, a long measure in Sumatra
= 14i inches.

Cheque. See Check.
Chequee, a small Turkish weight.

The C. used in weighing gold, silver,

and precious stones contains 100 di-

rhems or drams, and is equal to 4,950

troy grains ; but the C. for goat-wool
contains 800 drams, and that for opi-

um 250 drams.
Cheramella, a vernacular Indian

name for the subacid fruit of the Cicca

dislk/ia, universally used as an article

of food, raw or cooked, or in i)ickle8

or preserves.

Cherang, a lac varnish used in Cambodia for

lackering cabinets, cases, etc.

Cherbourg. See Fkance.
Cherimoya, an esteemed fruit of Peru and

Brazil, the produce of Anona cherimolia.

Cheroot, a species of cigar imported from Ma-
nilla, in the Philippine Islands, distinguished by
extreme simplicity of construction as well as deli-

cacy of flavor, "rhe cigars now commonly sold as

C. are, for the most ])art, made of inferior tobacco,

and are often much adulterated articles.

Cherray, a commercial weiglit of Persia, 78.85

of which are equal to 100 lbs. avoirdupois.

Cherry [Fr. cerise; Ger. Klrsche; It. ciriegia

;

Port. cerej(t, jinja; Sp. cerezu], the well-known
fruit of the Pnmus cerasus, of which there are now
several hundred cultivated varieties. The wood
of the tree is close, and takes a fine polisli ; it is

worked up into common chairs and other articles,
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being stained to imitate mahogany, and is also

used for musical instruments. Tlie wtwd of the
Black Cherry-tree of N. America, C'erusus seroliiia,

is hard, handsome, and durable, resembling ma-
hogany.

Cherr
If
brandy is a sweetened or cordial spirit in

which cherries are steeped.— Cherrif-wine is a sweet
wine made from cherries.— Tlie yfwascltino of Zara
is prepared from a particular species of C. culti-

vated in Dalmatia.— Kirschwasser is the fermented
liquor of a small black C.

Cherry-Cofifee, the planters' name for the fruit

of the coffee as picked from the tree, before it has
undergone the operations of pulping, drying, etc,

to prepare tlie l)erry for shipment.
Cherry-Laurel. Sec Latrkl.
Chert-Stone, a variety of horn-stone, quarried

in Derbyshire for making the stones of pottery
mills to pulverize flints.

Chertwrert. See Chetvert.
Chervice, a fine kind of tallow shipped to Con-

stantinople from the Black Sea ports, and used for

culinary purposes.
Chervil [Fr. cerfeuil], a common pot-herb with

edible roots, the Anl/in'scus cerejlx'ium. The young
leaves are much used in France as an "ingredient
in salads.

Chesapeake & Ohio R R., from Richmond,
Va., to Huntingdon, W.V.. 427.79 m.; branches,
0.81 m. ; toUl, 4;i4.60 m. Tills Co., located in Rich-
mond, is a consolidation of the Virginia Central and
the Covington &()luo R.Ks. In 187:} the Co. made
default in payment of their Nov. coupons, and
a receiver was appomted in 1875. The road was
sold under foreclosure in 1878 for ^2,750,000, and
reorganized. Cap. stock, ^15,000,000. Funded
deU: First preferred 7% stock, ••$1,500,000; Second
preferred 6% stock, .<!8,500,000 ; Virginia Central
R.R. bonds and interest, S2,000,000 ; Ist mort-
gage 30 yrs. 6% bonds A, $2,000,000, debts B,

*I5.000,000; 2d mortgage 40 yrs. 6% bonds, §10,-

OtW.OOO. Total stock and bonds, •'?64,000,000.

Cheshire-Cheese. Sec Chkkhe.
Cheshire R.R., from South Burnham, Massa-

chusetts, to Bellows Falls, New Hampshire, 63.02

ni. This Co., whose offices are in Keene, N. H.,

was chartered in 1844. Capital stock and ftwded
deU : 21,000 preferred shares, *2, 100,000 ; 533 origi-

nal shares representing $53,:)00 ; outstanding bonds
nf various issues, $83.3,5(X>; total. |>S2,980,800. Net
eHrnings for 1878,^7,492.22; surplus for the year,

after payment of interest on stock and bonds,
«28.0;W.42.

Chess-Board, a board with sixty-four checkers
or squares of alternate light and dark colors, for
phiying the game of chess on.

Chessel, the perforated wooden mould or vat
in which cheese is pressed.

Chess-Table, a small fancy table with inlaid

quares on the top for playing the game of chess
on.

Chess-Trees, are pieces of wood bolted to the
sides of a ship to secure the dews of the mainsail.
Chest, a wcKxlen liox or package of no certain

dimensions. The chest of opium weighs 141^ lbs.,

the tare allowance for leaf and dust l>eing 1^ IIm.

A chest of tea varies : the chest of Pekoe contains
but seven cattii-s, of souchong and pouchong 25,

anil of hyson 00. The chest of sugar fn»m Krazil

is about 13 cwt. ; of indigo from Bengal, about
200 lbs. The chest of olive oil conUins 00 flasks,

or a little over two gallons.

Chester. See Great Britain.
Chestnut |Fr. chatnufne; Ger. Ka$ianit ; It com

twjna ; I'ort. cattaidta ; Sp. cuMafui] is a dark-brown,

ovate, sharp-pointed nut, or fruit, containing a nu-
tritive starchy kernel, of a sweet flavor, which is

extensively used as food, l>oiled, roasted, ground,
or otherwise prepared, in Italy, Spain, and the S.
of France, where the tree. Castanea vesca (Fig. 69)
chiefly abounds. The American variety, abun-
dantly found in the mountainous parts of the
Eastern States, from New York to Georgia, has
smaller but sweeter nuts than those of the Euro-
pean or Spanish C. The American C. are sold by
the bushel ; the Spanish C. are imported in casks
of about 125 lbs., and are sold by the pound. The
C'.-tree in a wild state sometimes attains an extraor-
dinary size. The tiniber, which is coarse-graincil,

strong, elastic, light, and very durable, is used for
posts and rails, and also for cabinet-ware. See
Horse-Chestnct.
Chest of DraMrers, a set of drawers for keep-

ing clothes or other articles in, made of mahogany,
deal, or other wood.
Chest-Protector, a hare-skin or any covering

for the chest worn by persons suffering from pul-
monary complaints.
Chest-upon-Chest, a double set of drawers

that divides in the middle for the convenience of
moving or travelling.

Chetvert, or Tchetvert, a Russian dry meas-
ure = 6.77 bushels.

Cheval, the French name for a horse.

Cheval-Olass, a lady's dressing-room looking-

glass, in which the full-length figure may be seen.

Chevalier Barley, an esteemed kind of malt-
ing barley, named after the person who first brought
it into notice.

Cheveril, leather prepared from kid-skin.

Cheviot Wool, the wool of a peculiar and
valuable breed of sheep of Scotland, used in the
nianuf. of Scotch shawls, tweeds, etc.

Chevrette, an engine for raising pieces of

artillery into their carriages.

Che'wing-Ball, a medicinal bolus for a liorse.

Che^^ing-Tobacco. See Tohacco.
Che^^-Stick, tlie branches and twigs of the

(iouania iJomiiii/iiisis, which are used in the West
Indies for cleaning the teeth, and also powdered
as a dentifrice

Chhap, or Chop, in India, an official mark on
weights and measures, to indicate their accuracy

;

also, an Eastern custom-house stamp or seal on
goods that have been examined and liave paid
duty.

dhian Tiirpentine, a resinous Juice obtained
in small quantities from the Pistacia terebinthus,

used medicinally, and employed in the F^ast as a
masticatory to sweeten the breath and preserve
the teeth.

Chiavari. See Italy.
Chibouk, a Turkish pipe, usually with an ebony

or cherry-wood stem, and an amber mouthpiece,
the bowl being of baked clay.

Chica, a fermented intoxicating beverage made
in South America, usually from maize steeped in

warm water; that most prized is. however, first

chewed and then mashed m hot water; sometimes
it is made from other vegetable substances.— Also,

the red coloring-matter deposited by a decoction of

the leaves of Hiifnonla chica in cooling. It is used

by some «)f the North American Indian tribes to

stain their skins.

Chicago, a city and port of entry of the State

to Illinois, in Cook Co., and one of the most im-

portant cities of the U. States. It is situated on
the W. shore of I>ake Michigan, 900 m. by rail

from New York ; lat. 41° 50' 1" N., Ion. 87° 34' 8"

W. The city is at an elevation of nearly 600 feet
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above sea-level, but only 14 feet above the lake.

There is an inlet called the Chicago River which
runs from the lake nearly a mile west, then sepa-

rates into two branches, one running N. W., the

other S. W., thus dividing the city into 3 divis-

ions, connected by more than 35 bridges, and by
two tunnels running under the bed of the river.

This river (" Chacagua," Indian for thunder, and
so called after the Indian Thor, or thunder god)
gave the city its name. Originally it emptied into

the lake, but a remarkable piece of engineering
caused it to change its course, and, so to speak,
run " up-hill." The IlUnois and Michigan Canal,
with which the main branch of the river is con-

nected, was so deepened as to draw the water out
from tile lake ; the canal empties into the Illinois

Kiver, and the Illinois River into the Mississippi

River, so that the water of Lake Michigan flows

into the Gulf of Mexico. The river has been so
deepened that the largest vessels may be towed
into any of its branches, whicli are supplied with
docks and water-slips, affording a dockage capacity
of nearly 40 m., more than 20 of which are already
in use.

Sa^[^^.S?&^||^^

rig. 70. — Chicago Uuard of Tkaius liuiLDlNG.

The growth of C. in population, commerce, and
wealth, is without a parallel in history. Tlie pop.
of the city, ascertained at different dates since its

foundation, is as follows :
—

1830 70,
1840 4,85.3

1850 29,963
1853 60,627
1860 112,172 1

1865 178,900
1870 298,977
1871 ..(before the fire) 334,270
1872 364,377
1879 . . (estimated) . . . 525,000

The valuation of real estate ami personal prop-
erty for purposes of taxation (rated at about one
half the actual value), from .f37,053,512 in 1860 had
reached ••$131,981,436 in 1878. The financial affairs
of the city are in a very favorable position. The
floating debt, which amounted to about $4,000,000
in 1875, lias been since almost entirely extinguished,
and the bonded debt was reduced m 1878 to '$13,057,-

000, and this under an abatement of over $1,500,000
in annual city taxes. Municipal taxation, although
there, as almost everywhere, more or less a subject
of complaint, is in fact considerably less than one
per cent on a fair cash valuation of the taxable
property of the city. The great conflagration of
October 8 and 9, 1871, which destroyed almost all

the business part of C, illustrated the indomitable
energy of the population. The work of rebuild-
ing the city was begun before the cinders were
cold, and within three years C. was provided with
buildings equal in capacity, and of twofold the
value of those that had been destroyed. The " fire

limits " were extended so as to exclude the erec-
tion of other than stone, brick, or iron buildings
within a large area, and subsequently this prohi-
bition was applied to the entire city. The result
has been to make New C. the most beautiful city
of A. in its business centres. The business and
population continued to increase in spite of the
disaster ; indeed, the ratio of growth became
larger. The solidity and permanence of this pros-
perity were confirmed during the panic of 1873,
when the C. banks alone, among those of all large
cities, were not compelled to issue certificates of
deposit, but continued steadily to pay out current
funds. There were few mercantile failures, and
the business of the year following the panic still

showed an increase. This superior resistance to

the general contraction is attributed to the marvel-
lous development of the great Northwest, espe-

cially such portions of it as may be said to be
commercially tributary to C. There are in C. 20
grain elevators, witli an aggregate storage capacity
of 15,155,000 bushels. The banking capital of the
city at the latest official reports was as follows :

National banks, $0,472,418; State banks and pri-

vate bankers, $3,612,908 ; total $10,085,326. C. has
an annual induslriul exhibition held in a building
especialh' erected by a joint-stock Co. for the pur-
pose, 200 feet wide and 800 feet long, which attracts

exhibitors for one month from all parts of the

Northwest. It was visited in Oct. 1878 by 296,-

510 persons, and the total expenditures for that
year were $83,318, while the total receipts were
$98,113.95. There are 18 trunk lines of railroads
running from C, five to the cast, and the others
west and south, viz. : The Baltimore and Ohio

;

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern ; Pittsburg,

Fort Wayne, and C. ; Pittsburg, Cincinnati, and
St. Louis; Michigan Central; C. and Michigan;
C. and Alton ; C, Danville, and Vincennes ; C.
and Iowa; C, Rock Island, and Pacific; C. and
Northwestern (comprising 3 trunk lines) ; C.

and Pacific; C, Milwaukie, and St. Paul; Illinois

Central ; Western Union ; C, Burlington, and
Quincy. The aggregate mileage of the railroads

centring directly in C. is nearly 10,000 miles, and
750 trains arrive and depart daily. The Board of

Trade of C. (an association consisting of 17J)9 on
Jan. 1st, 1879) publishes yearly very copious and
valuable reports, from whicli the following state-

ments are partly taken.

Trade, Commerce, and Manufactured — The amount of
trade for 1878 was estimated as follows :

—
Produce trade $207,400,000
Wholesale business 277,900,000
Manufactures _^7.560,000

$712,866,000
Less manufactures included in wholesale busi-

ness 62,860,000

Total business »6tJO,000,006

The value of farm products shipped from C. in 1878 was as
follows :

—
Flour and Grain (equal to 118,675,269 bushels). *68,15O,000
Live Stock 34,.300,l)00

Meats, Lard, Tallow, and Dressed Hogs 6»),750,000

Butter and Cheese 10,750,000
Wool and Hides 17,250.000
Seeds and Broom Corn 3,8li0,t)00

High Wines and Alcohol 4,UX),000
Miscellaneous Products 2,300,000

Total $207;400,000

Flour. — The wholesale flour trade is each year becoming
more and more strictly a local one, aud hence is subject to few
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HuctuaCioDS in sympathy with mhmt The ilt-nianil U nioir
fteaijy aud continuouii tlian it uoctl tu 1m-. niiil Itif Diarjtiuii of
profit to the seller *vem tu hare U-eii roiuirtl In a iiiiuiiuum
The uioveineot of flour throu^li the rity in I><'S waji (air ia

ToluDie. Reducing bags to their ei|UiTalent in barrrli', the rp-

reiptJi of the filial year were 3,1-1.-145 iMUTel*, against 2,6i^l.U2
in ISTT : and the sbipuientj were 2,S4o.S44l harrrla. agaiiiRt

2.4.H'2^>o barrels the pretioa* >ear. The mills were kept run-
ning to their full raparitv, but with no inrrrase in their farili-

ties of manufiicture, the businesa not l>eing proBtable enough
to induce the inrestuient of new capital in uiilln. But the toU
ume of receipts and shipuu-ntu is no longer a correct idea of the
magnitude of the wholesale tlour trade A fewye«r«ago the mil-
ler- of the \Ve«t sent all their surplus (lour to (' toflndamkrfcet,
and It was sold there on order? for cargoe* to go to the Kastem
trtates and to Kurope. But their production inrreaseil la»ier

than (' ability to sell, especially as the iuiproreu)ent in the
methods of wheat handling euablevl millers in the i'ji^t and in

Western Europe to obtain American wheat at relatively leM cost

than before. Then the millers t>egan to M>licit direct oriers from
bakers and retailers, and thi.4 has wrought a railical change
in the trade. They now hare their dp|Mit« and agents acat-

tere<l all orer the Ka«t, consigning directly to them, and erea
in Kogland, Scotland, and Kranre the system preTails, — solici-

tors taking onlers fnr small lots, and filling them by direct
consignments from the mills in the West- C. millers operate
in the same way, very little of their flour l)eing place<l on the
wbotecale market in their city. Hence, few large shipping or-

ders are now receiTed there. A large proportion of the flour
" rweired " simply pa.sse« through the city on its way to the
Kistem consumer, M>me of it being sent to ('. to Ihj submiiteil

to our local inspection, which is everywhere Jiighly valued,

^me dealers thought that a partial revival of oM-time activity

might be secured by changing the system of flour inspa-c-

tion so as to make it conform to an Eastern model At their

uggestion new grades were established, ranging (mm " double
•xtras" downward, but no appreciable improvement followed

the reform The changes in thn tnule, above referred to, have
Bwd* eoosumers acquainted with individual brands, aud they

now pay more attention to tliein than to any arbiintry cla&sifi-

cation made (>y non-manufacturers. The new grading is, how-
ever, a good thing, and will possibly be appreciated more highly

III the future, when other conditions are more favorable to di-

rect trade than they have lieeii recently The foitmn dimaml
for Bour from tVestern mills has (nlleu off, as well a..< that from
Chicago The tnule has suflt-red in the past by oflerings of

iHViae flour* from New England mills, and from tho-w in the

Boatbcm State* This bax told especially in Scotland, where
thay use a better class of flours than in' EngUnd. Another
feet which tells against us is the high price which the bran,
rte. CMomand* in Western Europe for feed This enables for-

•1(11 miller* to sell their flour at very low prices, making their

proAt oa tha oOsl They have taken very largely of our low
gradaa of wheat for mixing with oilier i)iialiiles,and, with low
wagia, OMke it difllcult for Western millers to compete with
ibaHL Th*]r have also recently adopted patent procews <|ui(e

•StMMHwIy, but their work Is still crude ; their flours arc not

•O v»ll driMd a* ours, and haw less strength.

WkiM aad Vtrm rrreivcsl aod shipped fur ten year* : —

Com
shipped

Bushel*
iw» i6,«T»j,:m

W70 1T,.'W.4'W

1871.
1ST3.

wa.
M74.
1S75..
1N7«..

1S77

W.i..

U,7«t.UI

2»,7<W,<n3

ifl;>74.<iriM

3U,7U,&;7

Rushel*
I3,JM.','4'J

\>\ .\.ti ;,<,

l'J.'-«V..4l'J

12,Mi.i*l
,

24,4.V.,fV>7

27,rt:M/>>>7

u.itii.rmt

M.3«!l,!l'-0

U,'Ji'J.I'"iil

Ra.shels.

yt.47r,,'0)

'j".i<',77ri

4I.H,'m1 l.tS

47,.»i«,iis7

.p,ir,7.ZB

.V,,71«,»KW

>,3»1.I.V
4S,i)|-.8.«M<>

47,91.'. ?-W
03.051 .614

Rushels
2I,.W1,H<W

17,777,.{77
3':.71»;,<iai»

47,<tl.V/.3

»5,7f»4 1H3
32,7(6.234
:M.44S,8M4

4&,*i2».036

4^311 .A'l

lie,»44^

Tba trade In corn amnined in 1X78 a inacnitude fttkrht-
jood any previous year that tl* volume !• •omewliat slartlintc,

Ibv nreipu liaving been nearly l.'i,iliU,ISJi) bushels lo aar««a ol

may prevW'Us year
Oiiirf firaiM. — The .hlim»rntt<.f n«t. In 1S7H wvra 16,4A4/>13

bu. ; rye. i.ifBt.tVA >>u . l«rley, .'l.'ia'.iKl Ihi

Lit* Stofk — The recelpu and valuation* of Ur* ittnek r»-

reired for 7 tear*, a« compiled b) (Jro T. Willlain*, KM| , 8ae-
irtary of the Stock YarU* t'o , were as fnllowa .

—

YMrt Cattla. 1 Ilof* Sherp ilnrwa Total Valoa.

1R7S.. 6M.n7A 3.r.2fl23 310,211 12,t4ft f«7^;0r»
1*73.. 7«ll.42!< 4,1:17 .7.VI 2IM 7.14 9^:BV^ »l,32l.i<B
1H7I.. R4-3,»« 4 3r.««,.17!) Stt. »>(.'. l7.yw 1I,MM».I40
1*75.. Wr).Hj.1 3.'.'12. 110 41*..;- V "•' ,.. ,.,..,,,..

1H7«.

.

!,(»«. 74.'. 4 |!«i,nnr, ».l Ji

1«77.. I,ie3.1.'>l 4.<>2f..»7o 31" .
•1

1878.. 1,0N3,068 «,3»,«iA4 310.4^' *.ii.. i<j».,i"i.'';i»

/'.ifi forking ami Prormon Tiadt. — ('. now packs more
h«!> annually than werv imrked in the whole country west of

the Alleghany Mountains iM>uie .nears since. This immrnte
businex is almost wholl.v conducted within a small area of ter-

ritory near the southern ciiy limits, aitd is but little seen, or
its extent appreciated, by ni<»>t of tlie prople of the city, save
by the occaitional an.uia which fl<Mits on the southeni breeie.

The business, which in former years was confined almost ex-
clusively to the winter months, now extends over the whole
year, so that the so^calleii |«cking season has come lo have
neither beginning nor ?nding In A.mier >ear*, pork packing
meant, in the main, the (ncking of pork into liam-l> : now,
le«a than \i> per cent of the prudurt is su parked, the remainder
being dr> salted, aud either shlpp>il in bulk or in Iwixes The
operation* of the larger {wrking e«tal>lisbnK-nt» are minced to

a science, and every step in the pr<M-eRS l« rarrfully guanled with
refen-nce to economy aud the uiillzatiou of evert |iart'rlr <i|

the slaughtenid auiuial No feuture of the business of l\ will

be a source of greater inter«*t to the visiter than an inspec-

tion of some of these great estubllshments There are now two
large esublishments. each killing in the neigh)><>rho<Hl •>( !i,(KIO

hogs per day, and aUiut forty others I hie of there aliiHist

rivals the two alK^ve referred to, l>ut packs chii-fly on English

account The rext ran|:e from a <tailY "capacity'" of 4.l»0

downwards; about one third of the niimlM-r bu>iiig drr>M><|

hogs, or curing green meats, or have their hogs Killed for them
by other parties on commission They employ altogether aUmt
7,HI<) workers, including foremen and clerks, during the four

winter months, and nearly three fourths uf that number dur-

ing the remainder of the year. The aggregate weekly wages in

cold weather is about S-'M.OfiO, the |«y of workers ranging from
?1 .50 to ^1 pi-r day. The general \».\ of laborers if f-\.''t per

day, or ^^Hi&J p«T week. The following shows the nunil>er,

weight, and valuu of the bogs cut iu C duriug two calendar

years: —
1S7S. 1877.

January and February 1,44S,700 6fi7,140

March 1 to October 31 2,075,000 1 ,M>h,t«)

November and December l.OH.SOO 1,052 600

Total No. year 6.128,000 8,127,740

Weight, tons WS.200 388,000

Value S44.»'.IO.<»i0 »38,lSO,tO0

Value of product &5.5')OO00 43,400,000

The last-named value includes salt and package*. We note

that the iteim> of Ubor, salt, l*rrels, tierces, Ikixcs, and ice dur-

ing the hot wrather foot up to just a>>oul $7W0,000 of the to-

tal, or not Ikr from 15J |»r cent addition to the original co»t of

the hogs, to which must be added the items of rent, taxes, in-

surance, fuel, water, and profits to give the whole value of lh«

product of C. packing-houses for the year. The limit of pro-

duction is now the ability of (' packer* to dispow of the pro-

duct The course of the market indicate* that even more hog*
woulil come there if they could be told, and that maor moia
would be bought If the stu(T could I* got rid of C leading

packers have establislie<l agencies for lis sale In almost all Ihe

principal cities of both the Old World and the New, and oow
•hip it to Oearl.t all the countries of Euro|ie, besides not a few
IM.iiits south of the C State*. The e»|w>rts of hog pmlllctt in

1><7S had Increased by 40 per cent or more over th<i»e of l^n,
(he great bulk of this movement Iwing by way of New Vorlt.

birect exports from C to Eun>pe having been 549.225 boxaa
Imicoo and hams and 2110.792 package* lard In (hat year,

against .'^'•,413 bose* bacon and hams and 1W,649 packagaa
lard in 1K77.

Lmmbtt. — The rerdpt* and shipment* of lumber and ahln-

glaa in 1877 and 1878 wvr* a* follow* :
—

Receipt*. Phlpment*.

1878 1877. 1878 1877.

Lnmbrr.m.ft... 1,171,3M l,n<W,453 61S,108 f*'i.728

ShinglM, m 604,143 6441,408 121>» 170,411

The reeeipU by Uke in 1878 wera 1,078,247 m ft. lumber.

aodtOMll m. shingles

Manuln€tMi'% —The principal Industries, besi<les hog pack-

ing, are lirefparking, brewing, and disillllng, aod ihe nwnuf.
of Irou ami ttvr'\, wursl, brVk, leather, boots and sliot-s, chemi-

cals, and cigar* and tobacco. The statistics of manul on Jan.

1, |!*7», were a* follows :
—

ffumbrr of ratabllshinent* 3.M7
Number of worker* <57/i04

AgicTvvato wag« paid «31.007.oa>

l^aplUl employed W,.7K2,nOO

Value of product 227/i«Jt/X10

Forsign TVo</» — The direct rrporlt of domestic prtsluce,

mmtl} bv railroads, ronsignol on lhn.ugh t>iils of ladlne Issued

In f direct to Eiiropmn ^toTU. were — flour. 147.0*< bar ;

whMtt, r>.l2l.*»<l bu : com. 4.149A'.2 bu. ; oat*. K3.S74 bu

hariey,2r...'ni bu : oat meal. 21.T 440 bu. ; com nw^l. 9.rt>l

bu ; seeds, 2>ViX>l !».•. hl<l.-. >0''.1«2 lb* . leather.XWA*
Iba : baron and bants, 549,225 boK* ,

pork , beef, and (onpie*,
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67,010 pkgs. ; lard, 290,792 pkgs ; canned meats, 184,342 pkgs.

;

butter and cheese, 227,280 pkgs ; tallow, 18,005 pkgs.; oil-

cake, 1.553 tons ; alcohol, 29,231 bar ; miscellaneous, 4,617

ton.^ Total, 602,018 tons, against 309,185 tons in 1877, and

113 776 in 1874. In the above figures are not included exports

of domestic produce to Canada by lake, valued for 1878 at

«3,206,261.
The direct wjporis of goods from Europe in 1878, of which

dry goods were the principal item, amounted to §2,857,493j on

whicTi duties collected were $1,451,535. C. imported besides

in that year 83,931 half-chests of tea by steamers via San Fran-

cisco, and 55,724 bags of Brazilian coffee by steamers and sail-

ing ve8.«els.

Marine and Shipjnng. —The vessels owned at the port of C.

on Jan. 1, 1879, were as follows :
—

Class. No. Tonnage.

Steamers 3 239

Propellers 18 6,108

Steam canal-boats 29 2,670

Tugs 57 1,690

Barks 9 3,029

Brigs 4 1157
Schooners 245 53,705

Sloops 2 21

Total 367 68,619

During the year 1878. 12 vessels, tonnage 478, were built,

and 7 schooners, aggregating 1,944 tons, and valued at $44,000,

were lost.

The navigation on Lake Michigan is usually opened at the

Straits of Mackinac in April. The last clearance for Buffalo in

1878 was on Dec. 5. The shipping for 1878 was as follows: —
Number of vessels arrived, 10,490, with a tonnage of 3,608,534 ;

vessels cleared, 10,494, with a tonnage 0^3,631,139.

Chicago & Alton R.R. Main line from Chi-

casjo to East St. Louis, Illinois, 280.70 m. ; branches
and leased lines, 397.08 m.; total, 677.78. This
Co., wliose offices are in Cliicago, was organized in

18(51. In 1877, it toolc lease of the Mississippi

River Bridge, at an annual rental of ••5i63,000, to be
applied in payment of 1% dividends on S;JOO,000

stock, and 6% interest on ."§700,000 bonds. Fiiuin-

c'lal statement:— Common stock, •'{)10,065,400; pre-

ferred stock, $2,425,400; bonded debt, §8,579,850;
aggregate stock and bonded debt, $21,070,650.

Equipment

:

— Locomotives, 156 ; passenger cars, 54

;

sleeping and dining cars, 17 ; freight cars, 2,964.

Net earnings for 1878, .'52,10:3,568.12.

Chicago, Burlington, & Quincy RJl. Main
line from Chicago to East Plattsmouth, Iowa,
488.54 m. ; branches and leased lines, 860.71 m.

;

total length of road, 1,.349.25 m. The leased line

consists of the Quincy, Alton, & St. Louis II.K.,

which was leased in 1876, at an annual rental not ex-
ceeding §42,000. Financial, atateiu'mt :— Cap. stock,

$27,729,916.51; bonded debt, $26,634,825; aggre-
gate stock and bonded debt, $54,364,741.51. Equip-
ment:— Locomotives, 309; passenger cars, 116;
sleeping and dining cars, 15 ; freight cars, 8,532

;

Net earnings for 1878, S5,348,098.0G.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois R.R. Main line

from Danville to Dolton, Illinois, 128.13 m.

;

branches, 24.13 m. ; total length, 152.50 m. This
Co., whose offices are in Chicago, was organized
in 1865, as Cliicago, Danville, & Vincennes R.R.

;

it was sold under foreclosure in 1877 for $1,450,000,
and reorganized under its present title. It leases
the Chicago and Southern R.R. (from Dolton to
Chicago, 266 m. ), at a rental of $1,866.66 per month.
Financial statement :— Cap. stock, $318.700 ; bonded
debt, $4,000,000 ; floating debt, $127,318.83; aggre-
gate stock, bonded and floating debt, $4,446,018.83.
Equipment :— Locomotives, 28 ;

passenger cars, 6

;

freight cars, 1,245. Net earnings for 1878, $194.-
152.97.

Chicago & Iowa R.R,, from Aurora to Fores-
ton, Illinois, 80 m ; leased line, Chicago, Rock-
ford, & Northern R.R., 23 m. ; total, 103 m. This
Co , whose offices are in Rochelle, III., was organized
in 1869, and opened in 1872. It connects the Chi-

cago, Burlington, & Quincy R.R at Aurora with
the Illinois Central at Foreston. Financial statement:

— Cap. stock, $1,328,000 ; funded debt, $1,750,000

;

floating debt, $44,553.23 ; total, $3,122,553.23. The
company made default on the interest of its

bonds, due 1st August, 1877, and the road was
placed in the hands of a receiver. Net earnings,

1877, .$278,818.

Chicago, Iowa, & Nebraska R.R., from
Clinton to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 82.40 ni., was
opened 1859, and is leased in perpetuity to the Chi-

cago & N.W. Co. The lease provides that the C. &
N.W. shall operate the road and pay 37^% of the

gross . earnings as rental. Financial statement :—
Cap. stock, $3,916,200 ; funded debt, $779,700 ; as

follows: 2d (Nov. 1st) mortgage bonds, $568,200,
payable 1880, interest 7% (Jan. & July); 3d (Nov.
2d) mortgage bonds, $211,500, payable 1892, in-

terest 7% (Aug. &Feb.). Rental received for 1878,

$545,536.87.

Chicago and Lake Hvu-on R.R., from Chi-

cago, III., to Port Huron, Mich., 329 m. Office,

Port Huron, Mich. This Co. was formed in 1873
by tlie consolidation of the Peninsula R.R. Co.,

and the Port Huron & Michigan R.R. Has been
operated by a receiver since 1874. Financial state-

ment, 1877 :— Cap. stock paid in, $5,775,000 ; funded
debt, $5,-518,000; sundiy accounts, .$873,395.28;

other liabilities, $1,842,477.76. Description of

bonds outstanding, 1877 : 1st mortgage Penin. Div.,

issued 1869, $3,600,000, payable 1869, int. 7% (May
& Nov.) ; 1st mortgage C. & L R.R., issued 1870,

$1,000,000, payable 1900, interest 7% (May &
Nov.) ; 2d mortgage, issued 1870, $540,000, pay-
able 1881, interest 7% (Aug. & Feb.).

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R.R.,
from New Buffalo, Mich., to Pentwater, Mich.,

170 m., with branches from Holland, Mich., to

Grand Rapids, Mich., 24.4 m., and from Muskegon,
Mich., to Big Rapids, Mich., 61.2 ra. Total length

of road owned and operated, 245.6 m. The offices

of this Co. are in Muskegon. Opened in 1872, and
placed in hands of a receiver in 1876. Financial

statement, 1877 :— Cap. stock, $1,514,667.80; funded
debt, $6,630,000; bills payable, $141,714.90; un-

paid coupons, $1,723,800 ; sundry accounts, $753,-

459.17. Character of bonds : 1st mortgage bonds,

issued 1869, $477,000, payable 1889, interest 8%
(Mar. & Sept.); 1st mortgage bonds, issued 1870,

$3,523,000, payable 1890, interest 8% (July &
Jan.); 1st mortgage bonds, issued 1871, $1,350,-

000, payable 1891, interest 8% (Nov. & May); 1st

mortgage bonds, issued 1872, $1,380,000, payable
1892, interest 8% (Mar. & Sept.).

Chicago, Milwaukee, & St. Paul Reiilway,
located in Milwaukee. The total length of line

owned and operated by this Co. is 1,512 m. Finan-

cial statement:— Cap. stock (preferred), $12,279,-

483; common, $15,404,261; bonds of various is-

sues, $32,088,600; ether liabilities, $791,592.61;

total liabilities, .$60,663,836.61 ; cost of road, $58,-

755,184.22 ; bonds, miscellaneous accounts, cash

on hand, etc., .$4,.328,726.41 ; total assets, .$63,083,-

910.63. Net earnings for 1878, $3,672,884.91, from
which have been paid interest on bonds and divi-

dend on preferred stock, $2,620,512.46, leaving
net surplus for the year, $1,052,372.45.

Chicago & Northw^estern R.R. This pow-
erful Co., located in Chicago, is a consolidation

(June, 1864) of the Chicago & Northwestern
R.R., the Galena & Cliicago Union R.R., and the

Peninsula R.R., which, together with railroads

since constructed and purchased, extend to 1,615.516

m. The lines leased are the Winona and St.

Peter R.R., 327 m. ; Winona, Maukato, & New-Ulm
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Fig. 71.— Cbic«-Pka.

R.R., 3.75 m. ; Iowa Mullaml Railway. 08 80 m.

;

and Xortliwosterii Uiiiosi liailway, (J2 rt;J lu. To-
tal length of lines operate<l, 2,07K.l4 m. Fiwin-
eial sttUeiuent :— C'ontinon 8t(K'k ami scrip, S14,i>88,-

807.49; prefern-.l stock an<l scrip. :^il.oJ5,«IO-J.72
;

bonds of various issues, $-'t2,70-t,()00 ; other liabil-

ities, $.J,lK).M>24.!»() ; total liabilities. .ii72.011.:].J.j. 11

;

cost and wiuipnient of all the road.s. S72.07:},8!>4.2G

;

bonds, securities, cash, materials on haml, etc.,

• 4.4l4,»:W.Oi ; u.tal assets. .•J77,088,.{5().28. Net
profit for the year 1878. after p.iynient of inter-

eat on bitnds. etc., .52,4<U.487 10; from which have
been paiil two dividends of -i^'^ each on preferreil

•tock (IK^-. ;W, 1877, and May 10. 1878). .•?l,50'J.-

608; and II"^ on common stock (May 10, 1878),

t44!>.4<iO. leaving nurphis for the year, •?'j<)H.4->.).10.

Chicago, Pekin, & Southwaitern R.R.,
from I'cKiii to Maxin Rridi^i*, 111., <>( 1 ni. (Miar-

tared in 18.V). m4 the Chicago & I'lainfield H.H.
Co.. and ojH»ne<I to its priftent terminus in 187(J.

Offices in Cliicajfo. III. Fitutnciid nintrmrni, 1877:
— Cap. itiK-k paiil in: common, S7HH,20O; pre-

fcmNl. ;W.aX). lM>arint{ 7% interest ; total, $82<».i00.

Funded debt: 1st m >rtKaKe 77« bon>l«, .<^1.(K)().<MM),

payable IHtU. Fbwtinif .Ubt. S270.000. Total
•tock. bonds, and debt, $2 (K)0.20l). In 1877, the
road was pla-'cd in the hands of a rvx-eiver. Net
«an»in',f<. 1"<7H, s >.[..; H,V2

Chicago. Rack laland,A Paoi&oRJt Main
line from t'hicaifo to (.'ouncil Bluff*, lo'wa, /J0l)2o

in. : branches and leasinl lines, .V>2.7'> m. ; total

mile* of railroad operated, I.OO^i. Oflict** in ('hi-

caga In 1877. the property formiTly known as
ttiu Chiea)(<> St Sitithwestem RR, n<iw Iowa
Southern A. .Missouri Northern R R.. pas«il fully

under Uie control of this (?o. h'in<tnrinl UnlrmrtU:
— Cap. stiwrk. $2.),!»*>,i)(>a: l^ndtil debt, flMW)..
000; rtoatin/ •lebt, 9^)'.>2,M74 IM ; aKtm>ttatc itock.

beaded, and doatinx del>t«. 9:t'>.:r2.H74.<M. Equiu-

««•/,•— I^ixomotives, 22*. » ; {>a««<-n({er cam. "•'»

;

ticoping and dinini; cars, 10 ; frr-iitht can, 4.702.

Total cost of omstruction and equipment. $:n,-

710,1208:1. Net earnings for 187H. 9:1.511..100.20;

aurplos for the year, after paynu^nl i>f inlerrst on
bonds, rentals, and four quarti-riy dividends (2%
each). 5(VV>.«H7.2)I.

Chick, a name for the inspisuted Juiix* of the

ponpy, three poutxls of which will make one of
opium.
Chicken Mother-of-Pearl. a tnull and fine

kind of .Manilla pearl oytter-chell.

Chick-Pea, a le>ruminous plant, the Vicrr arte-

liiium (Fig. Til, which is a conunon crop in In<lia,

where it is known as ijrum. It is sIm) cultivated in

the South of Kuro|K.'. its Ki-ds are uan-hed, and
in Siuiin are sold in the shops for IocmI. When
roasted, these »<-e(U are said to sustain life longer
than other food in similarly small quantities

.

hencv they are much u»e<l by travellers through
the dweris, where the carriajje of bulky food is

inconvenient.

Chicory, a hardy jK-rennial plant with blue
flowers, Chif-uiium oi/yj«s, found wild in must parts

of Kurope and U. States. It n*»enibUs a danti*-

lion. Its slender roots are much employed in

France for forcing into growth in tlnrk apart-

ments, during winter, the delicate blanclu-d leaves,

which are quite bitter. Ining u»e<l as a salad under
the name of Uirlie de rupucm. The large tap-ro«iis

are sliced and dried in kilns; they are then roastetl

and n-duceil to ]M)wdcr, ami tlii.«, Mhen iMiiltnl,

yields a drink not unlike cofftH-. >'. is jn-rfectly

wholesome, containing no alkaloid or oil. ami only
a small amount of narcotic matter. Wluii a<Ule<l

to cotTee in small quantities, it rather improves its

flavor, neutralizes its oil, and renders it less difti-

cult of digestion. Many jhtsoms pr»'f<-r the iHjffi-e

with v. The adulteration of coffee with (
'. is easily

detected. Roasted coffee im|>Hrts its color very

slightly to cold water, but (.'. colors the water a
deep reddish brown. Coffee is light, and floats on
the surface of the water; C. is heavy, and sinks to

the l>ottom. .5,lo;5,:521t lbs., valued at "$HW,;l.'i8, came
to this country in 1878, mostly from (ierniany and
F.ngland. Iihi>. duty, ground or'unground, 1 ct.

per lb.; burnt or prepan-d, 6cts. per lb.

Hf. T2. — Mkaoscopx krrtxtunct or Ciui okt Root

^t* froaixl r of lb* shop*. Ilk* rnwixl rotlrr, li aliiKWt

I

nnlTpnallT <liil(rnilp<l Ptentrnu srr »tt>W^\ In it lo rolnr If.

' sivl vsriniit ira>ff<'tsl>lr •iilutanrra In Irox-n ll* *»litr. AiiuKrr*
SIkMt mar hf •t<<4r<-l«<l l.y tlM> follnalni; lr«l» : — I. row.lrrwl

' i: ihmwB on »afrr lum« U mMUh l-n.wn an<l rai-Mlf »lnk».

l«aTlnf lt(hl ImptirilW* rdhrr flmllnr "r tllffiiM^I Ihn-ucti *>>•

ItqaWI. — 8. Tho r<.|.| ilrrnrlbifi lr«lr.| wllli llnrliir*, "f K>lo-
' Una nf lodlo*, (Im a brovn rolnr ; If ll turn* |>ur|>lr. bin*, ar
blarll. tl liHlirMlMi Iho prurnrf of mwlM pr««. bMin*. f}*, or

I

MNiwothrrllkff •utwtaiMv.ronUlninf •tarrh -3 IVrnilptoal*
or p»rrlilnri<l» nf irnn, ai|ilr«| la thr mid* «aT, •boul<! not Kia-

I

UriaJI; albrt th« Ikjui-I : It It tumi It Molrh or btarklatl. it

Indlrain lh« pnwof of rna*t<iii arom*.mk.harfc tan. or torn*

I othvr «ub«lanr(> r<>«ultiln( tannin. — 4 Wairr arklulalvJ »ttb

1
TlCMfpir. illp^lr.! nti Ih.' |»n>.|«ir. •liouM n^il hr l.larkrt>«J, or

' **va malrrtali.T <iarkrnrO. bv (Inrtur* nrcall*. nr a •nluiWi« of
i rsd (iriiMhU of poCaab ; tb« roatnry abovs tbs pr—nci of
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ferruginous coloring matter.— 5. The dry powder, when incin-

erated, should not leave more than 4i to 5% of ash, which

should be of a grayish or fawn color ; the contrary indicates

the presence of reddle, red clay, ochre, or the like. — 6. To the

above may be added attention to the odor, color, and appear-

ance, both to the naked eye and under the microscope (Fig. 72)

;

by the latter, adulteration may be easily detected.

Chik, a bamboo mat to hang at the entrance of

a room in India; they are sometimes lined with
cotton.

Chikan, tlie Hindustani name for embroidering
and working dowers on muslin.

Chiksa, a fragrant Indian powder composed of

sandal-wood, andropogon, benzoin, and other aro-

matic ingredients.

Chile, or Chili, a republic of S. America, oc-

cupying a strip of land on the W. side of that con-
tinent, extending from 24° to 56° 28' 50" S. lat.

from the Bay of Mejillones to Cape Horn, a dis-

tance of 2,270 m. It is bounded E. by the Andes,

Fig 73.— CcsTOM-HoDSE of V.U,PAR.\mO.

W. by the Pacific Ocean, and N. by Bolivia. Its

breadth varies from 40 to 200 m. Area (including
the archipelago of Chiloe, but excluding the newly
annexed territories, and the land of the Arauca-
nians, which is claimed by the republic, and wliich
is calculated to embrace 120,000 sq. m., within
whieli live about 70,000 inhabitants) 132,(30G sq. m.
C. is divided into the 16 prov. of Chiloe, Llanqui-
hue, Valdivia, Arauco, Concepcion, Nuble, Maule,
Linares, Talca, Curico, Colchagua, Santiago, Val-
paraiso, Aconcagua, Coquimbo, and Atacama.
Pop. (census of 1875) 2,068,447, cliiefly Spanisli-
Americans and Indians. Subsequently to tlie cen-
sus, the prov. of Bioblo, the territory of Angol,
and the settlement of Arauco, have been annexed,
which brings the total pop. of C. up to 2,283,568.
Capital, Santiago, a handsome inland city

; pop.
129,807. The legislative power is vested in two
assemblies, called the Senate and the Chamber of
Deputies. The executive is exercised by a Presi-
dent, elected for a term of five years. " The Chi-
lians themselves hold the same position to Spain
as the inhabitants of the U. States do towards Eng-
land. Their interests and language are Spanish,
modified by admixture with other nations. The
conventionalities of social life are much the same
in C. as in France and Catholic Germany ; and this
remark applies to dress, living, amusements, and
propensities. Sunday is spent as a holiday, and
enlivened by festivals, balls, theatricals, and con-
certs. The great extent of seaboard not only in-

duces large numbers of the inhabitants to visit

foreign lands, but promotes the diffusion of the
civilization of the most highly cultivated nations
over the whole of C. The beautiful prov. of Val-
divia and Llanquihue are colonized by Germans
and North Americans, who prepare timber, meat,
cheese, butter, beer, cider, and leather. The uni-

versity and the learned professions have ever num-
bered among their distinguished members, Polish,

French, German, and English men of science. The
North American colonists have been chiefly instru-

mental in the construction of flour-mills, telegraphs,

and railways."

The lofty chain of the Andes runs along the whole eastern
boundary of C, and the country below is com|ioged, to a con-
siderable extent, of valleys, surrounded by high mountains or
ridges. The climate varies much in the different districts, but
it is everywhere salubrious, and in the central provinces ia

similar to that of Italy. Rain occurs seldom except between
May and August. Spring begins in Sept., and the hottest
months are Jan. and Feb. The northern provinces are in gen-
eral dry and sterile, destitute of wood, but rich in minerals.
On the other hand, the southern provinces are humid, highly
fertile, and abound in fine timber, but are much less rich in

minerals. The chief metallic productions of Chili are gold,

silver, and copper, but the sterile condition of the provinces in

which they are principally found prevents the mines from being
worked except where very rich. Gold is obtained both from the
sand of the rivers and from mines. The copper mines are ex-
ceedingly numerous between the cities of Oopiapo and Coquim-
bo, and form one of the chief sources of national wealth ; lead
and iron are found in abundance, but neither is much sought
after. Zinc, antimony, manganese, arsenic, tin, sulphur (so

pure as not to need refining), alum, salt, and nitre are plentiful.

Coal mines have been opened, and this article has become a
considerable article of trade at Valparai.'^o. Agriculture has
been much improved. The lar;;est and most approved agricul-
tural implements manufactured in the U. States are now em-
ployed, while the Hour-mills in power and machinery rival the
best in this country. About 82 per cent of the entire surface
of C. is desert, mountain piisture, and forests, and only about
IS per cent arable land. Intertropical plants do not succeiid

i\, C.\ and the sugar-cane, after being tried, was abandoned.
Wheat is the great staple ; Indian corn, barley , and hemp are
also leading objects ofculture ; aud the latter is ofa quality even
superior to that of Russia. The vine and olive are also culti-

vated extensively ; but the wine and oil manuf. are of indif-

ferent quaUty ; wine-making, however, is progressing rapidly.
The rearing of stock forms an important source of wealth ; the
pastures N. of the river Maule are filled with innumerable herds
of cattle ; and swine are abundant in the archipelago of Chiloe.
The wealth of C. consists in the development of its great and
abundant resources, for which its scanty population is insufli-

cient ; hence manuf. which require many skilled hands and
much cheap labor have as yet not prospered,— the cost of
labor being too great. But such works as Hour-mills, smelt-
ing-works, tanneries, breweries, roperies, and soap-works, have
long proved successful. — The commerce of C. has vastly in-
creased since its separation from s^pain, but very little in recent
years. The imports average now §29 ,000 ,000, and the exports
$30,000,060. The principal exports are copper in bars and
ores ( nearly 50 per cent of total exports ), silver in bars and ores,

wheat, Uour, biscuits, barley, wool, etc. Of the imports 17 or
18 per cent are for nutrition, such as sugar, rice, and cattle

;

20 to 21 per cent are necessaries of social life, as clothing, do-
mestic utensils, crockery, drugs, machinery, tools, books, paper,
etc. ; and 13 to 14 per cent are articles of luxury, such as rich
carpets, silks, toys, perfumery, tobacco, pictures, jewelry, tea,

coffee, etc. Tea was formerly largely imported from China, but
it has been in great part superseded by the mate or Paraguay
tea, the dried Ie;ive8 of the Ilex parnguayen.\is. Nearly 60 per
cent of the exports go to Great Britiiin, while the imports are
from England, France, Germany, the U States, and Peru. The
imports from Great Britain, from »16,000,000 in 1874, haye
gradually fallen down to $6,500,000 m 1878.

In 1878, the total imports from the U. States amounted to

$1,977,450. The principal articles imported were: wheat and
wheat Hour, $127,927; manuf. cotton, $673,128: manuf of
iron, $130,975; mineral oil, $111,891 ; lard, $127,160: refined
sugar, $332,035; wood (boards, deals, etc I, $165,411; house-
hold furniture $46,602. The total exports to the U. Statu
during the .same vear were $670,466, consisting chiefly of
nitrate of .soda, $261,525; and wool, $314,712.
The commercial navy of C. consisted, in 1878, of 87 vessels

of 22,434 tons, including 22 steamers of 9,641 tons.
C. was among the first Stiites in S. America in the construction

of railroads. In 1879, the total length of lines open lor traffic

was 977 m. The length of telegriiph lines in same year was
2,650, the whole of them, with the exception of a short line
from Santiago to Valparaiso, belonging to the State.

Finances. — The annual income of C, mainly derived firom
customs duties, is about $17,500. and the expenditures some-
times a little more and sometimes a little less. The national
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debt amounts to about $«>3,000,000,orwhich about $17,000,000
is of internal, and *4ti,0UO,(J()O of external debt The wh.ile

of itiu fureifni loans were coiitractetl in KiiglauJ, the Uut, of

1875 (5 per cent interest), at the price of SSJ per cent. There
is no goTerument paper in C, but Mmie of the banks iit^ue,

under due restrictions, noiei payable in roin. Nuuierous
bunks v>J insurance cos. ar« conducted under the principle uf

limited liability.

Vaij>araiso, a line city and sea-port, in lat. 33^ 1*56" S.

,

Ion. 71** 41' 45" »'., 90 m. W. X. W. of Santiago, on Valparaiso

Bay, is the cap. of a pro*, of the saiue name, and the centre of

the foreign trade of C. It stands on a rugged promontory,
funning, with the shore, a deep creaceut, the concarity of
which, o|M-uiiig to tlie N.,fonnsthe hart>or, where ships of any
ize iiuy ride in salety against all winds, except Ihuso from the

N., which blow with great violence along the whole coast in

the lioginuiug of the rainy season. It is one of the pnuripal
places of tviidetTous for ships ou the I'aciHc Ma-boaitl. I'op.

&7,775
The chief other ports we Concepeion, pop. 19,000; Caldaira

(the port of Copiapo), pop. 7.0(Xl, (.'oi(uiuibo, the principal

portol the mining region, pop 17,000 and Valdivia, pt>p. !i,OUO.

Wtights ami Mrasum. — The metric weights and nieoaures

of Prance were adopted in 1868, and are since the only legal

ones. The following 'M W. and M., however, an* still in gen-
eral use: — The ounce ::> 1.014 ot. avoirdupois; the libra =
1014 lb. ; the quintal => 101 44 lb. , the vara = «i7 yards ; the
squarv vara = 0.S59 s<|. yd

Mou'i).— The ptso or iloUar, of 100 centaro$ (gold) = $.912.

In the monetary system C. possesses the double standard, gold
and silver, the coins being as follows : — Of gold, a lU dollar

piece, weighing 15 253 grammes, and pieces of &,and 2 dollars

in proportion ; of silver, a dollar piece of 25 grammes, and
pieces of 50, 20, 10, and 5 cents in proportion ; and also two-
cent pieces, and cent pieces, of a bronze containing zinc and
nickel. The golil and larger silver coins contain one tenth of
alloy ; the smaller silver ones, which are of limited legal ten-

tier, are rather less pure.

Chilian Pine, the Araucan'a indiricala, a liand-

some, lofty treo, valuable not only for its beauty,
but for the large seeils in the pine-cones, which
supply the natives with a great part of their
usual food.

Chillies, a name given to the small pungent
pods or fruit of the Cajtsicum annitum, which, when
pounded and grountl, form Cayenne pepper.

Chilloes, colored cotton goods used in the
African trade, made in lengths of 18 yards by 29
inches wide.

Chiloe (Island and Archii>i:lago op), a prov.
of Chili, consisting of a large island in the S. Pa-
cific, near the S. coast of Chili and the N.W. coast
of PaUgonia, between lat. 40° 48' and 4.P 50' S ;

and having on its K. side M small islands, 'M of
which an- inhabited. Tho group, including the
town of Maulin, on the malnlnml of the continent,
foniu the most S. prov. of Chili. Shape of the
island of C, oblong; U-ngth, N. to S., 1:*0 m.

;

average breailtli, 40 in. ^l<r<i, 4.8<X) »q. m. The
island is mountainoii.H and woo<letl, chiefly with a
bastani cc<lar, very durable, and exp<irtcd in great
quantities to Peru and ('liili. There are s«.>veral

gotMl harlmrs ; in those of San Carlos (the cap., in

the N.K. part of the ielaml), an<l Castro, vessel*
ride quite land-locktKi done to the shore, in g<Kxl
hohling gn>und. The islnnd swarms with hogs, I

and the hams of C. are celebratetl in S. America, i

Population of prov , (U,'M.
Chimes, the ends of the staves of a cask, which

conu' out beyond the head. —The ringing of
church InIIs.

Chimney, the gullet, funnel, or passage through
which smoke is conveytnl to the n|H-n air; a
flue. — A glass tuln.' or funnel for a lamp. See
Smokk-St\< K.

Chimney-Pieoe. a projwtion over the front
of the flre-pl.ice of a ro<»m ; also called mantel-
piece.

Chimney-Pot, an addition to th« top of a
chimney, of metal or potterv ware.
Chimney-Sweoping-Aiachine, s scries of

connecting rods, by which a stitf whalebone brush

is raised through the chimiu-y to cleanse it from
soot.

Chimo, a nutritive food made in Peru from
potatoes, whirh are first frozen, and afterwards
retluce<l to powder.
China, a va.-st empire of Asia, extending from

18° ;J0' to 5;5° 2o' N. lat., and from 80^ to 10O° K.

Ion. It is boundetl, N., by Asiatic Kussia, along
a frontier extentling nearly ;},000 m. ; K., by the Sea
of Japan, the Yellow Si-a, and the China St^'a,

which are parts of the Pacific Ocean ; S. and S.W.,
by the China S^-a, Cochin China, and Hurmah

;

W.,' by Kashmir and Kastern Turkestan. In

these limits are included, besides China Proinr,

the deiK-ndencies of Manchuria, Mongolia, and
Thibet. The capital of the einjure is I'lLim/, in

the I*rovince of C/iih-h, in ;W° oO lat. X., 110- :JO'

Ion. E. ; pop. 2,000,000. The pop. of C. is Ulieved
to be very dense, but nothing accurate is known
respecting either the area or the numU-r of

inhabitants. Atrcording to various missionar*' re-

ports, none of which, however, can lay claim to be
more than vague estimates, the area of the empire
and its ilependencies embraces ;},'.>24,027 sq. m.,

with a pop. of 42o millions, distributed as fol-

lows:

—

Area— s<j. miles. Population.

China Proper l,6;i4,Uo3 400,213,152

Dependencies :
—

Manchuria 302,313 3,000,000

Mongolia 1 ,288,aJ5 2,000,000

Thibet 043,7.M 0,000.000

Corea yO,;{00 8,000.000

Liaotong 2,982 1,000,000

Total 3,924,027 425,2 13, 1 52

The above population, giving 20.> souls per sq.

m. throughout C. proper, appears to be excessive,

considering that some of the outlying portions of

the immense territory are by no means «lonsely

inhabited. Nevertheless, other returns give still

higher figures. It is stated that in 1842 the

pop. of ('. was officially ascertainetl to ntmiU-r
4l4,«W0,i>94, or ;^20 per s<j. m., and that in 1852

it had risen to 450,000,000, or .147 inhabitants |K'r

sq. m. There is great nrobability that the pn-s-

enl pop. of v., tlevastale«l as the country has In-en

for years by internecine wars and occasional fam-
ines, does not surpass :UN) millions. Acconling to

a return of the Imperial customs auihorilics, the

Uital numlK-r of foreigners in C. was ."{.(KU at the

end of 1872. Among them were 1,771 natives of

(ireat Britain and Ireland, 641 of the U. States,

481 of Cermany, an<l 2;8» of France; all other

nationalities Iniing represcntetl by very few mem-
lH*rs. More than one half of the total number of

foreigners, viz. 2,047. resided at Shanghai, and
:J08 at Canton, the remainiler In-ing scattennl in

small numbers over the iH>rt8 o|kii to foreign

coimnerce.

Ttw Rnvemment U a despotic monatrhy. Th<>rp Is no
taw of herrdiury sucrrulon to the throne, but It is WH to earh
•ovrivign to ap|Miiul hia »ucce«s<ir fn>m auinng the mriiitwro »f

his Ikmlhr. The fumUmetiUl laws of tli<<eni|<in- am laid down
In the Th-4^iHt-Airr,.iit», or " I'ollrctjM K«({ul«lion» of ttie

(>rv«t Purs Uynasty," whi h prv»crilie» tlw gtirerinuent of the

•tale to be baMsl u|K>a the gnvenimenl of tlw fitinily. Tlif*

Kniperor in •pirilual as well as temporal m>v< n-iicn. and.as higli

prlvslnf ilie rmpirr, can alone, with his Ininicluile reprrsrnta-

Uvw and niliil«tpr», fwrfomi the grrol n-llifloii« rerrnion*.*

No »ccl««la«tl«-al hierarrhy Is mainlain»l at the public expense,

nor any primlhood atUclied to the t'onfiK-laii or stsle rrllgloo.

The administration of the empir* l« under the mprTnM> din-c-

Uoo of the " Interior Couoril Chanilwr," rompritlng four

BMmben. two of Tartar and two of fhlneiw origin, besides two

•Mtslanls from the Han-liit. or Orrat t'ollrgi-. who have lo trr

tlwl nothing l» done cootranr to the civil and rfllgtous laws of

ttM«iii|iir«,coDtalD«a la ibi fs-Uia(-hwei-tieo,aiMl in tbc farrvJ
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books of Confucius. These membersaredenominated Ta-hyo-si,

or Minister of State. Under their orders are the Liu-poo, or

six boards of government, each of which is pre.sided over by a

Tartar and a Chinese. They are : — 1. The board of civil ap-

pointments, which takes cognizance of the conduct and admin-
istration of all civil officers ; 2. The board of revenues, regulat-

ing all financial affairs ; 3. The board of rites and ceremonies,

which enforces the laws and customs to be observed by the

people ;
4. The military board, superintending the administra-

tion of the army ; 5. The board of public works
;
and 6. The

high tribunal of criminal jurisdiction. Independent of the

government, and theoretically above the central administra-

tion, is the Tu-ckali-yuen, or board of public censors. It con-

sists of from 40 to 50 members, under two presidents, the one
of Tartar and the other of Chinese birth. By the ancient cus-

tom of the empire, all the members of this board are privileged

to present any remonstrance to the sovereign. One censor

must be present at the meetings of each of the six government
boards.
Manchuria, Mongolia, and Thibet are comparatively thinly

peopled territories, inhabited by wandering and semi-barbar-

ous tribes, who are held as tributaries, or under loose milirary

government, without any attempt to impose on them the laws

and general character of C itself. The source of the vast

wealth of the state is to be found in (7. Proper, the local fea-

tures of which are understood to possess the same character of
vastness, pervaded by a certain sameness approaching to mo-
notony, which generally distinguishes the empire. The num-
ber of provinces is nineteen (of which one is .Manchuria), and
these are subdivided into districts, each dependent on one of
the great cities. These last, according to their Importance, are

arranged in three classes, generally expressed by the termsyoo
and cliow annexed to their names. The northern, central,

southern, and western provinces possess each peculiar and dis-

tinctive characters.

1. Tke Nortkern Provinces— Chih-le, Shan-tung,Shing-king,
and Shan-se— consist of very extensive plains, rising on
the N. and W. into mountains or high table-land which form
the lower declivity of the lofty chain that traverses iMantchoo
Tartary. The winter is extremely rigorous compared with that

of Kuropean countries under the same latitude ; so that all the
rivers, not excepting the largest,~iire then frozen. Hence, though
the summers are proportionately hot, the more valuable arti-

cles of rice, silk, and tea, which constitute the pride of Chi-
nese culture, cannot be reared : even wheat does not success-

fully re.si.st the cold, and millet is therefore the standard grain.

The high grounds wear somewhat of a pastoral aspect, and
support several domestic animals, which have been banished
from the more cultivated provinces. The fine manufactures
that distinguish C. are also unknown, though there are some
remains of the woollen fabrics iu which she anciently excelled.

The mineral products consist of iron, large quantities of coal,

with lapis-lazuli, and other varieties of beautifully colored
stone. This district contains the capital, Peking, which is sit-

uated in Chih-le ; and its northern boundary for 1500 miles is

the celebrated Great Wall, composed of two parallel brick walls,

24 feet in height, and twelve feet apart, the interval between
which is filled with earth, and towers are erected at distances
of300 or 400 feet.

2. Tke Central P/-oi';nc« consist of Ilonan, Keangsoo, Gan-
hvvuy, ICeang-si, Che-Keang, Uoo-Pih,aud Hunan, which form
decidedly the finest part of the empire. All its most valuable
productions, all its finest fabrics, are here reared or manufac-
tured. This territory consists, with little interruption, of an
immense plain, through the midst of which Hows the great
river Yang-tse-kiang, while the numerous tributaries which
fall into it from both sides, as well as those ttowiiig northwards
to the Uoang-ho, render it one of the best-watered regions upon
earth. Indeed, the excess of moisture, as it renders some dis-

tricts marshy, is the chief disadvantage under which it labors.
Keang-soo is the province in which the riches and beauty of
this part of C. ai"e most amply displayed; all the products of
nature and art l>eing carried to a perfection unequalled in any
other. The rice and wheat are excellent; the silk is rivalled
only in Che-keaug; cotton is nowhere so good. The song-lo,
or green tea, the most delicate of that species, grows only on
the hills of Keang-soo, and in Che-Keang, chietty the former.
The people are said to be more intelligent, and Nan-king, its

chief town, was in former ages the capital, and still is the lit-

erary metropolis of the empire, and its finest city. It is cele-
brated for its porcelain tower, and for its nourishing manufac-
tures, — the satius, the cotton cloth bearing its name, and
its ink and paper, which are superior to any made elsewhere.
Che-Keang, the rival of Keang-soo, forms, in a great measure,
a continuation of the same vast plain, equally fertile and beau-
tiful. In particular, it is completely pervaded by rivers and
canals, covered with innumerable barks. All the tropical pro-
ductions nourish here to a great extent ; but that of silk is par-
ticularly distinguished for its quality and abundance. The
commerce and manufactures of its capital, llang-choo-foo, rank
it with the greatest cities in C. Silks, particularly (lowered
taffetas, and different kinds of satin, ai-u its peculiar staple.

Keang-si, though to a cons^iderable extent mountainous or
marshy, shares iu some degree the manufactures of the ueigh-
boring provinces, but is cbietly distinguished for the finest por-

celain, which is exclusively confined to King-tih-chin, one of
its towns, said to contain 1,000,000 inhabitants. The other
provinces in this district are less distinguished for their pro-
ductions, whether natural or artificial.

3. The Southern Profincef are composed of Kwang-tung, or
Canton, Foo-keen, and Kwang-si. The.se consist of the level

country intervening between the sea and the extensive mountain
chain which is prolonged from the Himmaleh, along the whole
south of C. , with an elevation diminishing in its progress east-

ward, and which forms a steep barrier separating them from
the rest of the empire. High ranges also shoot across them,
and terminate in rugged cliffs. In the intervals, however, are
many valleys, and even extensive plains, that rival the fine^t

of the central provinces, and are cultivated with equal dili-

gence, though they yield no very valuable productions,
except the bohea tea, reared chiefly on the hill-slopes of Foo-
keen. The manufactures are various and actively pursued,
yet none of them can match those of Nan-king, Hang-choo-foo,
and King-tih-chin. The coast, however, is the seat of nearly
all the foreign trade of the empire. Its position relative to the
eastern peninsula and ai-chipelago, its fine harlwrs, even the
ruggedness of many of its districts, seem to have united in

turning the industry of the people in this direction. Canton
is the oldest seat of the trade with Europe and America, while
the Chinese junks .sent to the neighboring coasts and islands
are almost all fitted out from the ports of Foo-keen. A bolder
and more enterprising race, addicted to maritime adventure
and even to emigration, inhabits these shores.

4. The IVesltrn Provinces bordering on Mongolia, Thibet,
and Manchuria, are Sze-chuen, Yun-nan, Kwei-choo, Shen-se,
and Kan-suh, but our knowledge of them is more imperfect than
of any other quarter. According to every description hitherto
received, their aspect, productions, and social state differ very
widely from tho.se of the other parts of the empire. The
mountains are much loftier, and their recesses are occupied to

a great extent by the Miao-tse, Lolos, and other independent
and almost savage tribes. This region, however, is not alto-

gether sterile or unproductive ; there are some extended plains,

and the mountains are generally interspersed with rich and
beautiful valleys. The store of metals and minerals is particu-

larly ample, including gold, silver, and copper. On the hills

of .some districts are rhubarb and other medicinal plants; ancl

among the numerous wild animals is the one which yields

musk. The rivers afford commodious channels for transport-

ing those articles through the whole empire.
Besides the.se 18 provinces, the Chinese possess Tarious

islands on the coast; the principal, Formosa, being on the
west, and Haitian on the south. Fomiosa forms part of thu
province of Foo-keen. It is situated at about 80 m. from the
mainland, stietching from lat. 21-' 53' 30" to lat. 25-^ 33'. The
fertility of the pl.Tins has gained for Formosa the name of thu
Granary of C. On every available piece of land fields of rice

and sugar are carefully cultivated, and rccomiien.^'e the farim r

by yielding him constant and abundant crops. These alone,

in addition to such products as jute, grass cloth, fibie, rice pa-

per, and ratan, would make the island a valuable possession; but
far more precious are the sulphur and the camphor which aie
obtained from the mines «nd the mountains of the island,

and which are claimed by the government as crown monopo-
lies. As the gigantic laurels from which the camphor is ob-

tained are in the po.ssession of the natives, the acquisition of a
constant supply is somewhat difficult. About 14,tX)0 cwt. of

this commodity are, however, annually exported from the ports

of Tam-say and Kelung. The Treaty Ports in Formosa am
Tai-wan-Foo (including Ta-koiv), on the S.W. coast, and
Tam-say (including Keluns), on the S.W. and N. coast.

—

Hainan is the largest of several islands situated on the coast of
the province Kwan^-tuug. It extends for about 100 m. from
N to S., and the same distance from E. to W. Gold is found
in its central part ; and sugar, cocoa-nuts, betel-nuts, bii-ds'

nests, and agar-agar, or sea-vegetable, are among the other

products of the island. The Chinese have long been repre-

sented as averse to all traffic ; but we actually well know that

no ijeople are more solicitous to ac(juire riches, or less fastidi-

ous as to the means, and that the wealthy class are as de.sirous

as iu any other land to procure whatever appears to them use-

ful or agreeable, without any .scrupulous inquiry as to how or

whence it comes. The Internal Trade of this vast country
constitutes by far the most important part of tfs i om-
merce. The variety of climate and productions throughout
the empire renders the provinces mutually dependent upon
each other, and affords ample scope for exchan^;*; ; while the

traffic is increaseil by the circumstance that the court, and
with it the great body of opulent families, is resident al: Pe-

king, near the northern frontier, and in a country which yields

scarcely a single article of elegance or luxury. Tea, tlie uni-

versal beverage, though produced in almost every province, is

not to be found of fine quality except in the few districts already

mentioned. Uice is raised only in the central and southern
divi.<ions, whence the whole consumption of the north must Le
furnished. Sugar is confined within nearly the same limits.

The silk and cotton manufactures are carried to perfection only
in the giieat cities of Keang-soo and Cbe-keang

;
porcelain only

at King-tih chin. Timber grows only on the moumaius, and
chietly ou the southern range. Suit, a goverumaut monopoly.
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exUts iu mines ta w«U a» rock upriog!*, but is princiiwlly pro-
cured from !i«a-water on the eauteru auj Houtheni coaib. AI-
tliDugb tbe«9 are tbe principal commcKlitiej, there are obri-
ou«l>' many others), the conTeyance of which, on a scale requi-
site for the waut« of so Tajit a p'ipulation, must gire orrasioo
to a Tery extensive comnierre. This great tni«le is cuuUuctol
almost eutirely by means of water couimunii-atioos, consisting
not only of the great rirers, particularly lloang-ho ami Keang-
ku, with their tributaries, but also of raoals, with which in-

most tbe whole empire is furrowi^ an>l upon which the Chinese
hare made the most larish display of their industry and re-

•ources. The principal is tbe Imperial Canal, which extends
600 miles in Sbaog-tung and Keang-si. Compared with this

grand system of water-communication, land-carriage is little

regarded, and few of the raids are better than footpaths ;

though, when one does become actually necessary to connect
any of tbeir points of intercourse, the inhabitants spare neither
labor nor cost iu making it complete. The coasting trade is

dtsrourai^ed by government, on account of iU dlmiuishing the
iuterual transit-^lues. It U, however, pretty extensive. It if

stated that the most populous part uf C. is singularly well

dapte-1 for tbe eslablL^hment of a network of railways, and a
first attempt to introduce them into the country was made by
the construction of a short line from Sliangbai to Woosung,
40 m. in length. One half of this line, from Shanghai to Kaug-
wang, was opened to traffic June 3, 187*), but closed again,

having been purcha.sed by the Chinese authorities.

A Chinese ship or junk is s<>ldom the pro|>erty of one indi-

Tidual. Sometimes W, 0*), or even llJO dil^rcnt merchants
purchase a vessel, and divide her into as many difTerent com-
partments as there are partners ; .so that each knows his own
particular part of the ship, which he Lh at liberty to At up and
secure as he ple&'jcs. The bulk-heads, by which these divisions

are formed, consist of stout pUinks, so well calkeil as to be com-
pletely water-tight. A ship thus formed may strike on a rock
Mid yet sustain no serious injury : a leak springing iu one di-

vision of the hold will not be attended with any damage to arti-

elM placed in another : and from her firmness she is ijualified

to reidst a more than oniinary shock. A considerable lass of
towage is, of course, su>tiiined : but the Chinese exports gen-
erally coataiu a considerable value in small bulk. It is only
tbe very largest class ofjunks th:it have so m.tny owners ; but
•reo In the smallest cUiss the number is very considerable.

Tkt Bztemal Commrrce Is inconsiderable when compared
to the great resources of the country. This has arisen partly

from the variety of productions and manufactures exchanged
by wwns of the vast internal trtde, but chietly from the re-

Mrietiaas Impoeed upon tbe (orei^ trade by the Cliine.se gov-
•nuaeal. Tbe principal article of i-x/>o/'( is tea, and it is mainly
owing to the diffiuion of the taste fdr it, and its consumption
by all elaasei of people, that the foreign trtde of C. has at-

tained its present importance. The other articles of export are
raw silk and silk maiiufdcture<l, cassia lignea, and a few more ;

bat tbey are of very inferior value ami importance as compared
with lea. The principal articles of impart are opium, cotton
ftad woollea goods, mineral oil, etc. The commercial inter-

eoura* of C U mainly with ludlt, Great Briuin, and the U.
Statw. The exports to Oraat Britain consist uialnly of tea and
raw silk. Tta* taaporta of British produce, coo<i.sting for the
most part of wannlbfitnriKl cotton ami woollen gools, are grad-
ually deeieasing, the value of total Imports from that country
in 1M77 being «ZI.033.i9), against «;«.U1,140 in ISTI.

The oommerre of C with the U. .States is secon<l In Impor-
tance only to that with Great Britain. Its increase during the
few last years has t>een considerable, and the textile Industries

of America, enperially the m«nuf4ctura of cotton, are rapidly
ntning In Ctvor and reputation, while the coo<umption of the
Bntisb-mvle piece goods, which come into competition with
our own, i« on the decrease. The total import* of Ann-rican
goods Into C amounted in 1^78 to 411,410.004. and the lot >|

eaporta to 9l.'>,Kt>.'t,.379. The principal articles of imporl% were :

— Cotton maoufju-tureil, 43/>'>'..Vyi ; mineral oil, 41587>19 : nr-
trtdgM, «IU0.013: silver bullion, «7.7<a.aQ8. The principal

artlelM esportCTl were: —Tea, 40.2i4,tK>5: raw silk, <<.<J.'>7.-

617; rice, 9SI7.i>73: opium, •>m,iS3; palm-leaf, va'W.^rJ i

brown sugar, ^U7,<>'il

The U. iMalM h.kve, in virtue of various tnmtlea with the Chi-• government (the first and most important signed June 18,

tUM), the right »f .«-<-»« to 'Jl ixirts of the empire, known as
treaty ports, ami dlvi.le.| into ll priinarr or consular ports (In
each of which the U ^ittr* havn a cnnsuUila), and 10 •erond-
ary portu, the first class ccHoprialng Cntitm, 4mnt, f'on^hon>,
NIngpo, Shanghai, .<4w.ilow. fixnuin. rtift^oo, Hnitknw, Km-
kia-K. and Newchwang K)r an a<ldltlonal omvetitiou, maile
in l''7'>. tbe Cblnose government cmsenlnl to open, on tbr 1st

of l'ebru.«ry, 1S77, thrr« more towns to forWgn trade, naiiwly,
Wenchow, a sr«i>ort l>etwi'«n Foo-^-tiow ami Nlngp». Wo<>-b»o,
on tlie lower Yang-t'M*, lieyonil Nankin , and Icbang, on the
Upper Yang Lie, '.Mi m further Inland llian Hankow, and
nearly In the n-ntre of the Kiii|>ire. The IblUiwIng are the most
important imrts o|M-n to foreign trade :

—
Amo., in Koo keen Co., on an Islaml ealM ICia Mun, lat. 24'

40' N.,lon. HIT' K. It is the most scceMlble of ail the consular
ports in C, no pilots l>elng re<|uiri>'l on entering or depaniog.
though bgtumen often board the ship to olfer assistince. mune

regulations were once issued re<)uiring merehantmen to engage
pilots to and troui the Chan Cliat rucks, but their use is now
optional. The water couimuni<-ation with the interior is uut,
however, e<|ual to that enjoyed by the other ports. Tbe har-
bor is a bay, and an inner harbor. The inner harl>or Is one
of the best on the coast. There U good holding ground iu the
outer harbor, and vc'sels can auclior in ttie inner, within a
short distance of the beach, and be perfectly ses-ure. Tbe tide

rises and falls from 14 to l)j feet. The western side of tlie h.ir-

bon, from 076 to 840 yards wide, is formed by tlie island of
Kulangsu. The cliannel round the i^laud of Amoy is so nar-
row aud winding that directions would l>e useless, the chart
being tbe best guide. Besides the exrellrnt >lieiter that this

harbor affords, the Chinese have dockn for repairing and build-
ing their largest junks. Tbe dorks are worthy of notice. Ves-
sels of almost any size can obtain an> thing necessary for repairs.

Tbe company's large granite dork is 'i.Sti Iret long on the
blocks, aud at average springs ran take vessels drawing from
16 to 17 feet. The dock is fitted with a caisson gate, and with
a centrifugal steam pump of great power, insuring despatch
at all states of tbe tide, t'op., 3iJ(i,t<)U.

Cakton, formerly the chief commercial mart of C, is the cap-
ital of prov. Kwaiig-tung, in lat. '23- 7' 10" .\ , Ion 113^- 14'

30" \L, on a broad and navigable tidal stream, tbe Chu-Kisiig,
or I'earl River, forming one of the channels by wbich tbe
united waters of two gnat interior strx-ams, tbe North and
We.'<t Rivers, reach the sea. Canton is situated in the merit

southerly of tbe provinces on the s4>iitKMird of C. This prov-
ince is traverHxl Ironi \V. to K., from N to }>., and from E. to

W..by three msgniflcent streams, of whiih the two Utter «re
navigable by heavily'-laden bouts for dixtanres of frt'in'jKOto 3li0

m., whilst tbe fonncr is derived intm the remotest mterior, l>e-

ing accessible for fully 700 m. along its own channel, and navi-

gable also by large steamers for nearly 300 m. from the sea.

The North and West Rivers join about 30 m. to the westward
aud northward of Canton, whence, in a noble channel of more
than a mile broad, known as tbe Lower West River, or the
Broadway, they pursue a direct southerly course to the sea. A
portion of the united West and North Rivers is, however, di-

verted at the junction through a narrow channel in an east-

erly direction, and, after pa.s>ing the iiii(>ortant trading and
manufacturing town of Kat-shan (Koo-shun I, expands at Canton
into tbe broad tidal river, branching into two channels (eventu-
ally subdivided into an intricate network around numberless
flat, alluvial islai:.ds), which has the name of Chu-Kiang Vi m.
farther down the river is tbe safe and commodious amborage
of Whampoa, and 10 m. lower the Kaft Kiver joins, diM-bar-

ging itself by several mouths channelled through an alluvial

plain. The bold shore a few niiles lower down, and s<ime rocky
Ulets, compress the strenni into a con>iderably narrower chan-
nel, call<!d by the Chinese llu Mun, or Tigers Mouth, and by
the Portuguese Boca Tigris, and hence Thf Bonuf On
leaving the Itogue, the river exiiamls to a breadth of reveral

miles, joining by numerous tortuous channels the waters ol

the Lower West River, until It is finally lost in the sea *l>out

80 m from Canton. Tbe breadth of the estuary is folly 7ligio-

graphical miles. .\t the extreme eastern limit lies the island

forming the British colony of Hong Kong, 40 m. to the wrsl-

wanl of which, and clore to tbe Broadway Channel, is the
I'ortugur^ settlement of .Macao. The ikrilitles offered to com-
merce by so extensive a river-system, and its arrrsribility fntm
the «, made Canton at a ver>' early dale the principal sea|><«rt

of the empire. This distinction it retained despite the draw-
back it suffers by its distance from the rich producing disiHcis
i>f Central C. The o|iening of new ports to tbe foreign trade
was very prejudicial to tbe prosperity of Canton The teas and
other exports which were foru.erly brought by a land journey
ofOlOm. (him the producing districts of llu-peh across the
mountains, and down the North River lo (he Canton market,
were now purrha<«d at Hankow, in the centre of the produc-
ing districts, and despatched by steamers navigating the Yang-
tsae to Shanghai, whence they «ere shipped to America and
England direct. Imports, in like manner, were introduced at

half a down eligible i>oiiils lo tbe markets of the interior.

Hong Kong, too, in IK'rl, suddenly rose in importance, owing
to the prevalence of the rel>ellion around Canton, which cauMtl
many of the native traders lo seek security In Hong Kong,
either as residents or by transporting merchandise tbcnrc in

steamers to Canton. Two years later the en'ire foreign com-
munity was removixl from Canton, owing lo the (lendliig bos-

(lliltmi with Kngland, and a large accession to lite im|Mirtance

of Hong Kong as » settlrment was the natural rons<i|uriice.

The proxiniil) of (he English colony lo the seat of trade iiuve

encouragement to merehants to maintain their de|Kils and
nsiidenc's in (lie island. Inducing the Chinese dealers lo vi.lt

(hem llirre for the pureluuw of imports. Kor the introiluciion

of these into tbe interior, exceptional facilities were «(li nicd

by the nuinrn>us branches of tbe Cantim liner, tbrfiugb which
Dterelwndlsr, and e«|»-cially opium, can Iw clandestinely ron-

veye<l, and the (aiynienl of customs iluties at Canton atoi<l<d.

l,'ni|er (heM> circumslances Hong Kong gn'w rapidly at tlw' ex-

pense of Canton ; and when tran(|uillity was rrstoreil. It liecan e

apparent, after a year or (wo, (ba( the great mercantile houses

neail no longer make the latter place tbeir head iiuarten. 1 be
number of foreign realdenU has dwindled year by year in pio-
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portion to the growth of Houg Kong, whilst the introduction

of powerful river steamers built in the U. States, and making
the voyage between Canton and Hong Kong daily in less than

six hours, has rendered it still more easy for the Chinese deal-

ers to visit the colony and supply their wants from the import-
ers there in the cheapest and most expeditious manner. In
consequence of this revolution in the method of conducting
tnide, many of the principal firms have withdrawn altogether

from Canton, whilst others are still represented by assistants

employed for the purchase of tea and silk ; but a large and in-

creasing proportion of the trade has passed into the hands of
commission agents, whilst the Chinese themselves are learning
very rapidly to do business on their own account, or through
the medium of the foreign commission agencies, thus pro-
gressively curtailing the importance of those few celebrated
houses which once drew to themselves all but a fractional part
of the entire outward and inward trade. Rapidity of intercom-
munication, the employment of steam, the extended use of the
English language, and the vast influx of competitors from all

parts of the world, are rapidly reducing the power of capital to
a level with that of energy and enterprise, native as well as for-

eign ; but with the more uniform distribution of the advanta-
ges of trade are entailed the evils of commercial insecurity and
unsettled markets, with the attendant calamities of periodical
failure and panics. Although Canton is situated nearly in the

is well supplied with fish from the numerous canals and rivers

by which it is intersected. Steamers of heavy burden can
ascend the river to an anchorage immediately facing the Sha-
micn Site ; and, although the limits of the port of Canton are
officially held not to extend above the anchorage of Wliampoa,
the advantage to trade which is entailed by the loading and
discharging of steamers at Canton is so great, that a tacit per-
mission is given to the practice. Several large steamers trade
regularly between Canton, Shanghai, and Tien-tsin, carrying
almost exclusively native merchandise, such as drugs, dried
fruits, iron and brass ware, paper (of which large quantities
are manufactured near Canton from the macerated hull of the
bamboo), etc. It is rarely that foreign traders are concerned
in these shipments. The great staples of tea and silk, opium
and cotton goods, may still be said to occupy almost exclu-
sively the attention of foreign merchants. German and French
houses do, indeed, import some quantities of petty European
manufactures, among which watches and fire-arms take the
lead ; but the importance of this trade is not great. Among
the articles of the second class to be enumerated are matting
and fire-crackers (largely shipped to the U. States), and drugs.
Pop , 1,200,000.
Foo-CHOW, the capital of prov. Foo-keen, is one of the prin-

cipal Treaty ports. It lies on the river Min, 34 m. from its

mouth in the Formosa Channel, in lat. 26° 2' 24" N., and Ion.

Fig. 74. — Mandarin's Boat.

same parallel of latitude as Calcutta, there is a considerable
difference in their temperature ; the former being much cooler,
and requiring fires during the winter months. The streets are
very narrow, paved with little round stones, and flagged close
to the sides of the houses. The front of every bouse is a shop,
and those of particular streets are laid out for the supply of
strangers. China Street is appropriated to Europeans ; and
here the productions of almost every part of the globe are to be
found. One of the shop-keepers is always to be found sitting
on the counter, writing with a camel's-hair brush, or calculat-
ing with his swanpan,on which instrument a Chinese will per-
form operations in numbers with as much celerity as the most
expert European arithmetician. The Chinese, considered as
traders, are eminently active, perseverine, and intelligent.
They are, in fact, a highly commercial people ; and the notion
that was once very generally entertained, of their being pecu-
liarly characterized by a contempt of commerce and of stran-
(tera, is as utterly unfounded as any notion can possibly be.
Business is transacted at Canton with great despatch ; and no-
where in the world may cargoes be sold and bought, loaded
and unloaded, with more business-like speed and activity.
Provisions and refreshments of all sorts are abundant in Can-
ton, and, in general, of an excellent quality ; nor is the price
exorbitant. Every description of them, dead and alive, is sold
by weight. It is a curious fact that the Chinese make no use of
milk, either in its liquid state, or in the shape of curds, butter,
or cheese. Among the delicacies of a Chinese market are to
be seen horse-flesh, dogs, cats, hawks, and owla. The country

119° 25' E., 185 m. from Amoy, 835 from Swatow, 410 from
Shanghai, and 510 from Hong Kong. The navigation of the
estuary of the Min is intricate and dangerous, the guide to the
transit being the prominent landmark called Sharp Island
Peak. At about 8 m. from the mouth the stream contracts
to a channel not more than half a mile in width, at the pasises

of Kin-pai and Minguan. Above these passes is the anchorage
for foreign ves.sels at Lo-sing Island, called also Pagoda Island.
Vessels are held to have entered the port when they have pacsed
Kin-piU, and the shipment and discharge of cargo take place
at Pagoda Island, Kushan, and the river between the bridge
and Tien-how Island. The shallowness of the river above
Pagoda Island, about 10 m. from Foo-chow, precludes the
passage of any but very light craft. The principal exports
are of tea, of which about 75,000 000 lbs are annually exported.
The qualities are Oolong to the U. States, and Congou and
Souchong to England. The local weights are one third less

than those employed elsewhere. Thus the Foo-chow catty is

nearly equal to the lb. avoirdupois. The payments are reck-
oned in Sycee, cut dollars being 13-2 per cent discount, clean
Mexican 12 per cent. There is a dock at Pagoda anchorage,
300 feet long, 95 broad, and 22 deep, which is owned and man-
aged by Europeans. Pop. 800,000.
Hankow, one of the five chief commercial cities in the

empire, and the most important among the river porta in C.

opened to foreign trade, in lat. 30° 32^ 51" N., Ion. 114© 19'

65" E. ; 582 geographical miles from Shanghai. It faces Han-
yang city, across the Han, and Woo-chang across the Yaugtic.
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It is nearlj in the centre of C , at the junction of the Ifan and
Yari^Zf, unci commandii the uioiit exti.-u»iTe rirer couiniuuioa-
tioii in the worlU. The depth of the rirer at the mouth of the
Han is 11 fiUhoma In Dec., and much more in July. The ex-
port trade conitiiits chieOy iu tea, killi, wool, oil, tobacco, and
Tegetable tallow, and amounts iu value to about 16,000,000
taels annually. Most of the tea is transshipped at tihangbai,
but some is loaded at Hankow for America and Sngiand d&ect.
The imports are chiefly cotton piece goods, woollens, silli, and
ugar. The trade with thi<4 port U said to be fieriouiily hindered
by the practice of aflbrding lung cretlitK to tlie native buyeni of
iinports. The navigation of the Yangtze is difficult and some-
what dangerous. Pop. 600,000.
RiD-KUNG, a river port on the right bank of the Kiang-se,

and close to the outhll into that river of the waters of the
8o-yanglake, 137 m. by land from Hankow. Tea is the principal
export. The chief imports are textile (kbricit and opium. The
foreign inhabitants are not numeroux, and trade has not in-

creased according to expectation. In 18TT the value of imports
in foreign vessels was 919,676,500, and of the exports S16,770,-
476. Hop. 40.000.

Nkwchwa.>o, the most northerly of the Treaty ports, in the
Manchurian prov. of Shing-king, on the river Uaou, lat. 41°
N.,lon. 1220 90' E.,at 35 m. from Monkden. The trade, which
is rapidly increasing, is mostly confined to Shangay and Swa-
tow. Navigation is cloaed 3 months of the year by ice. The
imports ooosist chiefly of opium, sugar, and cotton goods.
The import of cotton goods for the year ending June 30, 1878,
consisted of 974,387 pieces, against 769,4tj8 iu 1877. The in-
enase was notably on American drills, of which 200,000 pieces
were imported, against 79,000 during the preceding year, and
American and English sheetings. Of iron, bar, and noil-rod,

11,294,705 tons were imported in 1878, aKaim^t 4,9«J5,466 tons
in 1877. There was also an increaMHl demand for load. 360
Te«eU of 152,009 tons cleared the port in 1878, against 286 ves-
•eU of 106,289 tons in 1877.

Ndioik). in the prov. of Che-keang, on the river Yung, lat.

290 55' 12" N., long. 121 ' 22' K. The port commences at the
river's mouth ; three islets, called the Triangles or Yew lAlands,
forming three passages to the river. The port is 11 m. up the
stream, which is about 600 yards wide at this point, with depths
Tarying fk«m 5 to 2 fiitboou. Vessels of 17 feet draught can
proceed to the city at half-tide in the spring. European pilots
procured at Chin Uat The access to the river Yung was facili-

tated by the construction of two lighthouses on the islands off
its mouth. The first is built on Square Island, and is 186 feet
above the aea^coast, lat. 29-' 59' 22" N., long. 12lo 45' 6" B.
The second lighthouse, 154 feet above the sea level, is on Tiger's
Island, about half a mile from the entrance of the river, lat.
»o 67' 43" N. , long. 12lo 43' 51" B. The chief exports are
tea, slllt, and cotton ; the imports, textile &brics, opium, and
rloe. In 1877 vessels of all nations entered 477, tons 268,643.
Tbers Is a custom-house under foreign management. On the
opposite side of the river is a foreign settlement, where the con-
suls reside, and from 80 to 40 foreigneta carry on trade. Pop.
lli),ii<M).

-o .»

M< vNOiiAi, or Skangluu, % seaport city, and the chief empo-
rium now open for foreign commerce, in prov. Keang-soo, on
th<- Wong-poo lUver, 160 m. E.S.B. of Nankin, and 12 m. above
the niduih of the Wongpoo, in the estuary of the Yangtie.
The Wong-poo, though three fourths of a mile broad, opposite
Bbaughai, with a depth of 3 or 4 fathoms, is little better thsn
• mere tidal channel reaching 40 m. inland, and draining away
tbe surplus water* from the interior chain of lakes. The land
to tbe N. and K. of Shanghai has been formed within tbe but
three centuries by tbe alluvium brought down the Yangtas.
This ptoress of depoeiiion going on, the great city may, in
eoursH of time, find itself cut off from its communications with
the sea, and tbe source* of Its pre*ent prosperity dried up.
Lat 810 K' N. ; Ion. 121 •* 26' K. It stands on a level and
highly cultivated plain, and Is encloeed by a wall 6 m. in cir-
cuit, imniedlatelv outside of which are several populous sub-
urbs. It L* an important entrepot of (be commerce tietween
tbe N. and H. ptovs. of China, exporting mauuflu'turpd goods
toTien-iidn,in the metropolitan prov. of Chih-lo, and Importing
large quantities of pul*e, flour, meats, rhut>arb,and skins from
the shoras of the Yellow Sea. An extensive Internal eommuni.
cation by water hciliuUee ita trade with ail the N. half of
China, and it Is stated to have a direct trade with the countrtea
of Central Asia. Ita coasting trade is also very extensive, and
S.IJUJ junks are often crowded together in its rirer, naay being
from ILUnon, Canton, and tbe Malay archipelago. Thk rsfen
to the native city only, the foreign setUement baiog eatirely
distinct. It I* (ituateil outside the walla to tbe N. and ., on
the left bank of the Wong-poo River. 8 m. long by 1 u. wWe,
and divided into the American, Rrltlsh, and French eonew-
•tons. On tbe oppoalte bank i* the I'mtung *uburb, where arc
large manulik of machinery, and nliip-bulliling MlabllsbniMita.
Tbe river Is here crowded with shipping from all parts of the
world, the anchorage extending for 6 m. down, where frcMn SSO
to 300 sailing ships and steamers may be seen at anchor, some
of tbe latter 2,600 ton* burthen. Tbe chief custom-hoase no-
dsrr foiwign control in t'hlna \t at this port, wiih a harbor-mas-
ter and pilot board. There an* flfUen consuls, the principal
being British, American, and French. These bare criminal

jurisdiction over the subjects of their several nations, and the
Chinese ore ameiiable to tbe Thontai, or chief magistrate of
the city. There is also a foreign municipality for tbe construc-
tion aod conservation of public works, with power to tax the
natives ; but beyuud thette there is no regular executive or
legislative government. Skmughai has frw products of its

own ; iu importance arises from its position as a central empo-
rium of N. Chins, and the ctiuulry up the Yang-ta^Kiai^.
It has regular steam comuiuui<-ation with all the open ports
in China and Japan, and fortnightly with India and Europe.
There are three daily neW8|>a|>ers, two weekly, and two fort-

nightly, published in the linglish language; and four three
times a week in Chinese. Principal exports tu foreign coun-
tries are silk, tea, cotton, cania, camphor, and porcelain ; and
imports opium, specie, ootton and woollen goods, niuoilions of
war, hardware, and funeral merchnndise. In 1877, 1979 vwi-
sels of 211,316 tons eiiUred, and 1,U71 of 1^244,636 tons cleared
the port. Tbe annual export of tea to the U. States avetagea
about 22.000,000 lbs. Pop. 400,000.
SwATOW. or Chan-thou, in prov. Kwang-tung, on the left

bank of the river Han and 5 m. flrotn its mouth, 22 m. B.N.E.
of Canton. Its foreign trade is considerabla 800 VMsals of
391.6U0 tons, of all nations, cleared tbe port In 1877. The
value of imports for that year, consisting chiefly of bMn-calie,
opium, cotton piece gtMKls, and woollen goods, was (8,872,400.

TiCN-TsiN, in the nietro|K)litan prov. of Cbih-le, in which is

situated Peliing, the cap. of tbe empire. It is situated at tbe
junction of tbe rivers Wan-ho and Peiro, which flow into the
Gulf of Pih-chih-li, lat. 39^ N., Ion. 118° E. Two miles below
the city is the "concession," or quarter for foreigners. The
U. States, together with almost every European nation, is here
represented by a consul. It is a great entrepot for salt. The
trade of the city has for several yeiirs been going over in great

Cinto the hands of the Chinese merchants, who, by going to

igbai and purchasing for themselves and shipping direct,

are in a position to undersell the foreign merchant at Tien-tsin.

Tbe port is closed three months of each year i Dec. to Mareh) by
ice,but during this time sletlges supply the place ofjunks on the
river, and commercial activity does not Hag. In 1877, 712 Ves-

sels, of 288,348 tons, entered and cleared. The imports consist
chiefly of gray and white shirtings, T-cloths, Turkey-red cam-
brics, camlets, and opium.

Finances.— The amount of the public revenue of China is

only known by estimates. According to the most authentic
of these, the total receipts of the government in recent
years averaged !S12o,00U ,000, derived from taxes on land, grain,
licenses, and customs duties upon exports and imports. The
receipts from customs alone are made known. They amounted
to7,872,257 liaikwan tacl,ort:ll,783,385, in lS&l,and,gradually
increasing, hod risen to 12.152,921 Imikwan tael,or«18,229,38U,
in 1876. The customs duties fall more u|>on exports than im-
ports. The expenditure of tbe government is nuilnly for the
army ; the maintenance is estimated to cost 975,000,000 per
annum on the average. C. had no foreign debt till the end of
1874. In Dec., 1874, the government contracted a loan of
•3,138^6, bearing 8 per cent interest, secured by tbe cus-
toms revenue. A second 8 per cent foreign loan, likewise
secured on tbe customs, to tbe amount of $8,021,880, was
issued in July, 1878.

Monri/. — The Chinese have no silver coin, and keep their ac-
counts iu taels, mace, candareens, aod cash, forming a decimal
system, of which only the lowest member Is represented by a
coin. Weight of silver is, indeed, the basis of their notation
in this res)iect. A tael or tiaag equals 11 oa. of silver, and is

divided Into 10 mace [t$>m). the mace into 10 candareens (/Wti),

and tbe caodareen Into 10 it, to which 1 cash in copper should
precisely correspond. Owing, however, to the decline In the
value of the ctuJt, which for nearly half a century has under-
gone progressive depreciation in the mintage, the average vslue
of tbe tael Is 1,400 cop|>er cash (Cung-ts'im). These coins are
cast in moulds, with a square hole occupying the centre,
around which, on the iihver>e,are Chinrm- characters, denoting
the reign, with the words " ('irculating Value," and on the re-

verse the name of the mint in Mantchoo characters. In large
native transactions, pure silver, known as Sfrtr, is the basis of
exchange. The silver Is cast in Ingots, called iJkort, ttota a
fluicied resemblance in shape ; thee weigh fW>m ^ a tael to
100 taels. Sliver of the highest stamlanl uf purity Is produced
at tbe Customs Bank by melting and refining the foreign coin
received in payment nf duties, and is known as llal-kwan (i. e.

eustomsj Syree. The Hai-kwan Tael -^ tlM.
The /inentss of golil ait'l silvtr is expressed by dividing the

weight into 100 parts, called toi/Hfs, or touch, similar to the
trench practice. Thus, if an Ingot he 93 touch, it is under-
stood to contain 7 parts of alloy and 93 of pure metal, making
in the whole 100. Tlie flneueas of tbe precious metals, ex-
wcsaad In tbcae decimal proportions, may be converted into
kngllsh proportions by tbe following analogies. Suppose gold
it 91.68 touch. My, as 100 : 91 66 : : l2 : 11, the standard, and
vitt etrta ; and to convert standard silver into touch, say, as

240 : 322 : : 100 : 924i, tbe touch of sterling silver. — Oold U
not considered as money, but as merebandlse ; It is sold In

regular Ingots of a determined weight ; the largest of the**
weigh 10 taels each ; and tbe gold U reckoned 94 touch,
though it may be only 92 or 98.
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Table for converting Chinese Money We ght into English
Troy Weight.

Taels oz. dwta grs. Mace. oz iwts. grs

100 120 16 8 19 7.872

50 60 8 7 16 21.888

25 30 4 6 14 11.904

24 28 19 20.16 5 12 1920
23 27 15 16.32 4 9 16.936

22 26 11 12.48 3 7 6.952

21 25 7 8.64 2 4 19 968

20 24 3 4.80 lor 10

19 22 19 0.98 Caadar. 2 9.984

18 21 14 2112 9 2 41856
17 20 10 17 28 8 1 223872
16 19 6 13 44 7 1 16.6888

15 18 2 960 6 1 10 7904

14 16 18 6 76 5 1 4.9920

13 15 14 192 4 23.1938

12 14 9 22.03 3 17.3952

11 13 5 18 24 2 115968
10 12 1 14.40 1 5.7984

9 10 17 10 56 Cash.

8 9 13 6 72 9 6 21856

7 8 9 2 88 8 4 63872

6 7 4 23.04 7 4.05888

5 6 19 20 6 • 3 47904

4 4 16 15 38 5 2 89920

3 3 12 11.52 4 2.31936

2 2 8 7.68 3 1.73952

1 1 4 3.84 2 1.15968

Mace. 1 57984
9 1 1 17 856

Weights and Measures.— Gold and silver are weighed by the
catty of 16 taels; the tael is divided into 10 mace, 100 eanda-
reens, or 1,000 cash. 100 taels are reckoned to weigh 120 oz

16 dwt troy, which makes the tael equal to 579.8 English

grains, or 37.566 grammes The weights and measures in

ordinary use for merchandise at the treaty ports, and in the
intercourse with foreigners, are as follows :

—
The Le.ang, or Tael = IJ oz avoirdupois.

Picul = 133 lbs.

Catty = li "
ChiA = 14.1 inches.

Chang = Hi feet.

Lys, or Li = 194 to a degree, or about J Eng. mile.

In the tariff settled by treaty between Great Britain,

America, and China, the Chih of 14.1 English inches has
been adopted as the legal standard. It is the only authorized
mea.<iure of length at all the ports of trade, and its use is

gradually spreading all over the empire.
Banking — The following lines on the course of banking

with C. which may be pursued, may be of interest to many
American merchants who seek to extend their business rela-

tions in this direction, — say goods from New York to Shanghai.
If no advance is required in New York, shippers may send to

one of the Chinese agencies of a London bank (the Oriental
Bank Corporation for instance) the bills of lading authorizing
delivery against payment. The usual charge for collecting
and remitting in this way is one half per cent. In case the
above instanced bank was employed, the best form of remit-
tance would be its six months' sight draft on the Union Bank
of London, which could be discounted there if required. If
money is wanted in New York at time of shipment, a credit on
Loudon could be arranged, the charges for this credit being a
question for the London head office, — probably 1.^ per cent.
The shipping documents may then be sent to Shanghai bank
agents direct by the banker negotiating in New York, or they
can accompany the draft, and be sent on from London. On
receipt of payment, or partial payment, of any amount, the
Shanghai bank would remit by sight draft, which would go
against the New York draft and any interest due. The interest
would not be much, if any, less than 6 per cent per annum,
and more when the Bank of England rate was over 6 per cent,
and may be chargeable from date of maturity of the New York
draft till due date of China remittance. If the goods are
shipped to a port in China where the London bank has no
agent, its Shanghai branch will constitute an agent or agents
for the time being, who would be entitled to charge a comniis-
gion on their own account in addition to the one half per cent
charged by the bank.

Chinese immigration. — Important among the proceedings
of the Chamber of Commerce of New York, affecting the inter-
national relations of the U. States, was its action, in Feb. 1879,
upon the bill pas.sed by both Houses of Congress, and, fortu-
nately for the credit of the nation, vetoed by the President,
restricting Chinese immigration to the U. States. The subject
was presented by Mr. A A. Low, whose life-long connection
with the Chinese trade give to his opinions peculiar weight.
lie called attention to the fact, that, in any attempt of such ex-
clusiveness, we were but repeating the traditional policy of non-
intercourse of the Celestial Empire itself, which has been
altered with so much difficulty, and he gave waruing that ('.

might well retaliate by putting an end to the treaty of amity,
commerce, and navigation now existing between the Empire
and the Republic. He concluded with an earnest appeal to

the President to withhold his sanction from the bill as unwor-
thy of the country. Mr. William H. Fogg, also one of the
oldest merchants in the trade with C, followed in support of
the arguments presented. He pointed to the fact, that we are

just entering upon a new era in our relations with the Celestial

Empire, and showed the folly of our giving just cause of offence

to this sensitive people at the precise moment when their

secular prejudices are beginning to yield to the pressure of
civilization from without. Mr. Elliot C Cowdin then addressed
the Chamber as follows : — " What is the cause of the ex-
traordinary action of our national legislators in regard to our
hitherto much vaunted treaties with the Chinese government?
California has come to Congress with three special complaints
with regard to the Chinese, and these complaints have proved
sufficient to excite, and I might almost say to frighten, a
nation of well-nigh fifty millions of people, into a proceeding
unprecedented in its history. These complaints are : 1st. That
the Chinese are coming to this country in overwhelming num-
bers, and, by an unfkir competition with white labor, are
driving it from the field. 2d That this enormous immigration
is not voluntary, but that these Chinamen are, in reality, a
servile class. 3d. That their vices make them a demoralizing
and destructive element in a community. Now, what are the
facts? As to the enormous immigration, the official records of
the San Francisco Custom-IIouse show that of all the Chinese
who had arrived 'n California for the twenty years ended July
1st, 1868, nearly three eighths had returned to China, and that

the total number remaining at that time on the Pacific coast

was less than 65,000. Since that time the reports of the U.
States Bureau of Statistics indicate that not more than 48,000,
at a liberal estimate, have been added to that number, if

we allow the same percentage as in previous years for their re-

turning. According to these figures, it is difficult to see how
there can be, on the whole Pacific slope, more than about
130,000 Chinese scattered through all the States and Territo-

ries of that vast region. As to the number in California itself,

so late an authority as the Sacramento Union, of the 15tb of

the present month, estimates it at not more than 60,000. Are
these numbers now increasing? Far from it. On the con-
trary, the recently published record of arrivals and departures
for the last six months in 1873 shows that during that period

4,640 Chinese sailed from California, while only 1,955 arrived

there. So much for the overwhelming volume of Chinese im-
migration ! As to the allegation that these Chinamen are ct«-

ating an unfair competition especially detrimental to white
labor, let us see what they have done The State records of
California show that the Chinese, so early as 1861, paid in

taxes, licenses, water rates for mining, the purchase of native

products, and in other ways directly beneficial to the country,
upwards of !fel3,00(),000 in a single year An excellent author-
ity estimated that in 1867 this sum had increased to SI 8,000 ,000,
being $45 to each one of the white population of the State,

estimating that population at 400,000. Can such a sum pass

into the general business of a State without greatly benefiting

its industrial classes ? What sane man, who is annually re-

lieved of .$45 of taxation, can accuse the people who have
done this of burdening the community ' L«t us now look

at the question as to the voluntary character of their immi-
gration. Mr. George F Seward, our present Minister to C,
and for more than ten years Consul and Consul-Qeneral in

that Empire, has written explicitly, ' This emigration has been
entirely voluntary in its character.' Dr. 8. Wells Williams,

for more than twenty years our Secretary of Legation, and
repeatedly Acting Minister to China, says :

' They come and go
from their own' shores just as freely as Americans do from
theirs ' Further authority is certainly unnecessary, yet this

high testimony can be confirmed by the report of almost every

official who has investigated the subject With regard to the

charge, that the vices of the Chinese make them a dangerous
claas, we have the testimeny of the Californians themselves,

given at a time when politics had not entered into this ques-

tion. In 1862, a Joint Select Committee of the California

Legislature made a report in which these passages occur : ' It

is charged that the Chinese demoralize the whites. We cannot
find any ground for the allegation. We adopt none of their

habits, form no social relations with them, but keep tliem

separate and apart, a distinct, inferior race. They work for

us ; they help us build up our State by contributing largely to

our taxes, to our shipping, farming, and mechanical interests,

without, to any extent, entering these departments as com-
petitors. They are denied privileges equal with other foreign-

ers; they cannot vote, nor testify in courts of justice, nor
have any voice in making our laws, nor mingle with us in

social life. Certainly we have nothing to fear from a race so

contemned and restricted.' These facts should be accepted as

a conclusive answer to this charge. With regard to the spe-

cific accu.sation that the Chinese women are brought here
solely for immoral purposes, the report just quoted says that

this practice ' is as abhorrent to their respectable merchants as

it is to us.' And in a memorial addressed to the President in

1876, by the Six Chinese Companies of San Francisco, these

merchants state the case as follows :
' A few yeGrs ago our
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C.iiu<Me mrrrbkot« trie<i to Mn<l tbMc prmtitulr* twrk to C,
auj 6ucc«-«lr<i in getting a Ur^ Duuibt-r ou UarU ttir ou(-
guing Kttruiier : but a rrrlain Uw\er o{ >our btiaonbl4> nation
(uitl to be the author and ti«an-r of t)ip«r rrst^iluliona agaJunt
our people), iu the employ uf iipriurii>l<-<i Obinanirn.piVKurvU
a writ ot Hufteas corpus, and brought all Oieam wuuirn on shore
ag^in ; and the court derid«^l that thrv had a right to ittajr In

tbi-t country if itiry so desired.* The extent of tbL> eTil, abhor-
rent MA it it, ii greatly oTfr-«siiuia(ed. According to the
AuDuai Report of the Bureau of Stali«ticii, the whole numlier
of I'hinew wooMa who came to tbi< cuuutry during the AK'al
year 1»<77 «ra« only 7»). The« are aouie of the ground* on
wbioh Congreu ha« ha«tllr decided to rv*er<e the oetabliihrd
policy of the soTemuieut, and abruptly break the Iklth of the
nauoo, at loTeionly pledged iu the BurliDgamo Treaty of
IS'iS. ... As a memlier of thi« Chamber, uut leai Uian as a
life-long friend of the laweuteii Burlingame. I (hould be recre-

ant (o my duty did I u«t enter a solemn protest against an art
of ii^U'tice so monstrous, that I cannot beliete it will meet
with Kxecutire approral.'' Other speeches were made in the
ame dirertion, and a memorial to the President was uoaiii-

muusly adopted by the Chamber. See lIo.xO'Ko.xo.

China, CMna-w^are. Sec Pokcelaih.
China Blue, a pi^rment ci>nsi8tin); of oxide of

cobalt, nK'!u.'(l w itii felspar and potash. It is cliitfly

useti to paint potlvry-ware.
China-Blue Style, a mode of calico-printing,

in wliich indi^o-biues are printed on the clutli, and
fi.xed by batlis of salts of iron anil of alkali.

China-Clay, doconi|M)sed felspar of the granite,

a fine jxitter's clay largely used in ceramic manu-
factiires. See Clav.
China Crape, Canton Crape, a rcry fine kind

of crape.

China Ooods, a commercial name for all groods

imported from the Chinese ports, whether of native
or fort'igii origin.

China-Orass Cloth, a Ix^autiful fine fabric

made from the fibre of an Indian nettle, liflnacrin

nicta, imported in this country as handkerchiefs.
The finest kind is made from the fibre of several

•I>ecie« of the genus •>' d<i, ami are imiiorted from
China, where they are called liid ftti (c. e. summer
cloth).

China-Inlc See I.vk.

China-Matting. S«e MATTtHO.
China-Merchant is a merchant whose business

it cxciusivelv in Chinese giKwls directly imporletl
by him.— Lhiiia-lMaUr is one who keeps glas.t,

earthen-ware, porcelain, and pottery for sale
China-Orange, the sweet orange. Citrus numn-

fiMM, so nanie<l from tlie plant having been receivud
originaliy fnmi China.
China-Root, a large tul>crose knottr rt>ot, of a

dark reddish-brown color on tlie outsiile and re<l-

dith-whitc witliin, prodm-e<l by Situltix Chimi. It

was formerly much used In medicine, but is now
seldom impurte"! /«»/> fre*-.

China-Wine, a ('hinese liquor, made from rice
distille«i with various fruits ami vegetable sub-
stances to give it flavor. It contains fri>m 2-i to
2H |ier cent of alcohol, and it sometimes im|»orted
from Hong Kong to San Franciai-n.

Chinchemr, a name in China for sugar-randv.
Chinchilla, a little HKlent animal. CLm/ulIn

ItinKjrrti, which is aU^ut inches in length from
the nose to tlte ru<it of the tail, witJi small pointe<)
ears, a short muzzle, U-i>th like the houM*-rat, and
a tail t»f mo<ieratu lengtlu It lives in burrows under
ground, in the oik-u country, in the northern pmv.
of Chili. The (. . is celebratisl for the beauty of its

fur, which exci-r><U in wannth and s<iftnr*s that
of any other animal, and ha* \f%-n long known
as an expensive and useful article in tlM.> drvss of
ladies.

Chine, a nie<'o of meat nit near the bark-bone
of an animal. — The ridue of a ia«k when* the ends
of the staves are unite<l. — Tho nart of the water-
way of a ship left above the deck.

Chin^. go<Mls of worsted, cotton, silk, and linen,

with priiiti-d warps.

Chineing-Machine, in coopering, is a machine
used to chuiiifir ilu- ends of staves on the inner

surface, and form the chine.

Chinese Balamce, a form of the tterlifard, hav-

ing four |>oints of sus|H-n»ion, and as many grad-

uatinl !-idt s to the weight-arm of the lever. See
STi.i.l.VAUK

Chinese Beer, a fermented drink made by the

Chinese, from barley or wheat, with a bitter add-

ed to the wort
Chinese Crackers. See Firk-Crackkks.
Chinese Sugar-Cane. See Sorohi m.

Chinese Varnish See Vaumsh.
Chinese 'Wax, the produce of an ins«-ct of the

cochineal tribe, analogous in its chemical ^<^n^ti-

tution to spennaceti. It is much valued by tlie

Chinese.
Chinese Yellovir, a color obtained from a very

bri^'llt milphuret of arsenic brought from China.

Chingkei, the .Malay name for cloves.

Chingle, small coal.

Chink, a vulgar name for cash or money.
Chinois (Fr.j, a small unri|K> orange, preserved

in sugan-d brandy.
Chinsing, a temporary calking or stopping of

the seams of a ship's deck or sides with oakum,
which is thrust in with a small iron.

Chin-Strap, in saddlerv.a strap connecting the

throat-strap and nose-banJ of a halter.

Chintz [Fr. »nd/f/uie*; (Jer. Xilze : It. indmnf

:

VorU (Ju'tiis : Sp. chilfn, tnrtizd], & peculiar style of

fast-priutod calico, in which figures of many differ-

ent colors are lmprv'8se<l upon a white or light-col-

ored ground. Chintzes often possess great U>auty

of design and richness of color

Chint^Pattem, anything having a running or

fancy pattern of divers colors, as cottons, p«|Hr-

hangings, etc.

Chintz-Printer, one who forms or stamps chintz

pattern.i or prints.

Chinum. a weight in Mysore of 8 grains

Chip, a small slip or thin cutting of wood. — A
kind of straw plait, the leaves of Thrinax tuyrnltu,

a Cuban palm preparetl for hat*.

Chip Bonnet, a lady's bonnet made of fancy

straw plait, or palm leaves.

Chip Flats are flats made of chip plaiting

They come from Italv or France, where they are

pn-pared for the market.
Chip Platting, prenariHl and twisted thin chips

of the wcKxl of the willow, usckI for hats and bon-

nets. They come from Carpi, Italy.

Chiragon, a writing frante for the blind.

Chlretta, the Imlian name of the Aijathdn rhi-

mifUt : all the |mru of the plant an' extn-nu-lv bit-

ter, and highly e»teeme«l as a tonic anti febrifuge.

Chirish, a' mucilaginous liquor use<l by the

weaver in the F.asl for saturating his yarn, said

to U- pnMMireil from the root of a plant of the

AsphiMlel family.

chirk, a name for chert-stone or horn-stone,

\in'f\ for making the grinding stones of pottery-

mill*.

Chirogymnaste. a square Urnnl with tvwtriv.

ances for exercising the flng»>r» <»f a pianist ; nn

instrument of a similar kin<l for guiding the hands

of a piamv forte player is calU-d a Ckirf/Jntr.

Chiropodist, one who removi-s conis, and at-

tends to callosities of the fe«'t.

Chisel, a nw-chanic's sharp cutting tool for shap-

ing or gouging wojmI ami stone, of which there

are many kimls; as firmer chiM-ls. coa«h maker's

chisels.n'iill Wright's chisels, long paring chisels, rip
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ping chisels, blunt chisels, best mortise chisels, sash
chisels, mortise-lock chisels, socket chisels, etc.

;

cold chisels are stouter tools of steel, for cutting

iron, etc.

Chiselled-Work, wood or stone shaped with
the chisel ; sculptured work.

Chiselling, the process of shaping a block of

stone by a sculptor or stone-worker. — A slang
name for cheating.

Chit. See Chitthi.
Chitak, Chittack, the lowest denomination of

the gross Indian weights ; the 16th part of the seer,

and equal to 1 oz. 17 dwts. and 12 grains troy ; a
land measure of 45 square feet, the 16th of the

cottah ; the fifth part of the koonkee, a small grain
measure weighing about 2 oz.

Chitarah, a cotton and silk stu£f made in Tur-
key.

Chite, a kind of Spanish cotton stuff.

Chitterlings, Chitlings, parts of the smaller
intestines of some animals, cleansed and prepared
for food.

Chitthi, Chittie, ordinarily abbreviated to chit,

a common Indian name for a bill, bond, draft, or
order for payment, note, etc.

Chives, an alliaceous plant. Allium sckcenopra-

sum, the leaves and young tops of which are used
as a pot-herb.

Chlorate of Potash, an interesting compound
of chloric acid and potash, which, when strongly
triturated, crackles, throws out sparks, and l)e-

comes luminous. It forms an ingredient of the
composition for tipping lucifer-matclies, is used for
bleaching fats and oils, and has been recently in-

troduced into medicine as a tonic and valuable
remedy for nervous complaints.
Chloride of Lime. See Bleaching-Powdeu.
Chlorimetry is the process of estimating the

proportion of available chlorine in bleaching-pow-
der, which may vary from 20 to 36 per cent.

The process depends upon the great power with which chlo-
rine, in the act of being liberated from its compounds, causes the
oxidation of many substances. The salt generally' used is pure
crystallized sulphate of iron, which in it3 ordinary state gives
a deep blue color, with a drop of ferridcyanide of potas-
sium, but ceases to do so when it has been fully oxidized, or
converted from a proto-salt into a per-salt, through the in-

fluence of chlorine. It being Isnown that 78 grains or parts
of sulphate of iron are oxidized by 10 grains or parts of
chlorine, the mode of procedure in C. is as follows : — 78
grains of fine crystals of the sulphate of iron are dissolved in

water slightly acidulated
with hydrochloric acid in a
white porcelain basin. A
given quantity of the bleach-
ing powder— say 50 grains
— is dissolved in a little

tepid water, and introduced
into a tall measure-glass
called a chlorimelrr or bu-
rette (Fig. 75), similar to an
alkalimeter, which is di-

vided into 100 parts, and
water added till the solution
rises to the top mark . After
subsidence of the insoluble
matter, the clear solution
is very gradually poured
into the solution of sulphate
of iron in the basin, the
whole being kept constantly
stirred, and every now and
again a drop of the iron
solution is taken out and
placed on a new drop of
ferridcyanide of potassium
placed on a white plate

;

and whenever the iron
solution ceases to produce
a deep blue, and only forms

a light greenish-yellow tint, it is known that the iron has been
fully oxidized by the chlorine. Suppa<se that at this stage the
burette has been emptied to the 55th division ; as we know that
the liquid poured out must have contained 10 grains of chlo-

rine, we can calculate the chlorine contained in the whole ; for

55 : 10 : : 100 : 18.18.

Thus 50 grains of the powder contain 18.18 grains of chlorine,

or 36.36 per cent.
,

Chlorine, a gas possessing a yellowish-green
color, and a pungent, suffocating odor. It is a
non-metallic element, and one of the heaviest sub-
stances that are gaseous at ordinary temperatures,
being nearly 2^ heavier than atmospheric air ; sp.

gr. 1.47. It is soluble to a considerable extent in

water, that liquid at 60° F. absorbing about twice
its volume. It is non-inflammable, but its union with
some of the elements is attended with the phenom-
ena of combustion : thus, phosphorus, copper leaf,

powdered antimony and arsenic, and several other
substances, thrown into chlorine, immediately in-

flame. Under a pressure of 4 atmospheres it is

condensed into a yellow, limpid liquid. Moist C.

gas cooled to 32° F. condenses into yellow crys-

tals, containing 35^ parts of chlorine and 90 parts

of water. The most remarkable property of chlo-

rine is its power of destroying almost all vegetable
and animal colors, and the putrid odor of decom-
posing organic matter ; hence its value as a bleach-

ing agent, and as a disinfectant and fumigator.
When first proposed as a bleaching agent by Ber-
thollet, it was used much the same way as sulphur
is now in bleachmg wooUenl goods; afterwards a
solution of the gas in water was employed, but the

final improvement was Tennant's patent of com-
bining the gas with lime to form chloride of lime.

With the bases chlorine forms an important series

of compounds called clilorides.— Free C. is readily

distinguished from other gases by its color, suffo-

cating odor, and bleaching properties. The aque-

ous solution dissolves gold-leaf, and with nitrate

of silver gives a white, curdy precipitate.

Chloroform is a highly limpid, mobile, color-

less liquid, which is very volatile, has a character-

istic and pleasant odor, and an agreeable sweetish

taste. Sp. gr. 1.48 ; boiling point, 140° F. It is not
inflammable in the ordinary sense of the term, as

it will not take fire when a light is brought down
upon it; but when tlirown on red-hot coals, it burns
with a green flame, evolving much smoke. It is

slightly soluble in water, but more readily mixes
with alcohol and etlier. Tlie vapor has the re-

markable property of rendering a person breath-

ing it temporarily insensible to pain. It dissolves

camphor, amber, copal, and other resins, wax,
caoutchouc, black and red sealing-wax, iodine and
bromine, as well as strychnine and otlier alkaloids.

Its purity may be determined by placing some on
the palm of the hand, and allowing it to evapo-

rate, when no alcoholic or other odorous substance

should be even momentarily recognized ; and by
agitation with oil of vitriol, when, on settling, tlte

C. should readily swim on the surface of the vit-

riol, and the two layers of liquid remain colorless.

C. is anodyne, antispasmodic, sedative, stimulant,

and anaesthetic. In small doses (5 to 12 or 15 drops,

in water, mixed with a little syrup or mucilage) it

is employed in spasmodic disorders, and as a stim-

ulant and diaphoretic. It is however chiefly used

as an anaesthetic to produce inscnsibilty to pain

during surgical operations. The dose for inhala-

tion is 1 fluid dr., which is repeated, in a few min-

utes, if no effect is produced, until 3 fluid dr. liave

been thus exhibited ; the effects being carefully

watched, and the source of the chloroform vapor
removed as soon as a sufficient degree of anajstiie-

sia is produced, or any unpleasant symptoms de-

velop themselves. C. in large doses depresses tlie

heart's action, and causes profound coma, and
death. It is therefore dangerous in all cases com-
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plicated with diseases of tlie heart or brain, or any
visceral affections of a congestive character. The
average price of C". in New York is for American
C. $0.t<0. for Scotch C. $3.(30 per lb. Im/>. duty,
§1.00 per lb.

The remarkable anaesthetic power of C ha» led to it« prep-
aration on a Tery extenMre scale The uiateriaU employed
are alcohol, water, and bleaching powder, and (he proportiooi
are four paru of bleaching powder, to which lufflrienl water
is added to make a thin pa.ite, and thereafter one part of npirits

of wine; the whole is introalurvd into a capacious retort, which
must not be more than half tilled, and, hrat beinf; applied, (he
(' accompanied by water and a little alcohol, distils over As
the C. is beaTier than w.tter, and is not readily mlscible there-

with, two layers of liijuid are obtaineil in the receirer, — ihe

upper being water and alcohol, and the lower bring chloro-

form The upper litjuid iM-ing; cautiously poured off, the (' is

agitated with fused rarlMinatr of pota.«h, which al>stnic(H the
remaining traces of w.iter, and on subsequent redUtillatiun

the C. Is obtained pure and ready for uau.

Chlorometer or Chlorimeter. See Ctiix>Ri-

METRV.
Choca, a mixture of coffee and cliocolatp.

Chock. Chuck, a piece of wood for stopping
or raising anything.

Chock and Block, a nautical and mining term,
signifying closely wedgol. or tightly filled up.

Chock-Full, Choke-Full, anything quite full,

and into which no more can be put.

Chocolate | Fr. rlta^Hiit ; Ger. Sihokolotf : It.

cioccitlata : I'ort. and Sp. cfi<H(Jatr\, a l>everage or

paste made from the roaste<l seevls of the Tfno-

hroma cacao, or ctK-oa (see Cacao). Strictly sjK-ak-

ing, the term C. is applicable to all genuine pn-pa-

rations of cacao, but it is now generally used to

distinguish those which contain sugar, and, com-
monly, flavoring substances. To prepare (.'. the

cacao or cocoa nibs are ground in a mill consisting

of stone or metal ndlers, which are usually heated
either by cliarcoal fires or by steam, so as to soften

or melt the natural fat (Butter of Cacao). The
warm, smooth paste which pas.ies from the mill is

then placet! in a mixing mill, and incorporated with

reflnetl sugar, and usually vanilla or other flavor-

ing sul>statK-e. The trituration is continuet! until

the whole paste is convertetl into an entirely Iioiikv

gem-ous mass, which is finally 8ha[H-d, by means
of suitable moulds, into various forms, as bl(M-ks,

loaves, tablets, h»renges, etc. <'. prepared as alnive,

without the addition of aroniatics. is knoun in the

traile as pla»n ('. The Spaniards flavor it with

vanilla, ('lov4.>s, and cinnamon, and fre«|iiently scent

it with musk and amlxTgri*. With these adtlilions

it is termtti Si'iniJi ''. In gi>nenil, they add loo

large a quantity of the last four articles. The
Parisians, on the contrary, use little flavoring, and
that principally vanilla. They employ the In-st

kinds of cocoa, and add a considerable qtiantitv of

reflnoti sugar. So prepare<|, it is calUnl Frritch C.

— (.'. u usc<l as a iK-verage, ami for this purpose

U dissolve<l in hot water or milk. In a pure state

it soon satisfies the appetite, and is very nourish-

ing; when it coniain* spices, it is also stimulating.

Gtxxl ('. is externally sm<M>ih, firm, and shining,

not gritty in the fracture, easily soluble, aro-

matic; not vis<id after having iMt-n liqiiefletl and
cnoleil, but oily on the surface, and leavtm no Si-*!-

iment of foreign sulr^tam-es. C la adulteratc^l in

many ways, by mixing it with rice-meal, tiat-meal,

flour, fxitato starch, roaste«l hazel nuts or almonds,

and with lM-n/o*n, siorax. etc.. in place of vanilla.

Simple ca<"ao or <-o<-ua is mon- generally tis«tl in

this country than '*. /»»/>. duly fi rts p«T lb.;

fancy, styled UmUm or ''. sweetmeats, W> per tvnt.

Re 'B represents a C mill t'poti the sole ». ma<l* n< mar-
ble, 'is conical rollers * M are ma<l' in run b> Ihe rrrolullnn nf

tiM upright a»i» or shaft 7, drl»en by lb* agency o* ibe Hy

wheel E and l>eTrl wheel* I K. The sole a rests upon a strong
iron plate, which i« hmtt^i hy a »uuill stove, iutruducrd at the
door U. The woojeu trauimurk r funus a Inlge, a few inches
high, round the marble slab, to confine the cocoa in the act of
thiuraiiun. c is the hup|irr of the mill through which the
roasted brans are intn>duccd lo Ihe action of ihe rollers, pass-

ing first into the Hat veiiSrl b, to tw tbet>ce evenly distributed.

ill

rLJ,' llL. (

1—

r

i1^
Fig. 76. — Chotoiats Mux.

After Ihe cacao has received the first trifuration, the paste is

petumerl upon the slab. In order to be niixni with the pni|<r
quaniitv of !<ugar and vanilla, preriously sllcp<l and ground up
with a little hard sugar. When the C. i« sufllcientiy worked,
and while it is thin with the hrat and triturniion. It must be
put carefully Into the pro|>er nionlcU If lnlro<luced too warm.
It will be apt to becnnir damp and dull on the surface '. and if

too cold. It will not take the proper form It must be pn'Ti-

ously well knrailed with Ihe iiands to insure the expulsion of

every air-bubble.

Chocolate Nat. a name given to the beans or
seed-i of /7i< r/'.KixKi rurni). See Cacao.
Choka, i\ Hindustani name for rice.

Choke-Damp, a miner's name fur carbonic
acid and other dangerous gases.

Cboleta, a kind of coarse linen or canvas.
Choliah, or Choolia, a native coasting vessel

on the Coromanilel ci>.tst.

Chop, a trade name in China for the entire bulk
of a certain kind of tea brought to market, or the

quantity made, usually ctmiprising (tOO chests of

Congou, but sometimes reaching 1.000 chests. In

this c*ountry the term is also usetl to denote a
special quality, trademark, or brand of tea, coffee,

or other gcxxls ; as, tea of the first chop, i. e. of the

first quality.

Chopper, an edge tool or small hatchet for

domestic use.

Choppltig-Block. a large solid block of wood,
used by but<-h«Ts and others to chop meat, etc.

Upon.
Chopping-Machlne, a rotatory machine for

mincing s.iusagemeat.
Chop-Sticlu, small pieces of wood iisetl l>y

the Chinese to convey ffvxJ to the mouth, in the

place of the knife and fork or spoon of other

na til ins

Chorographer. one who lays ilown maps or

plans descri)>tive of a country.

Cho^RT, comiptt^l fntm ("haver i>r Chau. Ihe

nominal weighi by which jKarls an- valued in

India, the Oih part of the gr.iin as a weight for

silver. The Chow is nominally divided Into 320
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fractional parts. The term has also reference to

tlie quality and value of the gem, ascertained by
the size, color, and weight. See Kallingee and
Marijady.
Chovr-Chow, a Chinese word applied to any

mixture ; but in trade circles usually applied to

mixed pickles.

ChOAvder, a soup made with fish.

Chowder-Beer, an infusion of black spruce

in water sweetened with molasses, used by the

fishermen of Newfoundland as an antiscorbutic.

Chow^kee, a kind of cane chair made in India

of rattans, the Calamus rotanij and urborescens.

Christiania. See Norway.
Christian d'or, a Danish gold coin, worth about

§2.54.

Christiansand. See Norway.
Christmas-Trees, small growing firs or artifi-

cial trees, sold to decorate with candies, fancy
ornaments, etc., on festive occasions.

Christofia is a stomachic brandy or wine made
of 1500 parts white wine, 20 parts cinnamon, 10

parts cloves, (50 parts bitter almonds, digested

several days ; 000 parts of sugar and 500 of spirit

are then added, and the whole filtered.

Chromacome, for dyeing the hair black. This
is said to be prepared from harmless vegetable
materials, but really consists of pyrogallic acid
and nitrate of silver.

Chromate. See Chromium.
Chrome Green. See Green Pigments.
Chrome Red. See Red Pig.ments.
Chrome Yello-w, the chromate of lead. See

Chromium.
Chromium, Chrome, a metal resembling iron

in color, brittle, and difficult of fusion. Sp. gr.

5.9. It is rarely to be found in its metallic state,

but several of its compounds are used in the arts.

In commerce, it chiefly occurs in the forms of
ciiromate of iron and chromate of lead.

Chromate of Iron, Chrome Iron-ore^ is a compound of oxiJe
of chrome with protoxide of iroa. It is found in Shetland, in
Fiance, and in the U. States. It occurs massive, and in octa-
hedral crystals of a blackish color and imperfect niet.allic

lustre. Sp. gr. 4.3. It is used in the manuf of chromate of
potish.

Chromate of Lead, Red Lrad, Chrome- YeUoio, is found
native in the gold mines of Berezof in Siberia, in the Ural
Mountains, and in Brazil, and is easily prepared by mixing
chromate of potash with a soluble salt of lead. It occurs
massive and crystallized ; color deep orange-red ; when pul-
verized, orange-vellow. Sp. gr 6. It is a valuable pigment,
and is used both in oil and water colors, in calico-priutiag,
and in dyeing. Finp. duty 25 per cent.

Chromate of Poias/i is a salt ot a bitter disagreeable taste

;

crystals yellow. Sp. gr. 2 6 The Bi-diromate of Potash is
prepared from the chromate ; it has a bitter, penetrating
metallic taste. Sp gr 1.93. This .salt is largely manufac-
tured in Glasgow, for the use of calico-printers. Imp. duty
Sets, per lb.

The other compounds chiefly in use are the Oxide of Chro-
mium, employed to give a green color to glass and to porcelain,
and Chromic Acid, which, from its property of destroying
most vegetable and animal coloring-matters, is advantageously
employed in calico-printing. Imp. duty of chromic acid, 15
per cent.

Chromo-Lithography. See Lithography.
Chromo-Typography. See Printing.
Chronograph, or Time Indicator, is a sort

of clock which leaves a visible testimony to the
lapse of intervals of time. In one form of the
instrument an observer presses down a small key
at the beginning of any astronomical observation,
and another at the end. Two dots are thus made
on a piece of paper coiled round a revolving
cylinder

; and clock-work connected with the cy-
linder enables the distance between the two dots
to measure an extremely minute portion of time.
A much simpler kind of chronograph has been

invented by Mr. Benson, to measure the duration

of horse-races, etc., by two little spots of ink which
the instrument is made to deposit; it will measure
tenths of a second.
Chronometer. See Watch.
Chrysaniliue. See Aniline (Yellow).
Chrysoberyl, a gem much prized when trans-

parent and free from flaws. It is a hard, alumi-
nous stone of a green color, sometimes with a
yellow or brownish tinge, and occasionally pre-

senting internally an opalescent, bluish-white
light. It occurs crystallized, and in rolled frag-

ments. Sp. gr. 3.7. The finest specimens are pro-

cured from Brazil.

Chrysolite, an ornamental stone of a bright
yellow color, sometimes tinged with green or
brown; transparent or translucent; and possess-

ing double the power of refraction. It is found in

angular, or somewhat rounded, crystalline masses,

and in prismatic crystals. Sp. gr. 3.4. The l)est

specimens are brought from Egypt.
Chrysoprase is a rare pale-green chalcedony,

found in Upper Silesia and in Vermont, which owes
its color to tlie presence of nickel. It loses the
delicacy of its original hue by being much handled
or worn as an ornament; it is, liowevei*, much
prized by jewellers, and tisually cut into a convex
form.
Chuck, a piece of wood or metal affixed to the

end of the mandril of a lathe for keeping fast the
body to be turned.

Chudder, a wrapper for a female, in India,

used to envelop the upper part of the person. It

is worn in loose folds, and the material may be
either silk, muslin, or cambric, etc.

Chu-lan, a name in China for the spikes of

flowers of Chtoranthus iticons/iicuus, which are there
used to scent tea.

Chumbalee Oil, an Indian name for the essen-

tial oil of jasmine.
Chump, a short, thick, hea%'y piece of wood,

less than a block in size.— A bony part of the
loin in meat.
Chunam, an Indian name for lime made from

sea-shells or coral.

Chundoo, a small dry measure of Ceylon, about
the quarter of a pound ; one fourth part of a seer.

Chupah, a Malayan grain measure, the fourth
part of a guntorig; 30 chupahs make one bushel
of rice = to 56 lbs.

Church Plate, the utensils for the administra-
tion of the Eucharist.
Church Regalia. See Regalia.
Churka, corrupted from the Bengalee charaki,

a wheel or rotatory machine ; a rude liand-mill

with rollers for cleaning cotton from tlie seeds in

India.

Churn, an agitating instrument for separating
the butter from milk, of which there are several
kinds. See Butter.
Churn-Drill, a large drill several feet long,

with a chisel joint at each end, used in the mining
districts.

Churrus, a crude, resinous exudation, obtained
from the Indian-hemp plant, Cannabis indicu.

Chutney, or Chutnee, a condiment or pickle
made in India, compounded of sweets and acids,

of which there are several local kinds, as Cash-
mere chutney, Madras chutney, Bengal chutney,
sweet chutney, green mango chutnej', etc. It is

much eaten in the East with curries, stews, etc.

Cibarlous, good for food, esculent.
Cider |Fr. ciJre; Ger. Apfvluxin; It. cidro; Sp.

s </;•«!, an alcoholic beverage obtained by the fer-

mentation of the juice of apples. When of good
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quality, and in good condition, C is a wholesome,
agreeable, and refreshing stimulant beverage ; but
it is very prone to undergo acetous fennentation,
and develops a rough, sharp, vinegary taste, and
in that condition ius consumption readily causes
diarrluva and colic. C. is largely prepared and
consumed in the S.W. counties of Kiigland, and
the X.W. departments of France; also in L'lUH-r

Austria, Wurtemberg, the districts of the Maine
and the Moselle, in Holland, and in most of the
Northern States of Anu-rica. The be«t V. made
at the present day is that of Normandy (France),
Newark (U. States), and Herefortlshire (Kngland).
C. is sold by the barrel, or in bottles. The Ust
C. contains fnini 8 to IlK i of absolute alcohol

;

ordinary V. from 4 to 0'^. Imp. duty 20 per cent.

C. apples are claased unJer three heaUi, —bitter, iwcet, aoj
our. The tint are the t>esc ; their juire hait the |ovatr«t upe-
ciflc icrarlty, is the richntt iii !<UKar, fcmienLt the mcwt freely,

clariAej spuntaneously the quickest, nutl keep* the l>e9t after
femientatioa. They poatain a minute quantity of extrartire
matter, which \» Dot preneut in other apples The juice of
weet apple* ienneots tumultuouiily, clean with diineulty, and
the retultiug C. doe* not keep «o well ait that proJuc(><l from
the flrct variety. The juice of sour apple:* contain* leu augar
and more arid than the other two, and couse<iuently not only
produces the weakest, but the wont C ; it, however, ''

fine.'*
''

well, although it " atore* " badly. Sour and "rough-luted "

apples are o-oually preferrc<l by farmers for making C. This
preference may l>e n-adily arcounttil tor. The Hour and rough-
tasted apple* contain le*« sugar and more malic iicid than some
of the oUier rarietieii, and the pre:ience of thi* acid impede* the
euarersioa of the alcohol of the C into Tinegar, a change
which their rude mo<le of operating render* otherwise iueTita-

ble. Rut C. made with such apple* never e<|ual* in quality
that prepared at a low temperature, from fruit abounding in

•0(ar, proTided equal skill i* exerci.'ted in the nuinufacture a.4

in tlM procoas of converting malt-wort.s into beer. The process
of making ('. varies in ilitTervnt place*, but in every ca.se es.<ien-

tially consists of the collection of the fruit, the exprvS!<ion and
fermentation of the juice, and the s;oriug and management of
til* fsrmented liquor. The collection of the fruit should not l>e

eonmenecd before it lias become sufficiently mature, and
iioakl b« paribrmed with greater care than is ronmionly be-
Mowad DDOO It. The apple*, after lielng guthert-d, are usually
Wk tir 14 or 15 dajs In a barn or loft to mellow, during which
ttea a eoosUsrabfe portion of the mucilage is <lecompo>«il,ani|
•IcoImI aod carbonic arU develo|>ed If this " ripening ' is

allovad to go too tkr, los* ari'<e4 notwithstanding the vulgar
MiodiM In Its fiiror. The spoiled apples .are then separatedmm th« sound oaes.astliey not only Imparts l>ad tiavor to the
C. , bat impsde Its pontaoeou* clarlSratioo. The exprenKiou of
tbs Jttiea Is Um next step. The apple* are crushed or ground
In ntlUs ronslsiins of two fluted cylioders of liard wood or cast-

iron, working acain>t each other. The common praclicv I*

next lo sprinkle the pulp with j^ to \ of it* weight of spring or
river water, and then to allow it to remain in tulx or woodrn
cistern* for I'i or 14 hours, during which lime incipient fer-

mentation commences, ai>d ttte bmtkiug up of (he cell* of (lie

menibrmae taiUM ptace, by which lite sul>«n|Ueal vparalion of
tb« juice is bciillated. This plan, though grnrnl among ('

manubrturwrs. Is pnjudirial to liie quality o| the future liquor,

as not only is a p<>rti<in of Uie newlyfornied alchohol tost, bu(
lb* skins and pips often Impart to I't a disagreeable Itaror. Hy
tMplnyIng more elBrlent crushing machinery this sysletn of
fatting I* rendered quit* unoecrsnary. A machine furnished
with a revolving cirruLar nMp, similar to that use<l In making
potato stair h, is aiimtrahly ada|i<«d lo this purpoM The pulp
of Iha crushed or gmund appirs Is w>w placed oo a kind of
wtekar fVaiae, or In halr.clt>ih or marae canvas bags, and, after
baiag allowed to drain Into suitalile iuIm or rvcetvers. Is sub-
Jvlad to powerful pn-aure, grw^lually applied. In the cl<W-
pws. Th« U<|iior which runs otf MrU la (he \»*t. Bn<l !• usu-
ally k«pt separatnlv : whilst Uiat whirh followi, f>i|iH-lally (he
portion obtained by much preMure, tas(es of Itie pip* and
•kin*. The expOHwed jukr, or mnU, obuineal as above. I* next
put Into clean casks witli large Imng holes, and freely exposed
loth* air and the sha.le, wbrre they are ptaceil on Uilln-ni,
witb lUt tubs uH'ler them tr> catch (he waste Tfiey are now
•onstantiy at(en<led to an>l kept quite (Ull, In order ihst llie

ysast, a* It rorms, may froth ovrr and hm , srriMl off from the
•urfera of the lli|Uor. After .' or 3 days for weak C , and H or
10 day* for strong ('., or a* soon as the ssslimenl ha* sub-
sided, the llouor is rtuktd off Into clean casks, whk-h have
baas (•rrording to (he common prardce) previously sui-
pburad wi(h a coa|>er°s ma(rh. The ca*ks rooUioing Uie
mekcd C are then slore<l in a cellar, •tia.I'd bam, or other
eool place, where a low and regular teinfvratnrecan lie ln*urv«l,
and ars left to mature or ripen. By the following spring the
iX Is conuoonly Qt for use, and may b« ti-ratkttl for sala. Pire-

paratory to bottling C it should be examined, to see whether
it is clear and Kporkling If not so, it i.hould >>e claritied in a
similar way u> l>err, and left for a fortnight The nighl t<efore

it li iu(ende<l to put it into botdes the bung ihould be Uken
out of the cask, and left so until (he next day, and the fllU-<l

bottles should not \w corked down until (he day after, aj> if (hi*
Is done at once uian> of (tu- t>o((le* will bun>t by keeping The
kiest cork* ahuuld aluue tje u«ed Champagne bottle* are the
variety generally chosrn fur (' It i» usual to wire down the
cork*, and to cover (hem with liufoil, after the manner of
cliampagne A fi-w l>ottle* a( a time may t>e kept in a warm
place to ri|x-n U'hen the (' is waninl fi>r iuimMlate use, or
for consumption during the nailer (Kiriiou of the year, a smalt
filece of lump sugar may l<e put into each boiiK- t>efore corking
( ; or, what is the same thing in ellect, the tx>(tle* may be
corked »i(Uin 2 or 3 hour* after being filled. In summer, and
for long keeping, this practice is, hooever, ituidmissit-le. The
bottletl stock should be stored in a cool cellar, when the quali-
ty will lie greatly improveil by age (' for lH>ltling sliould be
of good quality, sound and pi<|uant,and at least a taelrenionlli
old. When out of ctmdition it is unfit for txittling .\luch of
the excellence of r depeuils upon the temperature at which
the fermentation i* conducted, a point utterly overlooked by
the manufacturer* of thi* liquor Instead of the apple juice,
as lOon as it is expressetl from the fruil. being placed in a cool
situation, where (he (emperature should not exceetl JJO' or Kf
F., it i* fre<juentiy left ex|>osed (o (he full hea( of autumn. In
thi* way much of the alcohol formed by the decomposition of
(he sugar is converted into vinegar by the al>stirplion of atmos-
pheric oxygen, and thus the li<|Uor acijuires tliat (leculiarand
UDwholev)nie acidi(y known in llie t'. distnc(s by the name of
•' niughne**."' When, on the c<mtrary. the femien(H(ir>n is

conductetl at a low temperature, nearly the whole ot the rugar
IS converted into alcohol, and this remains in the liquor, in-

stead of undergoing tlie process of acetilii-ation. The ace(ou*
termentation, by which alcohol is c<inver(ed in(o vinegar, pro-
ce<f<|s iiio*t rapidly at a temperature of about 'JO^ V , and at
lower (empenKure* the action becomes gradually sloncr, until

at 4<)- to iji/^ F no such change take* place it is tlier>-fore

evident that if the saccharine juice of apples, or any other
fruir, is made to undergo the vinou* fermentation in a cool

situation, le** of the spirit resulting from (he (ransfonnation
of the sugar will be converted into iicetic arid, and consequent-
ly more will be retainol in an unaltered s(a(e in the liquor (o

impnive it* quality, and by its cou>ervative and chemical ac-
tion to preserve it fmni future change

Chai>ip<igiie Ci'Irr. — This name I* given to a fine, pale va.

riety of (' , much used for bottling, which ha* a great re>em-
blance to inferior champagne The br«f variety comes from
New .let^vy. The following I* a good form for a " made "'

C.

of this clas* : — Uood pale vinous C. , 1 hhd , proof spirit I palei,

3 gals. : honev or sugar, 14 lb* ; mix well, and let them re-

main togetlier in a temperate situation for 1 nion(h ; then add
orange flower water, 3 pint* ; and in a few days fine It down
with skimmed milk, ) gal A similar article, bo(tlr<l in cham-
pagne iKilUes, silvered and labelled, is often sold to tlie Igno-
rant for champjigne.

Cider-Apples, common kindu of orchard ap-

ples grown for making cider, which are usually
distributetl into ii classes, the sweet, the bittei, and
the Kdiir.

Cider-Brandy, a liquor distilled from cider.

Ciderist. a maker of eider.

Ciderkin. a Miak kind of cider.

Cider-Vinegar, vinegar made from refuse ci-

der.

Cie, the French abbreviation for Company, syn-

onymous with our C».

Cigar niid Cigarette. See TonArro.
Cigar-Box, a wiNxleii box, usually of cedar, in

which cigars are packed.
Cigar-Case, n ixnich or fancy receptacle to hold

cigHp« for the pocket.

Cigarette-Making Machine, a newly inventeil

machine by which H(l to UM) cigarettes per minute
are made, and much neater than those made by
hand.
Cigarette-Paper, a thin pa[K>r for rolling cut

tolmcco in for smoking, which is made largely in

Spain and Frnnce.
Cigar-Holder, Cigar-Tube, a mouth-piecx' or

tube for hiiiditig cigam ; also, a cigar-case.

Cigar-Machine and Cigar-Mold are ma-
ciiinea for making Oilers of cigar* and wrapping
them.
Cimolite, or Kimaulia-Earth, a hydrous sili-

cate of alumina of a grayish-white color, occurring
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in the Grecian island of Cinioles. It has the prop-

erty of cleaning cloth, and bleaching linen, and is

used as a substitute for fullers' eartli.

Cinchona, Peruvian Bark [Dutch china-bast

;

Fr. quinquina ; Ger. tCron-diina ; Sp. quina, quenquiiia ]

.

There are nearly 40 different known species of C.

trees, from the bark of many of which is obtained

the celebrated medicine quinine. The original hab-

itat of the genus C. is the Andes, wiiere it is found
at a height of between 3,000 and 12,000 feet above
the sea, growing mostly in patches, distributed

amongst the palms, plantains, and other tropical

trees that form the vast forests, for the most part

clothing the eastern slopes of the Cordilleras, and
extending from 10° north to about 19° south lati-

tude. In this district there is always an abun-
dance of moisture and a mean temperature of about
62°, In 1853 the Dutch government introduced

the C. into Java, and in 1861 the East Indian gov-

ernment, following their example, introduced it

into British India, where it is now acclimatized,

large plantations of it growing on the Neilgher-

ries and in the valleys of the llimalayas. The C.

Fig. 77. — Cinchona Calkata.

13 now also successfully cultivated in Ceylon and
Jamaica. The department of agriculture of tiie

U. States has tried for many years to introduce
the cultivation of several species of C. in Southern
California, and in several of the Southern States,
more particularly Florida, but all the experiments
made wore unsuccessful, owing to adverse climatic
conditions, showing tliat the plant will not stand
the slightest degree of frost without injury. The
febrifuge powers of C. are said to have been made
known in Europe in 1640, by a Countess of Cliin-
chon, wife of the viceroy in Lima, who had been
cured by it. The bark is collected in the forests
in the dry season, and sent in bundles in the green
state to the nearest inhabited place, where it is

dried in the sun, the utmost care being requisite to
protect it from wet, as even a few hours' dew fall-

ing on the half-dried bark will give to the interior
a blackisli appearance, and greatly lessen its value.
The finest is said to come from single trees growing
in the most elevated spots, but there are many va-
rieties ; and as moisture and adulteration are also
common, great experience is necessary to select
the finest kinds. It is asserted that 800 to 000 trees
are cut down in order to furnish 11,000 lbs. of
bark, and that 25 to 50 ounces, Ij^ to 3 percent, are
the two extremes of quinine obtained from 100 lbs.

bark. V. bark is brought to tlie U. States in chests

or serous. The quantity imported varies greatly
from one year to another, and prices are in conse-

quence also greatly variable. 4,853,006 lbs., val-

ued at §1,417,695, were imported in 1878, from the

U. States of Colombia, Brazil, Venezuela, and Eng-
land. Imp. duty, bark and root, free ; muriate of

C, 40 per cent.

The following varieties ate distinguisbeii by EDglish and
American druggists :

—
1. Pale or Crown Bare (Sp. Cascanlla fina tie Uritusingn),

the produce of the C. Condamhua, C. crispa, and other vari-

eties of the C. officinalis of Linnaeus, is the original C. of Peru.
It is quilled, straight, 6 to 15 inches long, from the size of a crow-
quill to that of the thumb in diameter, and in thickness from

-j'ijth to ^th of an inch. Epidermis entire, with external

surface longitudinally furrowed, and crossed with fissures ; it

presents various tints of gray, irregularly covered with minute
white lichens. Inner surface and powder of a cinnamon-brown
color. Taste, bitter, somewhat acid, aromatic, and astringent

;

odor, faint, peculiar, and aromatic. The quills of middle size

are preferred.

2. Gray Bark (Sp. CnscariUa provinziana), also called silver

bark, and Huanaco bark, procured from the C. scrobiciilalo. of
Humboldt, is exported from Lima. It occurs in quills larger

than the preceding, le.ss furrowed, more uniformly grayish-
white, inside redder, fracture clo.ser and more resinous ; epi-

dermis entire. Taste and odor nearly identical with crown
bark. It is a superior kind, but it comes mixed with ash-bark
and rusty bark.

3. Calisaya or Yellow Bark (Sp. Cascanlla Calisaya), the
source of Quinine, grows in Bolivia and the Peruvian province
of S. Caravaya. It occurs partly quilled and partly flat. The
quills, larger than the crown and gray, are 9 to 15 inches
long, 1 to 2 inches in diameter, and ^ to ^ inch thick

;
gener-

ally single, with the epidermis wrinkled longitudinally, and
with transverse fissures ; rough

; grayish-brown, mottled with
lichens. Inner surface smooth, and yellower than the preced-
ing kinds. Transverse fracture close but splintery. Taste and
odor stronger than pale bark. The tlat pieces, often stripped
of their epidermis, are 8 to 18 inches long, and 1 to 4 inches
broad. Good Uat bark is preferred to the quilled; and the
finest are the middle-sized pieces, dense and close in texture.

Cuzco bark and Orange bark are sometimes substituted for this

kind.

4. Red Bark (Sp CastariW/j coiorarfa), growing on the Andes,
chiefly in Ecuador, in the forests of Chimborazo It consists
sometimes of ciuilled, but more commonly of flattish pieces,

from 2 inches to 2 feet long, 1 to 5 inches broad, and J to } inch
thick ; generally covered with the epidermis, which is rough,
wrinkled, little fissured, redJish-brown, with grayish efflores-

cence in the hollows, from lichens. Taste very bitter and as-

tringent. The quills, similar in size to those of yellow bark,
are paler than the flat pieces. Red bark is scarce, dear, and
rarely .seen genuine
The inferior, yet sfill genuine kinds, are chiefly,— Ash-bark,

of unknown origin, mostly used for adulterating pale; Rusty
bark, imported from Lima, little esteemed ; White Loxa bark
diflers little from Rusty , Hard Carthagena bark, and Woody
Carthagcna bark, both quilled and flat, are little valued,
Cuzco bark, a good species, very bitter, is rare in the English
trade ; and Orange bark of Etogota, which resembles yellow
bark,buti3 spongy, and feebly bitter The spurious barks used
in adulterations are chiefly species of Exostemma, Buena, and
Strychnos

Cincinnati, one of the most important commer-
cial and manufacturing cities of the U. States,
situated in the S.W. part of the State of Ohio, on
the N. bank of the Oiiio River, in lat. 39° 6' N.,

Ion. 84' W., 120 m. S.W. of Columbus (cap. of the
State), 340 m. E. of St. Louis, 280 m. S.E. of Chi-
cago, and 610 m. W. by N. of Washington. It is

tiie cap. of Hamilton Co., and in size is the first

city in the State of Ohio, and the eighth in the U.
States. On the opposite side of the Ohio River, in

the State of Kentucky, are Covington (pop. 24,-

505), and Newport (pop. 15,087). Communication
between these cities and C. is afforded by two
bridges and three steam-ferries. The wire sus-

pension bridge, which is 1,057 feet long between
the towers (or, includingthe approaches, 2,252 feet),

with a heigiit of 100 feet above low water, was
completed in 1867 at a cost of nearly .'?2,000,000.

C. covers an area of 24 sq. m., extending along the
river about 10 m., with an average width of 3 m.
It is a fine and wealthy city, also noted for the
beauty of its suburbs and its surrounthng scenery.
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Founded in 1788, C. was incorporated as a city in

1814, and soon acquired a commercial importance
which has steadily increased. Seven railroads en-

tering tlie city are used by thirteen companies,
and besides these two lines terminate at Coving-
ton on the opposite side of tlie river. About 300
passena:erand freiarlit trains arrive and leave daily

on these roads. For their use are four depots near
the river in different parts of the city. Comnmni-
cation with different parts of the city and with tlie

suburbs is afforded by 14 lines of street railroad,

with about 50 m. of track, and by numerous lines

of omnibuses and stages. The top of the adjacent
hills is reached by an inclined steam passenger-
railway. The position of the city on the ()liio

River gives it communication with the extensive
river system of the Mississippi valley ; while it is

connected with Lake Erie by the Miami Canal,
whose northern terminus is at Toledo, Ohio. The
Miami is connected by a branch with the Wabash
and Erie Canal, the largest in the U. States (374
m.), which extends from Toledo to Evansvillc,
Indiana, on the Oliio liiver. The whole number

.-f^fipiEiaiu.

rig. 78.— Tium Datii>m>m Fountaix.

( CineiHHOti.

)

of •teamboats, towboats, and barges plying be-

tween C. and other ports, for the year ending Aug.
Ib78, was 342, with an aggregate tonnage of 84,-

8((8. The number of arrivals of steamboata in

1878 was 2.iM2. in comparison with 2,048 in 1877,
and the departures were 2,!>42, compared with
2,0o.} in tlie preceding year. The large steam-
bontsof the .Mi»si».sippi Itiver are enabled to reach
('. by means of the canal around the falls of the
Ohio at Louisville, Kentucky, which was opene<l
in 1872. About three fourths of the commerce of
the city is by railroad and canal, and the remain-
di-r by river transportation. The extent of the
entire commerce is iiidicate«l by the value of im-
ports, which for the year 1878 was fr223.2:;T.l.'j7.

ami of exports for the same year -^iHil/JOO.fWO.

C. is one of those interior jwrts to which, under the
act of Congress passed in 1870, foreign merchan-
dise may Ik* transported without appmiscment and
payment of duties at the jmrt of first arrival. The
value of such imports to this city during the year

1878 was W32,528. on which the duty paid was
8271,5110. The total value of the products of man-
ufacturing industry has increased from 846.996-
062 in 1860 to 8127.459,021 in 1870 and 81*^,125,768
in 1877. The details for the last-mentioned years
are as follows :

—

1870. isn.

IXDOSTRICS.
Hand*
empl'd

Value of
produeti

Hands
empl'd

TaltM of
produeU.

10.723
1309
7397
4,647
2334

1.122

12303
2301

1,035
735

2.2119

1,175
452

424

2,6S8
3.886
250

4,177

9
20304,263
8.878366
12399.166
7,227324
17346,661

7.456361
IZ626.682
16361.006

1.864,774
3344,196
2380,102
1,794,413
88O3I6

626370

4,699,280

6,837,690
640,746

6,697,427

7388
3364
8386
6363
4366

1071
16304
1341

1372
624

2325
1,858
999

619

2610
3,400
340

2,421

S
13388.749
4.491 .1130

ia867.en4
73rie.089
23.n03K3

8393330
12 259.010
23317,711

1372382
4.126.648
3.194316
236*364
2.140,408

642,700

4,957,426
4316,724
620,180

4320,111

Other MetaU
Wood
Leather
Food
Soiip, Candle* , and

Clothing.

Cotton, Wool, Hemp,
etc

Dmgn .Chemical* ,etc

Stone and Earth ....

Carriages, Cars, etc.

Book Binding and
Blank Book*

Printing and Pub-
lishing

Fine Art*
Miscellaneous

Total 60,827 127,469,021 64,709 135,123,768

The leading commercial organization in C. is

the Chamber of Commerce and Merchants' Ex-
change, which has about 1,200 members, holds
daily sessions, and publishes yearly reports of the
highest interest. The Board of Trade has about
900 members, chiefly manufacturers. There are
also a mechanics' institution, cotton exchange, a
pork-packers' association, 4 conmiercial colleges,

etc. C. contains 6 national banks with a capital
of 84,300,000, and 17 private banks with a capi-

tal of 82,168,000. It has a paid fire department
under the control of 6 commissioners appointed by
the Mayor. The city is supplied with water ob-
tained by pumping from the Ohio River by means
of three inmiense reservoirs, two of which have a
capacity of 100,000,000 gallons each. An indus-
trial exhibition has beenlield in C. in the autumn
of each year since 1871, and has attracted num-
bers of visitors to the city. The buildings are cen-
trally situated, and occupy 3^ acres of ground.
Pop. about 300,000.

The following curaory rerifw of the mo»t important branches
of romnierre and induitry of C U rondenied fVom the Report
of the Chamber of Commerce for the commercial jear ending
Aurum 31, 1878 :

—
Bftr — The celebrated Uger beer of C. goes to all part* of

the U State*, and, in addition to that which is bottled in the
city, I* lancely bottled in New York for nhipmeot to Madra*,
Bombay, and Calcutta, whither it has been exported with sat-
isfactory mults. The total quantity of malt liquors manuf.
in C in the vear was the largest in the hii>tory of the city,

hsTlng been 650318 barrels, against 475312 in 1K77, and 4«l<.-

790 in \H'2 In gallons, the pmdurt in ('. aggregated 17,<ir>0,-

0r>8,ai{ainst 14,731,571 in the pn-retling year. In the production
of the lieer, there were consumeil of malt 1,31(1,741 bushels;
hops, 1,122,062 lbs ; rice, 697,1190 lb*. In addition to thesa
there were rnnsumed approximatiTcly, of coal, 6,000,000 bush-
els; coke, 3.750,000 bushels . and ice, 00.000 tons The busi-
ness with other localities exhlblu a steady increase, as ibown
by the following table :—

v^_ Beeeipts, Sbipi|imts,
*••"•

bbU. bbU.

1860 8,406 66.920
1S70 6369 86340
1871 6,166 117309
1872. «310 180326
1878 63W 128,626
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„ __ Receipts, Shipments,
Years- bbU. bbls.

1874 4,882 121.604

1875 6,422 109,172

1876 7,913 125,360

1877 6,431 148,519

1878 7,882 184,634

Boat Biiililins. — This line of busines-i shows a decided in-

crease over the previou.s year, the whole number of vessels

built having been 22, of whith 18 were steamers (including
ferry-boats), with an aggregate tonnage of 6,704, against 14
vessels and a tonnage of 4,434 in 1877.

Boots and Shoes. — The aggregate busine.ss in sales, both of
manufacturers and jobbers, decreased about ICX in 1878, in
consequence of the general depression of trade ; out the follow-

ing table of imports and exports, during a period of 10 years,
shows a steady progress in the manufacturing business, the
demand increasing as the qualities of the C work became bet-
ter known :

—

Years.

1869, cases

1870, do.

1871, do.

1872, do.

1873, do.

1874, do.

1875, do.
1876, do.

1877, do.

1878, do.

Receipts.

Cases.

61,162
90,994

104,907
108,627
79,928
91,584
88,049
78,820

117,000
85,931

Shipments.

21,829
17,698
48,1.34

38,894
42,807
47,733
57 ,.548

79,100
100,820
97,972

Candles and Soap. — The future of the candle business is

by no means clear, the general introduction of other kinds of
artificial light having made inroads on the relative demand for
these goods. The fine C. candles, however, are beginning to
come into successful competition in foreign countries with can-
dles made abroad. The shipments for the year 1878 were 231 ,-

727 boxes, against 238,654 in the preceding year. While the
production of randies scarcely holds its ground, the manuf.
of .«oap exhibits a marked increase. The ((uantity produced in
1878 was the largest in the history of the city, the total ship-
ments at C. aggregating 366,802 boxes, against 332,533 in the
previous year. The production of soap from cotton-seed oil,

which originated m this city, is yearly a.ssuming more impor-
tance. The C. soaps go to all parts of the country. Maine,
California, and Texas are all liberal customers of C. manufac-
turers, while in a prime grade oflaundry soaps C. finds a mar-
ket in the Eastern cilies.

Cotton. — Table showing the annual receipts and shipments
at C. for a period of 10 years :—

Years.
Receipts,

bales.

Shipments,
bales

1869 137,417
153,639
230,411
122,128
137,575
195,895
151,980
185,376
175,527
184,895

1.37,043

148,034
182,856
117,349
127,489
188,083
150,550
171,773
171,834
183,983

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874.

1875 '.

1876
1877
1878

Furniture. — C. is making steady progress in extending the
foundation of this great branch of its trade. A happy change
in the style of the best class of furniture has been accomplished.
The old Gothic design.s and the newer Eastlake patterns
have nearly all been swept away by the lower, more graceful,
and lighter furniture of Queen Anne's period. The relation
which this thorough ch.ingo in the architecture of domestic
articles sustains to the International Exhibition at Philadel-
phia is a very close one, and indicates the importance of such
an institution as a public educator. The shipments by public
conveyance in 1878 were 124,127 pkgs. furniture, and 17,761
dozen chairs.

Gram. — In the year 1878 the aggregate receipts of all kinds
of grain reached 11,165,697 bushels, against 8,778,581 in the
previous year ; while the exports were 4,698,608 bushels,
against 2,716,857 in 1877. Though this considerable in-
crease is mostly traceable to the abundant crops of 1878,
it yet sustains the most intimate and important relation
to the enlargement of general facilities for trade. C. is the
natural wheat granary for the great winter producing region
of the interior, and, with her railroad system completed, it will
be one of the greatest grain warehouses for the South. The

following table shows the annual receipts and shipments of
corn and wheat, for a period of 10 years :

—

Years.

1869..

1870..

1871..

1872..

1873..

1874..

1875.
1876..

Com.

Receipts, Shipments,
bush. bush.

1,508,609
1,979,645
2,068,900
1,828,866
2,259,544
3,457,164
3.695,561
4,115.694

1877 4,559,506
1878 4,321,456

188,784
384,500
672,628
246,632
324,183
658,718
595,915

1,028.325
1,317,142
1,236,439

Receipts, Shipments,
bush. bush.

1,075,348 702,622
1,195,341 806,775
866,459 409,893
762,144 323,405
860,454 412.722

1,221,176 783.990
l,ia5,388 600,622
1.052,952 558,252
1,436.851 961.754
3,405,113 2.867.082

Paper.—The production for 2 years of the mills tributary to

the city, according to returns made to the Superintendent of
the Merchants' Exchange, will be found in the following table,

which embraces the mills of 21* firms or companies : —

Kinds.

1878. 1877

Pounds. Value. Pounds A'alue.

Book
JIanilla

News
Roofing. . .

.

Wrapping..
Writing

11.885,330
9,663.257

8.903,453
5,894,030
9,568,145
1,433,200

47,347,415

$1,147,909
692,267
621.422
169,224
224,893
229,635

7,177,688
9,44.3,722

9.919,282

5,100.578
9,823,066

1,512.832

$871,833
769,023
716,196
1.55.511

287,438
289,020

Total.... »3,085.340 42,977,068 .¥3,089,021

The whole number of paper bags and paper flour-sacks man-
ufactured in 1878 was 117,901,955, with a value of $388,263,
against 109,923,749, and a value of 8371,914, in 1877. This
department of the paper manufacture has had enormous growth
in a few years, and has acquired the larger distinction at the
French Exposition of 1878 by the honorable mention received
by the C firm that has done so much to develop this business
into one of the important branches of C. industry.

Pork Packing and Liee-Slock Business — Prior to 1863 f.

was the chief centre in the D. States for the slaughtering of
swineand the packingof pork Since that year the supremacy
has been held by Chicago, C. taking the second rank. There
are about 60 establishments in C. employed in this industry.
The United Railroads Stock Yards for the reception of live hogs
occupy about 60 acres. The whole number of hogs parked at
C. in the winter season of 1877-78 was the largest number ever
packed in this city , but the prices for cured meats were so much
depreciated during that year, that the parking bu.siness was
utterly unprofitable to the manufacturers The following table
shows the total number of hogs cut at C. for 10 consecutive
years:—

Years. N08. Years. Nos.

1869 365.555
337,330
431,568
530.301
626,305

1874 581,253
1870 1875 560.164
1871 1876 563 359
1872 1877 623 576
1873 1878 632,302

Though the year 1878 was an unfortunate one, as far as the
packing business is concerned, there was further evidence of
the growth and concentration of the live-stock business at C,
as shown by the following table of receipts and shipments of
hogs, cattle, and sheep, at the United Railroads Stock Yards, for
6 years :

—

Hogs. Cattle. Sheep.

Yean.
Receipts

Ship-
ments.

Receipts.
Ship-
ments.

Receipts.
Ship,
ments.

1878.. 793,863
1877.. 633,749
1876.. 680.362
1876.. 726,162
1874.. 873,263

17.^.103

143.650
144.205
1.30,012

259,397

142,851
149,781
144,600
1.33,695

112,393

52,902
63,439
62,308
44.837
30,546

274,027
172,0,S4

180,389
159.302

139,280

207,103
123,2aj
127.982
91,121

83,894

Starch.— Among the many industries of C. there is no one
exhibiting a more steady progre.«s, prosecuted with a larger
vigor, or doing more to spread the good name of Cs produc-
tions through the world, than starch. The starch of C. Is not
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only widely distributed to all parts of tbi* country, bat b
lar^ly exported, n«*rly all the eountrie* of Rurope uo» laking
it liberally, besides Mexico, 5outb America, and Australia.

Kspecially has it made a sure loUgment in tiemiany, its cheap-
ness and its superior quality baTing immensely reduced both
tbe demand for and production of potato iitarch in tltat coun-
try The shipments of starch in 1878, »* shown by the trans-

portation books of the city, were 339.931 boxes, but to this

should be added the shipments made directly from the manu-
ftctories, without eomint; to the city, which would swell tbe
Bbipmenta, approximatively, to 4S5,000 boxes.

Toharro. - The extnionlinsry strides which C. ha* made
toward tbe concentration of the tobacco interest may b« aeen,

to some extent, in nolicini; what has been accomplishad in two
decade*. In 1858 the receipts of tobacco la hogshead* were
only 4,476 packam, eontrmsted with 88,280 boesbaada.in 1878.
The leaf tobacco busiaeas, in 1878, was tbe largMt tbe elty bad
erer enjoyed, the sales baving been 40,140 hogsheads, against
34.743 in 1877. During thU year the cutting leaf tobacco,
which is raised on both sidas of the Ohio River, attained a
notoriety for pluK purposes which pinced it in advance of all

competitor*, and nearly doubled the value of the leaf tobacco
of the C. district. The whole number of cigars made in C

,

CorinKton,an_d Newport in 1878 was 103,020,275, against 88,-

79'i,.375 in 18ii. The numlwr of cigarettes manu&ctured in

the three cities was 1.915.000, against 705,000 In the previous
year. The total productionofnne-eut (chewing) and plug to-

bacco in C. and CovinKton — which commercially and industri-

ally are substentially C. — was 4.307,129 lbs., against 4,734.339

in 1877, the reduction being in flnc-cut tobacco. Tbe produc-

tion of smoking tobaeeo was 2,147,027 lbs , arainst 1,608,298

llM in the prMcding year. The following table shows the
movement of tobacco at C. lor 10 years :

—

Tear*.

1870..

1-

1-

1-....

1876..
1876..
1877..
1878..

Receipts.

Leaf.

Hhds.

»,978
46.668

.... J.J

46,ZM
61.338
71.217
88.280

Boxes
and

Iwles.

4,753
9.961
9.083
11,176
6.278
4,253
5,850

13,230
8,830

14,993

Mano-
fiu-

tured.
Pkga

21.545
63.961
61,497
69,535
89,650

123,714
114.926
150,836
190,446
196,572

Shipment*.

Leaf.

Hhds.

36,810
42,538
50,541

69,169
66,094
43,249
60,108
68,759
86/)49

Boxes
and

bale*.

6.143
6,199
2,493
1,738
4,897
4,366
8,776

12,245
17,906
15,174

Mann"
fac-

tared.
Pkg*.

36,862
88,149

110,652
146,771
174,749
255,210
217,392
297,960
866,148
422.661

Ifftfiity. — Tbe rapid growth and general introduction of
eontlnuoo* distillation lias largely changed the aspect of the
wbiskv bosine**, especially in tiie ^Vcst, so that the work of
icdtanilatloa from nigh wine*, acconiing to tbe old methods,
rplatlv«l]r, ba* •eriously lost ground in production, and it is

dlllcttlt to forecast lu destiny. The deSnition of a rectifier is

*o broad, naehing rectifying, purifying. distilling, mixing, coro-

poui>diog,etc., and tbe continuous spirits, which now And their

way into so manv channels, by wliich they ultimately reach the
booiu of tlie Collector as Kctilled spiriu, that, to arrive at tbe
•stMit of lb* ptoductioa of rwlistilled goods, tccbntcallv eon-
sklertd, tbe whole being rstumed under one bead, is no longer
poarfbl*. It i* no secret that, in quantity, such good* austain

a mneb las* important position. In their relation to the general
production, tliaa existed prior to the introduction of continu-
ous distillation, aad tbe sijms of tlta tlm* indicate a production
relatively still lea*. 8o rapidly bav* distUlOT*avaiM tbeiMelve*
of tbe conUnuoiM proer**, it is eatimaled tliat bat oim distillery

in the C. district is now making high wine* ezelusivelv. Tbie
wbol* number of gallons of goods of all kind* returned to tlie

Colieetor as netiiled spirlu, in ('. and In Covington (none was
rM;tUted In Newport), Ibr 18i8. waa U,072,483 46 call, .compared
with 11,448,880.70 gall, in IST^aixl ll,669.M4.<tt^l. In 18T6,
showing an increase of 638^^08.76 gall, in eompariaoa with
1877, aad an iocnaaa of 412,888.76 eompand wHh 187B. Now
tb«*a agar** amlwao* only *o maeb of tba coottaootM aptrtu
a* am *abieetad to mmim *aeb ebaag* as briiif* ttaam witbia tbe
range of ractiOad goods, so that the aggngat* doa* oot, by any
uieans, show the whole quantity wbieh|iaaa** iMyM

'

of high wine* in the city If to tba abova flfntv*

ibayood tbaatagemean*, show the whole quantity wbieE
of high wine* in the city If to tba
such of the continuous sptriuas are not rstoraad totbaOoUse-
lorasnctiAedgoods, It would still more laifsly •wall thiaaggtw-
gate. Continuous spirits are now a lending ardela ofemnmaroe,
and leave the city in large quanlitlm for other markats. It is

no aasy matter, at present, to arrive at the ml axteot of tbe
whisky basines* in this city. OfnMirse, we Imv* tba ikgtutas

of tbe rvvenue, which ar* most satlsfceiory data, so flw a* a^
tual pntdiictinn in C, Covington, Newport, aad Pattfabargi*
ct>nreme<l. niakioK an aggreaaia In distillcd spirH* of V^JSOf
515.09 gall, for the year 1878! But In addition to thl* produe-
tion, Urge quanUtlea of splriu arrive from other district* and

enterintotbemanufocturcaand commerreof tl>ecity. Tbere-
ceiptr by public conveyances in 1878 aggregated 166,970 barrels.

finbranKl in these arrivals', however, are spirits some of which
have already been comprised in tbe retnriM already given in

the tiro diatricts. Making due allowance for this duplication.

It would make tlie aggregate received from points beyond the
four citie* named, amounting to 6/£5.7(i2 gall If' to these

spirits be added the actual production in the four cities. It

would make a total business in spirits, in original or tax paid

packages, of 16.058,217 gall., with an approximate aggregate

value of 918,000,000 But the busineas in whisky U still fur-

ther largely swelled by the n-ctifyiog process, to which much
of the spirits alter leaving the distilleries is subjected, and
though the spirits already reported enter into this. It is sepa-

rate business and adds material value tn the gooda. It will

thus be seen to what proportions this business in whisky rise*,

towering among the other indu'trirs and irtules like a giant,

and stnulily increasing the scope of its influence. The follow-

ing table shows the receipts and shipmenU of whisky at C. for

10 years :
—

Tean.

1869.

1870.

1871.

187i
1873.

1874.
1876.

1876.

1877.

1878.

Beeeipts, Sbipmenta.
bbls.bbU.

263,624 280,610
444.291 441.820
813.072 876,689
316,041 895,764
273348 a6B,M8
888,681 886.684
805,824 847,488
296/)12 829.021
820,877 37»i,6R4

•119,639 851,473

* Not including whisky manuGictured in Hamilton Co. and
Covington, etc., which was previously embraced.

Cincinnati R.R. Cos. See Appendix.
Cinders, the small refuse pieces left after the

combustion of coal. See Slao.
Cintier-Sifter, a perforated shovel or sieve for

separating the fine coal tlust or ashes from large

cinders.

Cinnabar [Chinese chu nhd ; Fr. cinnabre; Ger.

Zinnober; It. cinahro ; Up. cinubrio ; ImU cinmibrium],

a mineral substance, red, heavy, and brilliant It

is found in various places, chiefly in quicksilver

mines, being one of the ores of that metal. The
C. of the Philippine Islands is said to be of the

highest color; but that of Almaden, in Sjmin, is

the richest. It is also abundant in the central

and western provinces of China, and in California.

The best native C. is of a high color, brilliant, and
free from earthy or stony matter. It is a product
of considerable importance in the arts. Generally,

however, the factitious kind ia employed. See
Vermilion.
Cinnamon I Chinese jdn kwei ; Fr. mnnelle; Ger.

Zimmet, Kanehl; It. canella ; Sp. mnela ; Lat. cinna-

momum, eaneUa], the inner bark of the C. tree

([jauru* cinnamomum), a native of Ceylon, where
it ffrows in great abundance, Cochin China, and
pcniaps of some other countries. It is brought in

bags or bales weighing WL^ \\». each ; and, in

stowing it, black pepper b mixed with the bales

to preserve the cinnamon. The In-st C. is thin

ana rather pliable : it ought to be about the sut>-

tance of royal paper, or somewhat thicker; is of

a light yellowish-brown color, approaching nearly

to that of Veni-tinn gold ; it is 8m(K>th and shining

;

fractures splintery ; has an ngreenble, warm, artv

matic flavor, and a mild, sweetish taste ; when
chewed, the pieces become soft, and seen> to melt
in the mouth ; it is not so pungent but that it may
be borne on the tongue without nain, and is not

succeeded by any after taste. Whatever is hard,

thick as a half-crown piece, dark-colored or brown,

or so hot that it cannot be borne, should Ix' re-

jected. Particular care should be taken that it be

not false packed, or niixetl with C. of an inferior

sort Tlie C. of Cochin China grows in the dry,
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Fig. 79. — Ginnamoji-Trei!.

sandy districts, lying N.W. of the town of Faifoe,

between 15° and 10° N. lat. It is preferred in

China to tiie C of Ceylon : the annual imports

into Canton and otlier ports vary from 250,000 to

300,000 lbs. There are

no fewer tlian 10 vari-

eties of this species in

the market. It is not
cured, like that of

Ceylon, by freeing it

from tlie epidermis.

Besides the produce
of tlie inner bark of

the fMitrus cinnamo-

mum, the bark of the

root affords a volatile

oil which is similar in

flavor to oil of C, but
has also a camphor-
ous pungency. An-
other kind of oil is

distilled from the
leaves. The C.-leaf

oil of commerce is of two kinds ; one fatty, and
probably procured from the fruit; the other vola-

tile, and similar in taste and odor to oil of cloves

or oil of pimento. The principal C. gardens of
Ceylon are near Colombo. The seeds are planted
so that the shrub should grow in clumps or clus-

ters. The shoots which are decorticated are gen-
erally from 1 to 3 inches in diameter. The finer

and thinner the bark, the more valuable is the
product. Tlie C. harvest lasts from May to Octo-
ber. C. is obtained from China, the Malabar
coast, Manilla, Java, Cayenne, the Leeward Isl-

ands, and the Isle of France. Tiie produce of
China is called Cassia (q. v.). C. is used in medi-
cine as a carminative and astringent, chiefly as
an adjuvant to other medicines. //«/>. duty, C.

and chips of C, 20 cts. per lb. ; oil of C, free.

Cinnamon-Oil. See Cfnxamon.
Cinnamon-Stone, a precious stone of a red

color, witli occasionally a brown or orange-yellow
tinge ; translucent, rarely transparent, lustre res-

inous. Sp. gr. 3.5. It is commonly found in

masses, which are full of fissures, and rarely in a
state fit for cutting. It is cliiefly found in Ceylon
and Brazil.

Cinquefoil, a common hedge-weed, the Poten-
tilld reptam, which, having astringent, tonic, and
febrifugal properties, is used medicinally.
Cinque Ports are five privileged and chartered

ports of England on the coasts of Kent and Sus-
sex, comprising the towns of Sandwich, Dover,
Hythe, Romney, and Hastings. The Lord War-
den of these ports still has special jurisdiction
and important marine powers.

Cipolino, a variety of Italian green marble with
white veins.— Also a mixture oftalcose schist with
wliite saccharoidal marble.

Circuit, tiie space traversed by a machine, etc.

in moving round.— A district visited by a judge.
Circular, a printed or lithographed handbill,

note, or advertising letter, issued by traders to
customers, etc.

Circular Bolt, a machine used by the Notting-
ham lace manufacturers in making net.

Circular Note, a letter of credit granted by a
banker for the convenience of travellers, and pay-
able at different foreign towns.

Circular-Sa\w, a very useful machine tool, a
revolving disk of steel with serrated edges or teeth,

for cutting wood and metal. See Saw.
Circulating Library, a library from which

books are sent out on loan to subscribers.

CirculatingMedium is a term applied to all in-

struments of interchange by which the productions
and the revenues of the country are distributed

;

everything which serves and is received as a mode
of payment, or which constitutes the nominal
money-price which appears in price-currents.

—

Circulation is the amount of such currency in use.

When the term is applied to a bank, it means the
amount of its paper issues.

Circulus, an instrument for cutting off the neck
of glass.

Circumference, the boimdary line of a circular

plot ;
girth of a tree, etc.

Circumferentor, a surveyor's instrument for
measuring angles.

Circumnavigation, the act of voyaging round
the globe.

Circumpolar, lying around the pole.

Circumventor, a surveying instrument, hav-
ing a compass-box at the top for taking angles.

Circus, a building or enclosure in which feats of

horsemanship are exhibited.

Cire, the French name for beeswax.
Cismatan, the extremely bitter aromatic and

somewhat mucilaginous seeds of Cassia absus,

brought to Cairo from the interior of Africa, being
regarded as the best of remedies for Egyptian oph-
thalmia.

Cist, anything for holding, as a bag, basket,

case, or chest.

Cistern. See Tank.
Citizens', a Fire Insurance Co. of New York

city, organized in 1857. Statement on Jan. 1st,

1879 :— Capital stock, •5300,000 ; net surplus, -^503,-

768. Total cap. and surplus, §803,768. Risks in

force, §42,657,046; premiums, -^239,066. Premi-
ums received since the organization of the Co.,

•"$5,567,781; losses paid, •'$2,419,285; cash dividends

paid to stockholders, •'§1,367,550. Cash dividend
paid in 1878, .•$70,5;36.

Citole, an instrument like the dulcimer.

Citrate, a salt in which the hydrogen of citric

acid is replaced by a metal or other basic radicaL

Citric Acid is obtained by a chemical process

from lemon or lime juice. It forms beautiful crys-

tals, of which the primary figure is a right rhombic
prism. They have a sour taste, and are soluble in

somewhat less than their own weight of cold, and
half their weight of boiling water. They also dis-

solve in alcohol. The average proportion of C. A.
afforded by a gallon of good lemon-juice is about
8 oz. This acid is prepared upon an extensive scale.

It is an agreeable acid, at once cooling and anti-

septic. It is much used in medicine as a substi-

tute for lemon-juice, and to form effervescing

draughts, citrates, etc. It is much used by cal-

ico-printers, being the best known resistant for

iron and alumina mordants. Imp. duty, 10 cts.

per lb.

C. A.\a frequently met with adulterated with tartaric acid

;

the fraud i.s easily detected by dissoWing the acid in a little cold

water, and adding to the solution a small quantity of acetate

of potash. If tartaric acid be present, a white, crystalline pre-

cipitate of cream of tartar will be produced on agitation. When
pure!t is devoid of color, is entirely, or almost entirely, decom-
posed by heat. It is soluble in water and in spirit, and what
is thrown down from its watery solution by acetate of lead is

dissolved by nitric acid. No salt of pota.ssium precipitates any-
thing with C. A. except the tartrate. When a few drops of a
solution of ('. A. are added to lime-water, a clear liquid results,

which, when heated, deposits a white powder, soluble in acids

without effervescence. By the action of nitric acid C A. is

converted into oxalic acid When the crystals of C. A. are very
deli(iuescent, the presence of free sulphuric acid may be sus-

pected. This latter may l)edetecte<J with facility by dissolving

the citric acid in a little water, strongly acidifying the solution
with hydrochloric acid, and adding chloride of barium, when,
if .sulphuric acid be present, an insoluble precipitate of sul-

phate of barium will fall down ail«r a short time.
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Citron |Fr. c^drat ; Ger. Succade ; It confetti

dlredro; Sp. acition lerdeL an agreeable fruit, re-

sembling a lemon in color, smell, and taate. It

is the Citrus medico of botanists (Fig. 80), and is

{)robably a mere variety of lemon. It is much
argerthan the lemon, of an ovoid shape, and with
a very thick rind. The juice too is less acid than
that of the lemon and lime. The cuticle of the
rind is full of vesicles containing an essential oil.

rig. 80.— CtTkON-TuB.

called Oil of C. or OilofCedral, on which the flavor

of the rind depends, and which is much used in

fuTfuniory. The candied rind of '','. is importetl
rem Madeira, of the finest quality. The Citrus

medica is a native of Asia ; it is now cultivated in

warm climates throughout the world. Im/>. duty,
10 per cent ;

preserved in sugar, .'lo per tent ; oil

of, free.

Citronella, an essential oil obtained from the
grass Androftoijon citrniiint, and chiefly imported
fronj Ceylon, /m/i. free.

Civala, the Italian name for pulse, beans, pease,
etc.

Civanso, the name in Italy for interest

Civet [Dutch. rii"«f; Fr. r/rr«c ; iWr. Ziftrth ; It
xiliflto ; i>p. otfjalia\. % valuable p«'rfume obtained
from the civet cat ( Viwrra rit-eiin), a native of Bra-
sil, (tuinea,Madagas<-ar.and the F.ast Indies ; but of
which nuntbers ore Wept for commercial purposes
in Holland. This perfun)e is pro<iuce<l by both
•exes, and is containe<i in two caviii(>a or pockets

filaced iH'noath the tail ; these raviiies arc smooth
ntemally.and <overed with numert)iis small pores,

connected with the glands from which it is se-

creted. It is of a clear yellowish or brownish
c«ilor, about the consistence of honey, and uniform
throughout Undiluted, the smell is offensively

strong; but when mixe<] with other substances, it

l>ecome8 what some consider a fragrant p(*rfumv.
V. was formerly in high repute, but is at present
little used, excepting m llje composition of some
kinds of perfumer}*, to increase the power of other
scents, when genuine, it is worth from $7 to $0
per oz. Imp., crude and oil, free.

Civil Sngineer, a scientific man, one who at-

tends to the business of engineering as appliid to

the economic or useful purposes of civil life.

Civita Vecchia. See Italy.
Clack, in mimng phraseology the valve of a

pump ; clack door U-ing the api-rture through
which it is fixed and removed. — A IhII that gives
warning of more corn being requiro<i in a mill.

Chafter, a name given to the fathom of feet

in Germany, Russia, and Switzerland; in Ham-
burg it is only equal to Gh inches.

Clam, a well known-mollusk, the .l/ya armaria,
which is very abundant on the coasts of New
England and New York, especially in the gravelly
mud of river mouths, betwwn low water and half-

tide mark. The shells, which are generally ver>'

hard, light-colored or sandy, and almost lilack on
nmddy bottonis, are dug up from their beds, winch
are exposed at low water, where they an- found
lying about one foot below the surface, their si-

phon (a retractile tube for respiratory and feeding
purposes) projecting tipward in the hole by which
they communicate with the water at high tide.

They are of importance as an article of food, and
are also largely u.sed for bait in cwl and haddock
fishing, for which purpose they are taken out of
the shells, or " shucked," and salted down in bar-

rels ; about 5,000 barrels Ixing put up every year,
valued at froni 56 to -ST each. As an article of
food, the C, excepting the soft mass called the
belly, is rather indigestible, especially when
cooked.
Clamp, a piece of wood fixed to the end of a

board by mortise and tenon, rtr by groove and
tongue, so that the fibres of the one pie<e, thus

fixed, traverse those of the board, and by this

means prevent it from casting; the piwe at the

end is called a rlamp, and the board is said to l>e

clamped. — A thick plank placed in a ship's si<le

to support the ends of the bea>ns. — A movable
piece of lead to cover the jaws of a vice. — A kiln

built above the groimd, for the purpose of burn-
ing bricks in. — A mass of bricks pile<l up for

kiln-burning.— A quantity of ore set a|Nirt for

fusion.

Clamp-Nails, nails suited for clamp work.
Clamp-Shoes, heavy shoes for rough work.
Clapboards, a kind of thin weatlier-l>oard used

for the outer covering of houses.— Rough cask-
staves before they are properly shaped.
Clap-Match, a fisherman's name for an old

fem.Tle si ;il

Clap-Net, a binl-catcher's net.

Clapper, the tongue or striker of a bell ; a mill
clack.

Clarence, a kind of close four-wheeled car-

riage.

Claret Wines [from rfniret, a name in France
for all rose^colore<l wines|, the name first given in

Kngland to the re<l wines of Medoc, in France,

but, by common use, extended there and in this

country to all the red Bordeaux wines, even fre-

quently including the white wines of the (iironde.

The departnjent of the Gironde, part of the ancient

province of Gascony, is rich in tlie pro<luce of the

vine. In the quantity pro<luced, in the varietj-,

in quality and value, ft stands the first district of

France, and in a commercial point of view it la

the most iin|>ortant. The extent of its vineyard
ground is no l«>«8 than .tW),(W>C» ncn-s. of uhich 127,-

0<¥) appertain to the arrondissenu-nt of Bordeaux,
l/i.OOO to the arrond. of Bazas, 40,(KNt to the arrond.

of Blaye, B4,000 to the arrond. of Lilwunie, 40.000

to the arrond. of Ix'sparre, and 60,000 to the arrond.

of La R^le. Their total product of wine is about
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65,000,000 gallons ; a prodigious quantity, valued

at no less tlian •«< 10,000,000, of which one half in

value is grown in the arrond. of Bordeaux and
Lesparre alone. Of the total product of 05,000,000

gallons, 45,000,000 gallons are disposable, the rest

is distilled or drank in the country. It is com-
puted in France that a third more in quantity,

beyond that grown in the Gironde, is exported
from Bordeaux. This is drawn by the merchants
from Spain, and from other depart, of France, and
is mingled with the genuine wines of the Bordelais

for the foreign market ; it therefore must be added
to the wines exported from the depart. The traffic

in wine by sea from Bordeaux is very great, being
nearly 11,000,000 gallons per annum, of which
about 2,000,000 come to the U. States. An ac-

count of all the products of the vineyards of the

Gironde, composing the extensive class of Bor-
deaux wines, is given in the following lines :

—
The districts or arrondissements on the right bank of the

river Garonne come first, one of which, that of Libourne, is

situated on both banks of the river Dordogue, going from N.W
to S.E. Of these districts, that of Blaye produces deeply col-

ored wines. The wines of the canton of Boiir^ are particularly

noted. They were once esteemed above those of Medoc, though
now they rank in repute only with the inferior kinds of the
latter class. In a good year they have strength, a fine color,

and, by keeping, lightness ; together with a taste of the al-

mond. The wines of the Pulas are grown on an alluvial land
of that name situated between the Garonne and Dordogne.
The I'alus of Dordogne produces wines superior to those of
Libourne, which are from a light soil, and of light quality.

These latter wines are grown at Castillon, St. Foi, Branne,
Coutras, and Guirres, in that arrond. The hill wines manuf
in that neighborhood are of a superior quality to the foregoing,
such as those of Lussac, St. Esliphe, Montagne , St Emilion,
Cenon , and Bnrbe-Bancke Among this class, Cenon and St
Emilion are most regarded. — The age of wine is reckoned in

Bordeaux by fewlles, or leaves, the number of times the vine
has flowered since it was planted. — The St. Estephe wine has
an aromatic, violet-flavored perfume. That of Cenon is fine,

light, and spirituous. Si. Emilion has plenty of body and su-

perior flavor, and, as well as those of Bourg generally , Tourue,
and their vicinity, acquires flavor by age, and a more perfect

bouquet. The prime St. Emilion, Cenon, and Barbe-Blanche,
above their 12th year, sell for .3 to 4 francs the bottle. — The
arrond. of La Reole and that of Bans produce only common
wines.— The chain of high hills which extends itself along the
right bank of the Garonne, from Ambares to the arrond. of La
R»5ole, produces wines known as vins r/e cotes, which are good
ordinary wines, and little more. The best are those of Bassens
and Cenon. — The district styled the Graces composes another
wine growth on the left bank of the Garonne, thus named from
the gravelly soil, which is found extending 9 m. to the S., and
4 to the W. of Bordeaux. They are generally fuller in body,
and more colored and vinous, thtin the wines of Medoc, but the
last are preferred for bouquet and flavor. These agreeable red
wines are kept 6 or 8 years in tlie ca.sk, according to the tem-
perature of the year in which they are made. They keep a
long while, and in 20 years lose nothing of their good quality.

The best qualities are grown at Merignac, L^ognan, Pe8.sac,

Villeneuve-d'Ornon,and Talence. The first growth of Talence
is Chateau Haut-Biion, 2 m. S.W. from Bordeaux. This wine
is considered e(iual to that of the three first growths of Medoc.
The wines of Uaut-Bcion are not bottled until 6 or 7 years af-

ter the vintage, though some of the first growths may be drank
at 5 years old. The flavor resembles burning sc.iling-wax ; the
bouquet savors of the violet and raspberry Gradignan, Martil-
lac, La Brede, Beautiran, Castrcs, St. Selve, and Portets, to the
south of Bordeaux, furnish the wines knowu as the small red
Grave wines {pftits vins rouges des Graves) These are ordi-
nary wines, some of which improve greatly by age. The mer-
chants of Bordeaux comprehend under the foregoing name the
common wines of Cauderan, Bouscat, Bruges, and Eysines,
gcmerally sold for consumption in that city. — The next and
4th district of the Bordelais is that of Medoc, the most impor-
tant of all for its extent, and the quality of its produce. Its
8'iape i.s that of a large triangle, of which the summit is acute,
formed by the left bank of the Gironde close to its mouth, and
t^e western shore of the ocean at the entrance of the gulf of
Giscony The base is an oblique line, drawn from the left

bank of the Garonne at La Teste, passing by Blanquefort.
The Medoc district is an immense plain, divided on the side of
the Gironde by small hills, which produce the best wine. These
hills are covered with a light soil, intermingled with flints in

great quaiUity, of an oval form, about an inch in diameter,
and of a whitish gray color. At the depth of 2 feet a dry and
compact red earth is found, intermingled also with flints. The
second species of ground occupied by vineyards is a gravelly

sand. At 18 inches from the surface, in some parts of this

soil, is found a bottom of clay, or potter's earth ; in other
places dead sand ; nowhere is the earth more varied in quality
or in product. The estates are much divided. The carbenet,

cnrmenet, malbeck. and verdot are the plants most cultivated

in the plain of Medoc. The wine, when in perfection, should
be of a rich color, a bouquet partaking of the violet, very fine,

and of a very agreeable flavor. It should be strong without
intoxicating ; revive the stomach and not alTect the head ;

leave the breath pure and the mouth fresh. A sea voyage, fa-

tal to some of the liest wines of France, does not alter the qual-

ity of these fine wines of the Gironde. but, on the contrary, it

is observed to ameliorate those even of an inferior quality. The
wines of Medoc, however, have their defects, one of the princi-

pal of which is, that most of them tend to decomposition in 16
or 17 years, though .some growths will last 10 or 12 beyond
either term. The first commune of Medoc, 6 m. from Bor-
deaux, descending the river, is Blangiieforl, producing about
1200 tuns (a nominal measure of 4 casks of 60 gallons each), of
which about 500 are white, generally known as white wines
of the Graves. They are, for the most part, dry and agreeable,

and do not want strength. The first growth of this district is

Dangle, formerly Dulamon. The red wines have a good color,

and they have a bouquet, which is not developed until they
have been sometime in bottle. The second commune, Ludon,
produces 500 tuns of red wine, superior to that of Blanquefort.

This superiority arises from the nature of the soil, which is

gravelly for the most part Macau is the next commune, sit-

uated in a plain, two thirds of which are Graves, and one third

Palus. The wine produced here is neither as agreeable nor
racy as that of Ludon. It has, however, a deeper color and
good body. Laharde, the next commune, generally gravel or

sand, produces about 400 tuns of superior wine to that of Ma-

Fig. 81. — Wl.NE-CuP OF THE SeVENTEESTH CeNTDKT.

(From Ike Museum of Bordeaux.)

cau, easily observable in its body, color, and bouquet. Can-
tenar, the fifth commune, is remarkable for the excellence of
its wines, of which its product is about 2000 tuns. These
wines are of exquisite taste, rivalling the best in Medoc,
whether for the bouquet or raciness which characterize them,
besides which they have color, body, and are agreeably aro-

matic. Margaur produces from 10()0 to 1200 tuns. The eoll

of this renow^ied commune is gravelly, intermixed with a great

number of flints. Its vines are the most esteemed in the whole
tract. In this commune is grown the famous first quality,

Chcttfau Margavx. In average years about 80 tuns of the first

growth, and 20 of the second, are all which is made. The
wines of Margaux, when in perfection , in a favorable year, have
great fineness, a rich color, and a soft botiquet, which is balmy
to the palate. They have strength without being beady, and
leave the mouth cool. The.«e wines are well known in Amer-
ica, though the wine of the first quality is rarely met with gen-
uine in this country. It is in Margaux, also, that the wine
called liausan is produced. 5«. Jutien de Reisnac, in the

arrond. 'of Lesparre, is the 18th commune of the Medoc vino
country. 1t produces about 1200 tuns of vines, very inferior

to those of Margaux. They have a peculiar bouquet, by which
they are distinguished from nil the other wines of Medoc. Kept
5 or 6 years In wood, they attain the character of good wineg.

The gi^)Wthg of La Rose and Uoville are the produce of this

commune The 19th commune is St. Lambert, protluclng 600
or 700 tuns of good wines, of nearly the same quality as tho^c

ofSt. Julien. In this commune Is made the famous wine of
Chateau Latour. This wiue is distinguUhed fVom that of
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Chateau Lafltte by iu (upprior body and rotuislence ; but it

should be kept in wood at l<^'<t a year iiiorv than the Lafltte to

attain a proper maturity. Thi« i» the farorite wine iu Kng-
land ; it ii produced on a >oil ofiuuid and gravel, and in favor-

able yeans in nearly all purrba«ed for the British marliet
Barely more than lOO tuns are made in the most abundant
years, at lea«t of the flriit quahty . It U Iri^ fine than I^fitte.

PovUitof .another celebrated commune of Medoc, produces from
3000 to 40(Ki tuns of a wine racy au<l full of lM>u<{Uet. In thia

commune in grown the celebrated CKattau Lajilir, a wine nur-

paased by noue of iti> rivals. About I'lO tunx of the first qual-

ity only are annually pnKluced, and 20 or 3J tuns of inferior

growth. It is lij^hter than <.'hileau Latour, and may be drank
Komewhat les^i in age. The wine next in iiuality lo Lafiite ia

that of AfoMfPM, or Bnnne-Mouton, of which the product* ia

from 100 to l-K) tuns. St. Estephe produces 4<XlO tuns of wine,

of a diflereiit quality from all the other Medoc wine*. Ught,
agreeable, and aromatic, they are generally l>oltled after being

8 years in the cask. The vineyards of .M. Seurim dt Caloumt
furnish about 9**i tuns annually of indiflerent and very un-
equal wines in respect to quality.

The wines of the district of llaut-Medoc are all comprehended
in the foregoing list. Those called in the country U dtrTitre

dn Haitt-Medor, are 3t. L«urent, St. Sauveur, Ci.««ac, and Ver-
teuil. generally wines of tolerable quality. — The term Bas .Mwloc
is applied to the wines grown in the communes of S( Clemiain,

Lesparre, 8t. Tr^lody, Potensac, Blaignau, Uch, Priguac, St.

Christoly, Civrac.'Begadan, liaillau, Queyrac, Valeyrac, Jau,
and St. Vivien. The quantity of the whole produce varies from
60U0 to tiOUO tuns. These wines are, for the most part, touched
with an earthy taste. In good years they arc reckonetl agreea-

ble wines for exportation, when well selected, a^ their quality

improves by age. — The wines of the first cla.<s in Medoc, in-

eluding that of Ilaut-Brion, which is considered as such, sell

for about 2a00 francs per tun. Those of the 2d growth for

2300: of the 3d, 1700 to 2000; and of the 4th, 120U to 1500.

TIm prices augment annually until the 5th year, when they are
generaUy double the first. — The vines in Medoc and Graves are

ptented at a distance of 3 feet from each other every way. The
main stem of the plant is only allowed to attain a foot in height,

and It (iutened to stakes of the same dimensions. To the
Rakes are joined laths or switches, 10 or 12 'eet long, horizon-

tally, on which are Uid 1000 branches of each vine, left when
it Is pruned for tliat purpa.se. The plough is applied four times

to the intervals lietwi-eu the rows. The grapes are thus pre-

Tentad (hmi touching the ground, when proper attention is

paid to keeping the branches fastened lo the laths, and they
raeelra both the direct and reflected heat of the sun when they
are properly pruneil. This is considered the most perfect

inethoil known for the cultivation of the vine. — Here the ac-

count of the rvi wines of this fertile district must end: in
wl>il€ wimu, the depart, of the Oironde Ls less rich. At Blayc,
Llbouma, and La Rt'ole, the white wines are of a very common
quality. Baau produces more white wine than re<l. The Ijesi

•r* prodoead at Farguos, Uuigon, St l>anlon, .Ht. Pierre de
Moot, Touleune. and, above all, at Bnmmes and Sautermt

TIm bast white wiun uf the arrond. of Bordeaux are grown in

Dm Orn^tt, and In the southern part near Baias, as flir as the

oaalon of Podeosar in the communes of Barsar, Preignar, ('<^

roos, Podeoaae. Virrla<le, lllats, Ijtndiras, PuioU. to which
may be »ld(d St. (?roix du Mont. The white wines of a supe-

rior quality are divlilnl Into dry and luscious, and those again
into flrst and second growths. The dry are generally the pro-

dnct of Iba Oraves. The firat in quality are Carhomttuz, St

Brie*, CUltii» dm l^moml, Puntar, Snulrrmf, Rommrt, Bar-
sac. Slid Prttfmat . TIte second growths are tVrons, I'olen-

ac, Virrlaile, tllats, lAnliras, Pi^ls, St Pey de l«nfoo, St
Ctutx du MonL The flrst growths of both kinds are (old at

about \'i*) f^oes.the second growths at TOO. But tba prlcw

aoglDvnU with age, so that at loymrsold the wlaesof 8aut«nu>,
BootOMS, Baraac, and Pn-ignac srll often at 3lX)0 tttar*, and
•nuMtimes a* high as ."tO) or 4'iO tier tun. —To obtain the
BiOn luscious wines, it l< requisite that the raisin* be, in the
language of the wine-makers, fwtiwri, ur mtten, or in such a
•tale that the skin )m> >l<-tached from the pulp on the sllghtrst

pK—urs. Aaall (he itrapra on the saroe plant cannot br In this

state at ooee, 4 or .'i <lil1iTrnt galhrrings, or ratlcr rutting*, of
tba dps grape* tak*- place as they raacli the re<|ul<lte state, for

which purpose the arlssors are usr>l — The unaalulleraleii w|ne«
of the Oironile most hi-ld in rsdmatlon In the i; .ttaiM are
••{U4lln| by other rarirltes In ilio depart , *onu> of which an>
ramly lmport«i into ihU cmmtry. No district In tiie world
surna—'s the prrseni in the excellence of li> growths, and the
variety of |t« prmincts. The con««>queoce l«, that rrr<|uentlT

the Bonieaux merrhani* export much larger quanilliesnf »lne
of flrst growth thin the country pn»luces, hy •ubstltuling
other kinds, which nearly approach in excellence those of
which they arv counterfrlts, tJorre, llraane,Mnulo«, Iji RrMe,
R<jaan, anil others, in goml year», make very rloaa approarhes
to quality lo the best pro<lucU of (be ItordelalB.

Claxlfy, to clear or flnv r liquor liy r chemical
profess.

Clarinet, r musical rcnl instnimrnt, larprr than
the oboe, aod like it pla^'cd bjr hole* and keys.

Clary-Water, a spiced and higtilv ix-rfunu'd

sweet cor«lial or medicinal drink, nmile from tlic

flowers of the clary {Salcia sdaria}, which is a
stimulant aromatic bitter.

Clasp, a fastening.

Clasp-Kuife, a larpe folding knife for the
pocket, or one to suspend by a con! to the neck.
Clasp-NailB are nails with small, harrow-shaped

heads, so as to sink in the wood.
Clavicembalo |It.|. the haqtsichord.
Clavier, the keyboard of an organ or piano.
Claviole, a finger-keyed viol.

Clavoyon. See Biroindv Wises.
Clay, an aluminous or argillaciK)us earth formed

from the disintegration of felspathic nnks, by the
combined action of air and water. Its plasticity,

when moist, and its capability of Uing made hard
by heat, are properties which render it available

for many u.seiul purposes. The purest kind of ('.

is kaolin or china C, which is nearly pure silicate

of alumina. It is found in China ; but a precisely

similar substance is obtained from deposits near
St. Austell, in Cornwall, and St. Yrieix, near Li-

moges, in France. Such clays are obtained in this

country at Brunswick, Maine, at lladdam, Con-
necticut, and other places. Pi/te ('. is a white clay

nearly free from iron. See Smokino I'ites. —
Common potter's C. contains a considerable amount
of iron. In New Jersey, near Wootlbridge, and
also at South Amlmy, betls of clay are worktnl to

a great extent for the manufacture of stone ware.

Similar deposits also compose the banks of the

Delaware River, between Bordcntown and Bur-

lington. They all Indong to the series of up-

per secondary rocks, underlying the green sand-

iK'ds. lirich C. contains varying proptirtions of

iron ; hence different countries build houses of

different colors. C. beds found in Wisconsin, near
I^akc Michigan, are so free from this coloring mat-
ter, that the bricks are of a straw color. They
are so much esteented as to be transjwrted from
Milwaukie to New York City. />«/<. duty, .?o \h:t

ton.

Clayed, a term applictl to sugars which have
been purified or bleacheil by water filteretl through
supenmposeil clay.

Claying, a process of bleaching sugar by water
pa.«8(-(rtl)n)ugh a layer of clay ; also the operation
of piultlling.

Clay-Kiln, a stove for burning clay.

Clay-Pipe. Se<> Smokiso I'ii-ks.

Clay-screening Machine, a machine for pre-

paring clay for the manufacture of bricks, tiles,

pi|H-s, eti*.

Clay-Stone, a grayish mineral, a speciea of
intliirnteii clay, resembling calcareous ntarl.

Clean Proof, a slip or sheet of printed matter
I sent to an author from a printer.

{
Clearance, a dtHument from a Custom-House

' officer, or other qualified |>er»on, permitting a ship

to depart nn her voyage.

I

Clearing, a rentoval, as a clearing sale ; an open
»pa(*e in forest land.

Clearing-Beck. See Calico-Piii!«tixo.

I
Clearing-House is an institution wli<it>e object

is to faeiljiate the settlement of bnlnnces ami the

ailjiistmetit of exi-hnnge operations N-twtvn banks
and bankers of the same place, who are admitted
to deal with it. "The C. //. of Ixmdon, the first

of its kind, originate<l among the bankers of that

city, whose transactions in the cbit-ks, bills, antl

drafts drawn upon each other iMtame so large ai

to call for the daily and even hourly use of vast

sums in bank-notes by all of them. Appreciating

bow readily the debiu and credit* respectively due
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or held by them might be set off the one against

the other, they formed the clearing-house, where
up to 4 o'clock each day all drafts, bills, etc., drawn
upon each individual member were taken. The
system of the London C. H. has recently been

' nmch extended and improved, and all balances
are settled by cheeks drawn upon the bank of

England,— no bank-notes being required at all.

C. H. exist in New York, Philadelphia, Boston,
and other cities of the U. States. The system in

that of Philadelphia is equal and in some respects

superior to that of any other in the U. States.

The clearings are made each morning at 8.30, just

before which hour a messenger and a clerk from
each bank are at the C. H. The clerks take their

seats inside a series of desks arranged in the form
of a hollow oval. Each messenger brings with
him from his bank a sealed package for each other
bank, containing all the checks or drafts on such
bank. The name of the bank sending and that
of the bank to which it is sent are printed on each
package, and the amount sent is written thereon.
The messengers take their places near the desks
of their respective banks, and they have with them
tabular statements of the amount sent to each
bank and the aggregates. These are exhibited to

the respective clerks and noted by them on the
blank forms. At 8.30 precisely the manager calls

to order and gives the word, when all the messen-
gers move forward from left to right of the clerks,

handing in to those clerks the packages addressed
to their respective banks, and taking receipts for
them on their statements. When the circuit is

completed all the packages have been delivered
and received, and the amounts and the aggregates,
both debtor and creditor, noted by the clerks.

When the clerks find all correct the messengers
take the packages received, and ret,urn to bank.
The several clerks then pass round a memoran-
dum of the debits, credits, and balance, each of
his respective bank. When these memoranda have
made the circuit, each clerk has on his statement
the debits, credits, and balance, whether debtor or
creditor, of each bank. If these debits and cred-

its and debtor and creditor balances are found to

balance, the clerks now leave the C. H. If not,

they remain until the error or errors are discov-
ered. The balances due by the several banks are
paid in to the C. H. that day by U.SO a.m , and
are receivable by the creditor banks by 12.30 p.m.

and tables are daily furnished to the several banks
of the condition of all the banks in the C. H. Com-
plete records of all the transactions, of the state

of the banks, etc., are preserved in the books of
the C. H., precisely as are the business transac-

tions of any bank, or other corporation or mercan-
tile firm."— American Cyclopcedia. The New York
C. H. consists of 58 banks and the Assistant Treas-
urer of the U States. Its aggregate transactions
from its organization on Oct. 11,* 1853, to Jan. 1,

1879, amounted to §51,516,058,588.94.

Statement showing the New York C. H. Transactions for each
month, from January 1st to December 31st, 1878, with the
Loans, Specie, Legal Tenders, and Liabilities of the Associa-
ted Banks, and the Per Centage of Specie and Legal Tenders
to Net Liabilities.

Currency ex-
changes.

Jan . .

.

Feb...
Mar. .

.

Apr ...

May...
June..
July..
Aug. .

.

Sept...

Oct . .

.

Nov .

.

Dec. ..

1,761.157,037.96
1.304,793,460.16
1,630,966,739.20

1,812,432,039 85
1,664,424.017.78

1,538,777,981 61

1,631,328,390.25
'1,533,464.482.44

1,460,563,646 59
1,979,541,899,55
1,836,123,632.37

1,705,097,979131

Currency bal-

ances.

87,954 303.85'

65,556,319.89:

74,407,670.17'

77,327,09801
86,635,501 33
73,667,71342
88,697,412.081

74,896,697.25!

72,694,71813:
90,245,565-05

83.059,470.44!

87,712,178.28

Specie.

238,404,300
243,659,100
241,590,900
230,301,600
233,997,200
232,720,200
2SS,636,000
239,431,700
246,322,500
245,108.400
236,4*8,400
235,824,400

30,193,600
32.379,400
38.767.600
32,585,100
19,827,100
16,311,900
19,695,600
17,000,300
18,199,600

19,860,600
22,967,400
20,514,100

Jan .

Feb..

Mar
Apr..
May.
June.
July.
Aug.
Sept.,

Oct..
Nov.
Dec..

Legal Ten-
der.

$37,231,200
32,379,400
29.426,400
34,923,800
44,023,900
53,996,300
58,409,600
53.948,500
45:680,700
89.962,500
41,275,700
40,767,100

Net Deposits
and

Circulation.

^tL^?/' I

Per Cent-

Le^Ten-'''^°^SP«-
d^^lo'Net.ti^^.Net
Liabilities.

Liabibtiea.

§226.969,300
230,701,500
230,290,700
220,896,800
218,991,100
225,899,800
222,133,700
235.602,800
216,332,000
230,986,400
226,804,200
222,786,400

1640
14.73

12 78
15.81
2010
23.90
24.22
22 85
19 36
17 30
1819
18.30

13.90
14.04
16.83
14.76
9.06
7.22
817
721
in
868

10.12
9.21

Fig. 82. — Gaff Tops.ul Cleat.

{PatenteU by Bagnall (f Loud, Boston)

A second clearing of drafts, etc., received by the
morning's mail, is made at the clearing-house by
the messengers at 11.30 a.m. Each bank is obliged
daily to furnish to the C H. a statement of its

condition at the end of business hours on that day

;

Clearing Nut, a name given to the seed of
Strifchnos potatorum, from its property of clearing
water.

Clearing-Sale, a disposal of

stock, remainder, or rummage.
Clear-Starcher, a laundress

who washes fine linens and stif-

fens them with starch.

- -^

a

Cleat, a short, narrow strip of

^f; wood, fastened to a piece of tim-

ber-work, to hold it in a certain

position.— On board ship, a kind

of belaying pin, of which there

are several forms (Fig. 82), to

fasten ropes to.

Cleaver, a name in some places

for a hatchet, but principally ap-

plied to a butcher's metal axe or

chopper.
Cledge, a mining term for the

upper stratum of fuller's earth.

Cleet, a wedge or belaying

pin.

Cleft, a space or opening made by a wedge, etc.

Clenching, Clinching, the process of fastening

securely, as in doubling over the point of a nail

when it has passed through a plank.

Clerk, an assistant in a shop or store, who acts
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as a ralesman, etc. ; one who attends only to a part
of the business of a merchant, while the merchant
liimself superintends the whole ; an accountant.
In its primary sense, C. was the legal appellation
of a clergyman. The clergy being exclusively the
learned part of the community of the Middle Ages,
the word hence came to signify an educated per-
son ; and thus acquired the sense of a scribe or
writer in France and Kngland.
Cleveland, a city and lake-port of the U. States,

cap. of Cuyahoga Co., in the State of Ohio, and,
next to Cincinnati, the largest and most important
city in the State, is situated at the mouth of Cuya-
hoga Kiver, on the S. shore of Lake Erie, in fat.

41° ;iO' N., Ion. 81° 47' W., 255 m. N.E. of Cincin-
nati, 195 m. S.W. of Buffalo, and 135 m. E.N.E. of
Columbus. The city is built on both sides of the
river, which is here crossed by several bridges,
and chiefly on a plain from 50 to 100 feet above
the lake, of which a magnificent view is thus ob-
tained. C has important commercial advantages.
Five railroads pass through or terminate in the
city, — including the Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern, one of the great trunk lines between
the East and the West ; a division of the Atlantic
and Great Western, a leading channel of commu-
nication between the East and the Northwest;
and the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, and In-

dianapolis, a direct line to Cincinnati and the
South. Other lines afford communications with
the extensive coal and petroleum regions of Penn-
sylvania. C. is the northern terminus of the Ohio
Canal, which extends southwards to Portsmouth
on the Ohio River. For the accommo<lation of
the lake commerce a capacious harbor has been
formed at the mouth of Cuyahoga Uiver by ex-
tending two piers, 200 feet apart, 1,200 feet into

the lake. The city has an extensive trade in cop-
per and iron ore sliipped from the Lake Superior
mining region, and in coal, petroleum, wool, and
lumlKT, received by railn>a(i, canal, and lake trans-
jMjriation. In 1H78 the nuuil>er of vessels entered in

the coa.*twi80 trade was 2,023 (of which 1,007 were
•:eamcni), having an aggregate tonnage of l,li>0,-

403; 2,850 vessels of 1.210,020 tons cleared. The
fori'ign commerce, which is exclusively with Can-
achi, is con»i<lcrable. — the imports amounting in

ltS78 to"J140,3«.'>. and the domestic exports to .^5888,-

2i)5; 622 vesitelx of 115,131 tons entered in this

trade, and 00:5 of 178,022 tons cleared. The total

numlier of vesscU registered, enrolled, and licenK»d
in the district was 227 of 73,2->3 tons. Eight ves-

els of 1.0;j:i tuns were built during the year.
About ^25,000,(MK) of capital are invo«te<l m man-
ufactures, the most important industries being
those of iron and the pro<luction of refined petro-

leum. There arc also several pork-packing estab-

lishments anil breweries. The city contains 7 na-
tional iNinks with a capital of $4,4t)0,nOO. 7 private
banks with a capital of $32,854, and 2 savings
banks. Pop. in 1870, 72,820; actual pop. about
140.000.

Cleveland R R. Cos. Sec AprExntx.
Clew, the lowtT corner of the sail of a ship.

Clew-OameU, Clew-Lines, brails or rope
tackle to hoist up the ends of ships' tails to tiie

yards.

Clicker, in the shoe trade, a cutter-out of leath-

er for the upi>ers and soles of boots and shoes. — In
the printing professiotj, one who, under the over-
seer, has the charge of any particular work, mak-
ing up and imposing the matter, and presenting it

to the reader in a proper form for revisal.

Client, a customer; usually applied to those
who deal with bankers, broken, ana attomeyt.

Clinch, a nautical tenn for a half hitch, stopped
to its own part.

Clinched-Work, planks laid to overlap each
other in the manner of slating roofs. Boats built

in this manner are termed C, or clinker built.

Clinker, the accumulated cake or refuse of

coal, a vitreous scoria which forms in grates or
furnaces.— An exceedingly hard Dutch or Flem-
ish brick, 6 inches by 3 broad, and 1 thick, used
for paving yards and stables. C. are more thor-

ouglily burnt than ordinary bricks.

Clink-Stone, a grayish-green mineral, consist-

ing of felspar and zeolite, yielding a metallic sound
under the nammer. It occurs in volcanic districts,

and is remarkable for its tendency to lamination,

which is sometimes such that it affords tiles for

roofing.

Clinometer, a surveyor's instrument for meas-
uring the slopes of cuttings and embankments, and
ascertaining the dip of strata.

Clinquant [Er.], orsedew or Dutch gold-leaf.

Clip, the wool sheared from a sheep.— A clasp

or sprinp-holdiT for letters and pajH^rs.

Clip-ifish, also called Baccalau, a name in Nor-
way, and some other countries, for codfish, salted

and dried in the manner of the Newfoundland cod.

Clipper-Ship, a fast sailing vessel, one built on
fine, nharp lines, and adapted more for fast sailing

than for carrying large cargo.

Clit-Bur, a common name for the burdock {Arc-

tium lap/M), all the parts of which have some med-
ical properties.

Clivers, or Cleavers, the Galium aparim, sold

by herbalists as a diuretic and sudorific. The root

dyes red.

Clives, a hook with a spring to prevent its un-

fastening.

Cloak, a large, loose wrapper of cloth or other

material.

Cloaking, a woollen dress material, of which
there are plain, mixture, and fancy kinds.

Cloak-Pin, a brass or iron pin to hang gar-

ments on.

Clobberer, the lowest class of cobblers, who
patch and botch up shoes and l>oots, rubbing in

ground cinders and paste, termed " clobbed," into

the crevices and breaks of the leather.

Clock [Fr. horloffe ; Ger. I'kr. Groue-uhr; It oro-

Uxtf/io, oriuolo; Sp. rf/q;>],a kind of machine, put in

motion by a gravitating body called a jxndiilum, and
so constructed as to divide, measure, and indicate

successive portions of time with gn'at accuracy.

Most C mark the hour by striking or chim-

ing. It is a highly useful instrument, and is

extensively employed for domestic and philosophi-

cal purposca. C. are made of an endless variety

of materials and models, so as to suit the different

uses to which they are to 1h> applie<l. and the dif-

ferent tastes of their purcha-M-rs. Their price con-

sequently varies from a few dollars to more than

$500. The Germans and Dutch are particularly

celebrated for their skill in the manufacture of

wootlen clocks, while the French, Genevese, and
English have carried the art of making metallic

clocks, so as to keep time with the greatest precis-

ion, to a high degree of perfection. Ornamental
C. are importe<l into the U. Sutes from France

and Germany. Cheap wooden and metallic C. are

extensively made in New York, New Jeraey, Illi-

nois. and other States, and are exporteil tu all parts

of the world, hut chiefly to England ami .Japan.

Tlie value of ('. exported In 1H78 wa.t >U>:>}.(»f)3. in

which total England enters for ?427,891, Japan for

$06,011, and Australia for *«.336. fmp. duty, C.

of all kinds, and parts of, 36 per cent.
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The general construction of the going part of all house C. is

substantially as represented in Fig. 83, which represents a pen-

dulum or weight clock. B is the barrel with the rope coiled

around it generall)' 16 times for eight days ; the barrel is fixed

to its arbor, D, which is prolonged into the winding square

coming up to the face or dial of the C, which is not repre-

sented in the diagram. The great wheel, C, is part of the bar-

rel, rides with it on the arbor, and drives by a pinion a second
wheel, E The wheel, E, drives the pinion, F, which is called

the centre pinion, on the arbor of the centre-wheel, K, which
goes through to the dial, and carries the long or minute-hand.
This wheel always turns in an hour, and the great wheel gen-

erally in 12 hours, by having 12 times as many teeth as the

centre pinion. The centre-wheel drives the wheel, G, by its

pinion, II, and the scape-wheel, M, by its pinion, L. If the pin-

ions, L and H, have each eight teeth, or leaves (as the teeth of

pinions are usually called), K will have 64 teeth, and G 60, in a
clock of which the scape-wheel turns in a minute, so that the

second-hand may be set on its arbor prolonged to the dial. N
represents the pallets of the escapement, which will be described
presently, and their arbor, O, goes through a large hole in the
back plate to the upper part of the cnuch, S, ending in the fork.

Fig. 83. — Section of Pendulum oe Whoht Ci>ock.

T. which embraces the pendulum, TJ, so that, as the pendulum
vibrates, the crutch and the pallets necessarily vibrate with
it. The pendulum is hung by two thin springs, X X. We may
now go to the front, or left hand, of the clock, and de.scribe the
dial, or " motion-work " The minute-hand fits on to a squared
end of a brass socket, which is fixed to the wheel, <. and firs

close, but not tight, on the prolonged arbor of the centre-wheel.
Behind this wheel is a bent spring, which is (or ought to be)
set on the same arbor with a square hole in the middle, so that
it must turn with the arbor. The consequence is, that there
is friction enough between the spring and the wheel to carry
the hand round, but not enough to resist a moderate push
with the finger for the purpose of altering the time indicated.
This wheel, c, is sometimes called the minute-wheel, but i.<i

better called the hour-wheel, as it turns in an hour. Near the
wheel, r, and on the same hollow arbor, is a second wheel, rf,

which drives a wheel, e : the arbor of the wheel e has a pinion,
/, and that pinion drives the twelve-hour wheel, g, which is

also attached to a large socket, or pipe, carrying the hour-hand.

The weight, A, which drives the train and gives the impulse to
the pendulum through the escapement, is generally hung by s
catgut line passing through a pulley attached to the weight.
It has usually been the practice to make the case of house
clocks and astronomical clocks not less than 6 feet high ; but
that is a very unnecessary waste of space and materials ; for,

by either diminishing the size of the barrel, or the number of
its turns, by increasing the size of the great wheel by one half,
or hanging the weights by a treble instead of a double line, a
case just long enough for the pendulum will also be long enough
for the fall of the weights in 7J or 8 days. Of course, the
weights have to be increased in the same ratio, and indeed
rather more, to overcome the increased friction.

Clock-Case, the wooden or other framing in
which the clock-work or machinery is fixed; an
old-fasliioned tall case for enclosing a pendulum
clock.

Clock-Dial, the face of an elevated or turret
clock, on which the figures are marked, and over
which the pointing hands or indicators travel.

Clock-Face, the enamelled dial of
a house or turret clock.

Clock-Hands, the metal revolving
pointers which traverse the clock-face.

Clock-Making Machines, wheel-
cutting engines, and other special ma-
chines used to facilitate the manufac-
ture, and cheapen the cost of clock-work.
Clock-Work, the wheels and vari-

ous complicated machinery for the in-

terior of a clock.

Clod-Crusher, a heavy roller for
pressing down and smoothing the sur-
face of land.

Cloff, a further reduction of 2 lbs. in
every 3 cwt., on certain goods, after
the tare and tret are taken. It is an
allowance now almost obsolete.

Clogs, heavy wooden shoos worn in
Europe, principally in tanneries and
other manufactories where the feet are
exposed to wet ; also lighter raised sup-
ports for the feet, worn by females.
Clog-Soles, thick soles of wood for

clogs, of which about 2^ millions are
made in the northern counties of Eng-
land, chiefly for workmen.
Clos Bemardon, Clos de la Per-

ri6re, Clos du Roi. See Blrglndy
Wines.
Close-Dealing, exacting; shrewd

or tight bargaining
;
just within the

limits of fairness or honesty,— some-
times a little over the line.— T. Mc-
EIralh.

Close-Hatiled, a marine term ap-
plied to a vessel with her yards brailed
up, and sailing as near to the wind as
possible.

Close-Stool, a bedroom commode
for invalids.

Closet, a cupboard, a place for keep-
ing articles in ; also a small private room.

Closh-Hook, a whaler's implement for lifting

blubber to be skinned.

Closing an Account, balancing the items by
an adjustment of the debtor and creditor sides.

Clos Pitois, CloB Tavannes, Clos Vougeot.
See BtRGUxDY Wines.
Cloth, a manufactured substance, consisting of

wool, hair, cotton, flax, and hemp, or other vegeta-

ble filaments. It is formed by weaving or inter-

lacing threads, and is used for making garments or

other coverings. The term cloth, when used alone,

is generally employed to distinguish woollen cloth

from fabrics made of any other textile material.

Clothes, Clothing, are general names for what-

ever covering is worn, or made to be worn, for de-
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cency or comfort ;
garments

; personal attire ; dress

;

apparel ; vestments.

Clothes-Brush, a stiff hair-brush, used for
brushing garments of cloth.

Clothes-Horse, a wooden frame to hang gar-

ments or linen on before a fire.

Clothes-Line, small, strong cord used in gar-

dens, etc., for suspending wet clothes on to dry.

Clothes-Peg, wooden divided pegs, used by
laundresses to secure waslied linen on a line to

dry.

Clotbes-Press, a wardrobe or cupboard for
hanging clothes in.

Clothes-Wringer. See Wringixo-Machihe.
Clothier, in England, a maker of, or dealer in,

cloth or clothes ; in the U. States, a maker or seller

of clothes.

Clothing. See Clothes.
Clothing-Wool. See Wool.
Cloth-Papers, coarse papers, glazed and un-

glazi'd, f(jr prt'ssiiig and flnisliing woollen cloths.

Cloth-Shearer, a workman employed to re-

move the imperfections of woollen fabrics after

weaving ; this is now done to a great extent by
cloth-shearing machines.
Cloud-Berry, a name for the fruit of the Ruhiis

chamamonis, which is acid and pleasant to the taste.

The Scottish Highlanders and the I^Aplanders es-

teem it as one of the most grateful and useful

fruits.

Clouding, an appearance given to ribbons and
silks in the process of dyeing.

Clough, an engineering appliance for dividing

the fall of water into two parts applicable to drains

in tideways, etc.

Clous, the French name for nails.

Clout, an iron plate placed on an a.Yletree, or

on a piece of timber in a carriage, to keep the
wood from being worn by taking the rubbing.
Clouted Shoes, heavily nailed shoes, which,

in Eurojw, are worn by agricultural laborers, cart-

ers, etc.

Clouterie |Fr.], a manufactory for nails.

Clout-Nails are heavy nails with large head.
In American nianuf. they are made of sizes, from

f inch to 2 inches, and are sold put up in pound

Epers, or in bulk. A full box consists of 100
I.

Clove, an English weight for wool, equal to 7

lbs., or the half of a stone.— Also a long spike-

nail.

Clove-Bark, a commercial name given to the
bark.s of two dilTerent trees,— one l>eing the C/n-

namontum ndilaUtn, growing in the Eastern Archi-
pelago, and the other tlie DicyitelUum cari/of)/tj/lIa-

turn, found in Rrazil.

Clove-Hitch, two lialf hitches round a spar or
rope.

Clove - Nutmegs, Madagascar Nutmegs,
Raveusara-Nuts, the pnxluce of A'/ntlioiiliylhim

aromitiicuiu, found in Madagascar, where tliey are

used as a snice, and from thence occasionally ex-

ported to (ranee.
Clover [ Fr. ^r/?«, luzeme ; Ger. Klee ; It. trifo-

glio ; Sp. trel>ol\, one of the niost important of arti-

ficial grasses for fo<ldcr, of which there are many
varieties. The seed of the American re<l C. is an
important article of commerce and export, chiefly

to England.
Cloves (Chinese Ui'timj hlamj ; Dutch kntldnagt-

len ; Fr. doua dr qirofif,nirofltt ; It. chiori diyarofaitu,

garofani ; Port, crnro* da India, rraroi qirnff» ; Sp. da-
vos da etpecia, clavitlon] . the unexpanded flower-buds
of tlie clove-tree, CarifophiJIliu aromallau, which
form a well-known spice. The dove-tree is a na-

1

tive of the Moluccas. Though its native range
was limited, it grew abundantly in all the islands

;

but the Dutch succeeded in extirpating the plant
in all the islands, except Amboyna and Temate,
so as to secure its monopoly. A Frenchman, how-
ever, one Poirie, the governor of Mauritius and
Bourbon, contrived to export several trees to the
islands under his government : thence they have
spread to Cayenne and the West Indies, to Brazil,

to Sumatra, and Zanzibar. C. are shaped like a
nail ; whence the name, from the French clou, nail,

about 6 lines long, plump and heavy. They are
chiefly imported from the Dutch settlements ; the
best in chests, and an inferior kind in bags. The
best variety of the Amboyna C. is smaller and
blacker than the other varieties, very scarce, and,
as a mark of pre-eminence, is termed the Royal C.

Good C. have a strong, fragrant, aromatic odor,

and a hot, acrid, aromatic taste, which is very per-

manent. They should be chosen large-sized, per-

fect in all parts ; the color should be a dark brown,
almost approaching to black ; and, when handled,
should leave an oily moisture upon the fingers.

Good C. are sometimes adulterated by mixing them
with those from which oil has been drawn; but these

are weaker than the rest, and of a paler color ; and
whenever they look shrivelled, having lost the

knob at the top, and are light and broken, with
but little smell or taste, they should be rejected.

As C. readily absorb moisture, it is not uncommon,
when a quantity is ordered, to keep them beside a
vessel of water, by which means a considerable ad-

dition is made to their weight. C. contain a very
large amount of volatile oil, the quantity being
nearly 20 per cent. They are also, it is said, very
rich in tannin. Every portion of the tree is aro-

matic, and has been subjected to distillation. The
use of C. in cooking is familiar to every one ; but

they enter, also, largely into perfumery, and are

used in the Plmrmaeopceias of this country and
England. This article, once so scarce and precious,

is now very cheap, the price of C. in New York
being about 35 cts. per lb. Al)out 200,000 lbs. are
annually imported into tlie U. States. Jiiip. duty,

5 cts. per lb.

Mother of C, the unripe fruit of the C tree.

Tliey arc sometimes imported preserved, and are
reported stomachic and antispasmodic.

Oil of C. possesses similar virtues to the unex-
panded flower-buds. It is used to flavor liquors

and confectionery, and also in perfumery. Sp. gr.

1.055 to 1.000. Imp. duty, $2 ncr lb.

C. Stalls, or Stems, the dried stems bearing the
flower-buds. They are used as a cheap spicis but
are chiefly importe<l for adulterating other spices.

Imp. duty, 3 cts. per lb.

Club, a short, heavy, massy stick, which is the
official arm of policemen in this country and Eng-
land.

Clubbing, uniting together for some object.—
A sea term for a vessel drifting down a current
with an anchor out.

Club Compasses, a pair of compasses having
a bulK't or cone on one leg to set in n hole.

Clue, Clevr, the lower corner of the square sail

of a ship ; hence the ropes by which it is lined are

called clue-garnets, or clue-lines.

Clump-Boots, heavy boots for rough wear,

such as »luM>tiiig, excavators' work, etc.

Clunch or Curl-Stone, a local name in Staf-

fordshire, England, for*a mineral substance from
which tripoli is made.
Clutoh, an apparatus for engaging or disen-

gaging two shafts ; it consists of two pieces of

metal formed so, that, when placed together, pro-
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jecting pieces on one (made to slide to and fro on
the sliaft, but turn with it) fit into recesses in the

other, which is fixed on the driving
siiaf t, so that the first being pulled
back, its shaft will remain at rest.

The common C or gland, repre-

sented in Fig. 84, has a loose band-
pulley, P, which, revolving freely

upon the shaft. A, except when it

is shifted by the lever, E, engages
its projections with the gland, D,

Fig 84.-CLUTCH. y,]^[ch is firmly keyed to the shaft.

Clyster-Pipe, a medical instrument for inject-

ing into the rectum.
Co., an abbreviation for company, as H. A. Cur-

tin and Co.
Coach, a pleasure carriage, distinguished from

a chariot by having seats fronting each other ; a
close four-wheeled vehicle, of wliich there are
many kinds. See Carriage.
Coach-Maker, a carriage-builder.

Coakiug, in mast-making a process of joining
or uniting timber to the inside spar. Generally
the word implies a union of two pieces of wood,
by letting in a small projection of one piece into
the hallowed end of the other.

Coal [Dutch, xteenkoolen ; Fr. chnrbon de terre;

Ger. Steinlcohl.p.n ; It. carhoni fossil! : Port, carvoes de
terra; Sp. carltones de Iterra, or de piedra]. There
are several varieties of C, all of which appear to

have been formed by the action of certain chem-
ical forces on wood or other vegetable matter

;

but these varieties may for the most part be ar-

ranged into two groups, the one containing no
bitumen, and the other distinguished by tlie pres-

ence of that substance. In the first variety, or that
without bitumen, is anthracite, also called glance

coal and stone coal (see Anthracite). In some va-
rieties of anthracite, however, bitumen is present,
in which case it burns with a considerable flame
Indeed, anthracite passes gradually into bitumi-
nous coal, which varies greatly according to the
amount of bitumen.
The following are recognized varieties : — Cak-

ing or pitching C. breaks into small pieces when
heated, but on raising the heat they unite or cuke
into a solid mass. Its color is velvet or grayish
black. It burns with a lively yellow flame, but
requires frequent stirring to prevent it from cak-
ing and so clogging the fire. Cherry C. resembles
caking C, but does not soften and cake ; it is very
brittle, and burns with a clear yellow flame. The
splint C. is harder than cherry coal. Cannel C.
burns readily without melting. It is of compact
and even texture, little lustre, and breaks with a
large conchoidal fracture. Broun C, wood C, and
lignite are imperfect varieties of C, usually of a
brownish black color, and retaining the structure
of the original wood, and burning with an empy-
reumatic odor. The substance termed jet resem-
bles cannel C , but is harder, of a deeper black
color, and higher lustre. It takes a brilliant pol-
ish, and is sometimes set in jewelry. Mr. Hutton
{Proceedings of the Geological Society of London) has
given decisive proof of the vegetable origin of
C, by submitting to microscopic examination an
extensive series of slices taken from the several
varieties of C. found at Newcastle. He considers
this C. to be of three kinds : the first, which is the
greatest in quantity and the best in quality, is

the rich caking C, so ge'nerally esteemed; the
second is cannel or parrot C. (splint C. of the min-
ers)

; and the third, slate C, consisting of the two
former arranged in thin alternate layers with a
slaty structure. In these varieties, taken indis-

criminately, more or less of the vegetable texture
could always be discovered, thereby affording the
fullest evidence of the vegetable origin of C. Each
of these three kinds of C, besides the fine distinct

reticulation of the original vegetable texture, ex-
hibits other cells which are" filled with a light wine-
yellow-colored matter, apparently of a bituminous
nature, and which is so volatile as to be entirely
expelled by heat before any change is effected in

the other constituents of the coal. The number
and appearance of these cells vary with each vari-

ety of C. In caking C, the cells are compara-
tively few, and those which do exist are highly
elongated. Their original form the author be-

lieves to have been circular, and he attributes

their present figure to the distension of gas con-
fined in a somewhat yielding material subject to

perpendicular pressure. In the finest portions of

this C, where the crystalline structure, as indicated
by the rhomboidal form of its fragments, is most
developed, the cells are completely obliterated.

In such parts the texture is uniform and compact;
the crystalline arrangement indicates a more per-

fect union of the constituents, and a more entire

destruction of the original texture of the plant.

The slate C. contains two kinds of cells, both of

which are filled with yellow bituminous matter.
One kind is that already noticed in caking C.

;

while the other kind of cells constitute groups of
smaller cells of an elongated circular figure. In
those varieties which go under the name of can-

nel, parrot, and splint C., the crystalline structure,

so conspicuous in fine caking C, is wholly want-
ing, the first kind of cells is rarely seen, and the
whole surface displays an almost uniform series

of the second class of cells, filled with bituminous
matter, and separated from each other by their

fibrous divisions. Mr. Hutton considers it highly
probable that these cells are derived from the re-

ticular texture of the parent plant, rounded and
confused by the enormous pressure to which the
vegetable matter has been subject. The author
states that though the crystalline and uncrystal-
line, or perfectly and imperfectly developed vari-

eties of C, generally occur in distinct strata, yet
it is easy to find specimens which in the compass
of a single square incli contain both varieties.

From this fact, as also from the exact similarity

of position which they occupy in the mine, the
differences in different varieties of C. are ascribed

to original differences in the plants from which
they are derived. Geological examinations of

f.-fields have also afforded abundant evidence of

the vegetable origin of C, although tlie manner
in which the carl>oniferous strata (as the C.-meas-

ures, or assemblage of rocks which include C, are
termed) have been deposited is by no means agreed
upon. Some geologists suppose that the C'.-meas-

ures were originally peat-bogs, and that the suc-

cessive layers were occasioned by repeated sub-

sidences of the land ; others contend that the

vegetable matter originated from >a/ls, like those

cf the Mississippi, which floated out to sea and
there became engulfed ; a third opinion is, that

they were formed in vast inland seas or lakes, the

successive beds of vegetable matter being sup-

plied by periodical land-floods. If we trace the

series of which a C.-field is composed, beginning

with the lowermost stratum, we have:— 1. a
tough, argillaceous substance, which changes upon
drying into a gray, friable earth ; it is sometimes
black, from the presence of carbonaceous matter,

and contains innumerable stems of Stigmaria;
2. then comes the coal, in which the external

forms of plants, etc., are obliterated by bitumini-
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zatiun, although the internal structure remains;
3. the row/' or upper IhiI, which gc-ncrally cuniiiMts

of slaty clay, abounding in leavt-^, trunks, ttteins,

branches, and fruits, and often containing layers
of ironstone nodules, in which leaves, insects, Crus-

tacea, etc., are imbedded. Interstrutiticd » ith the

shale, finely-laminated clay, micaceous sand, grit

and pebbles of limestone, granite, sandstone, and
other rocks, often occur. In fact, this bed apjK-ars

to be an accumulation of drifted materials, min-
gled with the dense foliage and stems of a pn)s-

trate forest. These phenomena may Ik' explained
by supposing the inundation of a thickly-wooded
plain by an irruption of the sea, or a vast inland

lake, occasioned by the sudden removal of some
barrier, or by a subsidence of the tract of country
on which the forest grew. Hut when we find an
accumulation of strata, in which triple deposits

of this kind are repeated some thirty or forty
times through a thickness of many thousand feet, a
satisfactory solution of the problem is very ditScult.

Not only subsidence after subsidence must have
taken place, but the first submergence have been
followed by an elevation of the land — another
WQil fit for the growth of forest trees been pro-

duced— another generation of vegetalsles of pre-

cisely the same species and genera have sprung
up, and arrived at maturity — anil then another
subsidence, and another accumulation of drift.

And these oscillations in the relative level of the

sandstone or lintestune, and the middle filled up
by strata superior to the C'.-measures. viz., niag-

nesian limestone and new red sandstone. The
internal upheaving force, whatever it may have
been, which converted the horizontal strata into

basinsha]>ed arrangements, probably pnHlucetl at

the same time certain fissures or fractures often

nearly vertical, and stretching through the whole
mass (Fig. b<j). These rents are of great im|K>r-

tnnce to the miner, ami may be Ixtieticial to him,
or not, acconling to circumstances. They are
called (lifLrs, Ix-cause they divide the seams «)r

bantis of coal into jirItU, and are M/'-zAioir or dou-n-

throw dykes, according as the e<lge of the strata

ap|>ears to an observer to Ix- higher or lower in

regard to his own position. They are also calle<t

sliips, as the miners consiiler that tluy liave JiijUd

the strata on their sides ; but the comtnon term is

t'auhi or troiiUes, from their tiouUtwi or putting to

J'liitlt the pitmen. A slip dyke of less thickness

than the workable seams, and not disturbing their

continuity, is callinl a lulch, as at ii. Fig. H.V Other
dykes, called uln'n-di/kfs, contain basalt, loadstone,

and otlu-r rocks of igneous origin. Su< h dykes
may, or may not, l>e ali/i dykes, or such as cause

a shifting of level in the adja<ent ImiIs, Thus
those at t) i>. Fig. H5, are not accompanied by any
slip. In approaching within a few yards of these

(mce molten streams, the ojH'ration of fire is evi-

dent in the conversion of loose grits into compact

Fig 85. — StcTio?! or the AcciDCtTAL Pcatvuu of Coal FirtDS.

» >, Whin DjrkM ; r r, * s, FaulU or Slip Dyke* ; t t, Trouble* ; a, lUub or Slip , 6 and •', Banib ; v, Mp or Baulk.

sea and land must liave gone on uninterruptedly,
through a long perio<l of time, not in one district

of country only, but all over the world, and dur-

ing the same geological periixl. — It will be under-
stood from the preceding details that the sc-ries of

rocks which constitute the C'.-measures consists

of beds of sandstone, shale, clay, and C, lying
one above another in reiH-ate<l alternations to a
groat depth. The strata of ('., tiK-hnically called
SftiiMM, are very thin comiiare<l with the other
aaaociatc>d be<ls. Althougn they extend under
large tracts of country, they are often onlv a
few inches thick, seldom more than or 8 iwt.
Under this series is the mountain limestone, form-
ing various calcareous strata of various thick-

ness, sometimes exc(i-<ling OlK) fe<-t. This lime-

stone rests on a In-d of nd sandstone, varying in

thickness from '^H) to 2.«»(X) feet. Tin- various de-

posits which fonn the ^'.-measure* do not occur
in regular horizontal unbroken plan<>«, as might
be suppoK>d. There is no doubt that when (Trst

dcpositeil thev were in this condition, but this hor-

ixontal position has at various times Ut-n dis-

turtH>4l by some upbearing fone from Ik«Iow,

whereby the ('.-measures hare, in many districts,

been made to assume the shape of a huge
trough or Uuin, rising on all std<>< from a central

point, the sides of the basin being composed of

quartz, and of clay or shale into slate and porce-

lain Jas|M>r, while the C-s<>ams an> diminished in

thickness and completely charre<l, or converti-d

into blindf '., anthracite cinders, sooty ashes, or in

i some cai><*s coke, as perfect as that obtaine<l from
! a coke oven. When basaltic or other igneous
I dykes reach the surface, or what was the surface
at the time of their protrusion, their matter is

either heajM-d up so as to form a hill, as in it, to

the left of Fig. H6, or spread out into undulating
masses, as iK-curs with the other dyke. i>, in the

same tigun-, or sometimes into extensive strata,

destroying a vast extent <if coal, or converting it

into anthracite. It will readily U- supposed that

dykes are a fre<iuent source of difficulty and ex-

|»ens«», by throwing the seams out of their levels

and filling the mines with water. 8uch are the

general featun-s of ('.-measures.

Mineral C. Is wM«|jr dUlribuIrd nrrr lh« world. II consU-
talM lb* mewl Impnrunt of Ibo lulnrral (mtunM of (Irml Biil-

atn, and U no* <if lb« principal luiurrr* nf AniFiiron VMillh.

Ttw Mlowlnf arrniMil of Hik rtmiparwl |ip«li»rc cif C. In tli«

wnHd In I*)70 and 1H7H ki ukrn ttom Mr. Frrd K. Garrard's

Tht rVMii 7V«</< ( Rdltloa 18TVI*: —

• W« ara lndrb(«d for mort of tha fUtl*tlral laformallnn

la tbis artirla to th* vdltnr of Tk* Cnal T\ailt Jowmat. Tliks

wfvkly paprr. pabtUh«<i in Naw York. It, n think. In (bl<

' ro«iati7. tba bvat •ckDovVrdfad aatboHty oo tb* subjact of
I eoal.
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Countries.

Great Britain

U. States

Germany
France
Belgium
Austria
Russia
Spain
Portugal
Nova Scotia

Australia
India
Japan
Vancouver's Island
China, Chili, New Zea-

land, etc

Sq. m. of
Coal Area.

11,900
192,000

1,770
2,086
510

1,800
30,000
3,501

i8',666

24,840
2,004
5,000

Tons— 1870. Tons— 1878
I

110,431,192
32,863,690
34,003,004
13,179,708
13,697,118
8,355,944
829,745
661,927

625,769
868,564
500,000

29,863

3,000,000

134,610,763
49,130,584
48,296,367
16,889,201
13,938,523
14,252,038
1,900,000
699,500
20,000
757,496

1,444,171

4,000,000
500,000
190,640

4,000,000

This table shows that, notwithstanding its comparatively
reduced C. area. Great Britain is by far the greatest C. pro-

ducing country in the world. Its C. measures are variously

disposed in the midland, northern, and western portions of S.

England, and in a broad belt of country which traverses the
centre of Scotland, from the shores of Ayrshire to those of tlie

Frith of Forth. There are, also, some C. tracts of far inferior

importance in Ireland. The produce of the 3,738 British
collieries actually in operation for the year 1878 was as fol-

lows :
—
District. Tons.

North Durham and Northumberland 11,975,250
Cumberland 1,515,783
South Durham 19,235,150
Westmoreland 1,791
Cheshire 645,500
Lancashire, North and East '.

.

8,735,055
Lancashire, West 8,886,476
Yorkshire, West Riding 15,952,500
Yorkshire, North Riding 8,150
Derbyshire 6,975,550
Nottinghamshire 3,895,750
Warwickshire 930,850
Leicestershire 1,149,590
Staffordshire, South, and Worcestershire 9,841,191
Statfordshire, North 4,149,975
Shropshire 927,580
Gloucestershire 1,194,726
Soniersetsbire ( afp rnn
Devonshire {

666500

Monmouthshire 4,350.785
North Wales. — Flintshire 855,750

Denbighshire 1,622,.590

Anglesey 1,3*)

Sooth Wales. — Glamorganshire 11,889,600
Carmarthenshire 526,450
Pembrokeshire 76,400
Brecknockshire 141,885

Scotland, East 11,452.373
Scotland, West 6,867,701
Ireland 138,722

The C. raised in Great Britain, as above stated, yraa used by
the several industries in the following proportions :

—
Used for steam-power 23.52 per cent.
Domestic consumption 1720 "

In the manufacture of pig iron 15.21 "

In the manufacture of merchant iron and
steel 15.00 "

Exported 9 27 "

Consumed in and about coal mines 6 25 "
For the manufacture of gas 6.87 «'

For steam navigation 8 00 "
Locomotives and engines on railways 1.88,

"
Water-works, breweries, etc. 1 35 "

Smelting tin, copper, lead, etc 0.80 "

Consumed in and about metal mines 0.47 "

For use in army department 0.18 "

The exports for 1878 were 19,501,826 tons, of which the U.
States took 189,598 tons of bituminous C.

Coal Fields and Coal Trade, of the U. States.— There are in
this country 4 principal C. areas, compared with which the
richest deposits of other countries are comparatively insignifi-
cant. These are the Alleghany, Central, Great Western, and
Tertiary C. fields.

1. The Alleghany C. Field extends from the middle of X.
to northern Penn.sylvania, and contains all the anthracite C.
beds. The respective areas that this field occupies in the sev-
eral States which it craverses are as follows :—

Georgia 170
Alabama 4,500
Eastern Kentucky 10,000
Ohio 7,100

Sq. m.
Pennsylvania 12,650
Maryland 470
West Virginia 15,000
East Virginia 225
Tennessee 3,700

Total area 53,815

Anthracite C. is found in an area of about 500 sq. m., in
Luzerne, Carbon, Schuylkill, Northumberland, Dauphin, and
Columbia Counties, in the State of Pennsylvania. There are
3 great divisions, which are named from their locations,—
the first or Southern, the second or Middle, and the third or
Northern C. fields. The Southern C field lies principally in
Schuylkill County, and hence it is often called the Schuylkill
region. The Mahanoy (often included in the Schuylkill) and
Lehigh regions constitute the Middle C. field. The Northern
C. field is in Luzerne County, and embraces what is known as
the Wyoming, Lackawanna, Scranton, and Wilkesbarre regions.

The production is largely controlled by some great carrying
and mining corporations, and it is to be regretted that indi-

vidual enterprises are yearly becoming less in number, in the
operations of mining and shipping the product. From the
commencement of the industry in 1820, with the shipment to

market of 365 tons, it is estimated that the amount marketed is

upward of as many million tons. As the area in which this

quality of C. is found in the U. States is limited, and the absorp-
tion of this territory is rapid and wasteful, the question as to the
life of our Anthracite C. field is of Importance. There can be
no doubt but that the ability to produce is much less than has
been calculated by many persons, — 30,000,000 tons, — and
that before many years the Anthracite vrill be sufficiently ap-
preciated to command a better price than has ruled witliin a
few years past. Many well-informed persons prophe.«y that,

before 10 years shall have passed, Anthracite will be a luxury ;

the dependence as a source of steam supply will perforce be
found in Bituminous C.

The following statement gives the comparative details of the
Anthracite business for three years, in tons of 2,240 lbs. ; but
it must be borne in mind that these figures represent the
amount carried to market by the several railroads and canals,

and not the quantity used and sold at the mines :—

1878. 1877. 1876.

Lehigh.
Lehigh Valley road
Central R.R. of New Jersey.
Delaware & Hudson Branch

of Pa

2 500,000
1,313,000

88,500

2,137,202

2,180,672
925,991
950,000
867,217

31,500
347,599

5,101,044
693,781
862,750

3,355,612
1,563,992

85,000

1,999,248

2,072,000
1,064,583
1,393,416
905,699

42,617
840,231

6,835.244
766,594
815,675

2,872,211

1,467,937

41 736

Wyoming.
Delaware & Ilud.son Co
Delaware, Lackawanna &

Western R R Co
Pennsylvania Coal Co
Central R.R. of New Jersey
Lehigh Valley R.R

2,006,609

2,064,019

1,068,476
1,422.279

964,100

26,862
407 522

4,935,401
6874274
564,342

Pennsylvania & New York
R R

Pennsylvania Canal

Schuylkill.
Philadelphia & Reading. . .

.

Totals 17,449 256 5!ftfii9<ni 18,436,667

The price per ton of Anthracite C. sold at auction in 1878,
by the controlling companies, and delivered at Uoboken, N. J.,

was as follows :
—

Date of Sale Steamer. Grate. Egg. Stove. Chestnut.

•Tan. 30.... $3.09 $3.12.i $3.15 »3.57 $3.10}
Feb. 27 3.11i 3.07i 3.15} 355 8.00

Mar. 27.... 825 3.22 3.40 8.69 3.18

Mayl 330 3.30 3.45 8 77 3.16

Mav 29 8 42
8.47

8.45 8.56 3.75 325
June 26.... 8.48} 8.68} 8.89 326
July 31.... .... 8.48 3.59 890 8.22

Aug. 28.... .... 3.52i 3.66} 3.98
4.07

337
Sept. 25.... 356 3.68 3.52

Oct. 30 8.46 8 57} 8.67. 4.06 332 •

Nov. 26.... 3.20 8.23 8 23 8 71} 3 07
Dec 18 244 2.66 2.67| 2.98 2.42

No. Pennsylvania semi-bituimnous {or caking) C. Field.

The Mossbiirg district sent its first C. to market In 1840. The
railway from the mines connects with the Erie R.R. at Corninfi,
N. Y., and the N. Y. Central R.R. at Geneva and Lyons. In
1878, the Tioga Transportation Co. , the Salt Co of Onondaga,
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the Morris Kun C Co., the Fall Brook C. Co., and the Blots-
burjf C Co., !<hipped from this dUtrirC 662,i97 lon«, agaiust
tt>2,245 in 1877. — The Melntire C. Co., wIium- Diine* are at

Ralston, on the Northern Cvutrai K R., coiuineured oiM-rmttoiu

in 1S70, and shipped 164,au5 toiui in 187H. TIte BarkUit Uit-

tnct, located in Bradford County, baA iu outlet to market ria
the SuUiran and Krie R.K. The mines now upenUe<i are lho«e
of Che Tuwanda ('. Co., and the -Schniedrr (' Co. The iormer
•hipped l>>>,i>3o tons in 1S7><, and the Utter Ul>,'iS5 tun*.

Bfoal Top $eini-bitumi»oui C. Fielit luu an area of about
80 sq. m., the lar)p>st seams nngin|{ from 5 to lO fret iu thick-

IteAs, and the leuer from 1 to 3 Kmm this tvipon, the llunl-
iagdon and Broad Top .Mountain K R Co. tram-ported XUl^SH
teas in 1S78, aud the I^l'<i Broad Top R U (i3,0«j8 tons.

Sttowiko* iemi-bitHiiiiHous C FuLI is situated in Centre
County, Pa , eorers an arm of about H m in leojcth and 4 m.
in breadth, and is situated on both side* of Beach Creek. Pruf
Rogers giT<M this Suowshoe C. 7J.S of flxe<i carbon, and 21 2
of Tolatile matter and ashes. The C. field 6nds an outlet to

market ria the Bellefonle and i^nuwshoe and Bald Kagle Val-

ley connection of the Pennsylvania R R. The only Co. mining
in this district commenced in 18(i2 with 8,2*10 tons, rvacbing
tt5,257 tons in 1S73, and from that time decreaaing easily down
tu2).lti8 tons in 18T!J.

SoniiiaH R'siion. This district is in Cambria County ; the
eo«l \a vorfced in the same Tein that is mined in Clearfield

county ; the ('. here has a heavier cover than where found in

th* ailjoining county of Clearfield : is 8tn>ng, and partakes
•omewhat of the nature of the gas ('. found iu Westmoreland
County, which a4^ins it on Che southwest.

Mger%'laU it i sir tel is located in :k>merseC County, Pa.,a<tjoin-

ing the Cumberland region, of Mary land, and the C is stated to

be similar Co, and an exteuMoii of, the Cumberland (' ba.<in.

Tbe C. is of the same <|uali(y , aud will yield a similar iiuantity

poraere. Ic U 11 m from Krixcburx, Md ,and the ('. finds an
outlet to Baltimore and the se.i-l)o;irvl markets over the PitCs-

burgli and Connellsville brauch of Che Biiltlmore and Ohio
R.R. The Keystone ('. Co. have been at work hero since 1872,
and built up a business amounting to 50,273 tons in 1S78.

Mfreer Co. The most imi>orC.tnt C region in N.W. Penn-
sylvania, running over into K Ohio, is tliat of Men-er County.
The <-'. produce<l Is what is known as Che «/>/(«» or block C

,

•ml Is used in the raw state for smelting iron The priucipsl

locsttoa of this peculiar C. is on the Line of tbe Erie and
Plttabttiffa R R. The product finds an outlet to market by
this route, and also the Shenango and Alleghany, and the
Jamestown and Fraaklia raad.s and tlieir connections. The
beds vmry froni 3 to 6 fwt lo tbkkuess, and some 000,000 tons
ar* annually produced.

Cttai^ld kr^ion. This C. field Is located in Clearfield an<l

Ceotiv Counties, in the reniral (Kjrtion of Pennsylvania. For
Ml outlet for the products of Iu mines, it is dependent upon
Mm TjrKMM And CIsarfteld branch of the Pennsylvania II. R ,ex-

t—

«

Mt AtMi Tyrone on l!u) main line (224 m. west from Phila-
delphia) lo OlewfteU, 41 m. Tbe Pennsylvania R R. Co. owns
the rBllroads, Um shipping wharves, and all the me«ns of access
10 the markeU of the Atltntie sr»-board The advantage of
betas eooneeisd with a railroad of such magnitude, wicb its

waoderftil ramlBeatioos and connections, gives the C. proprie-
lon of this iwfioa great facilities for the proper conduct of
their bttsloeat : and it Is owing Co the very liberal policy of
this eOfporatloo that the district has bcvn enabled Co take the
IMlk which It hm» aaaunM><l,ln coottsccion with the fuel supply
of theW hoeid. The gi-olo,{{r«l leimrt classes tbe Clear1lel<i

C. as tniljr bltunlnoas. The t>ri>tuccion has Imn scca<lily In-

c»«BSinc horn laBJUD too* lo 1067 to 033,030 loos la 1874, and
1juasi toQs In w;i.
Uo»»MgmMa lUfiom. By DMstos of Iu stack-water navlga-

tkm, tbe Mooougahela River Is made navigable at all mmtm*
of the T*kr, and b<ats rarr) ing 8uO u>ns are paawd down. The
ticjr of PlUabuwh is supplkwl maioly bv railroad, and the
luj^ portioa of the C , by river, is run down the Ohio and
MlartMppi to the lower markets. In this ranoectino, the coat

of transporting (' over waterways, as friMn PiCCstMirgh lo New
Orleans, i< of value. The dislaitce is MniM-thlog like 3000 m. ;

the rate isalvHit 3]eenu per bu ,or f I Oj (ler innof 3J44llbs
,

the ordinary line being about two wiwks, when all rircuro-
tnneee m« tirorkhla. from Plit^burgh to (.oulsville, Ky ,

the ditiiire Is 600 m. ; the cost, 1] rents per bu. , inclihling re-

lura of empty cnft, and itie tiroo .0 ila.i s In H7H, ihe ship-
MQU by ttie siack-water trmiis|Mirt*ii<m were 2,7'i7/>» Inns,

while the Penn. R.R. carried 1,42!>.42H tons fnim this dUtrirt.
WtMmorttaitU Rttiorn. The cel<>l>nlMl Pmn awl West-

MMwtand Qas Co. is mlited near IVnn and Irwio scaiioos, on
the Peon. R.R., In WeetmorvUnd I'nunly . tt>« dl<laoc« from
Philailelphla la 332 ro. TIm C mine.| u the gmt Pittsburgh
bed of bituoiloous 6*

; the companh^ nivraling In lhl> rvgion
%n large and Influential, among cheiii bring ilw Penn Oas t'.

Co., and the WestoioreUnd Ou C. Co The ('. is u«*d lo every
ea board city for gas purp<>M«, and always commands the
higheet price; in diet, it makes lite rale frir all other gaa-pro-
dueing C. that iwarhes tbe sea-bmrd. The shipptag polots
are South Amlmv.N J , and Orernwirhlon theIMa«af*luv«r),
bek>w PbiUwIelphU !«hlpmrnti in t:<7H were aU,6M too*.

CoitntUtrilU Cokt RtfioH. itee Cock.
Wul Virgiaia (joj C This rlaas of gas C*. b mlitad In

Marion, Taylor, Ritchie, and Preston Countiee, W. Virginia,
tbe mines being located near to or U|>on the main line of tbe
Balltmore and Ohio 11 K. Ine trade to the sea board, abicb
amounted to dK).l'>8 tons in X^H, luu> gradually fallen down to
liJ3,i>f>!> tutu in 1877 The cause of this considerable diminu-
tion is the cheaper gas (' furnished from lirrat Britain, due
to the low water rates Tbe Inlroductioo of ('. from the Kan-
awha dl>trirc,and the discriminating policy of Che Baltimore
and Ohio K K., have alM> aHrrted this rrgioo.

Th* CumtttrtoMil Htfiim Tlie Cumberland (George's Creek)
C. field, located in Alleghanv County, at the W. exiremily of
the State of Mar) lai>d, supplies an important |>orti<>o of the
semi-bituminous (' reaching the sea board markets. Tbe con-
nections with the tide water markets are :

— via tbe Baltimore
aud Ohio R.K., from the town of Cumtirrlaod, 178 m., and
Piedmont, 2LK! m., W. from Baltimorv The Chesapeake and
Ohio Canal, following the Potomac Kirer lo (irorgvtown, l!>4

m., and Alexandria, I'jl m. from t'umberland Tbe boats
carry 110 tons, and make tbe trip in 4 to [> days. Sleam canal
boats have been inln>dured on this water-way with considerable
success, in point of time and rconom> of movement. Tbe ca-
nal U owned by tlie State, and is mansgrtl (» a B<ard of Pub-
Iw Works. Tbe niii>es of Che Ueorxe's Crvrk (' field are loca-

ted near to, or u|kiii the line of the Cuuit>erland and Penn.
branch road, extending through tbe n-gi<>n,say2 lo 2ii m fW>m
Piedmont, and from 11 lo Xi ui. from Cunilieriand. Tbe mines
are, with 1 exception (the Borden shsfl), drill oiienings in tbe
hillside, the ('. I>eing let down inclined planes ranging from
3LU to 2.1)10 feet in length to the main railroad, wliirh follows

the deiceiit of the stream towards Piedmont Tbe prtaiuct of
these mines Is of superior quality, and has stood Ibr test furSS
years The seam of coal worked Is known to be 14 fret in

thickness: its full extent is seldom taken out, however, from
various causes. Labor in this region has always been well re-

munerated, and there was no reiluction in the price of mining
the C. from 18<il> up to 1877, while on the other hand, the price

of (' at the shipping points fell off about one half within chat

period of lime. Tbe following statement shows the products of
each Co. operating in this region fur the years 1877 and 1878 :

—

COMPA!IIES.

Consolidation
New Central
(ieorge's Creek Coal and Iron Co.
Atlantic and George's Creek
Borden
A inerican

Hampshire and Baltimore
Mar)' land
Swanlon
Franklin
George's Crrck Mining
Potomac
Blarn Avon
Piedmont
North Branch
New Reading
George's Crwk Valley
Canton
Union Mining Co.

Total l,eT».Xa 1,674,339

Tons in Tons in

1878. 1877.

404,015 848.386
352.H4« 346.<>38

87.910 121..V>3

79.778 «»;.211

121.383 97,»'7

105.538 117.434
ll!«.476 91.616
120 311 120,543
37.630 49,1*16

134.481 46,220
1.726

W.2M «3.6&»
28,3m 33.'6B
27.189 as.TM

630

M 1.I2S

1.213

3,637 3,2a»

Tkt Kamatehm Rtgiem ( W. Va. |. The C. measures of W. Vir-

ginia umlerlie nearly !•> IHU m m of irrrilory, of whiih,
what are known as the Kanawha and New KUrr Valler, trav-

ersed by tbe Chesapeake k Olii<i K.K , hold 8,<0) {«evrral va-
rieties of ('. occur, among wbirb are: — Caonel, .<iplinl. Gas,
and Bituminous. The llitumlnuus ('. Is an exrellenl slram-
raislng fuel, and lias been used on steamers, railwa)s, and un-
der slationary enxinrs, with giMMl results. "The Gas (' seam Is

pnxlurlive of a muni rxrelleni quality, that has been used In
both the Intern and Western markets with most salislactory
results.

2. The Crxtiial C. Fioji extends through Indiana, Illinois,

and Kvniuckv, embracing an area of 4O,4*0l sq. m. nf which
6,7t«areln ItidUna. SVltO lo Illinois, and 3.. (Klin W Ken-
tucky. This (' field Is only second In lm|mrtanrv lo the vast

arra already dewrilirti The ('. Is generally bituminous (° of
escrllriit quality for many purposes; one kliHl burning with
much llicbt and very fn-rly, appnairhing CannrI (' In mosi ot

Its prn|M>rli«w: other kinds consist of caking I' . spiint ('
, and

alln-blark block ('
. njiial lo the best in IVnn>) Ivanla. Much

largvr p>>rtinns of the <" lie lielow tbe walrr-lrvrl In the cen-
tral field, and most of the mining is done by shafting, and is

at present aliiMist sxrlusivrl) cnnAiie<l to the margins of Ibe

6eld. This is owing princlfially to the bet thai the loarr l>ar-

r«n measures cover and conceal the bols lo a grrat depth In

Its more crntral portions. A circle of pits and mines alOMMt
surrounds this field Commencing at Iron City on the Ohio,
In the Indiana block ('. dislrici, ic extends slmnst dlrecllv N.
lo Hrotil, from thence curves N. W. to Danville or Milford,

Uilmsn, and La Salle in Illinois, and fW>m thence W to Buck
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Island ; thence down the Mississippi, in an irregular line, some
distance E. of the river to Alton and Bellville . thence to the

Mt. Carbon mines ou the Big Muddy, Duquoin on the Illinois

Central K.R., and Shawneetown on the Ohio, below Evansville

Here the bed crosses the river into Kentucky, and, making a
half-circle in that State, again crosses the river to the point of

starting at Iron City. The C. is mined in many localities

around this entire circle About 2,000 miners were at work in

the block C. districts, producing more than 8,000 tons of ('. a
diiy. Much of this C. is used in the blast furnaces which have
recently been erected uear Brazil ; and large shipuieuts are

made to Chicago, St. Loub:, and many of the surrounding
towns and citie.^ Both at La Salle and Rock Island extensive

mining operations are conducted ; while opposite St. Louis, and
at Mt. Carbon, the C. mines are still more productive. The
total production of this field in 1878 was about 5,400,000 tons.

3. The Great Western C. Field, though but little devel-

oped, is the largest C. field in the world. Its area, as stated by
the learned autlior of the art. Coo/ in Vae Am. Cijclo/jfrdta, is

no less than 3tJ7,'X)0 sq. m. A very limited portion, however,
of this great C. field is exposed, perhaps not over 1-30,000 sq.

m., and still less have been explored in Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa,
Missouri, Arkansas, and the Indian Territory, while much the
larger area is covered and concealed by the overlying fornia-

tion.f, from 3,000 to 5,000 feet of which are piled on the C.

measures.
4. The Tertiary C. Fields of the U. States are scarcely less

extensive than the western field. Fully 50,000 sq. m. of this

formation have been identified and partially developed, while
it is e.'itimated that no less than 250,000 sq. m. exist in the U.

States and the British possessions. They include a large area
within the Western C. field in Kansas, Colorado, and Dakota,
but a much larger one is found outside of its limits in Wyo-
ming, Montana, and Saskatchewan (British America), while
numerous detached basins or fields are found in Colorado, New
Mexico, Texas, California, Oregon, and Washington. It is not
yet po.ssible to designate all the localities of the tertiary C. in

the U. States ; but as far as present developments indicate, the
great regions of these tertiary formations are parallel with the
Rocky Mountain ranges. Immense beds are found along the
Union Pacific U.K. in Wyoming Territory, and from Cheyenne,
on this road, along the E. base of the uiountiiins, through Col-
orado, New Mexico, and Te.ias, while they extend eastward into
Kansas. The present most productive mines are at Carbon,
Kock Springs, and Almy stations (Evanston mines), on the
Union Pacific R.R., and at Boulder City, Central City, and
Canon City, Colorado : and this formation is supposed to exist
both E. and W. of Ihe Black Hills of Wyoming, and those of
Dakota (which are distinct mountains E. of the Rocky Moun-
tains), extending in parallel ranges into Dakota on the E. and
Montana on the W. of these mountains, and continuing into
the British po.ssessions. The more western tertiary exist along
the coast ranges in California, Oregon, and Washington. The
prominent Iw^alities where C. is now mined are at Bellingham,
Washington Territory, Vancouver's Island, Coos Bay in Ore-
gon, on the Columbia River, and near San Francisco at Mt.
Diablo. There are many other localities in California, Oregon,
and Washington where small deposits are found ; in many ca-ses

these constitute only part of the more extensive formations
which cannot yet be distinctly defined
The following table shows the tonnage of the C. trade of the U.

States for the year 1869, as per census reports made in 1870,
together with figures for the year 1878, taken from reports of
the trade in the various States :

—

Pennsylvania Anthracite .

.

Pennsylvania Bituminous.
Illinois

Ohio
Maryland
Missouri
West Virginia
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Tennessee
Virginia
Kansas

,

Oregon
Michigan
California

Rhode Island
Alabama
Nebraska
Wyoming
Washington
Utah
Colorado

Total 31,116,595 49,130,584

1869— 1878—
Tons. Tons.

13,866,180 17,605,262
7,798,517 13,500,000
2,629,563 3,500,000
2,527,285 6,000.000
1,819,824 1,679,322
621.930 900,000
608.878 1.000,000
437.870 1.000,000
263,487 1,500,000
1.50,582 900,000
133,418 375.000
61,803 75,000
32,938 300,000

200,000
21.156 30,000

600,000
14,666 14.000
11,000 200,000
1,425 75,000

50.000 100,000
17,844 150,000
5,800 60.000
4,500 367,000

Table ofyearly prices /or Schuylkill White Ash Lump C, on
board vessels at Fhiladelphia, for 20 consecutive years : —
Years. Prices.

1859 $325
1860 3.40

Years.
1869...
1870...

Prices.

... 5.31
4 39

1S61 3.39 1871 4.46
1862 4.14 1872 3.74
1863 606 1873 457
1864 *8.30 1874 4.65
1865 786 1875 439
1866 580 1876 8.87
1867 4.37 1877 ... (2 59
1868 3.86 1878

t Highest average

jorts of C. to and fi
8: —

325
* Lowest average for year.

Table of the Imports ami Ex,
States for the years 1870 to 18"

for year.

om the U.

Year.
Imports.
Tons.

Exports.
Tons.

1870 420,688
443,955
490,631
456,015
498,028
441,600
407.853
497,260
578,457

227,918
277 9511871

1872 401,078
584 63S1873

1874 763 402
1875 519,345

568,076
740,456
660.138

1876
1877
1878

Fig. 86.— Coal-Breaker.

The imports were from Australia and British Columbia to

San Francisco ; from Oreat Britain to the Atlantic and Pacific

ports ; and from Nova Scotia to Atlantic ccist ports. The ex-
ports were mostly to the Dominion of Canada and Cuba.

Imp. duty The tariff from 1S24 to 1813 wa.s 6 cU. per bu.,
or S1.68 per ton : from 1843 to 1846, *1 75 per ton . 1846. 30
per cent ad valorem ; 1847 to 1861, 24 per cent ad valorem

;

1862-3-4, Sl.OO per ton ; 1865. $1.10 ; 1866 to 1872, «1.25 per
ton : since August, 1872, 75 cts. per ton.

Coal-Barge, a flat-bottomed river-boat for trans-

porting coal short distances to wharves, etc.

Coal-Box, a scuttle to hold coals in a room.
Coal-Breaker is a machine for crushing lump-

coal as it comes from the mine. The breaker
erected near Hyde
Park by the Dela-
ware, Lackawanna,
and Western R.H.
Co., cost about S250,-

000,andthei:rieRR.
Co. has one near Car-
bondale which cost

$300,000. These pow-
erful and complicated
machines are of various forms, but they are all

built on the principle of rollers with spikes, as

shown in Fig. 86.

Coal-Bunker, a closed room around the boiler

and engine-room of a steam-vessel for keeping the

fuel.

Coal-Drop, Coed-Dumping Apparatus, a
staith or contrivance for shooting or lowering

coals into the hold of a vessel.

Coal-Dust, the small broken or fine coal, after

the large masses have been screened.

Coal-Fish, a name of the British coasts for the

pollock.

Coal-Gas, the common illuminating gas made
from coal. Sec Gas Manufacture.
Coal-Heaver, a porter who loads and unloads

coal wagons.
Coal-Hulk, a vessel kept as a receptacle for

coal, usually on some foreign station, to supply
steamers

Coail Oils, a general name for mineral oils.

Coal-Pit, the mouth of a coal-mine, or the de-

scent to a colliery. — Also a place where charcoal

is made.
Coal-Scoop, a shovel for taking coals from a

scuttle to throw on fire.
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Coal-Scuttle, a portable metal rvceptacle fur
coals in a room.
Coal-Shed, a retailer's depository for eoaU.
Coal-Shoot, a nu-tal scuttle or vase fur hold-

ing coal.

Coal-Shovel, a small shovel for filliiig a coal-

scuttU- from tlie cellar; a larger kind i« used by
coal-lieavers.

Coal-Staith. a drop or machine on an elevated
wharf for sliipping coal.

Coal-Tar, one of the products of the destruc-

tive distillation of tiie loal employed in the man-
ufacture of gas, is a very eompli'.x substance,

consisting of various hydrocarbons, acids, and
bases, together with certain resinoid and empy-
reumatic substances. The quantity as well as the

quality of the tar obtained from the distillation of

coal varies considerably with the kind of coal

use<l, as well as with the temperature at which
the distillation is carried on, the yield of tar being
smaller at very high temperatures than when
lower ones are employetl. L'.-T., from its anti-

septic properties (due chiefly to the carbolic acid

it contains), is painted on wood to preserve the

latter from decay when exposed to wind and
weather. It furnishes the chief ingredient of

printers' ink in the shape of lampblack. Mixed
with coaUIust, saw-dust, and pi^-at-dust, it forms a
useful artificial fuel, and when incorporated with
pebbles makes an excellent artificial asphalt for

pavements. The chief value of C.-T., however,
consists in its being the source of those brilliant

dye-stufifs, the aniline colons. These, together
with the naphtha obtained from its distillation,

have converted coal-tar from a worthless and un-

welcon>e waste product of gas manufacture— for

the removal of which from their premises the gns
makers wen^ formerly only too glad to i)ay — into

A very t*onsiderable and important branch of man-
ufacture. The different constituent 'of the tar

are separated from each other by distillation, the
Tarious pro<lucts so obtamed being further puri-

fied by various prcK-ess<-s. See Am link Colors,
BcN/oi.K, Naimitha, etc.

Coal-W^harf, a landing pier where coals arc
depo»it<'d.

Co«l-Wliipi>er, a Ix>ndon porter who unloads
coats from ships at the wharves, etc.

Coamings, raised larders of wood round the

edges of hatches an<l si^'uttles of a shin, to pre-

vent water (lowing down from the deck, aim tu

receive and sup|M>rt the hatches, etc.

Coaster, a vei>M-l employc<l in the trade along
•horf. and MJiirh diH-s not Rail far from land.

Coasting-Trade, the tratle or intercourse car-

ried on by M-a Ix-lwit-n two or more ports or places

of the sanK- country. In Kngland, fon-igners were
formerly excluded from all pariic:i|>aiion in the

C.-T.. but by Act of 18.Vi (17 Vi«t. c 5) the CT.
has bei'n made quite frit*. In the U*. Stales, that

trade ha* In-en, and is still, strictly reM-rve<l fur

vessels built within our territory and owned by
our citizens, to the exclusion of foreign-built and
foreign-owiM'd veMels. The Uegulations coiK*em-

ing the C.-T., and Knrolnient and IJceuM' of ves-

•cls employed in that trade and alto in our rivers

and lake*, are emb<Klii-<|, under the title L, s«'Ct.

4^{(N) of the Keviscil Statutes, entitlc<i, Unfuliition

9/ Vr»ttl$ ill Domrttic ('umuuict, and are as follows,

vix. :
—

TiiilsofJOtoos sod upward. «irt>ll«<t, sad havfot • llrsow
la Ibrcv, and t««wU of U— than 7) loo«, not raroiWd, Ixit

havioK • lirvnM In fnrrr, bikI no of hrr*. ihall b* d«»ui»d «•
Sslsof th« I!. !*Ut««, fnlilird In thv pHTlImn of r«M»to nn-
ploytd Id th« rm^tlnK-trad* simJ (Ubrrin r.rrrf v*«mI of V)
too* or upvmnl (otbcr tbao «ucb •• srr rrfisterad) trMUnf br-

tVTvndUtrict and dUtricI, or br<«««a dilTrrrot plam in th«
mncdUcrK-t, or rairviug on tbr flfhrrr , •itbout briuf eurollot

and lirrnM^l, or If of Irw than '3> tuu*. aud nut trt* than 6
tout, without a IWrntr, if ladru with c»odK Ibr p^*^ or nian-

uCtrturr of the Loilrd Slatn oolv (dUtilled »plrilii only rx-

crptirdi, oball pay tb« iumk (pt* aud toonafr In rrrn- port at

wliirh »lir oia)' arriirr a< are |ia,>al>l« b,T vrMrU not IJ«loii|;inK

(o a riliirn of tlw L'. i^tatr* ; aud if (br havr on beard an>
artirl«!i of forrlRn irruwtb or ntanufarturr, or ditlilird •firitr,

otiirr than >ca-tlurr«, ibr, li<rlbrr with brr tarklr. a|i)«rrl,

and furuiturr, aud ladin);, found on board, (ball br furfritrd

But If »urh Tes>«l Im- at Ma at tbr rxpiration of Ibr Hum- for

wbirb lltplirrnx «a< KlTro, and thr nuu>trr cluill >«rar Ibat

i>urb mi Ibr nur, and tball al>o, within for1,T-<-i|(hl hourt aftrr

bit arrival, drlivrr to the coll«<-tor of tbr di»tri< I In which br
(ball flritt arrive thr lirrnH- wbirb fhall baTr ripinrd.rhr »ball

not be forfrlird, uor rhall br liablr to par rurh frrt ai>d too-

nagr. No k<><h1i> ttiall br Inipurtrd, uudrr forft-lturr tbrrvof,

from our to anothrr port of tlir I' Statr«,in a trwrl brlonK-
Ing wholly, or In |>art, to a nubjrct of au) forriun |M)wrr ; but
•urb reowl nwT ull fruai onr to anotbrr lurli |>orlji, rarrj-

Ing nucb pouli only a* wrrr liiip<irtod in brr from toiur Ibrrign

port, and whirh iih.ill not bairr brrn uuladrn.
Enrolmml and Lieente of Vn.vls Tbr likr qualiflratloni

and rr<{ul'itmarF nrrrwarv for thr rnrolnirnt a« for llir rr|pi-

try aud rrrord of Tr»!«lii, and tbr unir dutir« arr lni|-<»r<l on,
and authority girrn to, all olBrrrs m>|>rrtiTrly, in n-laiion to

curb rnrolm<-nt«, and the lamr prorrr<lin|p< rball br had in

(iniilar raxrs touching such rnrolnirnt*; and Tr«M-U m> ru-

rollrd, with thrlr martrr* or ownrn>, fhall l>r nuljivt to tbr

lame rpqui>ilr« a* arr in Ibrxr rr»prrtji proridrd for n-)0>lrrt^l

Te!«««|ii. Thr rrrord of Kurb rnrolnirnt nhall Ijr niadr. and an
abiitrart or ropy thrrrof granted, a« nearly aji mar be, in tbr
fomi directed tjy law. Knrolled and lltentrd Tr**rli> may br
reginterrd upon thr registry being given up ; aud n-gictered

vesFrl* may br enrolled, upon «urr<-nd<ring up the enrolment
and licrufe And when any Te«.M-l hhall kir in any olbrr dl(-

trirt than that to whirh chr U-longK. the rollrctor, on appli-

cation of the ma»Ier. and on his making oath that, to thr br«t

of bis knowledge and belief, the property rrmain* a.-i exprewrd
In the rrginter or rnrolmrnl. pro|><»rd to l* givrn up, and
upon bin giving the bond* required for granclug rrgintrr, rball

make such exchange8 . and »urh rollertor (hall tranoniit the

j

regi«t«r or enrolment given up to the regi»trr of thr treafury.

{
The regixter or enrolment and liren«e granted in lieu thereof,

I

(ball, within ten day* after tbr arrival of thr vrwrl within the
dixirirt to which nbe belong*, br delivered up t^i the collector

{
of such di>>trici, and lie by him cancelled. And if thr ma>lrr
lihall Deglvrt to deliver nurh n-gi*trr or enrolment and lirenM

I

within Ibr time sprcifird, br *ball forfeit onr hundred dollar*.

In order to the lirrnring of any »r»«el for carrying on Iba
roafting-lradr or fl>hrrin<, Ibr hu«band, togrlbrr with Ibr ma*-
trr, with one or more iiur\-tie«, to the nlitbrtion of tbr collec-

tor, nhall brcome Imund to pay to tbr I'. Matr«, if (br br of
tlir burdrn of fi ton* and lr*« Iban3i) ton*, llir >uiii o? f>l<)l) : and
if of 'A) Ion*, and not rxn-rdiug 3l ton*, tbr num of )>3lli : aiul

if abovr .31) Ion*, and not rxrrrdiug till ton*, tlir luni of ^V«i
;

and if atiovr HO ton*, the turn of «1.0IJU, in ca*r it nball ap-

pear, within two yearn from the date of ll>r bond, that »hr ha*
iirrn nnplovr\l In any Iradr abrrrby tbr rrvrnur of Ibr V.
8tal<-« liai \irrn drfraudnl, during llir limr brr Itrrnar rv-

niainr<l in forrr : and thr maiirr of iiurh vr»rl oball atao

*wear Ibat br !• a riiiarn of the I. Stair*, ami that inrb lirrnaa

•ball Dot br u*rd l^ir any other Tr«*rl, or any other raiploy-

DirnI than tlial for whirh it k* •prrially granlrd.or in any
Iradr whrrrby tbr rrvmur may be defrauded . aud If >ucb vra-

*rl Iw IrMi than twenty ton* burden, her bu*band tlull twear

I

tital *be i* wholly the properly of a ritlB-n or (ittarnt of lb«

j

t'. Stale*, wbrrrupon the collector of Ibr dittrkt wbrrrto

I
auch vr*»rl may briong (thr duly of 6 rent* prr ton bring Br*t

I

paid) (ball grant a lirrnar. in the form direrird by law, for rar-

! rylug on Ibr roatting-tradr, whale ftahery, rod flilirry, or

,

luBrlirrrl Atbrry. A »lr iD>-vnu>rl, Intrndrd to br ruiplo\ed
i only In a river or bay of tit* I'. Stale*, owned wholly or In part
by an alitm, re«ldrnt within tbr I' Suir«, »ball br rnroltrti and

. tirrli^nl a* If •br brkingrd to a rlllarn of tlir I.' Slalif rxrrpt
thai no oath »t>all br re<|ulml Ibat *be lirlong* lo a rlllarn or

' ritlarii*of thr I'. Stale* Tbr owner of »iicb *lrain-vr**rl, u|ion

Bppltrallon for rorolmrnt or ltcrn*r. duill give Umd lo tba

^

coltrrlor of thr dl'irici, toand lor thr UM> of tlir t State*, la

I
tb« penally of ^t/IMl, with •uffirirnl aurrly, condlll«inrtl that

I (he tliall not Iw raiployrd In other water* than Ibr river* xnd
bay* of Ibr t' State*. ' When Ibr Dta<ter of any llcru»rd vr*-

' irl, ierry-buata rxreplnl, vball l>r cbaugrd, the nrw n.atirr. or,

! in ra«p of hia abwnrr, an ownrr, *hall rr|iorl *iirh change lo

Ibr collrclor rr*idlng at tbr port wheie the Muir may hap|«-n,

if Ibrr* lie nor.olberwiar to the rollertor miding at any port

wbrrt *urh vr*>rl may next arrive, who. u|><>n the oath of

•nch n«w maiur, or. In ra** of hi* alornrr. of an ownrr, that

b* la a rilivn of the U Stale*, and that die *ball nol.wbila
•urb ll(*n*« roolinura In forrr, be efnployr<l In any mannrr
whrrrby lb* tevrnur mav l«r defr*u<lr«l. *hall indor*r •uch
rbang* on Ihr llc«o*r. wiiii the name of the new ina*ter . and
when any rhangv *hall >o hap(»n,and (ball not br rrportrd,

•od tb« IndonNnnrnt «o made, turh Tmarl. ff>UDd carrying oo
lb* roaallng-trade or a*brriri>, •hall be luttint tu pay tbc iauw
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fees and tonnage as a vessel of the U. States having a register,

and the new master shall forfeit and pay the sum of ten dollars.

Before any vessel, of the burden of 5 tons, and less than 20

tons, shall be licensed, the same admeasurement shall be made,

and the same provisions observed relative thereto, as are to be

observed in case of admeasuring vessels to be registered ; but

in all cases where such vessel, or any other licensed vessel,

shall have been once admeasured, it shall not be necessary to

measure her anew for the purpose of obtaining another enrol-

ment or license, except she shall have undergone some altera-

tion as to her burden subsequent to the time of her former

license. Every licensed vessel shall have her name, and the

port to which she belongs, painted on her stern, as is directed

for registered vessels, and if found without such painting, the

owner shall pay $20. See Merchant Marine.

Tonnage of the U. States merchant marine employed in the

CoaMing-Trade, from 1859 to 1%'S (not including the Cod
and Whale fisheries).

Year.

1859.
1860.
1861.
1862.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1873.

Enrolled
vessels.

Tons.

2,439.320

2,599,319
2,657,293
2.568,546
2,918,614

3,204,227

3,353,657
2,689,152

2,627,151
2,658,404
2,470,928
2,595.328

2,722,372

2,883,906
3,116,373
3,243,656
3,169,687

2,547,490
2,488,189
2,444,801

Licensed

under 20
tons.

Total

Tons. Tons.

41,609
45,548
47,251
38,170
42,019
41,038
27,865
30,469
33,239
43,736
44,587
42,919
42,228
45.646
46,847
49.783
50,011
61,3i5
52.133
62,369

2.480,929

2,644,867
2,704.544

2,606,716
2,960,633
3.245,265
3,381,522

2,719,621

2,660,390
2,702,140
2,515,515
2,638,247

2,764,600
2,929,552

3,163,220
3,293,439
3,219,698

2,598,835
2,540,322

2,497.170

Coat, a covering of paint, varnish, or other
material given to any substance; an outer gar-

ment for men.
Coatee, a sliort cut-away body coat.

Coat-Link, a pair of buttons or studs joined
by a link to close a coat with buttonlioles.

Cob, in Cornwall, England, the process of crush-
ing ore wjtli liammers to separate the worthless
parts.— The hard stalk from which the grain of
Indian corn has been removed. Wiien chopped
it is given as provender to live-stock.—A hazel-
nut.— A wicker basket for the arm.—A name
given in some places to the hard dollar.— In Eng-
land, a strong stiff-built pony used for carrying
heavy persons in the saddle.

Cobalt, a mineral of a gray color, with a shade
of red, and by no means brilliant. It has scarcely
any taste or smell; is rather soft; specific gravity
about 8.6. Sometimes it is composed of plates,
sometimes of grains, and sometimes of small fibres
adhering to each other. The oxide of cobalt is

extensively used as a means of dyeing glass, and
for glazing and coloring porcelain. The principal
ores of cobalt are the arseniates, called arsenical

C. and f/ray C. They are found in Sweden, Sax-
ony, Saalfeld, Hessia, and in England in Cumber-
land and Cornwall. A very small amount of oxide
is sufficient to tinge a large quantity of glass. See
Smalt.
Cobalt Bloom, the red arseniate of cobalt ; a

beautiful mineral found with the ores of cobalt,
and used in the manufacture of smalt.

Cobang, a gold coin of Japan worth about $6.50.
Cobbing, a mining name for old furnace bot-

toms, pieces of brick, etc., thrown into a smelting
furnace.

Cobble, a large, heavy pebble, or fragment of

stone, used in paving streets.

Cobbler, a jobbing shoemaker, one who under-

takes repairs.—A cooling drink, a mixture of wine,

sugar, lemon, and ice.

Coiabler's Wax, a shoemaker's composition of

resin and wax, for stiffening his thread.

Cob-Crushing Machine, a mill for breaking
the cobs of Lidian-coru for cattle-food. See Corn
Mill.
Cobija. See Bolivia.
Cob-Iron, an andiron with knobs.
Coble, the name of a kind of pilot and fishing

boat used on the northern sea-coasts, having a low
square stern and little or no keel on the after body.
Cob-Nut, an improved variety of the common

hazel-nut, of which there are several kinds culti-

vated.

Cobourg, a thin worsted fabric, a lady's dress

material composed either of wool and cotton, or of

wool and silk.

Cobre, a name for the covid in China of 14.625

inches.

Cobres, a European name for the finest quality

of indigo made in Central America.
Coca, the leaves of Erylhrorfjlon coca, a plant

which is grown largely in Peru and Bolivia. The
Bolivian V. is said to be much superior to the

Peruvian. The best kind is believed to come from
the prov. of Yungas, and the most inferior descrip-

tion from Peru. The consumption of C. in Peru,

Bolivia, and in some of the prov. of the Argentine
Confederation is enormous. In small doses it is

supposed to act as a stimulant and to aid diges-

tion ; in large ones it is said to possess dangerous
narcotic properties. The mountaineers in S. Amer-
ica state they are enabled to reach high elevations

without difficulty of respiration, and to stave off

the feeling^f hunger by chewing the leaves dur-

ing their ascents. Good quality C. should have
its leaves unbroken, of a medium size, bright

green color, and of an odor somewhat combining
that of hay and chocolate. The taste is bitter,

and when masticated, C. is said to yield easily to

the teeth. Infused in hot water, it has a beautiful

green color, which, however, is much darker from
inferior leaves. An infinite number of varieties

are recognized between the best and the lowest

quantity, which has a disagreeable smell and color

resembling roasted coffee. The leaves are also

bent and broken, scarcely a whole leaf being found
amongst them. Imp. free.

Cocculus Indicus, Indian Berry |Fr. cocque

du Levant : Ger. Kukkels Korner ; It. (/am ai I^vaute ;

Malay, ttil>abi<l(/i : Sans, kalaniari], the fruit or

berry of the Menispermum cocculus, a stray climb-

ing tree found on tlie Malabar coast, in Ceylon,

etc. The berry is kidney-shaped, dark brown,
about the size of a large pea ; but when dried and
imported it is shrivelled and smaller. The outer

layer encloses a woody shell, containing a yellow-

ish kernel. C. f. is acrid and intensely bitter. In

some parts of the East it is used, wiien formed into

a paste with moistened rice, as a bait by fishermen

and bird-catchers, but especially the former. Being
thrown into the sea, or scattered on the ground, it

is greedily devoureil by the fisli and birds, which
it either kills or stupefies, so that they are easily

captured. It is said not to render the flesh of such
animals poisonous, as strychnine does Its effects

on man have not been accurately determined . but
if taken in large doses it would, no doubt, be fatal.

When added to malt liquors it increases their in-

toxicating power ; and provided it be not admin-
istered in excess, or does not exceed 3 lbs C. tu 10
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qrs. malt, its use in this way is not supposed to
have any injurious influence.

CocheniUa "Wood, the lieart of a tree siiippoil

from St. Domingo, fumi^liing a iiandsoine furni-

ture wood.
Cochi. H grain measure of Siam of 0^ lite.

Cochineal [Duteh, conchemlit ; Fr. iix/ifmile ;

Ger. Kosduniljf. ; It. coccinii/lia ; I'ort. ci»-lirntha; Sp.
cochenillti, (//(i/«i|, the dried eareassi-s of tlie female
Coccus cacti, found in Mexico, Central America,
Brazil, the Canary Islands, etc. Fornierly it was
in Mexico only that it was raised with carv\ and
formed a valuable article of commerce ; hut its cul-

ture is now more or less attemled to in many other
places, and esjK'cially in the Canary Islands. It

is a small insect, seldom exceeding the size of a
grain of barley, which fivds on the leaves of sev-

eral species of cued of the gi-nus v/miilm ; and was
generally iK-lieved, for a considerable time after it

began to be imported into Europe, to be a sort of

rtg. 87. — Caciv* Cocaimtxirta.

TCgetaWe grain or jecd. There are two sorts or
Yarioties of <'.

: the beat or donK>«licate<l, which
the 8|Miniards call i/mnn finu, or One grain ; and
the wild, which they call iinimt sy/ivi/m. The for-

mer is nearly twice as large a* the latter, pmltably
because its size has ln^en improviHl by the favora-

ble effects of human cart', and of a more copious
•nd tutlable nourishment, lierive^l solely from the
C'ltciu* mrhmillif'tr (Fig. 87). during many gi-nera-

tiont. Wild ('. is ci>lltH't«>4l six tiuu's in the year;
but that which is cultivated is only collerttil thrice

during the same |H'rio<l. The inM-<-ts, of which
there are about 70,001) in a pound. Iieing detarhe«l

from the plants on which they fetil by a blunt
knife, are put into Itags. and dipp«-«l into iMilling

water to kdl them, after which they an* dri(>d in

the sun. It is principally used in the dyeing of

scarlet, crimson, and other estei>me<l colors. The
watery infusion is of a violet crinuon ; the al<*o-

hcdic, of a iw\t crimson : and the alkaline, of a
deep purple, or rather vi«»let hue It is im|Mirteii

is bags, each containing alM)ut 'JOO 11m. ; and has

the appearance of small, tlry . shrivtlUHl. rugi>*e Ut
ries or M>etIa,of a dwp brown, purple, or mull>err)-

cplor, with a widte matter U-tween the wrinkles-

In this state they suffer no change from length
of ki-eping. The be^t C. is that which is large,

filump, dry, and of a tiUtr-tchite color on the sur-

ace. The sjK-cies of C. called iirnnilln, or dust, ia

sup|>osed to be pritici|>ally foniK-d of ^rana skiers-

Irti The insects of which it consists are smaller
than those com{K>sing the fine cochineal ; and it

d<H-s not yield more than a thini [lart of the color-

j

ing matter that is yielded by the latter. About
i MO tons of C. arc annually iin|>ortt-4l into the V.
States, chiefly from Mexico and Honduras, while

j

Kngland imiM>rts aUjut l.oOU tons. Its market
value in New York is alKiut 76 cts. per lb. Iim/i.

^

duty, C, free ; C. lake, "JO jht ivnt.

Cochin China, the eastcni part of the Indo-
Chinese iK-ninsula, coinpost'd of the territories of
Anam proiK-r, Tong-kiiig, an<l the French colonv
of C. C. It forms a long strij) of country whicli

stretches in an arc of a cinle al(»iii; a coast line of
1.-J40 m. from lat. 8° ;X>' to 2:{« N. With a breadth
of .']72 m. in the north of Tong king, it is after-

wards narrowed by a chain of mountainr parallel

to the China Sea, and has no more than Ci) in. of
breadth in the greater part of the kingdom of Hue

;

but in lower C. C. it widens out agnin to altout

IIK) m. The iMjundaries are,— N. the Chinese
prov. of Yunnan and Kwang-Si, K. and S. the

China Sea, W. the (iulf of Siam, the kingilom of

Camlxwlia, and the I.^os county tributary to the

Siamese empire. The empire of Anam has an
area of from UIO,000 to 2:30,0(M) sq. m. ; while the

French colony occupies alM>ut 21,<KJ0. Passing
along the coast from Capi> I'akltmng, where the

frontier commenct^ lx?tween China and Tong-
king, we find the mouth of the river Hong-kiang
(Ited Hiver), which leads to Ke cho, or Ha-nor, the

chief town of Tong-king. This town and the port

of XIiJi-JhiI, ill the prov. of Hai-l>zuong, were
opened to fon-ign commerce by a treaty concludi-d

K'twtH'n France and the government of Hue',

March 15, 1874. To allow a ship to pass up the

riviT at any season, its draught must not exi-eed

oi feet, and from the end of May to the end of Nov.
vi>«sels drawing 12 feet can cross the bar. At Cajw
Iloung-4|ui-hoa there is a ginxl anchorage well shel-

tere<l by islaiitls. In front of Cape I^y is the lit-

•le Tiger Island, where the W. »-»>ast of tin- gulf of
Toi.g.kiiig terminates, (hi the China Si-a, the
coast [ .\*sents sui'cessively, as we pass soutliMard,

the moulh of the river Hue', ilefende<l by a jwrt

;

the Bay of Tourane, wide, tkn-p, and well shel>

tered ; the Bay of (jiiit-<|uit, a verv giMxl anchor-
age, and the safest on this coast (luring the N.K.
monsoon; the )>ort of Qm-n/ion, or Binh-<lhinh,

oitene<l to F.uro|H>an commerce by the treaty of
March, 1874 ; the bay and the commodious (rart

of Thu-yen ; the port of Hon-ni, to the S. of Cape
Varela, which is safe at all si'asons of the year;
and Cape Ba-kee, which forms the limit Ix-tween

lower ('. ('. and the kingdom of Anam. The
whole of lower f. (' U-ing foniied of alluvial

de|M>sits, its cimst is very low, has little irregular-

ity of surface, and is covered with mangrovea.
The different mouths of the Kiver Caml>odia,

or Mekong, form a delta of more than 70 m. in

I

extent. At the entrani-e of the river IVm-nai,

I

which leads to Snii/on, ris4>s Ca|K' St. Ja<-()ues, a
peak 020 feet alMive the level of the sea. At

I

4!> Si-a-mil«^ from the c«>ast and from the mouths
! of the CamlMMlia, is the islami of I'ulo Cimflore,

I

with a giNMl port and a |H'nitentiary establislii>d

' br the French governnH-nt. On the W. ci>ast of

! C. C, in the (Julf of Siam. is the port of Ha Tien,

I communicatinx by a canal with one of the arms
I of the Cambodia. TItc climate of tlie N. pf Anam
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differs much from that of the S. In Tong-kmg
the thermometer falls to 41° to 43° in Dec. and
Jan., while the summer is excessivcl3' hot ; but on
the whole it is a healthy country. The mean tern

perature of lower C. C. is 83° F. The greatest

heat in April and May within doors is 97°. In the

mornings of Dec. the temperature falls to 65°.

The climate is very unhealtliy for Europeans,
owing to the character of the soil, which consists

of recent alluvial deposits, is absolutely flat, and
in some places below the level of the sea. The
forests furnish several kinds of timber for build-

ing. In the plains and vallcj's are numerous
fruit-trees,— the banana, the guava, the papaw,
the medlar-tree, the orange, tlie citron, and, most
abundant of all, the cabbage-palm and the co-

coa-tree, and the cinnamon, of which Tong-king
furnishes a superior quality. The people of Anam
is essentially agricultural. Besides rice, which is

the chief production of the country, the culti-

vated lands furnish cotton, mulberry, sugar-cane,

Indian corn, betel-nuts, and vegetables, especially

potatoes, earth-nuts, and pepper. Tea is culti-

vated also, but the people of Anam do not know
how to prepare it. There is little industrial ac-

tivity in Anam, but in Tong-king the manuf. of
articles inlaid with mother of-pearl is carried on.

From China C. C received a large quantity of

manufactured goods, cotton and silk stuffs, porce-

lain, and tea. Tlie importation from France is

also very considerable. The principal exports are
rice (which forms of itself half the sum total) salt-

lisli, salt, undyed cotton, pepper, and the skins of

animals. The great conmiercial importance of

C. C. arises from the excellence of its situation, as

a way of communication with the rich and popu-
lous provinces of middle China. It is difficult to

state the exact number of the population of the
empire of Anam, and authors vary greatlym their

estimates. Tiie data which appear the most
Avorthy of credit give a total sum of 10 or 12 mil-

lions. As to the French colony, the last official

census gives 1,487,200 inhabitants, of whom 49,500
were Chinese, and 82,700 Cambodians. The Euro-
peans numbered 1,1 14, exclusive of the government
officials and the garrison. Hue' or Plu-tua-tien,

capital of the kingdom of Anam, contains about
100,000 inhabitants. The two principal ports of
French C. C. are Saigon, capital of the colony,
and Mi-tho, on one of the arms of river Cambodia.
Cochorn, a small brass mortar, usually about

5^ inches bore, but sometimes rather smaller.
Cock, to lift the hammer of the lock of a pis-

tol or musket, etc. See Cocks.
Cock-Bill, a nautical term applied to an anchor,

projecting, or hanging perpendicular by the stop-
per, from the cat-head.

Cock-Boat, a very small boat.
Cocket, in England a warrant from the Custom

House, on entering goods, showing that the duty
on them has been paid.

Cock-Founder, a caster in brass, one who
makes metal spigots.

Cockle, an edible moUusk, the Cardium ednle,

extensively found in the sands of the sea-shore.
Cocks, Stop-Cocks, metal taps or escapes

for gas and fluids, some of which are turned on
and off 1)3' the hand ; others, acted upon by a float-

ing or air ball, are self-regulating.

Cockspurs, small clay wedges used in the pot-
teries to separate articles of pottery ware, after
the process of glazing, and to prevent them ad-
hering.

Cockswain, Coxvrain, the steersman of a
boat.

Cocoa. See Cacao.
Cocoa Fibre. See Cocoa-Nut and Coib.
Cocoa-Mats. See Coir.
Cocoa-Nut, or Coco [Fr. and Sp., coco ; Ger.

Kokoniiss; It. coccho\, the well-known edible fruit

of the Cocos tiuci/era palm, (Fig. 88), many thou-
sands of which are imported into this country from
the West Indies and South America, as dunnage
in ships, and sold in the streets and fruit-stands.

The C. N. tree, common everywhere within the
tropics, is extremely valuable, every part of it

being appropriated to some useful purpose. It

grows to the height of from 50 to 90 feet ; it has
no branches, but the leaves are from 12 to 14 feet
in length, with a very strong middle rib. The
fruit is nearly as large as a man's head ; the ex-
ternal rind is thin, tough, and of a brownish red
color. Beneath this, there is a quantity of very

Fig. 88. — Cocoa-Nut Trees.

tough fibrous matter, which is used in the manu-
facture of cordage and coarse sail-cloth. It is

buoyant, and extremely well suited for ropes of

large diameter ; and until the introduction of

chain cables most of the ships which navigated
the tropical seas were supplied with cables of this

material. (See Coir.) Within the fibrous coating
is the shell of the nut, which is nearly globular,

very hard, susceptible of a high polish, and used
for many domestic purposes ; the kernel is white,

in taste and firmness resembling that of a hazel-

nut ; it is hollow in the interior, the hollow being
filled with a milky fluid. While the nut.is green,

the whole hollow of the shell is filled with fluid,

which is refreshing, agreeable, and pleasant to the

taste. The solid part of the ripe kernel is ex-

tremely nutritious, but rather indigestible. The
kernels yield by expression a great deal of oil,

which, when recent, is equal to that of sweet
almonds ; but it soon becomes rancid, and is then
employed by painters. A tree generally yields

about 100 nuts, in clusters near the top of about a
dozen each. The wood of the tree is made into

boats, rafters, the frames of houses, and gutters to
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convey water. Tl»e leaves are used for tliatcliiiig

buildings, and are wrouglit into mats, baskets, etc.,

so tiiat every part of it isapplicil to some useful end.
If the body of the tree be bored, there exudes
from tiie wound a wliite liquor, railed /xilm nine or
toiidif. It is very sweet when fresh ; ke|»t a few
liours, it becomes more poignant and agreeable

;

but ne.xt day it begins to grow sour, and in the
space of 24 hours is changed into vinegar. When
distilUHl, It produces the best speeiis of Indian ar-

rack; it aiso yields a great ileal of sugar. Toddy
is obtaini-d from several »j)ecies of palms, but that
of the Coojs nuci/era is the Ix-st. An improvement
effected in the preparation of coroci oH has niadt- it

of much importance in the arts, by rendering it

available in the manufacture of candles and soap,
and for various puri>oses to which it was not pre-
riously applicable. The palm oil met with in the
market is the product of another palm (see 1'ai.m

Oil). Imp. duty (fibre, leaves, shells, and oil)

free.

Cocoa-Nat Oil, Shells, and Wine. See
Cocoa Nut.
Cod |Fr. moruf ; Gcr. Kabljnu, B<tlcalaii : It. hac-

eala ; Port. bacathJao; Sp. bacalao\, the Morhua vul-

fewer are more universally serviceable than the C,
(if whiih evi-ry part is applieil to some useful pur-

j>08e. When frvhh, us U.-autifully Mhite, firm, and
tlaky nJuscUs furnish our table with one of the

most delicious dainties ; saltiil, dried, or oilu rwise

conserved for future u^e, it atT<irds a suli»iantiai

and wholesome article of tliet, fur which a substi-

tute could not readily In- found. The tongue,
which is always separated fnini the head when
tile fisli is first caught, even epicures consider a
delicacy; and tongues, salted or jdckled along
with the swimming-bladders, wliich are liighly

nutritious, being almost entirely pun* gelatine, are
held in much estimation by housekee|Krs, under
the title of tongues and soun<ls. 'I'lie sound or
swinnning-bladiler of C, if rightly i>repare<l, sup-

plies an isinglass equal lo the best Hussian. The
liver of the cod, when fresh, is eaten by many
with satisfaction, but it is more generally reserved,

by fishermen, for the sake of a large quantity of

fine limpid oil wlii(?h it contains. (.Sii' ('oi> 1.,iver

Oii^) The heads of tiie ('., after the tongues are

cut out, and the gills are saved for bait, are

thrown overlwanl, on account of want of room,
and because salting would not preserve them to

Fig. 89. — Cod.

garfi, a wpU-known flsh^pouetsinir, in common
with tiM? other meml>er» of^ the genus, three dorsal

and two anal fitui, and a single barlnd at the chin

(Fig. 89). It is a widely distributiHl spei-ies, being
found throughout tl>c northern and temperate seas

of Europe. Asia, a;id America, extending as far

•oath as Gibraltar, but not entering the .Mediter-

ranean, an<i inhabits water from 2!) to M fathoms
deep, where it always feeds close to the Imttom.
It is excei-dingly voracious, feo<lingon the smaller

denizen* of the otrean, — fish, crustaceans, woniis,

and mollusks, and greedily taking almost any iMiit

the flslierman ehooACs to employ. The V. spawns
In Fel)ruary and is exceedingly prolific, the roe of

A single female having Invn known to contain u|v

wards of eight millions of ova, an<l to form more
than half the weight of the entire fish. Only
a small proportion of these got fertilijunl, and still

fewer ever en»»'rge from the egg. The young are

atiout one in<-h in length by the end of spring, but

are not fit for the market till the se«-ond year, and
it has l>een statc»<l that they do not n-ach maturity,

as shown by the forms of repr«Kluction, till the

end of the tliird year. They usually measun> ;» feet

in length, and weigh fn>m 12 to 20 ll»«., but sptvi

mens hare been taken from W to 70 IIh. in weight.

As an article of food the ''. is in greater jH-rfec-

tion during the thrt-c months prvMjtiing Christmas

Few members of the animal creation contribute a

greater mass of subsistence to the liuntan race , still

any advantafre. Yet the head, being almost en-

tirely compostMl of gelatine, is. when fresh, the

richest, and perhaps the most nutritive part of the

fish. The intestines of the ('. also yield a tribute

to the table ; the French fishern»en, esjH'cially,

prepare from them a dish somewhat similar, and
not far inferior to the sounds. Finally the ovaries

or rofi of the females are »eparate<l from their

membranes, and the eggs, nicely pickled, afford

an agreeable and gustful ndish, far more delicate

and inviting to tiie palate than the celebrated
Russian caviare. In addition to these usual
niiKles of employing the <liffer«Mit parts of our fish,

the Norwegians, Icelanders, and Kamtscliadales

fiound up the backlxines and other refuse parts,

or the purpose of feeding their dogs and iilher

domestic anmials during the winter. Strange as

suidi diet may appear, it is stated as a wi'll-«-stab-

li*he<l fact, that cows. fe«l upon these pountled

boiM>s, mini:le<l with a small quantity of vegetable

matter, yiehl a larger supply an<l a lietter quality

of milk than those supported upon more ordinary

provender. — The usual nuwle of preserving (.'. for

commercial nur|M)s<>s is by sailing them inime<li-

ately after they are caught, having first n-moved
the head, bowels, etc. Those which are canfulljr

•elected and salti-d with greater attention to their

whiteness, are usually calle<l liun fixh, and bring a

betUT price than such as are salted in bulk, with

little regard to the discoloration catued by imper-
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feet wasliing and draining before being packed.
Where facilities are a'fforded for drying, by an
adjacent shore, or by the construction of the ves-

sel, cod are cureii by drying alone, or with a very
small quantity of salt. This process requires sev-

eral days' exposure to sun and air, and, when skil-

fully conducted, keeps the fish, for an indefinite-

period, in a very desirable condition of whiteness
and freshness, both peculiarly advantageous to

the appearance of the fish at respectable tables.

C. thus cured are called stoc/c-Jis/i, and, before be-

ing cooked, require to be softened, by soaking in

water and pounding with a wooden mallet. — The
great rendezvous of the C. fish is on the Banks of
Newfoundland, and the other sand banks that lie

off the coasts of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, and
New England. They prefer those situations, by
reason of the quantity of worms produced in these
sandy bottoms, which tempt them to resort there
for food. But another cause of the particular
attachment the fish have to these spots is their
vicinity to the polar seas, where they return to
spawn : there they deposit their roes in full secu-
rity ; but want of food forces them, as soon as the
more southern seas are open, to repair thither for
subsistence. Few are taken to the north of Ice-
land, but they abound on its south and west coasts.
They swarm on the coasts of Norway, in the Bal-
tic, and off the Orkney and Western Isles ; after
Avhich their numbers decrease in proportion as
they advance towards the south. Before the dis-

covery of Newfoundland, the greater fisheries of
C. were on the seas of Iceland, and off the Wes-
tern Isles, which were the grand resort of ships
from all the commercial nations ; but the greatest
plenty was met with near Iceland. The spawn-
ing season, on the banks of Newfoundland, begins
about the month of March, and terminates in
June; consequently the regular period of fishing
does not commence before April, on account of
the storms, ice, and fogs ; and, indeed, many fish-

ermen consider the middle of May as sufficiently
early. After the month of June, C. commence
their migrations to other quarters, and, of course,
the fishing is suspended until the ensuing season.
During the months of April and May, fresh C. of
several species are caught, in considerable abun-
dance, on the Atlantic coast of the U. States, as far
south as the capes of Delaware, and perhaps still

more to the southward. At tins season, the mar-
kets of this countr^-^ are, for a short time, supplied
with this fine fish. The inhabitants of the north-
eastern cities, being near to the great fisheries,

and employing vessels built for the conveyance of
live fish, are liberally provided with all the luxu-
ries obtainable from this great gift of Providence.— For regulations and statistics of the C fishery,
see Fisheries.

American C. Fishing. Of the U. States, Massachusetts is

the most extensively engaged in the fishery, the principal
ports being those on Cape Cod, with Plymouth, Kingston,
Marblehead, Beverly, and Gloucester. Miinc comes next by a
long interval, the principal places engaged being Portland,
Wiscasset, Boothbay, Waldoborough, Belfast, Castine (employ-
ing more vessels than any other town in the State), and the
ports about Frenchman's Bay. Gloucester is the great fishing
port of the country. A few vessels from this town make win-
ter trip^, from three to five weeks in length, to the Western
bank, the number increasing after the beginning of February.
In this month al.-<o fishing commences on Georges bank (S. e'
of Massiichusetts), the trips averaging three or four weeks.
The Georges Heet is largest in March, begins to decrease in
April, and almost disappears in June. As the weather grows
milder and the Georges fleet dimiuislies, the Gloucester vessels
commence their trips to ttie fishing grounds off Cape Sable and
Cape North, in the Gulf of St Lawrence, and on the Western
Grand banks. The trips to the Grand bank rarely exceed 12
weeks in length, those to the Western banks 9 weeks. The
Cape Cod vessels do not engage in winter fishing. About five

sixths of them sail for the banks during the first half of April,

and make two trips, or "fares,"' arriving on their first fare

early in June, sailing again the last of that month, and arriv-

ing on their second fare the latter part of August or first of
September. The remaining sixth sail about the middle of
May, and make but one fare, arriving in August or September.
Provincetown vessels, however, all make one long trip to the
Grand bank, sailing in April, and sometimes prolonging their

stay until October. Marblehead and Beverly vessels that
make two fares arrive on their first fare in July or August,
and on their last in November. The vessels employed are
schooners of from 45 to 100 tons, averaging 60 or "0. The
number of the crew varies from 9 to 14, sometimes exceeding
the latter number. The bank fishermen all use dories, or flat-

bottomed boats, which are sent out, usually twice a day, a
short distance from the vessel, which lies at anchor on the
fishing ground The larger proportion (perhaps three fourths)

of the Massachusetts vessels use trawls, which are set and
hauled periodically. The trawl consists of a long line an-
chored and buoyed at each end, with books, generally several

liundred in number, adjusted at intervals. The trawlers use
dories about 15 ft. in length, usually carrying one for every
two men. The fishermen that use hand lines carry a dory 12^
ft. long for each man except the cook, and in the largest ves-

sels the "skipper,-' as the captain is called. Owing to the
strong tide on Georges tmnk, the fishermen do not use dories

there, but fish directly from the vessel. The Maine vessels

carry larger crews than those from Massachusetts, and use
hand lines. The trawlers use fresh bait, herring, mackerel, or
squid. The hand-liners use salted clams for the first of the
season, but afterwards usually obtain squid. The fish when
brought aboard the vessel are dressed and salted in the
hold. Upon arrival home they are taken out, washed,
and dried on flakes, or platforms of wicker-work, on the
shore. The process of dre.ssing them is reduced to system, and
is performed with great rapidity. The throater, usually a boy,
cuts the throat and rips them open ; the header removes the
entrails and the head ; the splitter splits the fish, removing a
portion of the backbone ; while the Salter piles them in tiers

and sprinkles them with salt. There are two principal meth-
ods of employing the crew. Under one system, a portion of
them, called sharesmen, take the ri.-k of the voyage and hire

the rest of the men. These shares number from one to five,

three or four being the usual number. There may be whole
shares or parts of shares, the latter occurring when a portion
of the compensation is at the risk of the voyage and the rest is

received in wages. The hired men receive from S 150 to #250
for one fare, and from * 200 to ? 300 for two fares. The cook
is usually paid from !f|! 50 to !* GO a month In settling the
yoyage, as it is termed, the skipper takes a small proportion of
the gross stock, generally 3 per cent. The " great general
supplies," consisting of salt, bait, dories, fishing tackle, etc.,

are then deducted ; the owners of the vessels next draw one
fourth : one eighth of what remains is paid for curing the fish ;

the provisions are then paid for ; and finally the wages of the
hired men are dcductj^l. AVhatever is still left is divided
among the sharesmen, the skipper drawing a share in addition
to his percentage. With fair success, the sharesmen will draw
about 45 per cent of the gross proceeds, though the propor-
tion varies of course according to circumstances, and they
sometimes fail to pay their expenses. This system is in use
on Cape Cod, and in Plymouth, Marblehead, and Beverly.

By the other method the owners equip the vessel, and buy the
fi.sh green upon her arrival, at the market price for the time
being. The crew receive half the proceeds, paying only half
of the bait bill and of the cook's wages, having left about 45
p<?r cent net, which in ves.«el8 that use trawls is generally
divided equally, but in the ca.sc of those that use hand lines is

commonly shared among the crewaccording to their respective

catch, or on the ' own hook lay.' This system is in vogue in

Gloucester. The Maine fishermen use the .same method, but
do not sell their fish until cured. The Nova Scotia vessels

mostly use trawls. The sharesmen, six or eight in number,
hire the boys and ordinary fishermen, and divide the proceeds
according to the system last described."— American Cyclo-

paedia.

Codilla, the coarse tow of flax and hemp.
Codiniac, a quince marmalade.
Cod-Line, an eightcen-thread line.

Codling, a small cod-fish.—A ^ind of apple

suited for cooking.
Cod-Liver OU, a fi.\ed oil obtained from the

fresh liver of the common cod, of which large

quantities are prepared upon the coasts of New-
foundland, Nova Scotia, and New England. Oil

bearing this name is also produced from the had-

dock, the coal-fish, the ling, and the hake. The
best oil is obtained by heating the livers, broken
up into a mass, by means of steam, to a tempera-
ture not exceeding 180°. The livers should be as

fresh as possible. This product is called sliore wl,
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and is the purest. If the livers are left till putre-

faction commences, oil ri^es to the surface, and
if rapidly taken off, is of second quality, being
known as straits oil. The residue left to putrefy
and then boiled constitutes the Umks oil, and is

offensive both in taste and odor. Sometimes the

oil is expressed, after heating the fresh livers .

the product being filtereil supplies a good variety

of the oil. Great use is made of cod-liver oil, and
especially of the coarser kinds, in the manufacture
of shoe-leather, which is most conveniently dressed

with this substance. But its most important eco-

nomical use is as a medicine. In what manner it

operates is not determineti, but it is said to be one
of the most valuable alteratives and restoratives

in cases of scrofula and consumption. In conse-

quence of its great value as a drug, the article is

frequently adulterated with other fi.xeil oils of ani-

mal origin, and sometimes with fixed vegetable

oils. Exact chenncal analysis might detect some
of these adulterations, but unfortunately the pro-

cess, if possible, is exceedingly delicate and uncer-

tain. The following are, according to the best

authorities, the most trustworthy tests : — The sp.

?r. of genuine oil ranges lx.'tween .Olo^and .9195 at

2°. Shark-liver oil, which is said to be substi-

tuted for the genuine article, is reported to have
the sp. gr. of .806. — Genuine codliver oil does not

congeal at 14°.— The sulphuric acid test. A drop
of this acid gives a centrifugal movement to the

oil, a'nd a fine violet color, passing to a j'ellowish

or brownish red. Sometimes the color is red at

once.— The nitric acid test. This acid when agi-

tated with the oil gives a pinkish or rose-red color,

afterwards l»ecoming brown.— The sensible qual-

ities of wlor and taste. //«/>. duty, brown, or

crude, or in barrels, or for tanners' use, 20 per cent

;

medical preparation, 40 per cent.

Cod-Roe3, the melt or spawn of the cod-flsh,

alted and dried, which is shipped from Norway
to France, to the extent of 20,000 to .30,000 barrels,

and used as a ground bait, chiefly in the Bay of

Biscay.
Coffee (Dutch, Lofif, kojjibooneit ; Ger. Koffe.

Kojftloltnen ; It. and I'ort. ctiffif ; Fr. and Sp. ra/i<|

is the berry of the Coffea Aralnca, an evergreen
shrub, with an erect slender trunk, in height from
8 to 15 feet, and having long flexible branches.

The flower resembles that of the common jasmine,

•nd the fruit is like a small ml cherry, enclosing

within a soft pulp the two oval seinls familiar to

every one as the coffee-l»ean of commerce. The
hrub begins to pro<luce fruit when about 2 years
old, and yields, according to its age and size, from
1 to 4 or 5 IIm. ; but the quality of the produce
from young plants is inferior to that from such as

•re 4 or 5 years old. C only 2 or 3 ntonths from
the tree is not so good as that which has lK>en kept
• year; but when older it iKconu-s dcterioratt-*!.

When of gcKxl quality, the sikmIs or beans are hard
•nd heavy, sink quickly in water, are of a liglit

yellowish-green color, sweetish taste, possess in a
slight degree the pe<-uliar o<lor of coffee, and are
free from any tiamp smell. The American lH>ans

are larger than those from the East. Ik-fore Wing
used for doiiK'stic purpos4-s they are roasted, a pro-

cesi by which they are increased to nearly twice
tlielr original sizi>, while they lose aliout one third
of their weight. C. is vi-ry apt to inibiU- moisture,
or the flavor of any thing jilaced near it ; much
attention is therefon- necessary in packing it on
board ship or oiherwiM-. The early history of C.

as an economical pHNluct is inrolveil in consider-

able olwcurity. Its use as a beverage reenis to

liave been prevalent among tlie Abyuinians from

the most remote period, and in Arabia the bever-

age when first intnMluced (about the lieginning of

the 15th century) only supplanted a preparation
from the leaves of the Cthiaiius edulis. Its j)eiuliar

property of (li»»ipating drowsiness and preventing
sleep was taken advantage of in connection with
the pn)l<»nge«l religious services of the Mahome-
tans, and its use as a devotional antiso]>oriflc

stirred up a fierce opjyosition on the part of the

strictly orthodox and conservative section of the
priests. Though all manner of devic-es were
adopted to check its growth, the C'.-<lrinking habit

spread rapidly among the Arabian Mahometans,
and the growth of V. as well as its use as a na-

tional beverage l)ecame as inseparably associated

with Arabia as tea is with China. For alKjut two
centuries the entire supply of Jie world, which,

however, was then limite<l, was obtained from the

?rov. of Yemen in S. Arabia, where the ciK-brated

. locha or Mokha is still cultivated. The knowl-
edge of and taste for C. spread but slowly out-

wards from Arabia Felix, and it was not till the

10th century that C'.-houses were estal)lishe«l in

Constantinople. After the lapse of another cen-

tury C. reaclie<l Eng-
land, a C'.-house hav-

ing been opened in

London in 1052. A
Turkey merchant, of

the name of Edwards,
having brought along
with him from the

Levant some bags of

C, and a Greek ser-

vant accustomed to

make it, his hou.se

was thronged with
visitors to see and
taste this new sort of

liquor; and, wishing
to gratify his friends

without putting him-
self to inconvenience,
heallowedhisseryant

j^^ g^ -Corrcs Piast.
to make and si'll C.

publicly. In consequence of this permission, the lat-

ter opened a Chouse m Newman's Court, Cornhill.

Garraway's was the first house ojHMied after the
great fire in 1000. Charles II. attemptetl, by a
proclamation issued in 1076, to suppress C.-houses,

on the ground of their l>eing resorted to by
disaffecte<I persons, who " devise<l and spread
abroad divers false, malicious, and scandal-

ous reports, to the defamation of his Majisty's
goveniment, and to the disturbance of the peace
and quiet of the nation." The opinicm of the

Judges having l>een taken as to the legality

of Uie procee<ling, they resolve<l, " That retailing

v. might Ik- an inno<ent trade ; but as it was used
to nourish se<lition, spread lies, and scandalize (p-mt

turn, it might also Ih- a common nuisance !
" M. de

la Roque mentions that the use of C. was intro-

duce«l into France Ix'tween 1040 and 1000; and he
further states that the first Chouse for the sale

of <-offee in France was opened at Marseilles, in

1671. It was hanlly, however, known, except to

a few travellers who'had visiteil the East, till 1G0J»,

when it was intn>«liice«l to the Wst society in I'aris

by Solyman Atra, ambassador from the (irand

Si'ignior to Ix>ui8 XIV. It immediately Id^anie

fa*hi<mable ; and the taste for it having U-en

quickly <]iffuse<i, a C-house was ,>p<-ne<l for its

sale in 1072, which, in no long time, had several

competitors. Some time lietween 1«W0 and KJ90

tlte Dutch planted in the vicinity of Bauvia C-
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beans they had procured from Mocha. In 1690

they sent a plant to Europe; and it was from
berries obtained from this plant that the first C.

plantations in the West Indies and Surinam were

derived. The cultivation of C. is now general

throughout all civilized regions of the tropical

world. In point of quantity Brazil heads the list

of C.-growing countries, its annual produce prob-

ably exceeding that of all other localities com-
bined. It is calculated that no less than 530,000,-

000 C. trees are at present flourishing throughout

the empire. In 1878 more than 2,000,000 bags,

each containing 160 lbs., were exported from Bra-

zil ; and the U. States alone absorb upwards of

200,000,000 lbs. of Brazilian C. annually. The
other principal American localities for C.-growing

are Costa Rica, Guatamala, Venezuela, Guiana,
Peru, and Bolivia, with Jamaica, Cuba, Porto
Ilico, and the West India islands generally. In
the East, the principal C. region, following Brazil

in amount, but much superior in the quality of

their produce, are Java and Ceylon. The annual
produce of Java reaches to about 130,000,000 lbs.

;

and for Ceylon about 100,000,000 lbs. is annually
exported. The culture of C. is an important and
rapidly growing feature in S. India, and it is also

prosecuted in Sumatra, Reunion, Mauritius, and
S. Arabia, and on the W. coast of Africa. The
present annual production of the world has been
estimated to amount at no less than 1,000,000,000
lbs., principally consumed in the following coun-
tries :

—
Total import of C. Average
for consumption, per tiead.

Holland 72,395,800 21.001b.
Denmark 26,0*5,652 1.3.89"
Belgium 49,771,000 13 48"
Norway 17,636,080 9.80"
Switzerland 18,779,500 703"
Sweden 26,555,213 6.11"
United States 309,956,493 6.05"
France 98,6*5,000 2.73"
Austria 76,876,576 2.13 "

Greece 2,131,337 1.42"
GreatBritain 32,330,928 100"
Italy 28.511,560 100"
Russia (European) 14,740,920 19 "

Hamburg (Germany) 178,715,936 ?

In the London market the established distinc-
tions relate— first, to qualities, as " fine," " mid-
dling," "ordinary," "low," and "triage," the last
being broken and damaged seeds ; and secondly,
to localities of production. In New York, the
grades are expressed by the terms prime, good,
fair, and ordinary; and the places of production
(as much as can be judged from relative prices)
rank as follows : — Mocha, Java (Padang) »
Singapore, Ceylon (native), Laguayra, Manilla,
Maracaibo, Costa Rica, Mexico, Brazil, and St.
Domingo. — Shape, size, and color of seeds are the
principal elements whicii determine the commer-
cial value of C. Shape is related to the particular
part of the plant upon which the seed grows ; size
and succulence correspond with the nature of the
locality of growth; and color has reference to
the degree of maturity attained by the fruit at
the time of gathering. The highly-prized variety
known as i^aberry is the result of "the coalescence
of a single rounded seed, usually of small size
whence the name.

'

* The U. States consumes about three fourths of the entire
Bhipment of C. from the State of Padang (Sumatra), and com-
paratively little straight Java C. finds its way hither, the Su-
matra bean being called Java throughout all" branches of the
trade in this country.

Regarding the famous Arabian C. and the Engligh marlcet
Mr. W. G. Palgrave,in his Central and f'jxstern Arabia , ha.s the
following remarks :— " The best C, Jet cavillers say what they
will, is that of Yemen, commonly called Mokha, from the
main port of exportation. Now I shall be sorrj- to incur a
lawsuit for libel or defamation from our wholesale or retail

tradesmen ; but were the particle not prefixed to the countless
labels in London shop windows, that bear the name of the Red
Sea haven, they would be more trustworthy than they are
now. Very little, so little indeed as to be quite unappre-
ciable, of the Mokha or Yemen berrj- ever finds its way
westward of Constantinople. Arabia it.«elf, Syria, and Egypt,
consume fully two-thirds, and the remainder is almost ex-
clusively absorbed by Turkish and Armenian oesophagi. Nor
do these last get for their share the best or the purest. Before
reaching the harbors of Alexandria, Jaffa, Beyrout, <S:c., for
farther importation, the northern bales have been, while yet
in their way, afted and resifted, grain by grain, and whatever
they may have contained of the hard, rounded, half-transpar-
ent, greenish-brown berry, the only one really worth roasting
and pounding, has been carefully picked out by experienced
fingers ; and it is the less generous residue of flattened, opaque,
and whitish grains which alone or almost alone, goes on
board the shipping. So constant is this selecting process that
a gradation, regular as the degrees in a map, may be ob-
served in the quality of Mokha, that is, Yemen C even within
the limits of Arabia itself, in proportion as one approaches to
or recedes from Wadi Nejran and the neighborhood of Mecca,
the first stage of the radiating mart."
" The successful culture of the C. plant in any portion of the

XJ. States is exceedingly problematical. There is a constant
demand for plants for experimental purposes, which the De-
partment is unable to supply, owirg to the difficulty of procur-
ing fresh seed. It is barely possible that in S. California, or in
S. Florida, localities may be found where it may succeed : but
these are the only region? where further experiments in C -cul-

ture need be made. Authorities on C -production very gener-
ally coincide in the opinion that it cannot be profitably grown
in any climate where the temperature falls as low as 50P F. at
any period of the year. Since the introduction of C-culturo
in Liberia, attention ha.s been directed to the superior size of
the berry produced in that country. For a time it was sup-
posed to be one of the varieties of Coffra Arnbira, of which
several are known to exist in Abyssinia and Central Africa;
but more recent investigations have placed it as a distinct
species, which has been named Coffea Librrica. Efforts are
now being made to introduce this species into C.-growing re-

gions, on account of its supposed immunity from the rust, a
fungoid disease that has greatly impaired the value of the C.-

crop in some of the best plantations in various parts of the
world. This Liberian species is said to be of larger and of
more robust growth than any other cultivated kind. Whether
it will prove to be hardier, or mature its fruit in climates of
lower temperature, remains to be seen." (Report of the Com-
missioner of Agriculture, 1876.)

The physiological and dietetic value of C de-

pends principally upon the alkaloid caffeine wliich

it contains. Its commercial value is, however, de-

termined by the amount of the aromatic oil, caf-

feone, which develops in it by the process of roast-

ing. By prolonged keeping it is found that the
riclmess of any seeds in this peculiar oil is increased,

and with increased aroma the C.also yields blander
and more mellow beverage. Stored C. loses weight
at first with great rapidity, as much as 8 per cent
having been found to dissipate in the first year of
keeping, 5 per cent in the second, and 2 per cent
in the third ; but such loss of weight is more
than compensated by improvement in quality, and
consequent enhancement in value. In the process
of roasting C.-seeds swell up by the liberation of

gases within their substance,— their weight de-

creasing m proportion to the extent to which the

operation is carried. Roasting is an operation of
the greatest nicety, and one, moreover, of a cru-

cial nature, for equally by insufficient and by ex-

cessive roasting much of the aroma of the C is

lost, and its infusion is neither agreeable to the
palate or exhilarating in its influence. The
roaster must judge of the amount of heat re-

quired for the adequate roasting of different qual-

ities ; and, while that is variable, the range of roast-

ing temperature proper for individual kinds is

only narrow. In France, it is the custom to roast
in small quantities, and thus the whole charge is

well under the control of the roaster ; but in
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America large roasts are the rule, in dealing with
which much difficulty is exiH-riericed in protlucing

uniform torrefaction, and in stopping the process at

the pr()i>er moment. The roasting of V. »hould be
done as short a time as practicable Ixfore the grind-

ing for use, and as ground C. especially parts rapidly

with its aroma, the grinding should only be done
when C. is al>out to \>e preparetl. Any ground V.

which may Ik- kept should Im? rigidly excludetl fn)m
the air. The prevailing fault of the C. made in

America is its want of strength and flavor. The
C'.-pot shoulil l>e heated previously to putting in

the v., which may be done by means of a little boil-

ing water. The conmion practice of boiling C. is

quite unnecessary, for all its flavor and aroma is

readily extracteil by Ujiling hot water. Indeed,

all the useful and agrei'able matter in C. is very
soluble, it comes off with the first waters of infu-

sion, and nee<is no boiling. Should prejudice,

however, induce the housewife or cook to boil her
C. it should be only just simmered for a minute,
as long or violent boiling injures it considerably.

When C. is prepareil in a common pot, the latter

being first made hot, the boiling water should be
'poure<i over the powder, and not, as is commonly
the plan, put in first. It should then be kept
stirred for 4 or 5 minutes, when a cup should be
poured out and returned again, and this openition

repeated 3 or 4 times, after which, if allowed to

repose for a few minutes, it will generally become
fine of itself. In all cases, where a percolator is

not used, the liquid should be well stirred up sev-

eral times before finally covering it up to settle

for use. Amongst the various description of C.-pots

in use we may mention those of French make, con-

sisting of two cylindrical vessels, the upper having
a metal strainer, on which the ground C. is placed,

and through which the clear infusion runs into

the lower one. C. is sometimes clarified by adding
a shred of isinglass, a small pieoe of clean eel or
sole skin, or a spoonful of white of egg. An ex-

cellent plan, conmion in France, is to place the
essel containing the made C. ui>on the hearth,
and to sprinkle over its surface half a cupful of

cold water, which from its greater gravity de-

scends, and carries the " foulness " with it. An-
other plan sometimes adopted is to wrap a cloth,

prcviouslv dipfRHJ into cold water, round the
t'.-pot. This method is commonly practist-*! by
the Arabians and rapidly clarifies the liquor, un-
less a very large quantity of chicory is present
It should be recollecte<l that the use of isinglass,

white of egg, and all like artificial finings, remove
much of the astringency and vivacity of the
liquor. The Fren<-h, whi> are remarkable fi>r the
superior quality of their <.'., generally allow one
ounce to each large ^'.-cupful of water, and thev
use the C. Injth newly ground and freshly roasti"*!.

A shred of saffron, or a little vanilla, is fn-quently
added, whilst the tn-rcolating ''.-{tot is generally
employed. — C. U-Iongs to the medicinal or auxil-

larfT class of frxxl substances, U'ing solely valua-
ble for its stimulant efTe<-t u|M>n the nervous and
Tastrular system It pnxluri-* a finding of buoy-
ancy ami exhilaration comparable to a <-ertain

stage of alcoholic intoxication, but which does not
end in deprt.>«si(m an<l collai>»(>. It increas«>s the

frequency of the puUe. lightens the sensation of

fatigue, and it sustains the strength under nro-

longe<I and muscular exertion. Tlie value of its

hot infusion un<ler the rigors of arctic cold has
been demonstrateil in the experience of all an-tic

explorers, and it is scarcely less useful in tropical

regions, where it beneficially stimulates the action

of the skin.

Aduiliraltnn. Thr prinripal >ub*lKor«« uied for the pur-
ponct of aUultpratton art raraiuvl, rcxulnl chicory, r<*M«l
loriul WaTrn, roaslnl com, ke. If you roDtr«»t C. with rlitc-

ory, we st ooce trv thr ra»t auiwiioriiy of lh« fonnrr orer the
latter, thuf : — ('. i* the fruit of a trre, wbiltt chicory b the
rvot of an berbareou* plant, and It U well knovn that more
Tirtue* exiiit In fruila and (red* than in rood (' conlaini

three actire prinrlplm, Tii an es*entul Ml, caflria, and tannic
acid, and tbe*e rxrrriw a powerful influence on the Mdem,
retardinK the waste of the tiuucii nf the hodv, excltinic the

brain t<> Incmwed artlrily, and exhilaratlnR without inloiical-

ing. Chicory contain* none of thr>e con»tituentj C ewrt*
on the ryitem blKhly beneficial phv»iological effrcu ; chicory
poaaesies medicinal pniprrlie*. which are not de»ir«ble in an
article of food. Chicory, therefore, 1* Tcry objectionable, and
when a dealer *elU
a mixture of coffee

and chicory for

pure ('., a« i« al-

most inrariably the
cam-, he i» {(u"*7

of ftelllni; an adul-

tiTaled article, and
ought to be pun-
ii>hed accordingly.

The adulteration
with caramel or
chicory may read-

ily be detected as
followd : — 1. A
apoonful of pure C
placed l^ntly on
the Ruriitce of a
(flawi of cold water
will float for some
time, and Marcely ^ j

color the liquid ; If /'
it contains caramel
or chicory, it will

rapidly abHorb the

water, and, sinking
to the bottom of
the glass, commu-
nicate a reddish-
brown tint as It

falls. Another method of applying this tost Is by expertly shak-

ing a spoonful of the suspected ('. with a winr-glaMful of cold

water, and then placing the glass upon the table If it is pure,

it will rise to the surface, and scarcely color the liquid ; but If

caramel or chicorr b present, it will sink to the bott^im, and
the water will be tinged of a deep red as l>efore 2. Tlie browo
color of decoction or infunion of roasted (' become* greenish

when treated with a per-valt of Iron ; and a brownlfbgreen,
flocculent precipitate is formed The color of chicory i« only
deepened, but not otherwise altered, and no preclpilate U
foniied under the same treatment A mixture of chicory and
coffee retains a brownish-yellow color alter the prerlpliare haa
sutxlded. and the liquid appears brownish yellow by refracted

light. The addition of a little weak ammonia water aids tba
(ubaidence of the precipitate. 8 L'nder the mlcrnscoi* (•«>•

Chicobt) the presence of chicory may he rradilv detected by

the slae, form, and ready separation of the cells of the cellular

Usstte, and by tbe prevenre and abundance of tl>e pitted tissue

or dotted ducts, which are absent from ('., and by the siie of

the spiral ressels which are Tery small In ('. The most charac-

teristic stnicture, howeTer. and that by which chicory can h«
easily iden lifted, is the lactiferous tissue Koasted com, and
other amylaceous substance*, may also be delected. In tht
une way, by the peculiar siie ami character of their starch-

grains l'nder the microscope the berry Is seen to consist of

a hani, tough tissue, that resists eren long staking The tests

coTerIng the Iwrry is maile of lengthened cells with obllqu*

marking* resting on a thin membrane, almost structurrU**».

Tbfw* oblique marking* of the cells are s<i characteristic as to

render the cells illstinguishsblc fh»m erery other tissue. Th«
rahalaora of the »>erry con«l«ts (Fig. 5*1) of angular cells, each
one of which contain* minute drop* of oil. This oil is in

•ome n>e«*ure driTen off during the procea* of rnasting, which,
however, leave* the structure unimpaired when it Is not

eharrsd - Knasted corn, beans, kc, may be delectol by lh«

cold decoction striking a blue color with tincture of iodlna.

Pur* C U merely dwpencd a little In color by this sub-

•tane*.
Amrrintn tntilt. C. r«nk* areood In the order of Tains

among Import* Into the L'. State*. Theiw were Imported dur-

ing the U year* tmta WA to IKf*. Incln-lre, l.(iUt,<ST.44.'. lb*,

of f •. and during the f, year* frmn 1«74 to 187H, InelusiT*,

l,AK4,V>3.»»«l»i* ,*n lncT«i*eoffi««.»V..241 Ih* . or « 42 pw
rent. The quantity Imported from aacb foreign country la

1878, was as follows :
—

Fig. 91.—Microscopic Appearascs
OP Corpes.
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Countries.

Brazil
Venezuela
Dutch Kast Indies

Central American States

Hiyti
Mexico
United States of Colombia
British West Indies and Honduras.
England
British East Indies

China
Netherlandn
Hawaiian Islands
Liberia
Chili

Porto Rico
Dutch West Indies and Guiana
British Possessions in Africa
All other ports in Africa
Spanish Possessions, all other.
All other countries

Total 309,882,540 100.00

Quantities.

Pounds.
211,654,160
38,623,291
14,573,766

13,868,955
12,813,113
6,337,063
5.931,709

2,340,187

1,309,785

1,269,557
331,893
156,034
150,194
107,500
106,356
105,856
44,939
36,794
33,452
32,125
55,811

Per cent
of total.

68.30
12.46

4.70
4 48
4.13
2.04

1.91

076
042
0.41
0.11

005
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.01

0.01

0.01
0.01
0.02

The exports of C. in 1878 were 12,821,426 lbs., valued »2,-
086,366.

Quantities and values of C. retained in the U. States for con-
sumption, and estimated consumption per capita o/ population
during the years 1830, 1840, 1850, 1860, and from 1870 to 1878
inclusive:—

1830.
1840.
1850.
1860.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.

Retained for home con-
sumption.

Pounds.
38,363,687
86,297,761

129,791,466
182,049,527

253,571,665
294,9.30,949

239,735,830
401,975,241
285,569,219
317.017,310
338,548,996
332,005,637
309,956,493

Dollars.

3,180,479
7,615,824
9,918,472

19,615,106
25,630,715
29,428,698

26,140,340
58,051,714
55,034,302
50,448,852
56,825,513
53,634,199
51,914,622

Consump-
tion per
capita.

Pounds.
3.0
6.05
5.55
5.8

6.6

75
59
9.6

6.7

7.2

7.5
7.1

6.5

Statement of Stock at all Ports {not including California,
which see San Francisco), Irf January, 1879:—

At New York, of Brazil bags 106" of Maracaibo 3," of Laguayra 2," of St. Domingo 3,
" of SaTanilla 2," of Angostura 1," of Jamaica
" of African
" of Costa Rica
" of Mexican
" of Curasao
" of Java mats 22," of Singapore 6

for

Total at New York pkgs 149,266
At Baltimore — Brazil 35 227

New Orleans— Brazil, etc 6',605

Other ports— Brazil, etc 21,190

Total pkgs. 212,278

Total weight tons U 535
Stock, Jan. 1,1878 13",181

1,646Decrease in stock.... tons.

Yearly Average Price per 100 lbs. in the New York Market of
Fair to Prime Cargoes of Brazil C. :—

1878 «16.51 1868 $15 73
1877
1876
1875
1874
1873
1872
1871
1870
1869

19.72
17.97

19.01

21.08
19.99
18.42

15 91
16.33

15.82

1867.
1866.
1865.
1864.
1863.
1862.
1861.
1860.

1869.

17.24
18.66
20.65
42.49
3118
2301
14.01

13 60
11.61

1858 $10.96
1857.
1856.
1855.
1854.
1853.
1852.
1851.
1860.

11.04

11.03i
10.41

10.41

9.77
8.84

9 41

10.79

Yearly average prices of other C. at New York for 8 years :—
1878. 1877. 1876.

Java (Padang) »22 48 S23.82 S21.57
Maracaibo and Laguayra 15.62 18.92 17 02
St. Domingo 13.34 16.40 1518

Not many years ago it was held that the consumption of C.

had very nearly, if not quite, overtaken the production, and
prices in consequence advanced until they were far above any-
thing before known since the bean became an article of com-
merce. The extraordinary returns received by the planter of late
years were incentives to an extension of the culture of the tree

;

and now it seems that, with multiplied plantations in many
of the C-growing countries, production, as a whole, is again
not only well abreast of consumption, but even some steps in
advance of it, and a return to the extreme values, such as ruled
for the lustrum ending with 1877, cannot be expected in the
immediate future, or until the consuming world again over-

takes and outstrips the yield of the producing countries. At
the same time there is even less probability of a return to the
low level of market values that ruled in the decade ending with
1850. — Imp. duty. C. was taken from the free list August 6,

1861, and a duty imposed of 4 cents per lb. ; duty increased
Dec. 25, 1861, to 5 cents per lb. ; duty reduced Jan. 1, 1871,
from 5 cents to 3 cents per lb. ; and duty abolished July 1, 1872.

Coffee-Biggin, a coffee-pot with a flannel bag
(now generally replaced by a wire-strainer) to con-

tain the ground-coffee through which the boiling

water is poured.
Coffee-Canister, a tinned receptacle for hold-

ing ground roasted coffee.

Coffee-Filter, a straining machine for clearing
coffee when prepared as a beverage. See Perco-
lator.
Coffee (Essence of), a highly concentrated

infusion of coffee, prepared by percolation with
boiling water, gently and quickly evaporated to

about i or J of its bulk, and mixed with a thick
aqueous extract of chickory and syrup of burnt
sugar, so as to give the whole the consistence of
treacle. The proportions of the dry ingredients
should be,— coffee, 4 parts ; chickory, 2 parts

;

burnt sugar (caramel) 1 part. It should be kept
in well-corked bottles in a cool place. This prep-
aration is very convenient for making extempora-
neous coffee ; but the beverage so made, though
superior to much of that sold at coffee-houses, is

inferior in flavor, aroma, and piquancy, to that we
are accustomed to drink at home. Much of the
so-called "Essence of Coffee" is simply treacle
and burnt sugar, flavored with coffee.

Coffee-Iieaves. The leaves of the coffee-tree

contain caffein in larger proportion than the seeds
themselves, and their use as a substitute for tea
has frequently been suggested. Its leaves are ac-
tually so used at Sumatra, but being destitute of
any attractive aroma such as is possessed by both
tea and coffee the infusion is not palatable.

Coffee-Mill, a hand-mill in which roasted cof-

fee-berries are ground by passing between the ser-

rated surfaces of opposed steel rollers.

Coffee-Pot, a metal vessel in which ground cof-

fee is boiled or infused.

Coffee-Pulper, a machine for preparing coffee-

berries for shipment, by removing the pulp and
parchment.
Coffee-Roaster, a tradesman who prepares the

raw coffee-berries for use.— Also the revolving
machine in which coffee is roasted.

Coffer, a chest. — A lock for receiving a barge.
Coffer-Dam [Fr. batardeau ; Ger. Fanydamin], a

water-tight enclosure, within which the construc-
tion of hydraulic works, such as the foundations
of bridges, pier, or quay, can be securely carried
on.

Coffin [Fr. cercueil; Ger. Sarxf], a wooden or
other shell or receptacle for the dead. Although
usually made of wood or lead, C. have been made
of glass and slate.— In printing, tlie wooden frame
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Fig 92. -Coo AXD Laxterx
Wheels.

enclosing the composing-stone.— In milling, one of
the sockets in the eye of the runner, which receives
the ends of the driver.

CoflBn-Pumiture, the handles, metal orna-
ments, etc., affixed to a coffin for decoration,
which are usually white or black, though occa-
sionally gilt.

Cog-Wheel is a toothed wheel whose teeth,
consisting of cotjs or pieces of wood inserted into

mortises in the face
of tiie wheel, mash
into the teeth of an-
other wheel, so as

to receive or impart
motion. There are
many varieties of
C- \V. The one rep-

resented in Fig. 92,

usually calle<i rat/

or sprocket wheel,
conununicates mo-
tion to anotlier

wheel perpendicu-
lar to it, and wiiich,

from its peculiar
form, is called lan-

tern wheel.

Cognac. See
Br.\xdy.

Cog-"Wood, a
name for the Lau-

rus cMoroxylon, which from its durability in water
is used in the West Indies for mill-framing and
cog-wheels.

Cohoug, the Chinese name for a company.
CoifiTure, the French name for head-dress, coif-

feur being a hair-dresser.

Coil, lead pipe, rope, chain, etc., curled or wound
up in a series of rings, for convenience of handling
or packing.

Coin, a piece of metal, most commonly gold,

silver, copper, or nickel, stamped by authority, and
made current as money. See Money.
Coinage. See Mint.
Coining-Press, a powerful lever screw, for

impressing devices, legends, etc., on current coin,

medals, etc.

Coir, the commercial name of the short fibre

obtained from the dry husk or covering of the
cocoa-nut, which is largely used in the manuf. of
cordage, matting, etc., and to stuff l>eds, chair-

bottoms, etc. Fn)m Ceylon alone more than (M),-

000 cwt. is ship|)ed annually. The varieties of C.

entering the market are C yam, C. junk, and V.

fibre. The goodness of C. depends on the fineness

of the filaments, and nn their Iwing of a bright
yellow color. V. cables are much use<i in mer-
chant vessels, the C. rope having been employe<l
in India for ages. The ropo is so light that it

fioats on the water; and a C. hawser ought to be
kept in every vessel, since if a small l><>at is at-

tached to it, and let down when a man falls over-

board, it gives him greater facilities for saving life

than any other means. Fresh water is said to rot

C, and the rope snaps easily in frosty weather.
C. rop«'8 are therefore unsuiuble for low latitudes.

The rope, however, in sea water and high lati-

tudes is actually strengtheiie<l and rendertnl more
elastic by exposure. Imp. duty, C. and C yam,
free. See Mat and Mattino.
Coke, the carbonaceous residue produceil when

coal is 8ubjccte<l to a strong reel heal, out of con-

tact with the air, until the volatile constituents

are driven off. It consists essentially of carlwn,

the so-called fixed carbon, together with the incom-

bustible matters or ash contained in the coal from
which it is derived. In addition to these it almost
invariably contains small quantities of hydnjgen,
o.xygen, and nitrogen, the whole, however, not e.x-

ceeding 2 or .'1 per cent. It also contains water,
the amount of which may vary considerably ac-

cording to the method of manufacture. When
produced rapidly an<l at a low heat, as in gas-mak-
ing, it is of a dull black color, and a loose s|K)ngy
or ])umice-like texture, and ignites with com[)ar-
ative ease, though less readily than bituminous
coal, so that it may be burnt in open fire-places

;

but when a long-continued heat is use<l, as in the
preparation of C". for iron and steel melting, the
product is hard and dense, is often prismatic in

structure, has a brilliant semi-metallic lustre and
silvery-gray color, is a goo<l conductor of heat
and electricity, and can only be burnt in furnaces
provided with a strong chinmey-draught or an ar-

tificial blast. The strength and cohesive ]iroj>er-

ties are also intimately related to the nature and
composition of the coals employed, which are said

to be caking or non-caking according to the com-
pact or fragmentary character of the C. produced.
C. is used for all purposes where a smokeless fire

is required, as, for instance, in drying malt or hops,

or in raising steam in locomotives within the lim-

its of towns, also for producing strong local heat,

as in melting metals (gold, silver, brass, or steel)

in crucibles in air furnaces. In blast furnaces its

value depends upon the difficulty of combustion,
so that the particles keep their own form until

the}' reach the proper places of combustion at the

point of entry of the blast in the lower part of the

furnace. Fine ground C. is used mixed with clay

for making crucibles for steel melting, and also

for filling the hearths of blast furnaces in many
German smelting-works. Apart from its conven-

ience for special purposes, V. is not an economical
fuel, the useful heating effect being about the

same as that of an equal weight of coal. This
circumstance has led to the nearly general aban-
donment of C. and the substitution of raw coal

as fuel in locomotive engines on railways. Imp.
duty, 25 per cent.

The ConneUsvtlU Coke Region. Of the roklnf; re»\ fleldn of
the U. ."^tateii, the mcMt Important U the ConnellrTille. It U
Hituatcd in the 8.W of PcnnitylTanU, lyiuK mainl\ in theroun-
tie* of Westmoreland and Fayette, and some GO to 00 ni. from
I'itUburgh. The fleld occupied a triangle M>me 3 m. wide and
fiO m. long. alrnoKt without a fault, the l>ed< yieldlni; from 8 to

9 feet of workable rnal. The rflnliiiuatioD of the lMtlMliur|;h

area of the l>ed with the ConnellnTllle area in broken off l)y the
YoUKhioKheny, the t>eil taking an upward rourM> and deacend-

infc aicain, the intcrmeiliate portion tx-inK 'wrpt away. Tliii

haa led to a (Mtpular belief tiiat the Im-<I at ConnclUTille 1« dif-

ferent fhim the t>e<l at PittKhurgh, but rareful nunrevi hare
enublliihed their Identity. It in a fart, however, that at PitU-

bunch thin bed ix not In the bent rondillon, while at Oonnellii-

Tllle it Ik at ita larKext nlze and flneiit quality In the ConDello-
Tllle banln. the roni ranfceii from K to 11 feet in thirkneM, with

one iiniall »l»te parttnic the " IwarinK In »late "' 18 Inrhea al>OTe

the floor The roof la only pii»»able ; room* ran only be run
12 fcet wide, and the pillars leR will aTera|^< 10 feet, a large

amount of which In lont In drawing. The tlonr i» eten and
quiet, and the coal of a remarkably good and uniform charac-

ter, doft and eaully minetl. The coal In liituminoun, with gen-

erallv a dull reainoun luxtre, alternating with noaiun of bright,

hining cryotallimi coal, coated with a yellowl»h »ilt. It con-

talnii numeroun particIeK of iilate, and nome cryntal* of pyrife«.

It U compact, with a temlency to break up into cul>e« Such
a coal, (h>m the mine* of .Mewrs If. <'. Krlck A Co , at Ilmad
Fond, 1« taken by the Pennnyli^anla (leologlcal Purvey ax the

typical coal of the ConnelliiTlllo baxin. The f. from tlii* n-
gloD 1« of a »ilTery luntre, cellular, with a metallic ring, tena-

rloUD, coni|)an»tl»ely free ffom Impuntlen, and capable of liear-

Ing a heavy bunlcn in the furnace. It* ponwity and ability to
" mand up " in the furnace are what have given it mrh a rep-

utation for a blant-furnace fuel, and ban cn-aie.! «uch demand
for it for mixing with Anthracite ami Hitunilnou« coal In the

Kaat and Weat, e«pecially where ao open iron, such aa u lued

In the Bewemer proceM, li needed.
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In coking the coal, the beehive oven is in universal use in the

Connellsville region. These ovens vary, at the different works,

from 11 to 12 feet in diameter, and from 5 to 6 feet in height.

The working is very simple. The coal is dumped through an
opening in the crown of the furnace, and spread evenly on the

floor, to the average depth of 2 feet for 48-hour C, and 2J feet

for 72-hour. The front opening, through which the C. is dis-

charged, is at first nearly closed with brick, luted with loam.

The heat of the oven from the previous coking fires the charge,

and as the coking progresses the air is more and more shut off

by luting the openings, and finally closing the roof openings.

The average charge is 100 bushels of coal at 76 lbs., and the

yield in C. , 120 bushels at 40 lbs., making the percentage yield

63, or 1.6 tons of coal to 1 ton of C. The average time of coking
is 48 hours, with 72 hours for that burned over Sunday ; 24-

hour C. is sometimes made. The 72-hour C. is firmer C. than
either of the others, but it is questionable whether it is a bet-

ter furnace C. When the C. is thoroughly burned, the door
is removed, and the C. is cooled by water thrown in from a
hose, and then drawn.
The statistics of this trade are surprising. The manufacture

began in the winter of 1841-2 According to the latest infor-

mation we have, there are 3,668 ovens in the Connellsville re-

gion, and nearly all are in operation. The annual product at

present Is about 1,500,000 tons.

Coke-Oven. See Coke.
Coker-Canvas, a kind of sail-cloth made in

Crewkerne, Somersetshire, England.
Coker-Nut, a modern mode of spelling cocoa-

nut, in commercial circles, in order to make a
broader distinction between the numerous articles

spelt much in the same manner.
Colaga, a variable Eastern grain-measure ; that

used in Canara is nearly equal to a bushel ; in

Seringapatam it is 11 bushels; in Bangalore it is

but 11 lbs. 13 oz. 6J drachms. It is also called a
coodoni, and is divided into four buUalis.

Colander, a metal or earthenware strainer.

Colchester. See Gre.\t Britain.
Colchicum,Meado'w Saffron, the dried corms

or bulbs, and also the seeds of C. autumnale, used
in medicine, and forming the base of almost all

the advertised gout-nostrums. It is, however, an
active poison, and its administration requires care.

Colcothar, a chemical preparation from oxide
of iron, the brown peroxide. See Rouge.

Cold-Chisel, a strong iron tool for cutting
metal.
Cold-Cream, a snow-white, bland ointment,

about the consistence of good lard, and an admira-
ble substitute for that excipient where expense is

no object, especially for applications about the

face. It is commonly sold as a lip-salve, and as a
healing application to abraded and chapped sur-

faces generally.

Cold-Drawn, a term applied to oil expressed
from nuts or seeds which have not been previously
heated, to distinguish it from oil expressed from
heated nuts or seeds, which last is inferior in qual-
ity.

Cold-Short, a term applied to a metal, as iron
containing phospiiorus, which, being brittle when
cold, becomes malleable when heated.— In cast-
ing, a void or seam caused by the metal failing to
fill perfectly the mould, in consequence of its too
rapid congelation.

Cole-Seed. See Colza.
Colewort, a kind of cabbage.
Colijeerah, a native name in India for black

cumin seed.

Colis [Fr.], a package or bale of goods.
Collar, a circlet for the neck. There are C. of

various kinds manufactured,— horse C\, which are
iron frames covered with leather, and padded or
stuffed ; men's C. of stitched linen, also of paper

;

ladies' lace, muslin, and other worked C. The
part of a garment which fits close round the
throat is called the C. — In turning, a ring inserted
in the puppet for holding the end of the mandril

next the chuck, in order to make the spindle run
freely and exactly. — In machinery, a plate of
metal screwed down upon the stuffing-box of a
steam-engine, with a hole to allow the piston-rod

to pass through.— In mining, the timber and
boarding used to secure the uppermost part of a
shaft in loose rubble from falling in.— On ship-

board, an eye in the end or bight of a shroud
or stay, to go over the mast-head ; also a strap
formed of rope, to which the dead-eyes are se-

cured.
Coll£u:-Check, a rough cross-barred woollen

material for saddlery purposes, made either broad
or narrow.

Collate, to collect and examine the sheets of

book-work, etc., before being sent out, or pre-

viously to their being arranged for binding.

Collation, an afternoon luncheon.

Colle, the French name for glue, size, paste.

CoUe de Poisson [Fr.], isinglass.

Collector, an authorized receiver who applies

for or is paid certain moneys, whether for individ-

uals, societies, corporations, or the State; as of

customs, city dues, market revenues and toll, gas
and water rates, etc. Sometimes collectors are

paid fixed salaries ; at other times they are paid a
commission or poundage on the sums received. In

the U. States, " the chief officer of a collection dis-

trict, or custom-house, known as C. of Customs,
receives his appointment from the President and
Senate. It is an office of great responsibility, re-

spectable salary, large perquisites, and extensive

patronage. Hence, it is considered a political of-

fice, and hardly any C. holds office long enough to

become even tolerably well acquainted with its

complicated duties. Fortunately, however, at the

larger ports especially, much of the responsibility

and most of the labor is performed by deputy col-

lectors, who, from their experience and knowledge
of the business, and their very moderate salaries,

are less liable to be affected by the political changes
of the government."— T. McElrath.

Collet, in jewelry, the part of a ring containing
the bezel in which the stone is set.

Collier, a miner, one engaged in a coal mine

;

also the name for a vessel which carries coals.

Collier Bead, a large bead, usually white, a
principal article of trade on some parts of the coast

of Western Africa. They are sometimes called

Bokola beads.

Colliery, a seat of coal seams; a coal mine,
with all buildings, machinery, and all appurtenan-
ces belonging thereto. See Coal.
Collision at Sea [Fr. abordape], in commer-

cial navigation, the shock of two ships coming into

sudden and violent contact at sea, by which one or

both may be more or less injured. At common
law, every master of a ship is bound to keep a
proper watch at sea, especially in channels much
frequented by sliipping, and to use every precau-

tion to avoid coming into contact with other ves-

sels. This matter, however, was judged too im-

portant to be left wholly to depend on the good
sense and care of individuals ; and with a view to

the securing of attention to the subject, and to the

obviating of the confusion that would unavoidably

arise were shipmasters left to follow their own
ideas with respect to it, rules and regulations have
been laid down in England in regard to the courses

to be steered when ships are passing each other,

the signals to be made during fogs, the number
and description of the lights to be exhibited at

night, and other particulars. There is no especial

statute law in the U. States on this subject, and
the American courts of admiralty follow, in a
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measure, the EngiUh law emlKxlied in the Mer-
chant Shipping, etc., Amendment Act of lt*tJ2, the
25 and 20 V'ict. c. 03, and are jjovemed by the pre-

ce<lent8 they have establishi-d. The eonditiumi
under which cases of collision take place differ ex-

tremely. Thus : — I. It may be merely atx-iden-

tal, or be occasioned by circumstances lx»yond the

power of control, as by the violence of the wind
or waves dashing or iinpellinjj the sliips together,

without blame being imputable to either party ; or

2. It may be owing to the culpable negligence or
misconduct of one party; or J. itoth parties may
be to blame. In adjudicating upon losses growing
out of collisions that have taken place under such
different circumstances, the conclusions must also

be very different.

With R'spect to the first class of cases, there is

little api>arent difficulty : wherever a loss is occa-
sioned by a storm, a fog, or other accidental cir-

cumstance, without any blame being ascribable to

either party, it would apjK'ar to be equitable that

it should be borne by tlie sufferer. And this princi-

ple having been embodied in the Koman law, was
subsequently ingrafted into that of England.
(Marshall On Insurance, c\\. xii., sih;. 2.) But other
authorities, to whom the greatest deference is due,
contend that the loss arising from accidental col-

lisions, however it may affect the parties, siioulil

be equally diviiled between them ; and this, in

fact, is the rule followed in most maritime States.

{Oidonnance of 1081, lib. iii., tit. .xii., art. 10, with
the observations of V'alin.) It al.to is the rule

sanctioned by the law of England in cases where
both parties are to blame, but where the blame
cannot be discriminated. Those cases in which
the blame is clearly ascrilmble to cither party pre-

sent no difficulty. In apportioning the damage
hi cases where both parties have been in fault, the
question occurs whether the damage done to the
cargo shall lx> taken into account or left out in the
estimate on which the apportionment is to be made.
ThU knotty point has been differently decidetl in

different countries. But tlie rule which limits the
liability of owners to the value of the ship and
freight applies to cases of damage by collision.

See OwxKRS.

KMVLATioirt yoa Pururma Couwioji* at Ss«, ftppeoded
to tlM BoiciUh Onkr ia Council, lUtod Jan. 3, iwn, wlitcb up-
ply toatl (bliH baionglDir to Um fullowinK couotriM •ad pUcw,
vbatbar wilhlo BritUtt luriiullrUoa or oot : — Auitria, Arspn-
tiiM Bapoblie, Bclcium, Bmil. HivaiMi, Chill, Ittnmuii I'rnprr,

FimaM, fl>iw«iiy, Or<<»( Ilnulo, UrsMa, lU«aliu) I>lantl>,

Haytt, Italy, Muroeco, .\cUirrU<ul«, Norwajr, Ppru, I'lirtucal,

lliwli. 8p^n. .<iw«dcn. Turkrj, t'liltvd AtatM (w»-icoin( tb\p»

aa4 laJaod wklrn), fru^uay. /VWimutory. — Art. 1. In the

Miowtac rulM. et«rjr >(Min.«riip •htrb U uodrr fail, and not
mi4sr alaaa, U to b« rooklilirwl a uiUng chip ; a»d arvrv
•MM-ahl^ «btrh i* uDilor •uani, whvitiar uodfr aail or not, m
to ba eooohtowd a *hlp undrr *o«<n.
RaUi romrfrnt»g Ltfklt. — Art 3. Ttw llfbU hmwUoomI In

Iba followinK artiriM, numbarad 3. 4. 1, 1. 7, H. aixl t>. and no
Othar*. *ball bararriad la all vaaUuf*. from »«ioMt \a »anriw
— Art. S .'*«a-t|o<aff ttaam-ablp*, «h«i undrr wvtch. thall rar-

17 °. — a. At Uu /ifrrm*tl-**«d, a >>rt<hl whita llclil. •<> flt*d aa
to fiiow an anifom and nabrokan U<ht i>Tvr aa air nf lh« hori-

«M of 30 poiati of tha oompaaa ; ao fliad a* Ui tbrow lit* llcbl

10 potala oo aaeh aida of tha *hlp, vis , frnm rt(ht ahr«4| in 3
painia abaft tha baain on althar *ld» ; and nf vwh • rharartrr
M to ba vMbla on a dark nitht, wtlh a riMr •iroo«phrr*, al a
dlataaea of at laMt 6 niUaa : — 6 <t» Ikf unrtntr,/ ;4f.% grr^n
HghV lo eoaatrurlad aa to ahov an unlf-mn •o<l uolirokrn
Mfht OTar an are of Uia h/>ria>n of 10 (•inu of ihr mmpaai : an

flaad M to thri>« tha llftil frran richt alwwl in 3 pnlnt* ahaA
Um baaoi on tha •larlxianl at-lo ; an<l i4 aiK-h a rhanwtar a* In

ba Tiaibia on a dark nichl. ailh a riaar atawMphrrv, al a dia.

taaea nf •( |«<ut '1 tnlta* .
- t. iht ikt port t,Hi, a rwl Mfbt,

o rooatructad aa |o aho* ao uniri>nn an<l uabmiiro Itfhl f>«*r

•a are of tha horiauo uf 10 pninu of tha mmfvM ; ao flt*d aa

to Ihroir tha llfhl from nfht ahrad to l«n pn4nta ahaft tha
baauion tha port aida ; and of aurb a rharartar aa l>i )<* Ti«il>t»

on a dark night, with a char alaoapbaia, at a Jlatanoa of at

Icact 3 mile* — d. Tb« itaij gram and rad ride-ltKhta ahall be
fitted with inboard arrvrua. pnijecling at leaat 3 feet fomrd
from the Uk^Xi ao aj U> prr«riil ib«ae li(bU fMa beini ireo
arruaa the bow. — Art 4. ^^Cram-ahipa, aheu towing other
ahipa, ahaU ran? 3 briKliI while uiaat-head lighu Tarlinllv, in
addition tu tlielr aide iighia, ao aa to diaiiogulah them from
other aloam-ahipa. Karb uf Iheaa uaatbead llgfau ahall be of
the aame cooalrurtioo and rhaxarter aa the maat-baad liirfata

which other ateaiD-ahlpa are rrquired to carry. — Art. S. Sail-
ing ahipa under weigh, or briog towed, ahall carry the aaiua
llKtila aj atcani-ahipa under wrifcli, with the exreplion i>f llta

white maat-bcad liKhU, wbirh Uw) aliall ne*er carry. — Art. 6.

WheiH-vrr, aa lu the caae of amail Tewelt liuriog bad wewllter,
the green and red HghU rantxH br fiwd, Iheae lighU ahall he
kept oo deck, oo their mpeetir* aidea of Ilia veaael, ready for
inataiil exhibilion ; and ahall, on the acpnarh of or (o other
TeaaeU, be exhibited on their rrapectife aidra in aufllrirol Uiue
to prevent rolli>>iou. In aurb manner aa lu make them moat
risible, and au that (he grren light aliall not tw aeen on the port
aide, nor the rrd light on tlie alarbuard ai<le. — Tu make (ha
uae of theae portable llghU mure certain and cm«y , (lie buitemt
containing them ahall aarh hr painted outaiilr with the color
of the light they reapertiTely contain, and aliall be provided
with aullable acteena. — Art. 7. S'bipa, whether atram-ahlpa or
(ailing ahipa. when at anchor in roadatea<ia or fairwai*. aliall

exhibit, where it can beat he aeen. but al a height not exceed-
ing 211 feet above the bull, a white light, in a globular laiitem
of 8 inchra in diameter, and au cnoXructed aa (o ahow a clear,

uniform, and unbroken light, visible all around the horiaoo,
and at a dintaoce of at lea>t 1 mile. — Art. 8. .''ailing pilot vea-

ael* ahall not carry the llghta re<|uireU for other aalliiig vineela,

but ahall carry a white lightat the ma«t brad, viaible all round
the horixoo. and ahall alao exhibit a flare-up light every Ui
uiinutea. — Art. 9. 0|<rn fiahing boata. and other open b'«ta,
ahail not be required to carry the aide lighta re<|uired for other
Teawli) ; but ahall. If they do not carry auch lighla, carry a lan-

tern haviug a green llide on the one aide and a re<l alide on the
other liide ; and on the approach of or to o(her veaaela, auch
lantern ahall he exhibited in (ufflcient time to prevent rollia-

ion, ao that the green light aball not be aeen on the port aide,

Dor the red light on (he atarboard aide. — Fiahing vetaela and
open boata when at anchor, or attached to their neU and ata-

tionary, ahall exhibit a bright while Hght. — Kiahing vraaela

and open boala ahall, however, not be prevented from ualog a
flare-up In addition, if conaiderrd expedient.

Htdts concerning Fog Signals. — Art. 10. Whenever there b
fog, whether by day or night, the fog aigtiala deacribed below
aball be carried and uaed, and ahall be aounded at leaat every 5
minute*, vix. : — a Steamahipa under weigh ahall uae a ateaoi-

whiatle placed before the funnel, not leaa than b feet from tha
deck : — b. .''ailing ahipa under weigh aliall une a R>g bom :

—
c. Meam-ahipa and aailing ahipa when not under weigh iball

uae a liell.

Strrring and SailiKf RuUt. — Krt. II. If two laillag shipa
arr meeting end on. or iMarly end on, ao aa to involve riak of
rolli>iou, the helma of both aball be put to port, ao that each
may paaa on the port aida of the other. — Art 13. When two
•aiilng ahipa are eroaaing, ao aa to involve riak of colllalun,

then. If tlM'y have the wind on dlHrrenl aide*, the ahip
with tha wind on tha port aide ahall keep out of tha way
nf tlie ahip with the wind on the atarbnatd aide, except ia Ihia

caae in whirh the ahip with the wind on the port aide la cloaa-

hauled and the uihrr ahip free, in which caae (ha iailar ahip
ahall kcip out of the war ; but if they have the wind on tha
aam« aide, or if una of tliem haa tlie aiud aft. (he ahip which
if l<i windward ahall keep out of the way of Uie ahip which ia

lu leawar\|. — Art. 13. II two ahipa under ateani aiv mreting
eed uo, or nearly end oa, ao aa to Involve riak of colllaion tba
halBi of both ahall ba put to port, ao that xM-b may pa« oa
tha port atde of the other — Art It. If two ahip* under ataam
ara riaaatng, (O aa to Involve rlak of eolllaton tha ahip which
baa tha othar on her own atarboard aida ahall keep out of tha

war of tha othar. — Art. Ifj If two ahipa, one of which ia a
aailing ablp and tha other a ateam-ahlp, afa procadlog In auch
dlnartinna aa In Involve riak of eolllaton. Iba ftaam-ahip ahall

keep out of the way of iha aailing ahip. — Art. IG Kvery
ataam-ablp, when approaching another ahip. an aa to involva

riak of colllaion ahall alarken lirr a(>eei|. or, If oi ri aaary. atop

an<l reverae ; and every a(eam-ahip ahall, when In a fog. go at

a BioiU'rale a|a«d — Art. 17. Kverv vea*elnver(aklng any other

viaaal ahall keep nut of the war of' the aald laa I -oien tinned Tea-

(al — Art. M. Where bv tha almve rule* one o( two ahl(i« ia to

keep out of the way, (he n(her ahall keep her rourw. aub)eet

In the quallftcatlona contalnnl In (he following article. — Art.

19 In ohrvlng and ctmatrulng the>e rule*. due reganl mual be

hail to all danger* nf navigaiton . and due regani muat alao ba

ba<l to any aprrlal cirruniaianre* which may rxlal In any par-

ticular caae. rendering a departurw fr«im the above rule* necea-

aary In order to av<4d Immediala danger — Art. 3U. Notl.Ing

In tbaaia rulea ahall exonerate any ohlp, ctr the owner, or ma*-
l«>r, or cfww tbarenf, from tha eoaaaqueoca* of any neglect to

varry Hghla or aignala, or of any neglart In keep a proper kwk-
out, or of tha neglect of any praeaattoa which nay be required

by Iha oniinarjr piactkw of taaotan, or by tba apedal rlirun-
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It may, however, be proper to state that neither

these nor any rules of the sort are to be regarded

as inflexible, or to be followed at all hazards.

The safety of the ship is the paramount considera-

tion, and no master is justified in abiding by a rule

when by doing so he plainly incurs danger. A.
may be in his proper course ; but if by pursuing it

he will run a great risk of coming into collision

with B., who is upon a wrong course, he is bound
to alter his course so as to avoid a collision. The
fact of one master being ignorant, careless, or in

fault, is no reason why another should not use

every means in his power to provide for the safety

of his ship, and consequently of the lives and prop-

erty entrusted to his care.

CoUis, a package. -

Collish, a shoemakers' tool to polish the edge
of a sole.

Collodion, a colorless, viscid fluid, made by
dissolving gun-cotton and the other varieties of

pyroxylin, in a mixture of alcohol and ether.

The quality of the C. differs according to the pro-

portions of alcohol and ether and the nature of

the pyroxylin it contains. C. in which there is a
great excess of etlier gives by its evaporation a
very tough film ; the film left by C. containing a
large quantity of alcohol is soft and easily torn,

but in hot climates the presence of an excess of

alcohol is an advantage, as it prevents the rapid
evaporation of the ether. Pyroxylin for the mak-
ing of C. for photographic purposes is prepared
by immersing cotton-wool ten minutes in a mix-
ture of nitric and sulphuric acids at the tempera-
ture of 140 F. When tolerably strong acids at a
low temperature are employed, the nitric acid
being in by far the larger quantity, the pyroxylin
made requires an amount of alcohol equal to only
about ^ or ('5 that of the ether in bulk. Accord-
ing to M. Miallie, the most explosive kinds of

gun-cotton are not the best adapted for tlie prep-
aration of C. ; a pyroxylin very soluble in ether is

in this process made from 2 parts by weight of
carded cotton to 40 parts of nitre and 00 of con-

centrated sulphuric acid. Under the microscope
the film produced by C. of good quality appears
translucent and colorless, the cotton being per-

fectly dissolved ; old C that does not give good
photographic impressions sufliciently quickly ex-
hibits liquid globules of modified ether. The film
from C. which is too alcoliolic has the microscopic
appearance of cellular tissue ; and when water
has been present the fibrillae of the cotton be-

come apparent as amorplious flocks. To preserve
C, it siiould be kept cool, and out of the action
of tiie light. Iodized C. that has been discolored by
the development of free iodine may be purified by
the immersion in it of a strip of silver foil. For
the iodizing of C, ammonium, bromide and iodine
and the iodides of calcium and cadmium are the
agents employed. In surgery C. is used in its

usual condition or combined with elastic and
otiier substances, for the protection of inflamed
surfaces, as are erysipelas and small-pox. Small
balloons are manufactured from C. by coating the
interior of glass globes with the liquid ; the film
when dry is removed from the glass by applying
suction to the mouth of the vessel. Imp. duty
(fluid C.),.^lperlb.
Collodion Process. See Photography.
Collop, a cutlet or small slice of meat.— A

terra for four or five sheep.
Colocynth, BitterApple, Bitter Cucumber,

Bitter Gourd
|
Arab. Himzil ; Fr. co/o>/iiiiUe ; Ger.

Coloquintt ; It. co/wpiintida], the fruit of an annual
plant of the gourd kind (cucumis colocynthis), found

in Turkey and Nubia. It is about the size of an
orange, smooth and yellow, but is peeled and
dried before being imported, when it becomes
whitish, very light, dry, and spongy with a weak
and disagreeable smell, and an intensely bitter

nauseous taste. The medullary part, freed from
the seeds, furnishes an extract used as a purga-
tive. Imp. free.

Cologne Earth, a bituminous earth of a violet-

brown hue, used in water-color painting.

Cologne "Water. See Eac de Cologne.
Colombia (United States of), a confedera-

tion in S. America, consisting of 9 states and com-
prising a considerable portion of the territory of

the old Spanish colony of New Granada. It is

bounded N. by the Caribbean Sea, E. by Vene-
zuela, S. by Equador and Brazil, and W. by the
Pacific. It thus extends from 12° 20' N. to 2° SO'

S. lat., and from 60° 50' to 83° 5' W. Ion. The
area of the republic is estimated to embrace
504,773 sq. m., of which 330,756 sq. m. are N. of

the equator, and the remainder S. of the equator.

According to a rough estimation taken in 1871,

the population at that date was 2,913, 343, divided

as follows :
—

States.

Antioqaia.

.

Bolivar. ..

.

Boyaca ,

Area:
sq. m.

22,316
21,»t5
33,351

Cauca 257,462
Cundinamarca ,

Magdalena.. .

.

Panama
Santander
Tolima

Popula-
tion.

Capital.

79,810
24,440
31,571
16,409
18,069

365,974
247 100
482,874
435,078
409,602
85,255

220.542

425,427
230,891

Medellin
Cartagena ..

Tunja
Popayan . .

.

Bogota ....

Santa Marta
Panama ....

Socorro.
Quamo

Pop. of
capitals.

30,000
7.800
8,000

16,000
e($,ooo

4,500
18,378
20,000
7,000

There are in C. about 120,000 uncivilized In-

dians. The rest of the pop. is about as follows

:

— 1,530,000 Spanish Creoles and white crossbreeds,
450,000 crossbreeds in which the Indian blood is

more distinctly present, 90,000 Africans, and
450,000 crossbreeds in wliich the Negro or Indian
blood is plainly predominant. A constitution,

bearing date May 8, 180:3, vests the executive au-
thority in a president elected for two years, while
the legislative power rests with a Congress of
two Houses called the Senate and the House
of Representatives. The Senate, numbering 27
members, is composed of representatives of the

nine states, each deputing three senators ; the
House of Representatives, numbering 66 mem-
bers, is elected by universal suffrage, each state

forming a constituency and returning one member
for 50,000 inhabitants, and a second for every ad-

ditional 20,000. Besides the central government
thus created, each of the nine states has its own
legislature and chief executive officer, the latter

called Governor in all except Panama, which gives

him the title of President. The President of C.

has at his side a Vice-President, acting as chair-

man of the Senate, and his executive functions

must be exercise<l through four ministers, or sec-

retaries, responsible to Congress. The most im-
portant of the states of C, that of Panama, com-
prises the whole isthmus of that name, known
historically as the Ist/imiis of IJarten. The extreme
length of the state from E. to W. is about 300
geographical miles, but the sinuosities of the coast
give about 400 m. on the Atlantic and 000 on tlie

Pacific Ocean. Bogota (or Santa Fe de Bogota)
capital of C. is a fine city, situated in lat. 4° 0' N.,

Ion. 78° :J0' W., at the base of the mountains La
Guadalupe and Montserrato. It has 3 endowed
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colleges, a school of chemistry and iiiini'ralogy, a
national academy, a public library, a botanical
garden, a military school, a mint, &c. There are
nianuf. of soap, cloth, leather, and the pre<-iou8

metals. The surrounding country is exceedingly
fertile, producing abundant crops of wheat and
barley, and the leguminous plants cultivated in

temperate couiitrit>s.

r posMMM on the Atlantic » rotut line of upnnb of 1,000
m. riclily rurobhetl witti )>a>ii nnA nmtuntl liarbor* Proreml-
Ing weatwmni froaj t^labozo Ciwlc, in the Gulf o( )Iur«raibo,
the first inlet of real iiuportanre wliirti we diaroTer iji the Ba>
hilt HouUa, which is well pn>l>%ted from the tlrouK windu of
tlie K. and X , but U rvndere*! un>uiubirfor thee«tablii>htnpnt
of a port by it* laclt of diiukalile water. I'aMting by the Bay
of El Portete, we next reiu-h the port* of Kiohnrliattnil Dibitllii,

of which the fonuer is of cuiuideiable couiiuercial iaiportaoc«

flf. 98. — PauttTA »n, Axcnui.

Maftatr* of rxportalino, though It i< Krattly »u rpM»iJ by
that of Sanla hUirla, whirh i< tlie next to bn«k tb« coafl-lioo.

tent* ttarta la pilua(e<l at the >l>ie of the (Vnet(» IJigDoa,

wttieh tUntrbM 25 m. from 9. to N., wlib a br«a>lih of U from
K. to W., hM eommunlcmilon with th* lakM of Pi^^ral and
CuKTO Bocaa, and, thouich r»iher (hallow, ran b» naTlfaled
bj fllkt-botloOMd McMnboata At the innuth uf llie Macdaletia
tMtlMportof fiarr<M7»i//a, and a •hort dtalanre to the \V.

thstof 5a6aa«i(a, MM of tha mtxt arti«e aloaftha whole c<ia«l

After the** cornea the «plendi-l Hay uf CartkaftHa, koowa for

Mnturic* to all itaTi|punr« of t!ie t. trrihlivan ; and (till fiirtber

to the M' the rcmut in broken by the piirt of lapott, lb« Bajr

of Zl'pata, the «f ulf of Morro«|uillo, and Anally by ih« nobia
Oulfof Darlrn. with the estuary of the Alrato anil Iha porta
Turbo, (imaruUi, CanJflaria. eir AtoQf the Ixhuiua art lb*
Mandlii(a Creek : the Ray of Portolielln, »o bntou* in the
blatorjr of j^pttnlnh AinerV«: the mnilern port of Colon, or
AtpintouU. at th« entrance of Nary lUy ; and the now <irr».

dent port of CStucrtt. The coaat-llite of the farllk- It hanlly
•o Important a« that of the AtUntlr, exrept alonK the itithmut.

•her* it form* the Ktvat |j<ty of PtHnmn. with Ilia riibordinata

InleU of PariU Day on tb« \V. and the Oulfof Sin Mlcuel oo
tlM B. Along tha remainder of the line art Cfipttn, Sam
FhtHtuto, Solmno, PaUmaf and Ckafitmbtrn (the laat oIh
Mnielad br a t>ar), tb« larve llay of MaUxa, proirrted by lb*
lala da Palmaa, with the barl>orr< of '>><>/>< and Utmamdf, the
Bay of Paaa Caballoa. the harbor of Tumam, ami in the liland
of Oorfoita tha fine harbor of Trinidad. The W. part of C It

OH* of tbe moat mountaioou* dituicta in ttta •orld ; iCa K. ex>

teniioo belong* to the great plain* of the Orinoco and the
Amaiuo The two must uuportant rirert are the Magdalena
or Kio Grande and the Caura, which both flow from S. to N.
the entile length of the luuutry, — the fomier occupying the
valley bctwreu tbe Kutrru and the Central Cordilleraf, and
the latter that beloeeu the CVntrml and tbe \V(»(em They
unite about 13U m. briure rt«rbiug tbe fra, but they «) long
uiaiutaiu an iudrpeudeul tourtr ilutt neither can fairly be re-
garded aa a uu-te Ciibuian of tbe other. The llanat or plaint
of the Orinoco rxieud eastward Irom the lofnf of the Cordil-
lera de la Suuia Fax A^ lar S. ax the Vichada they forui an
alwoat complete level dmliiute of tm-*, and aHordiiig abun-
dant poaturage , while lurther S tliey are coTerrU with fore«U,
in which limber of gigantic ptoporliotw wait for the Mitler'a
axe. Beaidf* aeveni of tbe ct<u u on }«cle« of (aim treea,
there are two remarkable »perie« the I'rtoiyloH audutila, I'aliua
de Cera, or Wax-palm, and the Utioaoja rtfta, or Palmila del
Azufral {Hg. U3), which in coni|«ny with the oak. frr<juenlly
clothe the Cordiilrraji to a bright of tA<.4j or 8U^4J liet. They
are both of extreme beauty, and tbe lom>rr rbootii up to about
IWor'JUU leel. From the >ierra Nevada and other dutricu are
obtained logoood, Ilraxil wood, and turtle . and the JIfyrej y/»n
(o/Mi/>ra,from «hii-h the balmm of Tolu i> collected, grow* luxu-
riantly on the bank* of the Kio Negro. Excellent india-rubber
l« obtained from the Ca-'tiUua elaUiea, a lofty and luxuriant
tree, « bich occur* in conciderable abundance in Panama, Cauca,
and other *lal«*. The quantity and quality of the matertai
might be greatly Increased and improved, a* tbe collection la

till in the hand* of a very rude and t areler* cla«« of men.
Cinchona of *ix or leveu dilletent varietii* Liccmmou through-
out tbe country, — the elevation niott fiivorable for it* growth
being between 7800 and MXX) ftet above the aea Or other
medicinal plant* there may be nieotioued tbe aloe, the *ampa-
rilla, the albataque.aud the vine of tbe croia. Tbe cotton plant
grow* wild in many partii and }ield» an excellent 6bre : indigo
i* indigenous; and an almost cndlewi variety of fruit* i« found
throughout the country. (' i> di*liuctively a d itieral coun-
try, lb- production* including gold, tilver, platinum, copper,
lead, iron, mercury, and antimony, llme»tone, potafh, Kxta,
niagneiiia, alum, and »ait, coal, and a>phalt, and emerald*.
amethynL'i, and amber Many of the uiokI im^'Ortant de(o»it«

are an yet untouched, oiviug mainly to tbe defective rtate of
luterual communication, and even thwe that have been
worked have proved much le.>i remuneiative from the tarn*

caiue. Gold e.«pccially i» very widely diflu»ed : it wa» fireely

uiied by the native* before the ariival of Euro|>ean*. and
formed a valuable tourre of levenue to tbe Spanish Govern-
ment, who employed tbouunda uf m-groe* and ludiuu* in lh«

ta«k of collection It i* principally obtained from alluvial de-

posit* ; and in tome district* there U hardly a »tieam that

would not funii»h its quota. Hydraulic appliance* were in-

troduced about 1870 in aome of the working* ; and a more lyt-

tematic treatment la being gmdually adopted. Antioquia It

the most important gold-producing »late In the ccntrdeialioD ;

toul value of gold and tilvcr exportid from the capital in 1(>78

waa f2,0U6,7«tt; there were upward* of Kl lode mine* at

work in Itii8, and 15,0CI0 men and women are employed In

the mining. Theailver frequently occur* in very rich l(.dc«

;

but, owing it would teem to variou* rcommical cau»««, many
of the mining operation* have Iwen unaucrewful 1 lie " hanta
Anna" mine* in Tollma, which were worked f^m 1(!26 to

1873, yielded during lliat period about «3,M>M>0 woitb of ore,

but ultimately proved a failure. Tbe " Kriaa " tilver mine,
belonging to the Tolima Mining Co. of tx>ndon, yielded in

1877 iiJ Ion* of ore valued at $MKi wr U>n The emerald mltea,
•ituatetl at Muto, In the riate of Bocayl, In tbe Crnlral Cor-
dillera, are remarkable aa bring the only known *ourr« of lb*
genuina stone. Tbe finest (tone* may l« worked up to a ralua
of 9100 a carat; lite worst sorts are only worth about f I 2&.

Coal I* pretty penehlly diatribuird throughout the republic.

Roek salt la obuined in llie Ubie land* of Bogota, Tunja, and
Pamplona, and form* an important Govrrnnieol mooopoly. —
Otmalt, Though ('. I* situated within the tropica, U* greM
Imirularity of surface and iu extrntite roast-line* develop a
|Creat variety of climatic condition*. A com|iaralively (bort

journey transwrU the traveller from the sultry vailey of lb*

MagdaWna, where lb« water grow* tepid and the ttone* burn-

ing hot lo tba tun'i tay», to tbe sumuits of a mounUin wbetc
the tnow Ilea cold from y*«r lo year. In the table lands »n<l

Talley* of the K and W. CoidilWra* at a height of NIO lo 11600

fret above aea level, lltrre are two dry seasons and two tbIot,

lb* former commencing at the Kilsllces and llie latter at tba

eijuinoxes, while In the lowland* l>oth of the Pacific and lb*

Atlantic tralxiard there l« only one dry and one rainy of six

month* each. In the Gulf of Itarien and llie Isthmus of

Panama tlwre Is no such distinction, and rain t«-cure In any

|iart of the year. The gre«l<-s( mean tempetmluie in tbe coun-

try is altoui Nt)> Kabr , and the lowest in the inhsbitrd part*

of^lhc Coiylillerw I* about 44^ At Honda, whwb l> About

1000 feet above sea-level, the dallv range of the lh»n»ic«i-

eter U only fhiro 8^ to X'i', and the annual not more titan

*»•'. "Tbe hottest place," says Mosquen, lo whom ae ate

largely Indebted, " wblcb t have found in New Granada, It tba

port of Orana. where I hsve on several orcasloia seen iba

ttarrmomeler lo tbe shade at 104 Fabr " In tbr llamot of

tba Ortooeo tba maMi annual t*mpet»tttre b about 90'^ Fabr.,

13
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while in the forest district to the south the average is about 8^
higher. In the latter the r.iiii is distributed throughout the
year, while in the former the seasons are distinctly marked,
and from November till April the rains fall in torrents accom-
panied with dreadful thunder-storrns. — Agriculture and Com-
merce. Agriculture holds the first place among the industries
of C. ; but the methods employed are still of a very rude
description. Maize, wheat, and other cereals are cultivated on
the elevated plains ; rice, cotton, tobacco, sugar, cotTee, cocoa,
yams, arracacha, and bananas in the coast region. Tobacco is

especially successful in Ambalema, Carmen, Palmira, Jiron,
and Morales, and it forms an important export. In the plains
of the Orinoco and the undulating savannas of Panama the
breeding of cattle and horses is largely carried on by the Creole
inhabitants, and several of the Indian tribes are also in pos-
session of valuable herds. Beyond such common (almost do-
mestic) trades as hand-weaving, dyeing, tanning, and basket-
making, there is almost no manufacturing industry in the
country, though the basis for future development has been
laid by the establishment in Bogota of glass-works, distilleries,

a cigar-factory, and a sulphuric acid factory. — Foreign Com-
merce. One product of the domestic industry alone finds its

place in the list of exports, — namely, straw hats, usually
known as jipijapa or Panama hats. The raw produce, however,
is largely exported ; the principal articles being cinchona bark,
indigo, coffee, cotton, tobacco, silver ore, hides ; and the minor
items, — ivory-nuts, ipec.icuauha, and b Usam of Tolu. For the
year 1S7S, the total imports amounted to S9,737,6S8 and the
exports to §15.696,574. Far more important than the direct
ciimmerce is the transit trade, pissing through the two portj
of Panama and of Aspinwall, which, united by railway, con-
nect the Atlantic with the Pacific Ocean. The transit trade
across the Isthmus of Panama is of t;ie estimated value of
1585,000,000 per annum, about two-thirds representing the
trade from the Pacific to the Atlantic, and one-third that in
tue opposite direction. The foreign trade of <'. is mainly with
the U. States and England. The imports of British produce
into C. have been gradually diminishing from $15,751,685 in
1872 to «3,616,S15 in 1378 ; while the U. States, which are
now learning to manufacture articles with reference to the
wants of particular localities, and with all the cheapness and
durability of European products, have increased during the
fame period their trade with C. in a very large proportion.

For the year 1878 the trade of C. with the U. States was as
follows : Imports, $4,559,226, con.sisting chieliy ofbeer, *11,090

;

boolcs, 'S29,5o8 ; wheat Hour, S22'), 175 ; candles, $16,587; car-
riages, 326,831 ; cars (railroad), »3 J,747; clocks, Sll,ou9; coal,
1S6J,07.3; cordige, etc., ;JJ0,73i ; cotton (manufactured),
$545,017; drugs, chemicals, etc., S330,431; fancy articles,

S12,6S7; canne J fruits, .$13,323 ; glassandgla.ssware, •'§79,509;
gold coin, $175,975; iron (machinery, nails, etc.), $547,868;
elge-tools, $171,443; fire-arms, §177,703; boots and shoes,
$23,693; matches $40,012; piano-fortes, $14,771

;
petroleum,

$73,894 ; cartridge-i, $64,141
;
paintings, $21,035; p.iper Und

stationery, S71,8jl ; perfumery, .$12,124; plated ware,
«12,39i; salted beef, $19,711; butter, $35,903; cured fish,

$lo,t)44
; lard, $534,471; preserved meats, $31,751

;
pork,

$40,512; scales, $12,373; sewing machines, $93,800; soap
(perfumed), #11.787 ; (others) $101,610; spirits, $34,599; su-
gar (refined), $126,633; tobacco. $111,.587 ; wood (board,
deals, etc ), $51,634 ; household furniture, $97,059. Exportt,
$8,504,099, chietly consisting of cinchona bark, $903,370 ; co-
coa, $116,972; cochineal, §144,994; coffee, $1,022,216; gold
and silver (bullion and coin), $439 437

;
gums, $79,782 ; hides

and skins, $1,401,347; india-rubber, $1,006,521; indigo,
$333,888: nuts, $133,151; straw hats, etc., §20,034, sugar
(bro.vn), $68,737.

Finanr:es, etc- The national income for 1878 was 4,838,800
pe.<o<. The taxes are very light, — by far ths greater part of the
revenue accruing from the custom-houses estiblished at Buena-
ventura, Oarlosama, Cartagena, Cucuta, Rio Hacha, Sabanilla,
Santa .Marta, Jumaco, and Turbo. The customs would yield
a still greater return were it not for smuggling, which prevails
largely, especially at Cartagena. The fariil hitherto in use
divides articles into cla-sses, which pay so much per kilo-
gramme

; and thus the burden of the duty falls most on infe-
rior good^. The posul service is still in a very backward state,
and the charges are very high ; but this cannot be otherwise
till the rood system of the country has been developed. Rapid
progress, however, is being made by several of the .states in
this preliminary undertaking In Jan. 1879, there were up-
wards of 1,5'JO m of telegraph, the principal lines stretching
from tlonda to Bogota, and from Ambalema to Manizales. In
1878,_the total number of telegraphic mesiiages amounted to
97,325. In the less populous districts the maintenance of the
lines is very costly, as not only are the wires stolen by thieves,
but they are frequently damaged by the monkeys, who use
them for s-ymnastic purposes. The only two railways actually
In operation are the Panam.i line (46 m), and the line between
Sabanilli and Baranquilla (17 m.): but great efforts are being
made, both by the central government and by the separate
states, to construct lines throughout the country, and con-
tracts have already been made for some of the most important.
The public debt amounted, in 1873, to 53,085.644 pesos.
Of the ports above enumerated, the principal are,

Aspinwall, or Colon, a free port of the N. coast of Panama,
built on the well-wooded coral island of Manzanilla, in lat. 9°

22'' 53" N. , Ion. 79^ 52' 58" W. In spite of the unhealthinesg

of its tituation, — now, indeed, largely diminished,— and the

dangerous winds from the N. to which it is at some seasons

exposed, it has quite superseded the neighboring port of Cha-
gre.i, and become the centre of a considerable local trade. The
banana, especially, is cultivated in the neighborhood, and
largely exported to New York. A railway, constructed by a
joint-stock Co. of New York, and completeil in 1864, connects
Aspinwall with Panama. Trains take about 3 hours in pas-^ing

from sea to.'^ea. Aspinwall is the principal commercial entrep t

between the Eastern States and California, and connects with
New York (distance 1,980 m.) by the steamers of the Pacific

Mail Co., leaving New York on the 10th, 20th, and SOtb of each
month.

Cartagena or Carthagena is situated in lat. 10^ 25' 48" N.
Ion. 75-" 34^ W'., on a low sandy island, which, with the island

S. of it. Terra Bomba, forms the harbor of Cartagena. The
mean temperature of C. is about 83^ F. In the summer the

heat is excessive, and yellow fever often commits great rav-

ages. The harbor affords complete security to ships in all

weathers, and great facilities for loading and unloading. It is

divided into 3 sections, Boca Grande and Pascaballos, and the

Caldera, which have a depth of 15 fethoms; and Boca Chita,

which is deeper. The narrowness of the entrance of Boca Chica,

the shallowness of its mouth, and the irregularity of the tides,

render a pilot necessary for ships passing through it. The
roadstead for large vessels is about 3 m. from the city. A chain

of salt lakes, which open into the bay of Cartagena to the

S.W., and extend towards the river Magdalena, was taken ad-

vantage of by the >paniards in former times for the construc-

tion of a canal. During the War of Independence the old

channel became choked up; it was reopened in 1846, after

which the flooding of the valley rendered the chancel once

more unnavigable, except for barges of light draught On
account of the clawing of the Digue, the rival port of Baran-
guilla has been created, and a great amount of commerce has

been transferred to Santa Martha. The rapidly-increasing re-

quirements of trade in C, and the great superiority of Cartha-

gena as a shipping depot, cannot fail, however, of securing

before long the reopening of the route by the Digue. Pop.

7,800.

P.\N.\MA, on the Pacific, in lat. 8^W N., Ion. 79^ 13' 2" W.,
stands on a rocky peninsula, projecting into the Bay of Pan-
ami, and has an imposing aspect from the sea. Its roadstead

is one of the finest in the world. There area number of islands

a short distance from the main land, which afford secure an-

chorage for ships, and from which supplies of provisions,^ in-

cluding excellent water, may easily be obtained. The tides

daily ri.«e and fall from 20 to 27 ftet, so that it is peculiarly

well fittetl lor the repair and building of ships. Great num-
bers of steamers are employed in the trade between Panami
and San Francisco. Pop. 20,000.

Money. The p«so, or dollar, of 10 reals -= 0.9a5. The cur-

rency is almost entirely imported, the gold coins consisting of

doubloons of Spain, equal to 16 dollars, of British sovenigns,

condors and half condors, and the silver pesos, reals, half real.<,

and quarter reals. There are no home-struck copper coins.

In foreign mercantile transactions, the French five-franc piece,

equal to one peso, is most generally in use.

fVeightf and Measures. The metric system of France was
introduced in 1857, and the only weights and measures recog-

nized by the Government are the French. In custom-hou>e
business the kilogramme, equal to 2,206 lbs. avoirdupois, is

the standard. In ordinary commerce, the nrroba, of 26 lbs.,

the quintal, of 100 lbs., and the cargo, of 250 lbs , are gener-

ally used. The Colombian libra is equal to 1.102 lbs. avoirdu-

pois. As regards measures of length, the English yard is mostly

employed, but in liquid measure the French litre U the legal

standard.

Colombier, a large-sized paper, 23^ inches \>y

34.

Colombine |Fr.], pigeons' dung, or the dung of

fowls.

Colombo. See Ceylox.
Colombo-Root. See Calumba-Root.
Colonial Agent, a merchant wiio transacts

business connected with the colonies, or acts as

agent for colonists.

Colonist, a native of, or resident in, a colony

or dependency.
Colony, a term commonly used to express

an outlying part of the population of the mother-

country, or an outlying territory belonging to it,

either in conjunction, or any of the two by itself.

In both ancient and modern times colonization has

proceeded from tiie same causes, namely, com-
mercial enterprise, political commotion, the desire
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of conquest, or the natural uverflowinf; of popu-
lation. The spirit of colonial enterprise, dormant
in the Middle Afjes, was revived in the 13th cen-

tury by the Italian republics, Genoa, Pisa, and
Venice, which formed settlements in various parts
of the Mediterranean and Ix-vant. The ni«>dern

European C, however, owe their origin to the am-
bition of the maritime states to participate in the
Indian commerce formerly conducted by way of
the Red Sea, and monopolized by the Venetians.
The discovery of the compass prompted naviga-
tors to attemi)t this by new channels. The Por-
tuguese ascertained the eastern passage in 1497,
when the Cape was doublcil by Vasco de Gama

;

the Spaniards attempted a westerly course which
le<l to the discovery, by Columbus, of the West
Indies in 14'.>2. ami of S. America in 1498; while
the English (Icspatched CalM>t by the N.W., a
route which led him to Newfoumiland and N.
Anierica, in 1497 In S. America, Columbus's
discoveries were followeil by the conquest of
Mexico in lijl9 by Cortez. and of Peru by Pizarro
and others in 1'>}1. Brazil was settled by the Por-
tuguese in 1300. The West Indian Islands, not-

withstanding the papal grant in favor of Spain,
were occupied by various nations ; Ilispaniola or
Hayti in I49<i ; Jamaica, about 1510; Cuba, 1511

;

Porto Rico, 1514 ; Barbadoes, l(>05; and the others
at later periods. The progress of colonization was
much slower in N. America; Virginia was taken
possession of by Raleigh in 158.'>, but soon after

abandonee! ; and the first permanent English set-

tlement, which was at Jamestown in the same
State, was not formed until 1007. The coloniza-
tion of N. America afterwards proceeded rapidly,

particularly during the disturbances in England
which attended and followed the dethronement
of Charles I ; the cavaliers emigrating to Vir-
ginia, the Puritans to New England, and the
Q'lakers to Pennsylvania. The English, after
repeated failures, at length reached the Indian
continent in 1012. In 1776, the attempt of Great
Britain to tax the American colonists for the pur-
poses of the general government le<l to the politi-

cal separ ition of the U. States from the mother-
country ; and in 1810, revolutionary movements
occurri'd in S. America which re8ulte<1 in the
emancipation of the Spanish colonies on that con-

tinent.

The existing C. and dependencies of GrtfU
Diitain cover about one sixth of the land surface
of the globe, and nearly the same proportion of its

population. They posiscss :— In Eiuopr ; Gibral-
tar, Malta, Gozo, Heligoland, and Cyprus : iV.

America: I>on)inion of Canada and Newfoundland,
together with the Falkland group off S. America :

WfiU tnilin; Jamaica; the Windward Islands,

Barbad'tes, St. Vincent, Granada. Tolwigo, St. I^u-

cia, and Trinidad; the I/cewanl Islands, Antigun.
St Christopher's, Montserrat, Nevis, Anguilla, Do-
minica, and Virgin Liles ; Bahama Islands ; Ik>r-

miida Islands ; llemerara, Berbice. and Essequibo
in (iuiana ; and the settlement of Honduras in

Central America : A/nra ; Cape Colony ; B*'ttle-

mcnts in Guinea and Senegambia, inclu<ling Bath-
urst. Sierra Leone, and Cape Coast (!astlc ; the
i»l inds of Fernando Po, St. Helena, Ascension, and
Tristan d'Acunha ; the Mauritius, and other small
islands in the Madagascar Archipelago: AuMraln-
till ; Australia ; Tasmania ; and New Zealand :

Oceania ; Fiji : Atiii ; In<lia ; (Ceylon ; Aden and
Perim; Straits settlemenu; Labuan (Borneo);
and Hong Kong (China).
The foreign possessions of Sftniit at preaent

consist of Cuba, Porto Rico, the Philippine*, Uie

Canaries, and settlements in Morocco. Portitud
has the Madeiras and the Cape de Verde Islands;
Angola, Benguela, Ix>ango, and Mozambique in

Africa; Goa in India; Slacao in China; and a
settlement in the island of Timor: France has the
West India Islands Guadaloupe, Martinique, Marie-
Galante, and lX>seada; Cayenne in Guiana; the
small islands of St. Pierre and Miguelon in the
vicinity of the Newfoundland fishing-ground

;

Algiers, Senegal, and Goree in Africa; the isle of
Bourbon: St. Marie in Madagascar; Pondicherry,
Chandernagore, and CcK-liin-China in Asia; New
Caledonia and Ix>yalty Islands ; and Marquesas
in Oceania. Holland possesses Java, the Moluccas,
and settlements in Sumatra, Celebes, Borneo,

\
Banda, and other eastern islands; the West In-

I

dia Islands Curasao, St. Eustatius, Saba, and part
I
of St. Martin ; and Dutch Guiana : Denmatk has

I

Iceland, settlements in Greenland, the West India

I

Islands St. Croix, St. Thomas, and St. John

;

I

Christiansburg and other possessions in Guinea

;

and Tranqucbar and Serampore in India : Sweden
has the West India Island of St. Bartholomew.
The U. Stales have no C. The vast unoccupied
territories at the West relieve her citizens and the
inmiigrants who join them from seeking scope for
their enterprise be3ond the recognized limits of
the Republic; but the method according to which
the national government provides for the continu-
ous westward advance of new settlements is essen-

tially a system of colonization. The newly-oc-
cupied lands are governed as a territory by the
Federal Government, till the population reaches
a fixed limit high enough to justify a demand to

be admitted to the Union on an equal footing with
the other States. The American Colonizulion Society

has made an interesting philanthropic experiment
for the establishment of negro freedom in Africa;
the result is the existing independent republic of
Liberia.

Colophony. See Resik.
Color, commercially, any substance employed

as paint or dye and for other coloring purposes in

the arts. C used by artists and house-pamtert
are called pitfuients ; those employe<l for staining
textile fabrics are called dyes, and the substances
used to produce them are called dye-ttuff't. In the
dry-goo4ls trade the white and the black fabrics
are not classed as goods in colors. The makers of
C. take the whole range of the animal, vegetable,
and mineral kingdoms in their search for materi-
als ; and the substances so used may l>e counted
literally by hundreds. For notices of dyes, pig-

ments, etc., refer to the principal C, and to tlie

particular names of the coloring substances.

Wlilli light fh>in the lun In of* compound nature, and may
b* deeonpoacd into ray* of different colon ; Newton dintio-

Kul*hed MVMi primitiet C, namely, violet, indiito, blue, t^wa,
>ellow, orange, and red. Otlier Mieatitia are ditpoeed to think
that four of tbeae C. are realtr compound, and that three,
namely, blue, yellow, and red. alone deeerre the name of prim-
itire. The C. of natural ohJectn are luppoeed to reeult from
the power poawaaed by their furfwce ofabeorbinf sane of the
colored rayi of li|rbt, while tiiey reRect or tranamil. aa the eaaa
may be, the remainder of the ray*. Tbun, an object appcers
red beeauae it ahaorb* or cause* to diaippear the yellow aad
blue ray* compoeing the white light by which it in illuuiinated.

Blaric and white are ncH C, atrietly tpealcing. A body U aaid
to he black when It ah*ortM or queochc* a large proportion o(f

all the niyi of white light (lilling upon it A body l« taid to be
white when It rpcaHvee the white light, and reilccti all the rays
with nmlerale utrength Oray may be regarded a« a luminous
blacit or dartc white. The name* given to C. are far front being
*att«Cirtonr, for although many thouaand (bade* may be dta-

tingulahed by a prmcttaad eye, it is a queetion whether there
are fifty namaa which would convev the aame idea of shade to

any tan coloriata in the world. The namm lalten treim natural
colored object*, aa indigo, violet, orange. llUc, amtier, emerald,
ete , are the leaat otit)*«tioiiablc —C. ate Mi<l to be ctmplrmtn-
lory or mettdtntat lo each other which, by bleodlag together.
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produce the perception of whiteness. All C. are produced by
the admixture of red, yellow, and blue light, in certain propor-
tions ; and by intercepting either one or more of these colored
rays in a beam of lij^ht, those which meet the eye will consist

of the remaining colored rays of the spectrum. Thus, by in-

tercepting the red rays in a beam of white light, the remaining
yellow and blue rays will produce a green C. ; by intercepting
the blue rays, the remaining yellow and red will give an or-

ange ; and so on of other cases; so that red and green, blue
and orange, are complementary C. If we look for some time,
with one eye, on a bright-colored object, as a wafer placed on
a piece of paper, and subsequently turn the same eye to an-
other part of the paper, a similarly shaped spot or mark will

be seen, but the C. will vary, though it will be always the same
under like circumstances. Thus, if the original spot or wafer
be of a red C, the imaginary one will be green ; if black, it will

be white; the imaginary C. being always complementary of
that first gazed upon. The C. so perceived is often called an
accidental C, to distinguish it from the real C. It is a gen-
eral maxim in design that " C. look brightest when near their
complementary colors.''

jJrtitts'' C. or Cake C. are made by grinding, by means of a
glass muller and a slab, the respective pigments previously re-

duced to powder, into a smooth paste with equal parts of isin-

glass size, and thin gum-water. The paste is then compressed
into squares as tightly as possible, and dried with a very gen-
tle heat. Old crumbling cake C. should be powdered very finely

in a biscuit-ware mortar, sifted through fine muslin, and ground
up as above, the gum-water being omitted The powders
rubbed up with honey to the consistence of cream constitute
moist C.

Colorado, a W. State of the U. States, bounded
N. by Wyoming and Nebraska ; E. by Nebraska
and Kansas ; S. by the Indian Territory and New
Me.xico ; and W. by Utah. This State lies between
lat. 37° and 41° N., Ion. 102° and 109° W. Breadth
N. to S. about 280 m., length E. to W. about 380.

Area 103,475 sq. m., or 67,723,250 acres. Popula-
tion, 150,000. C. is

^V^ TlH^>\^ traversed from N. to

S. by the great con-
tinental chain of the
Rocky Mountains,
and may be divided
into a mountain dis-

trict, a hill district,

and a plain district.

The principal range
of these mountains
bears the name of

„. „, „ ^ Sawatch Range. It
r.g.94.-SEAL OP Colorado.

consists of a solid

mass of granite, has an average elevation of 13,500
feet, a mean breadth of 15 to 20 m., and up to

about lat. 40° N. forms the dividing line between
the Atlantic and the Pacific versants. One of the
most remarkable features of the orography of C.
is the unusual development of its upland valleys,
or parks, to use the term that has become dis-

tinctly their own. The four most extensive are
known respectively as the North, the Middle, the
South, and the San Luis ; the last is by far the
finest of the four. They stretch almost in a line

from the S. to the N. boundary of the State, just
on the W. side of the Front Range, and occupy
an average breadth of 50 m. The San Luis Park
is, as it were, an " immense elliptical bowl," with
an area of 9,400 sq. ni., bounded E. by the West
Mountains and the Sangre de Cristo range, and
W. by the Sierra de San Juan, which is part of
the great Sierra Mienibres. Its surface is nearly
as flat as a lake. Tiie centre of the N. part, which
bears the distinctive title of the Rincon, is occu-
pied by a considerable sheet of water, fed by 19
mountain streams, and accustomed in the winter
to overflow a large stretch of the neighboring sa-
vanna. Tlie river which gives its name to the
State belongs to it only by some of its most im-
portant tributaries, of which it is sufficient to men-
tion the Bear River, and the Gunnison and Grand
River, whicli unite .before they pass into the Terri-

tory of Utah. Of the rivers of the Atlantic ver-

sant, the most important are the South Plate, the
Arkansas, and the Rio Grande del Norte. C. is

pre-eminently a mineral district, and to this fact it

owes its colonization. It possesses extensive de-

posits of gold and silver ore, and between the
vears 1859 and 1878 it furnished to the U. States
Mint .§29,984,158.59 worth of the former metal
and $15,846,879.20 of the latter. Iron is pretty
widely diffused, and zinc and copper occur in

many of the mines. Coal is also found exten-
sively on both sides of the main range of moun-
tains ; the area occupied by the Tertiary deposits
being no less than 7,200 sq. m. The mining dis-

tricts are five in number, and are distinguished as
the district of the northern mines, the mines of the
eastern base, the Conejos County mines, the soutli-

ern mines, and the mines of Summit County. At
Murphy's mine, about twelve miles from Denver,
the stratum is about 16 feet thick, and the percen-
tage of fixed carbon is found to be 55.31. The
total yield of these mines for the year 1878 was
367,000 tons. Leadville, a new city only two years
old, with a population of 10,000, situated 10,200 feet

above the sea-level, near the head-waters of the
Arkansas River, owes its foundation, and its de-

velopment into a permanent mining region, to the
discover3' there made of rich silver-mines, whose
product for the year 1879 is estimated at $10,000,-

000. The climate of C. is remarkable for its regu-
larity and salubrity. During the day the ther-

mometer not unfrequently rises to 90° in summer,
but the nights are always cool and dewless. In
winter the weather is generally mild,— the lowest
thermometric marking being only 7° below zero,

in Middle Park 15°, and in Denver 13°. Snow
often lies deep in the higher inhabited districts,

but in the lowlands it is never more than 10 or 12

inches, and it disappears again almost immedi-
ately. Between July and Oct. there is very little

rain, day after day bringing a bright and cloudless

sky. " An air more delicious to breathe," says
the late Bayard Taylor, " cannot anywhere be
found ; it is neither too sedative nor too exfcitlng,

but has that pure, sweet, flexible quality which
seems to support all one's happiest and healthiest

moods." The only flaw in the climate of C. is its

violent storms of wind, and in some parts of the
country heavy falls of hail. Among the hygienic
advantages of which C. can boast, the mineral
wells hold an important place. They occur in

various parts of the country, and belong to

different classes. Clialybeate waters are found
at Manitou, Carlisle, and Red Creek ; soda
springs at Manitou, 'Trinidad, and Cation City

;

sulpimr springs at Fairplay, on the Navajo River,

and at Idaho Springs , and thermal springs, partly

sulphur and partly soda, exist at Pagosa, in

the Middle Park, in Seguache County, at Wagon-
Wheel Gap, and at Del Norte. Manitou is already

becoming a fashionable watering-place ; the foun-

tains and the surrounding land were purchased by
a company in 1870 ; and in 1878 there were sev-

eral large hotels and numerous private residences

erected round the spot. In the lowland districts

water for drinking is very scarce; but supplies

can frequently be obtained by the sinking of arte
sian wells. The mountains of C. were, till a com-
paratively recent date, richly clothed with forest;

but owing partly to natural causes, and still more
to the lavish consumption and reckless destruc-

tion of the early settlers, the quantity of growing
timber in the State is exceedingly small, and her

fore long, if restorative measures are not adopted,

the Colorado demand for wood will require to be
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supplied from witliout. The principal trees, after

tlie pine, are the so-called hemlock and cedar, the
cotton-wood, and the aspen (or Popahis tremuloides).

The minor flora of the country is exceeding:!y rich
;

and especially in the plain region the abundance
of flowers is amazing. Wherever irrigation can
be obtained the soil of eastern t'. is well fitted for

agriculture. Wheat, oats, and barley afford heavy
crops

; potatoes succeed except in the extreme S.,

and owing to the dryness of the atmosphere are
easily kept ; and almost all the garden products of
the same latitude in the Kast can be satisfactorily

cultivate<l. The wheat affonls a very white dry
flour, and competes with the finest in the markets
of the world. The yield often reaches 40 to 50
bushels per acre, and in exceptional cases consid-

erably exceeds this anjount. In the higher dis-

tricts — the parks and the moimtain-valleys— a
greater proportion of ground is devoted to pasture,

either of sheep or cattle. The native grasses are
of excellent quality as fo<lder; and during the win-

ter the natural hay that has withered where it

grew is pn-ferred by the cattle to the best that

can be furnished by the labors of the husband-
man. In certain districts the pastoral departments
of husbandry have had to be ab.andoned, owing to

the presence of poisonous plants, the most impor-
tant of which seems to be Oj-i/tro/iis fMinlierti ; but
these districts are of very limited extent. Tlie

cost of pasturing is merely nominal, as the cattle

can be driven over extensive districts, under the
charge of Mexican or Indian herdsmen. Wool
can be profluced for ten cents per lb., and a four-

year-old steer for ten dollars. The chief plague
of tlie agriculturist is the grasshopper. Tliis

insect is usually hatched in the month of June,
when the cereals are well advanced ; but occasion-
ally in dryer and warmer seasons it appears as

early as April and does great damage to the young
crops. Another insect, the Ikniffiliora tlecemlinentn,

popularly known as the C. beetle, has l>ecome fa-

mous for its attacks on the potato, not only in this

State but as far east as tlie Atlantic States. —
Denrer, the capital and principal commercial town
of the State, is situate on the S. Plate Kiver, about
680 m. W. of the Mississippi Kiver, and 15 m. K. of
the Rocky Mounuins ; lat. i]M° 45' N.. Ion. 104° 50'

W. This fine city has 4 National Hanks, and its

commercial and manufacturing inten-sts are rap-

idly progressing. Six railroads are diverging from
I)., the l)enver and South I'ark and Pacific R.Il.

connecting it with Ix-adville. Pop. about !io,WO.

Fop. of State, l.'jO.OOO.

Color-Box, a box with cakes of water<-olor».

Color-Printing consists ntjt merely in printing

with coloreii ink or paint instead of black, but in

combining many different colors on the same sheet

of paper. If iirinteii in o/k color, it miglit certainly

be designatiHi color-printing; but the technical

meaning of the term is usually /HJi/rJiromr, or many-
colored. There must bo a distinct pintc, form of

type, oratone (acconling to the kind of printing),

for each color ; and they must all be nimjifterrtl,

or adjusted, that eacli will come exactly in its

proper place. The preparation of the plate, block,

or stone is a matter of nicety, in onler that the

color should touch that particular one only which
is to give the desired lint. Many ornamental pro-

ductions are printed m gold as well as i-olorn In

this case the plate is wette<l with a kind of Japan
gold-size, a layer of which is thence transferred

upon the papi>r : leaf gold is place<l utwn the gold-

size, to which it adheres; and a bit of cotton-wool

•ufliccs to rub off the surplus gold from those parts

of the paper wbicli lui<t nut been wetted by the

gold-size. Inferior articles, such as the labels at-

tached to spun and woven cottons, are printed
with bronzi-powder instead of with leaf-gold.

Colored Fires, comptisitions used in pyro-
techny for making «/<//«, lujhts, luncts, and other
ornamental fin-works.

Colored Olass, stained glass for w indows ; also

Bohemian or fancy glass articles.

Colored Goods. c<itton, linen, or worsted fab-

rics, printed, stained, or dye<l. In conmjerce, this

term d(K'S not a|)ply to black goo<ls ; but in reve-

nue laws' phraM-ology it mcludes all goods that
are not while. i

Colporteur, the French term for a news-hawker,
a pedler or itinerant vender or distribiitor of wares.

Colrake. a shovel used to stir lead ore when it

is being waslie<l.

Colter or Culter, the sharp iron cutting-knife

of a plough, fixed over the share, to prevent, or

remove, the accumulation of grass or rubbish. In

fen lands it is in the form of a wheel.

Colt's Foot, a name for tlie Tussilar/o f'ir/ara,

a wild herb, the leaves of which are emollient,

demulcent, and tonic. They were formerly smoked
in troublesome coughs, but are now used in decoc-

tion. Imp. free.

Columba-Root. See Cam-mba-Root.
Columbia. See Soith Carolina.
Columbia, a fire Insurance Co. of New York

City, organized in 185^]. Slahmrnt on Jan. 1,

1H71) :— Capital stock, !?.'300,000; net surplus, ."flO,-

70"2 ; totAl cap. and surplus, ^MO,7C>2. Risks in

force, .'58,241,858; premiums, •$72,Lt}8. Premiums
received since the organization of the Co , •$;i,048.-

708; losses i)aid, •?1,8.')4..']85. Cash dividends paid

to stockholders, >>455,000.

Columbia (British). See Canada.
Columbia (District of). See Washisgtoic.
Columbo or Colombo. Sec Cevlox.
Columbus. See Ohio.
Column Rules, thin pieces of brass used in

printing-offices to separate longitudinally the col-

umns of tyiK".

Colza Oil, a valuable oil manufactured to a
large extent in Europe, by expression of the uqc-

tuous seeds of the common rajH' {lirassica naput
S(ilira), and the navew (li. rum/xstris). It is much
used for lubricating machinery, for burning in the
rarcel, moderator, and other similar lamps, and in

the French lighthouses it is preferrtxl to any other
oil in use, on account of its greater brilliancy and
steadier flame, with less charring of the wick, as well

as for iu greater cheapness. Imp. duty, 20 per cent.

Comb [Fr. pri</iie ; tJer. Kumm ; It. ftfltino; Port.

I>rnif : Sp. />r(/i«'|.a tiHitlied instrument for cleaning
and adjusting the hair, made fmm a considerable
variety of materials, the most common being the
horns an<l luMifs of cattle, tortoise-shell, ivory, Ik>x-

wo<mI, and vulcanite, or hardened india-rubber.

Metallic V. are usetl for carding or cleaning w<k)1,

cotton, and other fibres, and for rubbing down
the coal of horses. — A steel ttMith with teeth cor-

responding to those of a screw, use<l for chasing
scri'ws on work which is rotated in a lathe. — The
pn>iection on the ton of the hammer «)f a gun-lock.
— The notched scale of a wire-micrometer. — In

hat-making, the former on which ay/crre or fibre is

taken up and hardened into a Uit.— Tlie wax-cell

of In-es.

thir r mnnmf Of alt tlie in«»rri»l« fmm whkh C »•
in»<lr, hnrti i< by fkr the ni<wt rxlvnaWrlv rnipl>>«r<l. and Ibc

worklnit "f 'h«l milwUncf Hliintrati'ii all the pmiliarilir* of lb*

rrafl Tli» iniliuirr !• onr •till pxt*ii«lrr|y prnwTiitrd on a

vinall •ral*. with all lh<> dl*aiiran(ii|{v< of maiiiixl labor and
watebful and l«<lk>«u procf!««f« ; but In UTrral larg^ imrXntW*

rrry togratou* labor and materUI-MTiD^ marhinrry U btougbc
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iato operation. When the horn is brought to the factory, it is

first assorted into sizes, preparatory to being cut up into pieces.

From an ordinary horn two cross-sections are taken for C-
making, called, fir,<t, the head or root cut, and, second, the

screw or tip cut. The solid tips remaining are disposed of

either for button-making or for being formed into knife and
other handles. Other scraps and cuttings are of great value to

makers of prussiate of potash for artificial manure. The sec-

tions to be used for C. are taken to the opening department,

where they are wetted in water and heated over an open fire

till the hnrny substance becomes quite soft. The head cut is

slit longitudinally once, or, if it is a large horn, it may be slit

into two. The screw cut is so termed on account of the pecu-

liar spiral direction in which it is slit, the cut being so directed

that the piece when opened out may form an oblong rectangu-

lar plate, with as littl* waste of horn as practicable. After

slitting, the cuts are opened out between tongs, and inserted

between screw-plates, where they are pressed quite flat. Plates

which are intended for staining in imitation of tortoise-shell

are at this stage inserted in strong iron frames between heated

and oiled iron plates, in which they are submitted for some
time to enormous pre.ssure After this pressure the plates are

found to have a translucent appearance, and a uniform green-

ish hue. The pressure, however, operates injuriously on the
fibre or grain of the horn, rendering it liable to split. When,
t lerefore, the horn is of good natural color, it is preferable to

finish it in tiiat condition. The prepared plates of horn are laid

aside to dry in a room where a high temperature is maintained
by steam-pipes. Subsequently they are squared and trimmed
on circular-saw benches, and a.ssorted into .sizes suitable for the
various kinds of C. manufactured.— In the manufacture of or-

dinary dressing- C, two distinct processes of tooth-cutting are

followed. The first method, which is applied to all fine combs,
consists of cutting out the teeth by means of circular saws;
and this is the out}' process applicable to the preparation of
small-toothed C ,and all C. made of ivory and box-wood. Saw-
cutting is, moreover, the only process formerly adopted ; but
instead of a circular saw, the C.-maker used a gauged liand-

saw, called a stadda or -steady. Tlie saws now employed are of
small diameter, and, according to the work they have to per-

form, they are fine-toothed and thin, some of them being con-
structed to cut from 70 to 80 teeth per lineal inch. The saws
are mounted on a spindle, which revolves with great rapidity,

and the plate or plates of horn to be toothed are clamped up in

a holder, which, by a cam motion, is alternately raised and de-
pressed, bringing the horn each time against the saw, which cuts
out one tooth to its full depth. After each cut, an automatic
arrangement moves the horn forward the breadth of a tooth,
the gearing being so mounted that the teeth may be cut fine

or coarse at pleasure. The second method of cutting the teeth
is known as twinning, from the fact that a pair of combs are cut
out of a single plate. The process of twinning consists in so
cutting a plate of horn that the whole material is utilized, what
i< removed to form the teeth of one C being exactly sufficient

for the teeth of a corresponding opposite C. When the cut-
ting of twinned C. is complete, the plate pre.sents the appear-
ance of a pair of C. with their teeth exactly inosculating or
dovetailing into each other. The twinning-machine, by which
this is accomplished, is a complex and beautiful piece of mech-
anism The plaies of horn to be twinned are softened by heat,
and secured in a bed -plate, which travels under a pair of cut-
ting-chisels, fast or slow, as the teeth are to be cut coarse or
fine. The chisels, having cutting edges equal to the length of
the teeth to be formed, descend alternately, and cut through
the plate; but as their cutting edges are at a small angle in rela-
tion to each other, the cuts are wedge-formed or tapering,
and thus the pointed ends of one comb are taken out of the
roots or head of another. With the aid of this apparatus, a
man and boy can cut more than 2300 C. per day, while an old-
fashioned C.-maker, working with his hand-saw, can only cut
from 2 to 3 dozen C. daily, and that with almost double the
material required in the twinning process. After the C. are
formed either by circle saw or by twinning, they are next
thinned or tapered to their outer edges on grindstones. They
then pass to the ^railin^ department, where, bv means of spe-
cial forms of files or rasps, kno.vn as grails and topers, the indi-
vidual teeth are rounded or bevelled, tapered, and smoothed.
If the C are to be finished in their naturd colors, they are
then smoothed with sand-piper, buffed on leather wlieeN and
polished on wheels built up of disks of soft cali.-o. If, as is fre-
quently the case, the C. are to be finished as imit.iMon tor-
toise-shell, they are, in the translucent state before alluded to,
treated with dilute nitric acid, which communicates a light
yellow tinge like the ground-color of tortoise-shell. The deep,
semi-opaque orange spottin'.' is next produced by dropping ovei
the surface spots of a composition containing caustic soda, lith-
arge, and drazon's blood. After some time this composition is
washed off, and the parts to which it was applied are found to
be a little swollen up, and stained a deep orange tinge. The C.
are then polished as above stated. The elaborate pierced pat-
terns of ornamental back C. are cut out by small ribbon saws;
and the work is generally finished by hand-carving with proper
tools. Plainer and less artistic work is done by embossing in
heated dies, and ordinary pierced work is also produced by cut-
ting dies. Formerly, the wide-set teeth of bock C were fre-

quently stamped out. In order to economize tortoise-shell,

and to obtain large and thick C. out of the comparatively !=m«ll

and thin plates in which that substance usually occurs, a pro-
cess of cementing or soldering is re.sorted to. The joining of
two plates of tortoi.«e-shell is very perfectly accomplished by
first carefully scraping and cleaning the surfaces to be united.
They are then applied to each other, heated, and strongly
pressed between pincers,— this being suflicient to cause a per-
fect amalgamation of the two surfaces. After cementation,
tortoise-snell is treated in every respect as a piece of fine white
or buffalo born.

Hair C. are not manuf. on a large scale in tlie

U. States ; they are generally imported from Ger-
many, France, and England. Imp. duty for all

kinds, 35 per cent.

Comb-Brouch, the tooth of a wool-comb.
Combed "Wool. See Combing.
Combing-Wool. See Wool.
Combination, in chemistry, the union of two

or more substances in sucli a manner as to form a
new compound.— In trade, an illegal union of

workmen on strike to prevent others taking tlie

places they have quitted. See Strike.
Combing, an operation in the worsted or long-

wool manufacture. The operation of straighten-

ing and disentangling wool ; corresponding in pur-
pose with cording of short wool.— In hand-C, the
work is done between two combs, one held station-

ary and the otlicr drawn over it, to comb out the

lock of wool placed between them. The combs
have a number of steel spikes fixed into a back,
and are occasionally heated in a comh-pot. The
short fibres which are combed out are called noyls.

— In machine-C, the locks are fastened to two
toothed cylinders, which revolve in apposition to

each other, and are heated by steam within. Tlie

teeth of one cylinder comb the fibres on the other
one.— Knl()ht.

Combustible, any thing that •will ignite, but
properly applicable to those dangerous substances
which consume spontaneously, with the emission
of heat and light, and which railway companies,
carriers, and vessels tlierefore refuse to carry.

Combustion, the act of taking fire and burn-
ing. A substance which, like coal or wood, cheap-
ly answers the purpose of producing great heat
and light is called fuel, and the phenomenon of

that production is called C. Now, modern discov-

ery has ascertained that, in every instance, C. is

merely an appearance wiiich accompanies the mu-
tual action, when very intense, of two substances
in the act of forming an intimate or chemical union.

Where that act is less energetic, the heat produced
is less intense, and there is no light. Thus, water
and sulphuric acid when mixing produce great heat,

but no light. Water and quick-lime produce still

greater heat ; sufficient, it is known, to set fire to a
siiip in which the mixture unfortunately occurs. It

is an occurrence of the same kind when heat is

evolved from an acid dissolving a metal ; and it is

still of the same kind when a mass of coal or wood
in a fire-grate is, with the appearance of 6'., under-

,

going solution in the oxygen of the atmosphere.
In this last case, however, the temperature of tiic

fuel is, by the very intense action, raised so much
that the fuel becomes incandescent or luminous ;

an appearance assumed by every substance, wheth-

er burning or not,— of a stone, for instance, or

piece of metal,—when heated beyond the temper-

ature indicated by 800° F. The inferior degrees

of such incandescence are called red heat ; the su-

perior degrees, icliite heat. The reason why any
strongly heated body throws out light we cannot
yet explain. When a quantity of wood or coal

has been burned to ash in a confined portion of air,

tlie wliole of the fuel, vanished from view, is held

in solution by the air, as salt is held in water, and
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is again recoverable by tlie art of tlie tliemist.

Tlie plienomenon of common fire, or C.tlien, is

merely the fuel being clicmically dissolved in the
air of tlie atmosphere. If the fuel has nothing
volatile in it, as is true of pure carbon, and nearly
true of coke and charcoal, it burns with the ap-
pearance of red-hot stones ; but if there be an in-

gredient, as hydrogen, which, on being heated,
readily assumes tiie form of air, that ingredient
dilates before burning, and in the act produces the
more bulky incandescence called flame.

Comedian, one who plays other than tragic

parts.

Comestibles, the French general terra for pro-

visions, eatables.

Comfit, a dry sweetmeat ; seeds coated or crusted
with sugar.

Comfrey, the root of the common comfrey ( 6'ym-

phifiiim ojficiiiale) has been used medicinally; that

of the prickly comfrey {S. a.i/terrimnni), a gigantic

species, is favorably spoken of as a green food for

cattle.

Commandery. See Cyprus Wixes.
Comtnanditaire, a dormant or sleeping part-

ner in a French jointst(Kk companj- ; one who
supplies the capital requisite to carry on business,

but is only liable for the sum he invests.

Commandite (Soci^:^ en), a French part-

nership or company, consisting of a number of in-

dividuals, of whom one or more undertake the

management, and are helil indefinitely responsible

for all engagements, as in the case of ordinary
partnerships : and the others are mere shareholders,
responsible only to the amount of their contribu-

tions, either paid up or contracted to be paid into

the joint-stock of the association.— The first, called

the commanditea, may be designated managing part-

ners; and the second, called commanditaires, non-
responsible partners, or simply shareholders. The
managing partners are liable in their whole for-

tunes ; the others only in a limite<l sum.
Commassee, a small Arabian coin, about tlie

size of a sixpence, consisting of 7 carats; it con-
tains little silver, and may be taken to lie worth 2
cents. From 40 to 00 coniiiiussees generally pass
for A dollar at Mocha.
Commedador Balsam, a compound tincture

of benzoin used in Hrazil.

CommerQant, the French general term for

merchant, trader, and dealer.

Commerce |Lat. conimntatio mercium], as its

Dame implies, is the exchange of one conimo<lity

or production for another, thus including the do-

mestic and the foreign trades. In its general accep-
tation, however, C. is the international trattic in

goods, or what constitutes the foreign trade of all

countries as tlistinct from their domestic trade. All

subjects and questions relating to C. being treate<l,

in tliis work, under the various titles to which they
refer, our present object is merely to show the
nature, influence, and actual condition of C- in

general. C. is only productive of wealth in an
indirect manner. The menhant pro<luces no al-

teration on the articles which he buys or soils :

he merely exchanges one <'ommodity for another

;

and. in geiiernl. what is given is the exact equivalent
to what is received. The advantage of C". — and it

is difficult to overestimate its importance— consists

in the uninterrupted scojh' and efficiency which it

gives to the division and distribution of labor, by
placing it in the power of mdividuals to prosecute
continuously such employments as suit their taste

and capacities. While the exchange of different

products is carried on by the jiroducers themselves,
tliey must unavoidably 1om> a great deal of time,

and experience many inconveniences. Were
there no nuTchants, a farmer wishing to sell his

crop would be obliged, in the first place, to seek
for customers, and to ilisiM)se of his corn as nearly
as possible in such quantities as might suit the
demands of the various individuals imlineil to buy
it; and after getting its price, he wduld next be
obliged to send to 1(1 or U<J different and, perhaps,
remote places, for the commodities he wanted to

get in its stead. So that, besides l)eing exposed
to a world of trouble and incoiiM nience, his atten-

tion would be continually diverted from the labors
of his farm. Under such a state of things, the
work of production, in every different employ-
ment, would be meeting with perju-tual interrup-

tions, and many branches of industry that are
successfully carried on in a commercial country
would not be undertaken. The esinMishment of
a distinct mercantile class effectually obviates
these inconveniences. When a set of di^alers erect
warehouses and stori's for the purchase and sale

of all descriptions of conmiodities, every producer,
relieved from the necessity of seeking customers,
and knowing beforehand where he may at all

times be supplied with such products as he requires,

devotes his whole time and energies to his proper
business. The intervention of merchanis gives a
continuous and uninterrupted motion to the plough
and the loom. Were the class of traders anniliilated,

all the springs of imlustry would be paralyzed.

The numberless difficulties that would then oc-cur

in effecting exchanges would lead each j)articular

family to endeavor to produce all the articles they
had occasion for : society would -thus be thrown
back into primeval barbarism and ignorance; the

divisions of labor would be relinquished ; and the
desire to rise in the world and improve our condi-

tion would decline, according as it became more
diflScult to gratify. What sort of agricultural

management could be expected from farmers who
had to manufacture their own wool, and make
their own shoes ? And what sr)rt of manufactur-
ers would those be who were every now and then
obliged to leave the shuttle for the plough, or the

needle for the anvil > A sotiely without that

distinction of employments and pr<ifes»ions result-

ing fnim the division of lalmr, that is, u-iihoitt C,
would be totally destitute of arts or sciences of

any sort. It is by the assistance each individual

renders to and receives from his neighbors, by
every one applying himself in preference to some
peculiar task, and combining, though probably
without intending it, his efforts with those of oth-

ers, that civilizetl man Ix^omes equal to the most
gigantic efforts, and ap[>ears endowed with almost
omnipotent power. The mercantile class has gen-

erally Ix'en divided into two subordinate classes,

—

the wholesale dealers and the retail dealers. The
former purchase the various products of art and
industry in the places where they are produced, or

are least valuable, and carry them to those where
they are mon- valuable, or where they are more
in demand; and the latter, having purchased the

conimo<lities of the wholesale dealers or the pro-

ducers, collect them in stor\-s, and sell them in

such quantities and at BU<*h times as may U-st

suit the public demand. These classes of dealers

are alike useful ; and the separation that has Uen
effected Ix'lween their employments is one of the

most advantageous divisiims of labor. The oper-

ations of the wholesale merchant are analogous to

Uiose of the miner. Neither the one nor the other

makes any change on the bodies which he carries

from place to place. All the difference between
them consists in this. — that the miner carries
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tliem from below ground to the surface of the

eartli, while the merchant carries them from
one point to anotlier on its surface. Hence it

follows that the value given to commodities by
the operations of the wiiolesale merchant may
frequently exceed that given to them by the pro-

ducers. Tiie labor or expense required to dig a

quantity of coal from the mine does not exceed
what is required for its conveyance from Pittsburg

to New York ; and it is a far more difficult and
costly affair to fetch a piece of timber from a re-

mote forest to Philadelphia than to cut down the

tree. In this respect there is no difference be-

tween commerce and agriculture and manufac-
tures. The latter give utility to matter by be-

stowing on it such a shape as may best fit it for

ministering to our wants and comforts ; and the

former gives additional utility to the products of

the agriculturist and manufacturer by bringing

them from where they are of comparatively little

use, or are in excess, to wliere they are of com-
paratively great use, or are deficient. If the whole-

sale merchant were himself to retail the goods he
has brought from different places, he would re-

quire a proportional increase of capital ; and it

would be inipossible for him to give that exclusive

attention to anj- department of his business which
is indispensable to its being carried on in the best

manner. It is for the interest of each dealer, as

of each workman, to confine himself to some one
business. By this means each trade is better un-

derstood, better cultivated, and carried on in the
cheapest possible manner. But whether carried

on by a separate class of individuals or not, it is

obvious that the retailing of commodities Is indis-

pensable It is not enough that a cargo of tea

should be imported from Ciiina, or a cargo of su-

gar from Cuba. Most individuals have some
demand for these articles; but there is not, per-

haps, a single private person requiring so large a
supply for his own consumption. It is clear,

tlierefore, tiiat they must be retailed ; that is, tiiey

must be sold in such quantities and at such times
as may be most suitable for all classes of consum-
ers. And since it is admitted, on all hands, that
this necessary business will be best conducted by
a class of traders distinct from the wholesale
dealers, it is impossible to doubt that their em-
ployment is equally conducive as that of the oth-

ers to tiie public interest, or that it tends equally
to augment national wealth and comfort. The
observations already made serve to show the in-

fluence of the home trade in allowing individu-
als to confine their attention to some one employ-
ment, and to prosecute it without interruption.
But it is not in this respect only that the estab-
lishment of the home trade is advantageous. It

is so in a still greater degree by its allowing the
inhabitants of the different districts of the coun-
try to turn their labor into those channels in
which it will be most productive. The different
soils, different minerals, and different climates of
different districts fit them for being appropriated,
in preference, to certain species of industry.
Hence it follows that the inhabitants of different
districts, by confining themselves to those branches
of industry for the successful prosecution of wlych
they have some peculiar capability, and exchang-
ing their surplus produce for that of others, will
obtain an incomparably larger supply of all sorts
of useful and desirable products than they could
do were tiiey to apply themselves indiscriminately
to every different business. The territorial divis-

ion of labor is, if possible, even more advantageous
than its division among individuals. The inhabi-

tants of the richest and most extensive country,
provided it were divided into small districts with-
out any intercourse with each other or with for-

eigners, could not, how well soever labor might be
divided among themselves, be otherwise than poor
and miserable. Some of them might have a super-
abundance of corn, at the same time that they were
wholly destitute of coal and iron ; while others
might have the largest supplies of the latter arti-

cles, with but very little grain. But in commercial
countries no such anomalies can exist. Opulence
and comfort are there universally diffused. The
labors of the mercantile class enable the inhabi-
tants of each district to apply themselves princi-

pally to those employments that are naturally best
suited to them. This superadding of the division

of labor among different states to its division
among different individuals renders the productive
powers of industry immeasurably greater; and
augments the mass of necessaries, conveniences,
and enjoyments in a degree that could not pre-
viously have been conceived possible, and which
cannot be exceeded except by the introduction of
foreign C. The roads and canals that intersect a
country, and open an easy communication between
its remotest extremities, render the greatest ser-

vice to internal C, and also to agriculture and
manufacture. A diminution of the expense of
freight has, in fact, the same effect as a diminution
of the direct cost of production. If coal brought
into a city sell at §4 a ton, of which the freight
amounts to a half, or !?2, it is plain that, in the
event of an improved communication, such as a rail-

road or a canal, permitting to import it for half
the previous expense, its price will immediately
fall to $3 a ton

;
just as it would have done had

the expense of extracting it from the mine been
reduced a half. In other respects, the advantages
resulting from improved comnmnication are
probably even more striking. They give the
same common interest to every different part of
the most widely extended country ; and put down,
or rather prevent, any attempt to monopoly on the
])art of the dealers of particular districts, by
bringing them into competition with those of all

the others. Nothing in a country enjoying great
facilities of conmiunication is separate and uncon-
nected. All is mutual, reciprocal, and dependent
Every man naturally gets into the precise situa-

tion that he is best fitted to fill ; and each, co-

operating with every one else, contributes to the

utmost of his power to extend the limits of pro-

duction and civilization.— What the home trade
is to the different regions of the same country,

foreign trade is to all the countries of the world.

Particular countries produce only particular com-
modities, and, were it not for foreign C, would be
entirely destitute of all but such as are indigenous
to their own soil. It is difficult for those who
have not reflected on the subject to imagine wliat

a vast deduction would be made, not only from
the comforts, but even from the necessaries, of

every commercial people, were its intercourse

with strangers stopped. One countr}' has peculiar

capacities for raising corn and cotton, but is at

the same time destitute of coffee, tea, and sugar
;

another, again, has peculiar facilities for raising

the latter, but is destitute of the former ; and it is

impossible to point out a single country which is

abundantly supplied with any considerable variety

of commodities of domestic growth. Providence,
by giving to each particular nation something
whicii the others want, has evidently intended that

they should be mutually dependent upon one
another. What has been already stated is suffi-
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cient to expose the utter fallacy of tlie opinion
that has sometimes l>een maintained, that wliat-

ever one nation may gain by her foreijincomnu-rce
must be lost by some one else. C. is nut dinctly

prodactice, nor id the good derived from it to be
estimated by its immediate effeets. What com-
mercial nations give is uniformly the fair ecjuiva-

'

lent of what they get. In their dealings they do
not prey upon each other, but are beneiite«l alike,

j

The advantage of C. consists in its enabling labor

to be divided, and giving each people the power
of supplying themselves with the various articles

for wi)ich they have a demand, at the lowest price

required for their production in those countries

and places where they are raised with the greatest

facility. C. gives no advantage to any one peo-

ple over any other people ; but it increases the

wealth and enjoyments of (ill in a degree that

could not previously have been conceived possible.

But the influence of foreign V. in multiplying and
cheapening conveniences and enjoyments, vast as

it most certainly is, is perhaps inferior to its

indirect influence,— that is, to its influence on
industry, by adding immeasurably to the mass of

desirable articles, by inspiring new tastes, and
stimulating enterprise and invention by bringing
each people into competition with foreigners, nmk-
ing them acquainted with their &rts and institu-

tions, and giving to each particular country the

means of protecting by the inventions and discov-

eries of others as much as by those of her own
citizens. " C. has acquired in our time," says It.

Soiners, " a security and extension, in all its most
essential conditions, of which it was void in any
previous age. It can hardly ever again exhibit

that wandering course from route to route, and
frofn one solitary centre to another, which is so

characteristic of its ancient history, because it is

established in every quarter of the globe, and all

the seas and ways are open to it on terms fair and
equal to every nation. Wherever there is popu-
lation, industry, resource, art, and skill, there will

be international trade. C. will have many centres,

and one may relatively rise or relatively fall ; but
such decay and ruin as have smitten many once
proud seals of wealth into dust cannot again occur
without such cataclysms of war, violence, and dis-

order as the growing civilization and reason of

mankind and the nowcr of law, right, and com-
mon inten>8t forbid us to anticipate. But with

all these advantages, it must not be Bun]>osed that

the future course of trade is free of difllculty.

The very magnitude of V. now suggests what se-

rious work devolves on all who are engaged in it.

If in the older times it was thought that a foreign

merchant requires to l»e not only a good man of

business, but even a statesman, it is evident that

all the higher faculties of the mercantile profes-

•ion must still more Iw called into request when
imports and exports arc reckone<I by hundreds in-

lead of flves or tens of millions, when the mar-
kets are so nmch larger and more numerous, the

competition so much more keen and varie<l, the

problems to be solved in every coumo of transac-

tion so nmch more complex, the whole range of

affairs to be oversw^n so immensely wideneil. It

is not a company of merchants, having a monopoly,
and doing whatever they pleaxe, whether right or

wrong, that now hold the (
'. of the world in their

hands, but large communities of free merchants in

all parts of the world, affiliated to manufacturers
and pnxlucers equally ttw, each under strong

temptation to do what may he wrong in the pur-

suit of his own interest, an<l the only security of

doing right being to follnw steady lights of infor-

mation and economic science conunon to all.

Easy transport of gi>od8 by land and sea, prompt
intelligence from every point of the compass, gen-

eral prevalence of mercantile law and safety,

have all bei-n accomplished ; and the world is

opened to trade. Hut intellectual gra.sp of princi-

ples and details, and the moral integrity which is

the rt>ot of all commercial success, liave to be se-

verely tested in this vaster sphere." See B.\la.\ck

OK 'Ikaue, Ex»ii.\nui;, Imi-okts asu Exixirts,

I'KOTtCTlON AM> EkKK TkaOK, etC.

Commerce, a fire insurance Co. of Albany,
New York, organized in llSoS*. Statement on Jan.

1, 187U: — Capital stock, S-J(lO.(»(tO ; net surplus,

S10;],»0o ; total cap. and surpl. .'?;J«t{,N)o. Risks in

force, $J»,2t);5,H20
;
pn-miums, i?Ni.2.>3. Premiums

received since the organization of the Co.,

•S-2.iK5O.470; losses paid, !?2,07o,107 ; cash dividends

paid to stockholders, .^74,000 ; cash dividend

paid in 1878. ••?:{2,(HX).

Commercial, pertaining to commerce or trade
;

mercantile trading ; according to the rules or usages

of commerce.
Commercial, a fire insurance Co. of New York

City organized in 1850. :Stuttmfnt on Jan. 1, 1879:

— Capital stock, ?200,000 ; net surplus, ?170,.J2:i;

total cap. and surplus, 370.o2;5. Risks in force,

.'$;M,848,020 ;
premiums, .«!228,053. Premiums re-

ceived since the organizati<m of the Co., '$;i,r)70,-

521; losses paid, SI,i'20,r)<)4 : cash dividends paid

to stockholders, .j77t>,000. Cash dividend paid in

1878, A;i;j,846.

Commercial Agent, an officer appointed to act

in the cai)acity of a consul in a fortMgn port.

Commercial College, a school for the instruo

tion of young men in the rudiments of commercial

knowledge.
Commerciad Law^, such customs and usages of

trade as are so well established as to bc-come fixed

in the public mind, and acquiesced in by the trad-

ing community; usages of trade recognized by

courts of justice ;
judicial decisions on commercial

contracts or transactions. MrElrath.

Commercial Paper, promissory notes, bills <)f

exchange, or drafts, made and given for merchan-

dise.

Commercially, in a commercial manner or

view.
Commettant jFr.) a principal or constituent

;

one wiio employs.
Commiugs,'a malster's name for the shoot of

the barley .after U-ing kiln-drie<l.

Commis, a clerk or shopman in France.

Commiaaariat, the provisioning department of

an army or other large Ixnly.

Commiaaary, an officer charged with the sup-

ply of provisions, minlical stores, and clothing for

troops, lM>dies of travellers, etc.

Commisaion, order or authority b^* which one

person trades for another: as, a citmmiMi'on to buy

cotton. — Brokerage, allowance, or comi»ensation

made to a factor, agent, etc., for transacting the

business of another. It is usually charge<l at so

much per cent, the amount Ining regulateil either

bv stipulation or the usage of tra«le. A C </<•/ rrr-

</rrf is a higher rate charge<l in those cases where

the agent guarantees his dealings, or. in other

wonls, engages to Ik* answerable, as if he him-

self were the prop«r debtor. See Dki. Ckkokrk.

Raits of r tm trn*rnl Btuiitftt, rrrimmrmtnl ht) Ihr Ckam
itr of Commrrr, of .NVir York, lo br rhargul trknt no /•JT^ru

mMnrm»Hl to tk* camUani rztUt — On iwIm "f "«»', c"(Tw.

tM. snd tcviH-ral twrrhamll-*. usually »ol.l In Unt*- .|ii«nUOr».

and on rr».lit uixirr Mx innn«»>». or for ca«h. frJJ — On ••»»•

ofinanufiKlurrd itoo<l«.»n.| other artU-tn u»u«tl> (old oo lonj

crvdiu, (or couimlMtoo* »na (uu«nt«i-, TJ% — Oo •«* ««
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manufiictured goods, and other articles usually sold on long

crc'lits, for commissions and guarantee, for cash, 5% —On
purchase and shipment of meichandise with funds in hand,

on cost and charges, 2^%. — Collecting delayed and litigated

accounts, h'1 — Effecting marine insurance, on amount in-

sured W . — ^0 charge to he made for efficling inurance on

propfrti/ consigned —Landing and re-shipping of goods from

vessels in distress— on value of invoice, 2!,%. — Landing and

re-shipping of goods from vessels in dist;-ess — on specie and

bullion i7 . - Receiving and forwarding merchandise entered

at Custom House, on invoice value 07ie per cent, and on ex-

penses incurred, 2i% — On consignments of merchandise with-

drawn or re-shipped, full commissions are to be charged, to

the extent of advances or responsibilities incurred, and one

half commission on the residue of the value. —The risk of

loss by robbery, fire (unless insurance be ordered', theft, pop-

ular tumult, and all other unavoidable occurrences, is, in all

cases, to be borne by the owners of the goods, provided due

diligence has been exercised in the care of them.

Commission-Merchaut, C-broker, C.-agent,

a merchant, broker, or agent wlio transacts busi-

ness for others, at a certain percentage ; as com-

mission and recompense for his services.

Commissionnaire, a French factor or mer-

chant who buys and sells goods for others ; one

who attends to the transport of goods ; a messenger.

Committee, a delegated or sele(!ted body of

persons appointed to act for a society or com-
pany ; and which may be either provisional or

permanent.
Commitment, a warrant of committal to prison.

Commode, a piece of bedroom furniture; a

night-stool ; a set of drawers.

Commodities, merchandise ; wares ; goods ;

produce of land and manufactures.
Common, a public imenclosed ground.

Commonage, the right of feeding cattle on a
common.
Common Carrier, one who conveys the goods

of another for hire. In its mere colloquial use the

term was applied to the class of men, now ren-

dered comparatively obsolete by the railroad sys-

tem, who conveyed goods in carts or wagons on
the public roads. In jurisprudence, however, the

term is collectively applied to all conveyers of

property, wiiether by land or water, and in this

sense the late changes and enlargements of the

system of transit throughout the world have given

additional importance to the subject. The law-

recognizes a distinction between a comtnon and a
pricdtp carrier. Tiie former is one who holds him-
self out to the public as ready to carry for hire

from place to place the goods of such persons as

choose to emplo3' him. The owner of a stage
coach, a railroad company, the master of a gen
eral ship, are conmion carriers. It has Tieen held,

however, that a person who carries only passen-
gers is not a common carrier ; nor of course is a
person who merely engages to carry the goods of
particular individuals. If a man undertakes to

carry goods safely, although lie is not a common
carrier, and is to have nothing for the carriage,

lie is responsible for damage sustained by his neg-
ligence. A common carrier is subject at law to

peculiar liabilities He is bound to carry the goods
of any person who offers to pay his hire, unless
there is a good reason to the contrary, as, for ex-
ample, when his carriage is full, or the article is

not such as he is in the habit of conveying. He
ougiit to carry the goods in the usual course with-
out unnecessary deviation or delay. To make him
liable there must be a due delivery of the goods to
him in the known course of his business. His
charge must be reasonable ; and he must not give
undue preference to any customer or class of cus-

tomers. The latter principle has come to be of
great importance in the law of railroad compa-
nies. In respect of goods entrusted to liim, the

carrier's liability, unless limited by a special con-

tract, is, as already stated, that of an insurer.

There is no question of negligence as in the case

of injury to passengers, for the warrant is simply
to carry safely and securely. The law, however,
excepts losses or injuries occasioned immediately
" by the act of God or the enemies of the U.
States"— words which have long had a strict

technical signification. It would appear that con-

cealment without fraud, on the part of the cus-

tomer, will relieve the carrier from his liability

for neylif/ence, but not for actual misfeasance. Fraud
or deceit by the customer, (e.g., in misrepresenting
the real value of the goods) will relieve the car-

rier from his liability. The responsibility of the

carrier ceases only with the delivery of the goods
to the proper consignee. Should the article or

parcel exceed §50 in value, the carrier is not to be
liable for loss unless such value is declared by the

customer, and the carrier's increased charge paid.

Where the value is thus declared, the carrier may,
by public notice, demand an increased charge, for

which he must, if required, sign a receipt. Fail-

ing such receipt or notice, the carrier must refund

the increased charge and remain liable as at com-
mon law. Except as above no mere notice or

declaration sliall affect a carrier's liability , but he
may make special contracts with his customers.

The carriage of goods by railroad or canal, or by
sea, is subject to special regulations. (See Rail-
roads and Chahter Party.) A carrier of pas-

sengers is responsible for personal injuries only

when they have been occasioned by his negligence

or want of skill. Where there has been contrib-

utory negligence on the part of the plaintiff,

—

i.e., where he might, by the exercise of ordinary

care, have avoided the consequences of the defend-

ant's negligence, — he is not entitled to recover.

When a person's death has been caused by such
negligence as would have entitled him to an action

hatl he survived, an action may be maintained
against the party responsible for the negligence

on behalf of the wife, husband, parent, or child of

the deceased.
Common-Council, a body of councillors se-

lected by citizens to represent and attend to mu-
nicipal interests.

Common-Hall, the hall or meeting-place of a
town council, or corporate bodj-.

Conxmon-Pitch, a building term implying that

the length of the rafter is f of the span.

Common-place Book, a memorandum or jot-

ting book.
Common State, a term for the grade of flour

made of spring wheat, with nothing but the bran
bolted out.

Commonwealth, a fire insurance Co. of Bos-

ton, Mass., organized in 1875. Stutement on Jan.

1, 1879:— Capital stock paid up, ••5500,000; net

surplus, '513,215; total cap. and surplus, $513,215.

Risks in force. ."522,236,075
;
premiums, 5241,415.

Premiums received since the organization of the

Co., §688,625; losses paid, §230,569; casli divi-

dends paid to stockholders, $56,000. Cash dividend

paid in 1878, $25,000.

Communion-Table, a piece of church furni-

ture at the east end of a church, within the railed

altar.

Compadore, in India, a butler or purveyor.

Companion, the wooden covering or hood of

the ladder-way leading to the cabin in a merchant
ship. — An associate, fellow-traveller, or workman.
Compainion-Ladder, the steps leading from

the poop to the main deck, or from the deck to the

cabin of a ship.
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Company, an assoL-iatiun of persons for tlie

prosecutiDn of a common undertakini;. In oarrv-

mg on those costly tnterprisos in wliicli the capi-

tal of a commercial country is employed, the
resources and the mind of t>ne person are often
inadequate. They require the comluned capital

and industry of many, with the unity of puri«)se

and of person which Ix'lonijs to an intlividual.

Hence tlie orijrin of C , of wiiich the followiuf;

kinds niay \tc distin-fuishe*! : — l^riititf C, or vol-

untary associations <if two or more persons for the
acquisition of profit, with a contrihution for that

end, of stipulated shares of pnnK-rty and industry
;

accompanied l<y an unlimited mandate to each
partner to hind the C. in the line of its employ
ment, and a jjuarantee to third parties of all the
engajjenients unilertaken in the social rrnme. C.

of this kind may Ix' sulxlivided into fxiitneriltio and
joiiU-adMHtiire, under which heads, respectively,

these contracts are fully described. — ./oini-StiHk

C. differ from the precedinjj in res|H'ct, — 1st, That
the credit is placed on the joint-stock of the C, as

indicate<l by a descriptive name, instead of heiiifj

personal, as indicate*! hy a firm ; 2d, That the man
•jfement is deleiraled hy the jjartners to a l)o<ly

of directors; and, ^kl. That the shares Tire transfer-

able. — PtiUic or C/uirlereil C. an- of different kinds.

A State charter enables a joint-stock ('. to enjoy
the privileges of a corporation, and trade under a

limited responsibility ; the shares of such a C. are
transferable ; the C. itself undissolved by the death
or bankruptcy of partners; and the nianajrement
and title to pursue are veste<l in the officers ap
pointed according to the charter. — See CoKroRA-
Tiojf, Joixt-Advkntirk, Joint-Stock Company,
Limited Li.vbilitv, and Partxersiih'.
Comparateur, a German instrument for accu-

rately ascertaining the length of measures after

Bessel's mode. The micrometers are placed on a
•trong mahogany beam ; and the slide, which car-

ries the two measures to be compared, is so ar-

ranged that it moves them exactly Ix-hind one
another in the micrometer line, and there retains

them.
Compartment, a specific division of the inter-

mediate spaces Warehouses are frc-quently built

in C. fur precaution against tire. Ships are often

built with water-tight (,'. for greater security

against accidents.

Compass (The Mariner's) | Dutch, s^-kom-
pa*$ ; Fr. IpmiuuU, com/tut tie mrr ; Ger. ttn Kompau

;

back of it, so a« to form one of its diameters ; this

diameter Uing supported on a point, and exactly
balanced f>n its cintre, turns freely round with the

card, whic h by a particular contrivance is ^o sus-

pended within a cylindrical l>ox (Fig. Sii) that it

remains perfectly horizontal, nolw iihstanding the

irregular motions to w Inch a ship is liable at sea :

it is the pniperty of the needle, when thus bal-

anced, to iH)int uraily to the North I'ole , whence,
by simply looking at the IKs^iIion of the needle,

the mariner can si-e the dirii-tion in which the ves-

sel is sailing, and regulate his steering aix-onhngly.

The course iniliiaied by the ni-«dle. however, is

only the iiui'/iitlir In-aring. which is seldom the true

direction ; for the magnet rarely points exactly
north, iH'ing subje<-t to two t rrors from different

causes, called tin- ninniiun anil the d-nnlion. The
(ornier is the result of a slow jinigressi\e altera-

tion in the position of the nia};netic |Kjle, which,
within certain limits, moves from east to west, and
back again from west to east. 'I'he variation of

the C. is very different in difftTent i>arls of the

gloln', and must then fore l>e delermin*<l at sea by
comparing the true bearing of a celestial object

with its bearing by I', which is done by a finer in-

strument called an otinmili <'. (Fit;. Hi) which is

graduated in degrees instead of being divided by

/^

7t(. OK. — M*anitB's Coiir*as.

It. lm$9ola : F'ort. roiuffinfo il* mnrrnr ; Sp. nqttjti lit

iiiar«vir|, an instniment employed in directing the
course of vessels at sea It consists of a circular
card, having a magnetized needle attached to xhf

V\^ i*(! — AZIMl-TII CowrASS

ifiiniiU like the mariner's ''., and lias sights to

allow the angles to Ik> taken more act-iiralely.

The sight-i)lati'« ascetul jKriKiidieularly, and their

slits are bist-cted by a |M'r|>endicular thread or wire,

serving as sights. 'I'he cause of the variation of

the r<>m|>ass has hitherto eluiletl the n-M-arches
of philosophers. Cnplain I'arry discoverc-«l that

xvhen he had passed to the north of a certnin spot

wfsiwanl of Iludson's Strait, the needle, which had
lufii previously varying to an extreme <legne.al>»<v

Ititely went haff round the compass, and ihisconiin-

iie<l IoIh* the ca.M> until he had sailed considerably
f.irt her north. Whelherthis iwculiar attraction had
any reference to the real magiM'ti<- pole, further o\y

servaiions will perhaps «letermine. — The HmniioH
of the compass is a Im-al error, oci'asioned by the

attraction of iron on board ship. It has Imm-ii the

cause of numerous shipwrecks U'fore the inven-

tion of the ingenious method of discovering its

amount. The »///< of llie iMM-«lle is a deviation from
its horizontal line; it is different in <lifferent places,

and. like tin- variation, underg<N-s slow changes;

Its diunial change is not in-neptilile. The inventor

of the mariner's < '. is not known. It was employed
in Kurope in navigation. al»out the middle of tlie

l-lth century. but theexact date of Its introduction

is matter of doubt. The Chinese, however, are

said to have been acquainted with it much earlier.
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The attractive power of the loadstone was known
to the ancient Egyptians, but was not by them
applied to any practical purpose.

Compass-Board, an upright board of the fancy-

weaving loom, tlirough which pass the neck-twines.

Compass-Brick, a kind of brick with a curved
face, used for forming the walls of wells.

Compass-Card, the suspended card on which
the points of the compass are drawn.
Compasses, a two-legged instrument or tool

for making arcs and circles, and for measuring
distances. There are several varieties of C, as

wing, rack, club, millwright's, drawing, curb, and
proportionate C, and C. witii cutting-leg for paper.

Compass-Plane, a plane which has a curved
face, used to work on concave surfaces.

Compass Saw, a saw with narrow blade for

cutting circles.

Compensation, a remuneration or reward ; a
recompense for injury, breach of agreement, etc.

Compensation-Balance, a spring or other con-

trivance to equalize temperature, or to recover
error from inequality of movement.
Compensation-Pendulum. See Pendulum.
Compera, the Italian for purchase or bargain.

Competition, a rivalry, tlie contention for a
contract, for business, for supremacy in workman-
ship, etc.

Compilation, a collection of laws ; a selection

of passages, etc.

Complaisance, the French word for accommo-
dation ; bilkt de C. is an accommodation note or
bill.

Complement, the full amount ; a complete set

of any thing.

Compo., Roman cement ; concrete or mortar.
Component, a constituent part; an ingredient.

Composer, a nmsical author.

Composing, the practical business of picking
up and arranging the letter-types for printing,

spacing, and justifying the lines, etc.

Composing-Draught, an opiate or soothing
draught.
Composing-Frame, a printer's elevated work-

ing-frame, on which the cases of type are rested
obliquely.

Composing-Machine, an ingenious and com-
plicated machine, invented for setting and arrang-
ing type, which is worked by keys like a piano-
forte. Tliese machines, however, have always
some practical defects, the spacing and making up
into lines still requiring to be performed by hand.
Composing-Rule, a printer's adjusting meas-

ure.

Composing-Stick, an iron, brass, or wooden
frame, held in tlie hand by a compositor or type-
setter, in which he arranges the letters and words
into lines for book or newspaper work.
Composition, tiie union of several substances

or parts.— A musical production.— In printing,
the art of setting up type.— The commercial name
for an arrangement or legal compromise with cred-
itors, made by a debtor who is unable to pay his
liabilities in full, a portion of the debt being taken
in lieu of tlie full demand ; in French, this is called
concordat. Sec Insolvency.
Composition Candles, stearine or other hard

candles wliicli do not waste or burn too freely.
Composition Cloth, a material made from

long flax, and dressed with a solution which ren-
ders it waterproof. It is used for trunk-covers,
etc.

Compositor, a type-setter engaged in picking
up, arranging, aiul distributing letters or type in a
printing-office.

Compost, a manure in which the dung of ani-

mals, or other organic matter, is mixed largely

with earth, mould, lime, and other inorganic mat-

ter.

Compote [Fr.], fruits prepared in syrup.
Compound, a mass or body composed or formed

of two or more elements, ingredients, or different

substances ; as, a chemical compound.
Compounder, a distiller or rectifier; a pre-

parer of sweetened cordials.

Compounding, mixing.— A composition or
arrangement made with creditors. See Composi-
tion.
Compound Interest. See Interest.
Compound Steam-Engine. See Steam-En-

GINE.
Compress, to condense or squeeze into a small

compass. — A linen pad.

Compressed Air-Engine, a machine driven
by the elastic force of compressed air. Its con-

struction is usually like that of a steam-engine, the

force of the expanding air being exerted against a
piston in a cylinder.

Compressed Yeast, the trade name of a kind
of yeast made expressly for baking purposes from
selected grain and the purest sprmg water, and
then pressed to free it from all watery substances.

This valuable preparation was introduced and first

manufactured in tliis country a few years ago by
Messrs. Gaff, Fleischmann, & Co., but it has been
known and used in Europe for the last century,
and to it the well-known excellence of the white
Vienna bread is in great part attributed. It is

well known that the preparation of bread is essen-

tially based upon the fact tiiat, by the act of fer-

mentation, which is caused by the yeast, the gluten

of the flour forms a cellular tissue by which the
escape of the carbonic acid is arrested, thus ren-

dering the bread porous and spongy, and increas-

ing its digestibility ; but the fungoid character of

yeast, and its action in inducing fermentation, are
not generally well understood. Yeast and other
ferments differ from the other lower organisms
only in possessing the faculty of living and multi-

plying regularly and continuously without contact
with the atmosphere. Instead of requiring free

oxygen to burn the materials which serve for their

nutrition, they obtain the necessary vital heat by
living upon oxygenated bodies like sugar, wliich

evolve caloric in their decomposition. This prop-
erty appears to explain the mystery of fermenta-
tion, which, according to the French chemists,

Pasteur and Dumas, is the chemical decomposition
of sugar by the vital force of yeast cells. In its

first stage of growth, the 3'east plant consists en-

tirely of sporules, which vary in size and form,
but generally contain one or two nuclei, the germs
of future sporules. After the lapse of some days,

and under favorable circumstances, the sporules

become much elongated, and form roots from which
vertical threads spring up. These, wheft the plant

has reached its complete development, become
branched, each branch bearing at its extremity a
row of rounded and bearded corpuscules which are

about the size of the sporules, but differ from the

latter in their darker and firmer texture. The
yeast plant is remarkably delicate ; if not kept
free from any deleterious substances or impurities,

its sporules die or lose the vigor necessary to good
fermentation. This delicacj' renders it most im-

portant that the yeast used should be as fresh as

possible ; for if it is kept an}' length of time it loses

its essential properties for making light and sweet
bread. Compressed yeast, however, can be kept
by dissolving it in pure water, placing it in a glass
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bottle, ni)il loweriiis; it by a string into a well.

Wiien requiretl for use, the water should be poured
off, and the yeast will In? found to have 8ettle<l at

the l)ottonj. When enough has been taken from
the bottle, fresh water should l>e added and the

process repeated. In this numner it is saiil it will

keep for a lont; time, or as long as the teni]M.>raturt>

is kept under iAP V.

Compromise, an ailjustment of differences be-

tween parties by individual or mutual concession;
an arrangement with en.'<litor8.

Comptant, the French tenu for ready money,
casii, specie.

Comptoir [Fr.], a counting-house, a store-coun-

ter or •ri-neral factory.

Comquat, a curious small nutmeg-shaped or-

ange, the ('itnis olicit f'oi mis of China, occasionally
impr)rte<l into this country preserved.

Concentrated Milk. S<.>e Milk
Concern, persons connected in business, or their

affairs in general ; as, a solvent concern.

Concertina, a small he-xagonal musical instru-

ment, the bellows of which are usually of an oc-

tagonal shape, and the reeds and keys are con-

tained in both boards, so as to be playetl on by
pressing the fingers of each hand. See .Melodkon.
Concesaion, the act of conceding, granting,

or yielding. — The thing yielde<l; a grant.— In

France, a right or privilege granted by govern-

ment to some company engaged in the formation
or construction of a public work.
Concessionnaire [Fr.], the grantee to whom a

privilege or concession has been made.
Conchologist, one versed in the natural his-

tory of shells and their inhabitants; a dealer in

oniamental shells.

Conch-Shell, a common name in the West In-

dies for the helmet or casket shells, which are
there used (a mouth-hole having l>een made at the
•piral end) to blow as truni{K'ts, to call in the la-

borers from work. Hence, the ti-rm "'shell-blow
"

there implies a perio<l for refreshment, or a with-
drawal from labor. See Ciiaxks.
Conchum, a dry measure in Mysore of 8 lbs.

Concordat [Fr.|. See Composition.
Concrete, an artificial cement formed of lime,

•and, pebbles, or other materials, frinjuently used
for tlie foundations of builditi|rs. St»e Kostos.
Condenser, any apparatus useil for cooling

heated vajMirs and reducing them to a liquid

form. In ordinary diittillation, the worm-
tub (D, Fig. 98) is the condenser most gen-

erally adoptetl. It consists of a spiral tulH>,

which passes through a tub constantly fille<l

with cold water. The vapor enters the tulxi

St the top, and In-ing condensed in its pas-

sage, runs out as li(|uid at the Itottoin. The
C.ofa ilriiiu-rm/iiw is that part attaclif-<i to

the cylinder wliere the steam is condensed.

The imfiimutic C is a svringe worked on the

Mmc principle as the ^>rce pump, by which
s large quantity of air can Ik.> forced into '«

s given space. 5>ee Distii.i.ino, Sti:am-
J^

Enoink.
Conder, a person at the herring fishery,

who, from an elevated ponition, by signal, \—i

directs the course of the Inrnta, so thai they
may enclose the schools of fish in tlx-ir nets.

Condiment, seasoning or flavoring sulMtanoes

for fcMxl, as mustard, |Mpper, vinegar, sugar, salt,

etc.

Condit |Fr.I, swtM-tmrats. prrtcrves, pickles.

Conditioning Sillc. a trade term for the as-

saying of silk in onler to test the proportions of

moisture it contsius.

Conditions of Sale, certain stipulations and
agreements which are usually stated on catalogues
of pn>jH'rty to W- disposed of by auction, and
which are friipiently reail out previous to the sale,

and considered binding on the bidders, purchaser,
and vt-nder.

Conditor [(Jer.j, a c<»nfecti<incr.

Condongo, a long kind of Spanish raw silk of
low (juality.

Condorin, a Japanese and Chinese coin, the
tenth part of a mass, and worth nUtut |il.

Couducta, a convoy or caravan of nmles or
horses in Mexico, etc., convt-ying nmney or the
pri-cious metals fmm one place to another inland,

or to a seajmrt for shipment.
Conductor, one who has charge of a public

travelling carriage, as a car. or train of cars, on a
railroad.— A metallic rod affi.xed to any great ele-

vation, to carry off the lightning fluid without do-
ing damage to the ship or building; any substance
which attracts eliitricity, and transmits it.

Conduit, Conduct, a pijM? or channel for con-
veying water; the tern) was formerly applied to
stone buildings erected in some
central place over a fountain
to supply water to the inhabi-

tants.

Cones, the 8ee<ls of i)ine-

trees. — Beautiful and very
valuable species of shells (Fig.

97), some being exceedingly
scarce.

Conessi B£irk, the bark of
Wriyhlla antidysfnUrini, which
is astringent an<l bitter, and
also deemeil febrifuge, in India.

Coney Skins, the com-
mercial nan)e for the dressed
skins of rabbits. They are
often dyed in imitation of more
costly furs. C.-/>liihs are parts

of C. skins sewed together and
f^ ^. coxi Saoi.

used for Immgs and for numuf.
of children's cloaks. Jinji. duty, 3o per cent.
Coufect, a comfit.

Confection, a sweetmeat, a preserve; also a
medicinal conserve or hard electuary, of which
there are many kinils, as opiate confection, aro-
matic confection, confection of senna, etc. Saccha-

ric. 98. —»nu.-tuM.i,\M«-

rine matter enters Into the composition In differ»-nt

proportions for various objects.

Confectioner, a maker of sweetmeats or con-

fei'fions.

Confectionerr may l)o reganled as the art of

imparting color, fom>, and fragrance to sweet sub-

stances. The forms which the confections take
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are loznujex, drops, candies, si/ru/>s, rorks, Lulls, bal-

tims, rnmjits, cakes, stirks, Jiijiil-es, p(i><fils, bonbons, jel-

lies. Jams, preserv'S, ices, essences, li/pienrs, ratafias,

etc. Tlie substances employed are sufjar, tre.ucie,

Jionei/, /mils, seeds, Jloiuers, s/iices, together witli

co'onng and frafjranl substaiues in large variety.

As a general rule, tlie confections require only

very simple apparatus in making lliein ; but there

are two varieties worthy of a few words of sepa-

rate notice. Curaivny conijits, or siujar-plums, each
contain a caraway or some other small seed. The
seeds are thrown into a copper pan with a mixture
of syrup and starch ; heat is applied underneath,
and the pan is rolled about in such a way that
every seed takes up its own coating of mixture to

such a thickness as may be determined. Some-
times the motion of the pan is brought about by
machinery. Only comfits of one color can be
made at a time. Lozencjes are made of sugar fla-

vored with peppermint or otlier essences, and col-

ored according to taste. The mixture is worked
up like a dough, rolled out flat and thin, and
stamped into separate lozenges by cutters of va-
rious shapes.

Confettatore, an Italian confectioner.
Confetti, preserves, sweetmeats, comfits, in

Italy.

Confit, [Fr.|, dogs' excrements prepared for
dressing leather ; in English termed puer.

Confitures, the French term for preserves.
Confortino.the Italian name for gingerbread.
Congie, an Indian name for boiled rice.

Congius, the pharmaceutical name for a gallon.
Congou, black tea, a superior kind of Bohea,

larger leaf and less dusty, and that which is most
extensively imported from China, the consumption
exceeding 50 million pounds per annum.
Congreve Lights. See Matches.
Congreve Rocket. See Kockkt.
Conicopoly, the name for an accountant or

clerk in some of the Indian provinces.
Connaissement, the French name for bill of

lading.

Connecticut, a State of New England, one of
the smallest of the U. States; but one of the
most important for the variety and value of its

manufactured products. It lies between lat. 40°
68' and 42° 21' N., Ion. 71° 5:3' and 73° 50' W.;
being bounded N. by Massachusetts, E. by Rhode
Island, S. by Long Island Sound, and VV. by New

York. Its length E.

to W. is 1)0 m.; and
Its average breadth
about 52 m. Area
4,730 sq.m. The sur-

face of C. is much
diversified, but there
is no land above 1 ,000

feet in elevation. The
three principal rivers

are the Connecticut,
tlie Ilousatonic, and

„, -„ _ _, the Thames. The
Fig.99.-SEAL OF CONNECTICUT.

Couuecticut is the
largest river in New England. It rises on the N.

border of New Hampshire, 1000 feet above the

sea, and falls into the Sound at Saybrook, after a
ijourse of about 400 m. It is navigable to Middle-
town (30 m.) for vessels drawing 10 feet, and to

Hartford (50 m. ) for those drawing 8 feet. The
E. part of the State is drained by the Thames,
which is navigable to Norwich for the Sound
steamers and West India trading-vessels. In the

W. part of the State is tlie Housatonic. navigable

for small vessels to Derby, where the Naugatuck

joins it. C. is very ricli in miiicral resources ; it

has 20 extensive quarries .and mines opened when
tlie last census was taken. Copper is found in the
Simsbury mines at (Jranby and at Bristol; but
these mines have lost their former importance
since the working of the abundant aiid purer ores
of Lake Superior. Iron ore is very abundant in
Salisbury, Kent, Sharon, Cornwall, and Canaan.
Limestone and marble of the very best quality are
found at Canaan, Washington, and Milford. At
Portland and Cromwell, on both sides of Connecti-
cut River, are the well-known immense quarries
of freestone largely in demand for building. The
excellent slate flagging from Bolton and Haddani
is abundant in sui)ply, and in great demand.
Granite, gneiss, hydraulic lime, tiling slates, clay

(fire, potters', and caolin), and sulphates of baryte
are found in great quantities. V. has over 100 m. of

deeply indented coast, affording excellent harbors.

The chief of these are Stonington, New London,
Saybrook, New Haven, Bridgeport, and Fairfield.

The harbor at New London is one of the best in

the country, capacious, and never frozen over.

The climate of the State, while very changeable,
is very healthful ; the mean temperature for the

year is 48° F. Tlie vegetation is rich and varied.

The forests have been recklessly cut away and
only patches of woodland remain ; but the people
are waking up to the importance of tree-planting.

Chestnut is tiic most abundant tree. There is very
little soil that can be called good, except in tiie river

valleys, and agriculture is as backward as in other
parts of New England. The liills through the

State furnish excellent pasturage and cheap fuel.

The chief cultivated fruits are apples, pears,

grapes, and the numerous kinds of berries. The
principal crops are liay, oats, rye, corn, potatoes,

and tobacco ; and in the Connecticut River valley,

farming is very productive. The tobacco raised

in the valley' is said to be superior to any other.

In the uplands dairy products and cattle raising

are the chief resources of the fanner. There were
in 1870, 25,508 farms, having 1,046,752 acres of

improved land, and 717,(564 acres unimproved, of

which 577,;333 were woodland. Tiie value of these

farms was §124,241,382. There were in the State
51,100 horses. 110,900 milk-cows, 114,100 oxen and
other cattle, 92,500 sheep, and 57,900 hogs. Not-
withstanding tiie extensive sea-coast and tine har-

bors, the foreign commerce is not heavy,— the

coast-trade and fisheries being more important.

There are in the State five custom districts of

which the ports of entry are Fairfield, Middletown,
New Haven, New London, and Stonington. The
imports from foreign countries and domestic ex-

ports for the year 1878, were as follows :
—

Ports. Imports. Exports.

Fairfield »6,191 .?1,890

Midddletown 68 fi.')4 none.
New Haven 1,053,141 3,660,741
NfwLondoa 261,264 71,787

StoDingtoD 631 Done.

Total $1,379,881 83,034,413

The chief articles of export were fire-arms, car-

tridges, shot, machinery, grain, lard, and pork.

In 1879 the vessels enrolled, registered and licensed

in the several ports of C. numbered 840, of which
709 wore sailing vessels, with a tonnage of 52,872,

and 91 were steam vessels, with a tonnage of

27,028. The fisheries are carried on from Now
London and Stonington. In 1879 there were 201

vessels engaged in the cod and mackerel fisheries,

with a tonnage of 4,065 ; and in tlie whale fishery

(all belonging to New London) 11 vessels with a
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tonnage of 1,552. Engagtil in coast »i»e trade and
fisheries, there entered 2,502 vessels and cleared
1,981. In foreign trade there entered Ci and
cleared :31. Sliip-building is a eonsidenihle indus-

try. In 1878 44 vessels were built of ',i,'2tVi tons.

Pop. ni 1870, .>]7,4.34. Actual pop. about 000,000.

See Hartford and New Have.v.

C owe< iu importance chiefly to it< manufiicturM. It

mnlM flrxt among the Stat<» in the pnxluctiou of rlix-ki, In-
dia-rubber gooii, and hanlware, an eighth iu the total tjUuc
or all manufacturvU prtxluctii. U'hrn the Uut ceojiiu waj
Ulceo, the chief ioduttries uf C. were ax follow* :

—

a
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>

= t
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Capital.

Annual
Product

13
A5 *l

a

Cotton foodi of all 111 880 I0.84n I2.atw
»

12,710,700
•

I4,«»«,134

•Ortll . . .

WooUen Koodt lOT t2M e.iio 7.2« I2,4:H,40U 17,163.148

H^rUware . . . IU •JJHO i.rri T,i¥i «,*.-!,CI3 12,lll.ir4

Iron work >all tortii 1:24 V.721 l,4i«) .%4m 4,a).<i.U) 7.3ii7i^
Machinery all(orU 109 1,4J4 ra< 2.;-o 4,.M.VMI 3.oiii,nr»

Paper (all lorU) . . 68 SKT 5,oie- l.iifc- 2,i««,l»40 4,«74,2Ul

Bewins-machinea
andflxturea . . 9 813 81 i.M; 2.Kn.im s.;)4n,iino

PlittfJ ware . . . 32 (M 4K) 2,1<V 2;ia7,a«l 4,0GU.*(JU

Carriifca and vag-
ona au I8J 401 2,141 2.2r>j,sin 4,164,480

India -rubber and
elastic sooda . .

Sllkgoodi . . . .

19 1,181 981 14W i^'As.ooa 4,219,12!)

*\ 401 ."»( I,an 1,11 MH) .1,:!I4.»M3

Flre-jrm» . . . 8 6M li* l.riUi l,7»1.770 2,222,»)73

Cutlery and edge
tooU . . . . 41 SJH 1,044 }.7m i,non,uii 2.0!l'.l,8n,'5

Hata and cap* S3 &.i4 16 i,¥H 1.13VM 3,74"A" 1

Clock* . alto matcrl-
aii and cite* . . 88 481 4.10 1,471 I/)CB(UO 7.131

Boot* and thne* . . 2HI 19 30 2,417 380,800 9,340
BleachiiM and dye-
'nf 18 13

ii.0.-9

2»

MJXi

188 130.100

US,281,27S

9,743

Total (the abor* >

and all othcrai )
S.IM 8:»,423 1CI,0GS,474

Railroadi and Steamboat tinrt. In 1878, C. had 1 mile of
nilwkr to 6.1dsquani miles of territory, and to 585 inhabitants.
(Moaaachiuetu bad 1 mile to 4 29 squitre uiileii and iKKi inhabi-
tanta.) There were 21 r.iilrojd companies, with IVM m. of sin-

fl« track. The coat of tbe«e wai !?Ty,0'i.S,<>57 ; recoipLi for the
year 910.803,4M (54 per cent from pa<5eii|^ni) ; net eaminK*,
92^19,004, being 4 per cent on the co«t of the road*. The
eapiUI Mock of all the companie* waa •45,499.133 (paid in),

•Dd debt, 918,011,870. The amount paid ia dividend* (only
•eveu eompaniea make any) wm 4.>5 per cent on the entire cap-
ital of all the road*, but 9 39 on the capiul of the diridend-
paying one*. There 14 an elaborate ayatein of State ioapectioa
of the roaia and tlipir account* There ia a State tax of on*
per cent on the market t ilue of stock and bond* after deduct-
ing eaah on liand. The principil line* are thoae running S.
and S , connecting the ahure with the raileyi of the Interior,

and forming hi,;hw:ty* between t.he important citie* of Nrw
EugUnd and New York City. Connected with th<-«e are Im-
portant •leaniboat tin.* (pta<en2er and fn-iiclit) from Stoning-
ton. New lx>iidon. and New tltven to New York.

Bjitki. The banking int«n->t uf the Sute l»commetviurate with
it* large bu'ioeM, and ahow* a atradily iorr«4xing pniaiirrity.

At January 1. 18^9, thrre were 79 national bank* In the i^talr,

with a etpital of 9J5.flS7,83i) ; 4 Sute bank*, with a raplul of

•1,4S0,0<», and aueU S3,'.Mr,953; ID lrit«l compinie*, with a
oapiUl of r2,725,ilO». and aiuei* •6,18.3,'H3 The aarlng*

bank* numbered HtS wifi a depoxit of fT2,61.),448. The aver-

•(* income during HT6) wa< 4 M per cent, netrly all of which
ia paid to depoaitoni, there being no capital alork. Tha man-
•ICemenI U very drictly cnnlrfWIe I by law, and about three-
quarter* of (he aaset* are lent on real Mtate In the .>>taite.

Firtand Marint Itsurantf The whole numbrrofflre and ma-
rine ln>urinrrcompintf>< doing hu<lne«a In the St.i|p|n 1876 waa
10.1,of whicliSOwere (' c<impinte*( 11 •tork and 19mu(itall. TIte
aaiet* of ihi-w la»t were 81i ,*»4,'Jl.'). of which oTer \l\ uiillinn*
were held by 10 cnmpanlea (inattty in tUrtfnrill The pirnil-
nni* receircl by C mm panic* from their entire buatneea were
96>Q3,I78, and corre«p.>nding li»ani, 921,434.171.
Lft Iitturaiut. The life ^„,\ arrt<ienl

°

rompanlew doing
ba«inr«a numben^ 24. of which 9 were C companW* : the a»-
ieu of the la»t were •lOJ.WI ,1 1« Thrr» were 2,109 life nn||.
etas l«iue.l in Ootjnectwut In l«r78. In-uring 9iJ02A» The
Ufo preuiiuui p»l.l amoiminl t<> «i;n5.23A The polldaa In
fofoa la tha Slate numbered al.782 Inauring 938,821,677.

Connectiont. a fire Inaurance Co. of Hartforrl,
Conn., organized in IS/iO. Slntemrni on Jan. 1,

lti79: Capital stock paid up in caaii, $1,000,000;

net surplus, ?180.m.'i ; total cap. and surplus,

Sl,18(l,iM;}. Risks in force, S:{7,tM2,514
: priniiums,

$420,348. Preniiuiiis reieived since tlie reorgani-

zation of the ("o. •'?2,;;48,.ai8; losses paid, Sl.lO.'!,-

921 ; cash dividiiids paid to sttxkliolders, ^15.
Cash dividends paid in 1>*78. ftRtO.OOO.

Connecticut Central R R. Co., chartered in

1871. Main line (o|H'ned 1870) from I^ast Hart-
ford, Conn., to Si)ringfield, Mass., and Melrose
branch, 34.45 in. Offices in Hartford. Fivaticiai

state mtnl : Cap. sttK-k, A437,(34KJ ; bonds of 1st mort-
gage, due in 18S»5, interest 7';, (April 1), ft;il2,500.

Net earnings for 1878, ?14,l8i».

Connecticut General, a life insurance Co. of
Hartford, Conn., organized in 1805. Slattmeni on
Jan. 1, 1870: Cap. sttKk paid up, ?250,tXJ<(; net

assets, $l,:};i3,.'ni. Policies issued in 1878, 4^^.

amounting to §013,503 ; premiums received. *U»4,-

380; paid for losses and matured endowments,
ftl24,(VJ7. I'olicics remaining in force, 3,382,

amounting to •$.j,453,(J(M).

Connecticut Leaf, the trade name for a kind
of tobacco first cultivated in the Slate of Connect-
icut, and much used for cigar wrappers.

Connecticut Mutual, a life insurance Co. of

Hartford, Conn., orpani/cd in 1840. Sinlnnful on
Jan. 1, 1870: Net or ledger assets, $40,:i25,U2.

Premiums received in 1878, $0.24!M33 ; paid for

losses and matured endowments, *<^^,407 ,503 ; new
policies issued, 4,377, amounting to $8,014,400;

total policies remaining in force, 04,079, amount-
ing to ijnO.SlO.lOl. Heal estate owned by the Co.

in several cities, •*<7 ,51 5,000.

Connecticut VaUey RR.,'froni Hartford to

Fenwick, Conn., 40.20 in. This Co. was chartered

in 1808. Offices at Hartford. This road was
opened by the Trustees of the 2d mortgage bond-

holders till Jan. 9, 1878, when it was surrendered
to tlie Trustees of the 1st mortgage bondholders.

Fhiaucial Slatemtiil : Cap. stock, S],1)00,000; 1st

mortgage bonds, *1,000.000; 2d mortgage bonds,

§1,250,000. Cost of construction and equipments,
$3,004,388. Net earnings for 1878, ?22.507.

Connecticut 'Western R.R., from Hartford
to Millerton, Conn., 09 m. This Co., chartered

in 1808, is hx-ated at Hartford. Finaucml Sinte-

tiitnt : Cap. sttK'k, ?1,802,009 ; 1st mortgage bonds,

due 1900, initrest 7/^ (was paid to Jan. 1, 1876

onlv). Net earnings for 1878, ?52.684.

(^o^ectlng-Rod, the hkI which connects the
pi8tonro<i or cross head of a locomotive engine
with the crank of the driving-wheel axle.— Also
the counling-rod by which driving-wheels on the

same side of a IcHomotive an- connected.

Conossement |Cer I, a bill of lading.

Conquin. the fniit ol a species of Diotptfivt ; a
jam is maiie <.f it in Natal.

Conservatoire, a public school of music in

France
Conservatory, a large glazed greenhouse for

exotic*.

Conserve |Fr.). a preserve ; in pharniscy, a con-

fection or electuary, a sweetenetl pulp containing

the virtues of flowers, herbs, or fruits.

Consideration, a bonus or sum given on ac-

count or for any thing; the motive or material

cause of a bargain or contract, expressed or im-

plie<l.

Consign, to send gootis to an agent or corre-

spondent for sale

Consignature. a joint signature.

Consignment is an expression employed to

deaignate any transaction by which an individual

in one place transmits or consigns gootls to an in-

dividual in another place, to be at his disposal
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under conditions expressed or implied. Tlie per-

son who transmits the goods is called the consif/ner,

— he who receives them the consii/nee. Consigner
and consignee are used by merchants to express

generally the shipper of merchandise, and the per-

son to whom they are addressed, by bill of lading

or otherwise. The most ordinary description of

C. is that to a commission merchant, who has to

traffic with the goods for the use of his principal,

and who may deal with third parties not warned
of limitations to his power, as if he were the prin-

cipal. Cargoes are sometimes consigned from
debtors to creditors in satisfaction of debt, and
sometimes as a fund of credit for advances, the

consigner being entitled to draw on the consignee

to a certain amount, or the latter advancing cash
to the former. On failure of the consigner, the

consignee has a lien on the goods in his hand for

his advances.
Console, an elbow truss or projecting shoulder-

piece ; a bracket or support mostly fixed between
two windows in a building ; a small fancy side-

table for a sitting-room with bracket-shaped pro-

jecting legs.

Consols fan abbreviation of Consolidated annui-

ties], a familiar term used to denote tiie portion of

the national debt of Great Britain forming the three

per cent consolidated annuities. In the progress
of the English national debt it was deemed expe-
dient, on grounds which have been nmch ques-

tioned, instead of borrowing at various rates of

interest, according to the state of the market or
the need and credit of the government, to offer a
fixed rate of interest, usually three or three and
a half per cent, and, as the market required, to give
the lenders an advantage in the principal funded.
Thus subscribers of .£100 would sometimes receive

£150 of three per cent stock. In 1815, at the close

of the French wars, a large loan was raised at as

much as .£174 three per cent and £10 four per cent
stock for £100. The low rate of interest was thus
purely nominal, while the principal of the debt
was increased beyond all due proportion. This
practice began in the reign of George II., when
some portions of the debt on which the interest

had been successfully reduced were consolidated
into three per cent annuities, and consols, as the
annuities were called, and other stocks of nom-
inally low interest, rapidlj' increased under the
same practice during the great wars. In times of
peace, when the rate of money has enabled por-
tions of the debt at a higher interest to be com-
muted into stock of lower interest, it has usually
been into C. that the conversion has been effected.
Temporary deficits of the revenue have been cov-
ered by an issue of C. ; exchequer bills when funded
have taken the same form, though not constantly
or exclusively ; and some loans of the Government
in recent times for special purposes, such as the
relief of the Irish famine and the expenditure in
the Crimean war, have been wholly or partly
raised in C. The consequence has been to give
this stock a pre-eminence in the amount of the
funded debt. It appears from a recent parliamen-
tary return that of £773,313,229 (§3,866,566,145)
of funded debt of Great Britain, £398,147,075 (Sl,-

990,735,375) consisted of C, £107,227,854 (§536,-
139,270) of three per cent reduced annuities, and
£225,256,099 (.§1,126,280,495) of new threes. The
funds of the savings' banks have been applied to
the absorption of reduced annuities and new threes
in larger proportion than of C. The characteris-
tics of this large portion of the debt, though it

would seem almost indistinguishable from the
three per cent reduced, which originated about

the same period as the consolidated threes, are
that the interest has never varied ; no attempt
has been made to convert it to a lower interest or

into another form of stock ; and not only from its

larger amount than other stock is it most conven-
ient to dealers, but from the great number and
variety of its holders it is believed to express with
the greatest nicety the state of monetary affairs.

The price of C, however, does not in ordinary
times vary much. It has a tendency, indeed, to

rise when all other securities are most shaken.
In periods of panic and extreme pressure for
money it has gone down for a few days between
80 and 90 ; its most customary range may be said

to be 95 to 97 ; and it has occasionally touched
par.

Consols-Market, the London Stock Exchange,
where sales of public securities are transacted.

Consort, a partner. —A ship sailing with an-

other.

Constantia. See Cape Wines.
Constantinople. See Turkey.
Constant "White, a white coloring substance,

— carbonate and sulphate of barytes.

Constructor, a builder.

Consul, an ofiicer appointed by a government
to reside in some foreign country for the purpose
of facilitating and protecting the commerce of the
citizens of such government. C. are not in gen-
eral reckoned among diplomatic ministers ; but in

some particular cases (such as that of the C. sent

to some of the semi-barbarous states of Africa),

having diplomatic duties to perform, they are ac-

credited and treated as ministers. France is dis-

tinguished among nations for an organization of
trained C. who have intimate relations with the
diplomatic corps. The establishment of C. is one
of the most useful of modern commercial institu-

tions. They were appointed about the twelfth
century in the opulent states of Italy, such as Pisa,

Lucca, Genoa, and Venice, and their origin iias

been ascribed to the necessity for extraordinary
assistance in those branches of commerce formerly
carried on with barbarous and uncivilized nations.

The utility of such a mercantile oflBcer has been
perceived and felt by all trading nations. C. have
been multiplied and sent to every part of the
world where navigation and commerce can suc-

cessfully penetrate ; and their duties and privi-

leges are now generally limited and defined by
treaties of commerce, or by the statute regulations

of the country which they represent. The right

of sending C. to reside in foreign countries depends
either upon a tacit or express convention. Hence
their powers differ very widely in different states.

In some they exercise a very extensive jurisdic-

tion over the citizens of the state which appoints
them; but the extent of this jurisdiction is not
discretionary, and must, in all cases, be regulated

either by an express convention between the state

appointing and the state receiving the C, or by
custom. C. established in the U. States have no
judicial power; and our government has rarely

stipulated with other powers for much judicial

authority for its C. The duties of a C, even in

the confined sense in which they are commonly
understood, are important and multifarious. It is

his business to be always on the spot, to watch
over the commercial interests of the citizens of

the state whose servant he is ; to be ready to

assist them with advice on all doubtful occasions

;

to see that the conditions in commercial treaties

are properly observed ; that those he is appointed
to protect are subjected to no unnecessary or un-
justifiable demands in conducting their business

;
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to represent their frrieTances to the authoritie* «t

tiie place where they reside ; in a word, to exert !

)iim.«elf to render the condition of the citizens of

the country employing hiui, within the limits of

Ids consulship, as comfortable, and their transac-

tions as advanta^reous and secure, as possible.

The laws of the U. States, on the subject of f. and
ice-C, especially authorize tlicm to recx-ive the

protests of masters and others in relation to Amer-
ican commerce, and they declare that consular
certificates under seal shall receive credit in the

courts of the U. States. It is likewise made their

duty, where the laws of the country permit, to

administer the personal estates of American citi-

zens dying within their consulates, and leaving no
legal representative ; and to take charge of and
secure the effects of stranded American vessels in

the absence of the master, owner, or consignee

;

and they are bound to provide for destitute sea-

men within their consulates, and to send them at

the public expense to the U. States. It is made
the duty of American C. and commercial agents
to reclaim deserters an<l to discountenance in-

•ubordination, and to lend their aid to the local

authorities for that purpose, and to discharge the
seiimen cruelly treated. It is also ujade- the duty
of masters of American vessels on arrival at a
foreign port, to deposit their registers, sea-letters,

and passports, with the C, vice-C, or commercial
agent, if any, at the port. These particular pow-
ers and duties are in accordance with the usages
of nations, and are not to be construed to the ex-
clusion of others, resulting from the nature of the
consular appointment. Tlie doctrine of our courts
is, tliat a foreign C, duly recognized by our gov-
ernment, may assert and defend, as a competent

f»arty, the rights of property of the individuals of
lis nation in the courts of the U. States, and may
institute suits for that purpose without any special
authority from that party for whose benefit he
acts. No nation is bound to receive a foreign C.
unless it has agreed to do so by treaty, and the
refusal is no violation of the peace and amity be-
tween the nations. C. are to be approved and
admitted in the usual form : and if any V. be guilty
of illegal or improper conduct, he is liable to have
his txequntur (a written recognition of his charac-
ter) revoked, and to be punished according to the
laws of the country in which he is C. ; or he may
be sent back to hii> own country, at the discretion

of the governnu-nt which he has offended. Though
tlie functions of a C would seem to require that
he should not be a subject of the state in which he
resides, yet the practice of the maritime powers is

quite lax on this |>oint ; and it is sometimes found
useful, and tliought most convenient, to appoint
•ubjects of the foreign country to be C. at its ports.

C. are entitled to privileges to a certain extent,
•tu-h as for safe-conduct, but they do not enjoy
the protection of the Uw of nations any more than
oUier persons who enter the country under a safe-

conduct. In civil and criminal cases they are
equally subject to the laws of the country in

which they reside. Consular privileges are much
more extensive in Mohanmie<lan countries, where
tbey cannot be impriiH>nt>d for any cause what-
ever, except by demanuing justice against them
of the Porte, and they partalce very considerably
of the character of resilient ministers. They are
diplomatic agents under the name of C, and enjoy
the rights and privileges which the Ottoman Porte
recognizes in relation to the foreign ministers res-

ident at Constantinople. Considering the impor-
tance of the consular functions, and the activity

which is required of them in all gre-at luaritime

ports, and the approach which consuls make to the
efficacy and dignity of diplomatic characters, it

was a wise provision in the Constitution of the U.
States, which gave to the Supreme Court original
jurisdiction in all eases affecting C. as well at
ambassadors and other public ministers ; and the
feileral jurisdiction is understood to be exclusive
of the slate courts. — American C. are nominated
by the President to the Senate, and Ijjt the Senate
confirmed or rejected. Their powers and dutio*
are describeil in the Kegulation of Oct. 1, 1870,
which pennits them to transact business, or pro-
hibits them from doing so. in certain places ; flxea

the rate of tariff of fws for consular servicts

;

forbids consular officers to be absent from their

posts, or to hold correspondence in reganl to the
public affairs of any foreign government with the
press, or private persons, or otherwise than with
the proper officers of the U. States ; forbids con-

sular officers being pecuniarily interested in tlie

receipt or disbursement of the wages of seamen,
or in expenditures made for their relief or trant-

portati(m
;
provides tliat no compensation shall be

paid to consular officers, unless they shall be citi-

zens of the United States ; requires all consular
officers to send annually to the Secretary of State

a return of the trade at the ports within titeir

consulate, etc.

By the law of the U. States the consular officers

are classified under the names of contuls-gtneml,

consuU, vice-consuls, deputy-consuls, commercial apenlg,

vice-commr»-cial ayents, and consular afftnts. It is pro-

vided, that these official designations shall be
deemed to have the respective nu-anings therein

assigned to them, namely : C'.-general. C, and
conmiercial agent, shall be taken to denote full,

principal, and permanent consular officers, as dis-

tinguished from subordinates and substitutes;

deputy-C. and consular agent to denote consular
officers subordinate to such principals, exereising

the powers and perfonning the duties within the

limits of their consulates or commereial agencies

respectively,— the fonner at the san>e ports or
places, and the latter at ports or places different

from those at which such principals are located

respectively ; and vice-C. and vice-conmiereial

agents to denote consular officers who sliall be
substituted, tentfiorarily, to fill the places of C..

general, i'., or commercial agents, when t])ey shall

be temiKtrarily absent or relievitl from duty ; and
the term consular ojficer to include all such offlcera

as are nientione<l above, and none others.

Tb* (tsluto* of ibe V. $Uttt c\»iity the CommUln-OrDviml,
ConsuUCM, ao<] (.'ouiuirn Ul AKViirira Into tbn« cUmt*: — 1.

TbOM Mnbrmranl lo a K-bvdulc known m 8eb*0ul« B, lh« tn-

caB>l>eot( of wblrb recrlfe a flxcd Mlarjr. and are not altowrd
to tianaart boalncss. i TImms tnbcBr«d In a wbrdaU known
aa Srb«dul« C, lb* Incunbcals of wblcb rrrrlrr a fixfd aaJary,

and ara allowed io tranaact bnrinass 8. All och*r Consulai**,

the Inminbent* ofwblrb arttoipsoaslad by tba fcas coUtftad la

ibiHr nOn*, and ai« allowtd lo tiawrt baainaM. Under lb*
Artof Juna U, 1874, the CeoMslataa ta Sebsdalea B and C an
aubdlvtdad teto aaven claw, aeeowMf to talanr, ffrbedule

swbwstt all of Cbwa 7. Tb» elMsMiaUpa la todkatad by tho
MHibOTauMaad to aaeii UoMalals.

ScBKPtnji B. (Cuss 1 )

MtmttmL 6. AntoorBlvar.
ooKatn«TM-vni-

Paris. t AatorSAL.
RtoJaaairo.

BerUa. Rom 4. Aatwvrp.
Cati% 8. A^ptowmil.

5. Aukkuid.Cmkmm.
Ttaapko. S. Babte.

ri»oklbrt-oa-tb«- ViMMa. 8 Baacfcok.
Uatana. [Main
Kanacawa. oomnuTBi. «. Baredoaa.
IXHldOO. 6. Acapaleo. 6 BMMSik
MeibouHM. &. Als-la-CbapaUa. &. Baals.

I«. AlgiafS. 6. Balnrt.
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Consulates. — Continued.

6. Jerusalem. [ca

5. Kingston, Jauii-

6. Kingston,Canada.
6. La Kocheite.

6. Laguayra.
a. Leeds.

6. Legtiorn.

5. Leipsic.

5 I^itli.

6. Liege.

5. Lisbon.

''Liverpool.

4. Lyons.
6. Mah^.
6. Malaga.
6. Malta.
3. Manchester.
6. Manlieim.
4 Marseilles.

6. Martini<iue.

5. Matamuras.
3. Matauzis.
5. Mauritius.

6. Messina.
5. Montevideo.
6. Munich.
3. Nagasaki.
6. Nantes.
6. Naples, [idence.

5. Nas3au,NewProv-
6 Newcastle.

6. Nice, France.
2. Ningpo.
5. Nuremberg.
5. Odessa.
6. Oporto.
3. Osako.
6. Palermo.
3. Panama.
5. Peruambuco.
6. Pictou. [ritiu8.

5. Port Louis, Mau-
6. Port Malion.
6. Port Said.

6. Port Sarnia.

6. Port Stanley.

* The consulate at Liverpool, as to salary, specially provided
for.

4. Belfast.

6. Bermuda.
4. Birmingham.
4. Bordeaux.
3. Bradford.

4. Bremen.
6. Bristol.

4. Brussels.

3. Buenos Ayres.

6. Cadiz.

2. Callao.

2. Canton.
6. Cape Town.
5. Cardiff.

6. Charlottetown,
[Pr.Eds. I.

6. Chemnitz.
2. Chin-Kiang.
6. Clifton.

5. Coaticook.
3. Colon.
6. Copenhagen.
5. Cork.
3. Denierara.
4. Dresden,
a. Dublin.
0. Dundee.
6. Fayal, Azores.
6. Florence.
2. Foo-Choo.
6 Fort Erie.

6. Funchal.
6. Geneva.
6. Genoa.
6. Gibraltar.

3 Glasgow.
6. Goderich,Canada.
4. Ilakodadi.

5. Halifax.

4. Hamburg. [da
5. Hamilton, Oana-
2. Hankow.
3. Havre.
3. Hiogo.
1. Honolulu.
1. Uong-Kong.

5. Prague.
6. Prescott.

6. Quebec.
5 Rotterdam.
6. San Domingo.
5. San Juan, Porto

[Rico.

4. Santiago de Cuba.
6. Santa Cruz, West

[Indies.

6. Seychelles.

4. Sheffield.

4 Singapore.
Smyrna.
Sonneberg.
Southampton.
St. Helena, [da.

St. John's, Cana-
St. John, N. B.

4. St. Thomas.
6. Stuttgart.

Swatow.
Tamatave.

6. Tampico.
3. Tangiers.

Tien-Tsin.

5. Toronto.
5. Trieste

4. Trinidad deCuba.
3. Tripoli.

3 Tunis.
4. Tunstall.

5. Turk's rsland.

6. Valencia.

3. Valpai-ai.-io.

3. Vera Cruz
6. Verviers. [West.

6. Windsor. Canada
6. Winnipeg, BN.A.
5. Zurich.

COHMERCI.AL AGEN-
CIES.

Madagascar.
San Juan del Norte.

SCBEDCLE C. (Cuss 2.)

•f Maranham. 7. Truxillo.
CONSULATES. Milan. 7. Venice. [Scotia).

Apia. Omoa. 7. Windsor (Nova
Batavia. Ovalau. 7. Zanzibar.
Bucharest. Para. [Sul.

Cape Haytien. 7. Rio Grande de COMMERCIAL AGEN-
Ceylon. Sabanilla CIES.

Cyprus. Santiago I Cape
Gaspe Basin. Stettin. [Verde). Gaboon.
Guayaquil. Tahiti. Lanthala.
Quaymas. 7. Talcahuano. St. Paul de Loando

Class 3.

CONSULATES.
Corunna.
Cunn;oa.

Monterey.
.Moscow

Aguas Calientes. Denia. Mozambique.
Alicante. Falmouth. New Chwang.
Amapala. Galatza. Ostend
Ancona. Ghent. Padang
Archangel. Gottenburg. Paramaribo.
Bathurst. Guadeloupe. Plymouth.
Bergen. Guatemala. Puerto Cabello.
Bilbao. Hamilton( Bermuda). Reims.
Bogota. Helsiugfors. Rio Hacha.
Bombay. Hobart Towa. Rosario.
Brunswick. Laguna San Bias.
Buenaventura. Lambayeque San Dimas. [ca).
Carlsruhe. La Paz ( Bolivia). Sau Jose (Costa Ri-
Carrara. La Paz (Mexico). San Jose and Cape
Carthagena (Spain). I.a Union Saint Lucas.
Cayenne. Londonderry. San Salvador.
Chee-Foo Ludwigshafen. Sonsonate
Chihuahua. Manila. Santa Martha.
Christiana. Magdalena. Santander.
Ciudad Bolivar. Manzanillo (Mexico) Seville.
Comayagua and Te- Maracaibo. Sierra I^one.

gucigalpa. Mazatlan. St. Bartholomew.
Coquimbo. Merida St. Catherine's Is-
Cordoba. Minatitlao. land

Class 3. — Conimiud.

St. Christopher. Zacatecas. Oajaca.
St. John (Newfound- Zante. Piednis Negras.
St. Martin [land). Presidio del Norte.
St. Pierre (Marti- COMMERCIAL AGEN- Samana.
St. Thome, [nique). tlES. San Andres.
Stockholm. Antigua. San Luis Potosl.
Tarauto. Belize. St. Bartholomew.
Tehuantepec. Camargo St. Christopher.
Teneriffe Grand Bassa. St. Marc. [Ion).

Trebisond. Guerrero. St. Pierre (.Mique-
Trinidad (Island). Medeliin. Sydney.
Victoria. Mier. Tetuan.
Warsaw Nuevo Laredo.

Consumption, a using up; the quantity con-

sumed, or to be tonsunied, as when goods are

witlidrawn from a bonded wareliouseyw" coiisuinj>-

tion.

Contango, a stock excliange tenu, signifying a
sum of money paid for acconiniodating either a
buyer or seller by carrying the engagement to pay
money or deliver shares over to the next aocouut-

day.
Contents, what is contained in bales, casks, or

packages of merchandise.
Contest, to dispute or litigate.

Continental, a fire insurance Co. of New
York City, organized in 186;}. Statement on Jan.

1, 1879: Capital stock paid up in cash, $1,000,-

000 ; net surplus, .^1,038,422 ; total cap. and sur-

plus, ••?2,038,422. Risks in force, .•?-255,360,875

;

premiums, .>!2,020,110. Premiums received since

tiie organization of the Co., -^lO.CKH.SCT ; losses

paid, •'§10,118,110 ; cash dividends paid to stock-

holders, §3,014,497. Cash dividends paid in 1878,

.'§1:M,176.

Continental, a life insurance Co. of Hartford,

Conn., organized in 1864. Statement on Jan. 1,

1879: Capital stock paid up in cash, .$;300,000

;

net assets, •'$2,081,373. Policies issued in 1878, 559,

amounting to ^15,737 ;
premiums received, •'$429,-

966; paid for losses, matured endowments, and
surrendered policies, .'i!;]24,996. Policies remaining

in force, 8,798, amounting to •'$9,284,720.

Contingent, a share or portion arising from an
adventure or partnership in trade; the quota which
each is to furnisii or receive.

Continuation, a connection ; the carrying over

of stock, etc., by a stock broker or dealer.

Conto, a Portuguese word for million ; a conto

of reis (1000 niilreis) is usually expressed thus,

1000 •'5000 ; and is worth about •'$562.50.

Contra [Lat.), on the other side. Per conlni in

commercial phraseology means a creditor writing-

off on the opposite page.

Contraband, from the Italian ronlrahando, con-

trary to proclamation, is applied in one sense to

the goods which are prohibited to be exported or

imported, on the ground of tiieories regarding

national policy, or protection of home produce.

Wiien goods or effects are smuggled in, or put on

the market without payment of the customs or

excise duty to which they are subject, they are

C, and are, on seizure, liable to he forfeited. C
of war is applied by belligerent powers to the

furnishing of arms, provisions, and other assist-

ance to powers with which they are at war, by

neutral states, or their own subjects. See Neu-
trality.
Contract, a covenant or agreement between

parties for a lawful consideration as in the case of

a sale, the acceptance of a tender for the supply

of goods or work to be executed, letting, etc. bee

Agreement, Charter Party, etc.

Contractor, one who contracts; one of the
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parties to H covenant or bargain ; an undertaker
of «t>rk ujion contract.

Coutrate-TVheel. Set- Face-Wiikei..
Contrayerva, a South American plant, the

iJorsiriixt contra I/en a; the rin'zunia are stimulant,
sudoritic, and tonic, also etneiic. It has a Si>ani«li

reputation for bein^ an antidote to [>uison!i.

Coutrebaudier |Fr.|. a sinu>;t:U-r.

Contrefagon. Coutrefactiou, tiie Frtnch tenn
for pirating or counterfeiting.

Contribution, a j<iint |i:i.vnient of money to an
undertjikint; ; tlie individual projiortiou of a gen-
eral average.

Contributory, one called upon to pay in his

share to the connnon stock, a« a call in the wind-
ing up of a company.
Controle. a French temi applied to stamped

silver or gold.

Conversation-Tube, a conducting elastic pipe
for conveying sound or for delivering message!)
to distant parts of a building. At one end is a
nioutli-pi|K' alM)ut two inches in diameter, and at

the other end an ear-piece. The neck, which is a
yard or more in length, is made of spiral wire
covered with india-rubber and overspun with mo-
liair or silk.

Convertible-Carriage, a vehicle which can be
usetl either ojhii or closed.

Converting-Furnace, a furnace useil for con-

Terting wrought-iron into steel ; a cementing fur-

nace. See Cementation-.
Conveyance, the transport of goods or passen-

gers by iaml or sea.

Conveyor, a name for various mechanical con-

trivances for carrying objects ; but more usually

applied to ailaptatuins of spirals or band-buckets,
which con rev grain. Hour, etc., in elevators,

thrashers, anil grindinginills.

Convoy, a tenn applie<l, in the law of shipping,

to a naval force appointed by the govenunent for

tlie protection of vessels tlying between certain

ports in time of war. Individuals have not always
been left to themselves to judge as to the ex|>edi-

ency of sailing with or without C. The govern-
ments of most maritime states have thought pro|K'r,

when tliey were engaged in hostilities, to oblige

their subjects to place themselves under an escort

of this sort, that an enemy might not be enriched
by their capture. It is very common, during
pericKis of war, to make uiilimf or drparltnq with C.

a condition in |>olicies of insurance. This, like

other warranties in a jxilicy, must be tlricilif {ht-

funiK-d. And if a ship warranteti to sail with C.

Mil without it, the (xdicy iH-comes void, whether
tliis be imputable to any negligencv on the |>art of

the insunAi, or the n-fusal of govemmitit to ap-

point a C There an> five things ess4-ntial to sad-

ing with C. : viz. Jim, it must be with a regular

C, uniler an officer appointinl by government ;

$Komdlf, it must Ih- fnim the place of rendezvous
appointed by government ; thmllif, it must be

a C. for the voyage ; jimrtUif, the master of

tlic ship must have sailing instructions frtmi

the commanding olHcer of the <".
; an«l .AJ/'A/jf,

tlie ship must depart ami continue with the V.

till the end of the voyage uiiU*8a separated by
Deci>ssily.

Cooking-Accoonts, a term applit**! to falsely

rrpr»>sente«r accounts ; statements prepared for

deceptive purpone".

Cooking-Kauge, a cooking arrangt^nient in

which the devices — grate, oven, Iwiler, etc. — are

piac(>d in a row (range), and S4't in brickwork
within the fireplace, so called. I'orlable raiig«-s

are not so built in, but are cooking-stoves. A

CooLiiiif-Stuet. usually built of iron, contains a fuel-

chamber and oveiis, with holes into which (tots

may be s«.-t to I>uil the contents. Stoves are
comparatively uncommon in Kngland, where the
o|>on fireplace for apartments and the range for
kitchens are pn ferreil — A". // Ktiiijhl.

Cooking-Stove Si-e (Vmikino IIaxge.
Cool, a tub cut in t^o. in which butter is some-

times sent to market by fiiniiers.

Cooler, m the VWbt liidi» », a flat winxUn re-

ceiver for cane juice after boiling to settle and
granulate A ve»»el usi-d in breweries and dihiil-

leries to cjxiI the wort in. The name i» also Ire-

quently applied to an ice-chest. Sei- liLfKioEHA-
TOR.
Coolie, an Asiatic lalxjrer not Wlonging to the

skilled or artisan class. Of late, however, the
word is almost exclusively um-xI t<de^ignate thoM*
nativ(-sof China, India, etc , who leavi- their native
country under contract* of service to work as tield-

hands or lalH>rers in foreign plantations and eUi*-

whert*. The organization, partly otlicial and
partly voluntary, by means of which these Kast-

em lalHirers are collecte<l, engage<l, and conveyed
to their resjH'ctive destinations, has, within recent

tunes, develojKtl itself into a n-guiar tradt . The
first recognition of the traffic was in 1M4, when
the British colony of Guiana made provision for the
encouragement of Chinese immigration, .\bout

the same time the Peruvian planters, who since

their separation from the mother country had re-

stricttd slavery within the narrowest limits, also

l(M>ked to China as In-ing likely to furnish an effi-

cient substitute for the negro bondsman. Agents
armed with consular commissions from Peru iH'gan

to appear in Chinese j>orts, where they collected

and sent away shiploads of ('. Kacli one was
bound to serve the Peruvian planter to whom he
might l)e assigned for 7 or 8 years, at flxiil wages,

generally alxiut .§4.25 a month, — fo<Ml, doilies,

and lodging U-ing i)rovi(h'*l Cuba, profiting by
the example of Peru, also engagiil in the traffic.

From 1847 to 18.'>J the trade went on briskly with-

out attracting much notice. Ciradually, however,
ugly reiM)rts as to the treatment the C". ri-ceived,

botii on their voyage to and after their arrival in

Peru and Cuba, Ijegan to attract general attention
;

and still more painful rumors were S4-t afloat re-

ganiing the thievish ilevicvs usetl to induce Chinese
emigrants to leave their native land. In March,
18(Rt, the representatives of the govemiiH-nis of
France, Kngland, and China drew up a conven-
tion enacting that every C. must at the end of a
five years' engag\inent have his return passage-
money |iaid to him. The West Indian itdonies at

once objecttnl to this. They wantinl iH>rnianent,

not tempiirary settlers. They could not afford to

bunlen the C.'s exiH-nsire ctinlract with return-

money, so they di-clineil to actvpt immigrants on
thes<> leniM. Thus a legal izi-d C trade U'tween
the West Indies and China was extinguished. In

the I'. States the C fi(i</<-, so called, is forbidden

under (H'nalties of forfeituri' and imprisonment by
laws of Feb. 1», 1H(L'. and March 3. 187.'. [Itniud
.s'/d/x/rs, .Srrf. 2ir>8- 2101), and thedrietital immi-

gration is regularized by the following section of

the same laws :
—

SnI ties. Nothinc hrnrln m«italn«t ••i«ll »* <l»«n^ lo

spplx lo say Toluounr rnilcrvltoii of |Ih> aut'jrrU <•( I'blDS,

Japan, or of any olh»r Orirnul rDuntrj. c.r I" •n.r TrM»l r«r-

rilns nirh pvraon %» parngrr on txainl Ih* tmatr. l>ul r»r-

llar«U •hall b* prrpami an.l ttcnwl dr th» r4>n«iil >t rnotular

airntntUial' duimi mttltiis at ih' port from whkti n»rh »»«a»l

m«T lall* h»r il#partur», mniainlnt tli» luuitr lif "urh prr»cio.

so<l wttlnc UtrXU ttw tari <,< hi* toluntarv rtii((niiW>ii frr«i turb

port, vhirh rvrUIW-ato •hall b* ciTt-n !<• lh» ma»U-r >•( M»rh T«l-

Sil
i awl Um mum tball no* b* firm until •u<-b r»n«iil or rati-
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sular agent is first persoually satisfied by evidence of the truth of

the facts therein contained.— Sect. 2163. The President is em-
powered, in such way and at such time as lie may judge proper,

to direct the vessels of the U. States, and the masters and
commanders thereof, to examine all vessels navigated or owned
in whole or in part by citizens of the (J. States, whenever in

tlie judgment of such master or commanding offlcer reasonable

cause exists to believe that such vessel has on board any sub-

ject of China, Japun, or other Oriental country, known as
" C. "; and upon sufficient proof that such vessel is employed
in violation of the preceding provisions, to cause her to be car-

ried, with her officers and crew, into any port or district within

the U States, and delivered to the marshal of such district, to

be held and disposed of according to law. — Sect. 2164. No tax

or charge shall be imposed or enforced by any State upon any
person immigrating thereto from a foreign country, which is

not equally imposed and enforced upon every person immi-
grating to such State from any other foreign country.

Cooling Apparatus. See Befrigeeator and
Freezing Machine.
Coom, a term for soot, smoke-black, coal-

dust, and other similar refuse matters; also the
mould which forms on certain liquids, the matter
that works out of the reaves or boxes of carriage-
wheels, etc.

Coomb, an English grain-measure containing
4 bushels.

Coomie, an extensive present in the shape of
customs duty, demanded by the king and chiefs
from supercargoes in the Bonny and other rivers

of W. Africa for permission to trade with the
natives.

Coon, an abbreviated name for the racoon.
Coop, a wooden pen for poultry on board

ships.

Cooper, one who makes casks, barrels, &c.,

with staves bound by hoops (see Coopering)
;

name in London for a mixture of stout and
porter.

Cooperage, money paid to a cooper for repair-
ing casks, opening them for sampling, etc.

Coopering, the art of making vats, backs, tuns,

casks, and barrels. Technically, a wet or tight

cooper makes the vessels intended to hold liquids

;

the difj cooper makes the looser and cheaper work
for holding dry goods ; while the white cooper
makes churns and other kinds of highly-finished
work. Wet or tight work is made of oak ; many
other kinds of wood are emploj'ed for inferior
cooperage. The slaves, being curved both in

length and in width, are the most difficult parts
of a cash to prodace. To insure accuracy
of workmanship, ciisk-makiiKj mtichineri/ has been
invented to fashion all the pieces with unde-
viating accuracy ; but the iiandwork system is

still the one most usually adopted. The largest
and strongest examples of coopers' work are the
enormous vats and backs used by brewers.
Co-operation, in its specific and technical

sense, implies the association of any number of
individuals or societies for mutual profit, whether
in the purchase and distribution of commodities
for consumption, or in tlie production of commod-
ities, or in the borrowing and lending of capi-
tal among workmen. The most powerful co-
operative force in the individual system is what
economists have termed " the division of labor ;

"

but that is really also a union and graduation of la-

bor towards productive ends, and has its counterpart
in the multiform divisions of capital in its applica-
tion to maintenance and extension of industry. C,
as technically understood, occupies a middle posi-
tion between the doctrines of the communists and
socialists on the one hand, and the private prop-
erty and freedom of individual labor and enter-
prise on the other. It takes its departure from
communism at a very definite and significant point.

While the latter would extinguish the motive of

individual gain and possession in the sentiment of

a universal happiness or good, and remodel all the
existing rights, laws, and arrangements of society

on a basis deemed consonant to this end, C. seeks,

in consistency with the fundamental institutes of

society as hitherto developed, to ameliorate the

social condition by a concurrence of increasing

numbers of associates in a common interest. The
co-operative societies, springing from this idea,

though attended witli the most varied fortune,

have greatly increased in number and in amount
of business in recent years in Europe. The form,
particular objects, and organic rules of these asso-

ciations are by no means uniform. But as we
find them in the principal countries of Europe,
they may be divided into three general classes :

—
1. Societies of Consumption, the object of which is

to buy and sell to members alone, or to members
and non-members under differing conditions, the

necessaries of life or the raw materials of their

industry ; 2. Societies of Production, the object of

which is to sell the collective or individual work
of the members ; 3. Credit-unions, or societies of

credit or banking, the object of which is to open
accounts of credit with their members, and ad-

vance them loans for industrial purposes. There
are numerous modifications of the principle,

such as friendly societies, burial societies, soci-

eties of workmen which undertake the execu-
tion of work by contract, arrangements of pri-

vate firms by which the workmen share in the

profits of the employers, and building societies,

now rife in most large towns in this country, the

object of which is to enable members to become
owners of dwelling-houses. But the above three

categories define the distinguishing characteristics

of the co-operative society proper; and it is some-
what remarkable that the three kinds of associa-

tion have attained marked success in three differ-

ent European countries. England stands at the

head in societies of consumption ; France, in

societies of production ; Germany, in societies of

credit. With reference to this variety of result, it

may be observed that the social equality resulting

from the great Revolution, in connection with the

character of much of the manufacturing industry

of France, has given that country a larger num-
ber of artisans who work in their own houses,

and have a passion for independence in their

handicraft, than is to be found in any other coun-

try. On the other hand, the masses of operatives

in the factories and other great works of England,

while retaining their position as wage-earners,

have put forth most energy and attained their

highest co-operative success in societies for the

purchase, and in some degree the production, of

their own immediate necessaries of life. The less

abundant capital, and the want of banks and other

institutions of credit in the smaller towns and re-

moter parts of Germany, may explain in some
measure the notable development of societies of

credit in that country. But no account of the

phenomena in Germany would be satisfactory

without placing at the head of infiuences tlie per-

sonal agency of one man,— M. Sehulze, of Delitzsch

(a town of only 6,000 inhabitants),— who had the

sagacity to perceive that societies of credit were
the necessary foundation of the co-operative sys-

tem, and who reasoned out principles, planned, and
labored with a skill, disinterestedness, and persever-

ance which have crowned his idea with remarka-

ble success. The Credit Society of M. Sehulze is

practically a bank, but a bank organized on prin-

ciples specially adapted to the working classes

within certain limits of transaction, to which it
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is strictly confined. The membors of the society
must be men «)f " self-lielp." able to work and in

regular employment, and they must hold each one
equal share of the stock eapiial of the society,

which may !)e paiil up in full, or by regular
instalment. Dividends are only paid to the mem-
bers who have paid in full, the profits due on the
partly-paid shares bc'ing added to these till they
reach their fidl amount. It follows from the
principle of tiie society, — " in proportion to the
chance of gain the risk of loss," — that when
the 8hare-cai)ital has to be called upon to liquidate

the debts, it is the capital actually paid in that
loses. Equality of shares and equality of advan-
tages and risks are thus attained. But in addition

to the share-capital there is a reserve fund formed
out of entrance fees and a percentage of the net

profits. Tlie order of liability for deficits in the

balance-shee"8 is thus, (1) reserve fun<l, (2) paid-in

capital, and (:!) private projR-rty of the memlK>rs,
— the final principle l>eing tiiat of uidimite<l lia-

bility. Every member i.s responsible for the

debts of the society, and the society for the debts

of every member. It is obvious that a company
thu^ constituted, and composed of the mogt saving
and industrious workmen of a town or district,

offers a solid security, and consequently the share-

capital is supplemented by loans for given periods

of time, del)ent\ires, and savings deposits, the last

liaving to be guarded by condiiions as to notice

of withdrawal. At the beginning of a society the

paid-up share-capital may not be more than the

proportion of 10 to 00 of borrowed funds, but it

has to be brought up as rapidly as possible to 25
per cent, and should reach a ma.ximum of 50 per
cent. The share-capital, as originally fi.xed, lias

also to be increased as the business, and the
amount of funds necessary for its transacti<m, in-

crease ; so that the amoimt of each share has thus
to be supplemented />//<.i the increase of business
minus the increase of memlK-rs. By these means
the society is protected from too small a share-

capital for its liabilities, and from the temptation
of appropriating large dividends out of the sur-

plus profit, accruing from borrowed fimds. An-
other peculiarity of the (ierman credit-uni(m is that

it makes advances of the funds of which it is pos-

sessed to its own members only. The two great

ends to be secur(>d lK>ing the minimimi of risk and
the maximum f)f n'si)onsibility, the flr.nt is pro-

moted by advancing money only for industrial

purposes, within due limits, among l>orrowcrs

whose requirements and circumstances are «>r n»ay

be thoroughly known to the society, and the sec-

on<l by the fact that every memln'r of the society

is unlimitedly liable for any ernirs or losses that

may arise in the administration. The advances
are made in the usual forms nt promissory notes

with the indorsation of sureties, ordinary bills of

exchange, and wcasionally mortgagi-s over real

properly in current accounts. Advances are not

maae for longer periods than the so<Mety can Itself

borrow
;
partial repayment at <laies is sometimes

conditioned within the p<-riod of aclvance; and the

Interest charged follows the public money-market
rate. It is thus that M. Schuize, through a series

of skilfid r.gulations l)eyon<l our space to follow,

solved tli<' prtiblcm, which vexeil and pu7.7.le<l the

socialists of a past gi-neration, of bringing capital

dire -t to the workman or " immc<liate pnKlucer."

When the little cn-dif-unionof Detitzsch was fully

OT^nized in 1852, jM)pular opinion was so w«'ll

prepared and enlightened on the subject by M.
ochulre's efforts in the Prussian Congress and on
the platform, that similar societies were rapidly

organize<l in other parts of the country. While
each society had full powers of self-n-gulation,

they were all much on the IK-lilzsch model, and a
general affiliation was brought about for mutual
counsel and encouragement. In 18d5, he c»stal>-

lished a central criMlit bank at Berlin, by which
the societies, while dejK-nding mainly on local
credit supplies, might have access, in case of need,
to the general loan market. The credit-unions,
though now numerous, are only a section of the
co-ojK-rative movement in (iermany. The law of
the Prussian Congress granting c(>r|>orate rights
to loan and credit ass(Riations extends the sante
privileges to " raw material and store unions,"
"unions for the production and sale of finished
wares on a common account," "unions for the
purchase of the necessaries of life wholesale and
the selling of them retail," and " unions for pro-
viding their members with dwelling-houses. —
The history of the co operative movement in

France is much to<» extensive to be traced here.

The Kocifli/ o/'/iioiliiriion. of which there are at least

forty examples in Paris alone, is found in nearly
all the French provinces, and has proved the
capacity of workmen by union to carve out busi-

ness for themselves and be their own masters,
while, in many cases, em[)loying other workmen
or auxiliaries at wages, who have no share in the
profits. There are also in France more examples,
probably, than in any other country, of workmen
sharing in the profits of the finns by which they
are employed, under arrangements offered and
regulated by the employers or cajtitalists them-
selves.— Of the s'trirtif of ronsiiin/iilon there are
innumerable examples in Great Britain, the chief

being the Uoclnlale, I>eeds, and Halifax societies,

embracing nearly the whole working population of

a large manufacturing district, and carrying out
their operations, from the wholesale and retail

stores to dairies, flour-mills, and other auxiliary

brandies, including libraries and news-nwms. The
supply associations in Ixtndon organized by mem-
bers of the government civil service have also at-

taini'd much importance ; but, as these trade with
the public, and divide large profits among privi-

leged holders of shares, it has been quest1one<l

wliether they can Ik- properly n-ganlcd as co «>i)er-

alive societies. Nearly every town of the king-
dom has a co-ofteratit-r gtore ; and when these are
numerous in a district they usually atiiiiaie. and
oj>en a common wholesale department in Liver-

po<d, (ilasgow, or some other emporium. The
advantages in many cases may not l>e great, and
after a brief existi-nce the s(K'ic>ties not unfre-
quently win<l up. But wlun pn>perly conducted
an<l supported, tlu-y si'<Mire wiiolesomc commodi-
ties, encourage among their meml>er8 ready money
payments, and as the goods are sold at a fair

margin of profit, there is ev«q-y quarter or half

year a divinenil at the rale of 6 to 10 or more i>er

cent to the memln-rs on their share-<-apital, and a

Imnus to non-memlM-rs on the amount of their

purchases. One of the indinct advHntHgt>s of the
co-operative store, when establisheil in a commu-
nity, is its influence as a formi<lnbie rival on pri-

vate grrw-ers and dealers. The numerous cotton

factories in Ijincashire, England, on a basis of

•mall joint-stoi'k shan>s. yielding in some c«»es

largi* dividen<ls, might almost lie «'onsidere<l as

great an example fif co-<ip<'rative prtiduction as

any effort of the kind in France. The operatives

have a large stake an 1 much advantage in these

factories ; but since the spinner or weaver docs

not necessarily work in the factory of which be
hat a tniail proprietary share, these Joint-atock
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establisliments are probably to be regarded more
as investments of the savings of operatives than
as co-operative societies. The co-operative idea,

as would probably be held by its most stanch
propounders, requires identity of purpose and in-

terest, with community of advantages and risks,

though not necessarily absolute equality or uni-

formity of individual relation, among the co-oper-

atives. When the association passes into a mere
investment and trading company, the idea would
seem to be lost. Down to this day the C. system
has not been received with marked favor in the

U. States. Many co-operative stores have been
established in almost all parts of the country ; but,

excepting Massachusetts, where their management
seems to be better understood, relatively few of
them have met with a decided and durable suc-

cess.— R. Somers.
Cop, Coppin, in spinning, a conical ball of

thread or yarn formed on a spindle.

Copaiba, or Copaiva [Fr. baume de copaku; Ger.
Kopaiva balsam; Sp. copai/va\, commonly called a
balsam, but properly an oleo-resin or turpentine,

Fig. 100. — COP.ilFERA OFFICINALIS.

is a drug obtained from the Copaifera officinalis

(Fig. 100), a native of South America, and from
other species of the same tree. Two kinds are
sometimes distinguished, and named from the
countries in which they are produced, the Brazil-
ian (chiefly from the province of Para), and the
West Indian. The former is thin, clear, of a pale
color, pleasant aromatic smell, and of an acrid
bitter taste ; while the latter is thick, golden yel-
low, not transparent, and of less agreeable smell,
even resembling turpentine. Sp. gr. .980. It is

often adulterated with castor-oil and the finer
sorts of turpentines. AVhen good it should be com-
pletely soluble in alcohol of the strength of 90 per
cent ; but the simplest test of its purity is to heat
a small quantity in a watch-glass, when, if good, a
hard brittle resin remains. This drug is celebrated
for its action as a stimulant to the mucous sur-
faces. Numerous preparations of this article are
sold under under such names as solnhle C, s})€cljic

solution, salt of C, etc.; none of these appear to
possess equal activity and certainty of operation
to the natural balsam. As the whole virtue of C.

as a medicine depends on the essential oil it con-
tains, the value of any of these preparations may
be estimated by the quantity of that article which
is found in them. In the case of the first two ar-

ticles above named the quantity is very small
indeed, and in the last it is wholly deficient. Imp.
free.

Copal, a valuable and peculiar kind of resin

(improperly called Gum C), that naturally exudes
from a large tree {Rhus copallinum) found in vari-

ous tropical countries. It is imported from Africa,

the Philippine Islands, Sierra Leone, Portugal,
and Bombay. The best C. is hard and brittle, in

rounded lumps of a moderate size, easily reducible

to a fine powder, of a light lemon yellow color,

beautifully transparent, but often, like amber, con-
taining parts of insects and other small extrane-

ous bodies in its substance. Sp. gr. from 1.045 to

1.1.39. It has neither the solubility in water com-
mon to gums, nor the solubility in alcohol common
to resins, at least in any considerable degree. It

may be dissolved by digestion in drying linseed

oil, and other volatile menstrua. This solution

forms a beautiful transparent varnish, which,
when properly applied and slowly dried, is very
hard and very durable. C. varnish was first dis-

covered in France, and was long known by the

name of vemls maitln. It is applied to snuff-boxes,

tea-boards, and other utensils. It preserves and
gives lustre to paintings ; and contributes to re-

store the decayed colors of old pictures, by filling

up cracks, and rendering the surface capable of

reflecting light more uniformly. C. is liable to be
confounded with (juni anlme, when the latter is very
clear and good. But it is of importance to distin-

guish between them, as the anime, though valua-

ble as a varnish, is nmch less so than the finest C. ;

the varnish with the former being darker colored,

and not so hard. Besides the external appearance
of each, which is pretty distinct to a practised eye,

the solubility in alcohol furnishes a useful test,—
the anime being readily soluble in this fluid,

while the C. is hardly affected by it; C. is also

brittle between the teeth, whereas anime softens

in the mouth. C. is also dug from the earth on
the coast of Africa, a few miles inland, opposite

the island of Zanzibar. The supply is supposed
to be inexhaustible, and the production only lim-

ited by the indolence of the negroes, who will

merely dig up enough to supply their daily wants.

Imp. free.

Copalche Bark, an aromatic bitter medicinal
bark, the produce of Croton pseudochina, a Mexican
bark.
Copal-Varnish. See Copal.
Copang, a money of account and weight in

some parts of the Eastern Archipelago ; the fourth
part of a mace. In Sumatra the C. is 2^ grains,

in other parts 7 to 10 grains.

Copeirtner, one who is united in partnership

with another.

Cope, the most magnificent vestment of Cath-
olic priests. In form it is a semicircle, without

sleeves, and with a hood. It is fastened across

the breast with a clasp or morse, and is orna-

mented with embroidery, and even with jewels. —
The outer part or case of a large loam mould, used

in casting metals.— To cope, is to barter or change
away.
Copeck, Kopeck, a Russian copper coin, the

hundredth part of the rouble, worth about J of a

cent. Tiie coined copper money is in pieces of 10,

5, 2, 1, and half C. There are silver pieces cur-

rent of 5. 10, 15, 20, 25, ;30, 50, 75. and 150 C.

Copeman, a merchant ; one who barters.
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Copenhagen. Sec Denmark.
Coper, in lead-mininp, one who contracts to get

ore at an ajjree<l sum jht dish or load, etc.

Copey, a dye-wood, obtained in Cuba from
CliiSHi tiKwn.

Cop-House, a place where tfH)U are kept.

Coping, the up|K*r courite of tniwoiiry on a wall

or para[>et, etc., which forms a projecting or cov-

erinjf course.

Coping-Stones, long plats of stone laid on a
wall, and projecting a few inches beyond the wall

to carry off rain.

Copper (Dutch, io/xr ; YT.cuii-re: Gqt. KupUr

;

iLrame; Port, and Sp. co'irr], a nietal of a beauti-

ful red color, and considerable lustn>. Its taste is

styptic and nauseous ; and the hands, when rublM-il

for some time on it, acquire a peculiar and dis-

agreeable odor. It is harder than silver; its sp.

gr. varies according to its state, being, when quite

Eure, near 0.000. Its malleability is great ; it may
e hammered out into leaves so thin as to be blown

about by the slightest breeze. Its ductility is also

considerable. Its tenacity is so great, that a (.'.

wire 0.07H of an inch in diameter is capable of
supporting .302.20 lbs. avoirdupois witluiut break-
ing. Its liability to o.xidation from exposure to

air or damp is its greatest defect. The rust with
which it is then covered is known by the name of
renligris, and is one of the niost active jMjisons.

C. is found in the metallic state in nature, soini'-

times in very great masses, as on the south shores
of Lake Superior, where pieces of 1;30 tons weight
have sometimes been obtained. The great source
of its supply is an ore in which the metal is found
combined with sulphur. In Ixtth states it is ol>-

tained in almost every mineral district in the world,
in beds, or more conmionly in veins in primitive
and secondary mountains, accompanied by sev-

eral other mineral substances. C is found in

many parts of the U. States ; but the V. region of
Lake Superior contains the mines which, hitherto.

have been the most profitably worked in this coun-
try, their product la'ing al>out ;{,000 tons annu-
ally. In a commercial |M>iiit of view, the ('. mines
of Cornwall (England), Lake Superior (U. States),

Chili, Cuba, Spain, ami Australia are by far the
inokt im[M>rtnnt. Several salts of ('. |)osses8 con-
siderable industrial value, chiefly for the forma-
tion of blue and grei'n pigments, in dyeing and
calico-printing, and for the deiiosition of metallic

C. by electro-metallurgy. The principal salts of
C. are the acrtntr (see Verimouis), the mrlMmalf
(see Verditkr), ami the ndiJiulr (sec Vitriol).
C. unites with facility with almost all other met-
als, and a large numlMT of its compounds are of
the highest importance in the arts. Indee<l ('. is

much more important and valuable as a constitu-

ent element in nuim-rous alloys than it is as pure
metal. For the principal alloys in which it forms
a leading ingriMlient, see Hki.i.-.Mktai., Krass,
Broxzc, Ukrnan-Silvkr, l'i<<«-iinK( k, etc. The
foreign C. trade of the IJ. States for the year 1K78
was «« follows : (J. ore, Erp. to England and (Jer-

many, .'RJ,m7 cwt., vahnnl at 9in;»,(r.H); Imp. 7,K'l8

cwt,, Talui><l at ^H*..IV.» ; ('. in pig*, bars, and
sheets. Hrp. 11.21>7,H70 Hh . valno.1 at W.Uni.lfto;
Imp. ."ro.o'X) IIm.. yalue.1 at AIO.HW); Manuf. C,
value of AV/. ?217.110; of Imp. )j:J22,418.

Imf. datf : Coppvr-orr. on •II fltM« copp»r roa-
" *' UinrtI Uirrfin 8 (VDt* pVf Ik
" " oW, lakrn fr<ifn rb» tio«ln«
" " of Amrriraii Trxvl* m«n-
" "

prilcil liT m«rtn» dlaiaftrr
" " to rvpair In Inrritn pitrx* Tn*.
" * oM, At lor manubrtai*
" " ooly 4 «*•!• ytt lb

" pig«. ban.lDKotc.or pUt««. 5 rvnu prr lb.
" " braiirn' ibreU (rolled
" " pUt««) iS prr r*oL
" Copper, other tberts 4ci pet reuL
" tiolii, naiU, tpikes, rods,
" " r%r 46 per r«nt.
" " bottom* (ftlill bottom*). . ..4>> prr (VOL
•' ' manufwturn, n. o p. of
" " c<ip[>er, or of whk-h cop-
" '• per U compooeat of chief
" " »«lue 46prrc«ot.
" "

rrfrulu* of, ao<l black or
" " coar»e 4 cvDts per lb.
" " tbralhlng, 48 iivbr* Iodk,
" "

14 Inrba wide, weij^bt
" " from 14 to 34 ouuce» per
" '* »quarc foot 45 per e«ot.
" " sulphate of ^blue Titrlol). . 4 reotJ per lb.
" '* cbaflug-dbbes 46 per retit.

C -tmtlliiif. The mixture of orr», fielng trlecleil a* notkrrd
under ORK-DftCS^cto, U wheeled {ikf. V>\) to a lniiiiira> , f. »»a-
aterl over the roaHmif or taUimmg furnartt, ainl the rharje if

thrown into two large bnp|>eni of plaieinm, 11 II : tlie^ ara
cl(we>l at the l>ottoDi by nieani of a plate, on withdrawing
wbhh the rharf^ fiill* upon the vole of the furnace, s. ronipo<«d
of brirk». The traull of the furnace deMrnd* l«y a rapij slope

from the fln- to (', the entrance of the flue, /. Two »ide« of
the fVirnace contain each two door< which allow the men to

upreail the cbanjc. and work, or raU>U, it from time to time: a
hole i>ituatp<l near the briilge, &. admii" a qiuinlit> of air. which
can t«e rejrulated by meann of a regintrr plate There are

four oblong openingn, A A, in the nole, clo«ie<l during the mai^t-

ing with iron platM, on withdrawing which the churge can
be mke<l out Into the n-derrolr, R. The fuel b> a n>ixture of
anthracite with small bituminous coal. Koutiug furnace*,

t_

rig. 101. — Corrta CAunsixo ft »»»<-«.

howerer, are now rery commonly pmrided with ?lemen'» r»-
generalor*. and heale<l with ga». There can l>e different kindi
of ore mixed together but none of the fragUM-ntii are larger
than a nut. The r(«.<ting or calcining gnr* on f<ir about IJ
hour», at a temperature which drl»e« off much of the (ulphur.
— Mtllmg for Conru Metai. K'«Jitr<l ore and a little (' (lag.

with »<>ttie kind of flux metal, and anthrarlie and bltumlnoti*
coal a* fuel, are thrown Into the conrr* mrllimf fmtmaet , which I*

mainUlneil at a Aeree beat. The rrault of Ibe proce** i«, that
nearly the whole of the (' la collectnl Into a maw called niati,

or trmru mtiaJ, combined with the mUlue of the tulphur aiKl
Iron — CalfimiHg Iki Cixtri* Mr tat. The mall oliUlnrd by
the ImC prorera in In imall brownbh fragmenta, containing
•bout one third their weight of pure C. The calcining of this
•ubciance doe« t>ot difler much from the malting of Ibe ore
More of the vulphur l« driran off by thin nirM-eaa ; the *ub-
•tBl>ce I* re<iuce<i to nnall black gralnn : and It now become*
taUiwNi toartt mrial. — Mflimg for Whiu Mtlal The roanw
metal iu»i de<crib>«l U mixed with •boat an e<|ual weight of
rich I . ore. cop|<er tlag, and wa«te (' of rarlou* kind* The^
aivexpneed to a daxzling while heat : and the reault of the
pmreaa I*, (hat two flfth* of (he weight aMUme the form of
ipAiI/ mHal. The white metal haa a granulated texture and
graylah-while color ; It contain* almut three fourth* pur*

V. — MtlliHf fnr Rtmf Mrlal. ThI" I* another B^lranre tow•^|
pan f . certain oxhlea being drtreo off by heat. The W«/
mtlai pmduce<l I* more compact than the while ; It ha* a deep
gray color, an<l exhibit* excee<lingly line particle* of metallic

C. diffupeil through tt>e maa* — Stakimg (oartt C. A g<»id

deal of lulphur *tlll n-maln*. together with a Utile ar^t-nlc.

Iroa.dn, nkkel, and coiwll , and a further purlAcalton i* now
Deeded . Tl»e chief re*ull I* roartr or hliHrrrit ('., which pre-

•en(* • deep red color when frac»ure.| ; |l I* r»in from the (ur-

naee Into aanil-mould*. where ll form* pig* or »Ut>» 3 f»»( long

by 1) fcet wide — Hffimimt and Tvt'i'nint Al length we
r««M to the end of (be proreei* The coarse *

' 1* thrown
teto lsfg» (bmacw, In charfe* of 7 too* at a time Almoat
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all the remaiuing sulphur and arsenic are driven off, and
tlie metal gradually assumes various conditions, becoming

more and more pure as it proceeds. When ready , it is laded

out of the furnace, and cast into calces of oritinaty C, about

IS inches by 12. The cake C. sent int") the market obtains

the n.mie of best sfler.ted, tough, common, lite, etc., according

to it.< quality. The ie-.t selected differs very little from abso-

lutely pure C. .\ great variety of improvements in C.-snielt-

ing have been prepared and patented, one or two of which

have been usefully applied. Several modifications of the vari-

ous processes are also adapted to suit the (juality of the ores

and the kind of C. to be produced. C. is also obtained from

its ores by the wet method, which is substantially the precipi-

tation of metallic C. from the solution of its chloride. This

method is chiefly practised with ores containing less than 4

per cent of C.

C. Manufacturing. The fashioning of C. into useful and
ornamental articles does not comprise so many processes as

that of iron, because the metal is neither welded nor forged.

The C. — in tile.^ 9 or 10 inches square by 1 inch thick, or in

cakes somewhat larger— is cast into ingots of variom sizes and
shapes, and most of it rolled into sheets ; but some articles are

cast without the metal undergoing any rolling. The mallea-

bility of C. permits of its being hammered into form with great

facility. Thus, a mx's sha|)ed like a double convex lens can

be hammered into a hemispherical ves-^el, such as those used

in the sugar manufacture ; the heavy blows which thin out
the central thicker portion make the edge gradually turn up.

The riveting of joints ; the planishing or condensing of sur-

fice by repeated hammering ; the cooling and drawing of

strip< into the forms of tubes and pipes ; the soldering or

brazing of two pieces together ; the casting in moulds of loam

or sand,— these are the chief processes, besides rolling into

sheets and hammering with hammers, by which the countless

articles in C. are made.

Copperah, Copra, an Eastern name for the

dried oily pulp of tl»e cocoa-nut, used for express-

ing oil from.
Copperas [Fr. couperose; Latin cup-i ro.sa, the

flower of copper], the familiar but unsuitable name
for a substance which contains no copper what-
ever, the sulphate of iron, or green vitriol. See
Vitriol.
Copper-Bit, a tool used for soldering. It con-

sists of a pointed piece of copper with a wooden
handle, riveted to an iron shank.
Copper-Bottomed, a terra applied to vessels

sheathed with copper sheets or yellow composition
metal below the water-mark.
Copper Coinage, the term most generally ap-

plied to tlie petty coinage for mercantile transac-

tions, and for the convenience of small traders.

Tlie total value of the minor coins of the U. States,

coined from 179:5 down to the close of the fiscal

year 1878, is $12,915,;597.55, of which the follow-

ing is a detailed account :
—

Five-cent {nickel), authorized to be coined, act of May 16.

1863; weight, TriOgrains, couiposed of 75 percent copper and
25 per cent nickel ; total amount coined, i&5,773,170.

Three-cent [nickel), authorized to bo coined, act of March 3.

1865; weight, 30 grains, compo.sed of 75 per cent copper and
25 per cent nickel ; total amount coined, $b55,13S.

Ttwo-ce/i/ (6)"oHt<), authorized to be coined, act of April 22,
1864 ; weight, 93 grains, composed of 95 per cent copper and 6
per cent tin and zinc ; coinage discontinued, act ol February
12, 1873; total amount coined, §912,020.

Cent (roi'per), authorized to be coined, act of April 2, 1792
;

weight, 264 grains; weight changed, act of January 14, 1793,
to 208 grains ; weight changed by proclamation of the Presi-

dent, January 26, 1793, in conformity with act of March 3,

1793, to 163 grains; coinage discontinued, act of February 2l,

1857; total amount coined, $1,562,887.44.
Cent {nickel), authorized to bo coined, act of February 21.

1867 ; weight, 72 grains, composed of 88 per cent copper and 12
per cent nickel ; coinage discontinued, act of April 22, 1864

;

total amount coined, 5*2,007,720.

Cent {bronze), coinage authorized, act of April 22, 1864

;

weight, 48 grains, compo.sed of 95 per cent copp«'r aud 5 per
cent tin and zinc ; tot.il amount coined, $1,764,546.

Hitlf-cent {copfier), authorized to be coined, act of April 2,
1792 ; wei;;ht, l32 grains ; weight changed, act of January 14,

1793, to lot grains, anil by proclamation of the President, Jan-
uary 26, 1798, to 84 grains ; coinage di.«continned, act of Feb-
ruary 21. 1857 ; total amount coined, «39.926.10.
The exact amount of minor coins actually in circulation is

unknown ; but it may be inferred that it is Iwyond the
wants of the country, from its accumulation in the various
offices of the Treasury, which, flrom iSil57 ,000 in 1876, iocressed

to 8877,000 in 1877, and $1,410,898 50 in 1878, representing at

leist 150 tons metal. Of this total, $1,036,422 55 consist*^ of
five-cent nickel coins, and it may be anticipated that in a very
short time the whole emission of this coin, of merely nominal
value, will have entered the vaults of the Treasury.

Copper-Fastened, a term applied to vessels or

boats which ha^e rivets and bolts of copper to se-

cure the timber and planks, etc.

Copper-Founder, one who casts copper-metal
into moulds and shapes.

Coppering. This is a mode of coating iron
with a thin film of copper, which is made by cleans-

ing the iron with dilute acid, and dipping it into

a bath of oxide of copper, nitric acid, ale, and
water, when a film of copper is deposited. Electro-

coppering is, however, a more perfect plan. See
Electro-Meta llurg y.

Copper-Nickel, an ore found in France, etc,
which consists of a compound of arsenic with
nickel.

Copper-Ore. See Copper.
Copper-Plate Engraving. Tlie delicate work

which the copper-plate engraver has to do is just

the reverse of that described under wood engrav-

ing. The plate is first brought to a very smooth
surface. The engraver employs many fine and
sharp tools, called yravers, scrapers, dry-points, and
burnishers, to cut away the copper, and to leave

clear and smooth edges to every incision. If

nearly the whole picture is presented in incised

lines, straight and curved, it is called line engrav-

ing. If the plate is hacked or notched all over
with a toothed instrument called a cradle, and the

device produced by scrapers and burnishers on this

surface, it is called mezzotint engraving. If the plate

is coated with a solution of resin in spirit of

wine, and aquafortis be made to act on this in

a peculiar way, it is aquatint engraving, somewhat
resembling an Indian ink drawing. See, also.

Etching. Steel-engraving differs little from cop-

per-plate, except in the hardness of the metal, and
the time required to cut into it. It is coming more
and more in use, owing to the large number of im-

pressions that can be taken before the plate is

worn out.

Copper-Plate Maker, one who shapes, smooths,
and prepares metal plates for engraving.

Fig. 102.— RoLLtxa-PRESs.

Copper-Plate Printing differs from ordinary

letterpress printing in this, that whereas in the lat-

ter the ink is on the surface, and avoids the hol-

lows, in the former it is in the hollows, and avoids

¥
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the surface. The rollinij-press (Fip. 102) for copper-
plate priming lias two rollers : a flat boanl or table

cin pass between tliein.and by workinjj tlie rollers

the table receives a horizontal niuveniciit to and
fro. The copper-plate, having l)een finished by the
ensyraver, is lieatcl to 1H<>° F., and then coated
with ink by means of a linen r^libtr or pad, so

re{H>atedly and carefully applied as to in>*ure that

every line of the device shall receive a supply i>f

ink. The surplus ink that covi-rs the whole of the

surface is wiped off, first with a cloth, and then
with the hand. The plate thus inked is placed
face up|K'rn>ost on the table; a shei-t of pajn-r is

placed on it; three or four folds of flannel or

blanket cover the pajK-r; the rollers are worked
by a kind of lever winch ; the table is brouKht
between the two rollers; and a pn-ssure is e.xerte<l

sufficiently to produce a clear print from the plate.
— 6V^e/-plate printing is executed in the same way
as ro/'/M'/--plate.

Copper-Pyrites, the most important and ordi-

nary ores of cojjper, which are sulphurets of coi>-

per and iron.

Copper-Sheathing, thin sheets of copper for

n.iiling on slii|>s' bottiims to preserve the timber.
Copper-Smelter, one who melts copper ore.

Copper-Smith, a worker in copper, who fre-

quently combines the trade of brazier and tin-plate

worker.
Copper-Wire, fine drawn wire of copper, used

for various purposes. Copper- wire is now largely

in demand for electric telegraphs.

Coppice-Wood, small brushwood ; under-
wood.
Coppln. Sec Cop.
Coppo, a measure for oil at Lucca, containing

nearly 2tX) lbs. avoirdupois.

Copra. See Coppkrah.
Coprolites, the fossil e.xcremenfi of extinct

animals, which, from the large quantity of phos-
phate of lime they contain (.VJ to >>i per tvnt ) when
digestcil with sulphuric acid, form a valuable fer-

tilizer for land. Considerable deposits of ('. are
found in the upper grei-n sand in Cambridgeshire,
England.
Copy, a printer's term for anything furnished

hiu> to comi)os« in type, wlielher manuscript or
printed matter.
Copy-Book, a nded book f<»r practising writ-

ing in.

Copy-Hold, a Kgal term for manorial lands
held on a tiuure by cotiy of eourt-roll.

Copying, taking a facsimile or impression;
hence the terms co|iying<-lerks, copying-machine,
com'ing-pa|K'r, etc.

Copying-Clerk, a clerk in a merchant's, law-
yer's, or other olli e, whose <l ity it is to make
tran8<ril»t8 of letters and «ither d<K-ument«.
Copying-Ink, adhesive ink pnpan'd with gum

and other substances for taking one or more im-
pn-sxions or copies from tht> manuscript.
Copying-Machine. See Coimixo-Prkm.
Copying-Paper, thin untiizp<l pni>cr ustni damp

for making illl[)^»>>i^fls from writings.

Copying-Prcaa. a machine by whit h duplicates
of letters and manuscripts may Ik> pnxluctHl with-
out having re«'our*o to iran«Tiption. A copying-
machine generally coiiHi^ts of a fi.it Ihm], \\\Ktn which
rests the letter to Ik- copied, and the pajHT for the
duplicate. Above thi«e is a flat plat<>, called a
platten, which, by nu-ims of a s<'n'W or lever, la

uiade to pnxluce the nece<«ary pn-ssure. The ink
wi:h which the letter is written contains a «-ertain

anooiuit of sugar or treacle, which is transferred to
the paper laid upon it by the pmaure exerted.

The copy made is, of course, reversed, but the pa-
per is purposely made thin, in order that the writ-

ing nu»y l>e read tlimugh it. Various contrivances
have Ix-en invented for procuring the nect-ssarv

amount of i)re.<sure, but the simple screw and lever
apf>ears to In? the best of them all.

Copyright is the exclusive right of multiplying
for sale copies of works of literaturi' or art, allowed
t » the author thereof or hi» a^»ign(.•es. All statutes
relating to f. in this country were rejK-aled by act
of Congress, July 8, 1)^70, which, with an amend-
ment of June \H, 1874, now regulate the entire
subject. This law is here given in full, as taken
from the AVfiSfrf ^lululet uf' thr I'. SinUs Edition,

1878: —
Sftt 4952 Any citbrn of th* f SutM, orrf»kl#nt thfrrln.

who shall tw the author, liiTeiitor, Jr^ipnrr. or |)r<>iirit-lor of
any h<Hik, map, chart, dninmtir or niui>t<-al rufii|xt-iiK>u, rn-
nmriiijr, rut, pricl, or photograph or iicKaliTi- thrrrof, or of a
paiiitioK, ilrawini;. rhronio. sixtue, htaiuHrv, anil of mo<lrlt
or <J«<>iKnii inlenjril to br |i»Tf«Tt«nl as works of thr flue arts,

ami xXvf rxmitors, atJiiiiiii«tniton<, or a-uignrr* i>f any such
prrwin shall, upon ronipl\inK with ihr prori^ious of thi» chap-
ter, have the sole lilxTty of priiilinK. reprinlinR. puMtohiny,
ronipletinf;. cop\in);. exr<-iitinK, fiiii'-hinK, an>l vrmlinx (!«
Ktine : and, in the case of a dramatic composition, of pul>li<'ly

IM'rformInK or repn->eotiii({ it, or causini; it to be |»-rfiirmerl or
ri'presenti-d by others. Any author niav reserve the right to

dramatize or to tran'tate their own work*.
Srrt. 4i*i'>3. C. shall l»e icnint«tl for the term of 2S yeara

from the time of r«>cordiug the title thereof, in the manner
hereinafter directed.

Srrt. i'XA. The author, inventor, or desijrner, if he l>e still

living and a cltiwn of the U. State* or re.«ident therein, or hl«
widow or children, if he l>e dead, shall have the same exclu-ire
rijtht continuetl for the further term of 14 years, upon record-

inn •!>•' '•''•' of "ic work or description of the article so secun-d
a second time, and complyini; with aU other refnilations in

regard to orii(inal (' , within 6 months before the expiration
of the flrst term And such person shall, within 2 months
from the date of said n-newal, cause a copy of the recorj ther»-of

to be published in one or more newspapers, printed In the t'.

States, for the space of 4 weeks
Sfet 49ir>'). ('. shall be aAsifpiable in law, by any inMrument

of writinic, and such assiicnment shall l>e recorded in the on>e
of the Librarian of L'oniire«» within tX) days after its execution ;

ill default of which it shall be void as against any subaetjuent
purchaser or mortgagee for a valuable consideration, without
notice.

Sftt 49M No penoQ shall be entitled to a C. unless he
•hall, before publication, deliver at the offlce of the Librarian
of t'ongrrss, or de|iosit in the mall »i|dre«ae<l to the Ubrarian
of ConKress, at \Va»hin|tton, IMstrict of Columbia, a pniiie<l

copy of the title of the )xs>k or other article, or a desrri|>«ion of
the paintini;, drawinx. chn>mo, statue, slaiuary, or a luislel or
design for a work of llie nne arts, for which he desirr« a cop\-
riitht. nor unle«s he shall also, within ten ttays fmm llie

publication thereof, deliver at the offlce of th« Ubrarian of
I'oiiKrrss. or dr|iu«it in the mall addrrssed to the Librarian
of t'oiigrnui, at U'ashiiiiitun, bislrV-l of Columbia, two copies of
such r<ip\riichl bcM>k or other article, or. in case of a palnlli'ic,

drawing, statue, statuary, model, or design lor a work of the
line arts, a pholuKcaph of the same.

Srrt 4Ur>i. The Librarian of I'ongrMs shall record the
nam* of swh (' bonk or other article, forthwith. In a l>ook to

be kept for that puriHw. in the words following : — " Library
of t'ongreas. to wit ; Be It rememtjenHl that on the dav
of . A. R . of . halh <tepnsiird In this offlce the till*

of a book (map. chart, or otherwise, as the ease may tw. or
d«srriptioa of the article), the tltW or description of which l«

In the followiog words, to wit : (here insert the title or desrrlp-

tloa) tb* right whereof be claims as author (orlglnaior or pm-
prWtor, as the rma« may be), in ronfomiltv with the Uws of the

I). 8tat«a rrspeetlng copyrights C P., Librarian of I'oogreca "

And ha shall glva a ropy of the title or dearriplinn, under
the bmI of tb« Llbnirian of Congmas, to ibe pmprtelor, when-
ever b« shall rsnuirs It.

StU. 4908. The Ubrarian of CongrvMia shall receive, fnmt
the persons to whom tba services de«ignate<l are rrmlereti, the

following ttm : — 1st. For reconling the title or descriptioii <>f

any ropyricht book or other article. Wt cenu ; 2d Kor every

copy under s*«l of such tveord actually given to the person

rlalmlng tha copyright, or his assigns. ,Vi cents ; ill Kor re-

coiling anv Instrument of writing (nr the assignment ofa ei-py-

right, lA cents foreverv 110 words; 4lh For every c.p^ of an
aoignmenl. 10 cents for everv loO wonia All fees so lereivnl

shall lie paid Into the Trwasury of the f .'fates.

Sttt. 41*68. The proprietor of every C. Iwiok or other artk-le

•hall deliver at the oftlce of the Librarian of Congn'ss. or de-

posit In lb« mall a<ldrM*e<l to the Librarian of Ongress, at

wa«hlngtoa, Dlstricl of t'oluml>U, within lU days alter Ut
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publication, two complete printed copies thereof, of the best

edition issued, or description or photograph of such article as

hereinbefore required, and a copy of every subsequent edition

wherein any substantial changes shall be made.
Sect. 4930. For every failure on the part of the proprietor of

any C. to deliver or deposit in the mail either of the published

copies or description or photograph, required by sections

4956 and 4959, the proprietor of the C. shall be liable to a pen-

alty of 525, to be recovered by the Librarian of Congress, in

the name of the U. States, in an action in the nature of an ac-

tion of debt, in any district court of the U. States within the
jurisdiction of which the delinquent may reside or be found.

Sect. 4961. The postmaster to whom such C. book, title,

or other article is delivered, shall, if requested, give a re-

ceipt therefor ; and when so delivered be shall mail it to its

destination.

Sect. 4962. No person shall maintain an action for the in-

fringement of his C. unless he shall give notice thereof by
inserting in the several copies of every edition published, on
the title-page or the page immediately following. If it be a book

;

or if a map, chart, musical composition, print, cut, engraving,
photograph, painting, drawing, chromo, sUitue, statuary, or
model or design intended to be perfected and completed as a work
of the fine arts, by inscribing upon some portion of the face

or front thereof, or on the face of the substance on which the
same shall be mounted, the following words: "Entered ac-

cording to act of Congre-ss, in the year , by A. B., in the
office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington."

Sect. 4963. Every person who shall insert or impress such
notice, or words of the same purport, in or upon any book,
map, chart, musical composition, print, cut, engraving, or
photograph, or other article, for which he has not obtained a
C, shall be liable to a penalty of ?f100, recoverable one half for

the person who shall sue for such penalty, and one half to the
use of the U. States.

Sect. 4964. Every person who, after the recording of the
title of any book as provided by this chapter, shall, within the
term limited, and without the consent of the proprietor of the
C. first obtained in writing, signed in presence of two or more
witnes.ses, print, publish, or import, or knowing the same to be
80 printed, published, or imported, shall sell or expose to sale

any copy of such book, shall forfeit every copy thereof to such
proprietor, and shall also forfeit and pay such damages as may
be recovered in a civil action by such proprietor in any court
of competent 'Jurisdiction.

Sect. 4965. If any person, after the recording of the title of
any map, chart, musical composition, print, cut, engraving, or
photograph, or chromo, or of the description of any painting,
drawing, statue, statuary, or model or design intended to be
perfected and executed as a work of the fine arts, as provided
by this chapter, shall, within the term limited, and without
the consent of the proprietor of the C first obtained in writ-

ing, signed in presence of two or more witnesses, engrave, etch,
work, copy, print, publish, or import, either in whole or in
part, or by varying the main design with intent to evade the
law, or knowing the same to be so printed, published, or im-
ported, shall sell or expose to sale any copy of such map or
other article, as aforesaid, he shall forfeit to the proprietor all

the plates on which the same shall be copied, and every shee*
thereof, either copied or printed, and shall further forfeit $1
for every sheet of the same found in his possession, either
printing, printed, copied, published, imported, or exposed for

sale ; and in case of a painting, statue, or statuary, he shall
forfeit 410 for every copy of the same in his possession, or by
him sold or exposed for sale ; one half thereof to the proprie-
tor, and the other half to the use of the U. States.

Sect. 4966. Any person publicly performing or representing
any dramatic composition for which a C. has been obtained,
without the consent of the proprietor thereof, or his heirs or
assigns, shall be liable for damages therefor, such damages in
all cases to be assessed at such sum, not less than SlOO for
the first, and S50 for every subsequent performance, as to the
court shall appear to be just.

Sect. 4967. Every person who shall print or publish any
manuscript whatever, without the consent of the author or
proprietor first obtained, if such author or proprietor is a citi-
zen of the U. States, or resident therein, shall be liable to the
author or proprietor for all damages occasioned by such injury.

Sect. 4988. No action shall be maintained in any rase of for-
feiture or penalty under the C. laws, unless the same is com-
menced within two years after the cause of action has arisen.

Sect. 4989. In all actions arising under the laws respecting
C, the defendant may plead the general issue, and give the
special matter in evidence.

Sect. 4970. . The circuit courts, and district courts having
the jurisdiction of circuit courts, shall have power, upon bill in
equity, filed by any party aggrieved, to grant injunctions to
prevent the violation of any right secured by the laws respect-
jug C, according to the course and principles of courts of
equity, on such terms as the court may deem reasonable.

Sect. 4971. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to
prohibit the printing, publishing, importation, or sale of any
book, map, chart, dramatic or musical composition, print, cut,
engraving, or photograph, written, composed, or made by any
person not a citizen of the U. States nor resident therein

International C. "The question of international

C. between the U. States and England has been
for some time the subject of active discussion

among the authors and publishers of both coun-
tries. The chief opposition to a convention pro-

ceeds from various sections of tiie publishing trade
in America. At present a sort of customary C. in

English books is recognized by certain leading
firms. When one of them has, by arrangement
with the author, obtained the advance sheets of
an English work, there is a tacit understanding
tliat the others are not to reprint that -particular

work; but this arrangement is practicall}- confined

to those who are able to retaliate wlien the trade

courtesy is viofcted. Tiius great publishers have
a monopoly of the English trade, and other pub-
lishers, who would gladly become their competi-

tors, oppose any International C. Act which does
not aid them to break down that monopoly."—
E. S. Drone.

Coquilla-Nut, the fruit of the Altriku funifera,

a S. American palm (Fig. 103). Tliese hard mot-

ng. 103.— CcKicnXA Nut Palm.

tied nuts,.which take a fine polish, are largely im-
ported for the purposes of the turner, who shapes
them into various small ornamental and useful

articles, especially the handles of bell-pulls, the

knobs of walking-sticks, umbrellas, etc. The same
palm furnishes tiie piassaba fibre of commerce.
Coquito Palm, the Jitlxca speclabilis of Chili,

which produces minute cocoa-nuts.

Coracle, a rude boat made of wicker-work and
hide, used for salmon-fishing in the rivers of Wales,
Enitland.

Corah, a measure of length in tlie East, v&ry-
ing for different goods from 41 to 52^ inches.

—

An Indian pattern silk handkerchief.
Corah-OrasB, Coray, a species of Ci/ftfrns,

probably C. textilis, from wliicli the corah matting
of Madras is made.
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Corah Print, printed imitatiuii Indian hand-
kerchiefs.

Coral [Arab, beserl ; Fr. comil; Ger. Komllen ; It.

corale ; Sp. and Port, cora/ 1, a submarine produc-
tion, composed of the cells of minute creatures. It

grows on rocks, and it is necessary to its production
that it shall remain fixed to its place. It is found
at different depths; and it is remarked that light

exerts a powerful influence on its grow th as wt-U as

its color,— the tint being darker in proportion to

the deepness of the sea. As an ornament, black C.

is much esteemed ; but the red and the pink are also

very highly prized. Its value depends on its color,

solidity, and size; and while some are worth •'$2

an oz., others do not sell at 2o cts. per lb. C. is

an important branch of industry and commerce in

Italy. Genoa, Leghorn, and Naples have been
from old times the three great entrepots to which

Fig. 10*. — Stm Of CouL.

( With its living Poli/pt.)

the raw material has been carried, and where skil-

ful artiflceni have established themselves in order

to work at its transformation. C. is obtaine<l in

large quantities in the Mediterranean, and at con-

siderable depths, of froM) 20C) to 00() feet. Four
varieties are di8tinguishe<l :— 1st, rod, which is

subdivided into dit'p crimson re«l, paler re<l, and
vermilion, which is very rare ; 2d. black ; Ikl, clear

white; 4ih, veiled white, which is the most com-
mon. The pHMluce of the fishery varies from one
year to another, and even in the rii-hest spots the
fishery should only Im> carried on at fixed intervals.

The coasts where this pre<'ioiis zoophyte is found
in the gn-atest abundance are those of Corsica.

Sardinia, Provence, Africa, the vicinage of Tra-
pani, the tStraits of Messina, and the coasts of

Algeria, where its nrtiticial propagation is favortil

by the French government. In the F.astern seas,

it is chiefly fouml in the Arabian (tulf, the west
coast of Sumatra, nnd in Japan. Some kinds of

coralline Ixxlies increase to an extraordinary size,

forming immense banks or inasws of submarine
rocks, which are frequently dangerous to naviga-
tors. Imp. unmanuf. C, frw.

The manner of fixhini; C. \» nearly the name everywhere.

That whicli is most rownionly practiM^l in the MeUilerninean

i« a« follows : — 7 or 8 men fco >n * boat, rommandrtl by the

proprietor; the caster thrown hi« net. if we may so call the

marhiue which he u-sen to tear up the C from the txiltoin of
the »ea, and the n-^t work the boat, and help to draw iu the

net. Thin in comixwil of two beania of wood tje«l cnwiswi/e,

with leadj fixed to them to sink them : to theoe heamn is fiu-

tened a quantity of hemp, twisted loosely round, and inter-

mingled with some looite netting. In this condition the ma-
chine is let down into the sea; and when the coral is pretty

strongly entwinetl in the hemp and nets, they draw it up with
a rope, which they unwind accoHiug to the depth, and which
it sometimes requires half a dozen lirnts to drew. If this rope
happens to break, the fishermen run the liaianJ of being lost.

Before the fishers go to sea, they agn* for the price of the

coral ; and the produce of the fisiiery is dirideil, at the end of
the season, into 13 parts, of which the proprietor has 4, the

ca.<(ter 2, and the other 6 men 1 each ; the 13th belongs to the
company for payment of boat-hire, etc

Coral Berry, the Missouri Indian currant.

Coralline, a name given to a coral shade of the

aniline colors.

Cored Wood, a hard, fine red cabinet wood,
easily polished.

Coratch, a sauce made of ketchup, soy, and
essence of anchovies.

Coraw^a, a strong silky fibre, obtained from a
species of llromeJia, used by the Iiidiiiiis of IK-me-

rara to make bow-strings, nets, fishing lines, cord-

age, etc.

Corbel, a stone or other projection from the

face of a wall, to sustain some superincumbent
object ; a bolster or support to shorten the bear-

ings on a bridge.

Corbling, in building, a projection of stones

"oversailing" or overlapping each other, out of

the vertical direction, the centre of gravity being,

however, still preserved.

Cord, a measure for firewood, equal to 1,000

billets, or four loads ; so called because it was
formerly measured by a cord. The dimensions of

a C. of wood are stated to be eight feet long, four

feet high, and four feet broad ; the weight Uing
about half a ton. The French cord for measuring
wood is replaced by the stere. See Coki>.\(;k.

Cordage \¥T.c<irdiiiie, muntruvrcs; (ier. Ttiuiifik:

It. cdiJamr ; Sp. fiirnii, r<trdaje\, a term used to

denote all maimer of cords or ropes, how much
soever they may differ in size, but especially those

used in the rigging

of ships. The term
cord is usually em-
ployed to tlistin-

guish C. of small
size, that is, of

small circumfer-

ence ; roitf, to tlis-

tinguish the larger

descriptions of ('.;

and ('((/</<>, to distin

guish the largest

of all. or the C
used in theanch(»r-

ing of ships. V.

may Im- made of

an infinite variety

of materials. — of

everything, in fact,

which is slender. \ ^ ^

'

flexible, and moderaft^ly tenacious, smli its tli«- film h

of various descriptions of vegetables ; hair, wool,

andsilk; leathern thongs, wire. etc. In Kumpeilhas
Ikhmi mostly fonned of the fibres of hemp and flax,

particularly the former. Rut in this country coir,

or the fibres of the husk of the cooon nut. manilla^

hemp. etc.. are extensively used in the maniifac.

lure of the larger descriptions of C. The best C.
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is that, of course, which is made of the best mate-
rial and in the most approved manner. It must
ncitiier be too much nor too little twisted. Ropes
consist of more or fewer yarns according to their

tliickness. At an average the fibres of hemp
used in making ropes lose about ^ of their length

bj twisting; but in the case of cables the loss is

greater. Itopes are sometimes made of iron wire

;

and when properly manufactured they have been
found to answer much better than might have
been anticipated. Chains are now also frequently

substituted for various descriptions of ropes ; and
everybody knows that hempen cables have been all

but wholly superseded by iron chains. In 1878 our
imports of C rope and twine (chiefly for England
Canada, and Russia) were 1,154,2(52 lbs., valued
at §129,603; while our exports to all countries, but
chiefly to Cuba and S. America, amounted to

3,411,413 lbs., valued at §389,004. Imp. duty,
manilla, untarred, 2^ cts. per lb. ; all other, un-

tarred, 3|^ cts. per lb. ; tarred C, 3 cts per lb.—
See Caule, Coir, etc. See also Rope-Making.
Cordeliue [Fr.], the edge or lisiere of silk stuff.

Cordelle, tape, ribbons, and small cords.

Cordial Gin, sweetened gin.

Cordials are warm, stinmlating medicines, that

tend to raise the spirits and promote the circula-

tion. Those which are articles of commerce are

noticed under their specific names.— Also aro-

matized and sweetened spirits used as beverages.

See Liqueur.
Cordies, a kind of woollen felt hat, or one cov-

ered with camel or goat hair.

Cordillas, a kind of kersey.

Cording-Quires, the outsides of a ream of

paper.

Fig. 106. —Cork-Trek
(
Quercus siiber).

Cordon, a band or wreath. — A guarded line
or circuit kept by appointed officers, to prevent
the breaking of quarantine, blockade, snmg-
gling, etc.

Cordonnet [Fr.], coarse silk.

Cordonnier, the French name for shoemaker.
Cordovan (From Cordova, a city of Spain], a

Spanish leather made from goat-skin, and finished
as black morocco. The term in England is applied
to leather made from horse-hide.

Cords. See Tassels.
Corduroy, a kind of fustian or stout cotton

fabric. The common kind is of a plain body, a
better is twilled in the back, and the best is twilled
on both sides ; but there is of each kind a variety
of qualities. The usual colors are olive, drab,
slate, fawn, and white. It is in pieces varying in

length from 40 to 70 yards.
Core, the interior of any thing.— The loose in-

ternal part of a mould used in casting to form a
hollow or recess, and intercept the flow of tlie

metal.

Corea, a kingdom of Eastern Asia, the greater
part of which occupies a peninsula stretching S.

from the northern portion of the Chinese empire.
It extends from about 34° to 42° 25' N. lat , anrl

from 124° 35' to 130° 50' E. Ion. Area almut
79,000 sq. m. The king of C, though a vassal of
China, is an absolute monarch, and is the object
of almost divine honors. The industrial arts are
but slightly developed, the only manuf. in which
C. ranks really high being that of paper, a mate-
rial employed, as in Japan, in a great variety of
ways. Only one kind of coin, a small piece
of copper known as a sa/ieke, is recognized, and
even this is not recognized in the N. provinces,

where barter alone is in vogue. Foreign com-
merce there is none. The Chinese and Japa-
nese ships are allowed to fish for trepang
along the coast of Pieng-an, and for herring on
that of Hoang-hai ; but they are prohibited not
only from landing, but from holding any commu-
nication with the Coreans at sea. Estimated pop.
12,000,000.

Corer and Sheer, an implement for cutting
the core out of a peeled apple, and at the same

time cutting into pieces for cooking or drying.
— Kni(//tt.

Corf, a basket used in coal-mines for carry-
ing coals ; a square frame of wood to load the
coals on ; a sledge to carry ore from the miners
to the shaft bottom, to be raised to the surface.

Corfu. See Greece
Gorge, the common East Indian name for a

score by which many kinds of dry goods are
vended in the bazaars. •

Coriander, the globular fruit, improperly
called seed, of an annual umbelliferous plant
(Cuiiandiiin suticiini), a native of Itah', but
cultivated in many countries. It is used in

medicine as an aromatic and carminative, and
on account of its pleasant and pungent flavor

it is a favorite ingredient in hot curries and
sauces. The fruit is also used in confectionery,

and as a flavoring ingredient in various liqueurs.

The essential oil on which its aroma depends
is obtained from it by distillation. The tender
leaves and shoots of the young plant are used
in soups and salads. /w/>. free.

Cork [Fr. (the bark) lle;/e, (the stopper)
boiic/ioii lie li^ije ; Ger. Kork ; It. siujlwro, sn-

vero; Port, cortica fie sovreiro; Sp. coiclio], tl e
thick and spongy bark of a species of oak
{Quercus suiter. Fig. 106), abundant in dry
mountainous districts in the south of France,

and in Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Barbary. The
tree grows to the heiglit of 30 feet or more, has
a striking resemblance to the Quercus ile.r, or
evergreen oak, and attains to a great age. After
arriving at a certain state of maturity, it peri-

odically sheds its bark ; but this valuable product
is found to be of a much better quality when it

is artificially removed from the tree, whicli may
be effected without any injury to the latter. Af-
ter a tree has attained to the age of from 20 to 30
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years, it may be barkttl ; and ilie opt-ration may
be subsequently rejH-attil oiic-e every H or 10 years,

the quality of the C. inipravinj; witli the increas-

ing age of the tree. The bark in taken off in July
and August ; and trt-es that are regularly stripj^-d

are said to live for loO years or more. C is light,

porous, readily conipres>ib!e, and wonderfully
elastic. It may l>e cut into any s<jrt of figure, and,

notwithstanding its jiorosiiy, is nearly inij>».-rvious

to any eonmion liquor. These qualities make it

superior to all other substances for stoppers for

bottles, in the manufactun- of u Inch it i« princi-

pally made use of. It is also employed as buoys
to float nets, in the construction of life-boats, tlie

making of inside soles of shoes, on account of its

•low conductibility of heat, and in various other
ways. The best white V. is gniwn in France, but
this country is chiefly supplied from Spain. — C
is also the name conmionly given to the stopper
or plug for a bottle or jar cut frtjui the altove sub-

stance. The common practii-e of employing inferior

C. for the purpose of stopping the moutiis of bot-

tles is often productive of considerable loss, from
the air being only partially exclude<l, and the
contents suffering in consequence. The best C.

are those called oeJcel C , and of these the finest

qualities come from France. Common C are
generally imported from Barcelona, Spain. In

1.^78, the value of imports of manuf. C. was
01.127; of unmanuf. C. ai2.4CW, against *0Ort.ltJ.9

in 1877. Imp. duty (the bark, or cut m small
squares) free ; all manuf. of C, ^iO per cent.

Hamf — Rcfo'v bring muiubctured into itoppers, the C.

is rbam<d on esrh rii«; ttii< maku it contract, leAVD* its

porcM'T, and ronfwquently fit* it be:ier for rut tag oS all

cooiinanicalion t>etsem t ic ezttrmal air and ibe lii^uij in

Uw boUie. Soft and pliable as (' in, it« cuttinj^, DeTcrtbelesi,
wqulw Bneh tart to gri tbc eJgv of the knife to bite well into

tbm aabMaoee. For makinj; orlinar)- bottle- ('., tbe C. is

cat law iiBall •qaaxe pieeea. The knife has a thin and sharp
Made, vltirh rrqairas to Iw sharpened almost everv inntant lo

pimtrr* tbe proper coodi ion of edge. The worlunaa holds
tkr fitt* at C iam\i oo a board or beorh with his k-fl haml,
aad cats with the knife held in his rijcht : and njueh tart is

nqntrad to (!*• the proper rai-nture to the C. It may be a
Mri, a fanif or a lap: and iu length may be ikort, lim^, or

fft Imtf ; bat the ntole of rutting ivmaios nearir uniform
fbtaw of gnat ingenuity hare been introilucod into this

aaa&etara: but hand mi<le C rootiuue to be tbcwe wo>t In
so. It is sod that a skilful C-cotter will so maiM(« hi*
Mtorlal as to obtain a crraler number of C. from a Riven
Moatity th^a a uarhiiie, sreing that he r»a arrommodate
Im IOWi iiU of his knlCp to any ranstiuns In t!i« Uiirk-
MWOraaaHty of the l\ Thorut'ing* (cirm an r«n-<l<-at stuff-

lag fcr W<ts and ra<)W>n<; white the nrfuso puiugs, when
b«in>od, )l«iJ Spau:^ bU/k.

Cork, a seaport of Ireland. Se« Great Dbit-
AIX.

Cork-Cutter, a manufacturer of cork bark for
comnuTcial p'jrp«>»<'».

Corker, a wedge used to stretch women's boots
and sliocs.

Cdrking-Machlne is a m-ichine for dririog
corks into bottles.

Cork-Jacket, a belt of corks, worn to float the
person in water.

Cork-Scre«r, a Krer for cxtractinif the cork
from a bottle, which is either simple or compli-
cated.

Cork-Sole, a thin slin- of cork bark, us<h1 for
the iiuide of *lipiH-rs aittl »h<H-«. and Miini-timea )m--

tween the soles of wa]king-lMM>(s. to ke<-p the fe<-t

dry. C.-S. arc als^i now frequently placed between
the iron shoe and frog of a horse.

Corn I Dutch, qmnu^n, kofen : Fr. lJ**it, ijrmnt

;

Ger. Korn, Grtrtid* ; It hiatie, (frami ; I>itin,,/rwNsr«>-

fnia ; Port. <7r«o« ; Sp ijnimt*\ means strictlj " grain
in the car." or " grain unthnulHH] ;

** but in Ku-
rope, and frequently also in this countrj, the term is

applied in a more comprehensive sense to all kinds

of grain or pul>e fit for f«K>d, in whatever state of
pr»-parHtion. Commercially the name C. applies

»IHi-ially in the U Stale* to Indian ''. or maize;
while in Kngland the bn-ad ''.'. is chiefly wheat ; in

Soitland the name i» given to oats btfore they are

ground ; in Swulen, Iceland, etc.. it di-notes lar-

ley ; hence it may Im.- iiiferretl tliat the term is

generally applied to that si>eiii-« of grain which
is most commonly UM.-d for foo<l in any particular

region. See Baullv, I.mjia.x Corn, Oats, Rvk,
WiiKAT, etc.,

Comamuaa [It.], the bagpipe.
Coru-Baggiug. sacking »uiifd for grain bags.
Come, the French name for horn.

Corned Meat, flesh slightly salted, intended
for early u»e. and not for keeping for any time
Cornel, the cornelian cherry, Comut mm (Fig.

107), a comnitm tn-e furnishing a durable wood,
used for wheel-work, wedges, pins, etc. The aiis-

Flg. 107 — CoasEL-Tau.

tere subacid fruit was fonnerlj fermented for a

beverage.
Cornelian. See Carxeliax.
Corneo. a S(>ani»h ore of quicksilrer.

Corneous, horny, resembling horn in color or

te.xture.

Comer, a term used in reference to certain

kiml* of transaciions bi-tween stock brokers; or

applied to tninsaitions between sfie<-ulators in

sttx'k*. grain, or other commo<liiies. sold umler a

contract lo deliver at a future day. and when the

tinK' for delivery arrives, she seller finds that the

buyer, or a combinalion or clique, have control of

tl>e market, so that he is unable to make the deliv-

ery except upfm such terms as the buyer cIkx>m-«

to exact : or in other words, he is driven into a
rmmtr,— a position of difficulty — T. MrtH'ilk.

Comer-Stone, the union stone ot the two an-

gles of a wall ; the first or foundation stone laid

of a building

Cornet, a paper bag or cap used by retailers to

endiHM- small wares. — A musical wind instrument
' rem-mbling a trumpet, and used in brass bands. —
.\n oriran stop

Cornet-a-Piaton, a brass musical wind instru-

nwnt of the French horn class, furnishi-d with

valves and stoppers (pistons).

Corn-Ezchange. a place of meeting for dealers

in grain and flour, where business is transacted by

samplers.

I
Comey. a grain measure in Ceylon, of 4^ seers,

I

about 14 Dm.

I Com-Field. a spare of land devoU-d to the cul-

ture of grain.
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Corn-Husk, the sheaths of the ears of Indian

com. They are torn into long shreds by a split-

ting machine for stuffing for mattresses, etc.

Cornice, an upper moulding, or linished orna-

mental projection.— A gilded or other ornamental
work within which window-curtains are suspended.
Cornichon [Fr.], a gherkin.

Corning, a name given to the process of granu-
lating gunpowder. — The salting and curing meat.
Corning, Cowanesque, and Antrim R.R.

runs from Corning, N. Y., to Antrim, Pa., with
branch 64 m. This Co., whose offices are in Wat-
kins, N. Y., was formed by the consolidation, on
Jan., 1873, of the Blossburg and Corning and the
Wellsboro' and Lawrenceville R.R. Cos., to which
was added in 1874 the Cowanesque Valley R.R.
Financial statement, Jan. 1, 1879 : — Common
stock, 81,400,000; preferred stock, §500,000;
funded debt, 1st mortgage, C. C. & A. 7% gold, 20
year bonds, payable July 1, 1885, §500,000. Total,
stocks and bonds, §2,400,000. The bonds are re-

deemable by annual instalments of §20,000, com-
mencing in 1880.

Corn-Lift, an elevator or contrivance for rais-

ing grain to the upper floors of a granary or mill.

Corn-Mill, an iron farm or plantation mill, for

grinding Indian corn on the cob for stock. Fig.
108 represents the C.-M. manufactured by the Me-
tropolitan Agricultural Works of New York. It

is worked by a horse, and can grind corn fine
enough for family use.

Corno [It.], a horn.

Cornopean, a musical wind instrument with
valves of the horn kind.

Corn-Planter. See Planter.
Corn-Sheller, a machine, of which there are

many kinds, for removing the grain of maize from

Fig. 109. — Corx-Sheller.

the cob or stalk Fig. lOf) represents the smallest
size of C.-S. made by the Sandwicii Manufacturing
Co., Illinois.

Corn-Starch. See Starch.
Coromandel-Wood, the wood of a tree of

great size {Di/ospi/nis /liisnta), used in cabinet-work,
like zebra and rose wood. But it is inferior to tiie

last in the brilliancy and division of its colors,

having a dingy ground, and sometimes running
into white streaks. It is chiefly imported from
Madras.
Corozo-Nuts. See Vegetable Ivory.
Corporation is an association of persons which

the common law treats in many respects as if it

were itself a person. It has rights and duties of

its own which are not the rights and duties of the

individual members thereof. Thus a C. may own
land, but the individual members of the C. have
no rights therein. A C. may owe money, but the
corporators as individuals are imder no obligation

to pay the debt. The rights and duties descend
to the successive members of the C. This capac-
ity of perpetual succession is regarded as the dis-

tinguishing feature of C. as compared with other
societies. Business C, however, are now governed
in most of the U. States by new and special statutes,

very similar in their principal enactments, which
exclude or modify the operation of the common-
law principles.

The General Act for Organizing Business Corjwralions in

the State of New York, passed June 21, 1875, is as follows :
—

Sect. 1. C. may be organized under the provisions of this

act for the carrying on of any lawful business except banking,
insurance, the construction and operation of railroads or aid-

ing in the construction thereof, and the business of savings
banks, trust companies, or C , intending to derive profit from
the loan or use of money, or safe-deposit companies, including
the renting of safes in burglar and fire-proof vaults.

Sect. 2. When so organized, every such C. shall possess

the following general powers: 1. To have succession by its

corporate name for the period limited in its certificate of incor-

poration ; 2. To sue and be sued ; to complain and defend in

any court ; 3. To make and use a common seal and alter the
same at pleasure ; 4. To appoint such subordinate officers and
agents as the business of the C. shall require, and its by-laws
shall provide for ; 5. To make by-laws for the management of
its property, the regulation of its affi^rs, for the transfer of its

stock and defining the duties of its officers, and from time to

time to amend the same ; 6. To purchase, hold, and possess so

much real and personal estate as shall be necessary for the
tran.saction of its business, and sell and convey the same when
not required for the use of the C.

;
provided, however, that all

real estate acquired in satisfaction of any liability or indebted-
ness, unless the same be necessary and suitable for the uses and
business of the C. , shall be sold within three years after becom-
ing the property of the C, but such time may be extended to

a period not exceeding five years in all, by an order of the Su-
preme Court made in the district in which the principal busi-

ness office of such C is located, on the verified petition of such
C, stating the reasons for such extension.

Sfct. 3. Whenever five or more persons, a migority of whom
shall be citizens and residents of the State, shall propose to

form a C. under the provisions of this act, they shall make a
certificate to that effect, which certificate shall be signed by
each of such persons and duly acknowledged by them before

some officer authorized to take acknowledgments under laws

of this State. Such certificate shall set forth : 1. The name of
the proposed C. ; 2. The object for which it is to be formed,
including the nature and locality of its business ; 3. The
amount and description of the capital stock ; 4. The number
of shares of which such capital stock shall consist , 5. The lo-

cation of the principal business office ; 6. The duration of the

C, which, however, shall not exceed fifty years.

Sect. 4. Such certificate shall be filed in the office of the

Sec. of State; and the Sec. of State shall thereupon issue a
license to the persons making such certificate, empowering them
as commissioners to open books for subiscriptions to the capital

stock of such C. at such times and places as they may deter-

mine ; but no license shall be i.«sued in the case of a proposed

C. having the same name as an existing C. in this State, or a
name so nearly resembling that of an existing C as to be cal-

culated to deceive.

S?f<. 5. Said commissioners shall proceed to open books for

subscriptions to the capital stock of such C , and no such sub-
scription shall be received, unless at the time of making it the
person so subscribing shall pay to said commissioners ten per

cent of the par value of the stock suKscribed for in cash.

When one half of the capital stock has been sub«cribe»l, said

commissioners shall call a meeting of the subscribers for the
purpose of adopting by-laws for such C. and electing directors

thereof Notice of such meeting shall be given to every ^ub-
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acriber by dvpostting in the po«t-o(Bre, properly atUrFMed to

bU la«t koowD plBC« of reniJeore, and postage prepaid, at lesjit

five days before the titne fixed, a written ur printed notice,

Itating tbe time, plare, and object of iturh meeting.
Seel. 6. The by-law* of erery C. cr»-at*-d under tije proTi«-

lons of thi< act, shall be deemed and talien to tie it« law, and
shall proriJe : — 1. Tbe nuuit>er of ilirwtors of the C. : 2. Tbe
term of office of «uch dirertom, which nhall not exceed one }ear ;

3. The manner of fllling VK-aiicirs auioii); director) and vticrn :

4. The time and place of the annual meeting : &. The manner
of calling and holding <pecial meeting* of the nUickholden ; (3.

The number of *tockholder« who •ball attend, either in person
or by proxy, at every meeting, in order to coui>litute a quo-
rum ; 7. The oBcem of tbe C, the manner of their electiun

by and antong the directors, and their powers and dutie* ; but
aueh offlcer* iliall always include a pmident, a M<cn-lary, and
a treasurer: 8. Tbe manner ofelecting or appointing inspectors

of election; 9. The manner of amending tl>e by-law<.

Sed. 7. Within ten days after the mid subscribepf' meeting,
said commi«sioners shall file, in the office of the Sec. of State,

a Verified rvcord of the proceedings thereof, containing a copy
of the sabacription list, a copy of tbe by-laws adopted, and the

names of tbe directors chosen. Thereupon tbe Sec. of Slate

•ball issue to said directors a certificate, setting forth that said

v. la fully organite*! in accordance with this act. Such cer
tificst« shall include a copy of the original certificate provided
for in sect 3 of this act, the date and place of the substcribers'

nMMing, the names of the directors elected, and a Ktatement
that all the provL'ions of this act have been duly observed in

tbe organization of such C. A copy of such certificate shali,

.within ten day* after tbe iiauing thereof by the Sec. of State,

be filed in the office of the clerk of the couiity in which the
principal busine-ts office of such C. is xituated. Such certifi-

cate shall be recorded at length in a book to be kept in the
office of the .'<ec. of State, to be known as the record of incor-

porations, and aUo in a similar book in the office of the county
clerk aforesaid. Such certificate, or a copy thereof duly cer-

tifled by the Sec. of State or bis deputy, i<hall lie preiiumptive

•vidence of the incorporation of the {'. named t)ien-in, in all

court* and proceeilingn in tbi* State. The Sec of State shall

iceeive for the filint; and lining of all the necewiary documents,
in and about the organization of a C. under this art. the sum
of SIO ; and for e*cb certified copy of certificate of incorpora-

tkm tbe sum of 93, which sum shall be paid into the treasury

of Um State; and county clerks shall receive tbe fees now al-

lowed by law. Upon every amendment of the by-laws of any
oeh C a copy of tbe amended by-laws shall be filed in the
oSre of tbe See of State and of such county clerk, and shall

ot take efleet until so filed ; and a copy thereof, certified by
tbe See. <if Slate or bis deputy, shall be received as presump-
ttre ertdeoee of such amended by-law In all court* and pro-

Ad. 8. UnleM soeh C. shall be fUlly onc>oi»<l >* provided
fai lb* last prscedlog section, within one yi«r after the L<suing
of tbe Itcense to eooimlasioDers to open books, such license

•ball be deemed to be revoked, aiul alt pnxxedingi thereunder
•ball be*ald.

8iet.9. Tbe See. of State shall publish, as an appendix to

the MHloa laws of eaeb year, a statement of all tlie C. organ-
iMd oadv tble act during tiie preceding year, containing in

eaeb eaae tbe name of the ('.. its principal business, tbe loca-

tloa of Its principal business office, the amount of capital stock,

tbe dale of tbe filing of the preliminary certificate, and of the
granting of tbe float certiAcata of incorporation by the Sec. of
Slate, and any ebange<.>f local ion or capital of any such C. made
during tbe preceding year.

Srcl. 10. The busliM-vs of every C created hereunder shall

be managevl by a Ixiard of directors (the members of which, at
tbelr election, and throughout their term nf nfflre, stiall be
toekholders in such (' to at U«st the extent nf five nhares, and
ball bold their offices until thrlr succeaaors an* chrw>eo), and
by toeb oOkwra to be elected by and from among sai>l dire<rtnrs

aa tbe by-lawa shall prescribe. The number of dlrrcu>r< shall

ba not laM Iban Ave nor more than thirteen ; and the numlter
tbeteof may be ehanp«l by a meeting of tl>e owners of a ma-
Jotity of tbe witote amount of the stock of any C , and pursuant
to nollee •peciQring tbe purpose of such meeting, ami servnl

provided In sect. 6 of this act, in perM>n tir by altnrtieT duly
aolboriaed, shall be ntcessary to such change. A mi^rity of
tbe witole number of dirwiori shall he necessary In ronstllule
a qoomm. The secretary shall recoi^l all the voles nf the f.

and the minulee of lu transactl<ins in a Inrk to be kept (Snr that
purpose. The tiwasurer shall give bonds In such sums and
with such sureties as are re<)uln<d by the by-laws for the &ith-
ftU dliM-harge of bis ilullea.

Sfct. 11. The capital stock of every C. toanA uixier this art
flialt be illvldeil into shares of not I«ms than 9% nor mors titan

•100 each : an<i shall in no cas« excee-l 9S,iSlO.(Vn. All sob-
nrtpttoiM thcrefrir shnll l>e ma<le payable t<> (he C. In socb la-

•talmaoU and at such lime or tinte* as shall be fixed by tlie

by-law* or by the directors acting umler the bv laws ; ai>d If

defkult be nude in any payment, an action may be maintained
in the luune of the ('. to recover any Instalment which shall

lemain doe and unpaid for the perioil of 30 days after ttie

time m> fixed for iIm payment Uierraf ; and no Mockiiolder

shall be entitled to vote at any election or at any meeting of
the stockholder* on whoee share or shares any instalments or
arrearages may have Ijern due and unpaid for tbe period of 3D
days immMlialely preceding such eirction ur meeting Tbe ('.

may, by by-law, prescribe other peiutlttes for a fiUlure to pay
the instalments that from time to time lierume due, not ex-
ceeding forfeiture of the rKjck, and the amount paid there<io,

but no such liirfcicurv sliall be declan-d against any stockholder
liefore dcuiaud sliall have been made for the amount due
thereon eilhrr in person or by a written or printed noti<e
duly mailed lo such stockholder, at his last known place of
residence, at leaj>t '.t) da>> prior to the time when such for-

feiture is to take elir<-t, and pr(ivide<l further, that upon such
lorfeiture the sliares of stock held b> such delinquent »l<«-k-

bolder or subscriber stull be sold at public aunion at the ofltce

of tbe said ('.. after 10 days' notice thereof shall )>e conspicu-
ously posted up in said office, and the proceeds of such sale,

over and above tbe amount due on said shares, and after de-
ducting tlie ex)>enses of such sale, if ao} , shall be paid to ttie

delinquent stockholder or suliscritier.

S/et. 12. Tbe directors of sucli C shall pre|«ie certificates

of stock, and shall deliver them, sigoe^l b> the president and
treasurer, and sealed with the seal of tbe C, to each penou
entitled to receive the same, according to the number of shares
held, which certificates of stock sliall be transferable at the
pleasure of the bolder, in person or by attorney duly author-
ize<l, subject, however, to all payments due or lo Ix-come due
theriHin ; and the assignee tn whom the same lias been so trans-

ferre<l shall lie a member of said ('., and have and enjoy all the
immuniries. privileges, and franchi.'es. and tie suliject to all

liabilities, conditions, and penalties inciilent thereto, in tbe
same manner as the original holder would have t>ven : but no
certificate shall t>e translerred s<i long ns the bolder thereof is

Indebted to such C, uuIcm the t>uard of directors sliall consent
thereto.

•Serf. 13. It shall t>e lawful for all such f. to borrow money
for tbe legitimate purpom-s of such ('., and for such purpose to

issue bonds with or without coupons attached thereto, and
bearing interest not exceeding 7 per cent per annum : but the
amount of such bonds outstanding at any time sliall not ex-
coed one half of the value of the corporate pmperty of such C.

Any issue of bonds l>eyond the amount herein specified shall

render every director voting for the same iiersonally liable to

any bondholiler for any damage caused by such over-Issue to
such lioiidbolder.

Sfct. 14. No C. organixed under this act shall issue either
•tock or bonds except for money, lalior done, or pro|ieny act-

ually received for the use and legitimate purposes of surb (' at

its fair value, and all fictitious increase of stock or iudebteduea*
in any form shall be void.

Sect. 15 Tbe capital stock of any C organixed under this

act mar lie increased to an amount not to exceed in the aggre-
gate 9i.00(>,l«)0,or rwluced by a vote ol a majority of the st.«-k-

holders in number, and representing a majontr of the stock of
such (.,at any meeting thereof convened for thai pur|>ose,

pursuant to notice thereof s|>ecify ing tlic object of such meet-
ing, and served pursuant to ilie provisions of sect. 5. A stale-

ment of such increase or reduction shall be filed in tbe office

of the Sec. of State, and of tlie clerk of the county in which
the principal business office of such ('. is situated, within 10
days after such action But before any ('. sliall tie eolltled to

diminish the amount of its capital stock, if the amount of It*

debts and liabilities sliall exce>-d tbe amount of capital lo which
It Is pnqaMol to be reduced, such amount of debts and lial ili-

ti«s shall tie first satisfie<l and reduced so a* not to exceed such
diminlshral amount of capital.

Sttt. ItJ. It shall be the duty of the directors of every such
C to cause lo tie kept at its princi(«l office, or place of busi-

nees, correct books of account of all its business and transac-
tions, and every stockholder in such (' shall have the right

at all reasooatile tliite* by himself or bis attorney to examine
U>e records and IxKiks of account of such C.

Strl. 17. It sliall lie the duly of the director* of every such
C. to cause a iMMik to be kept by the treasurer or clerk thereof

containing the names of all persons, alphal'rtically arranged,
who are or shall, within 6 years, have tieen stockholders nf
such t* , and showing their place* of n-sidence, tbe numlirr of
shares of slock held by them respectively , and tlie lime wlien

tiiey respectively became the owners of such sliares, aiid tlie

•mount acluallv paid tliereoa ; which book shall, during the
iisoal bnslneM hours of the day, on every day except Sundays
and legal holidays, lie open for the Inspection of stockholder*

and cn-dilors of the ('., and their personal represenlatlic*. at

the princi|ail business office of such ('.
; and any and every

such stockholder, errilitor, or reprearnutive sliall have a right

to make extracts fmm such bonk ; and no transfer of st<K-k

shall be valid for any purpose whatever, except to render the

person to whom it stiall be transferred liable for the debts of

tlie r., according to the provisions of Ihis act, until it sliall

haw been entered therein as re<(uirp<l by lhl« section, by an
entry showing ttnm and lo whom iransfrrTcl. Such IkwA sliall

be presumptive evlilence of the facts therein statnl, in favor of

tlie plaintiff In any suitor pn<-er«ling against such f'., or against

any one or more stockholder*. Kvery officer or agent of any socb
C. who shall neglect lo make any projier entry In stich book, or
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shall refuse or neglect to exhibit the same, or allow the same to

be inspected, and extracts to betaken therefrom, as provided by
this section, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor ; and
the C shall forfeit and pay to the party injured a penalty of

$50 for every such neglect or refusal, and all the damages re-

sulting therefrom. And every C. that shall neglect to keep
such book open for inspection as aforesaid shall forfeit to the
People the sum of 3550 for every day it shall so neglect, to be
sued for and recovered in the name of the I'eople of the State,

by the district attorney of the county iu which the principal

business office of such C. is located, and the amount so recov-

ered shall be paid to the proper authorities for the support of
the poor of such county.

Sect. 18. Every such C. shall annually, within twenty days
after the first day of January, make a report, which shall state

the amount of capital, and the proportion actually paid in, the
amount and, in general terms, the nature of its existing assets

and debts, and the dividends, if any, declared since the last

report, which report shall be signed by the president and a
majority of the directors, and shall be verified by oath of the
president or secretary of such C, and filed in the office of
the Sec. of State, and if any such C. shall fail so to do, all the
directors thereof shall be jointly and severally liable for all

the debts of the C. then existing, and for all that shall be con-
tracted before such report shall be made. Provided that if

any director shall file with the Sec, of State, at any tiuie within
thirty days after such first of January, a certificate, verified by
the oath of such director, stating that he has endeavored to

have such report made and signed as aforesaid, but that the
officers or a majority of the directors have refused or neglected
to make and file such report : and shall append to such certifi-

cate a report containing the items aforesaid, so far as they are
within his knowledge or are obtainable from sources of infor-

mation open to him, which report shall be verified by him as
being true to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief,

in that case such director shall not be liable on account of
such failure to make and file such report upon making proof
of such facts in any action which may be commenced against
him, upon the trial thereof. Whenever, under this section, a
judgment shall be recovered against a director, severally, all

the directors of the C. shall contribute a ratable share of the
amount paid by such director on such judgment, and such
director shall have a right of action against his co-directors,

jointly or severally, to recover from them the proportion of
the amount .so paid on such judgment.

Sect. 19. If the directors of any such C. shall declare and
pay any dividend when the C. is insolvent, or any dividend
the payment of which would render it insolvent or which would
diminish the amount of its capital stock, the directors voting
in favor of declaring such dividend shall be jointly and sever-
ally liable for all the debt.'* of the C. then existing, and for all

that shall be thereafter contracted while they shall respectively
continue in office.

Sect. 20. No loan of money shall be made by any such C. to
any stockholder therein, and if any such loan shall be made
to a stockholder, the officers who shall make it, or who shall
assent thereto, shall be jointly and severally liable to the extent
of such loan and interest for all the debts of the C. contracted
before the repayment of the sum .so loaned.

Sect. 21. If any certificate or report mide, or public notice
given, by the officers of any sucli C., shall be fil.se in any ma-
terial representation, all the officers who shall have signed the
same shall be jointly and severally liable for all the debts of
the C. contracted while they are officers thereof.

Sect. 22. If the indebtedness of any such C. shall at any time
exceed the amount of its capital stock, the directors of such C.
creating such indebtedness shall be personally and individually
liable for such excess to the creditors of such C.

S>-ct. 23. No person holding stock in any such C, as executor,
administrator, guardian, or trustee, and no person holding such
stotrk as collateral security, shall be personally subject to any
liability as stockholder of such C. ; but the person pledging
such stock shall be considered as holding the same, and shall
be liable as a stockholder accordingly ; and the estates and
funds in the hands of such executor, administrator, guardian,
or trustee, shall be liable in like manner, and to the same ex-
tent, as the testator or intestate, or the ward or person inter-
ested in such trust fund would have been, if he had been living
and competent to act, and held the same stock in his own name.

Sect. 24. Kvery such executor, administrator, guardian, or
trustee shall represent the share or shares of stock in his
hands at all meetings of the C , and may vote accordingly as
a stockholder, and every person who shall pledge his stock as
aforesaid may nevertheless represent the same at all such meet-
ings, and may vote accordingly'as a stockholder.

Sect. 25. No stockholder shall be personally liable for the
payment of any debt contracted by any C. formed under this
act, which is not to be paid within two years from the time the
debt is contracted, nor unless an action for the collection of
such debt shall be brought against such C. within two years
after the debt shall become due ; and noaction shall be brought
against any stockholder who shall cease to be a stockholder in
any such C for any debt so contracted, unless the same shall
be commenced within two years from the time he shall have
ceased to be a stockholder iu such C.

Sect. 26. The annual election of directors shall be held at
such time and place as shall be designated by the laws of the
C,and publjc notice of such time and place shall be publi.sbed
not less than ten days previous thereto in a newspaper pub-
lished in a city or town in which the principal business office

of the C. is situated, if a newspaper be published therein, and
otherwise in the newspaper published nearest to said office;

and the election shall be made by such of the stockholders aa
shall attend for that purpo.se, either in person or by proxy.
No person shall be jiermitted to vote upon the proxy of a stock-
holder in any such C. after the lapse of eleven months from
the date thereof, unless the stockholder shall, have specified
therein that it is to continue iu force for some longer and lim-
ited time. All elections shall be by ballot, and each stock-
holder shall be entitled to as many votes as shall equal the
number of his shares multiplied by the number of directors to
be elected, and he may distribute his votes among those to be
voted for as he sees fit ; and the persons receiving the greatest
number of votes shall be directors ; and when any vacancy shall
occur among the directors by death, resignation, or otherwise,
it shall be filled for the remainder of the year in such manner
as may be provided for by the by-laws of the said corporation.

Sect. 27. In ca^e it shall happen at any time that an election
of directors shall not be made on the day designated by the by-
laws of said C, when it ought to have been made, the C, for
that reason, shall not be dissolved, but it shall be lawful, on
any other day within three months thereafter, to hold an elec-

tion for directors, upon service of notice upon the stockholders
thereof respectively in the manner provided in sect. 5 of
this act ; and all acts of directors shall be valid and binding as
against such C. until their successors shall be elected.

Sect. 28. Every person acting as an inspector of election in
any such C. shall, before entering upon the duties of his office,

take and subscribe an oath or affirmation before some officer

authorized to administer the same, that be will discbarge the
duties of his office with fidelity, and that he will not receive
any vote but such as he believes to be legal, nor reject any
which he believes to be legal ; and if any such inspector shall
violate this oath or affirmation, be shall be subject to all the
penalties imposed by law upon inspectors of general State
elections in this State violating their duty, and shall be pro-
ceeded against in like manner and with like effect.

Sect. 29 Whenever any C. organized under this act has
fixed the duration of its corporate existence for a less period
than fifty years, it may, at any time, extend the term of its

existence beyond the time mentioned in the original certificate

of incorporation by the consent of the stockholders owning
two thirds in amount of the capital stock of such C, in and
by a certificate, to be signed by such stockholders, in persoa
or by attorney duly authorized and acknowledged or proved,
.so as to enable it to be recorded, which certificate shall be
filed in the office of the Sec. of State, and of the clerk of the
county in which the principal busines.s office of such C. is situ-

ated
; and the said Sec. of State and the county clerk respec-

tively upon such filing shall record the s.ame in the record
of C. kept in this office, and make a memorandum of such
record in the margin of the original certificate in such record
book; and thereupon the timeof existence of such C. shall be
extended, as designated in such certificate, for a term which,
with the term originally fixed, will not exceed fifty years.

Sect. 30. Every C. orgjinizcd under this act shall be taxed oa
all of its property, except its real estate in the town, city, or
village where its principal business office is situated, and on its

real estate in the town, city, or village where such real estate

is situated shall be taxed therein.

Sect. 31. Such C. may change its principal place of business
by the consent of the stockholders owning two thirds in amount
of the capital stock of such C, in and by a certificate to be
signed by such stockholders in person or by attorney duly
authorized and acknowledged or proved, which certificate shall

be filed in the office of the Sec. of State, and of the clerk of the

county in which the principal business office of such C. is situ-

ated, and the Sec. of State, and county clerk respectively shall,

upon such filing, record the same in the record of C. kept in

his office, and make a memorandum of such record in the mar-
gin of the record of the original certificate recorded in such
office, and thereupon tlie princi]ml business office of such O.

shall be deemed to be changed as stat*!d in said certificate.

Sect. 32. Any existing business C, heretofore organized

under the general laws of this State, or by special charter,

may come under and avail it.self of the privileges and provis-

ions of this act, by complying with the following provisions:

The directors of such C. shall publish a notice, signed by at

least a majority of them, in a newspaper in the county in

which the principal business office thereof is situated, for at

least three successive weeks, and to deposit a written or printed

copy thereof in the post office, postage prepaid, addressed to

eacii stockholder at his last known pUu-e of residence, at least

throe weeks previous to the day fixed upon for holding such
meeting, specifying the object of the meeting, and the time
and place when and where such meeting shall be held. At
the time and place specified in the notice, the stockholders

shall organize by choosing one of the directors chairman of
the meeting, and also a suitable pi'r^on for secretary, and pro-

ceed to a vote of those present , in person or by proxy ; and If
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TOte!" representine a iii;ijorit_v of all the ftook of the oompanv
shall be jjivcn in fivor of availing itself of the pr<>Ti<ion.« of thi?*

act, the said oflScers chall make a certific it«- of the |.rocw<iiinp(

showing a rouipliance (hervwith, duly arknow.e<l):eil ami Flut-

ing : 1 The name of the C: 2. The olijert f"r which it Is

formed, including the nature and locality of it» buMne»!i : 'i

The amount and description of the capit;il .•to<-k ; 4 The num-
ber of shares of which such capital stock consists ; 6 The loca-

tion of the princijial business office; 6 1 he duration of the
C, which, however, shall not excettl fifty year* ; 7. The names
of directors. Which certificate with a copy of the by-laws of
such C, shall l)e filed in the office of the Si-c. of State, and of
the clerk of the coun'y in which the princiiuil business ofBre
of such r. is situated. From the time of such filing, such C
shall be deemel to be a (' organited under this act ; but no
such change or proceedings shall in any way affect the exist-

ing liabilities of the C. so availing itself of the provisioas of
this a<'t.

Stet 33 The C formed under this act shal'. be of two classes,

to be known rrspectively, as : 1. Full liabiliti/ companies. 2.

Limited Habilitif rompaities.

Sect. 31. In " full liability companies,'' all the stockholders
shall be severally individually li-ibie to the creditors of the
company in which they are stockholders, for all debts and
liabilities of such company, and may l>e joine<l as defendants
in any action against the company No execution shall issue
agiinst any sto<-kholder individually, until execution has Im-cu

is-iiied agiinst the company and been retunio<l un.satisfi<-<l :

and whenever a judgment shall lie recoveroi agiinst a sIim k-

bolder individually, all the stockholders shall contribute a pro-
portionite sh ire of the amount p.iid by such stockholder on
isuch judgment, proportioned to the number of'shares of stiH-k

owned by each of such stockholders, and such stockhclder
shall have a right of action against the other stockholders in

Buch f, jointly or severally, U) recover from them and each of
them, t le proper portion due by them and each of them of the
amount so paid on such judgment

Sect. 3.5. In " limited liability companies,"' the name of the
compiny shall in every ca.«e have as it-- his: wonl, the word " liin-

ite<l, ancl every such C shall paint or affix, and shall kwp
poin'edorafhxed. its name on the outside ol every office or place
in wiiich t'le business of the company is carried on, in a conspic-
uous posirinn in letters easily legible, and shall have its full

name stated in legible characters in all notices, adverti.seinenls,

and other official publications of such company, and in all its

Mils of exchange, promissory notes, che»-ks, ortlers for money,
bills of lading, invoices, receipts, letters, and other writiugs
used in the transaction of the bu.«iness of the C.

Seel 36 Kvery omission of the word '" limited" in the use
of the name of such company shall render each and every
Beer or director in such company personally liable for any

indebtedness, damage, or liability incurnil during such omis-
sion If any limited liability company under this act does not

paint or affix, and keep painted or affixe^l, its name, in the
manner above set forth, it shall tw liable to a penalty of not
exceeding i*25 for such omission, for every day during which
mch name is not so kept puintnl or affixed : and every direc-

tor or officer of such company who shall authorize or prnnit
*uch omission, shall tie liable to a like penalty; and if any
director or officer of such company, or any pers<m on its l>e-

balf, shall use or authoriu- the use of any seal, purporting to

be a seal of the company, on which its name Is not so en-

graved as afores-aid. or shall use or authorise the issue of any
notice, advertisement, or other official publication of sucji

company , or shall sig',i, or aiiihorize to be signed, on behalf

of such company, any bill of exchange, promissory note, in-

dorsement, check, order for money or gmids, invoice, bill re-

ceipt, letter of credit, or other writing of the comimny, wlierein

its oame is not nientione<l as afon-sai<l, he shall be liable l<> a
DKnalty of 9100. The [lenalties in thi> s<-ction pmvide<l nhall

be sued for in the name of the People of the SLite of New York
by the district attorney of the county in which the princiiwl
office of such corporation Is l<K-at4!<l, and the amounts rrcov-

•rvd shall Iw paid over to the pmtier authoritic* for the sup-
port of the poor of such county

fieri 37, In limited liability companies, all the stockholden
ibnll be teverally individually liable to the crolitors of the
company in which they are stockholders, t<i an anmunt equal
to the amount of stock held by them rrs|>ectively , for all drbia
and contracts made by such company, until the whole amount
01 capital stock flxol and limited by such company has been
paid In, an 1 a certificate theo'of has Iwrn made and reconleU
a>herFin<if:er prescrilM-d. The term stokholder as ureit herein
ball apply, not only to such (lersons as ap|>ear by the ti«r>ks

of the C. or association to I* such, but alx) to evrnr equitable
owner of stock, although the same may ap|>e«r on such lM<nka

In the name of anot'ier perxm, and ai»o to every person who
•ball have advance<| (he instalment* or purchaM'-money of
Boy stock In the name of any pprw>n under 21 yean of age,

and while such pi'rson remains a minor to the extent of such
advance; and al«o to every guardian or other trustee who
•hall voluntarily Invest any trti<l fund* In such •l«ck ; and no
trust funds in the hands of such giisnlian or trustee shall h»
Id any way liable under the provlsioos of this act, by reason nf
Mtj •ocb lufeaUneot, nor sball tba penoo for wboec beoaAl

any such investment niav lie made l«e resjionsible in respect to

such stock, until thirty da>s after the time when such p«Tsons
respectively boome competent and able to control and dL-pose
of the same but the guardian or other trustee making such
investment as aforesaid, shall continue res(>onsible as a stock-
holder until such responsibility devolves U|>on the person ben-
eficially iutcrested therein : and in respect to stock held by
a guardian or other trustie uniler a transfer of the same by a
third (lerMiu, or under posit. ve directions by a third per»on for

such investment, the person making such transfer or giving
such directions, and hLs executors and administrators shall,

for the purfMiees of this art, le deemed a stockholder : and the
estate of mch person, if he lie deceased, shall be resjioiisible

for the debts and liubilitx-s chargeable on such stock, acconl-
ing to the provisions of thi« a< t. No execution shall i«»ue

against any stockholder Individually, until execution lias b<en
issuid against the coriKiration and retumeil unsati-fiiHl : and
wheiievir a judgment shall be recovered against a stockhoMer
individually, all the stockholders shall contribute a pr<'lH>r-

tionale share of the aiiKnint paid by such storkholder on sm h
judgii:ent pniportionol to the numlier of shares of sto<k owned
by each ol such stockholders, and such stockholder shall have
a right of action against the other stockholders in such C.

,

jointly or severally. , to n'cover fnim them, and each of them,
the pro|>ortion due by them and each of tbein of the amount so

piid on such judgment. The capital stock of every such liiii-

iied liability i oinpany shall lie (laiil in, one half lhery<if within
one year, and the other half tln-n-of Hiihiii two years from the

incor|>oration of said conifiany , or such ('. shall lie dl-solveil.

The directors of every such com|>nny, within thirty days after

the (tayment of the last instaln;ent' of the capital sliak. shall

make a certificiite stating the amount of the capital so (aid in,

which ci rtificiite shall lie signetl and sworn to by the president

and a majority of the directors , and they shall, within the said

thirty days, n-conl the same in the office of the J'ec of State,

and of the county in which the principal business office of such
corporation is sitnate<l.

*/</. 3i. The dissolution for any cause whatever, of any C.

! creattil as aforesaid, shall not take away or in'pair any remedy
' given against such ('., its stockholders or officers, for any lia-

,
bllities incurred previous to its dissolution.

i 1. Form or Certificate or iyiroaeoK.KTWi — { Busineiis to be

I

cnrrieft OH tcithim iMe &lat))

State of New York,
Town of Brooklyn, I .

King's County, j

We, the undersigned citi»n« of the State of New Y'ork. do
hereby certify that we have associated together as a ninnnfac-

I

turing corporation, to continue in existence for the (ieri^<l of
I thirty years from the dale herefif, for the puri>os«> of carry ing

I on and conducting the manufacture of india-rubUr giK>ds

That the cori>orate name of said corjioratjon Is the *' East
I BpHiklyn Manufacturing Comiianj

"

That the amount of the caplial sttx-k thereof is one hnndml
j
thousand dollars, and is divided into one thousand share* of

j
one hundre<l dollars each.
That the nunil>er of trustees of sal<l corporation is seven.

And that the following an- the names of the trustees who will

manage its concerns for the first year, to wit ; A B , etc

And we do further certify , that the manufacturing operation*
of the said corporation are to be carried on in the town of Brook-
lyn aforesaid.

(Signed) A B , etc

Dated August 10, 1879.

2. Foax or Ciarini-yTr. or I«tco«rcR<TiOJi — (Porto/t** 6«i.fi-

Hr.u 10 he Hone out oj Ikt Stale).

(\* in form No 1 ; ailding before signing)
The said corjioration Is |f>niMil for the pur)MMe of carrying OD

pome port of its business out of the State of New York at (in-

sert mime of place), but the pnnci(ial («rt of the busincM of
•aid company Is to t>e tranaacted nl said Brooklyn

(Signed) A. B.etc.
Dated August 10, 1879.

3. Fom or AcKsowinxiMTr ammxid to CcKTincATt or Is-

coapoaATiuK.

State of New Y'ork,

King's County,
On the tenth day iif August. 1S70, before me came the wiihln

I named A. B ,etc., to nie known to lie the juT-ons descril>ed in,

and who execnti-d the within itistrument, and severally ac-

knowledged the execution thereof. J J.

JyHite of tki Peart.

4 Foaii or Paoxr to Votx.

Know all men by the«e prevnU, that I, A B , of Chicago,

do hereby constitute and apixiint C. I> to l>e my lawful attor-

ney, sutMlltule, and proxv, for me and In my name, to vole i.n

all the stock held by me in the VjtH Brooklyn Manufacturing
Company, at any election for directors, as fully as I might or

could do, were I (lerMinally prevent at such election

In wiinc«s whereof, I have hereunto srt my hand and seal

this loth day of August, I87»
InprMeoceof (Signed) A B. (>>.]
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5. Form of Affidavit annexed to Prosy.

I, A. B., of Chicago, do swear, that the shares in the capital

stock of the East Brooklyn Manufacturing Company, for which
I have given the above power or proxy to vote, do not belong

and are not hypothecated to the said C D., and that they are

not hypothecated or pledged to any other corporation, or any
person or persons whatever ; that such shares have not been
transferred to him for the purpose of enabling him to vote

thereon, and that I have not contracted to sell or transfer

them upon any condition, agreement, or understanding, in

relation to the manner of voting at any election.

A. B.
Sworn before me this 10th )

day of August, 1879. I

P. M., Justice, etc.

6. Form op Power op Attorney for Transfer of Stock.

Know all men by these presents, that T, A. B , for value
received, have bargained, sold, and assigned, and by these
presents do bargain, sell, and assign unto R. S., the following

described stock, to wit, (describe the kind of stock) unto me,
belonging and held by certificate No. 103, in my name, and
hereunto annexed, and do hereby constitute and appoint G
T., the treasurer of said company, my true and lawful attor-

ney, irrevocably, for me and in my name and stead, to assign
and transfer the said stock unto the said R. S., and for that
purpose to make and execute the neces.sary acts of assignment
and transfer, and an attorney or attorneys under hira for that
purpose to make and substitute, and to do all other lawful
acts requisite for effecting the premises, hereby ratifying and
confirming the same.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal

in the city of Boston, the tenth day of August, in the
year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and sev-

enty-nine.
(Signed) A. B. [l. s.]

7. Form op Acknowledgment annexed to No. 6.

State of Massachusetts, I

City of Boston, I
•

On the 10th of August, 1879, personally appeared before me,
A B. , to me known to be the person described in, and who exe-
cuted the within instrument, and acknowledged the execution
of the same for the uses and purposes therein mentioned.

E. F.

Commissiontr of Deeds.

Correspondent, one at a distance who carries

on commercial intercourse with another.
Corroi [Fr.], a coating stuff for paying a ship's

bottom.
Corrosive, having the power to eat away.
Corrosive-Sublimate, tlie old name for bichlo-

ride of mercury. See Mercury.
Corrugated Iron. Corrugation is a conven-

ient mode of imparting strength to thin iron sheets,

by bending tiiem into a scries of alternate con-
vex and concave curves, whereby they become
wrinkled, puckered, gauffered, or crimped. The
corrugation is effected by passing the sheets be-
tween rollers peculiarly shaped. The sheets thus
prepared are largely used for roofs, railway sheds,
temporary churches, stores and warehouses, and
even boats.

Corsage [Fr.), a lady's waist-dress or bodice.
Corsair, a piratical vessel which cruises about,

attacking and plundering merchant ships.
Corset Jeans, twilled cotton cloth for corsets,

having sometimes a kind of satin face.
Corsets [Fr], stays or supports for the waist,

worn by females.

Imp. duty : C , or manuf. cloth, woven, or made in patterns
of such size, shape, and form, or cut in such manner as to be
fit for C, valued at not over $6 per doz., $2 per doz. The
same, valued at over $6 per doz., 35 per cent.

Corsica [Fr. Corse], a large island of the Medi-
terranean, belonging to France, is situated imme-
diately to the N. of Sardinia (from which it is

separated by the narrow strait of Bonifacio, be-
tween lat. 41° 20' and 41° 43' N., Ion. 8° 30' and
9° 30' E. ; area, 3,376 sq. m. ). It lies within 64 m. W.
of the coast of Tuscany, 98 m. S. of Genoa, and 106
m. S E. of the French coast of Nice. The great-
est part of C. is occupied by lofty and rugged
mountains. Agriculture is in a very backward

state, owing principally to the minute subdivision
of the land, a system which perpetuates the social

evils of hereditary feuds and jealousies, by which
C. has long been distracted. A large proportion
of the exports of the island consists of honey and
wax, which are procured from the forests. The
principal harbors are on the W. side, Ajaccio (cap.

of the island, pop. 16,545) and Calvi, and on the
E. side, Bastia and Porto Vecchio. At the ex-
treme S. is the harbor and town of Bonifacio.
Pop., 258,507.

Corsican Moss, a nutritious, strong-scented
sea-weed, the Plocariu helmlnthochoHos, found on
the coasts of the Mediterranean, recoirtmended
medicinally for removing worms. As found in

commerce, this moss consists of various marine
productions, with a very little Plocaria inter-

mixed.
Cortical, belonging to the bark.
Cotton. See Burgundy Wines.
Corundum, a mineral, composed of crystalline

alumina, in great request for grinding and polish-

ing machinery, plate glass, pebbles, etc. Tiiere

are several kinds, as common C, or adamantine
spar, obtained in the East, the sapphire and ruby,
which are termed precious C, and emery.
Corvette, one of the smallest vessels of war,

rarely carrying more than 26 guns. It has flush

decks, and three square-rigged masts.

Cosaques, a French fancj- paper for wrapping
sweetmeats.
Cos-Lettuce, an esteemed variety of lettuce,

with leaves of an oblong shape.
Cosmetics, an external application employed

for the purpose of preserving or restoring personal
beauty. The term is generally understood to refer

to substances applied to the cuticle, to improve
the color and clearness of the complexion ; but
some writers have included under this head every
topical application u.sed with the like intention.

Hence, cosmetics may be divided into cutaneous C,
or those applied to the skin ; hair C, or such as

are employed to promote the growth and beauty
of the hair ; and teeth C, or such as are used to

cleanse and beautify the teeth. See CosmStiqub,
Dentifrice, Depilatory, Hair-Dye, Pomade,
TooTH-PowDER, etc. For internal revenue regu-
lations, see Medicine; and for Imp. duty, see
Toilet Articles.
Cosmetique "[Fr.], a hard and scented poma-

tum, formed into a cake or stick, for the toilet.

It is sometimes colored black or brown, the pig-

ments being added in the state of an impalpable
powder. It is used to color mustaches, eyebrows,
whiskers, etc., as well as to keep the hair in its

place.

To make Blark C. ( C. noir), take good lard, 6 parts ; wax, 2
parts (or, hard pomatum, 7 p^irts) ; melt ; stir in levigated

ivory black, 2 parts ; and pour it into moulds of tinfoil, which
are afterwards to be placed in paper sheaths.*— Brown C ( C.

brun), as the last, but using levigated umber for " plain
brown,"' and levigated terra di Sienna for " auburn " and
" chestnut "— White C. (C. blann) is the name, without color-

ing matter. •

Coss, a corrupted term for the karoh or kro8-

sah, an Indian itinerary or road measure, which
varies in different places, averaging, however,
about li mile. It is generally distinguished into

the standard C, which ranges from 35 to 45 to the

degree, and the common C., from 1 to 2^ miles.

The Bengal C. of 1,000 fathoms is 1 mile, 1 fur-

long, 3 poles, and 3^ yards.
Cossas, a kind of plain Indian muslin.
Costa Rica, the most southern of the five re-

publics of Central America, occupies the Isthmus
between about lat. 8° and ll" N., and Ion. 82* and
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86° W. It is bounded N. by Nicaragua, S. by tlie

Colonibiarj State «>f I'anaina, N.K by the Carib-
bean Sea, and S.W. by tbe I'acitic O.-ean. The
population, which consists mainly of j>eople of
Spanish descent, little mixe<l with foreijrn elements,
is officially estimated at 176,0*ii). ini-bKtinf; abt)Ut

5,0XJcivilizeil Indians of pure blood, l.'JUOneirnK-s,

and 000 (.'hinese ; bat besides these there are from
lO.OOU to ]2,0(N) uncivilized Indians within the lim-

its of the republic. San Jose, the capital (pop.

15.000), is situated amon^f the mountains, midway
between the Pacific Ocean and the Caribl)ean Sea.

The country is jfoverned under a constitution bear-

ing date IX'C. 22, 1H7I. By its terms the lejcislative

power is veste<i in a congress, called the Coiu/reso

Conititarionul, chosen in electoral assemblies, the

members of which are returne<l by universal suf-

frage. Tlie memlKTs of the Congress are electiKl

for the term of 4 years. The e.xecutive authority

is in the hands of a president, elected in the same
maimer as the Congress for the term of 4 years.

There have been constant changes in the execu-
tive in recent years, owing to civil wars and insur-

rections, which did not allow many presidents to

serve the full term of office.

Th» Atliuitic coutl«nd of C. R. \* f^nmiU low, and is char-
•rtrriKJ by Dunwroiu lagnonx, wliicli haTo bera fornieU hy
the prerailiDg currpoU opposite the river mouth", the rhlef

break ia itit extent being tlie great LA^^oon or Gulf of Chiriqui.

The faciAc coa't ri>«s higher, ami is ni.trke<l by the two large

peniil-«uU4 which enclOMi the UiiifK of Niroya and Dulce. In-

UnJ the furfarn of the country i« much diTer^iSed, but is

ehietly occupied by mountain:!, plateau.*, and valleys. In con-
tr.i<t to the S.W. de-<cent. the Atlantic Mope in covered with
de I'e, impenetrabli! forest, auJ ha.« remained almost cIo»ed to

trafllc and rivilixation from the earlie.iC time.-! »f rolonictlion.

Iu<lians, mill living in a savag« slate, occupy some portions of

thi< wild forest country. They are perft-ctly uncivillae<l, hunt-
•rs with bow and arrow, and are lndep«-ndent of the govern-
ment ; tbey tnkle a little with adventurers from Jamaica, bar-

teriog «amp.\rilla, hiJp^, and turtle-^hell;' for anns and pow-
der, rorton KtuIT:!, and tobirco The Mosquito Indians come
annually in canoes to the Atlantic roast in May and June to ftsh

far turtle tn the Lagoon of Chiriqul. The I'aciflc slope, on the

Otitar hand, ts characteriied by wide savannaj or llanuras,

border^l by fomi, and is much morv accesnible. The clim.iu*

Tarle* wlt.1 tbe elevation, from the tropical heat of the coast,

which i« often fever stricken, to the teinpcrate and healthy air

of the pitteau, and the coM of the nioiinuln heights. In the
plateau of :iaa Jos<^, the N K. trade wind, prevailing from Octo-

ber to April, brinn dry weathrr: from April to October, the

B.Vf. niooaooo, (Mowing up from the P.tciltc, brings almost

daily raia, esrcpting wtihio a remarkxble period of alwut a

fortolxht of dry weatlier in June, ealli-<i the " Veranlllo de
8«a Juan." The ninf«ll at 8an Jot^ l3,8rj (ret above tbe
•ea) aT«n||M fmni V) tn 4) inche* annually ; the avermKe tem-

ppr.tlure here Is altoiit 68' K., rising to T*>'' in the hotlMit month
of uiniiier and filling to.Vj" t'. In the coldest. The country

U subject Ut earthquakes : a very severs one, occurring in \Mi,
de*tm)rd the town of CtrUgii C. R. is exreelingly fertile.

ita fi>fe«t« bring !lllv<I with an Immense variety of timber tnws

and useful dyc-«i>i>.l«.such «» matiogany. ebony, India-rubber,

Braxil-wnoJ, and <»k ; almost all the frulu of the iriiplral and
temperate t'ines are found to thrive, and (lowering planU ai« in

licb profusion. C'olTes- Is the staple cultlvat<-<l product of the

eountryt and U grown rhiefly on the ulateiu lands of Han
ioti and Cartagn, — tbe sperUI B<Up:abllily of Iheae to tbe

growth of this plant being altributr<l to the nature of the aoU,

wblrb consists of layers of black or dark-brown volranir ash

of from 1 to )S yards In ilrpth Kire, malae. Inrley, |K>ta|oaa,

bean*. tMoanas, and yucca ars also rulilvated lo soiDe extent

In the Interior: coc<«», vanilla, sugar-rane, tobarro, cotton,

and lii'ligo. on the wann caut lanils, but as yel only for hnoie

consumption. Al>out l,|.V» s<| m. of tlie oiuntry ars un<ler

rultivatioo As yet the rhlrf highway of C R. Is tbe wafon-
road Uoat Punt* Arenas on Ihr Oulf of Ntcoya, virtually tbe

only port of the country. In ihf capital of ."Sui jos«', an<l Ibeore

to Oartaco on the central puteau Mulr-lnwks lra<i N.W.
tram Punta Arvoos through tb» prriv of Ouanorasle to Nlra-

raitua, from San Jos. N.K. by the valley of the faraittqui to

Or»y Town oa the Atlantic, fn.m t'arUgo K to Puerto Uninn,
also on tbe AlUnilr, and .•* over the W spurs of the MontaAa
Dota to the plains of Trmba A railroad from Alsjuel* tn tba

capital ami through farugo to Puerto I.lmon, part of a pro.

Ks«i| Inter-oceanic hlgh««< ,
was b»gun In 1x71. and In Darwin*

r, IST3, the portion b«(wr«n AlajueU and Carugn, 42 mltaa,

had baan compiatad. Owing to flnaocUl diOcultie*, bowriar,

ttaa work raaard In lff74, and only •ufflclmt hand* »rr» »«•

ploved lo keep tb« |>art finished In vnrklnf order. 200 m. of
telegraph line had been completed In 11*78. There are no man-
ufacturing industrirt in C H The countrj Is rich in miner-
als, — gold, silver, copper, iron, nickel, xiiK-, lead, marble,

—

but up the prvent time gold, silver, and copper are the only
ores that hate been worked The principal gold mine* are (1)

thner ot Trinidad. 4 leagues inland from Punta Arenas, 1.3)0

fi-et above the sea, worke>l on a small scale by a C K. com-
pany . — the quartx yields gold of a flnei>e*s of about 17^ carats

;

and (2) the mines of the Crrro del Aguacate, one of ahicb la

worked by the native " Couipania de la MootaiU del Agua-
cate, ° also In an imperfect nianm-r, but with good rv<ulu.

Another, called the " :<«cra Familia." lirt a little N. of the
Aguacate mine, at an elevation of 3.IMJ feet above tbe sea : It

baa two chief veins, one containing galena and line blend, wiib
sliver, and gray copi>er ore als«) yielding riltrr, and a second,

with a lode of gold quart! similar to that of Trinida<t This
mine Is also worknl on a small scale by private individuals,

and gives gold of at>out l!)^ carats line. Uold Is sal.l, also, to

exi>t in the wild Indian country of tbe Atlantic slope, but tbe
position of the supposed mines is uncertain.

The total exports of f R. for the lear 1''77 amounted to

W.."*!:.*^**!, of which »ii007,4'.>6 were "shipiRM from Punta
Arenas

(
|>op l,8lJIJ on the Pacific Only a small jiart of tbe

tride of the republic passes through Puerto Union on the

Atlantic, to whi<-b there is a mule-track, the bulk of goods
being carried round to thv- Pacific port of Punta .\renas, whence
there i* a highway to the interior The chief articles shipped
from the fonner' |)ort were:— coflee. 24.3'0,<lOO lbs . aorth
)M.8o'J,l.>4. deerskins, ^HfiSi: india-rubber. 93ti:J30, and
f<triua, $1,5,421. The ronimenial Intercourse of C />'. is chleBy

witli England ; but tnwle with the f Sutcs i> slowly incrms-

Ing, notwithstanding the gn-at faridtles aflorded to the Eng-
lish trade by the Koyal Mail Steamship t'o. ,who«e st<-amers

touch at Atlantic Ceiitral American porU. San Fram l-co is

doing an extensive trade with t'eiitral America. chi«fly »ith

C. R., that city being, next to London, the niu-t t<vi>rable

market for the C K. coffee But for this tnule twtween Cali-

fornia and Central America, the cotnmercial intercour-e of t le

U States with that part of America would sink into utter insig-

niflrancc. Our trade with (' R is not rejiorted on in the
" Annual Platementc," published by tbe'Chief of the Uureau
of Stati-lics of the U. Slates, which throws tbe statistics ol

C R , togi-ther with other States, under the general heading

of" Central America."' Kor the value of imports and exports

thus given, rvr Guatemaln.
Finanrrs. The revenue of the republic, derived from cus-

toms, nionopolies of spirits, and tol>acco. from the national

bank, sides of land, and various taxes, chiefly that on the ex-

portation of coffee, amounted in 1877 to S2,371>.432 ; the ex-

penditure in the same year was $2iil2,»72, showing a defirit

of S133/>40. In 1S71 the govemmenl contracteil in London

a loan of «6,000,00t», and in 1M72 another of ?!2,«»2,0<Xt for

the construction of an Inler-oceank railway In 18ii the ex-

ternal debt from thU sourie was *12/i"3.000 Of this sum
jyi/iSO.OOO had been spent on the raiinwd previous to the cloaa

of 1X73, when tbe further execution of the work ceased Tha
interest and sinking-fund of this loan are far In arrears

;

the country Is bankrupt, and the government has made no
allrn.pt to pav even |iart of Its llabilltie*.

Monry, liVigAtj, and Mraiirai. See Uc^nMSLA.

Costennonger, tbe F.nglish name for an itiner-

ant hawker or street dealer ; originally coslardmon-

i
ger, tine who sold appl(>s. but now applie<t indis-

' criminately to hawkers of fruit, vegetables, fish,

I
etc.

' Costume, a term usually applied to a fancy or

I
chnracter dress.

I Costumier, a dealer in fancy <ire»»e5.

I

Costus. a name for tbe pulchuk riKtt, a kind of

1
Indian orris, obtained from (.". Aiab4cus, use<l in

China ns an incense.

I

Cote jj-'r.). the quotation in a prices-current.

Cote-Rotie, a rt-d wine grown near hyonn,

which ranks as one of the Ust in Franiv. '1 he

quantity pr<Mlucedof the very U'st quality is small,

rarely excetnling 2.'iO hectolitres. It is remarka-

ble for the extvllence of its color, for cleanuss.

! strength, and perfume ; at the nose it has the

I

swert o<lor of the violet. It is very slightly bitter.

! When not aged, it is a little heatly, and is much
' improved by a Yoyage. It* alcohol ia about 12.32

per cent.

Cotgare, refuse wool, hemp, or flax.

Cotillon, a woollen material, made of rariotu

colors, for ladies' skirts.

Cotogno [It.], the quince-tree.
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CotBVCold-Sheep, a long-wooled breed of

English sheep, so named from the cots or hheds in

which they were housed, which at one time were
peculiar to the counties of Gloucester, Hereford,

and Worcester.
Cottah, an Indian land measure, the 20th part

of the beegah or biggah ; equal in Bengal to 720

sq. feet.

Cotton [Fr. cotoji ; Ger. Baumwolle ; Hindus.

r&hi ; It. bambngia, cotone ; Port, algodao ; Sp. algo-

don], a vegetable hair, or filamentous down, envel-

oping the seeds of different species of Gossyptum,

a plant growing in warm climates, and indigenous

to India and America. It is produced within pods
which protect it from injury by dust or weather,

until it is ripe and fit to be gathered, when the

lieat of the sun causes it to expand and burst open
the pod. It is of a white or yellowish-white hue,

possesses downy softness and warmtli, and its deli-

cate fibres are sufficiently long, flexible, and tena-

cious to admit of being spun into a fine thread.

The usual distinctions of the plant are, 1st, Tree

C. ; 2d, Shrub C. ; 3d, Herbaceous C. ; of each of

which there are several kinds, — the plant having
a great tendency to run out into varieties. — 1st,

Tree C. (G. arboreum) (Fig. 110) is found in India,

Fig. 110. — Cotton-Treb.

China, Egypt, the western coast of Africa, and in

some parts of America. It only attains the height
of from 12 to 20 feet; but another cotton-bearing
tree [Bombax ceiba), seen in the West Indies and
elsewhere, called familiarly the umbrella tree, attains
the height of 100 feet. The produce of the latter,

however, is of so short and brittle a fibre, that it is

unfit for spinning or any other purpose, except
stuffing pillows and beds. — 2d, Shrub C.

(
G. re-

Ugiosum) occurs in one or other of its varieties
throughout the tropical parts of Asia, Africa, and
America. In appearance it resembles a currant-
bush. Its duration varies according to the climate

;

in the hottest countries it is a perennial, while in

cooler places it becomes an annual. In the for-

mer, two crops a year are gathered, one from
October to December, the other from February
to April. The Guiana, Brazil, and most of the
West India C. is of this kind ; the whole being
also long-stapled. — 3d, Herbaceous C.

( G. hcrhi-

ceum), by far the most useful and important of the

three kinds we have noticed, is an annual plant
cultivated in the United States, India, China, and
many other countries. It attains the height of
18 or 24 inches. The seed is usually planted in
rows in Marcli, April, and May ; and the cotton is

gathered by hand, within a few dajs after the open-
ing of the pods, in August, September, and Octo-
ber. It is to this kind that the planters confine
their attention in this country. In places where
C. is most extensively cultivated, the following
varieties are commonly distinguished: 1st, Nan-
keen C, abundant in produce, the seed covered
with down, the wool of a dirty yellow color, and
usually low priced. 2d, Green-seeded C, wliich, as
well as the former, is grown in the upland and
middle districts, whence the latter is called upland,
also short-staple, and, from the mode in which it

was formerly cleaned, bowed Georgia C. This kind
was at first chiefly raised in Georgia and S. Caro-
lina, but in later years it has been very greatly
extended in Alabama, Mobile, and the Valley of
the Mississippi. 3d, Sea-island or Long-staple ('.,

tiie finest of all, is distinguished bj' the black color

of its seed, and the fine yellowish-white, strong,

and silky long-staple by which it is surrounded ;

it is grown in the lower parts of Georgia and S.

Carolina, near the sea, between Charleston and
Savannah, and on small islands adjoining the
shore. Owing to the peculiar combination of cir-

cumstances requisite for the production of this

kind, it forms only a trifling proportion of the C.

grown in the U. States ; nor is tiie quantity on the
increase. — All the varieties of the plant require
a dry and sandy soil. Marshy ground is wholly
unfit for it, and a wet season is destructive to the
crops, which are besides precarious from the dis-

eases to which the plant is subject, particularly
blight produced by wetness at the roots. In gen-
eral, it flourishes most luxuriantly, and yields pro-
duce of the best quality, on the coast, as is proved
by the growth of the sea-island C, which is mostly
exposed to the action of the ocean's spray ; and a
manure of salt mud is known to impart a healthful
action to the plant, and to produce a staple at once
strong and silky. To this rule, however, the fine

Pernambuco C. is an exception ; also the Egyptian,
the growth of the upper provinces being greatly
superior to that of the Delta. In the U. States,

the average yield of C. is about one bale for three

acres, this rate of yield being sustained in the East
by fertilization, while it is kept up in the West by
opening fresh land.

There is no portion of the world occupied by
civilized nations, and probably no equal extent of
the earth's surface, so peculiarly suited to C.-cul-

ture as the States of the Gulf coast. There are
large areas with the requisite soil and the high
temperature required, but with these essentials

the necessary degree of humidity is rarely com-
bined in so complete equilibrium. It constitutes

an advantage which virtually gives the monopoly
of C.-production to the U. States. The policy of

Great Britain has ever been to obtain a control-

ling proportion of raw material for lier manufac-
turers from her own colonies, and to this end her

Cotton Supply Association has searched the world
over for C\-fields that would make her indepen-

dent of this country. Tiiis is a natural and lauda-

ble ambition, a means of self-protection, and the

highest measure of " protection " she could insti-

tute ; for while siie commends free trade to other

nations, she finds in it tlie iiighest form of protec-

tion, precisely as she built up her manufacturing
system by restrictive duties up to a period when
the opposite policy tended to secure a continuance
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of the superiority thiw wisely gained. When de-

barred from our C. fields by civil war, the receipt*

from India were increasing under the htiinulus of

this sejfprotectint? effort
;
yet with a '

'. famine in

Manchester, and starvation threatening the (>pin-

ners, the increase from ;k5".».(X)0,UUO lU. in lt<4i\ to

(iOO.UUJ.OtW lbs. in IfMH was less than the advance
from 18-j7 to IsOl. In the very first year of |»eace

in this country these imports declined cuie ei);hth,

thouj,'h they "ruUied in IWW to 01.'>,(X)O,OU(), the
highest figures ever attained, and rapidly declined
afterward lo less than half that quantity. In I80H
and \W0 the receipts from America constituted
four fifths of the lirilish imports. In 1H«J.'J they
amounted to a fraction of I per cent ; in 1H»>4, 1^
per cent, and in 1S02 but '2^ \kt cent. Startiii); at

37 per cent in lS<ki, in 1870 the projMjrtion reachetl

62 per cent, and the proportion of India cotton
had fallen to 18j [kt cent. The price, as an index
of quality, tells the story of India's inability to

comiR'te with the U. States. The avera><e value
per pound, in pence, of British imports, is tlius

given :
—

Cotton of the V. StatM..
Cotton of iDdia

1872. 1873. 1874. 1875.

99
7

91
6.4

8
6

77
57

1876.

64
5.1

American seed and American planters have in

Tain been introduced hito India ; the fibre inevi-

tably deteriorates, becomes short, dry, harsh, and
brittle, with a low rate of yield.

The proj;ress in C j)r<Hiuction, like that of many
other industries in this country , is westward. In
1H4U Alabama sloo<l in the front rank, with 2'J 8
jH-r cent of the crop, and (ieorjjia ranked ne.\t,

with Mississippi following closely. Scarcely an
eighth of the «Tt»p was produced west of the
.Mississippi. In 18<)'.* ulM)Ut three tenths of the pro-
tluct came from beyond the Missi>sip]>i. N. Caro-
lina had diflined from 2.'.» to 2.7 |H-r cent, S.

Carolina had fallen from 12 to HA, and (ieorgia

from IS*.8 to 13. I^juislana had advanced fn>m
7.2 to 14.4, and Arkansas from 2.2 to (J.8 At the
present time more than three eighths of the crof)

is grown W. of the Mississippi. Texa<i making rapid
strides, evidently tlestiiied soon to lead the column
of C. States. The following statement gives the
pi-rcentages of the crop prmluced by each State,

as deduce<l from the census, with the estimated
proportion in 1878:—

1878.

North Carolina.
South Carolina..

lf«or](ia

Florida

Alabama
Missiiwippi

LoulKlana
Texan
ArkaDfOUi
Tennessee

1849.

2.9

1659.

2.7

1869.

4.8

12 6.4 74
19 8 13 157
1.01 1.24 13

22.8 IS 3 14
19.5 22.3 18 7
7.2 14 4 116
23 8 116
22 68 82
78 6.6 6

47
70

11 4

1.13

12
17 1

12 5
1.06

11.3

5.8

Quantitiei of Raw Colton produced, imported, exported, and retained for Consumption in the U. States,

from 1849 lo 1878, inclusive.

I.xsicjU. Ceop.
Percent-

al of
Produc
lion and
Import*

Tut c<ii>R>

Jcsis ft)— Imported.
Total

Production
Exports.

Douieotic and
RftalDcdfor
hoiite Con-

Perreot
a«ce of

Froduc-Arengr
ProdHe*
tkm.

Mt
weight
of bale.

pound*. iTTOMi

weighu

and IniporU. Vortiga. iuniption.

Poundt.

retained

for home
cooaump-

ttoo.

Impurta
exported.

Bitf Pounds. Pounttt. Potitutt Pound! Poundi.
1849 2,«08.698 436 13*5.020,727 157.276 1306,17H,on3 1326,74».167 279.428.838 31 3B 78 61

1860 2,171,706 va 987Jirtl/>*5 269.114 aK7.H3i).7<»0 tS5,418,KU8 %2.41 1.807 86.08 6432
1861 2.416,i'17 416 l.<«5.03I.7a8 167,757 1.015. 189.483 927.237 ,(J» 187352 8m 13.96 87 ««
1852 ',i,iw},ir£t 428 1.4<J1.NM4 35»J 244 A48 1.402,128.914 l.iU3.23i>,6a9 a«396366 3206 77 97
1858 8,a62.*« 42H 1.521. 135 .5< 16 ?J2,«ew 1321.858.133 1,111,612382 410346.241 96 96 73 (»4

1864 8.oa5.<r^ 43) 1.3>t3 »i53i« 545.210 1383310,516 9K7,K33.106 386.077.410 38.63 7138
1856 2)iai;sii 4.-M \M>i.VM.'£Sii 2.115 367 1361,106,6U0 l,U»*,424,70l 843,688389 36 86 74.64

1866 3.646345 4:ai i.tca.aoT/M l.(*«,tMl l,624,(m.435 1351,431,701 372372.784 16.78 8332
1867 8JXi6.519 444 1.4.«/a(t,lii2 »I2.2S3 1,439.322,335 1,<>4«.2«2,475 881389.860 37 17 72.88

1868 8 238.9*:2 442 1//<»1.«IH.4T6 50U,8U0 1307309.276 1.118.«t24312 888386364 26.80 74.20

1860 8.WM.4H1 447 l.Hl«.<i»M,S*M7 743.500 1393 .406 .487 1386,738376 506.669311 9676 7834
uao 4/i23,77(t 445 2 27.V3:2.»)9 2,(U6.529 2377.877^38 1,767380.608 608347339 3337 77 68
1861 8.826.OtW 477 1 ,9:M,M5..Ij8 881371 1.986,436374 807.684343
1862 duriog ttoaaar partoO. 29.610368 6 198 230
1863 .. 33>77386 12 904 119

1864 as.476 867 13,42n 146
1866 ... 36.007.007 11318.656

. 661.921.4891»96 2,228,W7 441 1.041.962.263 6.276387 l,(H«.2a9,150 896 817.661 87.81 62.19

U6T 2,UU<;<71 444 969.175 .>«} 728,081 969301324 663,788.679 ai7,l»i7.645 81.67 68.33

1868 2.498.f«r> 443 1.173. 431.114 614998 1,173 946,106 786.416.336 88838U3Mi 33.10 06 90
1869 2.489.039 437 1.12y.'<ll,(H5 133S/MH 1.131888,713 644367337 486 8763W 42.99 6701
1870 8,164.946 434 l.4.',l.V>1.3f.7 1,606,183 1.463389.490 e68.7863M 494 814.1N6 84.(0 65 96
1871 4.862,317 4*1 2,nart,ta«3 736 1,196340 2.n31.W0376 1.468.704 ^>7 668.186.068 27 61 72.89

187i 2.974.851 489 1.278.fm4»4 3,804.168 I36n.978.677 98»326710 847,162.»R7 27 10 72 90

1873 8.930/y« 440 I./W.1IW.931 4.495394 1387,614.456 13f»n396.178 637316,277 84 68 65^
1874 4.170,.T>W 439 1.940 fl4H.8r.l 8.636380 1344374.1S1 1368379313 5H6394>H »il0 69.90

1875 8.882 .W»l 4.'® l.nB6fM4.081 3.149383 1.700.988368 1.360.861.944 440,141,419 25 RH 74 12

1876 4.6695>« 436 2.1574W.I42 3.4A1.4I9 8,160.408.661 1.491,629.»t3l ««6.779.730 an (16 69f»4

1877 4.4M5,423 V9< 2.(M2 492.190 2.666 867 1066.148767 1,446.647.079 639.601 .678 80 07 69 38
1878 4,8I1,>S6 462 2306.173,286 8,083318 33M306388 1.608.469.063 688,786.247 80.31 69.68
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Quantities ofRaw Cotton of Domestic Production exportedfrom the U. States to Foreign Countries, during

the Eight Years,from 1871 to 1878.

Countries to
WHICH Exported.

1871. 1872. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876. 1877. 1878.

Pounds.
2,164,845

17,933,342

Pounds. Pounds.
1 378,852

12,126,640

Pounds. Pounds. Poujids. Pounds. Pounds.
1,818,151

14,191,544Belgium 10,098,368 8,553,267 3,113,752 15,538,299 2,998,777

59,611,304
103,986,223

1,053,595,339
4.709,487

44,017,517
49,931
9,931

2,393,083
21,457,495
11.309,498

55,702,817
173,068

88,187,183, 113,370,036
42,516,604' 95,342,287
675,251,638 814.071.799

177,365,583
114,613,646
875,337,752

3,424,943
24,809,077

155,139,454
75,284,980

878,442,263
618,045

32,881,451

203,975,759
108,545,768
920,917,121

219 088,761 236.030.981

Germany 77 605.2831 121,649,103

967,117,624 990 734.163

Scotland 435,529
28,227,598

2,958,167
41,619,365

71,295
53,176,51736,412,618

11,484

49,214,262
429,487Gibraltar

British W. Indies.

Canada, etc

Italy

424,779
4,011,077

12,298,366
2.289,561

19,004,316

1,898,077
5,922,224
957.309

22,784,985
442

1,494,142
15,283,998

550,639
19,086,112

3.561,511

9,041,936
1.305,276

4,070,675
4,990
1,000

65,708,178
29,813,227

4.980.616

23,379,304
6,972,575

34,265,719

5.508.304
11,547,892
3,969,812

26,856,697

7,082,535
18,110.597
3,422,162

27,954,214
733,667

Netherlands
Portugal&Pos'ns.
Azore,Madeira,etc 416

4?^.17.'^.^so

425
54,090,632

53,359,064

1,057
80,896,983
47,561.153

449,607

7,497,271

31,135,476
47,155,961

24.683,546 25,109,482
46,030,632

387,756

6,601,298

85,428.896
40,685,24232,570,783 27.722 241

Cuba 768
'

Sweden and Nor-
6,886,874 6,457,506 9,019,815 1,432,165 10.043,607

Turkeyin Europe.
S. American ports.

All other ports

n.e.s

Total

4,250

631,583

4,459

28,000 4,810

1,607,633^111,462,928,024 933,537,413 1,200,063,530 1,358,602,303 1 ,260,418 ,903jl,491 ,405,334 |l ,445,369,130

The manufacture of C. has been carried on in

Hindostan from the remotest antiquity, but the
employment of C. for textile fabrics obtained no
footing worth mentioning in Europe till last cen-

tury. From the first introduction of the C. manuf.
in England (probably in the early part of the 17th

cent ) down to 1773, the weft or transverse threads
of the web, only, were of C. ; the warp, or longi-

tudinal threads, consisting wholly of linen yarn,
was principally imported from Germany and Ire-

land. In the first stage of the manuf. the weavers,
dispersed in cottages throughout the country, fur-

nished themselves as well as they could with the
warp and weft for their webs, and carried them to

market when they were finislied ; but about 1760
a new system was introduced. The Manchester
merchants began about that time to send agents
into the country, who employed weavers, whom
they supplied with foreign or Irish linen yarn for
warp, and with raw C, which being carded and
spun, by means of a common spindle or distaff, in

the weaver's own famih', was then used for weft.
A system of manuf. was thus established ; the
junior branches of the family being employed in

the carding and spinning of the C, while its head
was employed in weaving the linen and C. yarn
into cloth. This system, by relieving the weaver
from the necessity of providing himself with linen
yarn for warp and raw C. for weft, and of seeking
customers for his cloth when finished, and ena-
bling him to prosecute his employment with
greater regularity, was an obvious improvement
on the system that had been previously followed

;

but it is at the same time clear that the impossi-
bility of making any considerable division among
the different branches of a manufacture so con-
ducted, or of prosecuting them on a large scale,
added to the interruption given to the proper busi-
ness of the weavers by the necessity of attending
to the cultivation of the patches of ground which
they generally occupied, opposed invincible obsta-
cles to its progress, so long as it was conducted in

this mode. In 1767, however, James Hargreaves
invented the spinninq-jenny. At first this admira-
ble machine enabled 16 to 30 threads to be spun

with the same facility as 1 ; and it was subse-

quently brought to such perfection, that a little

girl was enabled to work no fewer than from 80
to 120 spindles. The jenny was applicable only to

the spinning of cotton for weft, being unable to

give to the yarn that degree of firmness and hard-

ness which is required for the longitudinal threads,

or warp ; but this deficiency was soon after sup-

plied by the introduction of the spiimingframe

(1769-1775), — that wonderful piece of machinery
which spins a vast number of threads of any de-

gree of fineness and hardness, leaving to man
merely to feed the machine with cotton, and to

join the threads when they happen to break. Sir

Richard Arkwright gave his machine the name of

the waterframe ; but it has since become known
as the spinningframe. Nearly at the same time
that the spinning department was thus wonder-
fully improved. Dr. Cartwright, a clergyman of

Kent, invented ihe poicer-loom (in 1787), a machine
which has already gone far to supersede weaving
by the hand. While these extraordinary inven-

tions were being made. Watt was perfecting the

steam-engine, and was thus not only supplying
the manufacturers with a new power applicable

to every purpose, and easy of control, but with
one that might be placed in the most convenient
situations, and in the midst of a population trained

to industrious habits. Still, something remained
to complete this astonishing career of discovery.

Without a vastly increased supply of the raw ma-
terial at a lower price than it had previously

brought, the inventions of Hargreaves, Arkwright,

and Watt would have been of comparatively

little value. Luckily, what they did for the man-
ufacturers, Mr. Eli Whitney, originally of Massa-

chusetts, and afterwards a citizen of New Haven,
Connecticut, did for the American C-growers.

His invention of the saw-gin, which came into

operation in 1793, forms an important era in

the history of the C. trade. This invention, by
which one man can separate 3 cwt. of C. in a
day, has been the main cause of the cheapness
of the short-stapled American C, and thus has

powerfully contributed to the extension of its cul-
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tivatiun. In consequence uf theve and innumera-
ble other inventions and iniprovtnients, the price*

of C cloth and yarn have j;one on progreissivily

diniini«liing. But us tlie demand for C. Iiaa bei-n,

owinj^ to its extraordinary ctieapness, extendinj in

a still jrreater degn-e, the value of the goods pro-

duced, and the number of persons employed in tiic

manufacture, have been steadily increasing. The
first machines set up in the L'. States were at I-Iast

Bridgewater, Mass., in 178(5, by two Scotchmen,
employed by Mr. Urr of that place. The manu-
facture, liowever, languished for want of compe-
tent machinery until ITIM), when a i)ersou namcHl
Slater, wiio had been employed in the English
cutcon-mills in Derbysiiire, and had there acquired
a knowledge of llie Arkwright process^, estab-

lished himself, in conjunction with partners, at

Providence, H. 1. In isOtl, Slater's brother came
over from England, and joine<l him ; when they at

once started business at the village of Slatersville

in the same Slate, and gave an extraordinary im-
petus to the manufacture, which, by IblO, liad

increased to the consumption of a)M)ut 1(M),(KM)

bales of the raw uriiiK', turning out t<l,<H)<>,UOO

eni States, fi>i>e<-ially in Alabama, Georgia, N. and
S. Carolina, Mississippi, \irginia, etc., the nianuf.
as well as the gruMtii uf C. has become an inifKir-

lant industry. The number of spindli-s, which Mat
it.'Sio.'i'Jl in IWX). an<l 7,432,416 in 1(*70, is now
cktiniated at lU.lUU.UUU. The amount of capital
invi-sied in the trade was §S»H.UUU,UUO in ItjOO,

S141,UUU,0U0 in 1«70, and ^JO^,(JOU,UUO (estimated)
in 1»78. Our exixtrts of manufactured C. for the
y years, 1»70 to i87», were as follows:—

I'Beotur*^. Total

l>cn.
Kl .

1S71.
i<i

.

' Ki.
' Wi
I liCtf.
I liC7.

I
1S7S.

.V«J«>

a»i.<'Hi i

tm.ua I

Yards. { DoiUn. Tarda. '. IXtUara. OulUn Dollar*.
-I.

titans l4^-tX»ll
n.Mt>,lul

n..-4r.i«

rsjiKM;
eMAiw:

1M1.IIS
Xjlt'XSf.i

XJM^'l a.MA.I'M

iui>,ui Ajie\j*<i

i;U4,«i«i io,zu,MS
l,4::ijK' ii.43sjaso

fit 111. — Tat THS01T1.E.

yards of cloth, employing 100.000 operatives, and
engaging a working capital of $10(X)0.000. The
invention of the |>ower-loom, in Kngland, still, how-
ever, checke<l tin progress of the American manu-
facture, bv enabling the former country to im|>ort

into the L. States vast quantities of the fabricated

article at a far lowi-r rate of productive cost than
could l)e attaiiu-d by American sninnem. In \H'1\,

1828. and 1h;{-2, however, the IJ. States govern-
ment somewhat counteracted the influx of Kng
liali cottons upon this market, by the imposition
of an ad vtihorrm duty of 2.'> per cent upon the for-

eign comincxlity. In 1H12. Mr. Francis C. I^well
of Boston, who had in (treat Britain acquire-*!

•OUR* knowK-dge of .Mr. (.'artwright's (>owvr-lnom,
n.'turne<l to this country, ami inime<liately M't

•bout introducing its opi-rations, on an extensive
scale, at Ix>well, Mass. The first C..niil| on the

fower-loom prim-iplf was establisheil there in
82*2, — the nucleua of a system of maniifaclnrinic

operations, which, in lH.'i2, had ac-«-Mnuilati'<l to .M
mills, giving employment to l2.tl-'t^l hands The
manuf. is no longi*r conflned to the Slate of New
York and the New Kngland States, though in

tliese it has been greatly extended. In other
Northern States, such as New Jenw-y. IVnnsyl-
viuiia. Delawan>, Maryland, Ohio, and Indiana,
uew mills have been erecte<1 ; whilst in the South-

Of the total exports for the year 1H78, 22.40 per
cent was exiKjrted to China, 1.'J.75 per unt to

(Jri'at Britain, ll.o!> jht cent t«» Mexico, 10. hi per
cent to the Dominion of Canada, and 11. (54 ]>er

cent to almost all other ctiuiitries of the world.
The value of imports of (.'. gootls into the l".

States (mostly from Kngland and France) for the
year lb78 was as follows:—
BIncheU and unblnirhrd (9,676 J5a4 sq. yds.) $1,076,142
Printed, painted, or colored (8,83&,128 i-q. ydn.) l.(e«},4a6

HorierY, Kliirtx,and drawer* (almost all from Knglaod)4,6^'J 244
Jt-anii.'deniniK, drillings, etc. (t£^,328 rq. }ds.) .... 104,>°.33

Othermauufactures \%.\Z\JjM

Total fW.OCM^

It is a noticeable fact that English commercial
writers, in commenting uj)on our exports of C.

manuf., have congratulated themselves that, so far

as they were concerned, nothing was to l>e feared

from our C. manufacturing industry in comi>etition

with theirs in supplying the great markets of the

world : their reasons being based upon the theory
that all of the increased exports of (.". goods from
American jxirts were owing to the depn-swd stale

of the home demand for those g(K>ds. I'liat this was
in great part the truth cannot be denie<l. But it is

every day becoming apparent that the movement
to relieve the home market by forcing, so to say,

our goo<ls upon foreign markets, is now resulting

in creating a large and legitimate demand for the

products of our looms and spindles. W'v grow the
(,'. on our own soil ; and we have the genius, capi-

tal, skill, labor, and machinery to weave it into

fabrics that will cause them, by their intrinsic

merit and excellen<"e, to U-iome the staple p<kmIs of

other lands as they are now in our own. We are

therefon- fully prepart-d to coni|Kte with Kngland,
in all respects, in supplying the world with C.

manufaclun>s. And the results of past years show
that American <'. can be sold over the counters of

I»ndon, and even at Manchester, at the very

doors of Knglish spinners. It is a well-known fai t

that our caliccn-s and gray cloths are sent to Man-
chester and continental points, and from \\\vr\- are

tninsship{M-«l toother countries under Knglish and
(iertnan brands. It is well known, aim, that our C
gcMMls are sent to Liver|>ool in large quantities, and
from there are sent to Cuba and the West Indies.

Mexico and the S. American countries are devel-

oping an iiK-reas<il tra<le with us in lhes<- goods,

with a fair proniis4> that it will ultimately Ui-ome
of great magnitude. China and Japan prefer

<.'. of AnK-riean manuf. to those of Knglish make,
bcvanse of their tup«*rior fabric- and quality, and

for their freedom from clay sizing, an adulteration
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for which the English manufactures are noted.

From l6(iS to 1875 probably 40 per cent of the C.

machinery set up anew was imported, the capacity

of the home machine shops being not then suffi-

cient to supply the sudden demand for new and en-

larging mills. During the following years 75 per

cent, or more, has been made at home. The home
shops build all kinds of machinery used in cotton-

mills, and can put any portions of it, except per-

haps mules and roving frames, into the home mills

at a cost less than the cost of importation from
England. Home-built machinery of nearly all

kinds is preferred to that from England as better

adapted to American operatives and management.

C. Manufacture. WTien the pods have been collected from

the plants, they comprise seeds as well as fibres ; and as the

latter cannot be spun into thread until the former have been

removed, this removal is practically the first stage in the

manuf. It is always done, more or less completely, in the

country where the C. is grown, and is called ginning. In

India the natives have for a^e< used a single machine called a
churka, consisting of two small wooden rollers so placed as to

revolve in contact. The dirty C. is put in at one side between

the rollers , the seeds fall down in front, because they cannot
pass through ; and then the comparatively clean fibres are

pushed out at the other side. The want of care in weeding

the crop while growing, in picking it when ripe, and in ginning

Fig. 112. — Mole-Jennt.

it when picked, is one of the reasons why Indian C. never
commands so good a price in the market as American. In
this country long-stapled C. used to be bowed, or struck with
a kind of bowstring plucked with the fingers, to open the
tufts. It is now more usually subjected to the action of a
wooden roller and a kind of comb. But short-styled C. re-

quires to be ginned, or torn open with some degree of force, to
extricate the peeds Whitney's saw-gin is a va-st improve-
ment on the Hindoo churka. It comprises a series of circular
saws, mounted on a frame, and turned by a Hy-wheel ; nearly
in contact with it rotates another cylinder, mounted with
brushes ; and the C, drawn in between the two, is deprived
of its seed by the action of the saw-teeth against the brushes.
The improved Mararthy gin is by far the most complete ma-
chine for this purpose. After travelling along an endless apron,
the C. is seized by a spiked roller, partiilly opened, and trans-
ferred by a vibrating comb toother rollers studded with blades
So numerous are the novelties introduced every year into ('.

machinery that we will not here attempt even a summary de-
scription of them. The following will, however, give a fair notion
of the order of processes now generally followed, varied in de-
tail in different establishments. — Sorting. An experienced
sorter, as soon as the bags are opened, examines and separates,
classifies and mixes, according as the cotton is wanted for coarse
or for fine yarns. Much of the success of the manufacture de-
pends upon this sorting. — Opening. The C, after sorting, is
spread out upon an endle.ss apron of narrow wooden laths,
which carries it forward horizontally to the opener, where
fluted rollers, and cylinders armed with rows of teeth, revolv-
ing 1,000 times or more per minute, tear open the tufts of
cotton, and convey them onward in a cleaned condition.

—

Scutrhing A scutcher, comprising feed-rollers and toothed
cylinders, receives the opened C. at one end, and draffs or
combs it out into a flat layer, which becomes thinner and

thinner, and more and more even arid regular, at each move-
ment. Tills thinning of the layer or fleece results from the
List pair of cylinders revolving more rapidly than the first.

Proceffses of wiUowing and batting are .sometimes employed
instead of opening and scutching. — Lapping. Sometimes in

t'.ie same machine as the opening, sometimes in a subsidiary

apparatus called the tapping-machine, or tapper, the C. is con-
verted from the form of a fleece to that of a roller, or lap ; the
fleece, subjected to three or four compressions by rollers, is nar-
rowed and coiled up on a sort of tlat roll. — Carding. The
carding-engiiie has cylinders clothed with fine wire teeth, so
arranged that when the laps of C. are drawn between them,
the teeth drag opposite ways, comb and straighten the fibres,

and rub off some of the impurities which attach to them. The
best engines of this kind have an apparatus for cleaning the
teeth and carrying off the dirt and fragments. The fleece be^

comes a ribbon or sliver of fine downy substance. — Drawing.
Several slivers are passed through four pairs of rollers in the
drawing-frame ; they all become combined into one, and are
at the same time drawn out or attenuated. The C. Is now a
loose porous cord of parallel fibres. — Stubbing. The sliibbing-

frame contains numerous upright steel spindles, on which ro-

tate steel arms or flyers and wooden lK>bbins ; and it has also a
set of rollers. The apparatus is so contrived that the porous
cord, as received from the drawing-frame, is still further elon-

gated and attenuated, partially spun or twisted, and wound
upon the wooden bobbins. — Racing. The rocing-frante so fsr

resembles the slubbing-frame as to have rollers, spindles, and
bobbins ; and the object of the roving process is to combine
twii or more slubbings together by further rolling, twisting,

and winding upon smaller bobbins. The C. assumes more
and more the couditioa of a thread, though still having very

little hardness or compactness.

—

Spinning. The bobbins full of pre-

pared roving are placed on the top of
the throstle-spinning ( Fig. Ill ). Roll-

,

ers and bobbins and flyers draw out
the fibres, elongating and attenu-
ating them, and at the same time
twisting them tightly into a compact
yarn, well adapteJ for the warp or
long threads of woven goods. In the
technical language of a C. mill, the
throstle is used for the hard coarse
yarns up to about No. 40. For fine

work, the mule-jenny (Fig. 112) is

used. In this mule action the bol>-

bius containing the rovings are on a
fixed frame ; the spindles by which
the rovings are to be twisted into
yarn are on a movable frame ; the
movable frame, by travelling 4 or 5
feet outward, then an equal distance
backward, and so on alternately,

stretches and attenuates the threads.
The two sets of operations, elongating
and spinning, succeed each other
w ith exquisite regularity ; 600 or 700
threads, all arranged parallel, l)eing

managed by self-regulating mechan-
ism. AIu/« 3arn, as it is technically

called, being twisted more softly and carefully than throstle

yam, is suitable for the weft or cross-threads of coarse goods,
and for both warp and weft of fine goods. — Reeling. The C.
having been spun, we have next to follow the yams through
the various processes incident to weaving into calico, muslin,
etc. The first of the.«e is reeling. The reel is a sort of six-

sided frame, several feet long, revolving on a horizontal axis.

The bobbins and cops are so placed in rows that the yam un-
winds from them, and winds itself upon the reel. 120 yards
thus wound are called a rap, and 7 raps, or 840 jards, make a
hank £ach hank is removed as wound, and tied so as to keep
in place.— Bundling. In order that the hanks may be con-
veniently packed for sending to market, they are squeezed in

a bundling-press. All banks are the same length, 840 yards
;

all are weighed by the same unit of weight, 1 lb. ; and the

numl>er attached to each kind denotes the number of banks
of that kind which go to a pound. Usually al>out 10 lbs., of

whatever number or fineness, are pressed together to form a
bundle ; and from thirty to forty of these bundles are pressed

together into a bale, which then weighs from 300 to 500 lbs.

— Winding. But the yarn may l)e woven into cloth in the

same mill where it hss l)een spun. In this case the reeling

and bundling are dispenised with, and the yarn goes at once to

the winding-machine. This is an assemblage of rollers and
other mechanism by which the yam is unwound from the
spindles and cops, pa-ssed through minute slits or openings
ttiat will scrape off roughnesses and inequalities of surface,

then pa.ssed under the action of brushes which clear it of dirt,

and finally wound on bobbins. — Warping. The yarn is now,
for the first time, to be brought into parallel threads, the first

germs of the «'arp of cloth. The ?rar/)/M§--mor/iiM^ employed
is so constructed as to unwind the yam from the bobbins, and
wind it round a large roller, with as much parallelism as pos-

sible and an equable degree of tension. — Sizing or Dreeing.
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C. U nrver woTeo \a iu natural (Uto. It &lwa«« rBctlre* a
tlrvA^iut; i>r ccuiiog of mndc kiixl of Ikjuul •{», • liW*h U allovrd

to Jrv U-fore tl>« wcaTiiig bvipus. Ttir oljjtirc U to JiminUh thr

rouK^>a««* on the fibrou* >urfiu^ of ttir jrmrun, and thrrrby

farllitate the wcaTiiig. The >aru( from M-rrrel nllrn are

uuwoimj ani nuule t<i paM Ibruugh a tpurl nl hot li>(Ui<l >k>r,

and then )*-(wren ruhrn »htch t<|Utt-iF Ibr glulluuut ruui-

pooitiuii into the Tery brart of the tUrwiJ. Tlirucr the \aru«
pi>« oTrr '/ry'i<< t^liH'Irrt, made nf dhmt iron or ropprr,

iieatrd withio by iitram-pil«<l. TliK quirkly drW* tbr tUr, aiid

prrparwi the jam lo be wound UImiu the trratrr't Uain, a
rilior o'.iicb it^-riTr* uniform lajrw frxitii end to end. — Wtft
Hindims- The htaming i* for the warp (bread* ; the urtml-

III? for the wrfl. The jam for tJ»e weft, u*iially •otter and
(i:ifr than for the warp, \» plarcil in tlie thutcle. (See ^HtT
TL .)— Wtnring Tlirn conii^i tl»e actual wraring prure«», for

whit h we refer to Loom and H't»Ti>o. — Folthng. When the

C. cloth hati )<crn wuTen, it wind* it«elf upon a roller railed

the c/o<A ^nm, which in then taken to tUr foUJinf-maehimr,
by which (he cloth U unwuund, inra«urt-<t, and folded with

|;reat precision — PrruiHg iHio Units. \\ hrther the cloth U
(o l« »o:d in the (fray or unbleached Kate, it wbvtiier it \» to

be bleach<-d ( with or without iiub»e<|ueiit d>rlQ|{ or priotini;),

it i« removed from the foliling-nuKhine (o the Hyilrautit prrst,

where it l« romprvK-ed into compact bale* of dvftnite 'tie, the

wrlKhti of which are made to nuit rarioui markeU. See

Bls.iciiuiu, CAUco-pRiSTiNO, Dra>o, Ki;stia!«, Mi'5UN, etc.

Import Dutifs oh Haw and McMu/aUttrtd Cotton.

Cotton, raw. free
" on ip mjI.*, not orer 100 yds. per (pool, 6 rt«. per doxcn

an I 3>) per ceut
" OQ fpor>U, oTer 100 yds per rpool (each additional 100

yd*. ), ti ct». per duaen and 36 per cent
" thraal, vam, warp or warp-varn, not wound upon

spools, single or adTaoceid beyond the condition

of single by twi/ttiug two or more hingle yarns to-

gether, whether on I>eam8 or in bundles, skeins,

or cops, or in any other furm, Talue not exceetl-

Ing 4<J cts. per lb., 10 cts. per lb. and 'i^^ per ceut.
" Ta!ue o«er 40 cts., not orer 00 cts. per lb., '20 eta.

per lb. and 'JO per cent.

Talue over 00 cts., not oTer SO cts., 30 cts. per lb.

and 20 per ceut.
" Talue OTer 80 cu. per lb., 40 cts. per lb. and 20 per

cent.
" Uaaaes (exclusiTe of jeans, denims, drillinirs, etc., for

which see Iwlow) weiKhiuK over 5 ox. per s<|. yd.,

not orer ll)U t.ireads per s<i. inch, warp and Bll-

InK, unbleached, 6 cts. per *>}. yd.
" bleached, 5J cts. |>er f\. yd.
" colored, printed, painted, or stained, b\ cts. per sq.

yd. and 10 per cent.
" the aauie, exceeding 200 thnsuls to the m. inch, or,

being finer and lighter than above, and not ex-

cee^ling 20 threaib, unbleached, & cl*. per sq. yd.
" bleached, 5J cts. |>er s<j. yd.
" colored, printed, painted, or stained, b\ cts. per •<).

yd and 'b) per cent.
" jesDS. denims, drillinic*, l>ed-lickings, glnghama, plaids,

cottoiiailes, pant«lo<in *tulT<, and goods of like

drfcriptiun, weighing over 5 oa. per uj yd , and
not eiieealing in value 10 cts. per kj yil., not

over 100 thn-ails per sq. lorb, warp and ftUiug,

unbleached, OcU per sq. yd.

the same, bleached, f>\ cU per »q. yd.

th« same, rolore<l, printed, painted, or talnad, 6^
rU per *•(. yd and 10 per cent.

" over luO, and not over 140 ihmds per m\. Inch,

warp and Ailing, unbleached, cts. per aq. yd.

the aanie, blr«che<l, *>) rU. per sq. yd.

the ttune, culonM. piHntol. (Mluled, or stallMd, (^
cts. per Sij yd , and Vt {"T cent.

" OTvr 140, and not over 'i*) thrvaiU per sq. Inrh,

warp <""1 n'lhig, unbleache-l. Act<. per *q. yd.

Iba une, bleachi-l, (>\ cU. per kj yd.

Um same, colored, prlnle<l, painted, or stained. B^
rts per sq. yd and l'> per rent.

" over 200 thiwads per sq. Inch, warp and flllln(, no-
bleached, 7 cts per sq. yd.

the nine,bl4«rhe.l, 74 ria. per sq yd.

the aame, colored, prinleil, painted, or slalnad, T|

cts |ier sq yd and 16 per rent.

" goods, plain-woven, not lnclu<led In the fnrrfotng
iwbedulas, unbUarlwl, valued over 10 eta. per

M yd ; bleached, value<l over 31 ria. per sq

jra ; colored, vaiueil over Vi rU. per sq. yd ; and
eotkNt jaaoa, denims, and drilling* unblearhed,
Taloed at neer '3><-ts per sq yd , aol ail otber
rottoa g<Hxls, value rxceMlIng 36 eta. par sq yd ,

36 per cent.
"

All bag*, cutton-bag* and b*gglng, an<) all other Ilka

sanufW-lufva. nn* herein otherwia* prnvkled,

esrept bagging lor rUiaa eon>po»wl wholly or

to part of flix. hemp. jute, gunnv-clotb, (unay-
bac>< or other material, 40 per cent.

Cotton, bobbinet, 35 |:«r cent.
" braid*. 36 |<er cent.
" raps, hose, lriQ;ing*, mits, sorka, made on firanM,

blearbeai or rwliired, 35 per cent.
" carpet* and carpeting, 4<li per rent.
" curds, gimpa, gailouos, braces, or sospeodert , S6 per

ceut
" draaro. *birt*, and other article* made oo frantes, 35

|«T cent
" embroidered or taml>ourrd, in tt>e loom or otberwliv,

by uiarhiurry or wltU tiie needle, or ullirr prv>-

rt»*, i'l per rent.
" hat iKxileo. 35 per rent
" la<-r, inserting*, trimmings, 3S per cent.
" Velvets, X) per cent.
" waste, free.

" luauubcturr* not ottierwisa provided, 35 per eaoL

Cottonade, rotton clutkii for nii-n's wear, or
lii-iivy fottiiii fabrii-s for truust-rs, itc.

Cotton-Bagging, a coarse wrH|iping material
for haiiiij; raw loitoii, and f<jr iMicking. Tiiey art*

j{eiuTally niaile of niiiiny-clolli.

Cotton-Bats, i-anleil cottuii in sheetB, put up in

rtjlU, usually of 1 ll>.

Cotton-Broker, a conimicsion nicnhant, w hose
rejfular occupation is to purchase or sell on baniples

cotton in the hale.

Cotton-Flannel, a term commonly usctl in the
traile for Canton tiannel.

Cotton-Floater, an intlia-ruhl)er envelo|K' or

casin)^, in whicli bales of cotton are floated down
rivers.

Cotton-Oin, a machine for clearing cottonwool
from the s^'c-ds, husks, and other impurities. See
Cotton.
Cotton Oooda, all manufacturi>8 of cotton.

The term, however, is usually restricted to cotton

piece-jfoods.

Cottonier, a name for the wild asparajrus of

Canaiia, the fibre of which is iK-lievetl to Ik." of im-

portance a.-* a substitute for flax and hemp.
Cotton Manufactures, all fabrics and goods

generally manufactured from cotton.

Cotton-Mills, works where cotton-wool is spim
by machinery into yarn, etc. There are al>out ilM)

cotton-mills in the I'. States, of which 7U0 are in

the Northern and '200 in the Southeni States. The
numlH-r of spindles at work in these mills is about
lO.KMI.OOO. See CoTTON.
Cotton-Picker. See Pickixo.
Cotton-Press, a press in which cotton is baled

for tranjiptirtation. See 1'kkss.

Cottons, a general term for all kinds of closely

woven piece fai>rics, light or luavv, bleache<l, un-

bleached, or printed, manufaclureii of cotton. It

d)K.-s not include cotton laces, bubbinets, sod such
like giMMls. — T. MrElrath.

Cotton-Seed Oil. See Oil.

Cotton-Seed Oil -Cake, an oil-cake made
from the pressed seeds of cotton, after the oil has
bt>en extractetl, and usetl for cattle fi>od an<l ma-
nure. Its price in New York varies from 9*20 to

$.'l'i per ton. i

Cotton-Spiiuier. the owner of cotton-works;
also, a workman at a cotton-mill.

Cotton-Thread. S-e Tuhkad.
Cotton-Tick, a material fi>r Ud and nillnw

cases, etc., which is cither plain or twilled, and
sometimes composed partly of linen, as in union-

tick.

Cotton-Topper, a machine which passes along

and prunes the njw of growing cotton plants, in

ord«T to curb its rsmpant luxuriance. — A". U.
Knii/til.

Cotton-^KTsate, the refuse from rtjttonmills

;

a commenial article, classified as A No. 1 cop

I

waste, and No. 1 cop; No. 1 white machim-, and
I No. 2 do. ; No. 1 coloml, No. 2 do ; white bleached,
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colored waslied, strip and fly, and spinners' waste.

The last-named is the least valuable, and gener-

ally sells for about one half the price of A No. 1

cop. Tlie inferior cotton-wastes are called wad-
ding-stock, willowed picker, oily card waste, and
sweepings. T. McElrath.— The waste of cotton

in spinning is about If oz. in a pound.
Cotton-Wood, the Po/iulus canadensis, a forest

tree of N. America, particularly abundant on the

upper parts of the Mississippi and Missouri, and
valued for its timber.

Cotton-Wool, a name given to cotton after it

is cleaned.

Cotton-Yarn. See Yarn.
Cotton-Yarn Measure, in the cotton trade, a

thread is equal to 54 inches ; a skein or rap of 80
threads, equal to 120 yards ; a hank of 7 skeins,

840 yards; a spindle of 18 hanks, 15,120 yards.

Cottrel, a hook or trammel to hang a boiler or

pot on for cooking purposes.

Couch, a frame on which barley is malted ; a
kind of sofa or long soft reclining seat.

Couching, in paper-making, the operation of
taking the flake of pulp still imperfectly com-
pacted from the mould on which it has been
formed.
Coulage, the French term for leakage.
Coulisse, Cullis, a groove or channel ; the gut-

ter in a roof.

Counter, part of the stern of a vessel.— A ta-

ble or bench on which money is counted. — Imita-
tion money.— The back leather or heel part of a
boot.

Countercheck, a plane for working out the
groove which unites the two sashes of a window
in the middle.

Counterfeit, a copy or imitation intended to

be passed off as an original-; a forgery.

Countermand, a contrary order; a stoppage
in transitu.

Countermark, an additional or special mark
put upon a package of goods belonging to several
merchants, that it may not be opened unless in the
presence of all.

Counterpane, Counterpoint, a bed-cover-
ing woven with little protuberances of various
patterns. A more elegant species is the Mar-
seilles quilts. These have a double cloth with a
softer fabric quilted between tiiem in the loom.
Counterpart, a copy or duplicate, as of a con-

tract or indenture.

Counterpoise, a weight connected with an in-

strument or machine, either for the purpose of
giving steadiness, or diminishing the pressure on
some particular point ; as, for example, the press-
ure of the pivots of a transit-instrument on its

supports.

Counter-Security, security given to one who
lias become security for another.
Countersign, to authenticate by an additional

signature.

Countersink, a bit or drill, for widening the
upper part of a hole in wood or metal, for tlie iiead
of a screw or pin, and having a conical head.
Those for wood have one cutter in the conic sur-
face, and have tlie cutting edge more remote from
the axis of the cone than any other part of the
surface. C. for brass have 11 or 12 cutters round
the conic surface, so that the horizontal section
represents a circular saw. These are called rose.

The conic angle at the vertex is about 90°. C. for
iron have two cutting edges, forming an obtuse
angle.

Coup, a Scotch term for exchanging or barter-

ing, buying and selling.

Coupe, a Swiss grain measure, in Fribourg
equal to 7 gallons, in Geneva to 17.

Coupling-Box, a connection for joining the
ends of sliafts.

Couplings, the connecting link by which mo-
tion is added from one machine to another from
the same motive-power ; also, the rod or chain
which unites railway carriages.

Coupon [Fr ], a warrant for payment of the
periodical dividends on public stocks, a number of
which, being appended to the bonds, are severally
cut off for presentation as the dividends fall due.
The practice of appending coupons to bonds pre-
vails chiefly in reference to foreign stocks.

Courbaril. See Anime and Copal.
Courier [Fr.], an express or special messen-

ger.

Course, in masonry, a continuous layer or range
of stones or bricks, placed even throughout the
front of a building, horizontally.

Course of Exchange, the sum merchants pay
to each other for bills to enable them to make
remittances from one country to another.

Courses, the chief sails belonging to a ship, as

the main-course, fore-course, etc. ; to brail up the
counses.

Courtage, the business or remuneration of a
courtier, or broker, in France.

Courtier, tlie French name for broker.

Court-Plaster. See Plaster.
Coury, a superior kind of catechu, said to be

made in S. India from the areca or betel nut.

Cous-Cous, Couz-Couz, Kous-Kous, Afri-

can names for the pounded grain of PeuiciUaria

spicnta, a species of millet.

Coutelier, the French name for a cutler.

Coutil [Fr.], canvas, ticking, drill, or duck.
Covado, a Portuguese cloth measure = 26|-

inches.

Cover, the movable top of anything.
Coverlet, a counterpane or quilt ; the upper

covering of a bed.

Covetta, or Quarter-Round, a plane used for

moulding framework.
Covid, an Eastern cloth measure of variable

length. In Calcutta and Bombay it is 18 inches
;

in Madras, 19^ ; in Arabia, 19 ; in Malacca, 18^

;

and in China, 14f inches.

Covr, the female of the bovine tribe of animals

;

a Milch-cow is a cow yielding milk. In 1878, there

were in the U. States 11,300,100 milch-cows, val-

ued at .§298,499,866, the average price being $26.41.

See Cattle and Dairy.
Co^wan, a Scotch Ashing boat.

Cowbeck, a mixture of hair and wool for

hats.

Cowhage, Covtritch, a name given to the

small hairs on the pods of Mucuna urens and jiriiri-

ens, climbing plants of the East and West Indies.

They are slender, brittle, easily detached, and
readily stick into the skin, producing an intolera-

ble itching. C. is used in medicine as a vermifuge,

by being mixed with sirup till of the consistence

of honey. Imp. free.

Cowhair, the hair taken from the hides of

slaughtered cattle, which is used for various pur-

poses,— for making rope, for stuffing, and for

mixing with mortar. Tlie white hair is employed
in coarse blanket-making, and the brown hair by
felt-makers, and for ships' sheathing, etc.

Cow-Heel, the foot of a calf or cow boiled for

Cowhide, the skins of cattle used for making
leather, for rope, and for packing-bales, etc.—A
whip made by twisting strips of the hide.
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Co^vl. a rerulving cliiiiiiU'V pot or cover to fa-

citiiate the escape ut' Htiiuke.

Co^Ty, the shell of tlie t'l/pnra monfta, a »mall
univalve found abundanily <>n the shores of the

MaldiveA, liomeo. and the various iklets of the
Eastern Archiixrla^^o, as also on the eastern coasts

of Africa. For many ajjes this siiell has In-en uwd
as a currency in pans uf Iliiidostaii and Africa,

and the C. tishery was and |>erhaps kiill is the

chief occupation of nio^t of the natives who inhabit

the islands where it is found. The nominal ex-

change of the C. in Bengal is at the rate of 04() kj

the anna (which is wortii about '^i cents). In Siam
they are still cheaper. But their value is far

higher— at Ua.st 10 tiuH'S — in Africa. Of cour>e
these rates are variable, and the delay of the ('.

ships used in India to raise the price

jrreatly, so that occasion was t^iken to

turn tile C. tra>le into a Kamblinj; trans-

action. Since the al>olition of the slave-

trade, the supply of V. has liecoine a mat-
ter of comparatively snuill in)|>ortance.

Cowslip, the Primu/d reris, the flowers

of which, when fermented with sugar,
form a domestic wine used for wheys.
Cowsong, CoOBong, a kind of nan-

keen dyed black ; an article of trade in

the I'liiiip|)ine and Sunda islands.

Coxswain, a steersman or chief boat-
man ; one who has charge of a boat.

Coyan, a dry measure of common
use in Asiatic and Eastern countries,
containing more or less piculs, according
to the articles measured and the locality.

In some parts it is reckoned at •1,000 lbs.

In Java it is 27 piculs, or 3.681 lbs. avoir-

dupois ; in Amb<)yna. 2.3 piculs, or :J.2o.)i

lbs. ; in Singapore, 4U piculs of 13:]^ lbs.

each.

Crab, a small portable crane or lift-

ing-machine (Fig 113), with a single or
double purchase. — A capstan used by
miners for raising or lowering pump<(
In a pit. — A well-known crustaceous
animal (Cancer /uufiinu), common on
our rocky shores, and brought to

market both in a boiled and in a raw
•tate. The animal i* so tenacious of life that
it does not lose its vital |>oweni until two or threi>

days after leaving the sea. May, June, and July
are the months in which it is geiH'rally out of M-a-
•on. The male is of greater valu*'tluin the female,
and has larger claws. Ik-fore txiiling, a giKxl ''. is

known by the roughness of its shell, particularly
on the claws. When boiled, its quality i« known
by hoiiling the claws tight and shaking the lM>4iy,

which will ratlle or seem as if water were in the
inside if it In- not in perfl^•lion.

Crab-Trpe, the wihl or ungrafte<I apple-trt>c

{Pifra» miUiu). Its fruit is small, austere, and un-
palatable, but loses rnudi of ii« acidity under
cultivation. The fruit of «everal varieties culti-

vated in this country is used fur cooking and for
making cider.

Craolc. a flaw or flssiirc.

Cracker, a small, dry, hard hisruit. made of
wlieat flour, in various ways and forms. The
manuf. of '

'. is the <ibject of a considerable indus-
try in this country. 14 ;n»2.23l lU. of ('., valued
at97;W,:ll7. were exiM.rti-d in 1>*7H. chiefly to the
West Indies and South America. They are
hipped in barrels or casks, packed in bulk, or in
wooden, tin, or pii]>er Imxcs.
Craoklin^, the refuse of tallow when prvparvd

by the chandler or candle-makrr.

Crackuells, a kind of crisp sweet bis<-uit.

Cradle, a strong frame of timber, etc., placed

un<ier the bottom of a ship to ix>nduci her steadily

in her ways wh»ii Ix'ing launched. — A child's cot,

moving on rmkers. — A gold-»ifting machine. —
A miner's name for a »u»]K'nded scaffold used in

shafts.

Cradle-Scythe, a rake or support to a scythe

for rx't'civing the straw as it is cut.

Craft, a trade. — A name Kiv»-ii to small vessels.

Craftamau, a »killi-«l mechanic or artitiix-r.

Craig IScotih). a rock or cliff.

Craig-Herrlng, a Scotch name for the shad.

Cramboo, a name in some parts of India for

dnViS.
Cramps, bent irons for holding things together;

rif iia— tbab.

metal ties or holdfasts for securing large stones in

a wall.

Cran, a fish measure, equal to alMuit 37^ gal-

lons ; as many frexh herrings as will fill a barrel.

— A name in the shot^trade for any se<"r€'t method
of iM-rforming work.
Cranage, the mcutey hire of a crane for loading

and unhuiding ships, and warehousing go<Mls.

Cranberry, the aciil red fruit of a slender trail-

ing kin<l of shrub, the (Jr^rorrui wMioordr/tuf. which
is in<ligenous to N. America, aixl extensively culii-

vatitl in New .Jersey and other Slate*. They ans
sown broHilcAMt on wet land, and on drier soils the

plants are drille<l in and Uar fruit the third year,

yielding on the average aU>ut 1>'A bushels to the

acn-. which sell at l'> to 2<l cts. the bushel. Tlu-y

I

are largely u»e<l for tart* anti puildings, and are
I exporteil to England, preserveil in spring-water
I Crane

I
Fr. 'irur ; (Jer. A'/<;/(».

| , « |M>werful lifl-

inginachine (Fig. 114), of gn-at um> on wharves
and il(N-k*, etc., for hoi*ting ginxl* It con*i*ts of

a vertical post rotating on it* axU. an<I a proji^ci-

ing arm or Jib over which the chain or n)|M> |>a»M-s

in its way from the winch at the foot of the post

to tf»e liMid to be lifte<l. There are also double C.

with two arms : one of which is employed in rais-

ing a load, while the other is de[M>*iting it* load in

i position. Small irun C. are used at private storea
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and wareliouses, and on ships.— An iron support

for a pot or kettle over a fire.

Crane's Bill, the Geranium maculatum, sold by
herbalists as a styptic, astringent, and tonic.

—

Also a surgical instrument, consisting of a pair of

long-nosed pinchers.

Crang, a name for the blubber or carcass of the

whale.
Craniometer, an instrument for measuring the

skulls of animals.

Crank, a rigid arm fixed at one extremity on a
shaft perpendicular to its own axis, and receiving

at the other an alternative impulse which causes it

to revolve in a circle. It is the most usual mode of

converting alternative, circular, or rectilinear mo-
tions into continuous circular motion, or vice versa

:

'-«^
.=s^m:s$!!sss;^;:3:^^x^\^\\-^^^

Fig. lU — Crane.

and for this purpose the crank requires to be con-
nected with the prime mover by a cord or a rigid
rod. In building operations, it is used to change
the direction of the motion of bell-wires, or otiier
similar works.— A ship is said to be crank, when,
by the form of the construction, or by want of a suf-
ficient quantity of ballast or cargo, or by being
loaded too much above, it is incapable of carrying
sail without being exposed to the danger of over-
setting.

Crank-Azle, a driving-axle.
Crank-Pin, the cylindrical piece joining the

ends of the crank arms, and attached to the con-
necting rod, or, in vibrating engines, to the piston-
rod ; if the crank has only one arm, the pin pro-
jects from the end of it.

Crap, a name for buckwheat, darnel, etc.

Crape [Er. crepe; Ger. Flohr ; \i. espiimilta ; Port.
sendal; Sp. crespon], a silk fabric of a gauzy tex-

ture, having a peculiar crisp or crimpy appear-
ance. It is woven of hard spun silk yarn " in the
gum " or natural condition. There are two dis-

tinct varieties of the textile, — 1st, soft, Canton,
or Oriental C, and 2d, hard or crisped C. The
wavy appearance of Canton C. results from the
peculiar manner in which the weft is prepared,
the yarn from two bobbins being twisted together
in the reverse way. The fabric when woven is

smooth and even, having no crep€ appearance, but
when the gum is subsequently extracted by boil-

ing it at once becomes soft, and the weft, losing

its twist, gives the fabric the waved structure
which constitutes its distinguishing feature. Can-
ton C. are used, either white or colored, for ladies'

scarfs and shawls, bonnet trimmings, etc. The
Chinese and Japanese excel in the
manufacture of soft C. The crisp and
elastic structure of hard C. is not
produced either in the spinning or in

the weaving, but is due to processes
through whicli the gauze passes after

it is woven. What the details of
these processes are is known to only
a few manufacturers, who so jealously
guarfl their secret that, in some cases,

the different stages in the manufac-
ture are conducted in towns far re-

moved from each other. Commer-
cially they are distinguished as single,

double, three-ply, and four-ply C,
according to the nature of the yarn
used in their manufacture. They are
almost exclusively dyed black and
used in mourning dress, and among
Roman Catholic communities for
nuns' veils, etc. C. are chiefly im-
ported from France. Imp. duty : for
veils, 50 per cent ; in piece silk, or for
dresses, 60 per cent.

Crape-Morette, a white or colored
gauzy woollen fabric of fine texture,

the warp being light and open, and
the weft relatively heavy and fleecy.

Crap-Leather, Crops, leather

made from thin cowhides, used chiefly

for pumps and light walking-shoes.

Crash, a heavy, narrow, low-priced

linen fabric, used for towels, etc.

Crat, a Mocha weight of three
grains.

Crate, a large wicker hamper with
strong wooden supports, used for

packing crockery-ware.
Cravat, a necktie or kerchief made

of various materials.

Cray, a small sea vessel.

Cray-Pish, Craw-Fiah, a long-tailed crusta-

ceous animal (Artacus Jiiivialilis) of the lobster

kind, found in fresh waters. It thrives best in

rivers, and is commonly taken by nets or bun-

dles of thorns in which flesh in a state of decom-
position is placed.

Crayon, a material for drawing on paper, is of

two kinds,— native and artificial. The former
IS generally of a black, white, or red color. The
best black is a species of earth brought from Italy,

of a bright even tint, and of a smooth and modei^

ately hard texture. The best white is a kind of

chalk, and is procured in France ; it is of a bril-

liant color, but very brittle. Pipe-clay is some-
times employed as a substitute, though of an infe-

rior tint. Red C. is a clayey ochreous kind of

chalk. The artificial C. are composed of earths

of different colors, and other pigments, rolled into
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sticks with some tenacious substance, such as milk
or beer-wort. Imp. duty, 30 per cent.

MannT. Take pale ahrll-Ur, 6 partu; wood naphtha, 13
parfai; iliMolre, and with tbU fluid mix up the coloriDg
powder, preTloual/ rtinvd up with an e^ual weight of fine

pale-blue clay ; dry by a itore beat. H hen thia procen i«

well managed. It pioducM crayon* equal to ihoM of the beat

Pari.iian houMn. — The compoition may tie f'irnied Into C. by
iinpl> rolling it on a ulab ; but to iunure thrir M>lldity the
manufactUTen generally employ a uu-talllc cylinder of '2 or 3
inehea In diameter, with one end open and the other flrmly

secured to a perforated plate, liaTinx liolea of the name tiwe a*

the Intended crayon*. The C. compoeition, In the atate of a
•tiff paiite or dough, U Introduced into the open end, and ia

forr<Hl down and through the hoiea, by mean* of a imail plug
or piston, that exactly fltii the iiisideof the cylinder, and whlrli

i< driren by the ojuable motion of a umall »crew. The piece*

that paA.< through the hole* are then cut in>o lengtiis and
dried. The jiubxtanres employed a* coloring matter* for C. are
Tery numerou*, and their choice ofTer* a <ride flvid for the *kill

and fancy of the artiit. The pigment liaving lieen *elected, it

may be reduced to any shade or tint by Hdiiiixturo with other
pigments, and by " dilution " with a proper quantity of elu-

triat«<l or prepared ehalk. Aj, however, C. colors do not ad-
mit of being mixed together at the time of using them, like

liquid colors, it is usual to make 3 to ti different shades of each
eolor, so as to enable the artist at once to produce any effect

he choose*.
BUtrk C. From prepared black-lead, ivory-black, lamp-black,

^
etc. Black chalk and charcoal are frequently made into ('. by

' limply sawing them Into suitably sized pieces.^ They may then
be put into a pipkin of melted wax, and allowed to macerate
ibran hour; afier which they should l>e taken out, drained,
ftnd laid on a piece of blotting-paper to dry. Drawings made
with these C. are very permanent, and if warmed slightly on
the wrong side, the Ones will adhere, and become almost as
durable as ink.

Blue C. From indigo, smalts, Prussian blue, verditer, etc.

Brown C. From umber (raw afid burnt), terra di Sienna
(raw and burnt), Cullen's earth, brown ochre, etc. ; and some
peculiar shadi-s, from a mixture of black, carmine, and either
of the above colon.

Orten C. From a mixture of king's yellow, or yellow ochre,
with blues.

Purple C. From any of the more brilliant blues, mixed with
eannine, Uke, or vermilion.
Red C. From carmine, carmlnated lakes, vermilion, hema-

tite, and any of the earthy or mineral colors commonly used
s pigments. C. of n-<l rhalk may be prepared In the manner
pointed out for V. of black chalk.

While C. From pure clay and chalk.
YfUow C. From king's yellow, Naples yellow, orpiment,

yellow ochre, etc.

Crayon-Board, thick drawing-paper or card-
boanl for cniyon (Irawinjrs.

Crayon-Painting, Crayon-Drawing, the art
or prai-ticf of driiwinfj witli crayons.

Craze-Mill, a crusliing or grinding mill for tin

ore.

Crazing, the cracking of the glaze upon articles

of pottery or porcelain.

Cream, the oleaginous portion of milk, which
collects in a thin stratum upon the surface, when
that tliiiil is left undisturlM-d for some time, lly

Tiohnt agitation, as in the process of churning,

the fatty globules unite together, forming butter;

whilst the liquid portion, consisting of caseum,
•erum, and a little butter, constituting the resid-

uum, is called buttermilk. This separation is

effected the most readily when the C. has become
Sartially sour and coagulateti by being kept a few
ays, a change which occurs in consequence of the

conversion of some of the sugar of the serum into

lactic acid, which prei-ipitates the caseous matter
contained in the small portion of the milk with
which tile cream is mixcl. On tlu'se simple facts

chiefly depend the successful manufacture of but-
ter. The C. intended for churning should tliere-

fore be kept until it turns slightly sour, and
assumes tlie condition above ref«rre<l to, as then
the butter will readily *' come." If chunietl while
quite swi-et the o|>cratinn will Ito tedious, and
will frequently fail. The addition of a little

rennet or vinegar is the proper remedy in this

case, and will cause the almost immediate aepara-

tion of the butter.— When C. is suspended
linen bag, and allowed to drain, it gradua^_^
comes drier and harder, by the sc>pa ration ol the
liquid portion, and then forms what is known by
the name of f. cheese. By the application of slight
pressure the separation of the wliey is more com-
Cletely effected, and the pro<luct is not only better,

ut will ktH'p longer. — C, in a dietetic point of
view, may be regarded in the same light as butter,
as it is convertetl into butter in the |)roc(>8S of diges-
tion. On this account much C should never be
taken at once by persons of delicate stomachs.
In eating C. with fruit persons are hardly aware
of the large quantity they consume, until they find
it disagree with the stomach, when the condiment
i.s blamed for the in<liscretion of those who take it.

Cream-Slice, a wooden knife for parting
cream.
Cream of Tartar. See Potash.
Creance, a book debt in France.
Creancier, the French term for creditor ; one

to whom money is due.

Creaser, a tool used for making single or double
lines on leather, to form guides or creases to sew
by.

Creasote. See Creosote.
Creaze, a mining term for tin, in the washing

tub or buddle.
Credit, the term used to express the trust or

confidence placed by one individual in another,
when he assigns him money, or other property in

loan, or without stipulating for its immediate pay-
ment. The party who lends ia said to give C,
and the party who borrows to obtain C. In the
earlier stages of society C. is in a great measure
unknown This arises partly from the circum-
stance of very little capital being then accumu-
lated, and partly from government not having
the means to enforce that punctual attention to

engagements so indispensable to the existence of
confidence and C. But as society advances, capital

is gradually accumulated, and the observance of
contracts is enforced by authority. C. then begins
to grow. The day on which it suits a merchant
to purchase and send away a large quantity of
goods may not be that on which he finds it con-
venient to pay for them. If it is mode necessary
for him to give ready money in return, he must
always have in his hands a very large stock of

money ; and for the expense of keeping this fund
(an expense consisting chiefly in the loss of in-

terest) he must l>e repaid in the price of the
commodities in which he deals. He avoids this

charge, and also obtains time for preparing and
adjusting his pwuniary concerns, by buying on
C. ; that is to say, by paying for his goods not by
money, but by the delivery of a note, in which he
promises the money on a future day. He is thus
set more at liberty in his sneculations ; his judg-
ment as to the propriety of ouving or not buying,
or of selling or not selling, and also as to the time

of doing either, mav be more freely exercise<l.

But the custom of taking and of giving long credit

has its inconveniences as well as its advantages.

It increases the amount of the bad debts incurred

in the course of conmiercial transactions. The
apprehension of loss is therefore continually opiT-

ating on the mind of the lender as a restraint on
the custom of giving C, while the compensation
he receives for the use of the capital which lie

supplies acts as an encouragement to the practice.

The subsisting state of V. may in general In- con-

sidered as resullins out of a comparison made
both by lenders ana borrowers, of the advantages
and disadvantage* which each discover that they

rio
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derive from giving and taking C. Mercantile con-

fidence, liowever, is not always dealt out in that

proportion in which there is reasonable ground for

it. At some periods it lias risen to a most unwar-
rantable height, and has giv€n occasion to the

most extravagant and hurtful speculations. —
Evils of this kind, however, have a tendency to

correct themselves. In a country possessed of

commercial knowledge and experience, confidence,

in most instances, will not be misplaced. Some
persons are of opinion, that when the custom of

buying on C. is pushed very far, and a great quan-
tity of individual dealings is in consequence car-

ried on by persons having comparatively little

property, the national commerce is to be consid-

ered as unsupported by a proper capital ; and that

a nation, under such circumstances, whatever may
be its ostensible riches, exhibits the delusive ap-

pearance of wealth. It must, however, be remem-
bered, that the practice of buying on C, in the
internal commerce of the country, supposes the
habit of selling on C. also to subsist, and to pre-

vail, on the whole, in an exactly equal degree.
In respect to the foreign trade of a country, the
practice of dealing on C. indicates poverty or
riches, in proportion as the C. generally taken is

longer or shorter than the credit given. C, though
of itself it can add nothing to capital, yet is thus
often the invigorating influence that aids the pro-

cesses by which it is fed. Capital might some-
times be frost-bound and stagnant, did not C, as

it were, lend the heat to thaw it, and set it flowing.

Supposing all C. to be prohibited, every capitalist

who may be incapable of employing his money
successfully will either not invest it, or if he does,

he will lose it ; while those who have no capital,

but are possessed of skill and capacity for its

profitable management, are deprived of all oppor-
tunity of exercising the talent and activity with
which they are endowed, — at least in the manner
in which they might be most efficiently exercised.

In both ways are inflicted private injury as well
as public loss. But under a law permitting and
protecting C, the capital in the community is

brought into combination with the skill of the
community, and the result is the most productive
application of both. These observations refer

to the C. given to individuals engaged in busi-

ness, who mean to employ the capital which they
borrow in industrious undertakings, rather than to

that which is given to individuals not so engaged,
and who employ the advances made to them in

supporting themselves and their families. That
irregular description of C. which frequently takes
place between the retailer and the consumer is

decidedly a social evil. It is opposed to habits of
frugality and prudence, and almost always leads
to disaster both the trader and the borrower.
Credit Foncier and Credit Mobilier are

finance institutions, which had their origin in the
joint-stock speculation and sanguine promotion of
public works which marked many years of the
second empire in France, and to which the intro-
duction of limited liability in England has given a
great stimulus on the British side of the Channel.
The parent institutions in Paris were followed by
similar establishments in some other capitals. As
the terms imply, the C. F. contemplates loans and
advances on real securities, and the C, M. on per-
sonal or movable estate. Whether such limits

and distinctions have been ever strictly observed
in the practical working of these credit banks is

doubtful. The C. M. of France has had a more
unfortunate experience than the C. F., though the
latter has by no means sustained the promise of

its early years. While the mania of launching
new projects continued, enormous profits were
made, which could only be the result of heavy
promotion charges, and the shares rose in value
with the extraordinary liberality of the dividends.

But the system of business pursued had the result

of mixing the credit banks very closely with the

various companies and undertakings they were
promoting, and of throwing back upon them a
growing mass of depreciated or unsalable securi-

ties; while the abatement or collapse of specula-

tion restricted the business from which the main-
part of the former income had been derived. The
rules of dividend and the value of the shares con-

sequently fell as rapidly as they had risen. This
has been the practical experience of the C. F. and
the U. M. of France, which were the first, and re-

main the greatest, examples of the finance compa-
nies so named. The C. F. of England (there has
been no C. M. in London) has had much the same
course as the French companies ; large profits for

a few years were followed by increasing difficul-

ties, and the locking up of large amounts of capi-

tal in hopeless undertakings. " 'J'he title Cridit

Mobilier of America was adopted by a joint-stock

company organized in May, 1863, with a capital

of 82,500,000. In January, 1867, the charter hav-
ing been purchased by a company organized for

the construction of the Union Pacific railroad, the

stock was increased to 83,750,000, and afterward
rose to a great value, paying enormous dividends.

In 1872, in the course of legal proceedings in Penn-
sylvania respecting the ownership of stock, it

appeared that several members of Congress, as

well as the actual vice-president and one of the

candidates for the vice-presidency, were more or

less secret stockholders. This caused a great po-

litical scandal, as it was held to be highly improper
for a member of Congress to be pecuniarily inter-

ested in a corporation whose profits might be so

largely and directly affected by his vote on bills

concerning the railway it was building. The fact

that a presidential canvass was in progress, in

which several of the persons implicated took an
active part, added interest and excitement to the

subject. The result was a congressional investi-

gation in the session of 1872-73. On Feb. 27,

1873, the senate committee made a report, which
closed with a resolution to expel one senator ; but
no action was taken on it, and five days later his

term expired. In the House of Representatives

resolutions censuring two members were passed."
— Cyclopadia Americana.

Creditor, one to whom a sum of money or other

thing is due ; one who has a just claim for money
or other obligation, — correlative to debtor.

Credit Union. See Co-operation.
Creeper, a kind of small grapnel for dragging

in search of anything lost in a harbor or river.

Creosote, Creasote, Kreosote, is the product

of the distillation of wood-tar, more especially that

made from beech-wood. C. is a highly refractive,

colorless, oily liquid. It has a strong odor and hot

taste, is non-conductive of electricity, and burns
with a smoky flame. Sp. gr. 1.037. C. dissolves

sulphur, phosphorus, resins, and many acids and
coloring matters; and is soluble in alcohol, ether,

and in 80 parts by volume of water. C, like car-

bolic acid, is a powerful antiseptic, and readily

coagulates albuminous matter; wood-smoke and
pyroligneous acid, or v.'ood-vinegar, owe to its pres-

ence their efficacy in preserving animal and vege-

table substances from putrefaction. C. is given in

medicine combined with acetic acid, sirup, spirit

of juniper, and water. In small quantities it acts
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as a sedative of the stomach, but in over-doses it

is a violent poison, causing severe pain in tlie

abdomen, nausea, headache, {jiddiiuss, and stupor.

It is administered in cases of vomiting, diarrhu>a,

cholera, intestinal bleeding, and chronic gleet, and
to assuage hunger and thirst in diabetes; in the
form of a gargle it is of service in excessive sali-

yation, and its vapor, mixed with tiiat of water, is

sometimes recommended for inhalation. E.vter-

nally it is applied as a stinmlant and styptic, and
for the treatment of decayed teetii ; and an oiiit-

ntjent containing it is used as a remedy for ring-

worm. C. is also employed for preserving timber
from dry-rot, and for tiie curing of fish and hams.
It is largely manufactured in and exported from
this country. Imp. duty, 40 per cent.

Crepon, a thin stuff made of wool, silk, or
mixed, resembling crape.

Crequillas, a textile cotton fabric of light and
low-priced quality.

Cress, the general name of a number of plants
possessing pungent and aromatic qualities. The
garden C, Lepidium sativum, is a hardy and es-

teemed salad plant.

Crete, or Caxidia, one of the largest islands in

the Mediterranean, belonging to Turkey. It is

situated to the S. of the Grecian Archipelago, be-

tween 340 50' and 35° 40' N. lat., 2:{° 30' and 2»o

20' E. Ion. Length 160 m. ; breadth varying from
10 to 35 m. By far the greater part of the surface
of the island is occupied by ranges of mountains,
some of which attain to a very considerable height.

The coasts of C. present a very broken and varied
outline. In the W. especially they form a nunil)er

of rugged and lofty promontories, among which
must be quoted the peninsula of Akrotiri, bound-
ing the bay of Sudha, vvhi("h constitutes a natu-

rally sheltered harbor of sufficient size to afford

f)rotection to the fleets of all Europe. The Greek
anguage is the onlv one spoken throughout the

island. Pop. 200,0(J0. The soil of C. is fertile,

producing corn, e.«pecially barley, oil, honey, and
wine, besides considerable quantities of cheese,

wool, wax, silk, valonia, carobs, and a variety of

fruits. The principal exports are white soap,

sent chiefly to Turkey and (ireecc, oil, silk, raisins,

carobs, valonia, almonds, chestnuts, oranges, lem-

ons, and linseed ; ami the imports, grain, rice, cot-

tons and piece-goods, timber, leather and hides,

tobacco, sugar, barilla, butter, salt-fish, etc. The
chief commercial intercourse is with Turkey,
Greece, Austria, and Egypt. The principal ports

are :
—

CANDtA, the former cap. and still the most pop-

ulotis city of C, on the \. shore, lat. 3.")° 20' N.,

Ion. 25° 9' E. The harbor, whicli had grown
almost inaccessible, has been deepened. It is

formed for the most part by the ancient moles,

and was never deep enough to admit the large

vessels even of the Venetians, which were accus-

tomed to anchor in the jmrt of the neighboring

island of Standia. Pop. 10,000.

Ca.vea, or KiiAMA, the cap. of the island and
its principal seaport, on the N. coast, finely situ-

ated on the isthmus of the Akrotiri peninsula,

which lies between the Hav of Canea and the Bay
of Sudha ; lat. 35° 31' \.. Ion. 24° 1' E. The har-

bor, formed by an ancient transverse mole nearly
1,200 feet long, would a<lmit vessels of considera-

ble tonnage; but it has been allowed to silt up
until it shoals up from 24 feet to 10 or even 8 feet,

BO that large fessels have to anchor aliout 4 or 6
miles out. Pop. about 12.000.

Crevet, a crucible or melting-pot.
' Crevir, the company of sailors belonging to any

ship or vessel. The duties and rights of seamen
are explained under the articles Master and Sla-
MAX in this work. Heady olxdience to the lawful
orders of their superiors, ability to discharge their
duties, and alacrity in their performance, at all

times and under the most ju-rilous circumstances,
are the distinguished characteristics of good sea-
men.
Crewel, worsted twisted in knots, and sold for

tapestry and embroidery work ; now called Berlin
wool.

Crib, a child's bed or cot, of iron, cane, or woo<l.— The rack or manger of a stable. — A reel for
winding yarn in Scotland. — A small raft of tini-

ber in Canada. A crib of white pine generally
contains 1,500 cubic feet ; of red pine, 1,000 cubic
feet.

Cribbage-Board. a marking-lx)anl with holes,

on which players score the game of cribbage with
pegs.

Cribble, a sieve.

Crick, a small jack-screw.

Cricket, a game played with a bat and ball,

and stumps or wickets.

Crimper, in boot and shoe making, a curved
board over which the iipffr is stretched, to give it

the required form. There are sevei;al patenteil

machines for expediting the jjrocess of crimping.
Crimping-Iron, an instrument for crimping

and curling the hair; a curling-tongs.

Crimping-Machine, an apparatus for crimping
the ruffles of a shirt, women's cap-lmrders, etc.

Crimson, a ileep red color; a.red tinged with
blue; also, a red color in general.

Crin, the French name for horsehair.

Cringle, a nautical term for a ring or thimble
fitted or spliced into the bolt-rope of a sail.

Crinoline, a distended pttticoat; a hoop, made
of various materials, such as hair-cloth, cane,

whalebone, steel wire, etc., by which women's
dresses are expanded. These articles of toilet,

whicli for 25 years were the object of a consid-

erable trade, are now entirely out of fashion.

Crisper, an instrument for crisping the nap of

cloth.

Cristal |Fr.|, cut glass.

Crochet, a species of knitting, performed by
nu>ans of a siiuill hook ; the materials being fancy
worsted. Herlin wool, cotton, or silk.

Crochet-Lace, hand-knitted lace, remarkable
for cheapness, durability, delicacy, and eleuance of

design ; qualities which have caused it to fake the

place, to a considerable extent, of the Honilon,

Valenciennes, and Brussels laces.

Crochet-Needle, a lady's bone or metal knit-

ting-hook for working cnx-het. /nip. duty, same
as knitting-needles. See Nkkim.e.

Crockery-'Ware, a common name for the ordi-

nary classes of cheaj> earthenware. See I'OTTKKV.

Crocus. See r<)i.<oTHAK.

Crook, a shepherd's hook. — Any bent-headed
instrinnent.

Croom, a husbandnian's fork with long prongs.

Crop, that which is cut off. plu(ke<l off, or gath-

ered during the season; the yield of the fiehls

;

the harvest. — A miner's term for the lK*«t f>re.

—

The commercial name for one side of sole-leatlier.

with belly and .shoulders cut off, and a rounded

crop for an entire hide. — A fixed weight in differ-

ent localities for sugar, tobnc<'o, an<l other staples.

Crop-Hogshead, the usual re<ognized weight

of a rrop-hogshead of tobacco is fnmi 1,00(1 to

1,300 lbs. net.

Cropping-out, in mining an exposure of the

s^am, or lode, to the surface.
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Crore, in Hindoo enumeration, signifies ten mil-

lions. It is ustd to express 100 lacs of rupees
;

and as each lac is 100,000 rupees, or nearly §50,000,
tiie C. is about §5,000,000.

Cross-Cut, in mining, a lode level, driven at

riglit angles to the direction of the vein.

Cross-cut Sa'w. See Saw.
Crossed-Check. See Check.
Crossing, a casting placed at the rectangular

intersection of two railroads, when the rails of

each track are partly cut away to allow passage
to the flanges of the crossing wheels.
Cross-Piece, a part of anything which is

worked or fitted crosswise.

Cross-Sill, a railroad sleeper or tie lying trans-

versely beneath the rails.

Cross-Somer, a beam of timber.
Cross-Springer, in groined vaulting, the rib

which extends from one pier to another.
Cross-Staff, a surveyor's instrument for meas-

uring offsets.

Cross-Tie, a railway sleeper. -^ A connecting
band in building.

Cross-Trees, pieces of wood at the mast-head of
a vessel.

Crotcilo, a Turkish musical instrument.
Crotches, forked pieces of mahogany or other

timber; not straight logs.

Croton Oil, the seeds of the Croton tigJium, a
small tree growing in Hindostan, Ceylon, and the
Moluccas. The whole plant contains an acrid,

purgative principle. The seeds have been known
in Europe, from the teginning of the 17th century,
under the name of grana Molucca and gmna tiglia.

Unlike most other fixed oils, croton oil is soluble
in alcohol. It is slightly viscid ; color brownish
j'ellow, taste acrid, odor faintly nauseous. It is

the most powerful purgative known, and also a
powerful local irritant and rubefacient. Rubbed
on the skin, it produces a pustular eruption, and
frequently purges. Imp. duty: bark, free; oil,

§1 per lb.

Crottles, a Scottish name for certain mosses
and lichens used in the Highlands for dyeing
woollen stuffs brown, etc. ; Pitrmelia physcidps is

the dark brown C ; Stkta piilmonncea, the light
brown C. ; Isidinm coral/inum, the white C, used in

the preparation of a red or crimson dye ; Parmelia
omphalodt's is the black C. ; and P. saxatitis is one
of the C. most frequently used in dyeing yarn.
Cro'wbar, a wrouglit-iron lever for prizing or

lifting.

Crow-Berry, a name given to the fruit of the
bilberry, Vaccinlum mi/rlilliis.

Crown, a kind of paper 15 inches by 20.— An
English current silver coin weighing 18 dwt. 4.;3G

grains, worth 5s. or about $1.21. Of this silver
piece A-ery few have been coined lately ; the only
issue from the mint in the last years was 460
crowns in 1851. The half-crown is also giving
place to the florin, shilling, and smaller silver
coins.

Crown-Glass. See Glass.
Crown-Saw. See Saw.
Crown-Wheel. See Face-Wheel.
Crow-Qnills, feathers of the crow which are

used for pons, where very fine writing is required,
as in lithography and tracing, etc.

Crow's-Nest, a lookout house at the main top-
gallant mast-head in arctic vessels, consisting of a
cask or other screen or shelter for a man.
Croze, a cooper's tool, resembling a gauge, but

much larger. It is used for marking the grooves
for the heads of casks.

Crozing-Machiue, a machine used by coopers

for cutting on staves the crore, or groove for the
reception of the edge of the head.

Crucible, a vessel used by metallurgists and
chemists for holding substances whilst they are
exposed to a high temperature. The C commonly
used for fusing metals are formed of clay, or a
mixture of plumbago and clay. For certain pur-

poses, crucibles of platinum, gold, silver, iron,

porcelain, and lime are emploA'ed. Imp. duty

:

black lead, 20 per cent ; sand, 25 per cent.

Earthfn C. are made from fire-clay, mixed with silica, coke,
burnt olay, or other infusible matter. The materials, having
been ground and kneaded, are generally moulded by hand
upon a wooden block of the shape of the cavity of the C An-
other method of shaping a C. con.'iists in ramming the ingre-

dients into a suitable mould, formed of steel or gun-metal.
Small C are sometimes formed by pouring "slip," that is,

clay mixed with sufficient water to give it the consistence of
cream, into porous moulds, made of a species of stucco A
series of these moulds are placeil upon a table and filled with
the .semifluid composition. By the time the whole (i«y 50 or
60) are filled, the '" slip "' may be poured out of the one first

filled, leaving only a very small quantity behind to give the
requisite thickness to the bottom. The second and third may
then be treated in the same way, until the whole number have
been attended to. In each mould a perfect C. is forn ed, by
the abstraction of the water of that portion of the "slip'' in

immediate contact with the stucco, and the C. is either
thicker or thinner in proportion to the time this absorbent ac-

tion has been allowed to go on. 70 or 80 C. may thus be easily

made in less than 15 minutes. The moulds and their contents
are next placed in a stove or slow oven. In a short time, from
the contraction of the clay in drying, the C may be removed,
and the moulds, as soon as they have become dry, may be
again filled ; by care they will last for years. Earthen C. are
used both in the burnt and unburnt state.

Graphite or Plvmbago C. are made from graphite, ground
and sifted, mixed with sufficient refractory clay to render it

plastic. They are shaped by hands on an ordinary potters
wheel, or by moulds of metal. Good black lead f'..even when
of the largest size, support the greatest and most sudden alter-

nations of temperature without cracking, and may be used
after repeated heating and cooling. Their surface, within as
well 88 without, may be made very smooth, so that (larticles of
melted metal will not hang about the sides. They are now
almost universally used for melting the precious metals, and
are extensively manufactured in this country, in Jersey City,

N. J., by the Dixon Crucible Co , and in other places.

Gold C. are exceedingly useful for many ojierations. on ac-
count of the way which they stand caustic and carbonated
alkalies, and nitric acid, which destroy platinum or silver C.

respectively. Their drawbacks are their great expense and
ready fusibility.

fron C. are used chiefly for preparing common reagents, as
sulphide of iron, etc , and also for preparing pure caustic po-
ta.«sa from the nitrate.

Platinum C. These are indispensable instruments In the
laboratory of the analytical chemist They are chiefly employed
in the ignition of precipitates, and in the fusion of silicates

with carbonated alkalies to render them soluble, a preliminary
step to their analysis. The most ordinary form of the plati-

num C. is that of a cup with a flat l>ottom. They are always
providM with lids, which are sometimes so constructed that
they may be u.«ed, when .separated from the C, as capsules for
ignitions and evaporations. Platinum C. are not acted on by
carbonated alkalies at a high temperature, but they are liable

to be seriously damaged by the caustic alkalies Precipitates

of the more reducible metals must never be ignited in these C,
as the reduction of the metals would infallibly destroy the
ves.«el8.

Pnrrelain C These beautiful vessels are made in Germany
and France of alU shapes and sizes They are formed of the
most exqui.sitely white, thin, and hard porcelain, which does
not crack when heated, and which is but little acted on by the
most energetic chemical reagents For some operations they
supersede platinum C, particularly in the ignition of the pre-
cipitates of the more reducible metals. They do not retain
coloring matter, and are not porous. Their covers are excel-

lently adapted for delicate cases of testing, the whiteness of the
porcelain showing the changes of color in a single drop of liquid
most distinctly.

Sitvrr C. are much used for fusions of alkalies, being mui'h
less acted on than platinum ('. ; and also for water analyses,
from their cheapness and light weight. They are easily de-
stroyed, however, by acids.

Crude, raw ; in a primarj- state; not manufac-
tured. •

Cruet, a vial or small glass bottle for holding
condiments for the table ; a caster. A cruetstam
is a frame for holding several cruets.
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Cruise, to rove on the sea without any icrtaiii

course, in search of an enemy's ship for capture,
or for protecting; commerce.
Crumb - Brush, a curve-shaped brush with

sliort handle for sweephig the crumbs from a
table-cloth.

Crumb-Cloth, a linen or holland carpet-cover
for a living; room.
Crupper, a leather strap for the saddle to the

horse's tail.

Crusado, Cruzada, a Portuguese gold coin

;

the old C. being worth 400 reis, and the new 4H0 =
about 50 cents. There are, however, silver crusa-
does of 240, 120, and U<1 reis.

Cruset, a goldsmith's crucible.

Crushing, in mining, the process of pulverizing
or grinding the ores without water.

Crushing-Mill, a mill of various kinds for

crushing ore, stone (Fig. 44), malt, or other sub-
stance.

Crutch, wooden support made to assist lame
persons or cripples in walking. — A knee, or piece
of knee-timber, placed inside a vessel to secure
the heels of the cant-timbers abaft.

Cruth, a Welsh musical instrument with six

strings, played upon with a bow.
Cryolite, a massive, granular, cleavable, trans-

lucent, brittle mineral, of a snow-white (sometimes
re<ldish or brownish) color, vitreous lustre; sp. gr.

2.9 to 3.7. Its transparency is increased by immer-
sion in water. It is a double fluoride of aluminium
and sodium, found only in Greenland. V. is used
in the manufacture of soap, soda, aluminium sul-

phate, alum, and cryolite glass. //«/>. free.

Crystal, the common name for quartz, or pure
crystalline silex ; also for a superior description of
glass. In chemistry, however, a C. is any inor-

ganic solid, bounded by plane surfaces symmetri-
cally arranged, and produced by the operation of

chemical aHlnity in the transition fron) the Huid
to the solid state. See Cryst.\lliz.\tio\.
Crystalene, a kind of mineral oil, newly in-

troduced in the trade, and whose composition is

kept a secret. It has neither taste nor smell, and
is not affected by water, oils, acids, alkalies, or

lieat. This seemingly wonderful product is capa-
ble of almost universal use, as a paint, a varnish,

an enamel, etc., or it can be made into plastic

form, in which latter state it can be made into

ornaments, and many useful articles, being easily

moulded into any shape. As a paint for outside

or inside work, it gives a surface superior to any-
thing in the market, hard, firm, smooth. As a

varnish and enamel, it produces a very superior
surface. Frescoed walls made with it can be
washed the same as a plain wood-work ; and a keg
coated with it has held kerosene oil for months,
and the shelf on which it stood had not a mark of

oil OD it. C can be a|)plicd to wood, iron, tin,

etc., leather, paper, cloth, silk, etc. It does not
crack or peel off under any ordinary use, and
seems capable of standing the severest tests.

Applied to leather, a tine enamelled surface Is pro-

duced, which will not crack, even under the great-

est pressure, until the texture of the leather has
been destroyed ; and while producing a hard, flint-

like surface, it leaves to leather its flexibility.

Crystallization, the net or proci>ss by which
crystals are formed. The fre<iuent reference to

this subject in the pages of this work, and the con-
stant employment f»f the process of <'. in the man-
ufacture of salts, etc., in the lalM^ratory, Si-em to

point out the necessity of a few explanatory re-

marks thereon under this head. When fluid sub-

stances are suffered to pass with adequate slow>

j
ness to the solid state, or when solutions of soliils

]
are slowly coiRi-ntrated by evaporation, or the sol-

I vent j)owers of the nun^truum, gradually lessened
by cooling, the ultimate jiarficles of matter so ar-

range themselves as to form regular geometrical

,

l)odies, familiarly known by the name of crystals.

This wonderful i>roperty, which is p<>s^essed by a
great variety of substancis in the mineral king-
dom, and by nearly all saline bodies, is resorted to

for many useful and important purjxises in the
chemical arts. It is by means of C. that the ma-
jority of salts are obtained in a state of purity

;

for in the act of passing into the crystalline state,

the foreign substances witli which they are unit«.-d

are left behind in the motluT-liquor.

Salts are rryiiUlliz»l , either by allowing their hot and latu-
rateil KolutioDS to cool !iiowl)-,or by viiiiply eTa|ionitiiiK thciiien-
gtrua n» louf; an cryntalit fonii. In the flmt ra>e, tlie li<{uij i*

commonly evaporated uutil a pellicle appears on the nurface,
when the Tecwel in set axide in pome nheltered itituation until

colli, at wliirh time the crystals are collected, and the proceiui

repeated for fresh crystals. In the second caxe, the crvKCala
arw usually removed from the li(|Uid an soon as they are de-
posited. The first method is adopted for tho«i« salts that are
considerably more soluble in hot tlian in cold water, if car-

bonate of soda, Kpgom salts, etc. ; the last method, for those
that possess nearly equal solubility in both ca.-'es, and also for

many salts which are not re<{uired in handsome crystals : thus
common salt and chn>mat« of potash are crystallized in this

way. Many of the alkaloids, and their salts, are obtainiH] in

crystals, by allowinf; their solutions (f^'nerally alcoholic or
ethereal) to evaporate spontaneously. By r<'p<-atin|( the pro-
cesses of solution and C two or three times with the same iKxly,

the crystals obtained by the last operation will usually be found
to be quite pure Many solids umy be readily obtained in a
crystalline state by melting them and allowing tbeui to cimiI

very slowly. Thus, iodide of sulphur is FrystalliatI by melt-
ing it in a flasli placed in a salt-watrr bath, and allowiii); it to

remain in the water until the whole becomes cold. Sulphur
and many metals are crystallized by pouring them, in a slate

of fusion, into a hot vessel having a plug in the bottom, wbi<'h

is witlidrawn as soon as the surface becomes cool, when (he
liquid -portion runs out, and leaves the under surface in the
form of a uia-ss of agglomerated crystals. Perfectly pure wax,
steariiie,and spemuiceli have a very plea«ing appearance when
treated in this way.

Crystallo-Type, a photographic picture on
glass.

Cuartane, the twelfth part of the cuartera ; a
Spanish weight.
Cuartas, Cuartel, the most valueless kind of

tobacco in Cuba, fit only for fllling cigars.

Cuartella, a variable dry measure in Spain,

ranging from 0.077 to 0.;]88 bushel. As a liijuid

measure for wine, it is generally e<iual to 1.006

gallon, and for oil 0.82il gallon ; 4 C. make an
azmnbre. The Arragonese V. as a weight is

0.010 lb.

Cuartera, a Spanish corn measure ; 2J C. make
one carga. 10(J C. of liareelona — 24J quarters.

Cuarteron, an oil measure of Madrid == 0.033

galhm.
Cuba, the largest and richest of tlie West India

Islands, and the most imiH)rtant colony of .Spain.

The island of V. is l<jng and narrow, somewhat in

the form of an irregular cres<ent, w itii its convex
side towards the north. It divides the entrance

to the (Julf of Mexico to the N. W., In-ing l.'JO n>.

wide at the narrowest part, In-tween the jMiints of

Ycacos in (.'. and Sable on the Florida coast, and
the S.W. passage of nearly the same width, Xm-

tween the CnlM> de San Antonio of f .,and theCabo
de Catoche, the most salient extremity of the ih-ii-

insula of S'ucatan. On the N. K., K., and S. K.,

narrow channels separate it from the llalmmas,

Havti, and Jamaica. ('. lies iM-tween Ion. 74'' and
85° W., hit. 10° and 23° X. Its length, following

a curve*! line through its centre, is 7;{0 m. ; aver-

age breadth W) m. lu area is 43,311) sq. m. ; the

neighboring itiund of Pitim, 1,214 sq. m. ; and the

smaller coast islands, 1,350 sq. m. ; in all, 45,bb3

Id
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sq. m. C. is ruled over directly by a governor-

captain-general of the class of lieutenant-general

of the Spanish army, whose authority for the time
being is despotic. He is appointed by the Crown,
the term of office being generally from 3 to 5 years,

is responsible only to the sovereign of Spam, and
is supreme head of the civil, military, and ecclesi-

astical jurisdictions of C. The captain-general is

assisted by governors of departments, who have
under their orders the lieutenant-governors, com-
manders of the 32 jurisdictions of the islands, each
of which is subdivided into partidos, or captaincies.

In each city or town a municipal body termed the

a i/untamento, or town council, is at the head of af-

fairs, but municipal representation exists only in

appearance. The military division is into two de-

partments,— that of the W., with Havana for its

capital, and that of the E., with Santiago de Cuba
for its headquarters. The Real Audiencia, holding
session at Havana, is a species of council of state

which the captain-general consults on all difficult

matters of administration. The maritime division

criollos, those born on the island. C. was long
notorious for the extent to which the slave-trade
was carried on there, and the ineffectual efforts

made to suppress it. The importation of African
slaves has, however, ceased for a number of years.
In their place Asiatic coolies were introduced in

considerable numbers, and treated as slaves in

almost every sense ; but in June, 1879, bj- treaty
between Spain and China, the immigration of
Chinamen by contract was entirely prohibited,

and Spain has engaged to treat the Chinese in C.

with the same consideration as foreigners of the
most favored nation.— Under a better and more
liberal system of government, there can be no
doubt that C. would speedily attain a much higher
state of prosperity and importance than it has yet
enjoyed. Great as is its productiveness at present,

some writers assert that under good government it

would be increased fivefold ; its mineral resources
would then be fully developed, and it would l>e

able fully to take advantage of its admirable posi-

tion to develop its trade. Owing to the disturbed

Fig. 116.— Havana.

is subject to a commander-general, and consists of
5 stations or provinces, with their centres at Ha-
vana, Trinidad, San Juan de los Remedios, Nuevi-
tas, and Santiago de Cuba. In popular language,
the different portions of the island are distinguished
as the Vuella Abajo, or the portion extending from
the meridian of Havana to the W. extremity of
the island ; the Vuelta Airiba, from the meridian of
Havana toward the E. as far as Cienfuegos ; Ims
Cinco Villas from the meridian of Cienfuegos to
that of Santo Espiritu ; and Tierra Adentro from
that of Santa Espiritu to Holguin and the extreme
E. of the island. The inhabitants of C. are divided
into 4 classes,— the native Spaniards, who occupy
nearly all the offices of power and trust ; the Cre-
oles, who are mostly planters, farmers, or lawyers,
and are generally looked upon with contempt by
the Spaniards ; the third class, composed of free
mulattoes and free negroes in about equal parts,
who are excluded by law from all civil offices,

—

those under servitude, constituting the fourth class,

divided into the bozales, those recently brought
from Africa, the ladinos, those imported before the
law of 1821 prohibiting the slave-trade, and the

condition of the island, no census of the inhabi-

tants has been taken since that of 1861. The re-

sults of the enumeration of that year made the

total pop. 1,396,530, distributed thus :
—

Naturalized whites 780,994
Asiatic coolies 84,834
Mexicans (Yucatese) 1 047

766,776

Free colored 232,493

Slaves 370,553

603,046

Resident foreigners 6,298
•

8987
Spaniards 17,424

26,708

An official statement, made in 1872, gives a total

of 1,359,437 (including 50,000 coolies), or 1.034.616

in the W. division, of which Havana (pop. 230,000)

is the chief city ; 75,725 in the central districts

round Puerto Principe (pop. 31,000) ; and 249,096

in the E. division, the chief town of which is San-

tiago de Cuba (pop. 37,000). The only other town
of importance is Matanzas, with a pop. of 36,000.
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Numerous lines of steamers run between Havana
and New York, New Orleans, Key West, Pliila-

delphia, and Baltimore; and witli EuroiH-, coninm-
nication is maintained by En^'lisii mail as well as
French and German lines of Oiean steamers. The
island is connected by telegraph with the U.
States.

The coast of C. Is geoerally low aoil flat, and U surrounded
by uuiiieruus Liland* auj n-efs, wliirli rendrr the approach
both (litficuU aud dangerous to Chose not acquaintol with the
proper rhannels. The low nature of Che shore subjects it to
fr«<{UenC Hoods and inundaCioQS ; and espt^ially on the N.
able there are many large lagoonn, from which a considerable
quantity of sale is obtained Nu island, howervr, in proportion
to its sise, has a greaCer number of excellent har-
bors, many of them accessible ereu to ships of the
line Of these, the chief are the ports of liahia
Uooda, Mariel, Havana, Matanias, Cardenas, Nue-
Titas, and Nipe on the N. side, and (iuatauamo,
Santiago de Cut>a, Trinidad, and Cienfuegos on
Xagua Bay on the 8. The hlithe-it part of the island
is in the range of mountains extending in the S.E.
from the Punta de Maysi Co Cape Cruz, calleil the
Sierra or Montaaos de Maestra, or Cobre, the sum-
mits of which are the Hico de Taryuino, i ,t570 feet,

the highest point of the whole island ; Uran Piedra,
6,200 feet ; Vunque and Ojo del Toro, 3,.JU0 feet.

From this Sierra, a ridge of much smaller general
elevaCion follows nearly the central line of the
bland westward throughout its extent, rising Co

form a more marl(e<i range in the exCreme W. of
C, on which the Pan de Ciuajaibon attains 2..>30

feet. An almost isolated mas^, of which the Pico
de Potrerillo is the summit, 2.iKK) feet above the
•ea, rises Immediately behind the harbor of Trini-

dad, near the centre of the S. coastland. The
8.E. sierra is one great calcareous mass, resting

OD a icbistose formation. The summits are for

the most part rocky and naked, occasionally inter-

rupted by more gentle undulations. The central
and western parts of the island contain two for-

mations of compact limestone, one of clayey sand-
stone, and another of gypsum. Caverns abound
in the limestone formations.

—

Climate. Situated
within and near the border of the N. tropical xone,
the climate of the low coastlands of C. is that of
the torrid tone, but the higher interior of the
island enjoys a more temperate atmosphere. As
in other lands on the border of the tropics, the
year is divided between a hotter and wetter season,
corresponiiing to the northern declination of the
sun, and a cooler and drier period. The months
from the beginning of May to Oct are called the
wet season, though rain falls in every month of the
year. With .M.-tVi spring begins in the island, r.iin

and thunder are of almost daily occurrence, and
the temperature ri«es high, with little daily varia-

tion. The period from Nov to April is called the
dry season by contrast. On a mean of 7 years,

the rainfall at Havana in the wet season has been
observed to be 27.8 inches, of the dry months
12 7, or 40 5 inches for the year. At ilavana, in

the warmest months, thoi<e of July and August,
the average temperature is 82° F , fluctuating be-

tween a maximum of W and a minimum of 76"
;

in the cooler months of Dec and Jan., the ther-

mometer averaites 72^, the maximum being 78'^,

tbe minimum M° ; the average temperaCure of
the year at Ilavana, on a mean of 7 years. Ls 7'-^.

But lo tbe interior, at elevations of over 300 feet

above tbe sea, the thermometer occasionally falls

to tbe freezing point in winter, h<i«r-frosc Is not
uncommon, and during N. winds thin ice may
form, though snow i< unknown in any part of the
island. The prevailing wind is the easterly tra<le

breete, but from Nov to Feb. cool S. wind' |/os

nortts, or " northers"), rarely lasting more Chan
48 hours, are experienced In the W. portion of the island,
to which they add a third seasonal change From 10 to
12 o'clock are the hntCesC hours of tbe (lay ; after noon a
refreshing breese (<a rimzoa) sets in from the sea Hur-
ricanes may occur from August to Oct., but are leee fre-
quent than in Jamaica or Hay ti. and sometimes fi or 6 yeart
may pas* without such a storm. Slight shocks of earthquake
an oeeasionally felt. There are no diM^Mis specially Indige-
nous to the isUnd ; the yrllnw fever, which breaks out with
renewed virulence regularly with the wet aeavon in the m«<l-
lands and seiporu of C, annually cau'lng great Iom of life.

is quite unknown in the Interior. — Min*raiM. The mineral
riches of C. have not yet been explored to anv considerable
extent. Though gold and silver have undoubtedly been fnund
in the Island, Che quantity has never been sulAcient to repay
Uie labor of searcli. The Cobre copper-nliMS, U m. from San-

tiago, are of great exCenC, and very rich. As much as 60 tons

of ore are Uken out daily the richest part of which, being

broken up. Is shipped to' Europe, while the poorer part Is

smeltcl at Che works, >irMiiig about 14 per cenC of metal.

Cual of a highly bituminous character, anording a stoog beat,

and leaving very licile solid roidue in tbe form of aslte* or

cinders, is ver>- abundant. In some plaren it degenerates into

a funn resembling asphaltum, and near the coast it Is often

fjund in a semi-liuuid state like petroleum or arphalta In

the quarries near Ilavana a thick slate is found, fit for floors

and pavements Marbles aud jas|i«rs of various color*, and
susceptible of a high p<>lt«h, are found in many part* of the

island, and particularly in the Isle of Pines. It Is generally

believed that iron exists In various districts ; but from the dif-

ficulty of access, the scarcity of fuel, and the want of capital,

no extensive mining operations have l>een engaged in Native

loadstone, however, ha* be«n found in various part*, and

Fig 116 — Damdoos

chalybeate springs are numerous. — Vrgttahl* produrii. The
forest* are of vast extent, and s<>den*e a* In be almost Impene-

trable It is estimated that of nearly 20,000,000 acres of land

still remaining perfectly wild and uncultivaleii, nearly 13,000,-

000 are uncleared forest. Mahogany and other hard woods,

surh ai the Cuban ebony, ce«lar, sahirei, and granadilla, val-

uable for manufarturrs,'cabinel-wnrk, and ship-l'Ullding, are

indiirenoiia, and am exjiortrd to a considemblc extent. Tbe
palm is the queen of the Cuban forests, and the most valua-

ble tree. The most common species, the Patmn rial ( Ortodora

"gilt), is found In all parts, but especlsllv in the W. The
irw^like bamboo (Fig. llii(. ri«ing to a h4-lght of flO and even

80 feet, is found in several part* of the IsUnd. The IrulU of

C. are those common to the tropics, of which the pineapple

and orange are the most esteemed. Of tbe alimentary plants,

tbe plintfin is 1^ (ar tlie most important. Nest in order
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come the sweet and bitter cassava, — the sweet root being

eaten as a vegetable, and the bitter converted into brtad after

its poisonous juice has been extracted. The sweet potato and
other farinaceous roots are also common. Indian corn is in-

digenous, and rice is extensively cultivated ; cocoa or chocolate

is also grown. The chief agricultural products of C. are, how-
ever, sugar, coffee, and tobacco. The ingenios or sugar es-

tates, with large buildings and mills for sugar-reflniug and
distillation of rum, are the most important industrial estab-

lishments of the island, varying in extent from 500 to as much
as 10,000 acres. Of late years, partly from the effects of the

insurrection, and partly from the rapidly extending cultivation

of beet-root sugar in other countries, the demand for Cuban
sugar has been diminishing, and the sugar estates have not
flourished. The U. States take about 70 or 80 per cent of the

sugar grown in C, the greater part of the remainder passing to

Europe. The quantity exported in 1873 from the ports of Ha-
vana, Matanzas, Cardenas, Sagua la Grande, Remedios, Nuevi-
tas, Santiago de Cuba, Trinidad, and Cienfuegos exceeded
700,000 tons, of a value of about S?70,000,0<X). Besides this,

286,000 tons of molasses were exported. After the " ingenios '•

the ca/e<a/ei, or coffee estates, are the most important estab-

lishments. They vary in extent from 100 to upwards of 1,000

acres, or even more in the mountain districts, — the number
of hands employed being a.s high as 100 in the low country, but
generally averaging 50 or 60 negroes to 1,000 acres. The first

coffee plantation was established in 1748, the seeds having
been brought from San Domingo. Though at one time coffee

wa-s sent out from Cuba in enormous quantities, it does not
now figure largely in the exports. Tobacco is indigenous to

Cuba, and its excellent quality is celebrated in all parts of the
world The estates devoted to its cultivation are scattered
over the greater part of the island, but the finest qualities of
tabacco are those grown in the country west of Havana, known
as the *' vuelta abajo." In 1878, 196,850,000 cigars were ex-

ported, besides about 14,500,000 lbs. of leaf, to the D. States,

Great Britain, Hamburg and Bremen, Holland, France, and
Spain. Among the other industrial establishments of ('. may
be mentioned the numerous cattle farms, cotton plantations,

fruit and vegetable farms, chocolate plantations, and colmena-
nes, or farms devoted to the production of honey and wax.
The imports consist mainly of jerked beef from S. America,

codfish from Canada and New England, flour from Spain, rice

from the Carolinas, Spain, and the East Indies, wine and olive

oil from Spain, coals from Europe and N. America, and petro-
leum from the U. States, besides large quantities of American,
British, Germftn, and IJelgian manufactures and hardwares.
Heavy differential duties in favor of goods imported into C. in
Spanish ships are in force, so that the greater part of the im-
ports arrive in these. Cattle are imported from Florida and
the coasts of the Mexican Gulf. There are no manufacturing
industriesof importance in the island. Under the continual
apprehension of the insurrection, which lasted from 1868 to
18('8, C. has seen her trade decrease, her crops reduced, and
her taxes have been trebled in vain to meet the ever-increasing
expen.ses and floating debts. In 1879, a commission was cre-
ated by the governor-general to study, form, and submit to
the consideration of the Sp^inish government, the basis of a
commercial treaty with the U. States and Canada.
The following is a table of the General Commerce of C with

the U. States for the 20 years ending with 1878 :
—

Year.

18-59.

1860.
1861.
1862.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
18?2.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1873.

Imports
from the U

States.

,202

,869

,077

,710

,293

,165

,812

160
076
,428

,742

781
202
956
768
,509

,009

,932

,424

.382

Total
i

325,204,496

Exports
to the 0.

States.

Total im-
ports and
exports.

34,054,424
34,032,276
33,533,357
20.931,983

21.534,065
33,476,599
30,606,796
37.795,812
39,324,765
50,750.727

58,201.374
54.056,415

58.240,584

67,720,205
77,469,826
86,272,466

06,745,527
68,717.688
67.699,299
68,885,162

990,052,350 1,315,256.846

46,322,626
46,415.145
46,428,434
31,980,693
36,587,358
50,935.764
60,690,608
53,667,972
55,142,840
69,399,155

77,910,116

71,469.196

74,080,786
82,472,161
94,098,594

107,863,975
88.706,536

74,767,620
84,369.723
72,047,544

The value of the principal articles imported from the U
States in 1878 was : Acids, S15,434 ; agricultural imple-
ments, 1826,609; horses, $34,470; mules, $141,510; manuf of
brass, §23,089; crackers, $39,837; Indian corn, $168,782;

oats, S21.370; wheat flour, $150,261 ; other small grain and
pulse, »349,267 ; brooms and brushes, $13,399 ; carriages,
$23,360; railroad cars, $54,684: bituminous coal, .$212,740;
other coal, $64,964 ; cordage, rope, and twine, $94,600 ; manuf.
of cotton, $74,940; drugs and chemicals, §127,741; fruits
(green »nd preserved), §47,165 ;

glass and glassware, $55,854 :

hay, $43,397; manuf. of hemp, $67,328: ice, $45,lb2; iron
manufactures, §1,458,400; edge tools, §28,983: manuf. of
marble, §62,252 : mineral oil, $391,653

;
paper and stationery,

$162,842; perfumery, §43,295; bacon and ham, §938.492;
butter, .§56,111 ; fish (fresh, curedj dried, or smoked), $279,-
973; lard, $1,850,211; preserved meats, $33,867: pork. $26,-
750; onions, $16,735; potatoes, $408,476; scales, $15,057;
sewing-machines, $66.631 ; tallow, $26,965 ; manuf. of tobacco,
§38,271: trunks, §35,423 ; wood (boards, shooks. staves, hogs-
heads, etc.), $1,927,591 ; household furniture, $79,627.
The value of the principal articles exported to the U. States

during the same year was :— Foreign coin, $1,791,037 ; Amer-
ican coin, §160,719 ; brown sugar, $44,702,311 . molasses,
$4,265,196: melada and sirup of sugar-cane, $1,119,976; to-
bacco leaf (7,767,965 lbs.), $4,020,981 ; cigars (604,864 lbs.).

§2,239,455.
Communication. The roads of C are generally in a very

wretched condition. Several railroads have been established.
The oldest, opened in 1838, extends from Havana to Guines, a
distance of 45m., and has branches to Batabano, San Antonio,
and Los Palos. There are lines in operation from Matanzas
to Sabanilla, Cardenas to Bamba and Jucaro, and thence to
unite with the line which crosses the island between Sagua la

Grande and Cienfuegos, as well as from Puerto Principe to
Nuevitas. The whole length of lines in operation is nearly
400 m. Coastal communication is kept up by steamers which
ply regularly between the different ports.

Finances. The crown revenues of the island are the rentat
maritimas, including duties on imports, exports, and tonnage,
and the local or municipal duties levied at some of the custom-
houses ; the inipuestcts interiores, including the tax on home
manufactures, the sale ofstamped paper, the profits derived from
the lottery, and the impost on cock-fights ; deductions from the
rentas ecclesiasticas, particularly those called the royal ninths
and the consolidated fund, the sinking fund, the media annala,
and the annual and monthly revenues of the clergy ; personal
deductions, such as from the pay of public functionaries and
the price of exemption from military service ; miscellaneous
receipts, as the produce of the sale of royal lands, the rents of
vacant livings and of unclaimed estates, the produce of vendi-
ble oflices ; and casual receipts, including deposits, confisca-
tions, donations, and the recovery of arrears. Previous to
the outbreak of the insurrection of 1868, the total reve-
nue of C had reached nearly to $26,000,000, of which sum
about $6,000,000 was annually remitted to Spain, leaving the
remainder to cover the expenses of the army, navy, and civil

service of the island. Since 1868 the imposts have been much
increased, but have not been sufficient to cover the enormous
increase of expenditure consequent on the rebellion. The gov-
ernment of the island has thus been compelled to borrow large
sums for its war funds Public finances are specially under the
management of the government bank called the Banco Opaiiol,
and have fallen into an unsatisfactory and confused state,

consequent on the steps taken by the island government for
obtaining funds by the emission of large amounts of notes
without additional security, and without a special guarantee
for each issue from the Madrid government, resulting in the
depreciation of the paper, or a premium on gold and silver.

Money. The coins in use are chiefly the old Spanish doblon,
or onza de oro, worth 16 silver dollars of Spain, but it is legal
tender for 17 dollars in the island. Gold coins of half a dob-
lon, media oma, of 8 dollars 50 cents, and of half and quarter
that amount, and the i>tso, or dollar in gold or silver, are also
in circulation. There is scarcely any smaller silver currency in
Cuba, excepting the American 10-cent piece, or dime, called the
real senciUa.

Weights and 7neasures are those of Spain (q. v.). A hogs-
head of sugar = 1,300 lbs. ; a bag of coffee = 150 lbs. ; a pipe
of tafia or rum := 120 gallons ; and a bale of tobacco = 1(X) lbs.

Cu.itoms Duties. The tariff of C, like that of Spain, is ex-
ceedingly complex, being divided into a great many classes,

and embracing a vast number of articles, many of which are
of very trifling importance. Most of the articles of imiKirt are
valued at certain fixed rates, upon which the duties are charged
at 80 much per cent. Hence, when the fixed or tariff prices

exceed the real prices of the goods, the duties are proportion-

ally increased, and conversely when the tariff prices are under
the real prices. This tariff has been in part revised, but is still

.so deficient that disputes are constantly arising as to the classi-

fication of goods.
Customs Kegulations. Every shipmaster is bound to have

on his arrival, ready for delivery to the boarding officers of the
revenue, a manifest, containing a detailed statement of his

cargo and ship stores, and in the act of handing it over has to

write thereon an oath that he has no other cargo on board,
and the hour when he delivers it, taking care that it be coun-
tersigned by the boarding officers. Within 12 hours, which
begin to count from the moment he delivers such manifest

until 7 o'clock in the evening, and again from 6 o'clock in tb«
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mnrninj; until the moment the mid 12 hours elapoe, he ran
make auy alteration by presenting a se/iarale note in whirli he
peeifies the ermni be may have committed in the n)anife«t.
After theoxpimtion of Uie«> 12 hour* no alteration will In- per-
mitted. Gooits not mani/eited will be conflnoatj-d without
remedy; and if their value nhould not exrred $1,(KI0, the
master of the ves-iel will I* liahlc to pay a peniilty of double
the amount of »urh non-manifested goodn ; if they exreed that
sum, and bel6ng to the master or ronie roniii^ieti to him, his
vessel, (height, and other emolument.<( will he forfeited to the
revenue. Goods over manifenteil will |iay duties a* if they
were on board. Goods not manifesled. but claimed in time by
a ronsisrnee, will be deliTere<l up to the latter, but the master
in this case will be subject to a tine equal in amount to that of
such goods. Gold and silver not manifested by either master
or consignee are liable to a duty of 4 t>cr cent. Goods fritt-

tna shiirt of the quantity manifested, when landed, and not
being included in any invoice of consignee, will render tlie

master liable to a penalty of $200 for each (inckngr so fiill-

ing short. Every master must present himself, within 24 hours
after his arrival, at the Custom House, in onler to swenr to his

manifest, in neglect of which he is liable to a fine of SI ,000.
Every consignee is obliged to prexent a detailed note of gtxxls

within \i hours after the arrival of a ve.ssel ; if not, such gocNls

are liable to 2 per cent extra duty : the same is the case if such
notes do not contain a statement of the number of pieces, con-
tents, quantity , weight, and measure Every ves.sel is required
to bring a bill of health eertifitnl by the Spanish consul at tlic

port of her departure, or that nearest to it, otherwise they are
placed in quarautinc. If the ve8.>!el arrive and sail in ballast,

or without breaking bulk, she avoids the health visit, Morro
light, tonnage, and mud-engine dues. If she brittj; cargo, the
translation of manifest is more, according to its length, wharf-
age dues are incurred for the time of discharge, and the tide-

waiters charge Sd.50 for each day. Ve.<>-

svls taking entire cargoes of molasses pay
DO tonnage duty.

IIavan.\, the capital and the most im-
portant city of the island, is situate in lat.

23^ 8' 16''^N., Ion. 82^ 22' 45" W. Its

port is the finest in the West Indies, and
one of the finest in the world. The en-
trance is narrow, but the water is deep,
without bar or obstruction of any sort,

and within it expsinds into a magtiificcnt

bay, capable of accommodating 1,(NX) large

ships ; vessels of the greatest draught of
water coming close to the quays. The city

lies along the entrance to, and on the \V.

side of, the bay. The suburb Regia is on
the opposite side. The .Morro and Punta
castles, the former on the E., and the
latter on the W. side of the entrance of the
harbor, are strongly fortified, as is the
entire city. The arsenal and dock-yard
lie towards the Vf. angle of the bay, to the
S. of the city. In the city, the streets are
narrow and inconvenient ; but in the sub-
orbs, which are more extensive than the
city itself, they are wider and better laid

out. From \li position, which commands
both inlets to the Gulf of Mexico, its great
strength, and excellent harbor, II. I), in

a political point of view, by far the most
important maritime stat'on in the West
Indies. As a commercial city, it also

ranks in the first class ; but it has long
eeased to be. as it was formerly, the only
port in the island for the exportation of
nigar. The exports ftrom Matanxas now
usually amount to about a third part of those from H. ; and
:here is also a considerable export from Cardenas, Trinidad,

it. Jago de Cubat, Cionfuegos, and other ports il., however.
Will engrosse* the largest part of the foreign trad* of the Island.

The exports from this port In 1878 were as (bllowa : sugar In

iiogabeads, 150.472; sugar In boxes, 3^1,870: coffee, 14,400
ib». ; molasses in hogsheads, 9,333 ; honey, 154,109 gallons

;

wax, 197,076 lbs; aguardiente in casks, 9,403; paper cigars,

11.284,062 pM-kages; cigars, 110,832,000; tob«%o leaf, n,m\-
336 lbs. During titat year l,f!06 vessels entered tbeport, whose
oatlonaUties were as follows : Spanish taoineni, 201 ; Ameri-
can, 399; KnglUh,68; French. 26; Oerman. 30; Swedish. 2;
Spanish sailing vessels, a>4 ; foreign, 7ri7. Pop. 23r).00O.

MATANtAS a seaport town of the N.W. coast, about 52 m. E.
or Havana, in lat.&>3' N., Ion. HI' 44^)' W. It is finely situated

on both sides of the San Juan River, is strongly fortifie<l, and
ranks next to Havana in commercial importance. Pop. 36,000.

St. Jaoo pe CiniA, a senport town, is situate on the river

Santiago, 6 ni. from its mouth, on the A. coast of the island,

lat. 19^ 65' 9" N.. Ion. 75 ' 50' W. The harlHir. 4 ni. long, is

fortlfietl and well sheltered, and is next in commercial Impor-
tance to the two above ports. Pop. 37,000.

Cuba Tobacco. See Hava.na Tobacco.
Cube. See Square.

Cubebs [Yt. cubelies ; Ger. KuMien ; It. culiehi

:

I'ort. ciditUts; Sp. cubtUis], tlic produce of P//wr
cubehu, a |>lant wliicli is cultivated in Java, and
);ru\v8 also in IVnanj; and other parts of tlie East
Indie.s. It is a timall unripe fruit, drie<t like a pep-
jKT-eom, but soniewiiat longer. V. have a hot,

pungent, aroinntic, slightly bitter taste, and a
characteristic odor. They should Im? chosen large,

fresh, sound, and the heaviest that can be procured.

When C. have been kept long, especially in pow-
der, they lose a portion of their volatile oil, on
which, it apiK-ars, their medicinal properties de-

pend. They are said to be adulterated with Guinea
grains and pimento. C. are importetl from Bata-
via and Canton, and are used in medicine. Imp.

free.

Cubit, an English measure of length = 18
inclic's.

Cuca. See Coca.
Cuckoo-Clock, a kind of clock imported from

Germany and Switzerland, in which the hours are
sounded by wind proceeding through reeds which
sinmlatc the voice of the bird after which it is

named.— Knijjld.

Cuctunber IFr. concomhre ; Ger. (iurke ; It.

celrluiiiolo ; I'ort. pepimo; Sp. cohoiHbro\, the cool-

ing fruit of a well-known annual
(
Cucuiius sativus)

Fig. 117. — Labohatobv Still.

A, Cttcmbile, or bolter. B, Alembic, or head. S, Condtn$tr, or wono-plpe.

of which ppvcral varieties are cultivated in this

country. It is chiefly used with us as a salad or

condiment ; but in Egypt, Syria, anti otlier East-

ern countries, where it is grown in fields, it forms
a consitferable part of the food of the lower clas-ses,

especially during summer ; and its employment
for this purpose is npeatedly noticed in Scripture.

Wild C, or Stptirtinrf-gourd, a perennial (Slomor-

dica elaten'um), is a native of the S. of Europe.

The fruit is oblong, about IJ inches in length, and
of a green color; and its juice yields the purga-

tive substance known in medicine under the name
of elnteriiim.

Cucumber-Tree, a name given to the ifafptolia

(icuiiiitintii, iK'cause its fruit when grown n-seinbles

a cucumlM-r. It is alM)ut 'J inches long, ami nearly

1 inch in diameter, and when stii'p«.'d in whiskey it

communicates a bitter to the spirit, whicli is drank

as a preventive of autumnal fevers. The bark di ied

and prepared is also used for the same purpose.
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Cucurbite, an earthen, glass, or copper vessel

used In distillation (A in Fig. 117). It is usually in

the form of a gourd, whence the name ; but it is

sometimes made shallow, with a wide mouth.
Cudbear, a purple or violet colored powder

used in dyeing violet, purple, and crimson, pre-

pared from a species of lichen (Lecanora tartarea),

or crustaceous moss, growing commonly on lime-

stone rocks in Sweden, Scotland, the North of

England, etc. About 130 tons of this lichen are an-

nually exported from Sweden. It commonly sells

in tiie port of London for about SlOO per ton ; but

to prepare it for use, it must be washed and dried

;

and by these operations the weight is commonly
diminished a half, and the price, in effect, doubled.

Tliough possessing great beauty and lustre at first,

the colors obtained from C. are so fugitive that

they ought never to be employed but in aid of

some other more permanent dye, to which they

may give body and vivacity. It is cliiefly used to

give strength and brilliancy to the blues dyed with

indigo, and to produce a saving in that article ; it

Fig. 118 — Cultivator.

is also used as a ground for madder reds, which
commonly incline too much to yellow, and are
made rosif by this addition. Imp. duty, free.

Cue, the straight rod used in impelling balls at
billiards. The end or tip witii which the ball is

struck is usually shod with vulcanite or leather.
Cuir, the French name for leather and hide.
Cuirasse, an armor for the body, usually of

metal, and consisting of a breast and a back plate
buckled together under the arms.
Cuir Color, the color of tanned leather.
Cuir de Lane, the French trade name for

double-milled woollen cloth.

Culen, or Koulin, a name for the Psoralen
(jlandulosa, the leaves of which have a medicinal
reputation, and are used as a tea substitute.

Cull, to pick out, to select the best quality, to
sample.

Cullet, the trade name for broken crown or
flint glass, used in the manuf. of crown or window
glass.

Callings, or Culls, refuse lumber.
Culm, the stem of grasses. The term is also

applied both to an inferior kind of anthracite only
worked for making lime, or for mixing with clay,

and to the small pieces of good anthracite obtained

in working the true anthracite beds. It is also
called Blind Coal and Glance Coal.

Cumbi, a kind of cloth made from the wool of
the alpaca in Chili and Peru.
Cumana. See Venezuela.
Cultivator, an improved harrow consisting of

a triangular frame set with teeth or shares, which,
when the instrument is drawn along lands already
ploughed, penetrate to the bottom of the furrow,
and thoroughly pulverize the soil. The horse is

hitched to the apex of the frame, and the imple-
ment is guided by a pair of handles at the rear.

Fig. 118 shows one American form of C, in which
the ploughs are managed by levers in driving, and
by the handles when walking behind the machine.
Cumberland. See Maryland.
Cumberland and Pennsylvania R.R., owned

by the Consolidation Coal Co. of Maryland, whose
oflices are at Baltimore. Runs from Cumberland
to Piedmont, Md., 38 ra., Eckhart or Cumberland
division, 14 m., Branch to Pennsylvania State line,

3 m. Total length of road owned and operated,
55 m. Operations of the Coal
R.R. Co. are reported togetlier

to 31st Dec. 1878. Financial
statement : Cap. stock §10,250,-

000 ; funded debt, §2,764,500.

Net earnings from R.R. mines,
etc., $354,525.49.

Cumberland Valley R.R.
runs from Harrisburg, Pa., to

Potomac River, Md., 82.20 m.
This Co., whose offices are in

Chambersburg, Pa., was char-

tered in 1831, and opened in

1837. Financial statement : Cap.
stock, 1st preferred, •'§241,900;

2d preferred, %-243,000; com-
mon, §1,292,950. Funded debt,

.§352,300, consisting of 1st

mortgage 8% bonds, payable
1st April, 1904, §161,000; 2d
mortgage 8 % bonds, payable
1st April, 1908, §109,500 ; de-

benture 6 % bonds, payable Ist

Jan. 1884, §81,800. Net earn-

ings for 1878, §49,007 17.

Cummin-Seed, the seeds

of an annual plant (Cuminimn
cyminum, Linn.), a native of Egypt, but ex-

tensively cultivated in Sicily and Malta. They
have a strong, peculiar, heavy odor, and a warm,
bitterish, disagreeable taste. This seed, which
formed a favorite ingredient in old English
cookery, has been supplanted by more agreeable
condiments. It was employed in medicine, and is

still used in farriery. Imp. free.

Cuntline, the space between tlie Ibilges of two
casks stowed side by side in a ship. Where one
cask is set upon the C. between two others, they
are stowed bilye and cuntline.

Cup, a small vessel to drink out of. A cup-
ping-glass.

Cupel, and Cupellation. See Assat.
Cupola Furnace, a furnace for melting iron

in a foundry. The cupola, or dome, leading to the

chimney, to which it owes its name, is now fre-

quently omitted.

Cupping-Glass, a small bell-like glass, used by
surgeons in the operation of cupping. See Sca-
rificator.
Cupule, the cup of the acorn Qnercus agilops,

which enters largely into commerce as a tanning
substance under the name of valonia.

Cura^oa, or Curasao, a Dutch island in tlie
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Caribbean Sea, lying off the N. coast of Venezuela,
in lat. 12= N., Ion. 69° W. ; area, 212 sq. m. ; pop.
2-J,972. The shores, which are bold, are in some

C
laces deeply indented, and present several har-
ors, the chief of which is Santa Anna, on the

S. W. side of the island. The entrance to this is

narrow, but the harbor itself is large and secure,
and is the port of the chief town Curasao, or Wil-
lemstad. The island is hilly and deficient of wa-
ter, being wholly dependent upon the rains, yet,
owing to the industry of the Dutch planters, con-
siderable quantities of sugar, cotton, indigo, tobac-
co, and maize are raised. A peculiar variety of
orange, the Citrtts aurantium curassuviensis, grows
abundantly, and furnishes the distinguishing ingre-
dient in the following liqueur.

Curagoa, a sweet and agreeable liqueur, made
in great perfection by the Dutch from the peel of
the orange peculiar to the above island. The C.
of commerce is, however, generally made from
any orange-peel digested in sweetened spirits, and
flavored with cinnamon, and cloves or mace. The
spirits employed in its manufacture are usually
reduced to nearly 56 under proof, and each gallon
contains about 3^ lbs. of sugar. C. varies in
color ; the darker kind being produced by digest-
ing in it powdered Brazil-wood, and mellowing the
color by caramel or burnt sugar.
Curarine, the vegeto-alkaline base of curara,

urari, woorara, or wourali, the arrow-poison of
Central America.
Curb, tlie part of the bit of a horse's bridle

which serves to guide, restrain, or manage him.
Curb-Bit, a stiff bit having branches by which a

leverage is obtained upon the jaws of a horse.
The lower end has rings or loops for the reins,

and the upper end has loops for the curbchiin and
the check-straps of the headstall. The curb-chain
has usually twisted links, and is fast by one end to

the loop of the off branch, and is hooked to the
loop of the near branch. It forms the fulcrum for
the leverage of the branches. — Knii/ht.

Curb-Chain, a small chain passing from the
britlle under the head of a horse. A kind of gold
waicli-guard.

Curcumine, the yellow coloring-matter of tur-

meric, obtained by digesiing the alcoholic extract
of the powder in ether, and evaporating the clear
ethereal solution to dryness. A brownish-yellow
mass, yielding a bright-yellow powder. It is

scarcely soluble in water, but very soluble in both
alcohol and ether. Boracic and hydrochloric acids
redden it ; alkalies turn it reddish brown.
Curd, the common name for the caseine of milk,

a solid substance separated from milk by acids,

which resembles albumen in several of its projwr-
ties. It is the basis of cheese, contains nitrogen,
and is highly nutritious. See Chekse.
Curd-Cutter, a machine with revolving knives

on a spindle or axis, for cutting the curd, and sep-
arating whey from the curd in cheese-making.
Cured, preserved from decay or corruption, as

by drying, salting, jerking, etc.

Curing, the process of slightly salting meat, etc.— Also the operation of freeing newly potted sugar
from its molasses prior to shipment, which, on
sugar estates, is performed in buildings called
curing hoiiM-s.

Curled-Hair. See Hair.
Curling-irons, iron tongs having one round

menilKT and one semi tubular, between and around
which, after they are heated in the fire, hair is

wound to curl it.

Curly-Maple, the timber of a variety of ma-
ple, Acer lacckarinum, used for cabinet work, and

so called from the fibres curling at the places where
branches have shot out from the trunk of the tree.

Currant [Fr. groseille ; Ger. Johannisbeere ; It.

ribes ; Up. tp-osflla], a hardy berry, produced by a
bush (Ribes) common in our gardens. There are
two species; one of a red or yellow color (/?. rv-

brum), remarkable for its mixture of sweetness and
acidity ; the other of a black color (/?. niffrum),

without acidity, but containing a powerful and
agreeable aromatic principle. Of the former, the
finest varieties are, Wilmot's red, the White Dutch,
Knight's sweet red, and the common white ; of the
latter, the best is the Black Naples. These cur-
rants are employed in confectionery, and in the
manufacture of a kind of wine.
Currants [Fr. raisins de Corinthe; Ger. Korin-

then ; It. Mie jxisse di Corinto ; Port, mas de Corin-

tho ; Sp. pasas de Corinto], the raisins of a small seed-

less grape, growing in huge bunches, often as much
as 18 inches long, and of proportionate breadth.
They are trod into large casks, and exported.
Enormous quantities are cultivated in the Grecian
Islands, principally in Corfu, Zante, and Ithaca.
Originally, Corinth was the principal place where
they were raised, whence the name " corinths,"
from which the word " currants " has been derived.
They are extensively used in the making of
puddings, confectionery, etc. Imp. duty, 1 cent
per lb.

Currency, the paper money and coin estab-

lished as, and passing for, the circulating medium
of a country. See Monet. See also Gold, Legal
Tender Notes, National Banks, and Silver.
Current (from Lat. curro, to run, to flow] liter-

ally signifies running, flowing, passing. Hence,
passing from person to person, or from hand to

hand ; circulating, as C. opinions, C. coin. In
commerce it is applied in an analogous sense to the
price of any commodity : as C. value,— that is,

the ordinary or present value. As applied to time,

it is equivalent to now present or passing : as the
C. month or j'ear. It is applied chiefly to the
progressive movement of fluids, especially of air,

electricity, and water.

Curricle, an open two-wheeled carriage drawn
by a pair of horses.

Currier [Fr. conoyeur ; Ger. Zurichter], one who
curries and dresses leather after it is tanned.

Currier's-Knife, a large, two-handled knife,

with a recurved edge, used by curriers for shaving
or paring the flesh sides of hides.

Curry, a noted dish in Indian cookery, much
esteemed throughout the East. Curries are simply
stews, of which rice usually forms a characteristic

ingredient, highly flavored with fried onions and
curry powder, to which sliced apples and lemon-
juice are sometimes added. They are made from
every variety of fish, meat, poultry, game, etc.,

according to the fancy of the parties. Imp. free.

Curry-Comb, an iron scraper for rubbing
down and cleaning the coats of horses.

Ctirrying [Fr. corroyage ; Ger. Zurichten], the art

of dressing skins after they are tanned, for the

purposes of the shoemaker, coach and harness
maker, etc., or of giving them the nec-essary

smoothness, lustre, color, and suppleness. The
currier's shop has no resemblance to the tanner's

premises, having a quite different set of tools and
manipulations. Every kind of tanned leather not
intended for soles or such coarse purposes is gen-

erally curried before being «k'livere<I to the work-
men who fashion it, such as shoemakers, coach-

makers, saddlers, etc.

Tb* ebief op«imtJoiii> of th# cnrriar art four : 1. Dipploc tb«
ImUmt, whieh conaUu In moUUoing it with waUr, wd beat-
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ing it with the mare, or a mallet, upon the hurdle. He next

applies the cleaners, both blunt and sharp, as well as the head-

knife, to remove or thin down all inequalities. After the

leather is shaved, it is thrown once more into water, and well

scoured by rubbing the grain side with pumice-stone, or a
piece of slaty grit, whereby it parts with the bloom, a whitish

matter derived from the oak bark in the tan-pit. 2. Applying
the pommel to give the leather a granular appearance, and
correspondent flexibility. The leather is first folded with its

grain side in contact, and rubbed strongly with the pommel,
then rubbed simply upon its grain side ; whereby it becomes
extremely flexible. 3. Scraping the leather. This makes it of
uniform thickness. The workman holds the tool nearly per-

pendicular upon the leather, and forcibly scrapes the thick

places with both his hands. 4. Dres-sing it by the round-
knife. For this purpose he stretches the leather upon the
wooden cylinder, lays hold of the pendent under edge
with the pincers attached to his girdle, and then with both
hands applies the edge of the kuife to the surface of the

leather, slantingly from above downward, and thus pares off

the coarser fleshy parts of the skin. This operation requires

great experience and dexterity, and when well performed, im-
proves greatly the look of the leather. — The hide or skin,

being rendered flexible and uniform, is conveyed to the shed
or drying-house, where the greasy substances are applied,

which is called dubbing (daubing) or stuffing. The oil used
for this purpose is prepared by boiling sheepskins or doeskins

in cod oil. This application of grease is often made before the
graining-board or pommel is employed. Before waxing, the'

leather is commonly colored by rubbing it with a brush dipped
into a composition of oil and lamp-black on the flesh side, till

it is thoroughly black ; it is then black-sized with a brush or

sponge, dried, tallowed with the proper cloth, and slicked upon
the flesh with a broad, smooth lump of glass ; sized again with

a sponge ; and when dry, again curried as above described.

C. leather on the hair or grain side, termed black on the grain,

is the same in the first operation with that dressed on the flesh,

till it is scoured. Then the first black is applied to it while

wet, by a solution of copperas put upon the grain, after this

has been rubbed with a stone ; a brush dipped in stale urine

is next rubbed on, then an iron slicker is used to make the

grain come out as fine as possible. It is now stuffed with oil

When dry, it is seasoned ; that is, rubljed over, with a brush
dipped in copperas-water, on the grain till it is perfectly black.

It is next slicked with a good grit-stone, to take out the wrin-

kles and smooth the coarse grain. The grain is finally raised

with the ponnnel or graining-board, by applying it to the

leather in different directions. When thoroughly dry, it is

grained again in two or three w.ays. Hides intended for cov-

ering coaches are shaved nearly as thin as shoe hides and
blacked upon the grain.

Curry-Po^wder, a seasoning or condiment,
originally prepared in tlie East Indies. The C. P.

prepared in England consists of coriander-seed,

turmeric, cayenne, fenugreek-seed, and a large

proportion of sago-flour. It should be kept in a
bottle closely corked or stoppered. Imp. free.

Curtain [Fr. rideau; Ger. Vorfiantj], a cloth

hanging at a window, round a bed, or in a theatre,

which may be contracted or expanded at pleasure.

Wndow- C. are made in great variety, both of materials and
manufacture, the principal difference being as to the former,
which consist chiefly of silk, wool, or cotton. Silk is employed
in ilamasks and tabarets, mi.xed with wool, the former being a
flowery pattern of silk on a woollen foundation, whilst the lat-

ter is a satin stripe arranged in the same way as regards the
composing materials. A species of terry-i'elvet is also used in
which the two materials are blended, and which makes a rich
and elegant C. ; this is made also in wool without silk, and
then called rep. When wool is( used by it«clf, it then forms a
broaddotk suited to dining-rooms, or a damask which is not so
beautiful to the eye as the silk itamask, but still sufficiently so
for common purposes, or el.se a moreen, either plain or watered,
or a challi, which is a thin twill material, printed with chintz
patterns. Cotton is made into a plain article, without any-
thing but a mere web and woof, which, when printed and
glazed, is called chintz.

Curtain-Paper, a heavy paper, printed and
otherwise ornamented, for window-shades.

Curvilinear, a drafting-instrument used in de-

scribing irregular curves. The various shapes of
its marginal outline enable it to be fitted into posi-

tion so as to project or transcribe the curve re-

quired. M. Desalier, of Paris, invented a machine
for generating the curves and marking out the pat-

terns. It la capable of making 1;200 varieties of

curve.

Cusco Bark, a variety of Peruvian bark, with
a white epidermis, and orange-red cortical layers,
yielding an alkaloid called Aricina.

Cuscus Root, sometimes written " Kuskus," a
commercial name for the fragrant rhizoma obtained
from a grass, the Andropo>jon muricatus, which,
when wetted, emits a strong, penetrating, agreea-
ble odor, and is used for making mats, fans, etc.

The leaves, like those of the lemon grass, yield
an aromatic stimulant essential oil, known as vit-

ever.

Cush, one of the Indian names for the Sorghum '

vidfjure, a species of millet.

Cushion, the padded side of a billiard-table.— A pillow or air-case for the seat of a chair, sofa,

carriage, etc.

Ciisparia Bark. See Angostura Bark.
Custard, a sweetened cream made of milk,

eggs, and spice.

Custard-Apple, a name applied to the fruit of
various small trees of the genus Anona. The fruit

of A. Jtticutiita. the common C. A., or " bullock's

heart," of the West Indies, is dark brown in color,

and marked with depressions, which gives it a
quilted appearance ; its pulp is reddish-yellow,

sweetish and very soft. It is sometimes as large

as an orange, but usually more li-ke a plum. The
kernels of the seeds are said to be poisonous.
Custard-Powder, a dry material for making

custards, used instead of eggs.

Custom, the patronage or support accorded to

a trading establishment
;
patronage.

Customer, a regular and accustomed buyer of
goods of any trailing firm or house.
Custom-House, the house or office where com-

modities are entered for importation and exporta-
tion ; where the duties, bounties, or drawbacks
payable or receivable upon such importation or
exportation are paid or received ; and where ships
are cleared out, etc. The most important Ameri-
can C. H. is that of New York, but there are
C. H. in all considerable seaport and a few inland
cities. For information as to the proceedings nec-

essary at the C. H. on importing or export ng com-
modities, see ExpoRTATiox, Imhort.vtion, and
Warehousing. See also Suippisg, Smuggling,
Tariff, etc.

Custom-House Broker, a person who acts for

merchants in the business of entering and clearing

goods and vessels, and in the transaction of general
business at the custom-house. The forms reqifired

to pass goods through the custom-house are com-
plicated ; and it is difficult for persons unaccus-
tomed to the business to understand the necessity

of passing from one desk to another, and from one
department to another, merely to obtain the ini-

tials of a clerk, or the stamp or signature of an
officer. Many a one, who, in order to save a few
dollars, tries to perform the business himself, gives

it up before he is half through, and is glad to

avail himself of the services of a broker.— T.

AlcElmtli.

Custom-House Entry. See Importation.
Customs Duties are taxes charged upon com-

modities on their being imported into or exported

from a country. They rank among the most an-
^

cient, as they continue to prevail as one of the

most common, modes in all countries of levying

revenue for public purposes. The Athenians laid

a tax of a fifth on the corn and other merchandise
imported from foreign countries, and also on sev-

eral of the commodities exported from Attica.

The jtortoria, or customs payable on the com-
modities imported into and exported from the

different ports in the Itoman empire, formed
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a very ancient and important part of the public
revenue. The rates at whicli they were chargetl
were fluctuating and various, and little is now
known respecting them. Cicero informs us, that
the duties on com exported from the ports of
Sicily were, in his time, 5 per cent. Under the
imperial government, the amount of the par-
toria depended as much on the caprice of the
prince as on the real exigencies of the state.

Thougl) sometimes diminished, they were never
entirely rcmitte<l, anti were much more frequently
increased. Under the Byzantine emperors, they
where as high as 121^ per cent. Customs duties
existed in England previous to the Conquest.
They api)ear to have derived their name from
having been immcmorially or customarily charged
on certain articles when conveyed across the prin
cipal ferries, bridges, etc., within the kingdom,
and on these and other articles of native and for-

eign produce when exported from or imported
into the kingdom. Some European governments
distinguish in their rates of duty between " dry "

or land ports and " wet " or sea ports ; and others
vary their dues on foreign commodities according
to the zones of the globe from which tlie commod-
ities come. Nothing, on the whole, is more per-
plexing to the merchant than customs duties,

chietly in this country. They are a labyrinth
through which he has to steer with caution and
circumspection ; while at the same time it offers

to the more unscrupulous traders temptations to

fraud. The smuggling which proceeds under cus-

toms duties is only to be checked by the most
careful administration, by a system proceeding as
far as possible on the simplicity of generally rec-

ognized principles, and by duties so moderate in

amount as to reduce to a minimum the temptation
of fraud. A customs duty on the im/wrt of com-
modities has to be paid by the domestic consum
ers of the commodities. The foreign producer
will not sell them at less than they cost, and the
hnporting merchant will not bring them in unless
lie obtain this cost, his own fair profit, and the
import duty over and above these essential con-
stituents of the transaction. An import duty is

thus in some cases a tax which consumers may
pay lightly or heavily as they choose, and has ac-

cordingly a flexibility that is not unimportant
in taxation. But if the commodity be one
of domestic as well as foreign supply, the effect

of the customs duty is to raise the price of

the domestic supply in some proportion to the
duty ; and the consumer, in so far as the com-
modity is one of necessity to him, has no choice.

He has to pay the tax, with the further dissatis-

faction of knowing that it goes to no public pur-

pose, but only into the pockets of some of his own
private neighbors. A customs duty on the export

of commodities, on the other hand, has to be paid
by the foreign consumers, one of the most agree-
able forms of taxation to be conceived. But this

desire of taxing foreigners for domestic revenue
is met by the competition of general commerce,
and nations have to l>c chary of levying duties on
the export of the products of their own industry.

It is only where they have some special monopoly of

the product that they can enter upon such a course
without the gravest disadvantage to themselves.
The tariff of the U. States is separately given

in this work, under the name of each article of

importation. The following table gives an account
of the customs duties receive*! on all commodities
(exclusive of spo<'ie) imj>orfed from foreign coun-
tries and entered for consumption in the U. States

, for the 12 years 1867-1878 ; the expression " en-

tered for consumption " merely implying the de-

livery of the imported goods from the custody of

the custom officers to the importer.
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Ctistoms of Merchants. The law merchant
is a peculiar system which prevailed throughout
the whole of the Anglo-Saxon times ; it was espe-

cially recognized in the time of J^dward III.

;

when the staple was ordained, a mayor was to be
chosen in each town, skilled in the law merchant
to do right to every man according to that law.

The mod,ern law merchant iscomposefl of three dis-

tinct elements, viz., the nisloms of merchants, the

ordinances of foreign states, and the statute law,
— as art precedes science, so customs precede law.

Long are these customs practised before they
are committed to writing. But though not written

or declared by the legislative power, they acquire

all the authority of law, and are gradually en-

grafted upon the common law of the country.

The customs of merchants are part of the law.

Judicial determinations settle what is the custom
of merchants, and the}' become the lex meicatoria

as to the different questions. In order that a cus-

tom be binding, it must be either the usage of the

whole mercantile world or of a particular trade

universally known as such. A usage of a particu*

lar place, or of a particular class of persons,

would not be binding on other persons unless these

were acquainted with those usages and adopted
them. In all cases, however, no custom can be set

against an express statute law. Among the most
important customs among merchants are the estab-

lishment of boards of trade, the settlement of dis-

putes by arbitrations, and the binding force of the
decision of a referee.

Cfut, a pict ure cut or carved upon a block or

stamp of wood or copper. — A Scotch term for a
skein or quantity of yarn.— Also the style of the

notches of a file ; as, rowjk, bastard, second, smooth,

deiidsmoolh cuts.

Cutch. See Catechh.
Cut-Glass. See Glass.
Cutlass, a broad curving sword used chiefly by

seamen in boarding or repelling boarders.

Cutlery ( Fr. roulellerie ; Ger. Mrssaschmiedr-

utinrfn] is a branch of industry which originally

embraced the manufacture of all cutlery imple-

ments of whatever form and materials. The pro-

gress of manufacturing industry has, however,

detached from it the fabrication of several kinds

of etlge-tools, saws, and similar implements, the

manuf. of which is now regarded as distinct

branches of trade. On the other hand, mmlem C.

includes a great nuniln^r of articles which are not

strictly cutting implenu^nts, hut which, owing to

their more or less intimate relation to table or

pocket C., are classed with such articles for con-
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venience' sake. A fork, for example, is an impor-

tant article of C, although it is not a cutting tool.

From the earliest period in English history the

manuf. of C. has been peculiarly associated with

the town of Sheffield, and at the present day that
!

town not only practically monopolizes the ordi-
{

nary C. trade of Great Britain, but still remains
{

the chief centre of the industry for the whole
world. The French, however, have an uncon-
tested superiority in the manufacture of surgi-

cal instruments. The American manufacture of

pocket C. has not reached that degree of excel-

lence and superiority which now commands the

European markets for our edge-tools, and we have
still to import the best pocket C. from England;
but the American table C. is not inferior to the

English. In 1878 the value of C. imported (almost
entirely from England and Germany) was §1,161,-

382, while our exports (chiefly to Central and South
America) were §54,812. Imp. duty, 35 percent.

Manuf. The variety of materials which go to complete any
single article of C. is very considerable ; and as the stock-list

of a cutler embraces avast number of articles different in form,
properties, and uses, the master cutler must have a special

knowledge of a wide range of substances. The leading articles

of the trade may be classed under, — 1st, domestic C., wtiich

includes carving and table Icnives and forks, pocket or clasp

knives, razors, scissors, and similar articles ; and 2d, tool C,
under which liead may be arranged surgical knives and lan-

cets, butchers' and shoemakers' knives, gardeners' pruning-
knives, and a vast number of other allied cutting implements.
The blades or cutting portions of a certain number of these

articles are made of shear-steel, and for others cast steel only is

employed. Sometimes the cutting edge alone is of steel, backed
or strengthened with malleable iron, to which it is welded.
Tongs on which handles are fastened, and other non-cutting
jK)rtions, are also very often of malleable iron. Brass, German
silver, silver, horn, tortoise-shell, ivory, bone, mother-of-pearl,

and numerous fancy woods are all brought into requisition for

handles and other parts of C, each demanding special treat-

ment according to its nature. The essential processes in mak-
ing a piece of steel C. are,— 1st, forging; 2d, hardening and
tempering ; 3d, grinding ; and 4th, polishing ; and to these of
course are added the divers operations of fitting and handling
of various kinds. — The following outline of the steps in the
manuf. of a razor will serve to indicate the sequence of opera-
tions in making an article which, though simple in form, de-

mands the highest care and skill in the departments which
strictly appertain to C. The first essential of a good razor is that
it be made of the finest quality of cast steel. A razor must fur-

ther present due proportions, form, temperature, fitness, and
regularity of concavity. The steel for razors is obtained in

bars half an inch in breadth, and the thickness of the back of
the instrument. Such a bar the forger takes, and, heating
one end of it to the proper forging temperature, he with great
dexterity fashions it upon his anvil, giving it roughly the re-

quired form, edge, and concavity. It is then separated from
the remainder of the bar, leaving only sufficient metal to form
the tang, if that is to be made of steel ; sometimes a tang of mal-
leable iron is welded to the blade. The tang of the " mould,"
as the blade in this condition is termed, is next drawn out, and
the whole " smithed," or beaten on the anvil, to compact the
metal and improve the form and edge of the razor. At this
stage the razor is said to be "forged in the rough," and so
neatly can some workmen finish off this operation that a shav-
ing edge may be given to the blade by simple whetting. The
forged blade is next " shaped " by grinding on the dry stone,
in which operation it is considerably reduced in weight, and
the oxidized scale is removed, which allows the hardening and
tempering to be done with certainty and proper effect. The
shaped razor is now returned to the forge, where the tang is

file-cut and pierced with the joint-hole, and into the blade is

stamped cither the name and corporate mark of the maker, or
any mark or name ordered by the wholesale merchant for
whom the goods are being manufactured. The hardening is

accomplished by heating the blade to a cherry-red heat and
suddenly quenching it in cold water, which leaves the metal
excessively hard and brittle. To bring it to the proper temper
for a razor, it is again heated till the metallic surface assumes
R straw-color, and upon plunging it into water it is ready for
the process of wet grinding. The wet grinding is done on
stones which vary in diameter from 4 to 12 inches according to
theconcavity of surface desired. " Lapping," which is the first

stage in polishing, is performed on a wheel of the same diame-
ter as the wet-grinding stone. The lap is built up of segments of
wood having the fibres towards the periphery, and covered with
a metallic alloy of tin and lead. The lap is fed with a mixture
of emery powder and oil. "Glazing" and " polishing," which
follow, are for perfecting the polish on the surface of the razor,

leather-covered wheels with fine emery being used ; and the

work is finished off with crocus. The finished blade is then
riveted into the scales or handle, which may be of ivory, bone,

horn, or other material ; and when thereafter the razor is set

on a hone, it is ready for use. — The processes employed In

making a table knife do not differ essentially from those re-

quired for a razor. Knife-blades are made from shear-steel,

and, after forging the blade, a piece of malleable iron sufficient

for the bolster or shoulder and tang is welded to it. The bol-

ster is formed with the aid of a die and swage called " prints,"

and the tang is drawn out. The tang is variously formed,
according to the method by which it is to be secured in the

shaft, and the various processes of tempering, wet grinding,

and polishing are pursued as described above. Steel forks of

an inferior quality are cast and subsequently cleaned and
polished, but the best quality are forged from bar steel, and
the prongs are cut or stamped out of an extended flattened

extremity called the mould or " mood." In the U. States

machinery has been extensively adapted for performing the

various mechanical operations in forging and fitting table cut-

lery. In the making of a common pocket-knife with three

blades not fewer than one hundred separate operations are

involved, and these may be performed by as many workmen.
The diversity of quality and workmanship is probably greater

in the C. trade than in any other, although differences are not

readily apparent to the unskilled critic, and the range of prices

is correspondingly wide. — C. grinding, which is one of the

most important and distinctive departments of the trade, pos-

sesses the bad eminence of being one of the most unhealthy

and deleterious of all occupations. Grinders are divided into

three classes, — dry, wet, and mixed grinders, according as

they work at dry or wet stones. This branch of trade, in large

manufiictories, is conducted in distinct establishments called

"wheels," which are divided up into separate apartments or
" hulls," dry grinding being as much as possible separated

from the wet grinding. Dry grinding, such as is practised in

the shaping of razors described above, the "humping," or

rounding of scissors, and other operations, is by far the most
injurious and fatal process. Red-hot particles of steel fly off,

injuring and sometimes blinding the eyes, unless they are pro-

tected ; and the atmosphere is loaded with fine dust of silica and
steel, inducing inflammation of the lungs, pleurisy, and grind-

ers' asthma. The men work in a peculiarly constrained posi-

tion, and under highly unsanitary conditions ; and although a
fan has been invented and extensively introduced which, placed

behind the stones, by suction draws away a large proportion of

the grinding dust, and renders the atmosphere comparatively

pure, many grinders still neglect to keep it working or posi-

tively refuse to have it.

Cutlings, a name for groats, bruised oat seeds

freed of the pericarp, used for gruel, porridge, etc.

Cut-Meats, an American term for certain cured
meats, hams, shoulders, etc.

Cut-Nadls, nails made by machinery, instead of

wrouglit by hand from rods.

Cut-Off, a term applied to that mode of using

steam or other elastic fluid in which it is admitted
to the cylinder during a portion only of the stroke

of the piston ; the steam, after the induction

ceases, working expansively in the cylinder during

the remainder of the stroke of the piston. — Kniylit.

Cuttee, a bin to hold weaver's quills.

Cutter, a sharp, light-built vessel, with one

mast, running bowsprit, and fore and aft sails.

C. are chiefly used as cruisers after smugglers, for

conveying despatches to a fleet, and for private

sailing yachts.— A tailor's assistant.—A piercing

instrument used in boring for water.

Cutter (Revenue), a sloop belonging to the Cus-

toms, employed on the coast to prevent smuggling.

Cutters, a description of brick, also called firsts

or marle-stocks, 8J inches long by 4^ broad and
2^ thick, chiefly used for the arches of windows,
doorways, quoins, etc.

Cuttie, Cutty, a Scottish term for short ; hence
it is frequently applied as an adjective, as cutty-

pipe, cutty-stool, etc.

Cuttie-Stoup, a pewter vessel holding the 8th

part of a Scotch chopin or English quart.

Cutting-leaf Tobacco, a new variety of to-

bacco, raised near Cincinnati, on both sides of the

Ohio. The leaf, shaded down from a yellowish

hue to a dark-red color, is much esteemed for plug
purposes.
Cutting-Plane, a carpenter's smoothing tool.

Cuttle-Fish [Fr. $eicht; Ger. Dintef^sch\, the
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sepia, a cephalopodous animal, of which there are
several species inhabiting the seas of all quarters
of the globe. They are able to exercise consider-
able locomotive powers, by means of their tentacu-
lae or arms which surround the mouth, and wliich
are usually provided witli numerous suckers. Head
downward, they walk on these arms at the bottom
of the ocean. The sepias are also fleet swimmers

;

effecting their progress through the water either
by making the expansion of their skin perform
the same oflSce as fins, or by the forcible projec-

tion of water
from the cav-

ity of their

mouths, the
reaction ac-

companying
which oper-

ation drives

them rapidly
through the
water in a
different di-

rection.They
-are provided
sometimes
with 8, and
sometimes
with 10, ten-

taculae, and
have naked
bodies. Tlie

black fluid

which the an-
imal is capa-
ble of eject-

ing from its

ink-sac,when
pursued by
its enemies,
was formerly
employed in

the manu-
facture of
the pigment
called from
its source

" sepia." The bone or skeleton of the Sepia offici-

nalis {Fig. 119), or common cuttle-fish, is used to

erase ink-marks from paper and parchment. Re-
duced to powder, it forms a valuable dentifrice

and polishing powder, and also for forming the

moulds for small silver castings. Large supplies

are received at Bombay from the Persian Gulf.

Imp. free.

Cutty-Pipe, a short tobacco-pipe.

Cut«7ater, the knee of the head of a ship ; the
foremost part of the prow which projects forward
off the bows.
Cuvette, in glass manufacture, a basin for

receiving the melted glass after it is refined, and
decanting it on to the table to be rolled into a plate.

C^xrt., the commercial abbreviation for centum
and weight, which is 112 lbs.

Cyanide Powder. See Potahsium.
Cyanometer, an instrument for determining

the det'pnt'ss of the tint of the atmosphere.
Cylinder, a long round case or body ; the glass

barrel of an electrifying machine ; the body of a
pump, etc.

In steam-engines, tha C. is that p4rt of the engine In which
the pbton work.<. and from whirn, by altemately admitting
and coDden«lnK the ateam, nil the power of the machine In de-
riTed. The boring of cylinder* for rteam-englneii require* rtrj
powerful and accurate marhinery . The cylinder in cajit hollow,
and the object of the boring-machine ie to produce a true C.

Fig 119.— CtJTTLB-FlSH.

with an even nurfitce, lo that the pl«ton may fit exactly and
worli freely. Some machines for tbiM purpoee act horisontally
and otbem vertically ; while the ruttere reTolre and adrance
by the action of some powerful prime moTer. Thin operation
i> generally repeated three timee.in the Uft of which the great-
eat care is required.— The C. cover it the lid bolted to a flange
round the top of a cylinder, no u to be perfectly steam-tight

;

it has a stufllng-box cast in the centre, through which the pis-

ton-rod alternates.— The C. cocks are roclis placed In conrenient
parts of the cylinder for admitting oil to lubricate the piston

;

or by which to blow out the condenaed tteam, or any deporit in
cylinders.

Cylinder-Qlass. See Glass.
Cymbals, musical clappers, concave brass

plates used in military bands for producing a
clashing sound. Imp. duty, 30 per cent.

Cypress, a forest-tree, the most important spe-
cies of which are the evergreen C. (Cupressus sem-
pervirens), a native of the S.E. part of Europe and
Asia ; the white cedar of the southern parts of
North America

(
Ci/pressus thifoides), and the C. of

California {Cupressus Lawsoniana). The C. grows
to a great size, and is a most valuable species of
timber. It is never attacked by worms, and ex-
ceeds all other trees, even the cedar, in durability.

It is said to live to a great ape ; and this circum-
stance, combined with its thick, dark-green foliage,

has made it to be regarded as an emblem of death
and the grave. The white cedar, common in many
parts of the Southern States and in Mexico, loves
the deepest, most gloomy, inaccessible swamps ; and
south of 3:y is generally found covered with sable
festoons of long moss, hanging, like shrouds of
mourning wreaths, almost to the ground. It seems
to flourish best when water covers its roots for
half the year. Unpromising as are the places and
circumstances of its growth, no tree of the coun-
try where it is found is so extensively useful. It

is free from knots, it is easily wrought, and makes
excellent planks, shingles, and timber of all sorts

It is very durable, and incomparably the most
valuable tree in the southern part of the Missis-

sippi Valley. C. boards are preferred to those of

pine for the inside of brick houses, and for win-

dow-sashes, and the panels of doors exposed to the
weather ; cabinet-makers also choose it for the in-

side of mahogany furniture. It is highly proper for

the masts and sides of vessels, and wherever it

grows it is chosen for canoes, which are fashioned
from a single trunk, and are often :30 feet long and
5 feet wide, light, solid, and more durable than those

of any other tree. It makes the best pipes to con-

vey water under the ground, especially the black
variety, which is more resinous and solid.

Cyprus, a large island in the Mediterranean,
ceded by Turkey to Great Britain in 1878. It is

situated nearly at equal distance from the coasts
of Asia Minor to the N., and Syria to the E. The
headland of Cape Kormakiti.in C, is distant altout

46 m. from Cape Anamur, in Cicilia, and its fil. E.

point. Cape St. Andrea, is about 60 m. from Lata-
kieh, in Syria. In lies lietween lat. 34° 30' and
36^ 40' N., and between Ion. 32= 16' and 34=" 35' E.

lu greatest length is about 145 m., from Cape
Drepano in the W. to Cape St. Andrea in the N. L. ;

and its greatest breadth, from Cape Gata in the S.

to Kormakiti in the N., reaches nearly 60 m., while

it retains an average width of from JJ5 to 50 m.
through the greater part of its extent, but narrows
suddenly to less than 10 m. in about ."W Ion., and
from thence sends out a long narrow toi\gue of

land towards the E. N. E. for a distance of more
than 46 m., terminating in Cape St. Andrea. It is

the third largest island in the Me<literranean,

considerably exceeding in area both Corsica and
Crete. Great part of the island is occupied by two
mountain ranges, both of which have a general
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direction from W. to E. Of these, the most ex-

tensive as well as the most lofty is that which fills

up almost the wliole S. portion of the island, and
is generally desiprnated by modem geographers

as Mount Olympus, though that name appears to

have been applied by the ancients only to a some-

what isolated peak called Oros Stavro, or Hill of

the Holy Cross, which is only 2,300 feet high,

while the highest summit of the range, known as

Mount Troodos, attains an elevation of 6,590 feet.

The N. range of mountains begins at Cape Korma-
kiti, and is continued from thence in an unbroken
ridge to the E. extremity of the island. Cape St.

Andrea, a distance of more than 100 m. Between
these two mountain ranges lies a broad tract of

plain, extending quite across the island, from the
Bay of Famagosta to that of Morphu on the W.,
through a length of nearly GO m., with a breadth
varying from 10 to 20 m. It is known by the name
of Messaria, and is watered by two streams, both
of which descend from the mountains on the south ;

but on reaching the plain the one turns eastward
and flows into the Bay of EamagostJi, close to the
ruins of Salamis, the other flows westward into the

Bay of Morphu. The greater part of this plain is

open and uncultivated, and presents nothing but
barren downs ; but corn is grown in considerable
quantities in the northern portions of it, and there
is no doubt that the whole is readily susceptible of
cultivation. It is remarkable that C. was cele-

brated in antiquity for its forests, which not only
clothed the whole of its mountain ranges, but cov-
ered the entire central plain with a dense mass, so
that it was with difficulty that the land could be
cleared for cultivation. At the present day the
whole plain of the Messaria is utterly bare and
treeless, and it is only the loftiest and central sum-
mits of Mount Olympus that still retain their cov-
ering of pine woods. The disappearance of the
forests has naturally affected the rivers, which are
mostly mere torrents, dry in summer. The most
considerable is that called in ancient times the
PedijEus, which, as already mentioned, traverses
the plain of the Messaria, and falls into the sea
near Salamis. But even this does not reach the
sea in summer, and its stagnant waters form
marshes which contribute much to the unhealthy
character of the plain. Considerable part of tlie

wealth of ancient C. arose from its copper-mines,
the most important of which were those of Tama-
sus in the centre of the island, Soli on the north
coast, and Amathus and Cyrium on the south
coast. In these mines gold and silver were also
found. The precious stones of C. were also highly
valued. The chief of these were the emerald,
agate, malachite, jasper, opal, and the minerals
asbestos and rock crystal. — G. was noted among
the ancients for its fertility and beauty ; and un-
der the Venetian rule it carried on an extensive
trade in its various natural productions ; but this
lias greatly declined in modern times. Besides
corn, however, the island exports considerable
quantities of wine, oil, madder, the fruit of the carob-
tree, silk, and wool. Tobacco and cotton are also
grown in small quantities, and their cultivation
might doubtless be largely increased. The small
plains at the foot of the range of Moimt Olympus,
between the underfalls of the mountains and the
sea, as well as the narrow strip of level land
along the north coast, though limited in extent, are
districts of great fertility ; the latter especially is

described as one of the most beautiful and best
cultivated districts in Turkey. The great central
plain, on the contrary, is in many parts marshy
and unhealthy ; and, indeed, the wlioie interior of

the island suffers much from unhealthincss, and is

subject to fevers of a peculiarly dangerous descrip-
tion.— One of the greatest disadvantages of C. is

the want of ports, there not being a good natural
harbor in the whole island. Larnaca and Limasol,
which are the chief places of trade at the present
day, have nothing but mere roadsteads; and Sal-
amis, which was the chief port of the island in
antiquity, as well as Famagosta, which held that
position under the Venetians, were only artificial

harbors upon an open sandy coast. Tzerinia, on
the N. coast, which serves as the place of direct

communication with the mainland of Asia Minor,
has a very small and bad port, which, bad as it is,

is the only one on this side of the island.— The
small town of Lefkosia, or, as it is more commonly
called, Nicosia, has, since the time of the Lusignan
kings, been the capital of the island. The increasing
commerce of the Western nations of Europe with
the Levant has given some stimulus to trade in C,
and encouraged the cultivation of the natural pro-
ductions of an island which, imder Britisli rule, may
become one of the richest in the Mediterranean.
The population, which, before English occupation,
was estimated at about 135,000 souls, of which
about two thirds were Greeks and the rest princi-

pally Turks, is now about 200,000.

Cyprus Wines. These wines, formerly so
highly appreciated by connoisseurs, are now little

known. The best, which much resembles Tokay,
is still called the wine of the Commandery, and is

raised in the country between Limasol, Paphos,
and Mount Olympus range, which was anciently
occupied by the Commandery of the Templars and
the Knights of Malta. This wine, made from
grapes of a red color, fines itself by age, so that at
8 or 10 jears old it is of the same yellow hue as
the sweet wines of Southern Europe. After 60 or
70 years it becomes as thick as sirup. Its age
may be known by pouring it into a glass, and ob-
serving whether particles like oil adhere to the
sides ; this cannot be produced by art. It is often
adulterate<l with luscious wines and perfumes.
Cold is injurious to the quality of the wine; it

should be placed before a fire, if drunk in the
North during autumn and winter. One very re-

markable circumstance attaclied to the wines of
C is the value of the lees : they are always ex-
ported with the wine, if possible. Before bottling,

a month or two of rest must be given to the cask,

that they may subside. They settle with greater
difficulty abroad than in their native island. The
casks must be pierced alx)ve the dregs, and
the wine will come off limpid ; but this sliould

only be done for bottling. The wine deposits no
tartar on the cask, but the dregs or lees are some-
times a mixture in color of black, red, and yellow,
of the consistence of paste, but generally of the
hue of Spanish snuff. The wine being poured
upon them, they rise, clarify it, and subside. They
are always left with the vender, unless there is an
agreement to the contrary. Ten or twelve bottles

in quantity are allowed to be kept back bj- the
vender from each cask for this purpose. Casks
with the lees sell for four times the price of those
without, and hence wines that are adulterated by
coloring, or with any other object, do not pro-
duce lees, and lose their strength. A small quan-
tity of lees should be thrown into every cask prior
to exportation, and when 8 or 10 years old the
wine should be bottled. — A sort of wine Hqtieur

is jnade in C, and exported to Syria and the parts
adjacent, but little, if any, comes to the West It

is imitated in Paris under the name of vin d«
Chypre, and sold as a liqueur in the coffee-houses.
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D
D, tlic abbreviation for ponce, from tiie Latin

woni (ItiKiriiis. a penny. — As a l{oinan niuiurui, I)

represents M), and, witii a liasli (>v»r it, o,ll(J<).

Dab, a small lump t»r ma.-.s of anything soft or

moist, as a (lal> of butter. — A small flat tlsli about
8 or i> inelies in letlfjtli ; the /'Innimtrlis iimuuda.

Dabber, a silk ball, stufTeil witli w«>ol, used by
enjrravers for spreading llie 'jrouml upon the hot
plaet's.

Dabbing-Machine, a machine employed in

castiui; larire metal tyjte.

Dabs, reftisi' foots of snpar.

Dace, a rivi-r fish, the ('i^/»iiius ft'iirisnis.

Dagger, a wiapon with a pointed blade, adapted
for stabbiM<;; a poniard.

Daguerreotyp>e. See Piiotocr.kphy.
Dahlia, a larjje, showy, and nnuliH'steemed par-

den flower, of which there are nunilx-rless varieties.

Tiie common />. {/J. vaiiuliiUs) ajjpears to be a va-

riable plant in nature, and has received several

names supposed to indicate distinct species, but
they are now fienerally united under the above
designation. In the wild state the central or disk

florets are small, tubular, and yellow, and the mar-

FJfc 130 — Dauua.

gtnal or ray floretn only connpieuoai and liiirhly

colored in some shade of warlet. Hut every »uc-

oeKftive sowing brought forth new variations in

color, and gradually the ili.«k florets wen- nieta-

morphosi-il, assuming the *anie shnjM* and color as

the outer ones, until at length the " iwrfeet flower"
uf florists was attainetl. in which all the flon-ts are
similar, forming an almost spherical head, erro-

neously ternjwl a double flower (Fig. 120). The
dahlia indeed ufTers one uf the most striking in-

stances of the variability of species under domes-
tication, which is exemplified not only in the
modification of thedisk-flnrets but aUo in the wide
range of colors. IJut so little is understood of the
real nature of vegetable coloring matter ami the
cause of its variability, and to what intluenci'S

the changi-s must Ix- awrilKd, that we cannot cor-

rectly estimate the importance of this phenomenon.
We know that jture white tlowirs e.xist, and that
various shatles and tints of yellow, scarlet, and
purple, and condtinations of tlie>e colors, are com-
mon ; but we are not sure whether these colors are
not also found in natural varieties. Therx- is evi-

dently a limit in the ])roduction of colors, as noth-

ing ai)proaching blue has been ob>ierve<l in all the
varieties raised. I'erhaps chemistry may some day
tell us why.

Ikililki hije. The shadi- f>f color which is eonj-

monly termed h. is a reddish lilac. It is j)ro<luciiI

by combining a blue or j>uri)le with red when a
compound color is ust-d. rj>on wool and silk it

can be obtained directly by means of archil (jr

cudbear, either alone or " blued " by a small (juan-

tity of sulphate of indigo. I'pon cotton indilferent

shades of />. are obtained by nsaceraling in sumac
liquor, working in tin solution, and dyeing m log-

wood mi.xed with some re<l wood.
Dalker, a measure of certain commodities by

number, usually 10, but sometifnes 20; as, by the
Knglish statutes, a daiker of hides is 10 skins, a

daiker of gloves is 20 gloves, or 10 pairs. It is also

sometimes employed as the 10th part of the long
hunilred, in which case it is 12.

Dainty, a delicacy ; in Scotland the term is

applied to anything large or fine.

Dairy Milk, either in its natural state, or in

the form of butter and cheese, is an article of diet

so u.<eful, wholesome, ami palatable, that tlairy

management, which incluiles all that concerns its

production and treatment, constitutes a most im-

portant branch of husbandry, given .separately in

this work under the headings, Mii.k, Blttkk,
and C'liKKKK.

Dairy-Farm, a farm chiefly devotetl to meadow
and pasture.

Dakota, a territory of the U. States, l»ounded

on the N. by the Dominion of Canada, K. by ,Min-

neso'a and a small part of Iowa, S. by Nebraska,
an<l W. by Montana and Wyoming. It is situalet!

iH-twi-en 42' f^' and -llr^ N. lat., and ii<r= 20' and 1(M='

W. Ion.,— thus extending aUmt 400 m. from K.

to W.. and alM>ut as much from N. to S. with an
area estimated at l.''((),<.i;>*2 s<i. m. With the excep-

tion of a small j>ortion drained liy tin- Ked Kivcr

and the Miimesota, 1). U-longs to the basin of the

Missouri, which enters at tlie X. W. corner, as a
navigable river, and pnK'ee<ls with <-onsiderHble

meandering for upwards «tf 1.000 m. in a S. K. <ii-

rwtion across the Territory, receiving from the

riglit the Little Missouri, the Hig Knife, the Can-

non Hall, the (irand l{iver, the t»wl, the Hig Shey-

enne, tlie Hail Kiver. and the While Hiver. and

from the left, besides a large numlnr of email

tributaries, one i-onsiderable afllmnl known as ihe

James or Dakota Hiver. which travers** nt nrly the

whole lenifth of the Territory with a j>r\«l<>miiiant

southeni ilirection, and joins the larger stream at

the S. K. comer. There are no mountains of

any iminirtance in the Territory ex<ei>t the HIack

Hills cm the western fmntiers. which attain a

height of 0,700 fitt ; but a i>lateau called the Co-
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teau des Prairies, witli a mean elevation of 1,450

feet above the level of the sea, occupies a consid-

erable area on the eastern borders, and another

known as the Coteau du Missouri stretches south

between the Missouri and the Dakota. A large

district in the southwest between the White River
and one of tlie main branches of the Big Sheyenne
bears the descriptive designation of the Mauvaises
Terres. In tlie Coteau des Prairies and several

other parts of the Territory there are a large num-
ber of lakes, the most extensive of whicli is the

Minniwakan or Devil's Lake, a sheet of salt water
40 m. long by about 12 m. in breadth. D. has
hitherto been only partially explored, but the mili-

tary expedition of 1874, under the command of

General Custer, reports very favorably of the soil

and climate of the virgin districts. A large part
of the surface consists of open prairie-land finely

adapted for the raising of stock, and most of the
river-valleys appear suitable for the plough. The
experience of the settlers shows tliat Indian corn,

wheat, barley, oats, and potatoes, as well as apples,

plums, grapes, and hops, can be successfully culti-

vated. The hills are covered with timber, mostly
pine and spruce ; while the banks of the rivers are
in many places bordered with ash, elm, poplar,
maple, and other trees. The mineral wealth of
tlie region includes deposits of iron ore, extensive
beds of limestone, gypsum, and sandstone, and a
certain amount of plumbago and gold. Coal, lead,
and petroleum have also been discovered. Buffa
loes, bears, antelopes, and elks are still abundant
in the remoter districts ; and the beaver still builds
his dam in many of the streams. The population
of Dakota is mainly aboriginal,— the principal
tribes being the Sioux in tlie south, who number
about 26,000, and the Arickarees, the Gros-Ven-
tres, and the Mandans in the northwest. The chief
settlement of the whites, Yankton on the Missouri,
the cap. of the Territory, had in 1870 a population
of 737 ; and the whole amount of land under culti-

vation at the same date was 42,645 acres. The
Northern Pacific railroad passes through the Ter-
ritory from east to west, entering at Fargo, on the
lied River, crossing the Missouri at Burleigh City,
and proceeding onwards to cut the Yellowstone
River at Wolf Rapids at Montana. White pop. in

1870, 14,181.

Dakota Southern R.R. runs from Sioux City,
Iowa, to Yankton, Dak., 61.50 m. Tins Co., whose
offices are in Sioux City, was chartered in 1871
and opened in 1873. It also runs the Sioux City
& Pembina R.R. Financial statement : Cap. stock,

§1 ,500,000. Funded debt, 1st mortgage 7 % 20-year
gold bonds, payable Feb., 1894, $558,000. Net
earnings for 1878, $101,138.73.

Dali, Dari, a large and majestic tree growing
in Demerara, the Virola sebifera; the wood is light,

and splits freely, and is used for staves and Jiead-
ings of casks. From the seeds candles equal to
those of wax are made.
Dalmes, a name in Scotland for damask cloth.
Dam, a wall or mole built across a river, to con-

fine or elevate the water for irrigation purposes,
or for impelling mill-wheels, etc. ; the mother, as
applied to beasts or inferior animals.
Dam, Daum, an Indian copper coin, the for-

tieth part of a rupee, and therefore worth rather
more than a halfpenny.
Damage, in law, mischief done by collision, etc.

;

any injury inflicted or sustained.

Damaged Goods, in the language of customs,
are goods, subject to duties, that have received
some injury either in the voyage home or in the
bunded warehouse. See Appraisemunt, § 10.

Damages, the recompense awarded by a jury
to a plaintiff, in certain forms of action, for the

loss or damage he has sustained by the injury
committed by the defendant.
The assessment of Z>. is peculiarly the business

of the jury, and the court will only interfere with
their decision on strong cause being shown. Thus
a verdict may be set aside on the ground that D.
are excessive, or that they are palpably insuffi-

cient. And if it appear that the result was arrived
at by mere hazard, as, for instance, by each jury-
man naming a sum and an average being struck,
that would be an impropriety which would invali-

date the verdict. There are, moreover, certain

principles according to which the D. must be as-

certained.— To take, first, cases of breach of con-

tract. Here, it is said, the motive of the defendant
is an irrelevant consideration. He has broken his

contract, and all that has to be done is to fix the

amount of the loss occasioned thereby. So wher-
ever there has been a breach of contract, some IJ

,

though they should be merely nominal, are recov-

erable. And when the contract was for a payment
of a fixed sum of money, the D. recoverable for a
breach thereof would be that sum with interest.

Where, in other cases, the parties themselves have
fixed the sum which should be due as U. in case

of the contract not being fulfilled, such sum will

be the proper D. to be awarded by a jury. On
this point, however, the cases run rather fine.

When a contract provides that a fixed sum shall

be payable for breach, the law will ask whether it

has been fixed as a penalty or as liquidated (i. e.

ascertained) D. In the former case it will not

allow the fixed sum to be awarded, but will require

evidence to show what the amount of loss actually

was. On the other hand, when the damage caused
by a breach of contract is of its own nature uncer-

tain, and the parties have positively fixed a sum
as liquidating D., that sum will be the proper />.

Where no such arrangement is made, the general

rule for the assessment of D. is that tlie aggrieved
party is to be placed in the same position, so far

as money can do it, as if the contract had been
performed. Thus, in a contract for the sale of

goods when the vendor makes default in delivery,

the proper measure of D. is the difference between
the contract price and the market price of the

goods on the day when they ought to have been
delivered ; so that if the price has not risen in the

interval, the vendee can only get nominal D. If

he has in the mean time resold the goods to a sub-

vendee, he cannot claim against his own vendor
any D. which the sub-vendee may recover against

him for breach of contract, because he ought to

have gone into the market and purchased other

goods. Again, if a buyer refuses to accept the

goods when tendered to him, the measure of V.
will be the difference between the contract price

and the market price at the time of his refusal, if

the latter is lower than the former. But in such
cases the trouble and expense of finding a new pur-

chaser or other goods may be taken account of in

assessing the D. It has been held that in a breach
of contract to replace stock lent, the measure of D.
will be the price of the stock on the day when it

ought to have been delivered or on the day of trial,

at the plaintiff's option. Where goods inferior in

quality to those contracted for are delivered, the

difference between the value at the time of deliv-

ery of the goods contracted for and the value of

those actually delivered will be tlie proper D.
The controlling principle, in fact, is that compen-
sation should be determined by the amount of the

actual lo88. In a case where a person had agreed
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with a boarding-liouse keeper for a year, and
quitted the house within the time, it was held that
the measure of D. was not the price stipulated to

be paid, but only the loss caused by the breach of
contract. In contracts to marry, a special class

of considerations is recognized, and the jury in as-

sessing D. will take notice of the oonduct of the
parties. The social position and means of the de-

lendant may be given in evidence to show what
the plainti£f has lost by the breach of contract.— It

is not every loss caused by the act or default com-
plained of which can be taken in estimating the
proper amount of D. The remoteness of the conse-

quences is a bar to their being recognized in the as-

sessment, and it is a question of no little difficulty

what D. are and what are not excluded for remote-
ness. So also in cases of trust, the general rule is

that the D. must be restricted to the " legal and nat*

ural consequences of the wrongful act imputed to

the defendant." In an action by the proprietor of

a theatre, it was alleged that the defendant had
written a libel on one of the plaintiff's singers

whereby she was deterred from appearing on the
stage, and the plaintiff lost his profits ; such loss

was held to be too remote to be the ground of an
action for D. The great difficulty of framing a
rule which shall meet all cases is acknowledged
by judges and legal writers. One judge declared
that no rule could be made in the matter. Another
declared that the rule in the majority of cases
could have no application, because parties never
contemplate the consequences of a breach of con-

tract. The cases probably do not go beyond this,

that, when from facts known to everybody, or

from special facts proved to be known to the de-

fendant, he ought to have anticipated the conse-

Jiuences of the breach of contract, he will be liable

or them.— The rule that the contract furnishes
the measure of the damages does not prevail in

the case of unconscionable, /. e. unreasonable, ab-

surd, or impossible contracts. The old school-book
juggle in geometrical progression has more than
once been before the courts as the ground of an
action. Thus when a man agreed to pay for a
horse a barleycorn per nail, doubling it every
nail, and the amount calculated as 32 nails, was
COO quarters of barley, the judge directed the jury

to disregard the contract, and give as damages the

alue of the horse. And when a defendant had
greed for $5 to give the plaintiff two grains of

rye on Monday, four on the next Monday, and so

on, doubling it every Monday, it was contended
that the contract was impossible, as all the rye in

tlie world would not suffice for it ; but one of the

judges said that, tiiough foolish, it would hold in

law, and the defendant ought to pay somethintc

for his folly. And when a man had promised
96,000 to the plaintiff if he should find his owl,

the jury were directed to mitigate the damages.—
In American law, interest is in the discretion of

the court, and is made to depend on the equity of

the case. In both England and America com-
pound interest, or interest on interest, appears
to have been regardetl with the horror that for-

merly attached to usury. American lawyers gen-

erally hold that compound interest cannot l>e taken
except upon a s|K>cial agreement made after the

•imple interest has become due. (See Ixtkrf.st.)
— In actions of tort the discretion of the jury is

not so strictly limite<i as in cases of breach of con-

tract. In estimating the damages for a civil in-

jury, matter of aggravation may be taken into

Account. The right of the iury to give exem-
plary or vindictive damages has been repeatedly

confirmed in recent cases by the United States

courts. — When both parties are In fault, if the
plaintiff's conduct has contributed to the inju-
ries, his claim for damages will not be sus-
tained. This has been carried so far that it has
been held that, when a person in one carriage re-

ceives injuries from the management of another
carriage, he cannot recover damages if any negli-
gence, either on his own part or on the part of the
owner or managers of the carriage in which he
was, has contributed to the accident. In the
Courts of Admiralty, where the question constantly
arises in cases of collision, a different rule has
been adopted. When both vessels are in fault the
whole amount of loss is divided between tlieni.

D. are said to be either general or specinl. Tlie
former are given for losses implied by law as
the necessary consequences of the wrongful act.

The latter are not implied by law, but are com-
pensation for such loss as may be proved to have
been in fact caused by the wrongful act Thus,
in an ordinary slander, special damage must be
alleged and proved to entitle the plaintiff to pecu-
niary compensation. But if a slander touches a
person in the way of his trade, the law will pre-
sume that it caused loss to the plaintiff, without
calling on him to show what the loss actually was.
Loss caused by an act which is not wrongful {tlom-

nam absque injuria) cannot be the ground of an
action for D. ; for instance, if A's business is in-

jured by his neighbor B starting the same busi-

ness, this is not an actionable loss. — For Lknumjft
on Protested Bills of Exchange in the Stverul Ululet,

see Table under Days of Grace.
'

Damask, a technical term applied to several
distinct manufactures or manufacturing opera-
tions, from the fact that such products on oper-

ations were intin)atcly connected with Damascus
when that Syrian city was a great manufacturing
centre. The principal application of the term is

to variegated textile manufactures ; and at the
present day it generally indicates a twilletl linen

texture richly figured in the weaving with flowers,

fruits, or ornamental scrolls, or with large designs
of any description. The texture to which the

name, however, was originally applied was of silk,

with patterns elaborately woven in colors and
sometimes in gold thread.— Linen />., which are
employed principally for table-cloths, napkins, and
towels, are manufactured at Dunfermline, Kirk-
caldy, and some other places in Fifeshire, Scot-

land ; at Lisbum and Belfast, in Ireland ; and in

Holland, Belgium, and Russia. The fabric is usu-

ally woven in from four to eight leaf twills, that

is, with the weft intersecting the warp from every
fourth up to every eighth thread ; and the pattern

is produced by varying the intersections on prin-

ciples which will be explained under Weaving.
Cotton />., in imitation of the linen manufactures,
are now much woven and used for toilet covert
and for similar purposes. Colors are frequently

intro<luce<l in cotton />., manufactured in Glasgow
anil Paisley for dress purposes, mid sent to the

Indian and West Indian market. Silk D. are
manufactured for curtains and for other uphol-

stery uses in all the great silk-weaving centres, /m/i.

duty is given under Silk, Linen, and Cotton.
Damaskeening, or Damascening, is the art of

incrusting win- of gold (and sonu-tiiiies of silver)

on the surface of inm. steel, or bronze The sur-

face upon which the patteni is to be traced is fliK'ly

undercut with a sharp instrument, and the gold

thread by hanmiering is forced into and securely

held by the minute furrows of the cut surfaw.
This system of ornamentation is peculiarly Orien-

tal, having been much practised by tlie early gold-
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smiths of Damascus. It is still eminently char-

acteristic of Persian metal-work.

Damask Steel, or Damascus Steel, has a
peculiar watered or streaked appearance, as seen

in the blades of fine swords and other weapons of

Oriental manufacture. Several methods of pro-

ducing the damask grain may be pursued success-

fully, one of which is described under Cutlery.
The art of producing damask steel has been gen-

erally practised in Oriental countries from a re-

mote period, the most famous blades having come
from Ispahan, Khorasan, and Shiraz in Persia.

With great brightness and ductility the metal
combines peculiar elasticity, and a capacity for

taking and retaining a very fine edge.

Damassin, a name for silk damask containing
gold or silver flowers in the fabric.

Dammar, or Dammer, a resin of the copal

kind, obtained from iJammaia orlenlalis, a huge
pine-tree, which grows in Java, Sumatra, Borneo,

and other Eastern
islands. As found
in commerce it is a
hard, transparent,
brittle, straw-col-

ored resin, destitute

of odor. It is

readily soluble in

ether, benzole, and
chloroform, and
with oil of turpen-

tine it forms a fine

transparent varnish
wliich dries clear,

smooth, and liard.

The Knnrie quin or

D. of New Zealand
is closely allied both
in source and prop-

erties, being pro-

duced by Dmninara
„. ,„, ^ „ „ Aiistni/is (Fig. 121).
Fig. 121.—Dammar OF New Zealand, r. • i„ :i„^ „ „*

JJ. is, besides, a ge-

neric Indian name for various other resins, which
differ little from tlie above in pliysical properties,

and are scarcely known in Western commerce.
Jinj>. free.

Damp, a mining name for noxious and explo-
sive gases, the choke-damp being carbonic acid,

and tlie fire-damp carburetted hydrogen.
Damper. The D. of a furnace or fireplace is

a door or valve, which, by rising, falling, sliding,

or otherwise, lessens the passage for air, and thus
damps or ciiecks the intensity of the combustion.
— The D. of a piano-forte also acts as a check

;

it is in the form of a small level, which presses
against a string soon after it has begun to sound,
and tiuis stop.s the vibration. An apparatus
which communicates dampness is also called a D.;
thus damping-machines have been invented for the
purpose of moistening postage and other stamps.
Damson, a species of small black plum, much

used in the preparation of tarts, etc. D. are rather
apt to disagree with delicate stomachs, and also
to affect the bowels. See Plum.
Damson-Cheese, a conserve of dried damsons

pressed into a cake.

Dan, a kind of small truck or sledge used in
coal-mines.

Dandelion, the Taraxacum dens-lponis, a per-
ennial composite herb, found in all parts of the
world. Its root is employed in medicine, being
diuretic and tonic. It is roasted and used as
coffee, and when mixed with an equal weight of
foreign coffee constitutes the article once so much

puffed under the name of D.-coffee. A similar mix-
ture prepared with chocolate forms the D.-chocolute

of the shops. The blanched leaves are used in

salads, and the inspissated juice, extract, and de-
coction are employed in medicine, and are consid-

ered as detergent, aperitive, and deobstruent. Imp.
duty, 3 cts. per lb.

Dandy, a sloop or cutter with a jigger-mast
abaft, on which a mizzen lug-sail is set.

Dandy-Brush, a hard whalebone bristle brush.
Dandy-Horse, a velocipede.

Dandy-Roller, a woven wire sieve for a paper-
mill.

Danes, a cotton fabric for handkercliiefs made
at Manchester, in lengths of ten handkerchiefs and
27 inches wide ; the varieties are Glasgow, An-
tippo, and light glazed Danes;
Dangerous Goods, in the merchant shipping

law, are easily inflammable or explosive goods
which are only permitted to be placed on board
vessels under certain restrictions.

Rr.vis.ed Statutes of the V Statfs, Sect. 4288. •' Any person
shipping oil of vitriol, unslaked lime, inflammable matches, or
gunpowder, in a vessel talcing cargo for divers persons or freight,

without delivering at the time of shipment, a note in writing,
expressing the nature and character of such mcrchandi.°e, to
the master, mate, officer, or person in charge of the lading of
the vessel, shall be liable to the U. States in a penalty of $1000.
But this section shall not apply to any vessel of any descrip-

tion whatsoever used in rivers or inland navigation." See
Nitro-Glyceri.ne.

Dangers of the Sea, a phrase which occurs in

a bill of lading, the master agreeing to deliver the
goods therein mentioned to the consignee in like

good order, " the dangers of the sea excepted."
The phrase is understood to include only losses

arising from some irresistible force, or which are
of an extraordinary nature, and cannot be guarded
against by the ordinary exertions of seamen, skill,

and prudence. Thus, in case of shipwreck or loss

or damage by reason of stress of weather, or other
unavoidable cause incident to the voyage, the
owners of tlie goods must resort to the underwrit-
ers, and not to the captain or owner of the vessel,

to make good their loss. But loss or damage from
a storm at sea, arising from a lack of skill on the
part of the captain, or for want of good seaman-
ship, will not exonerate the vessel.— T. McEl-
ruih.

Dannemora Iron. See Oreground Iron.
Dant, a heavy metal weight with a ring lian-

dle, used for beating down the layers of salted

provisions in casks. The dant for pork casks
weighs about 32 lbs., that for beef 40 lbs.

Deinter, a person engaged in silk-throwing oper-
ations.

Dantzic. See Germany.
Danube [Ger. JJomm; Hungarian, Z)imrt], an

important river, and, next to the Volga, the larg-

est in Europe, traversing the southern part of

Germany, Austria, Hungary, and the northern
part of Turkey, and falling into the Black Sea,

after a course of about 1,750 (or, including its

windings, 2,000) miles. Its basin, which com-
prises a territory of nearly 300,000 sq. m., is

bounded by the Black Forest, some of the minor
Alpine ranges, the Bohemian Forest, and the Car-

pathian Mountains on the north, and by the Alps
and the range of the Balkan on the south. The
D. is generally considered to be formed by the

union, at Donaueschingen, of the Brigach and
the Brcge, two mountain streams from the Black
Forest ; though a third stream, originating in a
spring in the palace garden of Donaueschingen,
at a height of about 2,850 feet above the sea, is

by some held to be the true source. After pass-
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ing N. E. througli tlie kingdojii of Wiirtemborg
and part of Bavaria to Katisbon, it turns to the
S. E., and maintains that direction till it ap-
proaches Lintz in Austria. From this town its

course is in the main easterly to Hungary, which
it enters a little above Presburg From I'resburg
it flows S. E. tlirough the lesser Hungarian plain
to its confluence with the K.iab, whence it runs
E. to Waitzen. At Waitzen it turns S., and flows
with a slow current and numerous windings
througli the greater plain of Hungary for nearly
2^ degrees of latitude. After its junction with
the Drave it again takes a general S. E. direction
to Orsova, where it leaves the Austrian territories

by the famous pass of the Iron Gate, with once
formidable rapids. From Orsova, its course is

generally S. by E. to Kalafat, thence mostly E. by
S. to Sistova; it there takes an E. by N. direction
to Hassova, then turns X. to Galatz, and finally

eastward to the Black Sea. Among its 40<) tribu-

taries, of which upwards of 100 are navigable, the

frincipal are,— on the right, the Iller, Ix'ch, Iser,

nn. Ens, liaab, Drave, Save, Morava, Timok,
Isker, Vid, and Jantra ; and on the left, the Alt-

niiihl, Nab, Ilegen, March, W'aag, <Jran, Tlieiss.

Temes, Chyl, Aluta, Jalomnitza, Seretli, ami
Pruth. The D. communicates with the Rhine by
means of the Ludwigs-Canal, which unites the
Altmuhl with the -Main, with the Elbe by means
of the Moldau and otiier canals, and with the

Tlieiss, its own tributary, by means of the Fran
zens-Canal. At Ulm the D. receives the Iller,

and thus, at a height of 1,400 feet above the sea,

becomes navigable for flat-bottomed boats of 100
tons. From Donauworth to Passau it traverses

the Bavarian plain, leaving which it intersects a
mountainous region till it reaches Vienna. At
Passau it is 800 feet above the level of the sea,

and at Vienna 450. From Vienna to the mouth
of the Drave it flows through an expanse of plain

country, broken only in a few places, as at Prcs-

burg, Buda. and Waitzen. At Isakcha tl'.e chan-
nel is 1,700 feet broad and 50 feet deep. At ex-

treme low water the total current is 70,000 cubic
feet per second, at ordinary low water 125,000, at

ordinary high water 324,000, and during extraordi-

nary flood, 1,000,000, and thus, on a general average,
from the observations of 10 years, 207,000 feet

per second. About 15 m. below Isakcha the river

breaks up into two branches, of which the northern

or Kilia branch Cormsan irregular network of chan-

nels ou its way to the sea, and after reuniting into

one, gives rise to a secondary delta with nine or

ten arms ; while the southern or Tultcha branch
subdivides liefore long into the central or Sulina

branch and the southernmost or St. George's. The
delta thus formed comprises an area of almut 1,000

sq. m., almost totally destitute of cultivation, an<l

broken in all directions by swamps and freshwater
lakes. In terms of the Peace of Paris, March,
1850, the river not only was placed under the pro-

tection of international law, antl declared free to

the ships of all nations, but a commission was
constituted in November of that year for the pur-

pose of putting the deltaic portion in the best

possible state for navigati(m. It took the title of
" Euro{K'an Commission of the I)." After a dis-

cussion which laste<l from December, 18.')7, to

April, 1858, the delegates could not come to nn
agreement in regard to the relative claims of the

St. George's and the Sulina mouths, and had to

refer the question to their n-Kpective governments.
A technical commission appointe<l by France,
England, Prussia, and Sardinia decided unani-

mously in favor of St. George's, but recommended.

instead of the embankment of the natural chan-
nel, the formation of an artificial canal closed by
sluices at its junction with the river, and reaching
the sea at some distance from the natural embou-
chure. The choice of St. George's made by this

commission was adopted at Galatz in December,
1858, and six of the seven repnsentatives vote<l

for the canalization ; but, owing to various politi-

cal and commercial considerations, it was ulti-

mately decided to do notliing more in the mean
time than render permanent and effictive the
provisional works already commenced at the Sulina
mouth. These consisted of two piers, forming a
seaward prolongation of tlie fluvial channel, and
had been conunenced in 1H58, according to Sir
Charles Hartley's plan calculated for a period of
six or eight years. In their ])erniaiunt form they
were completed on the .Jlst July, IHil, having re-

quiretl for their construction 2<Xt,(K)0 tons of stone,

and 12.ij<X) piles. The northern pier had a length
of 4,(>51 feet, the southern of ;{,(HK), and the depth
of water in which they were built varied from
feet to 20 feet. At the comnu-ncement of the
works the depth of the channel was only !> feet,

but by their completion it had increased to 10 fiet.

Ten years afterwards it was found exj>e(iient to

make the total length of the piers 5..'W2 and .'5,457

feet. Various minor rectifications of the channel
were also effected, and in 1805 a lightiiouse was
established in 44^ 51' N. lat. and 2U^ :VV .'32'' E.

Ion. Of what value the works of Sulina have
proved may be shown by the fact that of 2,{>28

vessels navigating the lower b. in 1855, ."W were
shipwrecked, whileof 2,(i7(>in 18t)5only 7 were thus
unfortunate. By the treaty of March 18, 1871,

signed at London by the seven powers, the com-
mission is to exist for twelve years, and the works
accomplished under its superintendence are de-

clared permanently neutral. It is independent of
the Roumanian Government, and has various sov-

ereign powers over the D. below Isakcha, such as

the control of the police, the collection of taxes,

and the disposal of its revenue. The same treaty

authorizes the permanent conmiission of riparian

states (Austria. Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Turkey,
Moldavia, Wallachia, and Servia), which com-
menced its labors at Vienna in 186(5, to collect a
tax from all the vessels navigating the river, in

order to |>ay the expenses of the proposed removal
of the obstructions that still render dangerous the
passage of the Iron (Jate.

Dardanelles [Turkish, Dahr-s*frd Bof/lumi], the
strait forming the communication between the Sea
of Marmora and the Archipelago. Its shores are
formed by the peninsula of (ialli|>oli on the N. W ,

and by the mainland of Asia Minor on the S. E.

;

and it extends for a distance of about 47 m , with
an average brea<lU) of .'! or 4 m. For details

on the currents of the D. see Bla<k Ska, in the
A/i/tenrlij: In terms of the Paris Peace of 1850,

nu-rehani vessels are only allowed to pass the de-

fending castle of Chanka-Kalesi during the day.

Darger, a day-laborer in Scotland.

Darmstadt. See Hkssk Daiimstadt.
Darning-Needle, a long needle for mending

holes or rents.

Darseua, a Spanish name fgr a place in a har-

bor ff)r laying up and repairing ships.

Dash, a flourish in writing — A lH)ld effort.

—

In S<'otland, a cant term for a hat or cap. — On
the W. coast of Africa, a prt-sent made by traders

to headmen or native chiefs.

Date, that part of a writing or letter which ex-

presses the day of the montli and year iu which it

was written.
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Date-Palm. The dates of commerce are the

fruit of a species of palm, Plicenix dacti/lifera (Fig.

122), a tree wiiich ranges from the Canary Islands

through N. Africa and the S. E. of Asia to India.

It has been cultivated and much prized throughout
most of these regions from the remotest antiquity.

In Arabia, indeed, it is the chief source of national

wealth, and its fruit forms tiie staple article of

food in that country. The tree has also been in-

troduced along the Mediterranean shores of Eu-
rope ; but as its fruit does not ripen so far north,

the European plants are only used to supply leaves

for the festival of Palm Sunday among Christians,

and for the celebration of the Passover by Jews.
The date-palm is a beautiful tree, growing to a
height of from 60 to 80 feet, and its stem, which
is strongly marked with old leaf-scars, terminates

in a crown of graceful shining pinnatisect leaves.

Fig. 122. — Date-Palm.

The flowers spring in branching spadices from the
axils of the leaves, and as the trees are imisexual, it

is necessary in cultivation to fertilize the female
flowers by artificial means. The fruit is an oblong
drupe, which varies as much in size, color, and qual-
ity, under cultivation, as does the apple in temperate
regions, vviiile the recognized and named varieties of
the one fruit are quite as numerous as those of the
other. Regarding this fruit Mr. W. G. Palgrave
{Central and Eastern Arahia) remarks: "Those
who, like most Europeans at home, only know the
date from the dried specimens of that fruit shown

1
beneath a label in shop-windows, can hardly im-
agine how delicious it is when eaten fresh and in

Central Arabia. Nor is it, when newly gathered,
heating,— a defect inherent to the preserved fruit

everywhere ; nor does its richness, however great,

bring satiety ; in short, it is an article of food alike

pleasant and healthy." In the oases of Sahara,
and in other parts of N. Africa, dates are pounded
and pressed into a cake for food ; and it is said

that there the fruit is the food of man and beast,

and is eaten by horses and camels, and even by
dogs. The dried fruit used for dessert in European
countries contains more than half its weight of
sugar, about 6 per cent of albumen, and 12 per
cent of gummy matter. All parts of the date-

palm yield valuable economic products. Its trunk
furnishes timber for house-building and furniture

;

the leaves supply thatch ; their footstalks are
used as fuel, and also yield a fibre from which
cordage is spun.

Jjate siKjar is a valuable commercial product of
the East Indies obtained from the sap or toddy of
Elate sijlvestris, a tree so closely allied to the date-

palm that it has been supposed to be the parent
stock of all the cultivated varieties, The juice,

when not boiled down to form sugar, is either

drunk fresh, or fermented and distilled to form
arrack. The uses of the other parts and products
of this tree are the same as those of the date-palm
products. Date-palm meal is obtained from a small
species, Elate farinifera, growing in the hill coun-
try of Southern India ; it is oocasionally resorted

to in times of distress or famine.

Datum-Line, a given level or base from which
to calculate elevations, etc. In the construction

of a plan, as of a railway or canal, the surface

points are reckoned or measured from the datum
level.

Datura. See Thorn-Apple.
Daub, a smear, or rough covering of paint or

plaster.

Daucus, a name for Cretan birds'-nests im-
ported into Spain.
Daugh, in Scotland, a division of land, capable

of producing 48 bolls of grain ; sometimes written

Dawache.
Daum, an imaginary Indian money, the forti-

eth part of a rupee, which is 2s.

Daundee (Hindustani), a waterman.
Davenport, a piece of furniture in which to

keep music-books, etc.

Davenport and North^restem R.R. runs
from Davenport, la., to Fayette, la., 128.40 m., with
branch from Eldridge to Maynoketa, la., 32.25 m.,

total 100.65 m. This Co., whose offices are in Dav-
enport, la., was formed by the reorganization of

the Davenport and St. Paul's R.R. Co., which was
sold under foreclosure in 1876. Financial state-

ment: Cap. stock, $3,520,000. Funded debt, 1st

mortgage, 5 % 30-year bonds, payable 1 Dec. 1906,

!$1,710,000. Net earnings for 1878, §17,738.

Davit, a projecting wooden crane at the bow
of a ship for iioisting the flukes of the anchor to

the gunwales ; davits are also pieces of timber or

iron protruding over a ship's side or stern, having

sheaves or blocks to hoist a boat up to.

Davit-fall Hook, a hook having a means for

instant unclutching or release, and used at the end
of a davit-fall to engage a ring-bolt at the stem or

stern of a boat.

Davy-Lamp. See Fire-Damp.
Day, the light of a window in a bay ; the dis-

tance between mullions.

Day-Book. See BookKeepino.
Days of Grace, the period of three days al-

lowed by law or custom beyond the fixed day of

payment to meet an acceptance or note, unless
" without grace " is expressed on the paper. The
Laws of Grace on Sight Drafts and Damages on

Protested Bills of Exchange in the U. States are

as follows :
—
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States.

AUbama
Ariioaa
Ariunsa*
OalifoniU
Cnlonulo
Connecticut.
Dakota
Delanrare

rioridi
Georgia
Idaho ,

Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kan.<a«
Kenlurlcy
Louisiana
MaiDo
Maryland
SfaMachuartU. ..

Michigan
Minne)«ta
MUi<i«iippi

Missouri
Montana
N«bnt<fca
Neratia
New Ilanipsbire.

New Jei^«y
New Mvxiro
New York State.

North Carolina .

.

Ohio
Oregon
PennxjriTania ...

Rhode Island...
South Carolina

.

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington
West Virginia....

Wtscoosin
Wyoming

Laws of Gnu^ on sight
draTu

Dttmaye* for

Protrstrd Bills.

I

Ora<-v by rustoiu
No grsre
No statute

No grace

Grace by Sutute 1873
No grace

$ 2TIM, Code..

Grace l« allowed.

No grace (act Mar 1,1870)
Grace is alluwed
No grace
Grace by statute
.No grace
Grace Is allowed
Giai-e by custom

No grace
Grace by custom*

.

Grace by statute..

v

No grace
Grace by statute ..

No grace
(actof Apr ,1857)

Grace by act Jan , 1847 .

No grace (act Feb , ISOl

)

Grace by statute
No grace (act .May , 18o7) .

.

Grace by act Apr 20, 1876
184«

No grace by statute \

Grace by statute
Grace by custom
No grace

Grace by statute.
Grace by custom

6
16

l&
10

2
»
6
6
15

3'w

6
3@ 9

8
1® 6
6® 10

5
*

4^10

16

6
3® 10

3,i 10

6
6@ 10

5
10

10

111

10

3, 5, 10

5
10
30

"io

6
6

none
10

15
20

6
10

15 @20

10
10 'S20

ID

12i a 15

3 15 (2,20
10

SglO
12

U S 4

10

* No statute in force.

Dayton and Michigan R.R. runs from Day-
ton to Toledo, Mliio, 140.71 m. This Co., wltose offi-

ces are in Cincinnati, wm cliarten-d in IHol, and
the road was oponivl in 18<J2. It was leased in IM-l
to the Cincinnati, iiamilto'n, and Dayton K.U. Co.
Financiid Uiitehienl : ('ap. stock, common, •"?2,40l,-

627.74
; preferred. :J 1 .28<J. 100 ; funded debt, §2,728.-

bOO; lessees. .J.>2:l,740 .11.

D-Blook, a block tM)lted to the ship's side in

ttie channels, to reeve the lifts through.
De, another name fur the Dutch Viitgtrhoed

(q. v.).

Doad, J!iljitf : as of imitation doors and windows,
put in as architectural devices to balance parts.

—

.MuiionUiA ; as the f/c«»/ spindle of a lathe, which
diH's not rotate ; a de.ntl-\ni-V. ; the f/c*i//-<'entre of a

crank. — Oinn/iu; ; as a rfcrifMljjht or shutter over a
cabin window.— SutiJ, without li'//il or oftntnnj ; as

a deaduydl, a dmd-fJatr, or unperforate<l portion of
a fumace-to'ate ; the dntdwoo)l of a ship.— I'f-

Uis : as drtid strum, that is, exhanslifl ; drad-hntd,

a fetdimjhtiid or .iidltif/rnirr< ; drnd-u'rii/ht.— Sound-
Us*; as a dnxdjinor, which absorbs the sound.

—

Flat ; as a dmdmnfoth file, having the least possible

height of teeth.

Dead-beat Escapement. 8«« Ehcapbmkkt.
Dead Color. In painting, a color is said to be

dead when it has no gloss u|>on it. This is gener-
ally effected by the use of lets oil and more tur-

pentine than in ordinary paints.

Ijrad co/oiinif \* the first layer of color*, consist-

ing usually of some shade of gray, lis design is

to n-ceive and preserve the fini^llillg colors ; and
it is called dfiid liecause it is not seen when the
work is coMipleteil.

Dead-Eyes, oldate solid blocks of wood, with a
groove and ;J holes bored through them, fi.\ed to

the channels of a ship, for reeving the lanyards of

the shrouds through.

Dead-Freight. See Frkight.
Dead-Lights, strong shutters for the stem

lights ur cabin windows of a ship in boisterous

wealiier.

Dead-Plate, a flat iron plate, sometimes fiite<l

befon' the bars of a furnace for the pur|>ose uf

allowing the bituminous coal to assume the charac-

ter of coke Ixfore it is thrust back u|H)n the firi-.

Dead-Reckoniiig, a nautical computatitm of a
ship's position, by (lie distance run, according to

the log line, in a t:iven lime.

Deadly Nightshade. See BEi.LAf>oN<(A.

Deads, in mining, the earth, or other substances,

which enclose the orison every side.

Dead -stroke Hammer, a power- hammer
which ilelivers tlie blow without Ining affected by
the recoil of the shaft on which the ram, or ham-
mer, is stcK'ked.

Dead-Weight, the heaviest part of a ship's

cargo, laid at the bottom of the hold to maintain
her proper equilibrium and hold of the water.

Dead-Wind, a wind blowing right in the shijrs

face.

Dead-Wood, lilocks of timber laid upon each
end of a vessel's keel, where her sheer narrows.
Dead-Wool is wool taken from the skin of the

carcass instead of being shorn from the live ani-

mal.
Dead-Works, those parts of a ship's hull which

appear above water-line, when she is fully laden.

Deal, a plank of fir or pine timlH>r. for carpen-

ters' use. above 7 inches wide, differing from a
batten, which must not e-xceed 7 inches ; a whole
deal is 12 feet long, 11 inches wide, and 2J inches

thick. When sawed of other sizes, they are re-

duced to that cubic dimension in computing them.
Si-*' TiMiiKR and \V<mh>.

Dealer, a trader in gooiis of any kind, the spe-

cialty lH.'ing indicated by the prefix, as tea-dealer,

wholesale-<lealer, etc.

D^baller |Fr|, to unpack.
D^barquement |Fr.

f,
landing.

D^barquer IFr.J, to unlade.

Debase, to lessi-n in value by adulteration or

Inferior admi.xtures.

Debenture, the certificate given at the custom-
liouse to the exjKirter of go(Mls, on whi«h a l>ouniy

or drawback is allowe<l, lH>aring that he has com-
plie<l with the statutory nguiations, and is enti-

tled to such bounty or drawback. See Draw-
nxcK.
Debentured Goods are goods upon which the

drawback has l>een paid.

Debit, to charge in an account ; a sum due for

goo<ls sold on creilit ; also, the balance <if an ac-

count. — Ihliititidr, in lMM>k keeping, is the left-

lian<l page of the leiiger.

Debris, a won! adopted from the French, signi-

fying rubbish, waste, or refuse.

Debt, that which one person owes to another
for goods, or money had, etc. See N*tu>.vai-

Dert.
Debtor, one who owes money or any kind of

debt ; one who is indebted.

Dtea, a term derived from the Greek, signifying

10, and u*ed as a prefix in the French l)e<.-inuil
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system of weights and measures, to express a
weight or measure ten times the amount of tlie

unit which follows it, as decagramme, decametre,
etc.

Decachordon, an ancient form of harp, having
ten strings.

Decade, a measure of time now applied to a
period of 10 years.

Decagramme, a French weight represented by
a centilitre of pure water. It is the lOOtii part of

a kilogramme, and is divided into 10 granunes=
100 decigrammes= 1,000 centigrammes= 154.8402

English grains. In Holland it bears the name of

lood, and in Venetian Lombardy, gros or grosso.

Decalitre, a French measure of capacity, of 10
litres, or 2.201 gallons, the tenth part of the hecto-

litre. It is the new French bushel for grain, and
velto for liquids. As a dry measure it, is rather
more than the English peck, viz. : 1.10 peck. In

Holland, where the decimal system of measures is

adopted, they give the name of schepel (boisseau)

to the decalitre, and in the kingdom of Venetian
Lombardy they call it a minn or mine.

Decamalee-Gum, an East Indian gum ob-
tained from the Gardenia lucidu of Roxburgh.
D^cam^tre, a French measure of length. Tlie

de'cametre is 1.9884 English pole. It is the 100th
part of tlie kilometre, and is divided into 10 metres
= 100 de'cimetres = 1,000 centimetres = 10,000
millimetres= 10.936389 yards.
Decautation, tlie operation of pouring or draw-

ing off the clear portion of a liquid from the im-
purities or grosser matter that has subsided. It is

Fig. 123. — Decantation.

commonly performed either by gently inclining
the vessel or by the use of a siphon or pump. In
the laboratory and the arts it is much resorted to
in the purification of precipitates, or other similar
operations, where repeated edulcoration or wash-
ing is required, for which purpose it is preferable
to filtration, from being less troublesome and
more economical. In tiiese cases, after a sufficient

time having been allowed for tlic subsidence of
the precipitate or powder, or for the clearing of
the supernatant fluid, the latter is decanted^ and
its place supplied by a fresh portion of water,
which, after sufficient agitation, is similarly treated,
and the whole operation repeated as often as nec-

essary. 1, in Fig. 123 is the best apparatus for D.
The siphon is kept in equilibrium by a flat, a, and
a weight, p, so that as the level decreases in the
vase, the siphon descends with it ; the difference

in height between a b and b c being thus always
the same, there is a constant flow. When the
pressure in the mouth of the liquid to be decanted
would be objectionable, use is made of a siphon
(2, Fig. 123) to which is soldered a second tube,
M, parallel to the longest branch. The siphon is

filled by closing the end, P, and sucking at O. See
Siphon.
Decanter, a clear glass bottle for holding wine,

etc., for the table.

Decarbonization is an operation performed
on cast-iron to convert it into soft iron. The arti-

cles to be decarbonized are packed in finely pow-
dered hematite, or native oxide of iron, to which
iron filings are often added, and exposed for some
time to a strong red heat, by which the excess of

carbon is abstracted or burnt out. The process
somewhat resembles annealing or cementation.
D^care [Fr.], an agrarian or superficial meas-

ure, equal to tlie 10th part of the hectare, and
divided into 10 ares. It is never legally used, be-

ing considered superfluous, and fully expressed by
ares, hectares, and centiares.

D^castere, a French solid measure of 10 steres

= 353.1741 cubic feet.

Decennial, occurring every 10 years.

Decharger [Fr.], to unload.
D^ch^ance [Fr.], a forfeiture.

D^ciatine. See Desiatine.
Decigramme, a nominal French weight, the

lOtli part of the gramme = 1.5434 grains.

Decilitre, a French measure of capacity for

liquids, often called a verre, the lOtli part of the
pint or litre = .704 gill. As a dry measure the

decilitre is equal to .176 English pint (6.1028 cubic
inches).

Decimal, any number expressed in the scale of
tens ; a 10th part, multiplied by 10.

Decimal Fractions differ from vulgar frac-

tions in this respect, that their denominators are

always 10, or some power of 10, as 100, 1000, etc.,

and instead of writimj the denominator under the

numerator, it is expressed by pointing off from the
right of the numerator as many figures as there

are ciphers in the denominator ; thus, .6, .43, 5.26

denote, respectively, -^if, ~^,hh 6i%i or ^li;;. The
value of each figure in a decimal decreases from
the left to the right in a tenfold proportion ; that

is, each figure is ten times as great as if it were
removed one place to the right, as in whole num-
bers ; thus, .5, .05, .005, are Aii t»(1, nftrn, etc., and
the decimal .438 is four tenths, three hundredths,

and eight thousandths of a unit.

Adding ciphers to the right of a decimal does

not alter its value ; thus, .6, .50, .600, or ,*n, ^tP,,,

A)H)V. are equal to each other, the numerator and
denominator having been multiplied by the same
number.

Decimals may be reduced to a common denomi-

nator by adding ciphers to the right, where it is

necessary, till the number of decimal places is the

same in all. Thus, .5, .03, and .664, reduced to a
common denominator, are .600, .030, and .664 ; that

is, A%, ^V,?,J, and T»,Hi\f.

To reduce a vulgar fraction to a decimal, add ciphers at

pleasure, as decimals in the numerator, and divide by the de-

nominator, according to the rule for the division of decimals.

Example : J = ^-j-" = .75.

From the very nature of numbers, it munt frequently hap-

pen that this division may be continued without termination ;
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bat, M Um flgnrw klwsyi daeraaw a tenth Id vbIo* by aaeh
reiuoTe to tb« rigkl from the point, dcrinwU mmjr br Mopped,
rxn-pt io lonx cmk-uUtionii, at 3 or 4 pUrr*, without any gnot
UifKrw of em>r ; aud eTvo in continued niuliipUratioiK, whrn
ttw darimaU are Mopped at a gireu place, wo iiare ooly to in-

craaM tb* bwt flfure by 1, if the next ftgura waa to be 6 or
above it. In otdar to eompeoaate for euttioK them abort.
TIm value of a decimal, of any denominatioo, l< fouiMl by

mulciplylax it by tbe number of part< iu the next le«< droomi-
natioo, and cnttinK off aa many place* to tlie rifht band aa
tliere aie decimal*, aad to on until tbe tcnua an exbauated.
Tbua, U3I oa. ia -

.634

8

6.073 dracbma.
60

4JSSigt%la».

or, S dr. 4{ gr. (nearly).

Tbe raiue of a dcciiual of any foreifn money In terms of a
lower denominatioo U found by tbe rniue rule Example

:

Bequired tbe value of £0.06875 (beinc known that there are
20 ahiliinf* in a pound iterling, 12 pence in a abUUng, and 4
fcrthinf* In a |>enny) ^

.68875
20

113.S;uOU ahUUnn.
12

4.5U0 pence.
4

2 farthings.

Hence, (be value required bi !&>. 4^.
The following table of e<| nation* between vulgar and decimal

fractioiu will b« found uivful in practice : —
Tabu op Decimal EouiVALi.rrs.

.0167

JOOM
XMGO
J0812

joaaa
.0417

jOSOO

.0685

.0667
J076O

t

4W7
.1000

.1042

.1167

.UBO
J888
.1468

OMO
IMS
.1667

.1760

WStt
.1876

JOOO
.2068

2167
.2187
2260
2292

2SU0
3667
2708
.2760
.28121

2917
.aooo

.8125

.3167

82G0
.8383

8187
.8600

8067
8760

.9060

i
I

.*ooo

.4187

4260
.4338

.4876

.4600

.4688
4667
.4687

4760
4792
4888
6000
6167
.6208

JS8&0

.6812

.6888

6417
.6600

6695
6667
6780

6087
JOOO
6043

.6167

.6468:

6600;
.6663:

.66671

.67fO'

.68831

6875
.7000
.7063

.7167

.71871

.nco

.7293

7888
.7600

7067
.7708

.7760
7813
.7888
.7917

JOOO

J125
.8167

.8260

.8388

.8487

.86U0

.8642

.8667

.8760

.8833

J958
.9000

.9062

.9167

.9260

9883
.9876
.9600

M88
9667
J68i
9760
.9793

M88
1.

Decimal W^eighta and Meaaoras. Sec
Wkiuiits and MEASirRi;:!*. .

D^cime, a cupper coin and money of account
in Franco of ten centimea, and uvarly equal to 2
cents.

D^oimitre, a French meaaure of lonirUi, being
the tfiitli part of a niutrc B'').0371 inches.

D^cLatire, a French solid measure, Ix-ing the
tenth part of a st6re= >'i.5:n741 cubic feet.

Deck, the planked flooring of a ship, retting
on the bi-ums. D. may run from stem to stem,
or be but partial. Some fluhingH-raft liavu a par-
tial D. forming a cud^y. Vessels are clasaed, for
ome purpoaea, by the number of their O.; aa,

tingU-dtcktd, Iwfxlecked, ihttt-drcktd. In three-
decked ships the D. above the water-line are known
at the ufiptr or *par, matH, middle, gun or lowtr, D. ;

in two-decked ships, the upiwr or </""*• m<i/m, and
yuii. D.; in frigates and nierchaiitvettela, tlie

upper and main D. The D. next below the
water-line it the oHt^D. in two or three deckert,

but is known as the lower /J. in vess(.>l8 of the
lower grades. Tlie after-part of the orloft-O. it

the cx>cL-pil. A passage round the orloft-D., to get

at the ship's side fur n>pairs during action, it

calleil the wim/-pa*sogr. On this D. are the cabint

and bertht of officers and men. A complete D.
over the main-dock is the *fjnr or ^fiiuh U. The
forecastle is the foremost part, and the quarttr-U.

the aftermost part, uf the sfiar-D. ; the wai$t is the

space amidships. A small D. at the after end it

the poop or round-houu, and usually extends to the

mizzen. Above it it the pooa-D. A similar I), at

the forward end is called tlie lo/tf/tJIunt-torecatiU.

A transverse D. extending across the middle of the

vessel is called a Iturricuite-U., Uidije-D., or bn'di/e.

It is common in steani-vettels, covering the space
between the paddle-boxes. Detached buildings on
a D. are l).-ltou»es. The openings in a l). are lad-

der-iraifi or hatr/itcai/s. Twrrn-D. is the space
below the tpor-lJ. The coverings of a Imtchnsiif

arc hulrlies. The raised ledges around the hatch-

way are coamings in the fore and aft direction,

head ledges in the parts athwartships. Glosses in-

serted in holes made in a deck are called deckJirjhls,

and serve to light cabins below.— E. //. Kniijht.

Decker, a ship having a deck or decks; at, a
thu'vdrcker.

Deckle, in paper-making, a thin frame of wood
fitting on the shallow mould in which the paper
pulp is placed ; also the rouj;h or raw edge of

paper.
Deck-Passenger, one who goes a short chan-

nel journey at a cheaper fare, and has not the

privilege of the cabins.

Declaration, a report of entiy.— An official

ailinnation or statement made before a pro|H'rly

authorized officer.— In law, that part of the procesa

or pletidings in which a statement of the plaiulifl 't

complaint against the defendant is set forth.

Declinator, an instrument used in dialling, for

taking tlie declination and inclination of a plane.

Declinometer, an instrument for measuring
the variation of the magnetic needle, or the force

of terrestrial magnetism in the plane of the hori-

zon.

Decoction, an aqueous solution of the active

principles of any substance obtained by boiling;

also the process of preparing tuch tolution.

Theeflertof D. In water diflrn greatly <Wmi that nf infU«ion.

At tlie leaiperatur* of 2^.^> Kabr., tbe iwantlal oila and aro-

matic principle* of vr^euble* are dMpalid or diBoaiponed

;

while by infiuina in hot water, in eoverad immtt, they iMnaia
for tbe mo*t part unitOurrd. Tbe aolvent powrr* of boiUnff
water arc, however, much greater than tboaa uf but water i and
many vegetable principle* prarrely acted on by the one are
fiteelv aoluble in the other. Thi* i» tbe ca*« with many of lb*
alkaloU*, on which thr iiie<iiciiial vIrtiM* of aavernl vegeiablaa

depend. On the uth<T hanU. thp enlutlons of many *ulM>lane(e.

though more readily made by boiling, are vpeedlly wral(eoe4

or renilered inert by ebullition, in consequence of (lip active

princlplM being either voiatJIiaed along with the •ieaui, or ot-

Idlaed or derompoaed by espoaure to tbe atmoephrre Tlii< la

particobtriy tbe eata with •nbetancee abounding In exrractiva

or aatrlngant matter. When tbe medicinal propertie* or v«g*>

tablf* are volatile, or are li^ared by a »tra«g heat, infuitloa

should be had reconna to. In pcefctenee to tiMling ; but a ben
a oltttion o( tbe fisi«l rooaUtuent* \» akme (ought, /' U prrf>

erable. Tbe ubetanoa* employed for making t) abould be well

bruUed, or reduced to a very coarte powder, or. if freab and
•oft, tbey (hould be elicad «mall. In tbe former raae, any vary
flne powder or adhering du*t should be removed with a aieva,

aa iu prwMK* tenda to make the product tliick and dl«agi«*-

able, and alto aMt* tltNiMaaaaM to •train. The veeect in which
the ebnlUtton I* eondnetad abould be (Umiahed with an aeen-
raUly fitting eover, the better to asalnde tbe air ; and tbe

application of tbe beat *hould be to eondoetsd that tbe flnld

may be kept rimmering, or only gantly boding, aa violent boil-

ing I* not only qalto unneoaeaary , but abaoluuly ii^urtou* to

tbe quality of tbe product, la every caaa tbe liquor should
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be strained whilst hot. but not boiling, and the best method of

doing this is to employ a fine hair sieve, or a coarse flannel

bis:. In general it is found that, as D. cool, a sediment is

formed, in consequence of the boiling water dissolving a larger

portion of vegetable matter than it can retain in solution when
cold. This deposit for the most part consists of the active

principles of the solution, and, unless when otherwise ordered,

should be mingled with the clear lit|uid by agitation, when the

D. enters into e.\teniponineous compositions, or when the dose

is taken. The length of lime occupied by the ebullition i*

another point demanding some attention Long boiling is iu

no case necessary, and should be avoided, especially in decoc-

tions prepared from aromatic vegetables, or those abounding in

extractive.

Decoloration, the blanching or removal of the

natural color of any substance. Sirups and many
animal, vegetable, and saline solutions are decol-

ored or whitened by agitation with animal char-

coal, and subsequent subsi<lence or filtration.

Many fluids rapidly lose their natural color by
exposure to light, especially to the direct rays of

the sun. In tliis way castor, nut, poppy, and sev-

eral other oils are whitened. Fish oils are partially

deodorized and decolored by filtration through ani-

mal charcoal. Cottons and linens are still com-
monly bleached by the joint action of light, air,

and moisture. Tlie peculiar way in which light

produces this effect has never been satisfactorily

explained. The D. of textile fabrics and solid

bodies generally is called bleucltinij (q. v.).

Decomposition, tlie resolution of compounds
into their elements, or the alteration of their chem-
ical composition in such a manner that new
products are formed
Decorator, an ornamenter ; one who adorns or

paints and embellislies houses.
Decorticate, to peel off the bark.
Decoy, a lure ; a cage, snare, or enclosure for

catching wild fowl.

D^dit [Fr.\, a forfeit; a consideration.
Dedo \Sp.\, a finger's breadth, the forty-eighth

part of a Spanish yard or vara.
Deed, a written or printed legal instrument or

agreement between contracting parties, executed
under seal. When made by one party only, a D.
is called a ffef(l-/>oll , when several parties are con-
cerned, an indenture.

Deep-sea-Line, a line with a plummet, shot, or
other attachment for taking soundings at great
depths at sea.

Deer, a general name for ruminating animals
of the genus Ctrvus (Fig. 124), which have decidu-

Fig. 124. — Deer.

ous horns or antlers : their flesh is termed venison.

Deer's horns enter largely into commerce. The
dry skins of different species are imported into

this country, chiefly from Central and South
America ; they come in bales, and are suld by the

lb.. Para skins being the most esteemed. When
tanned, they are called buckskins. See Buckskin.
Defaulter, an officeholder who embezzles public

money, or fails to account for money intrusted to

his keeping. His offence is called dtfakaiton.—
Also a trader who fails in his payments, or is un-

able to meet his engagements.
Defecation, the separation of a liquid from its

lees, dregs, or impurities, by subsidence or decan-

tation.

Defect, want or absence of something necessary
or useful toward fruition or perfection; fault;

flaw ; imperfection ; a failure or blemish.

Defence, a justification; a legal reply to a
plaintiff's declaration.

Defendant, the person accused or summoned, in

a court of law, to answer the charges of a plaintiff.

Deficiency Bills, a kind of short loan or ad-

vance made to the British government by the

Bank of F^ngland, whenever the taxes received

are insufficient to pay the public dividends due oa
government stocks.

Deficit, something short or wanting ; the defi-

ciency wiiicli is discovered in the accounts of an
accountant.
Deflagration, the sudden combustion of any

substance for the purpose of producing some
change in its composition by the joint action of

heat and oxygen. The process is commonly per-

formed by projecting into a red-hot crucible, in

small portions at a time, a mixture of nitrate of

potash and the body to be oxidized.

Defrauder, a cheat; an embezzler; one who
wrongs another.

Degree, GO geographical miles, the 360t]i part

of the circumference of a circle, and the JX)th part

of a right angle. A degree is subdivided into 60

minutes, and each minute into 60 seconds. The
notation employed for an angle of 8 degrees, 14

minutes, and 1(J seconds is 8'^ 14' 16". See Lati-
TLDi: and Longitude.
Ddjeuner, the French word for breakfast.

De Laine. The original French fabric for

ladies' dress goods called mouxseline de /(tine was,

as the name imports, all wool ; the English and
American de laine are composed of cotton and
wool, or worsted. All muslin de laine and all de

laine of every kind, except what are called cash-

mere de laine, are woven perfectly plain, and in the

gray or natural colors of the wool, cotton, or hair,

and are dyed in the piece by being plunged in the

dye; they are also printed in colors, and may be

striped or figured. — T. McElrath.

D^laissement [Fr.\, an abandonment.
Dela'ware, one of the middle U. States, next to

Rhode Island the smallest in extent, is situated on
the Atlantic seaboard, forming part of the penin-

sula between the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays.

It is bounded N. by Pennsylvania, W. and S. by
Maryland, and E. by the Atlantic Ocean and the

IX'laware Bay and River. Area, 2,120 sq. m. A
somewhat elevated table-land passes through a por-

tion of the State from N. to S., dividing the waters

which fall into the Chesajieake Bay from those

which flow into Delaware Bay. This tableland
contains a chain of swamps in the W. part of the

State, from which its principal streams originate.

The soil in the N. is a strong clay. Along the

Delaware River, and for about 20 m. W. of it, the

soil is generally a rich day, well a<lapted to agri-

culture ; but between this and the swamps the soil

is light and sandy. Proceeding southward, the

soil becomes more sandy, and in Sussex Co. sand
greatly predominates Kaoline, or porcelain clay,

I is found in the N., bog-irou ore in tliu !S>, aud shell:
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marl throughout the State. The rivers are small
and unimportant. The Delaware and Chesapeake

Canal connects the
two great bays, and
makes an easy water
transit for produce
liL'tween Philadelphia
and Baltimore, h. is

un agricultural state;
n part of it is in a high
state of cultivation.

Besides wheat, Indian
corn, and other grain,

peaches are grown in

immense quantities,
Fig. 125 — SsAL OF Delawam. and sent over the
country ; small fruits arc also raised for transpor-

tation. In the nortliern parts of the State are
numerous manufactories. Wilmington is the prin-

cipal centre of industry. New Castle, also, has
important rolling-mills, and cotton and woollen
factories. Dover is the cap. of D. The Phila-

delphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Railroad runs
through the northern part of the State, and the
Delaware Railroad goes through tift whole length
of the peninsula. The Wilmington and Reading
liailroad makes a connection with the Pennsyl-
vania coal-region. The debt of the State is

$1,224,000, and as the cost of the government is

moderate, the taxes are small. Pop. in 1840,

78.085 ; in 1850. 91.5:32 ; in 1800, 112,216 ; in 1870,

125,015; in 1879 (estimated), 140.000.

WiLMi.vGToy, the principal commercial town of
D., is a port of entry situated in New Castle Co.,

between Brandy wine and Christiana Creeks, 1 m.
above their junction. Its manuf. are important,

among which are machinery for steamboats, rail-

road cars, locomotives, mill-machinery, powder,
carriages, flour, leather, shoes, cotton and woollen
goods, farming implements, etc. On Brandy wine
Creek are some of the finest flouring-mills in the

U. States, to which vessels drawing 8 feet of wa-
ter can come. Christiana Creek is navigable for

vessels drawing 14 feet of water. The tonnage
of the port in 1879 was 15,228. During 1878,

6 steamlraats, 1 ocean steamer, 2 barks, 1 1 schoon-

ers, and 1 sloop, of an aggregate burden of 0,475

tons, were built. The foreign trade of D. is effected

chiefly through Baltimore, New York, and Phila-

delphia, especially the last; so that its direct

foreign trade is very inconsiderable, the direct

exports for the year 1878 amounting to 528,000,

and the imports to 81,750. During the same year
66 vessels, aggregating 17,1 12 tons, entered the port,

and 27 vessels, aggregating 14,019 tous, cleared it.

Pop. 35.000.

Delaware R.R. runs from Delaware Junction,

Del, to Delniar, Md.. 82.8.J m., branches 16.68 m.,

total extent of line, 99.51 m. ; this Co., whose of-

fices are in Dover, Del., was chartered in 1849,

and the road was leased at iu opening in 1860.

at a rental of :i0% of iu gross earnings and an
annual dividend of 6%, to the Phila<lelphia, Wil-

mington, and Baltimore R.R. Co. Flnauciid glute-

ment: Cap. stock, $1,450,*2:J.87. Funded debt.

8760.600. Net eaniings for 1878, 30 %, of receipts,

$10!),t]74.04.

Delaware and Bound Brook R.R. runs

from Bound Brook. N. J., to Delaware (Pa. line),

27 m.; branch line to Trenton, 3.7 m. This
Co., whose oflices are in Philadelphia, was char-

tered in 1874, and the main line was opened in

1876. Financial ataleiwnt: Cap. stock, 81,514,000,

funded debt. Ist mortgage 7% *>-year bonds,

dated Aug. 2, 1875, $1,500,000, and floating debt,

§279,620.66. Total stock, bonds and debts, S:3,293,-

620.06. Net earnings for 1878. •*! 19,022 ;J2.

Delaware and Chesapeake R R. runs from
Clayton. Del., to Oxford, Md., 5;].75 m. This Co

,

whose oflices are in Kaston. Md.. was chartered in

1854 as the Maryland and Delaware R.R. Co., and
completed in 1857. The road was sold in 1877,
under a decree of foreclosure in favor of 1st mort-
gage bondholders, for $94,200, bought in for the
bondholders, and reorganized under its present
title in 1878. Financial statement (before sale)

:

Cap. stock, ."5500.000 ; funded debt, Ist mortgage
6% bonds, payable 1885, $850,000, and 2d mort-
gage 6 % bonds, ^150,000. Total stock and bonds,
§1,500,000.

Delaware and Hudson Canal Co. Tliis Co.
was chartered in 1823, to construct a canal and R.R.
from the coal-fields of Pa. to the Hudson at Ron-
dout, N. Y., and the canal, 108 m.. from Hones-
dale to the latter place, was completed in 1828,
and the Gravity R.R. to the coal-fields in 1829.

Besides this R.R., in length 62.41 m., the Co. owns
the Lackawanna and Susquehanna R.R., running
from Xineveh, N. Y.,to Jefferson R.R., Pa.. 22.01 m..

and from Carbondale, Pa., to Scranton. Pa., 16.60

m., total, 38.61 m. It also operates under lease or
contract the following lines ; Jefferson R.R., from
Susquehanna Junction, Pa., to Carbondale, Pa.,

:J4.60 m. ; Union R.R., from Greenridge, Pa., to
Mill Creek, Pa., 16.69 m. ; Plymouth and Wilket-
barre R.R., and branches from Junction, to Plym-
outh, Pa., 3.22 m. ; and under lease on separate
account, the Albany and Susqtiehanna R.R. from
Albany to Binghampton, 142.59 ni. ; the Cherry
Valley, Sharon, and Albany R.R., from Cobbles-
kill to Cherry Valley, 20.91 m. ; the Schenec-
tady and Duanesburg R.R., between both named
places, 13.84 m. ; Rensselaer and Saratoga R.R.,
from Troy to Whitehall, and branches. 182.62 m.

;

New York and Canada R.R., from Whitehall to

Rouse's Point, and branches, 149.93. Total of all

lines owned, leased, and operated, 665.40 m. Fi-

nancial statement : Cap. stock, $20,000,000 ; bonds,
1884, $3,500,000; ditto, 1801..$5,000,000; ditto, 1877-

91, $1,482,000; ditto, 1894, .^.856.000; ditto, 1917,

$2,450,000 ; I»an, 1880, $1,045,000. Net earnings
for 1878, $398,218.72.

Delaw^are.Lackawanna, and Western R.R.
runs from IX-lawnre River ( N. J. line) to .N. Y. Slate
line, 115 m. Branches. Scranton to NorthumWr-
land. Pa., 80 m.; Greenville to Winton, Pa., 7.50 m ;

Junction to Keyser Valley, Pa.. 5 m. ; total, l>2.50

m. This Co., whose oflices are in Carlisle, Pa., also

leases the following lines in New York State:
Cayuga and Susquehanna, from Owego lo Cayuga
Lake, ;)4.01 m. ; Greene from Cin>ene to Chenango
Forks, 8 m. ; Oswego and Syracuse, between those

E
laces, :}4.98 ni. ; Utica, Chenango, and Susque-
anna Valley, from Utica to Greene, 97.75 m.

;

Valley, from Pa. State line to Binghampton,
11.50 m. ; total, 186.84 m. It controls the Syracuse,
Binghampton, and New York, from Cunldes to

Binghampton, 81 m. It operates the Rome and
Clinton R.R., l)etween those two places, 12.70 m.

;

and the Utica. Clinton, and Binghampton R.R.,

from Utica to Smith's Valley, 31.30 m. It leases

the following lines in New Jersey : the Chester

R.R., from Dover to Chester, 10 m. ; the Morris

and Essex, from Hob«>ken to Phillipsburg and
Boonton Bridge, 118.22 m. ; the Newark and
Bloomfield, from Newark Junction to West Bloom-
field, 4.25 m. ; and the Warren It R , from Dela-

ware River to Hampton Junction, 18.25 m ; total,

160.72 m. Total of all lines owned, leased, and
operated, 67000 m. The Co. was formed m 1853,
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by the consolidation of tlie Lackawanna and West-
ern U.K., and the Delaware and Cobb's Gap
11. U. Financial statement : Cap. stock, §20,200,000.

Funded debt, •'Jo.SST.lOO. Net earnings lor 1878,

$2,:]20,481.42.

Delaware River and Bay. The D. Eiver
rises on the W. side of the Catskill Mountains,
State of New York, and after separating Pennsyl-
vania from New York and New Jersey, falls into

the D. Bay 5 ni. below New Castle. It is formed
by the union of two streams, the Mohawk and the

Popacton, which unite 8 m. below the Pennsyl-
vania boundary line, in lat. 42^ N. The river then

pursues a winding S. E. course between New York
and Pennsylvania for 60 m. to the N. W. corner
of New Jersey, where it receives the Neversink
Iliver. It then turns S. W., along the base of the

Kittatninny range, for ;}5 m., in passing through

Fig. 12G — Delaware River.

{Sherman Waterfall in the Catskill Mountains.)

which it forms what is called tlie " water gap," a
great natural curiosity. The banks here rise pre-
cipitately from the water's edge to the height of
1,000 feet, overhung by immense masses of rock,
and at the S. E. entrance leaving scarcely room
for a road. The passage, however, widens towards
the N.W. Its entire length is about 2 m. From this

point it pursues a S. E. and then a S. W. course to

Easton, where it receives the Lehigh, a large trib-

utary from the W. A little below this the river
passes througii South Mountain, and has a S. E.
course to Trenton, 60 ni. below Easton ; having
in that distance 25 rapids, with a total fall of 165
feet. These falls are navigable at high water.
The river below Trenton turns to the S. W. un-
til near the bay, which it enters in a S. E. direc-

tion, after an entire course of 809 m. It is navi-

gable for vessels of the largest class to Phila-

delphia, 40 m., and for sloops 35 m. farther, to

Trenton. Above the falls at Trenton it is nav-
igable for boats of 8 or 9 tons for 100 m. The
IJ. is connected with the Hudson River and the

bays of New York by the D. and Hudson
Canal, the Morris Canal, and the D. and Rari-

tan Canal. — The D. Baij is a large arm of the
sea, 75 m. long, 20 m. wide between Cape May on
the N. and Cape Heulopen on the S., and 30 m.
wide in the middle. The navigation is difficult

and dangerous, being interrupted by many shoals.

Its low and sandy shores were without harbors
until the construction of the D. Breakwater, situ-

ated at the entrance into D. Bay, near Cape Hen-
lopen. The anchorage ground, or roadstead, is

formed by a cove in the S. sliore, directly W.
of the pitch of the cape, and the seaward end of

an extensive shoal called The Shears,

The entrance from the ocean is 1,950

feet in widtli, and is accessible during
"^

all winds from the sea. The depth of

water is from 24 to 36 feet deep, at

-==^ low tide, throughout the harbor. There
are two dikes, one of 1,500 feet, and
the other of 6,000 feet, giving a secure
harbor of seven tenths of a sq. in. The
objects of this artificial harbor are to

protect vessels from winds from E. to

N. W., by way of N. and against the
floating ice of the bay.
Del Credere [It., in trust], a com-

mercial term seldom used in the U.
States, which, in its restricted sense, is

an engagement by an insurance broker,

for an additional premium, to guar-
antee the insured against the conse-

quences of the failure of the under-

writer. In its ordinary mercantile
acceptation it embraces every com-
mercial transaction in which the per-

son who transacts for another engages
for the solvency of the person with
whom he so bargains. A factor em-
ployed to dispose of property, in tlie

usual manner, is only responsible to

his principal ifor the consequence of

neglecting that degree of care which a
prudent man takes of his own affairs ;

and if lie sell to a person in good credit,

and that person fail, lie is not respon-

sible for the debt. If the factor or

agent, however, hold a del credere com-
mission, he engages, in consideration

of an additional premium, to guarantee

all his transactions. His responsibility

extends to the absolute payment, and
so it is not sufficient that he remit tlie

price by bills to his principal,— he is responsible

for their being honored.
Delineation, a draught, or outline sketch.

Deliquescence, spontaneous liquefaction by
absorption of the moisture of the atmosphere.

Deliquescent salts are those which by exposure

gradually assume the liquid state. They should

all be kept in well-closed bottles or jars.

Delivery, the act of transferring the possession

of goods from one person into the possession of

another. See Sale and Stoppage in Tkansitu.
Delve, to dig, to open the ground with a spade.

Demand, a claim made for a debt due ; the

asking or requiring of a price for goods offered

for sale.

Demand and Supply, these terms, in political

economy, express the relation between cousunip-
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tion and production,— between the demand of pur-
cliasers and the supply of commodities by those
who have them to sell. Tlie relations between tlie

demand for an article and its supply determine
its price or exchangeable value : the relations be-
tween the demand for labor and its supply deter-
mine tlie amount of wages to be earned by the
laborer. For causes explained elsewhere, the
price of an article will rarely vary, for any length
of time, very much above or below its cost of pro-
duction; nor will the wages of labor, for any
length of time, much exceed or fall below the
amount necessary to maintain laborers and their
families in such comforts as their habits of life

have accustomed them to believe necessary for
tlieir subsistence; but, bearing in mind that, in the
prices of commodities and labor, there is a certain
point, determined by causes independent of de-
mand or supply, above or below which prices can-
not materially vary for any considerable time, all

variations of price, if the medium in which they
are calculated remain unchanged, may be referred
to the proportion which exists between the de-
mand for commodities and tlie supply of them,—
between the quantities which purchasers are will-

ing and able to buy, and the quantities which pro-
ducers are able and willing to sell. The first effect
of a demand exceeding the supply of a commodity,
is to raise its price. As more persons want to buy
the commodity than the producers are able or
willing to supply, they cannot all obtain what
they desire, but must share the supply between
them in some manner. But their wants are very
much regulated by the cost of gratifying them.
One man would purchase an article for a dol-

lar for which he may be unwilling or unable to
pay two; while others, rather than forego the
purchase, will consent to pay that amotmt. Those
who have commodities to sell, finding that they
have more customers than they can satisfy, imme-
diately infer that they are selling them too cheaply,
and that they could dispose of all their stock at
a higher price. The price is accordingly raised,

wlien the sale becomes limited to those who are
not restrained from buying by the increased price.

Some commodities are positively necessary for
the support of the people, of which the supply
may fall very short of the demand and be incapa-
ble of increase. This is the case when there is a
bad harvest in a country which is excluded from
a foreign supply by war or by fiscal restrictions.

Here the price rises in proportion to the deficiency
of the crops. The competition for food is univer-
sal. The number of consumers is not diminished,
while the supply is reduced ; and the price must,
therefore, rise and continue high until a fresh
supply can be obtained. A similar effect is pro-
duced if the supply, without being deficient, be
confined to the possession of a small number of
persons, who limit it to the consumers in order
to secure higher prices. However abundant com
might be in a besieged town, if one man were ex-
clusively authorized by law to sell it, it might rise

to a famine price, unless the people broke into the
granaries, or the government interfered with tiie

monopoly. Less in degree, but similar in principle,

is the effect upon prices of every limitation of the
market by fiscal restriction. When any sellers are
excluded, the others are enabled to raise tlieir

prices. These are cases in which the supply cannot
be increased to meet the demand, or in which the
supply is monopolized. But the greater number
of commodities may be increased in quantity, and
the supply of them is not artificially limited. The
price of these also rises when the uemaud exceed*

.the supply ; but the increased price raises the profit
of tiie producer, and attracts the competition of
others in tlie market. Fresh capital and labor are
applied to the production of tlie profitable article,

until the supply is accommodated to the demand,
or exceeds it. The prices gradually fall, and at
length the profits are reduced to the same level as
the profits in other undertakings, or even lower.
The encouragement to further production is thus
withdrawn, and prices are adjusted so as to secure
to the producer the onlinary rate of profits, and no
more.— When a supply exceeds the demand, that
is to say, when there is more of a commo<iity than
people are prepared to buy, its price must fall.

Its sellers must offer it for sale at the price at which
they can induce people to purchase. All is now in
favor of consumers. They are no longer bidding
against each other: but the s(>llers are competing
among themselves to get rid of their goods. The
price falls generally in proportion to the excess of
the quantity, but this result is very much qualified

by the nature of the article. If there be an excess
of supply in perishable goods, there is nothing to
prevent the natural fall of prices. W^hen fish is

unusually abundant, it must be cheap, or a great
part of it will be destroyed : it must be eaten at
once, or not at all ; and to induce people to eat it,

it must be offered to them at a low price. But
with articles which may be held back, in expecta-
tion of higher prices, their value may be partially

sustained. Production may be reduced, and the
stock gradually brought into the market, until the
supply has been equalized with jlie demand ; and
wherever the article is such as to admit of volun-
tary increase or diminution, the natural result of
an excessive supply is to reduce production, until

the balance of supply and demand has been re-

stored. This mutual adjustment is in perpetual
operation, and is ordinarily effected with such pre-

cision, that it may be said, without exaggeration,
that a large city is supplied exactly with every-
thing its inhabitants require,— even down to an
egg or a pint of milk. There is always enough of
everything, and rarely too much.—Whenever there
is an excessive production of any commodity, it is

an evil almost as great as scarcity. It is true that
the consumer derives benefit from it, but the pro-

ducing classes are most injuriously affected. In
order to raise the value of the produce of their

labor, they must cease to produce, or must produce
in less quantities. The workmen are thus either

deprived of employment altogether for a time, or
are employed for a portion of their time only, at re-

duced wages ; while their employers are di^imsing
of their goods at low prices, wiiicli scarcely repay
the outlay of their capital. Nor does the penalty
of over-production fall exclusively upon those en-

gaged in the trade in which supjily lias exceeded
the demand. Their distresses extend to other

classes. It has been shown already that it is to

production we must look as the cause of sustained

consumption, and thus the pressure upon any con-

si<lerable branch of productive industry must be
sensibly felt by those who have the produce of

their own labor to sell. Production has failed,

and consumption must therefore bi> dimiiiisiied.

—

The supply of markets is a very speculative busi-

ness, an«i is often conducted with more zeal than

discretion. When a particular trade is supposed
to be more prosiK-roOs than others, capitalii>(s rush

into it in onler to secure higli profits ; and in this

country the abundance of capital, the perfection

of our machinery, and the skill of our workmen,
enable them to produce wltii extraordinary facil-

ity. Over-production in tiiat particular trade is
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the consequence, and all engaged in it suffer from
the depreciation in the value of their goods ; but
if, instead of rushing into the favorite trade, they

had distributed their enterprises more widely,

their own interest and that of the community
would have been promoted. When a ship is

wrecked, if all the crew precipitate themselves
into one boat, they swamp it; but if they wait till

all the boats are lowered, and apportion theirnum-
bers to the size of each, they may all reach the

shore in safety. And so it is in trade : one trade
may easily be glutted, while there is room in other
trades for all the capital and industry that need
employment. In proportion to the extent of the

market, and the variety and abundance of com-
modities to be exchanged, will be the facility of
disposing of the products of capital and labor;
and this consideration points out as the most prob-
able antidote to gluts, a universal freedom of com-
merce. When the free interchange of commodities
is restricted, not only is a glut caused more easily,

but its causes are more uncertain, and dependent
upon unforeseen events. With the whole world for

a market, the operation of the laws of demand and
supply would be more equable, and the universal-

ity of the objects of exchange would make gluts

of rare occurrence. The market would still be
liable to disturbance by bad harvests, by errors in

the monetary system, by shocks to public credit,

and by war ; but apart from these causes of de-

rangement, demand and supply would be adjusted,
and the productive energies of all nations called
into full activity.

Demi, a prefix signifying half.

Demijohn [from the Fr. dame-jeanne], a large
round glass bottle, which is generally encased in
osier basket or wicker work to prevent fracture;
it holds about two gallons.

Demurrage is applied in commercial naviga-
tion to designate the time during wiiich a vessel is

detained beyond that originally stipulated in load-
ing or unloading; but it is more commonly ap-
plied to the compensation which the freighter has
to pay for such detention. The freighter usually
agrees to load and unload within a certain time,
and comes under a subsidiary stipulation to pay
so much by way of D. if the time be exceeded, in
which case it is generally fixed at a certain rate
per day,— Sundays and legal holidays excluded.
This holds even in cases where the delay is not oc-
casioned by any fault on the freighter's part, but
is inevitable. If, for instance, a ship be detained,
owing to the crowded state of the port, for a
longer time than is allowed by the contract, D. is

due ; and it is no defence to an action for D., that
it arose from port regulations, or even from tiie

unlawful acts of the custom-house officers. D. is

not, however, claimable for a delay occasioned by
the hostile detention of the ship, or the hostile oc-
cupation of the intended port; nor is it claimable
for any delay wilfully occasioned by the master,
or owners, or crew, of the vessel. The claim for D.
ceases as soon as the ship is cleared out and ready
for sailing, though she should be detained by ad-
verse winds or tempestuous weather. See Af-
freightment, Bill of Lading, Cuarter-Party,
Shipping.
Demy, the name for a particular size of paper.

Drawing demy is 15 X 20 ; printing demy, 18 X

Dendrometer an instrument constructed for
measuring the heights and diameter of growing
timber.

Denim, a coarse kind of blue or brown cotton
drill, of which the warp only is dyed. It is exten-

sively manufactured at Lawrence and Lowell,
Mass., Saco, in Maine, and other places in New
England. £). is chiefly used for laborers' overalls.
Denmark, a kingdom lying in the N. W. of

Europe, and now reduced to the peninsula of Jut-
land on the European continent and a group of
islands in the Baltic. It lies between lat. 54° 34'

and 57° 44' 52" N., Ion. 8° 4' and 12° 34' E., with
the exception of the island of Bornholm, which
lies between Ion. 14° 42' and 15° 10' E. It is

bounded N. by the Skagerrack ; E. by the Catte-
gat, the Sound, and the Baltic ; S. by the Baltic,

the Little Belt, and the German duchy of Schles-
wig; and W. by the North Sea. Area, 14,553 sq.

m. With the exception of Bornholm, which is

situated considerably to the E., between Pomera-
nia and Sweden, the islands all lie close to one
another, and form a cluster that almost closes the
entrance to the Baltic. The largest island, and
the nearest to Sweden, is Zealand, or Sjaelland;

the next in size, Funen, or Fyen, is divided from
Jutland by only a minute channel ; Lolland, Born-
holm, Falster, Langeland, Moen, Samso, ^ni, Laesii,

Taasinge, Anholt, are, in order of their importance,
the other noticeable islands. The government is

a constitutional hereditary monarchy, the execu-
tive power being in the king and his responsible

ministers, and the right of making and amending
laws in the Rigsdag, or Diet, acting in conjunction
with the sovereign. Copenhagen, the cap. of />.,

is also the only large city and seaport of the
kingdom. The colonial possessions of D. are the
Faroe Islands, Iceland, Greenland, and the Dan-
ish West Indies (which last are given under their

respective names). The Faroe Islands are an ar-

chipelago nearly midway between Shetland and
Iceland. 17 of these islands are inhabited ; the
largest is Stromo, on the E. shore of which is

built the cap., Thorshavn. Iceland is a large island
at the N. W. extremity of the map of Europe, just

outside the Arctic Circle. It received in 1874 a
constitution and an independent administration.

The whole peninsula or continent of Greenland is

nominally in the possession of D. ; but in point of
fact her dominion there is limited to a few scattered
trading stations along the W. coast. It is divided
into 2 provinces, N. and S. Of these, the former
contained, according to the census of 1876, 4,095
native inhabitants, and the other 5,512. The
whole European pop. was only 23(1. In 1879, the
following estimate of the population of Z>. and
dependencies was made :

—
Provinces. Area in f>q. m. Population.

Zealand and Moen 2,793 693,000
Uornholm 221 34.000
Lolland and Falster 640 94.000
Funen, Langeland, etc. . 1,302 253.000
Jutland 9,697 866,000

14 558 1,940.000
Faroe Islands 495 10,600
Iceland 80,000 71,300
Qreenland 9,800

West Indies :
—

St. Croix 60 22,600
St. Thomas 14 14,000
St. John 13 1,000

Total 45,135 '
2,069,300

The coast of D. is generally low and sandy ; the whole west-
ern shore of Jutland is a succession of sand-ridges and shallow
lagoons, very dangerous to shipping. Skagen, or the Scaw, a
long, low, sandy point, stretches far into the northern sea,

dividing the Skagerracli from the Cnttegat On the eastern
side tbie coast is not so inhospitable; on the contrary, there are
several excellent havens, especially on the i.^lands

' Nowhere,
however, is the coast very iiigh, except at one or two ])oints in

Jutland, and at the eastern extremity of Moen, where lime-
stone cliffs exist. The long fjords, or firths, into which the
proximity of the islands divides the coast, form n distinguish-
ing feature. There is UtUe variety in the surfitce of Dl It ii
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ttolfonnly low, the hifbwt poiot in th« whole coantrT, Iltm-
luelbjerget, In JutUnd, beinx only 550 feet above them D ,

boweTer, is nowhera low in the *entt< in which IIoIIjumI ta; Um
country i« piwntly diT«niAe<l. and rise* a little at tha eout,
even though it mnains flat inland. The landirape of Um
i«Und4 and che •outbeaatem part of Jutland if rich in beeeh-
woodx, roruflfld<, sod meadow*, and even the minute ialeta

aie green and fertile. In the western and northern distrirta
ofJutUiid thi« girv* place to a wide ezpani« of nioorland, cov-
crv<l with heather, and ending at the «ea in low, whitiah-gray
cliff*. There ii a nielanchuly charm even about tlunw niouot-
ooous tracu, and it cannot be laid that D. U w^niin^ in natu-
ral beauty, though of a <|uiet order It is obriou« tliiit in <uch
acouulry there can exiit no rirer*. The Qudenita. the longe<t
of the Daniih itreauM, ii little niore than a brook. Nor are
there any large htke«. Pieces of water of considerable aiae,

bowerer, are numerou* ; of the^e the largest are the Arreno
and the E'<ront!k> in Zealand, and the chain of Ixke* of rarioui
n.^me^ near Silkeborg in Jutland Many of the>e nieren, OTer-
hiin^ with thick be«:h-woo<l'<, are excreuiely beautiful The
climate preaenta no remarkable feature*. The country lie* at
tlie diriiion between Kaitem and Weatem Europe, and par-
ukei of the olviraeterbtici of lioth lu climate difl<;r« firom

tliat of Scotland (wliich i^ in the mnie Latitude/ les< in the
nature of the aeaaooii than in the rapidity of their tranxitiona

Snow ftUa on an average on thirty dayi in the )ear. and we«t-

erly windJ are mora preTalent than easterly in the laiio of 16
to 10. dtomu of wind and tiia are exceedingly frequent, par-

ticularly in July and Augu:it. In the district of .\albori{. in

the North of J utlaud, a cold and dry N VV wind ralle<i tiai

prevaiU in May and June, and i* exceedingly -tlestructive to

Tugetation ; while along the west ro<ut of the peninsula riini-

lAre(ln:r« are pixfclui-ed by a mlt miil, which curries iu indu-
•nce fh>m l.j to oO nille.i inland.
Denmark i-i pre eniinently a com land, and the cereai^ grown

aie all the usual ICuropeaii furietie« ; in the light and Mindy soils

buckwhetit takes the plwe of rye, wheat, barley, and outs.

The potato U birguly cultiTiited, as well as peiute, clorer,

Tetche*, and tumip'i The u.ounl N. Kuro|ieau fruit trees and
bushel proiluce good cropi. andt-reii peaches and apricou ripen
well in sheltered plares. The produce of gniss in nut very Inrge,

tiie fertility of tlie ground tempting the farmers tu U4e it all

for grain. In relation to its size there is no country in Kuroiw,
except Uelgium and Enxlaiul, that can compete with Denmark
as a corn-producer Accoidin; to the Ifitext official returns,
there are 11.3>i7,3lO acres under Konie sort of nop. fallow, or
in grau. or about 65 per cent of the total area of the country

;

6,Si*4,49i> acres more \n m woo<Js and forests. The laud in

D ii minutely subdiTide<l, owing partly to the state of the law,
which interdicts the union of small farms, and encourages in
Taiinus ways the p.trcelling out of landed profierty The large
citato of the nolilus are generally in the hands of fnrmcrs;
but rbe greater part of the land is poosessed by the pcawnlry,
who luaiutalu an hnredit:\ry attachment (o their ancestml
fiiriiis The miartnl pro-lnei* of U are too unimportant to

rei(uire enumeralion. It ii one of the poorest countries of
Europe in thin pnrlicular. It is rich, however, in clays, while
it Nhoiild be stated that in the island of Bomholni there aio
<)u:irrie'< of freestone and marble. There is but Ultle coel yet
diiw-f-vered in the country.

UitMu/iutum are not carried on to any great extent The
most notable Dinish manutartuiv is the fabrication of porce-

lain. The niirteut of this important industry was a factory

i>tarte<l in 17?i. by V II Miiller, for the making of china out
of Born holm clay. In 177'J it paseed into tlie liands of the
state, and lias rem.tiool there ever since. Originally Ihe Co-
penhitgi-n potters imitated the Dremlen china made at Meluen,
but they are now famous for very graceful designs of their own
invention, and their porcelain has a distinct character of its

own. The Inventions of Thorwaldsen have be<'n very largely

npeated and Imitated in this clumiing ware Beside* tiie royal

works, there are private Csctorie* employing a large number of
aeo. Terra eottsaiid (itience are also manufactured in ('open-

Tlw iron-works of D have made very considerable
I since the separation of Norway, and they are largely

applied with raw material Imported trouk Bngland There
are many iron foundries around Copeah«CMi, and in that city

tliereare sinall manufactories of locomotives, and of maehlnerir
of various kinds. Tlie woollen, linen, aivl cotton manuf of U.
an for tlie most part domestic, and carrmi on pun-ly for local

Coosumptioa Linen is the principal article of d<>me«fic indus-
try In Zsalaud. The woollen m.iiiiif oicuptes about 'i;JOO men.
The sugar refloertes, of whicti the litrgnt are at CopealiacMi,
prtpare most of the inig«r nxiuirerl fur dimtestic roastunptmi.
Cherry-brandy Is also prepared in that city, and largely ex-
sorted. The making of paper and dUiillatkia are carried on at
dlBerent ptrts of the country to souie extent

Commrrtt Formerly the eooiiiier-ial legislation of O was
to such a degree restrictive that imported manufactunM hail to

be dslivetvd to the custooH, wkiere Utey were sold by pubiie

auction, the proceeds of which the Importer received from tlie

custWB-lioasas after a deduction was made for tile duty To
this iMtrfctkm, as regards foreign iuterronree. was added a no
la* iiOurious lyitcm of inland duties impeding the commerce
Of Um dtlfaient pcovinoes with each other Tlie want of roads

also, and inaay other disadvantages, tended to keep down the
devetopment of both commerce and industry w'iibin the
present century, however, several commercial treaties were
eoocluded between I), and the other powem of Europe, which
made the Danish tariff more regular and liberal Of no less

importance were the r^uLitions nuide from lime to lime coo-
eeming the Sound toll, a question which in Ihe 17lh century
led to many hostilities between D , Sweden, and Holland.
Having foniieriy possessed liotti sides of tlie entrance to the
Baltic, the D.tiii'h Crown looked upon tha 8ound as exclusively

her own, refusing to admit any foreign vssst Is without payment
of a certain duly, and this right was never successfully eon-
tested by the other |iowers. An exception, however, was made
in favor of Sweden, and of late the toll has been entirely abol-

ished Tbe commerce of i> is carried on mainly with Ger-
many and Great Britain. For the year 1^78 the lutal imports
amounted to 964 394,770, ana tlie exi>orts to 95U,8i>1.29l)

The commercial intercourse between D., including the Danish
West Indies, and the t' States is shown in the sut^ned tab-

ular statement, in each of the 20 years, 1850 to 1878 :—

Tears.

Imports of v. Stales produce
into Denmark

Exports
from Den-
mark to

Domestle Forrign.

61079
44.135
43,695
45,627
60,400
62,954
40,447
8,295

48.780
27,351
39,121
82.W4
13,993
68,116
36,623
22.15»5

9,026
13.498
8.592

7,613

Total
the

U. Sutca.

1S59
law)
1S61
1862

990.798
1.284,413
912,331

1,007.667

1,164,212
l,2ea.»i39

1668,166
1,288.792
1,123,993
1,351.732

1,674.115

1,405.4.!>5

2.521.394
1,799.«««

2.437.506
2.430,791

l,MO,772
1,686,684
4,0r2,889

4^,042,184

1.061377
1,328,548
956.026

1.063,294

297,718
216.92S
266306

1363
1894

1.214,612; 281,838
1,315.5931 2as».777

1865 1,.'V98.613

1,297,087
1 172.773
1.882,068
1.713,236
1,488,399
2,635.387
4,868,014
2,474,129
2.452,947
1,849,798
1.6«iO,l«2

4.081,481

4.049,797

294,769
1866
1K67

1868
1869
1870

462.846
641371
608307
688,660
628370

1871 .

1872
673,775
780,215

1873.

1874

478.840
457390

1876
1876

685347
894386

1877 398,638

1878 821381)'

TouJ 35,769,431 724,446 36,483,876 9,281,463

In the year 1878 tbe principal imports from and exports to

the U S'ttles (the D^mish West Indies excluded) were as

follows: btiporis: Manuf of brass, 872.4<V: Indian com,
$1,084,619 ; manuf of hemp, 312,7«;l : Are anus, ^102,400

;

rosin and turpentine, '^18, 164 . minei^l oil, $1,316,601 : car-

tridges S234,475 : bacon and ham, 8102.6)^!; : lard, 8241,588;
seeds. !ra6,(<U0 ; tobacco leaf, 870,000 — Ejrporu : Dot worth
mentioning. '

Fiitatun. The annual revenue of the state during the &
financUl years 1874 to ls7S aveiaged *I3.7.V>,01« ; the expen-
diture during this |>cri(Hl was fully balanced by the revenue,
with an annual surplus, employed for the reduction of Ihe

publk; debt. The public debt of D which, before the esub-
llshnienl of parliamenlarv government iu 1866, amounted to

262 232,680 kroner, or <^i.842,415, was reduced in 1878 to

174.781350 kroner, or 848,650,640
Banking. The National Bank of U , eeUblishcd in 1818,

has Its head office in Copenhagen, with brenoitee at Odensee
and riensburg It issues notes of 200, 100, 60. 20. and 10

kroner payable in specie on demand, and transacts all sorts of
business

CammuaiAfioM, both by land and water, i« well proridad
for in D A railroad from the Srhlaseig frontier pioceeds to

Fredericia, fioui whence one branch passes to the cxireoM
north of Jutland, another crosses the islsnd of Funen, from
Mkldetfort to Nyborg. Thb is tbe direct line from Germany
to Copenhagen. From Nyboi^ a packet crosses the Great Belt

to Koraor, and thence another line runs through baland lo

Copenhagen There Is also a South Zealand Mne. ftooi Roe*-

kihk to Voidlnghorg, which Is continued through tbe Island

of Falster, besides a short line In U>llaod. On Jan. 1, 1879.

tbe total length of nllmaila o|ien to traffic was 854 m. The
only eanal Is tbe Thy boron, a short canal which connects tbe

Ulm Fjord (Ihe arm of the sea which peoetratrs so far into

Ihe N nf JulUnd) with the German Ocean. There is no direct

Hoe of steamers lielween the V 8UUM and D., the best way
to Copenhagen iH-ing from New York to Hamburg, and thence

by Oennan and Danish railroads.

JMea'y Under a law which rame into force on Jan. 1, 1875.

tbe decimal system of currency was introduced In D., the unit

being the krone, or crown, divided into lOO i>rf. Tbe krone is

Csneially accounted of one half Ihe value of tbe HigmJaUr, tbe

old unit'ofcuneocy, of which it took the place. 18 krone as

•6 (about).
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Weishls "'"' measures: —
The Pound = 100 Krint = 1.102 avoirdupois, or about

100 lbs. to the cwt.
" Ship Last =2 tons.
" Tunde, or Barrel of Urain
and Salt =3.8 bushels.

The Tdnile, or Barrel of Coal.. = 4.7 "
" Foot =1.03 foot.

" Vterlel = 1.7 gallon.

Commercial marine. On Jan. 1, 1879, the commercial fleet

of D. consisted of 3,263 vessels, of an aggregate burthen of

260,180 tons. Of these 180, of 43,720 tons, were steamers. In-

cluded in this account were all vessels of not less than 4 tons.

The ma.s3 of the shipping consisted of vessels under 300 tons.

Of vessels over 300 tons there were 134, of an aggregate burden
of 71,213 tons. To the port of Copenhagen belonged 446 ves-

sels, of a total burthen of 76,518 tons. The principal ports

of D. are Copenhagen (see below), UeUingor, Korsor, Aarbuus,
Aalborg, and Frederikshavn.

Copenhagen, one of the best built cities in Europe, stands
on the E. coast of Zealand, in lat. 55^ 41' N., Ion. 12^ 35' E.

Pop. in 1879, 205.000 (with suburbs, 250,000). In going into

C, the course is between the buoy on the Stubben Bank to the

left, and the buoy on the Middle-grounds, and those in advance
of the three Crowns batteries on the right, W. S. \V. by com-
pass. From the three Crowns to the roads the course is S. S. W.
The water in the channel is from 6 to 4 fathoms deep ; but it

is narrow, and the navigation rather difficult. There is no ob-
ligation to take a pilot on board ; but if a vessel wish for one,
she may heave to abreast of the battery, when he will come to

her. Vessels not intending to come into harbor bring up in

the roads, at from i to ^ mile from shore, in about 4 fathoms,
the town bearing S. S W. In the harbor, within the boom, the
water is from 17 to 18 feet deep. Ves.sels in harbor load and
unload alongside the quay. The anchorage in the roads is

good and safe. — Credit. Goods imported into C. are com-
monly sold on credit: 3 months is the term generally allowed
on most .sorts of goods, and in a few instances 6 months. The
discount for ready money is 4 per cent. Bankruptcy is of rare
occurrence. — Commission on purchases is generally 2 per
cent, and on sales 3 per cent, including 1 per cent dil credere.

Denmark-Satin, a stout worsted stuff used for

covering ladies' shoes, etc.

Dennet, a kind of light, open, two-wheeled car-

riage.

Deur^e, the French word for commodity or
produce.
Density denotes the quantity of matter which

a body contains under a given or determinate sur-

face. Tills term is connnonly used synonymously
with sperijic gravity, which, however, refers to

comparative weights of equal bulks. Thus quick-

silver i3 said to have a D. greater than that of

copper, and alcohol one less than that of oil of

vitriol.

Dent [the French name for tooth], a mark, an
impression.— A tooth of a gear-wheel, of a comb
or metallic brush, etc.

Deutelle, the French term for lace.

Dentifrice, a substance applied to the teeth, to
cleanse and beautify them.

The solid ingredients used in D. should not be so hard or
gritty as to injure the enamel of the teeth ; nor so^oft or adhe-
sive as to adhere to the gums, after rinsing the mouth out with
water. Pumice-stone (in fine powder) is one of those sub-
stances that acts entirely by mechanical attrition, and is hence
an objectic«iable ingredient in tooth-powder intended for daily
use. It is, however, very generally present in the various
advertised dentifrices, which are reaiarkable for their rapid
action in whitening the teeth. Bath brick is another sub-
stance of a similar nature to pumice, and, like that article,
should be only occasionally employed. Cuttle-fish bone, com 1,

and prepared chalk are also commonly used for the same pur-
pose, but the last is rather too soft and absorbent to form the
sole ingredient of a tooth-powder. Charcoal, which is so very
generally employed as a dentifrice, acts partly mechanically
and partly by its chemical property of destroying foul smells
and arresting putrefaction. For this purpose it should be
newly burnt, and kept in well-clo.sed veswls until u,sed, as by
exposure to the air it rapidly loses its antiseptic powers. Pow-
dered rhatany, cinchona bark, and catechu are used as as-
tringents, and are very useful iu foulness or sponginess of the
gums. Myrrh and mastic are employed on account of their
odor, and their presumed preservative action and power of
fixing loose teeth. Insoluble powders have been objected to on
account of their being apt to accumulate between the folds of

the gums and in the cracks of the teeth, and thus impart a
disagreeable appearance to the mouth. To remedy this defect,

a reddish or flesh-colored tinge is commonly given to them
with a little rose-pink, red coral, or similar coloring substance,
when any small portion that remains unwashed off is rendered
less conspicuous. Some persons employ soluble substances us
tooth powders, which are free from the above objection. Thus,
sulphate of potash and cream of tartar are used for this put-
pose, because of the grittine.ss of their powders and their slight
solubility in water. Phosphate of soda and common salt are
also frequently employed as dentifrices, and possess the advan-
tage of being readily removed from the mouth by means of a
little water. Among those substances that chemically decolor
and remove unpleasant odors, the only ones employed as denti-

frices are charcoal and the chlorides of lime and soda. The
first has been already noticed ; the others may be used by
brushing the teeth with water to which a very little of their so-

lutions has been added. A very weak solution of chloride of
lime is commonly employed by smokers to remove the odor
and color imparted by tobacco to the teeth. Electuaries, made
of honey and astringent substances, are frequently employed
in diseases of the gums. The juice of the common strawberry
has been recommended as an elegant natural dentifrice, as it

readily dis.solves the tartarous incrustations on the teeth, and
imparts an agreeable odor to the breath. See Paste, Powder,
and Washes.

Dentistry is the art of extracting teeth, of
treating their diseases and lesions, and supplying
artificial substitutes in the place of these organs
when lost. The progress of D. as a science has
been very marked in this country, and has placed
American dentists at the head of the profession
through the world. The art of D. is difficult to

acquire, and comprehends in itself processes ap-
pertaining to several separate branches of manu-
facture. It is, however, an extremely useful art,

and has done valuable service, since it is not too
much to say that in all probability many lives

have been saved, and a still greater number pro-
longed, through the instrumentality of tlie aid
afforded by the use of artificial teeth.

Dentist's chair, a chair provided with numer-
ous adjustments to suit the exigencies of surgical
dentistry. The chair itself is pivoted on a stand
which has casters. The seat is vertically adjusta-
ble, the baek inclmable. The head-rest is adjusta-
ble vertically and as to inclination.

Denture, an artificial tooth, block, or set of

teeth. The former are partial dentures, the latter

is a full denture.
Denver. See Colorado.
Denver and Boulder Veilley R. R., from

Hughes, Col., to Boulder City, Col., 27 m. This
Co., whose offices are in Denver City, Col., was
chartered in 1870, and the road opened in 1874.

It is leased for 99 years from 1873 to the Denver
Pacific R. R. Co., at a rental of 40 % of gross earn-
ings ; $550,000 bonds and interest thereon are
guaranteed by lessees. Financial statement, 1§78:
Cap. stock, §700,000; funded debt, 1st mortgage
7% 30-year bonds, dated Oct. 1, 1870, pavable
Nov. 1, 1900, coupons. May and Nov., .§500,0()0.

Denver and Rio Grande R. R. (in progress)

«from Denver, Col., to El Paso, Texas, 850 m.
Branches, Pueblo, Col., to Canon City and coal-

mines, 42.9 m.; Pucharas, Col., to El Moro, Col.,

36 m. It is in operation from Denver to Alamosa,
250.6 m. Offices in Colorado Springs, Col. Finan-

cial statement, 1877 : Cap. stock, •'$8,500,000 ; funded
debt, §6,628,751.05.

Denver Pacific R. R., from Denver City, Col.,

to Cheyenne, Wyoming Ter., 106 ni. This line,

whose offices are in Denver, was opened in 1871,

and has been in the hands of a receiver since 1878.

Financial statement: Cap. stock, §4,000,000; filnded

debt, §2,271,000; total stock and bonds, §6,271,000.

Cost of road and equipment, §6,495,350 ; cost per
mile, §61,276.90.

Deodorizer, any substance having the power
of absorbing aud destroyiug fetid effluvia. Clilo-
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rine, chloride of lime, chloride of zinc, carbolic
acid, nitrate of lead, sulphate of iron, and freshly
burnt charcoal are the most effective and conven-
ient D. See DiSIXFECTANT.
D^pensea [Kr.|, expenditure.
Depilatory, any substance employed to remove

superBuous hairs from the human skin. D. act
eitiier mechanically or chemically. To the first

class belong adhesive plasters, that, on their re-
moval from the skin, bring away the hair with
them. The second class includes all tlu)»e sulv-

stances which destroy the hair by their chemical
action.

The use of Orpiment (sulphide of arsenic), which
forms the principal ingredient in most fashionable
D., is not free from danger. The two best and
safest D. are perhaps the following: 1. Take
sulphide of sodium (crystallized), 3 parts; quick-
lime (in fine powder), iO parts ; starch, 10 parts

;

mix. To be mixed with water and applied to the
skin, and scraped off in 2 or 3 minutes with a
wooden knife. — 2. .Make a paste with a strong so-

lution of sulpliide of barium and powdered starch,
an<l apply immediately.
Depoh, a long measure of Sumatra, = 72

inches.

Deport, the French stock exchange term equiv-
alent to tile English word Backwardation (q. v.).

D^posant [Fr.j, a depositor in a bank.
Deposit, a lodgment. — Money paid on account

of a purchase. — A pledge or pawn.— Anything
intrusted to the care of another.

Depositor, one who has money lodged in a
savings' or other bank, etc. — The owner of goods,
etc., entrusted to the care or safe-keeping of
another.
Deposit-Receipt, a note or acknowledgment

for money lodged with a banker for a stipulated
time, upon which an agreed rate of interest is

allowed.
D^pot (Fr-I, a railroad station. — An agency,

warehouse, or tctnporary repository for goods-
Depreciation, a diminished value ; a reduction

of worth.

Depth, the measure of anything from the sur-
face downwards.
Deputy, a subordinate oflficer; one commis-

sioned to act for another, as deputy-commissary,
deputy-lieutenant, etc.

Deraa, an Arabian cloth measure. The ancient
"deraa belletii," use<I for lo'jal purposes, in meas-
uring linen, etc., made in the country, i)* 2*2} inches;
but the " deraa StanilK)uli," employed to measure
European cloths, is 26^ inches. Another deraa.
the " hindazeh," of 25 inches, is used to measure
goods coming from the East Indies.

Derbyshire Cheese. See Ciieear.
Derbyshire Spar. See Flcor Spar.
Derelicts, anytliing forsaken or left. It is

vaed to express vessels forsaken at sea, and found
without any person in them. Of this the govern-
ment has the custoily, and the owner may recover
them within year and day. An allowance is made
for the salvage of D. vessels, when it has been at-

tende<l with danger.
Derham, or Derhem, a weight in Persia of

150 troy grains, by which gold and silver are
weighed.
Derrick, a form of hoisting-machine, used for

lifting machinery, raising wrecks, an<l other great
wtijjhts, and trjiii»jM)rting them from one filace to

another. A floating derrick, or crane, consists of
an iron pontoon, divide<l into several water-tight

compartments, from the centre of which rises a
tripod mast. Across tJie tnsat turns a boom of

great strength : one arm of tlie boom is furnished
with fourfold blocks, through which pass the
chains intended to hoist the weight ; the chains
pans over the top of the mast to the opposite end
of the boom, ami thence descend to the side of the
vessel, where they are coniK'cte<l with steam-en-
gines in the pontoon. Water is admitted into the
compartments of the pontoon as a counterpoise to

the weight susiK-nded.

Descarga |Sp.|, a clearance at the custom-
house ; II (iiscliarge ; the unloading of a ship.

Desertion from the ship by a seaman without
just cause, or the justifiable discharge of a seaman
by the master for bad conduct, will work a for-

feiture of the wages previously earned ; and this

is a rule of justice and of policy which generally
pervades the ordinances of the maritime nations.

By act ofCongTM*, D. from the ihip In •rrompanM with a
forfeiturp of all the wagM that are diie, and an ab>>eDreof4S
hours without leare is niade conrlu»iTe evideoce of U ; and
whateTpr unjuxtifiable conduct will warrant the act of (be mas-
ter in diwhargiog a seaman duriuK the To^agp, will ct|uall]r

deprire the neauian of his wa^es. liut the forfeiture is saved
if the seaman repents, makes coni|ieDsa(iou or odrr of amends,
and is restored to bis duly. Public policy and priTate justicv
here move together, and (he maritime ordiunnre^ unite in Ihi*
conclUMlon. The niHster has power to remit a forfeiture, and
the penalty of forfeiture is not applied In slight faults, either
of neglect or disobedience. There must l>e either an kabilnal
neglect, or disobedience, or drunkenness, or cUe a single act of
gross dishonesty, or some other act of a heinous and a|sgra-

Tated nature, to justify the dL'^charging a M-anmii in a foreign
port, or the forfeiture of wages ; nor will the admimlly courts,
except in cases of great atrocity, visit the offences of a seaman
with the cumulated load of forfeiture of wages and compensa-
tion in diinmges. Tbey stop at the forfeiture of the wages
antecedently earned, and in the application of the forfeitura

the advanced wages are made a charge on the forfeited wages,
but the hospital money is apportioned ratiihly on the wages for

the whole voyage. In these regulations, Ihe moderoii<>n of th«
courts, and the solicitude which the perulinr condition sitd

character of seamen excite, are e<|ually manifest So, if the
seaman quits the ship involuntarily, or is driven ashore from
necessity, from want of provisions, or by reicon of cruel usage
and for personal safety, the wngt-s are not forfeiti-d.and he will

be entitled to receive them in full to the prosperous termina-
tion of the voyage. On the other hand, it is the duly of the
seamen to abide by the vessel as long as reasonable hope re-

mains : and if they desert the ship under circumstances of dan-
ger or distress from the perils of the «e«, when their prp«enrean<l
exertions might have prevenl«l damage, or restored Ihe ship to

safety, tbey forfeit their wages and are answemble in damages.
And even when a seaman might well have been discharged in

the course of the voyage for groM misbebavior. if Ibe nmster ra-

fUses to discharge him, and leawahim In impri»oanien| aboard,
he will , In that ease, be entitled to bta wages until his return to

the U. States, after deducting fhNB Ih« dalm bis time of ian-

priaonment. See DiscHjiMt or ScAiMii.

D^shabilltf |Fr.|, an undress.

Desiatine, a Russian land measure; 104 D.
make a sq. verst, 3 versts being equal to 2 English
miles. As a siiperficial measure, it is onlinarily

equal to 2.70 Eng. acres, or 117,000 sq. feet; but
in Kazan it is greater by one half. As an impe-
rial measure in Russia the D. is 2.400 sq. sachinc

or sagenc = 21,000 sq. arsheens = 13,0U<(j sq.

yanls.

Desiccation, a process of extracting moisture
by chemical agency or by the use of air anti heat.

Chloride of calcium, (|uicK-lime,fuse«l carbonate of

potash, and oil of vitriol are used for this pur-

pose.

Design. Sec rATTKi{<c.

Designer, an inventor or draughtsman ; one
who sketches figures and patterns for enriclung

stuffs, etc.

De-Silvering. See Silver-Lkad.
Desk, a writing-flap or inclined table with en-

closure.

Des Moines and Fort Dodge R.R. runs

from I>es Moines, la., to Fort I)o<lge, la., 87 20

m. This Co., whose offices arc in lX»s Moim>s, was
organized at the tale, under foreclosure, of the
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Des Moines Valley 11. R. Co. in 1873. Financial

slateimnl : Cap. stock paid in : common, §8,000,-

000; preferred, $1,000,000; funded debt, §2,178,-

000, consisting of §1,080,000 6% coupon bonds,

dated 1874, payable 1005, and §1,089,000 income
bonds, payable only in case of surplus.

Despatch, or Dispatch, to transmit or forward
goods, invoices, or other advices.

Despensero, a Spanish butler ; a ship's stew-

ard or providore.

Dessert-Service, the china or glass requisite

for the after-dinner confections.

Destemper, or Distemper, a method of paint-

ing in wliicli the pigments are ground up witli size

and water, with gum-water, or similar vehicles.

It is employed in scene-painting, and in the prepa-

ration of wall-paper. The rapidity in wliiclvthe

vehicle dries renders it difficult to blend the tints

in D.

Ddtaillant |Fr.|, a retailer.

Detector, an arrangement in a lock, by which
an over-lifted tumbler is caught by detent, so as

to indicate that the lock has been tampered with.

Fig 127. — Imhauser's AVatchman's Timb Detectoe.

keys, numbered from 1 to 6, mark a figure between the circles

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, on the paper disk, which is slowly revolving

by clock-work ; some other keys, numbered from 7 to 12, make
a figure on the line of the circles, .so that the one does not in-

terfere with the other, as seen on the numbered dial In this

instrument the marking apparatus is iu the cover of tlic case,
the watch movement is s.eparate,aud therefore secured against

dust entering the key-hole. Another important invention and
improvement is the safety-lock attachment, which is a pro^

vision against the acts of dishonest watchmen, who might open
the walcli with false keys, and mark the paper dial, without
going their rounds. It consists in providing the walch with
an additional stationary marker, which marks the dial in a
teparate circle whenever the case is opened, and also when it

is shut again.

Detent, a pin, stud, or lever forming a stop in

a watch, clock, tumbler-lock, or other machine. It

is variously called in specific cases ; as, dick, pawl,
dor/, fence, etc. It is usually capable of motion,
either at certain intervals, as in some escapements,
or by operation of a key, as in locks.

A detent-catch falls into the striking-wheel of a
clock, and stops it from striking more than the

right number of times.— Knight.

D^tenteur [Fr.J, a holder or possessor of funds,

notes, etc.

Detergent, an agent
having the power of re-

moving offensive mat-
ter from the skin. The
name is now generally

restricted to applica-

tions that tend to

cleanse foul wounds
and ulcers.

Deterioration, dam-
age done ; wear and
tear.

Detonation, com-
bustion with explosive

rapidity, accompanied
with sound and light,

as in the case of gun-
powder, percussion-

caps, and fulminating-

powdcr. When a mix-
ture of oxygen and
hydrogen is inflamed

by the electric spark,

it is said to detonate.

D. is due either to the

sudden Hberation and
The Watchman's Time Detector is a very ingenious

and useful instrunient to check and control the
watchman on his duty. Such contrivances have
been in use in Europe since the beginning of this

century, and have been introduced in the U. States
for the last twenty-five years ; but it is only from
late that they have been brought to a state of per
fection, which has won for them a deserved popu-
larity. By the use of this watch-dock on the
various stations of the watchman's beat, keys are
placed and fastened within or outside the build-
ings, to indicate the stations by the number up to
12 or more. The watchman, before entering upon
his duties in the evening, receives the watch, which
is provided with afresh paper dial. He makes his

rounds, and visits the different stations, according
to instructions received from his employer. In
making his rounds, and arriving at a station, the
watchman will insert the key into the keyhole
on the side of the watch, and turn it round to the
right once ; and wlule doing this, a figure will be
punched on the dial of the watch at exactly the
minute the hand on the watch shows the time.

The improved instrument, patented by Mr. Wm. Imhauser,
of New York, in 1875, 1876, and 1877, and represented in Fig.

127, Is 90 contrived tliat the insertion of 12 or more different

expansion of large volumes of gases, or to the

sudden contraction of gaseous matter, and its re-

duction to a liquid or solid state. See Fulmi-
nating Compounds.
Detroit, tlie metropolis of the State of Michi-

gan, cap. of Wayne Co., and port of entry, situ-

ated on the west bank of the Detroit River (from

the French for a strait), opposite the Canadian
town of Windsor. It is about 7 m. S. W. of Lake
St. Clair, 55 m. from Lake Huron, and 18 m. N. of

Lake Erie, in lat. 42° 20' N., Ion. 8:1° 3' W. The
river, which there separates the U. States from
Canada, is of varying width, being half a mile

broad opposite the city, and 5i fathoms deep, and
flows with a pretty swift current. D., with its

suburbs, stretches about 5 m. along the river, and
the central part extends for about 2 m. back from
the shore. The site upon which the city is built

rises from the edge of the river, the inclination

being gradual, at the rate of about 5S feet per

mile, affording the most perfect drainage, which
has been taken advantage of by the building of a

system of sewers over 80 m. in length, costing

$1,204,890, and permeating every quarter of the

city. The commercial facilities of D. are very

extensive. The D. river is a connecting link in the
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great chain of lake navigation, and affords the best
harbor on the lakes. The city is the centre of an
extensive railroad system, which presents impor-
tant channels of transportation in almost every
direction. D. is the terminus of the Michigan
Central and its branches, also of the Lake Shore
and Michigan Soutiiern, the Detroit, Eel IJiver,

and Illinois, the Detroit, Lansing, and Lake Michi-
gan, the Detroit and .Milwaukee, the Detroit and
Bay City, the Grand Trunk of Canada, the Great
Western of Canada, and the Canada Southern,
wliich crosses the river at Trenton, a few miles
below, and has a branch running to the city. 312
vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of G8,:>07, are
owned here, and from 10 to l-'! daily lines of steam-
ers run to various points on the lakes. There is a
considerable foreign, trade with Canada, the im-
ports in 1878 amounting to •'5!)44,104, and the
e.xports to •'5;3,402.940. During that year, 3,931
vessels (aggregate tonnage, 68^3,718) entered, and
3,892 (tonnage, 674,546) cleared the port in the
foreign trade; 3,621 vessels (tonnage, 718,428) en-
terecl, and 2,857 (tonnage, 694,265) cleared in the
coastwise trade. The large quantities of produce,
chiefly from Michigan, passing eastwawl through
the city by rail and water, give to D. an extensive
domestic commerce. The manufacturing indus-
tries of the city are extensive and important. D.
has manj' foundries, blast furnaces, copper-smelt-
ing works, locomotive and car works, sliip-3ards.

dry-<locks, iron-bridge wurks, safe manufactories,
furniture and other establishments using wood as
the chief material, and the most extensive tobacco
and cigar factories in America, producing each
year goods worth many millions of dollars. There
are also some pork-packing establishments. The
extensive Pullman car works, with a capital of
about §12,000,000, are situated here ; also one of
the seven pin factories in the U. States. The city

glass-works produce about •?200,(XX) worth of glass
a year, and the copper-smelting works more than
^"2,000,000 worth of ingot copper from Lake Supe-
rior ore. There are in D. 10 lines of street rail-

way, with more than 45 m. of track intersecting
the city in every direction, and 10 national banks,
with an aggregate capital of §3,210,000. The pop-
ulation, which has increased from 21,019 in 1860
to 45,609 in 1800, 79,577 in 1870, and 101,205 (State
census) in 1874, is now about 125,00f).

Detroit and Bay City R R. Co , from De-
troit, Mich., to Bay City, Mich., 10!>.80 m., with
branches from Lapeer to Five Lakes, 8.75 m.

;

from Vassar, Mich., to Caro. Mich., 12.75 m. ; and
from Denmark to Saginaw, 16.75 m. Total, 148.05

m. This Co., whose offices are in Detroit, Mich.,
was organized in 1871, and the road opened in

1872. Financial statement: Cap. stock, •$1,325,750;

funded debt, Ist mortgage 8% 30-year bonds,
§2,180,000, due 1902, and §150,000 due 1903, inter-

est payable May and Nov. Net earnings for 1878,

978,3 17..J4.

Detroit Fire and Marine Insxirance Co , of
Detroit, Mich., organized in 1866. Slulemmt, Igt

Jan., 1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash, $250,000;
net surplus, §198,858.67 ; total cap. and surplus,

S448,8.)«.67. Risks in force, S10,0;ii"j.217
; premi-

ums, §lll,012..34. Premiums received since the
organization of the Co., •$2,173,.364..']0; losses paid,

§l,2.!>3.2:)2..37. Cash dividends paid to stockhold-
ers, .$205,000; cash dividends paid during the year,
$25,000.

Detroit, Grand Haven, and Milw^aukee
R R., from Detroit to (Jran*'. Haven, Mich.. 189 m.
Branches : Pontiac to Insane Asylum, 065 m ,and
Corunna Station to Coal Mines, 2 m. ; toul, 101.65

m. This Co., whose offices are in Detroit, was
formed in 1878 by the reorganization of the De-
troit and Milwaukee R.R. Co. on the sale of that
road to a purchasing connnittee of its landholders.
The (Jreat Western R.R. Co., of Canada, will

henceforth cpntrol and ((jxrate this line.

Detroit. Hillsdale, and S. Eastern R.R. runs
from Ypsilanti to Bankers, Mich., 04.8 m. This
Co., whose offices are in Ypsilanti, was originally
founded in 1871 as the Detroit, Hillsdale, and In-
diana R.R., which was sold under foreclosure in

1874, and reorganized in 1875 under its present
title. The first mortgage bondholders purchased
the road for -$1,168,000, being §1(5,000 over
amt. of mortgage. Financial slulemenl, 1878 : Cap.
stock, Sl,.350,000. Funded debt, .$25,9.30, con-
sisting of 8 % scrip, dated 1 July, 1876, and payable
1 July, 1881. Profit and loss, etc., §23,701.35. Ket
earnings. 1878, 812,5)01.14.

Detroit, Lansing, and Northern R.R nms
from Detroit to Howard City, Mich , 156.()0 m.,
with branches from Stanton Bridge Junction to

Blanchard, Mich., .37.61 m., from Kiddville to Beld-
ing, 1.67 m., and from Slaghts Junction to Hem-
mlngway, 140 m. ; total, 197.28 m. This Co.,
whose offices are in Detroit, was formed by the
consolidation in 1871 of the Detroit, Howell, and
Lansing R.R. Co., the Ionia and Lansing R.lt.

Co., and Ionia, Stanton, and Northern R.R. Co.,

under the name of the Detroit, Lansing, and Lake
Michigan R.R. Co. In 1876 the road was sold

under foreclosure, and reorganized under its pres-

ent title. Financial statement : C»p. stock, com-
mon, -$1,82.5,617.52

;
preferred, .$2,503,380. Funded

debt, .$2,876,000, consisting of Detroit, Lansing, and
Northern R.R. bonds, $1,975,000, payable 1907,

inL 7% (Jan. and July); Ionia and Lansing
R.R., §770,000, payable 1889, int. 8% (Feb. and
July) ; Ionia and Lansing R.R., 2d mortgage,

§81,000, payable 1880, int. 8% (May and Nov.);
D., L., and L. M. Depot grounds, §50,000, payable
1881, int. 7% (May and Nov.). Net earnings for

1878, §372,198.87.

Deviation, in Marine Insurance, is one of the
implied warranties, in the contract of insurance,

that the voyage insured for shall be strictly ad-

hered to, and so if a different voyage is pursued,

or that stipulated for is voluntarily departed from,

the contract is terminated, and the underwriter is

discharged from liability.

D. doe« not Told the contmct, for the underwriter retain*

hlH premium, and i» liable to all lom up to the |>oint of D
Though the loiw happen after the ^hip hait returned (o her proper
rour.'<o, and though it were dintinrtly pmred that It «rn* not
crumhI or even InHuenred hy the D , the in«urrr would rtill

bn releaKed, for the contract harini; been terminated by rb«

D cannot become hindini; again without a new agreeoieot.

A D U nUd to be " a voluntary departure, without uecewltjr,

from the unual couwc of the voyage." It in not to be inferred

from this that the Tcosel inu»t hare followed the route that

can bo prove)) to be the niOKt direct and ex|M.*<litiouK, but that
ahe has followed the utual customary trark, miictioned bjr

afety and convenience Therefore, the stopping at certain

plaeea In the course of the voyage, though out of the direct

line, if it have been customary to do so, is not a /).,butapart
of the voyage. Still, a fi-w instance* where vessels have takea
a point out of their direct cnur>e will not constitute usage la

favor of the practice. If I) Is once shown to have taken
place, the snwllneaa of itj extent will not justify it It U £)

if a ship Insured, with liberty to touch at a particular port,

touches at another. It was formerly maintaineil that a ship

entitle<l to touch at a port was not entitled to trade there, but
It has been since held, that if then' is no(Wl«y. and no increase

of risk, trading Is not a breach. If there are s«'vrral potts of

discharge, ir l« held D to vi^it them in an onlrr diffi'rvnt from
that in which Ihev appear on the policy, and it certainly Is so,

if the risk is thenbv increa^«e<l. If the porU of di»charge b«

not speciflrally nanie<l In the policy, they should be taken in

their geographical order It appears to be no D. to proceed

direct to anv one of a set of porta thus insured to, if the ofh-

en are not viaited at aU. It ia O. to touch at a port at which
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it is not customary to touch, although the ship must pass it
;

or, thcru being several tracks, to select a less safe and eligible

one for the purpose of accomplishing objects foreign to the

voyage. Where a ship is insured for a voyage, with liberty

to touch " at any one port" of some country, it is held to

nie:tn a port in the course of the voyage, if the country be
so situated as to admit of this interpretation. Unnecessary
delay is always a. D It appears to be considered D. to pre-

scribe any one of several tracks to the master. If a specific

track is predetermined by the insured, it ought to appear on
the policy, and if it do not, the underwriter is entitled to ex-

pect that he will have the benefit of the master's choice of

tracks, whose duty it is, when he is at liberty so to do, to adopt
the best. Though there be an intention to deviate, and in-

structions given to that effect, the underwriter's responsibility

will not be affected till the dividing point is reached, and if tlie

ve.s.«el be previously lost, he is liable. D will be justified by
necessity, though proceeding from a cause not insured against,

as, from stress of weather, want of repairs, desertion or mutiny
among the crew, attempt to escape from an enemy, or the
taking advantage of an opportunity of joining convoy in time
of war. The ship may deviate to be relieved of part of her
cargo, if too heavily laden, or to tike in additional cargo, where
necessary for ballast D to succor ships in distress is held
justifiable on principles of public policy It is a general prin-

ciple that D will not be justified, if for the purpose of pro-

viding against the consequences of a fault of the insured, so as

to allow one warranty to be infringed to cover the infringement
of another

Devil, a rag-engine or spiked mill for tearing
woollen rags into slioddy, or linen and cotton rags
to make paper pulp.— A machine for making
wood screws, etc. — A printer's boy. — A fire-

work.
Devis, the French word for estimate.

Devon Cattle. See Cattle (neat).

Dew-Retting. See Retting.
Dextrin, or British Gum, a substance pro-

duced from starch by the action of dilute acids,

alkalies, and malt extract, and by roasting it at a
temperature between 284'' and 320"^ F. till it is of

a ligiit brown color, and smells like over-baked
bread. D. is an uncrystallizable, insipid, odorless,

yellowish-white, translucent substance, brittle and
friable when tlioroiighly dried. It dissolves in

water and dilute alcohol. It resembles gum arabic,

instead of which it is generally substituted for a
great variety of purposes. It is employed for
sizing paper, for stiffening cotton goods, and for
thickening colors in calico printing, also in the
making of lozenges, adhesive stamps and labels,

and surgical bandages. Imp. duty, 20 per cent.

Dhoney, a native coasting vessel in India,

sloop-rigged or with two masts, seldom more than
150 tons.

Dhoona, an Indian name for the dammar or
resin obtained from the ii/iorea rohusta.

Dhoop, an Eastern name for the Valeria TndUa,
a tree the fruit or nut of which, about the size of a
large walnut, furnishes a fine solid oil known as
Piney tallow, which is wholesome and edible, and
also used for lamps.
Dhotee, Dhoty, a waistcloth or loose wrap-

per ; a long narrow strip of cotton or gauze worn
by the male Hindoos instead of pantaloons ; it is

sometimes ornamented with a silk border.
Dhow, an Arabian coasting vessel trading be-

tween the Persian Gulf, the Ked Sea, and the pen-
insula of India.

Dhurra, a variable Eastern measure of capacity
in the Bombay presidency it contains 10 seers, and
is equal to 19 lbs., 11 ounces, 0^ drachms ; occa-
sionally it is 12 to 13 seers. In some parts of
Guzerat the dhurra, or dhurree, is only 12 lbs., 8
ounces, li^ draclTms, and in Malwa it is but 3 lbs.,

12 ounces.
Dhurra, Dourah, a species of Holms, the prin-

cipal grain crop of Egypt after wheat, which is

largely used there by the laboring classes for food,
and also forms the currency of Nubia. Varieties
of this grain are grown in many parts of Africa.

Fig. 128. — EcjU.tTORIAL DUL

Diachylon-Plaster, a medicinal adiiesive

plaster used as a strapping, the basis of which is

litharge and olive oil.

Diagram, a rough delineation ; an explanatory
sketch or drawing.

Dial, or Sun-Dial, an instrument for register-

ing time by the sun's rays falling upon an index,

or gnomon, whose shadow marks the progress of
the hours. There are a variety of U., horizontal,

oblique, or vertical, and also depending on their

aspect with reference to the sun.

In the construction of a D. the object is to find the sun's
distance from the meridian by means of the shadow. When
this is known, the hour also is known, provided we suppose
the sun's apparent motion to be uniform, and that it moves in

a circle parallel to the equator during the whole day. In iioint

of fact, neither of these conditions is fulfilled, but the error

arising from this is of .small amount. Although D. have
many different constructions, the general principles ate the
same. The style, gnomon, or axis of the /)., is either a cyl-

indrical rod or the edge of a thin plate of metal. It must be
parallel to the earth's axis, and thus it may be considered, on
account of the smallness of the earth's diameter compartj
with the distance of the sun as coinciding with the axis of the
diurnal rotation ; conse-

quently the plane which
passes through the centre

of the sun and the style

will coini ide with the

shadow, and will turn with
the sun as the sun turns
round the style, by the

effect of ttie diurnal mo-
tion. An E'luatorial D.
is one whose plane is at

right angle with the style,

and therefore parallel to

the equator It is the
simplest of all D A circle

(Fig 128) divided into 24
equal arcs is placed at

right angles to the style,

and hour divisions are

marked upon it. Then if care be taken that the style point
accurately to the pole, and that the noon division coincide

with the meridian plane, the shadow of the style will fall oq
the other divisions, each at its proper time The divisions

must be marked on both sides of the D , because the sun
will shine on opposite sides in the summer and in the winter
months, changing at each equinox.

Dial-Plate, the face of a clock or watch on
which the hours are marked, or of a dial on whicli

the lines are drawn.
Dialyser, in practical chemistry, an instrument

for separating substances by dialysis, or diffusion

through a system of gelatinous matter. In its

most convenient form it consists of a hoop of

gutta percha, over which a circular piece of

parchment paper is stretched. The paper is ap-

plied to the hoop while wet, and is kept stretclied

by a second hoop, by an elastic band, or by a

few turns of string. The instrument, when com-
plete, resembles an ordinary tambourine. It is

distinguished as the hoop D. The fluid to be
" dialysed " is poured into the hoop upon the sur-

face of the parchment paper, to the depth of

about half an inch, and the dialyser is then

tioated upon water in a large glass basin. An-
other form of D., termed the bulh L).. consists of a

small glass bell-jar, the mouth of which is covered

by a piece of parchment paper. This is suspended

or otherwise supported in a large vessel of water

in such a manner that the parchment paper sep-

tum just dips below the surface.

Diameter, width; measurement across the

centre.

Diamond, the smallest kind of regular printing-

type that is cast in American and British foun-

dries.

Diamond [Dutch, Fr.. and Ger., diamatit: It.,

Port., and Sp., diumanle ; Latin, adamus], the most

highly valued and brilliant of precious stones,
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which seems to have attracted notice at a very
early period, especially in India, the chief source
of supply in ancient times. Its most frequent
fomis are the octahedron, or double four-sided
pyramid, the rhombic dodecahedron with 12 faces,
and others with 24 and 48 face^. Cubes also occur,
but are rare. Many of the crystals are round
almost like spheres, or the smaller ones like
grains of sand. This does not arise, however,
from attrition during transport by water, but is

the original shape of the stones. D. is only pure
carbon in the crystallized condition, and like it

insoluble in acids. It has a perfect cleavage
parallel to the faces of the octahedron, and
breaks readily both in this and other directions.

Contrary to the old and still conmion opinion, it

is rather brittle, and is easily injured by a slight
blow or fall. Its hardness— 10 in the minera-
logical scale— far surpasses that of all other
known stones. In sp. gr. 3.52 (or 3.515 to 3.525),
it is considerably higher than rock crystal, but
nearly the same as the topaz, which may thus
be mistaken for it. By friction it becomes posi-

tive electric. The so-called compact />., or cui-

boiiado, of the stone-polishers, found as round grains
or masses of 1 to 2 lbs. weight in the wash-
ings near Baliia, of a brownish black color and
sp. gr. = 3.012 to 3.416, is porous D. mixed with
a small amount of other matter.— The optical prop-
erties of D. are also very remarkable. The pur-
est stones, or tiiose of the first water, are highly
transparent and colorless. But more generally it

is less transparent, and shows various tints, espe-

cially white, gray, or brown ; more rarely blue,

red, yellow, green ; and very seldoni black.
Such stones, when the colors are pure, are often
highly valued. It is also distinguished by its

brilliant adamantine lustre. D. is infusible before
the blowpipe, and closely packed in powdered
charcoal it can resist a very high temperature.
But when o.\ygen is present it burns slowly at a
tenjperature usually given at about that of njelt-

ing silver. There has been much speculation re-

garding the mode of origin of these gems, but
hitherto leading to no certain results. It may here
also be mentioned that all attempts to produce D.
artificially have hitherto failed. India is the old-

est, and was long the most celebrated or rather the

only source of D. During the end of the last and
the beginning of the present century the supply
of D. came chiefly from Brazil. They were first

recognized in 1727 in the province of Minas Gcracs,
where they had been long used by the negroes as

counters in playing cards. The principal mines
are still in that province near Diamantina (form-
erly Tejuco), and near Diamantino in MattoGrosso.
Mines have also been recently worked in the prov-

ince of Bahia. Other localities are enumerated in

the article Brazil. The D. are chiefly obtained
from the Cascalho.a loose, gravelly deposit mixed
with red clay, and containing large lumps of

quartz and grains of gold. When first brought to

Europe the Brazil O. were regardcnl as inferior to

those from India, but without reason. Though
the mines are strictly watched as Crown projH'rty,

the produce is not well ascertained. Marti us esti-

mated that in the 4(1 years from 1772 to 1818,

IJ. weighing about 3,000,000 carats, and worth
S;J5,000.OD0, were exported. Mr. Mawe stoted

the produce at 25,000 to 30,000 carat* annually of

rough D., equal to 8,000 or 9,000 carats when re-

duced to brilliants. After his time it seems to

have greatly (lecrea8e<l, and the discovery of the

Cape D. has further re<luced the amount. The
stones are mostly small, averaging little more

than one carat, and very rarely exceeding twenty
carats. The largest D. from Brazil was long, an
uncut octahedron of 120 carats, but in 1854 a fine

stone of 254^ carats was sent to London. It was an
irregular dodecahedron, but of brilliant lustre and
with no flaws. Since cut it weighs about 124
carats, and is known as the " Star of the South."
D. have Iteen found in Mexico, in Georgia, N.
C'arolina, California, and Arizona. They have also

been discovered on the European side of the Ural
Mountains, and in Australia ; but far more im{x>r-

tant are the D. fields of S. Africa. In 18(17 a Dutch
farmer obtained from a boer a bright stone which
his children were using as a plaything. This stone
was sent to the Cape, where its true nature as a
v. was recognized, and subsequently forwarded
to the Paris exhibition and sold for S2,5(X). This
valuable discover^' soon led to further researches,

and D. were obtained from various places near
the Orange and Vaal rivers in Griqua I.^nd West.
They were first collected by washing recent allu-

vial or supposed lacustrine deposits, apparently
the detritus of rocks in the vicinity, that are

spread over the lower river valleys, but are now
rather sought for in " pans," or " pipes," of a cir-

cular form running down into the inferior strata,

or shale, and filled with a peculiar igneous rock,

named diabase, or gabbro, often nmch changed
near the surface. Throughout this rock, which
has been penetrated to a depth of from 1(X) to 200
feet, D. are dissennnated, weighing from over 150

carats down to the 100th of a carat, or less. Many
are entire, well-foriiied crystals,-but a large pro-

portion are broken and isolated fragments. Hence
it has been inferred that the rock in which they
now occur is not the matrix or mother roc^k in

which they were originally formed, but that the
" pipes " are rather channels by which volcanic

matter lias made its way to the surface, bringing

the D. along with it from some inferior deposit.

However this may be, Z^.-digging has become a
regular branch of industry to a large population

;

and it is probable, though no very accurate esti-

mate can be formed, that nearly §75,0(X),(K)0 worth
of D. have been obtained from this district since

their discover^'. The largest D. from the Cape
we have seen mentioned is the Stewart, of 288J
carats, found on the Vaal Kiver in 1872. It was
an irregular octahedron of the purest water, and
li inch in diameter, and is of a light yellow since

cut. O. are chiefly used and valued as orna-

mental stones, and for this purpose they are cut

in various forms according to the original shape
of the crystals. It is probable that the Indians

knew some method of doing this at an early period,

and it is said there were diamond-polishers in Nu-
remlicrg even in 1373. Berghemof Bruges has the

credit of having first used, in 1450, their own pow-
der for this purpose. He found that by rubbing
two D. on each other their surfaces were polished

and facets formed, and acting on this hint, he em-

rloyed diamond powder and a i)olishing-wheel.

lis countrymen continued to follow out the art

with great success, but some two centuries ago
the English cutters were the more celebrated.

The trade then reverte«l to Holland, but is again

returning to Britain, where many of the finest

stones are cut. The method has undergone little

change, and is still chiefly effected by the liand,

Eartly by rubbing one stone on another, partly

y a wheel and diamond powder. Where there

are flaws or large pieces of value to l>e removei
they are occasionally cut by iron wires armed
with the powder, or split by a blow of a hammer
and chisel in the direction of the natural cleavage.

18
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The latter is, however, a dangerous process, as

the D. is very brittle, and many valuable gems
have been thus destroyed. Wlien reduced to a

proper form, the facets are polished on a lapi-

dary's wheel. The process demands not only great
skill, but much time and labor. The period re-

quired to reduce a stone of 24 or 30 carats to a

1^ _2

Fig. 129. — Showing Cutting op Brilliants.

regular form extended formerly to at least seven

or eight montlis of constant work; but the time is

now greatly shortened by the use of machinery
driven by steam. Jewellers have long cut I), in

three forms,— the brilliant, the rose, and tables.

The brilliant is most esteemed, as giving highest

effect to the lustre, and implying less reduction of

the stone. It is, as it were, a modification of the

Fig 130,— Rose-Cot.

primary octahedron, the most common form of
crystal, and is shown in its first form in 1 and 2,
Fig. 129, and with the full number of facets in
3 and 4 of the same Fig. Tiie upper surface,
Avith the table, or principal face, in the middle, sur-
rounded by the bezil, or upper faces, lying between
its edge and tlie girdle, or common base of
the two pyramids, is shown in 1 of Fig. 129.
The lower facet corresponding to the table is

Fig. 131. — Table-Diamonds.

named the collet, and the whole portion below the
girdle the collet side. Brilliants are usually set
open, botii the upper or table side and the lower
collet-side being exposed. The rose-cut (Fig. 130,
1 upper view, 2 lateral view) is given to stones
which have too little depth to be cut as brilliants

;

it has the whole upper curved surface covered
with equilateral triangles. The lable-D. (Fig. 131),

tiie least beautiful, is adopted for broad stones of
trifling depth, showing a series of four-sided facets

above and below the girdle. Recently brilliants

are cut in the star form (taille a etoilc), with the
table above only one fourth the diameter, and
thus with less loss of weight. There are also
" mixed " or less regular forms used to suit the
shape of the stone; and even splinters of D. of

j^rt carat are faceted. In all the forms the girdle

ought to be perfectly smooth, as a rough edge
often appears through some of the facets as a
flaw, and injures the brilliancy of the stone. The
value of D. is determined chiefl}" by their size,

purity, color, freedom from flaws or stains, and
the skill with which they are manufactured.
Their weight is reckoned by the carat, or four D.
grains, originally an Indian weight. In England
the carat is estimated as = 3.174 grains troy ; but
it varies in different places, being, according to

Schrauf , in Amsterdam = 205.70 milligrammes,
in Florence = 197.20, in London = 205.409, in

Madras = 207.353, in Paris = 205.50, and in

Vienna = 206.13. The usual rule is that the
value of the stone increases with the square of the
weight in carats, and assuming .*40 to $50 as
the value of a cut brilliant of first quality in water
and shape weighing 1 carat, a similar stone of
2 carats would be worth 4 (2X2) times $40 or

•S50, J. e. $160 to $200 ; one of 3 carats, nine (3 X 3)
times, or .$300 to $450 ; and so in proportion. Fine
brilliants, however, of the sizes most in demand
sell much higher, or from $60 to $100 or more the
first carat; whilst roses and tables are of consid-

erably smaller value, and rough or uncut D., gen-
erally sold in lots, fetch only about $10 or even
less, the value being further diminished in all

cases where the stones are " off color," that is,

milky or tinted, or imperfect in other respects.

Still more important is the state of supply and de-

mand, especially for the largest and most valua-
ble stones, for which there are often very few
purchasers, and their price is thus lower than the
rule would imply. Even political events affect

the price by bringing many into the market, as at
the time of the first French Revolution. Cape
D. are stated to be worth,— j'ellows under 6 car-

ats, $10 to $12.60 ; above that weight, $15 to $20
per carat

;
pure white stones under 6 carats, $15

to $20 ; and above 5 carats, §20 to $36, or more,
according to form or lustre.

Perhaps even more important is the use of the
D. for cutting glass, for polishing gems and other
hard bodies, and recently by engineers for boring-

machines, used in forming tunnels and artesian

wells. Tlie glazier's D. is about the size of a pin's

head, and is set in copper or brass. The curva-
ture of the fracture faces gives a sharp edge that

cuts and not scratches merely. Each costs about
$3 to $4.50, and, as it will weigh only about giuth

carat, the price is higher than that used as gems.
For polishing purposes the so-called 6orf, i. e.

stones so imperfect in form and quality as to be
useless for ornament, are broken down and crushed
into D. powder. The carbonado from Bahia is

also employed both for polishing and for boring-

machines. In the latter the stones are fixed in a
ring of steel, made to revolve with great rapidity,

and kept cool by a current of water, which also

removes the detritus. In consequence its price

has risen lately from about 25 cents to $4.60 or $5
a carat.

Tests of D. — To ascertain whether any (specimen is a tnie

D. or not, a fine file may be used ; and if the sur^e of the
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tooe be the least abraded or lerstched by It* actioo, it U not

a D. Tbe diderpoce will alao appear upoo cloee examination
without tbia iu«truDM>nt : the ra>i of llxht cvlly pa/i* through
otiier gema, but in the D. they are ivftacted to tbe nuUee,
which occasioo* (uperlor brilliiiory.

[mp duty : du«t or bort, trtt ; mugh or aocut, free
;
gla-

lier'i, free ; cut, 10 per e«at : wt, 25 per ceot.

Diamond Bort or Powder, the cruslicd ref-

use fragments of tlie gem, wliicli is u»ed by lapi-

tlaries, scal-fiiirraviTs, watcli-jewellers, and others.

Diamond Cement. See Cement (AriHtnian).

Diamond-Cutter, a lapidary; one who cuts,

gets, ami works ^eiiis.

Diamond-Drill. See Drill.
Diamond-Pencil, a glazier's diamond sot In a

socket of sti'el, lead, or silver, with a wooden han-

dle. See Diamond.
Diaper (Dutch, (//r/; Yr.Untjtouvi-^; Ger. Drell

;

It. trill teittUn a opere; Sp. inantflet alemaiuscas], a
kind of textile fabric, either of linen or cotton, or

a nii.xture of tlie two, witli a fijcurcd pattern on the

exterior surface, produced by a peculiar method
of twilling. Ik are much used for table-linen and
fine towels. With the exception of damask, D. are

the most ornamental kind of twilled cloths. The
name is a corruption of d' Y/nes, a town of Flan-

ders where it was first manufactured. It is also

manuf. in Ireland, France, Germany, and Scot-

land.

Diaphane, a woven silk stuff with transparent

and colored figures.

Diaphoretics, sweating medicines.

Diary, a note-book or journal ; a register or
record of daily business or events.

Diastase, a chemical substance extracted by
water fmin crushed malt, which possesses the re-

markable property of converting starch into sugar
in an hour or two.
Diastimeter, a philosophical instrument for

measuring distanci>8.

Dibble, a small spade.— A pointed garden in-

•trument for making holes in the ground for plant-

ing.

Dice (plural of die) (Fr. drt {a joiier) ; Ger.
Wur/rl ; It. d>idi ; Sp. dndoi\, small cubes used in

playing certain games of chance. They are made
of bone, ivory, or close-grained wooil, having their

six sides marketl with dots or pips from one up to

six. These dots are so arranged that the numbers
on two op|K>iiite sides taken Uigetlier always count
•even. The dice arc shaken in a l>ox called a dice-

lot, and then thrown on a board or table, ami the

number of dots on the upper faces decides the

game. Imp. duty, 'Ao per cent
Dicker, a commercial term for ten of some

tilings, and for the long hundred, of others; as ten

•kins make a dicker c»f hides, ten bars a dicker of

iron, ten dozen a dicker of gloves, and so on. See
Daikkk.
Dicky, s loose shirt-front to be worn over a

•oiled shirt.

Die (plural diet), a •tamp or rereraed impres-
sion used for striking motlals, coining, etc. I)ios

are also required for a variety of nur|mses, such
as the manufacture of buttons, steel seals, screws,

and ornamental articles of metal, calico-printing,

etc.

DU-Sinkimf. The preparation of dW>« Inr •tamping eolns

and medal* i* a work r^riiilHiiic mn>l<U>r*>>te ikill and rare

TIm statl •eteclcd ihouM Iv nf im>-|pr«tcly Bue grain and uoi-

fera tasture, and, when polished, •hooM aboir ao (pott or
alshii nadar a maffnirying (!«««. Two skoK Iwgtb* iMvIng
baa« eat from bar* of thi«. an<l fnrved Into rsogli dfaa, are nest
Hda as soft a* poxlhle by c»n>ful anneallnc. — being pat in

•a iron pot of anlmnl rhareoal. healed to a cherry red, and
nllinred to rool gradually. After being flwwd up datly and
•moothly In a lathe, tltey pa** lotn tlie liand* of tbe engnver,
who trace* upon tlMm tbair appropriats InagM, obvcns and

rererM, and woriu these oat, with *t«el tools, in intaglio. (Tha
inacriptioa i* ^nerally stamped with pancbe* and iMumer.)
The new matnets, or maternal dies, when, aftrr repented im>
preoaioas on rbty, etc , and altetmtion. they are fouiid corrert,

are ready for hardening,— a proerse stni|ile enough a* regards
plain eteel, but liere Trry critical. Meing that a delicate rngrav.

Ing Im* to lie kept Intact Each matrix i* tint protected with

a mask, composed of Axed oil thickened with animal charowl,
or of lampblack and llnnced oil. Thee are then placed fora

downwards in a crurlble, and burned in animal cliarroal.

Aner bring Iteatcd to a cherry red. thrr are taken out with a
pair of tnugo, plunged in a large bnly of water, nioreil aliout

rapidly till all noise ceases, and len in the water (ill quite cool.

Ifthe matrix pipes orslnpi, there i* probably a crack in it. TIm
liardened die is next polWhed and tempered. — the fomter by
holding it against a running iron di*k coaled with flour-emrry

and oil ; tlia latter by putting it in water, which Is grmdually

raised to tbe boiling point, then allowing it to rool slowly, or

by placing it on a lieated tmrofiron till it acquire* a rich stmw-
eolor. To increase its (irength an iron ring may be shrunk
upon it like a mechanical Jacket The matrix, treated as here
described, might now be used to multiply coins or medal*, but
it 1* preferred to uw it for fln>t producing pumrkes, or *teel

impressions in relief. With this view a ste«l block la procumi,
softened by annealing, and turned in tl>e lathe, bring uuide

flat at the Imtloin and obtiiiwly conical at the top. The blork

i* put in the bed of a die-stamping pre**, and the matrix
brought down on it with force by mean* of tbe central screw.

Thus a copy I* produce*! in relief on tlx conical surCtce fur-
ther itroke* may be required to perfect it. and the punch i«

therefore first re-ann«aled (it* surCice baring been hardened
by compression), then replaced in the press; the matrix, de-

tached from the rcrew, is fitted on to it. and pressed in contact

by the descent of a block of steel attschwl to the screw. Thus,
after re|>eAtiHl blows and frequent annealing, the impressiun is

conipletctl. and after being retouched by the engraver Is hanl-

ened and teni|>ered like the matrix. The matrix is now laid

aside, and the punch used to produce any number of steel dies

by an operation substantially similar to that by which th«

punch itself was obtained. These are, of course, Ihc-simllea

of the matrix, and when completed are used tot purpose* of
coinage

Dieppe. See France.
Dietary, a table of rations supplied daily, on

board ship, or to soldiers, persons in prisons, work-
houses, etc.

Digest, an abstract of a speech or decision ; a
compendium or summary of mercantile law, dis-

posed under proper heads.

Digester, a metal vessel with a detached cover
to l>e screwed down, and some elastic interposing

substances to prevent the loss of heat by eva|)ora-

tion. It is chieHv used in chemical operations to

raise the boiling tiuid to a higher temperature than
the onlinary lioiling point of 212^ F. It is em-
ployed in obtaining gelatine from bones, which
could not l>e done at the usual temperature.
Digging, the operation of moving, stirring, or

brt-akiiig ii|> earth with a spade, pickaxe, or other
sharp iiistruinent or machine.

Diggings, a popular name for the lotralitics

will-re gold is found in California, Australia, etc.

Digitalis, a genus of plants of the order Scroft/i-

ulanacfu;. The Foxglove {/). imi/nirtu) has nar-

cotic and poisonous leaves and se<>ds, which are

valued for their medicinal profierties. The fresh

leaves arc cathartic and emetic, and when drietl

arc administeri'd in diseases of the heart, brain,

and nervous system, in which they act as a power-
ful setlative. They contain a crystalline principle

called dnjilaliH.

Digue, a sea-wall, breakwater, or dike.

Dike, in engineering, a work of stone, timber,

or fascines, raised to oppose the entram-e or pas-

sage of tlie waters of the sea, a river, lake, or the

like

Dilapidation, waste or decay in buildings, etc.

Dilator, a surgical instrument for extending

parts, such as the eyelids, or dilating the walls of

a cavity.

Diligence, a French stage-coach.

Dill-Oil. an essential oil, obuined from the

seeds of Anrtlium yravtoUut, which are stimulant

and carminative.
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Dime, a silver coin of the U. States, the tenth

part of a dollar ; there are also ha\t-D. : both legal

tenders to the amount of five dollars. D. and half-

JJ. were authorized to be coined by act of April 2,

1702; weight, 41.6 and 20.8 grains; fineness, 892.4.

By act of Jan. 18, 1887, weight was changed to

41i and 20| grains, and fineness to 900 ; by act of

Feb. 21, 185:3, weight was changed to o8.4 and 19.2

grains. "By act of Feb. 12, 187:3, the weight of D.

was changed to 2| grams, or ;38.5B grains, and the

coinage of !ialf-Z>. was discontinued. Total amount

of D. coined to close of fiscal year ended June 30,

1878, i$16,904,677.;30. Total amount of h&li-D.

coined, .'?4,906,946.90.

Dimension, the extension of a body considered as

capable of being measured ; bulk, extent, capacity.

Dimity |Fr. basin; It. doblello ; Sp. dimile], a

cotton stuff, similar in fabric to fustian, from

which it differs chiefly in having ornaments woven
in it, and in not being dyed. Its color should be

delicately white. In the weaving, longitudinal

stripes are usually raised just above the surface

of the piece, and dimities are called sini/le corded

or broad striped, according to the flatness and
breadth of these stripes.

Dingy, a small ship's boat. It is clinker-built,

from 12 to 14 feet, and has a beam one third of

its length.

Dining-Table, a massive, solid table usually

supported on four legs, sometimes extensible and
capable of being materially enlarged by extra

leaves or flaps.

Dioptric Light. See Lighthouse.
Diorama, a mode of scenic representation,

which does not possess all the advantages of a

panorama, but produces a far greater degree of

optical delusion. The peculiar effects of the D.
arise more particularly from the contrivances em-
ployed in exhibiting the painting. In the first

place the picture is viewed through a proscenium
;

the room in whicli the spectators are is almost in

darkness ; and the light, which is admitted through
colored glass, falls upon the picture alone. It is

principally used to illustrate architectural and in-

terior views. By means of slides and shutters the

light can be increased or diminished at will, and
hence very pleasant effects may be represented

;

such as the ordinary change from daylight to sun-

shine, and from sunshine to cloudy weather, or

twilight.

Dip, the vertical angle which a freely suspended
magnetized needle makes with the horizon. — The
geological term for the angle at which strata slope
downward into the earth. This angle is measured
from the plane of the horizon, and may be readily
ascertained by the common spirit-level and plum-
met, or, as is usual among geologists, by a small
pocket-instrument called the clinometer. To de-

scribe the opposite of dip, the term rise is used
;

and, as every bed that dips in one direction must
necessarily rise in another, either may be used,
according to the position of the observer.
Dippel's Oil, an empyreumatic oil produced

during the destructive distillation of bones.
Dipper, an instrument used in photography for

immersing negative plates in upright baths con-
taining nitrate of silver, hyposulphide of soda,
cyanide of potassium, etc., and withdrawing the
game after sensitizing or fixing. They are slender
flat strips of hard rubber, wood, glass, porcelain,
and sometimes silver wire, having short projec-
tions upon which to rest the edge of the plate,
which stands nearly upright in the bath while the
chemical changes take place. {E. H. Kniyht.)—
The vatnian in a paper manufactory.

Dipping, the process of heigthening in color

small, ornamental brass-work by cleansing in an
alkaline lye, scouring with sand and water, dip-

ping into a bath of pure nitrous acid for an in-

stant, washing with water, drying in sawdust
burnishing, and lacquering.— The process of

washing slieep to cleanse the fleece before shear-

ing.— In photography, immersing the collodionized

plate in a sensitizing bath.— The plunging wicks

in the tallow-vat, the wool or fabric in the dye-

tub, the paper forms in the pulp, etc.— The Scotch

name for dubbing. See Dubbing.
Dipping-Needle, an instrument for indicating

the direction of magnetic force. It consists of a
graduated horizontal brass circle, m (Fig. 132),

supported on three legs, provided with levelling

screws. Above this circle there is a plate. A, mov-
able about a vertical axis, and supporting by
means of two columns a second graduated circle,

M, which measures the inclination. The heedle

rests on a frame, r, and the diameter passing

Fig. 132.— Dipping-Needlx.

through the two zeros of the circle, M, can be as-

certained to be perfectly horizontal by means of

the spirit level, n. To observe the inclination, the

magnetic meridian must first be determined, which
is effected by turning the plate A on the circle m,

until the needle is vertical, which is the case when
it is in a plane, at right angles to the magnetic me-
ridian. Tlie plate A is then turned 90° on the cir-

cle m, by which the vertical circle, M, is brought

into the magnetic meridian. The angle, d c a,

which the magnetic needle makes with the hori-

zontal diameter, is the angle of inclination.

Dips, a common name for small or store candles,

which are made by merely dipping cotton wicks

repeatedly in a cistern of melted tallow.

Director, a manager ; a member of a board, one

of a number of persons chosen by a plurality of

votes from among the body of shareholders to con-

duct the affairs of some joint-stock undertaking,

as a bank, railroad, insurance company, and the

like.

Directory, an alphabetical address or guide-

book to the inhabitants, trades, etc., of a city, with

their places of abode.
Dirk, a short dagger.
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Disbursemeuts, money paid out.

Discharge, the unloading uf the cargo of a res-
bpI. — lUliuso from oblij^ation, debt, or penalty

;

an acquittance.

Diacharging-Rod, an instrument much used in

electricity for disciiar^in;; Ix-ydcn jars without
partaking of tl«e shock. The jointi<l I), is that

most generally employed. It consists of two bra.ss

win-s, terininate<l by two brass balls. The wins
are jointed at the middle, and are attachi'<l to a
glass handle. With this instrument it is easy to

discharge a jar or battery, by bringing one ball in

contact with the e.xti-rior, and the other with some
part of the interior. The glass handle, as an insu-

lator, forms a pn)te<'lion from all the effects which
take place in the restoration of electrical equi-

librium.

Discolored, altered in color; stained or tar-

nished.

Discount, an allowance pai<l on accoimt of the
immeiliate advance of a sum of money not due till

some future period. A bill or note is said to l*e

discounte<l when a third party, in respect of the
credit of the names on it, agrees to pay its contents
'to the hohler Iwfore it Ix-comes due, deducting the

interest, and, in some cas<-s, commission for trouble

and e.xpense. When a bill of exchange is pre-

sented at a banker's for discount, it is the practice

to calculate the simple interest for the time the bill

lias to run, including the days of grace, which in-

terest is called the discount ; and this iK-ing de-

ducted from the amount of the bill, the balance
is paid over to the presenter of tiie bill. This is

the methotl followed by bankers, and by connner-
cial men in general. Hut it is, notwithstanding,
inaccurate. The true discount of any sum for any
given time is such a sum as will in that time
amount to the interest of the sum to l>e discounted.
Thus, if interest Xte seren per cent, the proper
discount to W received for the inmiediate advance
of -SlOO, due 12 months hence, is nor -$7, but ;^.i>4,

for this sum will, at the en<l of the year, amount to

87, which is what the •$1(X) would have pro<luced.
Those, therefore, who employ their nmney in dis-

counting make somewhat more than the ordinary
rale of interest u|Min it ; for a person discounting
^IW) <lue at the end of a year advances, supposing
inter<.>st to lie $7 jHTcent, (mly $1*3 ; so that, as this

$iK) prmluees $UW at the periinl in question, the
interest re<'eive<l has really Ikhmi $7.40 |>er cent.

The rule for calculating discount on correct
principles is as follows : As the amount of $ 100,

incn-ased by its interest at the rate and for the
tune given, is to tin- given sum or debt, so is the
interest of .$100, at the rate and for the time given,

to the discount of the debt. Thus, to And the dis-

count of $100 for one year at 7 per cent, wc
have:

—

$107 : 8100 : : $7 : 80.54

which is 4A cents less than the interest for the same
tInK' ; llw diff'rrmrt Ijriiit/ in all r<i»e$ rijual to the in-

lerett on (fir ditcnitnt j'or the ifirrn limr.

The name of discount is also applied to certain
trade allowances upon tin- nominal prices of giKxIs.

In sonte branches of trade these allowances vary
according to the circumslan<vs which affect the
markets; an<I what is called tlim-ount is in fact
occasioned by fluctuations in prices which it is

thought convenient to maintain nominally at an-
varying rates.— The term iliscount is also em-
ployed to signify other menanlile allowances,
such, for example, as the abatement of 12 per
ivnl iiia<le up«>ii the balances which underwriters,
or insurers u( sea risks, receive at the end of the

year from the brokers by whom the insurances
have Ih'cii effected. The word " discount " is fur-

ther used, in contradistinction to premium, to de-

note the diminution in value of securities which are
sold acconling to a Hxetl nominal value, or accord-
ing to the price they may have originally cost
If, for example, a share in a niilroad company,
upon which ^lOO has Ik-cii paid, is sold in the mar-
ket for 'jiW, the value of the share is stated to be
at 2 jH'r cent discount. Sti- Intkkkst.
Discount-Broker, one w ho cashes bills of ex-

clruige, or makes advances on securities.

Discount-Day, the day of the week on which a
bank discounts notes and bills.

Dish, a broad oih'Ii vessel of earthenware or

metal, for holding food. — A large trough having
a capacity of U72 cubic inches, in which miners
measure ore.

Dishonored, a commercial term for the return,

unpaid, of a draft or acceptance legally due when
j)rest nted.

Disinfectant, any agent or substance employed
to prevent the spread of contagious or infectious

disease. Recent investigations all tend to dem-
onstrate that the efficiency of any l>. is due to its

power of destroying, or of rendering inert, spt-cific

poisons or disease germs which possess in them-
selves an independent existence; and which, when
introduced into the animal system under favorable
conditions, increase and multiply, thus producing
the phenomena of siK'cial diseases. Therefore,
antiseptic substances generally, which check or

stop putrefactive decay in organic compounds, by
j)reventiiig the growth of those minute organisms
which produce putrefaction, are, on that account,

IX So also the (K'odorizers, which act by oxidiz-

ing or otherwise changing the chemical constitu-

tion of volatile substances disseminatrnl in the air,

or which prevent noxious exhalations from or-

ganic substances, are in virtue of these proi>ertie8

effective D. in certain diseases. A knowiidge of

the value of /)., and the use of some of tlu' most
valuable agents, can 1k» traced to very remote
times; and much of the Ix-vitical law of cleansing,

as well as the origin of numerous heathen cere-

monial practices, are clearly base<l on a iK-rception

of the value of disinfection.

The mr»nii of <ll)>inf>Yiion, ami (he iiuh>tanrr« pnipln>nl, are
vrry niinirrouj, aa arr tlir rIaMWii and ri>iiiUtl<iiin of ili>ra>«' and
roiilaKion thry are <lv>>li;nr<l (o mn-t. Nalurr, in (lir oxi<liilng

inlliiriirp of frrrly rlrrulaltnft aluinaphrrir air, in llir piiriftinic

elTM't of water, and In thr powrrfiil dinxloritinK pro|>«Tti«« of

rofnnion Mirth, han prorldnl the ninci |M>trnt rrrr-prrM-nt and
artiiiR dl<infprline nmlla Of the artiflrliil /> eniploitrd or
aTsilithlr lhm> rlaMvn mar be tr<-o^ilu>l : l>t, Tolatile or
TafMtHuhle viihutanre', «hlrh attark inipurilie* in the air; 2d,
rhrnitmi aKcntii for arrlnj; on Ihe di«-aM-<l liotly or on (he in-

IreOoiiii dlarharitea thenrfrnm ; and 'M, the phyii-al acrorira of

beat and rold. In M>nip of (hme ra.>«-ii the dntlriirlii'n uf tho
ronlajcixn la «IKTte<t hy the fomiaOon of new rhrmtcal roni-
poumlii by oxiila'lon, droxidalion, or othrr rparlioii. and in

othrm the rondition* favorable to lifr art- rrnioretl or life i«

<lc«lroye<J by high leni|M-rmlure. Of the flr«t claM — nrrial /).

— Ihoaa nio*( eniploye<i arr (he (caaeoun aulpliiirouii anh\itri<le,

the fiimea of nilmu* arid and oIIkt ari<l nubiitanre*, Inrludli'K

rapariae<l rarbolir arid, with chlorine |pu an<l the *i«|i<ini

of bmmlne and iodine. The u>e of nulphuroui anhydrt'lr,

ob(aifMd by huminK lulphur, In of ((real anli<|ulty, and
it Kill la unr<|Uallf<d as a D. ot air on arrount both of
l(j roDTrnteiirp and (cenerml effl-acy, Camphor and aonie

Tolalile oil* hare alao brrn eniploye<l a< air D., but Ihnr
Tirlues lie chWtly in maikinK, not de«lmyinir noxioua ef-

fluTta. In the 2d rlaM — non -Kiwn^iii* dl.<infertinK rom-
pounda — all the nuHM-rous antix-ptir fiut»tanrr« may l>e rerk-

oned ; but the iiuln(anre« prinripaily employ r<| In prarllce are

oxiilldnK agrnt/i, aa potavir mancnnate* and (lermanipinMlr*

(('ondy'» lluldl, and luilulinn* of tlie •<>-ralle<l rhli>ride» of

lime, antla, and potath, «llh the rhloriden of aluminium and
line, soluble •ulphatm and riulphilm, aolution* of *ulphun>ii>

•rtd. and Ihe lar prmlurU, — rartiolir, rrmyllr, and aallryllo

srlda. Of (he phyniral aitroU, heat aud cold, lt>e latter, Ihough
a powerful oatuiml D. , Is not prsctksll; svBiJsbla by artl&dal
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means ; heat is a power chiefly relied on for purifying and dis-

infecting clothes, bedding, and textile substances generally.

DiiTereni degrees of temperature are required for the destruc-

tion of the virus of various diseases ; but as clothing, etc , can
be exposed to a heat of about 250° Fahr. without injury, pro-

Tision is made for submitting articles to nearly that temperature

.

Disintegrator, a machine for grinding or pul-

verizing bones, guano, etc., for manure.— A mill

in wliicii grain is broken into a fine dust by beaters

projecting from the faces of parallel metallic disks

revolving in contrary directions. See Flour-Mill.
Dismantled, said of a vessel laid up in dock

with her spars, upper masts, rigging, etc., removed.
Dispatch, or Despatch, a letter, etc., forwarded

by an express messenger. To send away in haste,

as a messenger, letters, etc.

Dispensary, a place where medicines are made
up and distributed ; but used more generally for a
charitable institution, where the poor are supplied
with medicines and advice. Institutions of this

nature are now to be met with in every town of
any Importance, both in this country and in Eu-
rope. To every D. there are always attaclied one
or more physicians, surgeons, and apotiiecaries,

whose duty it is respectively to prescribe and dis-

pense medicines to tlie poor, and to visit tliem in

their own houses in the event of their being too ill

to attend personally at the institution. In most
cases D. are supported by voluntary contributions.

Dispensatory, a medical book, which, in addi-

tion to containing the whole Materia Medica, or
history of all the drugs and medicaments used in

tlie practice of physic, embraces an account of tlie

manner in which each article is prepared, with
directions how to compound all prescriptions. It

contains the Materia Medica, P/iannaci/, and the
Pharmacopoeia, in one volume, and forms tlie au-
thority and reference of every chemist, druggist,

and medicine vender.
Dispenser, one who distributes or administers :

usually applied to medicines.
Disponer, a person who legally transfers prop-

erty from himself to another.
Dispose, to sell or get rid of ; to apply to any

purpose or use.

Dissect, to investigate ; to cut to pieces.

Dissolution, a breaking up, as of a contract or
partnership.

Dista£r, an implement formerly used in spinning
fla.x or wool, wiiich was fastened on a staff from
which the thread was drawn by the fingers. The
D. is at present not much used, except in rude and
barbarous countries ; but no spinning-wheel, much
less any machinery driven by water or steam, lias

ever produced work which can compare in delicacy
with the finest products of the D.
Distemper. See Destemper.
Distillation, a generic name for a class of

chemical operations, wiiich all agree in this, that
the substance operated upon is iieated in a close
vessel (retort still), and tliereby wholly or partially
converted into vapor, which vapor is then con-
densed, by the application of cold, in another ap-
paratus (the condenser) connected with the vessel,
and allowed to collect in a third portion of the
apparatus called a receiver. In most cases the
substance is a liquid, or assumes the liquid form
previous to emitting vapors, and the product ob-
tained (the distillate) is also in greater proportion
litiuid. The comparatively few and special cases
of />., wherein solids are converted into vapors
which condense directly from the gaseous into the
solid form, are designated sublimations. Thus, we
speak of the D. of water or of spirits, while we
speak of the sublimation of sal-ammoniac. D. may
he divided into two classes ; 1st, those which are

not, and 2nd, those which are, accompanied by chem-
ical change. The word D., in a narrower sense,

is generally understood to apply to the first class

only. The second might be called destructive D., if

it were not customary to reserve this term for the
particular case in wlii('h the substance operated
on consists of vegetable or animal matter which
is being decomposed by the decomposition of heat
alone, i. e. without the aid of reagents. The gen-
eral object of simple /A is to separate one sub-

stance from others of different degrees of volatil-

ity with which it may be mixed. The theory and
successful execution of the process assume their

greatest simplicity when the substances to be sep-

arated differ so greatly in their volatility that,

without appreciable error, one can be assumed to

be non-volatile at the boiling point of the other.

A good illustration of this special case is afforded

by the customary process used for the purification

of water. A natural sweet water may in general
be assumed to consist of three parts: 1st, water
proper, which always forms something like 98 per
cent or more of the whole ; 2d, non-volatile salts

;

3d, gases. To obtain pure water from such ma-
terial, we need only boil it in a distillation appara-
tus, so as to raise from it dry steam, which steam
when condensed yields water contaminated only
with the gases. To expel these, all that is neces-

sary is to again boil it for a short time ; the jgases

go off with the first portions of steam, so that the

Fig 133 — Common Distiluno App.^ratos.

residue, when allowed to cool in absence of air,

constitutes pure water. In the D. of two substan-

ces of approximately equal molecular weight and
latent heats of vaporization, supposing neither to

predominate overwhelmingly over the other, the

one with the lower boiling point will predominate
in the early, and the other will gradually accumu-
late in the later, fractions of the distillate. And
similarly with mixtures of three or more bodies.

The further the respective boiling points are re-

moved from one another the more complete a sep-

aration can be effected ; but in no case is the

separation perfect. It is, however, easily seen

that the analytic effect of a D. can be increased by
causing the vapor, before it reaches the condenser,

to undergo partial condensation, when naturally

the less volatile parts chiefly will run back. This

artifice is largely employed by chemists, technical

as well as scientific. The simplest mode is to let

the vapor ascend through a long vertical tube be-

fore it reaches the condenser, and to distil so slowly

that a suflUciently large fraction of the vapor origi-

nally formed fails to survive the ascent throujjU
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tlic i'iH»linjr influence of the atmospheiv. A more
eHiciive nietlicxl is to let the eoiuienwHl vapor He-

cumulate in a series of small receptacles imierted

Ix-tween flask and comienwr, constructeil so that

the vapor cannot pass throu);h the receptacles

without bubbling thmuffh their liquid contents,

and so that the liquid in the n^ceptacles cannot rise

al>ove a certain level, the excess flowing hack into

the next lower receptacle or intt> the still. Hui
the most effective methiMl is to let the va{M)r ascend
through a slanting <-ondenser kept by means of a
bath At a certain tem|>erature, which is controlle<l

8o that while the liquid in the flask boila rapidly,

the l>. only just progresses and no more. — As the
preparation of alcoholic spirit is the most im|M)r-

tant industry in which the oiM-ralion of // <K-cupie«

a prominent platv, the eslablbhm<-nts in whicli the

manufacture is comlucte*! are known as <listill/'ries.

Itut there are many other important industries in

which O. is an essential feature, being in them
employe*! either for the separation, puriflcaiion, or
cont-entration of various prinlucts. A large pro-

portion of the essential oils are, for example, ob-

tainetl by the />. of the su)>stances containing tliem

from water, or a mixture of salt and water. The
treatment of other bodies in which />. plays a part
will be found under their resi>ective headings.

D. of tftiritM. The art of separating alcoholic npirit from
frrmented li<)Uors appcttrs to hare been Iciiown in the far Ea«t

from the nvwt remote aiiti<|uity : bat, notwith^lnnding the
enormous *c»\v on which thin industry in now pronecuted, it in

only in rooilern and comparatively recent times that it han at-

tainetl to the important position which It now ocrupien. The
preparation of ardent npirit inTolres two iieparat<- series of
operations: l«t, the making of an alcoholic solution by
wns of Tinou* fermentation ; and %\, the concentration of
tlMaicabolic solution no obtainol by the process of /). and rec-

tMraeioo. The reurtable principle, which i« eawntial to the
fonnation of alcohol, it su^ar ; an<l this i* sometimes used iti-

rtrUf, aa where molanM^ and analo^oua saccharine products
art »ubje<-tc<| to immediate fermentation, or it ii inrtirretli) ob-

Ulne<l by «ub>TtinK amylareoUR ((rains to certain procesae*, by
which tlie iitarrh tliey contain in first conrerted into nuKar, and
tbeo (hat (Uicar afterward* al<-oholiae<l In our dinlilleries tlw

kller altomatiTe \t adopted , and Tariotu kinds of grain , but
ehMiy com, barley, wheat, and rye
with aotw or le<« malt, are nubjected

to Um oparmtion of attitAiac. For this

yriwwa tba grtMind Rrain and th«
BfUil Malt ar« duly ml(e<l, and in-

ftlMd under eonntan't ajritatlon in a
proper quantity of hot watrr in the
mmti-litm . tbewnri in titen rtinolT, atid

frmh water ad4e>l, till the aoluble ma-
lerlaln of the gt%ln are extrai-le>l . Tha
mlied worU, or iroiA, thun obtaine<l,

U run into the feniK-iilin( Tain, where,
miaed with a nmall r|uaiitay of yea.«l.

It In aubjert*.! to th« prore«i of fer-

Malation, which continue* fmtn 6 to

10 or 13 dayn, the time re<|ulrrd for its

eoMplatioa raryinx with the uum of

HquU. and with lh« temprrtlure of
Um alOKMittiere. I>urin| inanhinc, the

•tarcb panaen into nu^ar, and during
frraientalWMi lb* tugar rhaniea Into

alcohol : the conneouenc* of which U,

that the wanh Knuitully deereaM« In

daimily, or nllntuaitt ; and an noon as

tbU attetiuation Itan r*«che'l lln mail-
MUnt, which may l>e detennlne<l by tlie

hydrometer, it >hoiil.i \m dintille<l in ofiler to prrrent the mm-
ntncement of acetic fennenlntl'm - The inoiltfV-altonn of nlllln

or of dIntlllinK apinratun u<e>l In the pn>|iar*llnn of alcoholic

Hqiior are eirvnllngly nuroer>un. and many of the later In-

Taatloon are of mont cianpltcateil niructur*. The nimiile and
prfanlUe* »aiVll«^of «pp»ralun ileld only a comparatlreh we*k
•ptrit oa the llrnt di'tlllatirm, while the effect of the cotnples
•ppHaaeaa now (enerttly u>e>| In to prrKluce. In on* operation,
a hlc'ily Poncentraie<| npirit. an<l that with a creal aavlng of
AmI, linte, and labor All rarte'Wn of dlmlilatory apparatus
naolee theinneUen under thene hea/|n : ]•!, nlllln heale<l and
w.trked by the direct apiitlcallon »f the heat of a fire : 2.1. nillU

workeil by the action of ntcam blown direct Inio the alcnholte
solution from a nteam-boiler : and ."Vl, nlllln limiml by nirara
pnnning In coileil pipen thpxigh the ak-ohollc nolulionn In ha
acted upon. To the flmt of the«e clannen _ ntilU healed by
diNCf flra — baioog ttie mrltett aixl nimpinwl Ibrma of dlstJIIa-

torr apparatun : and for producing particular clan«e« of alco-
hulir liifuor. niilln very niniple in their construcdon are \et
emplo,!ird. The ctiaimon mill ^Kig. liiS) is a Hai-b<>llonird,
clone »e-*el of copper, with a hijth head to preTrnt the Itiiid

within from U>iling orer. To the lop of thin head a tulw in

conuecled, which in carried in a npirai form rt>uiid the inniJe
of a tub or barrel (ti»e ctiniennrr or refrigerator), filled with
euld water; and from Itn laintrd tvrm thin tube receiTea the
name of the irorm. Ttte tube temiinate* at tltr tH.ttom of ttie

barrel, (MMing thn>ugh it to the outride, ainl in conducted into
the TroM"! termed tlie receiver, a ntop-ctx-k. or ni<irr couim<>nly
a Teanel termed a uifr, being unually placed on tl>e lul-e where
It learea the refrigerator. In dirtilling with an ap|«ratun of
thin nimple conntrucliun, it in obtiuun that at tlie l> ginning of
the operation, when tlie wanh or li<iul<l to be ttintillrd in rich in
alcohol, and iu l>oiling point coiiM-i|urnlly low, (lie dlntillale

will pass over at a kiw tetii|>eralure and ci>ntain a high [rr-
ceotage of alcohol. Uut an tlir operation prugrrwen, the boil-

log (mint of the mixture in ttie mill rire* ; the heat bin
therefore to be forced, and the quantity of watery vapor which
panne* over with the alc<ihol in pn>poriiotiatcl« Increaned An
the wanh or liquid in the mill continually weakenn, a pt^nt ia

arrived at when ttie value of the weak dirlillale pHxluced will

Dot Italance the ex|iendilure on fuel for mnintaiiiiug the lieat

of /). One of the earlient device* for reoni-niixiiig the heal of
1). conninted in interponlng Ijetwren the rtill and the rrfrit:era-

tor a waati-wanner. or vennel cliargrd with liquid ready for 11.

Through tliis vennel the pipe conveying tlie hot vapon to tlie

refrigerator coil panred, and tlie va|Miri>. parll) ctuidrnniiig

there, heate<i up tlie wanh, which wan thun prrfmrvd to pan*
into the ntill at an eli-valed trmperalure Tlir /-or ntilln, in
which the markedly fluvon-d Irl»h wliUkcj in made, are of this

connt rue lion. In large entablinhn.entn. nimple ntilln, of a ca-
pacity of 2fl,(inn gallonn, are erected having a rouniiig apparatun
within them to keep the wanh in agitation no an to prevent noli.|

(Mrticlei from nettling on the tiottom and liunilng. Keyond a
wanh-wamier, or intornie<liate rliarger iuler|><iei-d between the
ntill and the condenner, there in no other appliance attarbetl to

the apparatun. The fimt dlntillale from the ntill in termed
" low yiinen,"' and jauwn into the " low winrn receiver," whence
it pasnen Into No 1 " low wine ntill " to undergo a second dln-

tillation. The product of the second dintillation, under the
name of " faints or feintn," in caught In the "faintn rrcelver,"

from which it pannes to No. 2 low wine* ntill. and from thin It is

dlnchargcd as Irish whinkey.— The introduction of another
principle into dintillnlory apparatun in illiinlrated by Dom'n
ntill, which wan inlroduce<l into Oemiant In the early part t>f

the century, and in yet niiicti uned in mialler entabllnbmeula in

that country In that apimratun, the vennel of copper Inler-

poeed between the ntill and the condenner in dlvide<l horimn-
tally into two uni-qual comparlmenin by a diaphragm of cop|«-r

The upper and larger portion actn as a wanh-warmer((ier lor-

iTi.rrner), and through it the pipe from the atill ttody coils,

Fl» 184 — Corr»»"« Pnu.

I opening Into ttie lower illvlnlon. For a lime tlie wholr dlntil-

lale condenne* in thin divlnlon. but an ttir lrm|<erature of Ilia

wanh In the up|ier division ri*en, and the heal of the mora
I

waterv dinllllate from the mill al*o Increane*. the comlenned
llrjuor in the lower illvinion in It* turn lieginn to boll, and un-

I

<lergor* a nemnil dl*lillallon or recllflcallon. the vat<om from It

paaaing nnwantn In tic cnnilrnnnl in the onlinary refrigerator.

In many forron of illnilllalnry *pi>aralun two nr more nuch ree-

liflrrs ai« place<l lielween Ihe primary ntill aiHl the flnal cf>n-

d««neT The principle of the rectifier In ra»ily uniler»l««L

Huppoaing the operalion of dintllliiig to commence, tlie Ta|a.r«

which comlenne in recilfter No I are much richer In alcohol

tttan Ihe llqul'l remaining In the ntill The tmillng p(Hni of

ttie conden»e>l liquid in connetjiienlly pro|inrtl<inafel) lower,

and the vapor from ttie ntill pa»ing Into it fradnallc ml»en it

fo the bnllinc point, no that In Iu lum mcilfWr No I dtniil*

Into fwtlftrr No 2 a liquid of still higher alcoholic rirhneaa.
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The relation of No 2 to No 1 is the same as that of No 1 to

tiie still body, and thus the concentration and redistillation

mi,i;ht be carried on to any practicable or desired extent —
Another principle brought into play in complex stills for the
Fepuratiou of stronger from weaker alcoholic solutions consists

of dcphlegmation , or the submitting of the vapor to a tempera-
ture so regulated r.hat a portion of it, and that, of course, the
most watery, is condensed and separated, running back into

tlie still or into a special vessel, whilst the richly alcoholic

vapor passes on to the rectifier or condenser. In Dorn'« still

the wide and lofty head attached acts as a dephlegmator. watery
vapors condensing on it, and thence falling back into the body :

but in the more recent forms of apparatus, such as those of
Pistorius and Siemens, special dephlegmators of an elaborate
nature are introduced. — Of the second class of stills,— those
in which the operation is conducted by the heat of steam gen-
erated in a boiler, and forced into the apparatus. — the Cofey
still may be taken as an example It is the form most fre-

quently adopted in Great Uritain for the manufacture of "' si-

lent " spirit, and it is generally recognized as the best and most
economical device for preparing a highly concentrated spirit in

a single operation. The Coffey still may further l>e regarded
as a type of continuous distilling apparatus, as in it the neces-
sity for withdrawing exhausted solutions and recharging the
still with fresh wash is avoided Beginning, as the Coffey
still does, with the steam of pure water, the principle
of rectification formerly alluded to is here carried out
from the first step The watery vapor becomes more and
more highly charged with alcoholic fumes, till in the end the
strongest spirit falls, condeased, into the receiver In Coffey's
apparatus, the saccharine solution, or wask, is pumped from
the wash-charger, a, through the pipe, b, into the worm-tube,
which passes from top to bottom of the rectifier, c ; in circulaC
ing through this tube its temperature is somewhat raised, and
on arriving at the bottom it passes through the pipe, rf, in at
the top of the analyzer, e. Here it falls successively from one
to another of a series of shelves, perforated, and having valves
for the entry of steam from the boiler,/", by which they are
heated As the wash gradually descends in the analyzer, it

becomes rapidly weaker, partly from condensation of the steam
which pa.sses into it, and partly from the loss of alcohol either
evaporated or expelled by the steam, till when it arrives at the
bottom it has parted with all its spirit At the same time, the
vapor &» it rises through each shelf of the analyzer becomes
richer in alcohol. On arriving at the top it passes through the
pipe, ^, in at the bottom of the rectifier ; here it ascends in a
similar way through the descending wash, until it arrives at A,
above which it merely circulates around the upper convolutions
of the wash-pipe, the low temperature of which condenses the
spirit, which, collecting on a shelf, Hows off by a tube into the
finished-spirit conden.<er, and is finally conveyed to the re-
ceiver — In order to economize heat, the water-supply pipe of
the boiler is of spiral form, and is immersed in a trough which
receives the boiling hot spent wash. — Flat-bottomed and fire-

heated stills are considered the best for the D. of malt spirit,

as by them the Havor is preserved. Coffey's still, on the other
hand, is the best for the D. of grain spirit, as by it a spirit is

obtained almost entirely destitute of flavor, and of a strength
varying from 55 to 70 over proof Spirit produced of this
high strength evaporates at such a low temperature that
scarcely any of the volatile oils on which the peculiar flavor of
spirits depends are evaporated with it, hence the reason why it
is not adapted for the D. of malt whiskey, which requires a
certain amount of these oils to give it its requisite flavor. The
spirit produced by Coffey's still is, therefore, chiefly used for
making gin and factitious brandy by the rectifiers, or for being
mixed with malt whiskeys by the wholesale dealers.

Distiller, a manufacturer or preparer of spirits,
one who distils from malt, or prepares perfumes ;

a rectifier and compounder.
Distillery, a building in which distillation and

the rectification of spirits is carried on. The In-
ternal Revenue Laws of the U. States, laying down
the regulations to be followed by the distillers in
the manufacture of spirits, are given in this work
\uider Spirits.
Distinguishing Pennant, the special flag of

a ship, or a particular pennant hoisted to call at-
tention to signals.

Distribution, in printing, the breaking up of
a form, or page, etc., of type; and replacing the
letters in their proper cells in the compositor's
cases.

Ditch, a trench in the earth made by digging.
Ditto, a word derived from the Italian word

delto (that which has been said), and used in ac-
counts to avoid repetition. It is commonly abbre-
viated into Oo.

Diuretics, medicines which operate by increas-

ing the discharge of urine.

Dividend, the commercial name for the inter-

est allowed on government stocks, foreign bonds,
and various other public securities, which are usu-

ally payable lialf-yearly. />. is also the propor-
tionate payment made to creditors out of the
estate of a bankrupt, and the profits received by
stock and shareholders in joint-stock companies
at stated periods.— Ex div. is a Stock E.xchange
abbreviation, implying that a security is dealt in

without the dividend due or accruing.

Dividend "Warrant, an order or autliority

upon which shareholders or stockholders receive

their half-yearly interest.

Divi-Divi, the commercial name of the potl of
the Vasalpuiia coritiria, a leguminous plant found
in low, marshy situations in the N. parts of S.

America, principally in the U. States of Colombia
and Venezuela, and in some parts of the West
Indies. It is used botli for dyeing and tanning,

but chiefly for tlie latter purpose. The pod is

from 2 to 3 inches in length by f inch in breadth,

and when in perfection is of a rich brown color.

It contains a few small seeds, but the only valua-
ble portion is a resinous matter of a bright yellow
color, easily pulverized, which lies betwixt the

outer skin and the husk that encloses the seed,

and contains a large quantity of tannin. D. is

used by dyers, not for the coloring principle which
it contains, but for its strong astringent qualities

as a mordant. For this purpose it is at present
used to some extent instead of sumac, which is

scarce and dear. In tanning it accelerates the
process, and imparts to the leather a clean and
healthy appearance, /nip. free.

Diving. The art of D. to considerable depths
under water to bring up pearls, corals, and sponges,

Fig. 135. — Sectiox of Divino-Bell.

has been practised in the Indian seas from very
early times. It is obvious, however, that, not
having the aid of any artificial appliances for

supplying air, the powers of early divers, both as

regards the depth to which they could descend
and the length of time they could remain sub-

merged, were comparatively limited. At an early
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period, therefore, the attention of philosophers and
mechanics was turned to the discovery of a con-
trivance for aiding the diver in prosecuting his

daring but useful calling, which was renderetl all

the more important from its being no longer con-
fined to the acquisition of Eastern luxuries, but to
the raising of treasure from sunken vessels. It is

not conaidereil expedient to occupy space by ref-

erence to the feats of the early or modern divers,

but rather to pass at once to the description of
«the D. apparatus of modem times, as illustrated

by the Z>.-Bell and the Z>.-I>re88 at present in use.

And here it may be state<l that, in addition to the
sponge and coral trade of foreign lands, which has
been greatly advanced by the use of modem ap-
pliances, there are the works of the naval engi-

neer, and more particularly of the civil engineer,

in which U. apparatus is so extensively employed
and so essentially necessary as to place the art of
D. on a wider basis, ami to give it an importance
only fully developed during the present century.

D.-Bell. The raodt uwful of ancient contriTances i» the D.-
bell, which, first mentioned in Europe in the worfcR of John
Tabnier (bom 1509), and jp^dually improved, Is now the well-

known apparatiu used by en^ineprs in the

Ereaeotday. The conception of the i>.-bell^

I very vimple. The air contained in an in-

verted jar (unk in a veosel of water excludes
the water (h>m the interior, and if the Tefoel

be made of sufflcient siae to contain perxons
within it, it may be nunk without their being
wetted, and they may continue to be sub-
merged to long ax the air within the bell con-
tinues pure enough to support animation.
Bueii were the 'D.-chenta" of the first

Bwlcen, which, though they differed in form
•ad details, were constructed on the same
prioeiple as llie modem bell, and were gen-
enlly formed of wood, girded with Iron boops,
like a barrel. A section of the bell as now
•d b shown in Fig. 135. It U a cast-iron

weighing about 5 tons, and is sus-
by block and tackle. On the top of

ib« ball Uiere are 8 apertures, fltte<l with very
thick gtaat for admitting light ; and in the
eMitie is tlM pMMige, 6, Into which the ho«e
h Mweit for admitting the air supplied.
Ttte interior Is fltted wliti two seats, r, which
ena be remoTed to malte room when the men
•re at work ; and in the centre is a lifting

cliain , r, to which stones are attached to CkI^
iiate Ibeir being lifted and properly adjusted
to the beds on which they are to be laid. The
bed Is wedarconling to two dlflnent systems,
depaadlag on the nature of the work to be
pi taieil . In bnlkllng masonry umler water
tt is suspended (Vom a staging of tim>>er ; but
ia eaeaVBting rock or rerooTing boulder*,

scatlered over a eoasidenble are*, wbeiw a
•taking wooid be inapplicnble, it Is suspended
from a barge or lighter. Pig. 188 shows the
amMfltoient as employed inlaying stones or
bloeks of concrete. It rvpresents a eroas see-

tloa of the staging, bell-framing, and bell-carriage, in which a
is tiMStagittg. 6, longitudinal baama on which the bell-flraming,

tt.tnnnm on the wheels and toodied racks. </. The JO.-b«U,

t. Is •spended tton tlM bell-carriage, /, which traTsreus on
tM bett-framing by the wheels and toothed rack, /, across the
wImIs breadth of the pier. The stones, *, art brought along
the mattnet of the flnlshed part of the pier, and lowered down
by tlte tiaTelling crab-winch, /. The fbrre-pump* by which
toe lietl is supplied with air are shown at m, and the air-hose
at a. It will be undenitood,from this description, that the bell-

fVamiog, c, moves fkeelv along the staging, while the bell-car-

rtaae lus a motion at rwht a^ias aeroas Uie work, so ttiat the
position of the bell can be altered with tlie greatest ease so as
to bring It over any spot within the area of the staging. In
proceeding to work, the men take their seats in the bell from a
boat, and the bell is then loweml in the mjuired depth. If tlie

work be ttiataf iNiikUng a wall, a atone is lowered at the same
time. The eltanges in the |in«lilnn of the bell are all made
according to signs given by the illrrrs by stroke* of a hammer
on tlie bell, which experience has shown can be heard at any
depth at which the D.-bell has been empktyad. Thtm ^Igaau
am narrowly observed by a walchmaa statioaod Id a boat, Md
reported to the men working the hell carriage. The rule Ibr
the supplr of air both of tlie hrll an<l D.-Hnm Is to give it

io fteely that there shall he a constant escape of air rising to
the snrfttce in sir-bubbles all the time the men ate under
water. After being lowerad, the bell is flnt moved over the

stone to be Isid : the divers then unhook the lowering chain
from the lewis in the stone, and at the same time nuke fsst the
stone to the tackle within the bell, which is at once signalloi
to be raised, and carries the stone with It. The bell is then
moved oTrr the site on which it is to be placed : it is then low-
ered until it has nearlv ivactaed its bed, on which it is finally

deposited. The lewis U then rraiovetl, and the bell ralfed for
another stone ; and with tminrd workmen it is surprising how
expeditiously the hell is uiorrd from pUre to plarr, and stone
after stone is built in the walls. The staff of men requin'd to
work the bell is two divers, one watchman, four nirn working
the air-pump, and four working the bell carrisfce, besides the
men required to bring forward and send down the stones. The
men en^ged generally work in shifts of from 3 to 6 hours ac-
cording to the depth, and the D. work may be continued as
long as in ordinary day-work, as in clear water the light is good
to the greatest depth at which the bell is usol in harbor build-
ing.— When engaged in blasting, the bore is made In the ordi-

nary way, and charged *ith a shot enclosed In a water-tight
canvas case, to which is attached a lenftth of 6 or 8 feet of patent
fuse. The bell is then moTed from above the bore, and the
fuse ignited, and when the shot is fired the smoke ri«es to the
surface clear of the bell.

D.-Drrsn is peculiarly well fltted for such works as the repair

or overhaul of rollers and sluices of lock )(ates, cleaning or re-

pairing ships' bottoms, and, in short, everything that cannot
be done from the interior of a bell. The inexpenslTeness also

of the />.-dress, dispensing with ail costly staging, and its ease

of transport and appliance, are much in favor of its use. The
invention of the D.-iitm, like that of most useful appliances,

Fig. 136. — BixKK-LATUiti ST Dimo-Bcu,.

was gradual, and the work of many miiMU. The long-rontln-

ned espertence gained in D during the first half of this cen-

tury haid a great eSect in bringing the IJ. .dress to lu present

peribetioo. The D -dress, as will be understood from i'°lg. 137,
envelops the whole body of the diver, the upper portion, a, be-

ing the "helmet," the Intermediate portion, 6, the ''breast-

plate," and the lower portion, r, the " dress " The hoae by
which the air is supplied is shown at J, and t is the " lifc " or
" signal '' line, which is attached to the diver's waist, and by
which he maksa signals and is baule<l to the surface. Tha
waterpronf material of which the dress is made is very gener-
ally atieet India-rubber, coveml on l>oth sides with tanned
twill to protect tl>e indin-rublicr from injury. The cuib fit

tighOy round the wrists, leaving the liand« free, and india-rub-

ber bands slipped over them render the joint water-li|{lit. The
breaatpiate, 6, is made of tlnne<i cop(ier with an outrr edge of
brass, which has screws filtiM to it prrtiectlng upwards and
pawing through corresponiling hole* In the collar of the dress.

On the top of this, and with holes in it corresponding to the
Screws, Ibnr pieces of a metal band are flnnly screwed down by
wta( Bttta, aipplof the soft material of the collar between the

wtal of the bresstphtte and band, and thus Insuring a water-

tight Joint. On the front of the hreaslplsie two studs are
fkstened for securing tlie back and fronb weights, g

I put a valve.*, on the front of the breastplate, bv
of which the diver can regulate the pressure inside his

di«M at will, and In this way ha* tha po««r, Dy simply inHating
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his dress more or less, of making himself of any specific gravity,

so as to float at any dei^ired depth or rise to the surface without
the assistance of the attendant. This arrangement in the

hands of a skilled diver is undoubtedly a great convenience.

But it is still a matter of difference of opinion whether it is not
safer to trust to being hauled up by the watchman on the
surface, whose duty it is to hold the life or signal line in one
hand, and the air-hose in the other, while the diver is at work,
and to attend to whatever signal he may give by pulling the
life-line. The inconvenience of the air bubbling up in front of
the bulls' eyes, and the danger of inexperienced divers becom-
ing giddy and turning the valve the wrong way, have induced
some makers to do away with this useful valve, and to substi-

tute at the back of the helmet a valve which the diver can
regulate by the press-

ure of his hand, but
which rights itself the
moment his hand is

removed The neck of
the breastplate is tit-

ted with a " segmental
screw bayonet joint,"'

and to this the helmet,
the neck of which is

fitted with a corre-

sponding screw, can
beattacbed or removed
by one eighth of a
turn. The helmet is

made of tinned cop-
per, and fitted in front
with three strong
plate-gla-ss windows,
or bulls' eyes, in brass
frames protected with
guards. Sliding cov-
ers have been intro-

duced to draw over
these windows in ca.se

of their getting bro-
ken. The front eye-
piece is made so that
it can be unscrewt?d,

and in this way the
diver on ascendingcan
rest himself for a short
time or give orders
without removing the
rest of his dress
Some manufacturers
have introiluced in-

stead of this a hinged
glazed frame, which
fits tightly into a con-
ical vulcanized india-

rubber seat like the
ordinary port-hole of
a ship, so that it can

be opened by the diver himself the moment his head is above
water, and lieing attached to the helmet it cannot be dropi)ed
accidentally into the sea or otherwise mislaid An outlet

valve, a, is fixed at the back of the helmet, which, opening out-

wards, permits the escape of the foul air but prevents the
entrance of water. The inlet valve, ft, lo which the hose is

attached, is also fixed at the back of the helmet, and is so con-
structed as freely to admit the air from the force-pump ; but
should anything occur to the hose or pumps the valve at one*
shuts, enclosing a sufficient supply of air in the Jress to sup-
port the diver till he can be hauled to the surface. The air,

after entering by the inlet valve, is conducted in tubes, r, to the
front of the helmet, so that the diver has the advantage of
inhaling fresh air, and the front glasses are kept free from the
condensation of his breath, which would otherwise take place.
On each side of the helmet is a hook over which the cords pass
which carry the front and back weights, and a brass stud to
one of which the life-line, and to the other the air-tube, ate at-
tached ; (/ (/ is the joint by which the helmet is screwed upon
the breastplate. The back and front weights weigh about 40
lbs. each, and are held close to the diver's body by means of a
lashing piussing under his armpits. The boots are made of
stout leather, with leaden soles, secured by two buckles and
straps, each boot weighing about 20 lbs. The cost ofa Z). -dress,
with all its appliances, is about $700. — At moderate depths,
not exceeding 30 to 40 feet, and with clear water, sufficient
light is transmitted toeuable the diver to perform any ordinary
work, and in working in turbid water with the D.-bell candles
are employed. An electric lamp and an oil lamp are employed
when light requires to be u.«ed by divers at great depths.
Captain Eads states that at the St. Louis Bridge, built across
the Missis.sippi in 1870, candles were at first employed, which,
under a pressure of 100 feet, were found to be burnt down in
about three filths of the time required in the open air ; under
a pressure of 80 feet it was found that a candle, if blown out by
the breath, would immediately re-ignite; and at the depth of
108^ feet a candle was blown out thirteen consecutive times iu

Fig. 137. — Ditino-Dress.

the course of half a minute, and each time excepting the last
was re-ignited. The depth at which D. can be safely conducted
is a question of importance. The ordinary depth at which the
D.-bell has been employed in harbor works is from 30 to 35
feet, and it has been used in 60 feet at Dover, in England
With the D. -dress much greater depths have been attained ;

and it is related that in removing the cargo of the ship •' Cape
Horn," wrecked off the coast ol South America, a diver named
Hooper made seven descents to a depth of 201 feet, and at
one time remained 42 minutes, supposed to be the greatest
D. feat ever achieved. The practice of D. obliges the diver to
conduct his work under a pressure greater than that of the
atmosphere at the surface of the earth. All diving work is

done under an abnormal atmospheric pressure, which in-
creases with the depth at which the diver is submerged in wa-
ter. This pressure, when he is submerged to the depth of 33
feet, is twice that of the normal surperficial atmospheric
pressure. At greater depths the pressure is proportionately
increased, and ultimately becomes so great that life could not
be maintained To dc-^cend even to the moderate depth of 30
or 40 feet, which is about the maximum required for ordinary
engineering sea-works, demands some practice and cerve on
the part of the diver ; but when greater depths have to be ex-
plored, in raising sunken vessels, for example, the energy anil
power of endurance of the diver are much more severely taxed.
The sensations experienced in a D.-bell are common, it is be-
lieved, to all divers. Very soon after the lips of the bell have
touched the surface of the water pain is felt in the ears and
above the eyes, which continues with greater or less intensity
according to the rate of descent until the bell has attained the
bottom. So long as the bell continues tkrre no pain is felt,

the only feeling being that of depression due to the depth to
which the diver is submerged. As soon as the upward move-
ment commences the pain in the ears and above the eyes re-
turns, and continues till the surface is reached. The motion
of the bell is very gradual, sometimes not exceeding 3 feet per
minute, but even at that slow rate the head does not accom-
modate Itself to the increase of pressure so as to avoid incon-
venience Aeronauts do not suffer to the same extent in their
ascents in balloons, because the alteration of pressure is much
more gradual in passing through the atmosphere than through
a medium having the density of water. The greatest pressures
to which men are subjected in engineering works are experi-
enced in the compressed-air cylinders used in bridge building
Captain Eads, the engineer of the St. Louis Bridge, gives some
interesting information, in his reports to the din-ctors of the
Illinois and St. Louis Bridge Company, on the effect of work-
ing under high pressure on the men. The maximum depth to
which the cylinders had to be sunk was 110} feet below sum-
mer water-level, and the greatest pressure under which the
men worketl was 50 or 51 lbs. on the square inch. When the
depth of 60 feet had been reached some of the men were affected
by paralysis of the lower limbs, which usually pas.'-ed off in
a day or two At greater depths the symptoms were more
severe. The duration of working in the air chamber was grad-
ually shortened from four hours to one hour. The total num-
ber of men employed in working under pressure was 302, of
whom 30 were seriously affected and 12 cases proved fatal.

Djidda. SeeJiDOAH.
Cjiing, a large superficial measure for land in

the Eastern Archipelago, equal to four bahus, or
about 284 acres.

Do. See Ditto.
Dock, an artificial enclosure or basin for the

reception of ships.

Wei D. are generally constructed with gates to

retain the water. Siiips are admitted at high wa-
ter; and tlie gates being shut, they are kept con-

stantly afloat. " In ports where vessels would be
naturally much exposed during rough weather, or

where the changes in the tide are very great, the

necessity of secure and well-sheltered docks, or

artificial basins, in which ships may be safely

moored and kept at one level, is especially mani-
fest. In the northern parts of Europe the rise and
fall of the tides are so great that every port which
has any pretensions to a first-class mercantile har-

bor is necessarily supplied with one or more wet
I). ; at most of the ports of England, and espe-

cially at those of Liverpool and London, D. have
been constructed on a truly magnificent scale. Li

many ports throughout the world— such, for ex-

ample, as that of New York, where the harbor is

naturally protected, and as also in the Mediterra-
nean, where the rise and fall of the tides is so

small as not to obstruct the loading and unloading
of ships— wet Z>. are not an absolute necessity
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tu commerce, though there is no douht tliat the

excellent appentlages which are attached to tlicm,

such as the wharf-room, tlie mannificent quays
and warehouses, the railway conneiiit)ns, cranes,

etc., of the /A of Liverpool and Ix)ndon, ami, hy
no means least of all, the excellent police arranjie-

ments for effecting order ami safety from fire and
dcpre<lation, would most certainly greatly pro-

mote the commercial prosperity of any port. '
—

Joil IIson's Enryrlo/xedin.

Uiif I), are inteiidetl for the building, repairing,

or examination of ships. The ships to Ik- exam-
ined or repaired are admitted into it at high wa-

ter ; and the water either ebbs out with the receil-

ing tide, or is puniftcd out after the gates are shut.

Ships may also be conveniently built in dry I).,

and floated out by opening the gates ; though in

all dockyanls there are places set apart for this

purpose under the name of .>«///«. l)ry l>. are of

two kinds,— the staliominj diy D., generally called

graiing D., and tUeJI'Kitiiiij D.

(Jntiinif D. It re<iuires to be perfectly water-tight,

and demands the greatest care in its construction.

It is sometimes lined all around with woo<l, but

more generally with masonry, mostly of hewn
granite. The expense is very considerable, as

the foundation, by means of piles or otherwise,

must be well secured, all leakage prevented, ami
the culvers or drains properly constructed, to let

in and carry off the water without its undermining

the quays or piers. A graving D. may be sinyle,

Tig. 138. — QaATnto Dock.

or miidc to contain only one ship; or dmiUf, to

contain two ships; but the former is the most
common, l)ecause more convenient. The entrance
is closed by gates, which open sideways, like a
lock or fall. up<in the Ih^^I of the entrance, or by
caissons. The vessel is tlonted into the dcn-k at

high water, the gates closed, the sluices opene«l,

and the water allowed to run out, or is pum{H-d out,

leaving the iloik in-rfectly dry ; the vessel ( Fig.

138) being sup|)orteil on limlK-r struts and shores
resting u{><in the steps already menlione«l as form-
ing the siiles of the dock. The naval dry /A

of the V. States are among the most stupendous
mechanical enterprises of the <'ountry ; they are
constructed at the navy-yards of New York. Charles-
town, Ncjrfolk, et«r. Hy far the most extensive
and magnificent of these structuriMi is the granite
graving /A at Brooklyn ; 80,()(X) tons of stone
were use<i in its construction ; the ninsf>nry foun-

dations are 400 f«>et in length and 120 in breailth.

The main chamUT is ^W feet long, and IJO feet

broad on the lM)tt(>n) ; V)~ feet lont;. and 1>8 fi-et

broad at the lop witiiin the folding gates ; the
height of the wall is W feet. The work was con«-

menced in 1841, and t<»ok 10 years to complete it

;

the aggri>gattf exiK-nditurc was above $2,100,000.

The naval graving D., at lioston, built of ^Tanite,

and compli-te«l in 18.>-;, is '2o^> feet in length attil

8«{ feet in width inside the chamU'r; the turning-

pates and the caisson are of timln'r and composi-
tion fastened with copiKT bolts ; the cai.sson being
(JO feet in length, .10 feel in height, and Iti feet in

width amidships. The total cost of this JJ. was
about ••?7(W.OOO.

FliMiiiiiij l>. Of the several varieties of this I).

we will mention the following: The Sniiimul

I)., intended to lift a vessel above the surface of
the water, in order that its lM)ttom may U- cleaned.
It consists of a series of caissons connecteil with .1

platform, which is intr<Mluce<I In-low the viss»l,

and, the water being pimiped from these cai^ons
by means of steam-engines, the vessel is raised by
their flotation. The apparatus is towid to any
place where it is necessary to apply it. The t-w-

tional U. in the I'hiladelphia nuvy-yard is mnde
in nine separate and independent se<liiiiis. differ-

'

mg only in their widths. Kach section consist.-* of
a pontoon or tank, water-tight, lO.j fitt in length,

.JO or 32 feet in width, and 11 feet in depth; two
end-frames, and two end-Moats. Together, the
sections form a floor of over ^XK) feet in length and
105 feet in width. At each end of each section is

an open frame in which is a float connected with the
four posts of the framework, which is raised and
lowered by machinery,— raisetl to assist in sinking
the main tank to the depth required, or lowered into

the water to give it greater buoyancy. — The /<<»/-

ance. D., like the preceding, is constructed of timber,

and consists of a pontoon Iwttom with two side

walls, possessing sufllcient displacement to carry
the whole weight of the dock and the vessel to be
raiscnl. 'I'he side walls are hollow and of consid-

erable width, serving, like the floats in the sec-

tional dock, to preserve its stability in rising and
sinking. The outside of these walls is vi>rtical,

while the inside is sloping, so as to confomi to a
certain extent to the shape of the ship. Tort-

holes are made in the walls for ventilation. The
walls also affonl the means of shoring up the ship,

as in a stone l>. ; on the top are The engine-lxmse,

pumps, and working platform. There are some-
times gates at the ends for enclosing the I) . wliieh

are used oidy when vessels of great w»ight are lo

be lifted, (ff this tiescription is the Tortsmouth
navy-yard It., which is '.\tli) feet in length. ;>H fiet

in ilepth, and SIC feet in inside width. This h.,

with the basin and railways, cost AT^V'.OOO. The
I'ensacola />., which is similar, cost i<5>*J;V0tK).

There are also balance I), at New N'ork, Charles-
ton, Savannah, Mobile, and New Orleans. — The
Ili)draulic I), is an a])paralus \)y which the vessti

to l>e repaired is brought r>ver a platform which
is slung between the frames, U'lng suspended l>y

the requisite numlH-r of chains, say 20 on each
side, which pass over cast-iron pulleys sujiported

on the top of the woiwlcn framework. The lowtr
ends of the chains are tixeil to the platform, and
the upper ends to n horizontal lM>ain of wood,
which is attachi'tl by means of a cross-head to the

rant of an hydraulic engine. When the ram,
therefore, which is placed in a horizontal |M>sition,

is moved, by the injet'tion of water into the cast-

iron cylin«ler in which it works, the motion is

communicated to the horizontal In-ain, atxl thence,

by the suspending chains, to the platform Inaring
the ves!«el, which is thus slowly raised to the sur-

face. The fixttires of the lyljnder are emln-dded
in a large mass of ma.sonry.so as to n-nder it quite

immovable. There are .seviral rai ks attached lo

the apparatus, for sup|M)rling the platform, ami
taking part of the weight off the ram after the
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vessel is suspended. When she is ready to be
lowered, these racks are unshipped, and tlie water
being permitted to escape through a small aper-

ture provided in the cylinder for that purpose, the

vessel slowly descends into the water. The per-

pendicular lijl of one of these D. in New York
Harbor is ten feet. Summari/ accounts of the most

important foreign D. are given under tfie names of the

ports to ivfiich they belong.

Docket, to label.— A memorandum affixed to

papers implying their meaning. — A ticket at-

tached to goods specifying their measurement ; also

what is tied or fastened to a bundle, as a direction

where to deliver it. — To strike a docket is a terra

frequently used in England for entering a decla-

ration of bankruptcy against a person.

Dock-Master, in England, a resident officer

who has the superintendence of docks.
Dock-Rent, charges for storing and warehous-

ing goods in a dock.
Dock-Warehouses are bonded warehouses

within the docks of London, Liverpool, etc.

Dock-Yard, in Great Britain, a private or
government yard, near a harbor or roadstead,
where naval stores are kept, and ships built and
repaired.

Doctor, a medical man holding the degree of
M. D. — The scraper in a print-machine which
cleanses the surplus color from the surface of the
engraving cylinder.— Generally a part in a ma-
chine for regulating quantity, adjusting, or feed-

ing.

Doctoring, a term applied to injuring or adul-
tering, as D. seed, horses, etc. — The operation of
removing with a scraper the excess of color from
the cylinder in calico-printing.

Document, an official or authoritative paper
containing instructions or proof for information,
and the establishment of facts.

Document-Bill, an Indian bill of exchange
drawn on London, having as collateral security
the bill of lading and policy of insurance on the
goods ; against a part of the estimated value of
these the bill is drawn.
Doer, a Scotch name for an attorney, manager,

or steward ; synonymous with factor.

Doeskin, a woollen cloth for trousers.— A
name for doer-skin prepared for gloves.

Dofler, a comb or revolving card-covered cyl-

inder in a carding-machine, which strips the fleece

or sliver of flbre off the main card-wheel after the
filaments have passed the series of smaller card-
ing-rollers and the flat cards.

iDog [Fr. cliien; Ger. Hand; It. cane; Latin,
canis faniiliaris], a well-known quadruped, varying
greatly in stature, form, color, and the quality of
tiie hair. Its period of gestation is 63 days, and
the whelps, which often number 8 or 9, are born
blind, and do not see till after the lapse of 10 or
11 days. The growth of the animal is complete
at two years ; at the expiration of 5 years it is

considered old, and the limits of its existence
rarely exceed twenty years. No trace of the dog
is to be found in a primitive state of nature ; and
its parent stock is by many supposed to be the
jackal or wolf, particularly the last, to which in
many respects it has a strong affinity. " The dog
exhibits," says Cuvier, " the most singular, the
most complete, and the most useful conquest that
man has made. The whole species is become our
property; each individual is entirely devoted to
his master, adopts his manners, distinguishes and
defends his property, and remains attached to
liim even unto death ; and all this springs not
from mere necessity, not from constraint, but sim-

ply from reconnaissance and a true friendship. The
swiftness, the strength, and the highly developed
power of smelling of the dog, have made him a
powerful ally of man against the other animals,

and were perhaps necessary to the establishment
of society. It is the only animal that has followed
man over all the earth." This account, how-
ever, applies solely to the animal as it exists in

Europe and America. By Mohammedans and
Hindoos it is regarded as impure, and neither will

touch one without an ablution ; they are, there-

fore, unap.propriated, and prowl about the towns
and villages, devouring the offal, thus performing
the office of scavengers. In China, Cochin-China,
the Society Islands, and other places, it is used as

food, and puppies are considered a great delicacy.

In machinery this name is applied to any device

with a tooth which penetrates, or grips an object

and detains it ; a hold-fast.

Doganiere, a custom-house officer in Italy.

Dog-Cart, a sporting carriage with a box for

carrying pointers ; also a light jaunting-car.

Dogfish, a name applied to several species of

the smaller sharks. Their body is round and
tapering, the snout projects, and the mouth is

placed far under. There are two dorsal fins, eacli

of which is armed on its anterior edge with a
sharp and slightly curved spine. Their size varies

from 30 inches to 5 feet. They are very prolific,

the female producing young almost daily for 9 or
10 months in the year. These are not contained

in egg cases, as in the ground-sharks, but are pro-

duced alive. The common D. (Acanthius vulga-

ris), is abundant along the New England coasts,

and is the special enemy of the fisherman, injur-

ing nets, removing the hooks from his lines, and
spoiling his fish for the market by biting pieces

out of them as they hang to his lines. They are,

however, caught in great numbers for the excel-

lent oil their livers yield. The rough skin of

the D. is used for polishing wood and other sub-

stances.

Dogger, a two-masted Dutch fishing-vessel,

resembling a ketch, often fitted with a well for

fish.

Dog-Shores, short pieces of timber fitted to

the upper end of the bilgeways on a building-slip,

which are knocked away to facilitate the sliding

or launching of a vessel.

Dog-Skixi, gloves, etc., are made of the skin of

the dog. Do<i-skin gloves is the trade-mark, in

New York, for a superior kind of sheep-skin

gloves.

Dog-Stones, rough, shaped, or hewn pieces of

stone used to make millstones.

Dog-Vjine, a small vane on the mast-head to

show the direction of the wind.
Dog-Watch, a short watch, or spell of duty on

shinboard, of only two hours.

Dogwood, the wood of Cormis Florida, a decid-

uous American tree. It is hard, compact, heavy,

and fine-grained, and is susceptible of a brilliant

polish, from which circumstance it may be substi-

tuted for numerous purposes to which boxwood is

applied. The sap-wood is perfectly white, and the

heart-wood is of the color of chocolate. In the U.

States it enters into the construction of many
articles, both for utility and ornament, such as the

handles of light tools, mallets, toys, etc. It is

sometimes used by farmers for harrow-teeth, for

the hames of horse-collars, and also for shoeing

the runners of sleds ; but to whatever purpose it

is applied, being liable to split, it should never be

wrought till it is perfectly seasoned. The shoots,

when three or four years old, are foimd suitable
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for the light hoops of small casks, and in the Mid-
dle States the cogs of mill-wheels are made of
them, and the forked branches are covertetl into
the yokes which are put upon the necks of swine,
to prevent them from breaking: into enclosed
fields. In the parts of the country where it

abounds, it serves for excellent fuel. The inner
bark of this tree is extremely bitter, and is used
as a good substitute for the Peruvian bark. The
bark also may be 8ub$titute<I for galls in the man-
ufacture of ink, and from the bark of more fibrous
roots the American Indians obtain a scarlet dye.
An infusion of the flowers of this tree is also used
by them in the cure of intermittents. The fruit

is sometimes taken as a tonic, in the form of a
spirituous impregnation, and it likewise forms
a favorite repast for various species of birds.

Doley, a division of the Kussian pound, 06
doleys making 1 zolotnick, and 96 zolofnicks 1

Russian pound : 10 Kussian pounds are equal to
about ^^ English pounds.
Doll |Fr. ftoup^e; Ger. Puppe], a toy of wax,

wood, or plaster, made like the image of a child,

and used as a plaything. They are chiefly manu-
factured in Xureinlwrg, Germany, ^/mp. duty, 35
per cent. Doll's wardrobes and toilet articles are
held dutiable as toys : 60 per cent.

Dollar [Ger. Thaler; Danish, daler; from the
Anglo-Saxon dal, Ger. Thai, a valley, the coin
being said to have been first struck in the dale or
valley of Joachim, Bohemia, in 1518|. a silver and
gold coin and the money unit of the U. States, its

value being 100 cents, or the 10th part of an eagle.
Its value was originally the same as that of the
old Spanish D. or piastre, but is now somewhat
below. The origin of the Z).-mark, or sign •^, is not
known. It is asserted that it is a contraction for
U. S. ; and by placing the letter S over the letter

U, a very fair •$ mark is produced. It has also
been asserted that the columns or pillars on the
old pillar D., which were connected by a scroll,

bear such a resemblance to the 9 mark as to ac-

count fur its origin. But the more probable opin-

ion is that it is merely a modification of the figure

8, inteniled for 8 reals or " a piece of 8."— It was
coined in silver only until 1849, when the coinage
of gold D. was authorized. By act of Feb. 28,

1878, the silver /A is legal tender for all debts,

public and private, except when otherwise ex-

pressly stipulated in the contract. The half-A,
quarter-A^., twenty-cent piece, and dime are legal

tender for twenty /J. only. The market value of

the silver in the />., which was 03J cents in gold
coin when the act of Feb. 28, 1878. was passed, is

now only about 86 cents in gold coin.

n* aythorittf for eoUimg D. and iuhflivisiofu. tkanff* in
Wtifki and fiiuHfu, and total amomml eoiiud to tlon offinal
ffr tmled Jmnt 30, 1978, U*M follow* : —

OoUi D., >utboria«l to ba roiiM<J, act of Marrh 3, 1849

;

«4|ht. 36i gniM ; Aommm, 900 ; tout unouot coliMd, tV»,-

OoUi Ukrto-D pift*, antbottoMl to b« raiiMd, set of P«b. 21,

1%3: wetxht,77.4(niiu; aiMiMM,900; total Mnoiint eoiMd,
•1,706,932.

Siti>tr D., Mithort«d to b« folDMl, aet of A|»n 1 1799;
«*<Cht, 416 mini ; tntnom, 893.4. Zy wei tt Jan. 18, US7,
w«i(ht »a« ehMiged to 41S| fraiiis. mmI Bimmm to 900. Coin-

at dlaeontiauwU act of fob 12, 1879 ; total amount eolMd.
,046338. Colnact raaotboriwd , art of r«tt. S. 1878 : aaioaat

ediMd liaM th* yamngo of (hU art (4 month*), WiAiSJSOO.
TVml* D. (fitTw), authorted to tw eoinod. art of rM>. 12,

1878: ••fhtt 420 (raloa; ftaaiMm,900; total amount coinad,

iit^i) . authorlmd to b* eohiad. act of April 3. 1793;
wvifht. 206 uraina ; eiMDMai. 893.4 By art of Jan. U, 1R87.

weight ehaaiad to 2061 Krafna, and flaanaa* to 900 wrlcht
•haogad to 188 grain* bjr art of Fab. 21,1868: aod to m
gnuna, or 193:9 grainii, b* act of fab. 12, 1878. Total aaooai
ooifMd, «122,744,796.60.

QuarttT-D , authorimd to ba coined, art of April 2, 1792:

Wright, 104 grains ; lloeoefa 892 4. By art of Jan 18, l!^37,

weight rhaognl to 103i grain*, and florncai to 900. Wright
changed to 96 grains by art of Feb. 31. 1853, and to 6] gran)*,

or 96.45 grains, by act of Feb. 12, 1S73. Total amount ruined,

838,477,149.
T»centtt-rmt pi'ce, autboriwd to be coined, art of March 3,

1875: weight, 5 gnms, or 77.16 grains; flnrneas, 9U). Coiii-

age disrootioued, act of May 2, 1878; total amount roined,

«71/J00.

For further information, see Monet. See also

Copper Coixs, Dime, Eagle, Goli>, Mixt, Sil-

ver, Trade-Dollar. For foreign dollar coins,

see the names of countries to which they lielong.

Doll's-Eyes, blue and black glass beads, which
are extensively made in Austria and in Birming-
ham. England, and sold to doll manufacturers.

Dolly, in mining parlance, a perforated board,

placed over a tub containing ore to Ik? washed,

and which, being worke<l by a winch-han<lle, gives

a circular motion to tlie ore. — A machine for

washing clothes.

Dolomite, a variety of mngnesian limestone,

admirably adapted for mortar, as it absorbs less

carbonic acid than the common limestone; a white

variety of dolomite was used by ancient sculptors.

Dolphin, a spar or buoy, with a large ring in it

secured to an anchor, to which vessels may bind

their cables.— In hydraulics, the induction-pipe of

a water-main, and its cover, placed at the source

of supply.
Domba Oil, a fragrant fixed oil obtained in

India from the seeds of the Alexandrian laurel

(Culo/ihifllum inopliullum). It is used for burning

and for medicinal purposes, being considered a
cure for the itch.

Domestdcate, to tame, to make familiar.

Domestic Goods, a general term for all goods

and produce of home growth or manufacture.

Domestics, American cotton gootls, such as

sheetings, shirtings, etc.— Household servanu or

hired laborers.

Domestic Wines, wine made from native

grapes. St-e Wise.
Domett, a mixed cotton and woollen fabric

useil for baize ; also a kind of white flannel made
in Germany.
Domicile, a dwelling; a place of permanent

residence.

Domiciled Bill, a bill not made payable at the

resideiue or place of business of the acceptor, but

diret'ted for payment by the acceptor at the time

of his ai-cei)tance.

Dominica, a British West India island, the

largest in the I>eewar<l group of the Lesser An-
tilles, lying lx>tween the French islands of Marti-

nique and Guadaloupe, 24 m. N. of the former and
about the same tlislance S. of the latter, at the

intersection of lat. Vo'' .*»' N., Ion. 61= :J0' W. It

has a length of 29 m., with a maximum breadth of

16 m.; area. 291 sq m. The longer axis is fornted by
a chain of mountains which attain in some parts a
height of upwards of o.iHK) f«H't.and n've the whole

island a strongly marked profile and great irregu-

larity of surface. The results and symptoms of

volcanic activity are abundant in the shape of sol-

fataras. emissions of subterranean vapors, ami hot

springs; and in the S. part of the inland there ex-

ists a boiling lake of unascertained ilenth, in which

the water is frequently projected JJ feet or ntore

above the surface by the force of the ebullition.

The coasts of the island are not much indented,

and the only anchorages of itnportance are Prince

Rupert's Bay anti Roseau, l>otli on the N. W. side.

The cap. is A'o.vaii, or C'harlotteville, a forlifletl

port near the S. end of the island; pop. 6,000.

The toUl tonnage of the ships that annually enter
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Donkey-Pump,
steam-engine boilers.

ami clear amounts to about 18,000 tons, the four

fifths of which belong to Great Britain. The an-

nual imports are valued at about $300,000, and the

exports at §;150,000. The principal products are

sugar, molasses, rum, coffee, cocoa, and oranges.

Pop. 27,178.

Dominican Republic. See San Domingo.
Domino, a long, loose cloak of black silk, etc.,

with a hood removable at will, used as a general

disguise at masquerades.— A semi-mask worn by
ladies to conceal the upper part of the face at bah
masque's, etc.—A game played with 28 flat, oblong
pieces of ivory or bone, each of which, called a D.,

is divided by a line into two parts, bearing num-
bers marked by points. Imp. duty, 35 per cent.

Donation, a gift or bequest.

Donkey, an ass for the saddle or for draught.
Donkey-Engine, an auxiliary engine, used

principally for pumping water into boilers, lifting

heavy weiglits, etc,~ ~
a steam-pump for feeding
It is used as a substitute for

the feed pump por-

tion of the large en-

gine. It is also used
in breweries, distil-

leries, etc.

Doocoo, an ex-

cellent fruit of Java,
the Lansiuni clomesti-

cum.
Doom-Palm, the

Hi/i>/i(£ne Tlieialca

(Fig. 139), which is

lughly valued in

Egypt for its fruit.

The wood is used
for various domestic
purposes ; the rind

of the fruit, which
has the taste of
gingerbread, is eat-

en, and the kernel
turned into beads
for rosaries.

Doopada Resin,
a resin obtained in

considerable quanti-

ties in the East In-

dies, from the Vate-

ria Tmlica, which is

used as a fragrant
incense in the tem-
ples, makes an ex-

cellent varnish, and is sometimes called East In-

dian copal, or gum Piney.
Door [Fr, parte; Ger. TU'dre], the movable panel

by which the doorway or entrance to any building,
apartment, closet, or court is closed. The most
con)mon kind of D. consists of boards joined to-

gether, and nailed to transverse slips of wood.
Such as these are called led(/e-doofs. They are
hung on staples, and fastenecl by a latch ; they
are principally used for workshops, out-houses,
offices, and walled gardens. The ordinary house-
door is fastened to one side of the doorway by
Iiinges (see Hinges), on which it swings. It is

secured by a box-lock fixed to the inner side, or
by a mortise-lock, which is buried in the lock-rail,

and worked by handles projecting on either side.

These D. are made of panels fixetl in a solid frame-
work, and finished by mouldings of different kinds,

which surround the panel. The horizontal pieces

of the frame are called rails, and the vertical pieces

styles. D. are technically described by the num-

Fig. 139. — Doom- Palm.

ber of panels they contain, and by the kind of
moulding with which they are finished. When
they move on hinges, like the ordinary doors of
apartments, they are termed swimj-doors. Large
double-/>., used to separate any long room, are
called folding-doors. A jib-door is a />. in a wall,

which cannot well be detected when closed. A
roltiiifj or sliding door is one which travels on rollers,

or in a groove, parallel and close to the wall in

which is the aperture that it is intended to close.

A smaller D., which closes an opening cut in the
entrance-door of a courtyard or large building, is

called a wickel-door. A trapdoor is a iJ. cut in the
floor to give access to cellars, or open parts under
the roof of a house. D. of large public buildings
are sometimes made of brass, or even of stone or
marble.
Door-Fastener, the catch for a door.

Door Frame or Ccise, the case in which a door
opens and shuts, consisting of two upright pieces
and a horizontal one, connected together by mor-
tises and tenons.

Door-Knob, a handle for tiu'ning the lock of a
door.

Door-Knocker, a liand-rapper for a street door
or outer door on a stairway.

Door-Latch, an iron bolt or catch for fastening
a door.

Door-Mat, a coarse rougli mat placed at door-
ways, or entrances from the street, to clean the
shoes on.

Door-Plate, a metallic engraved name-plate
Door-Spring, a spring attached to or bearing

against a door, so as automatically to close it.

Door-Stop, a knob or block on a skirting-board

or floor, against which the door shuts, the object
of which is to prevent the door-knob from bruising
the wall.

Doputta, a wrapper or
garment of cotton, worn
by the natives of India.

Doremeil, a kind of
flowered muslin made in

Spain.
Dornick, or Dornock,

a stout figured linen made
for table-cloths ; so named
from Tournay (Flemish
doornic), a town of Bel-

gium, or from Dornock, a
town of Scotland.
Dorsour, cloth for

hanging on the walls of a
hall or chapel in Scotland.

Dose, a variable quan-
tity of medicine to be
swallowed. — Also the
proportion of anything
liquid applied in manu-
facture. ^_
Dot, a small point or '^^

spot, made with a pen or

other sharp-pointed in-

strument.
Dotchin, a -

Chinese port-

able balance
for weighing
coins and mer-
chandise,made

Fig. 140. — DOUBLE-ACTIKO POMP,

somewhat after the plan of the steelyard.

Douanier, a French custom-house oflicer.

Double-acting Engine. See Steam-Engine.
Double-acting Pump, a pump (Fig. 140)

which lifts and forces water at the same time, by
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means of a solid piston, A, having induction and
eduction valves, B, C, in the upper and lower
chamlKTS.
Double-cylinder Engine, a marine engine

vritli two cylinders placed at right angles to the
crank-sliaft, and at a small distance apart, to give
space for the vibration of the rod connecting the
crank to the long end of a shaped cross-head,

which slides in grooves between the cylinders; the
upper en<Is of the cross-head are connected to the
piston-rod^.

Double d'Or is a kind of French gilt jewelry.

The metal used is composed of plate copper with
a layer of gold uiK>n it; the thickness of the two
being as 11 to 1. The adhesion is produced by
means of soldering. The metal is re<lucvd to the
required thickness by flattening and drawing, and
great care is necessary throughout to prevent the
gold from separating from the copper. Many of
the articles are made by stamping with steel dies,

and the plan seems to offer much scope for taste

in design.

Double-Eagle. See Eaolb.
Double-Entry. See Book-Keepino.
Double-Elephant, a si/e of dra%-ing or flat

writiiig-p.ipi'r measuring 26 X 40 inches.

Double-milled Cloths are
woollen cloths which are fulled or
shrunk by being put through the
fuliing-macliine twice.

Double-Pica. See Pica.
Double-Royal, a size of print-

ing-paper 20 X 40 inches.

Doublet, a counterfeit gem
made with a colorless front and a
ctilorcd back, cemented together
by clear mastic on the line of the
girdle. — A kind of netted silk.

—

A waistcoat or jacket.
Doubloon, a Spanish and

South American gold coin, which
weighs 417.70 troy grains, of
which .3<J5.49 grains are pure.
Mint value, $15.00.

Douceur, a gift, or bonus.
Douche, a surgical instrument

for injecting a liquid into a cavity,
usually known by the name of the
part to which they are applicable.

Dough, flour or meal which has
been kneaded with water, and
leavened with yeast ready for
baking.
Dover. See Great Britain.
Dovetail, a joint used by carpenters and join-

ers in connecting two pieces of wood, by lotting

one into the other, in the form of the expanded tail

of a dove. It is the strongest method of joining
masses, because the tenon or piece of wood widens
M it extends, so that it cannot t>c drawn out, the
tongue U-ing larger than the cavity through which
it would have to be drawn.

DovetailiHf. Sevaiml •xM»ple« of il«>Tet«llliic *>« iriwn in
fig. 141. Th« p«rU which flc into each other u« koown by dlf-

glM I K O and M L H equal to about 75 and 80 defrrees

reapeedTely ; and make O K and II Fjianllel to A N and B O.
Then cut away the parts, A I K O K N and B M L H F O.
and haTing formed the aoeket toeone»poad, by markinf; the
form of the dovetail on the top of the pksre, A B C D. Hg. 'i,

and cutting away accordingly, the piece* may be flttt^ together,

ail rhowu in Fig 3. It may b« here obwrvcd, that the beTel

of the doTetail, that in, the angle I K U, Fig. 1, may be rither

more or le« than hai twen mentioned, according to the texture

of the wood. Hard, clo*e-gniined wo<>d«, not apt to rive or
«plit, will admit of a greater berel than thoiv which are M>(t, or
subject to ii|ilit; thuM, the bevel of a dovetail in deal mu«t b«
lewi than in hard oak, or in mahogany. It k« a great fliult to

make a dovetail too bevelling, for, iiutead of adding lo the
strength of the joint, aa M>me prr«oni *uppo«e, it wenkeni It

:

for. provided the bevel l« 8uniri<-nt to prevent the pomibllity of
pulling the piece* apart, the \vss the l>evel that l« given the

better. It must have been obiierved, that there ii a great dif-

ference between the dovetail made by the cabinet-maker and
by the joiner ; the former has very llitle bevel the Utter
very much; the former look* neat, and it at the fame time
strong, while the latter, appearing to aim at strength, looks

clumsy, and i» at the same time much the weaker of the two.

Fig. 4 represents the dovetail in common use for drawer-fronts.

When it is required to hide the appearance of the joint in

f^nt, the board A B C D is cut with the pin, and A E F B with

the socket The pins in this sort of dovetail are in general

fW)m about three quarters of an inch to an inch apart, accord-

ing to the sire of the pieces to be joined. Fig. 6 represents

the pin part of a lap dovetail, which, when put together, shows
only a joint, as if the pieces were rebated together. This kind

of dovetail is very useful for many purposes where neatness is

required, such as in luaking twxes.

y .^-^—r^A
- L)i

tha prq)eeting piww, reprmented In Flg.~l,ls
eaUad ttie pin of the dovetail; and the aperture into which It

is Stiad, aa shown In Fig. 3, Is eallad the aoeket Now, tha
stfMwth of adoveUII depends upon so proportioning tha pin
mm! tM aorkat as lo atiabla them to support, nUher than de-
stroy, each otbar. Let A BC D, rig. 1, b« a scMtllng. which
Is required to b« Jolited to anotbar, by maaiu of a singla dove-
tail. Tha strength of tha Joint «l«p*nds oa the forai of the
dovetail, as well aa on the proportton it haws to tha parts ent
•way. w« shall oodaaTor to >«y down tha principle on which
the grsataat strength may be saenrad. Uaving squared the
•nd of tha scantling, and ganged It to tha required thickneas,
A I K L M , divide I M Into three equal part*, at K and L.
Let K L tw the small end of the dovetail, and maka tha aa-

Flg. 141. — DoTRAOiira.

Dovetty, a wrapping-cloth or garment of silk,

or some mixed fabric, worn by rich natives in

Madras.
Dovr, an Arabian coasting vessel, with one

mast, carrying a lateen sail.

Dowel, a pin of wood or iron used at the edge*
of Ixiards in laying floors, to avoid the appearance
of nails on the surface.

Dow^elling, a method of corking, or joining, by
letting piiH-es into the solid, or uniting two piece*

of timlxT together by tenons.

Dowlas, a coarse linen fabric, stout and strong,

use«l for shirting.

Dow^n [Fr. (fiivtt; Ger. Thwen, Flauw/rdern ; It.

/trniui malta, piumini ; Sp. jlojtl, plumuzo], the fine

feathers from the breasts of several birds, pnrlicu-

larlv those of the duck kind. That of the eider-

duck is the most valuable. These birds pluck it

from their breasts, and line their nests with it. It

is so very elastic, that a quantity of it weighing
only { of an ounce more than fills the crown of

the largest hat. That found in tiie nest is moat
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valued, and termed lice down; it is much more
elastic than that plucked from the dead bird, which
is comparatively little esteemed. The eider-duck

is found on the western islands of Scotland, but
the down is principally imported from Norway
and Iceland. It is extensively used in Europe for

bed covering, and is worth about 75 cents per lb.

Irnp. free.

Dovwii-Cast, the ventilating-shaft of a mine,
down which air passes to the workings.
Down-Haul, a rope attached to a staysail, or

jib, to pull it down by.

Down-Tree, the Ochroma lagopus of the West
Indies, the seed-pods of which produce a kind of
silk cotton used for stuffing pillows, etc.

Doyley, or Doily, a small fancy napkin or

plate-cover, of different materials.

Dozen, twelve in number.
Drab, a woollen cloth of a dun color, generally

woven thick and double milled, for great-coats. —
A kind of wooden box used in salt-works for

holding the salt when taken out of the boiling-

pans.

Drabbets, a coarse linen fabric, or duck.
Drachm, Dram, the name of two English

weights. In apothecaries' weight, the eighth part

of the troy ounce, or 60 troy grains ; and the one
sixteenth part of the avoirdupois ounce, or 27

H

troy grains. The latter, however, is seldom used.

In medicine, the D. weight is expressed in prescrip-

tions by the symbol 3 , equal to 3 scruples ; or, in

liquids, the eighth part of an ounce measure.—
The principal silver coin and money of account
in Greece, worth 17 cents.

Draft, an inland or domestic bill of exchange ; a
check or order for money on a banker or other
person.— A deduction allowed from the gross
weight of goods.— The quantity of grain or mer-
chandise weighed at one time.— A plan of a build-

ing.— A rough copy of any writing.— The draft

of a ship is the number of feet she sinks in the
water, or the depth of water necessary to float it.

Drafts, or Draughts, turned pieces of wood or
bone, etc., for playing the game of drafts on a
checker-board.
Drag, a dredging-machine. — An instrument

with hooks, to catch hold of things under water
and bring them to the surface. — A low cart on
which a log is dogged in a veneer saw-mill.— A
skid, or chain, to lock the wheel of a vehicle in de-

scending hills ; a brake.— An agricultural imple-
ment (Fig. 142) with hooking tines to haul manure

=^5fe

Fig. 142.— MANDRE-DaAO.

along the surface. — In marine engineering, the
difference between the propulsive powers of the
various floats of a paddle-wheel, or blades of a
screw-propeller.— In masonry, a steel instrument
for completing the dressing of soft stone without
grit. — The bottom part of a mould.—A floating

anchor, usually a frame of spars and sails, to keep
a ship's head to the wind, and lessen the speed of
drifting.

Dragon-Cane, a thick kind of rattan imported
from China, with long internodes and a hard bark,
less flexible than the common rattans, but strong,

springy, and much valued. A variety with soft

bark is called Manilla dragon-cane, and is believed

to be the stem of Calamus draco.

Dragon's Blood, a resinous astringent extract,

of a deep red color, obtained from the fleshy fruits

of the Calamus draco, a plant of Sumatra and the
Malay islands. It is chiefly used as a coloring in-

gredient for spirit and turpentine varnishes and
paints, for staining marble, preparing gold lacker,

dentifrices, etc. Imp. free.

Drag-Rope, a rope attached to a ship, canal-

boat, or any object for traction.

Drain, to draw off or filter; also a sink or water-

channel.

Drainage, the systematic process employed for

carrying off water from land.

Drain-Tile. See Tile.
Drain-Traps, contrivances for preventing the

escape of foul air from drains, but allowing the
passage of water into them.
Drake, the male of the duck.
Dram, a small quantity of an alcoholic draught.

Drama, a play, whether comic or tragic.

Dramatist, a writer of plays.

Dram-Bottle, pocket glass bottle for travellers

and others, cased with leather or straw.

Drap, the French name for cloth of any kind.

Drap d'^t^, a thin worsted fabric for gentle-

men's summer clothing.

Drape, to cover with cloth or drapery ; as, to

drape an apartment.
Draper, in England, a dealer in cloth.

Drapery, an artist's term for the clothing or
dress of a figure or statue ; b}' upholsters it is ap-

plied to bed and window curtains, tapestry, and
liangings of any kind.— Also a general name in

England for the woollen and linen fabrics retailed

by drapers. In its primary sense, from the French
word "drap," it means woollen goods onl3', but
has been extended to cotton prints and linens.

Thus, a dealer in calicoes is called a linen-draper,

to distinguish him from what is called a draper,

but the goods of both are alike denominated
" drapery."
Drapier, a French clothier, or cloth manufac-

turer.

Draping, the ancient name for making cloth,

whence the word " draper."

Drappiere, an Italian weaver.
Drappo, a name for silk stuffs and cloth in

Italy.

Drastics, medicines which are rapid and pow-
erful in their operations.

Draught, a liquid form of medicine intended to

be taken at once, or at a draught.— See Draft.
Draughts. See Dkafts.
Draughtsman, Draftsman, one who draws out

plans and designs.

Draw^, to haul or pull along.— To sketch or de-

sign.— To raise water from a well, or liquors by a

trap.

Draw^back, a'term used in commerce to signify

the remitting or paying back of the duties previ-

ously paid on a commodity on its being exported.

A Z). is a device resorted to for enabling a com-
modity affected by taxes to be exported and sold

in the foreign market on the same terms as if it

had not been taxed at all. It differs in this from
a bounty,— that the latter enables a commodity
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to be sold abroad for lets than its nataral cost,

wliereas a U. enables it to be sold exactly at its

natural cost Were it not for the system of D.,

it would be impossible, unless when a country
enjoyed some very peculiar facilities of produc-
tion, to export any conunodity that was more
heavily taxed at home than abroad ; but the D.
obviates this ditfioulty, and enables merchants to
export conmiodities loaded at home with heavy
duties, and to sell them in the foreign market on
the same tenns as those fetched from countries
where they are not taxed. — Most foreign articles

imported into this country may be warehoused for
subsequent exportation. In this case they pay
no duties on l>eing imported, ami, of course, get no
D. on their subsequent exportation The laws re-

lating to U. ( Revised Stattttei of tlie U. Stales, Edi-
tion 1878) are as follows :

—
Cmttoms :— Seet. 2977 Merchandim upon whirh duties hare

been paid may ramaio in warebouw in ruxtody of the ofllcen
of tliecuxtoin« at the cxprnM and riskx of the owuerx of «urh
nivrchaadise, and if exported directly from nurh cu<itody to a
foreign country within 3 years, ithall he entitled to return du
tiM But proper evidenre of «urh nierrliandiite havinfc been
lanilad abroad ^hall be funiiKhiMl to the collerior by the im-
porter, and one per cent of the duties nhall be retained by the
government — sect 2978. No nierchandlw subject to duty
•bull be entered for D., or exported for D ,>fter it l< with-
drawn from tbe custody of the offlcers (except «s provided in
Sect. 9025) —Sect 9i>15. A D of dutien shall be allowed and
paid on all merrliandiw imported into tlie U States, in retpect
to all (urh nierctiaudiw n* shall be exported to any foreign
port other tlian the dominions of any foreign statu immediately
ailjoining to the U States, either from the district of original
importation, or from certain other districts ; and all duties,

1} , and allowances which shall be payable, or allowable, on
any speciflr quantity of mercliandlio, shall be deemed to apply
in proportion to any greater or less quantitv, exo^pt as herein
otherwiw provided. (See §} 9036, 2977, '2978

) — Sect 3016
No meRttandise imported shall be entitled to a A of the du-
ties paid, unless the duties so paid shall amount to 9oO at
Imit; nor unless they shall be exported in the original casks,
caaes, chests, iMxes, trunlcs, or other packages, in which they
Wert Imported, wifliout diminution or change of the articles

vtilch were tt>erein contained, at the time of exportation, in

quantity, quality, or value, necessary or unavoidable wastage
or damage only excepted. — Sect. 8017 No D of the duties
•ImII be allowed on merchandise entitled to debenture under
•ststing laws, unless such merchandise shall be exported from
tlie U HCatas within 8 years ftom the date of the importation
•fttMMBM. One per cent on the amount of all O allowed
•hall tie rstained for the use of the U. States by the collectors

paying such drawbacks respectively —Sect 8018 All <lrm[t,

MwrficMSS. aad tktmuai prtpmralians entered for exportation
a«i dsposltad in warehouse or public store, may be exported
hf tiM owaar tliersor la the original package, or otherwise,
Miriart to soeh regulatioas as ahall be preeeribed by the Sc«
•rthaTrMsury — Sect.aOU There shall be allowed oa all

artietw wliollv manuf of maleriala Imported, on which duties
have bean paid when exported, a D equal in amount to the
dutv paid oa such B<atarials, and no more, to be asceruincd
andw simIi rsfoiatlaas as sliaU be prsseribad by the Secretary
of tiM Traaaunr. Tton per eent on the amount of all D. so
allowed atisll, nowever, be retained for the use of the V. States
Iqrtho eolleetors paying such drawbacks respectively — Sect
909) WImcw ^irs^orms, scolri, bal*tuts, ik»r*tt, tpaitt, ux**,

kmltkttt, kmmmtrt, WeicgAf, ca/lira/ers, mmfnnK-iiMtki»rt, and
VM^rs, manuf witb stocks or haadlce made or wood grown In

tha 0. Stales, are exported for beoaSt of IX under the preced-

it^ Msrtnn, such arOelaa shall be entitled to such D in all

MSM wksa thm Isiportsd OMteriai exeetda ooa half of the value
•ftha Hisfriai used —fleet. 8031 Kmihomd-troK, partially or
wholly worn, may tw imported Into the t;. Sute« without pay-
MMitof daty, nnder bond to be withdrawn and exported alter

iueh ralhroad-lron shall have been repaired or lemaoutactutcd
Tha See. of tlta Treasury is hereby auilioriwd aad dlnetod to

pNSCffbe sneh mies and regulatMMis as BMy ba aaoMaary to
ptotset the revenue agaiiut fVaod. and sccniwtha liltatitv,

character, aod waifht of all such iniportatloaa when ag^n
withdrawn and aiportad, laatrlr ting and limiting ttte esport
and withdrawal to the same port of entry whet* imported, aad
also limiting all booda to a aariod of tiMa of not OMMetbaa sis

Moolhs tnm the date of tha laipoctaitoa —fleet 8081 Im-
ported sail in bond mav ba nasd la etiriag flah. taken by vaa-

•ris Ueanaad to engage in the flaheries, uniler such rrgnlatloos
as tha flae of the Tnasurv shall prearrilM- ; an<l upon proof
that the mU has been used in eurtng 0«h, the duties en the
MOW shall be remitted — Sect, attl Upon all merchandise
iBgiable by law. hereafter oxportad, upon which /). or re-

wni 4mIj to aliowad, and upon aU niswhanillii piagaalito by

law, withdrawn from bonded warehouses for export, there sliall

be collected by the collectors of the several pnrU ten cents per
cask —Sect 91124 Upon ail weighable articles herrafter ex-
ported, upon which a U or return duty is allowed, and upon
all weiahable mercliandise withdrawn (rom bonded warrhou.«ea
for export, there shall be collected by the collectors of the sev-
eral poru 3 rents per llW lbs , to be determined by the retunu
of the weighers.- Sect 9iri6. No rvtum of tlie duties shall be
allowed on the export of any nierchandiw after it has been re-
moved from tile custody and control of the goTemiuenl, except
in the eaaea provided In sertioos 31)19. .^iSr). 9li22, and aUfti.

(See f 80S6 )— Sect 8020. There shall l^- a I) ou foreign tatt-

f^trt, manuhetarad into gunpowder in the L'niled Stales aad
exported Uietefram, equal in amount to the duty paid on tha
foreign aalipatre flrom which it sliall be manuf , to be ascer-
tained under such regulations as shall be prescribed by the
Sec of Ihe Treasury, and no more The word " saltpetre" as
used in this section shall be construed to mean the element of
nitre.soused, whether it be the nitrate of potash or the nitrate
of soda Ten percent on the amount of XX so alfowed shall,
however, be retained for the use of the U Stales by the collect-

ors paying such D. respectively —Sect. 8027. No part of tha
additional or discriminating duty imposed by law on merrhan-
disc on account of its importaiiVm In foreign vessels shall ba
allowed to be D , but the whole shall be retained — Sect.
9028 Where articles are imported in bulk they shall be ex-
ported in the packages, if any, in which they were landed;
for which purpose the offlcer delivering the same shall return
the packages they may l>e put into. If any, with their marlia
and number*, and they sliall not be entitled to I) , uuleea ex-
ported in such |iackages, which shall be deemed the packagea
of original importation, nor unless they fully agree with tlie

return made by the officer. — Sect 3029. It shall be lawful for
the exporter of any lii/Hors i« casks, or any umrf/tHtd tit^ars,

to flII up the casks or packages out of other casks or packagea
included in the same original importation, or into new casks
or packages corresponding; therewith, to be marked and num-
bere<l ss the original casks or packages. In case the oiiglnal
casks or |HU-kages shall, in the opinion of the officer appointed
to examine the same, be so injured as to be rendered unAt for
exportation, and in no other case. The filling up or change
of packaice niust, however, be done under the inspection of a
proper officer, appointed for that purpose by the collector and
naval offlcer, where any, of the port from which such liquors
or unrefined sugars are intended to be exported : and the D.
on articles so filled up, or of which the packages have been
changed, shall not be allowed without such inspection — Sect.
31*30 When the owner, importer, con>ignee, or agent, of any
uerchandiKc entitled to debenture, may wish to tran»ler thie

same into packases, other than those in which the merchan-
dise was originally imported, the colU-ctor of the port where
theaaine may be shall permit the transfer to lie made, if nerce-
sary for the salety or preservation thereof — Sect 3li32 Every
importer, owner, consignee, agent, or exporter, who shall enter
merchandi.-e for im|iortatlon, or for exportation, or lnin»por-
tatton (rom one port to another, with the right of D . shall
deposit with the collector the oripnal invoM-eofsuch merrbaa-
dise. If not before de(iOKiicd with the collector, and in that case
an authenticated copy thereof, to be filnl aod preserved by him
in thearcjiires ol the custom-house, which shall be rigoetl by
such importer, owner, consignee, agent, or exporter, and the
oalh to be made on the entry of such merchandise shall be
annexed thereto — Sect. 8086 All merchandise imported Into
the U Stales, the duties on which have been paid, or secured
to lie paid, may be transported by land, or partly by land and
partly by water, or coastwise, from the district into which It

was imported to anv port of entry aod exported from such |>ort

of entry with the benefit of a — Sect 3098 All debentures
shall be issued aad made payable to the original lm|>ortrr of
the merchandise, entered for exportation, whenever the same
shall be requested, In writing, by the exporter, aod not other-
wise. In respect to any merchandise, on which the duties
shall have been paid prior to an entry for exportation, Iha
debenture for the amount of the O. of such duties shall ba
made payable In fifteen days, to be computed from the time of
signing: the bond, to be given as hereinafter directed — Seet.
9i>39 Whenever uayment of any dehentuie is leftised by tha
collector of the district where it was granted, for a longer lima
than three days, afler tha same shall have become payable,
such n'lusal to lie proved In tlie sBme maaiwr as the non-pay-
ment of a bill of exchange, the poasiaao r or assignee of sueh
delienturemay bring suit I hereupon against the parwn to whooi
li was originally granted or acalnst aay indorser thrrtof.

—

Sect. aOML Debentures shall be assignable by delivery and
indocsement of the parties who may leeeive the same — Sect.

304L Where any merchandise Is exported tnmt any other dia>

Irirt than the one into which It was origipally iinp<irled. tha
collector of sueh district, locelher with the naval oflli-er theie-

of, where there is one, shall grant to the ex|>orter a rertificals,

expressing that such merchandise was exported from such dis-

trict, with the marks, numbers, and dsacriplions of the pack-
agea aad their coolenu, the names of the mastar and vessel in
which and the port to which it was exported. and br whom,
aod the names of the vessel and master in which it was brought.
and bjr whom shipped at tha district from whence it came, and

19
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the amount of the drawback to which it is entitled. Such cer-

tificate shall entitle the possessor thereof to receive from the
collector of the district with whom the duties on the merchan-
dise were paid, a debenture or debentures, for the amount of

the D. expressed in the certificate, payable at the same time,

and in like manner as is herein directed for debentui'es on
merchandise exported from the port of original importation.
— Sect. 3042. The collector may refuse to grant such deben-
ture, in case it shall appear to him that any error has arisen,

or any fraud has been committed ; and in case of such refusal,

if the debenture claimed shall exceed SKO, it shall be the duty
of the collector to represent the case to the Se<-. of the Treas-

ury, who shall determine whether such debenture shall be
granted or not. In no case, moreover, of an exportation of
poods shall a D. be paid, until the duties on the importation

thereof shall have been first received — Sect 3043. Before the

receipt of any debenture, in case of exportation from the dis-

trict of original importation, and in case of exportation from
any other district before the receipt of any such certificate, as

is hereinbefore required to be granted, the person applying for

such debenture or certificate shall, previous to such receipt,

and before the clearance of the vessel in which the merchan-
dise was laden for exportation, give bond, with one or more
sureties, to the satisfaction of the collector, who is to grant
such debenture or certificate, a.s the case may be, in a sum
equal to double the amount of the sum for which such deben-
ture or certificate is granted, conditioned that such merchan-
di.-^e, or any part thereof, shall not be relanded in any port
within the limits of the U. States, and that the exporter shall

produce, within the time herein limited, tlie proofs and certifi-

c:ites required of such merchandise having been delivered with-
out sucti limits.— Sect. 3044. All bonds which may be given
for any merchandise exported from the U. States, and on which
any D. of duties or allowance shall be payable, in virtue of
such exportation, shall and may be discharged, and not other-
wi-ie, by producing within one year from the date thereof, if

the exportation be made to any port of Kurope or America, or
within two years, ifmade to any part of Asia or Africa, a cer-

tificate under the hand of the consignee at the foreign port to

wliom the merchandise shall have been addressed, therein par-

ticularly Retting forth and describing the articles so exported,
their marks, numbers, description of packages, the number
thereof, and their actual contents, and declaring that the game
liave been received by them from on board the vessel, spe-

cifying the names of the master and vessel from which they
were so received ; and where such merchandise is not con-
signed or addressed to any particular person at the foreign

port to which the vessel is destined, or may arrive, but where
the master, or other person on board such vessel may be the
consignee of such merchandise, a certificate from the person
to whom such merchandi.se may be sold or delivered, by such
master or other person, shall be produced to the same effect as

that required if the person receiving the same were originally

intended to be the consignee thereof. — Sect. 3045. In addition

to such certificate, it shall be neces.sary to produce a certificate

under the hanil and seal of the consul or agent of the U. States,

residing at the place, declaring either that the facts stated

la the certificate of such consignee, or other person, are to his

knowledge true, or that such certificate is de.serving of full

faith and credit ; which certificates of the consignee, or other
person, and consul or agent, shall, in all ca.ses, as respects the
landing or delivery of the merchandise, be confirmed by the
oath of the master and mate, if living, or, in case of their

death, by the oath of the two principal surviving officers of
the vessel in which the exportation shall be made. Where
there is no consul or agent of the U. States residing at the
place of delivery, the certificate of the consignee, or other per-
son hereinbefore required, shall be confirmed by the certificate

of two reputable American merchants residing at the place, or
If there are no such American merchants, then by the certifi-

cate of two reputable foreign merchants, testifying that the
several facts stati d in such consignee or other person's certifi-

cate are, to their knowledge, just and true, or that such cer-
tificate is, in their opinion, worthy of full faith and credit;
and sucli certificate shall also be supported by the oath of the
master and mate, or other principal officers of the vessel, in
manner as before prescribed. The oath of the master and
mate, or other principal officers, shall, in all ca.«es, when taken
at a foreign port, be taken and subscribed before the consul
or agent of the U. States residing at such foreign port, if any
such consul or agent reside thereat.

Sect. 3047. In case of loss by sea, or by capture or other un-
avoidable accident, or when, from the nature of the trade, the
proofs and certificates before required are not, and cannot be
procured, the exporter shall he allowed to adduce to the col-

lector of the port of exportation such other proofs as they may
have, and as the nature of the ca.«e will admit ; which proofs
shall, with a statement of iiU the circumstances attending the
transaction within the knowledge of such collector, be trans-
mitted to the Sec. of the Treasury, who shall have power to
allow a further reasonable time for obtaining such proofs ; or
if he be satisfied with the truth and validity of the proofs ad-
duced, to direct the bond of such exporter to be cancelled. If

the amount of such bond shall not exceed the i)enHl sum of
$200, the collector, with the naval officer, when there is one,

and alone, where there is none, may, pursuant to such rules
as shall be prescribed by the Sec. of the Treasury, admit such
proof as may be adduced ; and if they deem the same satis-

tactory, cancel such bond accordingly.
Sect. 3049. Ifany merchandise entered for exportation, with

intent to D. the duties, or to obtain any allowance given by
law on the exportation thereof, shall be landed within any port
within the limits of the U. States, all such merchandise shall

be subject to seizure and forfeiture, together with the vessel

from wliich such merchandise shall be landed, and the ves.sel8

or boats used in landing the .same ; and all persons concerned
therein shall, upon indictment and conviction thereof, suffer

imprisonment for a tern) not exceeding six months — Sect.

3050. If any merchandise, of which entry shall have been
made in the office of a collector, for the benefit of D. or bounty
upon exportation, shall be entered by a false denomination, or
erroneously as to the time when and the vessel in which it was
imported, or shall be found to disagree with the packages,
quantities, or qualities, as they were at the time of original

importiition, except such disagreement as may have been occa-
sioned by neces.«ary or unavoidable wastage or damage only,

and except also in cases where permission shall have been ob-
tained according to law to alter or change the quantities or
packages thereof, all such merchandise, or the value thereof
to be recovered of the owner or person making such entry,
shall be forfeited, and the person making such false entry shall

also forfeit a sum equal to the value of the articles mentioned
or described in such entry. — Sect. 3051 No forfeiture shall

be incurred under the preceding section if it shall be made to

appear to the satisfaction of the collector, or of the court in
which a prosecution for the forfeiture shall be had, that such
false denomination, error, or disagreement happened by mis-
take or accident, and not from any intention to defraud the
revenue. — Sect. 3053. Any merchandise imported from the
British N. American provinces adjoining the U States, which
shall have been duly entered and the duties thereon paid or
secured according to law at either of the ports of entry in
the collection-districts situated on the N., N. E., and N. W.
frontiers of the U States, may be transported by land or by
water, or partly by land and partly by water, to any port or
ports from which merchandise may be exported for benefit

of D., and be thence exported with such privilege to any for-

eign country. The laws relating to the transportation of mer-
chandise entitled to i).,and the due exportation and proof
of landing thereof, and all regulations which the Sec. of the
Treasury may prescribe for the security of the revenue, must,
however, be complied with. — Sect. 3054. Any imported mer-
chandise, in the original packages, which shall have been duly
entered and warehoused, may be exix)rte<l therefrom in con-
torniity with law, and be transported, in the manner indicated,

to ports in the adjoining Briti.^h provinces, and become enti-

tled to the benefits of those provisions. — Sect. 3050. Any im-
ported merchandise which has been entered, and the duties

paid or secured according to law, for D., may be exported to

the British N. American provinces adjoining the U. States.

InUrnaL Revenue. Sect. 3329. Di>t///erf s/)iri/i upon which
all taxes have been paid may be exported with the privilege of
D.. in quantities of not less than 1,000 gallons, and in distillers'

original casks containing not less than 20 wine-gallons each,
on application of the owner thereof to the collector of customs
of any port of entry, and under such rules and regulations,

and after making such entry as may be prescribed by law and
by the Sec. of the Treasury. The entry for such ex|K)rtation

shall be in triplicate, and shall contain the name of the per-

son applying to export, the name of the distiller, the name
of the district in which the spirits were distilled, the name of
the ves.sel by which and the name of the port to which, they
ai-e to be exported ; and the form of the entry shall be as tol-

lows :
—

Export Entry of Distilled Spirits entitled to Drawback.

Entry of Spirits diatilled by , In District. State of
,"to be exported liy ,in the , whereof

-^^— is master, bound to .

And the entry shall specify the whole number of ca'ks or

packages, the marks and serial numbers thereon, the quantity

and kind of spirits as known in commerce, the number of gauge
or wine-gallons and of proof-gallons ; and theamount of the tax

on such spirits shall l)e verified by the oath of the owner of the

spirits, and that the tax has been paid thereon, and that they

are truly to be exported to the port of , and not to \ye

relanded within the limits of the U. States. One bill of lad-

ing, duly signed by the master of the vessel, shall be deposited

with such collector, to be filetl at his office with the entry re-

tained by him. One of said entries shall be. when the ship-

ment is completed, transmitted to the Sec of the Treasury to

be recorded and filed in his office The lading on board said

vess<d shall be only after the receipt of an order or pcnnit
signed by the collector of customs and directed to a customs
gauger, "and after each cask or package shall have been
distinctly marked or branded by said gauger, as follows

:

" For export from U. S. A.," and the tax-paid stamps
thereon obliterated. The casks or (wckages shall be inspected

and gauged alongside of or on the vessel by the gnuger
designated by said collector ; and ou applicatiou of said col-
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lector it ahaU be the duty of the minvjror of the port to

deeignate and direct one of the cu-iioni-bouAe iiupccton to

•uperlDteod «och •bipmenti'. — Sect. 3386. There dial I be an
allowance of D. on lobaao, snuff, and cigars on whirb tbe tax
haa been paM by aultable (lamp* alBxed thereto before renioral

from the place of niaoufiusture, when the »anie are exported
equal in amount to the value of the stamp* found to have
been fo affixed, the evidence chat the KUmps went m> affixed,

and the amount of tax m> paid, and of the »ub<<e<{Ueiit exporta-

tion of tbe nid tobacco, unuff. and ciifu^, to be a.4certaiiied un-
der luch re^ulattouja-iMhall be pmwrilieU t>> the Ouuiuiisiiioiier

of Internal Kereuue and approvetl b> tbe Sfc of tbe Trea*ury.
Any Hum* (bund to be due uuder the pruTi«ion« of thin i>ectiou

•hall be paid by the warrant of the !^ of the Treasury on the
Treanurer of the U. States: /Vorii/^'V, That no claim for an
allowance of D. (hall be entertained or allowed for a »um le«
than $50, nor except upon evidence iatii>Ctctor)' to the Cummin
aioner of Internal Revenue that theatampa affixed to tbe tobac-

eo, muff, or eigarii alleged to luve been exported were totally

deatroyed before tbe nhipnient thereof, and that the tame have
been landed in a foreign rountry or lo«t at aea, and have not
been reUnded within the limits of tbe U. State*. Sect.25ofan
act approved I'eb. S. 1876, declares, " That if any person or
peraonn shall fraudulently claim or aeek to obtain an allowance
or D, of dutiei* on any manufactured tobacco, or shall fraudu-
lently claim any greater allowance or D. thereon Chan the

duty actuitlly paid, such person or persons shall forfeit triple

the amount wrongfully or Ihiudulently claimed or sought to

be obtained, or the sum of 9500 at the election of the Sec. of

the Treasury, Co be recovered as in other cases of forfeiture

provided for in the Internal Revenue L<awi." — Sect 3t4L
There shall be an allowance of D. on fermented liquors, and
on all articles mentioned in Schedule A . {titnlieititi or prepara-

((•JU, ptrfmntry aiul connetirs, and piayim^ cards) (see

8t\mp Dunea), on which any internal tax shall have been paid,

except lueifer or friction maielies, n^ar-li^hts, and leaj-taprrs,

equal in amount to the tax paid thereon, and no more, when
exported , to be paid by tbe warrant of the Sec. of the Treas-

ury on the Treasurer of the U. States: Provided, That no
allowance of D. shall be made fur any amount, claimed or
due, leas than SIO. The evidence Chat any such tax has been
paia « aforesaid shall Ih- furnished to the satisfaction of Che

Oommiiisioner of InCernal lU'Veniie by Che person claiming
tbe allowance of D., and Che amount shall l)e ascertained under
uch regulations as shall be prescribcil from time to time by the

CommiMioiwr, under the direction of the Sec. of the Treasury.

And tlie said Sec. may make such regulations with regard to

tbe form of certificates of IX and the issuing chereof as he may
deem necessary. — Sect. 3443. Whenever any person fraudu-
lently claims or seeks to obtain an allowance of D. on goods,
wares, or merchandise on which no internal duty shall have
been paid, or fhiudnlently chiims any greater allowance of D.

than the tax actually paid as aforesaid, he shall forfeit triple

Vbm amount wrongfully or flraudulently claimed or sought to

bs obtained, or the sum of #600, at the election of tbe Sec, of
the Treasury. — To obtain the O. provided for in the foregoing
•actions, tbe exporter mutt, at least six hours previous to ship-

meal, file with tbe collector of customs an entry In printed
form to be found at every Custom-Mouse Broker,

Draw^bar, an iron rod used to connect a loco-

niotivo with a toniler.

Dra^ebridge, a bridge tliat can be lifted or
wung to allow masted veaacU to pasa, or to pre-

Tent crossing.

Drawer and Drawee. The former b the
person from whom tlie direction to pay a bill

of exchange emanates ; the latter is the per-

son whom he directs to pay, or on whom he
draws. The expression " drawee " is correctly ap-

plicable only between drawing and acceptance.

The drawer's name must appear upon the bill,

either in the tmdy of it or at the end ; and his liabil-

ity as a party to the bill is completed by delivery to

a payee. A drawer against whom recourse is to be
preserved ought to have notice of non-acceptance
or non-payment. See Bill or Excuamob, aotl

Notice.
Drawers, sliding Imxes or cases in a table or

other article of household furniture, which can
easily be drawn out and returned to their places.

— A close under-gannent made to draw over the

nether limbs.

Draw^ing, a process in the preparation of flax.

See Flax-Drkssiso.
Drawlng-Board, a square frame used by art-

ists for holding a sheet of paper while plotting,

projecting, etc

DraiMring-Knife, a blade with a handle at each
end, used by joiners, coopers, etc., for shaving off

surfaces; a tool used by carpenters to cut a
groove for a saw to follow, to prevent excoriation

of the surface of the wood.
Dra^Kring-Paper, thick sized paper, generally

made uf liiieii stock, fur dniuglilsiiit.-ii and water-

color painters. The usual sizes are: —
Cap 18 X 16 inehei
Demy 166 x 18.6

Medium 18 X 22 "

Royal 19 X a* **

Su|>er-royal 19 x 27 "
Imperial 21 26 X 29 "
Klephant 2225 X 27 76 "
Columbler 28 x 8376 •*

AtUs 96 X 33 ••

Theorem 28 X 34 "

Double Elephant M X 40 "

Antiquarian 31 X 68 "

tniperor 40 X 60 "

UncleSam 48 X 130

Drawing-Pen, a pen used by draughtsmen for
drawing lines of various thickness, consisting of a
pair of steel blades regulated by a screw, and be-

tween which the ink is contained.

Drawing-Pencil, a black lead-pencil of hard
quality, used for drawing.
Draw^-Link, a contrivance for connecting rail-

way carriages together.

Dra\7-Plate, a stout plate of shear steel, pierced
with one or more holes for drawing wire through.
See Wire-Drawino
Dray, a low cart or carriage constructed to

carry heavy burdens.
Drayage. See Cartack. -

Dredge, a drag-net for taking oysters, etc.

;

any instrument or machine for dredging the bot-

tom of water ; a dredging-machine.
Dredging-Boz, a tin box with perforations in

the lid for sprinkling tlour on meat, etc.

Dredging-Machine, an engine used to clear

away sandbanks, and to take up mud or gravel
from the bottoms of rivers or harbors.

Dregs, the lees or sediment of liquors ; the ref-

use in the manufacture of tallow.

Drench, a term applied to any liquid medicine
or mixture administered to horses and neat cattle,

and chiefly to the latter.

Dresden See Saxont.
Dresden Ware. See Pobcelaiw.
Dressed, a term applied to stone or other ma-

terial, shaped and sn)oothed.— Ore prepared and
fitted for use — Skins or hides tanned and pre-

pared for use, as leather.

Dresser, a mallet used by plumbers for flatten-

ing lead.

Dress Qoods, a term applied to fabrics for the

outer garments of women and children, most com-
monly to those made of mixed materials, as silk

and cotton, silk and linen, silk and worsted, cotton
and worsted, and cotton and linen, though also

applicable to piece silks, printed linens, and cali-

coes ; but the term is not used for fabrics intended
for pi'tticoats or under-garnjents.— T. McKlrath.

Dressing, any preparation of gum, starch, size,

etc., employed in stiffening or " finishing off" tex-

tile fabrics and paper.— In surgery, any applica-

tion to a wound or sore, made by means of^ lint,

linen, or leather. — In agriculture, a compost, or

manure, distributed over land.

Dressing-Case, a box fitttnl with apparatus and
toilet utensils for the dressing-room.

Dressing-Gow^n, a loose morning robe or wrap-
per.

Dress-Maker, a mantua-maker ; one who makes
ladies' dresses.
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Dreyling, an Austrian liquid measure = 448^
gallons.

Drier, a material added to oil paints. See
Dryer.

Drift, the course or direction of a sea-current.—
Tlie distance to which a siiip diverges from her prop-

er course, owing to currents, contrary winds, etc.

;

as, to make leeway dnjl.— Tliose parts in the sheer
draught of a ship, where the rails are cut off and
ended with a scroll. Pieces fitted to form tiie drifts

hear the name of drifl-jueces.— A term applied by
shipwriglits to the discrepancy between the size of

a bolt and that of the liole intended to receive it

;

also, to the difference between the circumference
of a mast and that of the hoop required to fit it.—
A passage in a mine cut under the earth from shaft

to shaft.— In machinery, a piece of hardened steel,

notched at the sides, and made slightly tapering

;

it is used for eidarging a hole in a piece of metal
to a particular size by being driven into it.

Drift-Net, a fishing-net about 20 feet deep by
120 feet long, well corked at the top, but without
lead at the bottom. The size of tlie mesh is 2^^

inches or upwards ; frequently a dozen or more of
these nets are attached to each other by a drift-

rope.

Drift-Wood, wood thrown on the shore of seas
or rivers.

Drill, a tool used for boring holes in wood, metal,
stone, bones, etc. It is formed in different ways.

Fig. 143.— Vertical DRiLLWG-MACHnJE.

according to the kind of hole it is reqiiired to make,
and the material wliich it has to penetrate. Drills

for boring iron have pointed heads, with sharp
edges projecting from tlicm, that cut in different

directions. Those for boring wood are like an
auger or large gimlet, or they are broad and flat,

with a projecting spike in the centre, and cutting

edges on either side : drills of this form are called
centre-hits. These tools are worked by a rotary
motion, imparted to them by a cranked handle,
having a socket and spring at one end to receive
and hold the drill, and a boss at the other, against
which the workman presses his chest ; or by a
bow of steel, with a strong piece of catgut attached
to it loosely enough to admit of its being passed
once or twice round a pulley, tlirougli the centre
of wliich tlie tool passes. The workman presses
tlie drill against the material that he is boring by
his chest, which is protected by a plate of metal.
— A Diilltii(/-inachine is a machine carrying a rota-

ting tool and a means for chucking the object to

be bored.— These macliines differ mucli in size

and appearance, in the mode of presenting the tool,

and presenting and cimcking the work. — The
Vertical machine (Fig 14;^) lias a vertical rod, to the

lower end of whicii a drilling tool can be easily

affixed ; the tool revolves very rapidly, and soon
worms its way into any piece of metal placed be-

neatli it. The Radial machine has tlie tool af-

fixed to a radial arm, whicli is movable. Range
of operation in different directions is hereby ol>

tained. See Rook-Drill.— Also an agricultural

machine for sowing seeds in rows. A great va-

riety of drills are now in use; but that formed on
the principle of lifting the grain in small cups,
whicli empty themselves into tin tubes, by which
tiie grain is conducted to the coulters (Fig. 144), is

the most generally adopted ; but when the soil is

uneven, a lighter machine should be used.

Dril^, heavy twilled fabrics of either cotton or
linen. Cotton drills are largely used by farmers
in the Eastern States for "hay-caps;" they also

form an important article of export to the East
Indies and South America. Linen drills are used
for trousers stuff, for covering stair-carpets, and
various other purposes.— T. McElratli.

Driuking-Horn, a cup made out of pressed
liorn.

Dripping-Pein, a tin dish for receiving the
gravy and fat which drops from meat in roasting
before the fire.

Dripstone, a filtering stone.

Driver, a coachman ; one who drives beasts

;

the manager of a locomotive engine.— A storm-
sail, a sailor's name for a spanker.— A piece of
wood upon a weaver's spindle, which impels the
shuttle through the opening in the warp.
Driving-Band, the strap, belt, or gearing for

uniting, turning, and carrying macliinery.

Driving-Wheels, the large wheels of a loco-

motive engine.

Drogher, a West India cargo boat employed in

coasting, with long light masts and lateen sails.

Drop, a machine for lowering coals from rail-

road straiths into the holds of colliers.— A con-

fection, of which the principal basis is sugar.

Drops differ from lozenges chiefly in the ingre-

dients being combined by the aid of heat. Occa-
sionally they are medicated.

Preparation. Double-reflned sugar is reduced to powder,
and passed through a hair sieve (not too fine), and afterwards

through a gauze sieve, to take out the fine dust, which would
destroy tlio beauty of the drop. It is then put into a clean

pan, and moistened witli any favorif* aromatic, as rose or or-

ange-Hower water, added slowly, stirring it with a paddle all

the time, from which the sugar will fall, as soon as it is moist

enough, without sticking. The coloring (if any ) is next added,

in the liquid state, or in very fine powder A small, polished

copper, or tinned-copper pan, furnished with a lip, is now one
half or three parts filled with the paste, and placed over the

fire, or over the hole of a stove, or preferably on ft sand bath,

and the mixture stirred with a little bone or glass spatula until

it becomes liquid. As soon as it almost boils, it is taken from
the fire, and if it is too moist, a little more powdered sugar is

added, and the whole stirred, until it is of such a consistence
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u to run without loo much ntenaion. A tin plat«, rery rinn
•nd nuooth, and very slightly oilnl, (nHdr now nxly, the pan
b taken in the Irft hand, anj a bit of bright iron, rnpper, or
Uver wire, about 4 inrhes long, in the right. The uielteU

sugar i* next allowed to (all regularly on the tin |>laU', the
wire being uacd to nemoTe the drop from the Up of the |>an

In two or three hour* afterwards the dnipn are taken ofT with
the blade of a knife, and are at oore put into b<>(ll«< or tins

On the largr nesle, "eoDfeetiooery drop* "are moulded by a ma-
chine eoo^rttog (—iiBtlally of two metal rullem rovered with
hollow*. A ihwl of tba warm and aoft roniiio»ition, on being
pawed between the rolleri, la at onre ronverted into a batrh of
•ymmetrkal drop*, the upper and lower balrea being moulded
by the eorreapondiof boUuwa of the upper and lower rollers

Droaky, Droitzschka, a Russian low four-
wlu'oU'd carriage, sonu'what reseniblinK a sledge.

Drosometer, an instrument by wliicli is ascer-

tained the quantity uf a night's (lew-fall. It con-
sists of a balance, one end of which is furnished
with a plate to receive the dew, while the other
contains a weight protected from it.

Dross, the waste matter thrown off by metals
during the process of smelting ; also, generally the
excrementious dregs, remains, or refuse of any
substance.

Drug, an article of slow sale, or in no demand
in the market.— A name applied to_^ll animal and
vegetable products used in pharmacy; the raw
material from which medicines are compounded.

fif. 144— B.tausa Obaw-Dmil.

Imp. duty: crude D., not otherwise provided for,

80 per cent ; crude IJ. for dyeing or tanning, free-

See Drawback, and Stamp-Dlties.

liuptelinn of Onri mmtl MulMiut. By an art of Con-
gli—, paiwed June U, 184S, to prrfeat the importation
of adulterate*! and apiurioua drofi and medirlne*, it la

proTliied, that all drug* and modkcliiea, mealk-inal prepara-
tiona, inrJU'liiig miHllrlnal iiaiinHil oila and rhemloal prepa-
ration* u«e<l wholly or in part an medicine, lm|i<>rt«<l into the
tJ Mate* from abnMbI, nhall, liefure paiwlng the runtom-hooae,
beeaunlliol and appmrnl. a« well in referenre to llielrqaalllyi

Kritr, and IKnes* fur mnlirlnal purpooe* ax to ilieir Value aa<l

ntlty ipnlfleil la the invoire — Mm\ that all m«Uelnal
piwparatlonii, whether ehwtlual or otherwise, unually taported
with the name <>t the MMiatheturer. shall have (lie tflH mum
of the manufarturer, and the place where ther urn pnpMed,
penaaneatty and legibly aSsed to each parcel, br MMNp, label,
or otherwlaa ; aad all such ntedidnal preparaMiNM, Imported
wHhoat Mwh namea aOUad • albrialJ . shall be adln^nd to
be IbrMtad.— That If, oa exMsliiMlon, any dnigs, merllrtnee.
medtdwU pwpMmtieaa, whetherehemtra I or otherwise, Ineltid-
Ing medfeinal lasen t la l oil*, are fbund. In the opinion of the
•xamlner, to be so flw adultentle-l. or In snv manner deterio-
rated, as to render them, in ii(mii;ih an<l purity, ioli'rinr to the
•taadaid astabll*lie<l by the phaniiaroptrlas and dbpeoaarlse
ofthe U 8talea, Rdinhurgh. I»ndim, France, and OonMaa/, and
thereby Improper uni«r<-, or dancenios to be used Ibr medlrl-
iwl porposes, a return to that effpet shall he made upon the
Invoice , ami the artlclia so noted shall not pass the eostom-
houae, unleea, on re nvimlnitton ofa Krktly aaatydoai char-

acter, called for by the owner or conrignte, the return of the
examiner shall be found erroneoos; and it shall be declared, aa
the result of such analysis, that the mid articles may properly,
safely, ami without danger, lie u»«tJ for mnlirinal purpnae*.

—

That the owner or ronNiguee nhall at all tluieit, when dismtis-

fled with the i-xaiiiiiier'it return, hare the priTilege of calling,

at hi* own ex|)fnse, for a re-exaniiiiation ; and dmwitlng with
the collector such sum an the latter may derm soflMeot to de-
fray such expenw, It shall be (he duty of that officer to pro-

cure some competent analytirnl rbeuiirt (loiweasing (he conA-
dence of (he medical prvtewiou, as well as of the rollegea of
me<licine and pharmacy, if any ruch institutions exist in the
8(ale in which the collection district is situated, a careful

analysis of the articles Included in said return, and a report
upon the same, under r«th : ami In case the report, whkh
shall be final, shall declare the return of the examiner to l«
ernmeous, and (lie said artick-s (o be of (he re<|uiri(e s(rpng(h
and purity, according to the stamUrds referml to in rhe next
pnn-t'diug »ei-(ion of this act, the entire iiiroice sliall he |sissed

wi(liou( renerTHtioii, on |nymen( of the customarv duties; but
in case the examiner's return sh.tll l>e sustained by the analy-
sis and report, the said articles shall remain In charge of the
collector, and the owner or consignee, oo payment of the
charges of storage and other expenses neceaaarily incurred by
the U. States, and on giring of bond, with sureties satbfactory
to the collector, to land siiM articles out of (he limits of the
U. 8(ates, shall hare the priTilege of re-exporting them at any
time wi(hin the period of six months after the report of the
analysis; but If the said articles shall not lie sent out of the
U States within the time specifietl, it shall be the duty of
the collector, at the expiration of the said time, to caufe the
same (o be destroyed, holding the owner or consignee responsi-
ble to the U. States for payment of all charges, in the same
manner as if said articles had been re-exported.

Drugget, a coarse flimsy woollen
fabric, printed or plain, chiefly used
for carpeting and pnc king. It is

largely inanuf. in the U. States and
in Kngland.
Druggist, properly one who

buys or sells drugs, a wholesale
dealer ; but commonly applied to

one who combines the retail busi-

ness of chemist and druggist, and
sells, besides, various miscellane-

ous surgical articles in common
demand.
Drug-Mill, a mill where drugs,

etc., are cni.xlu'd and grountl.

Drum, a military mu.sical instru-

ment, commonly made of thin
cylinders of w<mh1, hollow within,

and covered at the ends with sheets
of vellum, wliicli may lie stretched
or slackened at pleasure by means
of small cords and sliding knots

;

it is beat u|Mm with a pair of
short sticks, one in each hand

of the performer. Keltle-Hiums are hollow hemi-
spheres made of brass, and are used in pairs ; one
of them bi'ing tuned to the key-note, and the
other to the fifth of the key. Small D., hanging
from the drummer's l)clt at the side, and beaten
with the chamiidr or roidnde, are stylet! xtdf-dniiHS.—
A hollow cylinder which, fixed in position on a shaft,

communicates niolion to another shaft by means
of a revolving leather or gutta-iH>rcha band. — A
liollow and thin chamlier of a cylindrical form,
used in heaters, stoves, and flues. It generally
forms a mere casing, but in some cases, as steam-
drums, is adapted to stand (*onsiilerable pressure.
— A cylindrical liox in which ilried fruit is sold,

weighing wlu-n full fmni ji to | of a cut.

Drtunhead, the top of a capstan, containing
the holes in which the capstan bars are fixed.—
The parchment or vellum skin 8tretclK*d on the
top of a drum.
Drummond Light, a very intense light pro-

duciil by projecling a blowpi[H« flame of mixed
oxygen and liyilmgen gases ii|miii a ball of lime,

the intense' lieut raising the lime to vivid incan-

descence. f)ne of the niost convenient forms of

apparatus for its production is represented in Fig.
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145, wlien the mixed gases escaping by the jet, a,

being set fire to and made to impinge upon the

cylinder of lime, h, raise the surface of tlie latter

nearest the jet to a white heat, accompanied by a
dazzling light. As minute portions of lime be-

come detached and are volatilized from the spot

on the lime on which the jet of burning gases
strikes, it is necessary
to expose a new surface

of lime to the gases, and
for this purpose the

screw, r, may be turned
by the hand or by clock-

work. Owing to the great
explosiveness of a mix-
ture of hydrogen and
oxygen gases, special

precautions are required.

The hydrogen and oxy-
gen ought to be confined

in separate gas-holders

or bags, and to be
brought by different

^^^ tubes, H and O, provided
with separate stop-cocks,

to within a short distance

Fig. U5. — DauMMOND Light, of the exit jet. The
common tube through

which the mingled gases pass to the jet is about 9
inches long by § of an inch in diameter ; and in

Mr. Hemming's construction (called Hemminci's
jet) the tube is tightly packed with fine wires
through which the mixed gases have to pass on
their way to the jet, and whicli, when the pressure
is deficient, prevent the return of the flame, which
might lead to disastrous explosion. D. L. is often
cnUed Lime Lii/lit ; it is n\so called Mofjiiesin Li(//d

or Ziironia IJijkl, when magnesia or zirconia are
used instead of lime. In the Oxtjcalciam Liqld a
jet of oxygen gas is blown through a spirit-flame

upon a ball of lime. When a coal-gas flame re-

phaces the spirit-flame it is sometimes called Oxy-
coal-fjas Lltjht. The general name for all these
ligiits is the Oxy/u/dto;/en Liijld.

Dry Dock. See Dock.
Dryer, a substance, as litharge, sugar of lead,

white copperas, etc., employed, as the name im-
plies, to increase the drying and hardening prop-
erties of oil paints.

Dry-Goods, a commercial name for textile

fabrics, cottons, woollens, silks, laces, etc.

Drying-Machine. In many departments of
manufacture, such as bleaching, calico-printing,
dyeing, paper-making, etc., substances are dried
quickly by being put into a hollow drum or cyl-
inder, and rotated with great velocity. The mois-
ture driven from the substance by centrifrugal
action escapes through holes in the drum into an
outer case or receptacle.

Drying-Oils, linseed and other oils which, hav-
ing been heated with oxide of lead, dry quickly
on exposure to the atmosphere and retain their
transparency on solidifying. D.-O. are essential
for the purposes of the painter and for the manu-
facture of printing ink ; they also form tlie basis
of many paints and varnishes. Castor-oil, linseed-
oil, poppy-oil, and walnut-oil are among the D.-O.
Dry Measure, a standard of quantity, by

which dr}', coarse, or bulky articles are measured.
Drying-Stove, a stove used by laundresses

;

also one employed by founders and others.

Dry-Rot, a decay in timber ; a disease which
attacks wood, and renders it brittle, by destroying
the cohesion of its parts. See Timber ( Pbes^bva-
TiON op).

Dry-Salter, a dealer in the minerals used in

pickling, salting, and preserving various kinds of
food. Also in gums, drugs, dye-stuffs, mineral
colors, tanning substances, artificial manures, etc.

Dry-Stove, a glazed structure designed for the
protection of the plants of dry, arid climates ; a
hot-house in which the air is kept less moist than
in the bark-stove. It is particularly adapted to

succulent plants. The temperature should be
higher than tha^ of a greenhouse.
Dry-Wines are wines in which the saccharine

matter and the ferment are so exactly balanced
that they have mutually decomposed each other,

and no sweetness is perceptible.

Dualin, an explosive compound, composed of
nitro-glycerine mixed with saw-dust, or wood-pulp,
such as is used in paper-mills ; the latter being
first treated with nitric and sulphuric acids. The
object of the mixture is to diminish the danger
connected with the storage and transportation of
nitro-glycerine.

Dubber, Dupper, a leather bottle or skin bag,
used chiefly in India for holding oil, ghee, and
other liquids, and capable of holding, according to

size, from 20 to 80 lbs. weight.

Dubbing, a greasy composition used by the

curriers to dress leather, and by shoemakers and
others to soften leather, and to render boots and
shoes water-proof. A good D. is prepared by boil-

ing to a proper consistence 2 lbs. black resin,

1 lb. tallow, and 1 gallon crude cod oil or train oil.

Dublin. See Great Brit.xin.

Dubuque and Sioux City R.R. runs from
Dubuque to Iowa Falls, la. This Co., whose
offices are in Dubuque and New York City, was
formed upon the sale, under foreclosure, in 1860,

of the Dubuque and Pacific R.R. It was opened
to its present terminus in 18(56, and in 1867 was
leased for 20 years to the Illinois Central R.R.
Co., for 35 % of the gross earnings for the first 10
years and 36 % for the other ten, and payment of

all taxes and assessments. The Illinois R.R. Co.
may, at the expiration of the first lease, take a
perpetual one for 35 % of the gross earnings.

Financial statement, 1878: Cap. stock, §5,000,000;

1st mortgage tax-free bonds, §882,000, payable
1883 and'l894, int. 7 % (Jan. and July).

Dubuque and Southwestern R.R. runs
from Farley, la., to Cedar Rapids, la. This Co.,

whose offices are in Dubuque, leased the road,

which was opened in 1864, to the Chicago, Mil-

waukie, and St. Paul R.R. Co. in 1878. Financial

statement: Cap. stock, common, §588,400, pre-

ferred, §589,600. Funded debt, §548,415, consist-

ing of 1st mortgage bonds, §78,500, payable July,

1883, int. 7 % ; 1st mortgage bonds, §450,000, paya-
ble October, 1883, int. 7 % ; funded coupons, §19,-

916, payable 1879 and 1880, int. 7%.
Duchess-Slates, large sized-slates, 24 by 12

inches.

Duck, a linen or cotton fabric lighter and finer

than canvas, used for small sails, seamen's trous-

ers, etc. The American cotton D. is 22, 28|, 29,

and 40 inches in width. — A water-fowl, wild and
domesticated, much esteemed as food.

Ductility, a property belonging chiefly to cer-

tain metals, by which they are capable of being
drawn out into wire ; that is, of being increased

in length and diminished in thickness without

fracture. The most ductile substances with which
we are familiar, are gold, silver, platinum, iron,

and softened glass. Wollaston obtained a plati-

num wire of 0.00003 of an inch in diameter, by
first coating a fine platinum wire with silver, and
drawing the cylinder thus formed into as fine a
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wire as possible, and then dissolving tlie silver in

dilute nitric ai-id. By this nu'ans a platinum wire
was oblained having a diameter so fine that
1,(X50 yanis of it weighed only jj of a grain. See
MALI.KAIilLITr.
Due-Bill, an acknowledgment of a debt in

writing, not transferable like a promissory note
by mere indonH-meiit.

Duffels, DufBelds, a thick coarse kind of wool-
len cloth having a thick nap or frieze.

Dugong, a name in Australia and the Indian
Ocean for the Ilnlicore dwjoiirj, a marine animal
which is taken for the oil obtained from the blub-
ber. This oil is assert»l to be equal to cod-liver
oil, and is a cure for diseases of the ear. The
bone of the animal, in fineness and hardness of
grain, specific gravity, and appearance, ap-
proaclu^ nearly to the nature of ivory. The flesh

of the <lujrong is often eaten.
Dulcamara. See Nightshade (Woody).
Dulcimer, a small musical instrument consist-

ing of a triangular chest, strung with wires, which
are struck with a little rod held in each hand.
Dumb-Bclls, heavy metal weiglits swung in

the hands for exercise, to open the diest and in-

crease muscular strength.

Dumb-Singles, a kind of silk merely wound
and cleaned.

Dumb-Waiter, a stand with shelves placed on
a movable frame
(Fig. I4t)), enabling
viands, etc. to Ik?

passed from one
story of a house to

anotlier; thus dis-

pensing with the at-

tendance of servants
for that purpose.
Dummy, a sham

copy of an original

packet or package
of any salable com-
modity.
Dump, to throw

down violently, as

in emptying a cart

by tilting it over.

Dumping-Cart,
a cart that may l>e

tilted over, to free it

from its contents.
fjg. 146.— Dcx»-WAiTta.

Dtunpy, short and thick.

Dumpy-Level, a spirit-level with a telescope
for surveying purposes.
Dundee. See Great Britaix.
Dunder, the fermenting lees of cane-jaicc, tued

in the (li!<tillation of rum.
Dunfish, codfish curetl in such a manner as to

pro<luc-e a dun, brown color.

Dung, the excretory deposit of animals ; a gen-

eral name for farn)yard or stable matuire. The
dung of most animals possesM-s a commercial
value ; that of dogs and of pige<ms is used in tan-

ning, horse-<lung in foundries, that of cows in

calico-printing.

Duugallle. a small liquid measure in the East
of 2^ seers ; 1 1^ dungallies making one choradang,
= 1 ,\ quart.

Dungaree, Dungary, a coarse kind of un-

bleache'l Indian calico.

Dunghill, a waste heap of ashes, refuse sub-

staiice<i of iininure, etc.

Dun;hill-Fork, a prong for lifting or turning
straw, manure, etc., in a farm or stable yard. etc.

Dunging, one of tlie principal processes in the

arts of calic(»>printing and dyeing, its object being

to free the cloth from loose matters which would
interfere with the dyeing.

After the thirkened mnnUnU ha*« been applied to the ikl>-

rie and property flxcl, it in nereMary to muom Ute now u««-
len CbirlieninK niatlrr, tofp-cbrr aitb Uie exceaa of BiordaDt,
whirli ha< not cooie into actual contact with Um cloth. For-
OM-riy a hath famed of cow-duuK, diltiiwd tfaroiigh hot water
(]3(H to 218° f.), «aa alway* u»ed to wash away thcae loot*

matten ; bat now vartouii nianufoctared Mibataneea arr fuc-

ceMfully employed for the purpore. The bc«t dunK fuliatltutea

are the arwnite and ararniate of mda, tlie rilirale of Mtda, and
phoopliate of lime. Kxperience pmrr* that, in tlie raM of theae

(ubatitutex, a final wince in row-Uuni; brforr dyeing it adran-
tageoiuu A pmceaa very Riniilar to " dunKinic" i* employrd
af&r dreinK, to clear and (cire purity to the undyed part*.

Thi* lubaequent proreM ii diotinfcuiiibed by the term *' clear-

ing" Cow-dung han been u«e<l In "clearing " operation*, hul
its employment U not to be rrconmiended. Bran M-alded

and mixed with water iaemployad for certain good*, but bleach-

ing-powder b the moat gaMnlljr used " clearing acent "

Dunkerque, Dunkirk. See Frantk.
Dunkirk, Alleghany Valley, and Pitts-

burg R.R. runs frotn l)unkirk, X. Y.. to Titus-

ville. Pa., 00.60 m. This Co., whose offices are in

Dunkirk, was formeil in 1872 by the consolida-

tion of the Dunkirk, Warren, and Pittsburg

and the Warren and Venango U.H. Cos. It

is leased by the N. Y. Central and Hudson
River U.K. Co., which' pays interest on the funded
debt as rent. Finaiirlal staffment : Cap. stock,

$1,:J00,000; funded debt, i?;i,200,000, consisting of

1st mortgage 7 % 20-year bonds payable I8fl0,

•^2,000,000 ; 2d mortgage 7 % 20-year Iwiids payable

1800, ^l.OOO.CKK); M mortgage 7-% 20-year bonils

payable 1800, S200.000. Annual charge, !J224,000.

Net deficit for 1878, §(J45.:».

Dunlop Cheese. See Cheese.
Dunnage, a name given to the pieces of loose

wood placed nn the lM>ttom and sides of a ship's

hold, either to support the cargo, so that the ves-

sel may Ik? properly ballasted, or to prevent injury

from leakage.

Dunning, a common term for urgent pressing

for the payment of a <lebt — Also a mode of cur-

ing cotlfiiili, so as to give them a partial color.

Dunstable Stra^^r, wheat straw used for

bonnet plaits, and so calle<lfrom having Ini'n first

manufactured in Dunstable, a town of England.
The middle part of the straw alM)ve the last joint

is selected ; it is cut into lengths of alK)Ut 10 inches,

which are then split by a single machine into slips

of the requisite wi<Ith. Whole P. signifies that

the plait is formed of seven entire straws, while
patent />. cnnf>ists of fourteen split straws.

Dunter-Oooee, a name given to the eider-duck.

Duodecimo, a volume formed by folding the
shei>i into 12 leaves, making 24 pages. It is writ-

ten, for Nhortni>8S, 12ino.

Dupion, a double cocoon formed by two silk-

wnnns.
Duplex, twofold or doubled ; as a A lolhf, or

one that turn.* two sets of cutting t(M>ls at the same
time ; a /J. u\ilch, or one that has a double escape-

ment.
Duplicate, a second article of tlie same kind.

— A copy or transcript.

Durma Mats, mats made in India of the split

•talks of the iiul or nar, a grass of Bengal.

Dtiro, the hard dollar of exchange of Spain, of

20 rvals.

Duroy, a cheap kind of fliruretl serge.

Dust-Brush, a light feather or hair brush for

cleaning riMtiiiM and furniture.

Dust-Pan. a broad. Hat, tin shovel, to catch

crumbs, lint, or dust, as they may be brushed from
a table-cloth or carpet.
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Dutch-Carpet, a mixed material of cotton, flax,

anil wool, used for floor coverings.

Dutch-Cheese. See Cheese.
Dutch Gold-Leaf (also called brass-foil, bronze-

leaf, Dutch-foil, Dntr.h-metal), an alloy of copper and
zinc, closely resembling common brass, but having
rather less zinc in its composition than brass gen-

erally has. It is used for beating into thin plates

resembling gold-leaf in appearance when new, and
used for ornamentation instead of gold-leaf. It

tarnishes readily, and may be tested by the appli-

cation of strong nitric acid, which will not injure

gold-leaf , but which readily dissolves the imitation.

Imp. duty, 10 per cent.

Dutch-Oven, a tin hanging screen for cooking
before a kitchen range or ordinary fire-grate. — In

the U. States, a pot used in baking between hot
coals.

Dutch-Pink, a painter's bright yellow color

used in distemper, in paper-staining, etc. It con-

sists of a mixture of clay and chalk, colored by
French berries or birch-leaves, with alum. Imp.

duty, 25 per cent.

Dutch-Rush, the horsetail or shave-grass, Equi-

setum hyemale, a plant which, from its hard and
rough exterior surface, is found useful for polish-

ing marbles, hard woods, ivory, brass, and other
substances. The rhizomes are nutritious, and
have been used as food in times of fan)ine.

Dutch-Tiles, glazed and painted ornamental
tiles ; formerly much used to plaster up in the

jambs of chimneys.
Dutiable, liable to duty ; subject to the impo-

sition of customs-duty.
Duty, a general name for a tax or impost ; par-

ticularly, a sum of money required to be paid to a
government on the importation, exportation, or
consumption of goods or merchandise. — The
amount of work performed by a steam-engine, or
other machinery.
Duvet [Fr ), down or fine feathers.

DTvt., the abbreviation for pennyweight.
Dye, a coloring liquid or matter.
Dyeing, the art of coloring in a permanent

manner porous or absorbent substances by impreg-
nating them with coloring bodies. Most vegetable
and animal bodies are porous or absorbent, and
can be dyed; some minerals also, such as mar-
ble, can absorb liquid coloring matters ; but the
term D. is usually confined to the coloring of tex-

tile fibrous materials by penetration. Although
many eminent chemists have worked and written
upon the subject, there still remains much differ-

ence of opinion as to what actually takes place in

Z>. operations. The following general account of
the chief cases of D. will illustrate the principal
methods in use, and serve as an introduction to a
description of actual processes practised in dye-
houses. The simplest cases of IJ. are those 'in
which only two substances are employed, — the
fibre to be dyed and the coloring matter,— and
where the process of D. consists in nothing more
than leaving the two materials in contact for a
certain time at a convenient temperature. Of nat-
ural coloring matters few can be practically used
in this simple way without some previous chemi-
cal treatment. The artificial coloring mattters
from aniline, however, illustrate this kind of D.
very well. To obtain the finest shades of mauve,
magenta, purple, and numerous other colors upon
wool and silk fibre, the whole process consists in

placing the material in a solution of the requisite

color and of sufficient quantity to give the desin^d

shade ; it absorbs the color, becoming dyed, while
the solution is rendered nearly colorless. During

the process the fibrous material is kept in a con-
stant state of movement, so that the dj'e solution

shall have equal access to all portions, the temper-
ature employed and time allowed being regulated
according to the necessities of the case. The color
absorbed by the fibre has entered into an intimate
state of combination with it, since it cannot be
washed out again ; a true D. has taken place.

Besides the aniline colors, the older artificial dyes
— sulphindigotic acid, picric acid, and one or two
others— have the same property of combining
directly with wool and silk. There are other cases
of Z>. closely resembling the foregoing, in which
the resulting dyed stuff may be considered as be-

ing a binary compound of fibre and coloring mat-
ter, but in which the methods of application are
less simple. These may be taken generally as
consisting in the use of materials or processes
which bring a previously insoluble coloring mat-
ter into a soluble state ; thus the pink colors of
safflower are obtained by the action of an alkali

;

and the dyes yielded by archil, arnotto, and in-

digo are also the result of the action of solvents.

It is possible that during the process of solution

miportant internal changes may take place in the
composition of the above dyes ; but if so, they are
only of a temporary nature, for there is no reason
to suppose that the coloring matter attached to

the fibre differs in chemical composition from that
which is free. With regard to nearly all other col-

oring matters, the above simple processes are quite
powerless to induce a permanent combination with
the fibre. Let wool or silk be immersed at boiling

temper.iture in decoctions of any of the best known
natural dye-stuffs, such as cochineal, logwood,
madder, quercitron bark, etc., and then washed
in water, it will be found that the fibres are sim-
ply discolored, or stained of no definite shade

;

they have taken up but a small portion of color
from the decoction, and no real Z>. has taken place.

To obtain permanent dyes from the great majority
of native coloring materials the intervention of
another class of bodies entirely different from
either fibrous or coloring matter is found neces-
sary ; these bodies are called mordants. The chief

mordants used in U. are salts of aluminium, iron,

tin, chromium, copper, and a few other metals.

When a decoction of a coloring matter, say log-

wood or cochineal, is heated witli a small quantity
of a properly chosen salt of one of those metals,
it is found that the coloring principle loses its sol-

ubility, forms a combination with the metallic salt

or its bases, and precipitates to the bottom of the
solution, leaving the supernatant liquid nearly or

quite colorless. The precipitate is usually called

the lake of the particular metal and coloring mat-
ter, which are probably in a state of chemical
combination. Fibre cannot usually be dyed by
means of ready formed lakes, for the reason that

they are insoluble in water and not easily soluble

in any menstruum which can be safely applied

to such material ; they are themselves of too

coarse and gross a nature to penetrate the fibre,

and when applied to it rest for the most part on
the surface, and are therefore easily removable by
washing or mechanical friction. It is known, how-
ever, that for some colors in calico-printing lakes

can be applied, but that is only in conjunction
with acid salts and at a high temperature, by means
of which a sort of solution is obtained while in

contact with the fibre itself. The art of the dyer
consists in so arranging these three elements—
fibre, metallic salts, and coloring matter— that
he may obtain the formation of the insoluble col-

ored lake in the body of the fibre itself, whereby
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either by the lake being mechanically retained

or chemically combined the fibre ia permanently
colored.

Application of MordtuUs. Th«f* are three pripdpal way*
in whirh the mordant and eolorini; matter ran be pat into coo-
tart with the fibre, the developments and modiflcatkNM of
which constitute the whole art of /). — 1 By the flret method,
which ia by far the meet common, the flbrouii matter b aepa-
rataly impregnated with the mordant, which ia by Tariooj
neaoa decompoeed, ao as to deposit ita base in an Insoluble
•tato upon or within ttM flbre, and afterward* the coloring
BMUter IS applied lUie, for instance, the case of D. a oom-
toa black firom logwood upon ealico^hirh has no afllnity for

ttie coloring matter of the logwood. The flnt prorens is to pass
the calico through a hot aqueous solutioD of sulphate of Iroo,
MMnetinwa mixed with acetateof iron, and to remore the excess
by passing the cloth through rollers (Pig 147) i the cloth, either
prcTiously dried or not, is then passed through a mixture of lime
and water, which has the effect of decomposing the iron salu
and liberating oxide of iron. A washing in water to remore
the excess of lime, or any loosely sttarhol oxide of iron, pre-
pares the calico for coming intocontact with the logwood. The
ealico, whkh has now a buff color, owing to the attached mor-
dant ofoxMe of iron, when placed in a hot decoction of log-

wood speedily acqnirca a darit hue, and in about half an hour
has beMme dyed of a dense black color, and, when smoothed
•ad finished, forms the common black calico of the shopa —
%. A aeeood method is to apply the coloring matter before the

Vig. 147. — MoaoAimHa wn Dtbimo Paoccss

', in the dye-Tat ( Pig. 148). It is resorted to only with

kmry goods, which ahsora a gnat qaaatity of liquid, and
with lv>t eoiocs upon other Atorica | dyes produeed in this

vmy ansapeifletal in their character, and not so permanent as

those produeed by tUe Si*t method. In D. by that m<>(ho<l, it

kte many cases eustoaaaiy to add a small quantify oftnonlant
toth* iji-b»th when the profuss is quite or nearly OnUhnl, or

to pea the dyad goods, as a final operation, through a diluted

BOfdant. — & A Utird method is to apply the mordant and
the cokirliif matter togstber to the flbroiM subatanca Incom-
MO pieee A In waak llqnMs this ptau ia seidoa isUowisd, on
aeeooBt of the taodaacy to fom Inaolable btkaa ia the solu-

ttoB, wbieh, dcpoMog only on the estaraal part of the fihrss,

Ifin brfMor ivMlia, auk* as to stahiUty of color, depth of
haila. aad inaawi or ng«larity of the dya. la ealko-print-

ktf, or In paddlof, Ihia method h of wttaadad applleattoa. and
the Imonwulanws eiparlsnead In common O. are not pereep-

tiblr, owing to the ginstsr eoaeentiailon of the mordanting
Mits and the nsa of thkkening matterSi

KrH Cntnrm. The moat unporunt of the rH cnlor* pro-

duced by A are obtained ft<Oni rorhlnral and fTmn rosildrr.the

fbrmer being uird for wooUen and tlic latter for cotton ir<vKlii

They an both old colors, and hare arrlTFd st their present
•SMlleBca by slow degrsas; they are drrp and brilliant, and,
a« for aa ngaids peraMneney, hold the highest posliion amoag
all dyed colon. Tha pint—le employed are instnAtlve, as
illuntraiintt the divenlty of trsatment rrquirMl by diBrrant
fibres and coloring mattara

Asrf iipoM iMtal frttm rotMintnL Let It he assnmed that the
tMTtA required is fine urarlrt, and that the wooilrn cloth

The rioth flr*l rrquinM purifying ftnm all

which It has ac<|uir*<l In ths
ia of finest quality
the adTentlttoai
ptoeess of utanwfiMitnie. fai oMIsr to prsrant imvuUrity and

In the Shaw of color: this la done hy methods
described in the article BttACMiae. The only materials re-

quired to produce a fost scarlet upon wool ars oslde vi tia and

the coloring matter of cochineal, but it requires much practi-

cal skill to bring them into contact proprriy. Alter the cloth
is claai>ed,and while it is still wet ttom its last washing, it is

mordanted by boiling it in a solution of a salt of tin with or
without cream of tartar. The parts of the boilers not ia
actual contact with the Are are frequently constructed of pure
block tin, or at least all paru out of water should be of this
metal, or else protected by wood, or the D. Teasels should be
made entirely of wood and healed by steam-pipes ; for, if tha
cloth containing the acid solution of tin comes in cooiaci with
a copper or brass surfoce. It arquirea a stain which afterwards
dyes up an impure color. What takes place in the courM of
boiling is that erenlualiy a certain portion of tin, probably la
the state of stannic oxide, bn-omes fixed upon or within lb«
fibres of the wool, and thin in a perfectly uniform manner
The tin not in intimate combination with tbe wool, or held
merely by capillar^' attraction, is washed off by wster be-

fore the cloth is brought Into contact with tbe coloring mat-
ter. Tbe mordanted cloth is now brought into s boiler con-
taining finely ground cocbinoil diffused through a sulBcient

quantity of water, to which it is usual to add tome more tin

mordant and tartar ; the cloth is turned continually to prcTent
folds or creases from interfering with the frre arcrsa ol the dve
to all parts of it. Tbe contents nf the boiler sre Ix-ated to tb«
boiling point, and in half an hour or to the liquid becomea
nearly colorless, and the cloth is found dyed of a bright red ^
The aboTe may suffice to furnish a general Tiew of the pro-
cedure usually followed, and to illustrate tbe principles in-

olred with regard to numerous other dyes besides rochinrsl.

To glTe the general reader s (Urther idea of cer'siu operations

practised in the use of that color (and tbe description sppliea

more or less to others), the following particulars may bo
onted.

The tin mordant used for tearlet on teool. It is now 200
years since tbe discorery was made of the use of tin with coch-
ineal for dyeing scarlet. It might be thought that by this time
the exact kind and quantity of tin solution to be used would
haTe been settled. There exists, boweTer, tbe greatest diver-

sity upon this point among prsrlicai dvers. The two salts of
tin met with in commerce, designated by cheniii'ls stannous
and stannic chlorides, hare receired various nsnies from dyers.
Crystallized stannous chloride is generally known as " tin crys-

tal;'' the solution of the same as " muriate of tin.'' A singio

muriate and a double muriate of tin are also distinguished, tho
difference being in the degree of concentration. Kxperlencn
teaches the dyer thst there are scarcely two dye-works in tho
world in exactly the same condition with regard to either
water and air, or apparatus, or quality of materials, and thst

the nature and quantities of drugs, mordants, and dve-sluffii

used, and the duration and temperatures of the 0|>erations

whicn secure admirable results in one place sre altopelher

unsuitable in another. It is, however, clear thst by br the
greater part of the variations introduced by practical ilyers sre

not really founded u|>on necessity Thus, sithough the t>est

colors can be obtained by the use of simple tin solutioiu man-
ufoctured on the large scale, in nine cases out of ten tlie o|>era-

tive dyer of scarlet insists upon preparing his own solution, snd
pretends that he employs special methods and preparationa
without which it would never be fit to use ; and hence a
countless number of tin solutions are in use. The solution of
tin used by dyers for the scarlet, and for many other colon
U|ion wool, sillts, and cotton, are commonly called spirlla, or
tin ipirils, a name which i* very old, and appear* to have orig-
inated in the use of nitric and hydrochloric acids todiasolve tbe
tin, which acids were formerly, and are even at present, called

spirits of nitre and spirits of salts.

Ut* of tartar along u-iih Im mordant. The tartar of the
dyer is a mon or leas impure form of the cream of tartar of the
shops, or the add potassium tartrate of chemists It is in

very general use for wool dyeing, and when employed with
dye-stuffs plays the part of an acid, and could in bet be re-

piace<l by an acid ; In other cases, when used in mordanting, it

no doubt acts as a salt, contributing to iteutralias the atrong
arfaeni acids of the mordant, and rendering them mora randy
to deeompoaa in the pressnee of the dotb. In a particular

receipt for dveing srariet the proportions of materiala an aa
Ibllows: 90 lbs of tin solution, containing about SO ouneaa
ofmetallk Undissolved in nitric ackl, with the addilkw of •
little common salt, are use<l to I(K) llis of woollen cloth. Of
the 21) lbs of mordsnt, 13 lbs are taken and niixe<l with a so-

lution in water of H lbs of crude tartar, snd sNiul S ounces of
cochineal are added, to enable the dyer to fr>mi a juiiifnwnt of
the pi'Ogiess of the mordantlnit. The ingredients having hren

boiled for a couple of hours, the cloth is rinseil in clean water
and plaewl in another iKillrr. containing the re»i<lual 7 lbs of

mormuit and lbs. of ground cochineal, which are sufficient

to dye up a full scarlet color ; but if the scarlet is trquirrjl to

be very bright, or what is calleii " fiery " colored, a further
quanllly of tartar is adile<l ; this has the eff<f f of somewhat
reilucinit the depth of color, and at the same time giving it a
yellowish or oraiiKS hue, which for certain purposes is much
desired.

I7s« •/ yeltttw in tfariit. It appean that Bancron, who
wrote about the end of the last century, was the first to sug-

fsst that the hriKht Aery scarlet, which the dyers (bund tb«y

could beat obtain by uatng a large quantity of tartar, might ha
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produced more cheaply by adding some yellow coloring matter

to the c-ochineal, or by first dyeing the cloth a light yellow
,

he tried the yellow from quercitron bark, and succeeded as far,

perhaps, as was possible with that material At any rate, from
his time it has been customary for dyers who do not aim at

the highest degree of excellence in the scarlet color to use a
purified preparation of quercitron bark, commercially known
as flavine, in coryunction with cochineal , other yellow color-

ing matters, such as fustic and turmeric, are also used An
admixture of these substances cheapens the cost of the color,

which can be made nearly equal in appearance to that obtained
with cochineal alone, but it does not stand wear so well, and
is more readily stained by various influences. The l)est scar-

lets are still dyeil exclusively with cochineal.

Scarlets on wool from tar.-<lye. The coloring matter of
lac-dye is, in its chemical properties and composition, very
similar to, if not quite identical with, that of cochineal. As it

is imported into this country from India, it is, however, less

pure than average qualities of cochineal , and it is probably
on account of its impurities that the dyer cannot obtain quite
go good results as the best cochineal colors, although if skilful

he may approach them very closely. Having been submitted
to a preliminary treatment with acid, to free it from alumina
and other earthy matters used in its preparation, it is then ap-

plied exactly in the same way as cochineaL It is extensively

used for a second-cla-ss scarlet, and is believed to be somewhat
more durable and stable even than cochineal.

Crimson red on wool. This color is also dyed with cochi-

neal, but with a mordant of alum instead of tin. It is a far

less important color than the scarlet, and compared with it is

dull and Hat ; it is, however, rich and durable, and combines
excellently with other colors.

The mordanting of cloth by means of alum, an operation of
capital importance for a large series of colors derived from all

varieties of dye-stuffs, must now be noticed.

Aluming of wool. The method of mordanting with alum,
generally called aluming, is practically a simple process, hut
the chemical principles involved have given rise to much de-
bate amongst ex|)erinienter8. The aluming is usually performed
by boiling the wool for one or two hours in a solution of com-
mon alum mixed with tartar : a certain portion of alumina, or,

it may be, of some compound of aluminium, becomes thus inti-

mately combined with the wool, and forms a basis upon which
a colored lake may be produced with solutions of coloring mat-
ters. The chemical conditions are somewhat different here
from those which obtain in the ca.se of mordanting with tin

,

for the disposition of tin salts in dilute solutions to decompose
even spontjincously is so manifest that it may readily be sup-
posed that some action on the part of the wool takes place which
induces the formation of oxide of tin. The wool being 8ucce.«8-

fully alume<l acquires a crimson color by dyeing in cochineal,
but this shade is not of much value. The shade of red between
scarlet and crimson reds proper, or cherry reds, are also dyed
with tin mordant and cochineal in nearly the same way as the
scarlet; hut in order to avoid a yellowish tone, the natural
cochineal may be mixed with the manufactured or modified
material known as ammoniacal cochineaL

Pink or rose color upon wool. This shade is obtained from
ammoniacal cochineal, mordanting previously in a mixture of
tin solution, alum, and tartar; the quantity of tin mordant
used is sm ill, the alum being the essential basis.

Martder red upon wool. This color is wanting in brightness,
but it is valuable for its stability. As a basis for browns,
chocolates, and other dark colors, it is very suitable when its

comparatively high cost is not an objection. To obtain mad-
der red, the wool is boiled for two hours with a mixture of
alum, tartar, and tin salt, — 3 lbs. alum, 1 lb tartar, and 4
ounces of the tin solution being taken for lO lbs. of cloth.
After boiling, the cloth is rinsed in water to remove uncom-
bined mordant, and then dyed with madder, or preferably its

derivative garancin, with addition of a portion of tartar ; the
dyeing may be accomplished in an hour, the depth of color
varying with the amount of coloring matter used.

Artificial alizarin on wool. By employing artificial alisarin
somewhat better shades of color can be obtained, and even pink
colors of much solidity produced. A process for obtaining a
fiist red on woollen yarn, from alizarin, is as follows: Boil 10
lbs. wool for an hour and a half with 1.^ lbs sulphate of alumi-
na and \ lb. tartar; rin.se in water, and then dye with C to 7
ounces of artificial alizarin paste containing 10 per cent of dry
matter : commence the D. cold, and gradually heat to boiling.
Alizarin can be used as a basis for proilucmg fast brown shades,
by adding fustic and extract of indigo after the red has been
developed, and if necessary, a further quantity of sulphate of
alumina and tartar.

Aniline rtds upon wool. There are .several artificial red
dye-stuffs which may be used for wool, but none pos.sesses

jfreat excellence. The only one which resembles otichineal in

Its qualities is the recently discovered eosine; this, with an
alumina mordant, gives upon wool a very good imitation of
cochineal scarlet, but an imitation only, for the color fades
rapidly In sunlight, and is easily washed out by soup and wa-
ter. Substanrcssimilar to eosine, which have even still more re-

cently appeared in trade, are called rordne and nopaline , they
yield beautiful but perishable red colors on wool and sillc.

Red colors on cotton.— Turkey red. Cochineal, which is so
suitable a coloring matter tor wool, does not dye satisfactory

colors upon vegetable fibres ; but from v«-ry remote times the
Hindus have possessed a process for dyeing a brilliant and
extremely permanent red upon fabrics by means of madder
The name Turkey red, or Adrianople red, was applied to cal-

ico dyed with it at the time that such goods could be obtained
only from the East, and it still retains the name. The dyeing
of Turkey red upon cloth and yarn is now extensively carried
on in Great Britain, and with great success. Turkey red is

essentially a madder red with an aluminous basis, but diBers
from a common madder red by containing oil, and it is the
fixing and combining of the oil with the fibre and the color
which constitutes its peculiarity. Divested of details, the
process of producing Turkey red may be divided into four
stages : 1, the oiling of the cloth : 2, mordanting with a salt

of aluminium ; 3, D. with madder ; 4, the brightening of
the dyed color. The preparation of the cloth with oil is a
process used in no other kind of l>. ; of its utility there can be
no doubt, but all the attempts of chemists to explain the
rationale of its action have failed. There are many modifica-

tions of the method of applying the oil, but the older and mora
commonly used process is to mix the oil with a dilute solution

of potash or soda ash, so as to diffuse it uniformly through the
liquid, forming an emulsion ; the oil is not dissolved by the
alkalies, nor is it supposed to combine with them, but is

simply held in a state of excessively fine mechanical division.

A low quality of olive oil is most generally used in Europe.
Certain kinds of oil do not answer for Turkey red, only those
being suitable which, probably from containing free fiitty

acids or albuminous matters, readily form a milky emulsion
with weak alkaline solutions. The cloth to be dyed is steeped
in the oily emulsion, wrung out. and dried in a warm stove;

this process is repeated six or eight times, and the cloth is finally

washed in weak alkali to remove from it all the oil not intimately

united to the fibre. The result of this treatment, which is the
most delicate and important in the Turkey-red process, is that
the cloth becomes impregnated with a fatty matter, which, by
the contact of alkalies and heated air, has undergone some
change from its original state, which is usually called an oxi-

dation, but the nature of which is really unknown. The cloth
now possesses a power of attraction for mordants and coloring

matters greatly superior to untreated cloth ; and, further, its

physical condition is changed so that colors upon it are more
transparent and more vivid than upon ordinary cotton. The
cloth in this state is ready for mordanting, which is done by
passing it through a bath of alum, partly neutralized with
carbonate of soda or by chalk, or in a bath of acetate of alu-

mina, the object being to obtain a regular deposition of the
albuminous base upon the fibre; the excess of mordant is

carefully washed away from the cloth, which is now ready for

D. The Z>. is accomplished in the ordinary way, by keeping
the cloth in continual motion in a vessel containing heated
water and the dye-stuff, which may be madder, garancin. or
artificial alizarin. It is a very general practice to add a quan-
tity of ox-blood to the water used In D. Turkey red. What
purpose this fulfils is not known ; its coloring matter cannot
be supposed to be of any use; its albuminous constituents may
have some useful action, but this seems very doubtful : prob-
ably its addition is quite superfluous, and is retained from
older times, when D. was less understood than at present.
When the D. is completed the color is a full and deep but dull

red, which requires brightening. The brightening operations
consist in removing brownish matters from the dye by boiling

in snap and alkalies. To give a still more brilliant color, the
goods arc boiled for several hours in a closed copper boiler with
a mixture of salt of tin with the soap used in the last proce-os

of brightening, — occasionally under a pressure greater than
that of the atmosphere, in order to obtain a temperature some
degrees higher than 212"^ F. In many processes of Turkey red
I)., the cloth is treated with decoction of gall-nuts, or with
sumach, after the preparation with oil and before the mordant-
ing ; this enables it more easily to absorb and fix the alumi-
nous mordant, but it is not essential, and is most generally
omitted No allusion has been made to a number of excre-
mentitious and other animal matters, which the old dyen used
in the oiling process, such as sheep-dung, cow-dung, ox-hile,

etc. ; they can be dispensed with, and were employed probably
from caprice and ignorance.
Barwood red.— An imitation of Turkey red Is obtained from

barwood ; it is much inferior both in beauty and stability to the
real color, but the ease with which it can be dyed, and the less

costly nature of the materials employed, enable it to be sold at
a much lower price, and for some purposes it is largely used.
Barwood is one of the red dye-stuffs of which the coloring mat-
ter is very slightly soluble in water; it is used in a state of fine

powder. The cotton to be dyed is impregnate*! with a tin

mordant by any of the means known to dyers, and then
l>oiled with the dye-stuff; the coloring matter as it dissolve*

is fixed by the monlant, and the process is continued until the
nK{uired shade is obtained. This wood, and a similar material
callol camwood, are al-so employeil in woollen dyeing to give
brownish reds, ami to dye a " bottom "' or foundation for indign
blue colors, by which some economy in indigo is effected, and
a peculiar bloom on the blue is produced. — The class of woods
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represented by BraxU wood do not yield good reds upon
cotton.

nine Colors, The most important of the blue coloring
matters is indigo This may be raid indet^ to be the mojit im-
portant of all coloring matters, both as regards the large quan-
tity and monetary Talue of what is produced and sold, and the
permanence and solidity of the dyed colors which it yields.
The indigo dye b a manufactured article, prepared in the
place of growth of the plant which produces it. The indigo
plant could itself be used for D., but from 200 to lijjO lbs.

of it would be re4{uired to produce the effecc of a liingle pound
of the prepare<l iudigo. In countries possessing a temperate
climate, the species Isaiis tincioria, or woad, has been culti-

Tated, and has been used from time immemorial for H. blue.

lU comparative poverty in coloring matter lias caa^ed it long
fince to be disused by dyers as a source of color ; it is, how-
erer, employed by them in the preparation of their indigo vats,

but rather as a convenient material to induce fermentation
than as a dye. Indigo is distinguished from nearly alt other
coloring matters by its complete insolubility per se in water
and other ordinary solvents. It dissolves to a very slight ex-
tent in heated aniline, petroleum, and acetic acid, which upon
cooling redeposit it , the only real solvent for it is anhydrous
•oetic acid mixed with a little sulphuric acid, from which wa-
ter precipitates it unchanged, but this solvent is inapplicable
in O. But solubility is an es-sential condition for /^.,and
means have been found to obtain satisfactory solutions of in-

digo by circuitous methods which involve the temporary de-
struction of its blue color and a change in its chemical compo-
sition. By various deoxidizing agents, indigo blue can be
ebanged into a white substance, indigo white, which dissolves

with fMsility in all alkaline liquids, forming a- colorless or
lightly yellow solution. On exposure to the air or other
sources of oxygen the solution yields the insoluble blue indigo,

and permanently dyes any fibre which has been saturateil

with it. This is the only case in which such a method of D.
is applicable, and on that account it possesses much interest.

We shall now proceed to describe some of the practical meth-
ods in use for indigo D.

FermenldtioH process. The oldest of these, and one natu-
rally suggested by the method employed in pix-paring the dye-
stuff, is the process of termentation in conbict with lime, or
sometimes soda or potash. During this process, gaseous or
liquid substances are formed, which have the power of reduc-
ing indigo n^m the blue to the white state, and fitting it for

/>. This ancient method has not been su|)erseded, being cm-
ployed at the present day for nearly all woollen goods dved
with indigo, the consumption of which is greater for woollen
than for all other kinds of cloth.

Tlu wond rat. To a course of lectures upon D., Tw?ently
delivered by Mr. Jamiain before the .Society of Arts of England,
we are indebted for the substance of the following account of
the woad vat used by the Yorkshire dyers. The materials
employed are indigo, woad, madder, bran, and lime. For this

process, as for every other in which it is employe*!, the indigo
must be reduced to the finest possible powder. It is generally
ground mixed with water, in closed revolving cast-iron cylin-

oers eontaining iron rollers or balls, for several da^s, or until

tiM slime or pulp formed contains no visible particles of the
6y9'*t»ttt. The proportions of materials employed are : —

Uneolnshire woad 6 cwt.
Wbeaten bran 18 lb.

Slaked lime in dry powder 22 "
Madder 2) "

Indigo 24 "

The woad is first placed in the D.-vat nearly filled with wa>
ter, which is heated to between 140^ and laO^ K. ; after some
hours (required to soften the woad), the bran, madder, and in-

digo are added, and half of the whold ({uantlty of lime. In a
few hours, if all is right, signs of commotion produced by fer-

mentation will be vL>ible, the liquid will become greeobh, and
a blue scum will be visible on the surtlu^ ; a piece of wool is

put in as a test, and if In a short time it heroines dyed blue the

firoress is proceeding well ; a little more lime is adiied, but at

ntervals. so as not to checit the progressing fermentation, and,
if it should become necessary the vat Is heated up by steam to

its original temperature, on the third day the rat should be
ready for D. Such a vat as this requires skilful management
to control the fermentation ; without lime the reduce<l indigo
would not he dlMolved ; with too much lime the fermenta-
tion would be stoppcil. The woa'i acts as an easily fermentable
matter, and furnishes a portion n( blue color ; the bran also

no doubt i« u.'H-ful, on account of the ease with which it liegins

and promote! feniieiitation ; the madder is probably of no use
at alt, its ciuployniont being still conlinueii rmm an oM un-
founded notion that it gives some of Its reil coloring matter to

the indigO'dye<l goods, for the sinnll amount of saccharine
matter present in 2^ lbs. of maiider cannot be hcM of any im-
portance In the presence of 5 cwt. of woaiL A wnad vat,

when ready for /J., consists of a certain ilepth of a tolerably

clear solution of white indigo in lime, and a somewhixt volu-

niinnus semi-solid mass at the bottom, consisting of the bulk
of the woiid, the excess of the lime, the Insoluble part of the

r, and the Impurities always present In lodigo. To kaep

the cloth to be dyed ttom contact with the muddy bottoms,
an Iron hoop, of the internal diameter of the vat, covered with
a network of open meshes, is lowered into it and secured at a
safe di.'tance from the bottom. The pieces to be dyed, after

being well cleansed, are placed in the liquor, and kept in con-
stant movement to insure full access of the color to all parts.

The time required to dve, varjing from 20 minutes to two
hours, will depend upon the fiueiiess and weight of the cloth,

and upon the depth of color required ; if the goods require it,

they are dyed a second time. In moving the pieces about,
they must not be brought above the surlkra of the liquid, for

the oxygen of the air would restore the dissolved white indigo
to its blue insoluble state. When the pieces are found to be
sufilciently iui pregiMted with the dye, they sre withdrawn
trom the vat ; at the moment of leaving the D. liquor they are
seen to be of a yellowish color, which almost instantly changes
into a bright green, then darker green, and finally becomes blue
through the absorption of oxygen by the white indigo. Loose
wool or yam is dyed by enclosing it in an open and movable
network bag. — The rat above described can of course dye
only a limited quantity of material, becoming after every
operation poorer in indigo; but it is not necessary to reset a
vat. The strength of its contents is kept up by constant addi-

tions of indigo, lime, and bran , no more woad is added, the
quantity used at first being sufficient (or about its own weight
of indigo. — This vat is calle<l }parm vat, being made and
worked at a temperature considerably above that of the air,

—

a condition held necessary for D. wool and some kinds of heavy
cotton goods For ordinary cotton D. the vat is used cold or
at the ordinary temperature of the air, and is prepared in a quite

diiferent manner.
PruKsian blue. The simplest method of employing It con-

nsts in first impregnating the material to be dyed with peroxide
of iron, and then passing it into a solution of yellow prussiate

of potash acidified slightly nith sulphuric acid. I>^us^ian blue
upon silks is thus dyed The most convenient way of obtain-

ing a deposit of the oxide of Iron consists in soaking the silk in

a somewhat strong solution of the ordiniiry dyers' nitrate of
iron ; in the course of two or three hours a certain quantity

of the oxide is found to be intimately combined with the Mik;
the exce-ss of the nitrate is then washed away, and the silk

worked in the acidified prussiate bath, when it immediately
assumes a light azure shade ; by repeating the treatment sev-

eral times any depth of color may lie obtained. — Calico can
be dyed In the same way, but both for that and for silk it is

usual to add to the iron solution a small quantity of salt of
tin, which is useful in giving a purplish tone to the blue and
preventing the production of a disagreeable greenish tinge. —
A de«-p color cannot in this way be catiiifactorily given to wool-

len, for which a treatment is adopted depending upon the de-

composition of the pru.»8lBte by means of heat and adds. For
D. say 110 lbs of merino, the following pro|>ortions and meth-
ods may be used. Dissolve 9 lbs of yellow prussiate of potash

in hot water, and add the solution to the required quantity of
water; then add 14 lbs. sulphuric acid, 6 lbs. sal-ammoniac,
and about 6 ox of crystals of protochloride of tin ; the merino
is placed in the mixture, and the temperatuiv of the dye-hath
gradually raised to the boiling point in five hours. The blue
gradually formed on the cloth requires brightening in a fi-esh

bath consisting of alum, persalt of tin, and cream of tartar,

heated to nearly the Ixiiling point. Ked prussiate of potash is

used in nearly the same way to dye dark Prussian blues upon
wool, but as it is more easily decomposed than the yellow prus-

siate a weaker acid -hath sufflces. These blues are frr<iuently

finished oflT with logwood to give them a deeper tonc^

Antline blues. There are sereml artificial blue dyes made
Trom aniline and similar bodies which y ield very brilliant col-

ors on wool and silk. They can l>e easily applied, the goods
simply requiring to l>c worked )n their aqueous solution until

they have acquired a sufficiently dark tinge. An anificial dye
called Nicholson's blue is difierently applied ; it is dissolved in

an alkaline liquid, and forms then a colorless or nearly color-

less solution, with which the goods to be dyed are Impregnated

;

they are then passed Into dilute acids, which develop the blue
color.

Yfltow Colom. Yellow textiles, being less pleasing to

the eye, and more reailily soiled, are not nearly so much in use
as those dyed with the two simple colors blue and red The
chief yellow dye*, besides fustic, are quercitron bark or its con-
centnit«<l extract, tiavine, Avignon or Persian Ix'rries, and the
now almost disused weld. The general mordant for these is

tin, sometimes with addition of alum. One or two Illustrations

will sufflce to show the methods of u.sing them.
Fustic yellow. Fustic is probably the most generally em-

ployed yellow dye-stuff for wool , it gives yellows inclined to

orange. For lidht shades it is not necessary to mordant the
wool ; it Is simply well cleansed, and then heated with fustic

decoction and some cream of tartar. For darker shades the
wool is boile<lwith solution of tin and tartar, washed, and then
workeii in the decoction of fustic.

Pirrir nrirl i/rllnie. Picric acid, one of the artificial coloring
matters, gives pure thoiiRh not deep yellow 'hades upon silks

and wool without the aid of a mordant, the riminsed material
being dyed by working it in a warm solution of the acid.

Ckromau ofUaJ ftUow. The yellow most commonly used
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for cotton goods is obtained by the use of salts of lead and
bichromate of potash. The method of obtaining this color dif-

fers somewhat from any previously described. The cotton,

having been properly bleached, is impregnated with a .salt

of lead, usually by employing a solution of the acetate or sub-
acetate of lead. The goods are next passed into a milk of lime

solution, to which it is prudent to add some acetate of lead, in

order to prevent the lime from dissolving the oxide of lead at

first precipitated ; the result of the lime treatment is that oxide
of lead is evenly fixed upon the cotton ; the excess of lime
and lead is then well washed away, and the goods are passed
into a solution of bichromate of potash, where they quickly
acquire a bright and deep yellow color, owing to the formation
of the well-known pigment chrome yellow. To facilitate the
combination, the bichromate of potash is mixed with as much
sulphuric acid as suflices to liberate the whole of its chromium
as chromic acid. The yellow-dyed goods require no further
treatment than a good washing, the color being quite fast.

This yellow is, however, in very little demand, and in ninety-
nine cases out of a hundred it is immediately converted into
an orange, by passing it through boiling lime-water, which
produces the basic chromate known as chrome orange, which
has always been in demand for many articles of wear.

Compound Colors.

The so-called simple colors— red, blue, and yellow — having
now been dealt with, it remains to treat of their combinations,
and this may be done brietly, the processes employed being
for the most part similar to those already described. The
compound shades in Chevreul's chromatic nomenclature
amount to nearly 15,(X)0, and it is very probable that fully

that number are produced by the dyers of the present day.
For practical treatment, however, the compound colors can be
reduced to comparatively few classes. Mixing the simple col-

ors one and one we obtain three compound colors, — blue and
yellow give green, blue and red give purple, yeliow and red
give orange ; while there may be a normal green, purple, and
orange, it is evident that all the varieties of these several colors
will depend upon the proportions of their constituents. If the
three simple colors be mixed together, say in equal propor-
tions, we may get a normal brown, or even a black ; but if in
unequal proportions, an immense number of shades, varying
from the imagined normal brown to gray and drab are pro-
duced. Although in many cases compound shades are produced
by means of two or more simple colors, there are many natural
as well as artificial dye-stuffs which yield them ready formed,
and frequently purer than they can be otherwise obtaine<l.
Most of these will be found mentioned iu the following brief
notice of practical processes in use.

Ovften, Colors. — Lo-kao or Chinese green. Until about
the middle of the present century there was not an instance
known of any green on textiles which was not composed of the
two separate colors blue and yellow. About that time some
green-dyed cotton.s, imported into France from China, attracted
the attention of chemists, who were surprised that they could
not separate tlie green into blue and yellmv constituents.
Inciuiries showed that the Chinese employeil a green coloring
matter called Lo-kao, until then unknown in Kurope. It was
a costly dye-stutf, selling in China for its weight of silver.

Some quantity of it was imported and used in silk-/>. by the
French; it was not, however, found altogether sati.sfiictory,

and has at length been quite abandoned for the aniline greens,
which are in every respect preferable.

Aniline green. There are two or three kinds of artificial

green dyes in use, of which that known as methyl-aniline
green, applied in silk £>., is most in re<iuest. The so-called
iodine green has al.so been somewhat extensively employed for
all kinds of fabrics. These artificial and unstable materials
arc the only dye-stuffs for green po.ssessed by the dyer, who is

compelled to produce the color by means of blue and yellow
elements. The arsenical mineral green and the oxide of chro-
mium green may be just mentioned as of extremely limited
employ. The blues used in D. green are Indigo, Prussian blue,
and the sulphate of indigo. The yellows are afforded by Per-
sian berries, quercitron, fustic, or the yellow chromate of lead.
The processes employed consist, for the most part, in the sepa-
rate application of the blue and yellow ; for example, in D. a
fast green upon wool from indigo and any of the yellow dye-
stulfs, the blue is first produced as previously described, and
the proper mordant for the yellow is then applied to the cloth,
which is afterwards placed in the yellow coloring matter; the
two colors are so intimately mixed as to be indistinguishable
even by high magnifying powers. It may be observed that
the reception of the blue does not to any perceptible extent
diminish the power of the cloth to combine with the vellow.

Prussiate green. Prussian blue is employed as a ba.sis in the
same manner, only, not being capable of resisting chemical
agents so well as indigo blue, it demands more care. The
greens with Prussian blue buses are more lively than those
made with indigo, but are not so fast. Sulphate of indigo is

even less stable than Prussian blue. Ttis, however, cheap and
easy of application, and gives rich colors. The greens made
with chromate of leiwi are for the most part confined to cotton
goods, and are not in much demand
Orange Volora, — For cotton the chief orange dye is the

chromate of lead compound already described. For other ma-
terials the orange colors employed are nearly always composed
of some of the red and yellow dyes mentioned in the preceding
pages, such, for instance, as cochineal and fustic, which are
applied in one bath, the .same mordant serving for both.

Arnotlo orange. A warm solution of arnotto in weak alkalies

is used without mordant to impart to silk an agreeable orange
shade. Its color is generally considered too yellow, but may
be made redder by treatment with weak acids, or by previously
giving the silk a light red foundation.

Picric acid orange. Another orange on silk can be dyed by
superimposing on a light pink a yellow obtained from picric

acid.

Nitric acid orange. Silk can also be permanently stained of
a yellowish orange by means of moderately strong nitric acid,
which must, however, be applied with great care, since a more
than momentary contact would be very injurious to the strength
of the fibre. This method of dyeing silk was formerly much
used for handkerchiefs ; by protecting certain parts from the
acids with melted wax or similar resists, white designs were
produced upon an orange ground.
JPnrpie Colors, — The purple colors may be held to

include all shades produced by an admixture of red and blue,
such for example as lilac, violet, mauve, etc , and are of im-
mense variet}-.

Aniline purples. Since their discovery aniline colors have
been almost exclusively employed for dyeing silk and wool
purple, yielding as they do shades which for lustre and purity
surpass any obtainable from the older coloring matters, and
possessing also a fair amount of stability. An aqueous solu-
tion of the dye without mordant is all that is required, and
the goods when dyed need very little subsequent treatment.
The aniline purples, violets, and mauves do not dye upon cot-
ton without previous mordanlinj;, and even then are so loose

and unstable that they are only fitted for use where great
fixity is not demanded, as for linings of clothing, etc. The
most general mordant for the aniline purple colors on cotton
consists of a tanuate of tin obtained by first steeping the cot-
ton in a solution of tannic acid, or in decoction of gall-nuts,
sumach, or niyrobalans, all of which contain tannic acid;
after a few hours' contact a considerable quantity of tannic
acid has tiecome firmly attached to the cotton, and the goods,
being now treated successively with stannate of .soda and dilute
sulphuric acid or in other ways, acquire a certain proportion
of oxide of tin, and are prepared to receive the colors.

Madder fnirple. But the purple color par excellence upon
cotton is obtained from madder or alizarin, the mordant being
oxide of iron or a 8ub-!<alt of iron deposited on the fibre by
treatment with the commercial pyrolignite of iron, commonly
called iron liquor. This purple is remarkable for great perma-
nency. It is very largely used in combination with black and
white in the best kind of printed calicoes.

Archil purple. Archil and cudbear are sources of purple
colors on wool and silk. The shades produced are rich and
beautiful ; they are not, however, very permanent, and have
been nearly superseded by the aniline colors. Of the few in-

stances that can be cited of stuffs dyed purple by the direct
union of red and blue coloring matters, the violet or purple
woollen cloth used for ecclesiastical purposes is an example.
The indigo color is first fixed and cleansed, and then the cloth
is dyed with cochineal and tin mordants m the way already
described for dyeing scarlet. The purple thus obtained is a
tast color, but is very costly, and on that account is not much
worked — The common shades of purple, violet, lilac, etc.,

upon wool are obtained from logwood with a mordant of alum
and tartar ; the red woods are sometimes employed in conjunc-
tion with logwood for these colors, which are " topped" with
archil to give them more brilliancy.

The extensive range of colors, comprising all the shades of
brown , bronze, chocolate, nut, wood, drab, and gray, which
may be considered as compounded of the three elementary
colors, some one of the three predominating, can only be
briefly treated of in this article. Most of them are actually

produced by the use of dye-stuffs yielding the three simple
colors ; but there are coloring matters like catechu, which
themselves yield brown colors, and others, such as logwood,
which may be held to contain two or more of the simple colors,

the blue "predominating. A few illustrations will show how
these triply compounded colors are produced by the dyer.

Brown Colors. — Bronze brown on wool. The wool is

mordanted with alum and tartar in the usual way, and is then
dyed in a mixture of fustic and madder or other equivalent red

and yellow dye-stuffs ; for fast colors a blue part can be com-
municated to' it by the indigo vat. For a lower class of colors

no indigo is used, hut instead, a mixture of yellow wood (fus-

tic or quercitron ) with madder for the red, and logwood for the

blue part : or again, the sulphate of indigo may be employed
for the blue.

Tiin brown. The wool is mordante<l by boiling It for an
hour with one per cent of its weight of bichromate of potash

;

it is then washed, and transferred to the dyeing vessel, with
the following percentag»!8 of its weight of materials : madder,
3.2; fustic, 4.8; camwood, 2; Imrwood, 1.75; sumach, 2.1;

with these materials it is boiled for two hours.

Dark drab. The weights required to dye 100 lbs. wool, pte-
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Tiouxly motd&nted with 1 lb- of bichromate of potaiih, •!« u
follows: camwood, 6| lb*.; iuniach,2 Hi*.: madder, 2\ Iba.

;

funtic, 4 lb*. ; logwood, 2^ lbs. ; botl fur one hour and a half,

and afterward.-i, to darkeo the color, pa«t iuto water contaiDing
1 lb. of sulphate of irun.

ninrk ('olora. Black, from a dver's point of riew, is com-
pounded of the three simple colors, red, yellow, and blue, in a
state of ronrentration ; but in reality the blue predominates
in all good black colors, and k'v^^ them their denxity and at

the same time their luitlre. What ix called a dead black, crape
black, or jet black, i.<( the nearest approach to a iMUtral black,

but eren tbis would be brownish if the blue did nut predomi-
nate. It U) often extremely difficult to obtain a black dye to

suit a p.-krtivular market. Of ten pieces appearing equally
black to the uninitiated, an expert would, perhaps, pronounce
one to bo sooty, another purple, another red, another brown,
another irrcen, and so on. We should have to go back some
years in tliu history of D , to find a time when black was actu-

ally dyed with the three elementary colors. In some processes

blue from imli;^ was first applied, and then, upon an alum
mordant, nnl and yellow from nia<Mer and weld respcctirely

;

such a color w;is unexceptionable for stability, but its great
cost cause<l it to l)e ilisused. At the present day, logwood Is

therhiefdyestulT for blacks upon wool or cotton, and gall-nuts

and other astrin;;ents for ailks. Aniline black, on account of
obstacles to its application, cannot be said to have yet estab-

lished it«elf in />. proper, though it is much and highly valued
in calico printing
BUuk ilt/e upon silk. Silk easily takes a black by treatment

first with decoction of gall-nuts, and 8ubsc<|ucntly with a salt

of iron. For biue-blacks the silk is usually first dyed with
Prussian blue, and then with gall-nut block Extract of chest-
nut-wood with an iron niordantgives a good blaclT In modem
black silk D., materials are heaped upon the fibre which are
not netressary to its color, but which increase its weight in an
•straordinary manner, so as not only to compcn.sate for the
loss of 25 per cent of natural gum in the silk, but even, in

some cases, to double or treble the original weight The silk

is, of course, much injured by the accumulation of foreign mat-
ters upon it, the fibre t>ecom!ng harsh and brittle, and soon
showing the effects of wear The chief substances u.sed for

weighting are lead salts, catechu, iron, and galls, with soap
or (ktty matter, to soften in some degree the tianbnesa these

occasion.

Fig. 148.— Dtk-Tat.

BItk upon wool. Upon woolton cloth of fine qoslity, the
black is dyed upon a basis of Indigo blur, and, fW>m the uae of
mwd for this color, such blacks am in Kngland called *' woMled
blacks " The first prooesa, therefore, in pnoluclng the best

black is to dye the wool in the imiign vat of a tolerably deep
bade of blue, and afterwards boil It in a mixture of logwood
aodsumaeb, treating it with sulpbale of Iron , the latter pro-

eesa being two or three times repeated, a venr perfcet and dura-
ble black is obtained, provided the Indign basis U sufltciently

deep, and only a minimum quantity of logwood has been
•mployed, say about one fourth the weight of the sumach
Common blark. Common blacks upon wool have no indigo

in their composition, but are dyed ebiefly with logwood and
Iron salts ; the wool and logwood am heated together for some
time, and then sulphate of Iron b added to tlie dye-bath In
other blacks of somewhat better quaUtjr, the wooUmi Id boUad

for some time with solution of iron, copper, and alumininm
salts, together with tartar, and when the mordanting oxides
have been fixed, the color is dyed up in logwood The birliro-

mate of potash mordant can also be used for the black dye,
and the cloth can be " bottou)ed °' with camwood or barwuod

;

it is then dyed up with logwood, to which fustic or sumach
may be added.

Blark upon cotton Almost the only ordinary black in cot-
ton dyeing is obtained from logwood with iron mordant

;

sumach is sometimes u>ed, and very rarely the black is dyed
upon an indigo blue basis by means of sumach or galls nnd
iron. As before stated, aniline black has not yet been prac-
tically applied in dyeing cotton. A common method is to first

heat the goods for some hours with decoction of sumach, wash
mordant in sulphate of iron, and then dye in logwood ; another
method consists in fixing an iron basis upon the cotton by ihe
method given above, and I), in logwood, along with a portion
of sumach or fustic, according (o the shade required.

V'lvel dyeing. The most important branch of black D-
upon cotton goods is that employed for cotton velvets and
velveteens, in which it is desired to pmduce a rich lustrous
effect: the process is long, tedious, and uncertain, consisting
of successive applications of sumach, sulphate or acetate of
iron, sulphate of copper, logwood, and fustic,— the end chiefly
aimed at being Ihe pruductiou of a black with bliuh or violet

bloom.

Dye-Kettle, in hat-making, the vat of dyeing
liquid in which the crate of hats on their hlocka
is repeatedly dipped and aired to confer the requi-

site depth and gloss of color. It contains a solu-

tion oi sulphate of iron, verdigris, and logwood,
and is maintained at 180° F.— E. If. Knhjlii.

Dyestuffo, a collective trade name for the col-

oring materials used in dyeing. See Dyeing.
Dye-Vat, a beck, or tub (Fig. 148), in which

goods in piece or otherwise are saturated with a
dye or a mordant in solution.

Dye -Woods, barwood. Brazil-wood, Cam-
peachy-wood, camwood, fustic, and other woods
used by the dyer and stainer, usually cut and
ground, to extract colors from.
Dyke. See Coal (and Fig. 85).

Dynameter, an instrument for ascertaining by
a simple process the magnifying power of tele-

scopes.

Dynamics, a science which has for its object
the investigation of the laws and principles which
govern the action of forces.

Dynamite, an explosive preparation, consisting

of a ini.xture of 75 parts of nitro-glyceriiie incorpo-

rated with 25 parts of a silicious infusorial earth.

Ignited in the open air, D. bums slowlv, but it is

readily exploded as nitro-glycerine itself by means
of a detonating fuse ; and, though not equal in

bursting or breaking power to uncombined nitro-

glycerine, on account of the absorption by its inert

constituents of part of the heat developed by the

expliKJing shock, it is greatly superior to gunfmw-
der, instead of which, or gun-cotton, it is employed
in blasting coal and stone, removing piles, felling

trees, and clearing stumps fron> forest land. Con-
finement is not requisite for the explosion of />.,

and it can be used in damp situations without to

any great extent impairing its action. It explodes
if heated in a closet! brass case, also on sharp per-

cussion, when placed between two metallic sur-

faces ; it should not, therefore, be kept in hermeti-

cally sealed receptacles of metal or other very
solid material. At a low temperature iJ. loses its

tendency to explode by detonation. Another de-

fect is its liability to part with a portion of its

nitro-glycerine, especially when in contact with

porous substances, such as the pajn-r of cartridges

and wrapiKTs.— Another preparation con-sists of

2() to 25 parts of nitro-glycerine with 75 to 80 parts

of finely pulverized burnt clay from glass-works

:

and in some explosives sold as I), a mixture of

sawdust and chalk is substituted for silicious sub-

stances.

Dynamometer, a name applied to any instru-
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nient or apparatus which measures energy exerted

or work performed. Fig. 149 shows a D. con-

Fig 149. — DrNAMOMEIEK.

structed for trying the tenacity of a rod. It con-

sists of a heavy iron frame, at one end of which is

a box containing a stout steel spring. A pointer
connected with this spring moves over a graduated
arc on the top of the box. On the frame are two
movable blocks or slides, one of which is attached
to the spring, while the other may be carried back-
ward and forward bj- a screw and crank. The rod
whose tenacity is to be tried is stretched between
the two slides, and the crank is then slowly turned
so as to pull upon the rod until it breaks. The
force thus brought to bear upon the rod bends
the spring ; and the position of the pointer when
the rod breaks shows how much force it took to

break it.
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E
Eagle, the principal gold coin of the U. States,

which is a legal tender for §10. The eaf^le was
authorized to be coined by act of April 2, 17J>2;

weigljt. '270 grains ; fineness, OlOf . By act of June
28, 18-U, the weight was changed to 258 grains,

and tiie fineness to 8!>0.22o; and by act of Jan. 18,

18:)7, tiie fineness was again changed to 900. The
lialf-eagle, the most common gold coin of the

States, and ti>e quarter-eagle, were authorized and
modified bj* tiie same acts, and are of pro{M)rtioiial

value. The double-eagle, legal tender for $20, was
authorize<l to be coined by act of March 3, 1849;
weight, 270 grains ; fineness, 900. The total

amount coined to close of fiscal year ended June
:]<). 1878, was: OouUe-eat/les. $861,001,780; eaytes,

?o(5,8fJ2,710; half-euytes, ^70,101,495; quarUr-eagles,

S2(5.0.«,(3(>0.

Eagle Fire Insurance Co., located in New
York City, organized in 1806. Slalement, Jan. 1,

1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, 8^300,000 ; net
surplus, $507,411.68 ; total cap. and surplus, 8807,-

411.68. Risks in force, ^25,420,170,^ premiums,
$')7,2!).}.32

; premiums received since the organiza-
tion of the Co., 55,;}79,220.46. Losses paid, •*J2,()87,

370.16. Cash dividends paid to stockholders,

$:3,506..308.

Eagles' Feathers have a commercial value
from being used in millinery, and the large quills

for making artists' hair-pencils, etc.

Eagle-Stone, a description of clay iron ore.

Eagle-Wood. See Aloe-Wood.
Earing, a rope attached to the cringle or ring

of a sliip 8 sail, by which the sail is bent or reefed.

Earnest, the sum paid by the buyer of goods in

order to bind the seller to the terms of the agree-
ment. To constitute A'., the thing must be given
as a token of ratification of the contract, and it

should be expressly stated so by the giver. After
£. given, ana what may be its amount, the vendor
cannot sell the goods to another without a default
In the vendee, and, therefore, if the latter does not
come and pay, and take the goods, the vendor
ought to go and request him, and then, if he does
not come, pay for the goods, and take them away
in convenient time, the agreement is dissolved, and
he is at liberty to sell them to any other person.

Earnings, wages gained for work or labor done

;

profit made.
EcU--Pick, a small instrument for cleansing the

ear of the cerumen.
Ear-Ring, a jewel or ornament suspended from

the ear by a gold or other ring passing through
the lobe. The use of this kind of ornament, which
constantly was of great value, and sometimes was
made of large size, dates from the remotest histori-

cal antiquity, the earliest mention of ear-rings oc-

curring in the book of Genesis. These ornaments,
which never have fallen into disuse, and enjoy at

the present time a very high degree of favor, ap-

pear to have always l>een worn in pairs, the two
ornaments in all resiKH^ts resembling each other.

Ear-Shell, a fiattene<], univalve species of Ha-
Iioti.s, much prized for the enamelleil iridescence of
its inner nacreous coating, which renders it useful

fur inlaying pa]>icr-m&clic work, etc.

Eartii-Board, the mould-board of a plough

;

that wliicli turns over the furrow.

Earth-Closet, a night-stool in which a body of
earth receives the deposits, or is dropped upon
them to absorb the effluvia ; the resultant being to

be utilized as a fertilizer.

Earthenware, a term generally applied to all

utensils composed of earthen materials. In n>fer-

ence to chemical constitution there are two kinds:
Porcelain, consisting of a fusible earthy mixture,
along with an infusible, which, when combined,
are susceptible of becoming semi-vitrified and
translucent in the kiln ; and PoUeri/, an infusible
mixture of earths, which is refractory in the kiln,

and continues opaque. The latter comprehends
several sub-species, which graduate imperceptibly
into each other, as stoneware, earthenware proper,
flintware, fayence, delftware, and ironstone china.

See Porcelain and Pottery.
Earth-Nut. See Peanut.
Earths, the name given in chemistry to a group

of metallic oxides. The principal earths are ba-
ryta, strontia, lime, magnesia, alumina, berylla or
glucina, yttria, zirconia, and thoria. The first

four are termed alkaline earths ; the remainder,
together with the oxides of the very rare metals
erbium, terbium, norium, cerium, lanthanum, and
didymium, constitute the eardis f)ro/)€r. The term
"earth" was very loosely applied by the older chem-
ical and pharmaceutical writers, and the practice is

still common among the vulgar at the present day.
Thus, absorbent E. (chalk), a/um</io»s E., argillaceous

E. (alumina), bdar E. (bole), lione E. (phosphate of
lime), Fuller's E. (an absorbent clay), heavy E. (ba-

ryta), Ja/Kin E., or lena ,/a/>oniiM (catechu), sealed

£. (bole), etc., are names even' now frequently
encountered both in trade and in books.
Earthivork, an engineering term applied to

cuttings, embankments, etc.

Eaithinrorm Oil, a green medicinal oil ob-
tained from the common species of Lumbricus, and
used as a remedy for ear-ache.

Ear-Trumpet^Mpinstrument for the relief of
defective hearinjj^TT is made of metal,— silver

or gong-metal being considered the best,— and it

is curved in fonn, one end
being small enough to enter

the ear, and the other bell-

shaped, and expanding out-

wards like the mouth of a
trumpet, whence it derives its

name. It is curvet! (Fig. 150)
in order to collect the rays of
sound, and oblige them to

converge by reflection on the
membrane of the drum of the
ear, like rays of light collected

in a focus by means of a lens.

The collection of the rays of
sound causes them to act on
the drum of the ear with
greater power. There are
many different kinds of E.-T.
differing from each other in

construction, but being all

made on the same principle,—p. j.„ _,
to collect and concentrate the
rays of sound. Some are very
small, such as the auricle and ear-comet, and can be
worn in the ear, or attached to the head by elastic

springs ; others are made of india-rubber, in the

form of long tubes, with a bell-shaped opening at

one end like the metal instruments. There are also

artificial membrana tifinpani, or membranes of the

drum of the ear, made of vulcanized india-rubber,

which are introduced into the orifice at the end of

a piece of silver wire, and are found extremely

-KAB-Tavifnt.
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useful in cases where deafness arises from perfo-

ration of the natural membrane.
Easel, a painter's wooden frame, or rest, with a

movable ledge, on
which the canvas is

supported for paint-

ing (Fig. 151). An
Easel-picture is a pic-

ture of small dimen-
sions, sucli as render
it portable.

East |Fr «<;Ger.
Ost\, one of the four
cardinal points, being
tliat point of the
horizon w here the sun
appears to rise when
in the equator. The
word "East" is in-

definitely used when
we speak of countries
which lie eastward of

us. The eastern parts
Fig. 151.— Easel.

of the earth, or Oriental countries generally, as
regards Europe, are commonly called Tlie East.—
East by North, or by South, that point of the com-
pass which lies 11^° to the N. or S., respectively,
of the point due E.— East-northeast, East-sonHieast

{
E. N. E., E. S. E.), that point of the compass which

lies 22^° to N. or S. of east, or midway between
N. E. or S. E. respectively.

Eastern Islands. See Malayan Islands.
Eastern R.R., of Massachusetts, runs from

Boston, Mass., to State line, N. II., 41.390 m
;

branches, 70.5!)6 m. ; leased lines, 163.980. This
Co , whose offices are in Boston, was chartered in

18;}6, and was completed from Boston to the N. H.
State line in 1840. Its branches are from Salem
to Marblehead, 4 m. ; from Beverly to Gloucester,
17.35 m.; from Salisbury to Amesbury, 3.75 m.

;

from Revere to Lynn, 9.52 m. : from Peabody to
Wakefield, 8.12 m. ; from Salem to Lawrence,
19.00 m. ; from Hamilton to Asbury, 1 m. ; from
Wenham to Essex, 6 m. ; from Swampscot to
Marblehead, 3.8 m. ; Charlestown br., 1.09 m. The
Co, leases the following lines : The Eastern R.R.
of N. H., 15.JX) m. ; Newburyport City R.R., 2.80
m. ; Portland. Saco, & Portsmouth R.R., 61 m.

;

Portsmouth & Dover R.R., 10.88 m. ; Portsmouth,
Great Falls & Conway R.R. 71.37 m. ; Wolfeb(»ro'
R.R., 12.03 m. Financial statement: Cap. stock,
!^4,997,000; funded debt, '§13,587,021 99, consisting
of mortgage funding certificates, issued 1876, §13,
165,019.40, payable 1906, interest (May and Sept.)

3^ % for first 3 years, 4 % for next three, and 6 % for
ensuing years. Various securities exchangeable
for certificates, interest having stopped since 1876,
$227,002.54; Essex R.R. 1st mortgage bonds ex-
tended (issued 1850, payable 1896), §194,400, inter-

est (May and Sept.) 0%. Net earnings for 1878,
$841,268.25.

Esust India Company (The), the most cele-
brated commercial association either of ancient or
modern times, was incorporated during the reign
of Queen Elizabeth, 1600, and empowered to
trade to countries to the eastward of the Cape of
Good Hope, exclusive of all other persons. Prop-
erly speaking, the company were only merchants,
sending out bullion, lead, quicksilver, woollens,
hardware, and other goods to India ; and bringing
liome calicoes, silks, diamonds, tea, porcelain, pep-
per, drugs, saltpetre, etc., from thence. Not merely
witli India, but with China and other parts of tlie

East, the trade was monopolized by the company

;

aud hence arose their great trade in China tea,

porcelain, and silk. By degrees, avarice and am-
bition led the company, or tlieir agents in India, to

take part in the quarrels among the native princes

;

this course gave them power and influence at the
native courts, from whence arose the acquisition

of sovereign powers over vast regions. India
thus became valued by the company, not only as
commercially profitable, but as affording to the
friends and relations of the directors opportuni-
ties of making vast fortunes by political or mili-

tary enterprises. Many and severe have been the
contests between the advocates of free-trade with
India and the friends of the " incorporated com-
pany "

; but at length the long-supported monop-
oly of that powerful body was abolished by the
British government in 1833 ; and by act of 1868
the whole of the company's powers were trans-

ferred to the Crown.
East Indies |Fr. Les Indes-Orientales], a collec-

tive term vaguely applied to Ilindostan, Farther
India, and the Malay archipelago. See India
(British), and Malayan Islands.
Easton and Amboy R.R. runs from Easton,

Pa., to Perth Amboy, N. J., 60 m. This Co.,

whose offices are in Philadelphia, was chartered
in 1872. The road was opened in 1875 and was
constructed by the Lehigh Valley R.R. Co., to

extend their main line to the seaboard. Cap.
stock, ."§5,000,000 ; funded debt, first mortgage 6 %
bonds, §5.000,000.

East Pennsylvania R.R. runs from Reading
to Allentown, Pa., 36 m. This Co., whose offices

are in Philadelphia, was chartered in 1867, and the

road opened in 1859. It was leased in 18i39 to the

Phila. and Reading R.R. Co., for a term of 999
years, at a rent consisting of interest on bonds and
6% on capital stock. Financial statement: Cap.
stock, $1,709,550; funded debt, 1st mortgage, 7%
30-year bonds, payable 1888, .§496,900. Profit and
loss, §161,654 61. In 1878. two dividends of 3%
each were paid. amt. to $110,033.

East River communicates with the Hudson in

the Bay of New York, and is formed by the nar-

rowing, of Long Island Sound, which opens with
a broad mouth at the eastern end into and re-

ceives a strong impulse from the tides in the

Atlantic. This channel is so called in contradis-

tinction to the North River (the Hudson). As the

Sound contracts to the west of the broad expanse
in front of New Haven, and forms what is called

East liivei; the oceanic currents act with a force

that increases with the diminishing width of the

stream ; and this causes higher tides here than at

any other place aromid the island, arriving at New
York about three quarters of an hour earlier than
those by the Narrows. This current drives upward
along tiie east shore of the Hudson many miles in

advance of the other, on the west ; and thus the

Hudson has two tides, which hardly unite their

action till they liave passed Tappan and Haver-
straw bays.
East River Bridge. See Appendix.

Eeist Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia R.R.
runs from Bristol to Chattanooga, Tenn., 242 ni.

;

Branch, Cleveland, Tenn., to Dalton, Ga., 30 m.

;

total 272 m. This Co., whose offices are in Knox-
ville, Tenn., was organized in 1869 by the consoli-

dation of the East Tenn. and Virginia R.R., and
East Tenn and Georgia R.R. It also owns the

Cincinnati. Cumberland Gap, and Charleston R.R.,

IS interested in the Western N. Carolina and Hog-
ersville and Jefferson R.R. It has also leased for

20 years from 1877 the Memphis and Charles-

ton R.R. Cap. stock, $1,967,074; funded debt,

§4,186,100.
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Eaay, not pressed for monej ; tlie money mar-
ket is said to be «(isy when the rates of interest are
low and money readily borrowed on personal
securities. — T. McElrath.

Iiasy-Chair, a luxurious padded or cushioned
arm fhair, adapted for ease or rest
Eatable, anything that is lit or proper for

food; any edible suUstance; that which is used
for food.

ZSan. This French word, like icater, its English
synonyme, is applied to numerous substances,
differing in their composition, sensible properties,
and uses, of which the following are a few useful
examples : E. douce, fresh or river water ; E. de
tner, sea or salt water ; E. de fontnine, E. de source,

soring water ; E. de puita, well or pump water ; E.
ae riciire, river water ; E. de distiUe'e, distilled wa-
ter; E. de rose, rose water; E. de vie, brandy ; E.
de Hongrie, Hungary water ; E. ignite, holy water ;

£. forte, aquafortis; E. de $acon, soap-tuds; E. de
aenleur, seemed water, etc.

Eau Athe'aienne, for cleaning the liead and remov-
ing scurf, is an alcoholic solution of pntash-soap
with some solution of potash and aromatic oil.

Eau de Lotol, a mouth-wash, is a^ mixture of
tincture of cedar-wood, 600 grammes ; tincture of
myrrh and tincture of rliatany, of each 125
grammes

; peppermint oil, 5 drops.

Eau de Coloqne (Cologne Water), a perfume, so
named from the city of Cologne, where its manuf.
was first established by an Italian, Giovanni
Maria Farina, born in 1G85, and by other
members of his family, some of whom made it

according to a method due to one Paul Feurinis.
In 1871) there were in Cologne 35 establishments
for the preparation of the perfume, 28 of which
were in the hands of persons bearing the name of
Farina. E. de C. consists of a solution of vari-

ous essential oils in strong alcohol. The purity
and thorough blending of the ingredients are of
the greatest importance in the process of manu-
facture. It was first manufactured by making a
spirituous infusion of certain flowers, pot-herbs,
drugs, and spices, and adding thereto, after distil-

lation, definite quantities of several vegetable
e«senc*e8. Imp. duty, 50 per cent.

The best receipt for A', de C is as follows

:

Take dried rosemary, thyme, sweet marjoram,
wormwood, balm, and hyssop, 1 oz- each ; cloves,
cinnamon, angelica root, juniper-berries, anise,

cummin, fennel, and caraway-seeds, fresh orange-
peel, and oil of berganiot, 1 oz. each ; cardamoms,
lavender-flowers, and bruised nutmegs, each 2 oz.

;

the whole to be digested in 10 quarts of alcohol
several days, and then distillc<l to dryness by water-
bath. Purity of the ingreilients, and freedom es-

pecially of the alcohol from fusel-oil, are essential
to the perfection of the perfume.
Eau de la Florida, a colorless fluid with a greenUh-

yellow deposit consisting of sugar of lead, 50 parts
;

flowers of sulphur, 20 paru ; distilled water, 1,000
parts.

Eatix, in perfumery, are solutions of the fra-
grant essential oils in spirit, as eau de Cologne, etc.

;

or thev are distille<l waters, largely charged with
the odorous principle of plants, as i>au de rose
(ntu-water), etc. — Eaux, of the liqueur-manufac-
turer, are aromatized spirits or cordials.

Eaiix ilidiciiwJet are either simply watery solu-
tioos {/Ijfdrol/i), or distilled water (/?aiix distHleei)

;

or they are vinous or alcoholic tinctarcs or solu-
tions of essential oils, aromatics, or more active
drugs. See Cordials. IIair-Dyes, Perfcmbbt,
Spirits, Tinctcres, Waters, etc.

Saves, the lowest tiles, slates, etc., of the roof

of a house, which usually project over the side

walls and throw off the water.

Ebauche |Fr.], a rough draught or sketch.

Ebauchoir |Fr.j,a large chisel lued by statua-

ries to rough-hew their work.

Ebb, the reflux or return of the tide after it

has reached its full flood ; eU* tide being the reced-

ing tide towards low water.

Eb^niste [Fr.], a cabinet-maker.
Ebouite. See Vulcanite.
Ebony [Fr. edne ; Ger. Elenholz; It. eland], %

hard, durable, black-colored wood, obtained from
different species of Diospyro$, a large tree, found
in tropical countries, esi>ecially in India, the Ma-
layan Islands, etc. That which is considered to

be of the best quality is the D. ebenus, a native of

the Mauritius, Ceylon, and Madagascar; Wing
jet-black, astringent, and of an acrid, pungent
taste. El>ony, besides its other qualities, is sus-

ceptible of an elegant polish or lustre, and has
always been held in high estimation ; it is at pres-

ent chiefly used for inlaying, for making rule*

and scales, as not being liable to war]), and for

other purposes in turnery ; but it is in less request

now than formerly for cabinet-making, cheniK^r

woods, dyed black, particularly that of the pear-

tree, being commonly substituted for it.

EbullioBCope, an instrument for determining

the strength of a liquid by ascertaining its boiling-

point.

Ebtillition, the state of boiling, or the agita-

tion of a liquid arising from its rapid conversion

into vapor by heat. E. occurs in different liquids

at very different temperatures, such temperatures

being called their boilint/-/)oints. Under the same
circumstances the boiling-points are constant, and
by observing them the chemist is often able to

distinguish liquids which much resemble each
other. The boiling-point of the same liquid may,
however, vary considerably under different cir-

cumstances. The causes which induce variation

are increased or diminished atmospheric pressure,

the greater or less depth of the liquid, and the

character of the containing vessel. Thus boiling

water is colder by some degrees when the barom-
eter is low, in bad weather, or at the top of a hill,

than when the barometer is higher, in fine weather,

or at the bottom of a valley or mine. There is a
very simple and iK-autiful experiment, illustrative

of the effect of diminished pressure in lowering

the boiling-point of a liquid. A little water is made
to boil for a few minutes in a flask or retort placed

over a lamp until the air has been expelled, and
the steam issues freely from, the neck. A tightly

fitting cork is then inserted, and the lamp at the

same moment withdrawn. When the A. ceases,

it may be renewed at pleasure for a considerable

time by the affusion of cold water, which, by con-

densing the vapor within, occasions a partial vac-

uum. Liquids in general boil from 00° to 140^ low-

er than their ordinary boiling-points when heated

in vacuo. The table at top of next page funiislies

erj- exact information respecting the effect of In-

creasing pressure upon the boiling-point of water.

— Boiling water containe<l in a deep vessel is hot-

ter than t^t in a shallow one, on account of the

greater rwstance in the one case than the other

to the escape of the steam. It is also found that

fluids boil at a lower temperature and more
quietly in vessels with rough and spicular surfaces

than In those with smooth or polished onet.

The boiling-point of water, as marked on the scale

of the thermometer, is 212^ Fahr.. but in glass

vessels. un<ler common circumstances, it varies

from 212.264* to 215.0"; whilst in perfectly pure

ao
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and smooth glass vessels water may be heated to

221° Fahr. without boiling. That the elevation of

the boiling-point in this case is due to the nature of

the surface, may be at once demonstrated by throw-
ing into water, about to boil in a glass matrass, a
little iron filings or coarsely powdered glass, when
ebullition will commence with almost explosive
violence, at the same time that the temperature
of the fluid will sink about 2° Fahr.

Boiling-point
-^ Fahr.

184
186
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

Barometer
Inches.

16.676
17.047
17.421
17.803
18.196
18.593
18.992
19.407
19.822
20.254
20.687
21.124
21.576
22.030
22.498
22.965

Boiling-point
° Fahr.

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215

Barometer
Inches.

23 454
23.937
24 441
25.014
25.468
25.992
26.529
27 068
27 614
28.183
28.744
29 331
29.922
30.516
31.120
31730

Boiling-points of various Liquids at the ordinary Almnspheric
Pressure.

Kama of Substance. Boiling-

Liquid carbonic ncid — 10.8^

point.

Fahr.
Liquid sulphurous acid.

Chloric ether
Aldehyde
Kther
Bisulphide of carbon

.

Bromide
Wood spirit

Alcohol (sp. gr. .815).

Benzole
Dutch liquid

Acetic acid

Sulphur (melted)
Mercury

+ 17.6

51.9
69.4
94.8

118.5
145.4
149.9

173.1
176.8

184.7
24ai
609.

Eccentric, a mechanical contrivance for tak-
ing an alternating rectilinear motion from a re-

volving shaft.

It consists of a
circular disk or
pulley fixed on
a shaft or axis
which does no<

pass through
the centre of
the disk. The
first diagram in

Fig. 152 repre-

sents a side-plan
of &n E.; a a
the disk, the
centre of which
is at i ; the in-

ner circle is the
shaft with its

centre at c ; e e

is a section

alonjl the axis
of tTC shaft rf,

and n' a' an
edge-view. A

hoop, g f, embraces the groove «' </', allowing
the disk to turn within it. As the E. revolves
with the axis, the hoop is alternately raised and
lowered, and with it the rod /, which is keyed
into it at h. The extent of the rise and fall

of the rod is equal to twice c b, the distance be-

Fig. 152.— Eccentric.

tween the centres. The E. is of great use when a
reciprocating motion is required to be given to a
rod.

Ijchantillon [Fr.], a sample, pattern, or speci-

men.
Ech^ance [Fr.], a specified day for payment

;

the falling due of a bill of exchange, etc.

Echeveau, the French name for a skein, knot,
or hank of thread or silk.

Echevette, a small hank ; the tV part of a large
skein of cotton thread or yarn, and the ^ part of
an ordinary skein of wool.
Economy, prudence and care in the manage-

ment or distribution of materials, etc.

Ecrevisse [Fr.], a cray-fish.

Ecuador (Republica del), an independent
state of S. America, traversed by the equator, from
which it takes its name. It extends from lat. 1°

35' N. to 5° 50' S., and is about 800 m. long, being
bounded N. by Colombia, E. by Brazil, S. by
Peru, from which it is separated b}' the river

Amazon, and W. by the Pacific Ocean. The fol-

lowing table gives the estimated area and popula-
tion of each of the 10 prov. into which E. is divided,

according to official returns of the year 1875 :
—

ProVOICES.

Chimborazo
Los Rios
Rsmeraldas
Guavas
Imbabura
Leon and .\zuay .

.

Loja
Manavi
Oriente
i'ichincha

Indians, unsettled

Total

Area: Eng-
lish sq. ni.

5,544
11,310
7,439

11,502
11.623
7,378

10,320
5,761

168,460

Population.

110860
61.922
8,000

87.427
77.379

225.243
60,784
59,098
73,143

102,281
200,000

248,372 1,066,137

Not included in the above statement are the

Galapagos, or Tortoise Islands, with an area of

2,950 sq. m., but nearly deserted, which belong to

E. The capital of E., Quito, stands on the east-

em slope of the W. branch of the Andes, 9,&J4 feet

above sea-level, in lat. 0° 13' 27" S., Ion. 78° 50' W.,
150 m. from Guayaquil ; estimated pop. 80,000.

The other important cities are Guayaquil (see be-

low), Tacunga (pop. 20,000), Cuen9a (pop. 25,000),

Riobamba (pop. 16,000), Ibarra (pop. 15,000), Am-
bato (pop. 10,000). Otavalo (pop. 8,000), Gua-
randa (pop. 8,000), Cotocachi (pop. 4,000). The
settled population is composed of Spanish Creoles

of pure descent, meztisos, mulattoes, and negroes,

the greater part of them being agriculturists, gra-

ziers, and growers of cocoa. These form about a
half of the population. The other half are native

Indians, of whom those that live among the moun-
tains (Fig. 153) are mostly agriculturalists, culti-

vating their lands with much care, and making
for themselves coarse stuffs of wool and cotton.

The Indians who inhabit the eastern plains are in

a much lower degree of civilization. They culti-

vate only small patches of ground, and apply them-

selves chiefly to hunting and fishing. Three

fourths of the population dwell in the western or

mountainous part of the State. With the exception

of such rude forms of belief as still linger among
the semi-civilized Indians, the only religion pro-

fessed by the Ecuadorial population is the Roman
Catholic ; and nowliere in modern times have

Jesuits and priests had it more their own way.
The oath of a Protestant has no value in a court

of justice. The main basis of the constitution of
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E. dates from 1843, but several important modifi-

cations liave been introduced at various periods.

Tiie executive is vested in a presiilent, elected for
the term of 4 _vears, while the leKislative power is

given to a congress of two liou^est, tlie nrst con-
sisting of 18 senators, and the second of M depu-
ties, iKJth elected by universal suffrage. 'Ihe
congress has to assemble on the loth Sfptemlx-r
of every year at Quito, the capital and seat of the
government, without being summoned bv the irov-

emment. The nomination of the prt^sident takes
place, in an indirect manner, by IMX) electors, re-

turned by the people for the purpose. The elec-

tors ap{>oint, together with the head of the execu-
tive, a vice-president, who, in ceruin cases, may
be called upon by congress to succeed him before

r%. 1&8. — CiTuaiD IxDua or Icv&ooa.

hU term of office hu come to an end. The ric^

Iireaidcnt also fills the functions of minister of the

nterior. The pre»i<lent exercises his functions

through a cabinet of three ministers, who, together

with himself and the vice-presitlent, are res|M)nsi-

ble, individually an<l collectively, to the c<mgre«s.

There is no jKtwer of veto with the president, nor
can he dissolve, shorten, or prorogue the sittings

of congress. By the temis of the <-on*titullon, no
citizen can enjoy titular or other distinctions, nor
arc hereditary rights or privileges of rank and
race allowed to exi»t within tlu? territory of the
republic. The president, Don JoM5de Veintemilla,

elected president .H*'pt. 8, 1870, was appointe<l dic-

tator for an unlimited i>eriod, by a convention,
July 10, 1878.

The *urflu-« of H. 1< mn«tly inoontatnoa*, •(r*|>t th* pUins
•alM l:ano% ia lh« caKtcm (ort. Thcrounlrr U travrniBil \>y

two Conlill»rM of tho Amir*, nutnr pcaki of wbVli, rAllMl m^m-
dot. Am sl)ov« tt>« Umlt of p«rp»tusl toow. About 10 •cUt*

Tolranoei orrur in tliti ivpublic, one of which, Cotupaxi, is

H.K76 ttrt hiKli, >n<l i« muartLablr fur lU »>muivtriral furm,
nrMiiibliDK s lruiirati>l roitr. Tb<- bixiMvl \»»k iu E i» (hini-
bunuo, obirb tii^t 21,424 frrt aboTr thr Irvrl iif llir ara. und
l>rlouK« to thp wnirm nngr. Tbp rulniliiaiiiig (.Miiiiln of the
Kai>(<Tn Curdillrrs are ('.tanibr, VJ^Vi frr(, anJ Antinna,
lJ,137 f«*l hi|{h. Thr rhi«-f riirm atv Ihr Amazon (Urtr <»llr<l

thr Maranon) and iu tributarim, thr Napo, liicrr, Pa>laa,
and l'utum*}o or l^a. Thr lad of tbrtr fumi« t>i« .\ . K
Ixiuntlary "I the irpublir. Ttirt flow in a 8. K. dirrriioi), rx-
rrp( thr Maniion, «hirh fluwa ncarl> raftvanl. TIm-v are
naTii^ble for *l<rainboata iu tbr loarr [airt of (lirirrourMv TIm
Putuniayo and Napo are mid lo br naTiipiblr for U.i> m or
more. — Climati. K. pmeuti a ^-at Tarirl) otrlluiatr in iu
loft^' mountain*. rleTali^ Tallryi. and low irmrla ralird lirirot

talirnlts. The unow-lioe varira roii>idrr«l>l.v in Ibe diflrrt-nt

raM>n< of the \rtiT , a* well %* arrurdlnK Iu tlir form and aitua-

lion of the indiridual mountain. U'aimer found it in May on
CoCoracbi, 1S.TH8 fift hi){b ; on Uuai;ua-I>trblnrha in June,
U,741 ; on Mom-I'lrbinrha in Mav, iri,')>2 . on lliniia in Vtif.,

1.0.4i>4 : on ('anibtiirmii> in Jan , \U.VfJi : on
TuuKurafcua in tvh., l.'i,613; and on KI-AI(ar
In Feb., 1J>,N>4. Tlir p^-att-nt ditlrrence. arrord-

inK (ohii>obMTTationi. rxiali-d l>rl»ren thr >ou(h
si<lr of Coto|>axi ll.'i.'iTi) fret) and the north »ide

of Chiniborazu (i;^,l(14). Thin rlrration of tlie

snow-line

—

m gmt »hon roniparvd with it»

il Eurt>pean position — of court* rrndrra poulble

l''
the rxi>ten<e of vrKetable and aniuuil life at a
rorrci>pondin(fly great beiisht. While St. Hrr-
nanl'", the hiKhr't point of |>emianrnl human
habitation in Kurope, Ik only S,377 fret aUivr the
Sea, moat of the towna and Tillap-a of the reitral

plateaux from lliarra t4) C'urnt^a lie brloet-n

8,6<JO and i>/^X)Uvt Many of the hutx of the
cattlemen areat a htifchtoffrom ILOiOlo 12.HM)

,

and the loflieat of theae, at Cunayaco. on the
north aide of I'himbonizo.in 1- '.A' i^. lat., atandi
no leas than 13,3!M> feet alwTe the aea. The tem-
pemture of thfM> upland dlatrlrU ia of courae
comparatively low "At Quito," aaya Profcaaor
Orton, " it U ne»er either aprinir, aummer, or
autumn, but each day ia a combination of all

thn*."' Thr thermonietric mean ia M-" 8'
: Iha

range in the 24 houra about 10-', the annual
maximum 70^. and tlie annual mininium 46-*.

In the lower coaat-region Ihe trtipical purition of
Ihe country ia the main factor, and accordingly
at Uuayaquil we And the thrmion rtric mean U
83'. and during the rainy aeaa«>n the oppreaaira
and peatifemua air " reminda the geologiat of Ibe
fti-aniing atmorpbeiv of the C'arltooilrroul

peri<*l." The rwiny aeaaon, or liir<>rno. in E.
rontiiiuea from December to May, with a abort
period of dry wratbrr called the rrraniUo ahortiy

alt<-r the D*<. aolatice. Thr reat of the \ ear forms
the ccraan, or aumuM-r. which, however, la in Ilk*

manner intrrrupled by a little rainy aea>on called

the mrurnillo, or Conlouaan de han Franclaco,

afirr the .<>rptpnil>er r<iuinox. The mmn annual
rainfall at Quito la TOlnche*. Id thrcoaat n-gioa
the two aeaaooa are not very diatinrtly marlied

;

In the ineiemo the aky ia aontrtimea perfrctly

cloudleas, while during thr Trrano there occaslon-
~-- ally fiilla a continuoua driulrralle<l garnn. Ac-— - cording to VillaTlrencio, a gra<lual diminution of
" _ r»ln haJ lieen oltaerrnl in thia diatrici ol irregular

aeaaooa, and be prrdicu the aaaimilation of iU
climate to that of tlie ralnk-aacoaataof Peru. On
the eaatrm »l>le of thr Andi-a, on Ihe other hand,
rain occur* almnat at any time of Ihe year, and

almoat crenr uuniing the woihU are walerrd with the geiilla

ahower* of the rocio. During tlie verano the I'ortlilleraa and
mrtat are Tlailrd by violmt hall-atomia, and winda of alnioat

Incredible f)>rce aweep arroaa Ihe wintry arene. In Ita relation to

human health the climate of the upland rrginn ia intrn-ailng.

Ooitra Is common ; and it la found iirceMmry lo maintain llirea

Uui« hoapllala for lepera. Tulierrular diaeaae tif the lunga, on
the contnu'T, ia wid to l>e completely unknown H.ftO frrt alioea

the aea, while It ia one of the innal frrtjiieni of illaeaae* in tb«
I coaat dUtricU of Tropical America.— V'grtnbtr Ptnlurtiont.

I In the low rountriea that flank the l«*e of llie Andra Ilia

' banana, cycaa, plantain, cacao, jatnipha. which prodiicra raa-

1
aara and manioc, the cottmi-in'r, iiMligo. coITm', and the aiigar-

I

ran* abound : beneath the elevation o( 4,0iU feel, the plants

chMly rultieatnl for foo<l are the awrel |m>uio. mandioc. yam.

I
and htutana, with rice, maiie. and a4>nie Irgumea: bul altova

I

8.100 fret nuait of the» berf>ine rare, and thrive only In |«r-

I

ticular alloaliona. The augar-cane. however, baa been grown
an fcr up as '/jOO feel. In aotne of the valleya are extrnaiva

plantationa of augar-cane, cotton, tobacco, ami cocoa. Tba
TalWjr of Guayaquil la twrtlcuUriy ferUle ; the aoil la alluvial,

and there are' frw apoU even between the trtipica which can
irla with It In rirhnewa and variety of Tegetallnn. It la covered

with groT** of every kind of tropical fruit, cithec wild or culU-

valad, M the pineapple, pomegraaale, sliaddock, otaog*, Uom,
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lemon, peach, apricot, cherimoyer, pulta, grandilla, tuna, and
pacay. In tbe same region are found the olive, pep|ier-plant,

tomatas, and sweet potatoes, gum copal, copaiba balsam, ca-

rana, dragon's blood, sarsaparilla, and vanilla. To these suc-

ceed, in the humid and shaded clefts on the slopes of the
mountains, tree-ferns and cinchona, or Peruvian bark, the
finest kind of which is obtained about 8 to 12 miles south of
Loja among the mountains of Uritusinga, Yillanaco, and Ru-
musitana, where the trees that yield it grow in a soil resting
on mica-slate and gneiss, at the moderate elevation of 5,756 to

7,673 feet above the level of the sea. Between the elevations of
6,000 and 9,000 feet is the region best suited for the European ce-

reals. Within the cereal limits are found the oak, elm, ash, and
beech. Higher up, the large forest-trees, except the pine, be-

gin to disappear ; and on the mountains of Quito the ekallonia
mark the highest limit of trees at an elevation of 11,600 feet.

The bejarias, the highest of shrubs, terminate at 13,400 feet,

above which, in rich and beauteous verdure, rises the zone of
the grasses. Above these, among the trachyte rocks, only
lichens, lecideas, and the brightly colore<I, dust-like lepraria are
met with ; and to these succeed the regions of perpetual snow.— Animals. In some parts of the low country the air swarms
with mosquitoes and other flies still more tormenting, while
the ground teems with snakes, centipedes, and other reptiles.

The banks of the great rivers are crowded with caimans, or
aligators. Bats are exceedingly numerous, and of great size

;

the forests of the warmer regions abound with armadilloes,
monkeys, and cavies ; and every where are found the jaguar, the
puma, the ounce, the ocelot, and several varieties of the wild-
cat. The pecari and deer are likewise common, as well as that
singular animal the ant-eater. The characteristic animals of
the Andes are the llama, the guanaco, the vicuiia, and the
paco or alpaca, some of which are trained as beasts of burden,
while others, particularly the vicunas, run wild among the
mountains, where they are hunted by the Indians. Sheep
and cattle are reared in great numbers, especially the former,
in the valleys of the Andes, and on the declivities of the moun-
tains. Horses, as.ses, and mules are reared in sufficient num-
bers to be articles of export. The chief of the birds is the
condor, which is found all along the Andes southward as far
as the Strait of Magellan, but nowhere to the north of the
equator. The turkey, vulture, and gallinago are frequently
met with, together with many kinds of smaller birds. In
some districts, particularly along the coasts, considerable quan-
tities of beeswax are collected ; and higher up there are spots
in which the cochineal insect is reared. Along the rivers of
the great plain turtles are numerous ; and their fat, called
tnanteca butter, forms a considerable article of trade. Fishing
is carried on to .«ome extent along the coasts, and a good deal
of salt-fish is prepared. A murex is also found, which yields
a juice used in dyeing purple.— Minerals. E. is less rich in
minerals, especially in the precious metals, than any other of
the S. American states. There are, indeed, several mines of
gold and silver, but the yearly produce is inconsiderable. In
some places are found lead and quicksilver, but the latter is

found, as usual, in combination with sulphur, in the form of
cinnabar. Near Azogue, 15 m. N. E. by E. of Cuenija, the ore
is found in an immensely thick bed of quartzose sandstone,
containing fossil wood and asphalt. Sulphur is prepared in
considerable quantities

;
gold has been washed from the sands

of some of the rivers ; and salt is obtained from sea-water along
the coast.

Commerce. The foreign commerce of E. is chiefly carried
on at the port of Guayaquil, which, with the ports of Manta
and San Lorenzo, is open for general importation and the ex-
portation of naiional produce. The ports open for exportation
only are Santa Elena, Callao, Bahia de Oaraccas, Loja, and
Ibarra.

_
Ouayaquil is the only port of general deposit for re-

exportation to foreign ports. The principal articles of export
of this republic are cocoa, hides, cattle, tobacco, wool, straw
hats, coffee, orchilla bark, india-rubber, and an inferior de-
scription of cotton. Cocoa is the leading staple, the quantity
annually exported reaching over 15,000,000 pounds. The
total value of the foreign trade of K may be stated at $4,000,-
000. The countries which participate in this trade are the
U. States, Mexico, Guatemala, Chili, and Peru, in America;
and England, Spain, France, and Hamburg, in Europe. The
foreign commerce, however, is mainly with Great Britain, the
total value of exports to that country in 1877 being S728,965.
andof the imports of British produce Sl,259,375. The chief
exports to Great Britain consist of cocoa, Peruvian bark, and
dyestufls; of the imports of British produce, cotton goods, to
the value of 8911,575.— The commerce between the U. States
and E. is very limited, owing mainly to the want of direct
communication, and to the fact that the two great staples of
the latter country, cocoa and straw hats, find but little demand
in this country, the former being of limited consumption, and
the latter subject to a duty of 40 per cent. — Communication.
Artificial means of communication are still for the most part
in a very primitive condition, though few countries have so
little reason to be content with their natural highways by
land or water. Many of the roads, even between important
centres of population, are mere mule-trarks, altogether im-
passable in bad weather, it may be for weeks or months at a
time ; while the Tioient torrents which have so frequently to

be crossed often present nothing better than more or lew
elaborate bridges of rope, similar to thu jhuler or zampur of
the Kashmirians. The simplest of these is the tnravila. con-
sisting of a single tight rope, with or without a travelling rope
by which the passenger or his luggage may be hauled across

;

the most complex is the rhimbn-chaca, a rude prototype of the
regular suspension bridge, constructed of 4 or 5 ropes of agave-
root fibre, supporting transverse layers of bamboos. The best
are hazardous to all except a practised foot, and they go out of
repair in a few years. Since the middle of the century some-
thing has been done to improve this state of affairs ; and a
very great deal more has always been about to l)e done. The
first carriage was introduced into Quito in 1859, and the owner
liad to pay a tax for his invention.

Finances have long been in a rotten condition, and trust-

worthy information is of difficult attainment. More, perhaps,
than any other country of S. America, E. has been slow in the
development of her resources and national industry. Frequent
revolutions have paralyzed its trade, and prevented the reg-

ulation of its finances. The public revenue in the year 1877
was reported to have amounted to ¥1,655,000, and the expen-
diture to $2,400,000. About one half of the revenue is derived
from customs duties on imports at the port of Guayaquil. In
1879 the liabilities of the republic amounted to 816,870.000,
made up of a foreign debt of $9,120,000, contracted in England
in 1855, and internal liabilities amounting to $7,250,000.—A
bank of issue and deposit, called the Bank of E., with a capi-

tal of a million dollars, was established in 1868.
Money, and Weights and Measures, same as those of CoLOM-

Bu. See Colombia.
Guayaquil , the principal port of E., is situate in lat. 2P

11' 21" S., Ion. 79-' 43' W ,on the river of the same name, about
10 m. from the Isia Verde, and 14 m. from the Isla Puiia, on the
Gulf of Guayaquil, opposite to the mouth of the river. Ships
bound to Guayaquil generally call at the Isla Puna, where
expert pilots may be had, who carry them up to the town by
night or by day, according to the state of the tides. There is a
dry dock on the S bank of the river where .several ships of a
superior construction have been built. The port is one of
the best on the Pacific, but the town is unhealthy. Pop.
35,000.

liddas, a name given in the West Indies to a
species of Colocasia, the tubers of which are roasted
and eaten like the potato ; they are also called
cocos.

Edge-Tool, a general name for the heavier
description of cutting-tools. In trade the follow-
ing are included under this head : axes, adzes,
chisels, gouges, plane-bits, hoes, trowels, hatchets,
choppers, mincing and cheese knives, tanners' and
curriers' knives, saddlers' knives, ship-scrapers,

drawing-knives, etc. Other cutting-tools come
under the heads of cutlery, agricidtural imple-
ments, etc. E.-T., formerly imported from Shef-
field, England, are now manufactured in such
perfection in the U. States as to command a ready
sale in all the European markets. The value of
E.-T. exported in 1878 was §911,096, of which
England contributed §228.850.

Edging, anything used for a border to garments,
etc., as narrow laces, fringe, ribbon-edging, etc.—
The ornamentation of book edges by color sprin-

kling, marbling, gilding, and coloring.

Edging-Iron, a semicircular spade for cutting
turf.

Edging-Shears, a gardener's shears for trim-

ming the edges of sod around walks or beds.

Edible, anything wholesome or nutritious ; es-

culent, or fit for eating.

Edifice, a large structure, or stately building.

Edinburgh, the capital of Scotland. See Gbeat
Britain.
Edition, the impression of a work ; the publi-

cation or republication, as the first, second, or

third issue, etc., of any book, newspaper, etc.

Editor, the chief literary superintendent of a
newspaper, serial, or periodical ; one who revises

and prepares a book for publication.
Editorial, appertaining to an editor ; the lead-

ing article of a newspaper.
Eduction-Pipe, the pipe from the exhaust

passage of the cylinder to the condenser.
Edulcoration, the afiusiou of water on any
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substance for tlie purpose of removing tlie portion
soluble in that tluid. E. is usually pi-rfonnetl by
agitating or triturating the article with water, and
removing tlie latter, after sulwitienee, by dei-nntn-

tion or filtration. It is the metho<l commonly
adopted to purify precipitates and other powders
which are insoluble in water. The washingljottle
is a most useful instrument for the E. of precipi-

tates. In its simplest fonu, it is a bottle fitted

with two bent glass tubes, one drawn to a tine

point and reaching to the bottom of the bottle,

the other only entering the cork a few inches. Uy
blowing down the latter tube, the water is forcetl

out of the fL»rmer in a fine stream.
Bel, a peculiar description of fish resembling

tlic snake in its external forni, Imt having other-

wise little similarity. There are different species,

but the most common is the sharp nosed eel [Mn-
nerut awjuilla). Kels inhabit almost all our rivers,

lakes, and ponds, and are in great esteem for the
table. The l>e«l kind — the silver eel — is that
foimd in the cleanest waters.

Eel River R R. runs from lyogansport, Ind., to

Butler, Ind , iKi.Hi m. This Co., whose offices are
in I>ogans|wrt, was organize<l in IHTr by the pur-
chasing l>ondholders of the Detroit, Eel Hiver, &
Illinois R.U. Co. on the sale under foreclosure of
that road. Cap. stock, "J^,7 12,500; net earnings
for 187H, .$t$7,S42.

Effect, the amount of work performed by a
•team engine or other machine.

Effects, goods or movable property ; available
fumls.

Effervescence, a chemical ebullition or fer-

ment in li<iuid.<<, which is conmion in gaseous or
aerated waters an<l wines.

Effervescing Draughts, pleasant gaseoiu
drinks or s\veetene<l beverages.
Effervescing Powders are of various kinds,

luually put up in two papers, one containing an
Alkaline bicaHtonate, and the other citric or tar-

taric acid. After dissolving and mixing the solu-

tions, carbonic acid escapi>s with effervescence.
These powders are us«^-ful refrigerants, an<l are
gently laxative. Hochelle salts are often addeil
to increase the laxative effect, constituting what
are calU^I Seidlitz powders.
EfBgy, a portrait or likeness ; the representation

of the sovereign on coins.

Effil^ |Kr.|.a kind of trimming; fringe<l linen.

Efflorescence, the spontaneous conversion of
a crystalline solid into a dry pulverulent form.
Crystals which in a dry atm<»sphere lose their
water of crystallization, and iM-come crusted over
with a mealy powder, are said to l>e </floirtcriU.

Egg. the ovum of <l<mie«tic poultry, which is

largely used as fo<Ml by all nations, ami forms a
considerable article of connnen-e in most i-ountries.

Besides our home pnxluce, ci>ni«iilerable quantitu>«
of eggs are annually iin|>ort«il from the Dominion
of Canada, in barrels containing from 0'.> to To
dozen, and fmm 2 to 2} bushels of oats in which
they arc nacki.-<l. For the year IHTH the importu
anioiuitetl to (J72,04.].7f*8 eggs, valueil at $72«J.O.'l7.

all i-oming fnmi Canada, with the exception of
1,0.'>;J,«KK) rweivi-tl from China, and 20,.'M0 from
llong kong. /m/i. free.

CKoit-r. The larger en«l of a new-laid egg feels

cold when place<| against the tongue. New laid

eggsap|M-nr semi'lmni«|winnt when place«l between
the eye and a strong light, and have a small and
|H>n'eptible division of the skin from tlw shell,

which is fille<l with air. This mo<le of examina-
tion among the trade is calle<l "candling." When
they shake tliey are stale. The eggs of turkeys

and pea-hens are much esteemed for some pur-

poses ; those of ducks and geese are coarse and
inferior.— Sound eggs will sink if put into a solu-

tion, consisting of 1 oz. of salt in 10 oz. of water

;

in the same solution intlifferent ones will fioat,

whilst bad or worthless ones will swim even in

pure water.
HrrsrrititioH. Eggs n>ay be presei^'ed for any

length of time by excluding them from the air.

One of the cleanest and easiest methiMls of <loing.

this is to pack them, with the small end down-
wards, in clean <lry salt, in barrels or tubs, and to

place them in a cool and dry situation. We have
eaten eggs thus jireservcd that were more than a

twelvemonth old, and that had tieen for some
months on shiplMtard in a tropical climate, and
which yet retaine<l all the jK-culiar sweetness of

new-laid eggs. With a like intention, eggs are
placed in ves,*els containing milk of lime or strong

brine, or an* rublnni over with butter, lard, or gum
water, all of which act by excluding the air. Kggs
for keeping should never W laid on their sides, and
when kept in the air should Ite iM-ca.«ionally turned

to prevent the yolk attaching itself to the side

instead of fioiiting in the albumen. Some jH'rMins

place the eggs in a netting or on a sieve or colan-

der, and immerse them for an instant in a caldron

of Iwiiling water Ufure packing them away. The
practice of packing eggs in tiamp straw, <ir any-
thing else that can convey a flavor, should l>e cart»-

fully avoi(le<l. The shells of eggs are jMjrous. and
readily admit the pa.<sage of gasi-ous substances,

es|KH^'ially of fetid (nlors. It is from inattention to

this i>oint that a large numlKT of the eggs importitl

fmm the coast of France have a less delicate fiavor

than those of our iK)ultry-yards. Danjp chopinnl

straw, as well as most other organic substance*

exjKised to warmth and moisture, n-adily ferment
or putrefy ; and during ferntentation a consi<l-

erable increase of temperature takes place, as

any one may reailily jH*rceive by examining the

common hotltiMis in our gardens, which are n)erely

tnasses of organic matter m a state of decom|N>8i-

tion Eggs, as long as they retain the embryo of

the future chick in a vital state, possess in then)'

selves a certain ilegree of warmth, which tenils

materially to promote the decomposition of tho

substances they are packed in, particularly in the

pn-senee of moisture.

Parking tft* f>" ihifih^ard. Id th« txHtom of thr box may
be plar«d br»a,rut hav.aixl Mi«Ju*t. Tmr up old Dr«>p«-
prni til atxHil % or 1(> tuolin M|iiarK. Tb« paper •IkhiIiI Iw
•bout mrdlum. — that U. not too attlT nor too M>n. I'lar* oo«
of lh<>r pirre* of paprr on tbr baivl, anil on tbia an rjott oo
ofw end ! rloae llir lower hand *n a« to brin( the paper up all

round the egx , «iih the othrr hand rrumple the limae cor-

Dem ami e<l<e« of ihe paper down orer I be other end of tb«

•n ; lay another ptrre of paper on the hand, on whW-b plar*

tne aame emc. but the other end up : brlnjc up the new paper
and crumple ilown a» before. 1 hU ict»e« a Boml ru»ht<ia to

both end*, and a fair one over the reiilrr. Ke]ieat IhU till

you have »U Ibirliiieauca of paper, rr*en>inK the em earh tinie,

andalwaya keeping It on tb* end. ThU Rire* tnu a ball aloul
3 to 3} in. IlilHi by 3^ to 4 In. lonK. i'are should be ukeii not
to pn>M the paper too rioaely to the etCK while rorennic. i'lara

oa ooa end in the bns or basket: place alongside, and prr*a

UmOI lOfollier ricwe eiioufh to prrreiit Iheir l>rrouiini; l«»«a la

tlM bos, fllltngs at lb* end* and on top witti crumpled paper.

Egg-Basket, a kind of wire-lMsket for standing

egg* in tu lM)il,and also to hold them when plac«'d

on the lalile.

Egg-Beater, a whip of wires or a set of wire
liN>|M rotated by gear while plunged in the eggs
contained in a Im>wI.

Bgg-Cup. a small cup of earthenware, glass,

metal, etc.. for holding an egg.

Egg-Olaas, a small sand glass, ruimiog about
three minutes, for boiling eggs by.
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Egg-Ladle, a kind of spoon for taking eggs

from a saucepan.
Egg-Plant (Fr. auben/ine], the Solarium melonr/ena,

an annual lierbaceous plant of the same genus as

the potato and nightshade, is a native of India

and N. Africa. Tlie fruit is a globose or egg-

sliaped berry about four inches in diameter, but

the size varies much according to the quality of

the soil and climate. It is cultivated for food

in the U. States and various warm climates. It

flourishes in New Jersey, but not so well in the

more nortiiern States of the Union. It is mostly

used fried, after being cut in slices.

Egg-Poacher, a metal vessel with stands, to

place eggs in a boiler for cooking.
Egret, Egrette, a tuft of feathers ; the feathers

of the little egret heron (Herodias garzetta) are
much esteemed for ornament.
Egypt, a country at the N. E. extremity of

Africa, bounded N. by the Mediterranean Sea, S.

by Nubia, E. by Palestine, Arabia, and the Red
Sea, and W. by the Great Desert. The territories

under tlie rule of the sovereign of E., includ-

ing those on the Upper Nile and Central Africa,
conquered in 1874-75, are vaguely estimated to

embrace an area of 1,406,250 sq. m., and to be
inhabited by a population of 16,952,000, of whom
about one third are in E. proper. The following
tabular statement gives an area and pop. of the
various divisions of the kingdom, and its recent
annexations, according to government estimates of
the year 1875 :

—

Division. Area: «q.m. Population.

175,1.30

431.210
688,.')30

211,380

5 252 000
1,000,000

5,000,000

5.700,000

Former King lorn of Ethiopia
Darfur, and other annexed territo-

Total 1,403,250 13,952,000

E. proper is divided from old into three great
districts, namely, Masr-el-Duhri, or Lower E. ; El-
Wustani, or Middle E. ; and El-Said, or Upper E.,— designations drawn from the course of the Nile,
on which depends the existence of the country.
These 3 geographical districts, subdivided into
15 administrative province^ had, according to an
enumeration made by the government in March,
1875, a rural pop. of 4,600,660, and an urban pop.
of 648,340, dispersed over the 6 following towns :

Cairo (the capital), pop. 349,883 ; Alexandria,
212,034; Damictta, 29,383; Tanta, 28,500; Ro-
setta, 15,002 ; and Suez, 13,498. At the census of
1872 there were in E. proper 79,696 foreigners.
The foreign pop. consisted of 34,000 Greeks, 17,000
Frenchmen, 13,906 Italians, 6,300 Austrians, 6,000
Englishmen, 1,100 Germans, and 1,390 natives of
other countries. The present sovereign of E. is

the sixth ruler of the dynasty of Mehemet Ali,
appointed governor of E. in 1808, who made him-
self, in 1811, absolute master of the country by
force of arms. His position was recognized by Im-
perial Ilatti-She'riff of Feb. 13, 1841, issued under
the guarantee of the five great European Pow-
ers which established the hereditary succession to
the throne of E., under the same rules and regu-
lations as those of the throne of Turkey. The
title given to Mehemet Ali and his immediate suc-
cessors was the Turkish one of Vali, or Viceroy

;

but this was changed by an Imperial firman of
May 21, ISai, into the Persian-Arabic of Khldir-
et-Misr, or King of E., and the ruler of E. has since

been known as the Khidiv, or^ as more commonly
called, Khedive. By the same firman of May 21,

1806, obtained on the condition of the sovereign
of E. raising his annual tribute to the Sultan's
civil list from §1,880,000 to §3,600,000, the succes-

sion to the throne of E. was made direct from
father to son, instead of descending, after the

Turkish law, to the eldest heir. By a last firman,

Fig. 154. — Thb Pyramids.

issued June 8, 1873, the Sultan granted to the
Khedive the hitherto withheld rights of conclud-
ing treaties with foreign powers, and of maintain-
ing armies, since which date the khedives have
held the rank of absolute sovereigns. The admin-
istration of E. is carried on nominally- by a counsel
of state of four military and four civil dignitaries,

but is actually entirely in the liands of the khe-
dive, whose power is absolute, and subject to no
limitation. Ismail I. consented, however, under
pressure of financial difficulties, to appoint in Sept.,

1878, a ministry after European models, and to de-

prive himself of a portion of his autocratic power

;

but soon, impatient of the restraint imposed on
him, he dismissed his foreign ministers, and was
then constrained by France and England to abdi-

cate in favor of his son, Mohamed Tewfik, June,
1879.

The political advantages of E. , in situation, natural strength,
and resources, can hardly be overrated. It lies in the very
route of the trader between Europe and Asia, and that between
Africa and the other two continents. It is the gate of Africa,

and the fort which commands the way from Kurope to the
East Indies. The natural ports on the Red Sea and the Med-
iterranean, selected and improved by the wisdom of Alexan-
der and the Ptolemies, whose enterprises have been eclipsed by
those of M. de Les.seps in our own days, have always been
enough for its commerce, which the great inland water-way of
the Nile has greatly aided. The inhabited country, guarded
by deserts and intersected in Iiower E. by branches of the Nile
and canals, in Upper E, closely hemmed in by the mountains
on either side, is difficult to reach and to traverse ; at th«
same time its extreme fertility makes it independent of sup-
plies from other lands, and thus easier to defend. The ancient
wealth and power of E. should occasion us no wonder, tor
even that the country still prospers in spite of centuries of
Turkish misrule. The general appearance of E. is remarka-
bly uniform. The Delta is a level plain richly cultivated, and
varied alone by the lofty dark-brown mounds of ancient cities,

and the villous in groves of palm-trees, standing in mounds
often if not always ancient. We sometimes see groves of palm-
trees besides those around the Tillages, but other trees are, ex-

cept in some parts, rare. In Upper E. the valley is in as rich

a state of cultivation, but very narrow, and bounded by moun-
tains of no great height, which hem it in. They form the

edge of the desert on cither side of the valley, which has bet'n

cut through a rocky table-land by the river. They rarely fake

the form of peaks. Sometimes they approach the river in bold

promontories, and at others arc divided by valleys with the

be<ls of torrents which flow only at very long intervals. The
bright green of the fields, the ripddish brown or dull green of
the great river, and the tender tints of the bare yellow rocks,

beneath the dwp blue sky, always form a beautiful view. In
form the landscape varies little and is not remarkable ; in

color its qualities are always splendid, and under the gen-

eral uniformity show continual variety. — Clitnate. The cli-

mate of £., being remarkably equable, is healthy to those who
can bear great heat, and who avoid the unwholesome tract* of
the country, such as the northern coast, where there are ex-

tensive salt marshes. Upper E. is healthier than Lower E.

The le.ist healthy time of the year is the latter part of autumn.
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when the inundated toil U drying;. In the deaert, at a very
short distanre froin the cultirabte land, the climate \i unf-
funiilv dry and unTaryin;;!}' healthy. £., however, is unsuitable
as a permanent re^idem-e to Europeaiia who do not freatly
modify their mode of life, and it is almoat ImpoMibie to rMur
European children there; but if they arrlTe after the age of
ten or a little more they do not usually feel Its ill eflSsrts. As
a reaort for invalids E. cannot be recomnwoded without cau-
tion. Persons suflerins from asthma and bronchitis are lilcely

to gain beneflt from a Nile-voyage, unless the season Is unusu-
klly eold. Tbe climate of tbe desert doc* not in all eases suit

them, the email partielee of sand which are inhaled Incieasiog
the irritatton. The desert air is undoubtedly good lor con-
mmption, and a wise pbui i» to encamp near Cairo, or still

better to Bnd some kind of house within the limits of ttie des-

ert ; and there are ancient sepulchral grottos at Thebes and
otber sites which aflbrd excellent qiurtera tor any one who will

take the pains to build a court and a few rooms in (W>nt of
them. A Nile-voyage cannot be so safely recommended. Tbe
climate on the river itself is more changeable than elsewhere,
and often in winter far colder than is good for delicacy of the
lung*. No one i^hould visit E. in the winter without heavy as
sell as light clothing. The atmosphere i* remarliably dry and

a leM degree, for the remaining portion of the year, until the
following midnummer. The water is extremely awret. partic-

ularly in its turbid state. A careful flltration destroys its

peculiar flavor, and the best method is to allow it to wtlle In

the porous Jan manufactured in the country. It is very whole-
some, except during the short period at which it is green.

Tbe turbid appeanure, greatest during tlM rise and inunda-
tion, is owinit lo the prvaeoce oflam quantities ofeanhv matter,
which are annually deposited. The Nile shows tbe fln>t signs

of rii>ing in E. about the time of the summer roUtire. At
Khartoom, where the White MIe and the Blue Nile join, thebe>
ginning of the increase is observed early in April. The siowneaa
of the rise in tlie earlier stage causes this difference. L'oually

the regular Incrwae tloe* not begin in E. until some days after

the summer solsttea, mkI tbe inundation begins about two
months after that solstice. The river atuios its greatest

height at, or not long after, the autumnal equinox, and then,
fiUling more slowly than it had risen, sinks to its lowest point

at the end of nine months, when it remains stationary for a
few days, until it begins again to increase. The inundation
continue* rather longer than it naturally would do, because
the waters are retained for some time upon the lands by clos-

ing the mouths of the canals. The river's banlu being a little

clear, exrept on the sea-coast ; and even the humidity which
|
higher than the rest of the cultivable soil, the water is coo-

ia tlM coni^uence of the spreading of the inundalion is

•earcely felt but by its rendering the heat more oppressive.

Sometimes a white fog, very dense ami cold, ri.«es from the
river in the morning, but it is of rare occurrence and short
duration. The heat is extreme during a great part of the
year, but it is chiefly felt when accompanied by tbe hot winds
of spring, and the sultry calm of the season
of the inundation. The winter ia often
comparatively severe in its cold, especially

"^

as the domestic architecture is intended to

protect rather from heat than cold. The
•oeial heisht of the thermometer in the
depth of winter in L.ower E., in the after-

noon and in the shade, i* from 50'* toW

:

in the hottest season it is from 90^ to 100'',

and about 10^ higher in the southern parts
of Upper E. On the coast of the Meditei^
raneaa rain is frequent, but in other parts

of S. very unusual. At Cairo there is gen-
erally one heavy storm in the winter, and a
shower or two besides, the frequency of
rain having increased since the growth of
Ibrahim Pasha's plantations between the
city and the river. At Thebes a storm
occurs but once in al>out four years, and
light tain almost as rarely. The wind
moat fkeqnenUy blows fh>m the N. \r., N.,
or N. B., but particulariy from the first

direetion. The proportionate prevalence
of the— winds to thoae from all the other
qnartars. In the year, is about 8 to 3 ; but
to tho<w rtom the S., 8. B., and 8. W.,
atiout 6 to 1. (Clot-Bey, AperfU Ginirti
tmr rknpf*, I- P 30-) Tbe northerly
wind* art the Cunooa Btsiiiaa wiiMls of Herodotos, which enable
boats eoneUatly to aaeaod the Nile against iu strong and
rapid earrent, wbaieaa In defending tbe river they depend on
tbe fcree ofUm atrenm, tbe main-rard being lowered. These
winds also eoot tbe tempefrntare dnring tlie summer months.
The MNttberiy winds are often very vioient, and in the spring
and —r, wpeclaliy In April and May, hot sand-windawitlwBi blow ttom tbe south, gvaatly raMng the tempera-
taiw, and cnnsinf eepeeial suHiring to Buropeans Tbe bmous
Blnwow, property called flamoom, Is a much more violent hot
Mad-wind, which Is more uaoal In the desert than in the rul-

tiVBled tracts, but In either oeeurring only at long interv.ils.

It Is a kind of hurrleaae|moat painful to axperieiire, anil in-

jurious in lu eOsets. — Tk« Silt. Ttte chief natural festura

of £, is tbe Nile, and ttia great phenomenon of the country
tbe yearirlnnodation. After the Junction In lat. 16° 34' N.
•ad loo. W> 80* 68" B. of Ita two great conBuenU, called the
White River and the Blue River, tbe Nile taksa a direction

gaaacally N., bat with almost Innumetable winding*. It r»-

wives In lat. 17' 4.'>' the waters of the Twemmi ; and fhm this

yolBt to its embouchure, a distaaee of about 1,880 m., it rr-

ceHe* no affluent whatever, — a solitary instance In the hydro-
pnphie history of the world. In antiquity, the iV srems to

tUkt* dtsebarged its waters Into the sea by 7 mouths ; but It has
ow only two outlets, those of RoaeUa ami Itamlelta. The
ibrmer, or most W., baa a width of 1,800 ft., with a depth of
about 5 ft. ia the dry swaoa. Tbe Damietu mouth is only 900
ft. wide : but ite depth aveng* l<etw*en 7 and 8 ft. when the
rifer I* lowest. The peatast breadth of the DelU Is about
86 m, ftom B. to W., the distance of its apex fhnm the sal be-

ing father mors than 90 m. The water of tbe Nile dld^ eoo-
•Iderably in appearanro and puritv at varlnua esaanns of the
year. A liula after mklsummer it lieeoniaa very tarbid, and
not long afterwards It assumes a irrven color for mnr* than a
for*nlght, owing to the quantity of veiretable matter which It

brinijs down frocn lt« np|ierroiir«'. It then resumes Itstnrbid

cjaiactar for the period of the rise, and retain* it, tlwugb in

veyed by canals or cnttings, and does not pour over the laanks.

The inundatkms varv considerably, and, by either fiiiling or
rising to too great a height, cause much dainnge and distress.

The Nile rises about 40 teet at the First Cataract, about 86 at
Thebes, about 25 at Cairo, and about 4 at the Rosetu and
Damietta mouths during a good iniuxlatioa. If tlie river do

Fig. 166.— SaADOon.

(1. Anci*nt,/r9m Thtbn. 8. Modtm.)

not attain a greater height than IR or 20 feet, the rise is

scanty ; if only 2 or 4 feet more, insuflt^ient : if it attain to 24
feet, or a greater height not exreeding 27 feel, the inundation
Is good ; but a higher rise must be rhsrarteriaed as a deslruc-

tlve flood. Bootetime* the inundation has failed altogether

;

a* for aeven years (a. 467-4<H) in the reign of the Ftftiroee

caliph El-Mtutansir bi-IUh, when there was a •even-year*'

(limine; and low Inundations always cause dearths. Eire*-
sive inundations, on the other hand, produce, or at least foster,

the plagtie and murrain ; so that a vsriation of a few feet I*

productive of the most serious consequences. Although the
water is abundantly charged with alluvium throughout the
year, and especially during the inundation, the annual deposit

by the river, except under extrai>rdinsry cirrumstancee, ia

very much smaller than might be supposrtl. Vsrious compu-
tations have been made as to tbe exact deposit left in a century
on the land, but they have not usually differed al>ove an inch.

If, however, we compare the quantitv of deposit on certain

very ancient structures, of which we know the date, we shsll

flnd that the amount has materially differol in vsnf>us pUces.
Such difliprenees are the natural n-sulls of irregularities in the
river's course, of the strength or weakness of the current at

particular places, of the nature of the country, and many
other disturbing c«u»es. The mean onlinary rste of the in-

crease of the soil of Rcypt has been calculated by M. Oinird,

In the Dftrr dt I'SKftpie, as " very nearly '' 120 millimetres, or
4il80 English Inchre in a centurv — AgrUuJltirt The agricul-

ture of tbe modem Egyptlnns diffipni little from that of the old

InhabitMita. In oiw nvpcri it Is the converse : I he ancients ex-

celled In tbe management of dikes snd <Unis, aii<t raised water
only by the simplest melhoils : the morlerns, while they have
paid leas attention to the great canaU and the means by which
they were rrgulstnl, have employeii more ingenious method*
of artidcial irriinition. The deficiency of population has partly

caused the decay of many of the canals and dams snd dikes,

aitd has at the same time neces*itate<l the eennomixing of ha-
maa labor, for which that of cattle ha* been in a gra.it meas-
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ure substituted. Of the machines the most common is the
shidoof (Fig. 155) which is employed for niising water, and is

still of the same form as that used by the ancient Egyptians
;

but there are also two kinds of water-wheeis. The more usual
of these is that called the sakiyeh, which is composed of a,

horizontal wheel turned by a pair of cows or bulls, or by one,

and connected with a vertical wheel which is on the same axis

as anotheraround which are earthen pots in which the water is

pii.^ed and poured into a trough. The taboot is a similar ma-
chine, which differs from the sakiyeh principally in having a
hollow wheel instead of the wheel with pots, in the jaunts or
fellies of which the water is conveyed. Sometimes a katweh is

employed, which is a bucket like that of the shadoof, having
four cords by which two men dip it into the river or canal
and raise the water. Steam-pumps are now largely used. —
The culture of cotton was introduced by Mehemet Ali with a
view to promote his manufacturing schemes, and the Turkish
grandees have found it a source of temporary profit. During
the American war the profit was at its height, but subse-
quently it declined. The necessity of constructing dams to

exclude the Nile water from the cotton-growing fields has ren-
dered the inundations destructive, and the speculation seems
on the whole to have injured the welfare of K, The agri-

cultural implements of the motlern Egyptians are ruae in
construction, and similar to those anciently employed in the
country. One of these, however, was not known to the earlier

inhabitants. This is the norag, a machine *' in the form of a
chair, which moves upon small iron wheels or thin circular
plates, generally eleven, fixed to three thick axle-trees, four to

the foremost, the same number to the hindmost, and three
to the intermediate axle-tree. This machine is drawn in a
circle by a pair of cows or bulls over the corn." It is em-
ployed to separate the grain of wheat, barley, etc., and to cut
the straw, which is used for fodder. The ancient Egyptians
generally cut the wheat near the ear. An Egyptian garden is

a miniature E. It is intersected by numerous small chanuels
which are filled by one or more water-wheels. By these chan-
nels the water is spread over the garden, divided by them into
many square compartments, edged with ridges of earth.
This system of course makes it very difficult to keep a garden
in good order, and no great variety of flowers is cultivated. —
Though Mehemet Ali was very desirous to encourage manu-
factures, he did not endeavor enough to apply modern science
to the improvement of agriculture. Ibrahim Pasha, who suc-
ceeded him, always maintained that the country should be
agricultural rather than manufacturing, and introduced im-
portant improvements during his father's government. This
system has been steadily pursued by Ismail I. Before the
time of Mehemet Ali a kind of feudal system prevailed, and
much of the land was held by small proprietors under the pro-
tection of the great emeers. By the massacre of the Memlooks,
the pasha destroyed feudalism, and by arbitrarily seizing
almost all the landed property rendered private tenure of
liind a most rare condition, lie allotted to those whom he
thus unjustly dispossessed annual pensions for life, as the only
compensation for an act of tyranny to which even the history
of E. scarcely affords a parallel. Those whase lands were not
confi,scated yielded them up through fear, and buried their
title-deeds, which are yet so concealed. A system of govern-
ment in which the supreme authority overlooks such acts, and
subordinate governors perpetrate them, in defiance of the Mus-
lim code and Arab jurisprudence, demands the most thor-
ough and searching reform. — YegeliMe products. E. differs

from most other countries in having neither woods nor forests.
Besides the palm-groves, we rarely see even a grove of trees, ex-
cept in Lower E. The largest common trees are acacias, syca-
more fig trees, and mulberry-trees, all of which are frequently
planted on each side of the great roads near Cairo ; and the
most beautiful trees are the d:it«-tree and the banana. The
weeping-willow, myrtle, elm, and cypress are found in the gar-
dens and plantations ; and the tamarisk is to be seen every-
where.
The most common of the fruits are dates of various kinds,

which are sold half-ripe, ripe, dried, and pressed in their fresh
moist state in mats or skins. Many different sorts are enumer-
ated as known in E. The dependencies, however, and not E ,

produce the finest of these dates. The hotter and drier cli-
mates of the Oases and Lower Nubia best suit the date-palm

;

and the pressed dates of Seewah, the ancient 0!V.«is of Jupiter
Ammou, are among the most esteemed. The grape is a com-
mon fruit, but wine is not made from it on account of the pro-
hibition of .Mohammed. The Feivoom is celebrate<l for its
grapes, and chiefly supplies the market of Caira The most
common grape is white, of which there is a small kind far
superior to the ordinary sort. The black grapes are large, but
comparatively tasteless. The vines are trailed on trellis-work,
and form agreeable avenues in the gardens of Cairo ; but little
attention is paid to their culture, the common fault of Egyp-
tian agriculture and gardening, due to the generosity of nature
and the indolence of the inhabitants. The best-known fruits,
besides dates and grapes, are figs, sycamore-figs, and pomegran-
ates, apricots and peaches, oranges and citrons, lemons and
limes, bananas, which are believed to be of the fruits of Para-
dise (being always in sea.son), different kinds of melons (includ-
ing some of aromatic flavor, and the refreshing watermelon),

mulberries, Indian figs or prickly pears, the fruit of the lotus,

and olives. Many of these are excellent, especially the figs

and melons. The trees and plants which produce most of
them are chiefly confined to the gardens. The cactus, bearing
the Indian fig, is extremely common, and forms the hedges of
gardens and plantations. The vegetables, etc., are very com-
mon and of various kinds, so that we cannot wonder that the
children of Israel longed for them in the desert. The princi-

pal are beans, pease, vetches, lentils (of which a pottage is

made, which is the common food of the Nile boatmen), lupines,

chick-pease, the loobiyeh (Dolichos lutria), fenugreek, mallows,
the bamiyeh (Hibiscus escuUntus), spinach, purslain, nieloo-

kheeyeh (Corchurus olitorius), leeks, onions, garlic, celery,

parsley, chicory, cress, radishes, carrots, turnips, colocasia,

lettuce, cabbage, fennel, gourds and cucumbers (both of sev-

eral kinds), the tomato, the epg-fruit or bading-^n (black and
white), caraway, coriander, cumin, anL-^eseed, and red pepper.
— The chief field-produce is wheat (which is more grown than
any other kind of com), barley, several sorts of millet, maize,

rice, oats, clover, pease, the sugar-cane, roses, two species of
the tobacco-plant, and cotton, now largely cultivated. The
sugar-cane is extensively cultivated, and excellent sugar is

manufactured from it. There are fields of roses in the Feiyoom,
which supply the market with rose-water. The tobacco pro-
duced in E. is coarse and strong compared with that which is

used by the middle and upper classes and imported from Syria

and Turkey. That of Syria is considered the best. Of textile

plants, the principal are hemp, cotton, and flax ; and of plants

used for dyeing, bastard safli^n, madder, woad, and the indigo

plant. The intoxicating ha.sheesh, which some smoke in a
kind of water-pipe formed of a cocoa-nut, two tubes, and
a bowl, seldom used for any other narcotic, is not, as has been
erroneously suppo.sed, opium, but hemp. The effect is most
baneful. The leaves of the hinnfe plant are used to impart a
bright red color to the palms of the bands, the soles of the feet,

and the nails of both hands and feet, of women and childtvn,

the hair of old ladies, and the tails of horses. Indigo is very
extensively employed to dye the shirts of the natives of the

poorer classes, and is, when very dark, the color of mourning
;

therefore, women at funerals, and generally after a death,

smear themselves with it. Oil is extracted from the seeds of

the cotton plant, hemp, colewort, the poppy, the castor-oil

plant, sesame, and flax. The high coarse gra.«s called halfch

\Pna cynosuroides) grows in great quantity in waste places

and among ancient ruins.— Many kinds of reeds are found in

E , though, if wo compare the representations in the ancient

tombs with what we see in the present day, it is evident

that they were formerly much more common. The famous
byblus, or papyrus, from which paper was manufactured,
appears to be nearly, if not quite extinct, since Sir Gardner
AVilkiuson had not seen it (Modern Egypt and Thebes, I. 441).

ftl Dclile, in his excellent account of the Egyptian flora,

merely mentions it by name in his list as the Cyperus papy-
rus, called in Arabic berdy, and found at Damietta, but gives

no figure of it. The lotus, greatly prized for its flowers by
the ancient inhabitants, is still found in E , though it is not
common.— Animals. The zoology of E. Is not of remarka-
ble interest, although it contains some very curious points.

The absence of jungle and of forest, and the little cover thus
afforded to beasts of prey, as well as other wild animals, partly

cause this ; and wo observe few birds of beautiful plumage for

the same reason. The most characteristic of the bea.<ts is the
camel, which is more at home in the dry climate of E. than
elsewhere out of his native deserts. It has been remarked,
however, that the camel, like his master the Arab, degenerates
when removed into a city or a cultivated tract, that the former
commonly becomes mangy, and the latter experiences a physi-

cal and moral degradation. The Egyptian camel is of the

one-humped kind, which has been erroneously called the

dromedary, whereas the dromedary is merely a swift camel
standing in the same relation to the ordinary camel that our
saddle-horse does to our cart-horse. Caniers flesh is for the

most part eaten only by the peasants and the Arabs of the des-

ert ; by the Copts it is considered unlawful food It is very

remarkable that no representation of the camel has been found
in the sculptures anil paintings of the Egyptian monuments
among the very numerous figures of the animals of E., both

tame and wild, and of those brought from foreign lands as

presents. It does not appear to have been introduced into

other African countries until after the Christian era ; but it

was known to the Egyptians, although it is by no means cer-

tain that it was one of their domestic beasts. To modern E.

the camel is very valuable, since the traffic with Syria, Arabia,

Western Africa, and Ethiopia is to a great extent carried on
by caravans. But the ancient Egyptians appear to have de-

rivetl their wealth more from tributary presents than from

commerce, to have allowed their land commerce to be much
in the hands of foreign merchants, like those who brought

Joseph into £., and to have left even their sea commerce partly

at least to foreigners. The wild animals arc tigers, hyenas, cam-

els, antelopes, apes, dromedaries, horses, large asses, crocodiles,

hippopotami, the chameleon, and a kind of rat calli-d ichneu-

mon. The birds are ostriches, ej«ples, hawks, pelicans, water-

fowls of all kinds, and the ibis, which resembles a duck, and
was deified by the ancient Egyptians, on account of its d«-
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Wrojing wrMBti hmI nozloas ioMcta. Amoog th« reptiica b
a ivrpeat eallad Um Mraitw, or boroed Tiprr, the bit« of which
U hUl to thow wbo have not the Mcret of Komrdiog agMiniit it.

Public Works amd HamM/mttmrtt. The public worti* ouried
out in E. during the pwnwit reign would All • loog rmtalogne,
without reclcontag Um Son Caxal (q t.) lUilwajr eatnmunl-
ention has bean •atablMied batwaau Alexandria, Cairo. Imna^lla,

Sues, Pamlwtta, Um MJroo^ and Anyoot, the varioua tinea

Uif over l,S0O milaa. A Boodin railway, from W:ide«
HatM to HaDBek, and ftotn near Dunltalah to Kbartoom,
inTolTinic coMly and diHeult engineering for a length of not*
than 1,000 inilca, ha* been begun with the riew of abortening
tiM paange to India, and bringing the produc* of the rirh
•oatltem lolt into ca^r connection with Cairo ; thwe work*
are, however, at prearnl at a utandstill. The canal pyatem baa
baen greatly enlarged and improTed, but a ititl better result ii

aatleipated fttMn the barrage of the Nile, a plan prt^ted by
M. Moagelaad nowaboat to be carried out for the Khedire
by Mr. Fowler. In I8T1 the work of building a breakwater to
dafcod the new harbor at Alexandria tram the leas caused by
the eooitant southwest winds was began. The outer break-
water extends abo*e two miles across the mouth of the harbor,
aocloaing an area of 1,400 acres of calm water The structure
rises 7 fee* above the higiiesi sea-level, and is of a unifnrm
width ofaO feet. Uarbor works have also been cooitrurted at
Sosa. At a eost of over 9900,000, fburteen fine lighthouxes
have beaa ercctod, sewn on the Uediterranean and seven on
tha Bad Sea. Telegraph lines (begun by the enterprise of
SalJ) hare been set throuehouC E., roveriug nearly 6,000
miles, and putting Alexandria into direct comniuniration with
Khartoon; and this branch of the public Mrrice is managed
by English oBcials. Submarine tt-legmphR alito bring Egypt
Into eommnnication with Cantlia and thence with Coniitanti-

nopla and Otranto, and with Malta and thence with Kogland.
France, ele. Tha post-oOee was bought by the government
ia 1886, and nnder the management of an English poet official

has been greaUy improved. In about 70 towns and villages

oSeaa have been established, and several maiU a day arc de-
spatched flrom the chief places. The manuCtctures of E. have
Men in a declining state for several centuries. Mchenwt All
tried to promote them by establishing large manufactories of
cotton, silk, and woollen goods, tarbooshes, etc., and, ejpc-
rialiy in Upper E., sugar-refloeries. Ibrahim Pasha was much
opposed to his CMher's policy, and in pursuance of his own
Tiaws he laid out exten.'tive plantations of olive and other
treas, erected powerful steam-engines for the irrigation of his
lands, and on all his estates endeavored to encourage agricul-
ture. It cannot be doubted that had he lived the correctness
of his convletloa that E. is an agricultural, not a manufitctur-
Ing ooantry, would under his rule have bcvn fully verified.

MahMMt All introduced cotton and largely cultivated it ; the
Twklah grandees found that from it they could extract more
pdn than from other field-prodaca, and large tracts wec«
•paedlly dsroted to iu culture Tha naeaaslty, however, of ex-
clndlag the waten of the Nile has caoaed several destructive
InaDdathms ; and so long as the cotton growth remained a
mooopoiy of tha pasha it was no means of enrichment to the
ptndMeac. Now, however, that the monopolv is abolished,
Um tnds in cotton is greatly Increasing, and Itiis produce will

doabtadty bieomi avary year a mors Important Item In the
^mHIi ofUm country. Tha old restrictions upon agrlcullur-
Mi ham baas nMra or l«n dona away ; and the government,
whOrt not wholly abandoning Mahemet All's views on maou-
fcefws, is yat allva to tha paramount Importance of aObrdlng
•t«nr SBewiratsiisiiit to agrienltar*.
dmmtwtt. Tha oooiaMrra of JIT. Is vary iarga, bat consists

to aonM axtant of goods earriad In transit, which, however, has
AiaaUir dsellnad in reeeat years, owing to tba opening of the
!•• OMial. In the year 1878 tha total valna of Importt. con-
sIsUagehbfly of cotton, llnan, and woollsnmaniifcftnrss, hard-
«ai«,MBehlnary,eoal,ote .amoanttd to#SI,0eO,00O; and tha
asporta, whleh ar« chMIy cotton, eotton-aaad. whaat, barley,
eorn, baana, and gums, anwuniad to 980,fiOO,000 To tha

I Ibrtign trade Orsat Britain eontribntca abont TO per
t, and tha last Is dlvldad bstwaMi Fmnoa. Anstria, Italy,

nrroHoa crop in toio esimuau ovar aoooi WWJUUU IMiaans
900,000 afTss, naariy ). and prodoead 1,877/106 qalnials (of
lb« .) oTginnad stapio, S,UOiK)0 aidabs (of6 buiheU ) of MHxt.

1 4 ,124.A ioMta oTeottMi slfeka, all tagatharivachlnK a toul

hi daaoendlng pfoporUons. Thai* k almost no
dliael trade batwsen B. and Um D. Mnlas.
Tha cotton crop In 1878 estsodsd orer aboat 960jOOO Mdins

(-960.000
llOlb«
and
V4lur of aboat •tt/NO/IOO. Tha export of cotton to Orrat
Britain fcr tha mm* jraar aoMontod to 181,214.116 lbs., valawl
at •91,279,080.

Fi0mmt*». TIm rtvanns of S. la varfoosly Mtfmatad at
turn $40JlB0f«0 to SM.mO.OOO per annum Mr. fltaphan
Oa*a,santto K. by (he Dritlnh (rnvemment In 187& to awM
the Kbedlva In rsfbiinlng th» flnanro of hi* country, raporiad
tba Inenma for 1875 at $;>3.4Vvl50. Arronlli« to Mr.
Cava, this iwenne was InsaSclent to m«rt both tiM Mat of
the general admialstiation of the country, reUmatad at fkom
26 to 3>) million dollafs, and tba chartrr* nr a debt vailoaaly
iwportail to amount to tron 480 to 4^/) million dollars. In
atder to prevent unaroidaliia Inaolvenrr, Mr. Cave raeem-dsd a eoovarsioa of tba dab*, to bo eflbctad with the AMMt

of the bondholders. The same reroaunendatioa was rrpeated
by Mr Oeorge J. Ooschen and M. Joabert, representatives of
the British and French bondhnlders of the Egyptian debt, who
went to E in the autumn of 1876 to confer with the Khfdlsa
on the flnance* of E. From the information fumisbad to I

they arrived at the conrlu'ion that the annual rev

1876 and the followine yean would amount to t64,610,(XI0,
and that a balance might be establinbed with the ezprnditure.
If the pnblic liabilities of E. and the private debt of the Khe-
dive were separated, and rsduml by tauveislun. The plana
submitted by Messrs Ooaehen and Jonbett ware adopted Nor
18, 1876, by the KhedHc, wbo derrred that the " UnlOed Debt
of£" aboald ha ladoced to 9296.(K)0.000 by conversioa, and
ba separated entirely from the " privileged debt" and othar
loans. TIm interest on the " unified debt " was flxed at sevm
per cent, of which one per cent was to be retaiiHd as a rinking
fund during nine years, to provide for the extinction of rrve>
nue fWHn the Moukabala tax, ceasing at the end of this term.
The control, both of the debt of E. snd of the grneral rrvenna
and expenditure, was placed, by the utipulalions agreed to by
the Khedive in Nov. 1876. under the control of a financial con-
mission, confisting chiefly of Europeans. A controller gen-
eral of revenue and a controller-iteoeral of the public debt
and audit wera appointed, with the fullest powers of super-
vision. The first report of the sctual revenue of Eg>pt made
by the controller-general was issued in April, 1S7». It flated

the total receipts of the government in the year 18i to have
been S43,761,600, and it estimated the toUl rrceipt* for tha
year 1878— being "a year following a bad Nile''— at no
more than 936,600,000. The sama report notified that the
wrvlce of the public debt for the year 1878 would require

8:^,500,000, learing only 87,000,000 available to carry on the
administration of the country. By the convention aitii Mesrr^
Ooschen and Joubert, ratified by the Khedive Novrn.ber 18.

1878, there was instituted a Conimi!<!>ion of the Public Debt.
It is made a permanent institution, and the revenues of E are
pledged to the Unified Debt, to be pnid direct to the Commis-
sion. According to a report of the Public Debt Commissioners,
Signor P. Baravelle and Miyor £. Baring, the liabilities of E.,
placed under European control, amounted on the 8th of Sept.,

1S77, to 9391.419,100. Not included in this total was the per-

sonal debt of the Khedive, called that of the Daira Sanieh.
which was returned at 944,077,150, in an official report issued
in August, 1878. To provide for the interest of this debt,
the Khedive made over, at the same date, his private estates,

estimated to embrace 432.000 acres, of the annual value of
$2,125,000, to the Commission of the Public Debt. Not se-

cured by any stipulation on the part of the government is the
floating debt of E., the exact amount of which is not known,
but which Is estimated to be ovrr f^5,000,000.
Monef. The standard unit of currency is the kiritk, or piss-

tre (=: about 6 cents), which is coined in itold pieces of
6, 10, 20, 26, 60, 100 piastres ; silver of 1. 2^,5, 10, 20 piastrra.

Copper coiiu of 6, 10, 20 para* (or faddahs, 4U to the piastre)

and 1 piastre are also coined. The krrs, or purse, of 5U0 pias-

tres, is equal to about .£5 2s. 6rf. The khtnmtk, or treasury,
consists of 1,000 purses. Besides the rrgnlar Egyptian currency,
European coins of all kinds are comnMmly employed in E.
especially the English soverriitn, the French napoleon, the
Veoeliao s>-quin, the Spanish doubloon and dolhu', the 6-frane
piece, and the Constantinople coins.

WeifkU anft Mrasurts. The ICgj'ptisn measures are, — tiM
/Itr, or spare measured by the extension of the thumb and 8fat
finger ; the sAibr, or span ; and the nbtl (of three kinds, •• 2^,
26, and 26^ inches). The measnre of land Is th*/f)ldaH, W17
nearly equal to tba English acta, sabdWIded Into 24 AMfdu,
and each of these Into m (Ibraarly 8881) iasatcAs, or rods,
the kasabeb being a squara measars vrith side of S3 kabdfht,
each eaualllng 6} Inches. The tntlibh Is equal to about
6 bosbals, and U divided Into 6 twytsAi, and each weybeb Into
24 rates.

Tba weights are these : —
94 IcamkakM (or grains of wheat), or 48 luMtk* (or graliu of

barley) - 1 dirbem (- 48 gr. Troy).
12 dirkrmt i~ I wokeeyah or ounce ( - about 676 gr.).

12 wuktryrkM • 1 raU or pound (m, 16oa 18 dr. avoir.).

Sfoi^ - 1 wukkah or oke (- 2) lb.).

wwkhtMM — 1 kantir or ewt. (- 99 lb.).

34 ktrrait - 1 mithkil or wdght of a deanir (— 73 gr.).

The French metrical system has been established by Imall
I , but lias not let been generally adopted.

AleSMtmdrin, the principal seaport of R, on the coast of
tba Medltemnean, about 14 m W.>* W. of the Canonic mouth
of tha Nile: the liiththouse being in Ut SFll' 43'' N., loni:.

VPbV 40" B. The littht. which !• flxed. in visible 20 m. in

rianr waathar. The situation of this famous city nas admim-
bly chosen by Its far-snlnc founder, Alexander the (Ireal.

Until the discovery of the route to India h\ the C«pe of (iood

Hope, E. formed the centre of the commerre between the
saatem and vrestem worMs : and Alexandria was plareil in the

Most fkvorable position In K for an emporium, Iwinir the only
port on its northern roost whei^ there is. at once, ileep water
and security for shipping thi^uRhmit the year. The ports of

BoaslU and Damletta, the former on the waat and tba latter
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on the eastern arm of the Nile, are both difficult of entrance,

each having a bar upon which there is always a dangerous

surf. Ships bound for Alexandria avoid this serious incon-

venience; and by means of an artificial navigation, stretching

from the city to the western branch of the Nile, it has almost

the same facilities for internal navigation that are enjoyed by
the cities referred to. Under the Turks the city sank into

insignificance, numbering only about 6,000 inhabitants. Soon
after Mehemet Ali became ruler of E he turned his attention

to the restoration of Alexandria. One of the most important
works that he effected with this view .was the opening of the

Mahmoudieh Canal in 1820. This was accomplished at a cost

of about •1?1,500,000, and, for want of proper management, at

a melancholy loss of human life. It is about 50 m. in length,

with an average width of about 100 feet, and communicates
with the Rosetta branch of the Nile at the village of Atteh.

Since Alexandria became the centre of the steam communica-
tion between Europe and India, and the principal station on
the Overland Route, its progress has been rapid. It has now
regular communication with England, Marseilles, Brindisi,

Constantinople, etc. In 1856 a railroad line between Alexan-
dria and Cairo was opened for traffic, and was shortly after-

wards extended to Suez, and several extensions have since

been made to the cotton districts of the Delta. The ancient

city was situated a little more inland than the modern one,

opposite to the small island of Pharos, on which was erected

the lighthouse, so celebrated in antiquity. This island was,

partly by artificial means and partly by natural causes,

gradually joined to the land by a mound, and on this the
modern town is principally built. The isthmus and island

have now the form of a T, its head being N. E. and S. W. A
square castle or tower, built on a small islet or rock, at the
extremity of a mole projecting from the N. E. angle of the city,

is still called the Pharos, and may, perhaps, occupy the site of

the ancient lighthouse. On each side of this islet there is a
jMDrt. That on the western or African side, called the Old
Port, the Euiwstos of the ancients, is by far the larger and
better. It stretches from the town westwards to Marabout
about 6 m., and is about IJ ni. in width. It is bounded on the

N. partly by the VV. tongue or angle of the island on which the
city in partially built, at the extremity of which is the new
lighthou.se, and partly by rocks and .sand-banks. It has three

entrances. The first, or that nearest the city, having 17 feet

water, is about IJ m. S. W. from the lighthouse; but it is

too narrow and difficult to be attempted by any one not thor-

oughly acquainted with the port. The eastern side of the sec-

ond or middle entrance is marked by buoys which lie about

2i m. S. W. from the lighthouse ; it is about a quarter of a
mile wide, and has, where shallowest, 27 feet water. The third

or western entrance has its western boundary within about
three eighths of a mile from the east end of Marabout Island ;

it i.i about half a mile wide, and has from 25 to 27 feet water
in its shallowest places. This last is the best entrance. Ships,

when in, may anchor close to the town in from 22 to 40 feet

water, and there is good anchorage in deep water all along the
shore. Foreigners were formerly excluded from this port;
but this prohibition no longer exists, and it is now principally

resorted to by the shipping frequenting the port. What is

called the New (though it be really the oldest) or Asiatic har-
bor is on the eastern side of the town. A rock called the
Diamond lies a little to the east of the Pharos tower; and
ships entering the port ought to have this rock about a cable's

length on the right. If they get much farther to the left they
will come in contact with a shoal which stretches westward
from the Pharillon, or little tower, on the east side of the port.

The water immediately withm the port S. W. from the Pharos
is from 30 to 40 feet deep ; but the space for anchorage is very
limited, and is exposed to the northerly gales. Ordinary tides

ri.'ic 2 feet ; but during the overflow of the Nile the rise is

4 feet. Variation 13 ' west. — The general appearance of Alex-
andria is by no means striking; and from its situation its en-
virons are sandy, flat, and sterile. The Frank quarter, on the
other hand, presents the appearance of a European town,
having handsome streets and squares, and excellent stores.
Among the principal public buildings are the palace of the
pasha, the naval arsenal, the naval and military hospitals,
custom-house, bourse, two theatres, several mo.sques, churches,
convents, etc. Few of the remain.^ of the ancient city are now
visible. Most of those that were to be seen a few years ago
have since disappeared, and the celebrated Cleopatra's Needle
it.self Is now to be .seen in London, on the bank of the gloomy
river Thames. The most striking of still standing ancient
monuments is the column styled Pompey's Pillar. It stands
on a mound of earth about 40 feet high, and has a height
of 9S feet 9 inches. The .shaft consists of a single piece of
red granite, and is 73 feet long and 29 feet 8 inches in cir-
cumference. The capital is Corinthian, 9 feet high, and the
ba.«e is a square of about 15 feet on each side. From an in-
scription it appears to have been erected in honor of the Em-
peror Diocletian, and it was formerly surmounted by a statue
of that monarch. The climate of Alexandria is mild and salu-
brious. The heats of summer are modified by the N. W. winds
from the sea, which prevail during nine months of the year,
the thermometer seldom rising above 86° F. In winter a good
deal of rain falls, and throughout the year the atmosphere is

generally moist, being saturated with a saline Tapor from the
sea. Pop. 212,054.

Suez. See Suez Canal.

Zjidam, a kind of Dutch cheese of a globular
form, and weighing about 3| lbs. It is imported
in cases of one dozen.
Eider-Do-wn. See Down.
Eidograph, an instrument for copying draw-

ings.

Eighteenmo, the size of a book formed by fold-
ing a medium-size paper, 18 X 24 inches, into 18
leaves or 36 pages, or a double medium paper,
24 X 30 inches, into 36 leaves or 72 pages. The
term is usually written 18mo.
Ejoo Fibre, or Indian Hemp, a strong horse-

hair looking fibre, obtained in the Malayan Islands
from the sago-palm, Arenr/a saccharifera. It is very
durable and tenacious, and universally emplojed,
in the countries where the tree is indigenous, for
making cordage, for nets and seines, for the rig-

ging of vessels, and for cables.

Elaine. See Oleine.
Elastic Bands, belts, braces, gaiters, etc.,

made witli threads of india-rubber, either naked
or covered.

Elastic Oums, a common name given to those
vegetable extracts, such as india-rubber and gutta-
percha, whicli may be elongated by heat, etc.

Elaterium, a medicinal feculence deposited
from the juice of the wild cucumber, Momorfiira
elaterium. It is sold in thin cakes, and when
pure has a pale gray or greenish color, floats

on water, is easily pulverized by pressure, and
forms with rectified spirits a rich, green-colored
tincture. Larger doses than i gr. of pure £. are
poisonous.
Elder, the Sambuais nigra, a large shrub or

small tree, common in all parts of the U. States.
The wood, which is remarkable for its hardness, is

often used for carpenters' rules, weavers' shuttles,

meat-skewers, etc. The light pith of the branches
is used for electrical purposes. The recent flow-

ers are regarded as diaphoretic and pectoral, and
a distilled water (E.-flower water : aqua sambuci)
is made of them. TJie inner bark is purgative
and emetic, and is used in dropsy ; the leaves are
purgative. The juice of the fresh berries is

made into wine {E. wine), and is largely used to

make factitious port wine, and to adulterate the
real wine. E. wine is extensively manufactured at
Newark, N. J.

Elecampeme, the aromatic bitter root of Inula
Helenium, which is much used in some quarters,
made into a sirup, for colds and coughs ; from
its pungency it was formerly in repute as a sto-

machic ; a sweetmeat is also made from it.

Electrical Machine, an instrument for the
excitation and collection of electricity. Fig. 156
represents the improved Ramsden machine. Be-
tween two wooden supports a circular glass plate,

P, is suspended by an axis passing through the

centre, and which is turned by means of a glass

handle, M. The plate revolves between two sets

of cushions or rubbers, F, of leather or of silk, one
set above the axis and one below, which, by means
of screws, can be pressed as tightly against the

glass as maj' be desired. The plate also passes

between two brass rods shaped like a horseshoe,

and provided with a series of points in the sides

opposite the glass : these rods are fixed to larger

metallic cylinders, C, which are called the prime
conductors. The latter are insulated by being
supported on glass feet, and are connected with
each other by a smaller rod, r. The action of the

machine is founded on the excitation of electric-
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ity by friction, ami on the action of induction.

By friction with tlie ruhlMjrs, tl»c plass iK-conu-s

p<jsitivily, anil the rublK-rs mgiitivily tlectritied
;

but the rnbl>ers communicate >viti> the ground b}-

means of a chain, and, consequently, as fast as

the negative electricity is generatwl, its tension is

reduced to zero by contact with tlie pround. The
positive electricity of theplassactsihenby induction

on the conductor.attractiiig tiie negative electricity.

This negative electricity collects in the |H)ints

opposite to the glass. Here it.s tension or ten-

dency to discharge Ijecomes so high that it passes

across the intervening space of air, and neutral-

izes the positive electricity on the glass. The
conductors thus lose their negative electricity,

and remain charged with positive electricity.
1

Before use, the rubliers are coated either with
j

powdered Aurum musivum (sulphuret of tin), or
,

m. IM. — KLiCTBICAL MiCMUIE.

graphite, or amalgam. If tlie hand Xto brought
near the conductor when chargeii, a spark fol-

lows, which IN renewed as the machine is tume<i.

In till* cane the positive electricity decomi)o»»»ii the
neutral fluid of the Uxly, attracting its negative
electricity, and <'ombining with it when the two
have a sufDcient tension. Thus, with each spark
the con<luct«)r reverts to the neutral state, but l»c-

comes again electrifle<l as the plate is turned.
The Plnlr mtirhinr, which i» now much iisc<l in this

country, consists of a thick plate of glass mounted
on a horizontal axis ami turned by a crank. At each
end there is a glass *tandar<l, the one sumnmnted
by a brass Imll called the nrt^niiit conductor,
the other bv a long cylinder of brass with rouniknl

eiuls, calleii the J"
iiMf or /xviiiict con<luctor. From

Uie siandani of the negative conductor projp<*t

two brass strips in the form of a clamp, which
bold the rubbers against the glass plate. These

rubbers art^ pieces of wash-leather or woollen cloth

covered with the amalgam above described. Con-

nected with the prime conductor are metallic

[Miints, nearly in contact with the surface of the

glass, which serve to colUtt its K. The lower

half of the plate is covered with flaps of oiled i>ilk

which confine the A", until it is collc-cted by the

points of the prime conductor.

Electric, Electrical, exhibiting the effects of

elc*<tricity wlun " exciteil " by friction ;
|K'rtain-

mg to, derived from, or pro<luced by elwtricitv.

An Eltriric is a substance which may under ordi-

nary circumstances Ik- readily made to evince

electrical projK-rtics by friction. Kle<tric8 <lo not

transmit or con<luct electricity; whilst, on the

other hand, timlirtiii-s are grnxl transmitters or

conductors of electrical action. The most jurfecl

electrics are slielllac, sulphur, amlK'r, jet, resiuous

Ixxlies, gums, gun-cotton, glass,

silk, diamond, agate, and tourma-
line; dry fur, hair, w Of kI, feathers,

and paper; turpi-ntineand various

oils ; dry atmospheric air and
other gases, steam of high elas-

ticity, and ice at 0^ F. The most
perfi-ct aneletrics or conductors

are the metals, charcoal, and saline

fluids.

Electric Clock. Electricity

began to be used as a regulator of

clocks about 1840. In strictness,

an E. C. has no maintaining power
— either weight or spring— of its

own ; it is a mere-ekeleton, receiv-

ing impulse from another clock.

It has a dial-face, hour and minute
hands, wheels to give motion to

these hands, from the arbor of a

seconds-hand, and a small electro-

magnet. There may l)e such a

clock as this in every ri>om of a

large building, and all of them w ill

show exactly the same time as the

parent clock which supplies the

motive-power. Wheatstone, Kain,

ApjMdd, ShephenI, J«)nes, Smyth,
and other inventors have contrived

beautiful means for prmlucing anil

communicating this motion. In

the parent clmk of Shepherd's
K. <'. the pendulum, the going
train, and tlie striking train have
each their own distinct system of

eUn'tro-inagnets ; the jxiululum
may continue to oscillate although
the cliH-k train is at rest. In these

and in all other foniis of A". C each impulse of

the parent clock is communicatifl to all the

se<'ondary dorks through a long wire; and thus
it is that nearly all the railn>ad stations in Eng-
land rci-eive Cln-enwich lime from a parent clock
It the Observatory.
Electricity, one of the great forces of nature

;

also that department of physical science which
embraces all that is known respcc-ting this partic-

ular force. Many theories respecting the nature
of E have be<'n advance<l for the puriM)se of ex-

tlaining electrical phenomena. The theory <if Dr.

ranklin supposed the existence of a singh- homo-
geneous, imponderable flui<l. of extreme tenuity

and elasticity, in a state of equable distribution

throughout the material world. This fluid is as-

sumeii to be repulsive of its own particle*, but
attractive of all other matter. When <lisiribuieil

in bodies, in quantities proportionate to their ca-
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paoities or attraction for it, such bodies are said

to be in their " natural state." When we increase

or diminish the natural quantity of E. in any sub-

stance, excitation is the result, and the substance,

if " overcharged," is said to be electrified " posi-

tively "
; or, if " undercharged," " negatively."

These theories, and all others based upon the

assumption that E. is a form of matter, have
been found to be inadequate for the elucidation

of electrical phenomena. At the present day, how-
ever, two kinds of electric forces are recognized,

and distinguished as netjative and positive, but they
are both assumed to be analogous in principle,

and very generally assumed to be simply due to

different analogous motions of matter. For a full

exposition, however, the reader must refer to some
of the especial works on the subject.

Electric Light. See Light (Electric).
Electric Telegraph. See Telegraph.
Electro-Etching. See Etching.
Electro-Gilding. See ELECTRO-METALLfRGT.
Electrolysis, the chemical decomposition of a

substance by means of electricity.

Electro-Magnet, a bar of soft iron which,
under the influence of a voltaic current, becomes
magnet ; but this magnetism is only temporary,
for the coercive force of perfectly soft iron is null.

Fig. 157. — Electro-Magnet.

and the two magnetic fluids neutralize each other
as soon as the current ceases to pass through the
wire. An E.-M. has tiie horseshoe form (Fig.

157), and a copper wire, covered with silk or cot-

ton, is rolled several times round them on the two
branches, so as to form two bobbins, A and B. In
order that tlie two ends of the horseshoe may be
of the opposite polarity, the winding on the two
limbs, A and B, must be such that if the horse-
shoe were straightened out. it would be in the
same direction. The power of the E.-M. is enor-
mously greater tlian that of any permanent mag-
net. A permanent magnet, weighing 1 pound, has
been made to carry 27 ; but Dr. Joule was able to

construct a small E.-Af. by arranging the coils

to advantage, and proportioning the wire of the

core, and the thickness and length of the wire,
which would carry 3,500 times its own weight.
E.-M., instead of being made in one piece, are
frequently constructed of two cylinders, jointly
screwed to a stout piece of the same metal. Such
is the E. in Morse's telegraph.
Electro-Magnetism. That part of the science

of electricity and magnetism which treats of the
production and properties of temporary magnet-
ism by the passage of a current of electricity

round a bar of soft iron. See Magnetism, and
Electro-Magket.
Electro-Metallurgy, Electrotypy, Galva-

noplasty, Electro-Gilding, Electro-Plating,
etc., a term including all processes in which elec-

tricity is applied to the working of metals. This
wonderful and beautiful art may undoubtedly be
traced to the early experiments of Cruikshank,
Brugnatelli, and Davy ; but it remained undevel-
oped until the late Professor Daniell devised in

1836 that particular form of battery which bears
his name. A Daniell's cell consists, in its usual
form, of a copper vessel containing a saturated
solution of blue vitriol or sulphate of copper, in

which is placed a porous cylinder containing dilute

sulphuric acid ; a rod of amalgamated zinc is im-
mersed in the acid, and on the two metals being
connected bj' means of a conductor, electrical

action is immediately set up. The zinc, which
forms the positive or generating element, is dis-

solved, with formation of sulphate of zinc ; whilst
the blue vitriol is reduced, and its copper depos-
ited, in metallic form, upon the surface of the
copper-containing vessel, which forms the nega-
tive or conducting element of the combination.
Any one using this form of battery can hardly
fail to observe that the copper which is thus de-

posited takes the exact shape of the surface on
which it is thrown down, and indeed presents a
faithful counterpart of even the slightest scratch
or indentation. The first application of the art
was made in France in 1839, and it became soon a
fashionable amusement to copy coins, seals, and
medals, by the new process. These copies in met-
als are termed electro(t/fxs. The apparatus em-
ployed in the early days of the art, and which may
still be conveniently used for small electrotypes, is

Fig. 158. — Electro-Metallurot.

a. An oval vessel of salt-glared earthenware or wood nearly

filled with a s«tiirated solution of sulphate of copper.

6. A porou.« diaphrngni, containing the cylinder or plate of

»nc (c), and filled with dilute sulphuric acid.

rf. A small bar of brass or copper fastened to the vessel by
the binding screws {f, e), and supporting the plate of sine {t),

bv the hook of copper wire (/), and the mould ig), by the

hook (A).

i. .K small shelf or partition to support crystals of sttlpbata

of copper, to keep up the strength of the solution.

similar in principle to a single Daniell's cell. It

usually consists (Fig. 168) of a glazed earthen-

ware jar containing a solution of sulphate of cop-

per, which is kept saturated by having cr^-stals of

the salt lodged on a perforated shelf, so that they

dip just below the surface of the solution. A
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snialli-r porous cylinder, coiitainiut; viry dilute

Bulpliuric acid, in whici) a rcni of ainult^anmted
zinc id |>laced, stands in the jar, and is llierefore

surrounded by tlie solution of sulpliate of copper.

The object to bo copied is attaclK«l by a cop|KT
wire to the zinc, and is immersed in the cupric so-

lution. It thus forms the negative element of a

galvanic couple, and a current of electricity passes

From the zinc througii the two liquids and the

intervenini; porous partition to the object, and
thence back to the zinc througli the wire, thus

completing the circuit. During; this action, the

zinc dissolve, and sulphate of zinc is formed; at

the same time the cop|K>r solution is decomposed,
and its cop|K-r de|>osited U|M>n tlie metallic sur-

face of the object to be coated, — llie solution

thus iK'cominji weaker ns it loses its ccjpjH-r. but
liavin){ its stn-n^th renewetl by consumption of

fresh crystals of l)lue vitriol. To avoid the com-
plete incrustation of the metal or other object, one
•ide of it is coated with varnish or sonie other pro-

tective medium, so that the deposition of cop|M.'r

takes place only on such parts as are exposed.

The <lepo!»it may Im? easily removed when suffi-

ciently thick, and will be found to ^present an
exact counterpart of the orijjinal, every raised

line beinj; represented by a correspondinj? depres-

sion. To obtain a facsimile of the ori(;inal it is

therefore necessary to treat this matri.x in the

Mme way that the original was treated, and this

second dejiosit will of course present the natural

relief. Another method consists in taking a mould
of the original coin in fusible metal, and tiien de-

positing copper upon this die, so as to obtain at

once a direct copy of the original. Considerable
extension was given to the process by the discov-

Fig VA — Butcrmo-MRALiciMT.

m. K rofittuit b«t(*i7 r*ll

.

b. DvruuipiMlitoarrll: a rutiieal TMurl madr nfirnnd or ««rth-
•BwMv, uhI fllUtl with a niUlur* of I p«rt of dlluu ulphuiic
•rktld arU r w»l<>r), (ikI 2 part* of (atuimtea M>luUun of
Mlphato of ropprr bjr iiirauurc.

t.t,c. Mould* •tuppfidnl lo (he braiu mi ( f). and roan«<rtad

vtla th» iln* nr poatUre •lemrot of (b* twtUrjr («|, bjr mwina
of tb* terrm (().

4, J. Ptorm o( *htmt roppvr (UipviKlrd on tb* br»M rod (A),

UkI cooiMprtMl with the ttiir riid <>f th« Iwtlrrj, bjr ntmui* of
the WT«w (i), •tnptojrvil In Imp up tha acrvogtlt of Um euprt-
ow solulloa ta tha daeoaipoaltioo rail.

ery, apparcniy trivial, made in iH40, that an el(>c-

tro-<]ciM>ait of metal could \to forine<l utK>n almost
any material if it* aurface was rendertvl a conduc-
tor of electri«ity by a thin coating of graphite or
" black lead." Inilead, then-fore, of copying a
coin in fusible metal, or indeeti in any metallic
medium, it it simply ne<-e«>iary to take a cast in

plaster of rnrin. wax, gutta (MTcha, or other con-
Yenient maierinl.and then to cont the surfatv with
finely |M)wdere<l black-lead, applied with a raniol-

hair pencil. .Medals in high relief, with much un-
dercutting, or busts and slatiu-ttes, may Im* i-opi«>4i

in electrotyiK' by first taking mould* in a mixture
of glue and treacle, which fonn* an elastic compo-
sition capable of stretching sufHcienlly to pemiit
of removal from the objt>ct, but afterwanis re-

gaining its original shape. — About the same time

another great step in the art was made by intro-

ducing the use of a separate battery. Daniell's

cell, in consequence of its regular and constant
action, is the favorite form of elii-tric generator
(Fig. l.V.t) The copper cylinder of this arrangi-
nient is connecteil with a plate of cupjK'r plac-eil in

a trough containing a solution of sulphate of cop-

IKT, to which a small quantity of free sulphuric
acid is commoidy added; whilst the zinc rod of
the cell is connecliil with the objects on which
the copper is to be del^o^ited. and which are also
susjK'nded in the bath of cujiric solution. The
current enters the bath at the surface of the co|>-

|ier plate, which is the «/io</r or positive |>ole of
the combination, and passes through the solution

to the BUs|K-nded me<lals which constitute the rath-

(xle or negative pole. As fast as the copjH-r is

thrown down upon thesi- objiits, and the solution

is therefore im]M)verisluMl, a fresh supply is ob-

taine<l by solution of the copiK-r plate; this copper
is conse<|uently dissolved just as quickly as the
electrotyiH-s are produced, and no supply of crys-

tals is needed, as in the case of the Daniell cell.

The great advantage of using a se|iarate battery

is, that several objects may Ix- coated at the same
lime, since it is only necessary to attach them to a
metal hmI in connection with the battery. Almost
any form of galvanic arrangement may Ik- em-
ployetl by the metallurgist as a generator of

electricity. But as the exciting liquicl in a battery

needs to be replenished from time to time, and as

the zinc plates also wear out, its use is attended
with more or less inconvenience jn the workshop,
and the electro-metallurgist has therefore turned
his attention to other sources of electricity. In

the machine constructed by Mr. Wilde, which has
Ixt'n largely eniploye<l by electro-metallurgists, a
small magiieto-electric apparatus, with iK'rmanent
magnet, is employed to excite the eli-c-tromagnet

of a much larger machine. The induced current
of the second machine is strongi-r than that of

the first in projiortion as the electro-magnet is

more powerful than the |KTmanent magnet; this

second current may then l»e used to excite another
eli-ctro-magiiet, and hence, by means of this prin-

ciple of accumulation, currents of gn>at energy
may l>e obtame*!. The armatures in these ma-
chines are constructi-il on Siemens'* princinle, and
consist of long Imrs of iron magnetizcHj trans-

versely, and having the wire woun<l longitudi-

nally. During the nuation of the armature, so
much Ileal is develope<i that sp<vial means are
taken to prevent its ait'umulation. In another
form of \\ ilde's machine, a vertical disk carrying
a numlM-r of coils, each with its own core, is caused
to rotate Ix-tween two rings of magnets. Pow-
erful machines, with multiple annaturi>s of this

kind, have iKt-n constructed, which an* capable
of deiH>siting 4^ cwt. of copjMT every "24 hours.

Themio-eliH'tricity is another source of electro-

motive power of which the practical worker has
availe<i himself. In 1H4<S a patent was taken
out by Mosi'S INxde for the use of a thennoclec-
Iric pile in place of a voltaic iMittery, but it is

only within the last few year* that such a source

of eU-ctricily ha* U-en intro<luced into the work-
shop The lM>st-knowi) form of thermopile i* that

deviKMl by M. Clamond of I'aris. One element is

foniH'd of tinneil shtH>t inin, and the other of an
alloy composed of two parts of zinc to one of anti-

mony. A large numlH-r of these pairs, insulated

from each other, an- arranged in circular piles

around a central cavity, in which their junctions

are heated bv mean* of a Hunsi-n burner. The
ease with which such an apparatus can be manip-
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ulated recommends this source of electricity to

tlie electro-metallurgist.

Having procured a supply of electricity from one

or other of these sources, the electro-metallurgist

applies it eitlier to the deposition of a metal upon
a matrix or to the coating of one metal by an-

other. Hence the art of E.-M. divides itself into

two branches, one being called electrotifpy, and the

other being generally known as electro-filating. In

tlie electrotype (see Electrotypixg) the reduced

metal is separated from the mould on which it

is deposited, and forms a distinct object of art

;

whilst in electro-plating the deposited metal forms

an inseparable part of the plated object

ElectrO'pUUing. The solution generally employedm electro-

lyte from which silver is separated is that of argeoto-cyaaide

of potassium. It should be borne in mind that the cyanide of

potassium Is a very dangerous poison. As In the deposition

of copper, the apparatus used for plating may be the single

cell, or the decomposition cell and battery. For plating small

objects, a single cell of a Daniell's battery will afford ample de-

composing power, but the battery arrangement is much more
convenient, effective, and economical. On a large scale, elec-

tro-plating is carried out in oblong vats, occasionally holding

from 200 to 250 gallons of solution. Silver plates connecteil

with a powerful voltaic or magneto-electric battery are placed

at intervals in the vats ; they form the positive electrodes,

and correspond iu extent of surface with the articles to be

coated, and face them on both sides. The articles (tcipots,

cruet-frame-s, forks, .spoons, etc.) act as the negative electrode',

and are suspended by copper wires from brass rods laid

lengthways over the vats, and connected with the battery.

The articles plated are usually formed of nickel silver or Ger-
man-silver, which is chosen on account of its silvery whiteness,

a quality of great importance when portions of the coating of

noble metal have been worn away by u.«e. — To prepare the

articles for plating, they are first boiled in a solution of

potassa, to free them from grease : they are then quickly

dipped in red nitrous acid, to ren)ove any oxide that may
have formed on the surface, and after this well washed in

water, to remove every trace of acid. They are then su.s-

pended from copper wires, and dipped into a solution of
mercury in cyanide of potassium, or some other mercurial
solution, and afterwards washed in water, as before. The
amal^mation of the surface effected by the last operation

promotes the adhesion of the film of silver. The articles,

having been weighed, are now immersed in the silvering solu-

tion, and left until a sufficient amount of silver has been
deposited on them. Their condition at any time may be
ascertained by weighing a test-object removed from the solu-

tion. In some electro-plating establishments the silvering

solution is kept constantly stirred by simple mechanical
arrangements ; in others, continual motion is given to the
suspended articles. On being removed from the vats the
plated articles are well brushed with brushes of fine brass

wire attached to a lathe, and cleaned with fine Calais sand;
they are afterwards polished on revolving brushes with rotten-

stone, then by hand with soft leather and rouge, and, lastly,

with the naked female hand. A lasting po'ish is given to

some articles by burnishing with a burnisher formed of highly
polished hardened steel, bloodstone, agate, or Hint The pro-

cess of electro gilding on the large scale is nearly the same as
that of electro-plating or silvering, but, of course, plates of
gold are suspended in the solutiou instead of silver plates.

Eleclro-gildins is effected in much the same way as electro-

silvering. It is found, however, that magneto-electricity can-
not be emplo.ved with advantage. Various gilding solutions
are in use, but preference is usually given to the double cya-
nide of gold and potassium. The solution is generally used
hot, its temperature ranging from 130' F. to the boiling-point.
If the object to be gilt is not of copper, it Ls usual to coat it

with an electro-deposit of copper before submitting It to
the gilding solution The coating of gold is generally very
thin, and only a few minutes' exposure to the hot solution
is necessary to effect iU deposition. WTien the solution is

fresh, a copper anode may be employed, its place being t.-iken

by a small gold electrode after the solution ha-s been in work
for some time. The presence of copper in the solution imparts
a full reddish color to the electro-deposit of gold ; and the
tone of the metil may also be modified by the presence of salts
of various other metals, such as those of silver. Sometimes
only part of an object is to be gilt, such as the inside of a sil-

ver-plated cream-jug ; in this case the vessel would be filled

with the gilding solution, in which the anode of the battery is

immersed. Gold is sometimes dcpositeil not as a coating upon
other metals, but as an electrotype in gutta-percha or in plas-

ter moulds ; small objects of elaborate workmanship Iwing
thus produced in solid gold, without the workmanship of the
cha^r and engraver.

Although copper, silver, and gold are the metals to which
the attention of the electro-metallurgist is usually restricted,

it should be remembered that he is also able to obtain electro-

deposits of a very large number of other metals. Many of

these are not practically used, but one of them has of late years

become of considerable importance. This is the wetai niekel.

In 1869 Dr. Isaac Adams of Boston, Mass., patented a process,

now carried out on a large scale in this country, for depositing

nickel from solutions of various double salts, especially from
the sulphate of nickel and ammonium. The metal is deposited

as a very thin but excessively hard coating, and has the ad-
vantage of not readily tarnishing or corroding even in a moist
atmosphere. Hence it has become common to electro-nickel

iron and steel objects for use on board ship, as well as gun-
barrels, sword-scabbards, harness furniture, gas-burners, and
various articles for household use.

Iron, like nickel, may be deposited from its double salts,

and excellent results have been obtained by Klein, of St.

Petersburg, with the double sulphate of iron and ammo-
nium. Engraved copper-plates are much harder when faced

with electro-deposited iron than when unprotected, and they

consequently yield a much larger number of impressions before

losing their sharpness. Plates for printing bank-notes have
been treated in this way.
Not only can the electro-metallurgist deposit simple met-

als, such as those noticed above, but he is able likewise to

deposit certain alloys, such as brass, bronze; and Gemian-sil-

ver. The proces.««s by which this can be effected are not,

however, very generally used.

Among the minor applications of E.-M. we may mention
the process of electrotyping flowers, insects, and other delicate

natural objects. These are first dipped for a moment in a
warm solution of nitrate of silver in alcohol, and then exposed

to a reducing liquid, such as a solution of phosphorus in

bisulphide of carbon ; an electro-deposit may then be thrown
down upon this metallized surface. Daguerreot.vpes are some-

times improved by coating them with a verj- delicate film of

electro-deposited gold. Again, in some of the modem photo-

graphic processes for printing, copper electrotypes are taken

directly or indirectly from the bichromatiaed gelatine. Of
late vears, too, a method of refining crude copper by means of

E.-M. has been introduced, and is now successfully carri.-d

out on a large scale. Slabs of blister-copper are plunged into

a solution of sulphate of copper, and form the anodes of a bat-

tery ; the copper then disy^olves, and is deposited in a condi-

tion of great purity at the opposite pole, most of the impurities

sinking to the bottom of the depositing vat. The process should

lie restricted to copper which is free from any metals likely to

be depo-sited along with the metal under purification.

Various solutions for plating and gilding have been recom-

mended. We give below those generally employed.

1. Solvent solution. Cyanide of potassium, 2 ox. ; distilled

water or rain-water, 1 pint : dissolve. Other proportions may
be employed. Used as a general solvent for salts of silver,

gold, and "platinum.— 2. Silver solution. Oxide of silver (not

dried), 1 oi. ; the solvent solution (No. 1), 1 pint Used for

the single-cell apparatus, its strength being maintained as the

deposition proceeds by a fresh supply of oxidt' from time to

time. — Cyanide of silver dissolved in solvent solution (No. 1)

This is the solution generally employed for plating with a sep-

arate decomposition cell.— 3. Gold solution. Add to a pint

of No. 1 oxide of gold } oi. — Cyanide of gold dissolved in *>
lution of cyanide of potasaum (No. 1).

inectrometer. Electroscope, an instrument

for detecting the presence and quantity of elec-

tricity.

lUectrophorus, an instrument for obtaining

electricity by means of induction.

Electro-Plating. See Electro-Metalldrot.
Electroscope. See Electrometer.
Electrotiut, a mode of engraving in which

drawings are made with any substance insoluble

in the solution of sulphate of copper. When the

design is completed, the plate is immersed in the

solution, and a reverse made by the electro-copper-

ing process, and from this copies are printed. The

process may be adapted to relief or to plate print-

ing.
.

Electrotyping and Stereotjrpmg. Electro-

types and stereotypes are metallic plates, fac-sim-

iles of tlie face of an engraved block or of a page

or " form " of movable type, or of woodcuts and

type combined ; and no inventions or improve-

ments relating to printing have proven of greater

importance to printers, or liave conferred greater

benefits upon the public at large, than the origmal

discovery of and the later improvements in the

methods" of making such plates. It has been

claimed that, as early as lt500, John MuUer. of
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I^ydcn, Ilollaiul. made sterfotypt's. A few years
later, Van der Mey, of the same eity, 8<>lden-d the
t>ottoin8 of tlic tyjK' tofcether, to prevent tlie iMigeg

being knocke<i over or " pii-d " prvvioua to or
while tliey were beinjr printed from. I'a^es thus
soldered could not be " distribute<l," — the "let-

ter " could not be used a second time, and pub-
lishers could not afford to thus "lock up" their

ty|»e In 1725 U'n>. Ged, of Kdinbun^h, Scotland,
conceived the idea that a great saving would be
effected in the cost of publishing b<H)ks if, as soon
as a page was set up and corrected, a facsimile
plate could be made, and the ty|>e immediately
releascil for recomjiosition. Ged at once Ix'gan

his ex]>eriment, but two years elapsed before he
•ucceetietl in making jK-rfect plates. Then came
his greatest trials. In his process jirinters fancied
that they saw the ruin of their craft, consequently
they opposed it ; publishers durst not avail them-
selves of the invention, and it was some years l>e-

fore it was put to any practical use. An eilition

of Sallust, published in Kdinburgh, in I'M, was,
we believe, the first and the only l>ook printeil

from plates made by William Ged. After this

the art was nearly lost sight of until- 17'.)G, when
the Didots of Paris re-introduced it. They were
successful, and within a few years stereotype plates

were used to some extent by nearly all the leading
printers of Eumpc. In 1813 sten-otyping was
introduced into the United States, and foundries
were opened in New York, Boston, and Phila-

delphia.

Electrotyping, as applied to the production of
plates for printers' use, is strictly an American art.

Electroplating was jiractised some years before
electrotyping was acc^omplishcd, and experiments
were made in England and France, with a view
to the duplication of letter-press plates by a pro-

ceM similar to electro-plating, but they were not
successful. In 18.'i9 Mr. Joseph A. Adams, a
wood-engraver, of the city of New York, began a
series of experiments with the same end in view,
and succeeded so well that, in 1841, an engraving
printed from one of his electrotype plates was
publbhed in Mapc's Magazine. It was not until

nre years later, however, that the art of electro-

typing was reduce<l to a trade. In 1840 Mr. Dan-
iel Daris, of Boston, a manufacturer of nmgnetic
machines, undertook electrotyping as a business,

and produced plates that were such perfect fac-

similes of the onginals that the superiority of
electrotypes over stereotypes was at once ac-

knowledged.

Tba proroM tbt makliic eiartrotjrpaa and •tnvotjrpa* U lub-

fce* npyanmat, oa tb* prujwUoa of th« bed of th» hfJnulie

alo ••• thkt lu fUrCtc* U kvel and •nlitvlr trrm tlvm all

I Bttttor.and Uwt It tt •crurelv " lorkrd up.'* When
d that It U all rorrvrl, tlw tana U roTnvd with ifntplilir,

bru*hrd In with a fln«, tntl bniili. lo prrTrnt Um wai
'

1 tmm a<lhrrinK lo the form. Tha Dp«t iuouUln( ron)|K>-

i« •imply unadultvratnl yellow wax, which miut ht
boltod fufflcirnlljr l»nK to vraponilA all th« walvr, hut lh» ut-

MM esrv rotui bi< lak«n not U> aul^Jart It to too hl(h a h«at, aa

la seorrh It 1< to r«ndrr ll worthlMa. Tha iiinul<llii(-nua l4 a
llat-bottoaiMl bran* pan about a quartar of an lurh tlrrp ; tha
ImU* U <|Ulla rough, thai Iha wax majr rwllly a'ihant lo It,

but Um biack I* planad (loooth and miul ba kept prrfrnlr
clwin. Bafor* tba eoaipn«lii<>n !• rvady to pour. th« pan i*

plarwd oa tba bvnrh art apart tnr that purpnM> and nta^lr prr-

ibeUjr laval, when tha wax 1j |*ntl)r pnurrd. If alr-)>uhblM

ria* lo tKa nurfara th<<3r arc tourhni with Ihf hMilad " bulldInK
troa,"kad tba pourinK mum ba 0nUlH«l t>rfor« tha rompoaitioa
baglas to eanL Tba wax whan r<>ul prwnu a •mooUi ari^
sankM. WbMi tha wax haa partly mnlcl, but whila (till

wrm, it b cafwftalljr rubh«d orrr with blark lM<i. u^ini fnr tba
parpoaa a toft bnuh. Tb« form and Ihf mnuldintc-raaa both
boio(T«ady, tha opantor lap* lh» mmpo>ltl<>a (urtara oo tha
ISmw of Iba form ; llta two an> lh«>n plarrd In pruprr pnaitioa,

•ad tba pmiura (raduaJljr appliad. A fcw tacopdi mtMot to

furui tliF wax mould, and Uir form 1* than drawn on the pro-
>-rting tabl« and the mould lifted froui it. — In tbr mould, of
countr, we liave the re»rr»e of the (are of the foiiu, eTery
white spot on the priuied page l^ an rleTation in the mould
and every letter tliuwn, and every blark line In the cut i* a
hollow ; when the pUte U flni*bed all thi( «ill be ayain r«-

j

Ten>ed. Now t«pe ttuit l< to be e!ertrol)prd *b:>uld al*a\i be
et up with high " *pare« " and " quadrate*," a* they leave

, leM wa*te fpare for ttie wax to All up, and Injure a ifaarper
< mould and a t>etter plate ; but where l»o blank liu<^> rome to-
' gelUer, or where tutt paper i« to be u»ed in printing, it ia

Uece»>ary that ttu-ae blank r|«t-«» in the pafe ibould l« deep-
ened in the plate, eUa the paper will rink to tt>e lH>tlom of tlte

tiK> nhailow cavity, and the priuleU l»gt prrtrnt an uniidy
appearance. Thi«, where the while rparea do not rover more

. titan one or two ron*erutive line*, it arrouiplbhed by the prr>-

I
ceoaof '* building up.*' The operation require* a »l<ady hand

I and a quick eye. It cannot be tauKhl.Bnd ran be acquired
only after long practice. The tool luralled a biildimg-troH. la
•hape it i< not unlike a (mall fire^poker, except that at a |«lnl
ther« l« an arrow-«haped head The buildiUK-iron U healed
(ufflciently lo readily melt wax, the operattir wilh ilii* tool In
one hand and a ilrip of wax in the otiier. bold* the point of
the Iron clo«e to the rpot where tite " I uildlDg " i> lo l>e done,
appliea the wax, which melli, and running to the »harp point
drop* off on the mould, — If, perchance, it drop* ao a* lo lover
the Impreaaion of a few letter*, the UiOuld ia *poiled — Tha
mould having been properly built, it i» now read) for blat k-
leading, Ihia being necewary lo give It a conducting surface,
without which it could receive no depovit of i opprr. In fUiall

foundriea the mould* ara black - leaded by hand, but in large
eatabliahmeut.4 there are black-leading machine* ; after the
mould* are well brushed, the lurplu* i« blown out with a bel-
lowK and the mould placed in a copper folution — Tbeae vats
contain a aolution compoaed of tulphate of copper, dilute aul-

pburic arid, and water, f^beeta of copper half an inch thicic

nnd aa long a* the vala are auapended edgewiw in the folu-
lion and reach lo within a few iuche* of the bottom of the vat.

Thus, the bees of the mould* arc directly oppofile and but a
short distance from the broad surfaces of there copper plate*.

The broad bands running from ihe electro-magrieilc machine
battery to the vats are copper conductons attacht d lo the posi-

tive poles of the battery ; on the top of Ihe ^ide* of Ihe vat* are
the negative conductor* ; the win-* running up and down ju»t
at the left of the Iwllery, in combination wltha movable break,
constitute the "switch," which enable* the operator to regu-
late Ihe electric current. If Ihe current ia loo atrong the cop-
per will be burned and the depoait will be granular ; if loo
weak, the de|iosit will l>e but slowly niade. To complete tlia

circuit, one end of a atrip of brass is attached to the nrgalive
conductor, the other end ia placed against Ihe edge of the met-
alliacd mould. The copper held in solution in Ihe bath ia

attracted to Ihe mould, and soon forms a shell, the IhickDeM
of which dependa upon the alrenglh of tbe current and tba
length of time the mould remains in the bath. — Tbe tiuia

occupied in forming the shell with Ihe arid battery (the old
way of doing) I* frotn twelve lo Iburlren hours, the eirrtrie

machine battery doe* the work in two to tbrc« hour* ,,%,
of an inch ia about Iha usual ttiicknea* of the shell, though
they are made both heavier and lighter, — from ,t\| to

liil* of an inch. The required Ihlrkneaa having been at-

tained, the moulil ia removed and well washed in cold water ; it

i* then pUwed in an inrlineil ptjaiUon In a sink and warm
water poured over the iter ; this soflens Ihe wax, and Ihe shell
la carefully lifted fhmi the mould and thoroughly washed in
hot lye. The shell i* now to be backed with metal cooipoawl
of tin, antimony, and lead ; but tbi* liacking metal would not
adhere to the copper, they muat be *<ilderrd together. The
shell ia laid Cmw downwards in a barkliig-pan, whif h rrala oo
tabica whoaa topa are adjualed lo perfert levels by thumb-
srrew*. The interior of the shell is washed with muriate of
xine.and aab««t of rolled solder i* spread over Its surface. Tha
p^n and shell are titen noatr<l In Uie molten liarklng-metal lo
melt the aolder. Tha |Mn la then plared on Ihe level table,

and the barking metal poured on to the ropper shell. When
Ihe plate luu cnrtlnl it is removed from the lMickin|r pan ; Iha
wasta edges are sawn off. It then goes lo the flnishlng-bench,
whera expert men straighten it (for In cooling It baa probably
vrar|iad a trifle, and the her must be made level i, and look it

over carefully to deterl and rorrert any im|>er(ertlona. It then
gfira lo the planlng-marhlne, and tbr bark is rough plane<i

;

from Ihers tiack to the flnlshing-t>ench again, where it is roiu-

pletrly siralghtaned : then lo the smooth planrrs, whrre Iha
plate 1* re<iuced lo Its pn>per thirkness and tbr tack made per-

fretly sjnoolh, and from there to the Imelllngoiarhlue, If

bevelled edgva are rv<|Ulred Kouling !• rutting doiin the hr^
of the plate, where any considerable white spare Is to show in

tha printed page, as iMwide cuts or between widely ar|anited
liiMa. ilinall movable rutins, revolving very rapldlv.do Iba
work. If the plate is lo lie mounted. It la taken to lite |ironar

l>enrb, and is there fastenni to mahogany bbrks, ihorcughly
SMiaonerl and planed by machinery to the pro|«'r height. Tba
blorki'<l plate is tlien *<{uare<l at the siije plane«, and If to ba
mortlaed for Ihe Insertion of lines of ly|>e, that operation ia

parftonoad by tba atd of tba drilling-marbloa and the gig-aaw.
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Finally it reaches the finishing-bench, where it receives the
final touches.

Stereotyping by the Papier-Mache process is a quite recent

invention. It is the simplest and quickest method of making
ordinary plates, and the only method by which circular plates

can be made. To prepare the matrix a sheet of soft, unsized

paper is laid on any smooth surface and three or four sheets of

tissue-paper pasted on it. To make the mould, a piece of this

prepared paper, the type having been previously oiled, is

spread over the form, and gently beaten with a soft brush ; the

paper is thus forced into every crevice. A second sheet of soft

paper is then pasted on the back of the matrix and the beating

continued until the mould is of sufficient depth. The form is

then removed to the drying-table, which is heated by steam.
The matrix is covered with four thicknesses of soft woollen

blanket, and a light pressure is applied, to prevent the mould
from warping. After a minute or two the press is unscrewed,
the blanket removed, and the mould lifted from the form. It

is then placed between heated iron plates in the casting-ma-

chine, the type metal poured in, and in a second the stereo-

type is ready for the finishing processes.— In casting plates

for the great daily papers, special casting-boxes and other ap-
pliances are used which we have not room to describe. They
have cast and finished such plates in less than 9 minutes, and
within 19 minutes from the time the last lines were placed in
the form of type, the mould was taken, the plate cast, finished,

put on the printing-press, and the press was in motion. It

was not until this process of stereotyping was perfected that the
present fast presses were practicable. These moulds may be
used to make several casts.

We are indebted for the foregoing sketch to

Messrs. Crum & Kingler, proprietors of the New
York Manhattan Electrotype Foundry, one of the
finest and most complete electrotype and ster-

eotype foundries in the country. There, and in

some few other establisliments of New York, Phil-

adelphia, and Boston, are daily produced those
matchless plates wiiicli have placed American art

far above the standard of English and French
electrotyping.

Electuary, a sweetened medicine, of conserves
and powders in a soft mass, of the consistence of

thick honey.

Elemi, a resinous substance obtained from in-

cisions made during dry weatiier through the bark
of the Ainyris elemifera, a tree which grows in Bra-
zil and other parts of S. America. It is brought
to us in yellow, tender, transparent lumps, which
readily soften by the heat of the hand, have a
strong aromatic odor, a hot spicy taste, and con-

tain about 12i^ per cent of ethereous oil. E. is used
in making lacquer, to give toughness to the var-

nish. It is also used in medicine.

Elephant, the largest of quadrupeds, which is

domesticated in the East and trained to service.

The wild animals are also hunted for their tusks,

which furnish the ivory of commerce, and their

back teeth, or grinders, are also useful. The feet,

trunk, etc., are eaten by the hunters ; the tail is

used for a fly-ttapper. See Ivohy.
Elephant-Paper, a very large kind of drawing-

paper, 28 inches by 23.

Elevation, a plane ; a geometrical perspective
representation of a building, measured vertically in
respect of the horizon.

Elevator, " a machine for transferring grain by
raising it from the car, a bin, or the hold of a ship,

to an elevated hopper, whence it is discharged by
any one of a series of spouts directed to a bin for
storage, or to the hold of a boat, a car, or to a run
of stones. E. are used in flour-mills to carry the
wheat to the upper story, where it is cleaned in the
smut-mill ; also to raise wheat, so cleaned, to a bin,
whence it proceeds to the stones ; also to raise the
meal to the bolt, etc., as the case may be. E. are
also used in many other machines for raising small
objects or materials. — 2. A platform or cage in a
warehouse, hotel, mine, or elsewhere, for raising

or lowering persons, goods, or materials to or from
different floors or levels.— A building specially

constructed for elevating, storing, and loading grain

into cars or vessels. These structures are very
capacious both as to the capacity for handling and
storing, but the construction is very simple. An
E.-leg, so called, reaches into the bin, into which
the contents of the wagons or cars are discharged.

A strong belt, carrying a series of buckets, travels

over a drum at the lower end and also over one at
the upper end, where the buckets tip over and
discharge into the upper bin. This has valved
spouts, which direct the contents into either one of
two deep parallel bins. The floors of these bins are
over the tracks, and valves in the floor allow the
contents of the bins to be discharged into cars or
ships, which are brought beneath." (E. H. Knights
American Mechanical Dictiouar

if.)
— 4. An instru-

ment with which surgeons raise any depressed
portion of bone, especially of the cranial bones.

Eliot I^e Insurance Co., located in Boston,

Mass., was organized in 1872. Statement, Jan. 1,

1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash, $200,000. Net
surplus, §127,051.30. Total cap. and surplus, §327,-

051.30. Risks in force, §7,023,386. Premiums,
§98,i;?5.37. Premiums received since the organ-
ization of the Co., §594,230.65. Losses paid, §198,-

787.65. Cash dividends paid to stockholders,

§90,000.

Elixir, in pharmacy, a name formerly applied

to various compound tinctures, and to preparations

supposed to contain the quintessence of other sub-

stances ; still applied to several popular remedies.

In popular parlance, an invigorating cordial.

Ell, an English measure of length equal to 46
inches, but now superseded by the imperial yard.
The term is, however, still emplo^'ed in designating
the width of certain goods. The ell is also an old

measure which varies in length in the countries of

Europe where it is still sometimes used ; the Dutch
or Flemish ell is 27 inches. The proportion be-

tween Dutch ells and English yards is generally

taken at 3 yards to 4 ells ; but the real rate is 100
yards to 129^^^ ells. In lA^psic the ell is 22J
inches ; in Prussia 26^ nearly. In Trieste the
woollen ell is 26.6 imperial inches ; that for silk

26.22 inches. The German ell is 21^ inches ; the

Scottish ell rather more than 37 inches.

Elm, a graceful forest-tree, of which there are

several varieties, forming the genus Ulmus (Hg.
160). It attains to a great size, and lives to a

Fig. 160. — Em.

great age. Its trunk is often rugged and crooked,

and it is of slow growth. The color of the heart-

wood of elm is generally darker than that of oak,

and of a redder brown. The sap-wood is of a
yellowish or brownish white, with pores inclined

to red. It is in general porous and cross-grained,
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sometimes coarse-frraiiHMl, ami lias no hirjre septa. Ia<Kn with artiiies of whiili it is tliouptit ex[H»-

It lias a |)eculiar odor. It twists and warps nmtli dieiit to iirevtiit tlie exi><>rtation. This slip is

in drying, and shrinks very much lM)tli in len(;tli i\i-onciled with the old prituiples of the law of
and breadth. It is difficult to work, but is not nations by the view that the cosus l»lli and viniial

liable to split, and Ix-ars the driving of l>olts and de<-laration w ill have takm place In fore the Iii« ral

nails iK'tter than any other tiinlH-r. The wiK)d of priK-laination. With nyard to the rinht of placing
the lllmius Anfrirtinii, like that of the Euro|K'an an A', on American ships or (•lllljl•<l^, it is of a
clin, is of a dark brown color, and is liable to dei-ay

|
wiiler range in time of war than in time of |H-aiv,

when ex|>osed to the alternations tif moisture and
dryness ; and wlieii cut transversely or obliquely

to the longitudinal tilires, it exhibits the same nu-
merous and tine undulations; but it splits more
easily and has less compactness, hardness, and
strength, weighing, when jHTfectly <lry, only S-l

]H>unds to a cubic fmit. The principal uses to

which this timber is applied are for making naves
or IiuIm to wheels, for piles and foundation-pieces
to mills, canal-locks, ami for many other purposes
when* strength is reqiiin-d, and the work is C(jn-

stantly buried in water or mud. In the State of
Maine it is uecasionally employed for the keels to

vessels, for which purp«)se it is well adaj)ted on
account of its size. It is also em|>loyed for the
swingle-tre»'s of the carriages of great guns ; and
in some parts of the courttry, where more ap-
propriate wood is not to be found, it is used for

making oxyokes, sleds, ami other implements of
husbandry. The bark, which is easily detached
from the tree during H iiumthsof the year, is some-
times used for making bast-mats, ropes or withes,

and for the lM)ttonis of chairs. The wood, when
dry, makes excellent fuel, ami, when burned, yields

a large proi>urtion of ashes, which abound in alka-

line salts.

Blmira and Williamaport R.R. runs from
Williamsport, I'a., to Eliiiira, N. Y., 70.70 m. This
Co , whose offices are in I'hiladelphia, was chartered
in I8:t2 as the WiHiains|>ort &. Kliiiira U.R., was
reorganized under present name and the road
lea.'>e<l in 180:1 to the Northern Central U.K. Co.,

for ft!W> yrs , for •'jiUr».()()<) ner annum and interest

on equipment. Finmriiu slatfiiifiil : Cap. 8to«'k,

common, 9.j«M),00»); preferred. .$.VlO,0(X) ; funded
debt, Isl mortgage 7 % ImmkIs, payable 1H80, .?1,(¥K),-

000; income 6% bonds, payable 1802. «.'.70,0(W;

ft'al estate (Elmira) mortgage,?'^, $'i<).0()0.

BlvaB Plums, a kind of dried prune, a dessert

fruit sold in boxes.

Bmbale. to pack up or bind goods In a bale or
package.
Bmbank, to erclosc with a mound ; the temi

b applied cJiierty to banks of earth, by which
water is kept out from land that has Leen rt'-

claimed, or that is liable to inundation.

Bmbankments. artificial mounds of earth.

ni»e<l by the sides of rivers, fens, etc., or for lev-

elling the line of road for a railway.

Bmb<u'. a liquid measure of Sweden, equal to

2C>| gallons.

Embargo, a temporary injunction by the «u-

pn>me government of a country prohibiting in-

dividuals or commcxlities from In-ing conveyed
beyoixl »*-as, or ve«»<-ls fnnn leaving llwir ixirls.

There are two kinds of A'., the one where the nov-

cn-ign detains the vcsm-Is of an adverm* nation in

and seems in the former case to einbraie all those
occasions where tlu- prohibition can l>e presumeil
necessary or u.seful to the national defence. In

time of iK-ai>', howt-ver, the goveriinieiit niu>t ex-

ercise the right within the limits which the law-

allows, the extent of which is soiiiewhiit doiiliifiil.

In 17<M! a ]>r<Mlaniiilion was issiud in England,
prohibiting the exportation of corn, on account of

the risk of fiiinine ; but it was thought necessary

to pass an act of in<lemniiy (7 (ieorge ill. c. 7|,

which characteri/ed the order as one that "could
not be justified by law, but was so nmch for

the service of the public, and so m-eessary for the

safety and jireservation of the Hritish piople, that

it ought to l»e justified by Act of I'arlimiunt."

The proprit'tors of the eniliargoi-d ships weie iii-

demnitiid, which they would not have l.» en had
the E. Ik-cu legal. Loss by /•,'. is one of those

which underwriters have to make gcxxl ; whiU- a
breach of A', is one of those briaclu-s of warranty
which release them from their obligation An A",

laid on by the govcrniiK'Ht of the country in whose
]>ort a vessel is. iK-ing but a tenijxjrary su>|K'nsioii,

does not dissolve a ccuitract f<»r the employnieiit

of the vessel. But in the ca.se -of an An.erican
citizen freighting a ves.sel which is subject to A',

on account of hostility to the country to which
the ship iK'longs, he will not Ik- res|M)nsible for

terminating the contract if the object of the voy-

age would 1r' likely to 1k' def«aled by delay.

Embark, to ship; to proceed on Ixianl a vessel

or lM)at ; to enga^;e or take part in any business.

Embellishtrent, the act of adorning or enrich-

ing; onianu'iit, d»'<'oration.

Embers, small liglite<l coals or the ashes of
burning wood.
Embezzlement, in law, a peculiar fomi of theft

which is ilistingui>hed fn>m tlie ordinary crime in

two points: 1. It is <-omniitte<l by a ju-rson who
is in the position of clerk or Mrvant to the owiur
of the pro|Hrty stolen; 2. Tin- proinrty wlun
stolen is in the possession of such clerk «ir ser-

vant. The definiiion of A*, as a s|H'eial fonii of
theft arose out of the difficulties caus4Hl by the
legal do<'trine that to conslituie larceny the prop-

erty must 1h* taken out of the ]M>ss«-ssion of the

owner. S«'rvants and others were thus able to

steal with impunity uimxIs entrusted to iluiii by
their mast<-rs. An A., is in subslanee, and esM-n-

tiallv, a larceny, aggnivated mllier than (lalliated

by the violation of a trust or contnict. instead of

iN'ing. like larceny, a trexpass. In England, the
cringe is maile a felony, punishable by not more
than fourtitn nor hss than five years <d penal
M4-rvitu<ie. In this country the punishmenl varies

in the several States, but is pnerally scarcely less

seven?,

his harlx.rs, the other wber.- be su-p^tids the sail- ^, ^^ „, ,^ ^j ^,„„ ^^^ p^,„,„ ^„„„^ ,^
Ing of those of his own subj*-*-!*. I he fomwr .V„i,„„/ /i,,*,, l. ^ f..l|..i..:

•• Kr.rv pit.I.|.iiI. dlnTior.

E'nerally takes place on a declaration of war; the !
nuhbr, t«>ii<T,rirrk. or ngrnt "f nn\ ii«M«i-aiiMi «.!.» .-mtirt-

tter is a matter of internal adminiitrallon, in-
' »•«• •»»tr«rt.. or wilfully ml«i|>pHo« mi, of ii,.- i,...ih-,..

__•_• _ • .1 . . • f 1 1 .
i
ftin«l«, or rTT<llt« of ItM- .MorUttoii . or wlio. witliotit millior-

Tolvmg, m this .imntry as m Englaml. <|iun.lions
; [j^Vs., chr .itn^.or- l-u.-. or put. l,. rin»i,iio„ ..., of ,»„,

as to the power of the National ttoveniment. On not4-« of th» ••orUiloo . or who. «ithi>iii •ih-Ii mitlioriiy,

the issuing of a declaration of war, it is not unusual !••«»«• or i>ui« Tonh »t>\ rrrtinmir c^ .ir|w«it. <!«»• .-iiiy t^u-t

to lav an emlwirgo on such vessels of the «ounlrv '
'*'•"' ."^ I'w?,""7 '

""!''" "'" ••7-l"«'»7, •"'«'•• "> ""•"•

declare*l against as may hapian to U- in the iMirts ,^ ,^ „,^„ ,„^ ,,,^ „„„ in .n) i«*.ni-.rt. or -ffr-

,of llic government declaring, or only on vesM>U nwotof tbeawocuttoa, wUhiotmi. lu ritwr ca«r, lu lujui*
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or defraud the association or any other company, body poli-

tic or corporate, or any individual person, or to deceive any
officer of the association, or any agent appointed to examine
the affairs of any such association ; and every person who with

like intent aids or abets any officer, clerk, or agent in any
violation of this section, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-

meanor, and shall be imprisoned not less than five years nor
more than ten.''

E by X'amen. " For wilfully damaging the vessel, or em-
bezzling or wilfully damaging any of the stores or cargo, any
seaman is punishable by forfeiture out of his wages, of a sum
equal in amount to the loss thereby sustained, and also, at

the discretion of the court, by imprisonment for not more than
12 months." { Sertion ib% of U. States Revised Statutes.)

If the individual who has committed the wrong be unknown,
those of the crew upon whom the presumption of guilt rests,

stand as sureties for each other, and they must contribute

ratably to the loss. Some of the cases in the books have estab-

lished a general contribution from all the crew for such E.,

even when some of them were in a situation to repel every pre-

sumption of guilt ; but neither public policy nor principles of
justice extend the contribution or forfeiture of wages for such
E., beyond the parties immediately in delicto.

Embossing is the art of producing raised por-

tions or patterns on the surface of inetal, leather,

textile fabrics, cardboard, paper, and similar sub-

stances. Strictly tlie term is applicable only to

raised impressions produced by means of engraved
dies or plates brouglit forcibly to bear on the ma-
terial to be embossed, by various means, accord-

ing to tlie nature of the substance acted on. Thus
raised patterns produced by carving, chiselling,

casting, and chasing or hammering are excluded
from tlie range of embossed work. fJ. supplies a
convenient and expeditious medium for producing
elegant ornamental effects in many distinct indus-

tries ; and especially in its relations to paper and
cardboard its applications are varied and impor-
tant. Crests, monograms, addresses, etc., are em-
bossed on paper and envelopes from dies (see Die-
Sinkixg) set in small handscrew presses, a force

or counter die being prepared in leather faced
with a coating of gutta-percha. Tlie dies to be
used for plain E. are generally cut deeper tlian

those intended to be used witli colors. Color E.
is done in two ways,— the iirst and ordinary kind
being that in wliich the ink is applied to the raised

portion of the design. The color in this case is

spread on the die with a brush, and the whole
surface is carefully cleaned, leaving only ink in

the depressed parts of the engraving. In the
second variety— called cameo E.— the color is

applied to the flat parts of the design by means of

a small printing-roller, and the letters or design in

relief are left uncolored. In E. large ornamental
designs, engraved plates, or electrotypes therefronj

are employed, the force or counterpart being com-
posed of mill-board faced with gutta-percha. In
working these, powerful screw-presses, in princi-

ple like coining or medal-striking presses, are em-
ployed. E. also is most extensively practised for
ornamental purposes in the art of bookbinding.
The blocked ornaments on cloth covers for books,
and the blocking or imitation tooling on the
cheaper kinds of leather-work, are effected by
means of powerful E. or arming presses. '(See
BooKBiNDixG.) For impressing embossed pat-
terns on wall-papers, textiles of various kinds,
and felt, cylinders of copper, engraved with the
patterns to be raised, are employed, and these are
mounted in calender frames, in which they press
against rollers having a yielding surface, or so
constructed that depressions in the engraved cyl-

inders fit into corresponding elevations in those
against which they press. The operations of E.
and color printing are also sometimes effected to-

gether in a modification of the ordinary cylinder
printing-machine used in calico-printing, in which
It is only necessary to introduce suitably engraved

cylinders. For many purposes the E. rollers must
be maintained at a high temperature while in

operation ; and they are heated either by steam,
by gas jets, or by the introduction of red-hot irons
within them. The stamped or struck ornaments
in sheet metal, used especially in connection with
the brass and Britannia metal trades, are obtained
by a process of E. — hard steel dies with forces or
counterparts of soft metal being u.«!ed in their

production (see Brass). A kind of embossed
ornament is formed on the surface of soft wood
by first compressing and consequently sinking the
parts intended to be embossed, then planing the
whole surface level, after which, when the wood
is placed in water, the previously depressed por-

tion swells up and rises to its original level.

Thus an embossed pattern is produced which may
be subsequently sharpened and finished by the

ordinary process of carving.
Ihnbouchure, the mouth of anything, as of a

river or harbor ; of a cannon, a bottle, a wind in-

strument, etc.

Embrocation, a pungent oil, or medicinal
spirit, used as an external application to moisten
or rub diseased parts of the body.
Embroidery is a general name for many dif-

ferent modes of giving pattern and ornament to

textile fabrics. The most evident mode is to

take a piece of woollen cloth, net, gaure, etc., and
apply any decorative patterns to it by needle and
thread. The ancients were very fond of this

method of producing rich tissues ; and in India,

China, and Persia the art is extensively practised

at tlie present day, especiall}' with gold and silver

threads, spangles, beads, bugles, feathers, almost,

anything, in fact, that has richness and diversity

of color. The sampler is a well-known kind of

juvenile i?.-needlework . upon an open canvas.

Berlin-icool work is a higher kind, but similar in

principle ; it obtained its name from having been
introduced first at Berlin, where a print-seller in-

vented the convenient pattern papers which are
used in this work. Ixict E. and muslin E. describe

themselves in their names. Tapestry work is de-

scribed under Tapestry. The machinery em-
ployed in most sorts of E. consists simply of some
kind of frame in which the material can be
stretched out flat. There are, liowever, embroider-

inq-machines which increase many fold the rapidity

of working. One such machine, invented by M.
Heilmann, of Miilhausen, enables a woman to

embroider with 100 needles at a time. The nee-

dles have a point at each end, and an eye in the

middle ; and the action bears some resemblance
to that of the well-known sewing-machine, except

in having the web or cloth upright instead of hor-

izontal. The needles are attached to a kind of

carriage ; the carriage travels to and fro towards

the web and back ; the needles convey their

threads in and out of the web at every movement
of the carriage

;
pincers grasp the needles at each

end alternately, to pull them through, and pre-

pare them for their return journey ; and then a

pattern becomes incorporated with tlie web by
every distinct needle.

Imp. duty : manuf. of cotton, linen, or silk, if embroidered

or tamboured, in the loom or otherwi.se, by machinery or with
t

the needle, not otherwise provided for, 3a per cent. — Arti-

cles embroidered with gold and silver, or other metal, 30 per

cent.

Emerald [Fr. €meraude; Ger. Smaragd : It.

smernldo; Sp. esmeralda], a beautiful ornamental

stone of a peculiar green color, which it derives

from the intermixture of a small portion of chrome.

The common form of its crystal is the hexahedral
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prism; transiparent or translucent; lustre vitre-

ous ; sp. gr. 2 75. It scarcely ilillVrs from beryl,

except in color, and ranks next to the diamonil in

value. The finest are broujjht from I'eru, hut
fair varieties are found in Havana, Silx-ria, and
India. A fine £". weighing 4 or 5 gr. is wortii

about -$.3 per gr. ; one of 10 gr. about 5 10 jK-r gr.

;

one of 15 gr. .$15 to *iO jkt gr. ; and bo on in

proportion to the increase in size. One of 24 gr.,

if of pure water, is worth about §oOO. Imp. duty,
same as diumond.
Emerald Oreen. See Bk-e.
Emeraldine. See Axilixk (Blue and Green).
Emery is an impure, amorphous, compact, and

opaque variety of corundum, and consists of

alumina, with a small percentage of silica and
peroxide of iron. It occurs in Spain, the isles of

Greece, and other localities, and derives its name
from Cape Emeri, in the island of Naxos Its

hardness is so great that it scratches and wears
down nearly all minends excei)t the diamond

;

Ijence the use of its powder for cutting and pol-

ishing glass and various other hard substances.

T\f. 161. — BMur-WRtB..

For commercial purpoftoa, the lumpa of E., as

taken from the mine, are broken into pieces about
the size of a ben's egg, which are then crushed
under stampers, similar to thone used for pound
Ine metnllic on«. The coarne jxjwder is then
•ifted through sieves covered with wire-cloth of

different degrees of fineness, by which it is sorteil

into different sizes. According to the degree of

fineness, it is called com, rtxntf tjrindinq, (fnndinfj,

Jim grindiiuj, iuftrrjiitf griiutiny, co>irar jlo,ir,jlour,jiite

Jiuar, and tuprrjitx flour K. In many instances E.
powder ramiot be conveniently u%CtX unless it is

cementcil to some substance whu-h can be held ui

tlic hand, as paper, cloth, and sticks.

B.-aiJu tanti%U of B. mlxoi with IKtW bmswks, M u to
coDitltuto • iHiliil lump, with whirh to iirv«« tbr r<l|M of buff
MMt gUaa whvrln. The Inirmllrnti thnulil b>> thnrnuchlr In-

eorpontvil by >tlninK tiw nilituiv whtio flukl. »n<>r which It

Is fraqurntljr pntiml liitn watrr, siitl tlii>n>u(hly knrailrd with
Um luatl.a, srHl rollr<l Into lump* hrtor* It haa Uot* to cool
Tbfl fi. cako I* MHiirtiinc* >p|>IW-<J ti> llt« wlirvU whll« th«y arv
tcTolTlnir ; but the morv uousl munv l«, to itop lh« «h«<<l,
mkI rub tn thv £-<-mk« hy tta« bmnJ. It U »n«rwar\l nmootb**!
down by th« ihumh.

B.-flotk only dlffcni ttom £ paprr in th* OM of thin cotton
cloth inatsmd of paper, a* tba malrrlal upon which Um E. I*

fixed by mean* of glu«. The £ -cloth, when folded around a
fllr, dt>e« not ply «o rvadily to it u £ -paper, and U apt to do-
ruU. UciK-e fuiUlui, tru^iut'cri', and otliFni prefer £.-paper
and £.-»ti<'lu : but fur li>iu.-<-hold and utlier purpo«««, »hrre
the hand alone U u««l, the greater durability of the cloth is

adTauta(;eous.
E.-pofier in prpparrd by briuhinf; the paper orer with thin

slue, and duntnii; iIk- £ -powdrr over il tn>ui a firve Thrre
are about »IX dt-grt-cn of coar*^*^* MeTe» with 3.1 and W
n>e«he« per linear inch are in |n-neral the roarMiit and finett

»\ee* employ ed. When UM-d by artiiian*, the £..paper m roni-

monly wrBppe<l around a file or hlip of wood, and applied juft

like a file, oith or williuut oil. an-orlini; to < irruDU>taDres

The A^ paper cuU more aoioothly with oil, but leaves the
work dull.

E -sltcks are rodn of board, about 8 or 12 inchea lon|t,

planet! up Kjuare, or with one »ide founded like a lialf-

roundrd file. NaiU are driven into eat-h end of the ^tirk as

tenHMirary handles ; tliey are then bruahed over, one at a
time, wilii thin i;lue, and dabbed at all part* in a heap of £-
powiler, and knoc-ked a( one end to «hake olT the exren * Two
roafu of plue and emery are fceiiemlly Ufed The £.-»tirk> an?

much more eronomieal than £.-paper wrapped on a file,

which in liable to be lorn.

E.-U'lifrl» are " Milid whc'el* conFUling of a mixture of pow-
dere<l E. with Khellar. fuMil and rolled u|>on a »lick. U lien

carefully mounted upon n mandril iFIr. l*il) and run at a
high ("pwd, the abrading |>o«er of »uch whreU \* wtnderful.

They will instantly take the twth off the hnrde^t file and re-

duce il to n plane, smooth surface, or will rut
away partf of chilled cii*iinf;ii that a file will

not touch. The graini of E. an- the ciitliiig-

pointfi or teeth, and do not grow dull nlihouKb
brought Into contact with metal hard enough
to turn the teeth of a file at one (ilroke. The
rapidity of abraf^ion de|iends not only on the
Telocity of movement, tut upon the niie of the
grainx of £ For very heavy work, huch as

taking the rough edge^ off camingK, very coarxe
£. Is used, while the finer Mirtx are made into

wrbeelx for fine grinding and curface work on
bra^s or steel. In Ufing £.-wheeU rare miut
be taken to maintain the pni|H-r >|><'ed, and not
to preiw the work too strongly agiiiiii>t the sur-

face. If too much pre&oure ix UM->I, the wheels
will not cut f>o faiit, and are liable to wear
away line(|ually and to get out of true. A
rest should alwayii l>e ui-ed to rupport the
work and prevent it from vibrating U|M>n th«
wheel. The bearings fhoulil l>e kept in good
order and well lubricated Uooil £-«>he<'l> are
uniform In texture The nmterial with which
the E. i» combined liiu»t have great rohe»lTe
strength to r«>ii>t the tendency of the wheels
to ti> nnunder when revolving at high opeed,
nnd to retain the grain* of E. Hnnly, and yet
wear away evenly, leaving the cutting angles
expoM-d, and not glaae or ' gum up.' It must
not foften or melt under the heal griieraled
by lh« friction In cutting the work, and must
l« fret! front noxious ({uaiiti<-s A» such wheels
are run at hi(h velocities, ihey re<)uire to tw

. very carefully and exactly hung, and to \m
kept perfectly true ao as to prevent vibrations.

They should not ' wedg* ' u|<on the mandril,
or even fit it clo*ely, for expansion by bntt

might burst the wheel, and the flanges at the side should
not be too strongly screwed up, A wheel 'M in In diameter may
havi- till rvvoluliona per n.inute, and one of VI Id \J&M
(evolutions," - Johnton'f Emri^dcftiriho.

Imp. duty : £ ore or rock. 9*1 per ton : E manufiictured,
ground, or pulverised, 1 cl. per lb. ; £ grains, 2 cts. per lb.

;

£. cotton cloth, 36 per cent.

Emetics, a class of drugs which produce vomit-
ing, by the influence of some iMH-uliar and specific

action on the nerves of the i>tomach, and Imle-

pon<lent of smell, taste, or local irritation. The
principal E. are iiKHracuanha and tartar E. (tar-

tarati**! antimony), and their preparations; and
the sulphates of zinc and copiM-r.

Emigration is the act of leaving the country
or place in which one has previously resided, with

the view of residing in some other coiinlry or

)tlace. Persons so leaving the place of their resi-

dentx" are called emigrants ; and the term "immi-
grants " is employinl to designate iH-rsons arriving

fmm a distance in some place or country with the

intention of settling in it. I'ersons leaving a
country for a while, to which they intend to re-

turn, are not reckoned eniigranto. Thij term is
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appropriated to tliose who leave their present

habitations to establish themselves permanently
elsewiiere. The motives which lead to E. are

various in the extreme ; but, wiiatever its imme-
diate cause may be, all emigrants expect eitlier

to avoid some considerable evil, or to improve or

amend their situation. The striking modem form
of E. is the removal of individuals and families

from tlieir native seats to distant countries in

large numbers, yet without concert and without

apparent distress, silently and intelligently, the

emigrants knowing wliat tliey are leaving and
whither they are going. E. of this kind, like the

connnerce in commodities, does not advance rap-

idly for a long period. The first adventurers have
often a rough experience, and do not invite others,

but gradually the number who succeed increases,

and in their letters home encourage relatives and
friends to follow their example, and not unfre-

quently supply the means of acting upon their

advice. This, in a constant and cunmlative form,
comes to have m )re real and wholesome influence

than all the A'.-aid societies ever established, how-
ever useful these may have been in their place.

The traffic of the steani navigation companies
during the last thirty years would show how
largely tiie volume of free and well-considered E.
lias thus been increased ; and, indeed, it may be
observed that E. of this kind has received much the
same impetus as material connnerce from the ocean
steamers, railways, telegraphs, and otiier greatly
improved means of transmission. The movement
is liable to its own fluctuations ; it ebbs and flows

from one year to another ; but of its permanence
and extension there can be no reasonable doubt.
The year 1847, in which the E. from Great Britain

rose to 258,270, marks the beginning of unwonted
increase, sustained over many years in succession,
and, with some exceptional 3'ears, sustained, in-

deed, to the present time. The average annual E.
in the five years ending 185;> was 32:>,002, whereas
from 1815 to the same year (1853) it liad only
been 97,209. The Irish famine, ensuing on an
almost total failure of the potato crops, was the
first in the order of events to which this remarka-
ble increase of E. is to be ascribed , but the Cali-

fornian and Australian gold discoveries, the failure

of the European revolutions of 1848, and the
wonderfully growing prosperity of the U. States,

prolonged the impulse which had first been given
by a sharp distress alTecting more parts of Eu-
rope than Ireland, and placed E. on the more vol-

untary and substaniial basis which has character-
ized it of late years. The way was maile so plain

by the ocean steamers and railways, which trade
and capital were bringing into rapid action, that
larger numbers of people saw the advantage of
passing over great di.'^tances from one hemisphere
to another, it was not until 1855 that any relapse
occurred in the large aimual totals of E. from
Great Britain

; and so late as the ten years from
18(59 to 1878 the average number per j'oar of emi-
grants from British ports was 217,287. It must
be said, however, that during these ten years
British emigration was to a great extent balanced
by immigration. During the year 1877, for in-

stance, there were 03,557 immigrants, British and
foreign, which, deducted from the total of 104,387
emigrants, left an excess of but 10,8;iO emigrants.
The following table exhibits the number of emi-

grants from Great Britain to British North America,
the U. States, and Australasia, and the total num-
ber (the latter figure including the comparatively
small number going to other than these three des-

tinations) in each of the (14 years from 1815 to 1878.

Year.
British

N. America. U. States. Australasia.
|

Total.

1815.... 680 1,209 ],S89

1816.... 3,370 9.022 12.3£i2

1S17.... 9 797 10.280 20.077
1818.... 15,136 12,429 27,565
1819.... 23.534 10.674 34,208
1820.... 17.921 6,745 24,666
1821.... 12,955 4,958 17913
1822.... 16.013 4,137 20,150
1823.... 11,355 5,032 16.387
1824.... 8,774 5,152 13,926
1825... 8,741 6551 485 14.777
1826.... 12,818 7,063 903 20,784
1827.... 12,648 14,526 715 27,5-89

1828.... 12,084 12,817 1,056 25.963
1829.... 13,307 15,678 2,016 31,001

1S30.... 30.574 24,887 1,242 (X),7('3

1831.... 58,067 23,418 1,561 83,046
1832.... 66,339 32,872 3,733 102.944

1833.... 28,808 29,109 4.(93 62,010

1834.... 40.060 33.074 2;800 75.934

1835.... 15,573 26,720 1,860 44.153

1836.... 34,226 37,774 3,124 75124
1837.... 29,884 36.770 6,054 7i.;(«

1838.... 4,577 14,332 14,021 39,930

1839.... 12,658 33,536 15,786 61.980

1840.... 32 293 40,642 15,850 89.785

1841.... 38.164 45,017 32,626 115,806

1842.... 54,123 63,852 8,534 124,509

1843.... 23.518 28,335 3,478 55,331

1844.... 22.924 43,660 2,229 68,813

1845.... 31,803 68,638 830 91,171

1846.... 43.439 82,239 2,347 128.026

1847.... 109,»380 142.154 4,949 256.783

1848.... 31.065 188,233 23,904 243 202

1849.... 41.367 219 450 82,091 292,908

1850.... 32,961 223,078 16,037 272,076

1851.... 42,605 267,357 21,532 831,494

1862.... 32,876 244,261 87,424 364,561

1853.... 34,522 230,885 61,401 316,808

1854.... 43.761 193,065 83,237 320,063

1855.... 17.966 103.414 62,309 173,689

1856.... 16,378 111,837 44,584 172.799

1857.... 21,001 126,906 61,248 209,154

1858.... 9.704 59,716 39,295 108,715

1859.... 6.689 70,303 31,013 108,005

I860.... 9,786 87,500 34,302 131,583

1861.... 12.707 49,764 23,738 86,209

1802.... 15,522 58,706 41,848 106,071

1863.... 18.083 146,813 63,064 217.950

1864.... 12.721 147,042 40,942 200,705

1865.... 17,211 147,268 87,283 186,757

1866... 13,255 161,000 24,097 198,352

1867.... 15.503 159,276 14,466 189,244

1868.... 21.062 155,632 12.809 189,403

1869.... 33.891 203,001 14,901 251,7(«
1870.... 26,295 196,075 17,066 238,435
1871.... 32,671 198,843 12,227 243,741

1872.... 32.206 233,747 15,876 281828
1873.... 37.208 233,073 26,428 2f»6.709

1874.... 25,450 148,161 63,958 227,569
1875.... 17.378 105,046 35.525 157,919

1876.... 12.327 75,533 83.191 121,051

1877.... 9.289 64,027 31,071 104,387

1878.... 10,147 38,082 67,690 105,919

Total.. 1,558,449 6,669,184 1,263,732 8,391,365

Average annual E. for Great Britain from 1815 to 1878,

135,649.

The increase in E. was not confined to Great
Britain. From the N. of Europe— from Germany
and Scandinavia— there has been during the same
period a largely increased E., proceeding under

much the same incitements and facilities as from
England, Scotland, and Irt>land. From France the

E. lias not been so marked as from many less pop-

ulous countries. The German race luive peopled

the U. States so largely as to have become a prom-
inent element in tlie American republic; but no
one hears of the French as one of the constituents

of a commonwealth which they helped materially

to found. The E. of France follows her own colo-

nies and traditions chiefly; it is found in Louisiana

and in Canada, and almost everywhere discursively

and thinly ; and in much the same way the Span-
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iards and Italians still lean in their E. to La Plata
and S. America, where there is a trace of ances-
try, and their language is spoken. The industrial

motive and faculty, however, now draw emigrants
from all the Kunifwan nations into the most various
parts of the New World. The Cliinese themselvi>8
— the most numen)us while the most isolated na-

tionality in the world— have also Itecome emi-
grants in large numl>er8, though it is obvious that
tlic Chinese E. to our Pacific coast has not for its

object a permanent change of country, and is

more of the nature of a transfer of labor for a
term of years than a definite E. of lM)th sexes and
of families. A constant coming and going is the
feature of E. from China. The Chinese have a
superstitious desire to die within the borders of
their own sacred land. Nevertheless, their strong
an«l persistent movement to the Western world is

a significant phemmienon. It has broken through
all restraints at home, and it has held its grountl
to tliis day, in the face of no little social hostility,

from San Francisco to New York and other cities

on the Atlantic sealK)ard (see China). E. is now
so widely practised, and has been rendertnl by im-
pn)ved means of transit so safe and expeditious,
that its continued progress is not only sure, but
one may foresee, from the various forces in play,
that at no distant time it will have become, over
the largest portion of the world, as familiar as
migration from one province of the same country
to anotiier. The attitude and duties of states, and
of the populations of states, towards a movement
which c<mies into contact at many points with ex-
isting laws and interests— laws of naturalization,

military conscription, and allegiance, with asscrtetl

rights of lalwr, and with social, religious, and
international prejudices— have thus become ques-
tion* of much importance. Nothing is more cer-

tain than that nearly all the old countries suffered
in past times from want of E., unless it be that all

the new countries have l>een greatly benefited by
it. lA>aving China out of view, where foreign im
migrants liave only iK'en tolerate<l under treaties
extorted by force of arms, there has lx>en a gen-
eral appmval of E. on the one hand, and of im-
migration on the other. In Great Britain the
population are singularly free to choose either
their own country or its colonies or other coun-
tries as the place of their alxxle. They are under
no compulsory military service ; and E. has been
actively encouraged by societies and nmtected by
the government for half a century. The grt>ate8t

olwtacle to free E. fnmi the continent would ap-
pi>ar to be the system of military conscription.
Kvery Gcnnan of 20 or 21 years is liable to per-

sonal service in the standing army for seven years— three of active service, four in the reserve—
and to other five years in the landwehr, with the
lanilsturm behind the landwehr making further
demands on the time and lilierty of the subject.

In France a similar system is now enforced, thougli
under more lil>eral exemptions. It is but fair to
state that (iermany, exclusive of I'russia, has up
to this time Ihx'U sufficiently free in its E. to have
sent to the U. Sutes. fn)ni 1820 to 1870, not fewer
than 2,207,500 itersons, which is nearly as many as
tln»se who came from Ireland to this ci)untry in

the srtmc half-cenlur>-, viz., 2,7(K),-4i>.'{. But from
Prussia, where the conscription has lieen longest
in rigorous operation, the numlKT of emigrants to
the U. States, in the same |MTi4Ml, has iN-en only
100,5»«.J. and from France 24.'i.812. Th.iugh the
conscription may ni>t l>e ihe sole cause of this,

yet the dem.inds ma<le by the great military pow-
ers on the drilling and fighting servici>s of the

whole youth and manho<Hl of their populations
are obviously obstructive to the pursuit of indus-

try and fortune in foreign countries or in colonies.

These demands may Ik* relaxe<l fnmi time to time,

while the system itself is maintained; but they
are n'laxe<l with a grudge, and the governments
acquire inordinate ideas of the irrevocable alle-

giance of their subjects. If the latter are per-

mitiCHl to emigrate it is under condition of being
liable to recall on brief notice to the standards of
their country ; and an armetl truce, such as has
prevailed in the most civilized nations of the con-
tinent of Europe during fivi* or six years of jK'ace,

might 8(M)n Ik; as detrimental to tree E. as war
itself, under which it usually ceases for the time.

From Russia none can emigrate without iK'nuis-

sion of the czar; and a similar despotism over the
subject is the rule of the Ottoman empire. A state

may be within its reasonable anil pmper line of

duty in promoting and aiding either E. or innni-

gration. But that the permission of the state

should Ix? necessary to the one process or the

other is inconceivable, save in some rare and dire

emergencies of war or )>olitic8. — The duty of

states in regard to E., viewed in what must now l>e

the generally accepted light of a necessary and
wholesome function of the general econoniy, thus
resolves itself into a duty of regulation and guar-
dianship under the two categories, always pre-

sented, of the countries which the emigrants leave,

and the countries to which they go. The one are

bound to see that emigrant ships are well found
and not overcniwded, and that adequate arrange-

ments arc made for the provisioning, health, and
safety of the passengers in their transit ; while the

other are bound to give them shelter and guidance
on landing, to protect them from imjMJSture, and
to see that all pre-<.'ngagements made with them
Ih- fulfilled. Uf the regulations for the reception

of immigrants, the arrangi'inents at New York
afford probably the best example. No place in

the world has had more to do with their reception

than our great seaport ; and measures have been
adopted here by which the abu.«es once prevail-

ing have lieen overcome, and at the same time all

the arrangements f«ir the comfort, sei-urity, and
guidance of immigrants have l>een placi>d on a
satisfactory Itasis. Emigrant ships are visited six

miles from the port by health officers, and any
who may be sick or diseased are n-moved to hos-

pitals under the care of the commissioners of E.
or the quarantine commission. The others are
required to land at Castle Garden, where there is

a large rotunda capable of accommodatinu 4,(XX)

|)ors<)iis, and where every immediate want of the
imiiiigriinls may l>e supplie<l without leaving the

deiMit. lA'tters may be written for them, or tele-

grams despatched to friends, or friends may Ite

introduced immediately on their credentials Ix-ing

presented. The utmost care is taken to guard the

immigrants from falling into bad hands, and every
information is afTonled them as to how they shall

best prcH'ifd in their res|H'ctive objects. 'Ihe su-

|M-rvisi(m thus exerci.se«l in the j>ort is extende«l

over the railroads t«i the various parts of the

Union to which immigrants may l>e bound. Be-

sidt-s such arraiigeniiiils, no less honorable to the

authorities of a country than encouraging to the

emigrant, direct inducements have frequently Ik-cii

held out to settlers, in the form of graiiU of land

or lan<l at a cheap price, and in assisted or free

passages.— The question whether counlries re<-eiv-

ing emigrants may not Ik- calle«l uimmi in some
cases toclu-<-k the How of immigration within their

bortiers is less free of difficulty than any similar
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question as regards the countries from which emi-
grants proceed. An example of what may hap-
pen is now seen in Utah Territory, where the
Mormons are not only at variance with tJie repub-
lic on so cardinal a point as the civil law of mar-
riage, but almost at open war with the federal
jurisdiction. Similar perplexities arise from the
Chinese immigrants introducing customs and ob-
servances which, though called religious and claim-

ing toleration, can be regarded as contrary to civil

order, morality, and decency (see China). Some
dilemma of the same sort may even occur in the
emigrant-giving countries, as, for instance, when
English trades-unionists, while deriving all the

profit of a large outward flow of labor, fall upon
foreign workmen who immigrate into Great Britain

with a violence and disorder which the law has not

yet learned or been able to prevent.

Statement of the Number and Sex of Alien Passengers arrived in the U. States from Foreign Countries

from October 1, 1819, <o December 31, 1878:—

1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1832
1833
1834
1835
183')

1837
18.33

1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
184t)

1847
1848
1849
1850

4,871

4,651
3,816
3,598
4,706
6,917

7,702
11.803
17,261
ll,3iT3

6,439
14,909
34,598
4,691

41,546
38,793
28.196
47,865
48 837
23,474
42,932
52,883
48,082
62,277
30,069
44,431

65,015
87.777

1.3-i,086

133,906
177,2.32

196,331

Females.

2,-393

1,636

1,013
848

1,-393

2,959
3 078
5,939

10,060
5,112
3,135
7,724

18,583
2.512
17,094

22,540
17 027
27.553
27,653
13,685
25,125
31,132
32,031
41,907
22,424
34,184
48,115
65,742
97,917
92.149

119,280

112,635

Sex not
stated.

1,121
2.840

2,082
1,908
1,813
323
57

1,133
61

6 105

13,748

100

'

4,029
151
824

2,S.50

1,755
12

51
176
381

1,241
897
985
472
512

1,038

8,385
9,127
6.911

6,354
7,912

10,199
10.837
18,875
27.382
22 520
23,322
22,633
53,179
7,303

58,640
65,365
45,374
76,242
79,-340

38,914
68,069
84,066
80,289
104,565
52.496
78.615

114;371
154,416
234,968
226,527
297,024
310,004

Years.

1850.
1851.
1852.
1853.
1854.
1855.
1856.

I

1857.

I
1858.

I 1859.
! 1860.
1861.
1862.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1873.

Total.

32,990
217,181
212,469
207,958
256,177
115,307
115,846
146,215
72.824
69.161

88,477
54,757
52,729

105.801
114.357

141,275
179.614
179,969
179,436
242,-567

229,269
217,618
267,009
266,865
171,819
134,488
120,6.53

97.978
86.259

5,820,066

Females.

26,805
162,219
157,696
160,615
171.656
85,-567

84,590
105,091

50,002
61,640
65,077
37,066
39.096
70,414
79,055
92,281

111.69(i

118,389
117,779
153 355
149.527
150.171
182,474
170.139
105.774
74:548
61,374
61.042
52,210

3,851,926

Sex not
stated.

181
66

1,438

300
• 481

86

15,496
27,181

91,952

Total.

59.976
379,466
371,603
368,645
427,833
200,877
200,436
251,306
123,126
121,282
153.640
91,823
91,825

176,215
193,412
249,052
318,491

298,358
297.215
395,922
378,796
367,789
449,483
437,004
277.593
209.036
182.027
1.9,020
138,469

763,944

Statement of Number and Nationality of Immigrants arrived in the U. States from October 1, 1819,

to December 31, 1878.

Countries.

England
Ireland
Scotland
\Vales

Great Britain, not specified .

Total for British Isles. .

,

Germany
Au.stria

Hungary
Poland
Russia in Europe . .

.

Sweden and Norway.
Denmark
Holland
franco
Switzerland
Belgium
Spain
Portugal
Italy

Greece
Turkey in Europe
All other European countries.

1820-1830.

Total for Europe other than Great Britain

Total for Europe

1831-1840.

15,837
57.278
3,181
170

6,362

81,827

7,729

21
89
94
189

1,127
8.868

3,257
28

2,616
ISO
438
20
21
3

7.611

198,2a3
2,667
185

74,495

283,191

152,454

369
277

1,201
1,083
1.412

45 ,-575

4,821
22

2.125
829

2,253
49
7

40

24,680

106,507

212,697

495,688

1841-1850.

32,092
733.434

3,712
1,261

277,264

1,047,763

434,626

103
551

13,903
539

8,251
77,262
4,644
5,074

2,209
5.50

1,870
16
69

549,739

1,597,502

1851-1860.

247,125
938.665
38.331
6,319

109,653

1,338,093

961,667

1,164

457
20.931

3,749
10.789
76.35S
25,011
4,7-38

9.298
1.055

9,202
31
83
05

1,114,667

2.452,660

1861-1870.

1,106,976

1871-1878. Aggregate.

334,600
330,958
65.505

4,717
7,899

743,679

822,007
9,398
488

2.379
2.671

117.799

17,885
9.639

37,749
23,839
7,416

0,966
2.081

12,981
82

137
11

1,073.431

2,180,407

677,484
44,<)70

1,186
10.178
30,816
129,321

21,684
12,263
63,732
19,147
4,941

4,358
3,755

87,961
170
290
839

966,438

1,710,117

854 792
3,031.451
160,128
17,152

562,006

4,601,629

2,945,967
64,068
1,674

14 216
34,861

283,249
45,109
43 381

309 544
80,719
22,219
27.572
8,450

64,787
868
697
468

3,942^2

8,543,S81
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Statement of Number and Isattonalily of Immigrants, etc. — Continued.

Commits. iaa&-1830. 1831-1840. 1841-1860. 1861-1860. 1861-1870. 1871-1878. An(*s*t*'

China 8 8 36 41397 68,060
260
130

106,760
84

404

216,263
343
68112 40 87 68

U 48 72 41,466 68,448 107;M8 217,286

a
1

70
271
14

86
81
9
4

228

88
119
340
318

l,Ot»

Liberia 8
63
6
46

6
8
1

371

i9
189

8
ao4

66
17

28
232

Madeira

Total tot AfHcaand acUMsent i*Undi

BriUxh Nortli America

868 111 380 ttO 868 333 1.964

2.486 13,624 41,728 60,309 ~167,349
4

282,650
8

617.141
Miquelaa

2,486 13.624 41,723 69,309 167,853 282,658 617,163

CnlM 4,240
68
100

6,613
300
219

2J916
1,310
4,177
213

10.868
363
319

2,916
47,187
24,329
1.277

mrmuilaf

' Went Indies, not specifled

4,818
107

12.301
6,699

44

13,528
8,271
368

ib.eeo
3,078
449

6.860
2,386

96
Mexico .V.

Total for West Indies Mexico and Central

8,923 18,914 17,167 14.187 12.246 16,747 87.218

U S ofColombia 166
100
708

166
141

8.096
41

1,192

1,283

OUier states of 3. Amorica 642 866 8,679 1,224

642 866 8.679 1,224 - 969 3.393

2
97

62.894

3
60

66,242

66,296

104
29U

76,911

188
8,804

63,318

8,410
9,414

22,101

8.667

16,668
863.243

859

82.777
Total Pariflc lalands, etc., and countries not

speeiiM 63,993 83.136 78.969 67,360 39,925 388.668

496 496

Burapa 106,607
15

868
2.480
8.923
642

62,903

469,683
4H

111
13,624
18,944

850
66,296

1,697,602
72

880
41,723
17.167
3.679

83,136

2.46^660
41.466

420
69 309
14,187
1.224

78,969

2,180.407
6S.448

353
167 .353
12,246
1.233

67,260

1.746.117

107,248
333

232.6r.S

16.747
960

80,986
496

8.642,881

1,984

617,153
87.'J13

8.888
888.668

496

Asia
Africa
North America
W. InOies, Mexico, OaatiBl Amwlea
tanth Amvrtra
ParHlr,«t4> ,

totm at Ma. .,...,...,.•.....

^nrmtt 181,834 660,666 1,743,660 2.648,214 2,487,290 2,143,482 »,763,»t4

Summar If StatemetU of Immigration aitd Emigration far the Eleven Fiacal Year$ from 1868 to

1878, indusice.

Total Total
|namb«r of numbar of

T... >»» Jm,. 80. ^J^j;Xa ^SST
the U. ttom tba
Stataa. U

IMS
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1876
1876
1877
1878

•IV»«al

AreraKe number for

each year

838,148
889.891
436.786
886.271
472/»4
680.886
876.679

296J680
287,901
206.608
190,447

3.84»a64

~849^

Kxceas
of arrival!

partttica,

or total Id-
eaaa of

populattoa
by imml-
graUoB.

67.886
78,862
81.886
02^17
82.904
IIOJM
U4.686
160.786
181.618
186.649
126.688

laufin

110.flM

CiUaeu of

the U.

States re-

turning
tnuk

•broad.

280.818
twfm
a64.8W
398.724
879.180
401,781
240.998
184,744
106,378
60.964
78.914

PaaMDgers not ImmigranU.

4OJ06O
26.817

48.662
lafiU
47.744
47.780
60.896
48,000
41.484
41,671

2,681.804 470.967

230.300
I

42317

Aliens
not Intend-
ing tu re-

main in
U»0.
Btataa.

10306
16.717
21360
18,172

14,610
17,134
20,006
28,163
19307

178,909

16366

Total
non-inimi-
granta.

46360
87.128
49382
64,921
67328
61,0ta

63340
68.033
68.006
64,646
60378

649,806

60.062

Total
aliens, 1. 1.

total arri-

vals less

eitiaens of
ibeU.
Stataa.

868374
402390
343,<JU0

422.978
473,141

837,949
244,632
189391
166,019

167,776

3378.m

307,107

Net
immigra-

tion.

282,189
863,768
887303
331,860
404,800
469,803

827.498
169,986
141.867
188,460

8,199368

290342

Net
emigra-
tion.

21376
30,739
32304
27.626
26,676
68,072
72346
92.764
63318
71.903
64366

666.964

61343
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Emissary, a secret agent ; a person sent on a
private message or business.

Emollients, a medicinal application which
softens, sootlies, or allays irritation, and alleviates

iiiflaniinatory soreness, swelling, and pain. E. of

lioney, gum, sugar, and eggs are among the chief

internal articles ; and poultices, fomentations, and
liot water, the best of the external.

Emoluments, perquisites, fees, or salary ; the

profits arising from an office or employment.
Empire City, a fire insurance Co. of New York

City, organized 1850. Stutement, Jan. 1, 1879:

Cap. stock paid up in casli, $200,000 ; net sur-

plus, $102,000.07 ; total cap. and surplus, $302,-

000.07 ; risks in force, $0,445,228 ;
premiums,

$51,343.03; premiums received since the organi-
zation of the Co , $1,955,077.47 ; losses paid,

$803,990.27 ; cash dividends paid to stockholders,

$676,000.
Empiric, a quack, a pretender ; an uneducated

or irregular practitioner.

Emplette |Fr.l, a bargain or purchase.
Employ^ \Ft.\, a clerk; one engaged in the

service of another.
Employer, a master ; one who hires and directs

the labor of others.

Empois [Fr.], potato or wheat starch.

Emporium, in a general sense, signifies a city

or a place where extensive commercial transac-
tions are carried on ; but jt is more particularly
applied to the commercial centre of a countr}', or
the place to which buyers and sellers from various
countries resort.

Emporium Fire Insurance Co., located in

New York City, organized in 1873. Statement,

Jan. 1,1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash, $200,-

000; net surplus, $321.06; total cap. and surplus,
$200,.321.06; risks in force, $5,234,.335

;
premiums,

$29,.580.99; premiums received since the organi-
zation of the Co., .$202,717.72 ; losses paid, $111,-

767.30 ; cash dividends paid to stockholders,
$66,000.

Fig. 162. — Emu.

Empress-Cloth, a light cloth for ladies' dresses,
all wool, or with cotton warp and wool weft.
It is usually 28 inches in width, and resembles
merino, except tiiat it is not twilled.

Emptying, a discharging or pouring out the
contents of a package or vessel.

Empty Packages, returned ca.^es from the
purchaser to the sender of the goods, consisting

for the most part of casks, barrels, crates, sacks,

etc., which are transported free, or at a very low

charge, by the railroad companies. They are ad-
mitted free of duty when they have been exported
full, and are of American manufacture.
Emu, the Australian ostrich, Jjromalvs Novor

Hollandiie (Fig. 162). Both the eggs and flesh are
esteemed excellent for the table. The plumes are
readily dyed of various colors, and appear to some
extent in commerce as a substitute for ostrich
feathers. The skin produces 6 or 7 quarts of oil,

which is used in pharmacy.
Emulsion, a milky preparation formed bj' the

mechanical admixture of oil and water, by means
of some other substance that possesses the power
of combining with both.

In the preparation of E. the oily or resinous ingredients are
usually suspended by means of mucilage of gum arable, al-

mond.", or yolk of egg. 1 dr. of the first, made with equal
parts of gum and water : 1 oz. of the serond (usually 26 in num-
ber) ; and one in number of the last, will form 2 dr. of any oil

into an E. with about 1 oz. of water, gradually added. In some
cases, instead of the above substances, a little liquor of potufsa
is employed, by which a saponaceous E. is formed. In all

cases the mucilage or other viscid substance should be put into
the mortar before anything et^e. The oil or resinous matter
may then be very gr:idually rubbed in, taking cjire not to add
it more quickly than it can be subdued by the pestle ; and if,

during this part of the manipulation, the mixture should begin
to assume a breaking or curdling appearance at the edges, a
few drops of water must be immediately incorporated with it,

before adding the remainder of the oil. From the want of this

precaution, it is common for an E. sudilenly to lose its tena-
cious consistence in the mortar, and it is then in vain to en-
deavor to restore it. After the oil is thoroughly incorporated
some care is requisite to avoid separating it again by too hasty
an effusion of the water or other fluid of the mixture. If any
alcoholic or acid liquid is to be added, it must be at the very
end of the process. Indeed, the addition of an acid liquid,

even a slightly acescent sirup, will often entirely destroy an
emulsion. An excellent method of preparing A^. of re^ins and
gum-resins is to put the article into a marble or wedgewood
mortar, and to pour over it about 4 times its weight of recti-

fied spirit, which is then to be ignited, and the mixture tritu-

rated until an equal consistence is obtained. The liquid is

then to be added gradually, and the wliole patiently triturated

or shaken until cold. Yolk of egg or nuicilage may be added
to the fluid re.sin or gum-resin, if desired, as in the common
method, but an excellent E. may be made without them.
The presence of soluble salts in an E. is apt to occasion the
separation of the oleaginous portion. Spirit produces the
same effect in those which are made with yolk or mucilage

;

and acids in those made with an alkali. The addition of these
fub.stances to E. should lie therefore avoided as much as pos-

sible. E. of wax, spermaceti, oil of turpentine, and balsam of
copaiba, are the most readily and completely formed with yolk
of egg. Volatile oils are more readily made into E. if mixed
with an equal volume of some simple fixed oil, before proceed-

ing to operate on them. Scammony is generally formed into
an E. with milk ; and resin of jalap, with almonds and water.

Enactment, the passing of a bill into a law
;

the act of voting, decreeing, and giving validity to

a law.

Enamel [Fr. €mail; Ger. schmelz ; It. smallo], a
species of vitreous varnish, colored with metallic

oxides, applied in a thin stratum to brightly pol-

ished metallic surfaces (copper or gold), on which
it is fused by the flame of a lamp urged by the
blowpipe, or by the heat of a small furnace. The
basis of all E. is a highly transparent and fusible

glass, called J)it, fliur, or paste, whicli readily re-

ceives a color on the addition of metallic oxides.

There is no difference between an E. and a glaze,

save in the cliaracter of tlie surface to which it is

applied. Both are vitrifled substances, either with
or without color, and exhibiting every degree of

transluccncy,— some varieties being perfectly

transparent, while others are completely opaque.
Cliemically they consist of easily fusible salts,

such as the silicates and borates of sodium, potas-

sium, and lead, to which various metallic oxides

are added when it is desired to impart color to the

A'. These varieties of glass are pulverized, and
the powder is used either in a dry or, more com-
monly, in a moistened state. Tiie powder or

paste, having been spread over the surface to be
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incrusted, is exposed to a moderate temperature in

a muffle heated in tlie ^.-furnace, wiien the vit-

reous substance soon becomes sutBciently fluid to

spread itself over the metallic surface, to which it

closely adheres. If the glass is merely cemented
to the' metal, without any trace of fusion, the pro-

cess is not true enamelling. Popularly the term
E. has a much wider use, being applied, in fact, to

almost any brilliant surface, whether produced by
varnishing, by lacquering, or by other processes

not involving fusion ; hence we hear of enamelled
leather, enamelled paper, enamelled slate, etc.

Sometimes a coating of true E. or of glaze is em-
ployed solely for utility, as in the case of vessels

of enamelled iron or of glazed earthenware ; but
more commonly E. are applied with a view to

decorative effect, the decoration thus produced
lieing extremely permanent, since the fused mate-
rial is but little affected by atmospheric influences.

When enamelling is thus artistically employed, it

is usual to speak of the finished works of art

themselves as enamels (Fr. e'maux).

In order to prepare a plate for the artist, a thin piece of gold

or of copper i.s carefully annealed, and then coated with a dead
white £ The E. i« imported in cakes fr rni Venice, and is

made from a mixture of 8ilica, borax, and stnnnic oxide. After
the plnte ha« been fire<l, a second coating of E. in applied, and
the plate returned to the oven. It is afterwards coated for the

third time, but now with a more ea.-<ily fbsible gla«s, which is

known in the workshop as " flux." This is al<o imported
from Venice, in the form of tubes and beads, and is employed
to province a brilliant lustre on the surfiice. The ground hav-
ing been thas prepared is carefully ground smooth, and is

tlien ready for the artist. The colors which he employs con-
iiist of various metallic oxides mixed with the flux ; but it is ob-
vious that the enameller's palette must be limited, since he is

able to employ only such substances as are permanent at the
temiK-ratureto which the pl.ite will be subjected in the muffle.

Blue colors are produced by means of oxide of cobalt ; violet by
o.\ide of manganese

;
green by cupric oxide or by chromic

oxide ; rcd.cither by cuprous oxide, which is difflcult to work
In the oven, or by the preparation of gold known as purple
of Cas.<!ius, which also produces a fine purple

; yellow by oxide
of Mirer, oxideof lead, or an alkaline antimoniate

i
brown by

ferric oxide ; and black by ferrous oxide, or by means of cobalt
and mangancM, which have intense tinctorial power, and pro-
duce dense colors. Special recipes will be found in technical
treatiite«, and need not be inserted here. The powdered colors

of the enameller are mixed with oil of lavender or spike and
•pirit of turpentine, as a vehicle, and are applied to the E.-
eround by means of a camel's-hair pencil. After each layer
h.u been spread over the surfice the plate must be fired, and
highly flnished work may have to pass through the oven a
wore of times. Once vitrifled, the colors are permanent

;

hence the artist has no opportunity of correcting faults, except
by the tedious process of grinding away a portinn of the plate.

Since the tints may be greatly modified by too hig'i a tempers
ture, tlie graatest care is nee led in managing the furnace. In
njturn fur the great labor and ri'k involved in enamelling, the
artist securea permanence fur his work, the painting l)elng

always M fmh a« when first executed ; it is indeed a Anting
la glass

To whatever period the origin of enamelling
may be assigned, it is certain that glazes having
the comitosition of good E. were manufactured
at a very early date. K.tcellent glazes, com|)osed
about as modern E., are still preserved on some
of the bricks which have l>een found among the
ruins of Babylonia and Assyria, and have been
referrt'd to the 8lh or 7th century li. C. Enamel-
ling was probably practised at a very early period
in Western Europe, but it is in the Eastern em-
pire that we find the earliest historic evidence of
the art having flotirished as an important industry.
]{yzantiuiu was indeed for centtiries the great seat
uf this industry, which probably dated from at
least the time of Justinian. The wonl " smaltum "

is found for the first time in a life of Ia'o IV.
written in the {>th century. Theophilus, the art-

ist-monk, has loft a minute description of the man-
ner in which the Byzantine enaniellers of the 10th
century carried on their work. Most of the Byz-
antine E. were executed on plate* of gold, and

large numbers have no doubt been destroyed on
account of the intrinsic value of the metal. Such
specimens as are extant furnish valuable examples
of what is known as the iloixonn€ process. In
cloisonne' work, the design is presented in c-olored

E., which are separated one from another by
means of ribs of metal bent so as to follow the
outline of the subject. A plate of gold generally
formed the basement of the work, and upon this

plate the design was traced in slender fillets of
gold. These threads were easily bent to the re-

quired form, and were fixed upright upon the
plaque, so as to form a number of cells for reception
of the E. The powdered glass, moistened into a
paste, was carefully introduced into these com-
partments, and the prepared plate was then fired.

To retain the fused E., the edges of the plates

were slightly turned up, thus forming a rim.

After careful cooling, the irregular fusetl surface
was ground down and polished, when the design
appeared in colored E. separated by gold parti-

tions, or cloisons. In many cases the metal base
forms part of the field, and the subject is then en-

amelled in a hollow which has been beaten out,

while the gold forms a brilliant background.
Cloisonnd enamelling has been employed by the
Chinese and Japanese, who, instead of restricting

it to flat surfaces of the precious metals, have ai>-

plied it to copper vases and other large hollow
vessels. They also ingeniously attach the metal
fillets to the surface of pottery, and thus produce
cups, vases, and other objects in porcelain orna-

mented witli cloisonne' work. Many Chinese and
Japanese E. are, however, executed by other pro-

cesses, such as the champ-levc' method, to be after-

wards described. — A rare variety of cloisonnd

enamelling is known to French antiquaries as E.
de plique a jour. The peculiarity of this style con-

sisted in setting transparent E. without any back-
ground, so that light could he freely transmitted

through the glass, the E. being fixed by having
their edges fused to the windows in which they
were framed. Specimens of this work are ex-

tremely rare. — Very similar in effect to the cloi-

sonne E., but nmch less rare and valuable, are
those inlaid works which were executed by the

chaiH/hief^procof'8. Copper was usually employed
in place of the precious metals ; and the partitions

between one color and another were fornied by
ridges of the base, and not by separate fillets of
metal. A plate of copper, about i inch thick, and
having the surface polished, formed the ground-
work of the E. By means of a graver, the parts

to be enamelled were chased out, so as to leave
slender ribs standing up as boundary walls to the
cavities. £. in the state of either powder or paste
was then introduced into these casements, and the

work was fired. Finally, the surface was polished,

and the metallic outliiles generally gilt. In some
examples, the figures are represented in E. on a
metal background ; while in others the figures

stand out in engraved metal upon an enamelled
background ; and in others again the entire field

is enamelle<i. — Soon after the introduction of

transparent enamelling m Italy, the art became
popular in France, and this probably led the way
to the invention of ftninifl/Hiintiiifj. The artists of

Lin)oges acquired great celebrity in this work.
The early ]>ainted E. from the Limousin work-
shops were executetl in opaque white upon a
brown ground, the white Ix-ing overlaid where
necessary by transparent colored enamels. The
lights were picked out in gohl, while the brilliant

ettt'Ct of gems was obtained by the use of /milltlttH,

ur colored foils. Nanion I'enicaud is the best-
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known artist in this style, and an excellent exam-
ple of his work, dated 1503, is preserved in the

Hotel de Cluny in Paris. About the beginning of

the 16th century a much more finished style of

painting was introduced at Limoges ; and under
the auspices of Francis I. the art attained to a
considerable development. Le'onard Limousin,
who is known to have painted from 15-32 to 1574,

became the great master of this style. While
some of the works were executed in brilliant col-

ors, most of them were in monochrome. The
background was generally dark, either black or
deep purple, and the design was painted en grisaille,

relieved in the case of figure-subjects by delicate

carnations. The effect was occasionally height-

ened by appropriate touches of gold, and in many
of the colored E. brilliancy was obtained by the

use of silver foil, or paillon, placed beneath a trans-

parent E. Portraits were frequently painted on
copper plaques ; and the art was also applied to

the decoration of ewers, vases, plateaux, candle-

sticks, salt-cellars, and a variety of elegant ob-

jects for domestic as well as ecclesiastical use.

Among the artists of this school may be men-
tioned Pierre Raymond, Jean Pe'nicaud, Pierre
and Jean Courtois, Martin Didier, Jean Court dit

Vigier, P. Courteys, and the master known only
by his initials C. N. Towards the latter end of
the 16th and in the beginning of the 17th century
it was the fashion for the Limoges enamellers to

paint in a minute style, which is seen in the works
of the brothers Laudin and of the family of Nouail-
hers. The art at length degenerated into a sys-

tem of tawdry coloring, and in the reign of Louis
XIV. it fell into a state of decay, from which
an attempt to revive it was made by Louis XVI.,
but without success.— Probably the decline of
tlie Limoges school was connected with the rise

of a new branch of enamelling, which has been
distinguished as the miniature style. This is the

style which has continued in vogue up to the pres-

ent day.— In the middle of the last century the
art of enamelling was largely applied to the deco-
ration of snuff-boxes, patch-boxes, tea-canisters,

candlesticks, needle-cases, labels for wine-bottles,

and a variety of other small articles. The objects
were usually made of copper, and having been
coated witii an opaque white E., were decorated
with Watteau subjects and floral and other de-

signs, painted in enamel colors. Advantage was
also taken of the process of transferring engrav-
ings from copper plates to glazed surfaces,— a
process which was introduced about the year 1750
by Sadler and Green of Liverpool, and was largely
employed for the decoration of pottery and porce-
lain. Splendid snuff-boxes and other ornamental
articles in enamelled work were also turned out
by artists in France and Germany.

Enainellinij of cast-iron. The art of enamelling
has been of late years extensively applied to the
coating of iron vessels for domestic purposes, with
the view of keeping a clean surface and preventing
the rusting of the metal, and within the last forty
years a large number of patents have been granted
for similar purposes. One of the most extensively
used processes is that of Charles Henry Paris,

which is now largely worked at Birmingham.
The metal articles are first cleaned with dilute

sulphuric acid, and powdered glaze is then sifted

upon the clean surface. Adhesion of the powder
is secured by applying to the iron a coating of
gum-water. The object is then dried in an oven,

whence it is transferred to the enamelling-fur-

nace, where it is heated until the fused glaze flows

evenly over the surface. After removal from the

oven, the objects are allowed to cool with ex-
treme slowness. It is often found necessary to
apply a second coating of E. Paris's composition
consists of 130 parts of cullet or broken glass, 201^

parts of carbonate of sodium, and 12 parts of
boracic acid. This forms the fundamental glaze,

upon which variously colored E. may be em-
ployed. If enamelled vessels are to be used for
culinary purposes, great care must be taken that
the glass contains no lead, the presence of which
would be highly dangerous. Acids often find

their way through the pores of an E. to the sub-
jacent metal, and spreading out between the iron
and the glaze cause the E. to peel off. Exposure
to sudden changes of temperature also tends to

injure the E.— Enamelling of a similar character
is now largely used for street plates, name-plates
at railroad stations, advertising tablets, and other
objects where permanent lettering is required.

The insides of baths, cisterns, and boilers are also
protected by enamelling, and it has been proposed
to prevent the fouling of ships' bottoms by a coat-

ing of E. Imp. duty, E. of glass and oxide of
iron, 40 per cent.

Enamelled Cards, pieces of pasteboard, one
surface of which has been coated with white lead
and size, and then glazed by passing between
highly polished rollers.

Enamelled Leather, glazed leather for patent
boots and shoes, belts, etc., by means of sumach.
The gloss, or enamel, is given by successive coats
of linseed oil, and finally of a varnish of copal and
asphallum. See Leather.
Enamel-Fainting. See Enamel.
Enamel Ware, iron cooking utensils, the in-

terior surfaces of which are enamelled. See En-
amel.
Encaustic, an ancient method of painting, in

which the pictures were executed with wax
colors, and finished by the apjjlication &f a hot
iron. The term is now very generally applied to

all kinds of painting, where the colors are laid on
or fixed by heat, so as to be rendered permanent
and brilliant.

Encaustic Tile, a variegated paving-tile, on
which patterns have been formed in colored clays
on the ordinary buff-tile, and fired, which brings
out the colors more vividly. This art appears to

have had its origin in the latter part of the 12th
century, but the culminating point of its excel-

lence and popularity was attained during the 13th

;

and it was extensively used for the decoration of
Gothic buildings in connection with each succeed-
ing change in that style of architecture. The
modern revival of the art dates from the year
1830, when a patent was granted to Samuel
W^right, an English potter, who sold his patent-
right, in 1844, in equal shares, to the celebrated
china manufacturer, Herbert Minton, and Mr.
Fleming St. John. E. T. have been since largely

manufactured at Stoke-upon-Trent, and at Ben-
thai 1, near Brosely, Shropshire, England. The
modern application of E. T. is by no means con-

fined to the ecclesiastical purposes for which they
were mainly used in mediaeval times, although for

this purpose many of the ancient designs have
been reproduced, and the rough execution of the

old examples has been imitated with striking

fidelity. Sonie of the most eminent architects of

recent years have exercised their skill in the pro-

duction of designs more suitable for domestic pur-

poses ; and pavements of these tiles, combined
with other kindred manufactures, have become an
almost universal part of the permanent decoration
of the better class of public and private buildings,
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for which purpose they are larfrely iiiiportetl into

this lountry, alreatly jiartly snjK'rseiliiijj the per-

i.«habie forins of Hoorin;;, and at the >aine time

rendering unneeessary aeiy (le<-(initi\e coverings.

Imp. <luty, •'J-j jH'rcent. St-e .\!o«ai<' and Tile.
The numuf of E. T- mmj tw >l«K'ri)<«>i under l»o bead*, —

Tfa., tbe piaslie aiiil llw srmt-Jry or dttsl |>n«-r«»r». The
former, which «*• the only oue ciiiploj«»l upti> Ihr \tmr 1»*C3,

U la errry ewentlal pi>iiit (he bwir a« llial ukoJ in mrvlla-Tsl

tiinm, Jlilrrintf uirrrlr in the jfivairr !Jni»h »u4 p»rfmi<>o
whWh inoileni appliance* have e(Ic«'tr<J, and pr\>l>abl> atMi in

the material of the mould* It U Dot known of what tho>«

an-i<-ntly u»rl were ma<|p, but ronjerlurw h»» »uinc«trd w.k.I,

flreJ clay, and mono. Tbe (treat diflh-ulty of the manuf. rou-

L<ti> in (he nrrciKlty for IntruducinK into a •ini;>e tile (he vari-

ety of Jilfcrent cotorrd clay« or (..»/>'» which toRpther compos
the As«i|jn. it being rojenllal (l»at they thould not onl> l«e per-

ler(ed by the mine amount of heat in (Iw prorrM of flrins, but

lUJit they ihould p<>»»i'*» an e<iual rontrariile power duriuK
oarh uta^renf theinitnuCx-ture. The tile i« 6r»t imprv«.«rd fmm
a plaaler of I'arii would, bearing the p%((rm In relief, and trl

in a brBM fraiite, ii|ion which ttu another fraiue, (he dimen-
»ion« and depth of which correspond with the »in> and thick-

neu of the tile; the pattern i* (bu-i «unk in (he ciny (o a
depth of abou( one nixteenth of an inch. In the following man-
oer. The workotan flmt introduce* into (he mould what may
be dovrlbed a« a (heel of reflneii clay of (he denireil color for

the KTound of the pattern : upon thlt bcinK, which form* a

kind of Ten«»r. i« place.! a thicker tiuuw of a fo«r«er kind of

clay, and the whole i< then nuhjecie,! to wrew pre^'iure, which
con*oli>iate« the two kind* of clay*, and at the unie lime per-

fectly impiTiura (he pa(tem of the mould ; the »upertluou»

clay i» then reniorr^I »i(h a wraper, and a fe<-ond Teneerinjc

of flue clay, aimilar to that um-^l for (he C»ce, is placed on the
|

back ; the tile being reuioTcd from the «iould. the depreMed i

paru of the de<ij(n are filled with clav, of one or more color*, !

by pourinx It '" 'n » ^'P "c «e(nlli<|u1d state. The tile i* then

•etaaide fur twenty-four hour< toKtllTen, and when the *lip in- I

lay ba* b*con>e nearly of (he game con«l*tency a* the tile itj<elf,
|

thi« face U brought roughly to an eren *uii«ce, by " »prpad-
;

lax " the M>rt clay with a palette-knife The die i* then further

kiloved to dry till it attain* the *tifTur.<* of wax, when it i*

**flai«h0d'' by wr-tping the face with a n>v\ *cra(>er, until (he

bilald pattern and ground are dcTeloped fn-e from *U|)ertluou!«

elay, and the eilgm are cut true (n a «quare, when i( i* reaily

fir Um drying-iuire. When the drying, whicli take* from six

to tea day*, ts completed, the tiles are pLicmi in fln--clay boxe*,

lUMVIl •• Srtrfrrt, containing from eight to ten each, which

U« Uwn •lack»l,one upon another, in the kiln or oren. The
pntmmot firing orcupie* four day* ami night*, and ha* to lie

Madttcled wl'Jl (lie greatest CAre, aa not only the exact *1xp

•ad hardiMaa of the tile* arv dependent upon it. but also the >

p«tt*et|oo of the colors with which obj««rt It i« ne<-eM«ry to

nim Mm beat Tery gradually, and (o •ecure a regular clrrula-

Uoa of air la the oren, so as to pmluce the exact ilegree of

e«httaMioa aeedrd to bring out the dr»lr*>l color* in tbe male-

rikl* tt*«d for this purpo** Tbe pyrometer* UM-d In thi* part

of Ite yiUK— cooai*! of loog narrow tllce, and the degn« of

h*»l U judged both by their color aad tbe grailual re<luctlon

! iMtftll •hleb they underfo, each pUre, as It I* wllhdrawo

tnm Um oren, being measumi io a gauge, with thl* oli>rct.

— UmIomI *hrinka«w of the tile. In tbe drying and firiag.

MMOallan to about II inehee in tiie tcxA. For pur|>o<e* of

pftVtaC Moet of tbe molem E. T. are used In the biXfiu or

l|g*'r'* stale, the glaa* in tbe ancient tile* having appar-

Mtiljr been emploieil with (he ol>>rr| of covering the soft

Merlal of the ilk ltj>-lf, and of a>liling nchnew lo the roinr.

Wbeie glasing I* fouml nereManr In (be mnlern tile* It la rf-

Uetmd by dipping tlieni in a combination of lea<l. alkalll>e salu,

frlspar, aifl alllca, flnely levigated in water, which I* fused by

pacing tbetn tbrougti a kiln •peclally coostmctsd for tbe

TMsnni.<Av or itiut proreas of manuC K. T. U vt adapt*
lloa of an Invention patentiO In the >*ar |4V) l>.> KWbard
Pi mail, by whirb artlchrM of varlou* kln,l* uv mrailded out of

mi'r*riie.l flaw. In metal die*, br trrew prvMur*. In the Vear

ItU Measr*. Itrtulion an I UOrihlngion, engineer* of Bursteoi,

pa(en(e>la pmcew by which Ote uw>of pnw,|erxi| clay (hitherto

only u*e.| fr>r til** of ckw c<oU>ri wa* applle<l (o (!>• maouf. of

B. T Tlie •le*ign i« (iini»e.| i>y |«"rfor«t^l br»«« plates, —
tmm one to III or aeren being uani acennling In tbe nature of

the piliera Where the wItoU design can l«> perforated In tbe

litete without lie-achlng •<»->) p<rts a* woiikl represent the

ground, onlv one plate I* ner<i|rc| . hut where <he»r are serertl

concentric ring* or •Imllar form*, a<Httlooal plates are re-

qulr*<l. Into lh« perforation* of each plat* metal nuna, at*

tach*<l to a Hat plate nt Iron, ar* accnralely fldol The metal

dW III which tlie tiles ar* priend I* comptMsd of a thick binrk

•Ada square frame or " box" . (he latter U roan«ri«d with
ieTersan<l a balancv- weight, "o that It can be ralssd or de-

|trM*ei|. either foniilog a hollow mnuUi. of which the Ckcw of
tbe block above meotior.e.1 form* the bottom, nr dspTMld in

aoeh a war as to lenv* the fare of the block standing sbnee II,

la which Utter pwltloa It la leakl/ for the conaMaceaMOl of

the process. Tbe perforated plate* fir»t ment>ooe«l are tlien.

In »uccei«»k>o. pla.e.1 u|>on the face of (he l.lc«-k, liriuK kept in

po>i(ioa by (wo pin* flxoKo the frame of the die. rt>rre»iiondins

with bolr* made In tlieir luargiu. The prrlor«lK««» of (he bra--*

plate l«ing filled with powdered cla> of the doirrd color, this

1* Ml far comprvsiwd. by mean* of (he me(al ram. a> (o allow

both the ram and tbe plate to l« removed t<ceihrr. leaving

the comprvwed du»t (rrpreeentlug the padem of tbe tile in

reiiefj on (lie block or face plate. In casr* where a numlier

of plate* are iiece»»ary, tbe pattern I* (hu» t,yilt trp. each add-

ing such a part a* can be perforated in a »ingle plate. The
frante I* (hen raiMnI, k> a* (o fi^nu a mould of the required

depth, which being filled with }K»w,lrrrd rlaj . iiilelidrd to form

Ix^h the ground o( (he pattrni and (lie •ul>»(aiice of (be (lie,

the whole UKiuld or die i* slid, in a gruote provided for the

purpose, uihler (be fcrew pre»». lo which irattaclHila platecov-

ering tbe mould, and reningon the top of tbe UKivable frame ;

tbi*,oo prw»*ure l*lng spplied, fone* down tbe frame until

tbe powdered clay I* thon.ugtily cjiuMjIidaleii and iocorfximted

with tliat part fi>rmiiig (be design. (In (be ptrwure lieing

relievctl, (be die I* drawn from liriieath the pre**, the frame I*

forc«-il down by mean* of the lever* to wbi«k it I* attached,

and (he (ile t« left rr*lingfi<ce downwani" on the bU«-k. when it

I* rea<l> for the dr«ing-*li>ve. tbe sub*e<|ueiit ireatmrnl Iwing

the *ame as In (be pla*tic prrref*. Thi« pr<<e*» alTonl* tbe

advantage of much greater mpklily in execution than can l«

effecletl by tbe pla*tic method, and a* the tile undrrgf<* little

or no shrinkage in the dr»icc»tion of the *nuill amount of

moi«ture whi«h i* nee<letl to make the particU-* of the du*t

combine under pre.*.-ure, the ri»k of di*tr>rtion in the proceM
ofdrjing i< r>Mucr.| to a minimum, but the heavy prime cost

of the |)erf(.rat«-d bra** plate* nece*«arily confine* thi* other-

wine valuable invcntiou to such desigtis as arc most largely in

deiiLind.

Enchasing, .'^eo rii.\<»iNr,.

Enchdre |Fr. |, an anction ; nn outhidilinp.

Enclosure, land fenced in or hedjred round for

separation or for the protection of crops.

Encre, the Frencli word for printing or writing

ink.

Encyclopaedia, a dirtionnr>' or descriptive

work of reference, wliieli treats of tlie various

branches of tlie arts, sciences, and manufactures.

Endasse, Endraze, names for tlio short eli or

pike in Turkey, hy wliich cotton poods and car-

pets are measured ; it is equal to 2'.<M\ inches.

Endive, a hardy annual herhaceous plant, the

("irhiniiini rniliria, the hlaiiclied leaves of which are

used a* a *aliid.

Eadless Screw. Sor Screw,

fl^ 163 — BiiwMiioiiBmt.

Bndorsement Sec Ixr>oR»riiEXT.

ZSndoamometer. When two diffprrnt lit^nid*

ar« Mparated by a thin |>orous partition, eillitrr
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inorganic or organic, a current sets in from each
liquid to tlie other ; to these currents the names
endosmose and exosmose are respectively given.

Tiiese terms, which signify impulse from within, and
impulse from ivilhout, were first introduced by M.
Dutrochet, who first drew attention to these phe-

nomena. They may be well illustrated by means
of tlie endosmomctei: Tliis consists of a long tube,

at tlio end of wliich a membranous bag is firmly

bound (Fig. 163). The bag is then filled with a
strong sirup, or some other solution denser than
water, such as milk or albumen, and is immersed
in water. The liquid is found gradually to rise in

the tube, to a height wliich may attain several

inches ; at the same time the level of tlie liquid in

wliich the endosmometer is immersed becomes
lower. It foUows, therefore, that some of the ex-

ternal liquid lias passed through the membrane
and has mixed with the internal liquid. This
phenomenon is due to the attraction which the

two liquids have for eacli other and for the dia-

phragm separating them, and advantage is taken
of it in many operations of tlie chemist.

Endowment, in life insurance, is a term ap-
plied to tlie assurance of a capital sum or survivor-
siiip of time.

Enema, a medicine, usually liquid, but some-
times gaseous, thrown into the rectum or lower
bowels ; a clyster.

Enflurage. See Pomade.
Engagement, an obligation, contract, or un-

dertaking entered into.

Engine, the general name for any mechanical
machine which produces or regulates motive-
power, such as fire-/i., steani-^., etc. An E. acts
automatically, so differing from an ordinary imt-

cliiiie, whose motor is distinct from the operator,
and from a tool, which is propelled and operated
by one person. E. are of three great classes,

locomotive, marine, and stationar)', and in their

motion are either oscillating or rotary.

Engineer, one skilled in mechanism, or the
construction or management of complicated ma-
ciiinery, and the uses of motive-power, repairs of
mill-work, etc. See Engine-Man, and Engineer-
ing.

Engineering, the art of designing and con-
structing works, embraces a very wide range of
subjects, and the different departments into which
the profession is now divided do not admit of very
strict definition ; but it may be mentioned that
civil E. includes the design and construction of
canals, river navigation, harbors, docks, roads,
bridges, railroads, lighthouses, water-supply, ir-

rigation, sewerage, gas-supply, telegraphs, etc.

;

mechanical E. includes machinery, mill-work,
steam-engines, iron ship-building, agricultural im-
plements, etc. ; mininif E. includes the working
and raising of coal, iron, lead, copper, and other
minerals ; and mUldtri) E. includes fortifications,
gunnery, artillery, telegraphy, etc., as applied to
warfare.
Engine-Man, a machine-man ; one who at-

tends to the engine in a locomotive, steamboat,
mill, etc. He is often loosely called an engineer.
England. See Gueat Britain.
Engrais, tiie Freiuiii word for manure.
English, in printing, a size of type between

great primer and pica.

English Channel [Fr. />i Manrhe, the sleeve]
is that part of the Atlantic Ocean which lies be-
tween the N. W. coast of France and the S. coast
of England. Its eastern extremity is connected
wifli the German Ocean by the Strait of Ciilais,

21 m. wide, and on the- west it is imperceptibly

confounded with the Atlantic Ocean. It lies be-

tween lat. 38° 48' and 51° north, and long. 1° 20'

east and 5° 4-3' west. At its termination— on a
line drawn from Land's Elnd to the extreme east-

erly point of the department of Finisterre in

France— it is about 100 m. wide. On the French
coast it forms three considerable bays ; the most
easterly receives the Severne ; the second receives

the Seine and several smaller rivers ; the third and
largest lies on the S. W. of the peninsula of Co-
tentin. On the English coast is Mount Bay, be-

tween Lizard Point and Land's End. Between
Lizard Point and Start Point is a large gulf, on
which are situated Talmouth and Plymouth ; the

Gulf of Exeter lies to the E. of Start' Point. The
principal islands in the English Channel are, tlie

Isle of Wight, on the English coast, and the Nor-
man Islands, lying on the French coast, the prin-

cipal of which are Guernsey and Jersey. The
prevailing winds are from the west. The channel,

being shallow and confined, is subject, from its

communication witli the Atlantic, to high and im-
petuous tides. The channel has a current that

sets from the westward, and is noted for its dis-

agreeable roughness. Portions of the channel are
of dangerous navigation, but chiefly near the
shores.

Engraving is the art of producing by incision

or corrosion designs upon blocks of wood, plates

of metal, or other materials, from which impres-

sions or prints upon paper or other soft substances
are obtained by pressure. There are several va-

rieties of E., the cliief of whicli are : 1. Line E.
on metal plates, usually of copper or steel, in

which the line is always incised ; 2. Etching, usu-

ally on metal, in which the lines are corroded by
means of acid ; 3. Mezzotint, in which there are

no lines whatever, but only shades produced by
roughening the surface of tlie metal ; 4. Woodcut,
in wliich the lines which print black have to be
left in relief, while the surface round them is cut
away. These primary technical conditions liave

an irresistible influence even upon the mental
qualities exhibited in the different kinds of E.
Each kind is favorable to certain mental states,

and unfavorable to others, each being in itself an
artistic as well as a technical discipline. A line

E. will not see or think like an etcher, nor an
etcher like an E. in mezzotint; and the conse-

quence of this difference is that the manner in

which a line has been cut has a great influence in

determining the directiim of artistic taste and
feeling. Nor is that influence confined to the en-

gravers themselves. The enormous multiplication

of their work by printing makes engravers only
second to writers in their power over public taste,

which they can refine or vitiate by spreading re-

fined or vulgar interpretations of pictures. The
several varieties of E. are given in this work
under the headings Copper-pkate Engraving,
Etching, Lithoguaphv, Mezzotint, Niello,
Wood-Engravin<"., etc.

Engravings, impressions taken on paper from
engraved steel or copper plates; in trade, litho-

graphic prints are generally classed with engrav-

ings, [nip. duty, bound or unbound, in black or

colored, 25 per cent.

Tn clean E. Place the K. on a smooth board, and cover it

thinly wiH> finely powilercd nnd very clean common rait.

Next S(|Hoeze lemon juice upon tlie salt 80 ns to dissolve a con-

siilorable portion of it. Now elevate one end of the Itoiird so

tlvit it may form an angle of about forty-five or fifty degix-es.

Next pour on the E. iHiilinn wafer fmui a ten-kettle until nil

the suit and lemou-juiee nrv washed off. The K. will then be
founil to Ih" perfectly clean and free fh>ni stJiins Cnrv must
be taken to dry it ou the board or ou souie smooth surface
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Terr gr^oaJly- It will aniuire • yellow tint If drM by tta*

mm or before • flrv.

n moHMl S. itnia thin ralleo on • (hune, then earefttlly

pasta oo U Um B , torn* to be fKv from ercuea ; aftrrwmrdf,
mmI wbea drj, gif* the R. two c<Mlj>orihin ilae {m*ie by put-
tinK • place of glue tbe «iM of » siimII nni itiio miall rupftil
of hot wsterl; fliwJiy, wlien thU driae, TamJali the S. with a
TamUb known m " while lianL"

XSngrossing, tlie art of making a fair copj of a
i1raii};lit in a Uild plain hand.— The puri'hasinft

of \nr\n' ((uaiititif:* of any luniiuudity, in order tu

sell i( a'^iiiii lit a lii^li price.

Enrichment, the builder'a name for the figur-

in}; or moulding of a c-oniietv

Bnrolment of VeaaeU. See Coasting-
TUAI.K.
Ensign, a luinner usually suspcnde<l over the

poop or i>tem of a ship, to distinguiali vessels of
different nations.

Enter, to register ; to set down In writing.— To
IimI^' a manife^tt and make entry of goods at the
cu!ttoni-lion»e.

Enterprise, a projected selieroe; a hazardous
•d>eiitiire.

Entertainment, a public dinner ; amusement
of any kind, a eoncert, dancMng-nmni, etc.

Entire, the name for a kind of l>^r, combining
the appreciatiMl |>mperiies of two or three i-steeniwi

quulitii-fl of malted beverage.— A stallion or un-
geldetl horse.

Entr'acte |Fr.|, the time between the acta of a
play; an interlude.

fintr^, an admission or introduction.— The
first course of dishes.

Entrelaca [Fr.j, threads, twine, or string.

Entremets, niile-dishes ; dainties.

Entreposer [Fr.|, to store or warehouse goods.
Entrepot, a mart ; a store-room for the deposit

of gootls ; a bonded warehouse.
Entrepreneur, a French euntractor ; one who

executcii or uixii-rtakes constructive works.
Entresol |Fr.|, a suite of nM>ms Iietween two

floors: a low apartment, usually placed above the
gfvund-fluor.

Entry, the n^rord made in a merchant's books
of any busini'Sii transat^-ting. See B^MtK-KKKPixo.— Tli« lodgment of a ship's pa|H*rs in the custonv
boiMe oil arrival, when iKTmissiun to land cargo is

obtained. St^x* Iiir(>i:TArio<«.

Enumerator, a calculator ; one employed to
count over or reckon up figures i>r things.

Envelope, the outer cover or enclosure cose
for a letter ; the wrap|>er on which tiiu address is

written.

M. mtkim*. It WM St Um LmUm liUMiiaa of liSl ibu
Iks MiMie Orat beouoe nMnUjr scaunteMI wMi tlM boMtMU
Mriilaae for mmkUtg K. thttm tbat tloM saeh Mehiaas
ksvB bMO en—

i

Mtty in we. hrtatfhic 4owb tht prte« of
£ la s wooOarftil ileci«>, and yet invlac a larfe aMKNnI
•a be esaeuixl bjr haoaHMUac. Naady aU tbe pror—ai arein—tk la llill auJ I ^Unta'a appuMiia. Tbe paper b cat
lato blank* : th« -nl lUp b slaai|Ml with mnm kUd of derke
bv a die ; • plunfer In a bos walrii four cwiaim In every
Maak ; two lUp* aie foidml dava by two levet* ; gam U a^
piled to each Htpedpi a lever feUa down a third Map oo Umw
two od<e«. to whteh b b InMaaUy n iinted ; aaoSlMr bver
Mds dawn the fourth Bap, but wtibont s—isHi^ It; and
tlM« a pisrtier drivw away Um Sabhad K, to aHka rooai for
Mibar. All theM primin i MMOaed one analher with eoeli
beaniUbl N«ttbr*ty Mat the £ are prwboiy alike (natU a
pwfpmU change b SMlata fomi,*in».or patlsr«n aad with
waJtk lapidby that an & b roapbssly maim la baa thaa a
scoad , or abont Aftn per boar bv otia w^hlai. Tbe ftd>

aoad^ WoMnean and llo—islsars, sad gSanaa's, an abo
anIMuova&i

,..>, a recentir dbcovervd aniline red color
resembling cochineal in lis qualities. 8ce Dratao
(uM'/'Nf rcWI* ufmt wtiul).

Elpalaoeiu
I
Fr.j, thickness ; dcnsit/.

Epaulet, an ornamental badge, worn on the
shoulder of military men. The K. of commis-
sioned officers are usually of gold, while, those
worn by noii-<.-ommi»sioned officers, etc., are of
brass, worsted, etc.

Epiavea |Fr.|, goods found floating at oea wiiln

out owner ; llotson and jetson.

Epergne, an ornamental stand for a large di»li

on a table.

Epicerie lFr.|, grocery wares, spices, etc
Epidemic, common to many ]H-ople. An epi-

demic disease (rjiUtrmic ; r/iidriHif) is om* which
seizes a numlx'r of people at the same time and
in tlio same plac¥, but which is not «le|M-ndent on
any local cause, but <m souh- extraordinary condi-
tion of the air. When a tliwa»e is pe<-uliar to a
people or nation, and appears to dejM-nd on l(K-al

causes, it is said to be emlrmir. Thus, Atiiatic

cholera may be taken as an example of the Hri*t,

and the agues of low countries as examples of the
other.

Epingle [Fr.], a pin, any small pointed instru-

ment.
Epitome, an abstract, abridgment, or compen-

dium.
Epizotttic Diseases are diseases which attack

different siK-cies of domestic animals in the »ame
manner that epidemics do man. These ninliidies

ravage large tracts of country, frequently causing
great mortality amongst the various animals in-

habiting the localitii'S visitin] by them ; different

animals being assailed by different forms of A'. D.
For instantv, there is the rinder|H>8t, or plague pe-

culiar to cattle; the typhoid or gaotric fever of
horses; the small-i>ox of sheep; the diphtheria,

affecting oxen, sheen, goats, and pigs ; the in-

fluenza of horsi-s ; and the charlmn of pigs. Dogs,
cats, tame and wild birds, fish, silkworms and bees,

each suffer fn)m a 8]K>cial variety of A", /f.

Eprouvette, a lTen<-h instrument for testing

the Ktrenjfth <»f gunixuvder.
Epsom-Salts, or Epsoms, the sulphate of mag-

nesia, a suit, wlien pure, usually found in colorless

acicular crystals tlerive<l from the right rhombic
prism, anti containing 61.22 piT cent of water of
crystallization. It is somewhat effloreitceiit, for

at 32^ F. water will dissolve over one fourth its

weight of the anhydnms salt, and as the tcm|H>ra-

ture is raised the solubility increases. The salt

was formerly manufactun^^I from the waters of
the mineral soring of Kpsom, Kngland. It also

exists largely in sea-water, from which it was for-

merly prepariHl in large quantities. In Italy it it

now pr(>pared from a schistoae rock ; in Kngland,
from dolomite ; in I'eniuylvania and Marvland,
from magnesite. This salt is use<l in nictiicine as

a cooling and generally safe cathartic. It is nau-
seous to the taste, but may be easily taken in
" s«Nla-water " wiih lemon sirup. In the house-
hold it is an exci-llent ad<litioii to starch, di>cide<lly

increasing its stiffening iwwers. Mixed with or-

dinary whitewash, it gives a fine {learly whitenesa
to walls. It is largely used for weighting cotton
cloth. As a manure it has been chiefly employed
as a top-<lrcssing for clover hay.
Equation of Payments. When several sums

of motley due at difTcn-nt tinH>s are owing from
one person to another, it is sometinK-s re<|idre4l to

find the time when they may lie all diacharged in

one paynu-nt without injury to either party : thu
is ca I lit] n/iuiliiiii tlu- /Mii/iiiritU ; atid the principle

of the rule i*onsi!)ts in finding the time when the

interest of the sums which an* defernil till after

thev are due is i>qual to the diacount of those
wliich are paid before Ihey are due.
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1. Reckoning Simple Interest.

Rule. — Multiply each sum by the time when it is due, then
divide the sum of these products by the total debt : the quo-
tient is the time at which all the money ought to be paid.

Example. — A .«uni of S300 is due on 2d March, SSoO on
18th March, and §525 on 17th April

; required an average time

for the payment of them all in one sum.

The number of days from the 2d to the 18th of March is 16

;

and from the 2d March to the 17th April, 46 ; hence,

300X 0=
350 X 16 = 5,600
525 X 46 = 24,150

1,175 )29,750(25 days from Slarch 2d, or March 27th
nearly.

The distance of time is calculated from the 2d March, because,

the first sum becoming due on that day, there id no discount

to calculate upon it.

2. Reckoning Compound Interest.

Rule. — From the logarithm of the sum of all the debts sub-
tract the logarithm of the sum of the present values of such
debts, and divide the remainder by the logaritlim of the amount
of £1 in a year, at the given rate of interest : the quotient will

be the equated time required.
Example. — Suppose A were indebted to B in the sum of

$75i», which was to be paid in three instalments ; namely, S250
at the end of IJ years, $100 at the end of 2 years, and the
remaining $400 at the end of 4 years ; in what time, reckon-
ing compound interest at 6 per ceut, ought the whole to be
discharged in one payment ?

Here we have the sum of all the debts = 750, and the sum
of their present value = 634.9139(33 (See Interest and An-
nuities.) Consequently,

Log. 750 - Log. 634.913963 _ .723463 ^ 2 I

Log. 1.06 ~ .0253059"
5887, or 2 years
and 813 days

Equations (Rule of). See Chain-Rule.
Equator, a great circle of tlie sphere, equally

distant from the two poles of tiie world, or having
the same poles as the world. It is called E. be-

cause when the sun is in it the days a«d nights are
equal ; whence also it is denominated tlie equinoc-

tial ; and wiien drawn on maps, planispheres, or
globes, it is called the equinoctial line, or simply the

line. Every point in tlie equator is 90 degrees, or
a quadrant's distance, from the poles of the world

,

and hence the equator divides the spliere into
two equal hemispheres, in one of which is the
northern, and in the otiier the southern pole.
Terrestrial longitudes are measured on the equa-
tor or some one of its parallel circles ; connnenc-
ing from some arbitrary point, which different
nations assume variously, most of them adopting
the meridian which passes through their capital
city or principal observatory. Latitudes are
counted from the equator along the meridian.
Equatorial, an astronomical instrument with a

telescope, for taking celestial observations.
Equestrian Statue is a statue representing a

person mounted on horseback.
Equinox is the time at which the sun passes

through the equator in one of the equinoctial
points. Wiien the sun is in the equator, the days
and nights are of equal lengtii all over the world,
whence the derivation of the term. This happens
twice every year, namely, about tlie 21st of March
and the 22d of September ; tlie former is called
the vernal, and the latter the antnnnuil equinox.
The equinoxes do not divide the year into por-
tions of equal length ; for in consequence of the
sun being at his greatest distance from tlie earth
during the summer montlis, and his angular mo-
tion in his orbit being consequently slower, the
interval from the vernal to the autumnal equinox
is greater than that from tiie autumnal to the ver-
nal. In other words, the sun continues longer on
the northern than on the southern side of the equa-
tor. At the beginning of the present century the
difference amounted to 7 days IG hours and 51
minutes. Tlie summer in the northern hemisphere

is constantly longer than in the southern by this

quantity ; and to this circumstance some meteor-
ologists ascribe, in part at least, the higher tem-
perature that is found to prevail in the northern
hemisphere under the same parallel of latitude.

Equipage, the furniture of an army or body
of troops. In this sense it includes arms, artillery,

utensils, provisions, etc. Camp E. includes tents

and things necessary for accommodation in camp;
while field E. consists of arms, artillery, wagons,
tumbrels, etc. — E. is also often applied in Europe
to a veliicle or carriage of state.

Equipments, the clothing, accoutrements,
arms, etc., of a soldier; hence there are artillery

E. for field and garrison, and engineer E., etc.

;

also the fitting out of a ship for sea.

Equitable Fire and Marine Insurance Co.,
located in Providence, R. I., organized in 1859.

Statement, Jan. 1, 1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash,

$200,000 ; net surplus. 6(57,138.01 ; total cap.

and surplus, §207,138.01 ; risks in force, §9,025,-

880 ;
premiums, 6102,093.81 ;

premiums received
since the organization of the Co., 61,503,855.71

;

losses paid, 61,145,0;i8.85; cash dividends paid to

stockholders, 6274,000.

Equitable Life Insurance Society of the
U. S., located in New York City, and organized in

1859. Staleinetd, Jan. 1, 1879: Cap. stock paid up
in cash, §100,000 ; total net assets, 635,015,675.93

;

liabilities, §28,526,888.64 ; gross surplus, 66,488,-

787.29; new policies issued in 1878, 5,071, amount-
ing to §15,670,355 ; old policies revived during
1878, 1,044, amounting to §5,869,858; total poli-

cies in force at the end of the year, §46,38;J,

amounting to §157,737,356 ; received for premi-
ums and annuities in 1878, §6,543,750.63 ; total

paid policy holders for losses, matured endow-
ments, annuities, etc., in 1878, §4,935,171.43.

Eraser is a knife with a cordate blade, sharp-

ened on each edge, and adapted for erasing marks
from paper by an abrading or cutting action,

according to the angle at wiiich it is held.

Erect, to raise or build up, as a house, pier, etc.

Ergot, or Spurred Rye [Fr. eryot, a cock's

spur; Ger. Miitter/corn], the diseased seeds of Se-

cale cereale, or common rye, produced by the attacks

Fig. 164.— Ergot op Rte.

of a fungus, which, taking possession of the ovary,

destroys it, producing in its room a long, black,

hard, hornlike body (Fig. 164). E. is remarkable

for its specific stimulating effects upon the uterus,

and is much employed in cases of diflicult parturi-

tion. It deteriorates greatly by age, being subject

to the attacks of a description of acarus resem-

bling the cheese mite, but much smaller, which
destroys the whole of the internal portion of the

grain, leaving nothing but tlie shell and a consid-

erable quantity of excrementitious matter. To
prevent this the E. siiould be well dried, and then

placed in bottles or tin canisters, and closely pre-
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served from the air. The addition of a few clores.

or dro|)s uf tlie oil of clovt-*, ur stronn acetic acid,

or a little camphor, will pn-M-rvf thi» substaniv

for veanj in cli)**- vessel*. Imp fr»t*.

Erie, a city and |M}rt of entry, the capital of

Erie Co.. I'ennsylvania. is situati-d on I^ke Krie,

opposite Presque Island, alxtiit TJO n\. N. of I'itls-

burRli. lat. 42^ H N.. Ion. HO UK \V. It is very nearly
rquiilistant from Cleveland and ItufTalo on the

Lake Slion* U.K., which ^ivcs coiuniunicution E.

and \V..and is the mirihenj terminus of the Phila-

delphia an<l Krie K.IJ.. which |K'netrates the lun>-

berre)fion of the .State, and also givi-s connei-tion

with Ilarrishiiri; and Hiiladdphia and the anthra-

cite coal fields. Erie is also the northern terminus

of the Erie ami Pitt»hurt;h K K, which passes

through the liituminous i-oal-reKions. Its inhal>-

itants arc engaKe^I chi.tly in various kinds of iron

nianufa(.'ture, and it possi'sses lar^e rollinii-mills.

It has also leather manufactories, a hrass foumlry.

PL'troleunt reHneries, ami several larj;e breweries,

or many of its manufactories a larjje supply of

water is requintl. and this is suppliecl from Lake
Erie by powerfid engines which force it to the tup

of a tower 200 fei't lii};h, whence it is distributed

throU(;h the mains. The harl)or. whrdi is formeil

out of the natural l>ay. protwte«l by a bn-akwater,

is -'i^ m. lon^f, more than 1 m. wide, and from !> to

2u feci (Kn^p. The principal shipments are coal,

iron, and p«-troleum ; and the total value of im-

ports from ('ana<la for Uie year IH78 was "570.801,

and of exports, jJ.Vi.flTl. The Pennsylvania H.H.

Co. runs a line of first-class propt-llers l»etween

this p'>rt and the up|H*r lakes, and over 50 sail-

inj{ vessels are o\vne<l here. Pop. alM)Ut 2o,000.

Brie and Pittsburgh R.R. Co. runs from New-
castle to Girard, Pa., a distance of Hi m., with a

branch from Dock Junction to Krie IKn-k, •'S.47 m.
This Co., whose offices are in Krie, Pa., was char-

tered in I86H. The road was o|H-n in \M'>, and in

1870 it was leasi'd f<»r a term <»f IWHt years to the
Pennsylvania MM. Co , which now oiH-rates it, for

a rental of 7 '^ on st«Mk and bonds timmrinl ttnir-

rnent: Cap sttnk. 'JI.S»!IH,400; funded debt, *.1.:122.-

000, cnnsiKtint; of l«t nmrtifa^e. 7 ''^ 20 year lN>nds,

payable in 1H«2. !?2'.»l.700; 2d mortpBC 7% 2.'>

year bonds, due 18W. ^J.P.Cl.WX); equipment niort-

gajfc. IZ *^yi-ar lionds. ilue UWO, ^74o.OOO.

Brie Canal. S<>c('kXAf..

Brie (Like I. one of the Ave irreat lakes clraine^I

by the St Ijiwrenee. lies U'tween lat. 41 ^ 22' and 42'

62' X., and Ion. 7:»'and H."i' W.. havinic N the fertile i

peninsula of Ontario, Canada, and S and K. the
{

Staiet of Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York. Its

thapo is ollipiical : length S. W. tn N. K. about '2ti>'t

m. ; breadth varyinir fnmi 10 m. to nlK>ut 06 in in

the centre. It n"<»ives near its \V extn-mity the

•upi>nibundant waters of the up|H'r lake^s by the

Detroit Uiver, its own surplus waters U'init con- I

Tcyed to I>ikc Ontario by means of the Niairara. '

Its mean luiiflil alM>vo the level of the iH-ean is

estimated at •VL') fe<.-t. lieinK alM>ut ri2 feet In'Iow '

that of lake* Michigan and Huron, and •'t22 feet

above Uiat of I..ake Ontario. Its depth, which is

less than that of any of Uie otlier Kn^at laki>* of

the St. I^wrencx* l>asin, is nowhere tnorv than 312
feet, and in n>o«t parts is consiilerably under 200
fe«t. Its N. shore is nxky and danKvmns; t)>e

opposite one has also long hnes of hmIc. In addi-

tion to other imtM-<liments to navigation, a current,

not perceptible m the other RTt-at lakes of the St. :

Lawrence system, sets ronstanily W.. and N. W.
j

or S. W. win<ls continually prevail ; )>eside« whl«"h,

in consequence of its shallown<-«s. a part of the
'

lake is fruien over every winter, and traffic on it i

is obstructed by ice for some weeks in the spring
after the navi^ration of the other lakes is ojK-n and
unimpeiltHl Kxcept the iK-troit. Ijike Krie re-

ceives few rivem of any const-queiice. and all,

without exception, have bar» at their mouths.
The Ouse or Wellantl. which unites with its K.

extremity, is its prinei|>al affluent, and has Un-n
taken advanta^'e of for the construction of the
Welland Canal, of which it forms a |>art, connect-
ing; the lakes Krie and Ontario, and avoiding the
Kails of Niagara. This lake is mtv important as
a channel of trade and steam navigation. It is

liable to violent storms, which sometimes cause
disastrous sliipwniks. The <hief cities on its

shores are HufTalo, Clevelantl. Toletlo, Krie, and
Sandusky, wliich have g<M><l harlxirs.

Brie R R. S^-c Ni.w Vouk, Lakk Kuie, &
Wkhtiicn K U.

Eriometer, an instrument for measuring the
diameti-r of minute particles ao'l fibres, ns uimiI,

by a.Hcertainitig the «liami'ter of any one of the
serii'S of colored rings which they pnxiuce.

Ermine |Kr. hrrmmr ; (Jer. Ilrrmflin: It. ar-

mrlliita : Kuss iiorn<>!tlai\, a sp«>cies of weasel (.l/us-

hltt riindldit), alKiut the size of a s<|uirrel. abundant
in all cold countries, pariiculariy Kussia, Norway,
Laplaml, etc., atid producing a most valuable
sjK'cies of fur. In summer the /•.'. is of a brown
color. an<l is called the stintt. It is in winter only
that the fur has that Inautiful miow y whiteness
and consistence so much admired. The lij) of the
tail is always of a brilliant shining black. It is

usetl for ladies' winter apparel, and in Kuroin- for

the roln-s of kings, nobles, and judges. When
made up the tails are inserteii one U) each skin, at

regular distances and in the quincunx onler or
otherwise, according to the wearer's rank. The
Tnioriiis norrliorarfiitis and other N. American
white wea.sels are j>n)perly classed as A'., hnving
white winter fur and the ti|> of the tail Mack, but
their fur is inferior to that of the Itu.ssian A".

Most of the sci-i-alU-fl A", furof conimerce i» sini[>ly

while rabbit fur. with s]>ots of black rabbit fur
insertisl. /»«/!. duty, see furs.

Errand-Boy, a lad kept t4> ileliver messages, or
to <lo jobs of all kinil*.

Errata, a publisheii list of misprints, or typo-
graphical errors, whit h have es<a|Kil the eye of
the author and the pr\*ss reader.

Errhines, stemutatorie* ; me<licines which cause
sne«-7ing or mucous diM-hargi>s when snuffed up
the no»e.

Bruginona. green with a blue tint, tlie color of
venligris.

Baame. Baciame llt.|. a swarm of bees.

Baoapement. in a chx-k or watch, is an appara-
tus for converting a rontimiouit into an iiilri Uiiltriil

or oarilliUorf motion, which <an more readily l>e

made isochronous, or e<|ual time<l. A watch or
cIcM-k always travels by leaps (made audible by
the tickmg), or alternate movements and slop-

pagi>«. A small pie<-e «»f melal ralhil the m/ii/.ifor

i»sctllates in a regular manner by a S4-ries i>f jerks ;

tlicsi* jerks arc manifesie«l in the jerking move-
ments of the sc<'<>nds-hand. The A is the appa-
ratus which connects the n-gulator with the train

of wlic«'ls. — In the contnion mr»r.i/ A", for a wnich
or limc-piccv. llie regulator is a horizontal wheil
called the UiUtmrr. which o«cillates on a vertical

axis. The axis or lyr^j*' of the balance carries two
small />ri/iWs. which catch into the teeth of a verti-

»-al srf»;»-«rA»W. Tlw m»»iVm/»rifH;. a<-ting through
the nieilium f>f the train of wheels. caUM's tlie

teeth of the scajH'-wlu-el, one by one, to U- caught
by tlie pallets, and giv(>s an oscillatory movement
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to the balance.— The anchor E. (Fig. 165) is the

one most commonly in use for both clocks and
watches. It is so called from its resemblance to the

Fig. 165. — Anchor Escapement.

flukes of an anchor, the shaft of the anchor in the
clock being parallel to the pendulum and connected
with it. The £.-wheel is a spur-wheel. The pallets

projecting from the extremities of the anchor flukes

alternately catch into the teeth of a wheel, pro-

ducing equidistant stoppages nearly like those just

nientioned. The extremity of the pallet is inclined

in such a manner that, as the tooth escapes, it

gives impulse to the pendulum. As, after the
pallet first engages a tooth, the swing continues
for some time in the same direction, anchor E. are
of two kinds, according to the manner of their

action upon the train during this swing. In
Ilooke's E. the surfaces of the pallets are so in-

clined that by their pressure on the tooth they
turn the train slightly backward, or cause it to

recoil, up to the end of the swing. In the dead-beat

escapement, invented by Graham early in the last

century, the surfaces of the pallets are circular
arcs, having the centre of motion for their centre,
so that during the swing the train simply stands
still. Though the dead-beat E. is now generally
used in clocks, there are not wanting those who
prefer the recoiling E. Besides the anchor dead-
beat, there are several otlier very ingenious forms,
among which may be mentioned Lepante's pin-
wheel. E., McDowall's rHbi/-dislc E., and Denison's
thiee-legf/ed dead E.— The cylinder E. (Fig. 166),
which is used for watches, is so called because a
hollow cylinder of steel or ruby replaces in part
the verge of the balance. This cylinder is cut
away on one side for about one fourth of the cir-

cumference, in order to allow the pallets, which
are small triangular pieces of steel, to enter the
interior. During the swing the pallet rests with
little friction on the smooth exterior or interior

surface. In entering and in escaping it gives an
impulse to tlie balance. The pallet is not in the

plane of the wheel, but stands on a short stem at

right angles to this plane. Hence, the cylinder
must be nmch more extensively cut away at the
point where the wheel passes ; and on this account
the cylinder E., tiiough performing very well, is

too frail to be popular in use.— The chroiiomeler

or free E.,oi Arnold (Fig. 167), is the most perfect,

delicate, and satisfactory in its operations of all

the E. It is also kept more carefully, at least in

marine chronometers, as the ginibal-joint hanging
enables it to maintain a constant position i datively
to the horizon, and it is carefully guarded from
jars. In this E. the train is locked by a tooth
projecting from a light bar tangent to the E.-

wheel, which yields by bending and not by turning
on a pivot, the fixed extremity being a spring.

The free extremity carries another delicate spring
parallel to itself and extending a little beyond it.

A tooth on the verge passes this slight spring in

one direction without sensible resistance. On its

return the bar behind the spring prevents its bend-
ing, and so is carried along with it, unlocking the
train. The train being released, a tooth of the
escapement-wheel strikes a pin, or enters a notch,
connected with the verge, and gives an impulse to

the balance. — The iJiiplfx E. of Lepine has two
scape-wheels and two pairs of pallets, one for the

stop and the other for the impulse.— The remonloir

gives an impulse to the pendulum by means of
a small weight or spring independent of the
force of the train. The clock-train winds up the
maintaining force at every beat or every few
beats.— Tlie harizonlal E. has a scape-wheel in a
plane perpendicular to the axis of the balance ; and
the teeth are caught in a peculiar way by the
edges of a half-cylinder.— The lever E. has a lever

added to the action of the scape-wheel, to give
impulse to the balance.— The (jravily E. is one
which has been made to assume many different

forms ; a variety devised by Mr. Denison is espe-

Fig. 166.— CruNDER Escapsmknt.

cially intended for astronomical clocks. The
making of these delicate pieces of mechanism is

among the nicest operations of the horological art.

See Clock, and Watch.
XSscharotics are substances that destroy the

living organic bodies with the production of an
"eschar "or "scab." E. have been divided into

two classes, medianical and chemical. Among the
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former are actual cauteries, as a heated iron,

inoxas, etc. ; among tlie latter are all those sub-

stances commonly known as caustics.

Eschen, a division of the {jold and silver pound
weight in Hamburg ; 544 eschens make one troy

pound.
Eicompte [Fr.], discount ; money deducted

for interest.

Escort, a boily of armed men sent for security

of convoy, as with a gold freight fruiu the mines
to a seaport for shipment.

Escritoire, a writing-4lesk ; a chest of drawers
with a flap and convenience for writing.

Escropulo, the l'.>"iil part of the Portuguese
and Spanish mark. The scruple is used in Hrazil

for weighing precious stones, consisting of o

carats, or about 9^ Knglish grains.

Escudo. See "Sc I' DO.

Esculent, something tiiat is wholesome and
eatable ;

good as food for man.

Fig. 1G7. — Chronoheter or Free Escapement.

Escutcheon, a shield for a key-hole on a door,

etc.— The part of a merchant-vessel's stern where I here to some general considerations on comjmund

by a single laborer. They are generally obtained

during the dry summer months, as at other times

their adherence to tiie stents is so firm as often to

cause the uprooting of the jilants in the attenipt

to remove them. E. may lx> raised from seed,

but caimot be harvested for 12 or IT) years after

sowing. The increased demands of the i)!i])ir-

traile have led to forced cropping in some dis-

tricts, where in conse<juence there has iK-en a

falling off of from 2 to 10 per cent in production.

For the processes of tlie. paper manufacturer E.

is used in the drj- state, ami without cutting: roots

and Howers and stray weeds are first removed, and

the material is tlien boiled with caustic .<oda,

washed, and bleached with chlorine solution. Sun-

dry experiments have Uen made to adai>t E. for

use in the coarser textile fabrics. England is tiie

principal market for A'.; it is worth on an average

Sij per ton. Several attempts of making pai)er

out of E. having failed in the U. States, its inijior-

tation is limited to a few tons tised as filling

by certain ships importing manganese ores

from Spain. The Department of Agriculture

at Washington has been advocating the intro-

duction of /f.-grass in the American cultiva-

tion, but the plant is of a peculiar local nature

which cannot be easily transferred to foreign

soils and latitudes. Jinji. free.

Esprit. The French word for spirit.

This term is commonly applied to alcoholic

solutions of the essential oils, and to various

odorous and aromatic essences sold by the

I)erfumers and druggists as articles of the

toilet. See Essenck, Spirit, etc.

Esquif |Fr.|, a small skifT or ship's boat.

Esquisse IFr.], a sketch ; a rough outline

drawing.
Essence, a volatile oil obtained from a

vegetable substance l)y distillation, ora strong

solution of them in alcohol. We confine ourselves

her i»ame is written.

E3pagnolette [Fr.], a sash-window fastening.

Espalier [Fr. |, a low lattice-work for training

dwarfed fruit-trees on.

Esparto or Spanish Grass, a species of rush

( Miirrnchloii Irniiriaximii), reseml)ling the ornamental
feather-grass of gardens. It is indigenous to the
South of Spain and the North of Africa, and is es-

pecially abimdant in the sterile and rugged part^

of Mur(ria an<l Vah-ncia, and in Algeria. Its <'om-

mercial name in Algeria is Alfn or Hal/it. It at-

tains a lu'ight of tliree or four feet. The stems
are cylindrical, and clothed with short hair, antl

grow in clusters of fronj two to ten feet in circum-
ference; when young they serve as footl for cattle,

but after a few years' growth acquire great tough-
ness of texture. The leaves vary from six inches
to three feet in length, and are gray-green in color.

On account of their tenacity of fibre and flexibility

they have for centuries Ikh-u employed for the
making of ropes, sandals, baskets, mats, and other
articles. Ships' cables of E.,W\i\g light, have the
quality of floating on water, and have long Ix'en

in use in the Spanish navy. E. leaves contain 6<i

per cent by weight of fibre, or about 10 jmt cent

E., or those that undergo some j)rei)aration beyond
being merely extracted from vtgetables by distilla-

tion along with water; the latter Ining considered

under the article Oil ( Volatilk). — The concen-

trated preparations of the ])harmaceutist and the

perfumer, termed A'., are mostly |)rei)ared by di-

gesting the active ingredient or ingredients in rif-

tified spirit of wine, either with or without the

addition of a certain portion of water ; or they are

extemporaneously formed by dissolving a portion

of the essential oil of such substaiues in the spirit.

In this way are made the essences of lavender,

musk, ginger, etc. When it is desired only to

obtain the aromatic and volatile portion of the

ingredients, the latter are usually digested in the

spirit for a few days, and then submitted to distil-

lation, when the alcohol comes over loaded with

aromatic essential oil, or other volatile matter.

In this way are prepared most of the fragrant

essences of the jK'rfumer and druggist, when sim-

ple solution of the essential oils in alcohol is not

resorted to. In many eases the active princijtles

of the ingredients are partly volatile and partly

fixeil.or at least do not readily volatilize at the

temperature at which alcohol <listils over. This
more than straw, and hence have c<)me largely into is the case, for instance, with the active portion of

reipiisition as a substitute for linen rags in the ergot and Jamaica ginger. In such cases «liges-

manuf. of paper. When n-quired for paper
making the leaves should l>e gathered iK'fore they
are quite mattiriHl ; if, howevi-r. they are obtained
too young, they furnish a paper liaving an ob-
iectionable semitransparent appearance. The
leave* are gathered by hand, and from two to

three hundredweight may be collected in a day

tion alone should Ik* adopted. When the princi-

ples of organic substances, of which it is desired

to obtain a concentrated sr>lulion, are resinous or

oily, or little soluble in weak spirit (which is mostly

the case), the strongest rectified spirit of wine

should alone be employed. In the preparation of

E. without distillation,' the method by percolation

22
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or displacement is preferable to that of simple
maceration and expression, when tlie nature of

the ingredients and other circumstances render it

applicable, as it is not only more economical, but

a more concentrated solution may thereby be ob-

tained. At the same time, however, the reader
should remember, that this mode of operating re-

quires much greater experience and skill to insure

success than the former method. This clumsiness

of manipulation is the common cause of the fail-

ures which are so frequently met with in the prep-

aration of these articles. The ingredients for the

preparation of E. must undergo the same opera-

tions of bruising, powdering, or slicing, as directed

under Tincture, previous to digestion in the

spirit, or other menstruum ; and the length of

time they should be allowed to infuse, when this

method alone is adopted, should not be less than
ten days ; but this time may be advantageously
extended to a fortnight, or even longer. During
the whole of this period frequent agiiation should
be employed, and when the ingredients are so

bulky as to absorb the whole of the fluid, the ves-

sel which contains them should be securely fast-

ened by a bung or stopper covered with bladder,

and inverted every alternate day. By this means
every portion of the ingredients will be equally
exposed to the action of the menstruum. In all

such cases the method of displacement, or perco-
lation, is preferable. For the E. used as perfumes
and for flavoring, not only must the spirit be per-

fectly tasteless and scentless, but it must be also

quite devoid of color.— An E. whose formula can-
not be procured may be readily prepared by ap-
plying the general directions given above, or by
employing the formula given for the preparation
of the E. of some similar substance, merely vary-
ing the characteristic ingredient. Thus, were it

desired to form an E. of ambergris or of myrrh,
and no formulae could be found for these prepara-
tions, the tyro would consider in what menstruum
the active principles of these substances were most
soluble. This, he would immediately see by ref-

erence to their properties, is rectified spirit of
wine. He would next have to decide on the proper
strength of his E. In this he must be guided,
either by the strength of the like preparations of
other makers, or by his own judgment of what
would be useful, novel, or convenient. Suppose
he decided that his E. should represent -i^jith of its

weight of the solid ingredient. He would then
take 2 oz. of ambergris or myrrh, and 20 oz. of
rectified spirit, which he would digest together for
10 days or a fortnight in the manner described
above. Had the required preparation been an E.
of senna (for example), he would probably recol-
lect, or might easily ascertain by reference, that
the active properties of senna are soluble in both
water and weak spirit. Then, to make an E. 4
times as strong as the tincture of the pharmaco-
poeia, 7 oz. of senna, and 1 pint of proof spirit,

should be employed, with due digestion, as before.
See Oil (Volatile), Tincture, Spirit, etc.

—

/»//>. duty, as essential oil, see Oil (Volatile);
E. for perfumes, see Toilet.
Essence d'Orient, a beautiful glistening mat-

ter procured from the blay or bleak, a fish of the
genus cifprinus. This substance, which is found
principally at the base of the scales, is used in the
manufacture of artificial pearls. A large quantity
of the scales being scraped into water in a tub, are
there rubbed between the hands to separate the
shining stuff which subsides on repose. Tlie first

water being decanted, more is added with agita-

tion till the essence is thoroughly washed from

all impurities, when the whole is thrown upon a
sieve ; the substance passes through, but the scjiles

are retained. The water being decanted off, the
essence is procured in a viscid state, of a bluish-
white color, and a pearly aspect. The intestines
of the same fish are also covered with this beauti-
ful, glistening matter. Several other fish yield it,

but in smaller proportion. When well prepared,
it presents exactly the appearance and reflections
of the real pearls, or the finest mother-of-pearl;
properties which are probably owing to the inter-

position of some portions of this same substance,
between the laminae of these shelly concretions.

I Its chemical nature has not been investigated ; it

putrefies readily wlien kept moist, an accident
which may, however, be counteracted by water of
ammonia. See Pearl.
Essential Oil. See Oil (Volatile).
Estada, the Spanish fathom of six feet.

Estadal, a Spanish measure of 100 varas, equal
to 274,600 feet.

Estadio, a furlong, the eighth part of the Por-
tuguese and Spanish mile, usually subdivided into

125 paces, each of five feet ; but in Spain the esta-

dio measures 190^ yards, and in Portugal, 281

J

yards.

Estado [Sp], a statement or account.
Estafette, a French courier or express.
Estame [Fr.], worsted ; woollen yarn.
Estaminet, a French alehouse or coffee-house,

where smoking is allowed.
Estaucia, the Spanish name for a grazing-farm

or pasture-ground.
Estate, the lands or tenements to which a per-

son has a clear title and interest.

Estimate, to appraise or value ; to judge of by
inspection. An estimate is an approximate cal-

culation made of the probable cost or charges of
any undertaking, as of a contract for work and
labor to be done, a building to be constructed, etc.,

quantity of materials required for any work, etc.

Estimator, an appraiser ; one who computes or
values.

Estimo, in Italian, an impost, tax, or customs
duty.
Establishment of the Port, a term used by

writers on the tides, to denote tiie interval between
the time of high water at any given port and the
time of the moon's transit immediately preced-
ing the time of high water, when the moon is in

syzygy ; that is, at the new or full moon. This
interval is influenced by local circumstances, and
consequently different at different places. See
Tide.
Estridge, the fine soft down which lies under

the feathers of the ostrich, which was formerly
used as a substitute for beaver in hat-making, and
of the coarser kind a stuff was fabricated.

l^tag^re, a piece of cabinet furniture ; a what-
not, sideboard, dumlvwaiter, or set of shelves.

Etaim [Fr.], the finest part of carded wool.

Etaiu [Fr.], tin, pewter, or an alloy of tin and
lead.

litalon, the French name for the standard for

weights and measures ; also a stallion.

Etching, a species of engraving, in which the

design is formed on the plate by a pointed tool

and the action of an acid, or some other fluid, in-

stead of being cut out by the graver. The two
countries in which E. has been most practised are

Holland and France. It has also been success-

fully practised in Italy, Germany, and England,
but not to so great an extent. It has resembled
line-engraving in receiving a powerful impulse
from celebrated painters ; but whereas, with the
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exception of Albert Diirer, the painters have sel-

dom been practical line-enjjruvers, they have ad-

vanced E. not only by advice piven to otliers, hut

by the work of their own hands. Rembrandt and
Claude were practical and very skilful workmen I

in E., and their works had on this art an influence
j

which still continues. Ostade, Kuysdael, Berghem,
j

Paul Potter, Karl Dujardin, etched as they painted,
,

and so did a greater than any of them, Vandyke. 1

In the earlier part of the present century E. was
|

almost a defunct art, except as it was employed
|

by engravers as a help to get faster through their

work, of which "engraving" got all the credit, I

the public being unable to distinguish between
etched lines and lines cut with the graver.

During the last fifteen or twenty years, however,

there has been a great revival, which has extended
all over Europe and the U. States, though France
has had by far tiie largest and most important

share in it. It was ho|K'd, at tiic beginning of

this revival, that it would lead to tlie production

of many fine original works ; but the commercial
law of' demand and supply has unfortunately

made modern E. almost entirely tlui slave of

painting. Nearly all the clever etchers are occu-

pied in translating pictures, which many of them
do with remarkable ability, even to the very toucif

and texture of the painter. The comparative ra-

pidity of the process, and the ease with which it

imitates tiie manner of painters, have caused E.

to be now very generally preferred by publishers

for the translation of all pictures except those l>e-

longing to a severe and classical style of art, for

which the graver is, and will always remain, bet-

ter adapted than the Zi.-needle. Yet, notwithstand-

ing the present connnercial predominance of E.

from pictures, there are still in Europe, and we
have at the present day in Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia, some artists and eminent amateurs
who cultivate original E. with success, and pro-

duce works of very various interest and power.

To prepare a plate fur E., it i.^ first covered with C-ground,
a composition whii-li reniits acid. The qu.-iliti«« of a ground
are to be lo adliU'iiTu tliat it will not quit tlie ropper when a
mall qtianuty Li left iiiolat«d betwuen lines, yet uut aoadhenire
titat Um B. point cannot ea«ily and entirely remove it ; at the

tame tim* a good ground will be hard enough to bear the hind
npoa it, or a aheet of paper, yet not do hard aa to be brittle.

The beat i« that of Abraham Boiuc, which \» rouipowd aa fol-

low! : Melt 2 ot. of whit« wax : then add to it 1 ni. of gum-
laatle lo powder, a little at a time, Ktlrrinj; till the wax and
tiM maalic are well miiglcd ; thi-n add, in the i»iiie manner,
1 M. of bitumen in pow.Iur. There are three difTerent wayi of
applying an £.-cround to a plate. The old-fa»hioned way wa«
to wrap a ball of the ground in silk, heat the plate, and then
rub the ball upon the aurface, enough of the ground lo rorer
Um plate melting through the »ilk. To equallie the ^^round a
dabber waa uaed, which was made of rottoii-wool under hon>e-

luir, the whole eneloaed in silk. Thii* method is still used by
Baoy artlstii, from tradition and habit, but it U far inferior In

perfection and conrt-nicnre to th^it which wo will nowdeacribe
Wbeo the E.-gnmnd ia mplt»l, add to it half ita Tolume of
eaaeotiai oil of tarender, mix wt-ll, and allow the mixture to

cool. You have now a paste which can be tprvad upon a cold

platB with a roller ; these rollers are covered with leather and
nude (very carefully) fur the purpose. You first spread a lit-

tto pa*t« on a sheet of glaas (If too thick, ada more oil of lar-

Mdw and mix with a pal«tt«-knifo), and roll it till the roller

to quit* equally charged all OTor. when the paste is easily

transferred to the copper, which la afterwards gently Iwated
U) k\\k\ the oil o< lavender. In both them methmla of ground-
ing n plate the work is not completed until the ground has been
smoktMl, whirh U effected aa follows: The plate Is held by a
band -Tire if a small one, or, if large, to fixed at aooia height,
with the roTcred side downwards. A smoking torch, composed
of many thin baeewas dips twisted together, is then light<^l

and paased repeatedly under the plate In every dirrrtion, till

the ground baa incorporated enough laiup-blark to blacken It.

The third way of covering a plate for £. is to apply the ground
iu solution aa collodion Is app:ie<l by photographers. The
ground may be dissolved in clilorufonn or lo oil of lavender.
The pi Ue being grounded, its back and edges are proiecte<l (W>m
the acid by Japan vamUh, which soon dries, nud then the

drawing is traced upon it. The best way of tracing a drawing
to to use she<*t gelatine, which is employed as foliows : The
geUtioe U laid upon the drawing, which its trensparency
allows you to see (lerfertly, and you trace the lines by (Scratch-

ing the smooth surface with a sharp |iolnt. Vou then fill

the^ i>cratches with fine black-lead in powder, rubbing it in
with (he finKer, turn the tracing with its f^ice lo the plate, and
rub the back nf it with a burnisher. The black-lead from the
scratches adheres to tlie £.-grouud and fhows upon It as pale

gray, much more vi.-ible than anything eUe you can ure for

tmciug. Then comes the work of the i?.ni*dle, which it

merely a piece of sieel sharpened more or less. Turner used a
prong of an old steel fork, which did as well as anvihing, but
neater £. -needles are sold by artivts' color-makers. The needle
removes the acid and toys the copper bare. Some arrisU
sharpen their needles so as to pr«M;ut a cutting edge which,
when uaed sideways, scrapes away a broad line : anil many
etchers use needles of various degrees of sharpness lo get
thicker or thinner lines. It may l>e well to ol»erTC, in con-
nection with this part of the subject, that whilst thick lines

agree perfectly well with the nature of woodcut, they are very
apt to give an unpleacant heaviness lo plate engraving of aU
kinds, whilst thin lines have generally a clear and agreeable
appearance in plate engraving. Nevertheless, lines of moder-
ate thickness are used elTectively in E. when covered with
finer shading, and very thick lines indee«i were employed with
good results by Turner when he intended to cover them with
mezzotint, and to print in brown ink. because their thickness
was essential (o prevent them from being overwhelmed by the
mezaotint, and the brown ink made them print less heavily than
black. Etchers differ in opinion as to whether the needle ought
to scratch the copper or simply to glide upon its surface. A
gilding needle is much more free, and therefore communicates a
gresiler appearance of freedom to the E., but it has the incon-
venience that tlie f.-ground may not always be entirely re-

moved, and then the lines may be defective from insufficient

biting. A scratching needle, on the other hand, is free from
tht* serious Inconvenience, but it must not scratch irregularly

so as to engract lines of various depth. The biting in former
times was generally done with a mixture of nitrous acid and
water, in equal proportions ; but in the-pre.«ent day a Dutch
mordant is a good deal used, which is coni|io8ed as follows:

Uydrochloric acid, 100 grammes; chlorate of potash, 20
grammes ; water, 880 grammes. To make it. heat the water,

add the chlorate of pota-^h, wait till it is entin-l.v dissolved, then
add the acid. The nitrous mordant acts rapidly, and causes
ebullition ; the Dutch mordant acts slowly, and causes no
ebullition. The nitrous mordant widens the lines ; the Dutch
mordant bites in depth, and does not widen the lines to any
perceptible degree. The time required for both depends upon
temperature. A mordunt bites slowly when cold, and more
and more rapidly when heated. To obvtole irregiilarity caused
by difference of temperature. It is a good plan lo heat the
Dptch iiiordojit artilicinlly to 96° F. by lamps under the bath
(for which ii photographer's porcelain tray ii- most convenient),

and keep it steadily to that temperature ; the results may then
be counted upon; hut whatever the temperature fixed upon,
the results will l>c regul.ir if it is regular. To g«-t different de-

grees of biting on the same plate the lines which are tu be pale

are ** stop|ied out " by being painted over with Japan varnish
or with £.-ground dilssolvml in oil of tovender, the darkest
lines being reserved to the last, as they have to bite longest.

When the acid has done its work properly the lines are bitten la

such various degrees of depth that they will print with the de-

gree of blackness re<|uin'd ; but if some parts of the subject

require lo be made |>aler, they can be lowered bv rubbing them
with charcoal and olive oil, and if they have to be made deeper
they can be rebitlen, or covered with added shading Kebit-

Ing to done with the roller above mentioned, which to now
charged very lighUy with paste and rolled over the copper
with 00 pmaure but Its own weight, so as to cover the
smooth surflice, but not fill up any of the lines. The oil of
tovender is then expelled as l>efore by gently healing the plate,

but it is not smokcil. The lines which require rebiting may
now be rebitlen, and the others preserved against the acUon ot
the acid by stopping out. These are a few of the most eesenllal

technfa»l points in E., but there are many matters of detail, for

which the reader to referred to the special works oo tbe sub-
ject.

E. on /r'lss. The ground to laid on, and the design
" scratchni in " In the usual way, when liquid hydn>nuoric
acid is applied, or the glass to exposed tu the action of
hydroffunric ncid gas. The former renders the surfiu-e of the

E. transparent, the latter o)iaque. A simple modiOcaUon of

the process to to wet the design with sulphuric acid, and then
to sprinkto oo some finely ptilviTi»><l tlunr spar (Huoride of
calcium), by which means hydroHiioric acid Is set free and at-

Ucks the glass Thto method may be very easily applied to

the graduation of glass vessels, thermometer tubes, etc.

Eltciro E. ThU mode of E. is baaed upon the destructive

action of certain "anions" during "electrolysis." If two
plates of ropper be connected with the opposite ends of a vol-

taic battery, and platMM In a vessel containing very dilute

sulphuric a«^ the ptote connected with the copper of the

Imttery will be attacked by tbe anion oxygen wbk:b to released
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during the decomposition of the acid. This destructive action

can be localized at pleasure by covering certain parts of the

plate with a protecting stratum of varnish, ordinary iJ.-ground,

for instance. In the practice of electro-£., the drawing is

" scratched in " in the usual way through an ordinary ground
;

a stout wire is then soldered to the plate, and this, as well as

the back of the plate, is coated with stealing-wax varnish.

Thus prepared, the plate is placed in a suitable "decomposi-
tion cell " opposite a plate of somewhat .'^iuiilar size, and the

two are connected respectively with the copper and zinc of
a Daniell's cell, or the silver and zinc of a Sniee's cell.

After about ten minutes the plate is removed, washed, and
dried ; and when the " fine work " has been stopped out with

Brunswick black, it is returned for another space of ten min-
utes. By alternately exposing the plate to the action of the de-

composing fluid, and " stopping out "' parts of the work, the

required gradation in tints is obtained. The exact duration of

the various exposures, as well- as their number, must of course

be regulated by circumstances.

Ether, a name given to numerous chemical
compounds, generally derived from alcohols by
the action of acids. The most important body
of this series is tlie common E. or ethylic E., com-
monly called sn/phuric E., a colorless, transparent,

highly volatile, fragrant, inflammable liquid, ob-

tained by distilling a mixture of sulphuric acid

and alcohol. It has a penetrating and agreeable
smell, and a burning, swcetisii taste ; its evapora-
tion produces the sensation of extreme cold ; when
prevented, a sensation of heat is experienced. Its

sp. gr. varies between .712 and .724. If it contains
water it begins to crystallize in brilliant white
plates when cooled to— 24^ F., and become a
white crystalline mass at —46° or —47° F. ; but if

absolutely pure, E. cannot be solidified by any
degree of cold that cau be produced, it remaining
fluid when placed in contact witii solid carbonic
acid, at a temperature of about —148° F. Boils

at 96° or 07° F. ; is very combustible ; is soluble

in about 10 parts of distilled water, and mixes
with alcohol in all proportions. It abstracts cor-

rosive sublimate, terchloride of gold, sesquichlo-

ride of iron, and many of the alkaloids, from their

watery solutions, and is hence invaluable in analy-
sis and pharmacy. It readily dissolves the volatile

and fixed oils, and most fatty matters, as well as

sulphur and phosphorus in small quantities. By
exposure to light and air it absorbs oxygen, and
water and acetic acid are gradually formed. It is de-

composed by exposure to a high temperature. The
greatest degree of cold yet produced (—166° F.) has
resulted from the admixture of E. with solid car-

bonic acid. E. is powerfully stimulant, narcotic,

and antispasmodic, and externally refrigerant, if

allowed to evaporate, or stimulant and counter-
irritant if its evaporation is prevented, and is used
in various diseases. Applied to the forehead by
means of the fingers or a strip of linen, it generally
relieves simple cases of nervous headache. In
pharmacy it is largely employed in the preparations
of tinctures, alkaloids, spirits, etc. ; and in chemis-

try is invaluable in organic analyses. Its principal
commercial application is as a solvent for pyro.xy-
line, in the manufacture of collodion. It is also
employed as a solvent of resins, india-rubber, etc.,

in the preparation of varnishes, and for several
other useful purposes. Shortly before the dis-

covery of chloroform, it was found that when the
vapor of E. was inhaled it gradually produced in-

sensibility to pain. It was therefore employed as
an anaesthetic in surgical operations. Having been
found less efficient than chloroform, and more
troublesome to administer, its use for this purpose
has been abandoned.

E. may be recognized by its volatility, odor, taste, sparing
solubility in water, admixture with alcohol in all proportions,

great inflammability (burning with a yellowish-whito flame),

and its power of dlssolviog fats and resins. Its further identi-

fication can only be effected by ultimate analysis. The E. of
commerce generally contains alcohol, water, or acetic acid, and
sometimes all of them. Its usual sp. gr. fluctuates between
.733 and .765. Exposed to the air, it volatilizes entirely. It

turns litmus paper red ; sometimes very slightly, and occasion-
ally even not at all. ^ fluid ounce mixes completely with ^ lint
of water. Pure E. should, however, be neutral to test-paper,

although seldom so. When shaken in a minim measure with
half its volume of concentrated solution of chloride of calcium,
its volume should not lessen. 10 fluid ounces of water should
only dissolve 1 fluid ounce of E., and remain transparent.

—

E. rapidly evaporates at common temperatures when kept in
corked bottles, and even in bottles secured with ground-glass
stoppers and tightly tied over with bladder and leather ; it also

becomes sour by age. To prevent this waste, the stoppers
should fit accurately, and the bottles should be placed in as
cool a situation as possible. Bottles furnished with ground-
glass caps, as well as stoppers, are frequently employed. — The
vapor of E. is very inflammable, and when mixed with atmos-
pheric air it forms a violently explosive mixture. The density
of this vapor is 2.586, that of air being 1 ; hence it rapidly
sinks and frequently accumulates in the lower parts of build-

ings, especially cellars which are badly ventilated, in the same
way as water does. The only remedy is thorough ventilation.

Many serious accidents have arisen from this cause, for no
sooner is a light carried into an apartment where such vapor is

present than an explosion takes place. — Imp. duty , SI per lb.

Etiquette, ceremony.— In France, a label or

ticket affixed to a package.
Etna, a table cooking-utensil, heated by a spirit-

lamp.
• l^toupe [Fr.], tow; lint; the coarsest part of

flax or hemp ; oakum.
Etui, a case for holding small articles, as a

lady's work-box and case for articles of needle-

work.
Eudiometer, an instrument for ascertaining

the purity or salubrity of air, or rather for de-

termining the quantity of oxygen in any given
bulk of elastic fluid.

Euphorbiutn, a concrete gum-resin obtained
from several East Indian species of Euphorbia. It

is inodorous, and, when first chewed, has little

taste ; but it soon gives a very acrid, burning im-
pression to the tongue, palate, and throat, which
is very permanent, and almost insupportable. At
one time it was used in medicine, both externally
and internally ; but in consequence of its violent

action its use is now discontinued. Its chief em-
ployment is for veterinary purposes. It is im-
ported in serons, containing from 100 to 150 lbs.

It is in small, hollow, forked pieces, often mixed
with seeds and other impurities.

Eureka and Peilisade R.R. Co. runs from
Palisade, Nev., to Eureka, Ncv., 90 m., with a
branch line from the latter place to Ruby Hill, a
distance of 7 m. The Co., whose offices are in

Eureka, was chartered in 1874, and the road opened
in 1876. The financial standing of this Co. is un-
known.
Evausville and Terre Haute R.R. runs from

Evansville to Terre Haute, Ind., 109 m., witli an
extension from Terre Haute to Rockville, 21.88 m.
This Co., whose offices are in Evansville, was
formed by the consolidation of the Crawfordsville

and Illinois R.R., and the Terre Haute and Vin-
cennes, and to«k its present title in 1877. Financial

Statement: Cap. stock, common, §1,020,416.27;
preferred 7%, i$100,000; funded debt, §1,017,000,

as follows,— 1st mortgage (Evansville and Illinois

R.R., 51m.), issued 1852, payable 1887, §281,000,

interest 7 % (Jan. and July) ; 1st mortgage sinking

fund (Evansville and Crawfordsville R.R., 109 m),
issued 1854, payable 1887, §611,000, interest 7%
(Maj' and Nov.) ; 1st mortgage (Rockville Exten-
sion), issued 1860, $125,000, interest 7% (Feb. and
Aug.).
Evansville, Terre Haute, and Chicago R.R.

runs from Terre Haute, Ind., to Danville, III., a
distance of 55.28 m. This Co., whose offices are
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in Terre Haute, was cliartcrcHl in ISOO, and the

road opened in 1871. It uses the Kockvilk* Kx-
tension of tiie Kvansville and l'r:ixvfi)rdsville H.K.
from the Junetion to Tern- Haute, a di>iaiKe of G
in , for whieh it |>ays a rt-nt of •s5,<M) jht annum.
The Co. also rents on iea!>e the Indiana lilark CohI
It K. Fiiiiinnal st-ilement, li<lU : ( ap. ^to^•k. AliW,-

mi; funde<ldeht,'?l,lOt».(K»().a»folU)w*,— 1st nu.rt

fajte on niad in In<l., i.*sued 1870, payable l'.(00,

775,000, interest 1
'[. ( .May and Nov.); 1st inort-

f;a<;e on road in III., and 2d niort^a^e on road in

Ind., issue<l in 187."5, payalde li<0;i, $;j2.j,000, inter-

est 7% (Jan. ami July).

Evaporameter, a hygroscope or atnionieter, an
instrument for ascertaining the evaporation of

fluids.

Evaporation, the conversion of a fluid into

vapor by means of heat, diminished atmospheric-

pressure, or exposure to a dry atmosphere.

E i» h&J r«cour«r to : 1. For the T»por M a sourer of hrat
or powrr, a< in the c«.<e of <t«ain-tM>il«rs, etc. , 2 To i>ei>armte

Tolatile lluiJs from impurities or other Ix«lie4, which nrc either

flxe.1 or ir*» Tolatile ; 3. To recorer solid tMvlies from their »o
lutioiM, a-i in the preparation of extracLi, rheuiical salt.*, etc. :

4. To concentrate or strengthen a iiolution by the expulsion of

-•ome of the Hui I matter that forms the menstruiiui : 5 To
purity liiiuki* by the di.s.-Jpation of the volatile matters which
may contaminate them. It is found t)i:it, under onlinary cir

eumstaiK-es, E. i* confined to the surf ice of the heated lii|nid,

nd is therefore slower or <iuioker, in pro|>ortion to the exten-
•ion of that surf.tce. IIen<'e h.ts arin-n the adop(i<iii of wi-le,

hallow Teasels f>r conLiiiiinK ItuiJs duriu;; their exposure to

beat for this purpose. E. proreeds ino't rapidly when a cur-

rent of air (e«pe<-ially hot and dry air) is m»le to p.vss OTer the

ocftea of the Huid : as in this rase t)ie va|>or is prevented
IBldDg upon the surfiice, and impeding the process by its

praMUre. Kor a simil/tr reason, li<|uids ••r.tpor.ite more r.ipiilly

in Texiieti partially covered than in open ones. In the fonner
case the cool incumbent air conilenses and throws Kick a por-

rtoii of the T.»por, which thcnpupon, ^)e^ides it-s coolin); action,

oSsrs mecttanical re.sistance to the diffusion of the vaporous
partlrlMas they arrive at the surCice of the lii|uid. In the
(•tl«rr«« theMi obstvles) are avoidoi, and the iiii|ietus of the
Ta^ior pouring forth from a contracted oriBce, or pipe, not only
tva'iily overroin«« the pressure of the atmosphere, but oRt-rs

less >urf4n' f>r its cooling action, until it has piwml much >>e-

^yond the point* at which it can exert any intluencti nn the
8ukl from which It hw escaped. In this way the cliemical ac-
tina of the atmo'phrrv on the liquid operate<l on is also con-
i^brably le««et>eL On the small scale, shallow capsules of
gtaM, v»l,(wooi| ware, pi>r<-eUin, or metal, are commonly em-
ptoy*! as evapor4tinK ve«iip|«. and these are expose<l tn heat by
ptarlnt iheni over a lamp, nr n«l(ed llrv, or la a water luth, or
Mnd-btth. arconlinc to the lemperatura at which it is pn>|n-r

lo c«t><lucl the priK-esa. On ttte larun acale, hieh-pre»Mire
•fanm ts UMuJly employe-J a* tlie source of heat. The tenn
"•foaiMNOOS B." Is applie-l to the dlt<lpttloii of a fluid by
MVMpOMir* la open v«««rl«. at the common tpm|>erature of
Ika •tmospberv. and without the application of artificial heat.

Th» cvtority of llil< speciot of K wholly depends on the dcYTe*
Vf humilitv of the surroiin lln( air, an<l dilTrrs from the for-

•r, lo which the rate of £ !• pmporti'Hiate to the <le;nve of
hMt at wiiich the pMceM l« con tucted, and the amount of
prwiiTT upon tiv surf.tc* of t>ie li'|ul L K fa r<VHO (as it is

eali*!) is condiicierl unler the receiver of an air-pump, or in
ma atlenuit<>.| atmosphere, pr>k|L>ct>.| hv filling a vrurl with
•tntm, by wbich means the air i< ex|iell*l, when all rommunl-
caUon with the extemtl atniospliere is cut nIT, atid (he vapor
MOtknsnl bv the application of cold. Kluliis am bI<o evapo-
nu«d In alr-lifht reretvers over aulphnrlc acid, by which (hey
•Mewtlnuallv rxposr^l to the action of a vrrv dry almos|>here.
Whan sueh a rweivcr is cf>nnr.-tel with an air-pump in action,

M praewads with Increia^l rapi.||tv, and Intense Cfild Is pr<>-

4«M«(L If the imCmn of a p.4n, aivl the portion of the sides

to—rsail lo a hoi (lui.l im^iium (•oluilon nt chlori<le of cmI-

daai, for esample). be corruzsle<l, so as to contain a double
•ipans* of roe(.tll»c surface, that pin will evapi>rale rxacllv
double Um iiuantitT of water, in a Ki«'en (line, wlilch a like

pMi, with snvvith b<ittom an<l sides, wtll do. iininer<ei| r<|iially

d«ep in the same l»afti. If the romiolion contain Ihrvs- tintes

tha quantity of metallic surface, tlie K. will be (hrwfold In (he
•bova rlrrumstances. Rot If (he pao. with (he same corru-
catad bottom and sides, be set over a fire, or in an oblonK
Ilia, so thtt (he currvnt of flame inav sweep aU>n( (he corru-
(kUons, It will eva|>orste no more water from its interior than
ft MMOth pan of like shape an<l dimensions plare<l alonci-le it

in Um Muna floe, or over the same fire. In (be iaboralory.
•tawn baat la oow almo«t exclusiveir rmplo>nl. Copper
or ttnna<l, gtaiad, or 'ilvered pnns. boilers, and stills ara
•orroaadail bjr a "Jackal" of caatlroa, aa4 h%b-praatiifa

steam admitted between the twa By due manaf^meot of the
suppl.t-cock, a rauite ofieuipeniture may be thus obtained ex-
tending from alxHit yo to XiTi- V. It is found tliat. uuder
ordinary circuul^tance!i, 1(1 -kj feet of heated surface will evap.
orate fullv 1 lb. of water per minute . and tliat a thin copper
tulje exp»'?ini; In feet surface will condense about 3 li>» of
sieam per lliiiiute. Mith a dilTem>ce of teiiipemlure of about
90^ K. This is equal to at K. |»r lb. ; and, consequently, the
beat of the steam eiuplojrd to produce the E. should be 212^
-, »)• ^ -2*2 V.

Evaporator, an apparatus for eontlensinp vege-

table jtiicis, of which tlure are many varieties,

geiienilly conl^i^Iing of a furnace antl pan.

Even Keel, a ves»cl whith is loaded so as to
draw the same water abaft as forward.
Eventail, the French word for a fan.

EvergreenB. plants which retain their verdure
throughout the year, such as pines, laurels, hollies,

etc.

Ever-pointed Pencil, a sliding screw pencil-

case, liy which the lead is brought forward as fast

as wear renders it necessary.

Evidence, oral or written testimony given by
a witness.

Evolutions, the movements of a vessel or
fleet.

E'we-Cheese, cheese made from the milk of
sheep.

Evrer, a water-pitcher with a wide spout

Ex, a Latin preposition, which denoles out of,

or from.
Examination, a careful search or inspection

;

a judicial trial, inquiry-, or proceetling.

Examiner, an inspector or investigator : one
apitoinled to test or scrutinize accounts, or to assay
by exptTinients.

Excavation, a digging or hollow ing out.

Excavator, a machine for excavating; also,

one who cuts or tligs out earth.

Exchange, a term that is used in reference to

those transactions by which the debts of jR-rsons

residing at a illstance from their credit(»r» are liq-

uitlaled without the transmission of money ; being

ein]>loved by merchants lM>th to designate the bills

or negotiable instruments by which transactions of

this kind are conducted, and the varying |>rice or

coiirsr of such instruments in the market. The
nature, constitution, and negotiation of Hii.i.a or
KxciiANt;!-: having U-en already explained under
that liend. the present ariii le will Im- devoted to an
explanation of the principUs by which A", transat

-

lions are regulated.— .\iiiong cities or countries

having any tonsiderable iniercours<> together, the

debts mutually due by each other approach, for

tlie most (uirt, near to an (><|uality. 'Ihere are at

all times, for example, a considerable number of

persons in New York indebted to I.^>ndon ; but,

s|K-aking generally, there an- alK)ut an equal num-
Iht of )H-rsons in New York to whom l^nidon is

indebted. And hence, when A of New York has
a payment to make lo H of Ixindon, lie diM'S not

remit an f<|uivalent sum of money to the latter,

but he go«-« into the market and buys a /<>// niMin

I.ond<in ; that is. he buys an order from C of New
York addnssetl to his debtor I) of I/ondon, re-

questing him to pay the amount to A or his order.

A, having indorsed this bill or order, semis it to It,

who rei-eives i>ayment from his iieighlMtr I). The
convenience of all luirties is consulted b_\ a trans-

action of this sort. The tiebts due by A to H.

and by I> tti C, are extinguished without the inter-

vention of any money. A of New York pa>s (.'of

ditto, and I) of l/ondon pays It of ditto The
tlebtor in one plai-e is substituted for the debtor in

anollier; and one or two (Nistages form the whtde

exp«'nse. All risk of loss is obviated — A bill

of E., tlicrefore, luay be deflned to be an order
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addressed to a person residing abroad, directing

liim to pay a determinate sum of foreign money to

the person in whose favor it is drawn, or to his or-

der. The amount of foreign money, tlierefore, to be
paiil is fixed by tiie bill ; but the amount of Amer-
ican money (or money of the country in which the

drawer resides), to be given for the purchase of

the bill, is by no means fixed, but is continually
varying. The various elements entering into the
valuation of foreign bills, or, in other words, the
rate of foreign E., may be conveniently embraced
under the following heads: (1) par of E.; (2)

supply and demand of bills; (3) rate of interest
;

(4) cost of specie remittance, to which may be
added, what is always implied, (5) correct judg-
ment of the force and duration of the cause or
causes affecting the rate of E., or its opposite,

panic. — 1. Par of E. Without some common
medium of value in commercial countries bills of

E. could not be drawn between one and another.
The " cash " of China has played no more part
in tiie foreign E. than the cowries of Africa; but
since a mint has been established in Japan, from
which gold pieces are issued under public regula-
tion as to weight and fineness, there may be no
difficulty in ascertaining the monetary equivalency
at Yokohama of any debt due by Japan to the U.
States, or vice versa. The nations have thus found
a medium of E. in bullion, in gold or silver, or in

both. In countries of the double standard, it has
been usual to modify the law by liberty of con-
tract for payment in one of the metals, without
which liberty, indeed, it would be as well to have
only one standard, since it is certain that the
debtor will always choose to pay in the metal that
has become relatively cheaper. In countries
where silver is tlie sole standard, the par of silver

to gold may be 15 to 1, or 16 to l,as law or custom
may have established ; but in foreign E. the par
of silver to gold cannot be fixed at any absolute
point by tiie law of any one country, and in the
case of a depreciation, say of silver, even though
temporary, by which the market price of silver

to golil became 17 to 1, a proportionate addition
would be made to the figures of the mint or former
customary par, and this new sum become practi-

cally the par of E. between the gold currency of
tiie U. States and the silver dollars of Mexico or
rupees of India. Thus, having gold and silver to

de'kl with, it is always possible, whatever may be
tlie variety and names of the coins of different coun-
tries, to estimate the equivalents of the one to the
other. Tins is a matter simply of weight and
assay ; and the ratio thus found is the par of E.
between one country and another. — Mr. M'Cul-
loch seems to have thought that tlie par of E.
should properly include, not only equivalent
weight and purity of the precious metals, but
their relative cheapness or dearness in given
places. " Thus," he says, " if, because of the
expense of carriage, the value of bullion in Great
Britain be 5 per cent greater than in San Fran-
cisco, 100 ounces of pure gold in the latter would
not be worth 100 ounces of pure gold in London,
but 5 per cent less; and the E. would be at true
par when bills for 105 ounces standard bullion,
payable in San Francisco, sold in London for 100
ounces." Since this has not been the practice in
determining the par of exchange, — the 25.30 of
Paris, and the old 100 of New York, etc., with
London having been based more or less exactly on
equal weights of pure gold for pure gold ,

— a
question is suggested which the following consid-
erations may lielp to resolve. The 6 per cent
claimed from Saa Francisco is for a relative

dearness of gold in London, which can only be
overcome by carrying the gold from the one place
to the other; but it would be illogical to charge in

a bill of E. for a transport of specie which it is

the express object and effect of the bill to super-
sede. The merchant in London would be entitled

to sell a bill on San Francisco for a sum equal to

100 ounces of gold, and to include the cost of E.,

if any ; or his debtor in San Francisco might
buy a bill on London for a sum sterling equal to

100 ounces of gold ; and if the course of E were
such that this bill cost him only 99 ounces, the

merchant in London would yet have no reason to

complain. If neither of these modes of settlement

were available, the debtor in San Francisco would
liave to send 100 ounces of gold to London, in

which case there would be no rate of exchange in

question.

But, apart from the less value of bullion in

some countries than in others, owing to nearness
to the mines or other causes, there is a cheapness
of the metallic money, as well as the general cur-

rency of a country, which operates directly on the

rate of E., and requires in one form or other the

recognition of a different par from that established

under other conditions. The standard may he
tampered with; the alloy may be increased; the

weight of the coins may be diminished and dimin-

ished till, like the Turkish piastre, they become
scarce a shadow of themselves. It is obvious that

innovations of this kind compel a rectification of

the estimated par of E. In other cases coins are

legitimately changed ; and these variations, in so

far as they sujiersede or modify coins which en-

tered into the par estimate, are bound to have a
new rating. A country whicli allows its coinage
to be much worn, defaced, and generally liglit in

weight is in the same position as one which lias

deliberately lowered its standard of value ; for

though its light coins, when sent abroad, which
they are not apt to be, count for no more than
they weigh, there is the otlier and more serious*

effect that they may have been already well

weighed at home, and have so raised the prices of

the goods of the country as to place all dealings

in them under a delusion ns to their real value.

One may well believe, however, that this is a form
of monetary evil which has now passed away.
There will always be some more or less worn and
light coins in a metallic circulation, and as long as

these are limited in number, and circulate in the

country of their coinage at the mint price, they
do little or no harm. There is a much more con-

venient process by which to cheapen the money
of a country than any form of debasing the coin-

age, namely, to dispense wholly or almost wholly
with metallic money in favor of an inconvertible

paper currency.— When a country is impelled

to issue paper money not payable on demand
in gold or silver, its monetary value slips away
from all fixed reckoning. The first effects are so

agreeable as naturally to lead to a larger and a
still larger issue, and the agreeable effects are pro-

longed until the real situation begins to be dis-

closed, and, finally, derangement has spread so

widely on all sides tliat extrication becomes a task

of the gravest difficulty. The effects even on the

foreign E. are for a time somewhat illusive.

There being no more need for gold and silver,

nearly the wiiole stock of bullion passes out, and
like a new-found capital gives ample power of

purchase abroad. The importer, finding that

there are increasing prices for every commodity
in the paper money, goes into his business with

new heart and will. The premium, which has
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early Ix-'fjiin to Ik? cstahlislie<l on foreiiin bills,

soon l»fc<)nii-s so larpc that the oxportir imar;ino8

that lie can make a fair profit out of the preiiiiuin

on U'l* forei^i hill alone, tlioui;li there may not Itea

margin of a fraction of one percent of profit in the

actual trade. Supposing! «nch a result possihie to

the expfjrter, it is clear tliat he makes his profit

entirely out of his neiglibor the im[M)rter, who lias

to buy his bill, and consi'quently to pay the pre-

jnjuni. Both cannot be rifjlit in their views, and
in point of fact btith are wronjf until they In-gin

to n-alize that the inconvertible paper dollar,

rouble, or florin is not so valuable and has not the
same purchai>in(C power as the metallic money, i>r

as the paper notes maintained in a constant prac-

tical convertibility. This fact is demonstrated
within the country itself by the more or less grad-

ual and uniform, but inevitable, rise of prices of

all connnmlities, and of bidlion amon;; others, in

this new curn-ncy. It is discovered very early

in the foreign A'., not only s nee there is likely to lie

an excess of imports over exports when a country
ia in the act of denuding itself of specie, but be-

cauae the forei^er has to l>e careful to get the
value of his goods or pnxluce as it ia, known to

him in liis own money ; and any important change
in the money of a coimtry, therefore, obtains a

sharp valuation abroad. Roth at home and
abroad it is soon discovere*! that the par of /•'., as

fonnerly established, has jtassed away, and that a
new par has come into operation under the pure
force of the natural relations of the case. The
importer finds no advantage from the advancing
prices of what he imports in the domestic nuirkets,

since he has to pay more of the domestic nioney
for the foreign bill of exchange by which be dis-

charges the debt for his im|)orts: and the exporter
finds no advantage in the premium on his foreign
bill which he sells to the importer, ^ince it only
replaces what he has already paid in the increased
Co«t of his commodities and other outlays. This
action of K. is now so familiar as to re<iuire no
illuslnitiim. — As long as a change in the par of
the money of two <-ountries is not recognized or
clearly umlerstood, there may lie nuu'h miscalcu-
lation and irregular profit and loss among the
nierchantii on iHttli sides. On the other hand, as

soon as note<l and brought under generally ac-

knowlc<lge<l estimate, it iloes not interfere, />*r sr,

with llie movenient of produce or the fair pn>fits

of ttiosc engagetl in foreign trade. But how is the

depretiati<»n of an inconvertible pa|H'r currency
to be mva*ured ? As a convertible paiwrcurn-ix-y
only maintains its par with gold by In-ing always
payable on deman<i in the gold it promises to pay,

ao an inc«mvertible pa|H;r currency falls junt s«)

much Ik'Iow the par of goM a* the difference Ikv

tWi-en the amount of gold it professes t<i l>e and
the amount of gohl it exihanges for in its own mar-
ket. The price of bullion in an inconvertible )>a|MT

currency riM-s like that of other connniMliiies,— not,

indeeil, in its general marki-t value, but in its mar-
ket pritre within the ipluTe of the currem-y , and
the amount of this rise mark* what may Ik* calle<|

either a discount on the pajK-r money, or a pre-

mium on the gold, and this diiM*ount or premnim
becomes a measure of the ilepre»Malion «)f the cur-

rency. It is by no means a satisfactory standard,

for it may vary from day to ilay. and in this n«-

spect Ikj as unlike as possible to a par of A'. Ik»-

tween the gold and silver moneys alike of small
and gri'at states, which may hold g<KM| without
variation for any numUT of years. There may
also be restrictions on the sale of bullion, prohibi-

.
tlon of tJie sale of btUlion, and speculative coiubi-

nations of paper-holders and gold-holders to "cor-
ner" each other, and the fluctuations may be not

only constant but sometinies extreme. But, with
all its disailvantages. the rtdation of gold to the

pajXT money, as it happ<>n8 to l)e revealetl in the

markets, is the only measure of the depreciation
to Ik* had, and the premium on gold has conse-

quently to be rcH-konetl as a necessary component
part of the rate of A', with other countries.— The
effect of issues of inconvertible paper njoney, or
the susiK-nsion of cash payment of paper currency
already in circulation on the par of /'., is the same
as that of a change of the stanilard of value, a
debasement of the coinage, or, where in one of the
two coimtries the money is gold, and in the other
silver, a depreciation of one metal as compared
with the other. When two countries par their

gold coins, the object is to arrive at a conunon
term by which value for value will Ix- paid, in

eqiiivalent weight and purity of metal, out of the

money of eacli other. When one of them dis-

places its gold coins by inconvertible paper money,
the same object has to Ik? attained, and this is

reached, though not so fixedly as in the par of

metallic coins, by the premium which gold com-
mands over the paper money in the sphere of

its currency. The former par. in such cases, may
Ik? adhered to as a landmark, and this gold pre-

mium may Ik? treated as nominal premium on
one side and nominal discount on the other

;

but it is substantially of the nature of par of

A"., and iK-comes a necessary integer of the rate of

Ji. In the case of countries of one of which gold,

and of the other silver, is the standard money, the

nominal par is subject to variation from changes
in the relative market value of the two metals. If,

for exani|)le, the relation on which the par pro-

ceeded was 15 ounces of silver equal to 1 ounce of
gold, and the depreciation of silver Ik-couk'S such
that 17 otmces will buy only 1 «)unce of gold, the

par of A", between the two countries will follow

the course of that de|)reciation.— The course of

the A', of India has iKin much affected of late

years by the ilepreciation of silver, and so, aisc),

those of all silver-paying countries. The drawer
of a bill sterling on I>in<lon in Calcutta or Bom-
Imy is literally selling gold for silver, an<l, what-
ever the more ordinary par may have been, is

iKiund to take into atrount the market value of
silver. In 1H70, owing to the large quantity of
demonetize<l (ierman silver thrown upon the mar-
ket, less directly to a pn-existing cause, namely,
the large extent to which silver had iK^en <ast out
even of the fractional currency of countries largely

conmtitlefl to inconvertible pajK-r, an<l also to ex-

aggerntol rejiorts of abumlant increase of pnxluc-

tion in the American mines, silver fell to 41d. an
ounire, alniut the lowest |M>int reached in its nda-
tion to gold, and a great reduction from what had
long Iki-u its )mr value of Tm. 2il. an ounce. The
con»«'quence was that ihi* Indian rate of K. de-

cline<l to Is. 0{f/. |KT ru|KH> in six months' sight

bills on I/ondon, or, in other woriis, that the ru|Me,

having an a«'customed par valui- of near '2s., was
worth only l.i. (H*/. sterling, mimiii say seven monihs'
inten-st awruing U'tween the date aiul the matu-
rity of the bill. It is difficult, or rather ini|K>»sible,

as foreign bills are negotiat«-d, to distinguish the

r»'*pe<'tive force of the various i-auses operating

on the rate of A'. In the case of India, nearly all

the constituetits of A', are adverm- to the value «»f

the ruiKf. save that of rate of interest, which ia

higher in Calcutta or Bombay than in I/ondon. The
Imlian drawer of a six months' bill on I^mdon
would lose more by holding the bill till its matu-
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rity than the buyer of the bill who remits it to

London for acceptance and discount ; and some
middle term must be struck between them, accord-

ing as the rates of interest in India and England
vary. But, on the otiier hand, India is a country
where tiie imports always exceed the exports,

where foreign capital in many forms has been
largely Invested and has to render its annual trib-

ute, and where the financial relations of the gov-
ernment of India and the government of England
are such that the latter has to draw periodically a
considerable amount of bills on the Indian treas-

uries ; so that, whatever the par of gold and silver

might be, the supply of bills on London would
always be less than the demand, or, in other
words, the Indian creditors have some advantage
over the Indian debtors of Lond(m in the rate of

E. Were gold the money of India, the range of
the premium thus established on the bill on Lon-
don would be limited by the cost of remitting

gold; but silver being the money of India, the ac-

tion of the premium itself, or rather of the relative

indebtedness of which it is the result, is to extend
the range of the specie limit by lessening the de-

mand for silver abroad. The rupee being less

valuable than it formerly was does less work in

the Indian circulation, and is all the more needed
at home ; to export it in payment of the adverse
balance of trade, would be to send it where it is

less valuable still. It may thus be concluded that

the depreciation of silver has been much the most
potent and constant element in the adverse cur-

rent of Indian E. 'i'he price of silver having
since 1876 risen to 53if/., the rate of six months'
bills in London has risen to Is. 8Jf/. The rate of
Indian E. rises in the export seasons, when tiie

supply of foreign bills is increased; and it rises

with the price of silver at all seasons.— In the sil-

ver E. between Hamburg and London the same
rule prevailed. In Hamburg silver was nioney,
but in England and other countries, which have a
gold standard, it is only merchandise; and a rise

or fall in the price of silver affected the value of a
bill on Hamburg, or a bill drawn on Hamburg in

English sovereigns. Where a double standard ex-
ists, as in the U. States and France, bills between
one of these countries and another are drawn in

the standard which is common to both. Thus, in

the direct E. between New York and London, the
bills are usually or almost wholly gold bills.

—

2. Supplji and Demitiid of Bills. Were there a com-
mon international money, the supply and demand
of bills would be the chief determining cause of a
rise or fall in the rate of E. Hence, in distinction
from the nominal par, the relation of supply and
demand of bills has been called "real E." Mr.
Goschen speaks of it as " the primary element in

the value of bills," which, from so practical an
authority, may be regarded as indicating that, not-
withstanding all the varieties of money, this con-
tinues to hold the chief place in the negotiation of
bills of E., or that, the nominal par being once
determined, or a common principle formed for its

rectification when the money of a country has de-
preciated, it ceases to require the calculation which
nmst always be given to the supply and demand
of bills in the market. As the sum of the bills

offered, and the sum ready to be bought, never
express the whole of the claims upon, or the whole
of the debts due to a country, but only such claims
as have been drawn for, and debts the time of pay-
ment of which has come, or is nearly approaching,
there is always more or less change of the relation

of supply and demand, as well as opportunity of
judgment as to the probable course of the market,

and means of applying correctives if the balance
be swaying too much on the one side or the other.

If the price of foreign bills be depressed for want
of buyers, drawers may hold back a little; on the

other hand, if the demand has raised the price of
bills, all who have sums to draw for will be in-

duced to take advantage of the market, and so

increase the supply. The buyers are moved in

the same way, quickening or delaying their pur-

chase within the limits of their period of remit-

tance, according to their judgment of the proba-
ble course of the E. But the buyer cannot delay
beyond the day when his remittance is due in the

foreign country, nor the drawer beyond the ulti-

mate date of drawing, or his own need of realizing

the value of his bill ; so that, amidst this oscilla-

tion, it is always the peremptory business to be
done that determines the effect of supply and de-

mand on the rate of E. The debtors of a foreign

country, finding the supply of bills on that coun-
try less than the demand, will be ready to give an
addition of price for them, in proportion to the

scarcity, within the cost or up to the cost of remit-

ting specie ; and the creditors or drawers on a for-

eign country will submit in the other extremity to

discount on their bills within the cost of sending
them to their correspondent or banker's corre-

spondent abroad, with orders to take payment and
remit the proceeds in specie. When the course of

E., as thus pursued from week to week, reveals

that the claims immediate and maturing upon any
country are greater than the debts due to it, and
cannot be discharged through the mechanism of

direct and indirect bills of E., its balance of debt
can only be paid by remittances of bullion, or an
increased export of goods and produce, or other

exportable value. It is unnecessary to dwell fur-

ther on the law of supply and demand of bills,

which differs little from that of other commodities,
beyond remarking that an inadequate idea would
be formed of the efiicacy of bills of E. in liqui-

dating international debts without taking into

account an imiuense banking organization, aided
by bill-brokers and dealers in foreign E., who
have all the main currents of indebtedness under
their eyes, and know with the precision of prac-

tice how the debts of one centre can be met by
its claims upon others, and a stupendous mass of

conflicting operations, ordinary and extraordinary,

be most economically effected. Fifty or a hun-
dred millions sterling, as in the case of the French
indemnity to Germany, can be transferred from
Paris to' Berlin at a time without material dis-

turbance of the more ordinary business of E.
When England is lending ten millions to India,

fifteen millions to the Australian colonies, or so

many millions to Russia, Turkey, or the Tiiver

Plate republics,— or making several of such loans

at nearly about the same time, as has sometimes
happened,— the effect on the foreign exchanges,
though considerable, is seldom thought of. A for-

eign loan is usually taken out,— a large part in

goods, another part in bills, and the balance most
probably in specie. But the effect of a foreign

loan on the E. is exactl^^ the same as if the bor-

rowing country had exported produce to the lend-

ing country equivalent to the amount of the loan,

placing it in debt to that kmount. The lender

has become bound by contract to pay so much to

the borrower. The whole weight of a foreign

loan, therefore, falls at once to what may be called

the adverse E. of the lending countr.v or the favor-

able or less unfavorable E. of the borrowing coun-

try. The reverse action comes in half-ye-irly or

yearly rills, when the interest and redemptions of
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tlie loan, spread over a series of years, are paya-
ble. A foreijjn loan, if pnidiMitiy and iionorafily

conceived, may thus, as rejiards even the rale of

E., be advantageous on both sides. The liiuhni:

country gives a great advantage at once to the

borrowing country in its K , which may be no evil

in itself, and which the lM)rro\ving country, if the

terms of the loan be fulfilled, rejiays in a j)eriod

of years, /luring which its exporting and j)aying

power may be reasonably e.xpectetl to increa.^e.

wliich may be a common good. It may be added
that foreign loans and investments of capital in

foreign countries, badly as many may have Ixen
conducted, yet in their product of soimd and mar-
ketable stocks and shares come to play a gener-

ally useful part in the rates of E. The value
of commercial bills might not be so equable 1m^-

tween such centres as New York and London, or
New York an<l Paris, witliout the interveiuion of

8tock-A'. securities. — o. lintf of Inlenst. It is ob-

vious that tlie numlKT of days or months a bill

has to run before payable imports the question of

interest as an element of valuation in the rate

of E. The usance of foreign bills is extremely
various, from siiort to long, from payable at sight

to payable at si.x months after siglit; ftnd days of

grace are allowed by the law or custom of some
few countries considerable enoiigii to be taken
into count. Where a bill is payable so many days
or months after sight, tlie time that must elapse,

in the ordinary course of conunimication, before

it can be presented for acceptance, is a further

prolongation of the currency of tiie bill. The
buyer takes it with this weight of time upon it,

and, whatever the period may be, is entitled to a
conce.ssion equivalent to the interest of the money
which he pays, the converse happening in the case
of stocks and shares on which dividend or interest

has accrued at the period of sale, an<l must be
accounted for to the seller in the price. Hut the

important question in foreign bills f)f fC. is what
rate of interest is to rule in the transaction. Is it

tliat of the country where the bill is drawn, or the

country where it is payable, or a compromise be-

tween the two t. The drawer, in olTering t<) trans-

fer his bill to a buyer, is wholly in the domain of

the rate of mterest in his own market. If he sells,

he gets the value of the bill in money worth so

much interest; and if he holds the Itill till its ma-
turity, or to some period nearer its maturity, he
deprives himself of money for that period worth
tlie same interest. The buyer wiio in the event of

an E. pays down the value of the bill in immey
would seem to l>e under the same condition ; but

in reality, when clo.sely examined, the relations of

the buyer and the seller of a bill of E. to the rate

of interest are diffenrnt. The buyer has a debt to

pay in the country on which the bill is drawn,
which debt he is ImjuiuI to pay now ; and for his

purpose the bill is all the more valuable the less

weight of interest it In-ars, or, in other wonls, the

less discount it is subject to. Sup|M>sing, there-

fore, the bill is drawn in a country where tlie rate

of interest is 7 per cent on a country when^ the

rate of interest is ^5) per cent, i)oss«'ssion of the

bill will 1k' more profitable, as reganls rate of in-

terest, to tlu- buyer than to the seller. If the stdler

holds tlie bill, it In-ars UX) jht cent more weight
of intea'st than it would U^ar in the hands of the

buyer. If the rates of interest in the two coun-

tries be ex.ictly reversed, the bill U-ars lO) jkt

cent more of this weight in the hands of the buyer
than of the seller. Thus, after the par of the cur-

rencies h.-u Ixjcn established, which, as we liave

een, is always practically established, even in the

case of an inconvertible paper currency, by the
bullion le>t, ami must be regarded as the first con-
dition of all foreign F.., this (luestion of interest is

siittieiently important to modify the action of sup-
ply and demand, and of other circumstances oper-
ating eiiiier to rai>e the rate of E. above or depress
it below the par of the currencies. It is one of
those innumerable commercial relations in which
there is an advant!i;;e to buyer or seller, but
which tamiot Ik- reali/eil without mutuality, and
which coiise(iuently helps them to a transaction
If the advantage of rate of interest Ik- in favor of
the buyer i)f a bill of E , he will be inclined, other
elements of valuation con^idered, to give a some-
what larger j)rice for it than if this were not in

the account ; and if the advantage be in favor of
the seller he will be less exacting. The whole ad-

vantage on either side may not U> realized in the
actual terms in either ca^e; but it will have had
some effect towards a mediatirm of prices. — The
price of a bill, ajiart from other elements, is the
sum of the bill niinns the interest it iK-ars at the rate

of discounfin the country where it is payable. Yet
in the practical negotiation this dm-s not hold ex-

act, because the value of the bill to the seller or

the buyer is always modified by the n-lation of the

rate of interest where it is j)ayable to the rate of
interest where it is drawn. — Hate of interest,

though in the asi>ect it presents to the seller and
buyer of a bill thus plain enough, yet comes to

play so great a part in the general course of E.
that it is worth while to pursue the subject a little

further. Kate of interest regulates the supply and
demand of bills, and affects the rate of E. through
that element ; where the balance of indebtedness
is against a country and advance of the rate of
interest tends to restrain imports and to stimulate
exports, by which etTeits the balance of debt is

reduced ; anil where the action of trade is not suf-

ficient to overcome the evil, further rises of the
rate of interest may be employetl to attract im-
ports of fon-ign capital and specie. In the case
we have supposed of two countries, where the rate

of interest is \Q^) \m.'t cent more in the one than
the other, this relation of their rates of interest

may be normal n-lation from the greater abun-
dance or the gri'ater profits of capital in the one
than the other, and their E. may be sui)iM>sed to

Im? in equilibrium, so that this normal relation is

not disturbed by any changes of rate of interest

to correct the supply and demand of bills, or the
balance of trade. The effect, as we have seen, of
<lifferen<"e of interest was in favor of the price of
the bill drawn by the country of hijfli interi'st on
the country of low interest, from the fact that the
buyer was nmving the bill out of a market where
it lM»re a weight of 7 per cent to one where it Ixire

a weight of only .5^ p<'r cent interest. But sup-
pose that the balance of iiidel)te<lness has Ix-

conie so adverse to the country of low interest

that the rale has Ikh-h increase*! to 7 per cent
in order to im|)rove the coursi* of A'., and that

the effe<t has iHH'n to render the ffireign drawer
less eager to sell his bill, and the foreign re-

mitter more eager to buy it. The remiit<'r or
buyer will find the new influence thus intrtHhiced

operating in the same dire<-tion. — viz. in favor of

the pri<'e of the bill; but, on the other hand, the
difference of interest has disappeare*!. Two effects

have thus prweedetl from the same cause, which
neutralize each other so far as they go ; and the

remitter, instead of buying a bill, may as well, as

rt'gards the rate of interest in the two rountries,

be drawn upon by his foreign rreilitor. If the

rate of interest be further increased to 10 per cent,
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the drawer may be Induced to hold the bill in or-

der to save the 3 per cent of discount above the

rate of interest in his own market ; or an investing
biiyer may intervene, and give such a price for

the bill as will allow the seller 1^ or 1 per cent of

the profit, and leave Ig or 2 per cent to himself.

In either case the bill would be held till it matured,
and relief to that extent be afforded to the E. of

the country raising its rate of interest. But it is

clear that not until the rate were raised 3, 4, or 5
per cent above the rates of the countries drawing
upon it could any effect of this kind be produced.
It thus appears that the function of rate of inter-

est in controlling the supply and demand of bills

is a strictly limited function ; and this limitation

will probaljly be found in all the effects expected
from it on the state of E. It may hasten the
course of payments due to a country-, but it does not
lessen the adverse balance of indebtedness, nor can
it mucii retard the pressure of the foreign claims.

It may restrain importation of foreign goods,
but it may not at the same time increase expor-
tation of ilomestic goods ; or, if increasing export,

it may not diminish import. These are results

whicli will depend on many other causes. It may
tend to lower prices, and thus seem to check im-
port to the cost of production and exchange ; it

may render much outward as well as inward trade
less possible. If the rate of interest be carried

high enough ; it may attract much capital from
neighboring countries. Foreign bankers and
lenders will buy up bills on the country as the
best mode of importing their capital, or may im-
port specie ; and admirable as this service may
often be, yet it does not lessen the foreign in-

debtedness of the coimtry. It only transmutes one
form of the adverse balance into another more
convenient for tiie time being, and, in the mean
while, if tiie high rate of interest has crippled the
productive and exporting resources of the country,
little good or a reverse balance of evil m.ay have
been done. Hence, bullion reserves are either in-

adequate in the plan of their formation, or they
miss their use and efficacy if, when a heavy bal-

ance of indebtedness appears in the E., they cannot
be trenched upon without large and excited ad-

vances of the rate of interest. — 4. Cost of Specie
llcmittanre. Nothing is more definite in the system
of E. than what has been more than once stated
in the course of these remarks, namely, that the
cost of remitting specie forms the limit of varia-

tion in the rates of bills. That the buyer of a
foreign bill will tiot give more for it than the cost
of remitting specie equal in amount to his foreign
debt, is an axiom which holds good under all the
ordinary conditions. But there are exceptions
to the rule where the conditions vary from the
ordinary. From the countries of productive gold
and silver mines bullion flows abroad as naturally
as the corn, cotton, wine, or oil, which forms the
special merchandise of a country, and it will so
flow irrespective of supply and demand of bills,

rate of interest, and other causes which have so
much sway in rates of E. San Francisco will

export gold and silver to London in all states of
supply and demand of bills, and when its rate of
interest may be double that of the Bank of Eng-
land, and in the common parlance money is there
dearer than in London, thougii it may be only
that the average profits of capital are larger in

the one place than in the otiier. If bullion is

needed at New York, and commanding a higiier

premium on the national currency, it will be mat-
ter of calculation to the bullion exporter at San
Francisco whether to send a consignment to New

York or to London. If, since the discovery of
the California mines, a metallic currency had
been established throughout the United States,

they would no doubt have absorbed a proportion
of the gold and silver shipped to Europe ; but, this

object accomplished, the export to Europe would
have proceeded much as it has been proceeding.
In short, from gold and silver producing countries
the export of bullion is not aremittance^f money,
but a transmission of the exportable produce of
labor, which but for export would not have been
produced. Then, there is the case of E. between
countries of silver standard and countries of gold
standard, from either of which remittances of
specie cannot be made witliout exact reference to
the market value of the two metals. This will have
been already marked in the par of E. between the
gold and silver country, but it will have introduced
a new element into the cost of remittance, since

the specie remitted will have to be sold into the
specie standard of the country to which it is re-

mitted.— In exchange between a gold-paying and
a silver-paying countrj', one of which, say the silver

country, has gone largely into an inconvertible

paper currency, the case becomes more compli-
cated, and the specie limit to adverse rate on bills

recedes, till, if the inconvertibility be so great as
to be incapable of valuation, or the government in

its ignorance or alarm has prohibited the export
of specie, the limit is wholly lost. A Russian mer-
chant, who has ample silver and paper roubles at
command for his purposes, but has a debt to dis-

charge in the U. States, or needs to lift a cargo of
cotton at Liverpool or of sugar at Glasgow, and
finds that the remittance even of such specie as he
maybe able to produce is illegal, must buy a for-

eign bill or a banker's draft on London at any
price. At this stage the rate of E. passes out of
the domain of principle, or natural action of prin-

ciple, into that of purely arbitrary considerations.

When, from much less sufficient causes, general
discredit passes upon a country, the rate at which
its bills or acceptances may be valued is scarcely
more reducible to rule. It might even be difficult

to define why, in the same general circumstances,
there should be collaterally a higher and lower
course of E., and the bills drawn or payable by
one firm should differ in their rate from those
drawn or pa^'able by another firm. It is only by
removing abnormal conditions that one arrives at

the underlying principle which governs E. and
determines the success with which it is conducted.
— Accordingly it is in countries where bullion,

separated from its necessary export from the
mines, has become money, and forms the common
standard of value in their international trade, that
the limitation of the rate of E. by the cost of Spe-

cie remittance is most clearly visible. Between
all nations trading on a gold basis there is a well-

known and definite point above and below the par of

E. where it becomes profitable to move gold from
one to the other, and which marks the extreme
range of variation in the price of bills. Thus in

the exchange of London with Paris, New York, and
Berlin, respectively, 25.10, 4.81, and 20.30 nmrk a

point in the price of bills below par when it pays
to send gold from London to these centres ; and,

on the other hand, 25.30, 4.87, and 20.50, a point

above par when it becomes profitable to move gold

from Paris, New York, or Berlin to London.

—

When the rate of E., touching, under the supply
and demand of bills and other elements of valua-

tion, these extreme points on one side or the other,

and tending to exceed them, is the result of an
actual over-indebtedness, a transmission of bullion
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is die best and most satisfactory inotJc of »uttle-

im-nt. It directly ri-iliuu* tin- bahiiKo of dtbt,

and ri-iniers the price of bilin a^aiii more tquiiuMe
to traders. All other iiUMlt-s of feiuin^ it off,

save an increase<l export of jj<mkU and pnxluce,
are enore or less illusory. If, in jiuoh a juncture,
an amount of forei(;n capital ha^t iM-en mvi-stted in

bills on the country with the viiw of holding; them
to maturity for sake of profit in nite of interest,

and now, with the view of realizing the value of

the hills in i;old, they should Ix- pnssetl on the
market bcfon.- maturity for discount, an advaiuv
of •>ne jK-r ci-nt in the rale of discount may Ik'

ulHcient to inducv the foreign capitalists to liold

the bills till they mature. And another advance
of one |>er cent in the rate of discount may induce
them to reinvest in other hills on the country.

But the root of the adverse A', will not have Uen
ren«»ved. It will always apfn-ar when the foreijjn

capital thus investeil in hills an the country is

from any cause withdrawn, an<i until the over-

imlebtedness is liquidated by remittances of s|M>cie,

increase*! e.\|x)rt of priKluce, or transfers of sala-

ble shares ami securities. If, on the other hand,
the rate of A', has lx>en hrou}rht to the .Hj>ecie limit

by bills ri'presentinj; rm actual ilebt, hut drawn
and accepted solely for the purpose ot moving
bullion, as m.iv probably hap|H-n, there is no
reme<ly for what may prove an inordinate de-

mand for si)ecie by irri'jiulnr means but the

•letection of the bills, and either refusing them
discount, or iliscounting them under exceptionally
hi|{h rules of interest. — 5. Cmrtrt JudiiiniiU, or its

Oup<mtf, I'anic. An exposition, however brief.

of the causes opcratinj; on the rate of K would
•cure be complete without including the elTect of

opinion or estimate, correct or erroneous, of the
probable course of the market ; and therefore it

may lie observiil that a judgment has to Ik- formed
in every new phase of the numerous tliict nations.

The seller of bills Amis that within a few days the
market luu taken an unfavonible turn. If he
Judges that this has arisen fmm merely accidental
or temporary causes, he will U- inclineii to hold
his bills for what he deems their true value; or
if, on the contrary, he Judges that the causes
operathig are more dii-ply sealed, and likely to

bccimte stnmger for a time, he will sell with the
least possible delay. Should his judgment l>o jus-

tified by the event he will have ilone what is right

for him, if otherwise he will have chme what is

wnmg : but in either cas<< his abateniion or a<tion
will have afTecieii the supply and demand of bills

in the mean while. In all the great mart* of E.
then.' are frequent waveK.urrenis, so to s|>eak,

which cannot U- rightly interi»n-led either as the
•ijin of a |>rotracte<l »iaie of A. lM-tw«>4-n the points

of lhec<jm|>a.M in which iliey flow, or of the gem-ral
fondgn indebieilness of ihe ii-ntn> upon which they
•re <lirfct«Mi. When New Vork l>alanc(>« its delm
to China an<i India by bills on I>indon, the bills

Affect the cour»e of eastern F.. ; but they Icjso

much of the signitii-an<-(< they niight oiherwi*e
bear when it is convidered that New Vork is m
course of comp<-n*aiing I/<in<l(m in oiher ilinttions.

Titese operations r«u«e to l»e under»too<l and sys
tcmati/<M| by dealers and agents in bills with much
accuracy ; but in nddiiion to the judgment that
may be formi-<l by a thorough analysis of the su)>-

•tance of the various curn-nts of A' . there is the ef-

fect of opinion on exiernal events, which, though of
almost ilaily o«-currence in one quarter or another,
arc wholly of future accfiuni, and which impreM
not only the connoisseurs of A'., but the whole
bod/ of drawers and rvmittert, from whom the

original impulM' on the action of A.*, iu all ca.^es

comes. The e.xampUs that might be adduc-ed uf

the great eflect of pa»?iiig events on A', are innu-

merable. In lite be^'inning of INU. when the rup-

ture Utween Nortli and South had <K-curred, and
war w'as imminent, the V . Stales had a most fa-

vorable balance of trade with Kngland and Europe.
Their exjiorts of wheat and flour and cotton in

the pn-vious year had at once reached a maximum
in quantity and a ri^e in value. The drawer of a
bill on I>tndon was in so g<HMl a p<isition that he
had oidy to wait for the buyer to get the value of
his bill up to the K|K-»ie point. IJut so eager were
the drawers, in view of the jK-mling outbreak of
civil war, to rialize what was owing to them
abroad, that they ihrew their bills on the market
in an abundance which reduced their price to the

other end of the scale. This. «>f course, had its

converse elTwt at I»ndon. and bills on New Yorlc

were there ^elling at such a premium that it

si*emi»«l as if the L'. Stales »t)uld have to remit
bullion to EurojK'. The volume of bills, however,
t(dd its own lale after a while. l",n(.'lan<l had to

remit bullion in large quantity to the V . Slates,

and then jH'oi)le Ixgan to awake to the perception
that, in the A', tran^aclions, the one element most
important of all had been left out,— namely, the
relative intlebtetliiess. It mu.vt have been a time
of much profit to those on lK)ih sides of the At-

lantic who knew the actual slate of aiTairs. and of

much loss to tlio.'<e who did not know, of whom
there can be little doubt that the laller were minli
the greater numlKT ; but the balance of value Ik?-

twitn ihe two countries, as expressed on the face
of the bills, hail to be reiideriMl all the same. To
take a more recent case. The A', value of the
llussian rouble during the last twelve months of

war Ix'tween Itussia and 'I'urkey will amply illus-

trate what is meant by the prevailing judgment
on events in th«-ir future aspect, which, while pro-

ci-eding on a <-erlain amouni of reason, yet lK)nlers

on panic, and may Ik- of the nature of panic. The
issue of pa|>er roubh-s liati gone the length of T-'iO

millions Ixfon- the war. and there was a constantly

increased remi>»ion during the year, counteracliKl
' in some nu-asure by convirsions into loans lK>ar-

ing inien-Al. On the mobilization of the troops
the value of the rouble was .V els. to tR) cts. ; on
war U-ing dei-lareii it fell to 64 <-ts. ; when it

•eenusl as if I'levna couhl not )k- taken it sank to

4o els. ; when I'levna fell it rose to Tvlj els. ; and
when it followinl that the <«)n<|uesl of Turkey and
an annistice did not emi the ditlicullies. it fell to

the lowest |M»int it had touclutl. 41] cts. — Fui-oniUf

and f'n/iintniUr A,". The term," favorable AT.," as
ctinmionly use<l, not oidy means a stale of the AT.

when the debts due to a country abroa<i are so

miicli greater than what it owes abn>ad as to affect

potentially the demaixl and supply of bills, and
when the money of the country so silualeil, as ex-

prrsse«l in the price of bills, is equal to more of the

j
money of a foreign country than the nominal par,

I

— when its bills on abroad, in short, are dull of

sale, while the foreign bills on ilself are in much
\
demand ; it is also applie<l to all stages. nm<lerale

I

or extreme, of this ndalion of the foreign A," And
•o the term " unfavoralde," of course, applies to

the opposite con«lilions. If tluse phrases had
I ever any referentv to the prosperity of the fon-ign

I

trade of a country, they must have ari'cn under
the sway of " tlie menantile sysu-m " of the last

t-entury, tlie principle of which was that a balanir
I payable in specie is the canlinal condition of

Krosperous trade with any foreign cotinlry ; or, if

itroduced under that erroneous theory, thcjr hare
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been prolonged by the usage of bankers and other
dealers in foreij^n E., wlio, liaving large liabilities

entailing bullion payment, naturally consider a
state of E. which is on the eve of bringing specie

more favorable than one on the eve of taking it

away. This is quite true in the monetary view of

the question, and it is true also as to the relative in-

debtedness for the time being. But it is not true

to extremes, even in a monetary sense. The con-

dition of a country to which specie was always flow-

ing in and never going out would be a realization of
the fate of Midas. The most favorable E., there-

fore, is that where there are only moderate oscil-

lations up or down from the par of E. While the

terms " favorable " and " unfavorable " are thus
somewhat misleading as regards substantial inter-

ests, they are involved in a minor technical com-
ple.xit}', which, though well understood by those
in the business, may here be stated. The terms
would be strictly applicable in the sense they are
used, were the rate of E. always quoted in the
home money. The certain properly in E. transac-
tions is the number of pounds, dollars, francs, or
florins a remitter has to pay abroad ; the uncertain

is what amount of his own money is equal to this

amount of the foreign money. Were the quota-
tion on both sides respectively always made in the
home money, the fall or rise of the quotation
would always be identifiable witii such terms as
" favorable " or " unfavorable." Both drawers
and remitters would be so familiar with their sig-

nificance as to know what they meant. But this

is not tlie practice, and, with so much variety of
currency, could hardly have been the developed
practice, of E. Tiie pound sterling of England
is the largest monetary unit, and there is always
facility of expressing minute shades of differ-

ence in the smaller units, more especially when,
as in the case of Paris or New York, they
have a decimal ciiaracter. In London, conse-
quently, the public only hear quotations of rate
of E. with such countries as France and the
U. States in the foreign money, — London thus
giving what is called the certain, and the smaller
moneys the cariah/e. On the other hand, not only
in the Australian and other British colonies, where
the standard of value is the same as in tlic parent
country, but in such large commercial rcirions as
China and India, the quotation of rate of E. on
both sides is always expressed in sterling. The
Chinese tael of silver is worth so many English
pence sterling at Canton ; and the rupee is worth
so many English pence at Bombay or Calcutta

;

and in the same terms run the quotations in Lon-
don. The practice may not alter in any iota the
true rate of E., but it has the result that when the
rate is quoted in sterling money, as in the Indian,
Chinese, and Australian E., every drop in the quo-
tati<m is " more favorable " to England, every rise
" less favorable," ami this will hold good whether
the quotations arc made in England or in India,
China, or Australia

; whereas, on the other hand,
when E. are quoted in other money— American,
French, or German, etc.— every drop in the rate
by the same rule is " less favorable," every rise in
the rate " more favorable," to England, whether
the quotation be made in England or in the foreign
countries. Tiie states of E. to which the terms
" favorable " and " imfavorable " are thus applied
refer wholly to the effect of the demand and sup-
ply of bills ; so that, since the fluctuations of E.
are due to various causes, it would be an improve-
ment were the quotations always to include the
par of E., whether between the gold money of
one country and tlie silver money of another, or

between either and inconvertible paper, the depre-
ciation of which has to be determined by the gold
or silver premium in the country of its currency.
The actual rate above or below par would show
the effect due to the supply and demand of bills.

When a sudden alteration takes place in foreign
E. nothing is more ditficult than to discover the
relative force of the cause or causes to which it is

to be ascribed, and yet nothing is more necessary
to know than this, whether in the correctives that
may be applied or in the lessons to be conveyed to
importers and exporters.

Negotiation of Bills of K Rates of K haye undergone
much variation of late years from changes of standard, — in
some cases from gold to silver, and in others from silver to
gold,— and from the circulation of fon-ed paper currency-
The tendency, however, is to greater uniformity. The gold
standard of value adopted at Berlin extends to the whole Ger-
man Empire, and the rates of E. are now calculated in impe-
rial marks and piennige at Hamburg, Frankfort-on-tbe-Main,
Altona, and other German places, where different moneys for-

merly were used. The money under the new system is 100
pfennige = 1 mark, 20 marks = 1 twenty-mark gold-piece
(imperial mark) = 195. 6.954 sterling mint par. The mark,
which is the unit or integer of the system, is a silver coin
based on the ratio of I to loj as the relative value of silver and
gold. In like manner the kingdom of Italy ha.s extended a
uniform E. ; and the rates at Naples, Palermo. Messina, Milan,
Turin, Florence, Leghorn, and other Italian towns are similar

to the rates at Genoa.— Bills of E on New York and in other
large cities of the U. States are bought and sold through brok-
ers, who go round the mercantile and banking houses, and
discover whether they are buyers or sellers of bills. In New
York, as in other great commercial cities, bankers deal largely

on the rise and fall of E.,— buying bills when they expect a
rise, and selling bills when they expect a &1I. — E., as regards
the abundant arithmetic to which it gives ri.>ie in its negotia-
tion, may be divided into (1.) Direct, or E. between two coun-
tries wholly based on their rates of B., which is so simple as
to need no remark

; (2.) Cross, or E. between two countries in
which a third country has an interest, as when London, say,

has 10,000 francs in Paris which he wishes to move to Ham-
burg, and has to take account of his own course of K to Ham-
burg, as well as the direct between Paris and Hamburg, which
is only less simple than direct exchange, inasmuch as it re-

quires two formulae in-otcad of one ; and (3.) Indirect or arbi-

trated, where E. between two countries is conducted through
the medium of a third, or more than one other country, and
thus becomes more compound as the sphere of the operation is

extended. It is an arbitrated rate because it has no actual
form, and is found only in figures out of the current rates of
E. between more than two countries. The object being to

discover how a debt in one place may be most economically
paid from another, the question carries along with it not only
the difference between remitting and drawing which exists in
the simplest direct £.,— the debtor in the one country and
the creditor in the other having always the option of the one
remitting or the other drawing,— hut such mitiHti/r as whether
the rate of E given be in the foreign money or in sterling, till

it results in the following rules :—
^' For Hemittances:—
'MVith a foreign rate, any arbitrated rate is better than the

direct rate if it is greater than the latter.
" With a sterling rate, arbitrated is better than the direct

rate if it is less than the latter.
" Because, in either case, a given sum in sterling will pro-

duce a greater sum in foreign money , or a given sum in foreign
money will cost a less sum in sterling.
" For Drafts or Returns:—
" With a foreign rate, any arbitrated rate is better which is

less than the direct rate.
" With a sterling rate, any arbitrated rate is better which is

greater than the direct rate.
" Because, in either case, a greater sum in sterling will be

obtained from a given sum drawn for in foreign money."
Nor is this all. Arbitrated rates are calculated for present

money : the actual rates of E. on which they are calculated

have been affected by time and rate of interest. In the rate of

direct E. particularly, with which the arbitrateil rate has to be
compared, this effect has to be estimated, long bills reductnl to

short, and the difference of interest on them discounted from
the basis of calculation prima facie. This, in a superficial

view, may be counterpoise<I by drawing si>eculntive bills of

long date on a foreign centre ; but there arc limits to drawing
on a place for purposes external to its ordinary course of E.,

and a large amount of bills thus directed without correspond-
ing remittances might proiluce an effect on the E which would
go far to upset the calculation — It is obvious that arbitration

of J?., thus burdened at every additional length of the chain
by difflculties of estimate, cannot he much extended, or be-

come too artificiil, without the risk of miscarriage. But the

mediatioD of direct E. through a ttiinl place is of such com-
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moo aoJ UMrful prmclice (bat it niav b« J<->inl>l« to gift ao
pxvnple bitMii euougb to illuiirmtr the gvurrmi uelbuJ of
rquatiuD.
Takf Lootion on ParU at 3 month*, quo(c«l f &£& : Pari*

oo LooJon at 3 moath«, quutrU f. 'i^.lO.

Tbv <ii«r«uiit fur 3 uiODth>. in iliv rxample to he girra, b
taken al 1 (wr rtrol.or 20 nvi , obirh u <irUur(i«I fn>ui tbc

LuuJou raCr, and atklnl to (Ih< l*ari> n(r. lo make (h« two
•hoii or ra*ii rafaM ; tbiu rcUuciu|( ibe furtucr to (. 'i6.3U, aiul

taUiuK tbe latter to f. U>-35.

Ex.iMrLi.

from (h« folloirins rale* of bllU in Loodoo and ParU, It U
r«qulrc«l to flnJ, —

{<t. Wiirthrr. li«Tinc moner to trmnomit from Londoa to

P«ri<, It «ill tie brttrr for iiie to remit ilinK-t billi oo I'arU. or
to orvier billa In Pari* (o be drawn upou me in l<uudou, at tbe
(Bta of 4 pi^r cent |>er annum.

'U. Wlietber, h««ing niouey to draw from Pari*. It will be
better for ray r<irrr<ipi>iiili-nta there to make UM rvmit!aure«, or

for me lo draw iiixiii ttirm.

3J. If I have lo niakr rrmitunee* to Pari*, whether any
iodirprt rate will aii»wer better ttian (he n(e« of dirert bilU.

4th. If I hare to otitain return* fn>m P«ri<, witether anjr

laalliccl rate will answer better titan either of tbe direct ra(e«.

K\TtS or ExrMA.NGK.

Loodoa, June IT. Pari*, June 14.

Z'tM Pari* at 3 month*.
iril Amxerdaui 301
13"H)l lUmimn; l'^

131 trankfort 2101

Zi.Ki Leghorn Ij Iom = 100 Upb for 85
fhuir*.

Urr.ioi>t or IVokkixo tiic Eqcatioms.

Arnsttriiant.

1 — • 12"ll Florins and Stlrert.

1<J0 — • 2 im\ I'rane*.

Vnoca •i.Oa^ X ViM\ => 25.24 Praoc*.

HdmbitTg.

£1?
I — • 13"10l Mk. ftod 8e. o 2181 8c.

•e. laOO - Mk. 100 - • 1H4 Krtuc*.

rimaea IM X 218i — laOU - 25.10 Frmact.

Framiforl.

10— • 121 riorin*.

U»»— •21Ui Kraur*.

Franca 2l0i ^ Kl - lUJU = 26.42 Franca.

1 — • £• 47) lire ItaliaM.
HO — • Hi Fraor*.

Frann 86 • '£> 4T|| -r lUU - 26 00 Fraoe*.

L'uMrAiUM» or nit AurrtkTcs Ratls.

Price..

Lioodon. Pari*.

Pan.

36 .3U abort

aoi 26.24

IM 26 lU

21Ui 26 42
06 26116

2610 26 36 ibort

London . 3 mootbi 26i>6
AmaterUam 12" II

lUmbunc 13"10i
Kraukfort 121

liTKlioni 2tf4;j

Parts, 3 moDlha i

Fob Dikcct pArii.

It appeam fmm the din-ct r«(ea between London and Part*

at 25.»» au.l Z'>.X, that. —
l»t. To n-iiiit or transfer money from Ixjndoii to Pari*, It U

be(tpr for Pari* u> draw u|k>ii l»ud<)n at 2r> 36 rhort, than for

l»n<l(>n (o n-uiit (o Pari* a( 2.^ li> abort. Iieraurr by tiie foruM-r

operation there «ill be iiud<' 6 rent* per pound, or about one
flflh per rent, more than by (lie latter.

2d. To hHTe return* from Pari*, It U better, by the aame 5
rentii, for liondon to draw upon Pari* than for Pari* to rrmit

to Lon<lon, be<-au*e the bill* will rout *i> much leu Kreurb
money, or produce to much more in (terliug.

For I>fniRcrT P.tpm.

l.at. For remittance)! to Pari*, it appear* from the arbitrated

re«ul(« that bill* on Frankfort, lM>U|tht in Ixindon a( 121 ttoriu*

per £10 aterlini;,and aold in Pari* ( 212 franri per 100 tiorioi,

will produce 12 centa more than dirrct reniidance* froui Ix^n-

don to Pari*, or 7 cent* more than i* yielded by direct drafta

of Paria upon London.

( CoHlinutd at btginntHg o/ next pogt.

)

Pabs or ExciiANOE IN THE U. Statks.

(Smoc Jan. 1, 1870, the foUtncing ratea art taken by the U. State* Cuttom-IIoiue in estimating the

value of all imported merchandite.

)

OoffirniT. Monatary UnlU Standard.
Value In V. 8.

money. 8Undanl Coin.

XjiuU Florin 8 Onlden, or 30 Ptmaea, aold, -
6. 10. and an Prana . (M 8688
Ikeudo, 4 BoUvar, and BoUvar.
Nona.

Dolktf.

jl'ondar, IVmblooo, and Bartido.
10 and au Crowna.
tlollar.

6. 10. 26, ami 60 PlaatrM.
6. 10, and ao Franc

(, 10. ao. fiO, and 100 Drachma*.
6, 10, ami JO Mark*.
1,2,6, 10, and ai) Yen.

6, 10, ao, 60, and 100 Utr.
(UTO.

Pmo, or Pollar, 5, 10. 26, and n) «'•«•

Florin. 10 Oulden, cold, *. M.OIUS.
10 and ao I'rowna.

a, 6, and 10 MllrrU. *

i,i,and 1 Kouble.

6. 10. ao. 60. and 100 PMrtaa.
10 and 30 fmwn*
6, 10, and 20 Fianc..

16. 60, 100, 3&0. and 600 Pta«tr«*.

-UiBM OoUaad 8U?ar...

(told

O.IM
0M6
0X46
1.

O.Mft
o.&a6
OttlS
caos
og«
4 9T4
OItt

O.IM
0X»
0M7
0444
0.108
\m
1/>1S
0JH6
OJ)fl
(IMS
\m
0.748
1.00
0IB8
nam
OlM
0Ji44

0048
oja5

bXT".:;. ..::::: IteJIar

Nelrwi* of 1000 R«b
fMlar

9i^i , ,

BrMMFM. laX. A
Bunm
UMlnl AMMies
CkUl

Vmn
boUar NIevr
Pmo Oold

DVMDMk . ..

Wl»ar "!.!!!!!.[.Madar IWIar
Pound, 100 PtaatrwaIbeM Uold

fSIu (Mdand MlvM'...
(lotdOfMt Britain

Or«w«
Pouo-1 Ktartinf
Orarbma Ootdand SIlTer...

Oold

Ml«»r .

M.ril
Yen

IndM KupaaoflO Anna*....
Ut%Italy Oold and 8U*«r...

GoldDollar

MmIco IWInr
Florin

nilevr

Oold and Ml«*r...
Oold ...

polUir

Miifwv* nrinm luu
KmihleonfOKopK-lu...
noJIar

Mlvwr
rortugal
BomU
aan4w«rb laUnda .

Oold
|l|l*OT

OoU
Spain Peaeta of 100 ('MilMlaKN (Md and flUfw. .

Ooldfm»n
Ffane , .

MahbnbofVPtaaUnt...
Ptaatrw

P»«>

SvftaiTtand ... Oold and aiT«r...
ttUwr ...Tripoli

T«rtt«y
U.S. ofColoaMa...

1 Oold '..

i Mfar
1
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2d. For return? from Paris, it appears from the arbitrated
results that bills on Leghorn, bought in Paris at 85 centimes
per pap«T lira Italiana, and sold in London at paper lira Itali-

ana29.47J per pound sterling, will cost 29 cents, less than direct
bills from Pari:*, and will give 24 cents, more than drafts from
London on Pari.s.

Such is the manner in which the Tarious E. are calculated

in order to ascertain which will answer best for a speculation
in bills through intermediate places. The contingency of a
change of rates has to be considered, and the charges of brok-
erage and commission on the operation have to be deducted
from the result, or may be reduced when the operation is done
by branches of the same house, or on joint account. The elas-

ticity of arbitrated rates of E. is put to the severest strain

when a large subsidy, or monster indemnity, like that of France
to Germany, has to be paid bj' one country to another. In
these cases it is necessary to employ extensive banking co-oper-
ation, and at centres on which the drafts are heavy to arrange
means for the support of the E. — H. Somers.

Exchange, a place of public resort, in commer-
cial cities, where mercliants meet to transact busi-

ness. In New York and other cities of the U.
States there are also Com ^., Cotton ^., etc.

—

The bartering of one commodity for another.
Exchange Broker, a person whose business is

to propose and conclude bargains between mer-
chants and others in matter of bills of exchange.
They make it tlieir business to know the state of

the exchange, and the circumstances likely to ele-

vate and depress it. They sell bills for those draw-
ing on foreign countries, and buy bills for those
remitting on them ; and from their knowledge of the
mutual wants of the one class compared with tiiose

of the other, a few of the principal brokers are able

to fix the rate of exchange at a fair average, which
it would not be possible to do if the merchants
directly transacted with each other. They receive

a small commission.
Exchange Dealer, a person, more usually a

banker, who buys and sells foreign bills of ex-
eliange.

Exchange Fire Insurance Co., located in

New York City, organized in 185^3. Stutenient,

Jan. 1, 1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, -$200,010

;

net surplus, •§] 10,693.49 ; total cap. and surplus,

8319,703.49; risks in force, §18,903,772; premi-
ums, ."$91,139.06; premiums received since the or-

ganization of the Co., •S2,440,245.98 ; losses paid,

•'5l,4;>;3,239.98 ; cash dividends paid to stockholders,
.?242,617.50.

Exchequer Bills are promissory notes issued

by the English Treasury under the authority of
Parliament ; and are the form in which the floating

or unfunded part of the English national debt
chiefly exists. The issue of these bills greatly
facilitates the current financial business of the
government. They are circulated at present for
sums varying from .€100 to .£1,000, which are
printed with ink of different colors ; namel}-, £100
bills with red; £200, yellow; £500, blue; and
£1,000 bills with black ink. They bear interest
from their date until the day fixed for their pay-
ment, which is announced by advertisement, and
is generally about a year after being issued, when
they are either discharged or renewed for other
bills, at the option of the holders. Parties neglect-
ing to present their bills on the day appointed are
deprived of interest till the next opportunity of
obtaining new bills, or else must submit to the loss

of whatevQf premium they may chance to bear at
the time. During the currency of these bills they
may, after a limited time, be paid to the govern-
ment at par in disciiarge of duties and taxes ; they
are thus nearly exempt from the risk of deprecia-
tion, and, as they are transferable without the
necessity of a formal assignation, they form an
eligible investment for capital that may require to

be suddenly made available. They are so much in

demand by capitalists in the metropolis, tliat gov-

ernment is enabled to keep a considerable amount
of them, generally about £28,000,000, in circula-

tion at a low rate of interest. The rate is fixed at

so much per cent per diem, and is commonly ad-

justed so that the bills shall bear a premium in

the market, in order that government may not
be exposed to the inconvenience of having them
returned in pajment of taxes. Of late years the

rate has fluctuated from 2^d. to Id. per cent per
diem; that is, from £3 16s. O^d. to £1 10s. bd. per
cent per annum.
Excise, in England, an inland tax or impost on

certain articles of home manufacture and con-

sumption, as on beer, British spirits, malt, etc.

The excise also grant licenses for certain trades

and occupations which bring in a duty to govern-
ment. See IsTERXAL Revevue.
Excortication, the stripping off the bark of a

tree.

Execution, a judicial writ Issuing from some
court of law against the body, lands, or goods and
chattels of a person.

Executor, a person appointed by the testator

to administer to his estate, to carry into force the

appropriations of his will and testament after liis

decease.
Exemplaire [Fr.], a copy of a book or engrav-

ing.

Exempt, privileged ; free from charge or duty.

Exequatur, an ofllcial recognition of a consul

or consular agent, authorizing him to act in a
country.
Exhibit, any voucher or document produced in

a court of law, or before arbitrators, etc.— The
written statement of the affairs of a merchant in

failing circumstances, or of one who has suspended
payment.
Exhibition, a public display of works of art,

industry, manufactures, etc. See Natiokal and
IXTERXATIONAL ExHiniTIOSS.
Ex-0£5cio [Lat.], by virtue of the oflSce.

Exotic, a plant or product of a foreign coimtry.

Expansion, all substances, solid, liquid, and
gaseous, when chemical change does not take
place, expand by heat and contract by cold. In

some of them this property occurs in a greater

degree than in others, but is constant for the same
substance under the same circumstances. The
chemist avails himself of this property in the con-

struction of his thermometer ; the wheelwright, in

fixing on the tire of his wheels ; the engineer, in

restoring to the perpendicular the leaning walls of

buildings, etc. Tiiis E. by heat is of great im-

portance in the manufactures, as allowance has to

be made of it in every purpose where metals are

employed. The following is a list of the E. of the

chief metals, etc., when heated from 32° to 212° F.,

or from 0° to 100° Cent. :
—

Substance. Expansion.
Id bulk. In length.

Glass 1 in 384 1 in 1150
1 " 377 1 "1311

Steel

Iron
Gold
Copper

1 " 309
1 « 282
1 " 227
1 " 194

1 " 926
1 " 846
1 «« 682
1 •• 683

..1 " 179 1 " 536
Silver 1 " 175 1 •« 684

Tin 1 " 172 1 " 616
Lead
Zinc

1 " 117
1 " 113

1 " 861
1 " 340

Of the liquids, thev expand as follows, when
heated from 32° to 212° F., or from 0° to 100°

Cent. :
—

Mercury 1 in S.*; In bulk
Water 1 " 21 "
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Gases practically ail expand alike ; that is to

nay, for every tletrree K. a gan i-xpands ^4i of it«

bulk at 52°, and for every degn-e Cent, ij] of

their volume at
0" C. — An ex-

ample will show
tlie iiii|M>rtance of
thin. Su|>|M>«e an
iron bar. eonni-ct-

in|f two tides of a
buihiiiig, and of

a Knttth of about
»o fiet. The in-

crease in lentilh

by heat of thin

bar would make
it 1 inch lonf^er

in summer than
in winter ; and it

would, if no allow •

anivbe muile.pull

or thrust the walls

to this extent each
year. The un-

v<|ual expansion
of the metals has
received an im-

f>ortant applica-

tion in the ip-'tdiion

cuiii/>eiisiilion jM-it-

iliiliim, which is so

arran(;ed as to

preserve the cen-

tre of gravity of

the lM)b or ball at

a constant dis-

tanix' from the
:txisofsus|>ension,

notwithstanding
changes of tem-
perature. Ix'roy's

Compensation IVndulum (Fig. 108) consists of

•everml rods of steel an<l brass, so arranged that
tlK'ir unequal ca|mcity of JC. produces a conipen-
Mling result.

BiqiMUuion-Joiiit, the stuffing-box joint con-

necting th<- Htritm pi|K'S, so as to allow one of them
to slide within the enlarged end of the other when
the length increase* by expansion.
Bzpaiuion-Valve, an auxiliary valve place*!

between the slide valve ami the steam cylinder.

It ia work<M| by a cam or other eontrivanc«-, so as

to cut off the steam at a given iK*rio<l, ami cause
the remainder of the stnilic to W {K-rformcHl by
expansion.
Bx-Parte, a partial or one-sided statement.
Bxpestatioii of Life, a phrase improiierly ap-

plied by writers on Life Insuram-e to the averace
of fnrtlieinning years in the life of an imiividual.

As exninined in the article Iktkrkst axu Axxii-
TIK*. It i« ililTirent from the term of probable life.

Bxpedient, a contrivaix'e.

Bxpenditure. a charg«' or disbunwrnent ; nut-
lay ; that which is con*um4>(I or us4.<<i on Iwani
•hip is «air| to Im- ex|M-nde<l.

Xlxp«riment. a trial or effort ; an attempt to
analyze .ir determine bv a chemist.

Bicpert, a |K'rson skilled in handwriting*; afac-
•imilist. — A |>«'rs<)n si-hi't*-*! br a ••ourt, or by
parties in a cause, on accitunt of' his knowledge or
skill, to examine, estimate, and ascertain tilings,

and make a report of his opinion.

Bzploltation |Fr.j, tlM> impn>vinff of lands,

the felling of wo<jds, tlic working of mine*, or
other undertakings.

Z!xportatiou. the art of s<Miding or carry-

ing in traflii- ^^mxU or pnKluctions from one coun-
try to another. See iMitiKTATios asi> Kxi*o«ta-
TH>N.

Exporter, a 8lii]>|>er of wan>8. eommmlities. or
iiieri'liuiidiM.- of any kiiui to a foreign country.

Z!xportS. ^oods, wans, or manufaciures trans-

mitted abroad. See Imi-uktatio.n anu Kxi*obta-
TION.

Express, a system organize<I in the l' States

for the iriin»i>ortalion of men.-hMn<li»e or parceb of

any kind. This system was uriginateti in ]NK>,

when Mr. William F. Ilanideii, of lioiiion, |iri>-

cee<led to New York in charge of a few i>anvls.

bank-notes, etc., for delivery in the latter city, and
for which service he n.H'eiveilaii ade<|uate remuner-
ation. The success of this ex|M-riment hil him lo

form a contract with the railroad and sleamlMiat

i*oinpanii-8 coniu-cting the two cities, by which in-

creaseil facilities were a(Torde<l him for the (level-

onment of his scheme. In the next year a rival

h. started un<ler the auspices of Meh^rs. 1*. U.

liurke and Alvan Adams, which eventually ex-

tendcil its ramifications throughout the V. States,

and led the way for the formation of numerous
other comi)anies, ^iH-cifieil at the foot of this arti-

cle. The liurke and Adams A". lH-<ame consoli

dated, in lHo4. with other companies, and form
the now celel»rated Adams' Kxpn-ss Company.
The general system upon which these comjmnit s

conduct their extensive oinrations is sutiiciently

well known in this country to dis|Hnse with ex-

position here, even diti the liniits of our s|>ace

admit of such. The following are the priiicipnl

A', companies now in successful running, ai <l

their field of operations: Atitims' J!x/inss lo. (K,
\V., and S. States) ; chief offices. New York. I'hila-

delithia, and Boston. Aineririiii Kr/inut i'o. (N.

and \V. States an<l Territories). Amriiraii-Kiiio-

fifiin Krpitm Co. ((ireat liritain. France, and other

))art8 of Furo|H\ Asia, and Africa); prim-ipal

offi<-es. New York, I'hiladelphia. I.,ondon. Liver-

pool, I'aris, etc. i'mlml /'T/nrts Co., an ini|M(rtant

tHmcern. connecting with all others; chief office.

I'hiladelphia. I/iniitin iii>ii W'tsl linUft Kr/ufu
Co., \V. Indies. lirazil, and Kai>tern S. America.
Ilitindrii Kriirrt* Co (N. and F,. States) ; citief

office. New York, .\trrvhitiitt' f 'nion /•!rf>rti» ( o.

(N.. K., and W. SUtes) ; chief office. New York.

I\uifie Mail Strainthip Co., California, S. and
Central America, China. Japan, ami islands of the

Pacific; Pier 42, foot of Canal »tn-et. New York.
Sotilhrrn Kxprriit Co. ( S. States, — all S. of " Mastm
and Dixim's line"). ('. S. Kr^nrtt Co., N ami K.

States, and the Canada*. \S tilt, Fan/n, and Co.,

California (overland), and W. Territories and the

i'acific islands, etc. — Xrir* /•^nrffrloixnlia.

Bxtension. an agreement by which a creditor

allows to his debtor further time for payment.
Extra, additional; superior: a term for the

flour made of the iH-st quality of re<l winter or low

white wheat, with the tine fiour and middlings

lw>lte<l out. Doubleextra, or, as usually written,

XX. is the choicest flour that is made fnim the

best white wheat.
Extract, among chrmiMt* this term is under-

•too<l to apply to the residuum of the ««va|Minition

of aqueous d«*cn<7tinns or infusions of vegetable

matter. In mrtiiciiu! and fJuirmarif, it has a lt»»»

' definite signiflcation. Indng ajiplied to various

! pre)>anitions obtaiiu"*! bv evajMirating the ex-

pressi-d Juiws. or the ((ectKti<m», infusions, or

tinctures of vegetable sul)stanc-es, until a niaM of

a solid or semi-solid consistence is forme<l. K.

vary in tlieir nature and composition with the sub-
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stances from which they are prepared and the fluids

employed as solvents. When water is employed
as the menstruum, the products (uqutous E.) usu-

ally consist of gum, starch, sugar, albumen, ex-

tractive iind saline and other matter, along with

the peculiar principles on which the medicinal

virtue of tlie vegetable depends. When spirit

is employed as the solvent, the products {alcoholic

E.) contain most of the substances above enu-

merated, except the gum and starch, together with

several other substances which are soluble in

spirit, but wliich are either wholly or nearly insol-

uble in water ; as resins, essential oils, and the

proximate principles of vegetables. These prepa-

rations, with scarcely an exception, are considera-

bly more powerful than tlie aqueous E. of the same
vegetables. In some cases proof spirit or under-

proof spirit is employed, wiien the extracts (spirit-

uous E.) generally possess properties between
those of the above. In otlier cases, dilute acetic

acid or acidulated water is employed as the men-
struum, when the products (acetic E.) possess

much greater activity than when prepared with
water ; and would in many cases prove fatal, if

exhibited in doses as large as tiiose of the aqueous
E. Still more active E. are obtained by a combi-
nation of the two last menstrua. Ether is some-
times used as the menstruum for the active

principles of certain substances, as cantharides,

cubebs, worm-seed, etc. (ethereal E.). Tlie term
siinjile E. is applied to an E. prepared from a
single plant or vegetable substance, and the term
com/iound E. to one prepared from two or more of
sucli substances. The Jluid E of modern phar-
macy are those which are only evaporated to the
consistence of a thin sirup, and then mixed with

i',i to ^ of their volume of rectified spirit.

Preparation. The preliminary operations in the manufac-
ture of extracts arc similar to those employed in the prepanv-
tion of decoctions, infitsinnn, and tinctures. The proper
quantity of the ingredients being taken, the whole is well
bruised or reduced to coarse powder, or otherwise divided
by slicing- with a knife, that every portion may be fully ex-
posed to the solvent action of the iluid. In some few cases
(an with gentian, etc.) the "slicing,'' or reduction to fr:ig-

nicnts, is often conveniently deferred until the action of the
menstruum shall have so far softened tha ingredients as to
render them of easy division by the knifes Those substances
(as sarsaparilla, ch.imomiles, etc.) whose medicinal principles
reside in the cortical portion, of wliich are of easy solubility,

are commonly subjected to the action of the menstruum with-
out being subjected to any particular preparation. — In the
preparation of aqueous E. the ingredients are treated with
water until all the soluble matter th.at it is desirable to obtain
Is dissolved out. There are several methods of effecting this
object, depending upon the nature of the substances acted on.
In some cases maceration in cold water is resorted to ; in
others, percolation with that fluid in a " displacement appara-
tus." More generally, however, boiling water is poured on
the substance, and is digested on it for some time, as in the
preparation of infusions ; or the substance is exhausted by
boiling in water, as in the preparation of decoctions. After
tlic ebullition or infusion has continued a suflicicnt time, the
heat is removed, and the liquid portion drawn off. The in-
gredients are then pressed to extract the remaining liquid ; or
they are washed or '-sparged" with hot water, which expels
it by displacement. According to the usual practice in the
majority of cases, a second quantity of water is poured on after
the first has been thoroughly drained off, and the effusion or
decoction is repeated a second and even a third time, or until
the ingredients are perfectly exhausted of their soluble por-
tion. The liquor or liquors thus obtaintid being allowed to
repose for 15 or 20 minutes, for the purpose of depositing the
sand or other gritty and heavy matter that is mechanically
mixed with them, are carefully decanted from the sediment,
and, after being run through "a fine hair sieve, or flannel bag,
are ready for concentration. In some instances, however, this
method proves insufBcient to render the liquid clear. In
such cases the solution may genenilly be rendered transparent
by clarification with a little white of egg, removing the scum as
it rises, straining tlie liquid through flannel, as before: or the
liquid may be filtered through a bag- made of fine " Welsh
flannel,'' or of "twilled cotton cloth" (Canton flannel), both
of which should be soaked in clean water for at least an hour

before use. In the small way, filters of linen or paper are
sometimes employed ; but as all media sufficiently fine to

render vegetable solutions transparent soon choke up, this fil-

tration is objectionable, from the length of time it occupies.

In some houses the aqueous infusion or decoction is allowed to

repose for 24 hours, and then is decanted and evaporated ; but
such plan is objectionable, as, however smooth and glossy E.
so prepared may appear, their medicinal virtues are lessened

by the lengthened exposure to the atmosphef^. When about
one half of an aqueous solution has evaporated, it is often ad-
vantageous to repass it through a flannel or horsehair strainer,

to remove the flocculi that generally form by the action of the

heat and air. This is especially necessary with vegetable solu-

tions prepared without boiling, and should be adopted when-
ever a smooth and clear E. is desired. On the large scale,

the evaporation of infusions or decoctions for E. is usually

conducted in very wide, shallow, copper or tinned-copper
pans, having steam-tight jackets of cast-iron, and heated by
steam " plajing" l>etween the two. The rapid deterionition

which vegetable juices and solutions undergo by exposure to the

air, e.specially at high temperatures, has led to the introduc-

tion of apparatus by which they may be concentrated without
contact with the atmosphere, and at a less degree of heat than
is required for that purpose in open ves-^els. Such is the

method, commonly called " Barry's process,'" in which the

air is removed from certain air-tight refrigerators by the intro-

duction of steam, which is then condensed by the application

of cold, by which means a partial vacuum is obtained.

Another process for attenuating the atmosphere over the

surface of fluids during evaporation is by the action of an
air-pump. This plan was introduced by Howard, and is com-
monly applied to the concentration of sirups in the sugar

refineries. L. obtained by either of these methods are said to

be prepared " in vacuo," and are found in practice to be im-

mensely superior to the common E. of commerce. — Alcoholic

and spirituous E. are prepared by evaporating a filtered con-

centrated tincture of the ingredients in any suitable vessel, by
which the volatilized spirit may be saved. In general, rectified

spirit is used as the menstruum ; but in some cases proof

spirit is employed ; and in others, the substances are first di-

gested in proof spirit, and afterwards in water, and the mixed
tincture and infusion evaporated in the usual manner.

—

Ethereal E. are obtained in a similar manner to alcoholic

ones ; but being merely prepared in small quantities at a time,

the process may be couveuiently performed in glass vessels.

When it is required to boil either of the above fluids (alcoholic

or ethere:il), or any other volatile liquid on the ingredient's, a
vessel fitted with "a long tube, or a Liebig's condenser re-

versed, may be used to prevent any loss of the menstruum.
The quality of an extract cannot be ascertained by mere

inspection, nor is it readily discovered by chemical tests. A
knowledge of these facts has induced the mereenary and frau-

dulent manufacturer to employ damaged and inferior drugs in

their pt*paration, alike regardless of the welfare of the patient

and the credit of the practitioner. A common practice with

some manufacturers is not only to pick out the lea-t expensive

variety of every drug for the preparation of their extracts, but
the most inferior and often damaged and worthless portion of

this already inferior article. The production of a smooth,
bright, and' glo.<sy extract is all thai is usually attempted by
these individuals, and nil that is sought after by the mass of

purehasers, who mistake the simulation of the mere external

signs of good quality for Its actual existence. It is a fact,

which we can verify from extensive experience in the labora-

tory , and from years of practical observation on this point, that

extracts faithfully j)re|)are<J from good materials do not possess

the sightly and plca.sing appearance of those commonly vended

by the wholesale druggists. On comparing the extracts pre-

pared by different metropolitan hou.'es, we have found that

those which have exhibited a remarkably bright and glossy

appearance have been uniformly inferior, and sometimes nearly

inert; whilst others, with a less prepo.sses.«ing appearance,

have been generally of good quality. These facts are well es-

tablished by reference to the extract* of those houses and insti-

tutions that are remarkable for the superior quality of their

preparations, and by comparing them with the common ex-

tracts of the shops supplied by the wholesale trade. — A good

extract should be : 1. Free from grit, and wholly soluble

in 20 parts of the menstruum employed in its preparation,

forming a nearly clear solution.— 2. It should have a uniform

texture and color, and be of a proper consistence —3. If a

narcoctic or active extract, it may be exhibited in proper doses,

and its eflects watched. Its activity may also be tested on any

small animal. — 4. An assay for the proximate vegetable prin-

ciple (alkaloid, etc.) conUined in the plant from which it has

been prepared may be made. The extracts prepared from the

expressed juices of plants, without straining off the coagulated

albumen, are, of course, exceptions to the first test Unfortu-

nately, these tests are not always easily performed, and the last

two are inapplicable to thoseextracts that exereise no ve^
marked physiological action, unless when taken in repeated

doses, long continued. This want of a ready means of accu-

rately testing the qualities of extracti has ennbled the fraudu-

lent manufacturer to sell inferior articles with impunity, and
often without the least fear or danger of detection.
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Eztrait |Fr.). lin-rally, an extract. Among
pt'rfunu-rs, fX traits are mostly spirituous solutions

of tlie fssontial oils or odorous jirincipU-s of plants

and other fraj^rant 8ub^tan(•^•. 'llii- Kniuli coin-

niunly apply the term to any conct-ntrateil spirit,

either simple or comiM>un(l. In French jH-rfumery
upwards of (X) preparations of tite kind are distin-

guished by this name. The extracts of jasmine,

Joiiijiiil, Maif-Jiltf, ontw^t-Ut'ssomi, viuJrts, and other
like tlovrers of delicate perfume are obtained by
agitating and digesting tlie " huiles " and " |m>-

mades " of the llowers with the purest ri'ctifled

•pirit in the maimer described under S< kntkd
Spirits (" esprits "). This proiess is repeated
with fresl) oil or pomade until the spirit is ri'n-

dered sutliciently fragrant. The other extracts
(both sintple and com]»ound) are matte by the
conunon ntethods of infusion and distillation.

See KssENCK. Exthact, Si'ihit, etc.

Bxtra State, a grade of tlour made of spring
wheat bolted clear.

Extravagance, recklessness and improvidence

;

a waste of materials.

Eye (Artificial), a shell or segment of a

hollow sphere, usually made of enamel, and so

insiTti-d as to prl^enl the apin-arance of the natu-
ral eye.

Eye-Blinda. bandages for a horse's eyes when
being sin^'ed, blid, etc.

Eye-Bolt, a ^mall ringlM)lt UB<-d on sliipboard,

to which ni|>es are fastened.

Eyebright, a meadow plant, the KujArasia
ojju iiiiilif. Used medicinally.

Eye-Flap, a blinder on a liorse's headstall.

Eye-Olaas, a single sjKciaile glass worn by
nearsighted |K-rson8 ; the outer glass of a tele-

coix', which is placed against (he eye.

Eyelet, a short metallic tulie wliose ends are

flanged over against the surfaces of the object in

which the said \\\\n- is inserted. It is UM-d as a
bushing or reinforce for holes, to prevent the tiar-

inif of the jHTforati**! edge of the fabric or mate-

rial by the lacing. F.yelets are made from strips

of mctnl by a cutting and punching o]H-ration, or

punching and sha|>ing. — E. II. Kuii/ht.

Eye-Piece, the Uns or combination of lenses

used in microscojK-s or telescoiH-s to examine the

aerial image formed at tlic focus of the object-glass.

ss
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F
Fabric, the texture or structure of a manufac-

tured article. — Cloth of any description or of any
material made by weaving or felting. — The frame
or structure of anything.

Pabricant [Fr.], a manufacturer.

Face, the edge, surface, or front of anything. —
The dial of a watch.
Face-Guard, a wire-gauze mask, with windows

for tlie eyes, used by workmen, as in stone-break-

ing, ill chemical or manufacturing purposes, etc.

Facets, the various sides into which a precious

stone, etc., is cut, and which contribute much to

its reflective brilliancy.

Face-Wheel, Crcwn-Wheel, Contrate-
Wheel, is a wlieel in which the cogs are perpen-
dicular to the plane of motion.
Fac-simile, a true likeness or representation of

anything ; an exact copy of a handwriting.
Factitious, made by art, in distinction from

what is produced by nature ; artificial.

Factor, a commercial agent residing at a dis-

tance from his principal, and having the superin-
tendence of some branch of his employer's trade
in tlie place where he acts. A factor differs from
an ordinary agent in this, that he does not repre-

sent his principal, but acts as a principal himself
in his transactions with third parties. He is distin-

guished from a broker, in as far as he has the per-

sonal possession and management of tlie goods
over which his superintendence extends. The
factor carries on his commercial operations on
commission. He receives consignments from his

principal, and makes sales and remittances in

return, balancing accounts from time to time.

He may act without disclosing the name of his

principal. He frequently holds a del credere com-
mission (see Del Chedere). Like other man-
datories, the factor is personally responsible for

whatever he may do exceeding the powers dele-

gated to him, and, where they are not expressed in

the terms of his commission, his powers will be
limited by the custom of the trade. He is not re-

sponsible " at all events" (as it is termed) for the
safety of goods within his charge, that is to say,

he is not liable for them as if he had insured them
against all risks ; but he ought to bestow on them
the same care as on liis own property, and it

would appear that he will be amenable to his em-
ployer if he do not. He is not in the general case
responsible for the consequences of fire, robbery,
or other accident; but there are precautions Nvhich,

in certain circumstances, he must adopt. One of
the most important is that of protecting his princi-

pal's interest by insurance, and.if he have effects

in hand, he is in all cases bound to comply with
directions to insure, being, on failure, himself con-
sidered responsible. Where goods are consigned
to a factor, his title to tlieni, and right to dispose
of them, is generally conveyed in an indorsed bill

of lading ; but in questions with parties privy to
the transaction, it is held that a letter of advice is

sufficient. Where the factor has absolute power
to sell, indorsement of a bill of lading while the
goods are at sea will pass them absolutely, and bar
the principal's right to stop in transitu ; and in the
absence of fraud it seems that the assignee's
knowledge of the factor's character would not
affect his title ; for, in order to make notice mate-
rial, it must be notice of something inconsistent

with the right of the assigner to do the act under
which the assignee claims, or of such circum-

stances as render the bill of lading not fairly and
honestly assignable. But, inasmuch as the char-
acter of a factor is consistent witii the power to

sell, the knowledge of this circumstance would not
probably be considered as any impeachment of
the transaction if it would be otherwise valid.

A factor has a lien on the goods consigned to liim,

not only for charges affecting those goods, but for
his general balance. The lien extends to every
portion of the goods, and, when they are disposed
of, to the proceeds. On parting with possession,

the factor abandons the lien ; and goods trans-

mitted to him with a specific appropriation are
excepted from it.

Factorage, the commission paid to a factor by
his employer for business done.

Factory, a word more commonly used in Eng-
land than in this country as an abbreviation
for manufactory, etc. ; usually applied to build-

ings of an extensive scale, where complicated ma-
chinery, worked by motive-power, is used. In the

U. States, any building in which textile products
are manufactured by machinery worked by steam,
water, or some other power, is called a mill.

Factory-Maund, a commercial weight of

India, of 74 lbs. 10 oz. 10^ drachms, avoirdupois,

and less ponderous than the ordinary bazaar
mannd.
Factotum, a useful person ; one who can turn

his hand readily to anything.
Facture [Fr.], Fattura [It.], Factura |Port

and Sp.|, an invoice or bill of parcels ; a written
account of the particulars of merchandise shipped
or sent to a purchaser.
Faculty, a privilege or disj)ensation.— A body

of masters or professors of law, medicine, sciences,

etc.

Fade, to wear away ; to wither or lose color
or distinctness, as in silks, colored stuffs, etc.

Fadge, a name amongst leather-sellers for a
covering of undressed leatlier.

Fading, loss of strength or color; decay.
Fag, one who works hard.—A knot in cloth.

Fag-End, the refuse part or worst end of a web
of cloth or any fabric.— The untwisted end of a
rope.

Fagot, a quantity of steel in bars, equal to 120
lbs. ; a bundle of sticks of wood about 3 feet long
and 2 feet round.
Fagotto, a brass wind-instrument resembling a

bassoon.
Fahatn-Tea, a name given in the Mauritius to

the dried leaves of the Eplmedinm macranthum
(Fig. 160), a fragrant herbaceous plant, which
owes its odor to the presence of coumarin. Tlie

infusion is drunk to promote digestion, and is

useful for certain diseases of the lungs.

Fahrenheit, a thermometer scale in which the

freezing-point of water is fixed at 32 degrees, and
the boiling-point at 212. See Thermometer.
Faience, or Fayence. See Pottery.
Fail, to suspend payment ; to become insolvent

or bankrupt.
Failtire. See Insolvency.
Faints, or Feints, the impure spirit in the pro-

cess of distillation passing over at first and at last

from the still ; the former being called strong and
the latter weak faints.

Fair. A F. is defined as a " greater species of

market recurring at more distant intervals "
; both

have been distinguished by Lord Coke from
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" mart," which lie coiisidiTs as a jjn-ati'r specif*

of /•'.
; all three may eomiiniieiisively be ile-

girilKMl as customary or Uj;alizi(l public jilaces for

the sale of comnxHlities (incluiiin^ lalMir). Thus,
ill Kn^lniid, iiu /'. can b.- Ik-IiI without a (;rant

from the sovereign, or prescription wiiich presup-
poses such );rant. lu France tlie esiablishmeiit j

and altolition of /'.— with the exception of the
eattie-markcts ami the markets of the metro[H>li8
— are tjeneraily left to the discretion of the de-

partmental prefects The most commonly ae- i

cepteil derivation of the word F. is from frriit,

a name which the church borrowe<l from Uoman
custom and applied to her own festivals. A /'.

was generally liehl during the {M-riod of a saint's

feast, and in the prii-incts of his church or abl>ey,

— the time and the place of the chief po|>ular a»-

semblage. Most of the famous /'. of medieval

f\t. 108' — rxHAM-TiA PLAjrr.

Eurrjpp, with their tolN or other revenup«, and,
within certain limits of time and place, tiieir mu-
i)ii{Mily of trade, were grants from the sovereign

to abbots, bishops, and other i-cciesiastieal dtgni-

tarir*. Their " holy d%y " as»<M-iatioiit are prc-

»erve<l in the (iennan word iitr F., Slrnrn. Then'
are grounds, however, for the »up{>o«iiion that F.
were already existing national in«titution* long
befortr the church turned, or wa« privileged to turn,

them to her own pn>tit. Tlie Koniana ap|N>ar to

have ela>K>ratcd a market law similar to that in

force throughout mediieval Kun>|)e It haa also

been tupposetl that the ancient F. of Lyons were
a siMTcial |)rivilcge granted by the Honian conquer-
on ; and Sidonius AiM>llinaris, a. i>. 427, allude*
to the F. of the district afterward* known a* tlie

county of Champagne, as if they were then famil-

iarly known institutions. F., in a word, would
not only have arisen naturally, wherever the
lueaiu of conununicatiun between individual cvn-

tres of production and consumption were felt to

be inadi-quate to the demand for an interchange

of commodities; liut, from their very nature, they
might be e.xpi'cted to show ^ome essential resem-

blances, even in ]M>ints of legislation, and where
no international transmission of custom could
have Ixen iMj>.«ible. Thus, the /'. courts of jire-

Spanish Mexico corresjionded very closely to

those under whose supervision the Heaucaire /'. is

conducted in the present day, ami the SpaiiianU,

when tirst they saw the Mexican /'., were re-

minded of the like institutions in Salamanca and
Granada. liut, iiotMithsianding the great an-

tiquity of /'., their charters are comparatively
modern, — the oldest known In-ing that of St.

Denys, Paris, which I)agob«.rt, king of the Franks,
granted (tM2 a. d.) to the monks of the place " for

the glory of (JjmI, and the honor of St. iJenys at

his festival." The first rei-orded grant in Kngland
apjK'ars to be that of William the Conqueror to

the Bishop of Winchester, for leave to hold an
annual '" free /"." at St. (iiles's Hill. The monk,
who ha»l been the king's jester, reitived his charter

of Hartholomew /'., Smithfield, in the year 1133.

And in 1:J48 Henry III. granted a like privilege

to the Abbot of W'lstniiii.ster, in honor of the

"translation" of Edwanl the Confessor. Some-
times /'. were granted to towns as a means for

enabling them to recover from the effects of war
and other disasters. Thus, Fdward III. granted

a " free F." to the town of Hurnley in Rutland,

just ag, in subsequent tinies, Charles VII. favored

Hordeaux, after the Knglish wars, and Ix)uis XIV.
gave F. charters to the towns of Dieppe and
Toulon. The imi>ortance attached to these old F.

may be understood from the inducements which,

in the I4th century, Charles IV. held out to

traders visiting the great /'. of Frankfort-on-the-

.Main. The charter declared that both during
the continuance of the /'. and for eigliteen ilays

In'fore and after it, merchants would l»e exempt
from im]>erial taxation, from arrest for debt or

civil prtKvss of any sort, except such as might
arise from the transactions of the market itself

and within its precincts. I'hilip of ^aloiss regu-

lations for the /'. of Troyes in Champagne might
not only Ix- acceptetl as a fair tviK* of all subse-

quent h. legislation of the kingdom, but even of

the Knglish and (ierman laws on the subject.

The F. had its stafT of notaries for the attestation

of iNirgains, its court of justice, its police oftUer*,

its sergeants for the exe<ulion of the market
juilges' de«-rtH'», and its visitors,— of whom we
may mention the firwi' l.ommft, — whose duty it

was to examine the quality of gcM>ds ex|H>»e<l for

sale, and to confiscate those found unfit for eon-

sumption. The confiscation rwiuiri^l the consent
of five or six rei>n's«'nlalive8 of the merchant com-
niunitv at the /". The effect of these great " free

F." of Kuropc on the development of s<Kiety wa«
indecil great. They hel|H'd to familiarize the

western and northern countries with the banking
and financial systems of the IxunlMirds and Floren-

tines, who resorted to them uiuler the protection

of the sovereign's " firm peace " and the ghostly

terrors of the Vi>]>c. They usually iK-came the

•eat «)f foreign agencies. Like the chunh on iIk.*

religious side, the fn-e F. on the commercial side

evoke<l and cherishe<I the international sjiirit.

And during long ages, when connnercial " protec-

tion " was regarded as indisp«>nsable to a nation's

wealth, and the merchant was com|H'lle«l to " figlit

his way through a wilderness of taxes," they were

the s<j'le and, s<» far as they went, the complete
substitute for our modern free trade. Their privi-
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leges liowever, were, from their very nature, des-

tined to grow more oppressive and intolerable the

more the towns were multiplied and the means of

communication increased. The people of London
were compelled to close their shops during the

days when the Abbot of Westminster's F. was
open. But a more curious and complete instance

of such an ecclesiastical monopoly was that of the

St. Giles's F., at first granted for the customary
three days, which were increased by Henry III. to

sixteen. The Bishop of Winchester was, as we
have seen, the lord of this F. On the eve of St.

Giles's feast the magistrates of Winchester sur-

rendered the keys of the city-gates to the bishop,

who then appointed his own mayor, bailiff, and
coroner, to hold office until the close of the F.

During the same period Winchester and South-
ampton also— though it was then a thriving

trading town— were forbidden to transact their

ordinary commercial business, except within tiie

bishop's F., or with his special permission. The
bishop's officers were posted along the highways,
with power to forfeit to his lordship all goods
bought and sold within seven miles of the F., — in

whose centre stood "the pavilion," or bisliop's

court. It is clear, from the curious record of the
" Establishment and Expenses of the Household
of Percy," fifth earl of Northumberland, that F.

were the chief centres of country traffic even as

late as the 10th century. They began to decline

rapidly after 1759, when good roads had been con-

structed and canal communication established
between Liverpool and the towns of Yorksiiire,

Cheshire, and Lancashire. In the great towns
their extinction was hastened in consequence of
their evil effects on public morals. All the Lon-
don F. were abolished as public nuisances before
1855,— the last year of the ever-famous F. of St.

Bartholomew ; and the F. of Paris were swejit
away in the storm of the Revolution.

Enfjlish Fairs and Markets.— For the general
reasons apparent from the preceding sketch, /'. in

England, as in France and Germany, have very
largely given way to markets for specialties.

Even the live-stock market of the metropolis is

being superseded by the dead-meat market, a
change which has been encouraged by recent
legislation on cattle disease, the movements of
home stock, and the importation of foreign ani-

mals. Agricultural markets are also disappearing
before the " agencies " and the corn exchanges in

the principal towns. Still there are some consid-
erable F. yet remaining. Of the English F. for
live-stock, those of Weyhill in Hampshire (Oct.

10), St. Faith's, near Norwich (Oct. 17), as also
several held at Devizes, Wiltshire, are among the
largest in the kingdom. The first named stands
next to none for its display of sheep ; while the
second is the principal resort of the Scotch dro-
vers and cattle-dealers, and supplies a large pro-
portion of the fat stock required for the London
market. Horncastle, Lincolnshire, is the largest
horse F. in the kingdom, and is regularly visited
by American and Continental dealers. The other
leading horse F. in England are Howden in York-
shire (well known for its hunters), and Wool-
bridge (on Lady Day) for Suffolk horses. Exeter
December F. has a large display of cattle, horses,
and most kinds of commodities. Large numbers
of Scotch cattle are also brought to the F. of
Market Harborough, Carlisle, and Ormskirk.
Ipswich has a /'. for lambs on the 1st of August,
and for butter and cheese on the 1st of September.
Gloucester /'. is also famous for the last-named
commodity. The guild or jubilee held at Preston,

Lancashire, every twentieth year, occurred last

in 1862. Falkirk F., or tryst, for cattle and
sheep, is one of the largest in Scotland; and
Ballinasloe, Galway, holds a like position among
Irish F. Tiie Ballinasloe cattle are usually fed
for a year in Leinster before they are considered
fit for the Dublin or Liverpool markets. In 1790
there were 61,931 sheep and 8,632 horned cattle

exhibited at the F., and for 1867 the returns, in

the foregoing order, were 73,3(54 and 23,734.

French Fairs. — The most important is that of
Beaucaire, once among the first in Europe. Its

position on the Rhone (14 miles east of Nismes),
and its connection with the canals, still enable it

to maintain a high rank among the Continental
markets. It lasts from the 22d to the 28th July,
and is visited by about 60,000 persons, from all

parts of the Continent between Spain and the
Levant ; articles of all descriptions are sold at it.

It is a rule that all bills due at this /". must be
presented on the 27th and protested, if necessary,
on the 28th.

German Fairs.— First, though no longer of world-
wide importance, are those of Frankfort-on-the-
Main, Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and Leipsic. Those
of Frankfort-on-the-Main begin on Easter Tues-
day and on the nearest Monday to Sept. 8, respec-

tively, and their legal duration is three weeks,
thougli the limit is regularly extended. The F. of
the second-named city are Reniiniscere, February
or March ; St. Margaret, July ; St. Martin, Novem-
ber. Ordinarily they last fifteen days, which is

double the legal term. The greatest of the Ger-
man F. are those of Leipsic, whose display of
books is famous all over the world. Its three /'.

are dated Jan. 1, Easter, Michaelmas. The Easter
one is the book F. which is attended by all the
principal booksellers of Germany, and by many
more from the adjoining countries. Most German
publishers have agents at Leipsic. As many as

5,000 new publications have been entered in a
single Leipsic catalogue. As in the other in-

stances given, the Leipsic F. last for three weeks,
or nearly thrice their allotted duration. Here no
days of grace are allowed, and the holder of a
bill must demand payment when due, and protest,

if necessary, on the same day, otherwise he can-
not proceed against either drawer or endorser.

Russian Fairs. — Tliese are very numerous, the
chief being those of Nijni Novgorod, of Irbit in

Perm, Kharkoff (January and August), Poltava
(August and February), Koreunais in Koursk,
Ourloupinsknia in the Don Cossack country,

Krolevetz in Tchernigoff, and a third F., held at

Poltava on the feast of the Ascension. It is cal-

culated that in 1851 the aggregate value of goods
sold at the above-named F. amounted to nearly

120,000,000 silver roubles. The chief F. of Nov-
gorod is attended by 100,000 to 130,000 persons
from all parts of Asia and of Eastern Europe.
Thirty years ago the F. of Kiatcha, on the Russo-
Chinese frontier, yielded one million sterling in

revenue ; but in 1867 the sum had fallen by one
half. This was in consequence of the opening
of new communications, and the abolition of the

Kiatcha monopoly.
Turkish Fairs.— Of these there are a very con-

siderable number, and the vast bulk of the internal

commerce of the country is transacted at them.
Among the most noteworthy are the F. of

Usundji, in Roumelia, on a tributary of the Mo-
ritza, 40 miles from Adrianople ; Janina in Alba-
nia ; Strouga, on the lake of Orida; Novi- Bazaar
in Upper Moesia ; Islioni in Thrace ; Nicopoli and
Pielip in Macedonia; Eski-djounia in Bulgaria;
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am! Zeitoiin and Pliarsalia in Tlu'ssaly. There is

a hif^e sliow of western inaniifactures at the
I'sinuiji /*.

Iniliiiii Fairs.— Tlie largest of these, and per-

haps the largest in Asia, is that of Hnrdwar, on the
tipper course of tlie (Janjics. Tlie visitors to this

holy /'. nunil)er frorfj -.•(»<>,(><»<) to .aHi.CHK); hut
every twelfth year there occurs a sp<-cial piij^riin-

ajje to the sacred river, wlii-n the nuinlK-rs may
amount to a million or upwards. Tho<e who go
solely for purposes of tnide are NipauU-se. Mon-
golians, Thilx-tans, Central Asiatics, ami Mahom-
etan pinllers from the Turtjah, Scinde, ami the
border states. Persian shawls and car[»ot8, Indian
silks, Cashmere shawls, cottons (Indian an<l Kng-
lish), preserved fruits, spices, drugs, etc., together
with immense numbers of cattle, horses, sheej),

and camels, arc brought to this famous F.
Ameriran Fairs. — In the U. States the woril

"fair" is principally confine<l to assemblages for

the sale and purchase, under the control of private

companies, and for charitable purposes, of fancy
articles, which are generally contributed gratui-

tously. The word " fair " is also applied to state

and county agricultural and industriaU'.xhibiiions,

infende<l for competition rather than general trattic.

Among the In-st known of these was the " New
York World's Fair." opened in l85-"{. The Anter-

ican Institute of New York, the Franklin Insti

tute of Philatlelphia, the Mechanics' Institute of

Boston, and other institutions of similar character,

bold annual F. for the encouragement of the agri-

cultural and manufacturing arts.

Fairfield. See Connecticit.
Fairfield, a fire insurance Co., located in South

Norwalk. Conn., organized in IWJt). S/ntrnunt

:

Jan. 1, 187'J, cap. stock paid up in cash, $2(»0,()^)0;

net surplus, -^Jfcj.KJO.ol ; total cap. and surplus,
8-i.K.4»i«).r»l ; risks in force, !?U.2'.iO,.>J8; premiums,
^l"i.j,H;J»l.l.{; premiums re<eiveil since the organi-
sation of the Co., 91,i;i«),778.07 ; losses paid,
9>Ml4.:y>4.05; cash dividends paid to stockholders,
fN«t.ono.

Fairing, a gift or present ptin-hased at a fair.

Fairly, justly : ifjuitably
;

[)lainly ; candidly.
Falr^xray. tlu> mid {>assagc in a short channel

;

the navigable part of a river.

Falcated, iM-nding like a hook.
Falding, a kind of coarse cloth.

Faieriilan 'Wine. See Itai.i.\n Wink*.
Falkland Islands |Kr .\f-ilintii,f» .- Sp. .\fal-

viitiit\. a gr«)up of islands Indongiiig to (Jreat Hrit-

ain. They are the only i-onsidcrable cluster in

tbo South Atlantic Oican, aiirl lie alH)ut •tOO m. K.

of tlic Straits of .Magellan, iM-twi-t-n lat..'»l' lo'and
62' VV S , Ion. 57^ 40' ami 01^ 2<)' W. Thev con-

sist of llast F. (area 2.7()i) sq. m.), U'est /'. V-'.fK*)

»q. m.), and upwards of KM) small islands (iitleis,

rcK'ks, and satiditanks), compri!<ing in the nggre-
ffate 4.710 sq. m., and a population, in 1H7H, of
1,;J.'J<), <»f whom but .'Wl wen? females. These
islands are of some imiN)rtance as a comnu'rt.'ial

and military station.

Fall, a decreas*- in price or value. — Autumn
;

the season of the fall of the l«-nf. — A Ininler of

lace to the nj-tk jmrt or ImmIv of a la«ly's evening-
dress.— A short vt il for a lady's bonnet or hat.

—

The amount of descent in a given di«lance; the
vertical pitch of water at a mill ; the Inclination

of a waier-<ourse — The loow end of a tackle;
that |i.irt to wliicli the |Miwer is a|i|)lied in hoisting.

Faill-Board. tlie woo<lin dn»p shutter of a win-
dow, whi<-h moves up and down on hinges.

Fall Goods. gn<M|s ada filed for tliv deiiuuida of
tho fall or a\ilumnal season.

Falling Market, a continuous decline in the

price of ;^uu(ls.

Fallow^. untilli<l land
;
ground lying at rest, not

under a u'rain crop.

Fall River, a city and port of entr.v of the State

of .Massachusetts, 40 m. S. of Boston, situated on
the Fall Kiver, at its junction with the Taunton,
which falls into Mount Iloi>e Bay. a branch of

Narragansett Bay. The harbor on Taunton Kiver

is safe and easy of access, and has depth of water
sutticient for the large^t ships. Fall Hiver has a
large coa.-ting-trade, and is engagitl in the whale
and other ti>herie». It has e.\ten»ive cotton and
wixdlen factories, bleachiiig-works, foundries, etc.,

and conununicaies regidariy with New York by
steamers, and with Bo>ion by railway. Top. .X),000.

Falmouth. See<iKK.vT Bimtaiv.
False-Core, a name among bra.-s-founders for

a loose piece of the mould nj)t intended for holes;

by the iron founder it is called a drawback.
False-Keel, piines of timber secured under the

main keel of vessels.

False-Key. a pick-lmk.

False Pretences, false representations and
statements made with a fraudulent design to ol>-

tain "money, g(K)ds, wares, or merchandise," with
intent to cheat. But misre|»resentations may l>e

maile for the ptirpose of gaining credit, without

intention to cheat. Instances have occurred wlu re

goods so obtained, after having l>een profitably

disposed of by the party obtaining them, were paid
for according to the terms. It seems, however,
that in the construction of law the crime is the

same. The intent to cheat is infeiTed from the mis-

representation, ami the intent is all that is requi-

site. It is not necessary that the parly «lcfraudetl

should sustain loss. I'rojK-rty acquired by means
of false pretences n»ay be recovered by the parly

from whom it was thus obtained: and obtaining

goods bv false pretences is an iniliclabic offence.

— '/- M'rFlnill,.

Famine, dearth or destitution ; a scarcity of
foofl or provisions for sustenance.

Famis, a kind of S|)anisli gold cloth or brocade.

Fan. a well-known hand ornament or iubtru-

ment chiefly u.«ied by ladies to <'«k)I themselves by
agitating the air I'pwanl of .'5.000 years ago the

artists of am knt F.gypt painte<l the fan on the
walls of the tombs at ThelK-s, where the I'haraoh
sits surrounded by his fan K'arers. The fan is

mentioned by Kuri|)ides, and its <tre<-ian forms
were far /iiore iH-autifiil than the Kgyptian. The
wings of a bird joine<l lalerally and attached to a
sU'iider hamlle formed the sim|de yet graceful fan
of the priest of l»is, when Nis l>ccaine a (irecian

deity. It was sometimes fonned of feathers of

ttifTcrent l<-ngihs. spn'ad out in the fomi of a senii-

cinle, but pointed at the ton. This fan. the pre-

cis«- tyiM- of the state-fan of India and China of

the present day, was waved by a female slave.

When the Uomans were at meals, it was the duty
of certain slaves, when the weather was warm, to

cool the rrHMi) with fans ami drive away the flics.

The iiKKlern (ire«'k cliun-h places a fan in the

hands of its d(>acoiis to guard the ofhiiating priest

an<l the elements fnnn des«H-ralion. When the fun
was brought to France by Catherine de .Me<li« is,

it was so construcle<l that it could Ik- foldc-d in the

manner of those- nsc<l in the present day. Fans, in

the luxurious n-ignsof I/Oiiis XI\'. and XV., shone
with gilding anil gems, and were ornamented with
the pictures of Boucher and Walteaii.

China an<l France are the two great fan-manu-
facturing countries. In the lacquered fans the

superiority of the natives of China is fully admit-
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ted. These are unrivalled both in lowness or

price and in originality of design, brilliancy of

coloring, and in general correctness of workman-
ship. In China the manufacture of fans is almost

entirely confined to Canton, Soutchou, Hang-tchoo,
and Nankin. The fans of ivory and bone, and of

feathers, are made exclusively for exportation to

Europe or America. Those used by the Chinese
and the Japanese are of bamboo, polished or ja-

panned, and covered with paper. They are largely

imported in the U. States, principally from Japan.
Manuf. Fan-making calls for a considerable

amount of delicacy in the working up of the ma-
terials which form them. Ivory, mother-of-pearl,

tortoise-shell, bone, wood, gold, silver, silk, satin,

parchment, paper, whalebone, lambskin, gauze,

feathers,— all are employed, according to tlie

price paid for the fan, which may be as high as

§500, or as low as a half-cent. In France this

manuf. has arrived at a high degree of perfection,

and presents a remarkabL instance of the sub-

division of labor. About twenty different opera^
tions, performed by as many pairs of hands,
are necessary to the production of a fan wiiich

sells for less than one cent. The processes are
not all carried on in the same manufactory, but
form four distinct branches of trade, directed by
distinct masters ; but tlie operatives usually work
at home at their own liouses. Tlie framework of
fans is mostly made in the department of Oise,

where 2,000 men, women, and ciiildren are thus
employed. The woods employed are chiefly plum,
ebony, lime, and sandal-wood ; and the piercings,

which form such a general decoration to fans, are
performed by minute saws, whicii the workman
makes for himself out of pieces of watch-spring.
In one fan there are in some specimens 1,600 saw-
piercings in a square inch of mother-of-pearl.

The printing, the coloring, the mounting, and
the finishing of fans are mostly conducted at Paris,

where the fan-factories are on a considerable
scale. Fans are also extensively made in England,
Germany, and the U. States ; but the greatest
number of fans used by the world of fashion come
from Paris.

Imp. duty : common palm-leaf fans, free ; all

others, including those made of the leaf of the
palm-tree, with artificial handles, 35 per cent.

VerUilaiing Fan. When a drum or wheel is rotated, the
centrifugal force tends to drive out water or air from near the
axis towards the circumference This has suggested a venti-
latins: fan for drawing out impure air from mines and large
buildings. Desaguliers invented such a fen many years ago.
It was a hollow wheel, 7 feet diameter by 1 foot broad or deep

;

it was divided into compartments by twelve radial partitions,
all opening outwardly Into a circular space near the fireplace,
and inwardly into a central opening. This wheel revolved
nearly in contact witft an outer cell. By so doing, air was
sucked by the central opening into the twelve channels, along
these to the circular space, and thence into an exit-pipe. The
partial vacuum thus formed at the centre of the wheel incited
H rush of air from the shaft of a mine with which it was placed
in combination ; and in this way foul air was drawn out of the
mine. This wheel was rotated by h^ind ; but the descent of a
weight might be made to produce the effect ; and so, of course,
might water-power and steam-power. All the ventilating fans
since invented have acted on a similar centrifugal principle,
however modified in detail. Fairbairn and Lillie's fan, much
used in the large factories of the North, will produce such a
powerful draught as to draw all the vitiated air out of a gallery
200 or 300 feet long ; and by connecting pipes, all the rooms in all
the successive stories can be similarly ventilated. Or it may be
used for drawing all dust and fibres out of the workshops in which
cotton and other materials are treated. Or it may draw air out
of lofty shafts, or even blow air into forge fires. In one form of
construction, the wheel is concentric with the case in which it

works ; but a greater working efficiency is obtained by making
the two eccentric, the wheel being nearer to one side of the case
than to the oppa«ite. In Chaplin's duplex pressure fan there
are two wheels instead of one. but both revolving on one axis

;

the air is drawn from the one to the other, and thence dis-
charged with greater force than when only one wheel is used

The partitions, vanes, radii, or spokes vary greatly in number
and form, according to the mode in which the inventor intends
them to act. Other improvements, introduced by many in-

ventors, have so improved the ventilating fan, that it is now
rapidly superseding the other blowing-machines, giving a
uniform blast of air instead of a series of puSs. The fen rep-
resented in Fig. 170 is used as a a blowing-machine in man-
ufectories to send air into the furnaces. It must receive an
extremely rapid motion, and then discharges air with great

Fig. 170. — Vehtilatino Fan.

regularity into the tub with which it communicates. Its arms
are slightly curved in a way contrary to that in which it

moves, so that they more easily abandon the air with whirh
they are in contact when they pass before the pipe seen at top

of the figure, which conveys air to the furnace.

Fanal [Fr.], a ship's lantern, or watch-light; a
lighthouse.

Fancy-box Maker, a manufacturer of card-

board and other boxes, for linen goods, or confec-

tioners' use, etc.

Femcy-check Muslins, cambrics marked with
cords and stripes, by heavy tlireads introduced into

the warp and weft.

Fancy-Goods, fabrics made of various pat-

terns, as ribbons, silks, satins, etc., differing from
those which are of a plain or simple color ; light

and ornamental goods ; small wares.

Fancy "Woods, a name under which most of

the furniture woods are sold, such as mahogany,
rosewood, satin, kingwood, etc.

Fanega, a Spanish measure used for different

purposes. As a dry measure in Spain, it varies

from \i to 2^ bushels. In South America, the

fanega of Chile, for grain, ranges from 153 lbs.

weight to upwards of 200 lbs. ; in Central America,

the fanega of maize weighs 400 lbs. ; in Monte
Video, it is as much as Sf bushels; but the aver-

age computation may be taken at 5 fanegas to the

English quarter of 8 bushels. As a land measure

the fanega is 40,000 varas of about 2i feet each.

Fanegada, a Spanish land measure ; as much
ground as may be sown with a fanega of grain

;

about 153 square yards, = 170 varas.

Faneuil Hall Fire Insurance Co., located

in Boston, Mass., organized in 1871. Statement,

Jan. 1, 1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, §300,000;

net surplus, §28,258.85 ; risks in force, §22,440,-

811; premiums, §310,6S>7.53; premiums received

since the organization of the Co., §1,319,360.48;

losses paid, $711,747.06; cash dividends paid to

stockholders, §50,250.

Fang, a projecting tooth or prong in a lock,

bolt, or tumbler. — A long nail. — The tang of a
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fool.— On sliipboanl, the valve of a pump-box;
iitso the bcn«l of a rope.

Fangot, a quantity of waa^s, as raw gilk, etc.,

from 1 to 2} cvvts.

Fank. the name, in some parts of Scotland, for

a sheep-cot or pen ; to coil a rope.

FanHght, a framed window shaped like an out-

spread fan, usually placed ov«r doors.

Fanner, and Fanning-MilL 8ee Wi.txowi no-
Mac ii ink.

Fantail, a kind of joint.— A jras-bumer, in

which the burning jet has an arched form.

Fcurd. a cosmetic or paint for the face. See
Ilol GE.

Fardage |Fr.], the tonnage of a ship.

Fardel, a bundle or little pack ; a term used in

rei-koning in Ciermany, equal to 45 barchets or

pieces of cloth of 22 or 24 ells each ; the fourth
part of a yanl of land.

Fare, a word of wide application ; food or pro-

visions for the table; the price of passage for

travelling ; the sum paid or due for conveying a
person by land or water.

Farina, the flour or meal of any species of com,
pulse, tuber, or starchy root. The most impor-
tant kinds of farina are noticed under their respec-

tive heads.

Farinaceous, containing meal.
Farm, to take or hire at a certain rate per cent

;

a monopoly, license, or permission to vend certain

articles subject to duty ; a portion of land with
suitable buildings, etc., devoted to agricultural
operations.

Farmer, a tenant ; a lessee ; a person employed
in the cultivation of land, breeding and rearing
live-stock, an<i the management of the commer-
cial products they yield.

Farmers' Fire Insurance Co., located in York,
Pa., organized 186:i. .Slnlemfni, Jan. I, ISlii: Net
•urplua. 9148,208.82; risks in force. .$;iO, 149,523

;

premiums, $4X0,454.27
; premiums received since

the organization of the Co., •^3,l:i4,554.40 ; losses

paid. 8l.)«l,2««J.70.

Farm-yard Manure, the excrements of cattle,

and other fertilizing substances collecte<l from
stables, cat tit- sheds, etc., for spreading on land,

and largfly UM-d.

Faroe islands. See Denmark.
Farragut Fire Insurance Co , located in New

York City, organized in 1872. Slulrmfnl, Jan. 1,

187!> : Cap. stock paid up in cash, 8200,000 ; net

surplus, a l«n.0<J7. 78; risks in fortv. ?24.0'>5,18.')

;

premiums, $12.'J.714.«M ; premiums received since

the organizatiim of the Co., $)>47,842.92 ; h)ssc8

Eaid, $2K<'>,44i;{ 10 ; cash dividends paid to stock-

olders. $1«J2.000.

Farrier, one who shoos horses ; one who pro-

fesses lo cure the diseases of horses and cattle

;

• veterinary surgif>n.

Farthing, a small English copper coin, the
fourth part of a penny, or al>oul one half a cent.

Fasoet, a ro<l thrust into the mouth of a Itottle,

in the operation of glass blowing, to convey the
article to the annealing furnace.

Fashion [Fr. mnU], a term use<l to signify the
prevailing nuxle or tante in any country, the only i

recognized quality which it p<mum'sm>s U-ing muta- I

bilily. It may safely Ik- averre<l that, in propor-
|

tion to the influence which fashion exercises in
i

any country may its claim to civilization l>e vindi-

cati-d, — nothing In-ing so characteri«tic of a rude
and barbarous slate of existence as a rigid adher-
ence to the customs of antiquity. Tlie term ./»«»*-

ion has generally been considered as applicable
chiefly to the adornment of the person, in con-

formity with the prevailing taste as introduced by
some individual of coi)ji<leration in society ; but
it has a much wider signification, being appliitl

to the most trivial kind of conventional usages, a
disn-ganl or ignorance of which is suflicient, in tlie

eyes of the votaries of this tyrannical gixidcss, to
banish the offender beyond the pale of civilized

society.

Fashioner, one who fashions or shapes things;
a tailor.

Fashionlng-Needle, one of the pins or fingers
employed in the knitting-machine to take loops
from certain of the In-arded needles and t^an^fer
them to others for widening or narrowing the
work.
Fass, a measure of capacity use<l in Germany,

of a very variable character, ranging as a <lry

measure from 1^ gallons in Dusseldorf, to \\\ in

Altona. For charcoal it is 51* gallons at Treves,
in Prussia. Asa liquid measure it i* equally vari-

able and diflicult to define, and differs with the
nature of the contents. In Vienna the fass of
wine is alM)ut 127^ gallons, in Ix-ipsic it is K^. and
so on. One Hamburg last of 00 fass is (H]uivaU'nt

to 11 imperial quarters ; 1 fass = 2 himpten.
Fast, the ro|H' by which a vessel is secured to a

wharf ; in nautical language, attached to ; as when
a boat is secured by a rope. A vessel aground is

said to 1m^ " hard and fast."

Fast Colors arc colors that produce a fixed and
permanent dyeing; that is to say, which do not
fade by exposure to the air or by washing.
Fastening, a stop or holdfast ; a bolt or bar ; a

screw or spring-catch for window-sashes ; also, a
security for doors.

Fathom, an English nautical measure of fl feet,

chiefly used for measuring the length of cordage,
an«l the depth of water and mines.
Fat (I>at. (id)j>i\. the fat of animals is a concrete

oil contained in the cellular membrane of their

bodies, more especially round the ki<lneys, in the

folds of the onientum, at the base of the heart,

upon the surface of the intestines, and among
many of the muscles. Fat varies in cimsistence,

color, and odor, with the animal from which it is

obtaintil. That of the camivora is usually soft

and rank-flavore<l ; that of the niminantia solid

and nearly stvntless. It is generally whitest ami
most copious in the well-ftnl young animal, and
yellowish and more scanty in the ohl. That undi-r

the skin and surrounding the kidneys (furt) is also

more solid than that in the neighltorhoo*! of the
movable viscera. In the cetacea, or whale triU-.

the fatty secretion assumes the form of oil. These
variations in consistency dep<^n<l upon the relative

proportions of solid stearin and liquitl olein pres-

ent in the fat. — The vegetable fats are found in

various parts of certain plants, but are generally
most abundant in the whmU. They are extracted
by simple pressure, or else by lM>iling. Two kinds
of vegetable fat, namely, palm-oil and cocoa-nut
oil, are extensively employed in the useful arts.

—

All fats an« lighter than water. They are all solu-

ble in ether, Itenzole, and turpentine, and may )>c

mixed with each other in any proportion. — In

former times, the fats of many animals were en)-

ployed in pharmacy, but at presr nt those princi-

paliv use<l are lani and suet. In perfumery, in

addition to these, l>eef marrow and In-ar's grease

are employe<l. For both these pnrpofe* the crude
material is cut into small pie<e«. an<i fn cd as much
as possible from all extraneous membranes ; after

which it is pla*"*"*! in a l>oiler with water, an<l

heated until it is completely fused, when the whole
is straiDcd, and allowed u> cool very slowly. By
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tliis means a cake of cleansed fat is obtained,

which may be readily separated from any adher-

ing water.— Fats and the fat-oil^ are best pre-

served by being run into glazed jars, and secluded

from the action of the air. A little benzoic acid

or gum-benzoin, dissolved in them by heat, will

generally prevent, and in all cases greatly defer,

the accession of rancidity. Nitric ether and its

alcoholic solution act in the same manner. A
few drops are not only sufficient to prevent ran-

cidity, but will even destroy the disagreeable odor of

rancid fat. When heated to remove the alcohol,

they immediately become bright, clear, and scent-

less.

Fat-Lute, a mixture of pipe-clay and linseed-oil

for filling joints.

Faucet, a spout with a peg or spigot for draw-
ing liquor from a cask.

Fault, in geology, a fracture of strata accompa-
nied by displacement. See Fig. 85.

Fauteuil, a large elbow-chair.

Favor, a bunch or knot of ribbons worn at wed-
dings or other festive occasions.

Fayal Wine. See Azores.
Faying, in maritime pliraseology, the union of

two pieces so close that no intervening space oc-

curs.

Fearnaught, a thick shaggy woollen stuff, used
in England for draymen's coats, sailors' pea-jack-

ets, etc. It is also known as dreadnaught.
Feast, a sumptuous repast ; a public banquet

or entertainment.
Feather [Fr. plume; Ger. Feder ; It. piumn ; Sp.

pluma], the light portion of the wings and plumage
of J)irds. Tiie kinds
most used for dress

and military pur-
poses are those of

the ostrich, mara-
bou, stork (Fig.

171), American or

three-toed ostrich,

emu, heron, birds-

of-paradise, ibis,and
domesticfowls. The
tail-/-', of the do-

mestic cock, either

dyed or in their

natural colors, are
much used for mili-

tary plumes. Grebe
and loon skins, and
swan's down, are
also used for muffs
and trimmings of
ladies' dresses. The
most common, and

the largest trade in /'.. are those from the breast
of geese, use<l for bedding, pillows, etc.

//«/>. duty : F. and downs for bedding, free ; ostrich, vul-
ture, cook, and other ornanicnbil crude F., 25 per cent ; the
game, dressed, colored, or manufactured, 50 per cent; artifi-

cial and ornamental F., or parts thereof, of whatever material
composed, and not otherwise provided for, 50 per cent.

Ornamental F. The F.-worker, or ptiinias.^ier, makes up F.
into ornamental adornments, chietiy for head-dresses. Ostrich
F. are those most prized, princiiKilly the purely white droop-
ing plumes from the back and near the tail of the male bird.

J^. are prepared for ornamental purposes by scouring them
with white soap-and-water (1 oz. to the pint), used hot : they
are next well rinsed in wvenil successive portions of pure
water, and, after being drained and sliaken, an-, la-tly. passed
through water slightly blued with pure indigo, and dried out
of the dust. When dry. the ribs are generally rubbed with a

piece of glass having a curved notch in it, for the purpose of
increasing their pliancy, and the filaments are curled by draw-
ing them Ixstwcen the edgi? of a blunt knife and the ball

of tUo thumb of the han<l which holds it. Black, brown, or

gray F. can now be bleached sufficiently to enable them to be

1// j.V.

Fig. 171. — White Stork.

dyed any required color. The process is as follows : The F.
are first thoroughly washed with soap-and-water, to free them
from any oil they may contain. They are next transferred to

a bath composed of bichromate of potash dissolved in water, to

which has been added a few drops of nitric or sulphuric acid.

In thiis bath they rapidly lose their black, brown, or gray
color, and become almost white. On being removed from this

bath they are well rinsed in water, and are then fit to be dyed,
even the mast delicate color. Great care is required in the
process, as the flue of the F. is apt to be destroyed, if kept too
long in the bath. A bleached F. may be readily known by
the yellow color of its stem. Other methods have been adopted,
such as a bath of chloride of lime, peroxide of hydrogen, or
sulphurous acid, etc., but the bichromate bath gives the best
results.— F. are dyed rose-color by safflower and lemon-juice

;

red by Brazil-wood, followed by cudbear ; blue by indigo
;
yel-

low by turmeric ; alum being the usual mordant. Aniline
colors, however, are fast superseding the others for superior
work.
F. Beds. The best F. for this purpose are those of the goose,

being more soft, elastic, and warm than others. The F. are
said to be better if taken from the living than the dead bird

;

and this leads in some parts of England to the selection of reg-

ular seasons for i^.plucking. Poultry F., such as those of
the turkey, duck, and fowl, are used for cheaper beds and pil-

lows. The preparation of the F. for the bed-stuffers involves

processes of steeping in lime-water, draining, washing in clean
water, drying upon nets, steaming, beating, etc. For the fine

i/otcn of some birds (a kind of incipient F.) see Eider Down.
This beautiful .substance ought not to be lain upon, as it thereby
loses its elasticity ; it is properly used only in stuffing quilts.

See Quill Pens.

Feather-Duster, a light brush made of feath-

ers.

Feather-Edged, planks, or any rough sub-

stance, in which one side is much tliinner than the

other.

Feather-Flovrers, artificial flowers made of

feathers, which are used b\' ladies for head orna-

ments, and for fancy plumes and groups for

rooms.
Fecamp. See France.
Fecula, the matter which subsides from cold

water in which bruised or rasped vegetable sub-

stances have been washed. The F. obtained from
the seeds of the cereals and leguminosse, and from
tuberous or bulbous roots, consists of nearly pure
starch. In some cases the starch is associated with

the green coloring matter (cidoropliijll) and the

narcotic principles of the vegetables which yield

it. The green /'. obtained by straining the ex-

pressed juices of the leaves and herbaceous parts

of plants is of this character. The F. of all the

amylaceous roots, rhizomes, and tubers, may be
easily obtained, on the small scale, by rasping

them, pressing, and working the pulp in cold

water, and after straining the resulting milky
liquid tlirough a hair sieve, allowing it to settle.

The sediment may be again washed by diffusion

through clean cold water, and must be, lastly, col-

lected, and dried out of the dust, and without arti-

ficial heat. The F. of narcotic plants for medici-

nal purposes is obtained by allowing the expressed
juice to repose for 24 hours, and then decanting

the clear portion, and drying the residue. Some-
times heat is employed. See Arkow-hoot,
Starch, etc.

Fedelini, a kind of dried Italian paste in a pipe

form, of a smaller size than vermicelli.

Fee, a gratuity or reward given to a profes-

sional man, as a ph3sician or lawyer, for advice

or service; a perquisite claimed by official per-

sonages under legal authority, or by prescription.

Feed, food for beasts, especially for horses and
cattle ; as oats, hay, corn, ground meals, etc.— The
supply of material to a machine. — The motion

or action which carries stuff forward to a machine.

Feed-Bag, a nose-bag for a horse, to contain

his noonday feed.

Feeder, the stream supplying a river or canal.

—A branch railroad ruunmg into the main-truuk
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line. — A larpt- head or supply of fluid iron to a

runner or mould in lioiivy t-iisiinj;*.— An auxiliary

ur u liupplyin^: purl of a niurliinc, (liat which k-iuL

aloni; the siutT In-in^ u|K-rate<l upon.
Feed-Hand, a nxl by whieh intemiittent rota-

tion is imparted to a ratchet-wheel.

Feediug-Bottle, a t;tu.»H or india-rublxT bottle

fur supplying milk or other liquid nutriment to

an infant iu the abieucc ur iudi«posiiiuu uf its

mother.

In the artiflriAl rearing of infuitJ It U of importeiMv that
food >houlii Imt Klrrn (u tlirin frotii > F.- B. liv lliU uicaua (hv

DatursI mecttuti of ixkiuK Doun«biuriit ii iniitatrd, tlie iuu«-

clca of Ibr Dxiutb su<l rtM-rlu arr l>ruiigbt inU> pl«>, auU the

Mcivlioa of •ajira bi riirount|;rU aii>l iiirrr&iw>i. Aliii<«C all

babiei will take tUrir foul luurr rrallly by Ibi* mrtboi, tbrlr

innlilK'l toarbiuK tbrm to (urk rTrnlliins; ttiat In |>ut Into

tbrlr moutlu. To l>c ntUCu-tor) . a F.-H. utu«t (ulfll Ihrvr

lD<llApra«a(>le eootiitioni : it uiu>l br aiuiple in roustrui-lioa

aoU oaally maoativablr ; it Diimt b« rafmble of briii;; mxlily
elauiol ; and In it* u<r tbr milk miut How m-ily aaj without
great eltort oo tbr part of tbr iiif.irit. Tb<* orlinary ferdvr iu

naeal t]w pivwnt lime roo'tit* of a flalicnr-l RlaJ** or india-

rubber llaak, cUawd at the nuitith by a rap. wliirb fiu OTcr
tite mwk. All india-rubt>rr tulM> pawvi tbr\iU)Cii (be rap, and
la coaocrted lu>ld« the bollie with a ^tni^ht t^i»» pipe. The
oUlpr end of tbe ehkitio tube l« attarboi to the tt«t, ur inoutb-

ecr, bjr iiM*ni> of » rhort hollow c> liud<-r ralle^ the " uniou-
nl." and the test i* flruily fixed to ihit by meanii of the

•hieid. In thin apparatu* it 1^ Important that chu rhannel
UtRMigtl Ihe tubei >hoiild be (lerfectly free. The |>oint at

which the rhannel in narrowott is the uuion-jolnt. which con-
Darta the moutlipiere with Ihe Hcxibic tube. In a badly

Mile bottle an Iniprdinient may rxi^t at thl'< |>oint from rar«-

teaan iM in the manufacture, and may present a fiTv^l obstacle

to the raadr paosoKe of the (luid Care hIko ahould be taken
tliat the flexible tube pvwoi i-oinp!et«ly tbrough the cap, he-

fun it hecomei ronnecle<l with ttie K'aM pipe. ThU i* Tery
ImDortaat, becauw, the t^nx* tub<- U-Iiik thu» fn'* to more, iLt

MM babteto«ink to whirhrTer «lde of the Im it tie Li iiiidenuoai,

I alwaya nMiiaiii.i below the leTel of the tluiii The
I of ronnertioii of the cap with the iiw-k of the bottle

la not unim|K>rtaiit It <hould not l>e t>Ki tl'^ht,or air will

be prveeut^ from entering the bottle to nupply the pbire of
Itoa Milk which if wlth'lrawn. With Iwily uuwle iMiitlea, in-

twtuftwi bare groat diiArulty in dra«iii)( up the milk, ami
•• MUy do ao by Tlolmt rIToru, which mxhi exhauiit their

Mnagtli or their palienre. Then- are two niuoix why milk
hi thaaa cmw may not Mow «a/<ily, riihrr the mp Ou too
lightly, M that air raonot enter witb auRlrkeiit r.trility in pnv
yotthxi aa the liqai l roolenu tiemmo <liiiiini>he<l , or tlie liidia-

•tatwttm the lUxIblo Uilwla loo lhtn,iK> that it rollapae*

MPtte* U applied. In the Or»t c»<e, a •mall hole nhouM
thfough Ihe rap, ao m» U> allow a trrtt a4lMii<«ion of

•Ir.or If the bottle be rl'M»| »! the mouth by a (•erfurmtrd

eoHu Ihto May ha *Ughil« nwxi at the neck of tlie l»(tle. m
• tett teMcUiaely. In Ihe •ecind ruf. •tnuter Indu-rubber
•ho«U b« mmI la the coiKtruriioii of tlie tulw Iu weakly
Mk«l*, or tho«o Miirh mlutTd In alronicth by arulr diieaae,

•yorlal UeoUoo •houU be p«t.l to UK«e uoiotii, a« aurh rhll-

4bwa will often refuae to uk> ttte IkHII*. If tliet And any diOI-

euity la 4r»wln( up lh« milk KxrelUul F.-li. are now made
hj Haav ilifkiiwal oMnufv-iurvr*, and are xild at prirea

WUeh pMM thOM wtthlo the rMch of the poomt. Among
thatn mat l>r iwntloneal. (br Ita eom-
fr>rt,ethrleiicy, »nd cl«aollne«*, ibe
Mnm F-h. ( I'm 172i. recrnlly
pAlentf^ III thi« rountfT, and man-
ufv-tiirr^l In llnii>kl«n t>T Mr «' B.

t>|r|ili>*»ii Tlie Almn \ttlrr. Prim-
r«n. au.! ixbrr F H. mrrr furmrrly
Ur(«lf Iiii|>>r1nl from Kntlaii I. but,
owtnc to llie besTt ilul« rbarx<^l on
tiiein, aii'l Ihe perirriWm allalnml
by Aniertran manufaciiirvra, thia

anw-k> la niiw but tirraahinally Im-
portnl frnrn ^^ip>pe Imp. duly :

V.-B. In glaaa, ltHlla-nibi>er, and wood, ¥> per r^ot

Feed-Pipe, a pijK' whiih »upplii*s the boiler o(
a uteain entfini'. efi- . with water
Fe«d-Pump, the fonepump wliieh (iippUra

the iMiiier of ati engine with a r(nnnliiy of water
rquAJ to thnt removeil in the form of atvatii, by
the brine-pump, or other aource of outlet.

For (he mmmon F.- P haa twFn anbaiiiuieH li>r the bat 1^
yrara a Trry ingenioii* ctmirlTatK* (flj 173i. Inretile«l by JI.

Oiffinl, known a< fii/fnr-l tmi*rtnr, anl which ma< be de-
»rrib^ aa Ihltowa : A pit*. A. eonimunlraiea with Ihe upper
part of the boiler, coaiamlag the Maaa ; aaothar pipa. B, M la

rig \ri - Mt^i r(u>-
l»o B<irrtK.

communication with the lower part of Ibe boiler, containing
Uir water Thrw two plpa-9 riid at a tmall distance (lutu each
other, III the riiipty ri«>iu, V, whlrb cKuuiuuicate." fm-ly with
the exterior air by lateral upeuiuK* : there is, tiierrfore, be-

tween Uteiii, an liitrmiptKm of continuity, trvm wbKb it re-

aulta lh:>t tlie alraiu on our aivle and the water OU I lie other
can flow out fniiu Ibe Ijoiler to the exterior by tiie two
pip<-« A aud U and through Ibe rhauilvr K. Itut the riram
ocapini; with itreat forre by the rxin-uiity of the pipe A,
burriea away with It by fnctiou the air which aurrouuda il,

aitd ••> pnidurea a IkUid of raruuui ; tbl!> Taruum i* filled by
water fitau a ocigUboriog exaerroif in which ia immorwit Um

Fig. 178. — FlltiHlO-rr«ir ( Oi/fard injrctor)

tmall laleml pipe f>. and that water aaplrated thmngh Ihe r<r*
O la at ita turn taken awmy by Ihe tlow of atrani. I'rrwn Ibia

rveulta a c^mllniial aaptrwtlon of water Uin>dirh (be pipe U,
and at tlie aauie lime a ronllniial pn^llon >( a liiixlure of
water and aleain by Ihe oprntnK whiali ia at llie top of Ibe
chanilirr V Thai mixture <if water anil ateaiii ronalltule* an
aniinatni prrt^llle of irnml relorltx , wbkh cnrnea lo enrair*
lUetf directly In theau|ieri<>r extmnllt of the |ii|ir II, and which
not only <>p|wiaira Ihererapeof water fn<ni the l»>llrrby that pl|ir,

but draga i( "Kh II inio the r«>ller The Uiiler', tlM-rrfore,

ia ronllniiallr fe<l bv Ihe ni'liing of the water that llie )et of
ala«m at I' atlracui lhr»u(h the pipe U A cfinK-ally p<ilnle<l

rod, D, ear>R>»l in(o that |<art of Ibe pipe A «hl< h leniilnalea

at C, la prriTkleil with a acrew and handle whi< h (a-mill lo

lower or ralae It, and ao lo narrow more or le«» the orlftre of
nrapo of Ihe jet of aleam, aa to girv It llie ilr<lrri| lnlrn*liy.

TIte iiae f>f the pl|ie 11 ia to ctillert Ibe amall fiiiantlty of water
which might mlaa llie oriOce of entry of tlir p]|ie II.

Feejee or Fiji Islands, n i;rou[i of 'J'J'i inlands

in tlie S. Paeifli- (H-ean. l.UXt m N. of New Zeal-

and, •itiialiil in lat. !> 4.'»' lo !!»' 10' S . Ion. I'.'i"

to 177* W., extending SUO nt. from E to W , sod
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240 m. from N. to S., 80 of wliicli are said to be
inhabited. The principal are Viti Levu (Great

Feejee) and Vanua Levu (Great Land), each
about 300 m. in circumference. Vegetation is

remarkably luxuriant, the chief products being
the bread-fruit tree, banana, plantain, cocoa-nut,

sugar-cane, and arrow-root. Cotton, sugar, pearl-

shells, Indian corn, Be'che-de-mer, and copra and
cocoanut-nut oil are the chief exports. The capi-

tal is Suva, on the S. coast of Viti Levu. These
islands were formally ceded to Great Britain in

1874. The European pop. in 1877 amounted to

1,569.

Feet, a commercial name given to the 25 small
plates of tortoise-shell, from the edges of the cara-

pace, the superior plates being called " the head."
Fell, a skin ; the hide of an animal.

Feller, a sewing-machine attachment for mak-
ing a felled seam; that is to say, one in which two
edges being run together are folded over and
stitched.

Felling Timber. "When a full-grown tree is cut
down it is said to be felled ; but this term is never
applied to young trees or buslies, undergrowth,
or hedges, which are said to be rooted out or cut
over. Much has been written respecting the
proper season for felling trees ; some arguing in

favor of midwinter and otliers in favor of mid-
summer. The question principally turns upon the

quantity and the value of the soft or outer wood
in the trunk of the tree to be felled, known by
foresters and carpenters as the sap. As this sap
or outer wood is the only portion of the trunk in

which the sap or juices of the tree circulate, it is

evident that if no value be set upon it the tree

may bo cut down at any season, because tlie truly
valuable part of the trunk, tlie mature timber, is

impermeable to the sap in its ascent through the
soft wood, and is, therefore, in the same state at

every season of the year. On the other hand,
where much value is attached to the soft or outer
wood, wiiere this outer wood is wished to be made
as valuable as possible, or where, as in the case of
comparatively young trees, the greater part of the
trunk consists of sap-wood, felling ought to take
place when there is least sap in the course of cir-

culation. This season is, without doubt, mid-
winter, which, all other circumstances being equal,
is unquestionably the best season for felling tim-
ber ; the next best being midsummer, when the
sap is cliiefly confined to the young shoots, the? cir-

cumference of the soft wood, and the bark ; as the
worst is the spring, just before the development
of the buds, when the tree is fullest of sap, and
receiving constantly fresh supplies from the root,
and the autumn, immediately before tlie fall of the
leaf, when there is a superabundance of sap, from
its being as it were thrown out of employment by
the falling of the leaf. In general, all the soft
woods, such as the elm, lime, poplar, willow, etc.,

should be felled during winter ; hard woods, like
the oak, beech, ash, etc., when the trunks are of
large size, and valued chiefly for their lieart-wood,
may be felled at any time.

Fellmonger, a dealer in liides ; a dresser of
skins ; a part of the business of the fellmonger is to
separate the wool from the sheep's skin, the wool
being sold to the wool-staplers, and the pelts, or
stripped skins, sent to the leather-dressers and
parchment-makers.

Felloe, the rim of a wheel, or one of the angu-
lar segments. See Felly.
Fellow, to match ; one of a pair.

Fellow-Craft, a freemason of the second rank

;

one above an entered apprentice.

Fellow^ship, a companionship or guild; an
association.

Felly, a segment of the rim of a wooden wheel.
When tiie perimeter is in one or two portions of
bent stuff, it is a rim. See Felloe.
Felspar, a very abundant silicious mineral, of

which there are several varieties, displaying ele-

gant and varied iridescent colors. So far as it

relates to manufacturing processes, it is chiefly

valuable in being the basis of certain kinds of
clay, especially the kaolin day used in the porce-
lain manufacture.
Felt [Fr. feutre; Ger. Fih], a kind of stuff re-

sembling coarse cloth, made of hair or wool, with-
out spinning or weaving. The fur of the hare,

rabbit, seal, beaver, and the wool of the sheep,
are the materials chiefly used for making /'.

The hairs and loose flocks of wool are thoroughly
mixed together by an operation called bowinr/,

which depends on the vibrations of an elastic

string ; when, in consequence of their anatomical
structure, they become matted together. Tins
effect cannot be produced with silk, cotton, flax,

or hemp. /'. is used for cloth, clotiiing, socks,

slippers, boot and shoe soles and insoles, hats,

gloves, carpets, table-covers, saddle-cloths, elastic

blankets for printing-presses, lining between the
planking and copper sheathing of ships, polishing-

wheels, hammers of grains, covers of books, etc.—
Felled sheathing, for covering steam-boilers, etc.,

is made of cheap woollen refuse, worked up into

a kind of pulp, and beaten to the requisite degree
of thinness and hardness.— Roofing felt is similar

to sheathing felt in susbtance, but is saturated
with asphalt, pitch, or coal-tar, to render it imper-
vious to water.

Imp. duty : adhesive felt for sheathing rewels, free; felt

exclusively of hair, 30 per cent ; roofing felt, 20 percent ; end-
less felt.s, for paper or printing machines, or " machine blan-
keting," 20 eta per lb. and 35 per cent ; carpeting felt (see

Carpet) ; hatters' felting (see Woollens, Hats ofI
Felting is the process of matting or uniting different sub-

stances into one compact mass. The first step towards mnking
felt is to mix, in the proper proportions, the different kinds
of fibres intended to form the stuff; and then, by the vibra-

tory strokes of the bowstring, to toss them up in the air, and
to cause them to fall as irregularly as possible upon the table,

opened, spread, and scattered. The workman covers this layer

of loose flocks with a piece of thick blanket-stuff slightly moist-

ened ; he presses it with his hands, moving the hair backward
and forward in all directions. Thus the different fibres get
interlaced, by their ends pursuing ever tortuous paths ; their

vermicular motion being always, however, root foremost. As
the matting gets denser, the band pressure should be increased,

in order to overcome the increasing resistance to the decussation.

A first thin sheet of soft, spongy felt being now formed, a sec-

ond is condensed upon it in like manner, and then a third,

till the requisite strength and thickness be obtained. These
different pieces are successively brought together, disposed in a
way suitable to the wished-for article, and united by continued
dexterous pressure. The stuff must be next subjected to the

fulling-mill.

Felt Cuttings, clippings from the manufacture
of druggets, caps, leggings, etc. They are col-

.

lected, sold, boiled down, felted over again, and
made into felt caps, etc.

Felted Sheathings. See Felt.
Felt Hats are made of felted fabrics, whether

of fur, hair, or wool.
Felting Furs are furs employed in hat-making,

such as beaver, muskrat, etc.

Feltings, the collective name for felt fabrics.

Felucca, a small coasting vessel in the Mediter-

ranean, carrying two masts with lateen sails

;

often propelled witii oars as well as sails.

Feme Sole Trader, in law phraseology, a
married woman who trades and deals on her own
account independently of her husband.
Feu, a moor or marsh.
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Fence, a rail or bonlorinp protwtion for a
fii-lil, or estate, to keej) off intruders; live fences
are liedfjes of quic'kset. — In wood workinj;, an
a(lju8tal)le )fuarJ-plate or ed^e on a fjaufxe, by
wliicli the distance of the gr<M)ve from the ^juide-

edjje is reguhitcd.— The arm of the lianiiner-

spring of a gun-loc-k. — A slanij tenn for a receiver

of stolen goods.— To thrust, parry, or guard off a
blow.

Fencing, wooden or metallic casing, as a pro-

tection for machinery in factories, to prevent in-

jury to the workmen about the machinery.
Feud, to ward off.

Fender, a thick piece of n)pe or solid woo<lcn
guard or protection hung over the side in vessels,

to prevent injury to the bulwarks, etc., by chafing
or collision. — A solid or ojR'n ornamented metal
casting placed In-fore a fireplace, for enclosing
the cinders and ashes of the grate.

Fenks, the ultimate refuse of the
blubl>er of the whale, which forms an
e.xcellent manure when available, ami
might be used in the manufacture of
Prussian blue, and also for the pro-
dlietion of ammonia. ^,

Fennel, an umlK-Iiiforous plant, the
Anfthiim firHiciUnm »/((/r^,cultivate<l in ICu-

rope as a pot-herb, and for the seeds and
essential oil obtained from them. The
seed is useil in the manufacture of gin,

•nd in medicine as a carminative. .An-

other species, the common fennel, F'nii-

culiiiH o(ficimtU\ is cultivated in gardens
as a garnish for fish, etc , and as a pot-

berb for flavoring sauces. The Giant
Fennel, Frnda rommnnis (Fig. 174), a
native of the Metliterranean region,

growing to a height of 10 to 15 feet, is

very ornamental in single specimens in

a large ganleii.

Fenugreek, a plant, native of the S.

of France, the Triijoni-lla jU imm Groi-iim,

the »i>etU of which are emollient. Poul-
tices made of the flour are employed in

veterinary practice.

Fer-blanc. the French wonl for tin.

Ferding, a small money of account
in the l{u»!>ian |M)rts of the Baltic; the
bOth part of the rix-<lollar.

Ferment, the substance which is

P4Si>ntial to the proj-ess of fermentation.

It is either naturally pre»<^-nt in the
femientable juice, as in the grape, or
it ii aiMnl, a* in the nian«factun^- of l>ecr, where
iffti*t constitutes the fennent. Fennents are of an
albuminous or glutinous character ; the presence
of nitrogen sti-ms esK>ntial in their composition,
hence tliev an>clnsso4i by chemists among axotiztMl

compounds, which in a moist stat(> putn-fy and
suffer dec«»m|Mnilion. It sii-ms, however, now
proved that fermentation is e.xcited by living

organisms, — fungi and infusoria. See Cum-
l'R»H»:i> VhAtr and Fkhmmxt-itidx.
Fermentation i* a iH>culiar chemical nieta-

niorphosi* of a complex organic sul>stantx>, by
a transposition i>f its elements ami the agency
of an external disturbing force. /'., acconling
to the theory proposed by Liebig, is a meta-
morphosis by which the elements of a complex
molecule group themselves so as to form more
intimate and stable com|N>unds. It is excitiil

by the contact of all lM>dies the elements of

which are in a stale of active derom|Mi*ition or F.

The sultslances which pnimole F. are lernieil />r-

MrnU, and among these the principal are gli^din,

gluten, vegetable albumen, and all nitrogeneous
substaiu'es in a state of siiontaneous di'com]H>sition

or /'. Y'<t$t, the ferment most conwnonly em-
ployed for inducing the vinous F., is such a sul>-

stance in an activestaleof putrefaciion.and whose
atoms an- in continual motion Putrefying ani-

mal substances are t-<|ually capable of e.xciliiig the
same action. If we add to a solution of pure
sugar an albuminous substance, a caseous or f1«-shy

matter, the developnu-nt of yeast iK-t-omes mani-
fest, and an additional quantity of it is found at

the end of the o|K'ralion. Thus, with nourish-

ment, ferment engenders ferment. It is for this

reason that a little fermenting must, added to a
body of fresh gra|H'juice, excites F. in the wli(de

mass. These »tTects are not confined to alcoholic

(vinous) F. The smallest porticm of sour milk,

of sour dough, or sour juice of bi-et-root, of putre-

fied Hesh and blmxl, occasions like alterations in

KJjC K4.— «I»>IT riL\M3_

fresh milk, ilough, juice of l)eet-root, flesh and
bltKxI. Hut further, and which is a very curious
cir(*umstance, if we put into a liquid containing
any fermenting subslMUce another in a soun<l state,

the latter would suffer de»ontposition under the
influence of the fcirmer. If we plaie un-a in the
presen«-e of Int-r-yeast, it expt-rienct-s no change;
while if we add it to sugar-water in a fi-rmetiiing

slate, the urea is converte<l into carbonate of am
monia. We thus possess two iucmK-s of decompo-
sition ; the one direi't, the other indirect.

ViMowi F. an'l Arrlotti F. Wh»n rrrUin TrgrtBlile »ul>-

•taiirv* «rr illiwnlTvil tn wiitrr, atxl •uli)m«l In • ilin- Imipcra-
lura llirlwn-n >Vi-' >n<l H,'i '), (hey uixlrrxo • oriin of rlianirr*

wlikh (rmiinsip in tlie pnxltirtinn of akinhol or »piHt ; iIk-m!

rhaoKr* roniltliKe thr plirtinnirna of rinnwi F. t*ii|pir ^n^l

Mima trrtiM-nt sr* nuwnlUI to the pmrnu ; iikI duritiK Ihc for-

Bwlton of th« siroliol lh<> mipir ill«iipp<«r<, arMl rarlxintr aritl

U Biorp or l«^« atxiiKiaiitly rrolw.!. Tin- »liiipln«l r«»€ of
Tinouii F. I« that of jhmW, or of Hip pxprp««nt Jiilrr i>f (l»r (rmpr,
whirh, whpti pxpo««l, pttlipr tn rlo<N> or o|)€>n »i>»«rl«, to a Icni-

(irraturr' of ahoiit I'K', •non hrglnn lo irtrr off rarlionlr ariil, an<i

to brromc tiirhlil and fmlhy : aflor a tiniv a M-nm ro|l<«-|> iifKin

Um aurfarc, ami a arUlnwnt ts dvpoaiirU , lb« lt<|uor wbirb Itail
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grown warm gradually cools and clears, loses its sweet taste,

and is converted into wine. The cliief component parts of

must are water, sugar, mucilage, gluten, and tartar. During
the V. carbonic acid escapes, the sugar disappears, and
with it the greater part of the mucilage ; the gluten chietly

forms the scum and a portion of the sediment ; and the

tartar, originally in solution, is thrown down in the form of a

colored deposit. It appears, therefore, that the new products,

which are a/c(i/ioi and carbonic acid, a.vK principally formed at

the expense of the sugar ; and Gay Lussac's experiments have
shown that 45 U)S. of sugar are re.solved, in the process of

J^., into 23 of alcohol and 22 of carbonic acid. Sugar and
water alone will not ferment; the ingredient requisite to the

cominencementof the change is the gluten, which absorbs in the

first instance a little oxygen from the air, becomes insoluble,

and induces the sub.sefiuent changes. The reiison why grapes

never ferment till the juice is expressed, .seems to depend
upon the exclusion of air by the husk or membranes ; and if

grapes be bruised in a perfectly close vessel, carefully excluding

oxygen, the juice undergoes no change; so that the mere
breaking down of the texture of the fruit is insufficient. But
a very short exposure of the pulp to air is sufficient to induce
that change in the juice which leads on to F., and which is

afterward independent of the further contact of air, the evo-

lution of carbonic iK'id being exclusively referable to the de-

composition of sugar In beer, the alcohol is derived from
the sugar, original and produced, of the malt. When wine is

exposed to air and a due temperature, a second F. ensues,

which is called acetous F., and which terminates in the produc-
tion of vinegar. During this process oxygen is absorbed, and
more or less carbouic acid in most cases evolved ; but the ap-

parent cause of the formation of vinegar is the abstraction of
hydrogen from the alcohol, so as to leave the remaining ele-

ments in .such proportions as to constitute acetic acid. Thus
alcohol is theoretically constituted of charcoal, water, and
hydrogen, and acetic acid of charcoal and water only ; the
oxygen of the air, therefore, converts the hydrogen of the alco-

hol into water, and so effects the change into vinegar.

A very remarkable circumstance connected with F. is that

it is always accompanied by the development of micro.scropic

living organism,— fungi and infusoriiv, "So constantly, in-

deed, is this the case, that many chemists and physiologists

regard these organisms as the existing cause of F and pu-
trefaction ; and this view appears to be corroborated by the
fact that each particular kind of F. takes place most readily

in contact with certain living organisms." (Fownes.) Thus
the vinous or alcohol-producing F is accompanied, or caused,
by two fungi, called Tonila cereiusia; and PeniciUium ^tnucitin ;

the acetous or vinegar-pro lucing F. by Toritla aceti ; the
lacteous F. (souring of milk) by Ptnicillium glaucur?i; etc

Of late years these latter views as to the cause of F. hare
been accepted by most of the .scientific world, notwithstanding
the opposition they experienced from so powerful an antago-
nist <as Liebig. From the researches of Pasteur, the distin-

guished author of the modern theory of F,,a3 opposed to

the chemico-physical theory of Liebig, it appears that when
yeast is placed in a .solution of sugar and water, or in a solution
of sugar and water contjiining albuminous substances, under
proper conditions as to temperature, the F. that ensues is due
to the process of growth taking place in the yeast plant ; the
new cells of which, in a.ssimilatiug part of the sugar and con-
verting it into cellulose and fat, cause, at the same time, the
breaking up of the sugar molecule, and resolve it into the
more stable combinations of alcohol and carbonic acid. In
order that the ferment of fungus should grow it is essential
that, in addition to the cellulose and fat, it should be supplied
with ammouiacal salts and soluble phosphates. These are
generally present in the liquid about to be fermented ; but
when yeast is added to pure sugar and water it lives at the
expen.se of the sugar, and of the nitrogeneous and mineral sub-
stances contiiined within itself. Speaking of the influence of
oxygen on the development of yeast on alcoholic fermentation,
Pasteur states that ready-formed yeast can germinate and
grow in a litiuid containing sugar and albuminous matters, even
when oxygen is completely excluded. The quantity of yeast
formed, however, in this case is but small, and the F. goes on
slowly ; nevertheless, a large quantity of sugar disappears
(sixty to eighty parts to one part of yeast). If the air has ac-
cess to a large surface the F. goes on quickly, and a much
larger quantity of yeast is formed in proportion to the quantity
of sugar which disappears. In this case, also, oxygen is ab-
sorbed by the yeast, which grows quickly, but does not act so
decidedly as a ferment, inasmuch as only four to ten parts of
sugar dis.appear for one part of yeast produced. When the air
is excluded the same yeast again acts as a powerful ferment,
Pasteur, thert^fore, infers that yeast which acts as a ferment in
the absence of air abstracts oxygen from the svigar, and that
upon this deo.xidizing ))Ower its action as a ferment depends.
The violent activity of the yeast at the commencement of
the F is due to oxygen dissolved in the liquid. In liquids
containing albumen (yeast and water, etc.), yeast likewi.«e

grows, though sparingly, even if the solution does not contiiin
a trace of sugar, provided there is a sufilcient access of air.

But if the air is excluded this does not take place, even though
the liquid may contain, besides albumen, a non-fermentable

sugar, such as milk sugar. The yeast formed in a liquid not
containing sugar possesses all the properties of a ferment, and
excites F. in a solution of sugar excluded from the air. Simi-
larly, Pasteur regards putrefaction as a kind of F.,set np and
maintained by an animal organism, or ferment belonging to

the genus Vibriu. Putrefaction, when taking place in conlacC
with the air. is always accompanied by decay or eremacausis.
The abandonment of the old theory as to the nature of eie-
macausis, viz , that it consisted in the gnidual combustion of
decaying organic matters by atmospheric o.xygen, has been ne-
cessitated by the experiments of Pasteur, Schroder, and others,
which have conclusively established the facts that organic sub-
stances are not oxidized by perfectly pure air, and that their
decomposition and sub.«equent destruction are due to the
pre.sence iu the air of the sporules or seeds of certain low
organisms. Pasteur cites numerous instances corroborative of
the statement that perfectly pure oxygen fails to alTect, save
to a very limited extent, organic substances. In one case an
aqueous infusion of yeast mixed with sugar was enclosed in a
sealed flask with double its volume of air, which had been |ire

viously depurated by being made to pass through a red-hot
tube. At the end of three years the liquid (which bad during
part of the time been kept at a temperature of from 25'^ to 30^

C.) was found to be perfectly fresh and transparent, and the
air when examined gave 18.1 vols, of oxygen, 80.5 vols, of
nitrogen, and 1 4 of carbonic acid. Under the same conditions
urine and milk, whether fresh or previously boiled, showed
minute traces only of oxidation ; crystals of uric acid and
phosphates formed iu the urine, but the milk was unaltered,
having preserved its alkaline reaction, and showed no disposi-

tion to curdle. Very different, however, was the result, when
either of the above subst.mces was enclosed with ordinary
air. U was then found that in a few days the whole of the
ox3'gen was absorbed, carbonic acid being at the same lime
simultaneously formed. A certain quantity of moistened oak
sawdust kept in contact with ordinary air for a fortnight was
found at the end of that time to have absorbed 140 cubic centi-

metres of oxjgen; whilst the .same amount of sawdust en-
closed with an e<iual volume of purified air had removed only
a few cubic ceutimitres of the gas in a month. In the former
experiment a microscopic film of mycelia and spores of Jluci-

dinea3 formed on the sawdust. From numerousexperimenls of
a like nature with the above, and attended with analogous re-

sults, chemists and physiologists now generally regard erema-
causis as effected by agencies similar in character to IhoM
which produce F. and putrefaction.

The entire absence of the exciting causes— warmth, air,

and moisture — leaves even those substances which under
ordinary circumstances are most liable to change in a slate ia
which they may remain for an almost indefinite period without
perceptible alteration. Thus, animal substances in a frozen or
dry state do not undergo decomposition, nor does a solution of
Biigar or the juice of grapes (must) when perfectly excluded
from the air; but on the mere exposure of these substances lo

warmth, moisture, or atmospheric air, putrefection or F. im-
mediately commences. Remove the cork from the buttle of
" capillaire" on the parlor sideboard, or pierce the skin of one
of the grapes on the dessert table with a needle, and lbe.«e

bodies, which would have otherwise suffered no cliange for

weeks, or even months, will soon exhibit symptoms of sponta-
neous decomposition. The knowledge of this fact has been
practically applied to the preservation of animal and vegetablo
substances for food Even the most putrescible of iliese may
be preserved for an unlimited period by enclosure in melalllo

ca.«es, or glass bottles, from which the air has been completely
removed and excluded. — The important duties which F. or
putrefaction performs in the economy of our globe, and in sev-

eral of the arts of life and civilization, have long rendereil the
development of its principles an object of the highest interest

and importance, both in a scientific and practical point of
view. In its most extended sense, this subtile process of na-

ture, though occasionally productive of injurious effects, may
be regarded as one of the most necessary and beneficial with

which we arc acquainted. Like the labors of a scavenger, it

speedily removes from the surface of our globe those matters

which would otherwi.se remain for some lime without under-
going decomposition. It either dissi)m(es in air, or reduces

to more fixed and useful forms of matter tho.«e organic sub-

stances which, by their presence, would prove noxious, or,

at all events, useless to the animal and vegetable kingdoms.

It is the giant power that cleans the Augean stable of nature,

at the same time that it provides some of the most esleenu-d

articles of utility and luxury for the well-being and enjoyment
of man.

Fermented Liquor, a name applied in com-
merce, and in internal revenue laws, to beers, ales,

porters, and other similar liquors obtained by siiIh

jecting certain grains, fruits, or vegetables to tlie

process of fermentation, the proportion of alcohol

in such liquors being much less than iu those

which are obtained by distillation.

Fernandiua. See Flokida.
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Femandina, Ferrandine, a stuff made of silk

aii'l »v(»i)l.

Ferret, an animal <if tii»- weaM-l triU' (.y/uattlo

frro), kfjit for the pur[><>!H- of iJ«i.in»_\iiig rats, etc.,

in eorii-Htaeks ami otuliuililin^K. -- In t;la»»-inak-

ing, an irtxi ummI to make the riii^s at tiR- tiiout'is

of bottle*, or to ;ry the nulii<l matter. — In
French, a ta^ for a l.u-e or jMiint.

Ferrotypw, a fihoio^raphic jin»ee<.s wl.leh is

•ultstantiaiiy as folh.ws : A plate of ulunt-iron.

after Ix-ini; covereil witli a surface of hlack .lapaii

varnish, \*> inintersed in collodion, and after u time
in the silver solution. It is then placeii in the
holder, and exposed in the camera.
Ferrule, a metal rini; or case, ti.\i-d on the lian-

dle of a ;<M>I, or at the end of a slick or umbrella,
to prevent the wimhI from splitting

Perry, the jdate in a rivcr, lake, or harlM>r

where a ?'oat plies for the convex ance of (,'.M»ds

or passenpTA fmm shore to shore. " In the l'.

States, ferries are established by legislative au-

thority, exerciM-il eitluT directly or liy a ilelepa-

tion of powers to courts, commissioners, or muni-
cipalities. Without su-'h authority no one, thouf^h

Ue may bo the owner of lM)th banks of the river.

has a rigut to keeji a public ferry. Vhc owners of

ferries are common carriers, and liable, as such,
for the carriajre of the ^joods and persons that they
receive on their lM»at». They may tletermine when
and how often, and u]>on w hat terms, their boats
•hall cross the river, and what they will transjxtrt;

but all these thinf^ they must <lo liy jfencral rules,

without favoritism or arbitrary exception."— Zell's

EncyHofHfdia.
Perry-Boat, a boat employed in crossing a

ferry.

Fertile, rich or fruitful ; having abundant re-

•ources.

Fertilizer, a manure ; an application to the soil,

organic or inorganic.
FestiTal, a holiday ; a day »ct apart for re-

joicing, public or private.

Festoon, a kind of omanH>ntal han^iin^ dra»>ery,
sui|K-nil«.-<i in a curve with ends {>assed over ; a
garland of flower*.

Fetch, t<) obtain or bring, as a price.

Fetlock-Boot, a protection or support for the
paKteni joints of hor»(*«.

Fetter, a shackle or chain for tin' f«>t ; iron
links for tpannin^- honn-s' fi-et, when prazi.ig in

oi»en ground*, to pnvent them straying to a dis-

tance.

Feo. tho French wor«I for fire.

FettiUage |Fr.|, foliage; a row of leaves;
branched work.
Feuille [Fr.], a leaf; also, a leaf, or sheet of

pajHT.

Fenille-Morte. the color of a fade<l leaf.

Feuilleton. that part of a French newspaper
devoted to literary or dramatic criticism.

FeuUlets, the pn)j«-<ting |Miinls of the triangu-
lar facets in a row-cut diamond, whose basm join
those of the triangle of the central pvramid.
FeuUlette (Fr.|, a halfhog»h<>ad

'

Feverfew, tlM« popular nam*- of P^rrthmm par-
tkfnium (Fig. 175), a wild plant, a d«-<-oction of
which is, in some countrie*, a favorite popular
renieily for slight fevers. It <ontain« niuch tannic
acid, and in <H>rmany has Ihi-u usi<fully employed
in tanning and currying leather.
Fez, a red cap, tnadie of felt, worn in Turkey,

Greece, etc.

Fiacre, a French hackney-coach.
Fiars, the average priies of grain legally filed

for the year in Scotland.

Fiasco, a liquid nu iisun> of Italy ; for wine
about four piiii!'. and for oil somewhat less.

Fibre. 'I'liis term, as ]Mipularly and commer-
cially us<-d, iiK luilcit the hair and w<mi1 of quadru-
pe<ls, the llin.ids of the c<M-<M>ns of silkworms,
etc., the filiri-B of ilie li-aves of plants and of

their inner baik. (he »-lonu'nie<l <«ll!> or liain. «-on-

necle<l with tlie M-ed.'< of plants, and the ordinary

materials ummI in inakiiig cordu(:e and textile fab-

rics. Mineral siilislaiices are called fibrous in

structure, even wlu n it is im|H)ssible to detach '.he

apparent tibn s. The only fibrous mineral which
has Ihiii used for textile fabrics is a»l»estos (q. v ),

but that only to a very limite<| extent. The ani-

mal suWtances use<l are divide*! into two classes, —
the first including hair and wind, ami the second
the silk of coctMtns. Nearly all textile fabrics are

made fridii the first, and the w<Md of the sheep is

the most imiK)rtani division of tin- class. The hair

of the goat, alpac:!, camel, bison, and oilier ani-

mals is also used. The hair of most animals is,

however, ill general, too short to allow of its bi-ing

Used for textile manufacture, Tlu- ve(.'etalile king-
dom yields till- largest numlKr of useful fibrts,

which are obtained from natural orders very dif-

ferent from ea<-h other. From exogenous plants,

fibres are obtained from the inner bark, as in the
ca.se of flax, hemp, etc., and from the hairs of the

fruit, as in cotton. In endoger.ous plants, the fibre

is sometimes obtained from the fruit, as in the
cocoa-nut fibre. The spathc of some palms is

also used. Some of the slender palms, called rat-

f\f. 1T6. — Prrotriw.

tans, and the bulrush, etc., are much tned. on ac-

count of their fibrous natun-, for wicker-work,
chair-lMittoms, and similar puriM)**^!. The most
Talual>le tibn-s obtaintMl from endogenous plants
come fnmi the leaf or leaf stalk. The fibres of the
l>ark of exogens an> readily separated, usually by
steeping or continually moistening with water. A»
this pntcess injure* the color of endogenous sid>-

stances, the fibres are gen«rally M-parated l>y

beating or passing lK'tw»-<-n rollers Fibn-s ol>-

taim-<l from fruits, as cotton fJlin-, like the wool
and hair of animals, exist naturnlly in a sejuinite

stale, and <mly r^Hjuin* to Ik" colh-i-tetl and cleaned.

Among the useful vegetable fibres those of fljix,

hemp, and cotton have long held the first place
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Tlie principal additions, of late years, have been
New Zealand flax, jute. Sunn or Sunn hemp, coir.

Pita flax, Abaca or Manilla hemp, Ciiinese grass,

p]sparto, Alfa, American jute, etc. All the useful

fibres are noticed under tiieir particular names.
Fibula, a needle used by surgeons for sewing

up woimds.
Fichu [Fr.], a sort of three-cornered neckerchief

worn by ladies.

Fictile, moulded into form by art; manufac-
tured of clay by the potter.

Fid, a tapered wooden pin, used by seamen in

splicing large ropes, opening eyes, or holes, etc.

;

an iron support passed through a hole in the heel

of a mast.
Fiddle, a stringed musical instrument. See

Violin.
Fiddle-Block, a block with two sheaves, one

over the other, the lower one smaller than the
upper.
Fiddle-Bow, Fiddle-Stick, the stringed bow

with which a fiddler draws sound from his instru-

ment.
Fiddle-'Wood, a durable wood used for mills

framing, carriage-wheels, etc. ; tiie produce of Clth-

an-xfflitm melanocardiuin, a useful timber-tree of the
West Indices.

Field, a portion of arable land.—The range of

an optical instrument ; the space visible in it at

one view.

Field-Bed, a portable or folding camp-bed.
Field-Book, a land-surveyor's plotting-book, in

which the angles, distances, stations, etc., are
noted down for mapping or reference.

Field-Gvm, a piece of cannon mounted on a two-
wheeled carriage, and drawn by horses, which can
be carried into the field of battle, and throws a
shot of from 6 to 12 pounds.
Field-Roller, a wooden or iron cylinder, drawn

upon a ploughed field to mash the clods and level

the ground.
Fiife, a very small wooden flute or pipe, giving

acute piercing sounds, and used as an accompani-
ment to the drum.

Fife-Rail, the rail round a ship's mast.
Fig [Fr. Jigae; Ger. Feiij; It. jiclio; Port. Jigo ;

Sp. ITi(jo\, the fruit of Flcus carica, a small tree,

rarely more than 20 feet high, indigenous to

Asia Minor and Syria. The fig consists of a pulp
containing a number of seed-like pericarps en-
closed in a rind; and is of various colors, from
deep purple to yellow, or nearly white, with a
sweet taste. From the ease with which this nu-
tritious fruit can be preserved, it was probably
one of the earliest objects of cultivation, as may
be inferred from the frequent allusions to it in the
Hebrew Scriptures. The tree is now cultivated
in all the Mediterranean countries, but the larger
portion of our supply of figs comes from Asia
Minor, Spain, and the South of France. Those of
Asiatic Turkey are considered the best. The trees
usually bear two crops, one in the early summer
from the buds of the last year, the other in the
autumn from those of the spring growth ; the lat-

ter forms the chief harvest. When ripe the figs

are picked and spread out to dry in the sun, those
of better quality being much pulled and extended
by hand during the process. Thus prepared, the
fruit is packed closely in barrels, rush baskets, or
wooden boxes, for commerce. The best kind,
known as elemi, are shipped at Smyrna, where the
pulling and packing of figs form one of the most
important industries. This fruit still constitutes
a large part of the food of the natives of Western
Asia and Southern Europe, both in the fresh and

dried state. Medicinally the fig is employed as a
gentle laxative, when eaten abundantly often prov-
ing useful in chronic constipation ; it forms a part
of the well-known "confection of senna." Cut
open, the fruit is a popular cataplasm for boils

and sores, an application as old as the days of
Hezekiah. It is recommended as a demulcent in
disorders of the throat, being given in the form of
decoction. The fig is grown for its fresh fruit

(eaten as an article of dessert) in all the milder
parts of Europe ; and in the U. States, with protec-
tion in winter, succeeds well as far north as Penn-
sylvania. Imp. duty, 2^ cts. per lb.

; preserved in

sugar, brandy, or molasses, 3o per cent.

Fig-Cake, a preparation of figs and almonds,
worked up into a hard paste, and pressed into
round cakes like small cheeses, which is vended
about the streets.

Figure, a number. — An artist's modeL— Any
representation made of things in wood, stone, or
other solid material. — Amount, price, value ; as,

the goods were sold at a high figure. — To goffer,

to emboss, to ornament a stuff with gold, silk, etc.

Figure-Head, a carved bust, statue, or full-

length figure, placed over the cutwater or bow of
a ship.

Figured Muslin, a thin fabric in which a pat-
tern, design, or representation is wrought. See
Ml'slin.
Figure-Weaving, a process differing from

plain-weaving
;

patterns or designs being pro-
duced in the damask, velvet, or other stuff by
employing threads of different colors or of differ-

ent appearance, in the warp or in the weft.

Fil [Fr.], thread, hair, wire; a small twist of
silk, hemp, or flax.

Filament, a string ; a long fibre or fine thread.
Filasse [Fr.], hemp or flax ready to be spun.
Filature, a silk-yarn, or cotton-twist, manufac-

tory ; a workshop where silk is reeled from co-

coons and spun.
Filbert, the fruit of the cultivated hazel (Cory-

liis avellana albii). The filbert is not thicker than
the common nut, but is at least double the length,

with a corresponding kernel. The largest of the
species is the cob-nut, which is round. What is

called the cluster-nut differs from the others only
in the fruit being produced in large clusters at the
ends of the branches. Filberts are imported to

the U. States, principally from Palermo and Na-
ples, in bags of about 195 lbs. ; and from France,
in barrels or bags. Imp. duty, 3 eta. per lb.

Filch, to steal or purloin.

File [Fr. /*/ne; Ger. Feile ; It. lima], an instru-

ment of iron or forged steel, used to polish or
smooth metals, and other hard bodies. A file dif-

fers from a rasp (wiiich is chiefly used for working
wood, horn, and the like) in having its teeth cut
with a chisel whose straight edge extends across

its surface, while the teeth of the rasp are formed
by solitary indentations of a pointed chisel. Ac-
cording to the form of their teeth, files may be
single-cut or douUe-cut ; the former have only one
set of parallel ridges (either at right angles or at

some other angle with the length) ; the latter (and
more common) have a second set cut at an angle
with the first. The double-cut file presents sharp
angles to the field surface, and is better suited for

hard metals. Files are also classed according to

fineness of teeth, being known (in order of increas-

ing fineness) as rouqh, Uislard, second-cut, smooth,

and superjinf, or dend smooth. The shapes of files

present almost endless varieties. Common forms
are : the Jiat file, of parallelogram section, with
uniform breadth and thickness, or tapering, or
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" bellied " ; the /onr-tquare file, of square section,

sometimes with one side " safe," or left smooth

;

the so-called tkrte-aquare file, having its cross sec-

tion an eauilateral triangle ; the hal/round file, a
segment of a circle ; the round or rat-tail file, a circle

;

the last three are generally tapered. 'V\wjlont file

is like the fiat, but 8ingleH:ut. There are many
others. Files vary in length from three quarters
of an inch (watchmakers') to two or three feet

and upwards (engineers'). The length is reckoned
exclusively of the spike or tang which enters the
handle. Most files an- tapered ; the IJuiit are nearly
parallel with larger section near the midtlle ; a few
are parallel. The rijflen of sculptors and of a few
other files are curvilinear in their central line.

OaM-stael is tb* SMtwrfaU ehledy OMd for F., tbouxh the
luc*r and roufher varietias ai* •ometliue* made from btiiter-

steel. In msnalhetara, Um blanks aiv furgud front ban tbat
have bcMi tilted or rolled aa nearly a* ponible to the auctions
rtquired ; they are then annealed with great rare, and when
•nflfeientW voftened an lalcen oat, •traightened, if neceoarjr,
with hand hammera, and then rendered clean and accurate in
form by fliing or grinding. They are now ready for cutting.
]n thi* proreM, ai perforuied by hand, the cutter aim before a
pqoaie stake or anvil, on which the blank, slightly greaaed, is

Mid (having it* tang towards him) by means of two leather
strap* named round its enda, and held Cut below, one by each
foot, lie holda in hia left hand a abort chisel (the edge of
which alwaya exceeda the width of the F., placing it on the
blank with a alight inclination from him, and beginning near
the farther end. lie atrikea the chiael aharpiy with a ham-
Bier; an indentatlun U thua made, and the ateel, slightly
thrown up on the itide next the tang, forma a ridge. The
chisel ia then transferred to the uncut aurf.ice, and slid from
the operator till it reaches the ridge just made ; thus the posi-

tion of the next cut is determined ; the chiael ia again struck,
and so on. (The end part of the f*. ia dealt with separately.)
The workman secka to give his blow aa uniformly as poasible.
Sixty to eighty cuta are made in one minute. After nniahing
the hriit cnnru of cuts, he proceeds, if the F. ia to be double-
rut, to make the second rounie,thecutaof the latter being gen-
mally aoniewhat 6ner. Thua the surface ia covered with teeth
inclined towards the point of the F. If the F. ia flat and is to
be cut on the other aide, it is turned orer, and a thin plate of
pewter placed below it to protect the teeth. Triangular and
ocbar F. ai« aupported in grooves in lead. In cutting round
aad balf-round F., a atraight chisel ia applied as tangent to
tbs rmve. The round fae« of a half-round F. require* eight,
ten, or more coaraea to complete it. The F. ia next hardened.
Bring first covered with a paste to protect the teeth from Uie
direct action of fire. etc. (for inatance, pasaed through beer-
grounda to make It aticky, then through a mixture of common
salt with roasted and pounded cow'a hoof), it is healed to an
even red beat, and then suddenly cooled by plunging in cold
watav or brine. It Is lamoead before cooling tbrougboat, that
It nay b« stralfhtMMd If n eessssry (which I* dooa by ptcas-
urc). TtMB It & eoolsd in oil. Tbs tang is next submitted to
a sbflsolng prac***, and tba F., after being wiped, and the
tsaSil bfUMcd eloaa, i* ready for fixing Into the baadls aitd
fcrnsa.

In Bagtaad F. are chiefly mad* in SbeSeld and tTanrington,
those of tb* latter place bdng MOMally known as lAncashIre
F. It is rsmarkabl* that whlto mmj othsr operations that
aMSH BMtw diflkult than F.-enttiog are now •fleeted by ma>
•ailiety. and whll* numeroua F.-cutUog machines have b««a
lavraiaii, tbe work continue* (In England) to be lai|ely done
by haad. Tbt* is perhaps partly due to atroag opwwilloDM tbe pan of opetmlives lo tntroduetioa of machlitery, and
also to a ftwIWi pt^tudies ia favor of band-eitt F. (maehiiM-
eat F., taideed, ai« not nnfVequently told aa hand-«nt) but
probablv also to the probh-ni of rutting F. by marhlnery be-
lag really somewhat diflk-ult. In most of the machlMe la-
Tsatsd for tluU purpow, the idea baa bera to cooatruet aa boa
ana aad bead to hold the chiael, aad a hsmiaer to strike tbe
bk>«, aad so to Imiute, aa eloselv as possible, tbe OMMoal pro-
ease F.-making by macbiaeiT it exteasiveiy aad stteeswfUly
prarU«^ In the U. Stales, whish aseoH to ladicate tbat moeb
of the bilure espertsacsd la t>nlsa< ia doe to tbe defcet la
tbdr oiachinery. of prodoeiaf extrsoM Nnkrity la the leetb.
This gives ris* toeomplainu by Kogllsb aitlaaas about F. •• ma-
Blac In grooves," " chattering," etc. Ttie groovee prodored
\j tbe F. (If doable-rut eapeeialW) at tbe beginning of lu
oeeaient are dsepeaed as it la moved farther With Irregu-

lar teeib.on tbe otber hand, such as are found lu all hand-
node F.. tbe groove* made in the flr*t instance have their
sUss cat away a« the F. I* advanced. The Nirbolsoo F. Oe
ia Pwnldewe, Rhode lalaad. have used, with krge aad ial
srisslng wir c*as. a machio* which Imitate*, to son* esteat,
this irregular reanli of tbe band proceas, cottlng the F. m
tbat no two apace* are found exactly alike in the entire length
The aUas of a flat sniftM* perisKljr true Is the ieet of a good

filer ; and this is no eaay matter to the beginner. The piece
to be operated upon ia generally fixed about the level of the
elbow, the operator auudlng, and, except in tbe ease of auiall

F., grasping the F. » ith both bands, the handle with tbe right,
the further end with the left. The great point is to be sble to
move the F. forward with preaautv in horiiootal atraight Uites

;

from the tendency of Che hands to move in area of circles, the
heel and point of the F. are apt to lie alternately raiwd. Thix
is partially compensated by tbe bellied form given to man; F.
(wbk-h also rouutcnurta tbe frr(|ueut «arpiug eflirct of' the
hardening procea*. by which one side of a Hat F. may be nrii-

dervd concave and useless). In bringing back the F. for (he
next thntat it ia nearly lilted off the work. Further, nimh
dellcary and akiil are required in adapting the prviu.ure and
velocity, aacertalning if foreign matters or filing* rruiain in-
terposed between the F. and (he work, etc. F. can Le cleaned
with a piece of tbe so-called roKon-ea/t/ ( used in combing cot
ton-wool ) nailed to a piece of wood. In <//aic7U>M^, which is

sometime* resorted to, to give a neat finish, the F. is drawn
sideways to and fro over tbe work. New F. are generally uaed
for a time on brass or cast-iron, and when partially worn they
are still available for filing wrought iron and steel.

Imp. duty : F. and F. blanka, rasps and floats, all not over
10 inches long, 10 cts. per lb. and 30 per cent ; the rame, over
10 Inches long, (> cts. per lb. and 80 per cent.

Filet IFr.J, a small thread or fibre ; a striog or
lace.

Fileur |Fr.], a spinner.

Filibuster, a sea-robber ; an American pirate.

Filigree, Filigrane, a style of ornamental work
in gold or silver, wrought in little threads of the
metal intertwisted in eccentric forms and patterns.

It is of Eastern origin, and was first introduced into

Europe by the Italians. In the East, Sumatra
and Java nave been celebrated for the high excel-

lence to which they have arrived in the prosecu-
tion of this art When the gold or silver has
arrived to a molten state, it ia drawn into wire
on an anvil, and then twisted. After twisting it

is hammered down again into a flat state, and
formed into the shape of flowers and leaves.

When the Jiligree is finished, it is cleansed by boil-

ing in water with conmion salt and alum, or occa-
sionally lime-juice. This work is chiefly done in

Malta, Sardinia, and the Ionian Islands.

Filings, fragments or raspings of metal, ivory,

etc. ; particles rubbed off in the process of filing.

Fillet, a little band to bind the hair.— Any
small timber or scantling equal to, or less than,

battens.— A strip of card-clothing.—A little rule

or ringlet of leaf gold, drawn over certain mould-
ings, or on the edges of frames, panels, etc.

Fillings, a brewer's term for prepared wort,
added in small quantities to casks of ale to cleanse
it. — The woof in weaving.

Fillister, a plane used for making the outer
part of a window-sash fit for rec-eiving the glass.

Filly, a young mare.
Filoche {Fr.], a large rope used by millers and

others.

Filoseda [Sp.], a silk and worsted fabric.

Filoselle, ferret or floss silk ; grosgrain yam.
Filter. See FiLTKRiso.
Filtering-Paper. See Filtratiow.
Filtration, Filtering, the separation of liquids

from Hul)Htnti('0!< mechanically suspended in tliem,

by pasxiii^ tlieni through niedia hnviiig pon>s suf-

ficiently tine to retain or keep back the solid mat-
ter. / . is one of the most common and useful of

the chemico-mechanical operations of the arts, and
its successful pi'rformanco in an economical and
expeditious manner is therefore a matter of the

highest importance in almost every branch of

human skill and industry in which liquids are
employed. Simnle in principle, and apparently
esaily perfomiea, it is, nevertheless, one of those

operations which require no less of care than of

tact and experience to conduct it with cert.iinty snd
•access. The losses snstnlned in tlie lnlM)rntc»ry,

by defective tuanipulatiun in this particular, often
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exceed those arising from ignorance and accidents

in every other department conducted in it. F.
is generally resorted to for the purpose of freeing

liquids from feculence, dirt, and other foreign

matter, and for obtaining them in a clear or trans-

parent state ; but, in some cases, it has for its ob-

ject the collection of the suspended substances, as

precipitates, etc., and in others both these intentions

are combined. The word " filtration " is absolutely
synonymous with straining, but in the language of

the laboratory it is usually applied to the operation
of rendering liquids transparent, or nearly so,

by passing them through fine media, as filtering-

paper, sand, and the like ; whilst the term " strain-

ing " is employed to designate the mere separation
of the grosser portion, by means of coarse media,
flannel, horse-hair cloth, etc., through which they
flow with considerable rapidity. F. is distin-

guished from clarijication by its mere mechanical
action, whereas the latter operates by depuration,
or the subsidence of the suspended substances
or faeces, arising from their gravity being natu-
rally greater than the fluid with which they are
mixed, or being rendered so by the application of
heat, or by the addition of some foreign substance.— The apparatus, vessels, or media employed for
filtration are called filters, and are technically dis-

tinguished from strainers by the superior fineness
of their pores. Both strainers and filters act on
the same principles as the common sieve on pow-
ders ; they all, in like manner, retain or hold back
the coarser matter, and permit the liquid or smaller
and more attenuated particles to pass through.

Fig. 176.— Filters.

The term medium (plural media) is applied to the
substance or substances through the pores of
which the liquid percolates. The form of filters

and the substances of which they are composed
are various, and depend upon the nature of the
liquids for which they are intended. On the small
scale, funnels of tin, zinc, copper, wedgewood-
ware, earthenware, glass or porcelain (1, Fig. 176),
are commonly employed as the containing vessels.
The filtering medium may be any substance of a
sufficiently spongy or porous nature to allow of the
free percolation of the liquid, and whose pores are,
at the same time, sufficiently small to render it

limpid or transparent. Unsized paper, flannel,
linen, calico, cotton-wool, felt, sand, coarsely
powdered charcoal, porous stone or earthenware,
and numerous other substances of a similar kind
are employed for this purpose. For many liquids
that filter easily, and in which the suspended matter
is of a coarse and porous nature, it is often suffi-

cient merely to place a little cotton-wool or tow, or
a small piece of sponge, in the neck of the funnel

;

but such an apparatus, from the small extent of
the filtering surface, acts either slowly or imper-
fectly, and soon gets choked up. Filters of un-

sized paper are well suited for all liquids that are
not of a corrosive or viscid nature, and are uni-
versally employed for filtering small quantities of
liquids in the laboratory. A piece of the paper is

taken of a size proportionate to the quantity of
the liquid to be filtered, and is first doubled from
corner to corner into a triangle, which is again
doubled into a smaller triangle, and the angular
portion of the margin being rounded off with a
pair of scissors, it constitutes a paper cone, which
is placed on a funnel of proportionate capacity,
and is then nearly filled with the liquid. A piece
of paper so cut, when laid flat upon the table,

should be nearly circular. Filtering paper is sold
ready cut in circles of various sizes, which simply
require doubling for use. Another method of
forming a paper filter, preferred by some persons,
is to double the paper once, as above, and then to

fold it in a similar way to a fan (2, Fig. 176), ob-
serving so to open it and lay it on the funnel that
a sufficient interval be left between the two to
permit of the free passage of the filtered liquid on
its descent towards the receiver. The " plaited
filter," as thus formed, is exceedingly useful for
general purposes ; it exposes the entire surface
of the paper to the liquid, and allows filtration to
proceed more rapidly than a " plain filter " does.

In reference to funnels, it may be remarked that
those employed for filtering rapidly should be
deeply ribbed on the inside, or small rods of wood
or glass, or pieces of straw, or quills, should be
placed between them and the paper. The neck or
tubular part of the funnel should, in like manner,
be deeply ribbed or fluted on the outside, to permit
of the free passage of the air, when it is placed in

a narrow-mouthed bottle or receiver. When this

is not the case, F. proceeds but slowly, and the
filtered liquid is apt to be driven up the outside of
the neck of the funnel by the confined air, and to
be continually hissing and flowing over the mouth
of the vessel. The breadth of a funnel, to filter

well, should be about three fourths its height,
reckoning from the throat. When deeper, the
paper is liable to be continually ruptured, from
the pressure of the superincumbent fluid ; and
when shallower, F. proceeds slowly, and an un-
necessarily large surface of the liquid is exposed
to the atmosphere, and is lost by evaporation.
To lessen this as much as possible, the upper edge
of the glass is frequently ground perfectly smooth,
and a piece of smooth plate-glass is laid thereon.
When paper filters are of large dimensions, or em-
ployed for aqueous fluids that rapidly soften the
texture of the paper, or for collecting heavy pow-
ders, or metallic precipitates, it is usual to support
them on linen or calico, to prevent their breaking.
This is best done by folding the cloth up with the
paper, and cutting the filter out of the two, in

the same way as would be done with double paper,
observing so to place it in the funnel that the
paper and calico may remain close together, espe-

cially towards the bottom. The F. of small quan-
tities of liquid, as in chemical experiments, may
often be conveniently performed by merely plac-

ing the paper on the circular top of a recipient,

or on a ring of glass or earthenware laid on the

top of any suitable vessel. A filter of this kind
that will hold one fluid ounce will filter many
ounces of some liquids in an hour. — Good filter-

ing-paper should contain no soluble matter, and
should not give more than jiu to sJe of its weight
of ashes. The soluble matter may be removed
by washing it, first, with very dilute hydrochloric
acid, and secondly with distilled water. The
" MunktcU " Swedish filtering-paper is composed
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of flax fibres very much crushed and broken,

and owes its value to the broken pieces of the

fibres filling up the pores, and thus preventing
solids from passing through the paper. Rhenish
filtering paper is also niaiie from flax, but, in con-

sequence of the more jierfect condition of its fibres,

is more porous than Munktell's, and therefore

inferior to it for filtering purposes. Another
kind of Rhenish paper, also of flax, in which the

fibres are much torn, is manufactured, and is

said to be a useful article, and to alh>w the rapid

passage of fluids through it. The white filtering-

papers of English make have a small quantity of

cotton mixed with the flax, and the fibres are much
torn and crushed ; hence they make serviceable

filters. — For filtering a larger quantity of a liquid

than can be conveniently managed with a funnel,

and also for substances that are either too viscid

or too much loaded with feculence to allow them
to pass freely through paper, conical bags made
of flannel, felt, twilled cotton cloth or Canton
flannel, linen or calico, and suspended to iron

hooks by rings or tapes (3, Fig. 176), are com-
monly employed. The first two of the above
substances are preferable for saccharine, mucilagi-

nous, and acidulous liquors ; the third for oily

ones; and the remainder for tinctures, weak alka-

line lyes, and similar solutions. These bags have
the disadvantage of sucking up a considerable

quantity of the fluid pouretl into them, and are

therefore objectionable except for large quantities,

or when they are to be continued in actual use as

filters for some time. On the large scale, a num-
ber of them are usually worked together, and are

generally enc'lojjed in cases to prevent evaporation,
and to exclude dirt from the filtered liquor that

trickles down their sides. These arrangements will

be noticed further on.— A simple mode of filtering

aqueous fluids, which are not injured by exposure
to the air, is to draw them off from one vessel to

another, by means of a nunil)er of threads of
li>M«ily twisted cotton or wor8te<l, arranged in the
form of a siphon (4, Fig. 17G). The little cotton
rope at once performs the operations of decantation
and F. This method is often convenient for

sucking off the water from a small quantity of

a precipitate.

F of Wattr. Rif«r WBtar, shallow wall nter, and eiitem
w-i-pr. ••\tfiiilTely luad for watar-auppljr, baing in ceoeral
Ur;;. it i>>:uiti<<J,lt U a wlw Mfcfoard 10 wiptmr a flltoring

pnK'c<ii, aii'l lu UM b o(Ua quit* ImponiUf* if the >•• c>r

With aw to if rwDeewJ. Tba eoostmeting of wat«r-8lleri l«

a auUlar !• whish lafvalion lias Imm lart>ijr •s«reia>d. All

•orto of yorooa saltalaiieM !»«• baaa eallad Into fcqakdtloa, a*

may boMon bjr a flaoco at th« pacant r>eottl«. Thai, to m«n-
tioa MOM of tbaav, «• hat* rarlou* kind* of utono, sand, xravel,

powdand xtaa*, clay, poitMU lulphur, praparatton* of iron,

charaoal (wcMablo aint aniaal), oloth, Mt, hona-hatr, aitin*,

papar, Miieata aarbon, aponfi. wood, eaoo, eaplUanr timad*,
and ao oo. Vayrtabla ohaivaal. w« omv acta, was flrat nn-
ployad la 1808, aniMal ebareaal In 1818. and solid carbon
MSeiBia 1884.— In paMing now to asainlDa aooM of tha ap-
protvd fcnna of donortie Alton at praaant in naa. It should ba
bonia la mind that whlW any of thaw fllu<r« will donbtlaaa
purify wmlar both moehanlrally and ehemtrallr, mora or laM,
it is only e« eoadition of thair bainc properly ittcandad to, and
tha flitannc matmlal canoTatad at lolarvaU dapaading oa its

aatuN aad tha natora and anouat of impurity in tha wnlar.
TIm tana " aalf-cioaaflnK," appliad lo aoma flltars, may hava
a<limitad) tma tanar, but Ifuiiilrr'tood (n Imply that a fliirr,

lat akma, will go on o/l i>^*>ii>m idTlnK pure walmr. It la nulla
taapplicabia ; solid impuritin mu\t arrunuiUto and call for
ramoral. Ttia statemout, or<-ii«lonitllr niaala, that a Altar ia

" warranltKl to maovwaU ImpnrirlM '^ tram wmirr in abauni,
and h«nlly d uiinw nottro. Ab*n|iit»ly pur* imtxr la a thing
aliniMi unknown ; carpful <llntillailon alona «ni (iTa an ap-
pmximation to It. Asoin, thr rlitim (hut flitar «lll iwnora
ail Wave rr«in water l« nfU-n falw : flltralion U capabia of rt-
moring nnlT a amall quantity of llroa. It muat ba aliowad that
*undry poiiiU In tha proraai of flitrmtinn atJII fawaln In aoBM
ob»curity, an<i it ia mattar of rrgrtt that tha aetkm of aoma
egounon flilaiing agtnia iiaa net baao so ftdty aiaand up by

fig. 177. — DaoAnna Fitrau

(cieotiOe esperimeot aa other* Still, enouph ha« been atrrr-
talned probably to guide to tlir rondrucUon of a filler on
rational principle* — Inalaige proportion of filien.a* alrraJy
iodirated, MNne form or otiter of carbon ii the chief filtering

affent. TIm well-known filter* of Uparouibe are c.i liodriral-
*haped covered T i a*aU of glaaed earthenware, in whkb the
filtering medium, a mistura of vegetable and animal charcoal,
in granular form, is enckimd
between two *Ub* cemented
in the caxe. The upper
(gUasd earthenware) (lab

baa a cenml aperture with
rained border, and a *mall
perforated beam immedi-
ately below it \ into thi* i<

inaerted a (ponge to anwt
the groaaer impuritie«,whicb
i* taken out and cleaned at
(hort interval*. The filtered

water pame* through the
lower (and poroui) ilab to

the merroir below, which
coiumunlrales airare with
the outer air by a narmw
tube paa*iog up within to

the top of the appantut,
and deliven iu water
tliroagh a tap — Charroiil

iu the form of i>orni finely

porou* block*, which can
l>e conveulcntly bruihed nnd
cU«ned externally, i* now
often moulded for filten

The convenient decanter fll-

tor, iu which the water paxae* through tlie block to a central
tutie (Fig 177). fomm an elegant addition to the Mdeboard.
Sometime* the block i« fitted in a movable pan. Agnin, In the
filter *bown In 1, Fig. 17S, a double F in elTert<il. the «a.er
paMiing fin«t through looae charcoal, U, then through a char-
coal block, C, *upported a*
shown. The block In this

cave i* aaid to last longer
without cleaning. The mov-
able and perforated enrthen-
ware plate. A, which Li

placed above the Charcoal
('.2, Fig. 17H), nllowg of (any
renewal of the latter. The
charcoal umhI Iu the«e fil-

ter* i* cliiefly of vegetable
origin. They are found to

remove more or leaa of
organic and inorganic mat-
ter di«K>lved in water. —
Frtth animal charcoal ha*
l>«'n proved to act power-
fully in the removal of or-

ganic impurity (conxiiier-

ably more (o than vegi-table

charcoal ). a* well a* of min-
eral matter. Hut it* reduc-
tion of the hardncM coaaas
in about a forinight, Um
removal of organic matter
continuing even after *lx

month*, though to a much
leM extent, e*perUlly If the
filter l>e much mwd. — A
very powrrfbl filtering me-
dium was diacoveivd and
introduced many year* ago
by Mr. T. Spencer. It i«

railed mavkttit rarhitl*, and
conaista of protoxide of imn
in ebemlcal eomlrination

with carbon. It ia obtained

by roajiling heniaUte iron-

or* with granulated char-

coal fur twelve to *ixteen

hour* at a dull rrd lieat.

Mr. Spencer conaider* the
purifying property of the
oxide to be due to It* power
of attracting oxygvn In It*

urfcca, without the latter bring acted upon, tlta ozygMI
•ttraetad )>elng then cimnged Into otone, by which Iba
omale matter of the water i* ronaunied The magnetic car-

bide Is uaed in granular form. Thl< filter gaine<l piiae medals
at tlM London and Pari* exhii>litnn*, and I'* efficiency was
damoaatraled bv the Uiittn Sanitary ComnilMioner*' report

on filler* in IWw. —The only other »\«teni we «hall here no-

tice l« that in which apongy' Imn l« iiami Thi* »u»>«tanc» i«

metallic imn which haa been rrduceil from an oxidi- wilt>out

fn*tan. It I* in a apnngy or pnritua otale of extremely fii>e

divialoa. lu nwtarltabla pMrifyiog actloB oa water was Hf

Fig. I7H, - FiLTxa «
UUUDLS ACTIOK.
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covered by Prof. Gustav Bischof ; and experiments made with

his filters showed that their power both ofremoving organic mat-

ter and reducing the hardness of water even increased during
upwards ofeight months" constant use. The general form of the

filter is represented in Fig. 179. An inner vessel containing

the spongy iron is supported in a case, which, below, contains

gome prepared sand, a regulator, A, and a receptacle, C, for

filtered water (with tap, not shown). The unfiltered water, B,

is in this form supplied from a bottle which is inverted into

the upper part of the inner vessel (a method familiar to chem-
ists). After pas>ing through the spongv iron the water ascends

Fig. 179. — Bishop's Spongt Iron Filter.

A, regulator ; B, unfiltered water ; C, filtered water.

through an overflow-pipe in the direction of the arrows ; the
object of this is to keep the spongy iron, when once wet, con-
stantly under water, as otherwise it is too rapidly oxidized.
The object of the prepared sand (which is generally in three
layers, viz., pyrolusite at the top, then sand, then gravel) is to

separate traces of iron retained in solution. The regulator, A,
consists of a tin tube, cemented in the position shown ; it is

open at the inner end, which is below the perforated bottom
supporting the sand, and closed by a screw-cap at its outer
end. It has also a small lateral perforation, through which
alone the filtered water passes into the reservoir. Should the
perforations get choked, the screw-cap is removed, and a brush
inserted; on starting at first, too, the cap is unscrewed, that
the materials may be well washed out without soiling the lower
reservoir. With a ball-cock and constant supply of water, the
inner vessel is dispensed with. The nature of the action of
the metal on organic matter is rather obscui-e. Mr. Bischof
considers there are both reducing and oxidizing agencies con-
stantly at work, and that the oxides of iron, being present in
their nascent state, must be very energetic in their action.
Probably ferric hydrate, the Inst product of oxid;ition, takes
an active part in separation of the organic matter, transferring

oxygen to it. Again, spongy iron is known to be very ener-
getic in precipitating any lead or copper. Its reduction of the
hardness of water presents some difficulty. This filter, we may

Fig. ISO.— Oil Filterino-
Bags.

add, recently gained the prize medal for general excellence
given by the Sanitary Institute of Great Britain.

F. of Oils. Oils are filtered on the small scale, through
cotton-wool, or unsized paper, arranged in a funnel ; and on
the large scale, through long bags, made of twilled eoiton
cloth (Canton cloth). These bags are usually made about 12
or 15 Inches in diameter, and
from 4 to 8 feet long (Fig. 180),
and are enclosed in bottomless
casings, or bags of coarse can-
vas, about 6 to 6 or 8 inches
in diameter, for the purpose of
condensing a greatextent of fil-

tering surface into the smallest
possible space. A number of
these double bags are connected
with corresponding holes in the
bottom of a block-tin or tinned-
copper cistern, into which the
oil to be filtered is poured. The
mode in which tliese bags are
fastened to the cistern is of the
utmost importance, as on the
joint being close and secure de-
pends the integrity of the appa-
ratus. The bags are surrounded
by a wooden screen fitted up
with doors for the purpose of
keeping off the dust ; and the bottom of the apartment is fur-
nished with large steam-pipes, by which a proper temperature
may be kept up in cold weather. The use of heat should,
however, never be had recourse to when it can be avoided, as,
although it vastly increases the rate of F., the oil so filtered is

more apt to become opaque in cold weather than when the
process is conducted at the natural temperature of the atmos-
phere. This is particularly the ca.«e with castor oil and sperm
oil. In practice, it is more convenient to have a number of
small cisterns at work (say 60 or 100 galls, each), than one or
two larger ones, as any accident that may occur is more easily
remedied, and that without stopping "the whole operation.
When cotton-cloth bags are employed without being " creased,"
or enclosed in others of canvas, they should not be longer than
about 3 or 4 feet, and not wider than about 6 or 6 inches when
filled, When larger they are dangerous. — A ronvenieut
method of filtering a single cask of oil is, to insert the pipe of
a two-way patent filter into the cork-hole (1, Fig 181 ), by which
means the whole will be filtered as drawn off, without any
trouble on the part of the operator. This filter consists of a
porous bag stretched over a perforated metallic vessel, nearly
the shape and size of the exterior casing, and its edge is tightly
screwed between the sides and bottom of the latter, so as to be
quite water-tight. The cock communicates with the interior
of the perforated plate and filter, and the supply-pipe with tlie

exterior. By this means the interior chamber, which occu-
pies § of the vessel, rapidly fills with filtered oil, and continues
full as long as any liquor remains in the cask. This arrange-
ment is also well adapted to the filtration of wines, beer, cor-
dial.s, porter, and various other liquors. It is unequalled in
simplicity and usefulness. The same filter may be removed
from cask to cask, with the feuiility of a common cock.

1

Fig. 181.

F. of Sintps is now generally effected on the large scale by
passing them through the creastd-bagflttr just described. On
the small scale, as employed by confectioners and druggists,

they are usually passed through conicalfannetbasslS, Fig. 176).

The F. of thick sirups is, however, attended with some diffi-

culty, and it is therefore a good plan to filter them in a some-

what dilute state, and afterwards to reduce them to a proper

consistence by evaporation in clean vessels of finne<l copper, by

steam heat. Sirups, when filtere<i in a heated state, run well

for a time, but the pores of the fabric rapidly get choked, fh>m

the thickening of the sirup and partial crystallization of the

sugar, occasioned by the evaporation of the aqueous portion

from the surface of the bag. This may be partially prevented

by enclosing the bag in a metallic casing. On the whole, clari-

fication is preferable for sirups to filtration ou the small scale.
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Thrj Deed onl)r be well bcateo up wbi)e rulJ with • little white
of rfg.antl thro braleil ; > •rum rtMr*, vhwh mu>i be reoioTed
ai Koa u> it brroturp* ruoiUtrul, anj the •kiuiuiini; rootinued
until Ibe liquid brromee ck«r Any Haetlue purt»i>a< of •cum
that DtAy hare eecmped notire mrv t««iir rrutovrri bv ruonifiK
the «lrup through a roane ttaaoel •trmiin-r vlillti hot. The
inoet rxtru^ire applinUioa of Ibe prvr«*a of >'. lu the art* U in

the rrfininc uf lugan.
F. of Tt»n»nt amj Tt^ttabU Jttit't. Thejr are uniallr fll-

lef«d, on the tuiall irale, through fri*ii/oM> or mmtntj paprr
placed on a funnel ; and oo the \Mrg* erale throujch thin ai>d

flue rattan tt^gf. In (rttrrat, bowrYrr. tiurture* clarify ihem-
•elvee by the •ubtideiice of tba »u«priiil(>d inatt<-r, when allowed
to rrpow for a few day*, lleoce it i* the Uilioiut alone that
rxiuire fllteriuf . the aupematant clear portion ucrd only be

run thrwugh a iinall hair tiere, or aoaie other ct»nr UMdiuin,
to remoTe any lloatiuic •ubitaoren, a« ptccr* of •inw. etc.

When pmwible, llncturr«,>pirita,aad all tiinilar rolallle 0utd<
are better and mote rcnnooilcally cleared by fubeideoce or
eiarillcatioa than by F., a«, in the latter way, a portion i< lost

by eraporation, and the •irrnitih of the liquid li therrby
alter«>d. - VeKetable juice* ihould be allowed to dr|io«it their

feculoua portion before F. The •uprniatanl liijuij will then
ba ofteo found quite clewr. It It only when Ihit it not the cane

that F (hould be had rwrounw to A <inall quantity may be
filteml through eoarw or woollen fliteriiig ptper, •upportrd on
a piece of roaiwe calico plac«d on a fuuni-l ; wiieu Ibe quantity
li larfo, ooe of the tomral imtt before detcribed tliould be em-
ployad. The bottom* from which tba clear portion ha« been
datvaled •hould be piscod on a •eparate filter, or eUe not
•dded until the whole of the other portion ha« draliXHl throui;b.

Vejtetable juice* are often rendered clear by v^uiply heatinj;

them to about ISO-' or 3<J>)-^ V'., by which their albumen i»

eoagulatad ; they are al«o fnM(uently clarified by the adjition
of a llttta white of etcg and heat, in the Kune way a< irup*.
A conrcnient metbod of •training regrtable lnfu.<ion< and de-
eoctioaal*, to Mretrha<quareof liannelon a frame or " horw,''
•ecuring it at the romeni by piecet ofntring (2, Kig. HI). Such
k fnine, laid acroa* the mouth of a pan, i« more canily fol with
flrwab Ui4iiid than a b:tg, who^ mouth \» 40 or W Inchei higher.
MAar vagetsble »olullon<. that from the TUcidity of the vu-v

yiiwl auttcr ran •carrely be filtered, may be r««<lily clarified

witb whita of egg In the cold, or p<k«« the filter rapidly if a Very
mmaII quantity of acetic, tartaric, sulphuric, or other itrong
mMU previoiuty ad led.

J^ af* CortQtiet Li'iui<lt. aa the (trong acid*, are filtered

tk»M^ Mwdatwd gla**, or siUcious sand, »upported oo prb-
Mm la IM Ibroat of a gla<« funnel, or ihroueh anbeatoi or

Ottilll ylMlA In tba nme manner. C'hairoal haa abto

MMi wylu/ait ibr fkm aame purpo«r, but i> not fit for iK>me
mM>. Ilreilg' tmuMte •IkaUne lyo* are alao filtered through
ftmkmApam or autd. Weak alkaline lye* may l>e filtered

tbwgfc UW eaiiro. atretched acroa* the mouth of a funnel.
M«ay correalra Uquldt. a* (olutioo of potaata, etc., re<);iin> to
ba nslo^ad Uom tbe air during F. Tba rfmpleat apparatua
thai (Mi baaaiptoyeU for tbU purpoaa la imo In 8, V\t ISl

:

« W a gtobwiar bottle fitted with tba groauid itopper, </, and
havlBg • parfjTslad nack, f, ground to tba boiUe, 6 : r U a
•mU t«ba, VTSMMd roand with a« much a«be*ta«, liiten, or
•Uleo a* la ivqnirail to maka it At tba under neck of tba bot-

Ito Ihroacb wblcb It pa«'»«. For u«>, the M>lutlon to ba fll-

tara4 U pound Into tba bottle, a, nearly ai high a* the top uf
Ika taba, r, and tba (topper la rvpLtced. The liquid then
Awaaada lata t, aad a (imilar quantity of air p««*n up ti>e

tabataioa.
Wbaa • praHpttata. or tbe ftupaodad matter In a liquid, U

Mm crt^fert of tita F., tba filter aboutd be of lucb a naturv
Mm* Um powder Bkay ba m»kly eparateil from It when dr«

.

•ad that wtlb tba laaat loa poHibte Linen fillara are for ttt'u

naaoa pcafcrabla far lama qoaattilr*, ai>d tboaa of amootli
tibatoa* IMfar for Maall onea. The powder aboald he waatxxl
4o«a Iha itdaa of the filter, and rollartad, by maan* of a •mall
MMaM of «B(»r,in ooe (piM at the botloai , aaitatlag the opera
Koa vtib • eMnal-haIr peorll , and. when tba whole I* dry, li

haatd ba iw*^ oC tba payer or cloth with a (imilar pendl or
kraab, aad aot iViiMrad by a knlfc>, aa ia commonly dotie. when
It caa ba poaatbly aeotdad. —Tba " flrat rudnloga " of IW|uM
froai a filler are romtttoaly faal, aod are pumpnl back, nt re
taraad until tba fluid mat paribrU* limpid and Iranapareal,
wbaa It la " turned Into " tba " fiUjfptl ll<|uor ciatera," or
>rop»f lareirer. In masy eaaea tba ll<|Uld d<a« not readily
MaeaM trao'parent by atmplT paaaing through the fillvr

:

kanoa baa ari>en the am nf /Uunat-fuftrdff, nr Mtfaataarw
whkb rapi-ily choke up the pnrv* of tba oMilla In a eaartant
<itree lo make the fluki pa** rW^r. la the employaiaat of
tbaaa powder* rare ahould he taken that they an* not lo loo
taa a atala of dlrl*ioa, nor uaal in larger quantllie* than are
•banlulaty aereeeary. aa tbri are apt lo choke up the filler,

•ad to atMorh a large quantity of the li<|ul<l The le«a filter-

ing powder uenl. the more rapi.1 will be the progreM of tbe F. ,

•ihl tlie longer will be the peri<»l during which the apparaliM
will continue. Put aonie liqul<l> tlieee •uhataitce* areemplnred
fcr the double purpow of i|a<rolor1ng . or whitening. •• well aa
laiKlering them tran'|iarent In luch rajp« || |a |trffrnble,
ftnt, to paa* tlM lluld Ihrougb a layer of liia •ubataara la

coane powder, from which it will " run " but »lightlv coutauii-
Dated Into the filler ; or, if the powder i« uiited «ith the
whole body of the liquid, a* in bleaching almoudoil, ric, to
pae* ttie uiixturv through aotue ruar*er medium to rvniove the
cruder portitJU la-forr allowing it to run into the fitter. An-
other plan 1>, after long agiLitioa and rulitrqurul rr^xve, lo

dnaut the cl<«rrr p<>ni<in from the gro»rr tediuieni. xnd to
employ arparalr fillen l<>r Ike tiro, lirmnulated animal rhar-
cual U uard according to tlie fir>t niethi>d lu dt-colir rirupa,

oil*, etc : and flltrriug-|iowdrr by the arcund and IhinI, lo rr-

more a portion of the color, and tuclarift cartor and oiher otla.

The con>itH>n plan of mixing lar^r quantllie* of filterin;;pow-

drr with caator oil. and throwing il>r witole iuUi lite (i.ier. a*
adopted by the druggitU, la ii\judiciiiu*. U'hen >inip:e F 1*

rrquirvd, It i> brtler lo Uie little or no powder, and lo roiilinua
rrtuming the oil that " runt " thmugb, until, b« the •nr.ling
of tbe fibre* of tbe filter bag*, it How* quite riear lit ttii*

plan the aame filter* may be u><>d for a l<wig period of lime ifor

many yearn, and will continue to work well , wbiUt, bt the
uaual method, they npidly decline in |><>wer, and aoon deliTer

their conlenta (lowly, aitd after a abort time tcarTely at all —
It la often of great adrantage to render a filler " •elf-acting,"
or to roitttruct it in lurh a way that it may '' feed itself," ao
that it may continue full and at work without lite constant
aiteiition of the operator. On the amall acale. thi> may be
n-a<iily elTi^ted on tlw prii>ciple of the comuion fnuntain lamp
1 1, KIg 1<C2|

: ami on the large fcale, by placing the trerarl con-
taining tlie unflltrred liquid on a higher leTel than the filter,

and by haring the end of the •upply pipe filled wilb a ball-

rack, to keep the li<|uid in the filter conatantly at the lame
height. — The rapidity of F. dejiend* upon tlie |><iro»ity of lite

filtering medium, the extent of the filtering aurface. the rrla-

tire Ti«cidity or mobility of the filtering liquid, the prraaure or
force by wliich the liquid la impelled through the pore* of

the filter, and the porosity and fliieiie«» of the aulxtancr* it

hold* In auiipenainn. The moat efficient filter i« produced «hrn
the flnt two or the first three are ao graduated lo (he oiber*
that liquid filler* rapidly, and li at the aaiiie time remlered
perfectly trannparvnt. — In the common method of F., no
prewiurc is exerted beyond that of the weight of the column of
the liquiit reKling on the filtering medium, but in MMne caaea

additional pre*aure la employed. Tlii* it. bad recourie to for

the purpose of producing a more rapid F., and more opwially
for filtering liquida that, from their Tiacidity, will M-arrely |iau

through the ;>omi of aubatances sufficiently fine to remove
their impurilie* in the ordinary way. One of the eaaleat meant
of employing pre««ure in F. in to incrra<« the height of the

i^lumn of the filtering liquid. From the peculiar proprrtiesof

fluid*, by which ther tranamit preaaure in an equal degrt-e in all

dirrcliona.the reaaela need not be ofe<|ual diameter throughout,
but may lie conTenlently coniractetl lo the »iir of a amall pipe,

a«in2, KIg. 182, which repreientaa amall filter on thia conairue-

tioo at work, a it iba fuouel or cwaarrolr ol hml liquid ; k,

a taiatl pipaconraylng Iha liquid lo the filler : rr. a rhambar,
of which the upper p<ir1ioo, rf, la filled with the dewendlog
liquid, and the lowvr portion. /, with Ibe filtpring media ; r i

are arrew* by which the lioltnm plair ii fiMlei>»l on. which
plala |a remoTed to clean out or renew the filler Kor u»e. ilia

coeka k an<l / an- cloae<l. and the lioiild pouiv«l Into Hie fuo-
uel, a ; lita cock i la next opene^l. and. In a few minulea
after, the cock /, when an unlniemiple^l (low of filtered liquor
will Iw oblalneil aa long a* »ny Huid remain* in ll»e funnel, a.
and the lul>e. />. The length of the IuIh- <lelemilne* the ile

grew of pn-oiire. fare niual l» taken fir»l to paw the f<i«l

liquid lbr<>iigh a hair (leTe. nr aoote nllwr atrainer. In rrmova
any aulMiance lliat might choke up the pipe h ~ Annlber
methml of emploiing pre«*ure In F !• Ihe wiihdrawml of the
air froui tba rMwirlag ra»«a l,aa lo the vacuum filter, by wblcb
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a pressureof about 14\ lbs. to the square inch becomes exerted

on the surface of the liquid by the atmosphere. The yacuum
in the receiving vessel may be produced by the air-pump, by
steam, or by the Bunsen or Sprengel pump. — A commoner
method of applying pressure than either oftho.se already men-
tioned is to condense the air over the surface of the liquid by
means of a foroing-pump, or by steam. — On the small scale,

pressure may be applied to F. by means of a siphon, whose
shorter leg has its mouth blown into the shape of a bell or fun-

nel, over which filtering paper or fine calico may be stretched.

^ The application of pressure to F. is not always advantageous,
and beyond a certain limit is generally attended with incon-

venience, if not with aK^olute disadvantage. It is found in

practice that fluids under pressure take a longer period to run
clear than without pressure, and that ruptures of the media
more frequently take place in the former case, or with pre.ssure,

than in the latter. Great pressure is in no case advanta-

geous.
The filters already noticed are those that act by the fluid de-

scending through the media ; but in some cases the reverse

method is employed, and the liquid filters upwards, instead of

downwards. These are called ascending filters, and are often

preferable to those on the descending principle, because the

suspended matters that require removal by filtration usually

sink, and thus a portion escapes being forced into the pores of

the filter. They are also more convenient when pressure is

employed. The construction depends upon the same principles

as the common filter, and merely requires that the feeding

vessel should be higher than the upper surface of the filtering

media Oils are conveniently filtered in this way, because of

their little specific gravity. By fixing (3, Fig.182) a small filter,

d, on this principle into the head of a cask, and pouring in

water through a funnel, c, whose neck reaches nearly to the

bottom of the cask, the oil will float up and pa.ss the filter,

leaving the sediment behind. In cold weather hot water may
be employed.— In some cases the upward and downward sys-

tems of filtration are united in the same apparatus, and this

plan is advantageous where the space for operating is limited.

For this purpose it is merely nece-ssary to connect the bottom
of an ascending filter with the top of a descending one, or the
reverse ; the proper pressure being in cither case applied.

Fimble, a light kind of hemp.
Fin, a membraneous wing-like appendage to

fish. — A trade name for a blade of whalebone.—
A mark or ridge left in casting at the junction of

the parts of the mole.—A tongue on the edge of

a board.
Finance. In the 13th and 14th centuries the

words ,/ina/e, Jinancio, and Jinancia were em-
ployed, principally by writers in France, to denote
those bargains by which the indefinite liabil-

ities of ancient tenures were commuted by fixed

sums payable to the immediate lord of the tenant.

In course of time the word " finance " became
nearly synonymous with the product of taxation,

and the finances of a country are understood to be
the ways and means by which the expenditure of

a government are met. Tiie word is also com-
monly applied to the art of managing money-
matters, the person who professes this art being
called a financier. See Money, National Debt,
etc.

Findings, the wax, thread, and tools which
a journeyman shoemaker has to supply liimself

with in his work.
Finding-Store, a store where shoemakers'

tools, trimmings, etc. are vended, and which, in
England, is termed grindery- warehouse.
Fine-Arts, a term applied to painting, sculp-

ture, architecture, and other arts requiring taste,

skill, and judgment in the execution, and in which
the artist seeks chiefly to give pleasure by the im-
mediate impression produced on the mind by his
work; these arts being thus distinguished from
arts which are designed to answer some practical
purpose, and so have been termed use/id.

Fine-Drawing, a finishing process with cloth,
in which it is subject to a strong light while all

faulty parts or breaks in the fabric are closed
by sound yam introduced by a needle.

—

E. H.
K)ii(/ht.

Fineness, the proportion of pure metal in an
alloy, expressed in 1,000 parts; as the F. of U.

States gold coin is 900, the other 100 being alloy.

See Assay.
Fineer [Scotch], to veneer.

Finery, showy articles of dress
;
jewels, trin-

kets, etc.— The furnace in which cast-iron is con-

verted into malleable iron.

Finesse [Fr.j may be defined simply as a pecul-

iar aptitude of discovering in any business the

best means of attaining the object in view ; or as

the power of embracing in one comprehensive
glance the various interests of any subject, to-

gether with ingenuity to devise and tact to carry
out the plan best calculated to obtain success.

Fine-Stilling, the distillation of spirit from
molasses or other preparations of sugar.

Fine-Stuff, the second coat of plaster for the

walls of a room, composed of finely sifted lime

and sand mixed with hair; the first coat is of

a coarser material.

Finger, an ancient measure, the fourth part of

the palm, or hand, nearly an inch.— A measure
of domestic use in the U. States, of about 4^^

inches, or J of a yard.
Finger-iSoard, the neck of a violin, banjo,

guitar, etc., on which the strings are pressed by
the fingers in playing.

Finger-GIasB, a colored or plain glass vessel

to hold water for rinsing the fingers after des-

sert.

Fingerin, worsted spun in Scotland, from combed
wool, on a small wheel.

Finger-Plate, an ornamental piece of metal or

porcelain fixed on the edge of a door, to keep ofE

finger-marks from the paint-work.

Fingroms, woollen cloth made of combed wool.

Fining, the process of refining, purifying, or
clarifying turbid liquors. The simplest mode of

F. is by passing the liquor through a porous sub-

stance that retains the solids and allows tiie clear

liquid to pass through (see Filter) ; but this

method is only applicable to particles mechani-
cally suspended in a limpid liquid. When the
liquid contains mucilaginous or other matter, that

readily clogs the filter, some other means of F.
must be used. Such is the case with all malt
liquors, and most wines when turbid. When in

good condition, these do not usually require F., as

the suspended matter agglomerates, and sinks to

the bottom shortly after the fermentation is com-
pleted. When this does not take place, some
means of promoting such action are usually

adopted. One of the simplest is to add soluble

albumen, such as white of egg, to a portion of the

liquid, and, after beating it well in this, to add the

mixture, and stir it into the whole of the liquid.

Upon the application of heat, the albumen coagu-

lates and contracts from its diffusion into a scum,

enveloping and drawing together the suspended
matter. The scum is then easily removed. This

method is adopted for sirups and other liquids

that may be heated without mischief. In making
clear soups, the albumen of the meat performs

this function. As alcohol coagulates albumen, it

may be used for F. wines and cordials without

the application of heat. It is generally used for

red wines. Malt liquors are usually fined by
means of gelatine, either isinglass or cheaper sub-

stitutes being used. One pound of isinglass is

soaked in three or four pints of water, or sour

beer, then more sour liquor added as the isinglass

swells, until it amounts to about a gallon. The
jelly thus formed is next dissolved in seven or

eight gallons of the liquor to be fined. This solu-

tion, having the consistence of a sirup, is called

brewers' fininys, and about a pint to a pint and a
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half is addi-d to a barrel of ale or i>orter, or to a
lio-jsliead of cider or wine. The action of this

de|H.-n<U u|Min tlie combination of the t;t'l'*tiiif wiili

the astrin^int matter (tnnnic ariil] of the liquor,

forming thereby an insoluble solid, whicli »ink« to

the bottom, and carries with it, like the coagulat-
ing albumen, the sU!t(K'ndeil matter ; but a* the
flavor of malt liquors jwrtly depends ujwn the as-

tringents they contain, the /'. affects the flavor
;

the astringi-nts also help to preserve the liquor,

and hence their removal is in this resin-ct disad-

vantagiMjus. Malt liquors thus flnetl do not

"stand well on draught." The use of gelatine

f<»r /'. red wines is obji-ctionable, as in most of

these the astringent flavor is an esteenu-*! quality,

and therefore albumen is preferre«l. — There are
other methods of /'., but all of them are n>ore or
less objectionable. Liquors that are unusually
ditHcult to flne arc called stul>born by coopers and
cellarmen.

Finiag-Pot,a tcsboI in which metals areref!ne<l.

Finish, the pei-uliar style and effect produced
on the surface by the last touches.

Finisher, one who completes work for sale, as
in watchmaking, the bout and shoe trade, etc.

Fir. See Pine.
Fire, the effect of combustion ; also a burning,

A conflagrati(m. See Combcstiox, He.\t, Lioiit,
IxsLK.vxcE (Fire), etc.

IntHranrt. — { What is fire ? ) The necessity for
defining exactly what is loss by fire within the
meaning of the wonl in insurance policies has fre-

quently arisi>n. It is dear that damage may arise

as a consequence of fire wliich is not precisely and
dirc<"tly a damage by fire. Thus, for instance,

lightning is fire, and is capable of burning, but it

frequently destroys or injun-s by the force of the
electric current, as when stone or brick work is dis-

ioiigctl on being " struck," as it is termed. Again,
g^reat destruction is often caused by the explosion
of gas, without any combustion of the destroyed
materials. As a concession and act of gra<-e all the

ofllces now admit claims from gas explosions, but
not from explosions generally. The simple rule
for determining the question of what is fire within
the meaning of a fire policy, is to decide whether
there has been ndiml uinition of what is insure<l.

Difficult cast's may, and do ocvasionally arise,

but as a general rule the definition c)f damage
by fire as damage by actual ignition will be diii-

•ive.

Fire-Alarm Telegraph, a system of telegraphy
of American invention, p«tente<l in 18.j7 by Fanner
and ('banning, and usiil in all the large cities of

tlie U. Stole* for giving notice of firv. It com-
prises a aeries of signal-boxes at suitable inter-

Tsla over the city, connt^'teil by telegraph wire,
with the central office and all the stations of the
fire dei>artfnent. They are small boxes altout a
foot square, numlM-re*! in onler and placed i*on-

•picuouAly on telegraph (xdes, or on the Hide of a
building at corners of stret-ts. Inside of each is a
simple chM-k-work. which is s<-t in motion by the
pulling of a handle, and which rt-cords at the cen-
tral office the nuinlHT of the Ixtx.

Fire Annlhilator, invenie<l by Phillips in 1840.

This is essentially a gaseous fln^'ngine. which at
any moment can l>e made to discharge a stn-am
of mixed gasi>s and va]>ors having the power of
checking combustion. When first intriMluce<l it

was generally regarde<l as a most iin{><>rtAnt

invention, hut it has not prove<I an effective

sul>stitute for the common water engim-. For
extinguishing fins nn board ship atnl in close

apartrocnta it is tindoubtedlj wpil atlapted, but

! as a street-engine it is comparatively useless,

owing to the unmanageable nature of its firi'-anni-

hilaling vapt)rs. Tlie compositi<m with which the

I

apparatus is charged is a mixture of driinl ferro-
' cyanide of potassium, sugar, and chlorate of

|Hitassa. It is M.-t in action by a blow on a glass

vessel coniaining oil of vitriol, which, U-ing frae-

, turx'd, jH-rmits the acid to flow over the "charge,"
when the anti combustion gas is lib<>rated, and

I rushes forth with great impetuosity. See Fiae Ex-
> TINOI'ISIIER

I

Fire-Arms. a general name for all kinds of

1 arms or offensive weafMins from whiih destructive
' missiles are discharged. See Cannox, Gln, Ke-

I

VOI.VER, etc.

I
Fire Association of Philadelphia, a fire-in-

surance Co., located in Philuilelpliia, Pa., nnd
organized in IHliO. Suitemfni, .Ian. 1879: C'np.

stock paid up in cash, §.j()0.0«(»; net 8uq>liis,

$42-J,:)2«.li); risks in force. $1(>!>.070.«W>1; premi-

ums, 9*ii,720,8t<7.W]; premiums receivwl since ilie

organization of the Co., 9><,820,025 ; losses pnid,

$;i,<>ir).lJt0.1to; cash dividends paid to stockholders,

Sl,57!>,7«!2.

Fire-Bail, a grenade filled with combustibles,

to Ih! thrown among enemies for the j>uq><)se f)f

setting fire to, or merely illuminating, some work
against which hostile operations are directe<l.

Fire-Balloon, a balloon stnt up at night with
fireworks, which ignite at a regulated height.

Fire-Bars, wedge-shaped iron bars fitti-il to the

fire-l)ox of a locomotive boiler with the thick side

uppermost, to 8ui>port the fire ; the ends r«>st on a
frame ; they are inclined inward, witli an air space

Wtween each, to promote combustion, and are

joined at one end, and 8U])porte<l by a hmI at the

other, so that, the rod Ining withdrawn, the bars

fall and the fire-lwx is emptie<l.

Fire-Basket, an inm receptacle for holding a
sninll ]>ortable grate with coals, etc., for a bed-

room.
Fire-Box, the box (usually made of copper)

into which the fire of a hxomotive Utiler is

placed. The outside is of iron, separated from
the copper fire-lM)x by a space «>f alK>ut .'I inches

all around for water.— / »ir-/«r dcntr, the <l<K>r

o[M-ning into the fire-l>ox, facing the locomotive
ten<ler, by which coke is supplied to the fire —
Fiir-bftx fortiiion. In large fire lM>xes a division is

made in the Ikix, into which the water is admitteil:

this division is altout the height of the fire-lM>x

diMir. and divides the fire into two parts in a loco-

molive-<'ngine, thereby incn^asing the heating sur-

fai-e of the flrf-lK)x. — Fitttttx staif», de<'p. stnmg
iron slays l)olte<I to the top of the copper fire Im>x,

to enable it to resist the pressure of the slenm

;

round copper or iron stays are also used to Cfin-

tiect the outsi(k> shell to the inside txix, in the

nn>portion of altout one stay to every 4 square
inches of flat surfaj-e.

Fire-Brick. See Hrick.
Fire-Bmsh. a hair swi-epingbrush for the

hearth of a hmhu.
Fire-Bucket, a light canvas or leather pnil,

chiefly useil on shipboanl, to carry water for put-

ting out fires.

Fire-Clajr Bricks and Retorts. Firedays,
u»«'<l in the manufacture of firebricks, niny U-

defined as a native combination of hydrated »ili-

cates of alumina mechanically a»sociaie<l with

silica and alumina in various states r>f sulKlivision,

an<l suffl<-iently free fr«)in silicates of the alka-

lies and fnim iron and li«ne to resist vitrifi<a-

tion. The l>est fireclays an> chara<'terized by a

preponderance of alumina, tciiacity of texture.
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contractibility in the kiln, and an absence of iron

and the alkalies, etc., which tend to vitrification.

Tenacity of texture in a fire-brick material is a
mechanical condition which assists vitrification,

a coarse open body being more refractory than a
coarse homogeneous brick of similar chemical com-
position. A well-manufactured brick should be
of a pale cream or buff color, uniform throughout
its mass, and burnt to the full extent of its con-

tractility. A properly burnt brick, uniform in color

throughout its mass, can only be obtained by slow,

progressive firing ; a broken brick that has been
too quickly burnt, though pale on the surface, pre-

sents a darker central patch, and concentric rings

of various shades of color, due mainly to the dif-

ferent states of oxidation of the iron, and partly
to the presence of unconsumed carbonaceous mat-
ter ; but the chemistry of this color-variegation is

not clearly understood.

It is beyond the scope of this article to enter into the details

of the flre-briok manufacture, which in its main features re-
sembles the manufacture of building-bricks, except that fire-

bricks are rarely if ever burnt in clamps. Fire-bricks are now
manufactured to perfection in this country. In the large es-
tablishment founded in New York by Mr. Adam Weber, under
the name of" Manhattan Works," and which may be given as
a model of the kind, properly constructed ovens on the " down
draught" principle are employed,which insure greater regularity
in the burning than in the old form of kiln ; and the partially
moist ground clay dust is compressed into bricks in iron
moulds by steam-power, by which process more shapely bricks
are produced than by plastic moulding, and their perfectly
true flat sides enables a minimum of jointing material to be
employed, a circumstance of importance in the stability of fire-

brick masonry, as thick fire-clay jointing contracts in the firing,

tending to shatter the structure. In addition to the fire-

bricks, blocks, and tiles, for furnaces, rolling-mills, foundries,
lime-kilns, glass-works, etc., Mr. Adam Weber manufactures
on a large scale the celebrated enamelled clay retorts for
ga.s-works, which, bearing a higher heat than those of iron, are
becoming generally adopted. See Retort.

Fire-Chamber, the chamber at the end of the
puddling furnace, whence the flame passes to the
reverberating chamber where the charge is placed.
Fire-Cock, a plug for obtaining water from

the main pipes in a street to extinguish fires.

Fire-Cracker, a kind of small Chinese firework,
containing gunpowder tightly confined in thick
rolls of clay and paper, exploding with a loud,
sharp noise, and largely used throughout the

Fig. 183.— Davt's
Sapett-Lamp.

Hand-wokkkd Fiue-Knoine.

U. States on Independence Day, the imports from
China for tlie year 1878 amounting to $145,054.

This public nuisance has been of late prohibited
— ineffectually to this day — by the legislature

of New York and otlier States.

Imp. duty, per box of 40 packs, not over 80 in each pack,

81 per box ; and in the same proportion for greater or leas

numbers.

Fire-Damp. In most coal-mines the coal itself

is subject to chemical changes which cause it to

give forth large quantities of
carburetted hydrogen gas,

known to the miners as F.-D.
Sometimes, when a hole for
blasting is bored, a jet of
this terrible gas will inimedi-

atelj' stream forth from it.

There are many cavities in

the coal quite full of gas

;

and when one of these is

laid open by the miner's pick,

the gas rushes out with a
current called a blower, con-
tinuing in action for even
months together. Long pent-

up reservoirs of such gas,

set free after an unknown
period of accumulation, are

the most dangerous sources

of explosion. If small coal

is set on fire by the explo-

sion, there is still a further
danger from choke-damp, or

Sjillj Ilil^^H suffocating carbonic acid.

ill 1

1

iiilli^^H When sad experience showed
how dangerous an open can-

dle is in a coal mine filled

with f^.-D. or explosive gases,

ingenious men sought for

some means of averting the

danger. At one time a sort

of continuous flint-and-steel apparatus was adopted,
to keep up a succession of sparks that would in some
degree light up the mine ; but this has been super-

seded by the beautiful sufotif-lamp (Fig. 183). The
invention was chiefly due to Sir Humphry Davy ;

but the practical development to George Stephen-
son and Dr. Clanny, followed by many other in-

genious men. The principle of action is, that the

inflammable gas of a coal-mine, when kindled into

a flame, will not pass through the meshes of a
very fine iron wire-gauze ; the gas itself will pass

when cold or non-ignited, but not as a heated
flame. An oil-lamp is placed within a gauze cyl-

inder, having no openings except
the meshes. Air easily enters to

feed the flame. F.-D. also easily

enters, kindles, and tills the wliole

interior of the cage or cylinder

with a blue flame ; but this flame

cannot get out to kindle the great

body of gas in the njine. The blue

flame in the lamp is a warning to

the miner that the air around him
is very foul and dangerous. Any
defect in the lamp, or any care-

lessness in his mode of using it,

may lead to instant explosion, fol-

lowed by death or terrible mutila-

tion. The light is sometimes so

dim as to tempt the miner to ol)-

tain an increase by opening the

i^j^.x^^-w^j;:^^ gauze door of the lamp,— a peril-

ous practice, to avert which nu-

merous forms of new lamps have

been invented by Waring, Robinson, Ogden, Mues-

sler, and other inventors.

Fire-Engine, an hydraulic machine or force-

pump, for raising water to a great height to ex-

tinguish conflagrations. The hand-tvorked engine,

which is still to a great extent in use in England,

France, and other European countries, consists es-

sentially (Fig.184) of a pair of vertical single-acting
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force-pumps, worked by means of long brakes, that

enable tnany men to assist in usin^; them. Tiie

pumps (li:)c-har(;e itiio one common reservoir, tiie

up{K-r part of wbieh, c. eoniaiiM nir, that by its

elasticity causes the water to flow in a uniform
stream through the liiMliarce pi|>e. From tliis

pij)e the water is comlucteil any iKsiriHl distance
through the leathern hose, and discliar)(cd thrxiu;;)!

a stront; tapering metallic pi|H-, that is held in the
hand to direct the stream uiK)n the fire. A suc-

tion pipi- is attached to the lower end of tiie pump
when necessary, but it is not required when the
stream of water intr<>iiuce<l to supply the pumps
has sufficient head. The whole machine is placcil

U|M>n a carriage expn-stly constructetl for it, and
furnishe<i with such im]>lcmt'nts as are likely to

be wanteii at a fire. In working the F.-K., ropes
are •omctiioes made faat to the brakes, and, pass-

these first engines was their great weight, and the

length of time nnjuin-d for raising steam. The
city of t'incinnaii first diinonstrated the prac-

ticability of tlii!> application of steam, so as to

completely siijHTsciic the hand engine^ in the great

cities. The first of these engines was built by the

brothers I^tta and Mr. Alxl Shank, in 1853.

This macliine was very large and i>owerful. — but
very heavy. — weighing upwards of 12 tons, and
requiring 4 horses to haul it. This machine, with
some few others, was coiii>tructe<l »o as to apply the

steam to the wheels to aid in prt>|ii-lling it through
the streets; but this idea was soon abandoned.
The controlling feature of the Cincinnati engine
is the l>oiler. It has a square firelMix open at the

top, and the up|Mr |H>rtion of the funiace is itccu-

pied by a continuous toil of water-tulHs, ojtening

above luto the steam-chatnber, and the lower end

rig IBS. — SruH r»s-KMort.

ing through block* at the bottom of the rarriagr,

are hauletl upon by a numU'r of men with each
down stroke Some enginw have the pum|tt ar
range<l horisontally. and men sit on the top and
work as in niwing a Uiat. It U ctin*idere4l a giMnl

performance for a flrst-class hami-i-ngine tn throw

a «tr(>am through KM) feet of bose to a height of

100 ft-et. The Piram t. h.. (Fig. IHo) which is

now in use in almost all cities of the l*. Stati>«

is Ptaentially a ]>air of single acting suction ami
force pum|>s driven by steam power. It is haule<l

by two horses, and is self pn»|M-lliil. Tlic first at-

temnt to apply steam to the working of F H. was
nui«lc by ("apt. Ericsson, in I^mdon. in 1830. Af-

ter the great fin* in New York, in lK3.'i, prrminms
were offen-^l f<ir plans «if steam F F. , ami in IMl
onewas buiitfrom plan* i>f Mr. ll<Hlge«, and brought
Into servij-e at fires with g<K»<l e(Ii*«t. The great

difBcuItics in the war of tlie successful use of

connected! with a force-pump outside, by means of
which water is driven through the wfiole length
of the coil. Dy this arrangement the steam can
lie raisi-*! and the engine In* in working onler in

from 3 to 4 niinul(>«. The Cincinnati engine has
lieen exi*ell<il nowhere, and has iM-en copieil into

the principal cities of th<- worhl. As successively

impn»v«il. it gives the following average nn-onl

:

Time of rai«ing steam, thn'c minutes and fortv

s«i-onds fri>m the time the ton-h is ap|>lie<l unid
water is thrown from the norxle ; sire of norzle,

1^ inches; di«tanci* thrown. 310 fi-et. measuring
from the end of the nozxie to tb«' pla<e where
solid water fell ; siju- of steam cylinder, JO inches

bore, 24 inciies stroke; pumps, inches l»ore, 24

inches stn>ke; double engine cranks at right an-

gles; large airvess«'ls. ••onn«'ct«*<l together ; length

of hose, 100 fe<-t ; steam, I'W) (miuikI* to the square

inch ; pressure on water cylinder, 240 pounds to
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the square incli ; speed of engine, 110 revolutions

;

220 strokes of pumps
;

prate surface, 16 foet

;

heating surface, 660 feet.— Steam F.-E. are prin-

cipally manufactured in Philadelphia, Boston,
Cincinnati, and Manchester (New Hampshire).

Chemical F.-E., acting on the principle of the
Fire-Extinr/uisher (q. v.), have been lately intro-

duced, anil are of several forms and sizes, among
which Fig. 187 represents the Babcock engine. The
size most used consists essentially of two cylindri-

cal copper or steel tanks, each holding 80 gallons

of water. Tiie charge for each tank is 28 lbs.

bicarbonate of soda and 14 lbs sulphuric acid. The
soda is dissolved in the water, and the acid is held
in a leaden jar within the tank, which is securely

closed. At the moment of using the sulphuric
acid is mixed with the water, and instantly com-
bining with the soda, causes carbonic acid to be
given off with a pressure of 140 lbs. on the sq. inch.

The tanks are used independently and charged
separately, so that a continuous stream of water,

usually i inch jet, may be maintained. The whole
apparatus, charged, and carrying four men, weighs
about 3,6()0 lbs., and is drawn by two horses. The
hose is rarely carried upon the engine ; it is usu-
ally on a separate carriage drawn by one horse.

Chemical engines, it is said, can be used with ad-

vantage and effect wherever there is a scarcity of
water ; and still more, where there is an abundance
of water, by putting out a fire before the steam-
ers can get to work, and before it becomes large
and destructive.

Fire-Escape, a contrivance to facilitate exit
from a burning building. The apparatus sug-

gested, and more or less put
into operation, to assist in

the escape of persons from
burning houses, has been ex-
ceedingly varied. Straps or
belts, sustaining a seat on
which the person may be
lowered ; telescope ladders,

capable of being drawn out
and pushed in; jointed lad-

ders, connected like the piece s

of tlie chimney-sweeping ap-
paratus ; rope-ladders, that
may either be lowered from
above or raised from below ;

a pole, with cleats or ledges
that will convert it into a
kind of ladder ; a chair, so
placed as to be lowered by
ropes from a window ; a pole
supportingapulley,by which
a rope can be hauled up and
down a bag, large enougli to
contain a man, and arranged
so as to be lowered down a
ladder ; the lazy-tongs (Fig.

186) ; a canvas shoot, extend-
ing from the top to the bot-
tom of a ladder, down which
a person might slide,— these
are types of the several

kinds of fire-escape which have been practically
tried.

Fire-Extinguisher. The portable chemical
extinguisher, now in extensive use in factories,
warehouses, and public buildings, is chiefly effec-

tive to put out any fire in its earliest stages. There
are about 00 American patents for various forms
of tills apparatus, most of which are contrived on
this principle, that fire being supported by oxygen,
carbonic acid gas, which is much heavier than air,

Fig. 186.— FiRE-EscAPE.

must shut off the supply of oxygen, and immedi-
ately smother fire.

In the extinguisher represented in Fig 187, the glass bottle,

A, holds a charge of sulphuric acid, and is kept in its positioa

by the cup B and the cap 0. The
exit pipe extends, inside, to the

bottom of the machine. To pre-

pare the extinguisher for use, the
extinguisher is filled to within 3
inches of the top with water in

which bicarbonate of soda has
been dissolved. The bottle ofacid,

with the cap over the neck, is

placed into the cup, aud the heail

being inserted in the extinguisher

is screwed down hard and tight.

The machine is then charged, and
may remain in this condition for

any length of time, always ready
for immediate use. In case of

fire, the handle on top is to be
screwed down until the shoulders
meet, thus breaking the bottle,

and discharging the acid into

the carbonated wat«r. Instiin-

taneous chemical action takes

place, and the compressibility of
the carbonic acid generated af-

fords the power which projects

the liquid. The working pressure
varies from 70 to 120 lbs. per sq.

inch, according to the tempera-
ture of the surrounding atmosphere; and the projectile rang*
of the jet is from 40 to 50 feet.

Fire-Guard, a wire frame to be hung before
a fire-grate to prevent sparks and burning coals,

etc., flying out and endangering furniture.

Fire-Hook, a large hook used by firemen for
pulling down walls, etc., during the conSagration
of a building.

Fire-Hydrant, or Fire-Plug, is a large kind
of hydrant, having a larger service-pipe from the
main, and used for connection of hose for street
washing, or in case of fire.

In Fig. 188 is represented a sectional elevation of the improved
flrc-hydnint, originally introduced by Mr. Sam'l P. Ayres,and
now owned and manufactured in New York by Mr John
McLeau, which is largely used in most of our principal cities.

Fig. 187.— FiRE-Ex-
TINGUISHER.

Fire-Hydrant. Stopcock.

Fig. 188.— Ater's Fire-Hydrant and Stopcock.

A is the stock or case below the pavement, which is enlarged
to such an extent at its lower end, B, that the area around tho
valve, C, is fully equal to the capacity of the nnntle, D : E is a
waste-valve, perfectly automatic in its operation. When the

valve is open, the pressure of the water acting on the lowt-r

side of the small valve in E closes the opening of tho valve, and
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•s noon «.< the main t»1tc, C, U closej, the preMure being re-

moreJ fn>m the bottom of the T»lTe, the wei^jht, V, rnuitu the

Talre to drop f\K>at itn lieat, aud peruiiU the water in the >UK-k

to ew-ape, ihiM pceTeDting aajr liabiiitjr to fre«ie. See IItdKjLST

and Stopcock.

Fire-insurance. Sw Ixsirasce (Fiiie).

Fire-Irona, the utensils for a fire-grate,— tung«,

poker, and shovel.

Firelock, a musket or other small arm, hav-
in}^ a loi^'k for igniting the charge by means of a
Hint and stei-1.

Fireman, a memWr of a fire-brigade or com-
pany. — The feeder of a furnace, marine or Iik-o-

raotive engine.

Fireman's Trust, a fire-insurance Co., locatol

in Brooklyn, N. V., organizi^l in 18.59. Stitinitenl,

Jan. 1, 187!>: ("ap. stm-k paid iiji in cash, §ir»(),0(J<);

net surplus, $80,:J1H.07 ; risks in force, $10,583,-

106 ; premiums, 90o,0u!>.0l ;
premiums receivetl

since the organization of the Co., 91,092,207.81 ;

losses paid, •$42-'l.0.'^.92; cash dividends paid to '

stockhohlers, $241.5»X).

Firemeus, a rtre-insunince Co., located in Bal- ,

timore, Md., and organized in 182'). Sttilpiiwut, Jan.
j

1, 1879: Cap. sttM-k paid up in cash, S:{78.000; net
,

surplus, 3ir2,490.W; risks in force, $T8.<H>4,:Jo<J
; |

premiums, $87,042.48 ; premiums received since
!

the organization of the Co., •S4,708,158.!>2; losses

[>aid, 92,19.'VU2 ((0; cash dividends paid to stock-

ioider8,'?o.510, 180.24.

Firemens, a fire-insurance Co., located in Day-
ton, O., organ i7x?d in 18^36. Slntfinieiit, .Jan. 1, 1879:

Cap. stock paid up in cash, -SJi'yl.OOO ; net surplus,

$6;},420.28; risks in force, S12,i«>4,(}(i(3; premiums,
$140,029.30; premiums received since the organ-
ization of the Co., §1,191,027.06; losses paid,

9410,860; cash dividends paid to stockholders,

|3:«>.802.40.

Firemens, a fire-insurance Co., located in New-
ark. N. J., orgi»nize<l in 18.>3. Stalfmnit, Jan. 1,

1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash, « 100,000 ; net
surplus. S58«l,ol8.97 ; risks in force, 527,2.)0,7&4

;

premiums, ^214,;l8:V80; premiums received since

the organization of the Co., $2,5."J8,973.J)2 ; losses

EaitI, $702,807.16; cash dividends paid to stock-

oldeni. yiilO,'j<X).

Firemens, a fin>-in8urance Co., locatcci in Xew
York City, (irgaiiizt><l in 1825. Suitnnfnt, .Ian. 1,

1870: Cap. slock paid up in cash, $204,000; net

surplus, $8.j,827«W» ; risks in force, $0,700.2<K>; pre-

miums, $47,526.57; premiiuns received since the

organization of the ('o ,
•*il,019.275.28 ; losses paid,

f2,526.i>>5.62 ; cash diviclends

paid to stockholders, 51,<J01,-

678.17.

Firemen's Fund, a fire-in-

surance Co, located in San
Francisco, Cal., organized in

186.3. Statement, Jan. 1, 1879:

Cap. stock paid up in cash,

.100.000; net surplus, $124,-

717.75; risks in fon-c, $.34,510 -

813; premiums, »45.3,880.75

;

premiums rcceivet! since tho
organization of the Co., $5,531,-

806; losses paid, $3.6.30.4.3.'..06

;

cash liivitlends paid to stock-
holders, ?7H»,()00.

Fireplace, tho place within a
chimney pitH-e where fuel is

burnt. The several parts of llio n^. \^ _ chuuibt
chimney-piece, shown in Fig. 189, Pitos.

are : ( 1 ) the slab, (2) the hearth,

3) the jamb, (4) the fireplace, (5) the mantcl-pi«>c(>,

6) the throat, (7) the gathering, (8) the funnel,

(9) the flue, (10) the mantel, (11) the back, (12)

the grate, (13) the breast, (14) the damper.
Fire-Plug, a plug for dniwing water from a

pipe or hydrant for extinguishing a fire.

Fire-Proof, a vault, safe, or building so con-
structed as to be secure from the ravaging effects

of fin', should it t)reak out. If accidental fires

coultl be prevented instead of extinguishetl, there
would of course be a great improvement ; but, so
Itjiig as there an- combustible materials and care-

less jK-ople, this is hfUK-less. Kire-pnxjf construc-

tion is now carefully attended to in large buildings.

Brick and stone walls ; iron steps, lintels, ties,

doors, and partitions ; floors of concrete or ir<»n,

— in short, the absence as much as possible of tim-

ber, — such is the mtwle reported to, and in many
cases with success. But there are even here draw-
tmcks, so far as iron is concerin<l : tlii.«i metal con-

ilucts heat more rapidly than woo<l, while cast iron

cracks and gives way. The management of the

draught, too, in passages and stairca.'^es, has much
to tlo with the travelling of flame and hot air from
one floor or room to another. In fact, the l)cst

mode of fire-pr(K)f construction is still a problem.
See I.NcoMiii stuii.f: Fahrks, .Sakk, etc.

Fire-Screen, a wire guard or protection against

fire. See Fikk-(iIaki>.

Fire-Set, the metal articles, prtker, shovel, and
tongs, for a grate ; usually made of steel or wrought-
iron.

Fire-Ship, a vessel filled with combustibles
sent into an enemy's fleet to injure it.

Fire-Shovel, the coal-shovel for a fireplace.

Fire-Stop, the iire-britlge at tht back of a fur-

nace ; so called because it prevents coals being
pushed over.

Fire-VSTood, small bundles of wood, in different

shapes, prepared by machinery, for lighting fires;

the sale of fire-wood has iK-come a very im|H)rtant

and e-xtensivc trade in New York and other popu-

lous cities.

Firewrorks. See Pyroteciixv.
Firkin, an English measure of capacity, the

fourth of a barrel, now disusetl ; but the name is

still applied to a cask containing nominally 9 gal-

lons of iK'cr or 8 of ale, but truly only 7^ impe-

rial gallons. A firkin of soap is 64 ll>s. ; of butter,

usually consideretl, 56 ll>8. ; but Irish butter fir-

kins weigh nearly ( of a cwt. gross, the cask
weighing about 14 lbs.

IHrlot, a Scotch dry measure, the fourth part

of the l>o!l ; the Linlithgow wheat firlot is 2,211

cubic inches, very nearly e<pial to the imperial

bushel, but the barley firlot contains 31 standard
pints only, = 1,074.429 cubic inches.

Firm, the persons composing a copartnership

taken collectively; a house of business; the alv

breviated title under which a trade is conducted
by a number of partners, as the firm of A. T.

Stewart & Co. I nder the laws of the State of

New York no person may transact business in the

name of a partner not interested in his firm, and
where the designation " anil Company " or " & ( "o."

is tised, it shall represent an actual partner or part-

ners. But the business of two or more iH-rsons

may be conducted under the firm name of i>ut one

person; or without the use of the name of either

of the parties composing the firm, as the firm of

James (}. King's Sons. — T. .\frF.linih.

Firman, an edict or legal authority from the

Turkisli government.
Firmer-Chisel, a chisel shorter than a paring-

chisel, lighter than a framing chisel, thin in propor-

tion to its width, having a tang to enter the handle,

and of which there are about twelve widths.
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First Coat, in plastering, the lai)in(f the plaster

on the laths, or the rendering, as it is called, on
brick when only two coats are used. When three

coats are used, it is called pricking up when upon
laths, and roughing in when upon brick.

First-Hanid, obtained direct from the maker,
shipper, or wholesale dealer.

First-Mate, the chief officer of a merchant ves-

sel ; the next in rank to the captain..

First National Fire-insurance Co., located

in Worcester, Mass., and organized in 1868. State-

ment, Jan. 1, 1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash,

$200,000; net surplus, §14,663.15; risks in force,

$9,392,165 ;
premiums, 8138,573.48. Premiums re-

ceived since the organization of the Co., §1,229,-

309.03; losses paid, §757,614.98; cash dividends

paid to stockholders, §74,000.

First-Rate, excellent ; of superior quality.—
One of the largest ships of war, a vessel carrying

100 or more guns.
Fisc, a law term, applied in France and other

countries of Europe to the public treasury, which
is entitled to all fines, forfeited goods, goods with-

out an owner, etc. ; whence our term conjiscation.

Fiscal, pertaining to the public treasury, or to

the revenues of a state ; as, Jiscal measure.— The
fiscal year of the U. States formerly ended on 31st

December, and, up to the year 1843, on 30th Sep-

tember; but Congress enacted, August 26, 1842,

"That on and after the first day of July, in the

year of our Lord 1843, the fiscal year of the treas-

ury of the U. States, in all matters of accounts,

receipts, expenditures, estimates, and appropria-

tions, shall commence on the first day of July in

each year; and the reports and estimates required

to be prepared and laid before Congress at the

commencement of each session by the Secretary
of the Treasury, in obedience to the acts of Con-
gress, of the 2d of September, 1789, and of May
10, 1800, shall be a a report and estimate for each
fiscal year, commencing as aforesaid, and termi-

nating on the 30th day of June, in the succeeding
calendar year."
Fish [Dutch, Visschen ; Fr. poissons; Ger. Fische

;

It. ]>esci; Fort. peixes; Sp. pescados. The plural of

the English word is fishes, but the singular is often

used for fishes in general, or the whole race], a
general name for marine swimming animals, which
form the lowest class of the Vertebrnla, and in the

capture and sale of which a large trade is carried

on. In the variety of their genera and species

fishes are second only to the insects, whilst in

prolificness and number they probably exceed all

other animated beings that reach a size equal to

that of even the smallest member of their prodig-
ious race. Besides their value to man as food,
they furnish him with oil, isinglass, and various
otiier articles of utility and luxury, and provide,
either directly or directly, an inexhaustible supply
of manure for the fertilization of his fields. As
food, fish are undoubtedly wholesome and nutri-

tious, although less so than the flesii of animals or
the grains of the cereals. Of all the various sub-
stances used as aliments by man, fish are, however,
the most liable to run into a state of putrefaction,
and should therefore be only eaten when perfectly
fresii, or, if not recently taken, then only when
their perfect preservation has been insured by
any of the ordinary methods employed for the
purpose. Those that are the wliitest and most
flaky when cooked, as cod, flounders, haddock,
hake, soles, turbot, whiting, etc., are the most
easily digested ; and those abounding in oily

matter, as eels, herrings, mackerel, salmon, etc.,

are most nutritious, though the most likely to

offend the stomach. Salt-water fish have been
said to be more wholesome than river fish, but
without sufficient reason. Salted fish are hard of
digestion, unless when carefully cooked and well
masticated. Skin diseases are said to be more
common among those who live continually on fish

than among those who abstain from it ; but this

probably arises from their use being unaccompa-
nied by a proper quantity of fresh vegetables or
fruit, both of which are scarcer on the sea-coast
than further inland. As one of the components
of a mixed diet, the value of fish is indisputable.

Acid sauces and pickles are the proper additions
to fish, from their power of retarding the progress
of putrefaction, and of correcting the relaxing ten-

dency of large quantities of oil and butter. See
Sea-Fisheries, and Pisciculture.

Imp. inty : All foreign-caught flsh, not in barrels or half-
barrels, and not otherwise provided for, 60 cts. per 100 lbs.—
All fresh fish for immediate consumption, free.— All fish in
oil, not otherwise provided for, 30 per cent. — Fish of all kinds,
the product of the sea-fisheries of Newfoundland (fish in bond
excepted), free.— All pickled flsh, in barrels, excepting her-
rings, mackerel, and salmon. §1.50 per bbl. — Codfish, dried,

J ct. per lb. — Fish for bait. free.— Herrings, pickled or salted,

SI per bbl., or 50 cts. per 100 lbs.— Living fish, 20 per cent.
— Mackerel, S2 per bbl.— Fish in kits, 1 ct. per lb.— Fish of
American fisheries, free. — Prepared fish, 35 per cent.— Fish
preserved in oil, not otherwise provided for, 30 per cent.—
Salmon, pickled, ¥3 per bbl. : preserved, 30 per cent.

In the U. States, a barrel of fish is 200 lbs. net, exclusive of
salt or brine.

Fish, a sea-term for strengthening a weakened
spar by fastening other pieces on. — To raise the

flukes of an anchor on the gunwale, or vessel's

side. — To catch fish by net, or by hook and
line.

Fish-Bar, the splice-bar which breaks the joint

of two meeting objects, as of railroads, rails, or
scarfed timber.

Fish-Beam, a beam with a bulging belly.

Fish-Block, the block of the fish-tackle for

raising the anchor.
Fish-Carle, a Scotch fisherman.
Fish-Carver, a silver knife for helping fish at

a dinner-table.

Fish-Curer, a salter and smoker of fish.

Fish-Davit, in ship-building, a spar or small
crane projecting from the bow of a ship for the

suspension of the tackle, called the fish-fiill, used in

hauling up the arms of the anchor in getting it

aboard. The fish-davit is such a distance abaft
the cathead as the length of the anchor may re-

quire, and is used to lift the fluke of the anchor to

the bill-board ; a roller keeps the fluke from bruis-

ing the vessel's side.

Fisher, a name for the Mustela canadensis ; the

skin is principally used for trimmings and linings,

the fur being long, fine, and lustrous, but not so

valuable as the sable. The tail is extensively used
by the Jews.
Fisheries. See Sea-Fisheries and Whale-

Fishery.
Fisherman, one who follows the business of

catching fish for sale.

Fisherman's-Bend, a sailor's knot, used in

binding halyards to a studding-sail jard. Two
turns are taken round the spar, the end passed be-

tween them and the spar, and half hitched around
the standing part.

Fish-Fag, a fisherman.
Fish-Flake, a structure on which fish are

spread to be air and sun dried.

Fish-Gig, a kind of harpoon or spear, with sev-

eral barbed prongs, attached to a line, used for

striking fish at sea.

Fish-Glue. See Isinglass.
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Fiah-Hook [Fr. hamerou ; Oer. Fuclutnqtl], a neU, harpoons, spears, forks, Icsters, stakis.

barlK.ll instrument of various size and form, for weirs, ete. In tlie L'. States the fishing-tackle

catching fisli (Fig. 190). They were formerly business is vtry extensive, and is chiefly eeulred

largely im|)ortc<l from Utnlditch, in Worcestershire. an<l conducted in Fulton Street, New York.

England; but thev are now manufactured in New Fishing-Tube, in microscopy, an open-ende<l

York, Brooklyn, and other place* in the U. Sute«.
|

glass tube- for selecting a microscopic object m a

The barbs of the Anterican
fish-hooks, being lx?tter

formed than those of the

English, are pretty largely

exported. Imp. duty, 30
per cent.

They »r» coostnirtF*! w\i\x

iinple tooln, but rrquire grnU
manual dextrrity In tli« wnric-

BMO. The iron win- of which
they are maJe »h<>ulii be of the
be>t quality. lunoHh anJ Miiind.

A bundle of Kurh wire U rut in

Ieo)fth«, either by ihcan or by
laying It down upon an anj^ular

wedge of hard fteei flxr<l bori-

soatally in a block or anril, and
ftriltiog off the proper lengths

by the blow* of a hitmiiier. la
fiu>hioalng the bnrbi of t'la

books, the «tni)(ht piero of wire

is laid down in the gmore of
an iron block n»de on pjrpow,
mod \» dexterously strtirk by the
ebinel in a tlanting dirvrciim,

aeroM *o much of the \rirp a«

may be deemed nece««arr. A sharp-pointed little vedge li thus

f>rnied, who«3 base gr.t<iuatc« into tlie rubntance of the metal.

Tim end of the wire wh«-re the line is to be attached lit now
flattened or screw-tappe i ; the other end i* ^harp-pr>inte<l, and
the proper twisted currAture i« KtTcn. The »oft iron hooki are

nest ca«e-hardenei, to (cire them the steely stlffneu and elas-

ticity, by imbedding th<-in in animal charcoal contained in an
wtrthen or iron box ; afl«r which ihey are brightened by heat-

ing and agitating them with bran, and Anally temperc<t by
•xpofure to a regutAtel b-mpertture upon a hot iron plate.

Hooki for Halt-water Oshing are fn-<iuently tinned, to prvrent

them wearing rapidly away in runt.

Fishing, the art or practice of taking fish.

—

Used or employed in fishing, or by fishermen ; as

a ^fishiiiff-rod, a Juhinfi-'xnt,

etc.— In machinery, uniting

by clamping betwit-n two
short pieces which cover the

joint.— On board ship, lift-

ing the anchor-fiukc on to

and over the gunwale.
Fithing-Boat, a small

decked or undecked boat in

which the pursuit of fish is

carried on.

Fishing-Llne, small cord

of different sizes, with, in

some instances, gut or chain

attached, to which a hook is

Appended, for river or sea

fishing ('A Fig. l'.M).

Fisaing-line Rsel. a lit-

tle winch, (wuftlly attached

to a fishing-rod, and upon
which the line is wound.
Fishing-Net. See Nrr.
Fishing-Rod, a rod for

fishing (Fig. iy|), usually

made of bamlnx) lengths,

fastened together by tele-

scopic or scri'W couplings.

I^ishing-Smmok. a sl<x>p

having a water-chainl>er in

U>e hold to ki><«p fish alive.

Fishing - Tackle. the

rariotis appliaiv-i^s for an-

gling and fishing, including fish-hooks, rods, m<-U,

reel-lines, casting-lines, gut-lines, baits, artificial

Fiff. 191. — FtMom-BoB.

, flies, salmon flies, baskeu, bags, fly-boxes, floau,

y J J
Fig. 190. — Fisu-Uooss.

fluid. The tube is closed at the upper end by the

finger until the lower end is close to the object.

Tlie finger l>eing raised, the water rushes in, car-

rying the ohJe<-t with it. — A'. //. Kniqht.
' Fish-Kettle, an oblong metal boiier, for cook-

ing fish in.

Fish-Knife, a broad flat silver or plated knife

for serving flsh with at table.

FishmaMT, the sound of a fish. In the eastern

seas a large trade is carrie«l on in fishniaws, which
are seiif to China an<l use<l as glue, etc.

Fishmonger, a general dealer in fish.

Fish-Oil, a general name for the oil obtaino<l

from various marine animals and fislus,— from
the livers of sharks in warm ngions ; from co<l,

ray, pilchards, and other large and small fish ;

from the seal, sea-elephant, dugong, etc. The
leading fi.«hoil of commert'e. howev«T, is whale-oil.

Fish-Plate, a small plate of wrought iron used

to st'cun.' together the ends of the iron rails on
railroads, to hold them strictly in line, avoiding
dert«-cti<>n or sagging.

Flsh-Pot. a wiikcr liasket or enclosure sunk
with a c<irk float attacheil, for catching crabs,

lobsters, etc.

Fish-Salesman, one who receives consign-

ments of fish for sale to retail ilealers.

Fish-Sauces, anchovy, soy, and other condi-

ments, \i»cd as flavorings for ceH)ke<l fish.

Fiah-Scales, the coating of tome kinds of fish ;

the hani scales are now frequently used for mak-
ing broo<lu's, bracelets, and ornamental flowers,

etc. The Si-ales of the bleak are dissolved to coat

the Inner surface of glass l>oads or artificial p<'arls.

Fish-Slice, a silver perforated table instrunn-nt

for serving fish.

Flah-Skln, the covering of the flesh of marine
animals. The rough skin of the dog flsh or shark

is u«e<l hy the cabinet-maker, type founder, and

others, as an abrasive material for snuM>ihing

wooil-work and metals. A kind of shagnen is

maile of fish skin. Tlio skin of the iM>rpois4',

l>eluga, seal, etc., are lannetl ; e«l skins are und
for making strong ropes, for «onne<Ming the

• wiple and hand staff of a threshing flail, and for

other purposes. Sole skins and some others are

used for clarifying coffee and liquors.
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Fish-Sound, the swhnming-bladder of a fish,

many of which are prepared for isinglass ; others,

as cod-sounds, are salted for food ; some are sold

to tiie Chinese under the name of fishmaws.
Fish-Strainer, a metal colander with handles,

for taking fish from a boiler. — An eartiienware
slab with holes, placed at the bottom of a dish, to

drain the water from cooked fish.

Fish-tail Burner, a gas-jet which assumes a
two-lobed form, like the tail of a fish.

Fish-teiil Propeller, a single-winged propeller

hinged to the stern-post and oscillating like the
tail of a fish.

Fish-Wear, a dam in a river, or on the sea-

shore, for stopping fish.

Fitch, a common name for the polecat, an Eu-
ropean animal of the weasel tribe, the skin of
which is much used for fur.

Fitchburg R.R. runs from Boston to Fitch-

burg, Mass , a distance of 50 m., with the following
branches : Watertown, from North Cambridge to

Waltham, 6.60 m. ; Charlestown, 0.68 m. ; Lancaster
and Sterling, from South Acton to Marlborough,
12.42 m. ; Peterborougli and Shirley, from Aycr,
Mass., to Mason, N. H., 23.62 m. The company
also leases and operates the following lines : Ver-
mont and Mass. R.R., from Fitchburg to Green-
field, 56 m., with branch to Turners Falls, 2.80 m.,
and the Troy and Greenfield R. R., from Green-
field to North Adams, 37 m., making a total of
189.12 m. operated. The offices of the Co. are in

Boston, Mass. Financial Statement: Cap., stock,

$1,500,000; funded debt, $1,000,000, consisting of

$500,000 7% bonds, payable 1894, and §500,000 6%,
payable 1807.

Fitter, in England, a coal-broker.— A weigher
at the mint. — A tailor, one who tries on and ad-
justs articles of dress. — A gas-fitter is one who
lays on pipes to houses, etc.— An out-fitter is a
storekeeper who keeps ready-made garments on
sale, or procures them properly made to order,

etc.

Fittings, store fixtures ; tackle for a ship

;

equipments ; etc.

Five-Twenties, bonds issued by the U. States
in 1802, 1864, and 1865, bearing interest at the rate
of 6 per cent per annum, and redeemable at the
pleasure of the government after five years, and
payable twenty years from date. Total amount
issued, $843,660,150; total amount outstanding
June 30, 1878, $875,300. See National Debt.
Fixature, a gummy composition for the hair.

See Bandoline.
Fixed Oils, the common greasy oils are so

called from the high temperature they sustain
before decomposing and giving off vapor. See
Fat and Oil.
Fixing, in shipbrokers' parlance, in reference

to a ship, finding it a freight; and, in reference to
a freight, finding it a ship. — In photography, the
cleansing of photographs from the sensitive layer
not acted on by the light. The principal fixing
agents are hyposulphate of soda, which may be
used either for glass or paper pictures, and cya-
nide of potassium, which can be used only for the
former.
Fixtures, the more permanent furniture of a

counting-house or store, as the counters, desks,
drawers, gas-burners, etc.

Flacket, a barrel-shaped bottle.

Flacon, Flagon, a flask or decanter ; a carafe
;

a vessel with a narrow mouth ; a smelling-bottle.
Flag, the ensign borne on the mast of a ship to

designate the country to which it belongs ; in the
navy it is likewise made to denote the rank of the

I

officer by whom the ship is commanded. Differ-

ent significations are also attached- to plain flags

of one simple color : thus, a yellow flag indicates

that there is sickness of a dangerous character on
board the vessel which bears it, or that the ship

is performing quarantine ; a white flag is well
known among all nations as a flag of truce, and
betokens a desire for a temporary cessation of
hostilities, for the purpose of communication be-

tween hostile parties, or for burying the dead slain

in battle ; a black flag, on the other hand, is the
emblem of piracy, or betokens a determination, on
the part of those who hoist it, to resist to the last,

and to give or take no quarter. When a flag is

hoisted half-mast high, it is a mark of mourning

;

when it is hoisted upside down, it forms a signal

of distress. A blue flag, with a square white
centre, called the blue Peter, is hoisted when a
vessel is about to sail, and is the signal of depart-

ure. A short triangular flag is called a burgee

;

a longer flag, of the same shape, a signal pendant

;

a square flag, with a triangular piece cut out of
the end farthest from the halyards, with the point

turned towards the centre, a cornet ; and a very
long narrow flag, resembling a strip of ribbon
tapering to a point, which is borne at the mast-
head, is called a pendant.

By the Act entitled " An Act to establish the flag of the
United States," passed April 4, 1817, it was enacted : 1. That
from and after the 4th of July, 1818, the flag of the U. States

be 13 horizontal stripes, aliernate red and white : that the
union be 20 stars, white in a blue flcld. 2. That on the ad-
mission of every new state in the Union, one star be adiicd

to the union of the flag ; and that such addition shall take
eflect on the 4th day of July then next succeeding such
admission.

Flageolet, a small wooden musical instrument,
played on by means of a mouthpiece, and fur-

nished with holes or keys for fingering.

Flail, an instrument for threshing com, con-
sisting of the hand-staff, or piece held in the
thresher's hand ; a swiple, or that part which
strikes the corn ; the caplins, strong leathern
thongs, which unite the hand-staff and swiple

;

and the middle-band, a leathern thong or fish-skin

that ties the caplins together.

Flake-White, a sub-nitrate of bismuth.— Also
a name for oxidized carbonate of lead in the form
of scales or plates. When levigated, it is called

body-white.
Flambeau, a kind of torch made of thick

wicks, covered with wax, and used in the streets

at night, at illuminations, and in processions.

Flambeaux usually consist of four wicks or
branches, about an inch in thickness, and three

feet long, made of coarse half-twisted hempen
yarn ; and these, being suspended by one end, are

coated with white or yellow wax, which is poured
over them from a ladle until the requisite thick-

ness be obtained.

Flame, gas or vapor in an incandescent state.

The ligiit emitted from pure flame is exceedingly

feeble ; illuminating power being almost entirely

dependent upon the presence of solid matter. See
Illumination.
Flamingo, a water-bird conspicuous for the

bright scarlet or flame-colored patch upon its

wings. Its body is smaller than that of the stork

;

but owing to the great length of neck and legs, it

stands nearly five feet high, and measures six feet

fn)m the point of the beak to the tips of the claws.

The F. of tropical America { Phimiropterus ruber)

migrates in summer to the Southern States. Its

])lumage, which is of a deep red, is highly es-

teemed and always in demand.
Flange, in machinery, a projecting rim or rib.
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The metal rim bent over in gas-pipt-^, water pipi-s,

etc., in order to join on to other leni^thg of the
same. The tenn n also ap()lii-<l to the proji-etint;

out«i<ie firvumferenee of a r«ilwa_v-i-arriji>{e wlu-el, I

bv which the whevl ii prevented from running off

the rails.

Flannel (Fr. flaneUe; Ger. Flanel], a toft, open, !

woollen (tuff, of which there are many kind*,

milU-d, f^uze, colored and checked, cricketing and
house F., blanket*, etc. The manufacture of /'.,

i

which is very large, both in this country and in
'

England, is almost the same as that of other '

woollen goods, though there are certain wools
which are more used for /'. than for any other
textiles.

F. U highly TMoannradei) bj medical BMn as • plothing,

boUi in boi aiHi cvM r<>unlrip*. It acU a« a RvntW miniultu
on Um sUn, and cxerrlart tti« tnoct beocflrial artlun, by krrp- i

Ing Um pofca daan, and \a a sUte tamt bvorable to prrvpira-

tioB. This aetioa b • (rerioi of frirttoo (iDiilar iu charartvr,

although Inferior in d«|rre«. to that of (hr rommuu flv«h-bru«li

or hof— hair glore, m toug einplo\CHl an a »kin i-tiiiiulant. F. I

has also Um adrantagv of abiiorbiug the pcnpiraliou a* noon
{

•a Muittod, and allowing lU watvr; portion to |ian off Into

Um atoMcphrrt almoxt ma soon as fonurd, but thU U not the '

«••• wiU> eoUoo and linen (abrica. The differeut elTwU of
,

F.MaA Haaa ara partirularl.r •uon-ptible durini; bri-k exerrl**.

Wbon Um \>oij is coreivd with the furnier, though pernpira-

ttoB bo DOCMaariljr iocreaMd, the pempiml uintter fmir
pasMS off through the F , and the iikin remainsi dry and
wana. If the same exerri«e be taken in linen shirf, perspira-

IfaMl, as in Um former ca«v, is indeetl aim inrraued, but the
pwvpirad maUcr, instead of behiK dUpened into the atnios-

phors, ramaiDS upon the linen, and not only clo^* the pores of
tho skin, bat gives a dLaagrerable nenntioo. From thU prop-
•tty ot F., persoos who wear it next the nkin wldoni catch
•oU from changes of temperature, even thoufrh pempiring
profasaly ; bat la simlUr ease*, whrn linen or calico shirts are
worn, ehilliiMas Immediately comes on, followed by sniffling,

naaaiac, aod ooagh, and all the other symptoms of serere

catarrh. — In washing F. it Is recommended that they should
oolr be pat into warm water, by which mrthud their color
will be preserved, and they will be prevented from shrinking.

bmp. daty : wl>o)ly or part of wool, wonite«l, the hair of the
alpaea Koat, or oUier hke animals, ralued not over 40 cis.

psr Ik.. 30 els. per lb. and Z'l per cent : valued oyer 40 and not
••srMets. per lb.,» cl* per lb. and 3>p«r cent : raluni orer
flO aa4 MOt over eU els. per. lb , 4*) cents per lb. and Xt per
•MM: vnatoed orer 80 cts per lb , SO cU. per lb. and SO per
•MM.— naaoet shirting, GO cts. per lb. and 36 per cent.

Flap, a hinged leaf of a table or shutter.
Tlmxing, overiianging, aa of the bows of a ship,

tho top side forwanl.

Flash, a liquor use<l to color spirits, and to give
them a false strength. It Is usually labelled itin-

qUiu and burnt lutjar. Its comp<isition is as fol-

lows ; burnt sugar coloring, 1 gall. ; fluid extract
of rapaicurn or essence of cayenne, J pint, or
enough to give a stmng, flerv taste.

Flaahing. in plumbing, a lap joint usoil in shoot-

metal rooting, where the e«iges of the sheets nteet

on a projecting ridge ; also a strip of lead leading
the drip of a wall into a gutter.

Flaak. a metal or other {MM-ket dram-bottlo. —
A measure for hohling gun|Miwder. — A shallow
Iron franK- or casting box, without top or tmttom,
tiaod in foundries for moulding ; the lower flask is

aiUe<l a ilrag. — A globular glass ves»«'l f<ir hohl-
ing liquids, containing alMiut half a gallon; In

Holland !•( flasks make an anker. The flask of
quicksilver from California is aU>ut 75 lbs.

Flaakat. a long sliallow basket with two han-
dles.

Flat, a description of rirer-boat for conveying
merchandis4>. which usually carrij-s fn»m 80 to' 120
tons ; those wiirke<l by the captains or owners are
termed No. 1 flats. — Tasteless ; vapid ; insipid. —
Lacking life and animation ; depn>sst>4i ; as, the
market is flat. — A stock-exchanse term uae»l to
express the price of bonds, etc., when the sales are
made without reference to accumulated Interest.—

A rough piece of bone for a button-mould. — To
preserve gilding by size. — A story or floor of a
building, sometimes constructed so as to accom-
iniHlate a family having the necessary suite of

rooms, contmonly calietl h'rruch fiat. In Xew
York, and some other large towns, houses are

speiially built for letting in thcM- kinds of flatj* or
floors with one common sltiircai>e.

Flat-Bottomed, a vcsmI with an even lower
surface and but small depth.

Flat-Cap, a size of writing paper, usually H X
17 inches, put up in reams and buixlles without
being folded, and chiefly used for blank ImmiLs

Flata, plailiHi or brai<led straw, sewed and ready
to be put in shaiH- for bonnets or hats.

Flat-Iron, Flattening-Iron, a laundress's or
workman's smoothitjg iron.

Flatting, the oi>erati<>n of gnuM)thing. — A mode
of hou.'>e-|minting in which the color on the surface

is left without gloss.

Flatting-MUl, a mill for rolling out metals by
cylinilricnl [iressure.

Flat-Tool, a turning-c-hisel used as al>ottoming-

tool in making boxes. It cuts on both sides, and
on the end, which is square.
Flavine, a vege-

table extract, in the
form of a light-brown

or greenish -yellow
powder, which con-

tains much coloring

matter and tannin,

and takes the ]>lace of

quercitron bark. It

gives a fine olivi'-yel-

low color to cloth.

Fla'wr, a crack ; a

fracture or defect in

metals, gems, timlK-r,

etc.

Flax [ Fr. //« ; Ger.
Flnrhs : It. and Sp.

lino; Port. lii>ho\, an
annual plant of frag-

ile apiH-arani-e, stnd-

ing up slender flbntiis

stalks, two or three

feet high, with nar-

row alternate leaves

and delicate blue
flowers (Fig. Wl).
Thes«' are followed
by globular, many-
celle<l seed-vessels,

containing bright,

slipfH-ry, bn)wn se<«d,

flattene<i an<l elon-

gati-d. The stalks of

this plant an> hollow
pipcm, surrounde<I by
a fibrous rind, the
filaments of which
furnish to the manu-
facturer the material

for cambric, linen,

and other similar fab-

rics. Tlie frequent mention of fine linen in Scrip-

ture, and the evidence which is affonle<l by the un-

rolling of Kgyptian mummies that the fine linen of
Kgypt was actually woven fnmi flax, is sufficient

to prove that th«' same plant which we now employ
furnished one of the most anci«-nt matiufacturvs
known. For many ages, even down to the early

part of the 14th century, Kgyptian flax mtupied
the foremost place in the contmervial world, being

Fig 192. — Fux.
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scut in all regions with which open intercourse was
maintained. Among Western nations it was, with-

out any competitor, the most important of all

vegetable fibres till towards the close of the 18th

century, when, after a brief struggle, cotton took
its place as the supreme vegetable fibre of com-
merce.

When flax is cultivated primarily on account of the fibre,

the crop ought to be pulled before the capsules are quite ripe,

when they are just begiuning to change from a green to a pale

brown color, and when the stalks of the plant have l)ecome
yellow throughout about two thirds of their height. The
various operations through which the crop passes from this

point till Hax ready for the market is produced are : (1) pull-

ing, (2) rippling, (3) retting, and (4) scutching.
PiMing and rippling may be dismissed very briefly. Flax is

always pulled up by the root, and under no circumstances is it

cut or shorn like cereal crops. The pulling ought to be done
in dry, clear weather ; and care is to be taken in this, as in all

the subsequent operations, to keep the root-ends even and the
stalks parallel. At the same time it is desirable to have, as

far as possible, stalks of equal length together, — all these
conditions having considerable influence on the quality and
appearance of the finished sample. As a general rule, the
reuioval of the bolls or capsules by the process of rippling
immediately follows the pulling, the operation being performed
in the field ; but under some systems of cultivation, as, for
example, the Courtrai method, alluded to below, the crop is

made up into sheaves, dried, and stacked, and is only boiled
and retted in the early part of the next ensuing season. The
best rippler, or apparatus for rippling, consists of a kind of
comb having, set in a wooden frame, iron teeth made of round-
rod iron I'a of an inch asunder at the bottom, and J an inch at
the top, and 18 inches long, to allow a suRloient spring, and
save much breaking of flax. The points should begin to taper
3 inches from the top. A sheet or other cover being spread on
the field, the apparatus is placed in the middle of it, and two
ripplers sitting opposite each other, with the machine between
them, work at the .same time. It is unadvisable to ripple the
flax so severely as to break or tear the delicate fibres at the
upper part of the stem. The two valuable commercial prod-
ucts of the flax-plant, the seeds and the stalk, are separated at
this point. We have here to do with the latter only.

Retting, or rotting, is an operation of the greatest impor-
tance, and one in connection with which in recent years nu-
merous experiments have been made, and many projects and
processes put forth, with a view of remedying the defects of
the primitive system or altogether supplanting it. From the
earliest times two leading processes of retting have been prac-
tised, termed respectively water-retting and dew-retting

; and
as no method has yet been introduced which satisfactorily

supersedes these operations, they will first be described. —
Water-retting. For this— the process by which flax is gen-
erally prepared— pure soft water, free from iron and other
materials which might color the fibre, is essential. Any
water much impregnated with lime is also specially objection-
able. The dams or ponds in which the operation is conducted
are of variable size, but should be not more than 4 feet in
depth. It is calculated that a dam 50 feet long, 9 feet broad,
and 4 feet deep is sufficient to ret the produce of an acre of
flax. The rippled stalks are tied in small bundles and packed,
roots downwards, in the dams till they are quite full ; over the
top of the upper layer is placed a stratum of rushes and straw,
or sods with the gras.sy side downwards, and above all stones
of sufficient weight to keep the Hax submerged. Under favor-
able circumstances a process of fermentation should imme-
diately be set up, which soon makes itself manifest by the
evolution of giiseous bubbles. After a few days the fermenta-
tion subsides, and generally in from ten days to two weeks the
process ought to be complete ; but everything depends upon
the weather, and, as the steeping is a critical operation, it is
essential that the stalks be frequently examined and tested as
the process nears completion. When it is found that the fibre
separates readily from the woody " shive •' or core, the beets
or small bundles are ready for removing from the dams. It is
next spread, evenly and equally, over a grassy meadow, where
it is left for about a fortnight, at the end of which time the
fibres will have partly separated from the core and " bowed."
At this point advanttige is taken of fine dry weather to gather
up the flax, which is now ready for scutching, but the fibre is

improved by stookinn and stacking it for some time before it
is taken to the scutching-mill. — Dew-retting is the process by
which all the Archangel flax and a large portion of that sent
out from St. Petersburg are prepared. By this method the
operation of steeping is entirely dispensed "with, and the flax
is, immediately after pulling, spread on the grass, where it is

under the influence of air, sunlight, night-dews, and rain.
The process is tedious ; the resulting fibre is brown in color,
and is said to be peculiarly liable to undergo heating (probably
owing to the soft heavy quality of the flax) if exposed to moist-
ure and kept close plai-ed with little access of air. Archangel
flax is, however, peculiarly soft and silky in structure, although

in all probability water-retting would result in a fibre as gtxxl
or even better in quality.

The theory of retting, according to the investigations of J.
Kolb, is that a peculiar fermentation is set up under the influ-
ence, of heat and moisture, resulting in a change of the inter-
cellular substance— peetose, or an analogue of that body —
into pectine and pectic acid The former, being soluble, is left

in the water, but the latter, an insoluble body, is in part at-
tached to the fibres, from which it is only separated by chang-
ing into soluble metapectic acid under the action of hotalkaline
lye in the subsequent process of bleaching. — To a large ex-
tent retting continues to be conducted in the primitive fash-
ions above described, although numerous and persistent
attempts have been made to improve upon it, or to avoid the
process altogether. The uniform result of all experiments
has only been to demonstrate the scientific soundness of the
ordinary process of water-retting, and all the proposed im-
provements of recent times seek to obviate the tediousness,
difficulties, and uncertainties of the process as carried on in
the open air. The only modification of water-retting which has
hitherto endured the test of prolonged experiment, and taken
a firm position as a distinct improvement, is the warm-wate<
retting, patented in America in 1846 by Robert B. Schenck.
For open pools and dams Schenck substitutes large wooden vats
under cover, into which the flax is lightly packed in an up-
right position. The water admitted into the tanks is raised

to and maintained at a temperature of from Ib'^ to 95^ F. dur-
ing the wliole time the flax is in steep. In a short time a
brisk fermentation is set up, gases, at first of pleasant odor,
but subsequently becoming very repulsive, being evolved, and
producing a frothy scum over the surface of the water. The
whole process occupies only from 50 to 60 hours. A still

further improvement, due to Mr. Pownall, comes into opera-
tion at this point, which consists of immediately passing the
stivlks, as they are taken out of the vats, between heavy rollers

over which a stream of pure water is liept flowing. By this

means, not only is all the slimy glutinous adherent matter
thoroughly sepanited, hut the subsequent processes of breaking
and scutching are much facilitated.

A process of retting by steam was introduced by W, Watt,
of Glasgow, in 1852, and subsequently modified and improved
by J. Buchanan. The system passe.«sed the advantages of
rapidity— being completed in 10 hours—and freedom from any
noxious odor ;

but it yiefded only a harsh, ill-spinning fibre,

and consequently failed to meet the sanguine expectations of
its promoters.

HciUchitig is the process by which the fibre is freed from itB

woody core and rendered fit for the market. For ordinary
water-retted flax two operations are required, first breaking
and then scutching, and these are done either by hand-labor or
by means of small scutching or lint mills, driven either by
water or steam power. Hand-labor, aided by simple imple-
ments, is still much used in Europe ; but the u.se of scutcbing-
mills is now very general, these being more economical, and
turning out flax of a much better quality. The breaking is

done by passing the stalks between grooved rollers, to which in

some cases a reciprocating motion is communicated, and the
broken shives are beaten out by suspending the fibre in a
machine fitted with a series of revolving blades, which, strik-

ing violently against the flax, shake out the bruised and broken
w<x>dy cores. A great nftiny modified scutching machines and
processes have l)een proposed and introduced with the view of
promoting economy of labor and improving the turn-out of
fibre, both in respect of cleanness and in producing the least

proportion of codilla,or scutching tow. Among them,and, we
think, tlic most effective, is the Breaking and Scvtching Ma-
chine lately introduced in the U. States by the editor of this

work, and now owned by Mr. J . F. Dunton of Philadelphia.

Dressing. We have now to follow the 8out<^hed fibres to the

great mills, where machinery does almost everything.— Divid-
ing. The individual fibres, varying from 24 to 36 inches long,

have different degrees of fineness at different parts ; they are

therefore divided into three, four, or five pieces each, to suit as

many different kinds of manufacture. The flax is held l)e-

tween two side-wheels, and torn across by the edge of a revolv-

ing centre- wheel. The action is that of l«ariM^, not cutting;

since it is found that the spinning quality of the fibre is injured

by a sharp transverse cut. — Heckling. The heckle, or hackle,

is an iron comb, the teeth of which are very sharp, and are

placed upright. The heckler, taking a lock of flax by the

middle in l»is right hand, draws each half of the length re-

peatedly between the teeth of the comb, regulating the position

of the flax with his left hand. This is done first on a coarse

lieckle, and then on a finer. The combed and straightened

fibres are now called line, and the coarser and broken fibres

{010. 100 lbs. of scutched flax produce rather more than 50 lbs.

on an average of line, the rest Iwing tow, boon, and dust In

the larger mills this pro<'e8s is now done bjj the hecUing-ma-
chine. Heckles, or combs, tint ranged round the circumference

of a large cylinder ; the fibres are fixed in a flat layer to tijtax-

holrter, several sucli holders are atljusted to the machine, and
tlieir rotary action speedily heckles a large quantity of Hax.

Children are employed to fill and empty, place and re-

place, adjust, and nianage the flax-holders ; all else is con-

ducted automatically. Revolving brushes of bristle clean
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off may refuse tow from the t»eth of the hecklef . — Sortimf.
The liDe U diTiUtxl by tkilful (orten* iut» M* many on hmlf a dvarn
diOetvQt Jt^ive-'* of fttirneoo, partly by the eye aaj partiy by the
touch : aoJ va<-h quality i* rapijly placed in a separate com-
partment by itjrlf. — Spr^aiiimf, Drawing, and Horimg. The
•orted line \» next coorerteU into ribboni, or (liTrn. For tbU
purpnae It i* upreaU upon a feeding-cloth in luch a manner
that the entU of the second itrtck reach the middle of the tint.

In thU way a uniforui thickoeM i< prcaerre^. (ince the hecktej
Mrirkj are thicker in the middle than at the end*. The tlaz

is then paiwed between one pair of ruHern, which delirer it

throagh-clll* or hecklinx-point< to a aecund pair, which, iuoT'

Ibk with much iCT'^ter •pm'd than the firvl, iiirrpaM (he lentcth

aod diminish the tUickoeaa uf the tiax. During tbii operation

tig. 198. — Spuaduco-Framb.

tbt fla« rwiriTw no twin, hut U conTcrted into a flat, narrow tape
or ribbon*, which if receired into a tin can. When the can i*

fklll it i« taken to a drawing or spreading frame (Ki|{ ll^S),

WtMTw • namber of iliTen are united and drawn into one
bnftb. Tb« frames are attended by young women, each of
wImm liaa the charge of four. The rlirera next go to the rov-

im^fiamt, where they receire a ulight dtfrree of twist and are
WMnd apon bobbin* preparatory to •pinning.

S^m»im4[. The spinning of tiax dilTi-m little from the thros-

[ of cotton (see Cottomi, but the fibres of flax hare
I tcmleorjr to entangle themxelres together as thoM

, ttaafwibrw it is necianary to moisten them with water
I adlMra to each other, and also to make them

yilBbl* and m»T to twint. Formerly the flax for ma-
Inc waa moistened with cold water, but a great

tmprormmit Tiaa been effected by substituting water at the
temperature of 13>\ which allows a much finer and more
nnifnmi thrsad to be spun, and double (he length to be ob-
laiaad from a giren weight of flax. The warm water Is

•oatained In a trough, which extends the whole length of
Um sploning-rnune, and the rapkl motion of tba spindia
tfiami a dawy spray to be continually thrown off. A gmt
laWMWMlaiM' a was for a lime experienced by the attendants,
wboM elothea were rnmplrtely wetted In an hour or two by
tki* Miaats spray, but the use of water-proof apmns has b««n
Smii4 a (uflbHenl remnly. Thla operation, however, produces
k bo( ttaamlng atmosphere, which Is painful to casual Tlsitor*

of.a Bax-oiill, thouch not unpleasant to the operalives. — The
yam, by <loubllng. 1< maile Into linen thread, which U bleached
Mid nraMd Into balls or rrela. The yam ilaelf |g wound upon
laali. aad tlien made up into leas, haolis, bundles, etc., aa la
tb* MIowlax Inrolea.

Two AXB * nxvr Xa%» Rtn..

UO threads of 2i yards.... ann ^ar-is, or one Isst.

JO »«» 3.«»> iard.. or I hank.
»> "M" «),r«10 yanli. or 1 bnndla.
(ThKM bandias ara nraally pat togetlier In ooa boneb.)

0!»i »!»!> A Halt Y*aD R»ft.

MO thread*, or I|y«rd.... IVl rards, or Half a !<«.
10 half-leas 1 .WO yard*, or 1 hank.« •»"k« •>.000 yards, or on« bund)*.

(Sis bnadlca are lutially put tofvtbvr in one bunch.)
'

The flneitetn of linen yam Is reckoned br the nnmber of •

)aas to the pound weight In •ortinr line, the Tsrimi* quail- 1

tiaa are dlTMe<t Into 2. 3. .3i pound*, etc . as sl«Te mentioned
!

In linen yams the bundle of 00,000 yard* I* •nmetlmes
|

caUad by iu Bumbwr of laat par lb , or bf lh« wtigbt of tba

bundle. Thus a bundle of 25 leas to the lb. weigti* 8 lbs.

;

a bundle of Ui leas to the lb. weighs 4 lbs. ; a bundle of 100
leu to the lb. weighs 2 lbs. : *o that 8 lbs. and 25 leas, and 4
lbs. and 50 leas, snd 2 lbs. and lOU leas, are synonymous terms,
as fiir as the siap is concerned, in sorting, a rrnain quality of
line will spin to a certain siar or weiglit per bundle, sud it was
ft>rmerly the cu*t<>m of Hue-sorters to call certain qualities

2 lb*.. 3 lbs., 3^ lbs , 4 lbs., etc.. because (bat quality of line

Would spin to that weight per bundle The Fame standard
and name are still retained by line-*«rtrrs r<ir the same quality
of line ; but frum luipnivemeuls in uisrhlnery, and other
causes, 5} line can now Iw spun tu tbe tlie uf 3 lbs. the buu-
dle, and even finer.

iVtaeing. When flax has once been »pun into yam, its sub-
sequent applications are rery numerous. .S>nie 1* twisted into
UtrtfiJ, fur sewing or for lace-niaklng. S<juie (and this the
greater portion) Is worm into tinen. Other flax gocxls ara
duek, drill, tktck, dratixt, tiei, hiekakark, diapff, damnik,
toirtUiHg, ihetting, doirlat, latktng, tait-etulk ; while a niurh-
UM-d couibiiution of flax with cotton is called tinion. Varia-

tion* iu the quality of the flax, the thickness and closeness of

the yam, the mode of dressing, the arrangement and mote-
ments of the loom in dressing, and tbe finishing operations
combine to bring about the difference in Ihe^e seTerel kind* of
goods. Jytf has lately come into competition with flax for

some of tbe coarser rarietiea. See Loon, and Wcavlnq.

The celobnife«l Courtrai flax of Btlgium is tlie

most valuable staple in the market, on account of

its fineness, strength, and particularly bright color.

There the flax is ilried in the field, and housed or

stacked during the winter succeeding its growth,
and in the spring of the following year it is retted

in crates sunk in the sluggish waters of tlie river

Lys. After the process lias prcK-wded a certain

length, the crates are withdrawn, and the sheaves
taken out and stooked. It is thereafter once more
tied up. ])laced in the crates, and sunk in the river

to complete the retting process ; but this double
steeping is not invariably practised.' When finally

taken out, it is unloosed and put up in cones, in-

stead of being grassed, and when quite dry it is

stored for some lime previous to undergoing the

operation of scutching. In all operations the

greatest care is taken, and the cultivators being
peculiarly favored as to soil, climate, and water,

C'ourtrai flax is a staple of unapproached excel-

lence.

An experiment made by Professor Hodges of
Belfast on 7,770 lbs. of air-<lrie<l flax yieldetl the

following results: By rippling he separated l.'.^O

lbs. of bolls, which yielde«l 010 lbs. of stnd. The
&,KJ4 lbs. (62 cwt.) of flax straw remaining lost in

Flf. IM. — Fiau or Roian RtssiAX Fl..»x (magnifird).

•tocping 13 cwt.. leaving ."W cwt. of rettetl stalks,

and from that n cwt. 1 qr. 2 lbs. (702 lbs.) of fin-

Uhe«l flax was prtK'ured. Thus the weight of the

fibre was e<|ual to alniut per cent of the dried

flax with the IkiIIs, 12 per cent of the bollect straw,

and over Irt per cent of the retted straw.

Acconling to the determinations of Wiesner
(IHf lifJuaoffr f/es Pflimsfnrrirhri), the fibre ranges
in length from 20 to 140 cenfimi'tres, the length of

the indivi<lunl cells In-ing from 2.0 to 4.0 milli-

nx^tn-s. and the limits of bn-adih betwtH-n 0.012

and 0.02'> mm., the average iM-ing 0.010 mm.
Among the circumstances which have retanled

improrement both in the growing an<l prei>aring

of flax, the fact that, till comparatively recent

ttnies, the wholv industry was conducted only on a
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domestic scale has had much influence. At no
very remote date it was the practice in Scotland
for every small farmer and cotter not only to grow
" lint," or flax, in small patches, but to have it ret-

ted, scutched, cleaned, spun, woven, bleached,

and finished entirely within the limits of his own
premises, and all by members or dependants of the
family. The same practice obtained in the U.
States. Outside of the cities and of the homes of

great planters there was scarcely a housewife or
damsel of whom it might not be said, " She layeth
her hands to the spindle, and her hands hold the
distaff." From a series of papers written between
1787 and 1791 by Mr. Tench Coxe, Commissioner
of the Revenue, and for several years Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury, it appears that manu-
factures from flax and hemp had become an estab-

lished and very important industry ; he enumerates,
among articles " manufactured in a household
way," seines and nets of various kinds, twine
and packthread, sail-cloth, tow-cloth, white and
checked shirtings, sheetings, towelling, table-linen,

bedticks, hosiery, sewing-thread, and seine-thread

lace. Among the flax products " manufactured in

a family way " in Massachusetts and Rhode Island,

during the first 9 months of 1791, Mr. Coxe speci-

fies 25,265 yards of linen cloth. The census of
1810 returned 21,211,262 yards of flaxen cloths
made in families ; of this, New York produced
6,303,000 yards ; Virginia, about 5,000,000 ; Penn-
sylvania, 3,000,000; Connecticut, 2,250,000; New
Hampshire, 1,000,000. Thus the flax industry was
long kept away from the most powerful motives to

apply to it labor-saving devices, and apart from
the influence of scientific inquiry for the improve-
ment of methods and processes. As cotton came
to the front just at the time when machine-spin-
ning and power-loom weaving were being intro-

duced, the result was that in many localities where
flax crops had been grown for ages the culture
gradual!}' drooped and ultimately ceased. The
linen manufacture by degrees ceased to be a do-

mestic industry, and began to centre in and become
the characteristic factory employment of special
localities, which depended, however, for their sup-
ply of raw material primarily on the operations of
small growers, working, for the most part, on the
poorer districts of remote, thinly populated coun-
tries. The cultivation of the plant and the prep-
aration of the fibre have, therefore, even at the
present day, not come under the influence (except
in certain favored localities) of scientific knowl-
edge and experience, and the greater part of the
flax in use at the present moment is prepared pre-
cisely by the processes employed in Egypt when
the descendants of Jacob dwelt in the land of
Goshen.

In England and Scotland the acreage under flax
is now so limited, and it has decreased with such
steadiness and rapidity, that, as a crop, flax may
be regarded as practically extinct in these coun-
tries. In Ireland the cultivation of flax has always
occupied a relatively much more important posi-
tion than it has in the sister countries, though there
also the experience is that it is a rapidly declining
agricultural crop.

In this country, in connection with, and largely
as a consequence of, the unusual demand for lint

and tow to be consumed in multiform fabrics of
house manufacture, suflScient quantities of seed
were produced, not only for house use and inter-

nal commerce, but to leave a large surplus for
foreign export. In an official abstract of the ex-

Sorts from the U. States for the vear ending Sept.

0, 1791, Mr Coxe epecifles 68,492 casks of flax-

seed. This is assumed to be equivalent to 292,460

bushels,— that is, over half the entire product re-

ported for 1860, and a fraction over one sixth of

that reported for 1870. Among the exports of the

same year were 18,600 pounds of lint, and 6,850
yards of tow cloth ; but as the manufacture of cot-

ton fabrics in factories increased, tliis universal

household industry, which had greatly c<mtribu1ed

towards keeping families at home, united and con-

tented, by affording a profitable employment to

both sexes and all ages, gradually declined to a
vanishing point. One consequence was that, while
the demand for seed was rapidly increasing, pro-

duction either remained stationary, or decreased.

The cotton famine, consequent upon our civil war,

greatly stimulated the cultivation for a few years
from 1862 upwards ; but since the restoration of

the cotton crop, and the return of cotton fal>-

rics to nominal prices, the tide has turned in the

States east of the Mississippi, and projjluction of

seed and lint is again on the decline. In 1870
the production of fibre returned for the census

amounted to 27,133,034 lbs. In the younger States

west of the Mississippi, chiefly in Minnesota, Kan-
sas, Iowa, Oregon, and California, the upward
tendency in production as yet shows no sign of

declining, but seems to grow with accumulating
force. Unfortunately flax is grown in this coun-
try only for its seeds, and the few manufactures
we have must import the fibre from Canada and
Europe. Among the obstacles alleged in the way
of profitably growing the fibre are the following :

1. The want -of a regular and accessible market.
2. The labor involved in pulling flax on a large

scale is greater than can be secured at the proper
season at wages which will leave any mar-
gin for profit. 3. The process of " rotting " or
eliminating the fibre from the stalk " in the old-

fashioned way " is tedious, and thought to be un-

healthy. 4. Most farmers do not sufficiently

understand the rotting part of this process, and
are therefore very liable to injure the fibre by
some failure, either in method or degree. 5. The
processes of breaking, scutching, and hackling by
hand are very disagreeable, necessarily involving

the operator in an atmosphere thick with dust and
dirt, and yet requiring skilled workmen, such as it

is often quite impracticable to secure. 6. Owing
to the cheapness of labor in Europe, it is impracti-

cable to compete with European production with-

out more protection by legislation than is at present

granted. The complaint is made that flax-grow-

ing has received much less legislative encourage-

ment than either wool or silk. But whatever of

weight may be attached to this list of discourage-

ments, they were all to be met and overcome in

European production, except that of higher-priced

labor, which may be amply counterbalanced in

this county by cheaper real estate, both for pro-

duction and for manufactures, cheaper water-

power, fuel, and machinery, and by the use of the

new Breaking and Scutching Machines mentioned
above, etc.

Rensselaer County, in New York State, which
is the seat of linen industry in this country, has 20

mills for dressing flax, and 2 for manufacturing
yarn and twine. The latter consumes 3,000 lbs.

of flbre dail}' when running on full time. Much of

the fibre used here is imported from Canada and
Europe at rates cheaper than American farmers

are willing to supply it.

The statement on the following page embodies
the latest available returns regarding the acreage

and produce of flax in all the countries where the

plant is cultivated on account of its fibre.
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Tltt Imports of Flax ProduHt into the i'. State* for the ten year$, 1861W1878, w>ere as fUlovs : —

Or/.
ISTS Sft.WiO

is— 89>*)
1876 T3.l!?0

1876 8H.4-IO

1S74 1
©i^ao

18T3 I K3.430

18T2
'

105.4J»

1871
I

73.440
1870 ».!Af)

1M9 ' W.OOO

Dollan.
1,177.229

ljI43.<»M
l,«»ii>,437

1,112.4U5
W2.ttfS

i.i;j:,737

1,3W747
titM,832

IJopn*. Not i'pe<*ifi«l

titUar».

ll.4»n.7M
iuvi9,sm
rj,227.i<*;

14.124,!M7
14,<»-1,4*

l«.271.5aO
l«.«15.<i»i«5

13^V«).7i>2

12.Tl«>.»Vi6

ia,i«0.341

Uollmt.
2.VI22.H42

2.4<»i<aN

2i'in.no
2,47S *«
3;»i;c7
4,i;i«j,H«ii

4,tia5.4a)

4.&uu;£«3
8.M7.7i«i;

2.6(i2/r40

l,2l«i/.15

1.44:..tS2i

37b3,:i44

2^,421

D^llart.

l.'.'l»i,249

3x<y,4'.<»>

l-.;_-27.<'I2

4.:»'l.rt«»

3>'»4 ,4*;i

4.ai^.(>»t

l.V*>M'
4.141.31^

1,M3,443

Total Taloe.

Dollarx.

17.474, H52
17 (i7;i.217

iy,».'..y7!*

23.iM2,tf.9
22.71'..4K3

2.'..4'J»;>1»

2«i.«>.273

23,«lfi,474

21 ,011,: IK

18,7ti.741

Area andtr Flax, mmJ Grou Ptodtue of Various Caunlrifs.

Coamxts. Sutute
Acret.

I
Stooe*

ip«racre.

Aiutria, 17R.3&7 joebii 253,323
BvlKluni, 67,045 becure*
Dromarfc
K(7pt (eftimmted)
Frmnjw, 78,ii4 h«-Urp»
Gemuny , 214,836 bectmrca
Ur«st Britain

Holland. 19,444 h«rtare«

HuDcarjr, 14,017 jorbi

Iralaad
Italy, 81,886 bwtarcs
Ru««ia

140 901
17.686
16.000

194.671
680,642

7,4«1
857

48.027
19.903

123.362
301,023

I 1,92SM8
37,500

21.48
33.59
21).00

20.00
84.84
22.60-

28.50
20.00
31.77
20.00
28.74
18.14

20.00
20.00

84,009

29A80
2,211
1,875

42,388
74,621

1,3:H
119

9,536
2,4H8

22,159
22,791

241.071
4.688

Total.
I

3,618,»44 488,849

It thu» appears that the breadth of lands under
flax in Russia alone is little less than four sevenths
of the entire acreapfe devoted to tiie production of
tlie fibre, and that it alone produces practically

one half of the total produce of the world.
Imp. duty ; Flax straw, ^ per ton ; flax not

heckled or dressed. **20 ; heckUtl, known as dressed
j

line, SIO; tow, $10; brown and bleached linens
|

and otiier manufactures of flax, or of which flax '

•hall lie the component material of chief value. I

valued at .'JO cents or less pi-r sq. yanl, .35 per cent ; |

valued above ''10 cents per sq. yard. 40 per cent.

See LixsKKD, LixstLitOiL, Line.v, Y'abx. etc.

FUuc-Comb, a hatchel or heckle fur preparini; I

flax. I

Flax-Cotton. Many experiments have been
made «» to the possibility of pn-parin^ and spin-

j
bonis. — An inlet or creek

ninK flax in the same way as cotton, and combin-
in){ it with wool in mixed i;oo<is. Chevalier Claus-
wn. a few years ajjo. hit up<jn a plan for effecting

this. By a particular mrxlc uf treatment the flbres

can b« separate^l fnwn the I><K>n without steeping;
the resinous |;um, it is true, is still present ; but
this does not prevent the fibres from beini; spun
into thick yams for coarse fabrics, such as sail-

cloth, canvas, and conlaRe. For finer yams. In-

stead of two or three wwks of slecpinif or n-ttinff,

ClausM'U Ixiiled the flax for six hours in a solution

of |>otash or linn-, which not only n-movcd tlie

gum, but li'ft the flbre rvry smcMith' and clear. If

to be prepare<l and spun in the manner of cotton.

he cut the flax into leni^hs alM>ut equal to those
of cotton. exiH>se<l them to the action of alkaline
and acid solutions, and |tenfrale<l carlMuiic acid
gas, which burnt open each little fibre, and sepa-
rated it into minute filaments. The fibres thus
lost the peculiar rigidity which beloni;«'d to them
ori|rinally. and Ix-came a soft and downy mass, to
which he (C***' t''^' name of Jiiur-miton, or eottonisrH

Jbur. This flax-cotton can be carded and ipun into

yams, which may be used either by tbemselves or

in combination with cotton, wool, or silk. Cheva-
lier Claussen was so san(;uine as to believe that

flax-cotton could l)e produced j^o cheaply as 44 cts.

per lb., an<l that it would revolutionize the cotton-

trade. That flax can in this way be prepared for

the spinner in a nmch shorter time than l>y retting

and the old routine of ]iroce!ises, that it takes a

good dye, and that it can W combiiuHl in various

ways with silk, cotton, an<l wool, have been dearly
proved ; but mi'-nufacturers have not yet indors-ed

Claussen's views as to the value of the new mate-
rial.

Flaxen, made of flax; linen goods. — Resem-
bling, or having the color of, flax.

Flaz-Mill, a factory where flax is spun into

linen goods.

FlcLzseed. See Linseed.
Flax-Silk, a stuff mn<le of flax and silk, and

having the glossiness of silk.

Flax-Thread, twisted flax-yam.
Flax-Yarn. See Yarn.
Flay, to strip or cut off the skin.

Fleabane, a name given to various plants of

the genus Kriijeron, from their supposed efficacy in

driving away flies.

Fleak, a twist or lock ; a hurdle or grating.

Fleam, a large strong instniment, use<l by veter-

inary surgeons, for letting blood from horses and
other animals.

Flecked, mottled, dappled, spotted.

Fleece, as much wool as is shorn from one
sht>ep ; the weight varies according to the breed
and the climate. — See W<>oi„

Fleet, a navy ; a collection of ships or sailing

Swift ; shallow.

2G

Fleet-Dyke, an embankment for preventing
inun<lation.

Fleeting-Diah. a skimming-t>owl.
Flemish-Bricks, paving bricks of a yellowish

color, lianlcr than the ordinary bricks.

Flemish-Horse, in marine parlance, an addi-
tional footrojM- at the ends of topsail yards.
Flench, Flinch, to strip off in layers.

Flench-Out. the blubl>er of a whnle laid out
in long slices in the hold U-fore barrelling.

Flensing, the operation of cutting the blubUr
from the whale.
Flesh, butcher's meat ; tlic carcass of any ani-

mal kilieil for food.

Flesh-Brush, a brush for rubbing the surface
of the luxly. «if which there are several kinds,

made either of horse hair or fine wire, etc.

Flesh-Color, the color of the flesh ;
w hile with

a blu<ih of pink.

Flesh-Fork, a cook's fork for trying meat, and
taking it from the lH>il<T.

Flesh-Hook, a iMKik to hang meat.
Fleshing-Knife, a convex knife, with a sharp
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edge, used by curriers in removing the flesh and
fat from the inner surface of the hide.

Fietador [Sp. |, the freighter of a ship.

Fleurage [Fr.], oatmeal or bean-meal for gruel.

Fleuret [Fr.J, a sort of coarse silk; a kind of

narrow ribbon ; ferret-ribbon.— An instrument to

practise fencing with.

Fleury. See Burguxdy Wines.
Flies, artificial insects, which are dexterously

made of bright feathers, silk, etc., for the use of

anglers for fish in rivers and lakes.

Flight, a series of steps or stairs from one floor

to another without turning.

Flighter, a cooler's horizontal vane, revolving
over the surface of wort, to produce a circular

current in the liquor.

Flimsy, a loosely woven fabric, wanting in firm-

ness of texture.— A name among reporters for

manifold copies of articles of news written on
tissue-paper.

Flinking-Comb, a dressing-table comb for the
hair.

Flint [Fr. pierre a fusil ; Ger. Feuerstein'\, a min-
eral composed almost entirely of silica. Few parts
of the world are without it. Among its useful
applications, two are gradually becoming obsolete.

The flint used with tlie steel and the tinder-box is

yielding to tlie lucifer-match ; wiiile the flint of
the gunlock, in pistols and muskets, is almost su-

perseded by tiie percussion-cap. The present use
of flint, in its native state, is chiefly in making
glass and eartiienware.

Flint and Pfere Marquette R.R. runs from
Monroe to Luddington, Mich., a distance of 253.31

m., with branches from Bay City to East Saginaw,
12.35 m., and from Flint to Otter Lake, 14.41 m.

;

total lengtii of line, 280.07 m. Tiiis Co., wiiose offices

are in East Saginaw, Micii., was organized in 1857,
and in 1872 it was consolidated with the Bay City
and East Saginaw, tlie Holly. Wayne, and Mon-
roe, and the Cass River and Flint River R.R. Co.
The road was opened in 1874. Tlie Co. has se-

cured a land grant of 3,840 acres per mile of road,
and these have been divided into several trusts to

secure an equal number of mortgages on the road
and lands. Financial statement : Cap. stock, $3,298,-

300 ; funded debt, §7,157,905.50, as follows, — 1st

mortgage L. G. bonds, 1st series, §1,000, payable
1880, interest 7 % (May and Nov.) ; 1st mortgage
L. G. bonds, 2d series, §9,000, payable 1887, inter-

est 7 % (Jan. and Julv) ; 1st mortgage L. G. bonds,
3d series. §1,997,000, payable 1888, interest 8%
(Mar. and Sept.) ; F. and H. lease bonds ($25,000
per ann.) §375,500, payable 1888, interest 10 % (May
and Nov.) ; B. C. & E. Saginaw R.R. bonds guar-
anteed §100,000, payable 1882, interest 10 % (Jan.
and July) ; Bay Co. bonds (loan to same) 875,000,
payable 1887, interest 10 % ( Mar. and Sept.) : Holly,
Wayne, & Monroe R.R. bonds §1,000,000, payable
in 1901, interest 8% (Jan. and July) ; Construction
Loan Bonds, §41,405.50, payable 1878, interest 8 %
(Jan. and July) ; Consolidated Sinking Fund, §3,-

659,000, payable 1902, interest 8 % (May and Nov.).
Flint-Glass. See Glass.
Flintlock, the old-fashioned mnsket-lock, with

a flint fixed in the hammer, for striking on the steel
pan.

Flint-Po'wder, pulverized flint used in manu-
factures as a polishing material.

Flitch, in the pork-trade, the side of a hog salted
and cured.

Flittern-Bark, the bark of young oak-trees, as
distinguished from that of old oak-trees, which
is called timber-bark, and is less valuable to tan-
ners. There is a third sort called coppice-bark,

which is the bark stripped off oak grown as cop-
pice from stems or stools.

Float, the water-gauge of a steam-boiler, at-

tached to a valve in the feed-pipe, and supported
upon the surface of the water by a counter-weight
(see F, Fig. 37).— The buoy of a fishing-line, whose
motion indicates the bite of a fish.—An inflated bag
or pillow to sustain a person in the water.— A raft

of timber 18 feet square by 1 foot deep.—A plaster-

er's trowel, of which there are several kinds, used
in spreading the plaster on to a wall.— A file

whose teeth are parallel and unbroken by a second
row of crossing teeth.— A serrated plate used by
shoemakers for rasping oft" the pegs inside the
boot or shoe.

Float-Board, one of the boards fixed on the
paddle-wheels of steamers, and to undershot water-
wheels, by which they act.

Floating-Bridge, a flat-bottomed ferry steam-
boat in a harbor or river, running on chains laid

across the bottom, and constructed for the convey-
ance of passengers, goods, and vehicles.

Floating-Light, a life-buoy carried at a ship's

stern, with a light or lantern, which can be dropped
into the sea, in order to save any one falling over-

board at night.— Also a light attached to a boat
or the hull of a vessel moored over a rock or a shoal
to serve the purpose of warning to mariners.

Floating-Pier, a landing stage that rises and
falls with the tide.

Floatsam. See Flotsam.
Flock, an indefinite number of sheep, kept

together under one shepherd.— The short refuse

of a wool-factory, which being scoured, pulverized
in a mill, and dyed, is used to make flock-paper.
— The refuse or waste of wool and cotton, which
is cut to a very short staple by machinery, and
used for stuffing upholstery, mattresses, etc.

Flock-Paper, wall-liangings in which finely

pulverized and dyed wool is laid on the surface of

paper and attached by size.

Flogging-Chisel, a chisel of large size, used
in chipping off certain portions of a casting.

Flood-Gate, a sluice in rivers, canals, or docks,

that may be opened or closed at will, to admit or
exclude water.

Flood-Tide, the advancing tide increasing

towards high water.

Flookan, earth or clay of a slimy consistence.
— In mining, the shifting of the vein or lode by a
cleft, etc.

Floor, the timber, bricks, etc., of the platform
which forms the base or surface of any story of

a house, and on which the planks or flooring are

laid. The name in a general sense applies to all

that part of a building on the same level, and
varies according to the height from the ground, as

first floor, second floor, etc.— The bottom of a
vessel on each side of the kelson.

Floor-Cloth, Oil-Cloth, a heavy painted fab-

ric for covering floors. This useful and orna-

mental fabric, which now forms an important

branch of American manufacture, originated in

Great Britain, about the year 1740, when a manu-
factory of it was established at Knightsbridge,

near London, by Mr. Smith. It was originally

made of narrow canvas sewn together like sail-

cloth, to which successive coats of paint were
applied ; but the scams proving inconvenient, a

canvas was wove for the purpose, about four

yards wide ; it was then extended to seven yards

in width, and afterwards to nine, which is the

widest at present made. The manufactory at

Knightsbridge, now carried on by Mr. Baber, is

the largest establishment of the kind,— the com-
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nion dimensions of the oil cloths proiluceil there

l)einir 20 yards by 8, and ^jO yiirtis liv 7, jrivitij;,

theriforf, entire piece* of lUU and 210 bquarv
yards williout seams.

MuHuf. The ranTiu 1< fint rut into plc<«* of the reqoired
Irogtb &iitl brriiJtli, auii iti« «l)(tr< are (utcned to tb« l<>ur

Uil«.-4 of a Ur,;<? frame, whirh an: thru drawn apart by ma-
chinrrr, to rtn-tch the <-aura« a» tightly a.< |x>«>ll>:e. M.mewhut
in the in.inner ailopteal in rtrainiiii; raiiva* fur Uerlin-wool
work The |>u<i(iuii of the fnuiie i» vertical, the hri);ht heiiie

Cijual to the MiJth of Die raiiTa*; vhen thin exrrril* Ij or 8
fcwi, the upp^'r |iart i* rraciird by ineau* of light •raffoliU or
>tage<. which the worlctiien ran more fruin one eiiJ of the
piece to the other tbrouchout the entire length. wheneTer oc-

eacloa may re<juire it durini; the prot-e** of painting. The
esDTaj ii then in a proper comJitiou for the reieptiun of the
•iae auU piint, which l< laii on to render it At to undergo tlie

Anal pnv-pM of prlntinK. It !• fint coated with *tronf *iae oo
both «ides, and while thU i« mill damp the canvaa U rubbed
all orer »it)i pumlce-vtooe, to render it fuioolb and even.
Wben the Mir i* dry. ttie cnnraj recelTc* two coalt of paint on
each (ide. The flr«t coat In rrrr thick, beinic more like luortar

than paint ; it ia laid on in lumps and patchen, and imoothed
•It oTer the web with a broad Hat trowel, in a manner resem-
bling that In which pla.<ter is Inid on a wall. When thli ii

thoroughly dry, the mirftu-e ii again rubbed with puinirestone,
and a aecond coat of thinner |>aint l» laid on with a bruah.
The under ri le of the canraj require* nothing more to be done
to it aflrr tbi', but the up|>er nide receire* two or three more
eoat< of thin paint, being rubbed with pumico-atone after each
roat htan been Ui 1 on, in order to prwlure a amooth surface to
Tecei»e the printe-l pattern. The cnnraa ia now removed from
the frame and wound round a roller, from which it ia allowed
to paM OTer a Hat table, to receive the imprexMon of the
Uodu. Formerly the patlema were atenrille*!, a.< the walls of
roooM were before paper-hanginga were introduced : that is to
Mjr, tbey were produced by putting coloring matter on the
MHihea, through bole* and line.' punched in a sheet of tin or
pM(ebo«rd, ao a« to form the de«ign rei|uired : but now the
DrlntiDg te eflectud by blocks, a separate block being required
Mr eeery color introduced into the pattern The blocks are
about i& loebM square, and are made of deal, faced with wood
0<aflo«eloM frain, with a handle at the back; that part of
tht pattern which each block la re(|uired to imprint on the
caavas I* left on its surface in relief, the rvm-iiniug pnrt being
eat aaay.M In a wood-engraving. The aurface of the pro-
JsetloK portion of anch block is further cut into amall squares,
MehnieaUy eatlad teeth, by oarrow grooves crossing each other
at right aapM This Is done to elTer t an e<|ual diatribution of
ttt piUat, jbr if ttte anrfsce of the projecting (nrt of the blocks
«• l«ft smooth and even, it would take up the coloring mat-
tir ••TObIv. aiMl Iranafer it to the Hoor-cloth in irregular
palehw. Tho Impraasioti ia effeetol by applying the aurface of
ttao bloek lo a pad orcosbion charged with the color re<{ulred

;

aftar which it is traasfcrrvd lo ttte lloor-cloth by means of the
IwadWat thoback.and prwsnl forcibly upon it. It is then
iwuisl, ehargrd again with color, and piwoad on the canvas
•loa* by tha stds of the first imprasalon, poinu being placed
altksaonMrs of the blocfcs to losuna the regularity of the join-
lag of tb* pattern. This protuw is repeated until the whole of
lb* ttoor-eloth has baea covered with that part of the pattern
Whkb b loiprinltxl by the first block that ia um>I after which
tha Moalu iBteoded to convey the rvmaining rol<>r« to Its Sur-
ftcaaraaawi lo a tlmilar manner, until the padem is com-
piata. It mu«l then be all>iwr<i to dry, care lieing taken to

fcllM eeinring matter auSripot lime'to hapjen Itioroughiy
• tha Soor-clolh ia Uken Into uae. The borOera along thaMm of narrow pteeea of nor>r cloth ia(pnd<>l for paaaagaa

ai« prodae»t la the aaroe manner, by blocka of the necewary
wUtb, similarly prvptrvd for the ptirpnaa. It ahould be atated
tiMt worn-oat Brtuwla carpi-ta afford a gixwi foun<tslinn for
Ceor-etoth, sad may be convcrte-l Into that matertal at anv
floor-cloth manufactory. — A cheap kind of fio'ir-cloih for tlia

arotactioa of carpeu an<l aUlrcarpeU, >onicwhal tlmilar to oil-

aiw, or oil cloth for tabl».corera, la ma<le on a foun<latlon of
thia caUieo, and thinir roat*| with paint on oo* aid* only , after
which tile pattern i« Imprinted in the uiual way, or by rnllvra.— KmmptmliroH i* a •ulMlance Inlandnl to preaent certain ad-
Vaatagte owr paintetl nanvaa aa a noir-covpring. It ia made
aCaoffc iwdoced to a fine powder. India-rubber. lina»«d-oll, an*!
cva or two other auhataocM. Th<-K- Ingmlienla are knaadml
apintoakin4| of dough, which ia pre«M<i| out Into aheets by
roiling with ataairo-baated rylin<lert. When cold. the«a abeets
say at once Iw uaed aa a nonr-covrrtng, or may Iw palnini with
any omamrolal <ievice. It forma a morv uoiavleaa, •laslle, and
diy door-«overing than the • itninion one.

Im^. doty : (>i|.clotha for n<ior.at«mp»<l, palntad. or printed.
valoMl at So eta or Ima by Sij. vd .

&*> |»rra>nl ; valued over SO
ets. prr sq. yd., to per cent I'or rarrtacv-Aoora. too thla aad
ball for racogniaed door uil-cloths, i& per cent.

Floor-cloth Canvaa. a coarse fabric of mixed
hemp and ftnx, varying in width from one to eight
yarda or more.

Flooring, in carpentry, the laying down of
boanLs closi- to^;i-thcr horizontally, witii some kind
of Und>er ^uiiport underneath to which tlic boards

I

can Ik- nailc<l.

I

Floran. a ininini; term for fine-grained tin, either
scarcely perceptible in the stone, or stamped very

I

siiiull.

Floree, powdt-r blue or indigo.
' Florence Leaf. St.-e Ditch Leaf.

Florence-Oil. ulive-4jil »uld in ]x-culiar flasks

known as Florence tliiitks.

Florentine, a kind of wrought sntin made in

Florence. — A lake color extracted from the
shreds of scarlet cloth.

Flores, a commercial classification of indigo,

the bi-st quality of ilye from Nos. 7 lo 9.

Floretonne. a S|mni^h uo<d.
Floretta, refuse of t^o^s-silk.

Florida, the most southern of the U. States, is

a large promontory extending S. into the Atlantic
Ocean, its S. and W. coasts forming in jmri the
N. and K. shore line of the (iulf of Mexico. Its

boundaries are comprise<l between 24^ 30' and liP
N. lat., and H)^ and 87^ 4.j' W. Ion. F. makes
the S. boundary of the Slate of Cieorgia, and in

part that of Alabama, from which it is separated
on the N. W. by the river I'erdiilo. The Atlantic
washes its E. and the Gulf of Mexico its S. and
W. coasts, constituting a seaboard of 1,1-1() m.
On the S.-K. it is sc j)arated from the liahamas by
the Straits of Florida. It i)oint8 tow aril Cuba on
the S., Havana being about 110 in. from Key West.
Its entire length from iVrdido River to Cape
Sable is about 700 m., its mean breadth, I'O m.
Area. »i!>,208 sq. m., or 37,Si.]l,520 acres, of which
2,37.},541 acres were in 1870 included in farms.
Population about 200,000. Besides its seaiwrts
(given below), the principal cities of /'. are Jack-
sonville, on the St. John's River, a flourishing city

much resorted to by invalids from the Northern
States on account of the salubrity of its climate
(pop. 15,000); Tallahassee, the capital (p«)p.

2,600); and St. Augustine (pop. 2.<iOO). — The
pi-ninsula proper tenninates on the S. in Ca|)e
Sable ; but a remarkable chain of rocky islets,

called the /'. AVi/a, Ixgins at Ca|>e /'. on the K.

shore, extends S.-W. nearly 200 m. in a direction
generally conforming with that of the coast, and
ends in the cluster of sand-heaped nx^ks known
as the 'J'ufliii/tii, from the great mimlK-r of turtle

formerly frequenting them. S. of the bank on
whii'li these Keys rise, and separalttl from them by
a navigable channel, is the long, narrow, and dan-
gerous coral ridjfe known as the A". /iVr/l Thi*
group of keys and reefs is washed on the S. hy
the constant cumnt of the (Julf Stream. The
most important of the Keys is Key West (which
see below). The (Julf coast of the State is inter-

sected by numerous bays, among which arc Tensa-
cola. Choctaw hatchee, St . A ndre

w
's, A |ipalachicola,

Appalachee, Tamna, Charlotte, I'once de Ix-on or
Chatham, and /'. liays, the last lying betwii-n the
Keys and mainland. The chief river* are St.

John's, navigable al>out 100 m. for vessels of nxxi-
erate draught, and emptying into the Atlantic after
a northerly course of ."{Ot) m. ; Indian River, a long
narrow lagmm on the K. coast, which it is pro-
TMMed to unite by a canal with the St. John's; the
Suwani-c and Ocklokonei-. which rise in (ieorgia
and flow into the Ciulf of Mexico; the Appalachh
cola, formed by the Chattahoochei- and Flint
Rlrers, and emptying into the bay of the same
name; Clioctawhatchee, Fscambia, and IVrdido,
also flowing into the Gulf. The St. .Mary's makes
for some distance the N. boundary of the Sute.
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F. has also numerous lakes, some of which are

navigable. Lake Okeechobee, in the Everglades,

is about 40 m. long and 30 broad. — Tiie surface

of F. is generally level, the greatest elevation be-

ing not more than 300 feet above the sea. The
most remarkable feature is the immense tract of

marsh filled with islands in the S. part of the state,

called the Everglades, and by the Indians, " grass-

water." Between the Suwanee and Chattahoociiee
tlie country is hilly; the western portion of the State
is level. De Bow designates the lands as high-

liummock, low-hummock, swamp, savanna, and
pine. The soil is generally sandy, except in the
hummocks, where it is intermixed with clay.

These hummocks vary in extent from a few to
tliousands of acres, and are found in all parts of
the State. Tliey are usually covered with a
lieavy growth of red, live, and water oak, mag-
nolia, pine, and dogwood. When cleared they
afford desirable openings for cultivation. The
savannas are rich alluvions on the margins of
streams or lying in detached tracts, yielding
largely, but requiring ditching and dyking in

ordinary seasons. In the " barrens," as the pine
forests are called, the soil is very poor, and thickly
overgrown with pine and cypress. The district

comprised in the Everglades is impassable during
the rainy season from July to October. It is

about 00 m. long by 60 broad, covering most of
the territory S. of
Lake Okeeciiobee, or'

Big-water. The isl-

ands with which tliis

vast swamp or lake
is studded vary from
one fourth of an acre
to hundreds of acres
in extent. They are
generally covered
with dense thickets

of shrubbery or vines,

occasionally with
lofty pines and pal-

mettos. The water
is from 1 to 6 feet deep, the bottom being cov-
ered with a growth of rank grass. The vegetable
deposit of the Everglades is considered well
adapted to the cultivation of the banana and plan-
tain. Another remarkable feature of F. is the
subterranean streams which undermine the rotten
limestone formation, creating numerous cavities
in the ground called "sinks." These are inverted
conical hollows, or tunnels, varying in extent
from a few yards to several acres, at the bottom
of which running water often appears. A most
remarkable spring, situated 12 m. from Tallahas-
see, has been sounded with 250 fathoms of line
before finding bottom. The outflow forms a beau-
tiful lake, transparent and cold as ice even in the
hottest weather. Tlie great sink of Alachua
County is a subterranean passage by which the
waters of the Alachua savanna are supposed to
discharge tliemselves into Orange Lake. In fact,
the geological structure of the State is remarkable,
much of its surface seeming a crust through the
openings of which underground lakes and rivers
force tlieir way.— Climate. F., except in the vicin-
ity of tiie swamps, possesses one of tlie most
equable and agreeable climates of tlie continent.
Occupying as it does a situation between the tem-
perate and tropical regions, it enjoys exemption
from the frosts and sudden changes of the one and
the excessive heat of the other. The mercury,
however, sometimes fails to the freezing-point,
and great damage is done to the orange planta-

Fig. 195. — Se.*.l op Florida.

tions. The winter climate of the Gulf coast is

more rigorous than that of the Atlantic. The
seasons partake of the tropical character, winter
being distinguishable by copious rains. Statistics
show the State to be one of the healthiest, if not
the healthiest, of the U. States, and its resident
population is largely increased in the winter
months by invalids from the North, seeking a
more genial clime. Jacksonville, St. Augustine,
and Key West are preferred by this class of visit-

ors, who are every year becoming more numerous.
The mean winter temperature as observed at Key
West was slightly less than that of Havana

;

while for the months from July to" November it

was about the same. Besides the advantage of its

climate, the §emi-tropical character of F. offers a
grateful and striking change of scene to the health-

seeker, who leaves the frozen streams of New
England for a country teeming with luxuriant
vegetation and strewn with flowers.— Products.

The productions of F. are of an essentially tropi-

cal character; cotton, tobacco, rice, sugar-cane,

arrow-root, hemp, flax, coffee, and the cocoanut
flourish there. The climate is also favorable to

the cultivation of the silk-worm and for the cochi-

neal insect. Oranges, bananas, lemons, limes,

olives, grapes, pineapples, grow abundantly, and
are of exquisite flavor. Indian corn, sweet pota-

toes, beans, peas, and such products of a more
northern climate as Irish potatoes, barley, buck-
wheat, hops, etc., are also raised. The cultiva-

tion and export of oranges and other fruits have
grown to be a considerable source of wealth to

the State ; and the manufacture of cigars, espe-

cially at Key West, is becoming an important
industry. The pasturage afforded by the savan-
nas is excellent, cattle requiring little or no atten-

tion from their owners, and no housing in winter.

Game and fish abound in every part of the State.

Deer, wild turkeys, partridges, geese, ducks, and
other small game are in all the forests and about
all the lakes, rivers, and swamps; green turtle,

oysters, sheep's-head, red fish, mullet, etc., are

found on all the coasts, and fresh-water fish in all

the inland waters. Magnificent sponges are gath-

ered along the reefs, and form a considerable

item of trade. Cotton, rice, sugar, tobacco, lum-
ber, fish, and fruits may be considered the most
valuable products. F. cotton is grown almost
exclusively in the northern group of counties, but
the State is capable of producing the celebrated

sea-island variety, the cultivation of which was
formerly confined to a few islands on the coasts

of South Carolina and Georgia. Appalachicola,

formerly a considerable shipping port for cotton,

has been superseded by Fernandina on the Atlan-

tic. The crop of 1877 is reported at 34,303 bales,

of which 11,214 was sea-island; but it should be
stated that this computation includes only ship-

ments from F. outports, there being no data

whence to estimate accurately the quantity going

to ports out of the State by rail. The wool

grown in F. is long stapled, of medium and coarse

grades, little attention being as yet given to pro-

ducing fine wools. In 1878 the flocks had increased

to 56,500 head, yielding 200,000 lbs. of wool. East

and South F. rely mainly upon fruit-culture. /'.

is said to be the only section of the Union where

the orange can be grown to any extent with suc-

cess. There is no fear of winter-killing S. of

Pilatka. The quality of the fruit and the excel-

lent condition in which it reaches the northern

markets render this a most profitable crop. Tlie

forests of F. form no inconsiderable source of

wealth. The live-oak, so valuable in ship-building,
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abounds, also the other varieties of oak, Kwaiiip

cypress, hickory, pine, magnolia, dojrwiMxi, and
laurel. The I'alma ChrUti (castor-oil bc-an) !»•-

eoines here a large tree ; on ihf islands and key«
boxwood, satinwood, ina.ttic, and liKnuni-viia> (frovt

abundantly. The pine is found from ('a|>e Sable

to near Indian Hiver. In addition to fruit-betriu);

species, the pinii-nto, cotTe*-, jK-piK-r, clove, and
other spice-trees arid shrubs may Ik? succt-ssfuUy

cultivated. In 18TH the value of the live 8to<.k on
farms wa.* $8,;W1,:{10. The numlxr of horses was
22.2t)i) ; mules and asses, 11,H0(); milch rows,

70,700; oxen and other cattle, oOH,7(X) ; shi-ep,

M.oOO; swine, lltO.IRR). — .l/.i/iM/iir/.irm. These
re unimportant, and are chierty confined to rtour

and ^t\h. mills, lumlMT-milU, and establishments

for the tnanufacturt> of su);ar and molassi-s. Ajjri-

culture and commerce are the chief resources of

the State,— the export of its fibrous products,

cereals, fruits, fish, live-oak an<l other timtx-r.

givin); employment to a considerable tonna^^e

Amon${ the mineral productions may be name<l

amethyst, turquoise, lapis-lazuli, ochre, coal, and
iron. ore.

Triidf. — The coastinR-trade employs many
steamers and sailing craft, plying chiefiy Ix'tween

Florida ports and Savannah, Baltimore, I'liiladel-

phia, and New York. Pensacola and Appalachi-
col* are naturally points of 8hi])ment for Southern
Alabama and Southwestern Georgia. The bulk of

foreign merchandise reaches the State from north-

em ports instead of by direct importation. Key
West shows much the largest tonnage of vessels

entering or clearing, St. John's and Fernandina
following in the order named. Ship-building is

cjirried on at all the ports, the vessels usually Ik--

Ing of small burthen, for coast traflic. — liailiati/s

In ItS'H there were only 4H4 m. of railway in /'.

The Jacksonville, Pensacola, and Mobile liailroad

extends west from Jacksonville to Chattahoochee,
and is the longest in the State. Lateral lines con-

nect this lino with the (jeorgia system by a branch
from Live Oak due N. to I>u|>ont, and with St.

Mark's on the (iulf by a branch S. from Tallahatt-

ce. The Atlantic, (>ulf, and West India Transit
Company's line extends from Femandma on the
Atlantic to Cinlar Keys on the (iulf, distance loo

m. The I'eiuacola and Ix>uisvillc road extends
from Fensacola N. to a juncti<m with the Mobile
and Montgomery (Alabama) Railroad. 4o m. The
St. John's River liiK' cro*«et from St Augustine
to Tocoi on the St. John's, 14 m. — SmportM. Sot-

witlistanding the great extent of its searoast, F.

has few gixnl harliors. Resides Key West, I'ensa-

cola. an<l Fernandina (*4-pamtely given below),

the primripal i>orts are A|>|>alacliicola, St. Mark'*,
ix*4lar Keys, I'amita, ana Charlotte on the Gulf,
and 8l Augustine on the Atlantiir coast.

.F<>riMifM«Ma, the cap. of Nasxau Co., U situ-

ate<l on Amelia River and Amelia Island, about
iHo m. K. by N. of Tallahassee. Its harbor is per-

fectly secure, and can receive the largi-st vessids.

It is the eastern terminus of the (iulf Railr()a<l,

and its port has 12 vessels, with an aggn>gate
tonnaoe of 2.1H.V In 1H78, I'.V) ve«s<-ls (tonnage,
89,087) •n(ere<].and \&^ (tonnage, <'2.7/iO) cleared,

the port. During the same year the imports
amounte<| to ^'S2.1'H, while the exfxirts (naval
•tores, lum)>er, etc.) amounted to 92t^'^,4i3>, Pop.
about 3,000.

Kf^ Wrat is built on an i«land of the aame
name, 00 m. S. W. of Cape Sable, lat. 21° .W X.,

and Ion. 81° Wl' \\. Tlie ixlnml. which Is «»nly

about 4 m. long and 1 m. broad, was long the
haunt of smugglers and pirates, but is now a husjr

and thriving {ilaei*, un«l <ine of the most iiii|Mtrtant

naval stations posses-sed by the U. Stat»s, on ac-

count of its oinimandLng situ.-ttion at the eiiirance

of Florida Pass, the most frt-«juenied passage into

the (iulf of .Me.vieo, as well as its nearn* ss to Ha-
vana, Kiii;o>ton, and other ini|M>rtant ports of the
West Indies. The banks and ntls in the vicinity

n-ndering the navi;^t(ion ditfieult and dangerous,
the I'. Slates government has establisluHl at this

placva tli-et of !•'> vessels, with creMs of about lOmen
each, for rendering aj»sistunce to vessels in distress.

Key West i.s also the seat tif an admiralty court for

3^\^^_y-niv^

Klg. I'JtJ. — Ktr Ulsi.

the adjudication of claims for salvage. It has
an excellent harbor, with alxiut "Jo feet water, and
possesses 142 vessels (tonnage, 0,1SI0). In 1^78,

188 vessels (tonnage, 114,070) entered, and 175
(toimage, UM,<)6U) cleared, the |>ort. During the

same year the imports (ntostly tobacco leaf)

amounteil to ^J74,W.'{, and the exports (chiefiy

horne«l cattle, wheat fiour, Indian com. and liacon)

were value<l at *«>27,H.'{7. Pop. a)K>ut 5,000.

I'rnaarola, the cap. of Ks<-ambia Co., is on the
W. shore of Pensacola Ray, alK)Ut IHO m. of Tal-
lahassee, lis harl>or, with 21 feet of wal«r on the

bar, is one of the l>e»t in the (iulf of Mt-xico. The
government has here a naval station and a marine
hospital. The |K>rt has 104 vessels, with an aggre-
gate tonnage of 10,lin*. Pensacola is the centrt>

of trade for the whole ar«'a of territ«>ry entbrai-e<l

by Santa Rosa Smnd. Ch(K-tawhatchee Ray and
River, and the Kscambia, Rlatk Water, and Per-

diilo Rivers, — a territory reaching on the N. and
W. far into the State of Alabama. For the year
1878 there enten'<l and cleare<l from the port 4J*0

vessels, with a total tonnage of 201.0^17. The im-

ports amounted to 922,407. The ex|M»rts, consist-

ing of hewn, sawn, dresse<l, and undressed tim-

Ut, oak, cedar, staves, Immls of n»sin, cotton,

flour, cotton »ee<l. sticks of fustic, etc., naclu-fl

92,0(13,512. Pensacola has also an important coast-

wise trade with lialtimore. New York, and other

U. States |Mirts. Pop. alM>ut .'t.OOO.

FlorlUne, a vegetable tiKith-paste. consisting

of a red, drv, rather hard mass, niaile frf)m pre-

pare<l chalk, 20 grammes: stanh |>owder, 10

grammes; glycerine, 8 grammes; jM-lliiory tinct-

un>, 3 grammes; pi-p)H>nnint-4>il, K* drops; and
water. t\- s., colore<I with Florentine lac

Florin, a silver coin current in several countries

of Kurope, ranging in value fnmi 40 to 50 cents.
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The Englisli florin, first minted in 1849, and of
wliich sixteen million pieces have been since put
into circulation, is worth 2s., and was the first

practical attempt at a decimal currency in Great
Britain.

Florist, a dealer in flowers ; one who grows and
sells them.
Floss, fluid glass floating in a puddling-fumace.
Floss-Silk [Fr. bourre de. sole, Jiloselle] is the

name given to the portions of ravelled silk broken
off in the filature of the cocoons, which is carded
like cotton or wool, and spun into a soft coarse
yarn or thread, for making bands, shawls, socks,

and other common silk fabrics. The floss or fleu-

ret, as first obtained, must be steeped in water,
and tiien subjected to pressure, in order to extract
the gummy matter, which renders it too harsh and
short for the spinning-wheel. After being dried it

is made still more pliant by working a little oil into

it with the hands. It is now ready to be submit-
ted to the carding-engine. It is spun upon the flax-

wheel. Pretty fine fabrics of this material are now
produced in Italy, France, and England. Imp.
duty, 35 per cent.

Flotilla, a fleet, how large soever, composed of
small vessels.

Flotsam, Jetsam, and Ligan. In order to
constitute a legal wreck, the goods must" come to
land. If they continue at sea, the law distinguishes
them by the foregoing uncouth and barbarous ap-
pellations -.Jlotsam is when the goods continue swim-
ming on the surface of the waves

;
jetsam is when

they are sunk under the surface of the water ; and
lagai is when they are sunk, but tied to a cork or
buoy to be found again. All three belong to the
government, or its grantee, if no owner appear to
claim within a year after they are taken possession
of by the persons otherwise entitled to them.
Flounce, a loose appendage or trimming to the

skirt or lower part of a lady's dress.

Flounder, a flat fisli, the Plewonectes flesus, com-
mon on our eastern coasts. Its flesh is very whole-
some. — In shoemaking, a slicking-tool whose edge
is used to stretch leather for a boot-front in a block-
ing-board.

Flour [Dutch, bloem ; Fr. Jleur de farine ; Ger.
Femes MeKl, Semmtlmehl ; It. Jiore ; Port. Jlor dn
farinha; Sp.yZor] is the grain of wheat reduced to
powder and separated from the outer husk or cov-
ering in which the seed is enveloped. The name
is also applied to the grain of other cereals, and to
the farinaceous seed of pulses similarly treated,
and it is used generally to indicate any finely pow-
dered dry substance; but when the term is em-
ployed without any qualification, it invariably
means flour of wheat, under which name are
given the commercial statistics of flour.
Flour-Barrel, a light cask made to hold flour,

of which millions are made annually. So immense
is the quantity of hoops wanted for making these
barrels, that, besides those produced in the coun-
try, they are largely imported from Canada, chiefly
through the port of Rochester.— The American
barrel of flour weighs 190 lbs.

Flour-Dredge, a tin for sprinkling flour.
Flour-Dresser, a cylinder for dressing flour,

instead of passing it through bolting-cloths.
Flour-Mill. The ordinary F.-M. of the present

day is a structure of comparatively few essential
parts; but in the arrangement and mounting of
these the greatest amount of mechanical skill and
experience has been exercised, and the accessories
of the mill have been elaborated with m>ich rare,
with the view of saving manual labor and perfect-
ing the processes and results. Fully to appreciate

the various processes of modern milling, it is ne-

cessary to bear in mind, not only that the wheat
as delivered at the mill is dusty and mixed with
sand and other refuse, but that it contains many
light grains and seeds of foreign substances, which
might be deleterious, and would certainly inter-

fere with the appearance of the finished flour.

Again, the structure of the wheat-grain itself must
not be overlooked. A grain of wheat is not a
seed, but a fruit, consisting of a pericarp, or outer

envelope, tightly adherent to its contained single

seed. The envelope consists of several layers of

li^eous tissue, within which are the embryo and
a peculiar fermentive nitrogeneous principle

termed cerealin, and finally a central mass of thin

cells filled with a white powdery substance largely

composed of starch granules. The object of ordi-

nary milling is to grind as perfectly as possible,

without breaking the minute granules, the central

substance of the grain, and to separate it from the
embryo and outer husks, the former constituting

the flour and the latter the bran of the miller.

Whole wheaten flour, on the other hand, consists

of the entire grain ground up to a imiform mass.

The machines and processes by which flour is pre-

pared are very numerous, and are diverse in char-

acter; and it must further be said that, at the

present moment, the whole industry is in a pecul-

iarly unsettled and transitory state. The system
which has prevailed in the U. States hitherto is

what is known as ordinary or flat grinding with
millstones ; but in the mean time a strong tendency
is developing in favor of the use, either partially

or entirely, of granulating or hujh milling, and of

some of the various systems of roller grinding

which have been introduced. In Hungary and
Austria the systetn of high milling prevails, in

which the action of the millstones consists more
in granulating than grinding; and in connection

with that system of milling the use of rollers is a
prominent feature. To a limited extent also the

principle of the disintegrator has been brought
into operation, in which the grain is broken by
the violent impact of studs or projections revolving

in opposite directions with enormous velocity.

Thus we have these various systems : ( 1 ) flat

milling or grinding; (2) high milling or granular

tion
; (3) roller milling or crushing; and (4) disin-

tegrator milling or breaking.

Flat or Ordinary Milling. In the ordinary or flat jnlU-

utone milling there are three main points to consider : (1) The
cleaning and preparation of the wheat: (2) the grinding ; and
(3) the bolting or dressing of the ground products. The ordi-

nary cleaning or screening apparatus through which the

wheat, as received, passes, consists of a kind of cylindrical

sieve of wire cloth, mounted in a sloping position, and having
internal partitions so as to resemble an Archimedean screw.

When tiie apparatus is set in motion, the grain, fed In at its

upper end, tumbles from one division into another, thereby

being freed from small refuse and sand, and as it issues at the

lower extremity is subjected to a fan blast. For cleaning

grain there are other kind.s of apparatus, in which the prin-

ciple of aspiration, or drawing currents of air through the

grain, is now extensively employed, the most frequently used

being Child's aspirator. A further cleaning is sometimes
given by Clilld's decorticator, an implement which can be

a(ljusted at will, for simply rubbing and scouring the grain, or

for removing the thin bran and germ previous to the operation

of grinding. The " Victor" brush-machine is a recently in-

troduced and highly approved apparatus for polishing wheat,

its peculiar feature being that the opposed brushes are con-

structed and worked in such a manner that they come in contact

with every kernel of wheat in every conceivable position, and
with as much force as the miller chooses to use, thus polishing

it on the end better than any other macliine can do, and this

not only on one pair of bruslies, but on several. The pre-

pared grain is next conveyed to the grinding apparatus, and
here it may be said that, in moving the grain or Hour horizon-

tally, Archimedean screws working within an inclosed casing

are employed, while in lifting from one floor to another, small

boxes mounted on an endless band worked over pulleys and
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MmiUrly vocaaed an- utrd. The irria'ting iukcbin»nr ronslfU,
One, of a bin rooUiniiiK (be graiD to be grouDj, from wbtrb
it pa«>«* by • tpoul (o tlie bop(irr, nhenre it it delireml b\ a
freUing a'lju»tinriit to the >toDr«. Tbeoe rootiituie itM- >ik»-

tiiKtiTe fralure of the entire mill, and upon tbrir romlition

and delicate »i|ju«tuient Itie wbole •uorrst of the uiiilioK opera-

tion turns. Tbey rouaUt of l»o Hat ryltndnral m»«re« en-

cloied within a «(>n>lea or nbeet-Dielal ra«e, the lower or 6e4>

Mtont being pennanentJjr Oxed, while the upper or rwaa/r I*

ccuralel; piToteil and balanced over it. The kTeraee dae of
milUtoiMa it about 4 frei 3 inrbe* In diameter br 12 lucbe* In

thlckma, and tbej are made of a hard but rellular •ilirloii*

toiM) called buhr-aOMie, the beat qualities of which are ob-
tained fh>m La Krrt<--»uu»-Jouarrr, Departmenl of Selne-et-

Maroe, France. MilUtone* are geuer^lly built up of •e^ruieulit,

bound tORVlber around the circuinfenrnce by an iron hoop,
and baeliad with plaiier of Parli The l><<d*t>me U dn-ooed to

a perfectly Hat plane turface, aii<l a M-rie« of f;rooTp<i or thal-
lo* depreMtooi are cut In it. The gmotrs on both an- made
to correspond exactly, m> llut when the one it rti<aiei| orer the
OttMr the (harp e<lKr« of the gniuTea, meelim; each f>ther, oprr-
»!• like a rough pair of (ci«Min, nnd thua the rde't of the
•tone* on icrain fubmitieil to their action i< at once that of
cuitlng, (queexing, and cruthlng. The <lrr»ing and groorini;
of mllUtoitea Ix generally done by haod-pirking, but iwiinetimrs

Mack amorphous diamond* (carbonado) are u«e<i, ami eroery-
wbael dresaer* hsre likewise been suggested. The upper stone,

or runiter, is set in motion by a spindle on which it 1« mounted,
which paiset up through the centre of the be-Utone. nnd there
ai« screws and other appliances fora<tju<ting and balancing the
•too*. Further, prorLoion is made within the stone case for pass-

log through air to prerent too high a heat beiil); developed in
the grinding operation ; and sweepers f>>r convex ing the tlour to

the meal spout arv also pr<^vide«l. The ground meal delivered

by the spout is rarrie«l forward In a conveyer or creeper-box,
by means of an .\rchinifdean screw, to the elevators, by which
It Is lifted to an upper rtoor, to the bolting or Hour-dressing
machine The form in which this apparatus was formerly em-
ploted consisted of a cylinder mounted on an inrllne<l plane,

and covered externally with wire cloth of different degrpes of
floeoees, th« finest Iwing at the upper part of the cylinder,
vbcre the meal Is admi'.tol. Within the cylinder, which was
•tMiooary, a circular brush revolveil, by which the meal was
prHMd acsinst the wire cloth, and at the same time carried
gradiMllv towards the lower extremity, sifting out as it pro-

t—<h>l the mill pm<lucls into different grades of fineness, and
taalt/ delivering the ronr-e bran at the extremity of the cylin-

dir. For the operation of bolting or dressing, hexagonnl or
oeiacooal cylinders, about 3 feet in diameter and from 20 to 25
fcetloagare now commonly en^iloyed. The<e are mounted
bortsooulty on a spin<lle fir revolving, and externally they
U« emrvrad with "ilk of different degrws of flnenetu, whence
tb«r M« eallad xU.i, or ti k->lrtttfrt. K-utiariiig arms or other
daVWM far carrying the meal graiiuallv forward as the appara-
tuartvolTW art flx»l within the cylinder*, and there is also an
anain—

t

eat of bmters which gives the segments of cloth a
•harp tap, aad thereby (krilitatra the sIfUng action of the ap-
fktiim. Like all other mill machines, the OHyliflcalions of
tbartik Jw na r ar« numerous. Mill products are differentlv

MaertaU and flaadAed in various lorallties an<l different mills,— aoaM <U*l<afalahiag many qitalities of Hour and bran, and
eClMn makinff ooly three or four divisions. (See Whiit )

Tha IbllowiDg (fhMn t'hurrh's FottJ) may l>e taken aa a (kir

«*M«ct fyprsMuUttoo of the product of 100 lbs. of good white
wte—t :

—
( 1. F1n««l flour 4} lb*.

J. iWunds flour W '•

a Biscuit flr«ir 8 '•

4 . Tails, or tailings 3 "
f>. Middllogs, or in* sharp* H '•

<J. roar»» sharp* 3 ••

7 line pollard 3 "
8. I'narsa pollard ft "
9. I<ong bran 8 "

IxiM by evapnfatioo, ate 6 "

An a<ldltlonal pmpnrttnn of Ane flour Is nhtain«>l by dr*w-
log and rviiillllng tailings and ml>Mllng«, and the purtAcattoo
and ragrlodlng << tbeee prolocta have now hx-ome of much
ooaaaqnenc* In connection with the rhangi«l sysi<-ms ofnillt-

iag rapt-Jly oHnIng Into us*. A great varWty' of nibldling*
purifying machine* have beeti Inlmlttcad a»<l ea^erh pushed
within the la<l (rw year*, showing that this branch of aro-
Domic milling Is now rrcelving grral *ltenlk>a.

T>* Hmmx<ir%nn S^tttm , or H-gh Miiling. The ob^t of
Um low or flat milling pmcMs !• to pmrliKv at one grlmllag
oinntton as large a proportttin of gwid flnl<l»*l flour •« |nwt
bU. In high nillllnr.on the other hand, th* stone* are kept
•O tkr apart that grain Is merely bnilsnl In th* first operation,
•ad by a series of sikIi grin-ling* or bruUIng*. allomateil with
•laborate sifting, th* t'ran and all Itx- outer envelo|Tea with th*
evnalln ar* i|etache>l. and a nucleus of very hum semolina
ooly left. In this war a Urr* prr.pnrli'm of rerv Inferior

brajiay flour la ohulned in tbesa aarly millings, and th« t>ro-

perttoo of •waadiogijr fla* unttg Soar far whkh Aa*«ro>HaD-

flour.

.MkUUasi.

Brut.,

garian millers are bmous is comparaiirely small. It is only to

the hard brittle wheats that the Hungarian system of miliing
is applicable, and ttie method is only practicable under cirrum-
stance* wbrre thi-re is a lirmand for the two eilrruic qualitie*

of mill proiluct wliiih rroult from the sn^tem. M'itliin the last

few year* the Hungarian millers have very largely adopted the
roller mills, either to supplant entirely or (o suppletnent stoite

grinding.
KuUrr MiU$ In this form of mill a |<airof horitontal rollers

rotate face tu face, and the grain ur otUrr uuiterial is rubmitled
to tlielr action by passing betvcen
them. The nature of ttiat action
varies according to the mojifica-
tion of roller surfaces, the c|(i*e-

ne*a of the rollers to each other,

and (he e<)ual or differeolial rate

at which tbey revolie. Kollrra

<^ metal, either Heel or cbillcj

iron, having a t<K>tlii-<l surface,

revolving at diflerrut rales of

spent and at deflnlie distances

apart, have a cutting action on
(he grain rul-mitieil to (hetii.

Such n>llers are euipUnetl in the

lluchlioix sislein for rolucing
hullr^l wheal lo the condition "-f

feniolina, an-l a sin.iiar arrange-
ment is enipio>ed In the innrbine

of liani A fo., of Itmla-I'e^tli.

Fig. 197 shows a section of tin-

fa<-e of a pair of such rollers,

where B, revolving slowly, wrvea
aa a holder for the grain, which
is cut by the sharp e-lges of A,
revolving at a spt-e<l three times
greater than B. Smooth surface rfiller* are inouiileil to

press hani against each other, and are iiiailr in some
cas4-a of polisliml chille<l mcfi\l : and in other iii-t«nr.-s cj lin-

dcrs of porcelain are eniplo\pd. Their princlpnl function
Is for the r<-<luction of purified nii-ldilngs and s<-iiioliiia, and
when no diffen-ntial motion is girm llie action i» piiii| ly that
of squeeilng ; but when the opposing rollers revolve at differ-

ent rates of s|»-»il a grinding cflect is further stiperaddrd. A
roller mill which h.vs met gn-at and sudden public acci ptanc*

Fig 107 — «r<T:oN or
Tooth CD Holluu

Fig IM. — WcOMAM-t'* RoLUJI-M;U..

I* that loretiied and patented by F tTegmann. a mil'ir '-f

Napla*. In Wegm«nn"s mill (Fig I!**) porcelain miters ar*

•mployrd, there Iwing two pair* fwl from opposite end« of ooa
hopper in th« machine figured ThI* machine p n«»««ses a self-

•etlag pwMuia aad • dtlfcrtotlal moUoo , but iu atoat valua
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ble feiture consists in the employment of porcelain for rollers,

by which a surface at once exceedingly hard and slightly rough
or porous is secured. It is claimed for these rollers that, act-

ing on middlings, they produce, with less expenditure of power,

more and better Hour than can be obtained by either stones or

metal rollers. The roller-mills, however, have not yet been

long enough in operation in this country to enable any safe

conclusion to be drawn as to their adaptability to American
milling ; but though the system originated only within the

last few years, it has in the mean time practically superseded

all other methods in the Austro-IIungarian districts, where
milling is carried to greater perfection than in any other pjirt

of the world. To show the progress made in the introduction

of roller-mills in England, it may be noted that, while in Jan-
uary, 1877, there was only one Wegmann's machine in opera-

tion, there were by the close of the year 350 in various mills

thi'oughout the country.

T/ie Disintegrator. Under this name a form of machine
was invented and introduced a few years ago by the late

Thomas Oarr for, among other purposes, the manufacture of

flour. Carr's disintegrator consists of a pair of circular disks

of metal set face to face, and studded with circles of projecting

bars so arranged that the circles of bars on the one disk alternate

with those of the other. The disks are mounted on the same
centre, and so closely set to each other that the projecting

bars of the one disk come quite clo>-e to the plane surface of

the other ; and they are enclo.sed with an external casing into

the centre of which a spout jiasses by which the grain is de-

livered into the machine. The disks are caused to rotate in

opposite directions with great rapidity, making about 400 rev-

olutions per minute, and as the outer circle of bars is 6 feet 10

inches from the centre, they move at a rate of 140 feet a sec-

ond, or about 100 miles per hour. The grain in passing

through the machine is struck by the _oppa«itely revolving

studs with enormous force, — a force which increases as the

shattered grains approach the outer circles of studs, — and it is

almost instantaneously reduced to a powder, which falls under
the disks and is carried away by a spiral creeper. It is stated

that one of these machines, 7 feet in diameter, is capable of

doing the work of as many as 27 pairs of millstones, and they

have been fully tested in the flour-mills of Gibson and Walker,
Bonnington, near Edinburgh, Scotland, where two of them
have been in operation for a period of .seven years. Notwith-

standing this success, however, the disintegrator has not, to

this day, met with general acceptance in England as a fluur-

miU.

Flour Paste. See Cement (Flour).
Flour-Sack, a coarse bag for flour, holiHng

usually 280 lbs.

Flower-Basket, a fancy stand or basket for

holding flowers in a room.
Flower-Pot, an earthenware or china pot for

holding flowering plants.

Flowers, the blossoms of plants. A large

trade is carried on by florists in ornamental plants

and cut flowers. — In chemistry, the fine mealy
matter formed in the process of sublimation is

called flowers, as flowers of sulphur, zinc, ben-

jamin, etc.

Artificial F., imitations of flowers and leaves,

which form a common article in the dress of

ladies. The beauty and value of these pleasing

articles of personal decoration mainly depend
upon the taste and ingenuity of the maker. The
delicate fingers of woman, and her ready powers
of imitation and invention, combined with her
natural affection for the chaste and beautiful,

have enabled her the more especially to excel in

this manufacture. There are few branches of
ornamental work used in the decoration of ladies'

apparel which have more increased in importance
than that of A.- F. making, in which, both in

France and in the U. States, large numbers of
workpeople are engaged. Not only has the traile

itself greatly extended within the last few years,

but the improvement in the manufacture is very
marked, and the bouquets and wreaths used in the

trimming of dresses may be almost said to rival

nature, so truly and delicately are the individual

flowers manipulated. A.-F. making is almost
entirely done by hand, giving occupation princi-

pally to young women and children, the majority

of whom work at home or in small shops. The
numbers employed in New York are about 2,000,

of whom about 1,200 are under twenty years of

age. In France the numbers are much larger; for
ten years ago it was estimated that there were
at least 2,000 shops where artificial flowers were
made, and it is probable that now these have been
increased to 3,000. It is not entirely woman's
work, however, for men are employed, particularly

in Paris, in cutting out the material for the flowers

by a stamp machine, in which 16 or 20 folds are
operated upon at once, the folds being colored
green, blue, crimson, according to the flower
which is to be imitated. Each piece is taken up
separately by a girl armed with a pair of pincers,

who, with one dexterous movement, moulds it, as

it were, roughly into the shape of the flower, and
then passes it on to another, who gives a more
precise form to the petal. A third girl attaches
each petal to a very fine wire, tliread having been
previously twisted round this wire to form the
stalk ; while the remaining operations consist in

goffering the petals and leaves to give them a curl,

and finally gumming or waxing them over, or

dusting them with fine powdered glass or potato-

flour to represent the bloom. The rapidity and
accuracy with which these various processes are
completed are verj' remarkable. A new style of

A. F. has lately come into vogue, in France more
especially, made by the "enamel process," in

which a young girl sits by a jet of flame, holding
in her hand a stick of prepared glass. A mo-
mentary application to the flame makes the end of

the stick red hot, and while it is still in a pasty
state the operator pulls out a short length, and im-
mediately rolls it up into the form of the petal or
leaf, and passes it on to the painter for the proper
coloring. The remaining processes are similar to

those of the ordinary A. F. These enamel flow-

ers, though wondrously true and pretty, are more
suited for room decoration than for dress. Wliile

apparently a light and* pleasant work, A.-F. mak-
ing is not one of the healthiest of our trades,

partly for the reason that it is so often carried on
in small household shops, where ventilation is of

the scantiest. There is always a certain amount
of dust and coloring matter flying about the room,
which is more or less injurious, though the use of

Scheele's green and sulphate of copper (verdigris

blue) is almost discontinued, and with it a train

of symptoms that usually accompany arsenical

poisoning. Weak eyes are a common source of
complaint, especially the form called asthenopia,

which is particularly induced when white flowers

are made by gaslight. In the manufacture of the

flowers, the net cost is about three fifths of the

whole for material, and the remaining two fifths

for the labor.

Imp. duty : artificial and omRroental feathers and floweta,

or parts thereof, of whatever material composed, 50 per cent.

Fluate, a salt of fluoric acid.

Flue, a smoke-duct or chimney. A Jlue-boiler is

a steam-boiler having passages or flues surrounded

by water for the conveyance of the gaseous prod-

ucts of combustion, in distinction from tubes, which
hold water and are surrounded by fire.— Soft

down or loose fur.

Flue-Cleaner eind Scraper, a brush of wire

or steel slips, or an implement with circular or

spiral blades, to clean flue surfaces of steam-

boilers.

Fluid, a liquid or gas ; any body whose parts

yield to the smallest pressure, and are moved
among each other without any apparent sensible

resistance. — Not solidifled.

Fluids are of two distinctive kinds, ela-itic and non-ela«tio ;

the former are comprised under the general term Pneumatics,
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ml incliule all »in and gwes : while the Utter, •hirh only

InrluJe water «n"l other aqueom fluids, are fonlpri•<^l umWr
the fteneral head of Us'tr statin arid Hvtrauiirs The ternM
elnUit anil mon-f'.ailie are only use.1 here in a relatire »eii!*,

and not abwilutely, as all lluhi" arv elastic more or lea*, wat«T

being cotnpreMible, although offering rmUtance.

Flukes, the broad, projoi-tin^, trianfoilar

hooked plates at the extremity of the arms of

an nnehor, one or othi-r nf wliicl., a:'CM)rdii'.g an it

is tilted, enters the anchorage ground as a hold-

fast.

Flame, a water-channel ; a stream or run for

gold-wa<hing.
Flunkers, fjersons who think they know nil

about buying or selling sttKk-i.or who are in<liK'e<I

by the persuasion of others to buy or sell ; and,

being ignorant of the snans of Wall Street,

spe»'dily lost- their money. — T. Mi-Elmth.

Fluor-Spar, rtuori<le of eah-ium, a common
mineral pnxluct, occurring in many places in this

country. It is of various colors, wine, ydlow,
jrreenish, and violet-blue In-ing the nw^t common.
It is abundant in IKrbyshire, Kng., and is often

called Derbyshire spar. Some of the varieties

found there are beautifully banded, anil are much
prized for the manufacture of vases." It is also

used for In-ads, brooch stones, and other orna-

mental artiMes, but is difficult to work on account
of its brittleness. Fluor-spar is used as a flu.x to

promote the fusion of certain refractory minerals,
— whence the name, from the L^i tin _//'«», to flow.

Fluoric Acid, a corrosive liquid, prepared
from fluor-spar, usctl for etching ujK)n glass,

roughing the shades of table-lamps, etc.

Flush, a carpenter's term, to e.xjiress the con-

tinuance in the same planes of the surfaces of two
contiguous bodies, irrespe<.tive of the direction of

the fibre or grain. — Anything on the same level,

s« the deck of a ship, when it extends without
break from stem to stern. — A stream of water
uddenly thrown on, for cleansing, a.s in flushing

s newer. — A Scotch lenn for full, as affluent,

flush of money.
Flushing. ' See Hot.r.Avn.

Flushing. North Shore, and Central R.R.
runs fn>m lluntirs I'oint, N. Y., to Habylon, N. V

,

3i.>U m. ; with branches from WtMxIside to Flusli-

Ing. 3.81 m.; Whitestone .function to Whitestoiie,

S.S> m. ; Flushing to (Jreat Neck, <5.H7 m. ; (ianhn
City to Hempstead, 1.40 m.; and IJcthpage Junc-
tion to Ik'tlipage, l.MJ m. Tliis ("o., who»<' offices

are in I»ng Island Citv, was organizcil in 1874 by
the consolidation of tfie Flushing and Nortliside,

the Central of Ix)ng Island, the ('4'ntral of I..ong

Island Kxtension, the North .Shon*, Whitestone, and
Westchester, the North Shore and Port Washing-
ton, and the Hoslyn and Huntington R.K. Cos.,

and in IHTO the n>ad and branches were Icasi'd to

the I»ng Islan<i MM. Co. Fmnnriul SoiUmmt,
1878: Cap. stock (authorized $*_',.VH>.«M)0) paid in,

1J814.W.J; funtied debt, ;ft;5.1.Vi.lH'J W. t)f which
detail as follows,— North Shore U.K. 1st mortgage
7% 20-year Umds. payalde IHM.'). ^I'i.'i.OOO; ditto

2<l mortgage 7"^. VJO-year Imntls, payable \HiVt, ?24.-

000; Flushing ami .North Shon- U.K. 1st mortgage
7% -^Vyear Inrnds. payable IKKO. §H«H(.000 ; tlltto

2d mortgage 7% .'iVvear lH>nds, jiavable lOOO,

$400,(J0O: Central of 'lx>ng Mand HM. 1st niort-

page 7", 30-year Urnds, j.aynl.le I'.tO-J. 91.000.000;

ditto extra 1st ntortage 1% .'BV-year Uinds. payable
190:1, S200.00f»; North Shore, Whitestom-. and
Westchester IMl. 1st mortgage '% 20.vear iNintis,

payable iwr,. $al.O0O; New Vork and Hushing
l»t mortgage 7% "JO-year bonds, pavahic IHHl. g2o.-

000 ; consolidation mortgage 7% bonds, $488,183.

Flushings, a kind of heavy and coarse woollen
cloth made in lengtil^ of 4S to 60 yards, aUo called
shortfnds in Kngland.

Flute, a wind ill^trument which in a variety of
forms (Fig. l".*!') has Uen in constant use from
the earliest ages. In its priniitve state the flute

was played like the modern flagetdet, with a
nu)Uthpiece at the upjKr end : and from the
sliaj>e of this moutlipiee»-. wliieh resetiibled the
l)eak of a bird, it n-eeived the name of jiulr ii lur.

l<\ this form, with slight alterations, it continue<l

until the beginning of the InsV century, when it

was gratliiaily sujiersedetl by the fliiuto Irairifo. or
transverse flute, so called from its iK-ing blown by
an oval-shaped hf>Ie in the side, ami consetjuenily
held in a horizontal position. At its intrcHliution

this instrument was about IH inches in lengfti. and
had hut one key. F^ven in this state it was a
great improvement on the old Jiute it Uc. Shortly

Fig. 199. — Flite Of .\.\ci: XT Kcvpt.

after a movable head-joint was invented, its length
being increa.«ed, and more keys added, some flutes

at the present time having more than a dozin
keys, and few less than six. By means of tluse
they are enabled to exectite any music, however
chromatic, if within their compass, which extt iids

from (' Im'Iow the treble to C in altissimo. Some
few will go four notes lower, and an experiem t-d

player will reach K flat in altissimo. The picnJn,

or octave flute, the Y. flat or tierce, the I) flat or
minor niiilli (transposing picc(do). tUcfttitr d'amnur,

a minor thinl below the ordinary instrument, —
are all varieties of the //(I1//0 tmrrtso.

Fluted. gr(»oved. furrowed, or channelled.
Flutina, a musical instrument of the concertina

tlescription.

Fluting, a piping or frill ornament to a Indys
cap or dress. — < >ne of the hollow channels cut in

the shafts of columns. — One of the longitudinal
gn>oves in a screw-tap, giving cutting-e<!ges to the
thread.

Fluting-Iron. a gofferingiron.
Fluting-Machine. a machine having a pair of

rollers, each one having proje<>tions which enter
the interdental spaces of llie other.

Flutter-WTieel, a pectdiar kind of wheel to a
water-mill, which U'lng placed at the bottom of
a chute, reci>ives the impact of the head of water
in the chute and penstock.
Flux, any substance use<I to cause the fusion

ami reduction of earths or metallic ores by heat.

White flux is the residuum of the deflagration in

a red-hot crucible of a mixture of two parts of nitre

antl one of cream of tartar. It is in fact merely
a carlranatc of potash. Hlack fltix is obtained
when equal parts of nitre an<i tartar are defla-

grated. It owes its color to the carlKniaceous

matter of the tartaric acid, whicli remains uncon
stmied. the quantity of nitre iM-ing too sntall for

that purpos«v The presence of the chan-oal n-n-

tiers this preparation a convenient flux for rcdm-

ing calcined or oxidized ores to the metallic state.

IJmestone, fluor-spar, Iwrax, and several earthy
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or metallic oxides are employed as fluxes in metal-

lurgy.
Fly, that part of a ship's flag which extends

from the union to the extreme end. — That part

of the maciiinery of a printing-press which with-

draws the sheet, and lays it aside after the im-

pression is made. — Tiie compass-card on which
the 32 points are drawn, and to which the needle

is attached underneath. — In weaving, a slmttle

driven through the shed by a blow or jerk. — In

horology, a regulating device used in the striking-

parts of clocks and watches, to control the rate of

speed. See Fly-Wheel.
Fly-Boat, a long, narrow boat used on canals

;

also a larger class of Dutch vessel, flat-bottomed,

of several hundred tons.

Flyer, in weaving, a contrivance with arms
which revolves around the bobbin in tlie M>hin
and fiij frame, or the throstle frame, which machines
draw and twist the sliver into a rociiifj, or the latter

into yarn. — E. II. KnUjht.

Fly-Fishing, trolling in streams with a rod and
line, and artificial flies.

Fly-Flapper, a fan or other instrument for
keeping off flies.

Flying-Bridge, a temporary bridge.

Fly-Leaf, a spare blank-leaf in a bound book.
Fly-Press, a screw-press deriving its power

from weighted arn>s, swinging in a horizontal
plane, as in embossing and die presses.

Fly-Povrder, an insect-destroying powder.
Fly-Shuttle, the shuttle impelled by the

weaver.
Fly-Wheel, a wheel with a heavy rim (Fig.

200), placed on the shaft of any machinery put
in motion by any irregular and intermitting force,

for the purpose of rendering the motion equal and
regular by means of its momentum. The rim of
a fly-wheel, after a few revolutions, acquires a

Fig. 200.— Fly-wheel.

momentum suflScient to cause it to revolve with
a velocity depending upon the resistance of the
machinery. In all cases where a rotary motion is

to be obtained from a reciprocating one by means
of a crank, a fly-wheel is necessary to continue
the motion at those two points of the revolution
in which the crank lies in the direction in which
the moving force acts. The momentum acquired
by the fly-wheel urges the crank forward in the
direction in which it was previously moving, and
continues the rotation, thus making the motion
equal and uniform.

Foal, the young of the horse kind ; a colt or
filly.

Foam-Cock, in a steam-engine, a cock at the
water-level to blow off scum.
F. O. B., free on board. A bill or invoice,

f. o. b., includes the transportation on shipboard,
and all the shipping expenses.
Fob, to cheat, defraud, or impose upon.— A

little pocket for a watch.
Focimeter, in photography, an instrument, of

which there are several kinds, to assist in focusing
an object in or before a camera.
Focus, the point where the rays meet or con-

verge, after passing through a convex glass.— A
centre.— A hearth or fireplace.

Focusing-Glass, in photography, a glass used
for magnifying the image on the ground-glass in

the camera, to enable the operator to get it in bet-

ter focus. — E. H. Kniyht.

Fodder, a general name for the dry food given
to cattle, or stored for the winter.— A weight by
which lead is sold in England, varying from 19^ to

23 cwt.

Foglietta, an Italian liquid measure varying
from half a pint to a pint.

Fog-Signal, a detonating powder placed on a
railroad track, which, when the engincipasses over
the rails, explodes with a loud report, and gives
warning to tiie driver of danger, etc.

Fog-Trumpet, a horn or trumpet fixed on a
vessel, a spar, etc., and blown by steam or any
mechanical means, or by the wind, as a warning
to mariners.

Foil, a thin leaf of polished metal, placed under
precious stones and pastes, to heighten their bril-

liancy, or to vary the effect. Foils were formerly
made of copper, timied copper, tin, and silvered

copper, but the last is the one wholly used for su-

perior work at the present day. Foils are of two
descriptions : white, for diamonds and mock dia-

monds ; and colored, for the colored gems. The
latter are prepared by varnishing or lacquering
the former. By their judicious use the color of a
stone may often be modified and improved. Thus,
by placing a yellow foil under a green stone that
turns too much on the blue, or a red one under a
stone turning too much on the crimson, the hues
will be brightened and enriched in proportion.—
An amalgam of quicksilver and tin at the back of

a looking-glass. — A guarded sword and weapon
for fencing.

Foil-Stone, an imitation jewel.

Foire [Fr.], a stated market in a town or city.

Folding, the operation of doubling one part
of a substance over another.— Putting sheets of

printed matter in order for binding.— In agricul-

ture, penning sheep or cattle on land to feed and
manure.
Folding-Chair, a chair which is collapsible for

carriage or stowage.
Folding-Door, a pair of doors hung from op-

posite sides of the aperture, and meeting midway
of the passage. — E. H. Kniyht.

Folding-Machine, a machine which delivers

newspapers or printed book-work folded.

Folding-Net, a net for trapping small birds.

Folding-Screen, an upright portable screen, in

several leaves or parts, which shuts up, and can bo

put away when not in use.

Folding-Stool, a portable or camp stool.

Fold-Yard, an enclosure for keeping cattle.

Fole, a leather bottle used m Spain.

Folio [LRt. folium, a. leaf], in account-books, sig-

nifies page. Thus folio 7— written abridgedly fo. 7

— denotes the seventh page ; Folio recto, or 1"° 11°,
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signifies the first page ; Folio verso, or F° V, the

second page of a leaf. A book in folio, or simply
a folio, is that where the sheet is only folded in

two, each leaf making half a sheet.

Folioing, the operation of paging or marking a
book.
Fonda, the Spanish name for an inn or tavern.

Fondique, a hall for merchants; an exchange

;

a customs warehouse in Sitain.

Fong. a coin current in Siam, the eighth of a
tical, and worth about 8 cents.

Font, a stone basin or vessel in a church, for

holding water for the purposes of baptism.— A
complete assortment of a particular set of print-

ing-type (also written Fottiit).

Fontange (Fr.j, a knot of ribbons on Uie top of
a heid-<lrcs«.

Foo-chowr. See China.
Food, anything which feeds or promotes the

natural growth of organic bodies, by supplying
them with materials wliich, by assimilation, may
be converted into the substances of which they are
composed; or which, by its decomposition or slow
combustion, maintains the temperature, or some
other essential condition of life, at the proper
standard. The numerous articles employed as
food are all compounds ; and in many cases they
consist of mechanical mixtures or chemical com-
binations of two or more compounds. Organized
matter, or that wliicli has posi^essed either animal
or vegetable life, or which has been produced by
living organs, seems to be alone capable of assimi-

lation, to any extent, by the animal system ; and
hence it is from the organic kingdom that our ali-

ments are necessarily derived. Water, iron, earthy
phosphates, chloride of sodium, and other salts,

which form the inorganic constituents of the body,
though not of theni-selves nourishing, are also as-

similated when taken in conjunction with organic
aliments, and then contribute essentially to nutri-

tion. In the animal and vegetable substances
employed as fotwl these inorganic compounds are
provided in small but sufficient quantities to meet
the requirements of the healthy body, and in this

state of combination alone can they be regarded
in the light of aliments. A complete consideration

of this subject embraces, not only all the sulwtances
used as food, but also those tilings which when
taken with them improve their flavor, promote
their digestion, and render them more wholesome
and nutritive; and also their preparation for the

table in its various relations with health and dis-

ease.

Foolscap, a long folio writing-paper, about 13^
by 16^ inches ; a foolscap millbMrd is 18| by 14|
inches.

Foot, a linear measure of 12 inches, or the third

part of a yard. It also expresses surface and so-

lidity. A square foot is the same measure both
in length and breadth, containing 12 X 12 = 144
square or superficial inches. A cubic or solid foot

is the same measure in all <lirections. or 12 inches

long, broad, and deep, containing 12 X 12 => 144

X IS a> 1728 cubic mches to the solid or cubic
foot.— The bottom of anything, as uf a shoe or
stocking — The rest or support on which a ma-
chine or anything heavy stands. — To sum up, as
the items of an account ; to pay the expenses, as
to foot the bill.

Foot-Ball, a large ball to be kicked about.

Foot-Bath, a pan in which to wn«h the feet.

Foot-Board, a support for the feet in a boat,

etc., or at a workman's l)ench.

Footing, the toul sum of a column of figures

;

the art of adding up such column. — The finer de-

tached fragments of the Tenks, or refuse whale-
blubber, not wholly deprived of oil.— To pay /uot-

intj, to pay a fee on first doing anything, as work-
ing at a trade or in a ship.

Foot-Iron, a carriage-step.

Foot-Key, an organ-pedal.
Footlight, a light on the front of a stage.
Footman, a roan-servant.— An iron or brass

stand with feet, or with a hook, for keeping any-
thing warm before a fire.

Foot-Plate, the platform of a locomotive, on
which the driver and fireman stand.
Foot-Rope, a rope stretched loosely along a

ship's yard, for the seamen to stand on in furling
tlie sails.

Foot-Rule, a twelve-inch measuring-stick
Foots, refuse or sediment, as at the bottom of

a sugar or oil cask, etc.

Foot-Scraper, an iron scraper at an entrance
door, to remove the dirt from the feet before enter-
ing.

Footstall, the stirrup of a woman's saddle.
Footstep, an inclined plane under a hand

printing-press.

Foot-Stdck, in printing, a wedge-shaped imple-
ment placed against the foot of a page in locking
up the form, and between which and the chase the
quoins are driven in.

Footstool, a small cushion or stool to rest the
foot upon.
Foot-Valve. The lower valve between the

condenser and air-pump.
Foot-'Waling, the inside planks or lining of a

vessel over the floor-timbers and below tlie lower
deck.
Foot-"Warmer, a heated stool for the feet.—

A chafing-dish.

Forage, provender, or food, suited for horses
and domestic cattle,

as hay, straw, beans,

grass, clover, etc.

Force-Majetire,
a French commer-
cial term for una-
voidable accidents

in the transport of
poo<ls, from supe-

rior force, the act of

God, etc.

Foroe-Ptimp, a
pump which delivers

the water under
pressure. In this

kind of pump (Fig.

201), the piston, A,
has no valve, but
there is a valve. R,

opening upwards at

the Iwttom of the

cylinder. Imme«ii-

ately above this

valve, in the side of

the cylinder, tin'

is another vnh .

(', opening outwams
into a tube. I >, which
is bent upwanis to

the height at which the water is to be deliver»-<l.

On raising the piston, the valve in the bottom of

the pump opens, and the water is pres8e<l up into

the cylindfT, on the principle of the suction-pump.

On pr<'ssing down the piston, the lower valve closes

and the upper one opens, and the water is forced

up the tube. When the piston is raise<I again, the

upper valve shuts, retainmg the water, and tlie

FlK
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lower valve opens. The same process is repeated,

and tlie water is thrown out at every descent of

the piston.

Forceps, tweezers, or metal holders of various

kinds.— Surgical instruments used in midwifery,
and for other purposes.

Forcing, a metiiod of producing fruit, flowers,

and vegetables, before their ordinary season of ma-
turity, by artificial heat.— THe process of fining

wines, so as to render them fit for immediate
draught.
Forcing-House, a hothouse.
Forcing-Pit, an enclosed hotbed or frame with

a glass roof, containing a fermenting mass of dung
for accelerating the growtli of plants, etc.

Ford, tlie most shallow part of a stream or frith,

which may be passed through on foot by wading,
or crossed on liorseback.

Fore, a maritime term for anytliing near, or
pertaining to, the bow or stem, the forward part
of a ship ; as foremast, forefoot, etc.

Fore and Aft, a seaman's term for "in the
direction of the ship's length " ; from head to stern.

Fore-Cabin, the cabin in the front part of a
ship, which has inferior accommodation for pas-

sengers.

Forecastle, a short deck in the bow of a ship,

above the upper deck, in advance of the fore-

mast ; the forward part of the ship under the
deck, where the sailors live in merchant vessels.

Forefoot, a piece of wood at the foremost ex-
tremity of the keel of a ship.

Foregauger, a short piece of rope grafted on a
harpoon, to whicli tlie line is bent.

Foreign-going Ships, vessels trading to ports
beyond the limits of the U. States, "rhe term,
however, does not apply to vessels trading with
the Dominion of Canada.
Forelock, a flat piece of iron driven through

the end of a bolt to prevent its drawing.
Foreman, an overseer ; a cliief workman. —

The president or spokesman of a jury. — An infe-

rior seaman.
Foremzust, tlie first or forward mast in a ship

;

that nearest the bow.
Forepeak, the place allotted to the crew in

merchant-ships.
Foreright, coarse wheaten bread.
Forerunner, a piece of rag terminating the

stray line of the log-line of a ship.

Foresail, the large lower square sail on the
foremast of a ship ; the first triangular sail before
the mast of a sloop or cutter.

Forest, a great wood
;
ground covered with a

natural growtli of trees.

Forester, one connected with forests.

Forest-Wool, a coarse, brownish fibre ob-
tained by boiling pine leaves in a solution of caus-
tic alkali, and subjecting them to other chemical
processes. This fibrous material, mixed with
sheep's wool, is used in the manufacture of blan-
kets ; and forest-wool yarn is manufactured into
jackets, drawers, etc. ; the fibre is made in Sile-
sia.— T. McElrath.
Forestay, the rope supporting the foremast of

a ship.

Foret [Fr.l,-a gimlet, or drill.

Fore-Tackle, tackle on the foremast, and also
tackle used for stowing the anchor.
Poretop, the platform erected at the head of

the foremast.
Foretop-Mast, the mast erected over the fore-

mast, and above which is fixed the foretop-gallaiit-

mnst.

Foretopmen, men stationed in the foretop, in

readiness to set or take in the smaller sails, and to
keep the upper rigging in order.

Forge, and Forging. When iron has gone
through the various processes of smelting, refin-

ing, puddling, shingling, etc., it is ready to be
foryed into some or other of the infinitely numer-
ous and varied forms required in the practical arts.

This forging is a combination of heating and ham-
mering. The forge is the hearth or furnace where
the heating takes place, movable, or fixed, as the
case may be ; and the hammer may be worked by
muscular power, mechanical power, or steam and
air power, according to the arrangements. Prac-
tically, the forging commences when the white-hot
iron is subjected to the ponderous blows of the
shingling hammer ; but the term is usually applied
to the later process. The larger operations of
forging are those in which several pieces of iron
are welded together into one by repeated blows at
a white heat. Such is the mode of making crank-
shafts for steam-engines, and paddle-shafts for
steamers, when masses are welded together to the
collective weight of 20 tons or more. For smaller
work bars are piled or fagoted around a central

Fig. 202. — Portable Fobge.

rod, or fragments of scrap-iron are enveloped in

an old piece of sheet-iron, and then hammered into
one piece. In short, there is hardly a limit to the
variety of modes in which many pieces of iron are
hammered into one, or a single piece hammered
into a particular form. The ordinary open forge,

or smith's hearth, is well known. There is a
hearth of brick-work, 6 or 6 feet square ; one side

Is extended to a vertical wall leading to the chim-
ney, the lower end of which terminates in a hood
of stout plate-iron. The back wall of iron is per-

forated to receive the blast from the bellows, or
blowing-machine. This is the larger kind of
hearth. The smaller, used for cutlery and small
forgings, is raised 2 or 3 feet from the ground,
with a hearth about three feet square ; or, if there

are two fires under one hood, the hearth may be
6 feet by 3. There is a trough or compartment
for water, another for coals, and an ash-pit under
the arch ; the anvil weiglis from 2 to 4 cwt., and
is raised 2 to 3 feet from the ground. There are

many forms of portable forge. In one of these

(Fig. 202) the hearth is supported on four iron

legs ; the bellows, under the hearth, are worked by
a lever handle extending obliquely upwards, and
force air up a tube to the level of the hearth.
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When ronde portable, the bellows and frames are
plnce<l on the hearth ; the pipe and the legs are

tacked on the top and tides of the bellows ; the
earth and its side plates form a box to contain

the various pieces ; and a cover closes down over
the whole. Various matters connected with the
forge and forging will be found treated under Btir
LOW8, Blowiso-Machisk, Cutlery Manufac-
ture, Hot-Blast, Isox Manufactubs, Stbax-
Uaiiuer, etc.

Forger, in the cutlery-trade, one who forms or
fashions a tool or imploinent from the bar or rod
of steel.— One who counterfeits coins, or issues

falK> documents.
Forgery, a fraudulent or counterfeit imitation

or deception, practised in the making or uttering

a false instrument, or by altering a note, check,
or order, with a fraudulent intent. It may be
committed not only as to a whole document, but
as to part of one, e. </. by an alteration in the
amount of a bill, whereby the person who has
engaged for a certain sum is made to appear bound
for a larger. It is in its efTect on the rights of the
parties to negotiable documents only that it is con-
nected with the subject of this work. No man can
be made liable by his signature beifig forged by
another, though one may in such circumstances
create a liability by acknowledging the signature
as his own. In the general case, acceptance of a
bill is an acknowledgment of the drawer's signa-
ture, which will make the acceptor fully liable to

third parties. Acceptance is not, however, held
to be an acknowledgment of an indorser's signature.

Whoever pays a forged bill (whether a drawee,
or a banker at whose house it is made payable)
is presumed, also, to have admitted or guaranteed
the signatures of the parties, and will not recover
his money, unless he find out the F. immediately,
before circumstances affecting the position of other
parties have intervened, and send notice on the
day on which he made payment. A person so pay-
ing will not have recourse on the party who ap-
pears, through means of F., as drawer of an
unaci-epted or acceptor of an accepted bill. A
party who pays for honor is under like liabilities

should the name of the person he has so paid for
have been forged. " Whoever," says Bayley,
"pays a bill, should be sati-sfled that it is, in all its

parts, genuine ; if he be not, he will pay it at his

peril, and will lose his remedy against the party on
whose account he pays it." In the case of vitia-

tions and alterations, this distinction has to be
considered,— that where, through the carelessness
of the original maker of the document, facilities

have been left for alteration without detection (as

where room is left for adding a word to the sum
and thereby incn-asing it), he will be responsible
for what appears on the face of the paper.

yig 203. — Koxmnn Foaa.

Fork, an agricultural implement of great an-
tiquity, being referred to in the Book of Judges.
and represented on tltc Kgyptian tombs at TIu-Ik-s
(Fig. aW). It is divideil at the end into two or
more points or prongs, and used for lifting, dig- i

ging, carrying, or throwing. There are /'. of iU-
\

ferent kinds, as the ditfi/tng-F., dnrnt-F., grain-F.,

haif-F., piich-F., etc. — The table-A\, for taking up
food, is only aUmt three centurii>s old. In ancient
times, as is the practice still in the East, meat was
commonly prepared as stews ; or, if roasted, it was
cut into small pieces by a carver, so as to be easily

taken in moutlifuU by the guests, who used their

fingers and a knife for the purpose. It certainly

is a strange fact, that the use oi any species of F.
at table was quite unknown till the 15th century,
and they were then known only in Italy, which
has the merit of this invention. None of the sov-

ereigns of England had F. till after the reign of
Henry VIII. ; all, high and low, used their fingers.

The^rst royal personage in England who is known
to have had a F. was Queen Elizabeth; but al-

though several were presented to her, it remains
doubtful whether she used tiiem on ordinary occa-

sions.

TiMt-F. Maki$tf Mkn from cntlcrr-vorfc genenlly in w-
qnirioK stsinplnK. A rod of iit««l, br«t«l at the fnga, k fiuh-

looed Tnto tang, tboulJer, and Rttank, with a picee at on* end
braten out flat for the ynoitd or mould. ThU mood bcrome*
the pninpi : it i* heated, and placed In a aterl boM or dir. An
upper die in attorhrd to the lower fact of a boavy weight, and
by allowing thin weight to bll through a bright of leTeral feet,

the prongK are suiiiped out of tite mood by the cutting action
of the die and countvr-die, as well as the Ao«om, or cur^Kl part,
which connects the pronpiwith the (bank. Afker a little fliing,

the F. is ready for grinding. Tbi* is done on a dry atone,

and is Tery destructire to hMlth. (See Ou.^Dliio ) H'ire-gauM
shields for the mouth, and special ventilation of the grindlng-
rooms, are to some extent adopted ; but the F.-grinders are
too often a reckless body of men, retcardle^s of health, earning
large wages, and prone to the maxim of leading " a short life

and a merry one." The finishing processes by laps, glaziers,

and p<ilisher!i (see Poluiiing), rp<)uire much ingenuity to reach
all the curvatures and corners of the P.

Fork-Chuck, a short piece of steel which fits

into one of the sockets or chucks of a lathe, used
by wood-turners for carrying round the piece to l»e

turned ; it is flattened at the end like a chisel, but
has a projecting centre-point, to prevent the wood
from moving laterally.

Forkstaff-Plane, a joiner's plane for working
convex cvlindrical surfaces.

Fork-^ail, a salmon four years old.

Forlon, a Spanish chaise or carriage with four
seats.

Form, shape.— A mould in which anything is

wrought. — A mass of ty|>e, in pages or coluinns,
ready for press.— The arrangement of newspaper
columns or the pages of a book in an iron chase,
for machinery or printing. — A long wooden
bench.
Former, a shape around which an article is

moulded, woven, wrapped, pasted, or otherwise
constructo<l.

Formic Acid, an organic acid, obtained by ox-
itiizing many organic substances, and found in the
red ant. It is a burning liquid of an irritating

o<lor. It is exceedingly corrosive, producing a
s<»re if dropped upon the skin. It Iwils at 'iiP-o",

yielding an inflammable vapor, burning with a
pale-blue flame. Sp. gr. at 32*, 1.222. It is readily
distinguishi>d fn>ni acetic acid, which in many
I>oints it resembles, by heating it with a little solu-

tion of oxide of silver or mercury ; the metal is

re<luced, and precipitated in a pulventlent state,

while carlM>nic acid is extricated. The odors of
the two acids also vary.

FonnoML SeeCiiiHA.
Formtila, in pharmacy and medicine, a short

form of prescription ; a recipe. By chemists the
term is ap|>tie<l to a grouping of symbols, express-

ing the composition of a body ; thus, II CI (stand-

ing for 1 atom of hydron-n unite<l to 1 atom of
chlorine) is the formula for hydrochloric acid.
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Forril, lambskin parchment.

Fort de France. See Martinique.
Fortin, a dry measure at Constantinople ; rather

less than 4 bushels.

Fort Wayne, Jackson, and Saginaw R.R.
runs from Jackson, Mich., to Fort Wayne, Ind.,

100 m. This Co., whose offices are in Jackson,

was formed by the consolidation in 1869 of the

Jackson, Fort Wayne, and Cincipnati and the Fort

Wayne, Jackson, and Saginaw R.R. Cos. The
road was opened in 1870. Financial statement:

Cap. stock, $1,149,950 ; funded debt, 82,000,000,

consisting of 1st mortgage 20-year 7 % bonds,

$1,500,000, payable in 1889, and 2d mortgage 8%
20-year bonds, .$500,000, payable in 1891.

Port Wayne, Muncie, and Cincinnati R.R.
runs from Fort Wayne, Ind., to Connorsville, Ind.,

a distance of 104.18 m. This Co., whose offices

are in Fort Wayne, opened the road in 1870.

Financial statement : Cap. stock, 151,000,000 ; funded
debt, §2,745,000, as follows,— 1st mortgage, issued

1869, payable 1889, $1,800,000, interest 7% (April
and Oct.) ; 2d mortgage, issued 1871, payable 1896,

$500,000, interest 8% (April and Oct.) ; equipment
mortgage, issued 1871, payable 1881, $345,000, in-

terest 8% (Jan. and July).

Forward, the forepart of a ship.— To send
forward; to transmit, as a letter, a despatch,
etc.

Forwarder, one who acts as agent for the owner
in the transshipment, transmission, or forwarding
of goods ; a forwarding-merchant.
Forwarding-Merchant, one who receives and

forwards goods to distant consignees, for which he
receives a compensation from the owners, but who
has no concern in the vessels or vehicles by which
they are transported, and no interest in the freight

;

he is not a common carrier, but a warehouse man
or agent, and is required to use only ordinary dili-

gence in sending the merchandise by responsible
persons and properly appointed conveyances.
Fosset, a small chest.

Fossils, petrified shells, animals, plants, etc.

Fostel (Scotch), a cask.

Fother, Fodder, in navigation, to draw a sail

filled with oakum under a ship's bottom in order
to stop a leak. — A cart-load.— A large quantity.— A weight for lead, ordinarily 2,184 lbs., or 8 pigs,

but variable. See Fodder.
Fotmal, a commercial term for 70 lbs. of lead.
Fou [Scotc/i\, a pitchfork ; a firlot or bushel.
Fouang, a coin of Siam, the half of a mace,

called by the natives phuani, worth 800 cowries ;

also a weight the 8th part of the tical, and equal
to 29^ grains.

Foudre, a large cask or vessel used in France
and Germany, and varying from 142 up to 654
gallons.

Foul, a sea-phrase that is used in distinction
from clear, and implies entangled, embarrassed.
Hence, /'. anciior, when the cable is twisted round
the stock and flukes ; F. bottom, when a bay is

covered with weeds, grass, sliells, filth, and rocks.
F. hawse means that the cables are turned round
each other by the ship having swung the wrong
way wlien moored. F. rope, a rope entangled
and unfit for immediate use. F. water is water
troubled, and rendered turbid by the ship's bottom
rubbing on the ground. /". wind is used to ex-
press that the wind is unfavorable, or contrary to
tlie ship's course, as opposed to large or fair.

Foulard, a kind of silk material for ladies'

dresses, plain, dyed, and printed ; a silk kerchief
or cravat.

Foul-Proof, an uncorrected printed slip, before

the typographical and other errors have been rec-

tified.

Foundation, the basis on which a superstruc-
ture rests, as a bridge or building.
Foundation-Muslin, an openwork gummed

fabric, used for stiffening dresses and bonnets.
Foundation-Stone, the first or corner-stone

of a building in large erections, usually laid in

public and with some ceremony.
Founder, one who founds, establishes, or erects;

one who lays a foundation ; an originator ; an en-

dower.— A caster of metals. — The act of a ship's

sinking.

Founders-Dust, charcoal-powder, and coal

and coke dust ground fine, and sifted for casting

purposes in foundries.

Founding. See Casting.
Foundry, the place where masses of metal are

melted and run into moulds.
Fotint. See Font.

Fig. 204. — Amebican SosA-FonifTAiK.

Fountain, an artificial receptacle for water.—
A machine by which water is spouted out, gener-

ally consisting of pipes or jets of water flowing

from statues, vases, etc., in public squares, gar-

dens, or private conservatories, etc. — An appara-

tus (Fig. 204) containing ice and a coil through

which aerated water, known as " soda-water," is

conducted from a copper vessel placed under the

box to the nozzle, when it is drawn into glasses.

E. H. Kniijht.

Fourgon, a tumbrel, or ammunition wagon. —
A kind of French baggage-cart. — A fire-poker.

—

An oven-fork or coal-rake.

Four-in-Haud, a coach driven with four

horses.
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Foameau, a stove, or kiln, in France.
Fourpence, an Knjjlisli silver coin (29,>,

grains), also known as a ^roat.

Four-Poster, a larjje square bedstead, with
upriijlit pillant at each cormr, supporting a can-
opy or curtain*.

Fourth-Rate, a gunboat carrying fn)ni 1 to 4

guns ; foniierly a vessel of war carrying from 60
to 70 guns.

Fo^rl.a very general name for the denizens of the
poultry yanl ; but for the most part restricted to

the CiK-k and hen {(Julius tlomeiticui), of which the
bretnls are now very nunjerous.

Foiwler, one who pursues or traps wild fowl.

Foiling- Piece, a light long-barrelled gun.
Fox, a seaman's name for a kind of strand of

two or more ro|K'-yarns, twisttni together. — To
put new soles on boots.— A carnivon>us animal
{t'ttnit nJffi). The skin of some of the Northern
foxes fonns an article of commerce. The most
valuable are those of the black fo.v and silver

fo.x, which are purchased for the Russian and
Chinese markets. The red fox is that cliieHy

brought to nuirket.

Foxed, timber or paper discolored by incipient

decay.
Foxglove. See I)i<;itai.ih.

Fractional Currency, notes issued by the l'.

States tiovernment for the fractions of a dollar,

to wit, 50, 2.J, 15, 10, and 5 cents. The issue of

these notes was authoriztvl by act of March :},

imi; limite«l to .•"(50,000,000 by act of June 30,

lb64; and discontinued in 1878. The total amount
Issued was S4i), 102,(500.27 ; the total amount out-

standing on June 30, 1878, redeemable on
presentation, was ^10,547,708.77. See National
Ukkt.
Fracture, a severance ; damage or injury done.
Fragile, brittle, easily broken, as glass, pot-

tery, etc.

Frail, a package or basket made of rushes, in

which dried fruit is occasionally imi>orted, varying
from 32 to .jO lbs. in weight.

Fraiae, the French name for a 8trawl)erry.

Frame, a word of varied significalion ; the lM)r-

der or encloiun' for a pictun-. — The wtMxI-work
in which panes of glass are placed for windows.—
The outward work of doors or window-shutters,
enclosing pam-U. — The strong work which sujv
ports the l>oiler ami machinery on the axles of a
locomotive engine. — A support for printers' cas«>s

of type.— A niouhl. — The ribs or stretchers for an
umbrella or parasol. — The timlx-rs or skeleton of
a hous<- or ship.

Frame-Maker, a name applied to several me-
chanical trader, etr., as a picture-frame maker,
printt-rm'-frame mnki-r, etc.

Framework, a term in the ho»ierytrade for

a hand pro<.x>*it of weaving thi* woollen or cotton
tiirend up into the knitted fnbrii-.

Framlngham and Zjowell R R. runs from
Franiinghitm in l^twell, .Maitii. Thi* Cn., whose
offices ari- m Fitchburg, Mass., was chartered in

1870, and the road o]M-nrd in 1871. It has Iteen

operated siixe Feb. |H7i>, by the Old Colony
U.K. Co. f'lnnnritil SliOrmrnt : Cap. st<K"k, ^'iPJ,-

(KIO..'):>; fun.l.-«l d.bt. 975O.000, con»i»ting of 1st

mortgage 7 '.-, 20-vear lionds, pavable IWM.-'t'iOO.tXIO;

coupon 8'; 10 viar notes, imyalilu 1HH2. SI.'iO.OOO;

COUjMjn 8*; 10-year notes, |Miyable IHKI, 9100 ,(NM).

Franc, a French silver roin of the value of IH,*,

cents by mint valuation. The franc is the monetary
unit of France, and nil other t-oin», whellier copp«T,
•ilv^, or gold, are its mere divi«ions and niultl-

plesn^y whatever name they may bu called.

France, an important re|>ublic of W. Europe,
extending from lat. 4;{- to 51^ N., and from Ion.

7^ •V)' to 4^ 4.J' \V. The iKiundaries of France
are : X., the Engli^h Channel (Muiirht), the Straits

of Dover (I'lH-tU-Calais). Belgium, and Luxem-
Iwurg ; E.. (ierinany (.\lsace-I>orraine), Switzer-

land, and Italy ; S., the Mediterranean anil Spain
;

W ., the Atlantic (K-ean. From X. tt) S. its length

is about «'>70 m., measured frum Dunkirk to the

Col of Falguifes; its bnadth from E. to W. is

alM)Ut 4'.>4 m., fn>m Mont Donon to Ca|K.' Saint-

Mathieu at the exirt-mity of Hritlnny, whieh
projects into the .Vllantic like a wedge, and wiili-

<mt whieh A", would approaeh in form to a t-qiuire;

and its su])ertieial extent, ineluding Cor>iea and
the small islands on the coasts, is 204.147 sq. m.
Though in point of extent of coast and ready ac-

cess to the sea /'. is far inferior to (ireat Hritain

and Ireland, it is, on the other hand, more fortu-

nate in these respects than the vast inland terri-

tories of Austria and Russia,— its coast line

extending .'Ktj m. on the Me<literranean. 572 m. on
the Xortli Sea, the Straits of Dover, and the Eng-
lish C'hannel, and 584 on the Atlantic. The coun-

try has the advantage likewise of being sejiarated

from its neighbors by natural barriers of greiit

strength, the I'vn-nees forming a jHjwerful bul-

wark on the S. \V., the Alps on the S. E., and the

Jura ami the \'osges mountains on the E. The
boundary line on the side of Helgium is the only
one which nature has left unprotected. A', enjoys,

upon the whole, greater natural advanta>;es ilian

any other country in Europe. Her territory is

above a half larger than that of Great Hritain and
Ireland, and botli her soil and climate are Utter,
— there being a gnater amount of summer heat

to bring the fruits of the earth to jK'rfection. She
has a greater projMtrtion of arable land tlian any
of her neighlmrs ; the natural means of communi-
cation throughout her provinces are abundant and
easy; she is well provided with all the useful met-
als except tin, and is In-tler supplied with coal

than any other country of Europe but Hritain.

Even during the distractions of her great Revolu-
tion, though her foreign trade was annihilated,

ber agriculture and manufactures were extended
and improvinl. Iter population was increased, and
its condition ameliorated. In addition to the

vegetable productions that grow in England, the

climate of /'. «-nabIes her to raise vines, olives,

mullHTries, and chestnuts. Wine and olive-oil

an.' two of her most vahiable prmluctions. The
cotton-trade has assumed great importance in the

iiortheni and east4-m provinces; and Lyons has
Ikh-u long famous as the centre of the silk-trade of

EurojH-,— a branch of manufacture that has U-en
brought to great iM-rfeetifUi in that city. The
manufactures of wiMillen cloth, tlax, hemp, and
Iron an- als<i very extensile. The government
Iwavs maintains a largi- standing army, amount-
ing m 1^7('. on the iN-aiv establishment, to 4i*0,442

men ancl 124,27i» nors«s Ibr arme<l tieet on
service is superior in nunda-r of ships to that of

Britain, with alM)Ut 00,000 men. — The present

i-onstitution of A'., voted by the Xational As-

sendtly, elected in 1871, U'ars dale February 25,

IH75. It vests the legislative |M»wer in an assem-
bly of two houses, the ChamlMT of IK'puiies and
llic Senate. an<l the exwutive in a chief magis-

trate called the President of the Republic. 'I'lie

Chatnber of lK>pulies is elected by universal suf-

frage. There wen* l».J*l>2..T2'J " eletteurs ixdiliques,"

or jx-rsons twissessing votes, at the general election

of 1878. ihe only n-quisite to Ix* an el«><tor is to

be possessetl of citizenship, and to be of the agv of
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21 years, while the only requisite for a deputy is to

be a citizen, and 25 3'ears of age. There are 532
members in the Chamber of Deputies. The Senate
is composed of 300 members, of whom 75 hold
their seats for life, the vacancies being filled by
tiie choice of the Senate. The remaining 225
seats are divided by lot into three classes of 75
each, one class going out at successive periods of
three years. The election of these 225 senators
is by an indirect process. In the first instance,

the communes and municipalities of F. elect, by
a majority of their members, a fixed number of
" e'lecteurs senatoriaux," who in their turn, after

a lapse of two months, meet together to choose
the senators. The first meeting ot the municipal
councils for the choice of electors, under the con-
stitution of 1875, was in October, 1878, and the
first meeting of the electors, numbering 43,127, in

January, 1879. No other qualification is required
for a senator than to be a Frenchman and 40 years

1878 the expenses connected with the Senate were
fixed at 3,865,600 francs, and those of the Chamber
of Deputies at 6,521,000 francs, being a total of

10,386,600 francs, or §2,077,320. The President of

the Republic is chosen for seven years by the

Senate and Chamber of Deputies voting together.

He promulgates the laws passed by the parlia-

ment ; he has the command of the land and sea
forces, but cannot declare war without the advice

of the Chambers ; he makes treaties of peace, alli-

ance, and commerce, nominates to all government
offices, and has power to dissolve the Chamber of

Deputies, with the sanction of the Senate. He re-

ceives a yearly salary of 600,000 francs, with an al-

lowance of 162,400 francs for household expenses.

The executive department of the government is

administered by the President of tlie Republic
and his cabinet council, consisting of nine minis-

ters, viz. :— the minister of justice and keeper of

the seals ; the minister of foreign affairs ; the niin-

Fig. 205.— Colonnade of the Louvee.

of age. The Senate and the Chamber of Deputies
assemble every year on the second Tuesday in

January, unless a previous summons is made by
the President of the Republic, and they must re-

main in session at least five months every year.
Both begin and finish their session at the same
time. The President of the Republic pronounces
the close of the session, and has the right of con-
voking the Chambers for an extraordinary meet-
ing. He is bound to convoke them if the demand
is made by one half of the number of members
composing each Chamber. The President can
adjourn the Chambers, but the adjournment can-
not exceed the term of a month, nor occur more
than twice in the same session. The Senate has
conjointly with the Chamber of Deputies the right
of initiating and framing laws. Nevertheless,
financial laws must be first presented to and voted
by the Chamber of Deputies. Both the Senators
and the Deputies receive payment for their ser-

vices at a fixed rate per diem. In the budget for

ister of the interior ; the minister of finance ; the
minister of war ; the minister of marine and colo-

nies ; the minister of public instruction, ecclesias-

tical affairs, and the fine-arts ; the minister of
agriculture and commerce ; and the minister of
public works ; they are appointed by the President
of the Republic, and are responsible to the Cham-
ber. They receive a salary of 60,000 francs, and
may live, if they choose, in the " hotels " where
tlie duties of their ministry are discharged.

—

Administratively, F. is divided into 87 depart-

ments, cut rather arbitrarily out of the territory

of the provinces into which the country was
divided prior to 1793. These departments are
subdivided into 362 arrotulissements, 2,865 can-

tons, and about 36,000 communes. Each depart-

ment is administered by a prefect appointed by the

President of the Republic, and each arrondisse-

ment by a sub-prefect. The prefects are divided
into three classes, the salary being 35.000 francs

for the first class, 24,000 for the second clas^and
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18,000 for the third class. The prtfett of the
Seine has 50,000 francs a year. The authority of
each prefect is great in iiis own lUpartnu-nt : he
can issue local decrees ; he appoints ami dismisses

a number of agents who de]K'nd directly upon
him ; he is at the head of the police to maintain
public order, and for this purpose can summon the
military forces ; he superintiiuls the collii-lion of

taxes; he is in correspondence with all the subor-

dinate functionaries in his department, to whom
he transmits the orders and instructions of the

ministers ; in one word, he is the general agent of

government, and the principal instrument of ci-n-

tralization in the state. He is assisted in his work
by two bodies, the general cnjuncil {roiiseil <je'iir'ral),

which is elected by universal suffrage, and the

council of prefecture, which is nominated by the

head of the executive power. The business of

the council of prefecture is to decide all legal

questions, and to advise the prefect, when aske<l

to do so. The general councils assess the taxes,

authorize the purchase, sale, or exchange of de-

partnienul property, suiH>rintend the management
of the tame, diK:ide about new roads, railways, or

canals, vote the budget for sanitary and charitable

inatitutions belonging to the departmenf, and give

advice on every matter of local interest, politi-

cal questions being strictly excluded. The law
of ieb. 2.3, 1872, however, has invested them
with great political importance ; in case of the
parliament being violently dissolved by a couf)

d'Aiit, they must itnmediately assemble, and form
a new parliament with their delegates, in order to

oppose by all means the criminal attempt. As

the prefect in the department, so the sub-prefect,

with a more limited authority, is the repn^senta-

tive of the central power in the arrondissetnent.

He is assisted, and to a certain extent controlleil,

in his work by the council of arrondissi'ment, —
an elective Ixxly to which each canton of the ar-

rondissement s<-nds one menibcT. Kxcept in that

ca$e, the canton is not an administraiive divi^ion.

The commune is the administrative unit in /'. At
its head is a mayor a^^isted by deputy nuiyort
(luljoints), the number of whom vanes according
to the population ; communes uf 2.500 inhabitants

have one deputy-mayor ; up to lO.OlN) inhabitants

they have two, fron> l(t.U)0 to 30.0U0 three, and
one additional for every 2<MJ0O. Thema><ir has
a double part to jKTform.as he represents both the

central jM>wer and the commune ; and often it is

a ditiicult ntalierto avoid a conHict of dutiis. lie

is, Ix'sides, ojfirirrde I'e'ltit cinl, or officer register of

births, marriages, and deaths. The mayor and
deputy-mayor are not salaried officials. In large

towns they are nominated by the government, but

they must always be chosen out of the imtiiicijHil

council, which is electc<l on the princi]>le «)f uni-

versal suffrage, and has with regard to the com-
mune much tlie same power and duties as the

general council with regard to the department. The
population of /'., which in 1801 was 27,;rly,003,

was 30,905,788 in 187«5. of whom 11,405.000 were
living in towns. The following table shows the

extent of each department, and the popidation ac-

cording to the census returns of IbUl, and of De-
cember 31, 187U.'
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The increase of population in F. within the last

century and a half has been comparatively less

than in any other State of W. Europe. The nat-

ural increase, from the surplus of births over
deaths, amounted, when at its highest, between the

years 1820 and 1880, to not quite 280,000 per an-

num, and during part of the decennial period from
1850 to 18G0, sank to 51,200 per annum. There was
a slight recovery during the first half of the next
decennial period, but in the year 18(39 the surplus

of births over deaths had again fallen to 84,208.

In the following two years, 1870 and 1871, the

deaths exceeded the births, the excess of deaths
amounting to 103,394 in 1870, and to 444,889 in

1871. In the year 1872 there was again a surplus
of 172,937 births, and the surplus continued in

1874 and 1875. The birth-rate per hundred inhabi-

tants was 3.11 in 1827, and had fallen to 2.62 in

1868. It fell to 2.57 per cent in 1869, and to 2.26

per cent in 1871, and was 2.61 in 1873, and 2.64 in

1875, — a birth-rate lower than that of any other
country in Europe. — The following table, com-
piled from the last official returns, gives the num-
ber of births, deaths, and marriages, with the
surplus (-}-) or deficiency (— ) of births over
deaths in each of the fifteen years from 1862 to

1878.

Surplus ( -^) or

Years. Births. Deaths. Marriages,
deficiency (—

)

of Births
over Deaths.

1S32 993,167 812,978 303,514 -fl82,189
18>3 1,012,791 843,917 301,376 +133,887
1834 1.005,830 880,331 299,579 -fll5,.546

1885 1,003.753 921,887 293,333 -f 83,866
18tJ8 1,005,253 831,573 302.136 +121.635
1837 1,007,513 833,887 300,3.33 +140,628
1833 93i,140 922,033 3)1.223 + 62,102
1839 918,323 831.320 303,182 + 81.206
1870 943,515 1,013,909 223,705 —103,391
1871 823,121 1,271,010 262,476 —444,889
1872 983,')01 793.081 a32,754 +172,937
1873 913.331 811,533 321.233 +101,776
1874 951,&52 781,709 3)3,113 +172,913
1875 950,975 815,032 303,427 +105.913
1876 936,682 834,074 291,336 +132,608

Not included under either the births or deaths
of the above table are the mortn^i, or dead-born.
The number of morl-n€s was 39,778 in 1854, and
gradually increasing, reached 44,630 in the year
1878. The births of 1877 consisted of 899,376
legitimate, and of 67,308 illegitimate, or natural

children, the latter forming 7.12 per cent of the
total. In the capital, represented by the depart-
ment of the Seine, the proportion of illegitimate
children was 25.21 in the year 1878. The propor-
tion of male to female children born was 106 to

100 previous to 1840, but since the latter date the
male preponderance has been gradually declining,
and in 1876 had fallen to 105.2 to 100 for the
whole of France, and to 102.1 to 100 for all Paris
births.— The population of ^'., like that of most
other European countries, is agglomerating ever
more in towns. In 1848 the rural population con-
stituted 75.58 per cent of the total, and the urban
24.42 per cent; in 1856 the rural had fallen to

72.69, and the urban risen to 27.31 per cent ; in
1868 .the rural was 69.54, and the urban 30.46 per
cent; and finally, at the census of 1876, it was
found that the rural population constituted but
65.10, and the urban 34.90 per cent of the entire

population. There is scarcely any emigration
from h\, the only exodus that has taken place in

recent years consisting in a movement of the
Basques, in the department of the Ilautes-Pyreuees,

to quit their country, in order to escape military
service. In 1873 and 1874 there emigrated 12,000
Basques to South America, chiefly to the Argen-
tine Republic and Uruguay. The stationary char-
acter of the mass of the pop. is shown also by there
being little migration within the country. At the
census of 1872 it was found that of the total of
36,102,921 individuals constituting the pop. of F.,
30,676,943 were born within the registration dis-

tricts. Thus out of every 100 individuals but 15
had quitted their native commune and 85 lived
where they were born. Almost the whole of the
existing migration is that from the rural districts

into the towns of F. The following table of the
pop., arranged according to employments (exclu-

sive of children and servants), is taken from the
census of 1872.

J

Agriculture
Manufactures
Commerce
Liberal professions

Person.s living on their I

income )

Without profes.sion, or I

profession unknovrn )

Men.

4,664,855
2,673,997

1,181.514
832,692

545,050

Women. Total
Number.

1,305,316
1,308.873

308,754
161,740

425,534

6.970,171
8,982.870

1,490,268
994,432

980.684

980,939

The first of the following tables shows the pop.
for 1832, 1851, and 1878 of the towns in /'. that

had upwards of 50,000 inhabitants in the last-men-
tioned year.

1832. 1851. 1876.

Paris I

Lyons ( Fr. Lyon ) .

.

". I

Marseilles (k'r. Marseille}.

|

Bordeaux
Lille

Toulouse
St. Etienne
Nantes
Kouen
Havre
Kheims ( Ft. Reims). .

.

Roubaix
Brest
Nancy
Amiens
Toulon
Nimes
Angers
I..iaioges

Rennes
Montpellier

774.338
1.33,715

145,116
99,062
69.073
59,630

77.992

88,086
23,816
35,971

29,860
29,783
45,'JOl

28,419
41,266
32,743
27.070
29,680
35,825

1,053,262

156,169
185.082

123,935
68,463
85,554
53,741
91,303
91,512
26.410
43,643
31,038
36,492
40,289
49,139
45,510
49 480
43,088
37 010
33 066
40,222

1,988.806
822,612
281,690
212.111
137,150
120.208
117:537
116.098

104,898
86,407
80,096
74,946
66,828
66,803
61,606
60.382
60,804
66,368
66,(i97

68,598
61,838

Towns with, from 20,000 to 60,000 Inhabitants m 1876.

Orl^ns 49,896
,

Rochefort 25,454
Laval 'J5.110

Perpignan 24,379
Carcassonne 23,517
Aix i3,407
Doual 23.348
Perigueux 23,290

Versailles 49.562
Tours 48.325
Nice 46,683
LeMans 45,709

Dgon 45,607

Grenoble 43054,
Besan^on 42,808! Vienne 22,9.30

Troyes 41,275 !
Levallois-Perret 22,733

Boulogne (Pas de Calais) 40,075 ,
Valenciennes 22.(586

St. Quentin 37,980 i
St. Pierre-les-OaUis . . 22,349

Clermont-Ferrand 37,074 Bayonne 22.807

Beziers 36,928 ' Elbeuf 21,935

Cherbourg 36,338 , Moutlu^n 21.904

Dunkirk(Fr. Dunkerque)a3,012 Boulogne (Seine) 21^^
Avignon 33,189 Roanne 21,472

Caen &3,072 St. Omer 21,404

Tourcoing 83,013 Moulina 21,122

Poitiers 31,692 Neuilly £0.781

Bourges 31,102 1
Nevers 20.601

Lorient 31,000
|
Chalon-sur-Sadne .... 20,571

St Denis 29,500 Armentieres 20,665

Angouleme 28,623
I
Cnstres 20.620

Cette 23,1.32
\
Valence 20,475

Pan 27J)53 Niort 20,38J
Arru 26,764 Cb^oos-sur Marna. . . 20,2l»
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TherariheeofF. exhiblu.ingenml.anadTuitagcoaaroeec*-
rfoaofbigii aoU low fround. LeM Irvrl thui folsnd, the North
ofOeraMay.or ttM greater part of Curopean RuMia, it Uoalhe
whole Im* DMNioialiious tbaa Spain or Italy. Famine OTcr loftjr

riJfe* which form tbe fronlirrlineorF. oa(befi<leof th« Pyn-
nem. the Alp*, the Jura, and the Vovgea, and conflning our at-

tention to the interior, we And, tbrou;chout Klanden, Pirardy,
Noruundy, and the countrie* to the N. and S of the l>oire,a

Icrei trart,di*eryifledorcasionally by hili«, either innulaled or in
(urceMioQ, but by none of the niaMy eleratioiu entilird to the
nanw of niountaina. Tlicae we do not uieet until nrarhing
tiM S of Ctiampa^ii* and N. of Bursundv, near the «ourcr« of
tlie Meuae, th« Moxella, the Same, and ti>e Stine. Kroiu thi^

blaalt quarter (lat. 47-' and 44), aT<^ry lonj; range of mountain*
prot-ecos from N to S. in a direction parallrl to tlie rour»e, flr«t

of tho 8aine, and tabM(|uenUy of the Rhdoe, until, on ap-
proarhinK the .MediternuMaD.they branch off to the S. )V ami
join tlie Pyrraeei. Their greateM height i* in Aurergne (about
lat. 4o '). where ttiii chain, or more properly a lateral brunch
of it. attain.*, at the mouniainf called Oantal and Huy-de-D6me,
an elevation of fully 6,3(>j feet, and haa it* highcat ridge cor-
ercd wirh mow during the greater part of the year. Another,
but a much tie** lofty range, extend* from Bordeaux to the 8 K ,

a diit-uiceof ISO m., until it reaches the Pyrenee* TItenualler
chainaare nuineroU'* in the K. and S. K. of the liingdom,— in

Lorraine, the Nm-rnni.'i, D.iuphine, Prorence : aluo in part of
the interior, particulirly the Limousin and Ouienne. They
are inter«peraed with esteoKire plains, but, on the whole, the
S and K. of Frmnce are nigged and elerated tracts — Kirrrt.

The rour«e of the great rieers i< easily connected with this

Ti*« of the surface of the territory of F. The .Moselie, the
Me«Ma, tb* Jlame, the Aube, the Seine, the Vonne, t:ilcing

tbtirnaaim the N. side of the mountain chain, between lat.

47' and 48', flow all to the N. or N W., until renrbing tlie

••a or quitting the territory of F From the ^ slope of the
MUM range proceed tlie SaAae, the Doubs.and the Ain. These,
along with many (nnller streaiiiA, are all tecvired by the Ktione,
whieh flows almost due S., with a full and rapid current, until

it reaches the .Mi^liturranein. The Loire hai luuch th*^ longe!<t

course of any rirer in F. It Hmh to the S. of lat. 40-^, Hows In

• N. direction abore 2iXI m. : turns, near Orleans, to the W :

Isjoioed by the Cher, Indre,an<l Vienne from the S , and, after
Mceivlng the &arthe from the N., falls into the Atlantic below
Nantea. The Oaronne, a rirer of leu lengjth of course, liut of
greater toIuom of water, deocends from the Kivnch side of
the Pyrenees, flows X , and after receirini; from these moun-
tain* a number of tributary stream«, of which the chief i;* the
Arriige, turns to the \V. near Montauban (lat 44'), and falls

Into the Atlantic afier beini; au^jmented by the waters of the
Tarn, Aveyron, Lot. and Anally the Dordogne, — all flowing
from the W (ace of the mountains of Auvergne. F- has Ter)'

fcw lakes, either in the mountainous districts of the S , or in

Um great leTels of the N and W. It contain*, however, a
number of miriiliiie inlets, forming inland bays, and com
anieating with the «ei only by a channel of greater or leas

vldtb These occur partly In the ^. W. roast, in Oascony
;

but more In the H and S. K., in Languedoe and I'roreore.
Tbelr want of depth prevents them from (erring as road.tlrad*

Ibr shipping, and that are uaeful chiefly for Ashing, or fur the
manafaettirt of hay-salt — Fi"H» The total extent of Kroiind
tvftrmX by wood la computed at 32^250 sq. m., about one i>ixth

of tbe aarCKa of the country. Tlt«r« ara foreats in almost
•vary ibpartment Lower Normandy contains several of coo-
aiderabla extent. There is a large one at fonlalnebleau, only
46 m from Pan<i, ani a larger to (h« N of the Loire, In the
Tlcinity of Orlean* The departmanc of Ardennes and the
nountaii>ou4 tr-tct that forms the boundary of Franre nn
the •Ida oTSwitaeriand. abound In fomts The State t><'-

991,708 hecures (8,>0) m.m); 1,903,2&3 hccUrM {i.lU-

m.) belong to the tommmtt*, or to publie institutions, an J < r

wmagad oy the >tate : the rfr<t am private property Ttte,t

wp tastot a total value of aliout three tbouaand millions oi

ftaars ($40,000,000), the annual revenue of wblrb aserad-
17.900,000.- Oimatt. Tbe cllmata of F Is gvnaralljr Um
persta, but bf no means uniform. The diviaion Into tbt north
wast, south, and central ragiooa, although it seem* Iba mo>i
aatanl, doa* not MUislbetOfily eorre«pand to the actual dilfcr-

•aeea. A moiv eoareoWot illrtaion is that of the following four
ragtoiu or Moas : tba nqrioo la which the r>liv»-tre« Is rultl-

TBted, which Is United^ a Una fhiai Bagnawatla Lucboo
(Ilaute-Oaronna) to Dia(Uere); tba laghw of tba Mate, or
Indian com, fmn tba moutb of tba (Hrondk to Raon-L'Bupe
(Vo<«es) ; the ragtoa of tha vine, tnm tba moatb of tba Loirs
to Ned^tTS (Anlennas); and tba northam raghm. wbicb b
charaeterliad by tba eultuiv of tba appla-tiaa. Tbaaa llaiita

art, however. Ut ttom being abaolula : tba Indian com, Ibr
esample, l« sueeaarfblly ealiiralail in BrItUny. and vlnayanls
ara to be found much fcrtber N. than tba mouth of tbe river
Loin. The N. and N. Vf, of F boar a gmU naambUnce, b«tb
In temperature an<l prodora, to tbe 8. i4 Kogiand, rain ocrur-
riag fraqoentlr. and Iba country being consaqueolly flt for
pasture. In tha Inlarlor tha rslna are loaa fkwonaai, but, wbrn
they occur, ara ter mon haavy. ao that tbarr k moeb Iom dif
fenioea in the annual raioCUl tben a* roaparwl witb tba laat
of tbe country tbaa la tbe nnabar of ralay ilajra ; but, oa tha

whole, the climate of the interior it the moat pleasant in F ,

that region bring exempt equally from the oppressive heat of
the S. and tlie frequent humidity of the N. The great current
of wind which prevail* in F. blow) from W. to E. from the
Atlantic, over tlie whole surfoce of the country, except the
lower basin of the Khone, wliere the mittrat (a cold wind
coming from the N.X VV ), the E wind, I'lowing from the
Alps, and the S. winds, do con»idrnible damage both to tha
produce of the toil and to tlie health of the inhabitants. Pau,
CaniM:*, Nice, ke.. in llic south, are much reported to by iu-
valids, and by foreign faniilie* lur wiotertjtiartert.

i'» Ilotnis or mc Middle Aom (Littnni)

CommtiniratioHt. Before referring to the state of agricni-

tuiv, manufactures, and conitnerre in F . it is important to

have an idea of the means of communiratinn by whirh tbe
diArrent productive districts are ronnerlrd willi one another
Tbe minister of public works haa the tuiwrintrtidince of all

roads and ways, natural or artlAcial, by land or by watee A
special department, called A'tnnnislmtinn ih» Pnmtt rl (Haw*-
fif$, aasistrij by a council with the minioter as its prraldenl, I*

charged with tba managrtnent of that imporUnt branch of

riblle huainesa ; 600 engiiMvra and inspectors, and 2.US in-

lior oflkials. fonn the adn inUlratlve sUlT — lion'it are elilier

national, departmental, Uitlitan-, or minnl (rni»« roa<l»|

National mau* are kr|it up rnlirrly at the ex|M>n»e of tlie pub-

lie IrMsury. Tha departments have to provide for dr|iart-

mantal road* and a portico of Iba miiiur}' rood«. the rrst leing

eliarftd on the state At to croaa-road*. or thrmint nriminr,
tbay depend on tha miniairy of tba interior, and are kept up
by tbe coouuuaea, or, wbea of a bigbar iaiportanoe, by the dc-
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partnients. At the end of 1811, 229 roads were classified as

iiiiperi.il roads. They extended over a length of 46,500 kilo-

metres (28,894 m.)- In 1815, after the territory of F. had been
brought back to its ancient limits, the length was only 27,200
kilometres (1(5,901 ni.) : in 1873 there were 223 national roads,

giving a total of 37,3^4 kilometres (23,180 m.), 2,627 kilometres
(l,63">m.) of which are still paved like a street. The average
breadth of that class of road is 16 metres (52 feet 6 inches), 6
metres for causeway, 6 for the sideways, and 4 for the ditches

and embankment. Although the great extension of railways

has somewhat reduced the importance of high-roads, it has
been calculated that the traffic has changed very little during
the list twenty years. The departmental roads are not quite

80 wide as the national ones, their average breadth being 12
metres (39 feet). In 1872 their length was 46,939 kilometres

(29,167 m.). Military roads were made in the \V. of F. after

the last insurrection of Vendee. They are 28 in number, dis-

tributed in the departments of Charente-Inferieure, Ille-et-

ViLiine, Loire-Inferieure, Mai ne-et- Loire, Mayenne, Sartbe,
Deux Sevres, and Vendee, and extend to a length of about
l,b<)0 kilometres (9-32 ni.). A sum of nearly 34 millions of
francs is .spent yearly for the purpose of making new roads or
repiiring old ones. The cliemins LHcinaux. or cros.s-roads es-

tablishing a communication between rural places not far distant

from each other, are managed by a special branch of the de-

partment of the minister of the interior ; about 3,000 n^entx
royers and 42,000 ra«<ortn/e«, or workmen, are specially charged
with the duty of keeping them in repair In 1872 these roads,

dividi'd into three cla.sses according to their importance, were
644,390 kilometn-s (3-38,273 m.) in length, and covered a sur-

face of about 370,000 hectires (915,000 acres). To the very con-
siderable resources which tlie conmiunes must apply to the
extension and repair of their rural ro.ids, the government u.sed

to add a yearly grant of 11,500,000 francs: but this sum ha.s

been reduced to 5,750 000 francs since 1873. The Annates of
tne administration of the Ponts et ('/taussees mention 1,9S2
large bridges, of which 79 are cast-iron. The chief are the
briJge over the Girondo .at Bordeaux, which has 17 arches, is

601 metres (1,643 feet) in length, and cost 6,850,000 francs;
the bridge of Ciibzac, over the river Dordogne ; the turning
bridge of Penfeld at Brest ; the bridge St Esprit, over the
Rhone, with 18 arches on a length of 739 metres (2,395 feet) ;

those of Toulouse, Libourne. Tours, and llouen ; the new
bridge (PoiU-Neiif) and the briJge of lena at Paris ; and the
bridge of La Guillotiere at Lvons. — Railroads. I'he growth
of the railroad system of F. dates from the year 1840, previous
to which there were but few lines in F. Kor a time the plan'
was entertained of making all the railroads which were to be
built state property ; but in the end it was determined, and
settled by law, that the work should Ihj left to private com-
panies, superintended, however, and, if necessary, assisted in

their operations, by the state. Under this arrangement the
whole of the railroads already made, and about to be con-
structed, were chissed under two divisions, called ancien
rifeau, or Old network, and noiiveait reseau, or New net-
work ; the former, as implied by the name, representing the
first-built main arteries of trafflc, and the latter the by-roads,
laid down, in most instances, with a view to public utility

rather than to protit. On this account, the lines coming under
the designation of New network rei^eived the grant of a state
guarantee of four francs per cent interest, with 65 centimes
additional for a sinking-fund, on the expended capital. The
following table shows the length of railroads built each year
in F. since 1853, and the total opea for traffic on the first of
January of each year : —

Lines Tot;U Lines
Total
length

open at the
end of the

year.

Years
opened length open 1

during the at tne end of
]

year. i the year.
|

Years.
opened

during the
year.

Km Km. Km, Km.
1853 816 3,862 1866 615 13,5.83
1854 190 4,052 1867 953 14,536
1855 689 4,641 1868 1,193 15.729
1856 886 6,527 1869 606 16,335
1857 664 6,191 1870 795 17,130
1858 1,262 7,453 1871 665 17,750
1859 1,222 8,675 1872 672 17,605
1860 393 9,088 1873 111 17,776
1861 365 9,433 1874 763 18,539
1862 672 10,105 1875 642 19,081
1863 982 11,087 1876 721 19,802
1864 914 12,031 1877 665 20,357
1866 1,037 13,068 1878 680 21,037

It will be seen that from January 1, 1871, to January 1, 1872,
the leni^th of railways opened for trafflc declined from 17,750
to 17,665 kilometres, notwithstanding that 665 kilometres of
lines were opened in the year 1871. The deficiency was caused
bv the lass of Al.sace-Lorraine, which nece.«sitated the sale of
750 kilometres of railway, belonging to the Eastern Company,

to the government of imperial Germany. The chief lines,

which are worked by powerful companies under the superin-
tendence of the state are: (1) the Cliemins de fer du Nord,
which run between Paris and Sois.sons, Boulogne, Calais,

Rouen, Amiens, etc , traverse the coal-districts of Picardy,
and reach the Belgian territory at Quievrain and at Tournay

;

(2) the Cliemins de fer df l^ Est. from Paris to Strasburg, Mul-
house, and Ba.sel in Switzerland, through Alsace, with branch
lines to Sedan, -Metz, Luxembourg, Rlieims, Sarregueniines,
etc.

,
joining Belgian and Prussian railways at several points

of the frontier; (3) the Cliemins de fer de COufSt, which trav-

erse Normandy in every direction, and connect Paris with the
towns of Brittany

; (4) the Cliemins defer d' Orleans, which go
to Nantes. Bordeaux, Limoges, Bourges,and Toulouse : (5) the
Cliemins de fer de Paris a Lyon et d la iled ilerin ii ee, vhich.

connect the valley of the, Seine with that of the Rhone, and
have branch lines to St. Etienne, Clermont-Fen'and, Grenoble,
Toulon, Cette, etc., establishing regular and direct commu-
nication between France and Switzerland, — the railways of
Savoy being also worked by the same company. Paris is the
starting-point and the administrative centre of all these lines

Another great line worked by the Com/iagnie du Midi starts

from Bordeaux, which' it connects with Cette and Bayonue,
with branches between Bayonne, Toulouse, and Foix, Agen
and Tarbcs. Toulouse and Auch, Montpellier and Milhau, etc.

Through this line Spain is brought into communication with
France. The capital required for the making of these- railways

has been calculated at not less than 10.000,000,000 francs,—
which gives, for a total length of 21 987 kilometres (13,662 ni.),

an average of 297,000 francs per kilometre, or $59,4C)0 The
yearly returns of the companies show an average income of

!i?168,"000,000. By a law passed in 1878 there will be added
16,000 kilometres (10,000 ni.)of railroads before the end of the
year 1888. To provide for the cost of the new network of rail-

roads, the Chambers granted ft credit of 3,000,000,0(10 francs,

or a!600,000,000.— Navigable Rivers and Canals. All navigable

rivers are state property. A tabic is subjoined of the naviga-

ble rivers arranged by basins, with the length of their navi-

gable course, and also of the canals and the small rivers which
have been converted into canals Owing to the cheap rate of

transport by water, canal traffic has been but little injured by
the extension of railways, this inexpen.sive way of conveyance
being u,sed for heavy goods whenever practicable, lu 1875,

1,721,070,943 kilometric tons (about 1,748,600,000 tons avoirdu-

pois) were carried by river and canal navigation, besides 176,-

551,434 cubic metres (230.933,000 cubic yards) of wood or bois

flotii. The duties' levied on. these goods amounted to more
than 4,177,940 francs.

Navigable Riven.

Adour
Midouze
Nive
Gave de Pau . . .

.

Ch.\re.nte

Boutonne
Sevre-Niortaiso.

.

Vendtie
GiRONDE.
Baise
Dordogne
Garonne
Isle

Lot
Tarn
Vezere

Loire
Acheneau
AUier
Cher
Creu.se

Layon
Loir
Mayenne
Oudon
Sai'the

From Aire to La
Basst'c

From the Aisne to

the Marne
Ardennes..

.

From Aries to Bouc
From liergues to

Dunkirk..
Berry

78
27

12i
5i

118
20

Hi
16

54}
244{

246i
89

172

«ii
<3I

611
14

154
68}
10

37}
72
83
12
82

S^vre-Nantaise
Thouet
Vienne

Meuse
MOSELLK
Meurthe

Orne.
Touques

Rhone
Ain
Doubs
Isero
Petit-Rhone . .

.

Sa6ne
Seille

Sei.ne

Aisne
Aube
Eure
Grnnd-Morin .

.

Marne
Oise
Yonne

VUAIKS

201 12i
11 7
75 47

231 143}
173 118
121 7}

45' 28
646' 339}
91 1 66}

237 141
158 99
67 35}

824! 201
39 1 24i

459 285}
69 37

45 1 28
14 9
16 10

353 219
66 84

118; 73V
144 1 89}

6960 4826

Canals.

43 27

68
106
47

36
66
29}

8

322
5

200

Blavet
Bourbourg
Bourgogne
Briare
Calaisis

(!entre

From the Chsrente
to the Seudre. ..

Colme

87
13

15(H
87
25}

20
3S ISi
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Deule
K t. .

Klanjr'

tl urbAurk
Illr-et-RaiKW

Lac^rml 4 I'AUne.

.

Ijit^rml •• U Loire .

LaU^rml « la Mame
Uu^ril alOba. ..

Lnin;
^lanlcAnip
From Mar«af to l»

Roehrlic
From th« Maroe U<

ibe KhiiM
lUutc-JtUme

«6| 40f
24! 16
43
i5

¥i
9»:
67
29
&>
6

14

!«
128
41
IS

31
3

15

13t

Frum Mods to Con-

'

<lr

From Naotca (o

Ilrr«f

KruHoMv

OrlrMi*
I

From ll» Khooc to;

the Khiiie
,

Froui Koaunr
Uiicoln

St. Qurotio
IUut-;«iii«
NfDM^
SomOM

6 8

3*1 223i
IH Wi

1:4 IW
74 46

190 118

66

44
25

Ijti

3»| 24i l3;ti6aLioo

A%
S<raat.

L,i. ...

Kir*rw C*nrtrt*J iiU* Canals.

2» IS , Part of (be OUe. . . ItV. TA}
6:i 39 I Scarpa..

H 1U:|
13 33 1

1

m
2« IWJ

Ax'ifiUtirf. In lh«> irmtTil Jf-scriptlon of the rountrr , nome
insinuation has bcrn f^irrn a< to th« natum of the noil and it«

Tariou* kind* of pnxjurc, wtilrh niu>t be su|i|>U-i»eiitnl hrrp

Tbe extent of azrirultunl iuipnirciiirnt in F. •iiiro (lie firnt

RcTotutkin ban rerlaialy >>wn leM thin in Kritflaml and Srot-

laiMl, ami It ban liern rrpeitiNlly mil (Iv3t iMi infcrioritv had
Itacbtef rauM in (ho in^iitninnint siie of Ihr orrupanrir«, a

Ihsture of French a;cri«-ulture which Arthur YounR ohvrTerl

in hU time, but which his bven much incre!t.«a*d by the law

obliginit a ftther to make an almost e<|uat diTi<ion of hU prop-

erty amongst his children. It woull be perhaps nearer the
tnitb to lay that p'nerally the more fertile a country is the

letfcars (he inhabitants take to cultiratc it : if we add to this

ttaa Influence of (he climite, which makes country people more
frugal, and at (he sanie (ime more indnl?n(, we i<hnll l>e able to

•reount for tbeditli-rence in the "tate of a);riculture as between
the N. and the S. provinces of F. It d'>es not appear, how-
erer, that laud thus divided pn>lt>ces less in proportion than
large estates, and. Do:with«tandiug the (treat proicress that

jr. baa stilt to make. It is in an af^ricultural point of view

M rich aa any other country The following table, taken from
oflktel doeumeats, exhibits tbe pbyskal aod agricultunl UitU-
bm of tbe French territory .

—

Arabia Uad
Foiwla, wnodt, and parka
UerUba mmI moor* (UimIs)

MeaJo* taiKl

VlaeymrUa
BoMila, eticeta, publVe walk.*, aoj built

lM>U
W«i«r
OictMlUa atul ganlen*.
CtMMaut pUnUUofia.
Olive, aloMMMl, and Biulberry planl»-

Uoos
lUaotllAaeoue

llectmres. Sq. Miles

H,srif).3J9

5,l.'>a.lT9

2.u68.04>i

1,311,757
73;/V<7
C27.7M
UJU,033

7i<<,7Cr3

IW,4<II)

27.:>M
19,'j2i>

8.U02

6.r,7

2,\M

421
2.005

Tbe St-liuifu* O/K-iflU give* a sUtvmenl of iIm> avrrage
TKlue of Lao>l per bwlars, and the aevrag* i*ot paid f ir It, dl*-

UnguUhing ill aorh ram three riassra of land Ibua : ( I ) l.*ml«

unl«r tlllajT" : vaiUB,3.'^^, 2,175. I.3V> fraiH-s . n-nt. W, )U,
4.'> franc*; Ci) m>a<low« : value. 4.151. i.'XjK. 'iirn {nt>r,

,

rml. 153, li»(, 72 fpsncs , |3| vineranis : value. 3..>>4, 2,'l-IH,

1.7M fn»nc« , r»nl. Ill {•«. •« fnincs. -The value of ico»./

Tarte* frnm2,*7r to l,4.Vj fmnm for the f.>re«t«, and from l,'**!

to MB tnnf f'-r cop-^wond« —The rultlratkm of fni'n has
always bevn the rhtrf bu>in«M of Fr«<nch agrVulturixs. In
1476 about 15,iJU0,(^X) bw-tares were under ttoU crop, diMrtb-
led thus :

—

j
IleclarM.

Wheat 6.!W.«1»
Meslln ! Ml.llfl
R.e

i
\fi\2.«P\

Barley
I
l.il»i/i7l

OiU S,m4M
Buckwheat ..

Millet..

«77,«a8
finft,S09

4»,BM

Average
Crop per
ll«-l«re

Total Pro-
4uc«.

Ileelnlllra

12.04

nu>
lOJW
16.76

3133
li«
14 71
12.M

llertolltrea.

n^i.tn
6,9(7 ,ar>i

J1.7T9JWT
iH,7a,H2;
«7,W1,SII6
9,723.16'

Wheat sells at price* vaning from 30 to 26 francs a hectoli-

tre ('•ll >V 10 SI"' I" a <|U»rier), and costs ttw achculluri't

al>out 17 franc« 5<> crn'in>e« (9IU.15 a ((Uarteri The quantity

which IS pnHlucrl III France, larse as it i*. dtie* not oier( (he

«an(s of the iHipuUiliii. airl M-vrmt niilli<>i» of hectolitres

ate every yr«r imporied fnHii Rii»ta, Kouniania, Sfiain, l(Mly,

figypt.and the t' !'tatt-« — The culll<:ttMMi of nioliii and T}»

is on ibederlmr ; wlirrrvcr tl»e pn>gTv»» o(i;;rici.lturBl nienre
bad succerdnl In making a |K>or soil more rich and fertile,

whf«t take* their place, as being lattrr and ncrr proGlab.r
— Tlie area allotted to barley h»« br«-o much tbe Mime for a
long period, and is likely 10 remain m> The same may be said

of nwlie, which is e*|in iaily cultivaird In the ra>t and south-

wes(, and of burkwhr«(. which in AuvrrKUe aixl KriKany form*

DO small part of tbe food of (he inhabiiaul* ()«ls are ex-

tensively cultivated, aixl >leld a pod irtum , (his crop was
on (he increase from l'«15 (o IS'a. liu( h«» »inrr lieen aluio>t

statlonarv. — /'om/n*« form a very iiii|K.nant article, occupy-

ing In IHt6. 1.1T»).4») hectares CJ.^'T.a*' acres), and yielding

120,410 K2*hr«-tolitre«(331.'.'74..'.>4 bu-liel.i —The other crops

are tabulated here, with the results (hey yielded for l!<T6 :
—

Peaar, beans, etc 1 S22,«P1

Chestnuts 4><2,247

Colza and other oleagi- t 014 urig
nous plants ( |

* ''

Olive-tix-es
j

148,C2ij

Beet
I

253 335
Mops 3.52S
ToUcro UA'VS
II.'mp..y ,

fti/.:il

Flax....'. b7.»;:i

MLscellaneoits lOiliOO

Average
Crop

'llertolitres.

i

13 74
13.t>9

13 34

QuinUls
3>6
14

12
52S
5.76

20

Total.

llrctolilrF*.

4,434.107
6,567 ,JM

2,»S441

4,594,010

Quintals •

77,435.no
&»'.U44

172 t.22

&>3im
tiC3,'Jl7

319.SW

* Tbe quiHtat melnqut li 3) lbs. less than two cwt

M'aiJotr.1, both natural and arliflcial, are very numerous in

France, and give a higher r\-turti than any other kind of land
— The rinryarth cover 4 27 i>er cent of the surlace of France,

and are one of the chief sources of Its agriciiltural wealth.

They are to be found, more or less, in ever> district, except in

(on northern depar(men(s, vix . Calvados, Cotes-duNorJ. Mor-
bihan, FinUtere, .Maurhe, Nord. Ome, I'asde-Calais. Seine-

Inf.-rieure, and Sonime The de|iartnients In which the vine

I* mo.l extensively cultivated ate, — II. rault 1 Ifa K2 hectares!.

Charcnte-Inferleure (157.753). (Jironde (l'.6.'iC<i), Charente
(liW.OOH). Oers (0».79<i), C.anI (i^•:(Ol. D<>rd.-«i.e (67.252«.

Ailde «1,8<S), Var (;H.040i. l^(-et-Uaioiine (iU.166) Tlie

vintace of l>i7ri pive a total of al-out 41 !i46,T4ri bectolUrrs

(U2I (W£).()17 ptllouK) It i< very dlfltrult (o say 10 what extent

the nvsgee nf (he Hiyllojrra have ITer(ed bikI may still lur-

lheralT<-ct the pnxlurtion of «tiie ehber in <|uality or quantity.

It has unqueotionsbly had (be elVct of raisins the price of tbe

liner wine* 25 (n a'l |'»r ren( in l>7S* (.*'ee III roiM'T Mim«,
Cil*nr»o><it, Curst HiMrs, etc 1— /.<i» .^imk The last ren-

siw gave 2.HS2,V.I as the total nnnlrr of lior«e«. rooipri>lng

400.4,'>4 colu, 3i',l,i.'^ stallions of 4 .teats and iipwatyU. K72,i«ll

KeliiliiK*, aixl l,!j57.)<3J mare<. The nuni>>er of uiub-s was
2UW.I2a an.l of aj»es 4fi<\625 There were ll>.fC;» 71«i |>ead of

cattle and 24 7U7.4U6 sheep The ctsiis, panlrulBrlv nun.eroiis

In Corsica and MHiM- nmuntainou* i«ri*, were 1,71*1.725. The
addition of 2//si.0(0 l«ehhe.. ol a total value of al out 32J*il
too frai>c*, 5H^i UO puuKp of all kinds, and '.' .'.OtI.UK) do|r*

lomplele* (he piiunirration In Its priiirlpal dlvuious of (he
live •(<» k of BgrtcuKuntI F
ytnmufaflmm One of (he forvni»*( bmnches of manufkc-

lurv in France Is (hat which hn* fir !(• l>>-r( the working up
to (exdie malrritls. The prT>«s an oiini of Its proiliire in rot
leoB than 3..Vsi.llii.nr<i francs (!STt«i,r4«i.*00' a >ear. and (lie

laleat statistic* (publl>he<l in |s73) return It as eiiiploy inird)*,-

4''l men. .•fHl.WW women. tll>,W< children. 2.777 steani-eiislne*,

and about l»..',(»t.Ontl >p|nilles The»e flgiirv* relate to the peri'-l

between l'*»U and I*V'i, and are certainly very much le«« (ban If

the enumeratlnn hail I'een taken more recendv - 1 he If/ij' gath-

ered In I1T3 weij{he.l54.»<74,740 kllftnT»ninies (l.fiHl.iTO cwt ).

and repre«ml««l a minimum value of M million" of franc* ;

to which mu>t l>e adde.1 |n,mS,721 klUirramne. (30 701 rwt,(

of hemp, at an average price of one franc a ktlopraoiDM

About )«iO.Ct«* sp|n<lles are kept busy with thl< nia<rri;il In

Ibis branch of (nde tli« de|>artment of Nord ranks flrst. It

manufacluivs nK>re than one thlr«l of the total an oiinl of llr>en

proJuml Melne. .><artlte. Mante e«l,<>lre, .Seliie-lnf. rleure,Cal-

vailos, Ille-vtVllalne, Ixit-etlianMiiie, Indre eilx^re, and
Selne-et-Oise are, next to the .lepartment of Nonl, the chief

aaats of ibis Industry — The mimm maniifaciurr ha> lis centre

In Normandy. More (ban a (hinl of (he tr^al pro<l«ce of (he

frenrb coKon-looms comes from the department of Helne-lnfe-

f4e«f* , .Norxl, Vosge*, Calvados, AUne, Aube.Ortte.Meuse, and
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Kilo-

grammea Cwt.

92.721,965
111,114,773

41,367,892
60,102.110
67.747,541

75,817,002

1,827,034

2,189,454
815 131

Nonl
Oise

1,184/278
1 :i34 9"'7

Other departments 1,493,931

These quantitie.i arp proJuoed by about 510 manuCictories
Ninety e.stablishiiient.s are e-ipecially eng»ged in refining the
first proiluce extracted from beet-riot, or from the sugar cane ;

about 180,000 tons of raw sugar are received annually from the
colonies, French and foreign, by these refining establishments,
which employ 3,400 workers. The yearly value of the nianuf.
amounts to 140 millions of francs. — Li'qitors. Wine, treacle,
and the juice of the beet-root are the substances from which the
largest (luuntify of the alcohol produced in France is extracted
About 3,500 firms are engaged in distillation ; the produce for
the year 1870 wa-s divided thus : —

Hec-
tolitres.

Oullons.

Alcohol distilled from wine 415,967
97,467

315,024
681,734
48,017

9,155,295
2,145.217
6,933;572

15,(X»4,739

1,056,838

" " corn and potatoes
" " beet-root

" " other substances

Total 1,558,209 34,295,661

Kiiro have al.^6 a large share in the production of cotton yarn
and cotton cloth. The depiirtnient of Rhi'me is famous for its

cotton mnsUns, the value of which is not less than 28 millions of
francs. .Meurthe produces a special kind of trimming, valued
at about 3 millions of francs a year. French cotton good.-* can-
not cope in cheapness with the Knglish, but they are of fine

quality, and on this account command a sale in the markets.
In the absence of authentic documents, we may safely estimate

the produce of cotton maiiuficture for 1878 at 500 niilliou.s of
francs, and the plant engaged in the trade at 6 millions of
spindles and 260 millions of looms of various kinds The lo.ss

of Al.<ace has been a heavy blow to the cotton-trade of France.
— In the wnollen factories 3,2'X),000 spindles are employed,
giving work to more than 172,000 people. Wool fabrics amount

|

in value to 1,200,000,000 francs ($240,000,000). figures which
present a striking contrast to the valuation of Count Chaptal
in 1812, which was not above 250 millions of francs. Large
manufacturing houses are to be found especially in the depart-
ments of Ardennes (Sedan), Xord (Lille, Oambrai, etc ), Marne,
Eure (Louviers), Herault; while Illioiie is noted for shawls,
IJouches-du-Hlioue for washing and combing wool, Calvados for

wool yarns, Aisne for both yarns and tissues, Aube for drapery,
etc The special manufacture of I'aris is that of shawls, damasks
for furniture, merinos, and lighter fabrics, as uauzes, muslins,
bireges, etc — The rearing of si7t-itior)/Js and the production
of silh can be traced fir back in the industrial history of
F'rance The first Avignon pope, Clement V., is said to have
introduced the fir-st silk-worms and the first mulberry-trees
(1305) This branch of industry soon assumed a national
character, and all kings who, like Louis XI. and Henry IV.,

c:ired for the progress of commerce and manufactures, gave
it encouragement and privileges. In 1780 France produced
6,61)0,000 kilogrammes of cocoon.s (14,549,194 lbs.), having
a value of 15,500,000 francs In 1876 F. produced 9.871,116
kilogrannnes of cocoons, which gave 63'),800 kilogrammes
(12,547 cwt. ) of raw silk. Twenty-one departments are engaged
in the rearing of silk-worms, — those which yield the largest

produce being Card, Drome, Ardeche, Vaucluse, Bouchesdu-
KliJiie, Var, Isere, Herault, Ba.sses-Alpes, etc. After having
undergone the various operations which transform the cocoon
into regular yarn, the silk goes to the weaver. Nine tenths
of the silk is woven at Lyons, by 120,000 looms, belonging to

400 firms, who every year produce silk goods to a value
of about 460 millions of francs — The mauuf of lace gives
employment to 240,000 women at Alenvon, Bailleul (Valen-
ciennes), Lille, Chantilly, Caen and IJaycux, Mirecourt, Le Puy,
and Paris ; and there are 150,lX)0 embroiderers in the depart-
ments of the N and K. The two industries contribute to the
public wealth about 90 millions of francs every yeivr. — I'aris,

Grenoble, Luneville, Vendome, Blois, B&iurs, Annonay, and
Nioit are the chief seats of the manuf of gioi-e*, which repre-
sents a sum of about 70 millions of francs. — Beet siiaur is ex-
tensively made in the North of France. The manuf. of this

sugar lu a raw state was thus distributed for the year 1876 :
—

Normandy and Brittanv are the chief centres for the produc-
tion oi drier. In 1876 about 7,035,669 hectolitres (1,54.845,539
gallons) were manufactured. There are about 3,200 brewers,
who tisud out not less than 7,4(X),00O hectolitres of bttr (162,-

871,543 gallons), worth about 200 millions of francs; bur, as
hops are but little cultivated in F , 3 millions of francs
are spent yearly in importing them The largest manufacto>
ries of v ntgnr are in the departments of I,oiret and Loire-Infe-
rieure ; it is made almost exclu.sively from wine, but malt and
some other substances are now beginning to be usetf. The
total value is about 3 millions of francs — The principal sonp
manufactories are at Marseilles, its production being 800,C00
quintals (1,.576,354 cwt.); Nantes and Paris hold the second
rank. It has been calculated that F. produces annually 2
millions of quintals (3,940,886 cwt ) of soap. Canc/lra are chiefly
made at Paris. This branch of manufacture has a total value
of 300 millions of francs, whilst the production of soap amounts
to 450 millions. French jitrfuintry is appreciated through the
world, and gives a yearly return of more than 50 millions of
francs.— Pottery and Glass. The departments of Vienne,
Seine, Sarthe, and Puy-deD.ime are the lenires of the fabrica-
tion of earthenware and bricks ; in Haute-Vienne, Var, and
Gironde the special manufacture is china. The annual prod-
uce of this industry is valued at 150 millions of francs A
great manufactory kept up by the state at Sevres forms a school
in which artistic workmen are trained, so that the art is main-
tained in a high degree of perfection. Crystal wares are made
in eight works established in the departnients of the Meurthc-
et-Moselle, Seine, and Orne, among which special mention must
be made of Baccarat, which is to tliis branch of industry what
Sevres is to the ceramic. Looking glas.«es are a very important
article of manuf in F , that country possessing no fewer than
6 out of the 15 or 16 establishment.s. in Europe. The principal
manufactory is at St. Gobain Aisne), and the value of the
produce of the whole is above 14 millions of francs. Glass of
a more common kind is made in about 250 establishments, and
is valued at 80 millions of francs. The departments of Nord,
llaute-Saone. Haute-Loire, Allier, Seine-Inferieure, Seine,
Aveyron,and Loire are famed for common window and plate
glass; bottles are chiefly manuf. in the department of Nord,
and in tlie ba^ins of the Loire and Rhone. — The most impor-
tant paper-mills are situated in Charente, Pas-de-Calais, Seine-
et-Oise, Isere, Vo-ges, Seiiie-lnfcrieure, Seine, Eure, and S»ine-
et-.Marnc. Paris is celebrated for its paper-han^itigs and
stained paper. The produce of this manufacture is valued at

75 millions of francs. — Coal ami Iron. The principal mines
which F po,»sesses are coal and iron mines. Coal-pits are
almost exclusively confined to the east, southeast, and north
of the country. The richest departments are Nord (239 squai-e
miles), Pas-de-Calais (201), Gard (187), Saone-et- Loire (165),
Ht^rault (113), Loire tHO), and Bouches-du-Rhone (107). The
whole area is about 2,£()0 square miles, and compri.ses (.23

separate concessiuns, which, however, are not all being worked.
The jield of coal mines in 1876 was 170,477,613 quintals
(16,795,824 tons), the following being the most productive
districts .

—

Names of the Basins.

Valenciennes. . .

,

Loira
Alais ,

Creuzot, Blanzy.
Commentry
Aubiu
Aix
Graissessac
Carmaux
Ahun
Brassac

Ronchamp. ..

St. Eloy
Decize
^pinac
Ix> Maine
Ijc Drac . . . .

,

Ilanlinghcm.
Basse- Loire ..

Vouvant, Chantonnay.,
Buxierc-la-Grue
.Manosque
Bert
Sainte-Foy-rArgcntiere.
Man ricnne-Taren taise,

Briau^on

Departments.

Nord, Pas de Calais

Loire, Rhone
Ardeche-Gard
Sa3nc-et-Loire
Allier

Aveyron
Bouches-du-Rbone, Var.
Hiirault

Tarn
Creuse
Ilautc-Loire, Puy-de-
Donie

Ilaute-Saone
Puy-de-D6me
Nievre
S;i6ne-€t-Loire
Mayenne, Sarthe
Isere

Pas-de-Calais

Loire-Inft^rieure, Maiue-
et-Loire

Deux-Sevres, Vend^ . .

.

Allier

Bns.«es-Alpes, Vaucluse.

.

Allier

Rhone

Hautes-Alpes, Savoie.

Quintals.

65,332,909
34.717,183
16.448.387
9.905,876
9,219,227
7,t)46,129

3,545,100

2,757,831
2,571,700

2,150,828

2.020.896

1,998,332
1.772,7t)0

1,626,430
1,490,170
1,190.680

1,086 520
942,734

680,293
445,819
437,282
388,054
358,145
332,103

299,690

France is very rich in iron-mines ; but as these are gener-
ally far fVom the districts which produce coal, the working
expenses are considerably increased, and sometimes to such an
extent that the metal extracted cannot repay the outlay re-

quired for its extmction, and the mines have to be abandoned
The production of iron, however, is on the increase, and reaches

7} millions of quintals (738.915 tons), which represent about
14,500,000 quintiUs (1,428,571 tons) of pig-iron. — Oohl nut
Silver Work. Paria is the chief centre of the luanuf of artiii*
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tic objectj in RoM tttul >ilT«r. In 1ST6 the workmen vrre
1U.2TS in number, tli*(ributrU among 4.0<2 e«t>bli<bmeul<,

and tOn busiiie** «a« (nuiMirleU to the value of not (ar from
it) millions of franr*. L>on* bulib ttie x-cooil plare, and thru
llorleiux, >lar»eiltr», Xiincn, Bennron, Clemtont-KerrauJ,
au'l TuuloUM*. — Die luanutarlure of tmtrM't ami dorks jirlUi

a rerenue o( 'J/t uilllioua of fraur*. Lari^ iron rluckf are made
at Mom (Jurt): tiuie-(iirrca are ruiidrurtrd in part aC St.

Niroi.v* d'All<-ru)onl (Seine-lnferieurr) and at Muiiibrlurxl,

and fliii*'>rU at Pari* : watrhe* are bef^n at MonlbtllarU and
Clu«-« I

llauti^-SaToir), and Aut*bc<l at l>ari« and ilrrauron.

Tbi« U»t to»o U tbe central place of the trade, and reprrMrnu
b*J( per cent of the total mauubrlure ' lo,'.>UO prnvur, men,
arouieo. an<l children, are enipluxil in tbi* trade, and in ISitf

thev turned out l-i'l.ijt^l gold and 274,811 (ilrrr »atcbr<.

The chief commercial bu^iueuof i'ariK 1* neeeaaariljr inland;

but it ii the centre of exchange transartioui fur F., (orei);n as

well a« inland, ai London l« for En^and. llaTrv de ifr^-e U
tb« channel for the maritime intercoune of the capital, tbe
outlet for iu exporu, and the medium throuj^h which it re-

cciTe* colonial produce, raw matcriaU, and forrijpi ntaDufac-
tur«<
The inlamt tra-ie i* prratly more important than the forei^

tra<le. It U lmpn«aibie to xire a (trict and correct raluatiim

of tha inland tr^Ac, but ju licing of the whole from the few
•cr«a»ibi« details, we may, without cxiK};eratinn, estimate it«

mount at about 40 niillUrd* of francs ($!4,UUi).iXIU.0<>J).

TiM toatlimg IriJr has alwa;« been of great importance in F.

In 1875 the total weight of goods transported by coasters was
ifyli,iM tons, ao increaae of ne«rlY 7,(X>>) tons on the preced-

injc veir. These goods wer« of rarious kinds, — building nia-

toriaU (258,174 tons), wine* (225/j95 tons), salt (213 1H5 ton*),

vood (a[)7,211 tons), corn and Hour (Ii>^,4»;i ton^), coali (I'i/j,-

913 lotts), being the chief articles in the general trafHr. G2,$>U
VMWl*, the tonnage of which amounted to 3,3J7.*J33 ton«,

—1» eoga;(ed in this trade, while in IS'4 therv were only

Hi jBBH, of 2,!>53,414 tons. The harbors most fre(}uentrd by
eoaatrrs are Marseilles, Le llarre, Bordeaux, Dunkirk, Rouen,
Cetlea, Dieppe, .V.intes, St Nax^tire, and Itoulogne.

Fithentt. The annual produce of river and pond fishing

in the Interior of F. may be valued at about 10 millions of
franc*. Co«»t-ft«hing was cani<^l on iu 1S71 bv 8.9Uu beats,
manned by 3H.I5II niru, with a tonnage of t>t.5l7 toni>, giving a
return of &l,'jiV.'jLt.> tr,>urs. In lt$76 the iuctva»e wa> c<iu>id-
rrable. the uuntlirr of the boats bring 2l>,1&U, tbe tonnage
101,^52 tons, Ilir crew, tji.^il liaud', and the trveuue Cl.^K'.-
lijiJ francs. The same )rar 17S tew^U, »ith a lonnsgr of
'Si.'JiK) tons, and manned by 7,'O0 mm, aailrd from Krvnch
ports to IVrli fur Old on Itie cua^U of Newfoundland. The aver-
age value of tbe Nrwfouudlaiid Ashrrirs is eslui.alrd at about
17 millioti* of francs. Tbe r»«rjng of ooter* h»i> of late utada
very great progrrs* in F. Largr brd» are e^labiikbeil on almost
every nuitable |>oiut of tbe coast, at at C°ai.ca!e, Auray, >la-

I

renne*. Olt^run, and Arcacbun The lasl-nanird place is tbe

I

most iui^onant of all. tbe tieds being not fc-wrr than 2.427,
which gave f«r 197)! a rrtum of 3,im3^ fraiKs, rrpiescutt-d

I

by Iy<i,(»S6,4o<i oyrtrrs.

I

Foreign Tiailt. Although the principles of free trade are

I

now better understood In F- than tbry were fom erij . and ar»
I
generally conridrred by French ceononil.>ts and ^talrrn en
a* most conducive to the Indtests of a nation, their appli-
cation is still far from complete, owing to the enoruioua
charges brought upon the country by the late war, but
rhirtly to the personal influenrr of M Thiers, tbe flr»t presi-

dent of the republic, who «as a drterniiiird upholder of pro-
tection. Tbl« Is not the place to enter on any diM-union of
tbe merits of the two op|>o^^le df-clriiir* ; but the lac: does not
admit of question that, notnitlistandlng the tax on raw male-
rials and other dunes which bani|><r the roiiurei rial intrrrourso
of F. with other nations, her fi>reigTi trade has been coiiHai:tly
increasing. The fortigii trade of F is divided into cottnntfci

gtnrTil, which compri^es the entirely of ini|>orts and exports,
including goods in tran!>it and prvrious metals, and roinmetft
f/treinl, which embraces lh»' ini|iorls consumed within, and tbe
exports produce<i within the country. The general <onin:err«
of the venr 1878 was valued in im(><.rfs at 4 ,3i)0,f«ft 0< franca
(S87(i.0(il»,<10(»), and tiie exports at 4,820.W ifi,ilUO, (i904,l«K».0<Ol.

The following tables give the value, in francs, of the spicial
roninierre ol F. with foreign countries iu tbe year* 1874, 1876,
and 187ti :

—

COUXTRIES.

Orwftt Britain
Belgium
Italy

Oarmaajr
8»<t»>rlMi«l

Sptla
Koaaik
SwwiWn. Hannj,»aA Ocnmarlt
N»tterl*a-Js
PortugU
Au<tro-Uui>(Bl7
Turkey
Ofw«M, Mal>a, and Qibraltar. .

.

Unllel Stats*
M«XirO
Brmdl
Chiii

Peni ...

Other enuntriaa in /.luerica. . .

.

British IndU
China ...

Japan
Owhio-Cliina aad Slam
Dutcli Indlea
Afrtc*
Otltar coanlrie*

Total foreign roaotfWs.

Import*.

1874.

691,700,000
4oa,.')f»,i>«

2*S,'J00,0I»

3I5/jO),000
»!,20),00i)

129,'jat,'lOO

l«3,20O,i)i)i)

6a,."i«o,<)ia

3f.lH),iiOO

12,400 ,tk 10

0B.2 •,'ft>

K't.tiO.iiO)

9 3 (VtlO
a4l.i>l0,«»O

•J,70»OHO
' 4H,|i)i).)>in

23.il0i>.»»

21.\.<>l»,<)r»

10t.»H».0iM
75/»IO,'riO

I>J ,'»>•.(«)

6.4'tVOO)

1.9i)0,0uo

a,3»l ,700,000

1875.

624.300,000
43S).lUO,<»iJO

322>)0.0ti0
34d.OO0.00O
H3,70O,0O0
W,100,ti00

1JW,.')00,000

67,iV)O,0'iO

33.2iJO,0<JO

8/iO(i,iiOO

67,90l»,n0O

H.lUii.iirtO

19«i5rr».(i00

9,1<XI,0(MI

60/i«ii.<«0

14,01 lO.(«ll)

6l,«»iOfHO
2»i;*«i.ooo
12!»/jOn,oiio

W,«»»l.<O0
l.'i 900,110
3t$n,oi«

1<),3N).IW)

106,<«io ono
600,1100

1876.

649,900 000
4n3,500.0f>0

415,400,<i0<l

3W,<<tO,0«iO

IIO.IW.OOO
06.1<)0.i)00

176,400.000
89,S0(»,(O0

30.0U0,0(O

11,900,0««
C8,4<X),<«iO

I87,70ii,0no

fi,soo,(xx»

aw^wi,**)

20,!«i0,000

60311)0110

J4:i,ooo.o(o

1». 400,01

«

14(»,W10.f««)

>j,Gon,o«u

2,9(10 010
12,710.000

12i:,4oii.0iO

1.700.000

3.331 .<nO,OnO 8,766,300,000

EXPOBTS

1874 1875.

1,067,200.000
/.27,2Ut.>,0<0

219,700,0011

42«i 900,(00
315A0u.(KiO
14<l,«iOO.OtlO

47,aO,0(iO
30,8no,00(i

60,200.(0"
25,4O0.0Ui
21.40Ci.0(«i

75,«W(O0
24.4(0.fi«*i

aii4.4(O.0<»i

K.fKin.iiii

73afO,<««i

31 200 .tXW
23 KlO.tiO

IM.**,!**!
«;Mt,rto
3.aooiui
ll.NfOllOO

t.ooo.rOfi

8,s<on«i
7l,4no,fot»

3,900JXM)

1876

1.033,200,000

445,7(0.000
215.HO000
43I,2CO,0f)0

2;9,'<O.(K0
1.V4 510,000
34.600.000
31 .4<0 0(0
41,110.000
25 000,(00
17,100 010
4«fi'o.<00

is WO.OtO
229,«WJ.0r«

11 f/oao
81.4<O,0(O
2x,4'O.i'00

17 I'O.oiO
152.:i00.000

4IKt(KO

3,400,000
9.ao,t'00
4,30(',f<0

4,(00,00(1

61.100.(00

6,400/Mil

8.612,aOO/nO 3.673 200,0(0 3,379,600.000

fVmarrr* «/ Frame* triUk >lt ColomilM 4utimt H>* M*M« frtiod.

Import*

COLONIES
\V,\.

Al|»ri-. . 112.900.000

»n»iv.:: .V ll.«*iiorO

R-unl«.i 23..1O.iin0

MC Pterrw and Uiqualoa
\

XT. .',00,0(10

Martini<|u« 21 /irtJ.'OO

Oumkioiipn !

15;>o (*n
Pf«neh(iuUDa frO/lOO

Posarwion* in Imlia 3 lOO.Om
Sl*.OUrto, MayoUa i

a.3r».000

Tat*irrm«bceioDt«i ...' 21ft,000iX»

1875.

108.400.000
H.noo/wt
9i/vo,rno

».ono.(00
17,000 0011

sro.roo

1,700/)00

xu/m/xx)

1874.

m.ooo.ono
0.3no,OiO

t8.|fio.<)oo

aB;>oooo
30/irt>.iiOr)

16,«lo.««»
9T0,<O0

4/>o/*iO

1.800,000

1974.

ia'..ono.ooo

4,<nt(oo
]n,9nii.ri(t)

7,<ai/io
1.1,100 000
12.200,r>o
4,40i).iOii

700 .(no
40l»,000

Export*.

1876.

146,100,000
,

4.«<»1.(|KI

!«;)«i,ia(i

'

n.'idi.iiKr

i;,.4(«i(isti

12.2ori (KHi

6,aoii.<»«i

lasi.mo,

300.000

!

1?7«

14«/iOO,000
4,S(*>,»«0

»i,'X)(\<)00

r.,'ji*'.<oo

ll.»00.0(O
lo.ioo.rou
6.'TOo,ooo

600,oro

800,000

SSJOOAX) 188,000j000 19O40Oj0OOi 104/)00/W>
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The following statement .shows the value of the four groups

of imports ami of the three groups of exports, according to the

cla.«sification adopted by the French Douane, or Custom House,

in each of the years 1876 and 1877 :
—

Imports.

Articles of food
Kaw materials .

Manufactures .

.

Other articles .

.

1876.

Francs.

972,960,000
2,367,833,000
463,405,000
184,165,000

Total
i 3,988,363,000

j
§797,672,600

Manufactures ! 1,894,268,000

Articles of food and raw materials. 1,487,716,000

Other articles 193,610,000

Total.

187

Fnincs.
957,668,000

2,154,067,000
450,456,000
194,177,000

3,756,368,000

§751,273,600

1,846,093,000
1,448,736,000
169,494,000

3,575,594,000 3,484,323,000
8755,118,800 !Sti96,866,000

The imports of coin ami bullion— not included here were of

the value of 812.215,000 francs ('5132.443,000), and the exports

of the value of 157,995,000 francs (831,599,000). —The foreign

trade is for a great part carried on by sea. F., however, has

a very limited number of trading vessels; and foreign ships,

chiefly English, convey about two-thirds of her goods, both
imports and exports. The number of laden vessels entered and
cleared in 1876 was as follows :

—

Nationality.

Total. Steamers.

Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tons.

18,170
35,952

54 122

5,072,000

9,062,000
6,218

16,953
3,495,000
6,276,000

Total 14,134,000 23,171 9.771,000

The commercial navy, in 1877, was as follows :
—

Class of Vessels.

Sailing vessels

Steamers
o>,

For port service

Fishing vessels

Coasting vessels

Long-voyage ves.scls

Vessels out of use or probably lost

Total 1877
" 1876
" 1875

Vessels,

14,861
546

9.590
2,6(H

2,328
387

15,407
15,441

15,524

Tons.

792,8.36

218,449

9,631
133,521
116,925
728,530
22,678

1,011,285
1.028,228

1,037,272

Crews.

84,801
10,237

2,090
53,077
10,336
29,218

409

95,138
9t5.164

98,022

Commerre icith the U. States. A " Convention of Naviga-
tion and Commerce," signed by the plenipotentiaries of the
two lowers on the 24th of June, 1822, and ratihed and de-

clared in operation by the U States on the 12th of February,
1S23. provides that articles, the growth, produce, or nianuf»c-

ture of the U. States, when exported to /•'. in ve.s.<els of the U.
Sfites. shall pay an additional duty not exceeding 20 francs

(•rr'S 75) per ton of mcrchandi^, over and above the duties paid
on the like articles exported to F. in French vessels ; that arti-

cles, the growth, produce, or manufacture of F , imported into

the U. States in French vessels, shall pay an additional duty
not exceeding S3.75 per ton of merchandise, over and above the
duties paid on like articles imported in vessels of the U. States;

that no discriminating duties shall be levied upon the produc-
tions of F. imported in French bottoms into our ports for re-

exportation ; that a like advantage shall be given, and is given,
to the U. States ; that the following quantities shall be consid-
ered a ton for the articles specified, viz.: Four 61 gallon hogs-
heads, or 244 gallons of 281 cubic inches of wine. American
measure ; 244 gallons of brandies and all other liquors ; 60
cubic feet of silk, American measure, in the U. States ; and
42 cubic feet, French measure, in F. ; 804 pounds avoir-

dupois of cotton ; 1,600 pounds avoirdupois of tobacco ; 2,240
pounds avoirdupois of pot and pearl-ashes ; 1,600 pounds
avoirdupois of rice ; and for all weighable articles not specified,

2,240 pounds avoirdupois; that the duties of tonnage, light-

money, pilotage, jort charges, brokemge, and all other duties
on foreign shipping, over and above those paid by the national
shipping in the two countries, other than those above specified,

shall not exceed, in F., for vessels of the U. States, 6 francs (94
cent4>) per ton of the vessel's American register, nor for vessels

of F. in the U. States 94 cents per ton of the vessel's French
passport ; that the convention shall remain in force two years
from the 1st of October, 1822, and after that time until the
conclusion of a definite treaty, or until one of the parties shall

have declared its intention to renounce it, which declaration
shall precede the renunciation six months Several conven-
tions of limited duration have since slightly modified the con-
vention of 1822, which, however, has not been annulled. The
trade between the U. States and F is therefore still substan-
tially regulated by the convention of 1822, and guarded by the
powers and privileges secured to the consuls of each nation by
the consular convention of February 28, 1853. In 1878 the
Chamber of Commerce of New York sent a committee to repre-
sent it at a Congress held in Paris to consider the provisions of a
treaty of commerce between F. and the U. States. Later, M.
Leon Chotteau, delegate of the French National Board of Trade,
who had been active in the presentation of the subject before
the commercial institutions of the U. States, revi.'ited America
with the bulletins issued by the French Association to promote
a treaty. M Chotteau presented his views at the Chamber of
Commerce of New York at its meeting of March, 1879, where-
upon a Special Committee was appointed to inquire into and
report on the subject. No further action of any definite shapa
was taken on the subject, upon which there was and still exists
considerable difference of opinion in this country.
The subjoined tabular statement shows the declared value

of the total exports sent from F. to the U. States, and of the
total imports of American produce and niauufactaiea into F.,
in each of the 20 years from 1869 to 1878 :

—

Year ended June SO.

Imports from United States to France.

Total Exports.
Exports from
France to

United States.

Total Imports
and Exports.Domestic. Foreign.

ia59 *43,031.473
59,048,231
22,786.040
20,014,181
16,530,728
16,779,341

13,877,186
61.183.3)5
44,0911.831

45,945,8t>4

42,450,1.39

53,337,279
27,117,512
31.752,011
3;i,637,270

48,729,429
60.133,711
45.993.647
46,233,793
66,101,999

§1.268,145
3,158,047
l,471,St>3

654.332
619,673
714.852

1,031.916
662,144

1,806,016
1,985.021
1,421.5.37

1,497.3.30

267,703
641,812
675.286
739.024
620,200
876,048

1,464,275
1,368,108

»44 299,618
62.206,278
24,257.843
20.5<i8.513

17.150,299
17.494.193
14.909,102
61,845,449
46 896.847
47.930,885
43.871.676
64.834.609
27,.386,215

32.293.823
34.212.666
49.468.4.'-)3

60.753,911
46.869,695
47.698.068
67.470,107

541.301,147
43.219.549
34.245.549

7,835,466
10,691,624
11,479,627
6.688.662

22.930.289
31.208,734
26.921.951
35.638,324
48.087.410
28,103.025
43.164,206
33.977.624
61.771.109
63,342.631
61.607,064
60,356,540
44,033,048

§85,600.765
105,425.827
68,603.392
28,403.979
27,741.923
28.973,820
21.697.764
84.775.788
77.105,581
74.862,836
79,610.000

102,922,019
66,488,240
76.468.020
68.190.080

101.239.562
114.096,642
98,876.769
98.063.608

M01,603.156

1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Total §778,773,968 $22,643,172 §801,417,140 fU>HR iCfl ATS 1 •! 'ST filO <:10 1

* 8.61 per cent of the total foreign commerce of the U. States for that year.
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The follovinf table ei^e* ihe ilecl«i«<l vaJue, in dolUrv, of
the pnocifnl artiek* exported from >'. to the V . State* «lurtii(

the } ear 1978 : —
Frt* of Dot).

ArgoljL I ,(k'4 322
Cocoa. au^

Books aoJ rnjpvT-
iai^ 129 .VW
Brans (aUDufsr. oO ^.717
Bread4tu(b TO.iW)
Brittle* W.lyl
Button* of all kinds l.l.W.^d-J

Clieaiical*,arug*,ete. 49^.761
Clothing 21'».<T92

Cotton (manufic. of) l.f^'^I.Af?

China-ware f»1.9«2
Vaacy good* 1.57')..M8

rWh (naniloM) 5><T.«34

rUx (manufM-. of) .. 4.'>I,07»

Pruiuaod nuu f>i>Si)74

Fur* 719.4<>»

Glass and ctaat-wara 31R.247

Hair (human) 29^7
India-rubber I manu-
racturro.r^ 2«.2<<9

Iron(pix) \ffiJA\
•• machinery Zl<^\
" other maaufJM. of 157.MO

Jewelry 91.139
Ualher 2.4«1.»)33

glorea, etc. 13(»,173

Xatala apd coopo-
DKion* 316.fl30

Mu«i<-»1 in<crunients )>3.1.'i4

Oil. olive l«alad| .... i*it.>if*

\
" TOlatiie 21.0ta

' Paintings, etc 310.XH
••alntji 123.320
Haprr (hanKinK*|... 3H.(J^
I>aper (inanufoc. of) 134 9M
Perfumery 17H.610
Frrrioun stone* . . 1^1.886
Prorixina* | meats,
rheese, etc.) 1'17,*16

Salt :«> 732
8«*a« 2«.a©
Silk (manu&e. of) .10.*«I.2R7

Straw (man uCtc. of). RV>.(>4<1

H'alrhe* l.V,t»>

.<«piriu and cordUU SO»;,444

Wine 2,450,069
Wooil(Cablnet-ware.
etc) 140.157
Wool 106.390
* rioth* and ca»-

»imere« i;G1.243
" »h«wU 42S.1(»>
" dr«».goods .. . 4.2:Ci.7.'<3

" hosierv. etc... 1.02'1.7.V3

All other artiel««. . . 4.4(18.034

them for its need* or by iMuing bill* of exrhaoKC called iou3
du rrMor, amounted in 1S72 to 761.00lt/*W francs This part
of the public debt, including; some other iirnt* under the
name of rapifyx rrmboursat^ft a dirtrt lilrt.*, sppear* In the
budget of 1877 for the much lower figure of 3u0.22i5,'3S6 francs

(M0,Ot5.337).
The principal Kmrres of revenue and branches of expendi-

ture In the budget estimates (or each of the two yean 1877 and
18T8 were as follows :

—

44,033.048

The following table exhibit* the declare'I raloc of the prin-

cipal article* of American pro.lnce and manufactures imported
from the V. ^Ute• to F. during the year 1878.

A^ricultaral imple-
mrats &(1.4S^

Uontwl cattle 3.).700

Ashes (pot and peari) 29,720
Birk for taaniog.
BriM good*
lodianeom
Books
Oau
WbMt
Oitrhtm (part* oO

.

22,490
rw.S8.5

1.552,109
25,779

2>»0,478

6,801914
21.9fi5

OoMCT...: 1,614.100

Co&M 2S,9«4.493
I>nit*,ehMDleals,atc. 50.075
r^neyartielw 68,230
OotdaadiUrer 1,811,481

(«

loO
Ilamp(iiiaauCae. of)

llidasaod skins...
Iroa (marhloerr ). .

.

B«<4a and iurpen>
tilM

Minarml oil, crude .

" •* irflneil

22,2f>')

5'.,S38

232.120
73,785

41///)
1.9V4.<e6

394.444

Oil, Isrd
•• fl«h

" cotlon-Med
Painting* and en-
graving*
Ricon and ham*
Beef, aalte<l or cured
" fresh

Fish, cured
Lard
Meat, prrserred
Pork
Sewing machine* ...

Spiriu from grain .

.

Tallow
Tobacco ( leaf)

Watches
Wearing apparel ....

Whalebone
Wno<l, and manu-
fiictumi of

All other artlclr*.

each under $'J),OjO

10S.R71
19O.7.-.0

I

609,195

6fi.l20

4,1«1,4'W

20.693
42.537
20-3X1

4,274.074
65 0(»
42.523
41.13->

3^t,»30

l.fi03,.502

2 283 512
41,3'.0

2H.73]

91.019

667,122

685,622

•56,101.999 '

In 1878. 174 Anierican verMel* (tonnage 119,212) enlerrd, and
123 (tonnage 992X11 cleared the French (xtru.

h'innitrf The total Income of Ihe public tr*«*ury in F ,

Includln.; Ihe reTenue* of the iiep«rtin<-n(* and coaimune*. I*

above 3.<>lO,<)iJO.0ri>) franc* (Mia),U<*).'>Jli). which i* more than
«iiy otbvr nation has to pay for the ex|ien«e* of its govern-
Mat; aad yet thU enonnou* (um lia* not been •ufllrieni to

Mst lb« want* of the ulale, for repeated loaos have cnn'Uintlv
iDcrMsed Ihe public Irbl N'n< taking Into accnunl the |vtlr
patmenta of all lort* that gnremnient ha* alway* to make. Ihe
public ilebt !• illvi.tnl Into fiindnl i'hut eomalidt') and float-

ing debt 'Iriu /l.liitmtf) The fuivle-l deb« I* not «ub)rct to

l*imbur«einent, hut only lo the paymrnt of a certain intrrwit

sad by law. ThU debt, which wa* arrang«»l bv the law of the
9tb of Ven<l.mlaln> tear VI (-i7th .Vptrniber, 1797), tollouliUte
the old debu of the monarchy, then amounted to 4o4l6,nOO
frtnea of lnlere«l to >• pakl trarty to the crp<lltor». fmoi
1800 lo 1814 It increawd by 23*«l.63'> franc*; and the Onv-
»mMenl of Ihe lUitontiInn adle-l li)| '.Mn,4<V) franc*, making a
total of I'H /I'M I'D franc* In Iniemt l»ul« Philippe carrioi

it to 176,846,^17 franc*, and at the lime of th« rnnf li'rltii. It

MDoanted to 23n.76M,M»13 franc*. The iwcond emptrv, during a
period of elchteen yean, rrvateil l'M,lt7,6K3 franc* of eonvnls.

tbu* charging F. with an annual pavmeni of tSfiJUAJlM
(Vaocs. A* an unavoi<iable con«e«|uence of the Pmwlan W*r,
the funded debt h«« t>een atlll further incrp*ae<l, *n lh*t the
lntere«i was 748/ifl3 »V42 franc* In l«T4, and 747^71 nao f^nc*
In 1877, which giva* an avrrage of shnut 21 fhntm p*r h«Ml
«>f the population. —The floating debt, which tb* gnrero.
Mat cootracu aitiMr by rtcriviog prival* deposiM aod iMlag

lUvtaL'E. l'>77. 1K7S.

Direit Uxe*
Sp<<cial taxe* assimilated to direct

taxe*

Produce of domains
Proilure of fore«U
I(cgi*t ration duties and stamp*
('u«tom.* and salt

Indirect taxe*
Po»U
Tax on personal property ImpCl dt

3/'.';
Produce of telegraph*
llniver»itie<i Pr.Hluits uitieertiiairts

Revenue of Algeria

Tax upon civil penxion*
Various rec«-i(>ts

Produce of prisoner*' work
RtSMurerj txtraordmaittt

Fraocs
388,179,000!

24,291.600'

13,I*l''..4.-.l

3>'..'r48.6*l

fi3iM'.l'.Mr«i

Franc*
892.114,000

25.615.fin0

14 970 000
»* 072 000

623 07orrt1

28.3.frJ0.OOO

l,fM",7t)7,Ol«l 1 (kV>.628.rtO

116,ia6/)00 113,876,000

a-i.67fl,000

ir,.a>n,o(o

4.471600
24 4*s3 VO
18.f44,0ii0

6.3,117,739

siino.oool

34.972.000
18 311.2riO

5 0>3,010

25.»^14O0
I'^^'^.iOO

64 512.562
5880.000

73.023.183

Total revenue. 2, 72 140 .,53^ 2 7r-.3.177.P04

i «534 ,428,106 $658.C35,6»Jl

EXPE-NDm-RE.

Public debt and dotation*
Mini.«trj- of justice

" forvlpn atfiir*
'* the interior

.^ervlce of .\lireri»

Ministry of finance
" war
" marine and colonic* .

.

" public instruction, wor
ship, and fine art* .

" agriculture and com
merce

" public work*, — ordi
nary *ervlce

" extraordinary *ervice

ro*t of collecting the revenue
Drawbaclu and restitutioii*

12<11.42«.33>

I

34 33^.140

13,^.01 //>r»

82.1'W.7<"1

25,111,472
20 474 022

63'i.6''.J.3<5

• 18.5,975.0'i3

104,209,183

19347,1001

M.'R4.8a6'
fk\ oio.nro

251 616 941

1,2?1 7oorr9
3!. 415 740
12 719 800
>-3 7;.b.9«6

2">.717 8».<'.

i0.3^>8.442

r.3>< 3-'ir499

ll«d 952,491

114,8''>4,:39

42,666,089

78,600.079
156.012,607
241.082 678
17,021.000

Total expendltars ,

2.6(T7 .296,751 2,781 ,(«'>.0»5

|£33,459,350 •666.21)7.019

All the department* of F,, a* well a* many of the gr*at citia*,

have their own budget* and drbl*, which latter were largrly

lncr><a*e<l by the war. The budget rstiniale* of the city of
Paris for each of the ^mr* 1877 and 1878 were a* follow* :

—

ftsTEIfCB.

Ordlnarv n*elpU
Kxiraordiuary ncalpta.

1877. 1878.

Total reveniM.

Franc*. Franc*.

113 848.2761 118 «H.5 496
67,493934' a'i,417.840

371.846.210, "HAO^Va
•64,269,042, •60,SI2,667

Rxrr<(nrrt-iti.

Ordinary expenditure 211.848 277^ 217 607 Wi
Extraordinary rxpendititrt. 69,49«4>S8' »,.V^KOHa

Total espendilarw.
271,346 210 254 0rt3 33S
•:>4.2tS>,i42 •.V>,812.6'm

Tha prlfirlpal Mwrr* of rrvvnne In the budget of the city

of Pari* I* <W>m loll* upon article* of general consunipllon,

callr.1 r/fmr« d'nrl'oi, wh'ch were calrulale.1 In prn<luce H2.-
3n8.2''iO f^mnc• in the tmr 187* The prlnripal branch of ex-

penditure I* foe Intent and sinking fund ff U»e muniri^l
debt, set down at 10rt.'i77.2ll ftanc. In U»e budget for 1«.8

The nominal capiul of the debt of Ihe clfv of Ihiri* at the end
of 8eniember. 1878. amonntH to 1 JI7'i,rtnn.nnr) fVaoc*. or

•.T»4.(VlO,0f*V To Ihl* was addnl a loan of 825 000.000 franc*,

or •66.000.nf10, lwtie.1 in DerembcT, 1<>7<', and raising the total

4tbt to 2,295,0110/XX) fhmcs, or 46e,*Vi0,0O0.
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Banks. Besides the two banking companies especially

founded with a view to assi.-it agriculture, of which notice has

been taken under that heading {cre'/il/oncier. creilit mobilier),

there are other establislnnents of credit which ptirtake of the

n.Tture of public institutions, and mu.*t not be passed over in

silence wiicn speaking of French tr.ide. The first of them is

the BaiK/iie ile i-VaHCf, founded in the year VII. (1799), and
definitely organized by the law of April 26, 1806, which gives

the managenient*of the bank to a governor and two deputy-
povjrnors appointed by the chief of the state, and assisted

by a council of fifteen re%enlx and three ceiifeurs elected by
the shareholders. The capital of the Bank of F. is 182,500,000

francs. Besides issuing bank-notes, which circulate as freely

as gold, the bank has the power to discount bills and letters of

exchange at three months, when endorsed by three signature.s;

to collect bills payable given to it by private persons or com-
mercial houses for that purpo.se ; to receive deposits and open
current accounts ; and to keep in trust the coupons, deeds,

silver and gold bars, bullion, and jewels which may be
intrusted to it, at the rate of one per cent per annum.
The Biak of F. has now a branch in each department. In

Fig. 207. — CH.iTE.io de Chexonceaux.

the following towns, Bourg, Cahors, Tarbes. Aurillac, Mende,
Tulle. Digne, Belfort, Foix, Gap, Mont-de-Marsan, La Roche-
sur-Yon, and Meaux, these branche-s are not yet open ; but
the law ha-s been pa.«ised, and their being opened is only a
question of time. This establishment is the great instrument
of credit in the country. It has more than once supported
the government by loans in difflcult circumstances. The gov-
ernment, which holds a great number of its shares, is therefore
interested in its preservation, and, when money is unusually
scarce, gives to its notes the value and privileges of coin, by
decreeing what is called the coitrs force. This measure wa'«
resorted to during the late war, and confidence in the bank
remaineU unshaken. During the year 1876 the quotation of
the shares of the Bank of F. fluctuated between 3,875 and 3,470
francs. Of other banks the Camploir <!' E<cnini>te, which
dates from 1848 and was reorgJinized in 1854. the SnriMe ge-
nerate rf<? CrerJil iniliistrifl et commrrcinl, founded in 1859 after
the model of the London joint-stock banks, the Societe gene-
rate pour /uuorifer U ilecfloppemeiit flu Cnwmerc et tie I' In-
dustrie en France, established in 1864, whose specinl feature is

to endeivor to make use of checks popular in F.,and the Cnh^e
rlei hep '4$ et Coinptes-cnurniits, are also worth mentioning.
Among the local banks, the Crerlit Lynnnais, the Btim/ue Pnnx-
ienne, the Colonial Banks, and the Bank of Algeria may be
named as the most important.

Coinage. The coining of money is carried on by private
contractors under the strict superintendence of the state.

There are now in F. six hotels des monnaies (mints), in Mar-
seilles, Bordeaux, Lille, Lyons, Paris, and Rouen respectively.

Paris is the chief centre, and the other mints hardly now issue

anything except copper coins. F"rom 1795 till the 1st of Jan-
uary, 1874, the quantity of gold and silver moneys coined in F.
was as stated below :

—
Gold.

Francs.
Coins of 100 francs 44 346.400

50 " 46.588.700
" 40 " 204.432.360
" 20 " 6.273.174.360
" 10 " 965.051.690
" 6 " 210,947,190

Silver.

7.744.520.700
or, §1,548,904,140

Coins of 5 francs
2 '•

1 "
" 0.50 centimes

0.20

1795-18;i. 1872.

Francs
4,685.641.250

70.512.344

86.998.118
40.480,856
2,504,728

Francs
389.190

7,547.1

15.958 333
2,943,258

1873.

Francs.
154.649 045
1,056152

19101
645,862

4,886,137.296 26.838.339 156,270,160

Total, 5,069.245.825 francs,

or, *1,013,849,165.

This amount (with 307,232,889 francs value recoined) is ap-
portioned thus among the different governnientti which have
ruled F. during the period specified :

—

Gold. Silver. Total.

First Republic...
Bonaparte and
Napoleon I....

Louis XVIII. ...

Charles X
Louis Philippe .

.

Second liepublic.

Louis Bonaparte
and Napoleon
III

Francs.

528.024.440
389.333 060
52.918.920
215 912.800
427,282,860

6,151.961,600
50,169,880

Francs.

106,237,265

887,83f',035

614,8£0.110
632 511320

1,756.938.333

459,248,282

626.294 792
221,605,707

Francs.

106,237,265

1.415.854,496
1.004.163.170

685.430.240
1.972.851.133

886,631,142

6,778.256,892

271,676,687Third Republic.

Total
1

7.815.603.56o' 5 3'^5.395.854

Sl,563,122,712 $1,061,079,170

13,120.999,414

S2,624,19J,883

Money is reckoned by the franc of 100 centimes, in Tahie
19.3 cents.

Weights and Measures. The basis of all French measure-
ments is the mitre (see Metric System). The measures in
common use are here given, with their English equivalents :

—
Gramme = 15.434 grains troy, or

about 30 grammes
equal to an ounce.

Kilogramme = 2.106 lbs. avoirdupois.
Quintal Metrique = 220 '"

"

Tonneau = 2200 " "

Litre, Liquid Measure = 1 76 Imperial pints.

Hectolitre \\i''i"i^^^'^'''"'
= 22 " pllons

I
Dry Measure . = 2 <5 bushels.

Mitre = 3 28 feet or 39 37 inches.
Kilomitre = 1093 yards, or nearly 6 fur-

longs, or I mile.

^^';/ ^"*«| = 35.31 cubic feet.

Hectare = 2 47 acres.

Kilomitre Carri = 247 acres, or 22 E. C. to 1

pq mile.

Colonies. Thecolonies of F., an account of which will be found
under the particular headings, are, — in Asia, Pondicht?ry,

Karikal. Mahe, Vanaon, Chandernagor, and Surnte, and the

French Cochin-China : in y</ri>a, SenegJil, with the i<land of

Gor<?e, the inland of Reunion or Bourbon, the islands of Sitinte-

Marie de Madagascar, Mayotte, and Nossi-Be . in Anitricn,

Martinique, Guadeloupe, St. Bartht'lemy, French Guiana, and
the islands of St. Pierre and Miqueion ; in Orennia. the

Marquesas Islands, Tahiti, and New Caledonia Among these

settlements, Martinique, Guadeloupe, Ia Rt^union, Cochin-
China, and Guiana are, properly speaking, the only colonies,

the rest being rather mercantile" stations, except perhaps the
French possessions Q«ar Madagascar and in the Pacific Ocean,
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which h«Te better prtxprru, anJoo* of which. N»w C'•l<^loub,
DOW coutaiDi the priiMl|Ml pvuilrotkar; rXablUhmrnt* iiiaiu-

taiiiF'i atipiita >>y f*. All tliMP roloutr* i>ubuilt(rU. till \^\, to

what wxt ralltrU the rolimial |»c(, which buuuj thrro to F to
rlnsrljr aii-J jralutuly that thvv coulii mJe with no othrr oa-
tioa than t.'ir iitothrr-rouiilry. Tlit< oialr of alTjin ha< tirrn

K>atly rhaiigrO, rliirdy for Martiiii<|ur. Ouaik-ii>up«, aoU 1^
uoion ; aitii hut fur rouw (>riTilr>;n uf iia«t|(atiua ami touir

(|>rcUl taxr*. tra<l« with the coluiiin i» almu<t a* frrr a* trsje
with F. ittrll — lu the abote li»l i< not luclujr-i Alj;vrii,

which ha« a gorrmnicnl ami law> duiinct troni Ui« uihrr culu-

Bkal potMy»iun«, briiij lo»ke>l upon, partly from ll* pr«iiuiity

to F., anJ partly from M-nrmg ai caiup anil prBClkr-BrlJ of a
larj^ pnrtiou of the •taujiiig artuy , aa a aioi« imiueiliatc auocx
o( the itiotherj-ouiitry

Ufaporit F 14 but Trry itia4l«<]uately proTitlrd with har-
bor*, her lon{ trtct of oKut wa.«hc<l by ttx Atlantic aiij the
Bay of Ui<cay ha« tcairrly tlirer ur four K'XmI Maportu, and
tho4e on the wHithrro tbore of the CUanitel form a •Iriltiiii;

eontrB.>t to the (pacioui maritime inleUi on the Kiii;li<h dile

To begin from the N K , lin»kitk haa a vaiall harbor en-
Urged, however, by docks, and appr<uchrd in the Dutch man-
ner, by a canal leading from tlie «ea. (<i/aij, one of the be«t

Krtaoa Ihecoaat, i« not tobeeompared with UoTrr. Bouloifne
• roadstead, which ha* been of late greatly deepened and

iuiproeed The port of Ditppf is exp^wed, and of rourm un-
•uitable for winter The bent nten-anlile harbor in the .\ . of K

,

Lt H<iet', at the mouth of the Mne, hu i^rge ba>in« and docltn,

fumi«d at a eery grent expenae. ChtrboHfn in now a port and
•nwtial of grvtt utility an<i importance to the natr. A^. Malo,
on the N caa«t of Hrittany, po««e-se« a g<>n<l and lar^e har>>or,

with quays eilenling to a length of 'J,'J>,5 mFtn-* (3,2^)1 yard:')

;

lU mtrance is pr«tecfe^l by fortitlc 1 ulels UrHtany ai«> jw*-

•••M BftU, thejtrrat marlliinv port of the .\tlantic for the nary,
•iHl.lOlheS SS ., LoritHt. I'rocc^liiig further to the S., wc find

K9»if, with its two ports at the mouth of the Loire, Pannbaiif
•Oil 51. Snzatri : Lu Sabln ifOlnHnr, now connected with
Liwrpool by a regular scrrico of steaiiier.'t ; Rochefort , on the
ChareuCe, one of the great docltyards and naral station.' ; Ln
HothtlU, a small but ». cure hirbor ; ami Borrlenujt, where the
Oiroode i« nearly equal in width to the Thames at L,ondon.
From thU there U no seap>rt worthy of mention until we
raach Bn>)onHe, a phice of difflcult acceas. On the MeiliU-mi-
MD, F has the ports of C^lle. Mars*iUe$ (the mo^t upocious
•ad Mcure on the roa.<t), Sirr, and the great maritime port,

arsMMltaod dockyard of Tou'on These ports are below wpt-
nl«ly ciTen in thwr alphabetical order, and more or loss brledy,
aeeorJiag to their reUtire commercial importance.

BttlfHttm la a strongly fortine>l place in the department of

BmmS Pyr^n^vs, at the conHueiH-e of the Nere with the Adour,
M m. W.N. W. nf l'au,ln Ion 43' 2a' 29" N., Ion. P28'3.3" W.
It U • flu* and rich •Ity , and a flrst-elass fortress The harbor
la Ian* *n<l eominodious ; but there is a dtngerous l>ar at \i*

outa. B has esi«n«ire yarils for the building of nhips of
war aod BMrrhaul-res>e!s. Its commerce is rlila-lly with
Spain : it has no dirrct tra<le with America The liams of

B. !»*• loag enjnye>l a hi/h celebrity. Pop. 22,3)7.

Ktr^mtHX t* one of tlw nnfwt and wealthieat cnmmerrial
cillaa of f , fomicr.y the capiul of tlulenne and Itunlelai*,

•otf BOW tlM capital of the department of <Slr>mde. It I* situ-

al«aS70m S K of Paris, In lat 44 liV N , Ion > 2r>' W .. on
tto* laft bank of the tiaronne, about ti\ m from its mouth, and
1b tiM BltiUI* of an raleft>l*e plain, which r(itnpri«r« the dl*-

MelafMiUoe, well known (or Its red winm Opposite the city

Um ri**r makM a semiclreular rur«e, and wldrn< out Into an
•Stanslee l>asin, which •erm as a h<rt>or, and i< llite<| with
quay* of> both •I'les for a distance of .3 ro. This port It ca-

^bU of arcomniolatlnc upwards of !,<•>) vwmpIi, and such
aa do not eire»l HSJ toot can come up tn the town. Mliipa of
tiM gl*ato*t urllnary lonaagw htea depth en<Hig'i as flir as

PaalTlae, about 3i> m from tb* mouth nf the rlrrr. The trad*

OfB I* very ei!en*iTe, p>r«l<'uUriy In wIdm. and has under-
goaa a rvmarfcabl* >lerrln|inient since the Intmluctton nf

rallraa<l« and •tpam«hlp« Kor a long lime B. was greatir In-

4»bt«<l to the Lsngtie lor canal, but this nteant of communl-
Catton Is now nf nilii<ir Inipnrttnra Tlie trvtst eatne nf the
•iport and lm|inrt ira-le It annually about 4175 (I'tl.nn, about
a Ihirl helongtnit to (Irral tIriUIn In |4Tt Ih* Tslne of B
»|i>e« ei|K>rt>-l ff..m F waa upwarit of WS.mii.rtSt. and tha
br4ndy an-i li |iirur> from II lisvlf cnnnallr prt«tuc« about
f&,On),flJi| Ttw other artV-lM rVpnrtvd comprt»e mm,
fruits, sugar. WOO.I. rwin, rsgs. mallrr, tariar gtmit, |n<llcn,

aiKl oatlTe manuf.ir(ur*«. Khlp-I>u|l<llng U a leading Indutirr,
the number offlrutt In that 'lepartntMit Mng almul |w»nlT in

JHTH In tite •anw )e»r X>) •r«w|t lirlnngml to the port, wllb
a total lonntge of up«ar<l< nf'.rl.ttn Ion* P»p W.'aEl

/loM/0'/He-sMr> .Ifer. a fori I Ae- 1 arapnrt, in the i|e]Mrt-

ment of Pa«-<l«-<'sUit It tlfuatx! on the thor* nf the Kngllth
Channel, St the mouth nf the rievr I4ai>e. In lal W SS' ^.,
Ion. I 3'i' K , l.*7 m. from Part* The entnnc* to llie hsrbnr
cf B., which it ti-ltl, i< formed br Iwn k>n( pirrt runnirc nut
from th* mouth of the river and serrtng d\ir1n( flne w*aiher
as excellent nrnmenaiWs . On tha tr»*i«m tkl* It the basin
•sraraUtl by Nspnleon fbr bit floitlU nf Bat-bo(t<i«n«<| boau
la U04. A larg* wM dock.cooatnaeiadalaeaM ofapwardaof

9I,25<>,i>JU, was opened in li^T?, aodaddi greatly to the fiirilitiea

of the iMirt. it* arra bring 17 acres and (be length of its qus\-
wall \yjJ >ards. The drcth of water in the harbor is 23 (tt-t

at tpring-tlde and tiearl) 3* at neap-tide : in the sluice of the
Huatiii); ba>lu the numbers are 'Jtii and '£i^ rrspectiTrlr. The
foreign roinuirrre of B contitts ctiielty in the Iniportalioo of
ntaoutBr(umi guodi, ju(e, »ilk, Auttralian wool, ctal, marhin-
ery, hardwares, paper ltaui;>»g*, mall, brer, and chemicals : and
the eiportatiou of wine, brandy, egg*, ardOcial l)u«rr!>, haber-
dashery , and musical iu>(rumrDt». The total value of th*
exports in 1H7H was t<i7.sm,o;o, aud of the impr>rU. ^Cl ,()•>,

•

03U. In the value and exlrut of iu ftthrnrt U is exrrrdrd by
BO seaport in F The m<«t important branch is (he berriog-
flshery, which is prosecuird norihwards along (he shores uf
S-otland , next In value is the nuckerrl-flshrr) ,and next again
(he Iceland cod. B has for a long time been one of the most
.Angllcijed of Kreoch cities ; and in the touritt seaM>n a con-
tinuous stream of Kngli^h travellers reach the t'ontineul at

this point. There it regular steamboat service betarrn th*
port and Kolkestooe, the average |«*aage occupying 2l hours,
or about three quarter* of an hour longer than from Calais to

Dover. Pop. 4<J,"75.

Hrrat Is a strongly forilfled maritime town in the depart-

ment nf KInlstrrr, on the N . tide of a spacious and magnihcent
land-locke<t bar, near the extremity of (he (lenintuU of Brit-

un», 310 m. W. ». W of Paris, in lat. 4»" i3' 3-J " X . Ion 4'

2S*"i5" W It occupies the slopes of two hills. divi<lrd by th*
river Penfeld, the part of the town on the lefX bank being re-

ganlcd as U. proper, while (he part on the right is known as

Kcrnuvmnce, from the chaprl nf (he Virgin, (n whom (h*
shipwrecked sailors used to addrrss (heir praxers for (he re-

covery of (heir property. The harbor, situate l)e(«een B and
Kccouvrance, is in (he form of a long canal, and is ca|iablr of
contniniug W ships nf the line. The gn-at convict esiabllsh-

uienl, which formerly held some 3,fMi convicts, was vacadd
In IWU, and is now used as a siorehnuse. The government
naval arsenal and dockyard are very extensive, and (he II pi-

tal de la .Marine ron(ains 2G wards, each with IZ be«ls. The
manufactures are few, and the trade is of small extent con>i<l-

ering (he excellence of (he ports, being principally limited

to the supplying of provi>ious to the town and military post.

Pop. G6.H2a
Cnlait is a fortified seaport town in (he department of Pas-

dc-ralals, 224 m. K. 8. K. of Dover, and W> m. from Paris, in

lat. GO' 57' 46" N., Ion. I 61 K The harl>or is shallow, ad-
mitting vessels of from 400 to 600 tons only at high vratrr

There are (wo ligh(houses at the entrance of the harbor, and
as-ill larger one on the fortifications, with a revolving light

visible 20 miles o(T The lni|)orts are chiefly from tiieat

Britain. The manufacture of lyUe, or bobbiuet. Is one of
the main sources of prosperity of the town and suburb*.
Steamers carrying the mails cm** twice a day to Dover and
bark. It Is the principal landing-place for Knglish traveller*

on the Contliieni. The terminus of the propo^^ tunnel t«-

nea(h the Channel Is near Sangatte, a village ('. ni. W. of C.

The project has recelvetl the saurtion of the French and Eng-
lish govrmnienO Pop 1U,843

Crtlf. InUt 43^ 24 N , Ion 3^ 42' E . Is situated In tb«
department of llerault, on the narrow strip of land which
se|>arates the Clangor lagtxin of Tliau from the sea, 16 m.
!*. W, of Montpellier. It forms one emtiourhure of (be (irrat

Canal of lAnguedoe, a circumstance (o which Its rise and
pn>siieH(y is alone attributable, as the p«rt ks not very good,

nor has It the natural twilltle* for becoming so: it has also a
canal mmmunlcatkon wi(h tti* Rhone The harbor, which
has fmm 1)1 In li) fret water, and can accommodate alHiu( 4<<0

vessels, is fnmw-d by two lateral mole*, with a brvakwater
arrTMs (he entrance The moles are forilfled. and on the prin-

cipal nn* Is a Itghlhouse. elevated m fret alwive (he level of
the sea. A coiuiderable trade It carried nn In th* wine* and
lirandle* of I.«ng\ie<lr«-, of which C Is the depot. The sall-

Wf>rlt* on the adjoining lagnon are pre((y ex(enslve ; a* are also

th* AsberVs, pariirularly (hat of sardines C has regular

steam-communicadon wi(h Algiers, and (he chief porta on (be

R. roast of .'(|aln. Al'out Vti.i**) tons of shipping (iiKludiog

roaster*) cn(*r annually. Pop 2''.1'>3

(.'hrrhnurfi is a s(rongly fordfleil seaport town, and one of

th* principal naval depots nf tf.. In (he depar(ment of (he

Manche, In lal 49' 43' 0" N., Ion T 85" W., al (he tmllom of

a bav lhrme<l by Cape Is-vl on (he K and Cape I,a llogue on

lb* Vr ,at the mouth of the IHveKe, iHft m W S. W of Paris

It* prtnclptti ln(er»»( Is derive.! fr«m lu arsenal and forilBia-

(ton* Fmm Its advanced position in the Kngll'h Channel, It

ha* long been a fiivorite object with the French fi>vemn>eiil

In render C a grvwt naval stronghold, and a trcurr a*iliim (or

ship* of war; and, to aceomplt*h lhl«. vast sums have torn

expemlfd upnn It The harhtirs for merrhantmen and ve»»r;s

of war are quK* ilittinrt from each other The latter, which
wa* const ruc(e<l bv Nspoleon I , It a magtilf*cent work,exca-

vate<l out of the »oll.| mck . It 32S yarrli l..ng bv 2.'iO wWe, and
capable of accommnUtlng fifl sail of the line, which may enter

at wilt, tlwre being 'f, feet of vrater al low ebb There are,

baside*. 4 superb gT*ving-.lncks, and a h*»ln. Near lb* nsval

port Vs tb« great and »x(*n*i»» dnckTard. tie Th* roadslead

ore. UeiM oftbabatt In tb* channel, and capable of roouia-
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ing 400 sail. It is defended on all sides by batteries, and
furtlicr protected from N. winds and heavy seas by a massive
l>reakwater, commenced in 1784, and finally completed by
Napoleon III., in 1884. Its length is 4,120 yards ; breadth at

base, 262 feet, and at Its summit 101 feet. On its central part

a battery is erected As a commercial port, C. is of compara-
tively small importance. Pop. 38,338.

itiepp'' is a seaport town of the department of Seine-Inft!-

rieure, at the mouth of the Arques. on the English Channel,
38 m N of Rouen and 92 m. N. W. of Paris. The port, en-

closed by two jetties and bordered by quays, can accommodate
from 60 to 80 ves.sels under 600 tons ; but it dries at low water,

and it is otherwise inconvenient. D. has an active general

trade, ship building doclis, manufactories of ivory-wares,

watches, lace, etc., and it is a packet station, communicating
d.iily by steamboats with Newhaven, England. D. is also

largely concerned in the herring, maclterel, and oyster fish-

eries. It is a fivorite seasi le resort. Pop. 19,946.

Dunkirk [Fr /J/tnfci'r^Kff], a strongly fortified seaport in
the department of Nord. is on the Straits of Dover, 194 m. N.
from Paris, in lat. 51^ 2' N., Ion. T 22' 32" E It is divided
into three parts : the town proper, which is the centre of
trade ; the low town, containing the principal industries ; and
the citadel, including docks and granaries, and containing the
houses of laborers and .sailors. D. is both a naval port and
one of the merchant ports of Paris, and has two harbors, its

maritime trade employing about 5,000 vessels, with a tonnage

consumption are imported thither. Nearly double the quan-
tity of goods, estimated by weight, is annually imported at
Marseilles ; but the total value of the imports at Hivre
amounts very nearly to that of those at the former port. The
principal imports are cotton, sugar, coffee, linen thread and
iineii goods, rice, indigo, tobacco, hides, dyewoods, spices, drugs,
timber, iron, tin, dried fish, grain and flour from the U. States,

etc. H. receives the ^ of the cotton imported into F., and is

in this respect to F. what Liverpool is to England. The prin-
cipal exports are silks, woollen and cotton stuffs, lace, gloves,
and shoes, trinkets, perfumery, champagne and other wines,
brandy, glass, furniture, books, etc. H. is to the N. of F.
what Marseilles is to the S., to which it is second in the num-
ber of its mercantile marine. Be.«ides the navigation of the
Seine, II. is connected with Paris by lines of railroad, and is

visited annually by about 3.000 vessels engaged in the foreign
trade, and about 3,.500 coasting vessels. Line.* of sailing ships

are established between H. and New York, New Orleans, etc.

A regular intercourse is kept up with New York by means of
steamers of the Compagnh. TransatlantigHe, which is here
located, and of the German line of Hamburg, which has a sta-

tion at H. Most of the goods imported into H. are destined
for the internal consumption of F. The coasting and the for-

eign trades are of considerable importance, and are steadily

increasing. The harbor, which takes in ships drawing 24 feet

at all tides, consists of 3 basins separated from each other and
from the outer port by 4 locks. A large body of water being

Fig 208. — Mont St. Michel.

of 270,000. The docks- occupy about 100 acres. It possesses
sugar-refineries, stiirch-manufactories, distilleries, foundries,
and large ship-building yards. The fisheries of the coast are
valuable and extensive. Pop. 35,012.

Ji'ecanip, a seaport town in the department of Seine-
InftJrieure, is situated on the English Channel, at the mouth of
a small cognominal river 23 m. N.N. E. of Hivre. It occupies
the bottom and sides of a narrow valley opening out towards
the sea, between two cliffs, on one of which stands a light-
house. Its port, though small, is one of the best on the Chan-
nel, and has been greatly improved by the ccmstruction of an
inner port with a fine quay, etc. It carries on a considerable
trade in Baltic and colonial produce, brandy, salt, etc : and
sends out vessels to the whale, cod, mackerel, and herring
fisheries. In 1878 there entered 178 vessels, with a total ton-
nage of 27,167. The river affords abundant water-power for
numerous cotton, oil, and other mills. Fecamp has aUso sugar
refineries, tanneries, building-docks, and manufactures of
hardware, candles, soda, etc. Pop. 12,651.
UAvre, or Le IIAnre, is the principal commercial seaport

on the VV. coast of F, in the department of Seine-lnftj-
rieure, on the English Channel, near the mouth of the Seine,
on its northern bank, 109 m. W. N. W. of Paris, in lat. 49^ 29'

14" N., Ion. 0^ 6' 38" E. It wa.s a sivying of Napoleon 1. that
" Paris, Rouen, Le Havre, ne forment qu'une seule ville, dont
la Seine est la grande rue." H. being, in fact, the seaport of
Paris, most of the colonial and foreign products destined for its

retained by a sluice and discharged at ebb-tide, clears the
entrance to the harbor, and prevents the accumulation of filth,

sand, etc. Cape de la Ileve, forming the northern extremity
of the Seine, liesN.N. W. from Havre, distant about 2^ ni . It

is elevated 390 feet above the level of the sea, and is sur-
mounted by 2 lighthouses 50 feet high. These, which are 326
feet apart, exhibit powerful fixed lights. There is al.so a bril-

liant harbor light at the entrance to the port, on the extremity
of the western jetty. H. has 2 roadsteads. The greater or
out road is about a league from the port, and rather more than

J
league W. S. W. from Cape de la Heve : the little or inner road

IS about J league from the port, and about i of a mile S S.E.
from Cape de la Heve. They are separated by the sandbank
called Leclat, between which and the bank called Lff Hautts
de la Kade is the N. \V. passage to the port. The Hoc, or S.

pas.sage, lies between the last-mentioned bank and that of
Amfar. In the great road there is from 6 to 7J fathoms «-ater

at ebb : and in the little, from 3 to 3J. Large ships always
lie in the former. The rise of the tide is from 22 to 27 feet;

and by taking advantage of it the largest class of merchnntnien
enter the port The water in the harbor does not begin per-

ceptibly to subside till about 3 hours after high water,—

»

peculiarity ascribe<l to the current down the Seine across the

entrance to the harbor being sufficiently powerful to dam up
for a while the water in the latter. Large fleets, taking advan-
tage of this circumstance, are able to leave the port in a single

tide, and get to sea, even though the wind should be unfavor-
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able- — There bvlungt^l to the fort. in IST"!, 422 n>efThant-»e«-

eU, of the mgi^reeKte burtleu uf 14^ 211 ii-iii Fop hC>,41T.

Ptioiai;t. Vtoox the outer rubl^traU 28 fraur* per In 100
toiu ; 2C> frmnc* 'M do. ; 23 frmort 3il du ; uid the pilot to be
fed. If the Teaael ba bauxkd Dcurrr the port, the rhar](e U
IcjHcned accordinfljr. Bo«tj, froiu U to UJ fniuci, tccordiug to

the Jiilanre.
HnrtxMT liulti. I. It U forbidden to harr (Ire, or lifted

eaudle, or to •iiiobe on ImarU *hip» in the harbor. 2. Vewclt
CuutluK into and l.tiiig iu Ihedurk* luuot have the lower and
topvanU tupped up, jib-boc>ui9 and uuirtinipiltv nsKed in, and
atichort taken in The wharf aiong^ide the ire»vl oiuat tie

•wept -»ery eTruing. 3. .No guiipuwUer (whatrrcr niay lie

the v(Uiulit> ), i» allowed to rvutain on board, and uiu>t be de-
posited in the gunpowder war«hoii<«. 4 Ail foreign milun
found away fW>ui tbrir i>hip« *fii-r h) o'clock at nl|thl, froui the
lit of .\pril to the Ut of IK-tober, and after 9 orloik frum the
lat of October to tMk Ut of April, ahall l>e roovetrd to priton

and ftoed. Sailor* are forbidden to wt«r •heathiug-kuiTe*
aihore. 5. The nianile^t of the cargo, »i^iied bv the captain,
uiiut ba eibiblied to and ri^iml by the ru»loni-h<>ui>e ofllcer*

belbrv being taken aihurv. The rr<uel mu>t tw rv|>orlrd at tlw
cuatom-bouM within 24 hour* aftvr arrival. 6. T»bar<-o, nuuff,

*«(an, looM or iu buxra, belougmg tu the captain, offlrern, and
mariiien tobedn-larrd aa exactly ax pn«»ilile. .\ll the tobacco,
•ouff, and tegar< declared or iiotdoclarv<l, to berxhibite<l to the
ciutom-houw officer* when they come and uiake tite Tiiit on
boanl After >uch exhibition, if an> <|iianiity of tuttacco and
Mgar* be found on board, it Khali he iteixed. the captain ^hall

beeondaatiMd to pay a fine which may be aa high ax UfJ franca,

Mid the abip (hall be conHwatcd.
Lm Korhellr b a forlifleii Deaport of the -department of

Cbareote-Iuferivure. on an ioli-tof the Ujiy of lliM<a\ , foniied by
Uie lalandi Kt^ and Oleron, SA) m. N \V. of l>ari«.' The inner
harbor, which hm* two baxin*, in which ahip^ of any xize may
iwtuaia afloat, la (urrounded by flue tjuayx ami commodiouii
dorka. clo«e to which lie the principal i>tre<'tit and Miuarea.
I'he principal exportu are wine and brandy. Cop 15,t>ti

l^nlrMl \* a leaport of Uie dopnrtinent of Morbihnii, at the
eonriuence of the Scorff with the HIavet, at the head of the Bay
of Port Louii, about 3 ui from the .\tlaiitic, and 2U N. W. of
Vanuea. The harbor i^i ample, secure, and of ea-iy accei^, and
boi\lared by One tiuays, on which are Urge and commodious
tmlldiog* Like Bmt, it is a natur,U dix-kyarl; ana port of
war It raoka thini, and ax a port of conxtruction it rankx fir«t.

Mora ihip* of war are now built at Lorieut than at any other
port ia F. \U trade \t chiefly coaatwiM. Pop. 37.055.

Jfararif/cA [Kr. .Va/5r///' ] ix a large commercial city and
tha chief teaport of F., capital of the department of Bouches-
4a-Rhdea,OD the K xile of a bay of the (iulfof hvonx, 42L) in.

8.B. or Pari*, in lat 43 - 17' 4^" N.. Ion. 5° 22^' K. It ix xit-

Mfttad In tha centre of a plain about 7 m. bnutd, bounded by
Mty bill* as'euding in t)ie f>mi of a creareiit until each ex-
ttmuAtJ fvarhea the aea The |H>rt ronxi^ta of the natural har-
bor, Ckllail r»«.r Port, and t le two bwinx foniieil within the
Braik»»tar, ealk^l i«xpectiTeiy Pirl ih ia Jolirttt an<l Port
HmmUom. The Vtaui Port, about 1 .HO') yanlt long and 3X)
•Via, baa • venr narrow eotraoce between two ol.l forta, but
la ooa of tha mtrn t porM in the world. l>re<lging-uuu-hio«<i are
fe«aUaUjr at work to maintain a unlfunn depth of about
Ufcai Ihroofhoot ttia Old Port, which ix exrluxlrely rexerred
lbr«Ulog ahipx, which uxually lie in tierx on tlie N and 8.

iidaa,MM moxtl) dlM-harge their cargoea over their Ixiwa on tn

tha >|lt«]ra A breakwater, 2.4<lil in<-trva !<«:, lie* off tile land
oa tha N «Ue of the Old Port, and hax a llzhth<Hi<e on Mch
aad. A **aael on rounding the S entrance of Ihia bmk water
•etan tha port of i^ Jfliette (o the left, a l>axin about eiJO

jrsria loag b/ aUjut 4 )) wi.ie It ix Burround»l on all >i<lea by
•paatooa quay*, and fumixheal with iron tramwaya for the coa-
VajMiea of iperrhaodiae in railway trucki to tlw dork building*
•ail railway atation l.a Jollrtle la uwl for ateatn aa well a<
fDCaailiiig re^M-lx of ronxilerat'le ilrmught of water ; the whole
N. and atM>ut half the W xldra being rrarrrnl for the fleet of
laawablpx belonginz to (he Mma(rr,ti Saiionattt. An open-
iafwlth a turning bri l,ce levdxfrom l>a Jolteiie to the Port Na-
WtWon, which l« r<>n*l lerably more x|«rioua than the former
0« Ua B. atda there are two baxloa, '!» I^i*rtt and ifA'tni,
ntCh aparclous <|uaya f>r the whole In tliix harbor the ahlpa
Na broailaide on to tite wharrex, aitd diarhargr their rargnee
Tba great dork warvhouxe* form a range of building* of alooe
•nd iron, xix aiori/-a hijh, and capable of ronUliiTng 40.1100

tooa of general men-htn.ltMi. In both 'if tbe<« artiflclal porta
there la ample d'pih of water for the largx^l ahipx, but un-
fcrtunately neither o( them l< Tery aafa when (he wind blow*
Ttolaativ from the N W or M K Ttie whole, including the
oM baroor, woul I contain at one time aa many ax 3.<'l) Tp<arla

Tha lalaa of Rttumeau an-l Pom>-(uc«. and that naitml after

tba ealebratail Ohtteau d If, all fortlfWxl, lie In a rluxleroff the
port, tba latter dixtnnt aUtut li m In a W .H. W dinrtton
Kattooaau and Pomeguea are cmineri^l by a breakwater, and
thu* form a eery rnnrenlent port, almoal esriualrely uae<l for

the quarantine xerxk-e Ouiai.leof thexelxlandi Ilea a reef with
• llfhtbouaecalled /.« /''oM'" In UI 4.')o ll'.'VI" N ,loa. 60 13'W U, It Ixdixtant attout 4| m. from the ixlan<l La Maire,
lyint to the K. of ii, both of tbeoi balDg about 7 m. ttvm Iha

t'bitcau d'lf. The cuatom-bouae ia on the quay of the Old
Port, and there ia a branch at Port de la Jolirtte, principally

(or the examination of pa«»«uger*' luggage The Tribunal of
t'ommercv ^itx in the Kxchaugt-, and the judge* are prriixlically

elected fn>m anioiigxt the Irailmg merchantx. All the priiici|>al

mrrcaulilr offi< e> are near the head of the Old Port. Vr^wia
appruarhlug ttie liartior of M generally hrate to for a pilot on
appruachiuj tlie i>laudx,aud tliet amharKed pili'tajje whether
they lake one or nut. I''reiich >lii(>x and foreign rexM-l« hating
reciprocity tn-atirx, upwardx of W) toux burden, \<»\ (lt pilot-

age 22 centime* i^er (on inwardi, and 15 outwarJx. If the
pilot ia taken un board (j or 7 m off the port, the lull charge
i< |>aid ; it b reduci-d i if be roue* on l«ard 2 ur 3 m. off, and
j If he come* on b<«nl at (he en(rance of (he port. Imuiedi-
atel) un receiving pratiijue, the abipia taken to the old or new
harbor, according to the nature ul llie cargo xhe liax on Uard,
ur thu guodx xlie may hare to take in. Ihe otilt charge levi-

able on xhipx Ti>iting M. couxiid of a amati pa>nieni at (he
health office for the bill of health It amouoix to from 5 (o 15
centime* per ton. There are no tonnage, anchorage, or light

due* of any xort. Balla't ix of coune paid fi>r VexxeN ran
be well repaired at M., but the cbargra are high. The chargea
for docking are aa fuilow* :

—

tilling SAipt.

Franc*. Centime*.
Enleriog Into and tearing Uic dry duck on the

aanie day , |ier ton SO
For every day beyond the fint day and per ton 40

SUtttnthips.

Franci Centime*.
Entering into and tearing the dry dock on the
aame day, per horxepower 4

Fur every day beyond the fint day and per
horae-power 2

No payment will be received on any nailing Te»»el for lexi

than 250 tonx. No payment will be received on any xteam-
Tex>el for le»a than GO horse-power. L i>un atcaiii-vexarb

whoae horac-iMiwiT exceedx that of 250 horsex, the pricca above
mentioned will b«' reiluced } for every lu>rxe-po«er al ove the
25*) first and up to 4<>0. and 1 for all Im-voimI the firat 400. For
sailing ahips upwardx of l.UtJU tonx, the foregoing price* will l>e

reducctl ^ for every ton above the flrxt I.IKV and up to 1*100,

and J for every ton above 1 ,500 — The Hutr> of thr karl/or are

the aame aa tfaoae enrorretl in the port of lUrre, and given
almve. — The approarbei to the port are admirably lighted,

and the service is kept up nitliout any charge to the xhipping
The different light* in the bay or at the entrance of the p<irt

are dexcribed at the end of thix article. The uiixtral.or N. W.
wind, Ix the prevailing one : it blowi in very lieavy gu>l«, which
render the approach to Ihe port of M excee<lingly difficult at

time*, and Vexxela rarely leave the port until it xulixlde*.

M. U a city of great anti(|uit> , and ha* long eio<>>eil a very
extenxive cooiinerre. It b the grand emporium of the }*. of
France, and Ihe reulre of ,», of itx commerce with the couD-
triea on the .Mediterranean and Black .''^aa. Tlie exporia om-
aUl priiici|ially of xilk atuKa, winea, brandirx, and liquura ;

woollena and lineua ; madder, nil, soap, refined augar. larfum-
ery, aiadonery, verdigrb, and all aorta of colonial prixlucia.

Among the principal im|H>rtx are xugar, coffee, and other colo-

nial product*; d)«atulb; com from tlie Black .S« and the
N. c^iaat of Africa, cotton from ^hOP* '»J America: coal,

linen, thread, and vaHoux dexcription* of nianufaciurrd good*
frtMn EogUnil ; with hkiee. wool, tallow, limtM-r. etc. M en-
giuxaixi alnioat the whole trade belvnen France and Algiers.

It l» now alxo the principal x««l of the intercuurre carried oa
by ateamer* with Malta, Alexandria, and I'ouxtantinople . ami
Iwaide* llie atcainera eniplo>ed by the gnvenintent aa parketi,

It ran upward of 40 ateaniera belonging to private compaolea.
In 1H77 there lielongeil to the |M,rt !*15 sailing anil ateam vea-

aelx of the bur>len of I.Vi,7l4 Ions. In l^tH. 42 Americaa
vetaela ( toanage '>i.737

1 entered, and 24 I loonag* lii,4d4 1 cleared

Ihe port The manuf^ture* of .M. arr very impnrtaol and
varV>ua The moxt Importanl are anap, coral article*, ailk

aluffx, vroollena, cnttona, llnena, bala, leather, aail cloth, china,

alum, xulphur, vitriol, xait, etc. There are, bexidex, reflnerWa

lor xugar, and mauufarturex of vinegar and liquor*. Another
branch of Induxtry Ix the pickling aixl preparing for ex|>orla-

llon of ratiera, olive*, and other (rulta, aa well aa large quantl-

lie* of ftah It baa alao a great variety of Iradea connected

with Ihe building and fitting out of ablpa and stMUuerx.

Pot. Zll.iWO
Snitirm, an Important city and xewport, capital of the

deparnneni of Ixiln-lnfi rieure', ix xiluad.l on the lx.lre, about

."M m Xnm itx uioiilh, 210 in. I* W of Pxri., tn let 47* 13'

•1' N , Ion r 32' 41' W Itx xiliialion rrnderx N the em|>o-

rium of all Ihe rich and exien«lve coonlry traven«l by (he

U>lrr. ao that It haa a prrltv conxt.leral.le lni|xirt and export

trade, partlcularlv with toe Wext Indlex. The exporia coo-

alxt of all aoru of French produce, but principally of brandy,

wine, and vinegar, ailk, wr>ollen, and linen g<>o<lx, leflneO xugar,

«b««l, rye, and other kindx of grain, btxrulta, aantinex. pre-

MTTe*. etc. The prioclpal iroporta are augar, roSee, and otbar
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colonial products, cotton, indigo, timber, hemp, etc N is a
considerable entrepot for the comuieroe of salt, large quan-
tities being made in the department, principally at Noirmou-
tier and Croisic. No vessel drawing more than 11 or 12 feet

can come up to the city, unless at high water a day or two
before /«.'/ and rJiange. Vessels drawing 18 or 19 feet water
come up to I'aimboeuf, about 24 m. lower down the river.

Liirger ships either remain at St. Mazaire, at the mouth of the
river, or at least discharge part of their cargo there. There
are three entrances to the Loire. The first and most generally
frequented is between the bank called Le Four and Point
Cruisic ; there is a second between Im Four and the bank
called La Baiiehe ; and a third, which in southerly winds is

much resorted to, between the latter and the rocks, called La
Coaronne. The navigation, which is naturally rather difficult,

has beeu much facilitated by the erection of lighthouses and
beacons The depth of water on the bar at the mouth of the
river varies from 2 to 2J fathoms. At springs the rise is 14,

and at neaps, 7 or 8 feet. High water at full and change 3}
hours. In 1877 there belong>'d to the port of N , ex-river

craft, coasters, and steamers, 768 ships, of au aggregate burden
of 147,851 tons. N. is the second port in F. for commercial
shipping. The city, with its magnificent quays, its splendid
river dotted with islands, its hand.some bridges spanning its

surface and uniting its different parts, the harbor of Lafosse,

its lofty edifices, its crowd of shipping of all rig and nations,

and its miles of lawn-like meadows stretching far away on
either bank of the Loire and Erdre, produces a coup Wait.

of beauty, magnificence, and prosperity, not to be surpassed
by any other city in France. Pop 116,093.

A' tee is a city and seaport in the department of Alpes Mari-
tinies, on the Mediterranean, 93 ra. S W of Genoa. It is

beautifully situated at tlie foot of the Alps, which protect it

from the N. and E. winds. Owing to its genial climate, it is

a resort for invalids from all parts of Europe during the win-

ter months. The port is small, but is convenient for ves-

sels of 300 tons burden. The principal exports are oil, wine,
oranges, and liemp. Pop. 46,683.

Iti>che,fort is a seaport and naval arsenal in the department
of Charente-lnferieure, on the Charente, 5 m. from its mouth,
and 18 m. S. E. of La Rochelle, in lat. 45° 56' 6" N., Ion 1^

57' 7" W. It is the third military port of F. in importance,
and contains numerous public works, but its foreign trade is

little. Pop 25,454
St. Malo is a seaport town of the department of Ille-ct-

Vilaine, on the British Channel, 200 m S VV. of Paris. It is built

on the peninsula of Aron, connected by a cau.seway with the
mainland, and strongly fortified. TUe port on the S. side is

commodious and secure, but rather difficult of entrance
Manaf., rope, fishing-nets, blocks, and other marine fittings.

It has a considerable trade iu provisions with the French colo-

nies, a brisk coasting trade and numerous ves.^els engaged in

the mackerel, cod. and whale fisheries. Pop 12,000
Toulon is the second naval port of F. in importance, in the

department of Var, at the bottom of one of the finest harbors
of the Mediterranean, 32 miles E S £ of Marseilles, and
190 m S S E of Lyons, in lat. 43^ 7' 6" N.. Ion. 5-" 56' E
The town is strongly fortified, being surrounded by a double
rampart, and a large and deep ditch, defended to the E., W.

,

and N by hills covered with redoubts. Both the old and new
harbors are artificial. Tiie latter, formed by hollow and bomb-
proof jjtties running off from the E. and W. sides of the town,
is suBiiuently extensive to accommodate 30 sail of the line, as
many frigates, and an equal proportion of small craft. 'I?he

entrance is shut by a boom, and it is never ruffled by any
wind to occasion damige. The arsenal of T. is one of the
finest in Europe. The Ba^ne, instituted in 1682, is, from
want of room on shore, established on board some hulks ; it

is occupied by criminals condemned to hard labor for ten
years and under The foreign trade of the port is inconsid-
erable. Pop 61,332

Frangipane, a perfume of jasmine.
Frangote, a bale of goods in Spain.
Frankfort-Black, a pigment said to be pre-

pared by burning vine-branciies, grape-stones, and
the refuse lees of the wine manufacture, etc., used
for copperplate printing.

Frankincense, a name for tlie gum olibanum
of commerce, an odoriferous resin obtained from
several species of BosivMiti. Tlie European frank-
incense is a resinous exudation from the spruce fir,

and is used in the composition of plasters.

Franking, a carpenter's term for windovv-saslies

in which the cross-pieces of the frame intersect
each other.

Franklin, a fire-insurance Co., located in Boston,
Mass., organized in 1873. Stiitcinent, Jan. 1, 1870:
('ap. stock paid up in cash, 8200,000 ; net surj)lu8,

.$7,080.31 ; total cap. and surplus, $207,080.31 ; risks

in force, $7,346,901 ;
premiums, $87,716.11 ; premi-

ums received since the organization of the Co.,

§604,550.85; losses paid, $201,461.95; cash divi-

dends paid to stockholders, $66,000.

Franklin, a fire-insurance Co. located in New
York City, organized in 1876. Slalenienl, Jan. 1,

1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, §200,000 ; risks

in force, $4,512,810; premiums, §30,741.83; pre-

miums received since the organization of the Co.,

$268,007.78 ; losses paid, $150,528.21.

Franklin, a fire-insurance Co., located in Phila-

delphia, Pa., organized in 1829. Statement, Jan. 1,

1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash, $400,000;
net surplus, $960,476.32 ; total cap. and surplus,

$1,360,476.32; risks in force, $142,867,352; pre-

miums, $2,561,774.19 ;
premiums received since the

organization of tlie Co., $10,866,252.51 ; losses paid,

$11,088,837.23; cash dividends paid to stockhold-

ers, $:3,708,000.

Franklinite, an ore of iron, zinc, and man-
ganese.

Fiasco, the name of a flask or case bottle in

Brazil, containing about of pints.

Fraud, a dishonorable transaction; adultera-

tion, deception ; a cheat, etc.

Fray, to fret or rub ; to unweave.
Frazil, Frazli, the Arabian name for a bale of

variable wcigiit, ranging from 18^ lbs. to 30 lbs.

Frederick d'or, an old gold coin of Prussia,

worth about $4.

Freeboard, that part of a vessel's side which
is included between the plank-sheer and the water-

line.

Freebord, ground outside a fence.

Free Goods, goods which are admitted into a
country free of duty.

Free-Martin, a heifer incapable of breeding;

the barren twin calf whose mate is a bull calf.

Free on Board. See F. O. B.

Free Port, a port or harbor where goods may
be landed, warehoused, and exported free of cus-

tom-duty.
Freestone, is not in itself a particular kind of

stone, but is the name given by the quarryman
and the mason to any stone which, having no
grain, works freely under the tools. Tiie name
applies to some kinds of limestone as well as to

some of sandstone.

Free-Trade. See Protection and Free
Tradk.
Free Vintner, in England, a member of the

vintners' company ; one who can sell wine without
a license.

Freezer, an apparatus for freezing cream, fruits,

or water ices, of which tiiere are many kinds.

They substantially consist of a metallic cylinder

containing the liquid to be cooled or congealed,

enclosed by another cylinder, and surrounded by
the freezing mixtures. The machine is rotated

(Fig. 209) or oscillated to thoroughly agitate the

liquids, and bring new particles to the cold sur-

face. The J'reezin;/ viixttire commonly used consists

of ice broken small, and mixed with about half its

weight of common salt.

Freight is the sum paid by the merchant or

other person liiring a ship, or part of a ship, for

the use of such ship or part during a specified

voyage or for a specified time. The F. is most
commonly fixed by the charter-party or bill of

lading, but in the absence of any formal stipula-

tions on the subject, it would be due according to

the custom or usage of trade. In the case of a

charter-party, if the stipulated payment be a gross

sum for an entire ship, or an entire part of a ship,

for the whole voj'age, the gross sum will be pay-

able, although the merchant has not fully lad^u
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the ship : and if a certain tuin be ttipulated for

every ton, or other portion of the »hip'» capacity,

for the whole voyage, the payment must be ae-

Tlx- TOO. — PAC«Ea'» DocBLC-AcnoM ftttm.

cording to the nuniln-r of tons, etc.. which tlio ship

U prove<l capable of containiri^j, without rejtard to

the quantity actually put on lK)an! by the mer-
chant. On the other hand, if the merchant have
tipulate<l to pay a certain xuni per casik or bale of

goodi, the payment must be, in the first place,

Accortiint; to tlie numln-r of casks and bales

hippe<i and dolivere<l ; and if he have further
covenanttnl to funiish a coniplele lading, or a spe-

Ctflc numlier of casks or bales, and failed to do so,

he must make gtHH\ the loss wliich the owners
hare sustained by his failure. If an entire ship

be hired, and the bunlen thereof Ix* expressed in

the charter-party, and the merchant bind hintself

to pay a certain s«n> for every ton, etc, of (jimmIs

which he shall lade on )>oanl, but d)H>s not bin<l

himself to furnish a complete ladini;, the owners
can only demand payment for the quantity of

fooda actually shiiip«H|. Hut if the merchant
•grc« to load a full and cixnplete car^o. tliouKh

titc ship l>e d«-scnlH><| a* of less bunlt-n than she
really is, the merchant must load a full mntn,
kCcordins to the renl ImrfifH of the ship, and he
will be liable for F. a'TordinK to what ou^ht to be
loaded. — The delivery of k'xxIs at the place of

deatination is in general necessary to entitle the

owner to F. ; but with resp<><>t to living animals,

which may frequently «lie durinn tlie voyajje with-

out any fault or nenleet of the persons beloni;inK to

tlic ship, it is ruleil that if there hi- no exprt>*« atiree-

tnent whether the F. i« to \tp paid for the lading or

for the transportini; them, F. shall bt* paiil as well

for the dead as for the li vinff : if the ain'('enK>nt be to

pay F. for the laihu't. then rieath certainly cannot
deprive the owners of the F. ; but if the atrrrement
be to pay F. fi»r irnnii<ortim<) them, then no /'. is

due for tfiose that die on the voyage. be<-auK' as to

titem the contract is not perfornMML These dis-

tinctions have bei'nmade in the civil law, and have
been adonti^l into the mo«lem systems of maritime
law. — h . \% most fn^quently contracti-*! to Ite pai«l

either by the whole voyaKi-. ur \>\ tlie month, or

Other time. In the fonuer case the owners lake
upon thems«-lves the chance of the voyau^* being
long or short ; but in the latter the risk of the

duration falls upon tite merchant ; and if no time
bt fixed for the cominenceuient of the computation.

it will bi-pin from the day on which the ship
breaks (;r<>und and commences her voya(:e, and
will continue durin;; the nhole cour>e of the voy-

at;e, and during all unaxoid.ible delays tiut orra-

Huittd III/ ihr ml or tiK/lrrl iif' llif uiriii i f ur funster,

or by such circumstances ns (K-cat-iun a suft]H-n»ion

of the c<inimct for a |wrticulur ]H-ri<Mi. I'hus,

the /'. will Ih- payiiltle for the time con^ume<i in

nttfssary repairs during a voyapi-. proviiled it do
not ap|H'ar that the ship was iiii>uttii'ient at the
oul^el. «ir that there was any improper tlelny in

repuirih); her. In the absence of an ex]>re»s con-

tract to the contrary, the entire /'. is not earned
until the whole carjio U- ready for (hlivt ry, or
has bt-eii delivereil to the coii»innif accordiii^ to

the contract for its conveyance — If a c<>n^i^.nee

receive |;o<mIs in pursuance of the usual bill of
lading, by which it is exprer^sed that he is to |>ny

the /'., he, by such recei|)t, makes himself «lel>tor

for the /".. and may b*- hu»-<l for it ; but a jK-rson

who is ordy an ajjent for the <-on»ijrn<ir. and who
is known to the master to Ik- acting' in that char-

acter, d<H-s not make himself personally answer-
able for the /'. by ni-eivinj; the }:ood», aithouch
he also enters them in his own name at the cus-

tom house.— In some cases F. is to be paid, or
rather nn ecjuivalent rccomj>cnse made to the
owners, although the pcwxls have not Ik-cii deliv-

ered at the place of disiitiation, and though the
contract for conveyance Ik- not strictly iMTfornu-<l.

Thus, if part of the car>:o be thrown overboard
for the necessary preservation of the ship an<l the

remainder of the pxnis, and the hhij) afterwards
reach the place of destination, tlie value of this

part is to Ik- answ*re<l to the merchant bv way of

Heneral avera>;e, and the value of the /. thereof

allowed to the owner. So, it the master la- com-
pelle<I by necessity to sell a part of the carjjo for

victuals or re|mirs, the owners must jiay to the
merchant the price which the poo<ls would have
fetched nt thr jJarr of tlrftinntion, and therefore are
allowed to charge the n»er<-hant with the money
that would have I>e4 n due if they had l>een con-
vcvcmI thither — When p«mmIs are deteriorated

during; a voyape. the merchant is entitle*! to a
compensation, provided the deterioration has pro-

ciHHled from the fault or neplc-ct of the master or
mariners ; and of course he is not answerable for

the /
'.. unless he accipi the pfKnls, ex«epl by way

of deduction from the amount of the compensii-
tion. On the other hand, if the deterioration has
i)r«M«i'ded from a primiple of decay naturally in-

Iterent in the comm«Mlity itself, whether active in

every situation, or in the confinement ami close-

ness of a ship, or from the perils of the sea, or the
act of (i<Ml, the menhant nmst U-ar the loss and
pay the F. ; for the master and owners are in no
fault, nor diM-s their cfintract contain any insur-

ani-e or warranty a(rainst su«h an event. F.
being the return made for the conveyance of pootls

or pass4-ngers to a particular destination, no claim
arises for its payment in the event of a total loss.

In cas4> of a total loss with salvage, the merchant
may either take or aliandon the part sa\ed, but

after the merchant has made his election he must
abide by it. — It frequently hannens that the mas-
ter or owner falls to complete his contract, either

by not delivering the whole gtHxls to the c<m-

sigtM-e or owner, or by tlelivering thiin at a place

short of their original destination ; in th«'s«' (ax-s,

if the owner or consigm-e of the bchmU Hmrt any
bntrjii from thtir mtirr^nnrr, ho is liable t«i the pay-

ment of /'. according to the prop<irti(m of the voy-

age performed ; and though contracts of this nature

be frequently entire and indivisible, and the maa-
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ter or owner of the ship cannot, from their nature,

sue thereon, and recover a ratable freight, yet
he may do so upon a fresh implied contract, for as

nruch as lie deserves to have, unless tiiere be an
express clause in the original charter-party or con-

tract to tiie contrary. A fresh implied contract

is inferred from the owner's or consignee's accept-

ance of the goods. Many difficulties have, indeed,

arisen in deciding as to what shall amount to an
acceptance : it is not, however, necessary actually

to receive the goods ; acceptance may be made by
the express or implied directions, and with the
consent of the owner or consignee of the goods,
but not otherwise.— Tiie time and manner of pay-
ing F. are frequently regulated by express stipu-

lations in a cliarter-party, or other written contract

;

and when that is the case they must be respected

;

but if there be no express stipulation contrary to

or inconsistent with the right of /ten, the goods
remain as a security till the F. is paid ; for the

master is not bound to deliver tliem, or any part

of them, without payment of the F. and other
charges in respect thereof. But the master can-

not detain the cargo on board the vessel till these
payments be made, as the merchant would, in that

case, have no opportunity of examining the con-

dition of the goods. In tiiis country, the practice
is, when the master is doubtful of payment, and
that F. is not paid in the 24 hours of the landing,

to send such goods to a public warehouse, order-

ing the warehouseman not to part with them till

the F. and otiier charges are paid. No riglit of

lien for /'. can exist unless tiie F. be earned ; if

the freighter or a stranger prevent tlie F. from
becoming due, the ship owner or master's remedy
is by action of damages.
Freighter, he to whom a ship or vessel has been

hired.

Fremont, ZUkhorn, and Missouri Valley
R.R. runs from Fremont to mouth of Niobrara
River, Neb., 150 m., of which only 51.1;> m., from
Fremont to Wisner, Neb., are at present in opera-
tion, and leased under temporary contract to tiie

Sioux City and Pacific II R. Co. for '^>•^% of gross
earnings. The Co.'s offices are in Cedar Rapids,
la. Financial slutemenl : Cap. stock paid in, §<>IX),-

000 ; funded debt, 1st mortgage 7 % bonds, issued

1871. $6i)0,000, payable 1001, interest April and
October.
French-Bean, a dwarf variety of the Phaseolus

vulijaris, or common bean.
French-Berries, berries used in dyeing. See

Avigxo.v-Bkkriks.
French-Chalk, indurated talc; a magnesian

mineral used to remove grease, stains, etc.

French-Horn, a musical wind-instrument of
copper, having several curves. See Horn.
French Leaf, a kind of bronze leaf composed

of copper and zinc, the proportion of zinc being
larger than in tlie common Dutch leaf, and less

tiian in tlie Florence loaf, and of a yellow color.

French Polish. Several varnishes for furni-
ture are used under this name. That most gener-
ally employed is a simple solution of 5^ oz. pale shell-

lac in one pint of the finest wood naphtha. Some-
times a little mastic, saudarac, or elemi, or copal
varnish is added to render tiie polish tougher.
Sometimes, also, it is colored, in order to modify
tiie character of tlie wood. A reddish tinge is givea
with dragon's blood, alkanet root, or red sanders
wood ; and a yellowish tinge, by turmeric root or
gamboge. When it is simply desired to darken the
wood, brown shell-lac is employed to make the

fiolish ; and when the object is to keep tiie wood
iy/il colored, a little oxalic acid (2 to 4 dr. to the

pint) is commonly added. These substances are
either steeped in or agitated with the polish, or
with the solvent, before pouring it on the " gums,"
until they dissolve, or a sufficient effect is produced.
French polish is not required to be so clear and
limpid as other varnishes, and is, therefore, never
artificially clarified.

French Polishins;- This process, now so generally employed
for furniture and cabinet work, is pfrfonned as follows : The
surface to be operated o:i being finished off as smoothly as pos-
sible with gla.«s paper, and placed opposite the light, the " rub-
ber " being made as directed below, and the polish (see above)
being at hand, and preferably contained in a narrow-necked
bottle, the workman moistens the middle or flat face of the
rubber with the polish, by laying the rubber on the mouth of
the bottle and shaking up the varnish against it, once, by
which means the rubber imbibes the proper quantity to cover
a coD.siderable extent of surface He next encloses the rubber
in a soft linen cloth, doubled, the rest of the cloth being
gathered up at the back of the rubber to form a handle The
face of the linen is now moistened with a little raw linseed-oil,

applied with the finger to the middle of it, and the operation of
polishing immediately commenced. For this purpose the work-
man passes his rubber quickly and lightly ever the surface,
uniformly in one direction, until the varnish becomes dry, or
nearly so, when he again charges his rubber as before, omit-
ting the oil, and repeats the rubbing until three coats are laid

on. He now applies a little oil to the rubber, and two coats
more are commonly given As soon as the coating of vami.sh
has acquired some thickness, he wets the inside of the linen
cloth, before applying the varnish, with alcohol, or wood
naphtha, and gives a quick, light, and uniform touch over the
whole surface The work is, Ijistly, carefully gone over with
the linen cloth, moistened with a little oil and rectified spirit

or naphtha, without varnish, and rubbed, as before, until
dry — The riihhfr \» made by rolling up a strip of thick wool-
len cloth ( list) which has been torn off, so as to form a soft

elastic edge. It should form a coil, from 1 to 3 inches in
diameter, according to the size of the work

French Sand, a silicious mineral imported from
France, and used in the manuf. of glass.

French 'White, pulverized talc ; carbonate of
lead.

French Wine. See Burgcndy, Champagne.
Claret, etc.

Frequiu, a cask used in France for holding
sugar or treacle.

Fresco. Tiiis Italian word means fresh ; and
fresco-paintinri consists in jiainting upon fresh or wet
plaster. When the rough plaster-work of a wall

IS finished, a surface of fine, smooth plaster is given
to it. While this surface plaster is still wet, the
artist paints upon it with mineral colors mixed
with water. Only as much of the surface is plas-

tered as can be painted the same day, while the

surface remains sufficiently damp. There are

many difficulties connected with the art,— to make
the joinings in successive days' work invisible ; to

insure that the color on the wet plaster shall pre-

sent the proper tints when the plaster is dry ; and
to produce a peculiarity of surface due to the line

when the plaster dries properly.

Fret, to fray ; to unweave. — In French, the

hire of a ship ; the cargo ; the sura paid for the

transport of goods ; the freight.

Frett, a glass composition, composed of silica,

lime, soda, borax, and lead, used as a glaze by
potters.

Fretwork, carved or open wood-work, in or-

namental devices and patterns.

Friar, in printing, a pale patch in a printed

sheet.

Friar's-Balsam, a specific for wounds, popular
in England. It is an alcoholic solution of benzoin,

styrax, tolu balsam, and aloes.

Frickle. a bushel-basket.
Friction, in a general sense, the act of rubbing

one body against another; attrition. — In mechan-

ics, the resistance which the surface of a moving
body meets with from the surface of the body on
which it moves. The F. between two. surfaces
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raries greatly according to tlie material, although
the perfectiou of workmanship may be quite equal.

In oak upon caat-iron, the F. is greater than
for brass upon caat-iron ; wliile wrought-iron on
wrought-iron is the greatest of the three, (iener-

•lly speaking, two similar substances have more
F. than two that are dissimilar; soft substances
more than hard ; and tables have been prepared
showing the relative tendency of various combina-
tions. One mode of lessening F. is by the use uf
lubricants, such as oil, grease, lard, soap, tar, black-
lead, etc. Another is by tlie use ol friction, or
rather anti-friclion whtelt. This is an arrangement
by which tiie F. of an axle is spread over a larger
surface, and rendered less intense at the actual
point of working. F. is not always a defect in

machinery ; the working of belts, bands, knots,
breaks, etc., Tery much depends on the utilization

off.
lUesa, the nap on woollen cloth.— A kind of

coarse woollen cloth or stuff, with a nap on one
side.— In architecture, that portion of the entab-
lature which is between the architrave and the
cornice.

Friesing, the forming of the nap of woollen
cloth into a number of little hard burs or promi-
nences.

Frigard [Fr-], a pickled herring.

PUr 210. — PuoATi.

Frigate, a fast-sailing ship of war (Fig. 210),
carrying from 36 to 00 gtms.

Fiigeratory, a chamber maintained at a low
temperature for the preservation of meat or vege-

Ubies
Frill, A raff or edging round the neck, tleevea,

etc.. of a lady's dress.

Fringe, an ornamental bordering or edging

;

trimming for articles of dress and drapery ; as, to

bed-furniture, window-curtains, tablc-covera ; made
of various material, silk, worsted, gold. etc.

Frippery jFr. /ri/iriV), old garments or furni-

ture; trailc in old clothes.

Friaado |Sp.], silk plush or shag.

Friaket, the iron frame of a printing-preM,

which keeps the sheet on the tympan.
Frit, in glass-making, the calcini>d materials

;

an imperfectly fused mass of silica, etc., having to

be re-nu'ltcd.

Frizettes. curls of hair or silk.

Frisona, a name for silkwa<te in France.
Friudng, in leather-manufacture, a process

whicli consists in rubbing chamoii and kvisA leather
with pumice-vtone or a blunt knife, after the skins
have \H^n ftrshed and raised, till an even thickness
Is obtained throughout.— Also a peculiar, flniah

27

given to the nap of woollen cloth, by forming it

into a number of little prominences or tufu.

Fxiszle {Scotch], the hammer of a gun or pis-

tol ; the fire-steel for a tinder-box.

iS'Ock, a child's gown ; a monk's dress ; a gen-

tleman's surtout or square-tailed long walking-coat.

Frog, an oblong button for coats or overcoats,

swelling in the middle and tapering on Iwth ends,

covered with netted thread, and fastening into a
loop instead of a button-hole.— A grooved piece

of iron placed at the junction of the rails of a rail-

road where one track crosses another. When
placed at a regular intersection of tracks, it is

called crotK-frog.—A loop or other ornament for

a sword-hilt.

Fromage, the French name for cheese.

Froment, the French name for wheat.
Front, a set of false hair or curls for a lady.—

The dickv for a shirt

Frontignan, a luscious, fine, spirituous, and
sweet muscadine white wine, made in the French
department of H^rault. The Frontignan vine was
almost destroyed by the oidium, and the genuine
wine is now very scarce.

Frontispiece, the illustration of a book which
faces the title-page.— In architecture, the princi-

pal face of a building.

Frontlet, a bandage for the forehead.

Frosted, the dead or lustreless appearance of
unpolished gold, silver, or glass.

Pro'w, Frower, a cleaving tool, used by coop-
ers for riving staves, etc.

Fro'wy-Stufif, a builder's name for short, or
brittle and soft, tinil)er.

Fruit IFr. fruit ; Ger. Obst, Finicke ; It. /t-utl,i

;

Sp./ruta]. In familiar language this term is ap-

plied to any product of a plant containing the

seed, more especially those that are eatable.

Among botanists, however, and also in commerce,
a F. is the mature ovary or pistil containing the

ripened ovules or seeds, that is to say, the seed or
seeds with the pericarp, as in i. Fig. 211. When
divested of the walls or pericarp, a F. becomes,
commercially, either seed or nut. Currants, straw-

berries, cranlM'rries, and other kinds of berries are
calle<l tiiiall F. The term dried F. applies in com-
merce to such F. as raisins, currants, and flgs dried

(in the air or in sunshine) in the country of their

growth, and packed for exportation. Kach fruit

being given in this work under its specific name,
F. is considerwl here only collectively, as an ex-

tensive article of diet and general commerce. —
The acidulous and subacid F. are antiseptic, ape-
rient, diuretic, and n-frigerant. They afford little

nourishment, and are apt to promote diarrhoea and
flatulenc}'. The saccharine F., or those abound-
ing in sugar, are nutritious and laxative, but are
apt to ferment and disagree with delicate stomachs
when eaten in excess. Stone-fruits are more difB-

cult of digestion than the other varieties, and are
very ant to disorder the stomach ami iwwels. As a
rule, r. should never be eaten in large quantities at

a time, and only when quite ripe. It then appears
to be excw<lingly wholesome, and to be a suitable

corrective to the groMness of animal food. It also

exercises a powerful action on the skin, and is

a spcciflc for scurry in its early stages. Many
cutaneous diseases may likewise be removiKl by
the daily use of a mo<lerate quantity of F. or other
fresh vegetable food. Cases are not tmcommon
which, after resisting every variety of onlinary
medical treatment, vield to a mixed F. or vegeta-
ble diet. F. should be gathered in dry weather,
and preferably almut noon, because the dew and
moisture deposited on them during the night and
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earlier part of the morning has tlien evaporated.
They sliould be quite ripe when gatliered, but the

sooner they are removed from tlie tree after tliis

point is arrived at, the better. Immature F. never
keeps so well as that which has ripened on the
tree ; and over-ripe F. is liable to be bruised and to

lose flavor. The less F. is handled in gathering
the better. Some of them, as peaches, nectarines,

grapes, plums, etc, require to be treated with great
delicacy, to avoid bruising them or rubbing off

Fig. 211. — Peach Tree and Fruit.

the bloom. Some F., as a few varieties of apples,

pears, and oranges, etc., are gathered before they
are fully ripe, m order that they may the better
undergo the perils of transit and storage.

In the statement of the Chief of the Bureau of
statistics on the commerce of the U. States for the
year 1878, our imports of /'. for that year are val-

ued at $9,738,546 ; but it must be observed that in

this large figure are included the nuts (almonds,
walnuts, filberts, etc.) which certainly enter for a
large part in the total. Our exports of F. during
the same year were as follows :

—
Apples (green or ripe) S886,261

" (dried) 2(j0.085
Other fruits (green, ripe, or dried) 296,.310

Fruit preserved in cans or otherwise 435,450

Total «X378406

Imp. duty : green, ripe, or dried fruit, 10 per cent. Pre-
served in their own juice, or put up with water only in hermet-
ically sealed cans, jars, or bottles, 25 per cent. Preserved in
sugar, 35 per cent.

Fruit-Essences are sweet flavoring substances
obtained from various kinds of F., but most gener-
ally prepared artificially from amylic, butyric,
pelargonic, valerianic, and other ethers mixed in
alcohol, and colored to represent the juice of the F.
from which they are supposed to be derived. By
judicious mixtures, the flavor of almost any fruit
can be more or less perfectly imitated. They are
used by confectioners, and largely manufactured
at Wolverhampton, England, and at Philadelphia.

Fruit-Jar, a jar for preserving fruit, usually
made of glass, and sometimes of earthenware.
Fruit-Knife, a dessert-knife for cutting fruit.

The blade is usually' made of silver (or plated),
which is not perceptibly acted upon by the acids
of the fruit.

Fruit-Picker, an implement for reaching up to
and picking fruit from a tree.

Frumentaceous, pertaining to wheat or other
grain.

Frumentazzo, a name in the Mediterranean
ports for damaged grain unfit for human food.

Frundele, a dry measure of two pecks.
Frying-Pan, a flat open iron cooking vessel

with a handle, for frying meat, etc., over a fire.

Fuang, a small Siamese money, the half of a
salung, equal to about 8 cents.

Fuchsine. See Aniline (Red).
Fucus, a name for many kinds of sea-

weed, some of which are eaten raw as food
by man and beast ; while others afford soda,

iodine, and glue.

Fuel, any substance tised for making a
fire to obtain heat, as wood, coal, coke,
charcoal, lignite, turf, etc. Many kinds of
so-called artijickii fuel are in use, made of

various mixtures, in which coal-dust, coke-
dust, sawdust, peat, asphaltum, bitumen,
pitch, and other ingredients are employed.
They are not very extensively used, except
as substitutes for steam-coal on board ship,

wherein peculiar qualities are needed. The
cost of fuel being a direct element in esti-

mating the relative eflSciency of steam-
power compared with other sources of power,
engineers are directing attention to the capa-
bilities of different kinds of fuel, measured
by the quantity of water which the heat from
a given weight of fuel will evaporate.
Fulcrum-Forceps, a dentist's instru-

ment, in which one beak is furnished with
a hinged plate which bears against one side

of the object, while the other beak has the
usual tooth or gouge shape. — E. H. Kniyht.

Pull-Bound, a book bound with leather.

Fuller, a scourer and cleanser of woollen cloths.

— A half-round set hammer, used by blacksmiths
for widening out a piece of iron, and condensing
the particles thereof.

Fuller's-Earth [Fr. terre a foulon ; Ger. Walker-
erde ; It. terra da purgutori ; Sp. tierra de balan], a
species of clay, of a greenish white, greenish gray,
olive and olive green, and sometimes spotted color.

It is usually opaque, very soft, and feels greasy.

It is used by fullers to take grease out of cloth

before they apply the soap. The best is found
in Buckinghamshire and Surrey, England. When
good, it has a greenish white or greenish gray
color, falls into powder in water, appears to melt
on the tongue like butter, communicates a milky
hue to water, and deposits very little sand when
mixed with boiling water. The remarkable deter-

sive property on woollen cloth depends on the

alumina, which should be at least one fifth of the

whole, but not much more than one fourth, lest it

become too tenacious. In recent times other sub-

stances have frequently been substituted.

Fulling, a process whose invention is lost in

antiquity (Fig. 212), by which cloths, stuffs, and
stockings are cleansed, scoured, and pressed, to

render them stronger, closer, and firmer.

The asperitien upon the surface of wool render the spinning

of it and the making it into cloth difficult operations. In or-

der to 8pin wool, and afterward convert it into cloth, its fibres

must be covered with a coating of oil, which, filling the cavi-

ties, renders the asperities less sensible ; in the same way that

oil rubbed on the surface of a very fine file renders it less

rough. When the piece of cloth is finished, it is carried to the

fiUlin^-miU, where it is beaten with heavy stampers in a trough

full of water in which some fuller's-eartti has l)een mixed, for

the purpose of cleansing it from the oil. The clay combines
with the oil, which it separates from the cloth, and both ar«

washed away together by the fresli water which is brought to

it by the machine. But the scouring of the cloth is not the

only object in view in fulling it. The alternate pressure given
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br tiM lUunprn to ttw pierv of clocb oecmtioat iMpwiaJly whva
the (FOorlDK U pretty Ikr atlvumxl), an rilect kuakifutu to that

which W proUucotl upon frit by tb« b»n<U uf the hkltrr. Tb*
ftbrw ot *oot which cocupoM one of the tbnn<U, « briber of

the wsrp or the woof, aMUme • profrBMlT* tuoTrinetil, intro-

duce tbefBeelree »liioa( tboM of thr thread* nrarvAt to Ibeoi,

thru into thow which follow , auj thu>, by drgrrv*. all (he

till— ill, both uf the warp and the woof, beruue frtteU ia|vther

r\g 313. — TvtLUQ IX AxciuiT Eotrr

( From a tomb at Bem Hassan )

The cloth, after harioK by thii meAoi become tborteoed in all

ItJtUiBcnaion*. partake* both of Che nature of cloth aoJ of that of

Mt, and may be rut without bein( lub^rl to rarcl. Uutly , the

doth hMM acquired a greater drtcree of thiclincM, and forms a

•arVMT clothing. Knit worsted aleo may tbu< be rendered

te« apt to run in eaie a ititch happen to drop. — The fulling-

Blll Is belDK gradually tuperceded by the fHllitt^madunt, In

which roller* perform the operation more quickly and economi-

cally than the ttockj.

Fulminating Componnda are many in kind,

all possessing extreiiu-ly violent o.xplosive power.

Some of tliein are given uniler tlie names of the

metals, they bi-ing usually metallic salts, more or

less complex in character. Anioiig the most pow-

erful anu dangerous are the chloride and io<lide of

nitrogen, the fulminate of silver, and the fulminate

of mercury, which is largely used for priming per-

cussion caps. See rEUCfssiON-CAP.
Fulwa, a solid oil of vegetable butter obtained

in Imlia from [intsia biUynicfa.

Fumier, a French wonl for dung, or manure.

Fomigatlon is the employment of vapors of

faae« oxtemporaneotisly extricate*! for the pur-

pose of destroying contagious or noxioiu miasmata
or effluvia, or to mark unpleasant odors, or to pro-

duce a medical action on those paru of the body
with which they are brought in contact.

Foming-Box. in photography, a tight box in

which the MMuitive pajH-r, after receiving the

chloride and nitrate of silver, and l)efort; its ex-

posure to light imder the negative, is expos4><i to

tile fumtrs of ammonia for having greater depth
and brilliancy in the resulting print.

Function, an employment ; a duty.

Functionary, one who hold* a public oflkv.

Fund, a stock or capital. — M<mey or income
destinetl to the payment of the interest of a pub-

lic debt, or for the sup|>ort of some permanent
object. — (Used in the plural.) Money lent to a

government, constituting the slock of a national

tiebt, for which inli-n-*t is paid ; as, K\w funda liave

fallen. S«'«« National I)r.iiT.

Fund-Holder. an owner of government stock

or public securities; one who has proiKTty in tlie

funds.

Funded Debt, a p<-niuinent loan on which an
annual intereat i* paid.

Fiineu. Si-e I>»;^mark.
Fundy (Bay of), an inlet of the Atlantic, teta

up l>etween Cape Sable, the S. point of Nova
S<-otia. and Mount I>eserl Uland. in Maine, a dis-

Unce of l.j4) m. The liay is diviiM. in its N. K.

Krt, into two branches, the N. calle«l Chignecio
ky, the head of which is 170 m. from Rast|>ort.

The S. K. part is ( alle<l the Basin of .Mines. \M m.
from Kastport. rassamaquoddv Bay opens into

it on tlie >'. W., near iu isouth. Gypettin b ob-

taiiH'd on the Basin of Mines, and grindstones on
Chigiiecto Bay. This bay is very jn-culiar ; its

shores, on both sides, are rocky and abrupt, while

near its head the tide, pressed and cx>iifined within
(liminishtHl liiiiiis, rushes with much violence over
extensive and wide-sprvad mud-tlats. and ri<»es gen-

erally (JO feet or more, lu fisheries are valuable
and extensive.

Funeral, an interment ; a common name for

the carriages or procession atten<litig the burial.

Funersil Plume, an elaborately preparetl and
exiH-n>ive »et <if sprays of ostrich featners mounted
on wires fur fixing on horses' heads, hearses, or
coffln-lid boartls.

Funifera Cordage. See I'iassaba.

Funnel, a hollow conical ves»i>l, usually of glass,

tin, or earthenware, with a pi|x' at the apex, for

pouring liquids into smallmouthed vess«.-ls (see

Filtration). — The sheet-iron chimney of a
steamer, carried to a sufficient height to assist the
draught of the furnace.

Funt, the Russian pound weight of 14 oz. 7(
drachms.
Fur, the fine soft short hair on the skin of cer-

tain animals inhabiting the colder climates, which
is worn for warmth or ornament. In fur bearing
animals the fur lies along>ide of another covering,

calltnl the oceiliatr. The fur differs from the over-

hair in that it is soft, silky, curly, downy, and
curlcil lengthwise, while the over-hair is straight,

smooth, and comparatively rigid. These proi>er-

ties of fur constitute its essential value for felling

purposes, and mark its difference from wool and
silk , the first, after some slight preparation by
the aid of hot water, readily unites its fibres into

a strong and coin[>act mass ; the others can lie

Itest managed for spinning and weaving. On the

living animal the over-hair keeps the fur filamenis

apart, prevents their teiuleiu y to felt, and i>roteits

them from injury, thus securing to the animal an
immunity from cold and storm ; while, as a matter
of fact, this very over-hair, though of an humbler
name, is most generally the iM-auty and pride of
the pelt, and marks its chief value with the furrier.

We arrive thus at two distinct and opposite uses

and values of fur. Hcgardetl as useful for felt, it it

deitominatetl stn/Jf fur, while with n>»(N-ct to it* use
with an«l on the pelt it in called /<i»iry fur. For the
one purpose the Kus»ian hare skin is more valua-
ble than the Uus«ian sable, while for the other the
table nuiy be valueti at one thousand timet the
ft»nner. — The history of fur can l»e reati in Man-o
I'olo, as he grows ehmuent with the description of
the rich »kins of the khan of Tartarv' ; in the early
fathers of the church, who lament their introduc-

tion into Rome and Bysantium at an evidence of
barlMirir and deltasing luxur>' ; in the political his

tnry of Kustia, stretching out a powerful arm over
Siberia to secure her rich treasures ; in the hi»tory

of the French occupation of Canada, and the

ascent of the St. I<awrem-e to its source in I.Jtke

Superior, and the sut>t4-quent contest to retain |m»s-

tt>ssion against Kngland ; in the early settlements

of New Kngland, New York, and Virgniia ; in

Irving's "Astoria ," in th« rcM-ortls of the lludaon's

Bnv Company ; and in the annals of the fair* held

at S'ijni'Novgortxl and lA-t|>»ic. Here it may *iif-

ticv to give some account «>f the present condition

of the trade in fancy fur. The colle<-lion of skint

is now chiefly a matter of private cnteq»ri»e. Few,
if any, monoiM>lies exist. The Alaska (Vminiertial

Company, now alK>ut twelve year* old, enioyt
tonH> tnecial privilege for the taking of seal-skina

on the I'ribilon Islands, and some peculiar rettrio

tiona exUt in Kuttia in n-laiion to certain peltriea,
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but beyond this, tlie trade in furs is a free one the

world over. Individual enterprise, skill, forecast,

and capital have an open field. The Hudson's Bay
Company, with its chief office in London, still

maintains its organization, but conducts its affairs

in Nortii America under no special or royal grant,

and competes in the open market with individual

traders throughout Canada, Labrador, Manitoba,
and Columbia. Its collection of peltries is offered

to the highest bidder at public auction in London,
in January, March, and September of each year.

Private collectors and dealers throughout Canada
and the U. States forward their furs to the seaboard,
chiefly to New York, for sale tliere, or for consign-

ment principally to London and to Leipsic. The
latter town still maintains the custom of spring
and autumn fairs, at which most kinds of wares
are sold or exchanged witii dealers from Turkey,
Austria, and Russia. Nijni-Novgorod is the chief

fair for European Russia, though very important
fairs are also held in Kasan and in Irbit among the

Ural Mountains. The most important fair for

Eastern Siberia is held at Kiachta, on the borders
of China, where an extensive exchange of furs is

carried on with the Celestials. Japan has added
but little to the activity or extension of the fur-

trade, though her northern shores have furnislied

many a fine fur seal and sea-otter to the hardy-

navigator. Staple furs, or those used chiefly in

the manufacture of hats, are those of the hare and
the rabbit, collected mainly in Russia, Germany,
France, and England, dressed, carroted, and cut
from the skin in Western Germany, France, Bel-

gium, and England, and thence distributed to the
manufacturing centres of the world ; and here it

may be added that the clippings and cuttings of
fancy furs from the workshops of furriers are all

saved, and find their way to the machinery, which
utilizes the waste, and transforms them into hat-

ters' furs. But of all these fur marts, that of London
is the chief, for thitiier tend, by the laws of trade,

not only much of the produce of Asia and Europe,
but also the fine peltries of Chili and Peru, the
nutria from Buenos Ayres, the fur seal of Cape
Horn and South Shetland, the hair seal from New-
foundland, as well as the inferior peltries of Africa.

To prepare fur skins in a way to endure this long
transportation is a simple and easy matter. When
stripped from the animal the flesii and fat are care-

fully removed, and the pelts hung in a cool place
to dry and harden ; nothing is added to protect
them. Care is taken that they do not heat after
packing, and that they are occasionally beaten to

destroy worms. A marked exception is the case
of the fur seal, which is best preserved by liberal

salting and packing in hogsheads. All other raw
furs are marketed in bales. — Kinds and Quantilies.

Few kinds of animals furnish a pelt of suitable
weight and pliability, and all of them differ widely
in elegance of texture, delicacy of shade, and
fineness of over-hair, and it is these differences
which determine their place in the catalogue of
merchandise. These few aninmls are not very
prolific, and many of them attain their greatest
beauty in wild and uncultivated regions. To this

remark there are some notable exceptions. Being
thus few in kind, and limited in quantity, one
might fear the extinction of the several choice
varieties through the persistent energy of the trap-

per. But here tlie fickleness of fasiiion steps in,

and does for the fur trade what the law of supply
and demand does for the more staple articles of
commerce. Fashion, fastidious and fickle, neglects
the use of certain kinds for a season ; the market
price of the pelt no longer repays the outfit of the

trapper ; the hunt is intermitted, and in two or
three years the animal regains its numbers and
strength. The annual collection of furs is thus a
matter of ceaseless change ; but the following may
be relied on as an estimate correct enough for all

practical purposes :
—

Acerase Annual Collection.

Badger

.

Bear . .

.

Beaver .

Buffalo
(/hiuehilla..

Cat, Wild...
" House, c

Ermine
Fisher ,

Fitch
Fox, Silver..

" Cross...
" Blue...
" White
" Red....

" Gray.
" Kitt.

Hamster..
Hare
Kolinsky .

Lamb . . . .

.

Lion....
Lyme...
Marten.

Stone
Baum
Russian Sable.

Monkey. .

Musk-rat

.

Nutria
Opossum . .

.

Otter, Land.
" Sea...

Rabbit
Raccoon . .

.

Seal, Hair ..

" Fur...
Skunk
Squirrel
Tiger
Wolf
Wolverine...

America
Europe and Asia
America
Europe and Asia.

Asia
America
America
Peru and Chill

Asia and Europe. . .

.

America
Europe
Asia and America . .

.

Asia and America
Europe and America.
Arctic
Asia and Europe
America
America
America
Europe
Asia and Europe
Asia
Persian
Astrakhan
European

American.
Europe . .

.

Europe . .

.

America
Russia
Africa
America
Russia
South America .

America

North Pacific

Europe
America
Atlantic
Pacific

America
Siberia

| 6
Bengal and North

5,000
50,000
15.000
4,000

20,000
200,000
100,000
100,000
10,000

,000,000
400,000
12,000

600,000
2,000

10,000
7.000

75,000
300,000
60,000
30,000
40,0ti0

200,000
,500.000

80,000
100,000
600,000
,000,000

500
50.000
130,000
150.000
60.000

100,000
2.^.0,000

60,000
40,000

,000,000

100,000
,000,000

250,000
40,000
5.000

,000.000

600,000
.000,000

200,000
350.000

,000,000
500

25.000
3.500

We give here a brief account of the qualities of the pelt.«,

with some general remarks as to their average value and their

customary uses.

Badger.— Size, 2 by 3 feet; overhair coarse, 3 to 4 inches

long, black with silver spots The German are the best Fur
woolly. American have softer overhair. Used for robes, mili-

tary trappings, and brushes. Value of prime, from 50 cents to

SI 50 per skin.

Bear, Black. — Size 3 by 6 feet ; overhair 6 to 8 Inches long,

fine, flowing, and glossy ; fur thin. Best arc American Used
for robes, military caps, and mats. The finest are the cubs
Value of prime, from sfo to $20.

Bear, Brown . — Same size as the black , and very fine In over-

hair. Found only in the Hudson's Bay territory. Used for

mufS and garniture. Value of best prime, ?76. Quantity

very small.

Bear, Grizzly. — Larger than the black ; coarse hair ; thick

heavy pelt. Only found in western part of the U. States.

Used as robes. Value So to SIO.
Bear, fVliile. — Largest of the bear family •, hair short and

rigid : pelt thick. Found only in the Arctic regions The best

pure white are used for robes. Value from $50 to $100.

Braver.— Size 2 by 3 feet ; overhair 3 inches long, coarse and
brown in color ; fur thick, fine, and dark gray. Best are from

Labrador and Moon Fort. Used in every form and fashion in

all northern countries ; highly prized in Ru.«,«ia and China.

Value from $1 to $3 per pound in the raw parchment state.

Buffalo. — Size, 8 to 12 feet long ; hair coarse, color dun
brown. Only found on the western and northern American
prairies. Best are from the region of the Saskatchewan River.

Prime are used as robes ; coarse and uuprime as leather for

moccasins. Value S3 to $10.
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CkinekiUa — Two kindi, ml and butard. Star of real A by
12 inches ; orerbair and fur of r<iual Seogth, — about

1 J iochei
long, Tery fine, and like «ool may b« >pun and woTpn

.
rotor

iitrer-gray and dark. B«4i ar« from Pmi. I'ted for mufb,
boaa, and border* on garments. Talue (rom 41 u> 93 Tb«
bastard are from ('hili Irliinrbilla nM«ui tbr Chilian »kio|,

abort in fur, (mail in >iie, weak iu prlt, and are worth ttoia lu

to Wcrnt*.
('a'., IVilJ — Orerbair and fur thin and roar<« : rolor gray ;

value and u«e* rery liiniied Cirri rats ar« »om«liiiir«adiuinrd

for tbelr singular marks, but are in |)uor demand. House rais

ara too weli known to i«<)uire a dr*<-H(>(ion. Their rotors are

black, gray. red. and moitle-i. Best nmie from Holland, the
pooreti from Ruuta. Uurd eery generally fur fur-work. Price

of lM«t black ^l to ^ ; other torts nominal.
Eftntm. — Sue by 10 iorhes, OTertiaIr and fur fine, aoft,

•nd clone , pelt thin and tough -. rolor pure white, the tip of
the tall black Br<t are from Barabinsk and lochim, in Sibe-

tM Used lor roulb. jpimienla. and linings Value Tariable
;

the best have be«n a« high as SI li), and as low as 15 rents
Fintir. — 9l»e, 15 by 30 inrhes ; orvrhair rery line, glossy,

dark, and durable,] inches long : fur rlo*e, tail 12 iorhrs long,

bushy, and dark A right noble skin. Beat from Brituh
Aoierir«. Value from $ ID to ^'JlU

>°i(r4 — Siae abotil that of the Atneriran mink : orrrhair

fine, li inches long, with dark points : fur a gold<-n yellow.

Bwst (rom Oermauy , Holland, and Denmark, siiiallest from
Ruscia. Uied for Itdies furs arrording to the preTalenI bsh-
too Value from 50 rents to ^1.50.

F»x, Sdlctr — Sue, *i by 4 feet : orerhalr thick and fine, 3
IdcIm* long, varied m color from |Mile silver to a brilliant blue

U*ck : fur One and curly : its beauty places it at the head of

all bkoey fun . the tail is a royal brush. Tb^ choicest are

(rom Labrador and Moon Fort : tho:<e of KuMia are more
woolly and leas valuable. t'«e-l for niult<, boas, and linings

of robe* Price from foO to ^201).

>uz. Cross. — Not ijuite so Unce as the silver, with fine over-

balr, but a shaiie of rnl at the poinLi, and from the paleneM of

ng
•re frt>m the Hudsoa's Bay Territory, and
valued from SIO to «40.

Fox, Bimf. — Size the same as the crom,
«itb grmy-blue overbair, and a woolly fur.

The finest are frt>m Archangel on the \Vbtta

8mu and from Ureenland. Value (rom $10
to«3l)L

>'«z, \V\tU. — Siw the nune as the croM,
viUt put* white overbair and fur The Iw.tt

Kie tnm Labrador, the poorest from A.'>ia

VaIim tnm 41 to 93.
fkt, RrJ — Well known to all northern

Utotli : abundant in Kurope, but in "ite

•d beauty interior to the American family

Tbe tomer fetch *1, white those (rtMii Labra-
dor are valued at «4

/itr. Grey — Only found in the U. Stales.

OvwrtMiir to gray, sprinkled with tllrer on
the back, the aUa* are yellow, and the uil
aa aabea gray. — Value tmm •I to <2.

F»x, K'U — fouivl in northwest Amer-
lea aad in Tartary. Overhalr One . Uie bark
to a purr gray, the >ld«a yellow, and the
belly while. In sUe it i« the smallest o( the
fciee. Prtre from I'l to 75 cents.

Hitmtur. — star, 3 by 6 incbee; hair short and close, bark
my and llie sVie* trllow A great trouble lo the Urmers in

OanHany, who spare no pains to eitenulnate ihcm. The pelt

kl Made Into linings for rioaks.

Mart. — Orcrkialr line, fur very long, fine, abundant, and
tiuaa : pelt sreak ; cokw gray an i while. Itesi are (rom Rii>-

la. This skta is largely used bjr furrHTx. but its fur Is among
Ibe beat for batters' ourpovs. Value frxin 10 in tt rents

KMtntktf. — Found only In A«ta, and alialns the siv of the
Amertcan mink , overhair a gol<lea rvd, U Inches long. The
tails oaaiM vacellent pencils lor painters Value from ijO eaou
lo«l.

La/M6. —The finest, dark, rioaew^rled skint come from
I ; the next grail* from iIm Crimea, an<l are grmv In color ;

skins from A'trakhao- All ih<M« err used by furriers
Ibr eaps, borders, aivl garmenta. The finest rerslan are worth
$3 CO 95. the Criimsui 91 5il, an<l ibe Astrakhan from 25
lo So cent*. The lamb-skins of wMi»m Rurnpe are used
Ibr lining glow*. Angora stMep are sofneftmee in ilrmaml, and
are colooni ml, blue, grar, and orange lo suit the faahkia for
(ringee and borders. Their value to rrooi 93 M 910L

Imoh - The finest fron Aala. Rpertiaaea art rara, aad
price variable.

Ltm* — Mlw, 3 by 3) feet . overhalr fine aad flowing, of a
clear silver-blue shade, sprinkled with black ; length of over-
bair 3 lo 4 InchM Beat are from Sweden aad Labrador.
Value from n to 9A.
MnrUm, Am'rican —^\m ttrtm 6 to 15 Inrhtsi to H by SO

Incbee ; overhair An* and flowing. 1 lo 3 lorbaa loof ; tat
elo<e aod tliiok ; color of best a dark coAse browa. of poenM a
xle yallov The fioest ate from the OrMt Whale wear aad

Always a etaoloe aad valnad pall. Prtca ct bMl

*26, of pooreet 50 cenu. The tip* of the tails are highly priard
for arli«ta' brushee

Marir», Stomf — Found In Europe ; the best from Hungary
and Turkey. Color a dull gray, overhair coarse, and fur
woolly. Value of best prime, 92 to *3.
Marltm, Bnum — Found in Kurope and Asia, of fine overhair,

but woolly (ur, of a briiwiiirh color, appruacbiug that of ttie

American oiarteo, and (uruished with a long and bu^by tail.

Value (rom M to AlO.
MarUH, KHuian i<aHe. — Theae »kins are in the highest e«-

timatlou with furrier*. i>iir about the same a* Ibe Auirriraa
marten, but Che oTrrhair is much more fine and dowing. o( a
rirb blulvh dark shade, and from li to 2) Inrhes long . the pelt

is very soft, lough, and durable Tlie best are from Vakutrk
in Liberia, the next from the Lena Kiver, and ttie poorest from
the l>o«er Amoor Very rhoire grades, but of a browner shade,
are furnished by Kamtrhalka Value of the poor ^ghaliea
from 91 to $2 , while the darkeat from Okbocak will rommaod
si:<o

Mink. Amnicat*. — This valuable skin has nearly the siac of
the marten, with an overhair that L< shorter and sii^hlly more
rigid, bui Ties with tlie Durtrn in eleganre of luslrr, the rboi-
rest baring a dark blue shade that is always admirrvl in fur*.

The best are from Nova Scotia the Slate of Maine, and the Latv
ratlor coast It is most abundant in Ibe uiid<lle aud uortb-
wrstem .«^l.-»te» Value of the best, from HZ lo J 10.

M nk, Russian. —Of smaller siar than the American, and
inferior in all other respects, but stlil a vaJuable pelt. I'rice

of prime, from 51) cents to ^luJO.
Monkty. — From the west coast of Africa ; has a long, thin,

flowing liair ; of various colors, rbielly black and dun gray.
Has a limited use with furrier*, fetching from 50 cenU to
91 60.

Miisk-Rai— A well-known fur In the f. .«Ute*. Sisr 8 by 13
inches: overhair roar^ and light brown; fur fine, thick, and
silky \ in general favor with furriers, and available lor a gieat
variety of purt>ose«. Best are Irom New England and New
York ; very prolific in cultivated region*. The price is veiy

^^

pile yalloi

Laurador.

rif . 213. - Fox.

Ave milMnns of skins. It Is difllcnlt to forreaal the market
value Price for prime, from 12 lo 75 cents. A variety of
blark-rnlorrd mu'krat from OeUware and Maryland letcbea

double Itiese prires.

ymirin - From the Ia Plata, South America; in sIm and
value between the beaver ami ihe mutk-rat , overhair roars*

and rigid; (ur short and fine; nells too often unsound, and
hence Ihe value of the fur Is rhiefly for hat*. Price of dry
kins fhxn 25 In fill rents per pound

Opot^tmn —Chiefly (rom the C. ."fatea. but tome also (rom
Australia. Overhair long, rname, and whilisb gray , fur

woolly- Best from Ohio. Value (rom 10 lo f»0 rent*.

Oiirr -- Coiiie* (rom all northern rountries Slae of hr*l, 3
by 5 (wt ; overliair thKk and rioee ; rolor brown blark Best

are fl'oni tjihnidor and Canada. The skin i« In hich rrpuiallon

and eri>er«l use wlih furrier*. Value of best. 97 f>0 lo 915
Otirf. .Vn — Found only in Ibe North Parlflr Orean. on ibe

roasts of Alaska, Kamtrhatka, aod Japan. r<i>e. 2 by A feel,

overhair expee«llngly flf>e, and extending bui llille beyond the

(Vir, which itself Is' verv thick, rioee, fine, and silkv : rolor

dark brown, necaslooallv with silver points regularly Inier-

epersnl ; pell pliable and firm. The poorest skins are no! mote
valuable than Ihn^ of the beaver hot ihe line rhoire speci-

mens rommand from 91'*> to 9WjO They are in high repute

wllh the Russian* and Chinese.

lUbhtt — i>lae, in bv lA Inches : for thk-k aiMl floe : pelt

weak : color all shade* from Mark to while. Beet are found

ta England, hul the purest rome (rom Poland The be«l rol

oiwd skins are us».| by furriers but miirh Ihe larger portion Is

eut ftw hatters' (ur The animal is largely bred in watrens,

and its flesh used as food ; the pelu thus bereoM of scroodary

laportaaee, aitd, belag abuaOaat, supply a cheap fur.
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Raccoon. — One of the peculiar and valuable pelts of the U.
States, and flourishing best in cultivated regions. Size, 1 by 2
feet; overhair not fine, but bright in color, 3 inches long,

thick, and flowing ; fur resembling that of the beaver; color

from silver blue to gray brown and coffee brown. Best are

from Michigan and Ohio. Average value of prime, $1. Some
specimens vie with the fisher in its peculiar shade, and some
even with the silver fox, and such rare skins bring from *5
to «20.

iSf'i^ Hair.— Chiefly from the North Atlantic. Size from
3 to 10 feet ; hair coarse and rigid : no fur ; divided into white
coats, blue-ljlacks, mottled, and ordinary. Used for saddlery
and military purposes. Average price, 50 cents.

Seal, Fur. — Found only in the Pacific and in the South
Atlantic. Size of the wig.x, 4 by 8 feet ; of the large, 3 by 6
feet ; middling, 2k by 5 teet ; small, 2 by 4 feet ; the pups vary
in length from 2^ to 4 feet. Overhair coarse and rigid ; fur
fine, thick, silky, and very uniformly distributed. Pelt thin,
pliable, and of light weight. The largest number come from
Alaska, whence 100,000 are allowed by law to be brought an-
nually. The best of the.se are the prime middling pups
Value varies from S5 to $15 in the salted state. A few fine

skins come from the coast of British Columbia, and being
caught in winter are in prime condition. The choicest skins
are taken on the South Shetland and South Georgia Islands in

the Antarctic Ocean Fur fine beyond comparison : pelt very
pliable, light and thin and firm. Value, salted, from SIO
to $50.

Skunk. — Another peculiar production of the U. States.

Size, 10 by 16 inches long , overhair fine, 3 inches long, dark
blue and coffee brown, thick, glo.ssy, and flowing. Many have
two white stripes, more or less broad, extending from the head
to the tail. It is now easy to deodorize the skin, and the

Fig. 214. — Otter.

fur is a popular one in all countries. The best are from
New York and Ohio; value of best prime black, from SI
to •?2.50.

Squirrel. — Only tho.se of northern Europe and A.«ia have a
value as merchandise. American are worthless. Size 3 by 6
inches ; overhair and fur equally fine ; color from pale blue to
clear dark blue ; best are from Eastern Siberia ; palest and
poorest from European Russia ; bellies white ; tails long and
bushy. This fur is in universal demand among furriers for
muffs and linings, as well as for large garments Pelt pliable
and tough : fur durable, close, and fine. The tails are made
into boas and brushes.

Tiger.— Specimens are rare. Those from Bengal are large
and short in hair, but well marked ; while those from Northern
China have hair 2 to 3 inches long, and frequently measure 10
to 14 feet in length. Value of the latter, from $50 to $100.

Wolf. — The largest are from Labrador, measuring from 4
to 6 feet long, chiefly gray-brown in color, with long, flowing,
coarse overhair. The finest are from Fort Churchill, and fetch
a high price. The American prairie-wolf is a variety inferior
in every respect. Price of best, $10 : of the inferior, $1. The
wolf IS very destructive of the fur-bearing animals, and is an
object of extermination with all trappers.

Wnli-erine. —From Russia, Norway, and Hudson's Bay.
Color a clear dark brown, overhair coarse, 2.V inches lone.
Value from $3 to $6. <

j a

Of the fur-bearers, those that seek their food in
water have their finest but shortest fur on the belly,
and longer fur upon the back ; while those that
avoid the rivers have their longest and finest fur
upon tlie back, and their bellies clothed with fine,
long, flowing overhair.— Dressinc/. Raw furs are
made ready for use by softening the pelt with
pure butter or sweet oil, trampling them in tubs
filled with fine hardwood sawdust at about blood-
heat, drawing the pelt over a sharp knife to remove
every particle of flesh, and finally trampling them
again in clean sawdust. The pelt thus becomes
soft and pliable, like the fine kid used for gloves.

They are then ready for the furrier, who assorts
the skins as to color and overhair, and cuts them
in various ways to bring them to the pattern of
the article required. Having been sewed together
with a close, fine overseam, the article is damped,
and stretched upon a smooth pine board after a
pattern marked, then nailed along its edges and
left to dry. After removal from the board the
article is trimmed, and softened by rubbing, and
is then ready for the liner. The skill of the fur-

rier lies in the taste exhibited in the arrangement
of the furs, and in the economy of use of ma-
terial.— Dyebuj. Furs are dyed in a variety of
ways to make them uniform in color, and adapt
them to the fashion and taste of the time. Ordi-
narily this is a cheap and read}' process, and only
becomes an art Avhen employed upon fine skins,

from which the overhair has been first removed by
plucking, leaving the fur alone to receive the dye-
stuff. Among these are the skins of the musk-rat,
beaver, otter, and especially the fur seal ; the last

has received very careful attention, as its entire

value depends upon the perfection and success of

the process. Unprime fur seals part with their

overhair very reluctantly, while the seasoned skins

are very readily unhaired, leaving the fur in all

its smoothness ; thus the best grades

^ are likely to be very good, while the
rest rank only from ordinary to very
common. A subsequent process is the
removal of all grease from the fur,

which is effected by repeated wash-
ings in softened water ; if this is im-
perfectly done, the color will be un-

"^ even and not permanent. The final

-^ work is to prepare a d^'e of suitable

strength, and apply it in a, suitable

way, to infuse the coloring matters
into the fur, without suffering too
much of it to reach the pelt, whereby
its durability might be ruined. Lon-
don claims to have accomplished this

for the seal-skin in a manner that distances all

competition ; and it certainly enjoys a wide popu-
larity, as well as the substantial fruits of the sale

of its production of colored seals. But America
also has its successful dyers of seals, one of the
most important of the results we have achieved
being the giving to the fur seal a fine deep brown
color, without injuring or burning the fur, while
leaving the pelt soft, light, and durable — Prices

of Fane If Furs. The market value of dressed and
manufactured furs is at the mercy of fickle fashion
and the weather. The production of any one
variety is very limited, and consequently those
that are in fashion during a cold winter command
full and even extravagant prices, while others, of
equal intrinsic merit, have a merely nominal value.

The consumer is not more responsible for this

than are the furrier and the fur merchant. It

was the remark of an old and successful fur-dealer

that " furs when wanted are diamonds, when not
wanted are charcoal." This fact renders the trade

an extremely hazardous one, and tends to make
the venture in it a matter of speculation rather
than of provident enterprise ; and while the con-

sumer occasionally may have to pay a very ex-

travagant price for some few varieties of furs for

a short period, it happens far more frequently that

the fur-dealer is a severe sufferer by reason of

sanguine anticipations of advance in values, which
in nine cases out of ten are doomed to disappoint-

ment.

For further information, see the excellent work " Fur and th«
Fur-trade," by M. M. Backus (Little, Brown, and Co., Publish-

ers, Boston, 1879), from which the foregoing is borrowed.
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Our foreign trade in furs for the year 1878 was
as follows : Imports of undressed skins (chiefly

from England and theCanadas), SlJH.OtiO ; im-

ports of furs and dressed fur skins (mostly from
England, France, and Germany), ij-i,2:30,204. Ex-
ports of furs and fur skins (mostly to England and
Germany) $2,018,100.

Imp. duty : caps, hats, muffs, tippets, and all manuf. of fur,

or of which fur shall be a component (including coney-plates).

3-j per cent — Hares' furs, undres.«ed and not on the skin, 20
per cent.— Hatters" furs, not on the skin, and dressed furs on
the skin, 20 per cent. — Fur skins of all kinds not dressed in

any manner, free.

FurbelO'W, a plaited border ; the flounce for a
dress.

Furbisher, a burnisher or polisher.

Fur Cap, a seal or other skin cap.

Fur Coat, a wrapper for cold weather made of
bear-skin, beaver, seal, or other fur.

Pur-Cutting Machine, a mechanical contriv-

ance for shaving peltries at the back of the skin,

so as to loosen the long hairs, leaving only the fine

under-fur.

Furdingar, a liquid measure of Finland, about

7^ pints, the fourth part of the tunna.

Furling, in naval parlance, the wrapping or
rolling a sail up snugly to the yard or boom, and
binding or securing it.

Furlong, an English measure of length, 40
poles, the eighth part of a mile.

Furnace, an apparatus to contain combustible
matter, and supplied with air in various ways to

facilitate its combustion and produce heat, which
is directed upon an object in the vicinity, such as

an ore or metal under treatment, a steam-boiler,

etc. F. are constructed according to many dif-

ferent patterns, with varying degrees of complex-
ity in arrangement, but all may be considered as

combining three essential parts, namely, the fire-

place in which the fuel is consumed ; the heated
chamber, laboratory, hearth, or working-bed, as it

is variously called, where the heat is applied to

the special work for which the F. is designed ; and
the apparatus for producing rapid combustion
by the supply of air under pressure to the fire.

In the simplest cases the functions of two or more
of these parts may be combined into one, as in

the smith's forge where the fireplace and heating
chamber are united, the iron being placed among
the coals, only the air for burning being supplied
under pressure from a blowing engine by a second
special contrivance, the tuyere, tuiron, twyer, or
blast-pipe ; but in the more refined modern l'\,

where great economy of fuel is an object, the dif-

ferent functions are distributed over separate and
distinct apparatus, the fuel being converted into

gas in one, dried in another, and heated in a
third, before arriving at the point of combustion
in the working-chamber of the F. proper. The
most obvious distinction that can be used in the
classification of /•'. is founded on the method
adopted for supplying air, which may either be
blown into the fire, untler a pressure above that of

the atmosphere sufficient to overcome the resist-

ance presented by the packed colunms of fuel

and other materials to its free passage, or be drawn
through it by a partial vacuum in a chimney
formed by the heated gases on their way to the
atmosphere. The former are known as Udst fur-

naces, and the latter as cliimnei/, draurjlit, air, or wind
furnaces.

Furnished, a term applied to anything com-
fdeted or having the necessary a])purtenances ; a
louse which is properly filled with necessary
goods, upholstery, cabinet-ware, culinary utensils,

and garniture ; fit for occupation.

Furniture Japanner and Polisher, a work-
man who oils, varnisiies, and prepares for sale
new cabinet articles, and cleans and polishes old
worn pieces of room furniture.

Furniture-Polish, see French Polish.
Furniture-Printer, a maker of fabrics for

covering articles used in rooms.
Furniture-Woods, hard, ornamental woods,

used for cabinet-work.
Furrier, a dealer in skins ; a manufacturer and

vender of various articles of fur.

Furriery, furs in general ; the trade in furs.

Furring, fixing thin scantlings on the e<lges of
timber to make tlie surface even.— Double plank-
ing the sides of a ship.— Incrusting a boiler with
a scaly deposit.

Furro^v, the trench made by a plough.— The
grooves in the face of a millstone.

Fur-Trade. See P\:k.

Fur-Waste, the clippings and refuse of fur
manufacturers' shops, which are imported in bales
from England and France and used in the manuf.
of felting-cloths.

Fuse, a case of wood or metal charged with an
explosive composition, and having a slow match
attached for firing a shell or blast charge.
Fusee, the conical part of a watch or clock,

round which the chain or cord is wound (see C in

Fig. 27, and B in Fig. 83).— A lighted or slow
match used by smokers for igniting tobacco.
Fusee-Engine, a clock-maker's machine for

cutting and shaping fusees.

Fusel Oil, a strong-smelling oil. produced along
with alcohol during the fermentation of grain,

potatoes, etc., on the large scale, and which gives
the peculiar and disagreeable flavor and odor to

raw whiskey. It is found chiefly in the last portion
of the spirit which passes over, called the " faints,"

to which it imparts its characteristic odor and
flavor. By rectifying the faints at a very gentle

heat, most of the alcohol and water first pass over
together with only a little fusel oil, whilst the

latter forms the residuum in the still. It essen-

tially consists of hydrated oxide of amyl, but
trifling and variable quantities of other organic
compounds are mixed with it, which slightly mod-
ify its character, more particularly its odor and
flavor. The oil of potato spirit is the purest form
of crude fusel oil. The exertions of the distiller

are direct<»d as much as possible to lessen the
formation of fusel oil during the fermentation of

his " worts," and to eliminate, during the distilla-

tion and rectification of his liquors, the greatest

possible proportion of that witli which they may
be contaminated. Fusel oil is a nearly colorless

volatile liquid, with a rather high boiling-point,

a durable, penetrating, offensive smell, and an
acrid, burning taste ; when swallowed, it occa-

sions nausea, giddiness, headache, etc.; in slightly

larger quantities, vomiting, delirium, oppressive
respiration, and lessened sensibility to pain ; its

vapor also produces these effects. In quantity,

it is a narcotic poison. The greater intoxicating

power of whiskey, more especially that from raw
grain, than other spirit is due to the larger quan-
tity of fusel oil which it contains. Jnip. duty
•'?2 per gallon.

Fuse-Setter, an implement used by miners for

driving home wooden fuses.

Fusible Metal, an alloy of bismuth, lead, and
tin, which melts at a surprisingly low tempera-

ture. Different degrees of fusibility are obtained

by varying the proportions as follows: 1. Bis-

muth, 2 parts; lead, 5 parts; tin, 3 parts. Melts

in boiling water. 2. Bismuth, 8 parts; lead, 6
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parts; tin, 3 parts. Melts below 212° F. 3. Bis-

mutli, 8 parts; tin, 4 parts; lead, 5 parts; anti-

mony, 1 part. The metals sliould be repeatedly
melted and poured into drops, until they are well

mixed. 4. Lead, 3 parts ; tin, 2 parts ; bismutli,

6 parts. Melts at 197° F. 5. To the last, after

removing it from the fire, add of quicksilver

(warm) 1 part. Liquid at 172°, solid at 140° F.

The first four of the above are used to make toy-

spoons, to surprise children by their melting in hot
liquors. A little mercury may be added to lower
their melting points. Nos. 2 and 3 are specially

adapted for making electrotype moulds. The beau-
tiful casts of the French medals known to all

electrotypers as Clichee moulds are in the alloy

No. 3. The above alloys are also used to form
pencils for writing on asses' skin, or paper pre-

pared by rubbing burnt hartshorn into it, etc.

;

also as a metal bath in the laboratory. The last is

used for anatomical injections.

Fusil, a light musket of an antiquated pattern.

Fusing-Point, see Fusion.
Fusion, a melting; the converting of a solid

into a liquid by heat. The liquefaction of ice

may be called either fusing or melting. Thus 32°

F. may be called the fusing or melting point of ice,

the freezing or solidifying point of water. The
fusing points of the more refractory substances
are only to be ascertained approximately on ac-

count of the doubtful accuracy of the indications

given by the pyrometers at very high temperatures.
Tiie pyrometer constructed of platinum is the
most delicate, although the rate of its expansion
must be uncertain as it approaches its own fusing
point. The following are considered to be the
fusing points of metals :

Platinum F 3080°
Wrought iron 2910
Steel 2500
Gold 2190
Cast iron 2100
Copper 1920

A dull red heat is estimated as 1480° ; a bright
red heat as 1830° ; and a white heat as 2370® to
2910°, F.

Fusta [Sp.], a small vessel with lateen sails;

a kind of woollen cloth.

Fustiein [Fr. futaine; Ger. Barchent; It. fits-

tagno; Sp. fustan\ is a species of coarse, thick
tweeled cotton, and is generally dyed of an olive,
leaden, or other dark color. Besides the common
fustian, which is known by the name of pillow
(probably pilaw), the cotton stuffs called cordu-
roy, velverett, velveteen, thick-set used for men's
wearing apparel, belong to the same fabric. The
commonest kind is merely a tweel of four, or
sometimes five leaves, of a very close stout tex-
ture, and very narrow, seldom exceeding 17 or 18
inches in breadth. It is cut from the loom in half
pieces, or ends, as they are usually termed, about
35 yards long, and after undergoing the subse-

Silrer F. 1830°
Zinc 700
Lead 590
Bismuth 500
Tin 450

quent operations of dyeing, dressing, and folding,

is ready for the market. Of velvet, there are
properly only two kinds, — that with a plain, and
that with a tweeled, or, as it is here called, a Genoa
ground, or back. When the material is silk, it is

called velvet ; when cotton, velveteen ; and this is

the sole difference. In the same way a common
tweeled cloth, when composed of silk, is called

satin ; when of cotton, fustian or jean ; of woollen,
plaiding, serge, or kerseymere; and in the linen

trade is distinguished by a variety of names ac-

cording to the quality or fineness, or the place
where the article is manufactured.
Fustic [Fr. hois jaune; Ger. Getbhdz, Fustic; It.

legnof/iallo de Brasilia,• Sp. palo del Brasd amarillo],

a dye-wood, the produce of a large tree, a species

of mulberry (Morus limioria), a native of tropical

America and the West Indies ; the best being that
of Cuba. It is of a sulphur-color with orange
veins, hard and strong, and is imported in the
form of logs or large blocks. Its decoction dyes
woollens yellow of different shades, according to

the " mordant." Alum, tartar, and spirits of tin

brighten the tint ; acetate and sulphate of iron

and common salt darken it; with sulphate of iron

it gives olives and browns ; with the indigo vat
and sulphate of indigo, green. These colors are
very permanent. Its yellow turns on the lemon
when pale, and on the orange when darker. 1 lb.

of old fustic will dye 3 to 5 lbs. of wool. Zante,
or i/oung fustic, is really a species of sumach

(
Hhus

cotmus), and is quite distinct from the Morus tincto-

ria, or old fustic ; the latter being a large Ameri-
can tree, while the former is a small European
shrub, it grows in Italy and the South of France,
but is principally exported from the Ionian Islands
and Patras in the Morea. It gives a yellow, turn-

ing on the green, but its colors are not very per-

manent. It is chiefly used in combination with
other dyestuffs. It is conveniently stowed among
a cargo of dry-goods, as it may be cut into pieces

of any length without injury. Only a small quan-
tity of this species of sumach is imported. Its

price fluctuates considerably. Imp. (in stocks ) free.

Fut, the French name for a cask, a vessel for

liquids ; a stock for a gun, or tool ; a bookbinder's
plough.
Futaille (Fr), a cask of any kind for wine,

water, or provisions.

Futainier (Fr.), a fustian-weaver.
Futfaill, Futfell, a name in Scotland for the

dressed skins of a slink lamb, or one prematurely
dropped.
Futtocks, in a ship, the timbers raised over

the keel, or the encompassing timbers which form
her breadth and capacity. Fnttock plates are iron

plates crossing the sides of the top-rim perpen-
dicularly. The dead-eyes of the topmast rigging

are fitted to their upper ends, and the futtock
shrouds to their lower ends.

Fyke, a bow-net for catching fish.
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G
Gab, the hook on the end of an eccentric rod,

opposite the strap.

Oabarage, coarse packing-cloth ; a term for-

merly used for the wrappers in which Irish goods
were packed.
Gabardine, a coarse smock-frock, or blouse.
Gabare, a French ligiiter ; a fisliing-boat , a

kind of net.

Gabbart, a name in Scotland for a canal barge
or lighter.

Gabelle, a tax formerly levied upon salt and
other provisions.

Gabilla, a finger or parcel of tobacco in Cuba,
consisting of about 30 or 40 leaves. Tiie bales are
usually made up of 80 hands, each of four gabillas.

Gad, a small iron punch, with a wooden handle,
used by miners to break up ore. — A jumper; a
boring-bar.— In Scotland, a fishing-rod; a bar of
metal.

Gadesden-Pan, an evaporating sugar-pan,
named after tlie inventor.

Gaeta. See Italy.
Gaff, a spar to which the head of a fore-and-aft

sail is bent.— In Scotland, a sort of net.

Gaff-Topsail, a light sail set over a gaff.

Gage, a pawn or pledge. — A token. — The
depth of water displaced by a ship ; also the posi-

tion of a ship in relation to the wind with another
vessel, as weather-gage, lee-gage. — The widtli of

a railroad track (see R.\ilroad Gage). — Fine
mortar with an addition of plaster of Paris for a
finishing coat.— Any instrument used to measure.
(See Gauge.)
Gage-Cock, one of two or more stopcocks

which are screwed into tiie boiler of a steam en-

gine, one above tlie level at wliicli water ought to

stand in the boiler and the other below it. The
ejection of steam and water respectively from tiie

cocks indicates the water-level in the boiler to be

between the two gage-cocks. Steam from botli

shows the water to be too low. Water from
both shows the water to be too high. — E. H.
KnifjIU.

Gagger, a lifter used by the founder, consisting

of a light T-sliaped piece of

iron.

Gag-Rein, in saddlery, a
rein which, passing over run-

ners attached to tlie throat-

latch, draws the bit up into tiie

corners of the horse's moutli

when pulled upon.
Gain, profit ; overplus in a

computation. — A mortise.— A
bevelled shoulder of a binding-

joist to strengthen the tenon.

Gainings, the acquisitions

made by successful trade.

Gainier [Fr.], a maker of

sheaths or cases.

Gaiter, a covering of cloth

or leather for the lower portion

of the leg and ankle, fitting

closely to the shoe ; also a sort

of high slioe covering the ankle-

joint.

Gala, a great entertainment.
— A Scotcli cotton fabric.

Galactin, a nutritious milky substance obtained

from the sap of the r/alaclodenaron, the milk or cow
tree of South America.

Galactometer, Lactometer, an aerometer or
glass instrument (Fig. 215), for testing the density
of milk, consisting of a stem, enclosing scales ; of
a cylinder serving to float it, and of a bulb clinrged

with sliot, serving as a ballast, so that the instru-

ment floats upright in the milk. It is centesimally
graduated.
Galam-Butter, a reddish-white solid oil ob-

tained in India and Africa from the Bassia buly-

racea.

Galangal, a commercial name for the rootstocks
of the Al/iinid (juUimja, and A. racemosa, wliicli have
the same properties as ginger. Tlie roots are im-

ported from China, Sumatra, and Java. i/wy;. free.

Galatz. See Holmaxia.
Galbanum, a gum-resin derived from an unas-

certained umbelliferous jjlant. It is brought from
Turkey and the East Indies in irregular tears about
the size of a pea, usually agglutinated into masses

;

of a greenish-yellow color, translucent, having a

strong disagreeable odor, and an acrid bitter taste.

Its properties are similar to the other fetid anti-

spasmodic gum-resins. It ranks between assafoet-

ida and ammoniacum.
Galena, Lead-Glance, Blue-Lead |Fr. plomb

sulfur^; Ger. Dleiglan:], a native sulphuret of lead,

wiiich usually occurs in heav}-, shining, black, or

bluish lead-colored cubical masses. It is the rich-

est ore of lead, and nearly all the lead of com-
merce is obtained from it. It is used in the form
of powder, called alqmfoux, for glazing pottery.

Immense deposits of it exist in Missouri, Illinois,

Iowa, and Wisconsin, especially near O'alena, a
thriving city of Illinois, which owes its prosperity

to its rich mines of lead.

Galiot, Galliot, a light galley, a Dutch ship.

Galipot, white-pine resin ; the residue of the

turpentine which has lost its volatile oil by spon-

taneous evaporation ; when purified, it is called

Burgundy pitch.

Gall, the bitter fluid secreted by the liver ; ox-
gall is used for scouring cloth; and when refined,

by artists to fix chalk and pencil drawings before
tinting them. See Galls.
Galleon, a large four-decked vessel formerly

used by the Spaniards in trading to South Amer-
ica.

Gedlery, in mining, an underground excavation,
vertical or horizontal. — A long narrow room in

the wing of a building. --The upper places or

seats in a church or theatre. — A raised balcony
or walk in a room. — A railed projection at the

stern or quarter of a ship.

Galley, a printer's long frame with a ledge (Fig.

216), on which the compositor empties the contents

of his stick as often as it is filled, so that fhe com-

ng. 216. — Galao-
TOMSTEB.

Fig 216. — Common Galley.

posed lines, or arranged letters, may be made up

into columns or pages ; there are newspaper, book,

and job galleys. — The place set apart for the fire-

hearth and the use of the cook in a ship. — A long

sharp boat for a ship's use, carrying from 10 to 12

oars.

Gallic Acid, a peculiar acid obtained from

gall-nuts, divi divi, and other vegetable substances,
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rich in tannin. It forms small, feathery, and nearly

colorless crystals, which have a beautiful silky lus-

tre ; that of commerce is usually of a pale yellow
color ; it is soluble in 100 parts of cold water and
3 parts of boiling water; it is also soluble in

alcohol, and slightly so in ether; the aqueous
solution is decomposed by exposure to the air

;

dissolved in hot oil of vitriol, it forms a deep, rich,

red solution, which, when thrown into water, drops
the gallic acid, deprived of some of its water. This
substance is soluble in the alkalies, and d3-es cloth

like madder. When strongly heated, gallic acid

is converted into metagallic acid, or into pyrogal-

lie acid, according to the manner in which the heat
is applied. Its principal use is in the art of photog-
raphy. It has been also employed in medicine,
as an external astringent, but is, for that purpose,
greatly inferior to tannic acid. Imp. duty, $1
per lb.

Gallipoli. See Italy, and Turkey.
Gallipot, a small white earthenware pot or jar,

used by chemists, etc.

Gallivat, a large rowing boat in the East Indies.

Gallon, the unit measure of capacity, consisting

of 231 cubic inches = four quarts, or eight pints.

This, tiie Winchester gallon of England, is the
standard or wine gallon of the U. States, and also

of the East and West Indies. The standard British

measure, both for liquid and dry articles, is the //«-

;>e(/((/(/«Wo/i., which consists of 277.274 cubic inches,

and should coutam 10 lbs. avoirdupois of distilled

water. In dry measure it is the eighth of a bushel.

Galloon, a narrow thick ferret or lace, com-
monly made of mohair or silk ; but sometimes of
wool, thread, gold, or silver. It is used as edging,
and tlie common kinds are largely employed for
binding hats, shoes, etc.

Gallo-Tannic Acid, 51 name for the pure tan-

nin of nut-galls employed for chemical purposes.
Gallo'wa, the frame supporting the beam of a

steam-engine.— In printing, the rest for the tym-
pan when open. — A beam laid over two posts, on
which criminals are hanged.
Gallo'ws-Bitts, a strong frame in the centre of

a ship's deck to support spare spars when in port.

Galls, Gall-Nuts. Nut-Galla I Fr. noix de tjalle ;

Ger. Gailapfel ; It. gali.e ; Sp. a^dllas], are excres-
cences produced by the attacks of a small insect,

which deposits its eggs in the tender shoots of a
species of oak {Quercus infecloria),

abundant in Asia Minor, Syria,

Persia, etc. Galls are inodorous,
and have a nauseously bitter and
astringent taste. They are nearly
spherical, and vary in magnitude
from the size of a pea to that of a
liazel-nut. When good, they are
of a black or deep olive color;

their surface is tubercular, and
almost prickly ; they are heavy,
brittle, and break with a flinty

fracture. They are known in

commerce by the names of w/o'lp,

(jreen, and blue. The white galls

are those which have not been
gathered till after the insect has
eaten its way out of the nidus
and made its escape. They are not so heavy as the
others, and are of a lighter color, and do not fetch
so high a price. The green and blue galls are
gathered before the insect has escaped ; they are
heavier and darker than the former, and are said
to afford about one third more of coloring matter.
Galls are of great importance in the arts, being
very extensively used in dyeing, and in the manu-

facture of ink, of which they form one of the prin-
cipal ingredients. They are the most powerful of
all the vegetable astringents ; and are frequently
used with great effect in medicine. Galls consist
principally of three substances,— tannin or tan-
nic acid, yellow extractive, and gallic acid. The
decoction has a very astringent and unpleasant
bitter taste. The ancients reckoned the gall-nuts
of Syria superior to every other, and they still

retain their pre-eminence They are principally
exported from Aleppo. Tripoli, Smyrna, and Said.
Those from Caramania are of a very inferior qual-
ity. It is not unusual to dye the whitish gall-nuts

blue, in order to increase their value. The fraud
is, however, detected by the deeper blue tinge that
is thus imparted to them ; and by their being per-
forated and lighter than the genuine blue galls.

Imp. free.

Gall-Stone, a calcareous concretion found in
the gall-bladder of animals ; it is sometimes used
by painters as a yellow coloring matter, on account
of its brightness and durability.

Gallygaskins, leather protectors for the legs of
sportsmen during shooting excursions, etc.

Galoche, an overshoe ; also, gaiters extending
from the knee, and covering the instep.

Galvanic Battery. If we take a vessel con-

taining water, to which some sulphuric acid has

Fig. 217. — Galvanic BArrEHT.

been added (Fig. 217), and plunge in the liquid a
plate of copper, C, and a plate of pure zinc, Z,

keeping the plates apart from each other, no
action will be perceived, nor gas will be given off,

a

Fig. 218. — BuNsE.N'b C0.MP0UND Battert.

nor will the zinc dissolve in the acid. But if the
two plates be made to touch each other, or if a
wire be attached to each plate, as shown in the
figure, and the wires be brought into contact outside
of the vessel, an action in the liquid Is immediately
perceptible at the surface of the copper plate, when
a multitude of small bubbles of hydrogen gas will

at once make their appearance, and the gas will
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be given off continuously from the copper plate

so long as there is metallic contact through the

wires, or otherwise, between the two plates, or un-

til the acid is saturated with zinc,— for in this

action the zinc is dissolving, and, in consequence,
liberating hydrogen, which strangely makes its

appearance, not at the place where the chemical
action really occurs, namely, at the surface of the

zinc which is in contact with the acid, but at the

surface of the copper which is not acted upon by
the acid. The zinc, communicating its natural
share of the electrical fluid to the acid, becomes
negatively electrified. The copper, attracting the

same fluid from the acid, becomes positirely electri-

fied, and any conductive substance, as the wires,

placed within the line of communicating between
the positive and negative points, will receive the

charge thus to be obtained. It is known that when
we establish a metallic communication between
two bodies charged with equivalent quantities of

positive and negative electricities respectively,

these combine and neutralize each other, and all

signs of electricity vanish. It is obvious that the

contact of the two wires has this effect, as the

signs of electric charge which were before discov-

erable in each of the plates are no longer found
while the wires are in contact. But the charges
reappear the instant the contact is broken, the

chemical action ceasing at the same time. The
arrangement of metals and acid which we have
described is termed a gabmnic (or voltaic) cou/dc,

element, or cfll: and a series of cells joined together,

as in Fig. 218, is a (jalcanic battery. A single cell

is, however, commonly termed battery, while the

term compound battery is given to a series of cells.

See Electro-Metallurgy, Telegraph, etc.

Fig. 219. — Grove's Battert.

Qrore's Battfry (Fig. 219) la the most energetic battery yet
knnwn, and U the one most generally uwd for the magnetic
telegniph. The metals employed are platinum and zinc, and
the solutions are strong nitric acid in contact with the plati-

num, and sulphuric ncid diluted with ten or twelve parts of
water in contact with the zinc. This battery must be used
with great care, on account of the strength of the acids used
for the solutions, which send out injurious fumes, which
are destructive to organic substances. The containing vessel,

A, is glass ; within this is a thick cylinder of amalgamated zinc,

Z, standing nn short legs, and divided by a longitudinal open-
ing on one side, in order to allow the acid to circulate freely.

Inside of this is a porous cell of unglazcd porcelain, V, con-
taining the nitric acid and strip of platinum. Ttie plati-

num (shown sepamtely in P) is fixed to a cover, c, which is

placed on the porous cell The amalgamated zinc is not acted
upon by the diluted sulphuric acid until the circuit of the
battery is completed. But, as the nitric acid will filter through
the porous cell and act upon the jtinc, it is advisable to remove
the zinc from the acid when the battery is to remain inactive.
Bunsen's battery differs only from this in the substitution of
carbon to the plate of platinum. The Grove's and Bungen's
batteries are much more powerlul arrangements than DanielTs
(see Electro-Metalllroy, Fig. 158), but the latter has the ad-
Tantage as regards the duration and uniformity of its action.

Galvanized Iron, iron tinned by a peculiar
process, whereby it resists the rusting influence of
damp air, and even moisture, much longer than
ordinary tin plate. It is made in corrugated
sheets, and ranges from 800 sq. feet per ton, to
2,170 feet or more. It is either curved, step-cor-

rugated, or corrugated with small flutes or chan-
nels.

Manuf. Clean the surface of the iron perfectly by the joint
action of dilute acid and friction, plunge it into a bath of melted
zinc, covered with sal-ammoniac, and stir it about till it be
alloyed superficially with this metal ; when the metal thus
prepared is exposed to humidity, the zinc oxidizes slowly by
the galvanic action, and protects the iron from rusting within
it, whereby the outer surface remains fora long period perfectly
white, in circumstances under which iron tinned in the usual
way would have been superficially browned and corroded with
rust.

Galvanoglyphy. See Glyphographv.
Galvanometer, an instrument constructed to

measure minute quantities of electricity in gal-

vanic operations.

Fig. 220.— Galvanometer.

A conductor traversed by a current, and placed abore a
magnetic-needle, but very near to it, and parallel to it.s axis,

causes the needle to turn to the ca-st or weft, according as the
current is moving from north to south, or south to north. If
the wire is placed below the needle and parallel, as before, the
effect is reversed. It follows, then, that when the conductor
passes first above and then below the nee<lle, so as to form two
parallel lines between which the needle is suspended, the
action of the current upon it will be similar in both ca.«es ; and
the force thus produced is twice as much as that produced by
a single conductor. By increa.«ing the number of coils, the
action of the current U|)on the needle can be so incren.eed that
very feeble currents can readily be detected. The conducting
wire us«'d must of course be insulated to prevent any direct

metallic communication between the coils. There arc several

forms of G. The astatic G., represented in Fig. 220, consist*

of an astatic needle placed in a coil of wire, so that the lower
needle is within the coil, and the upper one above it. Its de-

flections are more considerable than those of a simple needle.

Galvanoscope, an instrument for detecting

slight currents of electricity. Its construction is

the same as that of the galvanometer, but, being

used only to detect the presence of a current, it

has no provision for measuring its strength or

amount.
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Galveston. See Texas.
Galveston, Harrisburg, and San Antonio

R.R. runs from Harrisburg, Tex., to San Antonio,

Tex., a distance of 215 m. This Co., whose offices

are in Houston, Tex., was chartered in 1870, and
the road opened in 1877, and has obtained from
the State of Texas a land grant of 16 sections

per m. Financial statement: Cap. stock paid in,

$4,638,704.40 ; represented by lands and bonds,

)51,811,20.5.60; total, §6,450,000; funded debt,

^5,300,000 ; consisting of 1st mortgage bonds, is-

sued 1871, .?4,300,000, payable 1910, interest 6%
(Feb. and Aug.) ; 2d mortgage bonds, issued 1878,

$1,000,000, payable 1895, interest 7% (June and
Dec.) ; floating debt, -$881, 127.81 ; total cap. stock
and funded and floating debts, .'512,631,127.81

;
per

contra : cost of road. .'89,474,077.20 ; rolling stock,

$803,722.95; real estate, etc., $1,702,572.29; stocks

and bonds and other assets, $1,018,328.65 ; total,

$13,004,701.41.

Galveston, Houston, and Henderson R.R.
runs from Galveston, Tex., to Houston, Tex.,

a distance of 50 m. This Co., whose offices are
in Galveston, was chartered in 1848. The road
was opened in 1854, and in 1871 was sold under
foreclosure and reorganized. Financial statement,

1878 : Cap. stock, .$1,000,000; funded debt, $1,500,-

000, 1st mortgage 7% bonds, issued 1871, payable
1902 ;

per contra, construction and equipment,
$3,144,40872; real estate, §10,853.35; improve-
ments since 1876, $-303,888.41.

Galway. See Great Britain.
Gama Grass, a tall and esteemed fodder-grass,

the Tripsacum dactyloides, native of Florida and
Texas.
Gambir, Gambler. See Catechu.
Gamboge [Fr. qomme (jidte; Ger. Gummiqutt

;

It. (jommaf/iitta], a gum-resin, the product of a tree

in Siam, the name of which is doubtful. It is

inodorous, and nearly insipid to the taste. The
best, the pipe-gamboge, is in rolls of a dull orange-
color, having a conchoidal fracture, of a deep
orange yellow, and a waxy rather than resinous

lustre. It also occurs in cakes, fracture uneven,
slightly porous, color less bright, and lustre more
resinous. The larger cakes, and such as are dark
colored, should be rejected. Genuine gamboge
comes from Siam, and is imported to Europe gen-

erally by the way of Singapore or China. It is

used as a pigment in water-colors, and as an in-

gredient in some varnishes. It is also a rough
and violent cathartic. Imp. free.

Gambroon, a kind of twilled linen cloth for
linings.

Game, a collective name for wild birds and ani-

mals which are coursed or shot by sportsmen,
and afford meats for the table.

Gamel, a rice measure on the east coast of
Africa, of 38 lbs. weight.
Ganiene, madder which has been dried and

ground, without removing the outer pellicle.

Gammon, to deceive. — The salted and dried
buttock of a hog, usually sold as bacon. — In Scot-
land, the feet of an animal.
Gammoning, a strong lashing, by which the

bowsprit of a ship is secured to the cutwater.
Gandang, a bale of 25 pieces of cloth in the

Philippine Islands.

Gang, a body of men employed together on any
work. — A set of tools so connected that they act
together, as a gang-plough, a gang of bits, etc. —

A

personal load, as much as can be carried at once.— A walk for cattle.

Gang-Board, a plank from a boat's side, rest-

ing on the shore, to step on.

Gang-Casks, small casks for bringing oS water
in boats.

Ganger, the foreman or manager of a gang of
platelayers and laborers on a railway.
Ganges. See India (British).
Gang-Plough, several ploughs stacked in one

frame, usually supported on wheels and ridden by
the operator.

Gang-Savr, an arrangement of saws placed
parallel in a gate, so as to make a number of

kerfs simultaneously, ripping up the log into lum-
ber at one passage along the ways. In the large

saw-mills of the lumber regions, these are known
as slabhing-qangs, stock-gangs, Yankee-gangs, live-

ganqs, differing in certain particulars and purposes.
— E. H. Knight.

Gcingue, the matrix or portion of a rock in

which an ore is deposited. — The superfluous
earthy matter of a smelting-furnace.

Gangway, the passway or entrance into a ship

by the steps on the side ; a narrow passage among
the cargo in the hold, to facilitate inspection, ex-

amine leaks, etc.

Gannister, a variety of sandstone, which, when
ground and mixed with clay, is used for lining

furnaces.
Gant, the French name for glove.

Gantang, a Malayan measure of capacity, con-

taining 256 cubic inches. For grain, it is divided

into 4 chupahs. In Malacca, the gantang of rice

weighs 6^ lbs. avoirdupois ; in Macassar, it is 8 lbs.

5 oz. ; and in Java and Borneo it is even more.
Ganza, a small base coin in some parts of India

beyond the Ganges, worth about 2 cents ; also, a
name in India for tlie dried leaves and flowers of

hemp, an article of export from Bombay.
Garance, Garancine. See Madder.
Garbage, waste animal substances; the entrails

of animals.
Garbanzos, the Spanish name for the chick

pea, the grain or vetch of the Cicer arietinum;

largely used as an ingredient in the famous olla

podrida.
Garbelled, a commercial term for sorted or

picked ; formerly restricted to spices, but now ap-
plied to any kind of sorting.

Garbling, a commercial term for picking or
sorting, hence the worst or refuse of any staple is

called " garblings," or " garbles."

Garce, an Indian measure of capacity for grain,

oil, seeds, etc., containing 12.8 maunds, or 400 mar-
cals, and equal to 9,256^ lbs. The garce of Masu-
lipatan is 156^ bushels.

Garden, a cultivated piece of land, usually near
a dwelling-house, for raising fruit, flowers, or vege-

tables.

Garden-Engine, a watering-machine, with a
small hose attached.

Gardener, one who has the charge, and attends

to the management, of a garden.
Garden-Labels, wooden, metallic, or porcelain

labels for the names of plants, to be fixed in the

earth.

Garden-Seat, a rustic chair, or cast-iron seat.

Garden-Tools, spades, hoes, forks, rakes, and
other appliances for cultivating and keeping a gar-

den in order.

Gargle, Gargarism, Throat-'Wash, a liquid

medicine applied to the back part of the mouth or

upper part of the throat. Gargles are applied by
allowing a small mouthful to run as much as pos-

sible over the affected part, by holding the head
backwards, and breathing through it, by which
means the liquid is agitated, and its action pro-

moted.
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Gari, an Indian term for 4,000 rupees, or §2,000.

Garland, a large rope or strap lashed to a spar
wlien hoisting it on board a vessel.— A wreath of
flowers.

Garlic, a perennial plant {Allium salivum), a na-

tive of Sicily, and cultivated for its root, which
consists of pungent acrimonious bulbs, of a strong
and offensive smell. It is employed as a condi-

ment, and is an ingredient in curries ; it is also

used in medicine. Besides tlie G. raised in this

country, large quantities, packed in ceroons, are
imported from Sicily and other parts of Europe.
Garment, any article of clotliing, as a coat,

gown, etc.

Garner, to store up.

Garnet (from Fr. Grenat, of the color of pome-
granate seeds) is a precious stone, of which tiiere

are different kinds. The most valuable is the
Ahnandine, precious garnet, or carbuncle, a beautiful

crystallized mineral, of various shades of red, with
sometimes a tinge of yellow or blue, or a smoky
aspect. It is conmionly translucent, often trans-

parent. Principal localities, Ceylon, Pegu, and
Greenland. Common garnet differs from the pre-

ceding, in being commonly opaque or only trans-

lucent ; color, reddish, yellowish, greenish, or
blackish brown. It is found in Scotland, Sweden,
and other countries. Pyrope is a deep blood-red

variety, in roundish and angular grains, completely
transparent ; chief localities, Germany and Ceylon.
Others are distinguished by different names ; as,

f>i/reneile, which is a back variety
;
grossnlar, of a

igiit olive-green color; aplome, usually of a deep
brown or orange-brown, and opaque ; manganesian
garnet, of a deep hyacinth or brownish-red ; melanite,

usually quite black and opaque; colophonke, of a,

greenish, yellowish-brown, or orange-red color

;

allocliroite, of a grayish, dingy yellow, or reddish
hue, and opaque ; and lopazolite, which is of a topaz-

yellow. Imp. duty, not set, 10 per cent ; set. 25
per cent.— Acorn measure of Russia, the 64th

Fig. 221. — Oas Matiufactort.

part of a chetwert.— A purchase or description of

tackle on the mainstay of a ship for hoisting cargo
in and out.

Garnice, a measure of capacity in use in Po-
land, fixed legally at about 7 pints, but which va-
ries in some parts of Russia.

Garnish, to embellish or beautify.— A Scotch
law turm, signifyuig to give notice, or warn.

Garnishee, in law, a person in whose hands
money or property belonging to a third person is

attached ; who is warned by a garnishment or no-
tice not to pay the money, but to appear and
answer to the suit of a plaintiff creditor.

Garniture, ornamental appendages or trim-
mings ; the furniture or fittings to finish or embel-
lish anything.
Garrafon, the Spanish name for a large stone

jar in which spirits or cordials are sometimes
shipped.

Garret, an uppermost room in a house, also
termed an attic.

Garreting, small splinters of stone inserted
into flint walls, or the joints of coarse masonry.
Garrot, in surgery, a tourniquet, consisting of

a band and a stick, the former being twisted by the
revolution of the latter.

Garter, a band, string, or ligament used to tie

a stocking to the leg, so as to prevent it from
slipping down.
Garthe, a weir or enclosure for catching fish in

a river.

Gas, a permanently elastic aeriform fluid. The
principal gases are the elementary bodies hydro-
gen, chlorine, oxygen, and nitrogen, and the com-
pounds ammonia, carbonic acid, carbonic oxide,

carburetted hydrogen, hydrochloric acid, phospho-
retted hydrogen, protoxide of nitrogen, sulphu-
retted hydrogen, and sulphurous acid.

Coal Gas, Gas-Light, Illnniinatinff Gag. The
term gas is popularly applied to the mixture of in-

flammable elastic fluids obtained by the destruc-

tive distillation of coal or other carbonaceous
substances. This gas was first evolved from coal

by Dr. Clayton, in 1736-17:59.— P/ul. Trans. Its

application to the purposes of illumination was
first tried by Mr. Murdoch, in Cornwall, in 1702.

The first display of gas-lights was made at Boul-

ton and Watt's foundry, in Birmingham, on the

occasion of the rejoicings for peace in 1802. Gas
was permanently

d Ml hi
"®^^ ^° ^^^^ exclu-

'
^

sion of lamps and
candles at the cot-

ton mills of Phillips

and Lee, Manches-
ter, where 1,000

burners were light-

ed, 1805. Gas-lights

were first intro-

duced in London, at

Golden Lane, Au-
gust 16, 1807. They
were used in light-

ing Pall Mall in

1809, and were gen-

eral through Lon-
don in 1819. From
that time its use
steadily increased,

until now it has be-

come general in the

towns and cities of

the civilized world.

In the U. States at-

tempts were made
to introduce gas

about the year 1821. It began to be used in Bos-

ton in 1822. in New York in 1827, and in Philadel-

phia in 18;i5. From the best foreign cannul-coal

are sometimes produced as high as 15.000 cubic

feet of gas per ton ; but from the coals in ordinary

use, 9,000 to 10,000 feet per ton is an average yield.

The price of gas varies, of course, with the cost of

coal aud labor. It ranges from §2 to §4 per 1,000
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cubic feet in tlie principal cities. In some of tlie

smaller towns, where the consumption is less, the

price is considerably higher.

Manuf. The apparatus used in the manufacture of gas on
the large scale consists essentially (Fig. 221) of a system of
closed retorts, a, a, of cast-iron or fire-clay, generally having
the form of a flattened cylinder, and arranged in sets of three

or five, and heated by the same coal-fire. The quantity of coal

required to charge each retort is about two bushels, and it

takes about four hours for the coal to give off

all its gas. When it has done this, the resulting

coke is removed from the retort, and a fresh

charge of coal is thrown into it, the mouth of
the retort being then closed with a thick iron
plate, and luted with clay. An iron pipe, c,

ascends from the upper side of the front of the
retort, projecting from the furnace, and, after

descriljing a curve at its upper extremity, this

iron pipe opens into a much wider tube, called

the hydraulic 7nain,b, which latter passes hori-
zontally along the front of the range of furna-
ces, the tubes from all the retorts dipping into

it. The hydraulic main is always kept half full

of the water and the tar which condenses from
the ascending g:\s ; owing to which arrange-
ment the opening into each retort is effectually

closed by a water-valve, and thus permits a
fresh charge of coals to be thrown in, and of
coke to be withdrawn in any one or more of the
retorts, without interfering with the distillation

going on in the others The aqueous portion
of the liquid deposited in the hydraulic main,
which is known as the ammoniaccd liquor, and
forms the principal source of the commercial Baits of am-
monia, pas.ses off into cisterns, and the hot gas, after leaving
the hydraulic main, passes into the condenser, e, which is com-
posed of a series of bent iron tubes, these being kept cool
either by the large surfiice they expose to the air, or, if neces-
sary, by means of a stream of cold water applied to the outside.
Any of the volatile hydrocarbons or salts of ammonia escap-
ing condensation in the hydraulic main are arrested in the con-
densers, but not always ; hence it is necessary to afterwards
carry the gas through a scrubber (not figured in the plate) or
case containing pieces of coke, over which a stream of water
being made to trickle, absorbs any remaining ammoniacal va-
pors. The gas next passes through another series of vessels,
called the purifier,/, containing quick-lime, of the consistency
of cream, which cleanses the vapor of its sulphurous intermix-
tures. From the lime the purified vapor of the coal, or, in
other words, the gas, now flows into one of the gasometers, g,
or, more properly, sas-holders, which are the immense vertical
cylinders forming such conspicuous objects at gas-works. Each
gasometer is closed at the top, and floats with its open bottom
in a tank of water. Some of them are telescopic in their action

,

to increase the internal capacity without increasing the diam-
eter ; the vast di-

ameter of 160 feet

is occasionally given
to them. The sub-
stance is sheet-

iron, tarred within
and without, and
strengthened ia

various ways with
iron rods Balance
weights and chains
enable the gasom-
eter to tioat in the
tank of water, and
to rise in propor-
tion as the gas ac-
cumulates in the
inside. The water
is to prevent any
leakage of gas. The
tendency of the
gasometer to de-
scend by its actual
weight produces a
condensing press-

ure on the gas
within, and this

pressure tends to
drive the gas
through miles of
street pipe. The
main pipes which
proceed from the
gas-works are large

mand every day just as night closes in. and as there is always
less demand on Sunday than on week-days, a vast amount of
consideration is needed in storing a sufficient quantity, and in

making the pressure vary with the demand by the aid of
pressure-indicators and self-acting governors. The smaller

pipes, to convey the gas into houses, are often of lead or pewter.
— The machinery of all gas manufactories is the same in

principle, and seems now to be almost perfect. The chief im-
provements made in the machinery consist in the manner of

applying to the gasometer the pressure which regulates the

force of the gas.

Fig. 222. — Gas.\lier.

in diameter ; those through the minor streets smaller ; and
those into the houses smaller still. The larger pipes are of
cast-iron, in pieces 9 or 10 feet long, well jointed and luted. As
some districts require more gas than others, as more is required

in wiater than ia summer, as there is a large and sudden de-

Fig. 223. —Bat's-Wino Bdbneb. Fig. 224. — Fish-Tail Buhner.

Gasalier, a chandelier with branches tipped

with gas-burners.

Gasoline. See Benzole.
Gas-Bracket, a metal branch, which, proceed-

ing from a wall, connects a burner with the gas-

pipe.

Gas-Bumer. This is nothing more In principle

than an orifice, or a row of orifices, through whicli

tlie gas escapes from the pipe, to be burned as a jet

;

but as the object in view is to cause every atom
of gas to produce flame, much ingenuity has been
displayed in so arranging the orifices as to attain

this end. If contact with the external air is not
sufficiently complete, some of the gas will go off

in a non-luminous state, either as mvisible gas or

as smoke. The glass

chimney, generally used
around and above the

flame.regulates the mode
in wliich the air gets
access to the gas ; and
the numerous forms
given to it are indica-

tive of the large number
of experiments which
have been made on the
subject. Various ar-

rangements of the ori-

fices give rise to forms
of B. among tiie best

known of which are

:

the bat's-wing B. (Fig.

223), consisting of a nip-

ple, a, generally of cast-

iron, across which the

gas escapes in a thin fan-

like flame. The fishtail

B. (Fig. 224), which is

made by two oblique
orifices (a), so that two
streams of gas impinge
against each other, producing divergence, and
bringing the carbuietted hydrogen in contact

with the air. The cog-spur B. has three apertures,

one central and the others divergent. The Anjand
B. (Fig. 225) consists of a ring pierced with holes

rounded with a glass shade to regulate the supply

of air and steady the flame. The Bude's, Frunt:-

Fig. 225. — Arqand Borneb.
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land's, I^slie's, Winjiekl's, etc., are modifications of
tiie Argand B. The simliijht, or Faraday's ventilat-

ing B. consists of a ring of common burners set

in tlie base of a reflecting cone that passes tlirougli

tlie ceiling, and conducts away the products of
combustion, and tlius liglits and ventihites tiie

room at the same time. The Union B. consists of

a row of lioles so contrived that tiie jets touch
and nearly coalesce, each, however, preserving
partly its distinctiveness.

Gaselier, Gazifere, an apparatus for making
aerated waters.

Gas-Engine, an engine in wliich gas is applied'

as a prime mover instead of eitiier steam or air.

In Lenoir's (/ns-enijine, now much employed in

France, the source of power is the expansion
arising from the explosion of gas. It is, in truth,

an a/V-cngine, (/^s-engine, and (/idcanic-eng\ne all in

one. Air and gas are admitted to the cylinder in

the preparation of 11 to 1 ; a spark from a gal-

vanic battery is sent througli it ; the spark ex-

plodes the mixture; and the expansion consequent
on this explosion drives a piston to the other end
of the cylinder. Mechanism does all the rest,—
opens a slide-valve to afford exit for the exploded
mixture, drives the piston back by the momentum
of a fly-wheel, opens tubes for the admission of new
air and gas, establishes connection again with the

battery, and prepares for the renewal of the ac-

tion ; and so on continuously. These engines are

Fig. 226. — Gas-Esoise.

costly in the first instance, and many precautions
are necessary to prevent them from being over-

heated ; but they require no stoker, and are rather
cheaper to work than a steam-engine : consequent-
ly, they are muol>. employed for two to four horse-

power purposes. — The Otto iSilent Gas-Emjine

(Fig. 226) consists mainly of a jacketed cylinder,

with piston, slide-valve, and governor, having a
cut-off meclianism to regulate the supply of gas
according to the varying load on the engine. The
pressure utilized for the ])roduction of the power
18 generated in the cylinder, and at once availed
of therein to propel the piston. This pressure is

due to the combustion of a peculiar mixture of

common coal gas and air, which is ignited by a
small flame, carried from a burning gas-jet outside
into the cylinder by the motion of the slide.

Gas-Fitter, one who fits up the pipes, brack-
ets, burners, etc.. for gas-lighting. Tlie term tjns-

Jilting is applied to the different contrivances for

the application of gas-lighting, consisting of pipes,

services, meters, burners, etc.

Gas-Fitter's Tongs are tongs for holding gas-
pipes while screwing joints together.
Gas-Fixtures are the ornamental fittings or

appendages at the extremity of the pipes which
conduct gas from the meter to the different apart-

ments of a building, as brackets and gasaliers
(Fig. 222), including stopcocks and burners. Gas-
fixtures are included among the specially artistic

productions of industrial skill in this country. Great
taste is shown in designing and niaiiiifacturiiig

them, and the principal houses engaged in their

jjroductioii are constantly vying with each other
to produce now effects of style and finish.

Gas-Furnace, a small furnace now much used
in laboratories. The burner is so contrived that a
stream of common gas is made to give as much
heat as possible, without any regard to the light

produced ; which is just the reverse of the object
sought to be obtained in gas-lighting.

Gas-Gage, an instrument for ascertaining the
pressure of gas.

Gas-Generator, a chamber, machine, or retort,

in which gas is evolved.
Gas-Governor, Gas-Regulator, an apparatus

employed to regulate and equalize the pressure of
gas when flowing for burning.

Gas-Heater, an ajjparatus, of which there are
many forms, in which gas is applied to the specific

purposes of heating or cooking. One of these con-
trivances depends on the use of asliestos, a sub-
stance which may be brought to a white glowing
heat without actually burning or consuming. A
kind of grate is formed, with hollow tubes instead

of iron liars ; the tubes communicating end to end,

and being ranged parallel, further back at the
upper rows than the lower. 'The tubes are gas-

pipes, and small perforations in them serve as jets.

The gas might simply be lighted in this form, pro-

ducing minute jets of flame; but this would not
imitate the appearance of an T)rdinary open fire.

The grate is therefore filled up with asbestos
shavings, which soon present a dazzling mass
of white-hot fire, with gas-flames darting up
through all the interstices. This of course requires

that the fireplace be made on piiri)ose, and that

the tubular bars should be placed in connection
with the gas-pipes of the house. W'ard's Store

has a row of gas-jets near the bottom of an iron

case roomy in length and breadth, but very shal-

low from front to back. It is not an open fireplace,

but a close stove, which heats a large surface of

sheet-iron by the consumption of a small amount
of gas. Graham's C\Ktkimi-Siove has a considerable
length of gas-pipe, twisted about in horizontal

coils a little below the upper horizontal plate.

The coils are so placed tiiat immediately over
them the plate can be opened, and saucepans and
vessels of various kinds exposed to the direct as-

censive heat of the gas, issuing in numerous ignited

jets from holes in the pipe coil. Some of the coils

are made applicable for roasting, some for baking,
some for lieating water in a boiler ; and the ac-

tion of all the coils is governed by appropriate
stopcocks.

Gas-Holder, a largo reservoir for containing
gas ; a gasometer. See Gas.
Gaskets, on shipboard, plaited cords, or small

ropes, used to secure a sail to the yard, or boom,
when it is furled.

Gaskins. packings of hemp ; wide open hose.

Gas-Light, a jet of flame from ignited coal-gas.

See Gas.
Gas-Mains, the large iron supply-pipes by

which the gas is distributed from the manufactory
to different localities in a town.

Gas-Meter. In the measurement of gas, to

determine how many cubic feet the company shall

charge to the consumer, a meter is used, which is

constructed in one or other of many different

ways. (1.) Wtt Meter. This consists of a kind of
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druin, divided into compartments, all of equal and
known capacity. The drum revolves in water, in

which it is rather more than half immersed. There
are numerous modes of arranging the different

parts of the apparatus ; but the general action is

this,— all the gas from the street-mains to the house
pipes pass through the meter ; every cubic foot so

passing gives a certain portion of one revolutic^n to

tlie drum on its axis ; and this revolution, through
a train of wheels, acts upon index-hands, which
tell of 1,000, 10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, etc., cubic

feet of gas. (2.) Dry Meter. Sometimes it is found
tliat the water in the wet meter freezes in cold
weather, and that some of the gas passes through
without being registered. To obviate these de-

fects, many of the companies prefer dry meters.

In these the gas is measured by the number of times
that a certain quantity will fill a chamber capa-
ble of undergoing contraction and expansion by
the passage of the gas. For this purpose the par-
titions in the meter are made of flexible leather

instead of inflexible metal The undulations of

the leatlier affect certain arms and levers, which
in their turn give motion to wheels and index-

hands. Tlie flexible leather being the character-

istic of this class of meter, as water is of the other
class, tiie particular modes of developing the ac-

tion are very numerous. To suit the requirements
of different establishments, meters are supplied of
various sizes, known by the number of lights

which the gas is fitted to supply,— such as '2-li(jlit,

lO-ligItt HO-lii/ht meter, and so on. A definite ar-

rangement is made between the company and the
consumer in regard to the meter ; and care is

taken that the interior of the meter shall be so

placed under lock and key as not to be tampered
with.

Gasometer. See Gas.
Gasoscope, an apparatus for indicating the

presence of bicarburetted hydrogen gas in build-

ings, mines, etc.

Gaspereaux, a name for the alewife.
Gas-Pipe. See Gas.
Gas-Register, an instrument by which the

pressure of gas is indicated and recorded.
Gas-Regulator. See Gas-Gover\or.
Gass, a money of account in Persia, the twen-

tieth part of a mamoodi, and worth rather more than
half a cent.

Gassing, the process of singeing net, lace, etc.,

in order to remove the hairy filaments from the
cotton. It is performed by passing the material
between two rollers, and exposing it to the action
of a large number of minute jets of gas.

Gas-Socket, the metallic socket which slips
over tiie tip of a burner, and connects the elastic
gas-tubing therewith.

—

E. H. Kniyld.
Gas-Stove, see Gas-Heatek.
Gas-Tar, the bituminous and very complex sub-

stance which distils over in the manufacture of
coal-gas. From it are now obtained benzol, toluol,
phenol, naphthalene, and anthracene, which give us
the brilliant aniline colors.

Gas-Works, the plant and general buildings
belonging to a gas-company.
Gate, a doorway or entrance, of which there

are various kinds. The term is now chiefly ap-
plied to any light, swinging wooden or metal con-
struction, as a wicket-gate, garden-gate, turnpike-
gate, etc. In founding, the gutter or hole through
which the molten metal is poured ; also a found-
er's name for a ridge in a casting, which has to be
sawn off.

Gate-Hinge, a long strong hinge for suspend-
ing a gate by.

Gate-AATay, an entrance to some enclosed place..

Gattie, the name of an East Indian soluble
gum, obtained from the common babool, or Acacta
Arabica, it is very similar to the African gum
arable.

Gaub, an Indian name for the fruit of Diospyros
embryopteris, which, when expressed, exudes an
excessively astringent juice, yielding GO per cent
of pure tannic acid. It is used in medicine as an
astringent and styptic, and is employed in Bengal
for paying the bottom of boats.

Gaucho, a mounted herdsman in Patagonia
and Buenos-Aj-res.
Gauffering, is a manner of plaiting or crimping

where the flutes are unusually wide.
Gauge, Gauging. The term (javf/e, or gac/e, is

used in different ways, but always with reference to

measure or proportion; or, in the literal sense of
the word, to that which bounds or confines some-
thing else. Thus, in physics, it is applied to sev-

eral instruments or apparatus for measuring the
state of a phenomenon ; such as the wind-gauge,
rain-gauge, the barometer-gauge for measuring the
degree of pressure of the air within the receiver
of an air-pump, etc. ; in architecture, to the length
of a slate below the lap ; in railwa3'-engineering,

to the space between the rails, and the like.

(latKjing is the art of measuring dimensions, di-

rection, and intensities of different kinds.

The maintenance of uniform or standard dimensions in
machine fitting is fast becoming a rule and almost a necessity,
enhancing the value of what is made, and at the same time
cheapening the cost of production by permitting a more e.\-

tended division of labor The division of labor in machine
fitting depends on what may be called duplication, that is,

producing one thing like another, so that different workmen
may, independent of each other, prepare parts or pieces which
can be assembled and put together without trying and hand
fitting The export of American-made machines to Europe
commenced, it may be said, because of an early and successful
application of the gauging system. One of the first and most
important orders received from Europe for machinery wa« for

a nearly complete equipment of implements for the Enfield
small-arms factory, in England . machines and tools the main
object of which was a duplication of their product. AVatches,
clocks, sewing-machines, small aim«, with many other articles

of a similar kind, are now made m this country and sold in
Europe, because the system of gauging and duplicating offers

an advantage overbalancing cheaper labor, cheaper material,
and more than 3,000 miles of ocean carriage Most ofour larger
establishments have been supplied with standard gauges im
ported from England, and corresponding to what is called the
Whitworth standard. Most of the-^e gauges are made in the
works of the Whitworth Company at Manchester, who by long
experience and their reputation for good work have controlled
this manufacture. Of late years, however, some fine exam-
ples have been made in this country, but at prices much
greater than are demanded for Englisli gauges. The British
and American standards for lineal measure are the same. The
British standard is an arbitrary one, fixed after .several years
of labor on the part of a hearned commi.ssion and at consider-
able expense. The pendulum test, which was the only natu-
ral one by which experiments were made, was abandoned
after thousands of readings showed its inconstancy. The
French metre of the forty-millionth part of the earth's merid-
ian, as well as all other natural standards, were abandoned
for the same reason, and the wisdom of this course has been
proved by the French government since adopting an arbi-

trary standard the same as the English had done. In this

country, while there has been more spent in preparing com-
parative standards than by any other government in the
world, there has been no search, so far as we know, after natural
or other standards. The equipment of implements of trjins-

mission and for measuring exceeds that of which any other
country can boast, but the principal wi.sdom shown in the
matter has been in avoiding the useless expense of fixing an
independent standard which might be anything By compari-
son, under similar conditions, a metal test-rod ai^justed at

Washington, and a similar one ailjusted at London, would
show a difference due to ten degrees of temperature, and this

is no doubt the only difference. It is enough to know that
gauges made to a carefully adjusted standard here will match
and interchange with those made in England The term
gaugms; is commercially applied to the method of determining
by actual measurement the number of gsillons contained in

vessels intended to hold goods,— chieHy casks, barrels. vai<,

etc. .The principal use of gaugiui; is in the coilection of the
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revenue, in which it is necessary to measure the bulk of res-
Rels, without disturbing their contents. The principles of
gauging are those wliich are furnisiieU In geometry for the
measurement of soliii.s. As, however, the men who are en-
gaged either in commerce or by the excise for the purpose of
gauging an- not Hkcly, in general, to be acquainted with the
principles upon which the art dejiends, a set of tet-hnical rules
and appropriate instruments have t)een contrived, bv which
the art can be practi.<ed by any one of moderate intelligence
The instrument usually employed is the gauging rod, or di-

agonal rod, by which the contents of a cai^k are inferred from
its diagonal length, measured from the bung-bole to the ex-
tremity of the opposite stave at the head. A scale of inches,
for taking the measure of the diagonal, is described on one
face of a square rule, usually about four feet long , and on the
opposite face is a .scale expressing the corresponding contents
of the cask in gallons. Although this method, obviously, can
only give approxiniate results, yet by using larger sliding-
rules for calculation, and the aid of habit, derived trom
experience, it is possible to attain consijenible accuracy in
measuring the contents of ca.'^ks, which do not depart from a
given standard of form. The rates for gauging in New York are
generally 12 cents for a cask ; 4.J cents for cases and ba.skcts

;

and 1} centa for a dozen bottles of porter, ale, and beer.

Gauger, an e.xcise-officer, a measurer of the
contents of casks, etc.

Gauntlet, a long glove which covers the wrist.

Gauze, a very ligiit and transparent textile

fabric, woven of thread and silk, and sometimes
of thread only ; it is made either plain or figured.
The best comes from France and Switzerland.
In the ordinary processes of the loom, the warp threads

are always kept parallel, in whatever way the'weft threads
may be twisted around them But in making gauze two
adjoining warp threads are completely twisted round each
other between two throws of the shuttle or casts of the weft.
Some peculiar appendages to the loom are required to effect
this. One consequence of the mode of interlacing is, that
the texture is light, the weft threads being further apart than
would be practicable in other webs. In appearance, a.s well
as in mode of producing, gauze occupies a kind of medium
position between plain weaving and plain lace or bobbiuet.

Gauze Ribbon, a thin kind of ribbon made of
gau/e.

Gauze Wire-Clotll. See Wire-Cloth.
Gavel, a loose-lying heap of wheat, rye, or

other grain ; enough to be bound in a sheaf.

Gayal, a name in some parts of India for the
A'/ttre virt/Mtra, a cordage plant.

Gaze-4-blutoir, a very thin kind of silk gauze,
used by millers in France for bolting-cloths, which
has been made as fine as 220 threads to the inch.

Gazlich, a cotton fabric made in Turkey.
Gazzies, mixed caravans m Africa, on a smaller

scale than kafilahs, and comprising camels, nmles,
asses, and men and women.
Gea, a name in some of the Pacific islands for

the breadfruit.

Gear, accoutrements ; apparatus ; harness. A
general term for the several working parts of a
locomotive, or of any machmery. See Gk.vring.
Gearing, a term applied to the parts of machm-

ery by which motion in one part of a machine is

communicated to another. G. consists in general
of toothed wheels, friction wheels, endless bands,
screws, etc., or of a combination of these. When
the comnmnication between the two parts of the
machine is interrupted, the machine is said to be
out of ijear; and when the communication is re-

stored, It is said to be in qnir. (i. which can be
put in and out of gear is called momlAe (!. ; that
which cannot, as, for instance, the wheelwork of a
watch, is called jixed G. Slrati/lu G. is used when
the planes of motion are parallel to each other;
bevtilled G. when the direction of the plane of mo-
tion is changed. G. has also for its object the
increasing or diminishing of the original velocity,
and in reference to this is distinguished by the
term "multiplying" or "'retarding."

Gebraude, a name in Germany for the quantity
of beer brewed at one time ; in Berlin it is a liquid
measure of about 106J gallons.

Ged, a Scotch name for the pike fish.

Geira, a land measure of Portugal, about 7,000

sq yards.
Gelatine |Fr. qelutine , Ger. Gallert, Lfim] is ani-

mal jelly, obtained by the prolonged action of
boiling water on the organic tissue of the bones,
tendons, and ligaments, the cellular tissue, the

skin, and the serous membranes. Glue and size

are coarse varieties of G., prepared from hoofs,

hides, skins, etc. ; and i.<in^lass is a purer kind,

obtained from the airbladders or some other
membranes of fish. G. is insoluble in cold water,

but dissolves with greater or less readiness on the

application of heat, according to the source where
it is obtained, and in this state forms a tremulous
and transparent jelly on cooling ; it is insoluble m
both alcohol and ether, and is decomposed by the
strong alkalies and acids. Akoliol and tannic
acid precipitate G. from its solution ; the former
by abstracting the water, the latter by combining
with the substance itself into an insoluble com-
pound, of the nature of leather. No other acid

except the tannic, and no alkali, possesses the
property of precipitating G. But chlorine and
certain salts render its solution more or less turbid

;

as the nitrate and bichloride of mercury, the proio-

chloride of tin, and a few others. Sulphuric acid

converts a solution of G. at a boiling heat into

sugar. G. is largely employed as an article of

food, as in soups, jellies, etc. , but its value in this

respect has been, perhaps, overrated. Animals fed

exclusively on G. die of starvation. But when
mixed with other food, especially with substances
abounding in albunien, casein, or fibrin, G. may
be useful as an aliment, and serve directly to

nourish the gelatinous tissues. The (i is also used
as a material in the dressing of stuff goods, as a
refining ingredient in the clarification of wine, as

a chemical test for tannin, in photograj)hy, in the

manuf. of cements, in confectionery, for artificial

flowers, in pharmacy for coating pills and making
capsules, etc. G. is imported chiefly from France,

in thin slieets of senn-horny texture, without taste

or smell, colorless and transparent, and varying in

toughness according to the tissues from which it

is prepared. It is also extensively manufactured
in New York. One reason why the French have
made so much advance in the manuf. of G. is, that

there are in that country well arranged and system-
atic establishments for the slaughtering of cattle,

sheep, swine, and horses ; aft'ording great facilities

for the economical aj)plication of the hides, skins,

bones, tendons, ligaments, and other gelatinous

tissues. They excel in producing ditferent kinds

of (j- in thin sheets ; pure and while films cut into

threads for the use of the confectioner; very thm,
white, and transparent sheets, called " papier

glace," or ice-paper, for copying drawings; dyed,

gilt, and silvered gelatine sheets, adapted to the

fabrication of artificial flowers and to the produc-

tion of an almost endless variety of ornamented
articles ; and sheets embossed or stamped with

elegant patterns. Imp. duty, .'!5 jier cent.

Gelatine Process. See 1'hutograi'iiy.

Gelding, a castrated horse.

Gelso [It.], the mulberry-tree.

Gemel-Hinge, in locksmithing, a lunge con-

sisting of a loo]) an<l a hook.
Gtems. See Precioi s Stovks.
G«n,a kind of manna obtained in Persia. Arabia,

andother Eastern countries, from the camel's thorn,

Hedysuium alluujt of Linn. It is collected from the

branches by the Arabs and caravans which cross

the desert, and is used as food.

Genappe, a worsted yarn or cord used iu the

28
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manufacture of braids, fringes, etc. ; its smooth-
ness enabling it to be well combined with silk.

General Average. See Average.
General Order Store, a government bonded

warehouse to wliicli, under a " General Order," all

foreign merchandise is sent that is not claimed by
the owner or consignee witiiin a certain number of

hours or days after the arrival of a vessel in port

;

the owner and the goods are answerable for the

expenses of cartage, storage, etc. — T. McElralU.
Generator, a vessel for generating steam from

water (see Boilkr). — An apparatus for gener-

ating carbonic acid for charging bottles, etc., with
soda and mineral waters (see Soda-Waters). — A
retort in which coal-gas is generated (see Gas).
Geneva. See Hoi-lands.
Geneva, Ithaca, and Sayre R.R. runs from

Geneva, N. Y., to Sayre, Pa., a distance of 75.G3

ni. Tliis Co., whose offices are in Philadelphia,
Pa., was organized by the consolidation of the
Geneva and Ithaca R.R., and the Ithaca and Athens
R.R. In 1875 it was placed in the hands of a re-

ceiver, its interest having defaulted, and was sub-

sequently bought in the interest of the Lehigh
Valley R.R. Co. Financial stutemenl : Cap. stock,

paid in, 88.50,000 ; funded debt, §(300,000 7% bonds,
issued 1870, interest Jan. and July ; floating debt,

.•§192,248.0(3; total stock, bonds, and debt, •^1,042,-

248.86. Per contra : cost of construction and equip-

ment, .'$1,481,297.06.
_

Genevrette, a wine made of juniper-berries.
Genoa. See Italy.
Gentian

|
Fr. gentiane ; Ger. Enzian ; It. f/enziana ;

i>p. jenciana], the roots of two alpine plants, (Hen-

tiana lutea and Gentiuna iJiirpiirea, found growing in

Switzerland and Austria, the Apennines, the Pyre-
nees, and in North America. Those brought to

this country come from Germany. They are in

pieces of various lengths and thickness, twisted
and wrinkled on the outside, and covered with a
brownish-gray cuticle They have no particidar

odor, and tiie taste is intensely bitter, without
being nauseous. It was formerly a favorite rem-
edy in agues.
Gentianin, a substance obtained from the

root of common gentian. It forms golden-yellow
needles, scarcely soluble in cold water, but very
soluble in alcohol and ether. It is a powerful
bitter and stomachic.
Gentionella Blankets, a heavy, closely woven

woollen fabric, used for coatings and wrappers,
and somewhat resembling jiilot-cloth.

Geometric Pen, an ingenious instrument for
drawing geometric curves, in which the move-
ments of a pen or pencil attached to a revolving
arm of adjustable length are varied by changing
the toothed wheels which give motion to the arm.— Webster.

Georgetown, a city and port of entry of the
U. States, in the District of Columbia, at the head
of the Potomac River navigation, about 125 m.
from the sea, and 2 m. W. N. W. of Washington.
Large quantities of flour are barrelled there, and
the coastwise trade is considerable. G. possesses
99 vessels, having an aggregate tonnage of 8,7(30.

In 1878, 232 vessels (tonnage 96,329) entered, and
91 vessels (tonnage 43,624) cleared the port. Pop.
13,000.

There is another port of entry of this name in South Caro-
lina, for which see South Carolexa

Georgia, a southern State of the U. States,

lying between lat. 30" 22' and 35"" N., Ion. 81° and
85= 30' W. It is bounded N. by Temiessee and N.
Carolina, N. E. and E. by S. CaroUna and the At-
lantic, S. by Florida, and W. by Alabama. Ex-

treme length from N. to S. 320 ni., breadth 254 ni.

Area, 58,000 sq. m. Pop about 1,300,000. TJie
coast line of G. extends about 100 m , and is skirted

by a series of low, flat, sandy islands, leaving but
four navigable entrances without, — at Savannah,
Darien, Brunswick, and St. Mary's. The main-
land for about 50 m. into the interior is perfectly

level, and for several miles from the seaboard
consists of a salt marsh of recent alluvium ; the
whole of the flat country is intersected by swamps,
which are estimated to constitute one tenth of the
whole State. At the extremit}' of the low country
there is a barren sandy tract of rather greater
elevation, which extends N. as far as the river

falls, and is generally regarded as dividing the up-
per from the lower coimtry. Farther N. the sur-

face becomes gradually more hilly and broken, and
the N. extremit}' of the State comprises some of the
most southern ridges of the Appalachian moun-
tain chain, which here rise to about 1,500 feet

above sea level. The rivers are the Savannah, (300

m. long, bounding the State on the N. E., navi-

gable for ships 17 m. to Savannah, and a part of
the year for steamboats 250 ni. to Augusta , the

Altamaha, which is navigable for large vessels 12 m.
to Darien, is formed
by the junction of

the Oconee and the

Ocmulgee, and is

navigable for sloops

of 30 tons by the

former to Darien, ;500

m. from the ocean

;

the Ogeechee, 200 ni.

long, and navigable
for sloops 40 m. ; Flint

River, which rises in

the N. W. part of the

State, and, after a
course of more than

200 m., joins the Chattahoochee, forming the Appa-
lachicola; the Chattahoochee, on the W. border of

the State, which is navigable 300 m. by steamboat
to Columbus ; and the St. Mary's River, in the S. W.
part of the State. The soil of G. is, for the most
part, highly productive. In the low country and
the sea-islands it consists of a light-gray sand,

gradually becoming darker and more gravelly to-

ward the interior. Farther N. it is a black loam
mixed with red earth, called the mulatlo soil; this is

succeeded in the more remote districts by a rich

black mould of superior fertility. The mineralogi-

cal resources of G. are, as yet, but only partially

developed. Gold has been found in considerable

quantities in the N. districts, and in 1879 there

were over 400 stamps in operation in the 40 gold

mills in the State. Considerable investments of

capital were made of late in the gold-mining region,

especially in the neighborhood of Dahlonega.

The yield of gold was fairly profitable in 1878,

and greater restdts are anticipated. The portion

N. E. of the State, which embraces the main de-

velopments in gold-mining, and the most striking

characteristics of mountain, valley, and waterfall

in G., lies within Cherokee, Forsyth, Hall, Daw-
son, Lumpkin, White, and Habersham Counties,

a belt about 100 m. long and 30 ni. wide, N. of

and inmiediately along the Atlanta and Charlotte

Air-Line R.R. This region was the favorite part

of the Cherokees' reservation, and to the eye it

seems that no region on the globe can surpass it

in extent and variety of beautiful views. The
vision can here frequently sweep unbroken for

more than a hundred nnles over the most noble

landscapes. — Climate. The N. parts of G. are

Fig. 227. — Seal op Georgia
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very liealtliy, and the winters mild ; frost and
snow frequently occur, but are not severe or of
long continuance. Hurricanes and thunder-storms
frequently occur in the fall, at wiiich season the
agriculturists and planters generally remove either
to the islands, or the most X. ilistricts of the State.
In the low region the thermometer usually ranges
during the summer from 7G^ to HO' F., but it has
been known to stand as high as 1U2^ F. — Fun sis.

Tlie tops of the hills are mostly crowned with
forests, composed chiefly of the pine, palmetto,
oak, ash, cypress, hickory, black-walnut, mul-
berry, and cedar trees. The growth along the
riparian bottoms is of canes, cypress, magnolia,
gum-woods of different species, including the liquid-

amber tree, oaks, tulip, sweet bay, and many other
genera; while upon the sandy lands pines and
scrub-oaks form almost the sole arborescence. —
Aijiictiltiirol. Products. The principal are cotton,
wheat, anil other European grains, maize, tobacco,
the sugar-cane, indigo, rice, etc. The coast islands
yield large quantities of the fine description of
long-staple cotton known as sea-island. The pro-
portion of productive land is much greater in the
hilly country than m the plains. In 1878 the re-

turns of wild land in the State showed 7,582,323
acres, valued at 22 cents per acre.— Commerce
and Iiiildsiri/. Cotton is the great commercial
staple ; and it and tobacco, indigo, canes, timber,
deer-skins, and maize form the leading articles of
export ; the sugar-cane has hitherto been cultivated
mostly for home consumption only. Besides the ex-
ports from Savannah (see below), great quantities
of produce find tiieir way annually to Charleston,
S. C, for shipment, and also coastwise to the more
N. ports. Tlie imports consist chiefly of textile

and other manufactured goods, E. India produce,
wines from the S. of Europe, and butter, cheese,
fish, etc., from the N. States of the Union. The
manufacturing interests of G. lie princijially in

tlie fabrication of cotton and woollen stutts, and
the smelting, founding, and working of iron.

There are in operation about 20 mills containing
70,000 spindles, which spin annually about 11,000,-

000 lbs. of raw cotton.

The material condition of the State for 1878.

as compared wiili the previous year, was as fol

lows :
—

Description of Propertt.

Improved laaj
Wikl luii.1

C'itv and town proiporty

ISuildiii^ niul loan a.s!iociatioD3

liitnk shart'S

Money and solvent debts
Merchandise
Capital invested in shipping
Slo<!ks and bonds
Cotton niauuructories
Iron-works, ete

Capital invested in mining
Household and kitchen furniture.

.

Watches, jewelry, etc

Horses, mules, etc

Plantation, and mechanical tooja

Corn, cotton, held for sale April 1st

Other property
Defaulters' property single

Aggregate value §235,60it.53C» s22(j,221,713

On Jan. 1, 1870, there were in (i. 12 national
banks, whose aggregate capital was ':i2,04 1,000;

and 07 state banks, savings banks, and private
bankers, with an aggregate capital of ••?4,.") 17,8 17.

No State in the Union is more solvent, and should
have a stronger financial rei)utatioii than (V. On
Jan. 1st, 187!>, the debt of the State was only $10,-

444.500, a small part of which is yearly liquidated.

Atlanta, the capital of <j. (pop. 40,()00j and the

terminus of all the railroads of the State, is a fine

city and a place of considerable commercial im-

portance. Its favorable position and its spirit

of enterprise mark it as the future metropolis of

the S. E. States. The other cities and towns of,

importance are Savannah, Augusta, Milledgeville,

Macon, Columbus, Rome, Athens, Brunswick, and.
St. Mary's.
The following table, reprinted from the valuable

Manual of the Jiallroads of the U. States for the near
1870, by 11. V. Poor, gives the mileage, cost, larn-

iiigs, and dividends of the railroads of the State

in 1878; their total length on Jan. 1, 187i), being
2,414.02 miles :

—

Name of Compant.

Alabama Great Southern
Atlauta and Charlotte .^ir-Line

Atlanta and West Point
Atlantic and Gulf
Augusta and Savannah (C. of Ga., 7)

Brunswick and .\lbany
Central of Georgia
Cherokee (3 and 5 feet)

Eastern Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia.
Eatonton Branch (C. of Ga., 7)

Elberton Air-Line (3 feet)

Georgia
Georgia Southern (S. K and D. .\la.)

Macon and Augusta (Ga., 12)

Macon and Brunswick
Marietta and North Georgia (3 feet)

Memphis Branch (3 feet)

Northeastern
North and South Georgia
Ocmulgee and Horse Creek
Home
Sandersville and Tennille (Ga , 12)
Savannah and ('harlcston

Savannah, Griffin, & North Ala (C. of Ga , 7)

Savannah, Skiddaway, and Seaboard
Southwestern (C of Ga , 7)

Upson County (C. of Ga. , 7)
Western and Atlantic

Ra:lboad.

Total
miles.

290.00
2i;y.oo

80.74
350.18
53 00
172 00
311.50
23.00

272.00
22 .(X)

50 00
231.00
G5.70
78.00
197.00

23 00
5 00

40 00
23 .(H)

7 IK)

20 .(K)

3.25
10»i.()0

63 00
10.75

310.50
1H..50

138 OU

Miles In

Ga.

Cost of
j

Length
railroad,! ofmil-
etc, per; rosid

I mile.

Kevenue per Mile.

26.00
104.80
80.74

320.18
53.00
172 00
31150
23 00
15 50
22 00
50.00

231.00
6.5.70

78.00
197 00
23.00
600

40 00
23 0(J

7.00

20.00
3 25
15.60
63 (X)

10.75

310.50
1(5 60
12100

Dollars.

35,000
23.948
14,784

22,468
19,494
23.000

25,040
24,908
a'j.771

11,306
4.425
18,004
3.118

35,148
12,462

4,622

13,089

13,104

21 ,.392

24.697
10.325
13,82*5

7,273
60,145

worked.

Miles.

296.00
269.00
87 24

350 18

Earn-
ings

Dollars

172.00
713.50
23 00

272.00

231.00

2,.'539

3,681

2,739
l,4i'i5

894
3.761

1,065

3,758
637

78 00
197.00

5 00
40 (N)

23 00
700

20 00
3 2;j

11125
63 00
10 75

310 50
16 60

138.00

4,388
218

1,279

1,678

1,217

Expen-
."es.

Per ct.

Profits.

Dollars.

68 83
61.91

63 20

86 62
69.09
82 21
69 93

729
1,:J01

1,(,0S

1,4.55

119

1,53.5

lN9

1,506
637

Divi-

dends
paid in

1868.

Per
cent.

7179
i

1.238

218
104 80
92.49 126

64 42

2,088 68 28

2,723
83.3

3,.^T2

2,3S1

571
7,912

99 34
60 51

74 57
69 39
86 42
56.99

664

663

180
329
717
967
493

3,390 3.75
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G. has the tliree following ports of entry :
—

lirnnswick, in lat. 31° 10' N., Ion. 81° 35' W.,
80 ni. S. S. W. of Savannah. It has a spacious
and commodious harbor, having 13 feet of water
on the bar at the lowest tides. It is situated on
Turtle River, 14 m. above the bar. Its commerce
lias considerably increased of late, and has a direct

trade with Europe. 30 vessels, with an aggregate
tonnage of 3,369, belong to this port. In 1878,

383 vessels (tonnage, 139,330) entered, and 310
vessels (tonnage, 154,304) cleared, the port. The
value of foreign imports in 1878 was §1,046, and
of exports, .'?999,105. Pop. 4,000.

Saint Mary'n, in Camden Co., on St. Mary's
River, about 9 m. from its mouth. Its commerce
and pop. are small.
Savannah, in lat. 39° 4' 56" N., lon. 81° 8' 18"

W., is a fine city on the right bank of the Savan-
nah River, 17 m. from its hiouth. The harbor is

good. Vessels drawing 14 feet water come up to

the city, and larger vessels anchor at Five Fathom
Hole, four miles below the city. The commerce
of the place ranks next to Mobile, and is the most
important port, except Charleston, from Baltimore
to Mobile. The greater part of the trade of G.

centres at Savannah, the principal articles of

which are cotton, rice, and lumber. The Sa-

vannah River affords great facilities for internal

commerce ; and this river is connected with the

Ogeechee River by a canal 16 miles long, which
terminates at Savannah. In 1878, 682 vessels

(tonnage, 593,183) entered, and 663 vessels (ton-

nage, 576,231) cleared the port. 67 vessels, with
an aggregate tonnage of 15,972, belong to the port
of Savannah. The total value of foreign exports
for the year 1878 was $18,544,963 ; and of imports,

.^502,721. Pop. about 25,000.

Georgia R.R. (and Banking Co.). This road
.runs from Augusta to Atlanta, Ga., 171 m., with
branches from Camak to Washington, 4 m. ; from
UnionPoint to Athens,
39 m.; and from Bar-
net to Washington, 17

m.; total, 231 m. The
Co., whose offices are
in Augusta, Ga., was
chartered in 1833, and
the road completed in

1845. Tlie Co. owns,
jointly with the Cen-
tral R.R. of Georgia,
the Western R.R. of
Alabama, also one
fifth of the Port Royal
& Augusta R.R., and
entirely the Macon &
Augusta R.R., mak-
ing a total of 413 m.
owned entirely or in

part by this Co. Finan-
cial statement, March
31, 1879: Cap. stock,

ii!4,''^00,000; 6% bonds,
$1,000,000; 7% bonds,
$483,000 ; other liabil-

ities, $596,597.11 ; to-

tal liabilities, $6,279,-

597.11. Per contra

:

construction of road
and outfit, $4,200,000

;

purchase account,
Western R.R. of Ala.,

$817,973.76 ; one fifth interest in P. R. & A. R. R.,
$200,000 ; stocks, bonds, real estate, casii, etc.,

$1,572,946.64; total assets, $6,790,920.40.

Fig. 228. — Geranium.

Gerah, an Indian cloth measure, equal to 2J
inches.

Geranium, the crane's-bill, an extensive genus
of handsome flowers, in which a large trade is car-
ried on by nurserymen. The G. maculatiim, with
flowers of considerable beauty, is the most valua-
ble medicinal plant of the genus. An essential oil,

used in perfumery, is obtained from G. plnti/petalum

(Fig. 228), and some other species; but it is much
inferior to the essential oil of the same name, also
called Turkish essence, and oil of Ginger-grass, wiiich
is employed by the Turks to adulterate the oil of
roses, and is obtained from a plant of the genua
Andropogon.
G^rant [Fr.], the responsible manager of a

joint-stock association, or newspaper establish-
ment ; the acting partner.

Gerle, a wine measure of Switzerland, about 16
gallons.

Gerloantico, a fine, rare, and rich flesh-colored

Italian marble, used for statuary purposes.
German, a fire-insurance Co., located in Balti-

more, Md., organized in 1865. Statement, Jan. 1,

1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, $500,000 ; net
surplus, $160,756.74; risks in force, $29,142,000;
premiums, $142,671.58; premiums received since
the organization of the Co., $1,306,783 ; losses paid,
$395,225; cash dividends paid to stockholders,
$243,000.

German-American, a fire-insurance Co., lo-

cated in New York City, organized in 1872. State-

ment, Jan. 1, 1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash,
$1,000,000 ; net surplus, $815,048.54 ; risks in
force, $118,670,207

;
premiums, $1,081,704.07 ; pre-

miums received since the organization of the Co.,
$6,472,805.97; losses paid, $2,669,126.17; cash divi-

dends paid to stockholders, $740,000.
German-Clock, a small, cheap hanging-clock,

largely made in Germany.
Germania, a fire-insurance Co., located in New

York city, organized in 1859. Statement, Jan. 1,

1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, $500,000 ; net
surplus, $754,423.72; risks in force, $73,333,025;
premiums, $727,867.06

;
premiums received since

the organization of the Co., $10,783,104.02 ; losses
paid, $5,019,930.72 ; cash dividends paid to stock-
holders, $1,046,000.
German-Paste, a food sold for certain kinds

of caged birds, as blackbirds, thrushes, larks, etc.,

made of pea-meal, hemp-seed, maw-seed, lard, and
honey or treacle.

German-Sausage, a polony ; a bladder or
cleaned gut stuffed with meat partly cooked.
German-Silver, Albata, Argentan, Elec-

trum, Nickel-Silver, Tutenag, Virginian
Plate, White Copper, a well-known alloy, the
finer varieties of which nearly equal silver in

whiteness and susceptibility of receiving a high
polish, whilst they surpass it in hardness and dura-
bility. The manufacture of nickel or German sil-

ver has acquired great importance in this country,
and has almost superseded silver-plate. The grace-
ful patterns which it is often made to assume in

the hands of the accomplished artist cannot fail to

attract the admiration of the beholders in "the best

stores of our large cities. The following formulas
are from the higiiest authorities, or are the results

of actual analysis of the finest commercial sam-
ples :

—
1. Copper, 50 parts ; nickel, 20 parts ; zinc, 80 parts. Very

malleable, and takes a high polish. — 2. Copper, 50 parts;
nickel, 26 parts ; zinc, 24 parts. Closely resembles silver; an
excellent sample. — 3 Copper and zinc, of each 41 parts;
nickel, 18 parts Rather brittle. — 4 (.M. Gersdorff.) Copper,
50 parts , nickel and zinc, of each 25 parts. Very white and
malleable, and takes a high polish. Uecommeuded as a gen-
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eral substitute for silver. — 5. (Gerndorff.) Copper, 60 parts;
nickel and zinc, of each 20 parts. For castings, as bells, can-
dlesticks, etc. —6. (Gersdorff.) Copper, 60 parts; nickel, 25
parts ; zinc, 20 parts. For rolliug aud wire. Very tough and
malleable. — 7. (Sample made from the ore of Uilburghausen.

)

Copper, 40J parts ; nickel, 31^ parts ; iron, 2J parts ; zinc, 25i
parts. Equal to the best Chinese sample. — 8. (Felouze. ) Cop-
per and nickel, equal parts. Kecommended by M. Pelouze as
superior to any of the alloys continuing zinc. — 9. (Pelouze.)
Copper, 2 parts ; nickel, 1 part. Not so white as the last, but
more malleiible. — 10. (White copper from China.) Copper, 41
parts ; nickel, 82 parts ; iron, 2^ parts ; zinc, 24^ parts. Sii-

yery white, takes a high polish, very sonorous, malleable both
cold and at a dull-red heat, and may be rolled into leaves or
formed into wire. — 11. (White metal spoon, sold as " German
plate.'") Copper, 55 parts; nickel, 24 parts; zinc, 16 parts;
tin, 3 i»rts ; iron, 2 parts. — The union of the metals in the
above formulae is effected by heat, with the usual precautions.
When iron is ordered, it is generally added under the form of
" tin plate."
Imp. duty : Unmanufactured, 35 per cent ; manu&ctures of,

40 per cent.

German-Steel, a metal made of pig or white-
plate iron in forges where charcoal is used for
fuel. The ore from which it is obtained is bog-
iron or the sparry carbonate.
German-Text, a name for an ornamental print-

ing-type.

German-Tinder. See Agaric.
Germany, a large and powerful empire of Cen-

tral Europe, lying between lat. 47° 18' and 55° 20' N.,

Ion. 5° 50' and 22° 50' E. It is bounded N. by Den-
mark and the Baltic ; E. by Russia and Austria

;

S. by Austria and Switzerland ; and W. by France,
Luxemburg, Belgium, Holland, and the North Sea,
or German Ocean. The Constitution of the Em-
pire bears date April 16, 1871. By its terms, all

the states of G. " form an eternal union for the
protection of the realm and the care of the wel-

fare of the German people " (schliessen einen eivi-

gen Bund ziim Schutze des Bundesgehlets, und zur

PJlege der Wohlfahrt des deutschen Volkes). The
supreme direction of the military and political

affairs of the Empire is vested in the king of
Prussia, who, as such, bears the title of Deut-
scher Kaiser. According to Art. 11 of the consti-

tution, the Kaiser represents the Empire inter-

nationally {hat das Reich volkerrechUich zu vertre-

ten), and can declare war, if defensive, and
make peace, as well as enter into treaties with
other nations, and appoint and receive ambassa-
dors. To declare war, if not merely defensive, the
Kaiser must have the consent of the Bundesrath,
or Federal Council, in wliich body, together with
the Reichstag, or Diet of the Realm, are vested
the legislative functions of the Empire. The Bun-
desrath represents the individual states of G., and
the Reichstag the German nation. The members
of the Bundesrath, 59 in number, are appointed
by the governments of the individual states for
each session, while the members of the Reichstag,
397 in number, are elected by universal suffrage
and ballot, for the term of three years. Both the
Bundesrath and the Reichstag meet in annual
session, convoked by the Kaiser. The Kaiser has
the right to prorogue and dissolve the Reichstag,
but the prorogation must not exceed sixty days

;

while in case of dissolution new elections have to

take place within sixty days, and a new session

has to open within ninety days. All laws for the
Empire must receive the votes of an absolute ma-
jority of the Bundesrath and the Reichstag. The
Bundesrath is presided over by the Reichskanzlcr,
or Chancellor of the Empire, and the President of
the Reichstag is elected by the deputies. The
laws of the Empire, passed by the Bundesrath and
the Reichstag, to take effect must receive the as-

sent of the Kaiser, and be countersigned when
promulgated by the Chancellor of the Empire.

The latter, in his capacity as President of the
Bundesrath, has the right to bo present at the de-
liberations of the Reichstag.— Berlin (for which
see Prussia) is the capital of the Empire.
The following table gives the area and popula-

tion of the 25 states of G. in the order of tlieir

areas, and of the Reichsland of Alsace-Lorraine,
together with the average density of pop. of each,
as returned by the census taken Dec. 1, 1875.

States of the Empire.

1. Prussia
2. Bavaria
3. VVi'irtemberg

4. Saxony
5. Baden
6. Mecklenberg-Schwerin..
7. Hesse
8. Oldenburg
9. Brunswick

10. Saxe-Weimar
11. Mecklenburg-Strelitz ...

12. Saxe-Meiningen
13. Anhalt
14. Saxe-Coburg
15. Saxe-Altenburg
16. Waldeck
17. Lippe
18. Schwarzburg-Rudol-

stadt

19. Schwarzburg-Sonders-
bau.^en

20. Reuss-Schleiz

21. Schaumburg-Lippe
22. Reuss-Greiz
23. Hamburg
24. Lubeck
25. Bremen

. Reichsland of Alsace-

Lorraine

Total

Area in
sq. miles.

187,066
29,292
7,675
6.777
5,851
4.831
2,866
2,417
1,5*^6

1,421
997
933
869
816
609
466
445

340

818
297
212
148
148
127.

106

5,580

Popula-
tion. Dec.

1, 1876.

25.742,404
6.022.390
1.881.505

2.760,586
1,507.179
653.785
884.218
819.314
327.4^3
292.933
95.673
194.494
213.565
182.599
145,844
54.743

112,452

76,676

67,480
92,375
83,133
46,985

888,618
56,912
142,200

1,531,804

212,091 42,727,360

Densitr
of popula-
tion per
sq. m.

188
170
246
407
267
114
307
132
214
206
95

208
245
223
286
117
256

225

212
811
155
817

2,625
448

1,345

227

201

At the census of Dec. 1, 1876, the number of

males was 20,986,701, and the number of females

21,740,659, being an excess of 753,958 females over

males in the total population of the Empire.— Of
the total pop., there are 25,580,615 Protestants,

14,868,608 Roman Catholics, 512,160 Israelites,

and about 100,000 of other religious persua-

sions.— The number of Germans in the surround-

ing States (Austria, Switzerland, etc.), may be
estimated at about 13,000,000, giving a total of

54,000,000 as German-speaking people.

Emigration, which formerly assumed larger pro-

portions in Germany than in any other country of

Europe, has been gradually declining in recent

years. It reached its highest point in 1854, when
over a quarter of a million of persons left the

country, then sank gradually till 1862, in which

year the number fell to 27,529, and from thence

rose again, with fluctuation, till tlie year 1872,

when there were 155,595 emigrants to the U.

States alone. In 1873 the total emigration fell to

130,937 ; in 1874 to 75,502 ; in 1875 to 50 289 ; in

1876 to 37,803 ; and in 1877 to 21,964. Froip 1875

to 1877, the number of immigrants was nearly as

large as that of emigrants. During the 22 years

from 1846 to 1877, the total emigration to tlie U.

States, which absorbs the best classes of emigrants,

numbered 2,685,430 individuals. It is calculated

that each presented, on the average, a money
value of 200^mark8, or $50, so that the total loss

by this emigration amounted to 813.3,427,150.

The gradually decreasing stream of emigration

mainly flowed through Hamburg and Bremen.

By deviation to the general arrangement of this
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work, and considering that the formerly indepen-

dent states which now constitute the German p]m-

pire have still retained a shade of individuality,

we have thought proper to consider each of these

states in a separate article, under its own name.
The following, therefore, is only a general out-

line of the German country, to which are added
such information and conunercial statistics as do
not appear elsewhere.

The surface of G. is much diversified. Its S E. and E.
pnrts are occupied by numerous ranges of hills and mountains,
sometimes separated only by narrow valleys, and elsewhere
forming large elevated plains, while the N portion of the
country sinks into a wide sandy moorish plain, but little

raised above the level of the sea. The mountains, which may
be considered as a N. branch of the great Alpine system of
Europe, bear no comparison with the Alps in point of height,
for the loftiest summits are not more than 5,00() ft. high ; but
they occupy a great space, and diverge in so many various
directions through the country that it is difficult to trace
them without the aid of a map. The Fichtel^ebirge, however,
in the N. part of Bavaria, may be considered as the centre and

through Lower Silesia, Lusatia, Brandenburg, Ponierrnia,
Mecklenburg, tlolstein, Hanover, and the lower part of West-
phalia. To tiie \V. of the Elbe the flatcountry is almost entirely-

destitute of trees, and presents only a succession of level tracts,

covered with heath and juniper, and of moors consisting chiefly

of deep beds of turf intersected by rivers which fJow in depres-
sions from 100 to 200 feet below the general level of the plains.

To the E. of the Elbe the country is more sandy, but the sandy
tracts are covered with pines, and interspersed with fertile

spaces of sometimes considerable extent. The beds of the
rivers also are generally wider and less deep than in the west-

ern part of the plain Through the N. part of this plain a
higher tract may be traced from W. to E., from Oldeslo in
liolstein to Schwedt on the Oder, about 70 m. from the sea.

Eastward of the Oder it continues for some distance due E.,

then gradually approaches the sea, terminating on the banks
of the Niemen near Grodno. It seems to have formed at one
time the shore of the sea, and it is on its N. sides that are
found those numerous erratic blocks or boulders that have at-

tracted so much of the attention of geologists. Though it does
not rise into hills, it forms the watershed between a number of
small streams that run direct to the Baltic, and others that

run southward to the Elbe, the Oder, and the Vistula.

The coal-measures are widely distributed in many parts of
G., as Saxony, Silicia, Rhenish Bavaria, and Rhenish Prussia.

Fig. 229.— FRANKFORT-ON-TnE-MAIV.

nucleus of the mountains in Central G. ; and from it branch,
in four directions, the ranges composing the watershed that
divides the rivers of the Black Pea from the Baltic and the
German Ocean. 1. The Erzs;ehirs;e, diverging N. E., forms
the boundary between Saxony and Bohemia, and has its

scarped side S. towards the Eger. Its E. continuations, called

the Sudeienzebirs;e, join the Carpathian ridge near the
sources of the Oder and Vistula. 2. The Bnliemian Forest
{Bohmerumlil) range separates Bohemia from Bavaria. It

runs S. E. about 1.30 m.,and taking a N. E. turn joins the
Sudetengebirse near the sources of the Murch. in Ion. 16- 40'

E. 3. The Suahinn Alps are a low range branching off S. W

.

from the central point, and forming the watershed between the
affluents of the Rhine and those of the Danube. S. they join
the Black Forest range, the connection of which with the Alps
is effected by a low chain skirting the Lake of Constance, and
joining the main ridge at Mt. Septimer. 4. The Tliiiringinn
range runs N. W. from the Fichtelgebirge, and after a course
of 50 m. divides into two chains, one running N. into Hanover,
and forming the Hartz chain, the other running W under va-
rious names, nearly as far as the Rhine, and .separating its

waters from those of the Weser and its tri'oufciries. The banks
of the Moselle are remarkable for their varied scenery, and the
Talley of the Rhine unites the grandeur of a fine l.and.«cnpe

with the .appearance of a highly fertile country. To the north-
ward of the hilly region the country sinks into plains, which
fall very gradually from an elevatioti of about 300 feet at the
foot of the hills to the level of the sea. These plains extend

G. is now the largest producer of coal in continental Europe.
The product of coal and lignite for the 10 years from 1868 to
1877, in tons of 2,200 lbs. was as follows:

Tons.
1868 2,5,704.758

1869 26,774,368
1870 26,397,770
1871 29.373,272
1872 33,306,418

Tons.
1S73 36,.392.280

1874 ....35,918,614
1H76 37.436,368
1876 38 4,54.428

1877 37,576,071

Tbn».

..9.7,52,914

.10.739.582

.10,367,686

.11,096.034

.10,720,296

Lignite.

Tons
I

1868 7,174,.365 1873
1869 7.569,545 1874
1870 7,605.234 1875
I'^-l 8.482.8.38 ! 1876
1872 9,018,048 I 1877

Of the above tot.nls 89 per cent was sent out from the pit^

in Prussia. In 1877 the city of Berlin used 1,110,216 tons of
coal of all kinds.
No part of Europe yields a greater variety or abundance of

mineral productions, and in no part of the world are the mines
worked with .so much skill or so much economy. Precious
stones are discovered in many parts; rock crvstal. amethysts,
topazes, are found in Bavaria ; rock salt and Glauber salts in
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varions parts; and abundance of the earths calculated for
making earthenware, from the coarsest description to the
finest porcelain Gold is procured, though iu very small
quantities, by washing, in Silesia. Silver and cinnabar are
raised from the mines of the Erz^ebirpe in Saxony. Iron, cop-
per, tin, lead, calamine, bismuth, cobalt, nickel, titanium,
arsenic, and almost every other uiinenil, is more or less rai.«eU

from the mines. Th« abundance of mineral substances every-
where scattered, and which it would be difficult to enumenite,
has promoted the study of mineralogy, and given birth to the
school of Freyburg, whence the pupils of Werner carried the
Bcience to every part of the world.— Soil. The soil is generally
productive. The plains in the N. have indee<l much arid sandy
land : but nature has provide*! some rich and fruitful soils

along the borders of the rivers, where the most abundant
harvests are gathered. The S. has also on its mountains
much barren or slightly productive land ; but the be;iutiful

Talleys and plains among the hills rival in fertility the l)est

alluvial lands on the banks of the northern rivers. In general
the soil in the N. is heavy, and in the S., light; the former
most adapted fot com, and the latter for wines. The best soil

is in the middle, between the mountains and the sandy plains.

In Silesia, Franconia, Saxony, and on the Rhine, the propor-
tion of good soil is much greater than in the X. or the S. —
Hivers. Germany has five large rivers which pass through it

to the sea, and in theii course receive about oM smaller streams,
about 60 of which aie navigable, either naturally or by means
of artificial improvement These are the Danube, Rhine, Weser,
£lbe, Oder, Etsch or Adige, and Ems, the first two of which
will be found de-scribed under their own names. The \Ve.«er

is formed by the juncture, at MUnden. of the Werraand Fulda,
which rise in the Hhdngebirgf; its course is N. by \V. till the
juncture of the Allar, at which point it turns N". E., and falls

into the German Ocean about 40 m. below Bremen. The Elbe
rises on the N. side of the plateau of Bohemia, which, after

receiving the Moldau and the Eger, it leaves at Schandau, and
enters the great X. \V. plain of G., which it traver.«es to the
German Ocean; its chief affluents from the S. are the Mulda
and Saale from the Erzgebirge, and its principal X. tributary

is the Havel. The Oder rises on the X. side of the Carpathian
range, near its W. termination, and after a general N. X. \V.

course, and receiving many affluents, falls through the Great
Hatfe into the Baltic i?ea. — Lakes. The chief of the German
lakes is the Boden See, or Lake of Constance, on the borders

of Switzerland. Along the S. shores of the Baltic or East
Sea there is a number of lakes, which form the western por-
tion of an innumerable series, extending through Prussia
into Russia and Finland, and occupying comparatively higher
ground than the adjoining plains and river channels. Some
of these are of considerable extent, as the lake of Schwerin
in Mecklenburg and the Spirding See in Eiist Prussia, the
latter, however, beyond the political limits of G. At the E.
ba.se of the Hartz are the salt and the sweet lakes ( Salziae and
Suae Seen), and to the X. of Minden, to the E. of the Weser,
is a considerable sheet of water called the Sleinhwler Meer

;

and to the west of the Weser is a smaller lake called the Dum-
mer See. — Climate The climate of G. is very uniform in

respect of the degrees of cold or heat experienced in its differ-

eot regions ; for though there is a dilTerence of 8' of latitude

between its S.and X. borders, that difference is compensated
by the different elevations of the country, the northern part
being lowland on the sea, while the midland and S. regions

rise to a considerable elevation. This is indicated by the fol-

lowing table of places from north to south.

^Knhrt-nheil).
Mca 1 leiiipcraiure of the

Places. Latitudei. al>ove llie

•ea in (teet.

climate.

Vc«r. Winter. Summer.

Stralsund .

64^19' 51 47' 30' 63'

Berlin .... 5*2 80 140 48 31 64
Gotha 50 67 1,010 46 29 60
Baireuth .

.

49 57 1.119 4») 29 61
Ratisbon .

.

49 1 i.zm 48 81 64
Munich ... 48 10 1.733 48 34 65

AsrieuUure In the intelligent practice of agriculture G. is

not behind the most advanced of the other countries of Europe.
Mecklenburg, in particular, and lIoNtein are distinguished for
their excellent husbandry ; and in Hanover, Brunswick, Bohe-
mia, Saxonv, and some pirts of l'rus.«ia and Austria, it is

scarcely inferior. Generally speaking, agriculture is the princi-
pal occupation of the Germans, particularly in Bavaria, Wiir-
temberg, Baden, Hesse. Na.ssau, Hanover. Brunswick, Olden-
burg. Prussia, Anhalt. Holstein, and Mecklenburg: while in
the Saxon duchies, S<-hwartzburg, and Reuss, some districts of
Prussia, Bohemia, and the kingdom of Saxony, manufactures
employ at least an equal, and in some cases even a grfater.
Dumber of the people The greatest contra«t in respect of
agriculture is to be seen in Mecklenburg and Wiirteniherg.
In the former, farming is conducted on a large scale ; in the
latter, as well as in other provinces, the land is dividml Into
mall parcels cultivated by sma'l proprieiors or tenants, who

follow ancestral usages, and are unprovideil with means to
make any improvements, by draining or otherwise In the
former, the .VA/ngipirt/i.trA/i/V prevails, according to which one
iuimeii.«e field is covered with wheat, while another is covered
with oats, a third with clover, a fourth is l>eing ploughe<l and
harrowed, and a fifth is fee»ling herds of cattle, the coninion
size of funns being so much as 500,0(J() square riit/ir, or almost
2,(XlO acres; in the latter, everything is grown cherkerwise, in
small patches, more like gardening than farming, the usual .--ire

of WUrtemberg farms Ix-ing only from 5 to '.in Mjuare niifir, or
from ,>„ to ,'„ of an acre. — G. is suitable for the cultivation of
all the kinds of useful plants that belong to the temperate zones;
atid, owing to the equality of the climate, tliey are spread
over all the country. Maize, however, is principally raised in
the S.; wheat in the S. and W.; buckwheat in the X. ; millet
in the S. E. ; rape-.<ce<l. poppy, anise, and cutiiin, in the cen-
tral and X. W. districts. Flax and hemp, madder, woad, and
saffron are cultivated more in the S. and centnil region than in
the X. Tobacco is extensively rai.'ed (even for exportation to
other tobacco-growing countries) on the upper Rhine, the
Werra and Oder, and in Brandenburg. Excellent hops are
furnished by Bavaria and Brunswick. Beets are mi>ed in
enormous quantities for the manufacture of sugar, and their
cultivation has almost entirely superseiled the grain-culture
in the Prussian pniv. of .'^axony, Anhalt. Hesse-Daniistadt, and
S. Bavaria. Chiccory, as a substitute for coffee, is rai-eil in
the country between the Elbe and We.'cr rivers. In ganien
culture Wiirteniberg, Bavaria, Hesse, and the Saxon duchies
hold the highest rank. The fruit rai.«ed on the banks of the
Rhine and Xeckar. iti .Saxony and X. W. Bavaria, is of the very
best quality to be found anywhere. Peaches and figs ripen
only in localities protected from the cold. The apples of
Saxony are of the choicest kind, and ar^ exported to Russia in
large quantities. Marron chestnuts, almonds, etc., are raised

in the S. W. states. Great attention is paid to the improve-
ment of fruit. The culture of the vine extends to lat. 61 ' 30'

(sec Ger.m\>v, Wines of). The culture of forests is conducted
upon a more scientific basis than in any other country. Hav-
ing in former times thoughtlessly destroyed their forests,

many German states have been compelled to replant them in
order to satisfy the wants of agriculture and industry. In
many states the forests mostly belong to govemaient, and
are as carefully kept as gardens; but even private owners are
prohibited by law from wasting their forests without regard
to the public good. The most extensive forests are found in

central and southern (i. and in the ea.*tern provinces of Prus-
sia. The entire sup«'rficies of woodland in G. is 62,9.39 sq. m.,
of which Prussia has 31,423, Bavaria 9,376, and Wiirtemberg
about 2.296.

Manu/iictures. In many branches of manufacturing in-

dustry G. has reached a high degree of excellence. German
linen is known to the whole world : and the linens of Bielefeld

and Silesia in particular arc equally valued in America as in

Europe. The introduction of cotton, however, has tended
greatly to le.s.sen the cultivation of flax, which was fi rmerly a
principal staple of agricultural industry, and the linen manu-
facture has suffered in con-^equence. With the improvement
of the breeds of sheep, the woollen manufacture has made
great progress, the Gennan cloth being now not merely equal
but even superior in quality to the cloths of England and
Belgium. Tlie chief seats of the cloth manufacture are io

Brandenburg, Saxony, and the Prussian Rhenish provinces,

from which it is exported to all parts of the world. The cot-

ton manufacture has recently assumed very large proportions,

the numlier of spindles in 1^79 l)eiiig estimafeil at 6,0Ci0,000.

The German silk fabrics equal the English in quality. The
principal silk manuf. are in the Prussian cities of Berlin,

Elberteld, and Crefeld, and in Saxony. The export of silk

fabrics from G. is nearly equal to the dome.stic consumption.
Works in metal, especially iron and steel, are pro<luced in gr«at
perfection, and large quantities in Rhenish Prussia, West-
phalia, and the district of the Ilartz; brass work, in Rhenish
Prussia, Bavaria, and Brandenburg; gold and silver work in

Augsburg and Berlin. Pottery and gla.«smaking have nached
a high degree of periVrtion ; the porcelain of Vienna. Berlin,

an<i Meis.«en, is mud) in request, on account not only of the
fineness of its material, but also for the tasteful elegance of its

forms and ornaments. Bohemian gla.«8 Is to be met with in

all parts of the world. The manufacture of leather is (larticu-

larly extensive in Rhenish t'russia ; of soap, tallow wares, and
wax, in many places. Paper-making is carried on to a great

extent, and of late has l>een very much improved in quality.

Sugar-refining is carried on in Hamburg, Berlin, Potsdam,
and other places; brewing of beer, to a gn-at exli'iit. in Bava-

ria; and anient spirits (Branntwein), to a still greater extent

in the X Ship-building and the connected trades are daily

assuming mon? importance German industry is niuch dis-

tinguished in the making of mathematical, physical, surgi-

cal, and musical instruments; thechief seats of these branches

of trade being Munich, Berlin, and ('a.-wel. Gennan clocks

and wooden articles, manufacture<l in the Tyrol ami other

mountain provinces, are ex|>orted to all (Mirts of the world

The great progress which the Gennans have made in manu-
facturing industry within the last half-century is chiefly the

re.sult of extraordinary exertions on the part of the German
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governments. In every district exist industrial .=chools, and
in all the chief towns there are schools and institutions for

in.'truction in the higher branches of art, where pupils are

trained in both practice and theory at the expense of the
government. —The results of an agricultural census taken in

1873 showed that at that date there were in the Empire
3.352,231 horises ; 13,315 mules and donkeys; 15,776,702 head
of cattle; 24,999,706 sheep ; 7,124,088 swine; 2 320,002 goats;
and 2,333,484 beehives. The number of families possessing
livestock {viehhesitzendf. HaiishaUnnsii'n) was found to be

5,028,023, and of these there were 2,965,856 devoted partly

or wholly to agricultural pursuits.

books. Great wool-markets are likewise held in Berlin, Breslau,
Dresden, Magdeburg, Prague, Stettin, etc.

The foreisn commerce of G. is of considerable importance.
The total value of imports in 1877 was $967,000,000; of ex-
port.s, .'S64J,600,000. The three free towns (see Bremen, II.^m-

DURG, LcBECK) are the chief gates of commercial intercourse of
G. with foreign countries. The subjoined tabular statement
exhibits the growth of the commercial intercour.=e between G.
and the U. States, giving the total value of the imports of
American home and foreign produce into the Empire, including
the Hiinse towns, and the total value of direct exports from
there to the U. States, for the 20 years 1859 to 1878 :

—

Years.

Imports from the U.
States.

Total
imports.

Exports to

the U. States.

Total im-
ports and
exports

Domestic. Foreign.

1859 «14,943,310
14.848,482
10,298,802

12,672,646
12,415,897
13,669,507
19,994,560
26,398,700
27,041,609
89.448,763
39.871,814
41,541,761

34,610,021
40,144,642
61,767,997
64,344,622
52,517,913
51,107,147
58,192,511
54,111,249

$1,234,648
3,579.476
2,314,191
2,316,208

1,729,408
2,125,394
3,512,157
1,939,860
2.221,278
2.780.708

1,386,201
1,206,093

855,008
1,074,542
1764,099
1,369.088
1,244,332

1,467,820
655.303
874,843

S16,177,958
18,427,958
12,612,993
14,988,854
14,145,305
1.5.794,901

23,506,717
28.338,560

29,262 887
42.229,471

41,258,015
42,747,854
35,465,029
41,219,184
63.532,096
65,713,710
53,762,245
52,574,467
58,847,814
54,986,092

$17,766,341
18,535.071
15,369,868
14,930,702
13.483,309

13,845,163
9 567.519

26,447,215
26.596 594
22.384,703
25 270,596
27.397,958

25,093,635
46.246.817
61,497.954
44,074.252
40,893.386
35.488,117
33.036.485

34,808,253

3f33,944 ,299

36,963.029
27.982,861

29,919,556
27,628,614
29,640.064
33,074,236
54.785,775
65.859,481
64,614.174
66,528,611
70,145,812

60,558,664
87,465,001

125,030,050
109,787,962
94,655.631
88,062,584

91,883,299
89,794,345

1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1887
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Total.. 689,941,953 35,650,157 725,592,110 552,731,938 1,278,324,048

Commerce. The trade and commerce of the Empire are
under the administration and .guidance of special laws and
rules, emanating from the ZoUuere.iii, or Customs' League,
which embraces the whole of the states of G-, with the excep-
tion of the two cities of Hamburg and Bremen. The privilege
of Hamburg and Bremen to remain " free ports," conceded in

1868, was ratified in the Imperial Constitution of April 16,

1871, the 34th article of which enacts that the two Han.se towns
shall remain " outside the common line of customs until they
them.selves demand admittance."' The administration of the
Zollverein is at Berlin. There was, previous to the year 1871, a
twofold representation of the Zollverein, that of governments,
in the Zollverein Council, and that of populations, in the Zoll-
verein Parliament, the members of which latter body were
elected in the same manner as the deputies to the North Ger-
man Federal diet, and met in annual session at the beginning
of the year. Under the constitution of April 16, 1871, the
functions of the Zollverein Parliament merged in the Reichstag
of the Empire. The Zollverein Council has three committees
sitting permanently, namely, for finance, for taxes and cus-
toms, and for trade. All the receipts of the Zollverein are paid
into a common exchequer, iind distributed, /irn rata of popula-
tion, among the states of the Empire. The chief sources of
revenue are customs duties, mainly on imports, and taxes upon
spirits, wine, sugar manufactured from beet-roots, and tobacco.
By the Zollverein free trade was established among all its mem-
bers, while a high tariff protected their industry against for-
eign competition. Under this system (r has rapidly progressed,
and from an exporter of raw products of the soil, as it was 50
years ago, it has become one of the principal exporters of
an endless variety of industrial products, and importer of
raw materials. A new tariff w.as introduced in 1879, which
greatly increases the duties on imports ; for which see T.\riffs
in the Appendix at the end of this book. The princi-
pal seats of the inland trade are Berlin, Breslau, Cologne,
Magdeburg, Krankfort-on-the-Oder, Naumburg, Posen. Trau-
stadt, Aachen, Coblentz, Elberfeld, Erfurt, Minister, Minden,
and others, in Prussia; Leipzig, in Saxony; Munich, Augs-
burg, and Nurnberg, in Bavaria ; Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Ca.ssel, Brunswick, Hanover, Mentz, etc. But of all these
places three hold the first rank : Augsburg, for the S. W.

;

Prankfort-on-the-Main, for the N. W. ; and Leipzig, for the
N. E. Large fairs arc held twice or thrice a year in Leipzig,
the two Frankforts, Brunswick, and other places ; but it is

only in those named that these flirs are of much importance.
Those of Leipzig are celebrated for the sale and exchange of

The two following tables give the declared value of the prin-

cipal articles of American produce and manufacture imported
into G., and of the principal articles of German produce and
manufacture exported to the U. States, in the year 1878 : —

Imports from the U. States in 1878.

drugs,

Free of duty.

Bolting cloths

Books
Chemicals,

etc

Fur skins, undressed
Hides and skins

Wearing apparel
India-rubber, crude
Oil, volatile

Rags
Raw silk

Dutiable.

Beer
Books and engray-

ings
Bristles

Buttons of all kinds
Chemicals, drugs,

etc

Chicory
Clothing
Cotton (manuf of)

China ware
Fancy goods
Fish (pickled her-

ring)

Flax (manuf )

Fruits and nuts
Furs
Glass and glassware
Hair (human)
India-rubber (man-

ufactured)
Iron (bar)
" anchors, chains,

etc

$44,707
39,131

812,667
129,&39
228 301
62,137
56.516
46,824

385,810
27,364

57,837

404,035
591,895

1,683,790

454,928

76,882
638,670

6,772,056
265,098

1,059,179

23,475
647,669
578,768
305,655

1,102,0*3
101,700

38,514
67,140

29,573

Iron machinery
" steel
" cutlery
" other manuf of

Jewelry
Leather

" gloves, etc...

Marble (manuf.)
Metals and composi-

tions of
Musical instruments
Oil, volatile

Paintings, etc

Paints.

Paper (manuf of)...

Perfumery.
Precious stones
Provisions ( meats,

cheese, etc.)

Salt

Silk (manuf. of )

Straw (manuf of)...

Tobacco(leaf)
Watches.
Wine
Wood (cabinet ware,

etc.)

Wool
" cloths and cas-

simeres
" shawls
'* dre.s.s-good8 ...

" hosiery, etc..
Zinc
Ail other articles...

!ff33.830

60,816
329,810
234,576
87.106

493,218
1,520,414

40,701

277,168
424.209
20 349

172,105
102,092
756,034
115,798

8,214,511

98.P06
1.198 426
5,638,862

70.204
38,587

585,189
215,914

174,938
61,868

1,574.163
102,062
625.450

1,620,200
60,918
219,289

$34,808,263

m
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Exports to the U.

Agricultural imple-
j

ments 5398.029
]

HorneU cattle 87.648 ,

Bark for tanniug .. 20,319 I

Black bone 49.787 i

Book.9 &*,2o3
I

Bra8sgoo<ls 97.764 '

Indian corn . 1.082,109
|

Rye 5oJ,(»23

Wheat... 43269 1

Wheat flour 5:1.350 1

Carriages (parts of) 23 S38
Clocks 69.327

|

Copper 529,218
Cotton 13,3;».719

]

" (manuf ) ... 116,2:34 i

Drugs, chemicals... 12-5.437

Dye-^tuffe a56.346
Fancy articles 51,845
Apples(dried) 66,770
Fruitsincans 27,486
Glass and glassware 32.996
Gold and silver ... 119,862
Hemp (manuf. of) .. 31,780
IIide.s and skins 280,937
India-rubber (man-

ufacture of) 42,744
Iron steam-engines 467,500
" miichinery . 255,901
" other manuf 140,174
" edge tools 30,874

Fire-arms 172,288
Manuf of steel 22,835
Leather 1,638,723

" manuf of.. 97,297
Marble manuf. 42,167
Organs 51.416
Piano-fortes 28,407

States in 1878.

RaMn and turpen-
tine S514.446

Mineral oil, crude 282,212
refined 11,6.'».546

Oil, volatile 99,982
Paintinp) and en-
gravings 65,668

Paper and station-

ery . 42,683
Platedware 22,199
Bacon and ham 2,301 ,208

Beef, ."salted or cured 151,518
Butler 434,596
Fish, cured 97,319
Lard 7,413.937
-Meat, preserved 262.062
Oysters 22 344
Pork 49,961
Seeds.. 707.426
Sewing-machines.... 4t>5.977

Spermaceti 49.0(56

Spirits of turpentine 153,278
Starch. 205,810
Sugar, refined 20,022
Tallow 281,468
Tobacco (leaf) 6,761,099

" (manuf) 164.494
Sailing vessels 123 000
Wearing apparel 76,840
Whalebone 62,432
Wood, and manuf.

of 498.494
Zinc.

,, 190,386
All other articles,

each under §20,-
000 1.991,703

$54,111,249

The commercial navy of G. was composed as follows in

1877:-

Principal Ports.

Sailing Vessels and
Steamers.

Steamers.

No. Tonnage. No Tonnage.

439
255
374
222
114
292
231
91
123
158
57

2,453

4,809

4,745
4,602

4,495

214.898
199,011
106,580
48,630
48,840
49,879
42,937
30,911
37,094
22,916
27,313

277,611

96
68
8
43
8
1

'e

1

'e

91

83 826
57.676

Rostock 3 795
Stettin 8 522

3,293
237

Barth
320

El'ifleth 20
Papenburg
Geestemiinde
Small and river ports

*i',487

21,770

Total, 1877
" 1876
" 1875
" 1874

1,103.650
1,084,882
1,068,383

1,033,725

318
319
299
253

180.946

50,756
48,422
41,746

The movements of shipping in the German ports in 1876 were
M follows : —

Total Vessels. Total Steamers.

States.
Vessels. Tons. No. Tons.

Entered.
Prussia
Hamburg

81,710
4,991
1,972
2,r)32

2.568

1,060

3,131,^4
2,180,451
672.180
324.229
169,961

106,514

6,040
2,903
466
921
90
108

1,386,995
1,721,048
886,757

Llibeck 177.660
Oldenburg
Mecklenburg

25,932
20,872

Total

Cleared.

44,833

31 ..586

5,212
2.116
2,516
2,716
1.116

6,684,679

3,173.138
2,229,968
703,429
822,764
177,990
118.-530

9,518

6,079
2,907
470
916
88

117

9,576

8,719,164

1 414,362
Hamburg
Bremen
Liibeck

1,728.609
402,467
176.171

Oldenburg.
Mecklenburg

27,670
21.453

Total 46,261 6,726.819 3.770,632

On January 1. 1878. the total length of the railroads of the
Empire completed and open lor public trafiic (in kilometres)
were as follows :

—

St.ites.
State

roads.

Private
roads
under

State ad-

minis-
tration.

Pruiwia
Bavaria
Saxony
Wiirtemberg
Baden
He.sse

Oldenburg
Mecklenburg
Brunswick
Other States. .

.

Alsace-Lorraine

Total
I

14,181.01
English miles

3,748 54

Private
roads.

3,225.05 9.3S6 07
272 46 957 42
3754 273.75

16.50

124.0 6 78
433 .W

33 49 46 94
411.3
307.1

66 b 87195
109

12,372.65

Total.

17 386 .54

4.47630
1 978.18
1240 .-JO

1,179 r^3

721 .V)

3:31. 76
4913

'
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The total number of telesrraphic despatches in the vear 1877
was 10,649,994, of which 7^172,124 were inland, and"3,477,><70

foreign. The length of telegraph lines in the Knipire in 1>*78

was .38,793 kilometres (or 24,317 miles), and of telegraph wires

142,000 kilometres (or 88,750 miles) The total reciipis of 1877
amounted to 10,258,529 marks, or S2,.5t54,600, and the e.xp<n-

diture to 15,9.58,543 marks, or 53,989,635. There were 4,5:32

telegraph stations in 1878.

The Imperial post-office carried 516,407.730 letters, 78,586,-580

post-cards, 7,-523,180 patterns, 92.867,4iKi stamped wrappers,
and 310,421,781 newspapers, in the ycir 1877. The total re-

ceipts of the post-office in 1877 amounted to 116,9()7,739 marks,
or ,*29,241,935, and the total expenditure to lfp9.414,845 murks,
or $27.3-53,710, leaving a surplus of 7,552,894 marks, or

Sl,888,226.
Finances. The common expenditure of the Empire is de-

frayed, according to Art. 70 of the iJonstitution, from the rev-

enues arising from customs, certain branches of exci.'e, the

profits of the post, and telegraphs. Should the receipts from
the.'ie various sources of income not be sufficient to cover the
expenditure, the individual states of Germany may be as.<es.<cd

to make up the deficit, each stite being made contributory in

proportion to its population. The common expenditure is to

be voted, " as a rule " (in der Hrgel) only for one year ; but
also for any longer term "in special cases" (m hesondern

F-illen). The financial year, formerly coeval with the calendar

year, was m;ule to run from the Ist of April to the 31st of

March in 1877. The budget accounts of the Empire distinguish

between ordinary or " continual "
( fortdauemdr) expenditure,

and extraordinary, or " for once '' (einmalige) dishuro'nients

The estimated total ordinary, or " continual " expenditure for

the financial year ending Slarcb 31, 1879, was distributed as

follows :
—

Marks
Chancellor of the Empire 104,980

Chancery of the Empire 4,269 253
Imperial Diet 322,IX)0

Foreign Office 6,104,665
Administration of the Imperial army 822,518.283

Administration of the navy 24,110.520

Intere.-t of the debt of the Empire 6,781.500

Chamber of .\ccounts 460,610

Imperial Chancer.v for Alsace-Lorraine 171,760

Railroad Office of the Empire _ 272,750
General pension funds 17,563,206
Empire invalid funds 32,058,157

Administration of justice 806,182

Total ordinary expenditure 415,508,756

The extraordinary expenditures were thus estimated :
—

Marks.
Chancellor and chancery 2,l>30 000

Imperial Diet 30,000

Foreiitn Office 527,000

Imperial Post and Telegraphs 1.3.2i)9,.345

Anny of the Empire 27,378 540
Administntion of the navy 34,580.165

('hamber of Accounts 10,000

R;iilroads of the Empire 10,102,340

Mint 22.700,000

Expenditures in remls,«ion of war taxes, France.

.

9,996.325

Court of Imperial Judicature 85,000

Totnl extraordinary expenditure 120,987,715

Ordinary expenditure 415,508,756

Total expenditure 536.496,470

$127,690,149 86
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The receipts for the same year embraced the following

brauches of Imperial revenue:—

1. Customs and excise duties 250,326,840
2. Stamp duties 6,653,100
3. Profits of posts and telegraphs 15,288,408
4. State railroads in Alsace-Lorraine 11,356,000
5. Imperial Bank and other receipts 2,010,000
6. Keceipts of various descriptions 7,495,522

7. Krom the Imperial funds for invalids 32,053,152
8. Surplus of former years 34,663
9. Profits from the coining of Imperial money.. 100,000

10. Interest of Imperial funds 7,324,208

11. Extraordinary receipts 116,535.056
12 Contribution.s of states to revenue 87,145,516
13. Administration of the Imperial priating-of&ce 174,330

Total 536,496,800

$127,686,2.38.40

The contribution of the principal state" of the Empire to the
revenue for the year 1878-79 was calculated as foilows : Prus-
sia. 41,494,809 marks ; Bavaria, 19,682,751 marks ; Wiirtemberg,
6,806,586 marks; Baden, 4,836,566 marks : Saxony, 4,575,727
marks; and the Reichsland Alsace-Lorraine, 3,060,410 marks.
In the budget of the Empire the sums received from France as

war indemnity were not entered, but placed to a separate ac-

count. Of the war indemnity, agreed upon by Treaty of feb.

Town-Hall, Dantzic.

26, 1871, amounting to 5 milliards of francs, or 8P1 .000,000,000
G had received the total at the end of September. 1873 Besides
this treaty indemnity, G received a tribute of #30,000.000
from the city of Paris, and levied contributions in some of the
French departments, the total sum paid into the Imperial ex-
chequer amounting, inclusive of interest, to about $1,100,000.-
000. Of this sum nearly one half wa.s portioned out among the
25 States of the German Empire Of the other half, in accord-
ance with various laws passed by the Reichsrath, f62.500.(M)0
were paid to France for the Alsace-Lorraine railways, and $30,-
000,900 for the fortresses in the Reichsland. — the German
Empire, as such, had no public debt at the time of its re-estab-
lishment, in 1S71, but one has been created in recent years
At the end of .June, 1878. the total fundeil debt amounted to
175,216,186 marks, or *43.804,045, including a loan of 97.484,-
665 marks, or .*24.371.215. granted by a law of the Reichstag,
passed .Tune 14, 1878. The whole debt bears interest at 4 per
cent Besides the funded there exists an unfunded debt, rep-
resented by •'Reichs-Kassenscheine," or Imperial treasure

bills, now outstanding to the amount of 168.954.850 marks, or
§42.238.715. As a set-off against the debt of the Empire, there
exist a variety of invested funds, of a total amount of 865,487,-

928 marks, or »216,.371.9S0. These funds comprise an " Inva-
lidenfond " of 562.748,410 marks, or ?140.687.100; a '• Fe.stungs-

baufond " of 153.976.402 marks, or *38,494.100 : and a " Kriegs-
schatz " of 120,000,000 marks, or §30,000,000. The funds were
created out of the French war indemnity, and are yearly increas-

ing by interest, notably the last of them, the '• Kriegs-schatz,"

or war-treasure, which can be drawn upon only in case of a for-

eign war, or invasion.

Banking. See the names of the principal states

Money. Uniformity of coinage was established by a law of
1872, the unit of account being the mark = 23.8 cents, divided
into 100 pfennige
The new coins are as follows :

—
Gold. The twenty-mark (69J to 1 lb. of fine gold), ten-

mark, and five-mark.

Silver The five-mark (20 to 1 lb. of fine silver), two-mark,
one-mark, fifty pfennige (200 to 1 lb- of fine silver), and
twenty pfennige.

Nickel. Ten pfennige and five pfennige.

Copper. Two pfennige and one pfennig

The old denominations were :
—

The Crown, gold coin common to all G , appi'oxi-

mate value =
" Thaler, or 20 (Jrosc/ifn, approximate value =
" Gi'WfJi, or tlorin, of 60 ifrfKZfr, app value =
" Mark Current, of Hibeck, approximate value =
" Murk Banco, of Hamburg, appro.ximate value =
" iJeic/w 7Via/fr, of Bremen, approximate value =

$6.68.
75.

0.42
0.31.

37
033

Weights and Measures The French metrical system has
been adopted, and made compulsory from Jan 1, 1872 The
following are the principal weights and measures used in com-
merce :

—
The Grnmme t

" Kilogramme of 2 Pfund =

" Centner of 60 Kilosranime s

" Quintal of 2 Centner =

" ronjieof20 Centner :
" Liter, Mass =
" Meter, Stab =

" Kilometer =

" Hektnr =

" Quadrat, or Square Kilometer z

15.434 grains troy.

: 2.205 lbs. avoirdupois.
: 110 " "

220 " "

2200 " "

1 76 Imperial pints.

: 3.28 feet or 39.37 inches.
1093 yards or nearly 6

: 2.47 acres [furlongs.
: 247 acres, or 2,?. sq k.

to 1 sq. mile.

Seaports.—Besides Hamburg, Bremen , and Lubeck (for which
see their respective names), the following are the principal com-
mercial and military seaports of G. * —
Dantzic, a strongly fortified city, and one of the principal

emporiums of the north of Europe, in West Prussia, 253 m.
.\. E. of Berlin, in lat. 54^ 20' 48" N,, Ion. 18° 38' E. It is

situated on the left or W. bank of the Vistula, about 4 m.
from its embrochure. There is a harbor in the town, but the
principal port is at Menfahrwasser, at the mouth of the river.

i"he town is traversed by the small river Motlau, which has
been rendered navigable for vessels drawing 8 or 9 feet of water.
The road or bay of Dantzic is covered on the W. side by a long,

narrow, low. sandy tongue of land, extending from Reserhoft
Point (on which is a lighthouse), in lat 54 ' 50J', Ion. 8'^ 23' 15",
upwards of 20 m. in an E. by S. direction, having the small
town of Heela, or Heel, near its termination. A lighthouse,
elevated 123 feet above the level of the sea, stands within about

J mile of the extremity of this point. The flashes of the light,

which is a revolving one. succeed each other every i minute.
There is good anchorage in the roads for ships of any burden

;

but they are exposed, except immediately under the Ileel, to

the N. and N. E. winds. There are harbor lights at the en-
trance to the port All ships entering the Vistula must heave
to about a mile off the port, and take a pilot on board ; and
pilots must always be employed in moving ships in the harbor,
or in going up and down the river. The usual depth of water
at the mouth of the river is from 12 to 13 feet ; in the harbor,
from 13 to 14 feet : at the continence of the Motlau with the
Vistula, from 9 to 9i feet: and in town, from 8 to 9 feet.

Moles have been erected on both sides of the entrance to the har-
bor: that on the E. side, which is most expwed. 's constructed
of granite ; the other is partly of stone and partly of timber.
Dantzic is a naval station, with docks, magazines, and a ma-
rine depot. The manuf. of arms and artillery is carried on to

a large extent, and the Imperial and private docks give employ-
ment to a great number of workmen. The town is still famous
for its amber, beer, brandy, and the liquor known as Danziger
Goldwasser ; and its transit trade is ot considerable importance.
Its harbors are visited annually by about 2,0OO sea-going ves-

sels, besides an immense number of smaller craft employed in

river navigation. The chief exports are grain, especially wheat,
which comes for the most part from Poland, and timber. The
principal imports are herring coal, petroleum, salt, and wine.

The annual value of the imports by sea, river, and railroad is

about $37,000,000 i that of exports, $32,000,000 Pop 98,181
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Ktnden (formerly Embden), a maritime town in the
district of Auricli, prov. of Hanover, situated near the

mouth uf the Ems, on the Westphalian Railroad, 45 m. W. N.
\\. of Oldenburg The town is much intersected by canals, and
more than 30 bridges are required to connect its ditferent parts.

It has a considerable maritime trade, chieHy in corn, butter,

cheese, and wood Its industries are ship-building, tanning,

and the manuf of paper, cement, and tob:icco. Pop 12,874.

Kiel, a strongly fortified .seaport, naval station, and arse-

nal of Prussia, on the N. sliore of the prov. of Ilolstein, at

the bottom of a beautiful bav, and at the terminus of a line

of railroad from Hamburg. The harbor is sate, and has water
sufiBcient for large ships. Its industries are ship-building,

hats, .starch, tobacco, and sugiir. Pop. 34,81(5.

Konif/shfr(/, the capital of East Prussia, in lat 64^ 42
11" N., ion 20^ 29' 15" E. It is situated on the Pregel, which
flows into the Frische H;i(T, or Fresh Bay, a large lake having
from 10 to 14 feet of water. The bar at the mouth of the
Pregel ha.s only from 10 to 11 feet water, .«o that vessels of

more than that draught of water require to be lightened to

come up to Konigsberg. Pillau, in lat 54^ 33' 39" N., Ion. 19°
62' 30" E., on the N. side of the entrance from the Baltic to

the Frische Half, is properly the port of the town, with which
it is connected by railroad. A lighthouse is on a rising ground
a little to the south of PiUau, the lantern of which is elcv.ited 95
feet above the level of the sea. The light is fixed and brilliant.

The entrance to the harbor is markeU by buoys ; those on the

soap manufactures. The harbor of Memel is large and safe
;

but the bar at the mouth of the Currische Haf has seldom
more than 17 feet of water, and sometimes not more than
13 or 14 feet : .so that ships drawing more than 16 feet of
water are frequently obligi-d to load and unload a part of
their cargoes in the roads, where the anchorage is but indif-
ferent, particularly when the wind is X. or .N \V. There is a
light on the N. E. side of the entrance to Meniel harbor. 98 feet
above high water, and visible 20 m. off. It is lighted fiom
August 1 to May 15. The outer buoy lies in 6 fathoms of wa-
ter, about a mile without the liglithou.se, which bears from it

S. E by E.
I
E. The channel thence to the harbor is marked

by white buoys on the N. and red on the .S. side. Three bea-
cons to the N of* the town, when brought into a line, lead
directly into the harbor. Inasmuch, however, as the channel
is subject to frequent changes, both in depth and direction, it

is always prudent, on arriving at the outer buoy, to heave to
for a pilot ; but this is not obligatory. Timber forms the
principal article of export ; for though that of Dantzic be con-
sidered better, it is generally cheaper, and almost always more
abundant, at Memel Large quantities of hemp and Hax are
also exported, a-s are bristles, hides, lin.seed, wax, pitch and
tar, etc. The exports of grain, especially rye. are sometime*
very considerable) The wheat of Lithuania is reckoned the best.

All flax and hemp shipped from Memel must be brarlcfd, or
assorted by sworn selectors. The imports consist principally

of salt, herrings, coffee, sugar, spices, dye-woods, tobacco, tea.

I

Fig. 231. — C.lsrLE OF HOUENZOLLGRN.

larboird side being stirmounted by small flags A Oothic build-

ing, 120 feet above the level of the sea, has been erected to serve

for a landmark ; at a distance it looks like a three nvisted ship

under sail. There is usually from 15 to 1(5 feet water between
the buovs on entering the harbor : but particular winds occasion

material differences in this respect. Being situated on a navi-

gable river of considerable importance, Konigsberg has a large

command of internal navigation, and is the prinriptl empo-
rium of a large extent of coun'rv. Wheat, rye, and other S|)c-

cles of grain are the chief article<i of exnort. More tares are

shipped here than from any other port in the Baltic The
price of all sorts of grain is usually lower at Konitrsberg than at

the neighboring Prussian ports. Linseed and nipe seed, hemp,
flax, linens, oil-cake, oil, bristles, refined sugar, etc., are largely

exported; with smaller quantities of bones, mats, ashes, feath-

ers, wax, hides and skins, etc. The bristles are the best in the

Baltic. The imports are sugar, tea. herrings, iron and steel,

coffee, wines, tin and tin plates, dye wooils, tobacco, spices,

drugs, coals, etc. In 1878 there arrived at Pillau 1.542 ves-

wls of 171,126 tons, of which one third were British. Pop
122,63'5.

Mftnel, a commercial town of Ea«t Prussia, in lat. tA'' 43'

40" N., Ion. 21^ 6' 10" E. 74 m N. E. of Kiiniifberg. It is

nituatcd on the N. E. side of the great bav. denoniinnted the

Currifche. Haf, near its junction with the Baltic. It is conse-

quently the principal entrepot of the country traversed by
the Nieraen, and as such enjoys a pre'tv extensive commerce.
Its principal industries are ship-building, and woollen and

cotton stuffs apd yam, Iron, cutlery, wine, etc. This port is

open to navigation throughout the year, but the navisration of
the river Nicmcn and atljacent streams, the Currische Haf, etc.,

closes about the latter end of November, and opens about the
middle of April. In 1878, 1,011 ships of 117,446 tons arrived
at Memel. Pop. 25,000.

Ri'Mtork, formerly one of the Ilanse towns, and now the
principal commercial city of the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, on the Warnow. about 9 m above where it falls into

the Baltic, lat. 54^ N., Ion. 12 ' 12' E. A large fair for mer-
chandi.-e Is annually held at Whitsuntide ; and there are wool
fairs at other sea.«ons of the year. The outport of Kostock is

at Warnemunrle. at the mouth of the Warnow. The depth of

water at the latter varies from lO.J to 12 feet ; but at the end
of the west pier it varies from 12 to 14 feet. In the river from
Warnenuinde up to Kostock there is ii<uallv from 8 to 9 feet;

so that ves.««>ls drawing more than this mnsi l>e lightened to

get up the latter Rostock has a good harbor ai'd ronimodi-
ous quays. The principal articles of imi^irt are nfnied sugar,

coffee, cotton, woollens, iron, hardware, earthcnwan'. hemp,
flax, tallow, oil. alum, timber, herrings, fish-oil, wine, brandy,
niol(Ls.«es, drugs, rice, rum, groceries, etc The totnl value of
Imports by sea Is about !!«2,000,0<X). The exports, whose yeariy

value is about IW ,000 ,00(1. consist chieHy of very good wheat,
wool, rags of a superior quality, oil-cake, rajx'-oil, bones, etc.

Pop. 29.432.
Sti-tlif a city of Pni.'sia, and the capital of prov. Pome-

rania, on the left" bank of the Oder, about 36 m from its en-
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trance in the Baltic, in lat 53' 25' 8" N-, Ion. 14' 34' E It is

well built, strongly fortified, and is the seat of an extensive

commerce, which it owes mainly to its situation. The Oder,
which flows through the centre of the Prussian dominions, is

navigable as far as Ratibor, near the extreme S. boundary of

Prussian Silesia, and is united by means of canals with the

Vistula, the Elbe, the Spree, etc. Stettin is, consequently, the
principal emporium of some very exten.sive and flourishing

countries ; being not only the port of Frankfort-on-the-Oder,

Bre.slau, etc , but also of Berlin. She is also the centre of an
extensive system of railroads communicating with Berlin and
the west parts of Germany on the one hand, and on the
other with Posen, Bromberg, and Dantzic Hence, at the

proper seasons, her wharves are crowded with lighters that

bring down the produce of the different countries traversed by
the river, and bring back colonial products, and other articles

of foreign growth and manufacture. Vessels of considerable

burden, or tho.*e drawing above 7 or 8 feet of water, load and
unload, by means of lighters, at the mouth of the river at

Swinemunde, the outport of Stettin, on the E coast of the isle

of Usedom, in lat 63' 65' N., Ion 14"^ 15 15" E. Formerly
there were not more than 7 feet of water over the bar adjacent

to Swinemunde ; but the harbor of the latter has been so

much improved by the construction of piers and breakwaters,

dredging, etc., that it is now the best on the Prussian coast,

and admits vessels drawing from 18 to 19 feet of water. A
lighthouse has been erected at the extremity of the eastern

pier, in 63' 68' N lat , and 14' 17' E. Ion , visible 10 m. off, and
there is another (visible for 21 m.) situated

a mile and a half S. of the Mole Light
There are also two light-ships between
Swinemunde and Stettin Stettin is a free

port ; that is, a port into and from which
all sorts of goods may be imported and re-

exported free of duty. Pop. 80,972.

Wilhelmshaven, the most important of
the three German ports of war (the others be-

ing Kiel and Dantzic), on the North Sea, in the
Bay of Jader, near the mouth of the river

E'.be. This port was opened by the Emperor
Wilhelm I on the 17th of June, 1869. It is

a vast artificial construction of granite, and
comprises five separate harbors, with canals,

sluices to regulate the tide, and an array of
dry docks for ordinary and ironclad vessels.

The first harbor is an artificial basin, flanked
by granite moles, respectively 4,000 and
9,600 feet long. This basin, called " the
entrance," is 700 feet long and 350 wide,
and leads to the first sluice, 132 feet long
and 68 wide. The next basin, or outer har-
bor, is 600 feet long and 400 wide ; the second
sluice, immediately behind, as long and as
wide as the first Then follows a canal
86,C0 feet long, varying in width from 260
to 108 feet, and having about half-way
another harbor for dredging-steamers and
similar craft This leads to the port proper,
consisting of a ba.sin 1,200 feet long and 750
wide, with a smaller basin for boats. At
the back of the principal harbor there are two large ship-
yards.
Wismnr, the second seaport town of Mecklenburg-Schwe-

rin, at the confluence of the river Stor with the .sea, in lat. 63'
63 5" N., lou. 11' 27' 7" E The harbor is commodious and
safe, being nearly landlocked by the islands of Poel and Wal-
fisch. Close to the town there is from 8 to 8J feet water ; in
the inner roads there is from 12 to 13 feet ; and in the outer,
from 18 to 20 feet. The articles of import and export are the
same at Wismar as at Rostock ; but owing to the proximity of
LVibeck, from which Wismar is not more than 27 m. distant,
her foreign trade is comparatively limited Pop. 14,316.

Germany (Wines of). The Germans have
wasted a good deal of idle conjecture on the an-
tiquitj' of the culture of the vine in their country.
Wliile many of their writers ascribe its introduc-
tion to the Emperor Probus and his leafions, about
the year 280, others go up to the Asiatic Bacchus,
and pretend tiiat Bacharach, in the vicinity of
which so many excellenjt vineyards are found, de
rived its name from the deity of wine ; a stone still

existing in the river which they call "Bacchus's
altar," Had the etymology been treated meta-
phorically in this way, to describe the vine country
on the Rhine, and some of its tributary rivers, it

would not have been out of place to call it the
country of Bacchus. The banks of the Rhine,
Moselle, Neckar, and Main are gardens of the
vine; nor have the Germans been content with
cultivating the banks of rivers alone, but the

higher lands are planted with the greatest success.

From Bonn to Coblentz, and from the latter city to

Mayence, the country is covered with vineyards.

The Johannisberger of " father " Rhine, the Gruen-
haeuser, or the Braunberger, of the Moselle, and
the Hochheimer of the Main, each distinguish and
liallovv their respective rivers in the eyes of the
connoisseur in wine.

Whoever has visited the noble Rhine must have
felt sensible of the beauty of its vineyards, cov-

ering steep and shore, interlaced with tiie most
romantic ruins, towns ancient and venerable, smil-

ing villages, and the rapid broad German river,

reflecting the rich scenery on its banks. From
Mentz even to Bonn the vineyards of the Rhine
are observed to greater advantage than any simi-

lar cultivation in other countries : Erbach, en-

throned on its vines ; the Rheingau, its Johannis-
berg on a crescent hill of red soil, adorned with
cheering vegetation ; Mittelheim, Geisenheim, and
Riidesheim, with its strong, fine-bodied wine, the
grapes from which bask on their promontory of

Fig. 232. — The Heidelbbbg Ton.

rock in the summer sun, and imbibe its generous
heat from dawn to setting ; tlien, again, on the
other side, Bingen, delightful, sober, majestic, with
its terraces of vines, topped by the chateau of
Klopp. The river and its riches, the corn and
fruit which the vicinity produces, all remind the
stranger of a second Canaan. The Bingerloch,
the ruins, and the never-failing vines scattered

among them, like verdant youth revelling amid
age and decay, give a picture nowhere else exhib-
ited, uniting to the joyousness of wine the sober
tinge of meditative feeling. The hills back the
picture, covered with feudal relics or monastic re-

mains, below Asmannhausen to Lorch, mingled
with the purple grape. Bacharach is near, the
wine of which is very good, though it is now pro-

nounced second-rate in quality. Landscapes of
greater beauty, joined to the luxuriance of fruit-

ful vine-culture, can nowhere be seen. To the
north of Coblentz the wines are of little compara-
tive note, tliough Bodendorf, near Bonn, has been
said to produce a Rhenish wine of the second
growth, thus far to the nortli. Either on the Rliine,

or on its tributary rivers between Coblentz and
Ma^'ence, all the most celebrated wines of Ger-
many are grown.

The grapes which are preferred for general rnltivntion are
the riessliiig, a small white species, harsh in taste, but in hot
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seasons furnishing a remarkably excellent wine, having a fine

bouquet ; the kUinber^er, a productive species, which ripens
easily ; and a small Orleans variety. The vintage does not take
place until the grapes are perfectly mature ; they are then care-
fully gathered, the bad fruit picked out, and with the stalks

put aside. The wine of the pressings is separated, most vom
ersten dniclc, i-om nachilruck The more celebrated of these
wines are all fermented in casks, and then, after being repeat-

edly racked, suffered to remain fur years in large fudders to
acquire perfection by time. These huge casks contain each
about 350 tuns. The wines mellow best in large vessels ; hence
the celebrated Heidelberg tun, 31 feet long by '.il feet high, and
holding 150 fudders, or GOO liogslieads ; the second of these was
built at Heidelberg iu 16ij3. That which preceded it held but
132 fudders This tun (Kig. 232) is de<orated with all kinds of
fantastical ornaments. Tiibingen, Oriiningen, and Konigsteiu
(the last 3,709 hogsheads) could all boast of their enormous
tuns, in which the white wines of the country were thought to

mellow better than in casks of less dimensions. These tuns
were once kept carefully filled. The Germans always had the
reputation of being good drinkers, and of taking care of the
" liquor they loved."

The wines German are a distinct class in character from all

other wines. They are generous, dry, finely flavored, and en-
dure age beyond example. They averageabout 12.08 percent of

alcohol. They have been suppo.sed to turn acid sooner than
other wines, though the reverse is a remarkable fact. On this

subject a writer observes, with respect to Moselle, and the same
will hold good with other wines of Rhenish character, that,
" the country whicli borders on the Mo=elle produces abun-
dance of grapes, and some of the wines have an agreeable flavor,

especially the vintage of BraiineOerg. This highly flavored

wine is a fashionable l)everage at the first tables in London,
and, when iced in summer, nothing can be more grateful.

Some of it has the flavor of the Frontignan gnipe, without its

sweetness. This wine has a singular quality ; it is difficult to

make it into vinegar The author accidentally discovered this

property by putting a few bottles into a greenhouse, and after-

wards into his cellar, for the purpose of using it as vinegar

;

but the following spring he was surprised to find that no ace-

tous fermentation had taken place. It has been generally

supposed in England that the wines of the Rhine and Moselle

are more acid than the white wines of France ; but if the above
experiment may be any criterion of the qualities of the former,

it would prove that they are less acid than Sauterne, Barsac,

and the Graves ; for it is well known that it is necessary to

sulphur the casks of these wines to prevent the acetous fer-

mentation taking place.''

To proceed northward with the "Rhine wines," following

the course of the Main River. The ordinary wines are not
worthy of note. The Liehfraummilck is a well-bodied wine,
grown at Worms, and generally fetches a good price. The same
may be said of the wines of Kmsterick, near Mayence, and
those from Mount Scltarlackberg are equally full bodied and
well flavored. Nierstein, Oppeiiheim, Laiibenheini, and Gau-
bischeim are considered to yield first growths, but that of Dfide-

sheivi is held to be best. The prices vary much, and depend
in a great degree upon the age of the wine. New wine may be
had from 30 cents the inaax (a little more than two quarts) to

$1.25; very aged wine from 92 to *4.50 the bottle. The
Main runs up to Frankfort close to Mayence, and on its

banks the little town of llochheim stands upon an elevated

spot of ground, in the full blaze of the sun. From llochheim
is derived the name of Hnck, too generally applied in England
to all German wines No trees are seen to obstruct the genial

Are from the sky, which the Germans deem so needful to ren-

der their vintages propitious. The town stands in the midst
of vineyards. That which produces the Huckhenntr of the

first growth is about eight acres in extent, and situated on a

spot well sheltered from the N. winds. The produce, in a tol-

erable year, is 12 large casks, which .sell for about *800 each.

The whole eastern bank of the Rhine to Lorich, called the
Rheingau, has been remarkable centuries past for its wines.

It was once the property of the Church. The entire district

is one delicious vine-garden. In this favored spot grows the

castle, or Schloss-Johanncsberger, once the property of the
Church, and al.so of the Prince of Orange .lohannisberg is a
town, with its castle (schloss), on the right bank of the Rhine
below Meutz. The Johannisberger takes the lead in wines of
the Rhine. The vines arc grown over the vaults of the ca.stle,

and the quantity of wine produced is very small. The other
growths near the same vineyard are excellent, and the vintage
of ten years sell for .'!«200 to §300 the cask of 30 gallons. «...

dfshtim produces wines of the first Rhine growths: but the
Steinberger, belonging to the Uuke of Na-ssau, takes rank after

the Schlojs-Johannisbergcr among these wines. It has the
greatest strength, and yet is one of the most delicate, and
even sweetly flavored. The quantity made is small, of the
first growth. Uraefeuberg, which was once the pro|)erty of
the Church, produces very choice wine, equal to the Hudt-
sltehn. Mnrcobninni-r is an excellent wine, of a fine flavor, es-

pecially when the vintage has taken place in a warm year.

The vineyards of Roth and Knnigsbark grow excellent wines.

Notwithstanding the quality of endurance many of the second-
rate growths possess, and a freedom from acidity equal to those

which hold the first place, they are by no means so well known
as they ought to be. The excellence of the wine in any par-
ticular year always depeuds more upon the warmth of the
Season than upon any other cause, and the high price of the
wine in corresponding years rates accordingly The Germans
say that the wines of the best body are made on the higher
lands, and the worst on the lower; the last re<iuiring the
longest keeping to render them mellow for drinking. The
wines of IHll, still to be found in the trade, bear a very high
character. There is something unaccountable in the extraor-
dinary durability of wines grown so far to the N , when the
slightest increase of warmth in a sea.son cau.ses such a differ-

ence in the quality of the wine. While strong southern wines
suffer from age after a certain period of years in bottle, and
begin to deteriorate sensibly, the Rhine wines seem possessed
of inextinguishable vitality, and set the greater part of rivalry
in keeping at defiance It is geneniUy found that wines with
the lesser proportion of alcohol change sooner than those
which are strong. The Rlienish wines, averaging .so little iu

spirit, will endure longer and continue to improve by age as
much as the more potent wines of the South, with double their
alcoholic strength. On the whole, the wines of Bischeim,
Asmannhiu.sen, and Laubeuheini are very pleasant wines;
those of the most strength are Marcobrunner and Niersteiner,
while tho.se of .lohannisberg, Gei.ssenheim, and llochheim give
the most perfect delicacy and aroma The Germans them-
selves say, Hhein-ivein, /em wein: Aerker-wem, ticker u-ein ;

Fraiiken-icein, trnnken irein, Mosel-u-ein, uiinosel wein.
(' Rhine wine is good ; Neckar pleasant ; Frankfort bad; Mo-
selle innocent.'")

The red wines of the Rhine are not of extraordinary quality.
The Asmansluitiser is the best, and resembles .some of the
growths of France Near l..intz, at Neuwied, a good wine,
calleil Blischert, is made. Keinigsbach, on the left bank of
the Rhine, Altenahr, Recb, and Kesseling yield ordinary red
growths.
The Moselle wines are secondary to those of the Rhine and

Main. The next celebrated is the Ilraunelierger. The varie-

ties grown near Treves are numerous. The wines are light,

with a good flavor. They will not keep so long as the Rhine
wines, but they are abundant and wholi'sonie. Near Treves
are grown the vtiuesof Braiiiifberg., Wflilen, (iraach, Zeltingen,

and Piespori. The wines of liiiif/iort and Bicherbar/t are con-
sidered of secondary rank, the wines of Cas.^el and Vuldrach,
near Treves, are thought to be possessed of diuretic properties,

and even to cure the gravel In about five years these wines
reach the utmost point of perfection for drinking. They will

not keep more than ten or twelve years in prime condition.

The wines called " wines of the Ahr" resemble those of the
Moselle, except that they will keep longer.

The icines of the Aeckar are made from the best French,
Hungarian, and even Cyprus vines. The most celebrated are
tho.se of Eessingheim. They are of a light red color, not deep,
and of tolerable flavor and bouquet Wiesbaden grows some
good wines at Schierstein, and Epstein, near Frankfort. The
best wines of Baden are produced at Badenweiler. near Fri-

bourg. At Heidelberg the great tun u.sed to be filled with
the wine of that neighborhood, boasted to l)e a hundred and
twenty years old, but it gave the wine no advantage over other
Ne<rkar growths. Some good wines are produced near Baden
The red wines of Wangcn are much esteemed in the country of
Bavaria, but they are very ordinary. Wurt/.berg grows the
Stein and Liesten wines. The first is produced upon a moun-
tain so called, sold very dear, and called irine of the Holy
Spirit by the Hospital of Wurtzberg, to whom it l>elong8.

The Liesten wines are produced upon Mount St. Nicolas.

Straw wines are made in Franconia. A vin de liqueur, called

Caluius, like the sweet wines of Hungary, is made in the ter-

ritory of Frankfort, at Aschaffenbourg. Tlie best vineyards
are those of Bischofsheim. Some wines are made in Saxony,
but they are of liltle worth Mei.s.sen, near Dresden, and
Ouben produce the l)est. Naumberg malies some small wines,

like the inferior Burgundies.
Most of the so-calletl Rhine wines sold in this country are

of American manufacture. The quantity of German wines
imported in the vear 1878 was only 2(»4,084 gallons (in casks),

valued at §1.30,030 ; and 11,401 dozen bottles, valued at §85,124.
See SpARKi-iNo Wines.

Geropiga, a strong, sweet, liigh-colored com-
pound, cotitii.sting of brandy at 25 degrees over
proof, coloring and sweetening matters, and un-

fermonted grape-juice, nutnuf. and used in I'ortugal

to adulterate various kin<ls of wines, and exported

in pipes containing about KK) gallons. Tliis facti-

tious and no.xious liquor was formerly largely im-

ported into this country.
Ghazilieh, a Turkish mixed fabric, half cotton

and half silk, made in pieces about 8 yards long.

Ghee, liquid butter made from the milk of buf-

faloes and clarified ; it is an article of very con-

siderable commerce in various parts of India, and
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is generally conveyed in dubbers or large bottles

made of hide, holding from 10 to 40 gallons each.

Gliee will keep sweet a considerable time.

Gherkin, a small cucnmber used for pickling.

Glietchoo, an Indian name for the Apoiio(/elon

moiiostachi/on, the roots of which are nearly as good
as potatoes, and as much liked by the natives.

Ghet-kol, a vernacular name in Bengal for the
acrid tuber of Anna urixeiise, used for poultices,

applications to snake-bites, and inwardly as a pow-
erful stimulant.

Gib, a wood or metal piece or slip, notched or
otherwise, in a machine or structure, to hold other
parts together, or keep them in place: usually
held in its own place by a wedge or key, or by a
screw. — Gil) and /cei/. The fixed wedge and the
driving wedge for tightening the strap which holds
the brasses at the end of a connecting-rod in steam-
machinery.
Giberne, a French soldier's cartridge-box.

Gibier [Fr.],game; articles pursued or taken
in the chase ; venison.

Gibraltar. See Si'ain.

Gibus, a spring or folding crush dress-liat.

Giddah, Giduah, an Eastern grain measure of

2 lbs. 1 oz. 14 draclims ; in some places it is only
2 oz., two giddahs making one arsolah, or the
eighth part of tlie pucca seer.

Gies, strong mats made of bark or horse-hair-

looking fibres, worn by native boatmen iu the Pa-
cific, to keep off the wet.

Gig, a shearing-frame used for cropping the nap
or wool from cloth. — A long, light boat. — A light

two-wheeled carriage for general use.

Gig-Mill, the cylinder in a clotli manufactory
on whicli teasels or wire teeth are fixed, to card
the cloth, wliicli is stretched on beams.
Gilbacker, a fish of British Guiana, the Silunis

Parkerii: from the sound isinglass is made, and
exported to some extent.

Gilder, one who applies gold to substances.
There are many kinds of gilders, as book and
card-edge gilders, electro-gilders, china-gilders,

French-gilders, water-gilders, screw-gilders, and
gilders of glass, leather, etc.

Gilding, the application of a superficial coat of
gold on wood, metal, and other materials. The
beauty and durability of gold render it the most
valuable of all ornamental substances ; but, on
account of its weight and high price, its use in

tiiese respects would be exceedingly limited, were
it not the most extensible and divisible form of
matter, so that it may be made to cover a larger
surface than an equal quantity of any other body.
For the sake of brevity we shall briefly notice the
leading varieties of G., and their application, iu
alphabetical order.

Burnished G. This is distemper G. to which a " face " has
been given with the " burnisher.'' It i.s chiefly employed for
the polished portions of the frames of pictures and mirrors, the
more prominent parts of statuettes, etc.

Cold G. The articles (copper or brass) to be gilded, after
beins softened, annealed, and polished in the usual manner,
are rubbed with a little G.-powder by means of a piece of cork
moistened with a solution of salt in water ; after which
the work is burnished with a piece of hematite or polished
Bteel.

Distemper G. This is applied to wood, plaster, marble, etc
It is commonly performed in this country by giving the wood,
first, a coating of good size, and, next, several successive coats
of size thickened with finely powdered whiting, Spanish white,
or plaster of Paris, until a good face is produced, observing to
let each coat become quite dry, and to rub it perfectly smooth
with fine glass paper, before the application of the following
one. When the proper face is obtained, the surface is thinly
and evenly gone over with t;old size, and when this is nearly
dry, the gold leaf is applied, and afterwards burnished with an
agate or dog's tooth. The process, as adopted by the Parisian
artists, who greatly excel in this species of G., is very compli-

cated, and is divided into at least 17 distinct operations, each
of which they declare to be essential to its excellence.

Electro- G. See Electro-Metau-UKgy.
Grecian G. In this variety sal-ammoniac and corrosive sub-

limate, equal parts, are dissolved in nitric acid, and a solution
of gold made with this menstruum ; after slight concentration
the liquid is applied to the surface of silver, which immediately
becomes black, but on being heated exhibits a rich gilded sur-
face.

Japanner'S G. The surface is covered with oil-size thinned
with spirits of turpentine, and gold, in powder, is gently dabbed
on with a puff of wash-leather. This gives the appearance of
" frosted gold." A coating of varnish is next given, followed
by exposure to a gentle heat in the " stove."

Leaf G. This term is commonly applied to the G of paper,
vellum, etc., by applying leaf gold to the surface, previously
prepared with a coating of gum-water, size, or white of egg. It
is usually burnished with an agate or dog's tooth.

Oil G. This species of G may be divided into several oper-
ations. The following are the abridged instructions of a Pari-

sian artist on the subject : 1. The surface is prepared by a
coating of white lead in drying oil. 2. Another coat is given,
made with calcined white lead or massicot, ground in lin.seed

oil and turpentine. 3 or 4 coats of this mixture are often
given, at interval^ of at least 23 hours, observing to carefully
smooth olTeach coat with pumice-stone or shave-grass before
the application of the following ones. 3 The " gold color,"

or paint, is next applied. It is usually very adhesive gold-size,

or the bottom of the pot or dish in which painters wash their
brushes. For this purpose it is thoroughly ground and
strained. 4. When the gold color becomes partially dry and
sufficiently tenacious, the gold leaf is applied and pressed on
with a wad of cotton-wool or a soft brush It is now left for

several days to harden. 6. A coat of .=pirit-varnish is next
given, and the object is cautiously passed over a chafing-dish
of charcoal, observing to avoid stopping the motion of the
piece whilst doing so, as the work would then become discol-

ored and blistered. 6 The work is "finished off'' with pale

oil varnish, i'or out-door G. and common work the varnish-
ing process is generally omitted. This species of G. is applied
to wood-work, plaster, metal, etc.

Varnisli G. This is a mere variety of oil G., applied to

equipages, furniture, mirror, and picture frames, etc , the sur-

face being highly varnished and polished before it receives the
size or gold color ; and after the G. has become quite dry a
coat of spirit varnish, fumed with the chafing-dish as above,
is applied, followed by 2, 3, or more coats of the best copal
varnish, at intervals of 3 or 4 days each. The whole is, lastly,

carefully polished with tripoli and water.
Water G. This consists in the application of a thin coating

of amalgam of gold to the metallic surface (brass, bronze, or
copper) to be gilded, and the subsequent volatilization of the
mercury by heat. It is the usual method of G. articles of
copper and its alloys, and po.ssesses great beauty and durability

when skilfully executed. The occupation is, however, an un-
healthy one, owing to the continual exposure of the workman
to the fumes of mercury. The furnace invented by M, D'Arcet
obviates this evil, as the whole of the volatilized mercury is

carried off, and again condensed for further u.se It should,
therefore, be adopted by every water-gilder who studies econ-
omy and the health of those in his employ. The process of
water G. consi.sts in several distinct operations, and can only
be successfully performed by those who have been schooled in

the art by an apprenticeship to the trade. It would, therefore,

be waste of space to enter into details here. Formulae for

several of the articles employed for the purpose will be found
iu tlie alphabetical places in this work.
Among the applications of the process of gilding that de-

serve a separate notice are the following :
—

Books. The gold letters and figures on the covers of books
are thus formed : Gum mastic, in fine powder, is dusted over
the surface to be gilded ; an iron or brass tool bearing the
design upon its face is then heated to a proper temperature,
and gently pressed upon a piece of leaf gold, which slightly

adheres to it ; the two are then transferred to tlie cover, and
the tool is gently pressed on it, by which means the mastic
softens and retains the gold. The loose gold and powdered
mastic are then dusted off with a brush. Gold leaf will adhere
to leather without the use of mastic, but not so firmly as when
It is employed. The edges of the leaves of books and paper
are first cut perfectly smooth, and then washed over witii a
solution of isinglass in weak spirit, or with a varnish made of

Armenian bole 4 parts, and powdered sugar-candy 1 part,

mixed up to a proper consistence with strained white of egg.

The coating is allowed to dry, and is then smoothed with a wet
rag, after which the gold leaf is applied and polished with the

burnisher.
Brass Buttons, formerly so much in demand, are covered

by a rough species of wash G. The buttons are polished in

the lathe and thrown into a pan with a little amalgam of

gold, and as 'much aquafortis diluted with water as will wet
them all over. Here they are well stirred up, until they as-

sume a silvery appearance, when they are washed with clean

water. They are then submitted to a sufficient heat, in a suit-

able apparatus, until the mercury is volatilized. The buttons
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are next cooled, and well tossed and rubbed about with a
painter's brush; and are, lastly, burnished by washing thoni

well with beer or ale grounds. Twelve dozen (1 gross) of but-
tons, of 1 inch in diameter, may be perfectly gilded on both
sides with only 5 gr. of gold. By an Act of I'arliauieut, which
is still unrepealed, this is the smallest quantity of gold per-

mitted to be used for a gross of buttons of the above size.

Glass, porcelain, and earthentcare are gilded by blending
powdered gold with gum-water and a little borax, and apph-
ing the mixture by means of a camel-hair pencil ; the article

is then heated in au oven or furnace, by which means the gum
is burnt, and the borax, vitrifying, cements the gold to the
surface. It is aflerwanls polished with a burnisher. Names,
dates, or any fancy device may thus be permanently and easily

fixed on glas.«, china, earthenware, «tc.

Japanned work is gilded by the method explained as " Jap-
panner's gilding" (above).

LtatlfT is gilded in the same way as the covers of books.
(Se<! above.) For common work, .silver leaf, or even tin foil, is

applied to the surface, previously covered with size or white of
egg, and after being burnished down and dried, is washed over
with gold-colored lacquer.

Letters of sign-boards and the ornamental G. for out-door
work are done by first covering the design with yellow paint,

then with oil gold-size, and when this is nearly dry applying
the leaf gold, ob.serving to shield it properly from the wind,
lest it be blown away or become crumpled before being prop-
erly attached. Tlie work is, lastly, varnished.

Polished metals may be gilded by one or other of the meth-
ods already noticed. Articles in silver, copper, brass, and
bronze are usually coale«l by the process of wash or water
gilding ; or, directly, by the application of gold leaf, as fol-

lows: The piece or article is heated to a bluisn tint, and gold
leaf pressed gently and carefully on it with the burnisher;
heat is again applied, and the process repeated with fresh

leaves of gold until the gilding has acquired the proper thick-

ness and tone. The surface is lastly polished with the bur-
nisher, or is colored in the usual manner at the stove. This
Rucceeds with iron, steel, silver, copper and its alloys, etc.

Another method for polished articles in iron and steel, which,
however, is less durable than the preceding, is to apply an
ethereal solution of gold to the surface with a camel-hair
pencil. The ether Mies otf and leaves the surface coated with
gold, which is I hen polished as before. In this way any fancy
device or writing may be executed oa steel or iron with ex-
treme facility.

Silks, satins, woollens, icory, bone, etc., may be readily

gilded by immersing them in a solution of neutral terchloride of
gold (1 of the Siilt, and 3 to 6 of water), and then exposing
them to the a<tion of hydrogen gas. The latter part of the
process may readily be performed by pouring some dilute

sulphuric acid on zinc or iron filings, in a wide mouthed bot-
tle, and placing it under a jar inverted, at the top of which
the articles to be gilded are suspended. Flowers or other
ornamental designs may be produi-ed by painting them on the
surface with a camel-hair pencil dipped in the solution. The
design , after a few minutes' exposure to the hydrogen, shines
with all the splendor of the purest gold, and will not tarnish

on exposure to the air, or in washing.
Wire (copper, silver, or brass) is occa-sionally gilded, in coils,

by a process similar to that adopted for Buttons; but more
frequently as follows: Rods (usually of silver) are covered
with gold foil of a thickness proportionate to the quality of the
intended wire, and the compound bar is then drawn into wire,

in the usual way.
Gilding Liquor \» the name given to various liquids em-

ployed in G. Among them are the following: Dea'lin^
Aquafortis. From mercury, 1 part; aquafortis (sp. gr 1.33),

3 parts ; disfiolve, and add of soft water, 3 parts. Used to pro-
duce a dead-gold elTect. It is applied (diluted) to the articles,

before spreading the amalgam over them, in water G.—
Mercurial solution. From mercury, 10 parts, dissolved in aqua-
fortis, (sp. gr. 1 33), 11 parts, and the solution diluted with
25 times its weight of water. Used to moisten the scratch
brush before drawing it over the amalgam, in menrurial G. ;

also to deaden the gilded surface, by moistening the piece to

a heat sufficiently high to drive off the mercury. — Gililer's

Pickle. From alum and common salt, ofeach 1 oz. ; nitre, 2 oz.

;

dis.<olved in water, J pint. U.sed to impart a rich color to gold
Furf.ices, especially of trinkets. Its application should not be
too long continued, as it dis-solves a small portion of the gold.
F'or common purpo.scs it is best u.sed largely diluted with water.

Gilding Metal. The metal employed as a base for G. is

usually brass, or a mixture of brass and copper. The following
proportions have been recommended: (1) Copper, C parts;
bra.<s, 1 part. (2) Copper, 4 parts, Bristol brass, 1 part.

(3) Copper, 13 parts ; old Bristol brass, 3 parts ; tin, 14 parts.
Gilding Powder. Pure gold, 3 dr.

;
pure copper, 1 dr.

;

aqua regia 10 oz. ; dissolve, moisten clean linen rags with the
solution, dry them, and burn them to a8h,e8. The latter con-
tain the gold in a state of minute division, and must be care-
fully collected.

Gilding-Size, a pure description of size for the
use of gilders.

Gilead (Balm of). Si-e Opobalsam.
Gill, a liquid measure, tlie fourth part of a

pint, and wcijfliing 5 oz. avoirdupois of water. —
A ])air of wlieels and a frame on wliicli timber is

carried.

Gillosanto, a pastel, or coloring substance, made
of argol and rlianimis or yellow berries.

Gimbal, Gimmal, the brass rintr by which a
shi])'s compass is suspended in its bo.x.

Gimbal-Joint, a two part joint having articu-
lations on a.xes at right angles to each other.
Gimblet, a carj)enter's boring instrument, to

screw round, to turn anything on its end, as an
anchor round by its stock. It has a leadhig screw,
a grooved statf, and a cross handle.
Gimmal. SeeGiMUAL.
Gimp, silk tiiread or twist, usually interlaced

with a metallic wire, u,sed for dress trinnnings, in

coach-lace making, and for fringes.

Gimp-Nail, a small forged nail with a rounded
head, used by upliolsterers.

Gin, a portable machine for raising weights,
driving piles, etc., which consists of tiiree spars
set up in a pj'ramidal form, and furnished at top
with a tackle which is worked by a windlass
beneath. — A machine for opening the tid"ls of cot-

ton after gathering (see Cottox).
Gin [a corruption of genera], an ardent spir-

it, distilled from corn, and flavored with either

oil of juniper or oil of turpentine. Gin was
originally wholly imported from Holland, and
was a rich, soft spirit, Havored chiefly witli ju-

niper berries, on which account it liad ob-

tained the name of fjenera (from (/eniene, tlie

French for juniper). After a time the distiliatioii

of an imitation geneva sj)rung up in England,
where the continental spirit came to be called
Ilollandx, or Hollands (/eneca, to distinguish it from
the spirit of English manufacture. The liquor at
present known by the name of gin, both in Eng-
land and America, is a very different article from
that imported from Holland (see Hollands), and
consists of plain corn-spirit, flavored with oil of
turpentine and small quantities of certain aromat-
ics. The thousand and one receipts for this arti-

cle, which have from time to time been printed in

books, produce a flavored spirit bearing no resem-
blance to the more esteenied samples of English
gin ; and, if possible, the products are even more
unlike genuine Hollands. Any person may easily

satisfy himself of the truth of this assertion by
actual experiment on the small scale. The cause
of this incongruity has arisen chiefly from the

writers not being practically acquainted witli the

subject, and from the disinclination of well-in-

fonucd practical men to divulge gratuituously
what they conceive to be valuable secrets. Hence
the utter failure of any attempts to produce either

gin or Hollands from the receipts usually pub-
lished. Theory and experiment sometimes dis-

agree. In practice, it is found that the true flavor

of foreign geneva cannot be imj)arted to sj)irit by-

juniper alone, and that the English gin of the

present day depends for its flavor on no such sub-

stance. The following formuhe are merely given

as specimens ; and it is proper to remark, that

every distiller has his own receipt for this notori-

ous beverage. Hence it is that the gins of no two
distillers are of precisely the same flavor; and
this difference is still more marked when the dis-

tillers reside in parts of the country remote from

each other. Booth's, Smith's, Nicholson's, Swan's,

gin.s, etc., have each a characteristic flavor, readily

perceived by their respective votaries. These
variations hi flavor generally depend on the use of
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more or less flavoring matter, or of a spirit more
or less clean or free from taint ; and less fre-

quently on the addition of a small quantity of
some peculiar aromatic, which exercises a modify-
ing influence on the chief flavoring ingredient.

In many cases the flavor has originated from ac-
cident, but the consumers having become accus-
tomed to, and hence relishing, that particular
" palate," it is found to be unwise or commercially
impossible to alter it. Any change in these mat-
ters is therefore looked upon in every distillery as
a dangerous innovation, which would prove more
prejudicial to the prosperity of its exchequer than
the repeal of the duty on French wines and brandy,
or even a frightful conflagration. The distillers,

like the brewers, are thorougli conservatives in all

matters connected with the flavor of their liquors.

Preparation: (1) Clean corn spirit, at proof, 80 galls.*

newly rectified oil of turpentine, li pint : mix well by violent
agitation, add culinary salt, 14 lbs., dissolved in water, 40
galls. ; again well agitate, and distil over 100 galls , or until the
faints begin to rise. Pro'liict, 100 galls, of gin, 22 u. p., besides
2 galls, contained in the faints, if 100 galls, at 17 u. p. are
required, 85 galls, of proof spirit, or its equivalent at any other
strength, must be employed. (2) Proof spirit (as above),
8 galls. ; oil of turpentine, 1 fl. oz. ; salt, IJ lb., dissolved in
water, 4 galls. ; draw over 10 galls., as before, 22 u, p. (3)
Clean corn spirit, 80 galls. ; oil of turpentine, 1 pint; pure oil of
juniper, 3 fl. oz ; salt 21 lbs. ; water, 35 galls. ; draw over 100
galls., as before, 22 u. p. (4) To the last, before distillation,

add. of oil of caraway, J fl. oz. ; oil of sweet fennel, J fl. oz.
;

cardamoms (ground), 8 oz. (5) To No. 3 add, of essential oil

of. almonds, 1 dr. ; essence of lemon, 4 dr. (6) To No. 1, be-
fore distillation, add of creosote 3 ti. dr. (7) To No. 3 add
of creosote, 2 dr. (8) Proof spirit, 80 galls. ; oil of turpen-
tine, J pint ; oil of juniper, i pint ; creosote, 2 dr. ; oranges
and lemons, sliced, of each 9 in no. ; macerate for a week, and
distil 100 galls., 22 u. p.

In the preparation of gin, both sweetened and unsweetened,
and indeed of liquors generally, the greatest possible care must
be taken to avoid an e.tcess of flavoring. The most esteemed
samples are those that consist of very pure spirit, slightly fla-

vored. The oil of turpentine used in this manuf. should be of
the best quality, and not that u.sually vended for painting,
which always contains resin and often fixed oil. Juniper ber-
ries, bitter almonds, and the aromatic seeds may be used in-

stead of the essential oils ; but the latter are the most conven-
ient. Turpentine conveys a plain gin flavor

;
juniper berries

or oil gives a Hollands flavor ; creosote imparts a certain
degree of smokiness, or whiskey flavor ; lemon and the other
aromatics a creaminess, fulness, and richness. The flavor
imparted by cardamoms, when used judiciously, is peculiarly
agreeable and appropriate. That from caraways is also in
general esteem. Cassia in extremely small proportions also
tells well. Fusel oil gives a whiskey-gin flavor ; and in con-
junction with creosote or crude pyroligneous acid a full whis-
key flavor. The only danger in the employment of all these
articles is using too much of them. When this misfortune
happens, the remedy is to add sufficient plain spirit to reduce
the flavor to the proper standard. The creaminess and
smoothness so much admired in Hollands results chiefly
from age. The English rectifier endeavors to imitate this by
the addition of a little sugar. A rich mellowness, that com-
bines well with gins turning on the " Hollands flavor," is given
by a very small quantity of garlic, and with Canadian balsam
or Strasburg turpentine. The peculiar piquancy, or the prop-
erty of ' biting the palate," regarded as a proof of strength and
quality by the ignorant gin-drinker, is imparted to the liquor
by the addition of a little caustic potas.sa. Sliced horse-radish
gives piquancy as well as mellowness. Grains of paradise,
cayenne-pepper, and sulphate of zinc are also commonly added
by fraudulent dealers.— Although gin is always prepared on
the large scale by distillation, it may also be made by tlie sim-
ple solution or digestion of the flavoring ingredients in the
spirit ; but it is, of course, better for distillation. If made in
tile former way, no salt must be employed. The gin produced
by the above formulae is that denominated in the trade un-
sweetened gin, groK gin, etc. ; but much of the gin sold in the
bars is a sweetened spirit, and hence is technically distin-
guished by the terms sweetened, or made up. To ascertain
whether gin is sweetened or not, a little may be evaporated in

a spoon, over a hot coal or a caudle, when, if it is pure, it will

leave the spoon scarcely soiled ; but if, on the contrary, it has
been sweetened, a small quantity of syrupy liquid, or sugar,
will be obtained, the sweetness of which may be easily recog-
nized by tasting it. — The whole of the casks and utensils em-
ployed for gin should be perfectly clean, and properly prepared,
80 as not to give color ; as, if this spirit acquires the palest

colored tint, its value is lessened, and if much colored it is

rendered unsalable. When gin has once become mucu

stained, the only remedy is to re-distil it ; when it is only
slightly stained, the addition of a few lbs. of acetic acid
to a pipe or butt, a spoonful or two to a gallon, or a few drops
to a decanterful, will usually decolor it, either at once or as
soon as it is mixed with water to make grog.

Swfetened gin. Gin cordial. Good gin (22 u. p.), 90 galls.

;

oil of almonds, 1 dr. ; oils of ca.«sia, nutmeg, and lemon, of
each 2 dr.; oils of juniper, caraway, and coriander, of each
3 dr. ; essences of orris-root and cardamoms, of each 5
fl. oz. ; orange-flower water, 3 pints ; lump sugar, 56 to 60 lbs.;

dissolved in water, 4 galls. The essences are dissolved in two
quarts spirit of wine, and added gradually to the gin until the
requisite flavor is produced, when the sugar (dissolved) is

mixed in, along with a sufficient quantity of soft water, hold-
ing 4 oz. of alum in solution, to make up 1(X) galls. When the
whole is perfectly mixed, 2 oz. of salt of tartar, dissolved in
2 or 3 quarts of hot water, are added, and the liquor is again
well rummaged up : after which the cask is bunited up, and
allowed to repo.se. In a week, or less, it will have become
brilliant, and may be either "racked," or drawn from the
same cask. Prodiiet, 100 galls., about 30 u. p.
Imp. duty, as alcohol.

Ginger [Fr. gingembre : Ger. Ingwer ; It. zenzero

;

Port, geiigivre; Sp. jingibre], the root of a plant
{Amomtim zingiber) cultivated throughout both the
East and West Indies and China, and used as a
spice. It occurs in knotty branched pieces, liaving
a pleasant aromatic odor and biting taste. There
are two varieties, the black and the white. Black
G. consists of the inferior roots, which have been
immersed in boiling water previously to being dried,

and has thus a horny texture. White G. consists

of the fairest and roundest roots, peeled when
fresh, and dried in the sun. It is firm and resinous,
more pungent than the black, and generally one
third dearer. The roots which are worm-eaten,
light or soft, and very fibrous, are to be rejected.

Presented G., as manufactured in Europe, is dark
and fibrous ; but when prepared in the East or
West Indies or China, from the young roots, it is

almost transparent. It is imported in jars, and
should be chosen in large pieces of a bright yellow
color.

Imp. duty : the green, fresh, or dried root, free.— Ground,
3 cts. per lb.— Preserved or pickled, 35 per cent.— Essence of,

35 per cent.

Ginger-Beer, a popular effervescing, bottled
drink, flavored with sugar.

Manuf. Take of white sugar 20 pounds, lemon or lime juice

18 fluid ounces, honey 1 pound, bruised ginger 22 oucccs,
water 18 gallons. Boil the ginger for half an hour in three gal-

lons of the water, then add the sugar, the juice, and the honey,
with the remainder of the water, and strain the whole through
a cloth ; when cold, stir in the white of one egg and half aa
ounce of essence of lemon ; after standing four days, bottle.

The bottles are to be laid on their sides in a cellar ; and the
beer is ready for use in about 3 weeks. If a little yeast be
u.sed, the beer is ready in two or three days, but in that case

does not keep well.

G.-B. powder. Take of white sugar two drachms, bicarbo-

nate of soda 26 grains, powdered ginger 5 grains, essence of
lemon 1 drop ; mix and put up in a white paper. In a blue
paper put up half a drachm (30 grains) of finely powdered tar-

taric acid. When used, mix the powders and stir them into
half a pint of water.

Gingerbread, a baked cake made of flour, trea-

cle, and butter, with ginger and other spice, which
will keep for some time.

Ginger-Grass (Oil of). See Geranium.
Ginger - "Wine, a popular and cheap liquor,

made by the fermentation of sugar and water, and
flavored with various substances, but chiefly with
ginger. It is partly an article of domestic manu-
facture, and is partly made on a larger scale for

sale.

Gingham, Bengal Strips, a cotton cloth gen-

erally bearing a colored check pattern, which is

not produced by dyeing or stamping the manu-
factured material, but by interweaving colored

threads. The various kinds of G. now manufac-
tured are known by different names in commerce

;
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and umbrella G. is woven with threads all of the
same color.

Ginning, the operation of cleaning cotton-wool
from the seeds, by an apparatus called a gin. See
COTTOV.
Ginseng, the root of the Panax sr/nnsenrj, which

was formerly regarded in China as a panacea for
nearly all diseases, and realized an enormous
price in consequence. It is still highly esteemed
there, but American and Knglish practitioners look
upon it as a comparatively inert substance An
allied species, Panax quin(juefoliunt. grows wild in
the northern, middle, and western States, and the
roots, wliich are two or three inches long and
about as thick as the little finger, are collected and
brought to the seaboard cities, particularly to Phil-
adelphia, from whence they are exported to China.
Gipsy-'Winch is a small winch having a drum,

ratchet, and pawl, and attachable to a post.

Girandole, a branch burner or chandelier for
gas. —A stand for candles or flowers.

Girard, a fire and marine insurance Co., located
in Philadelphia, Pa., organized in 1853. Stateiiient,

Jan. 1, 1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash,

$:303,000; net surplus, §527,840.51 ; risks in

force, S40i92;3,244 ; premiums, §488,201.02;
premiums received since the organization
of the Co., §4,(550,807.80; losses paid,

$1,957, 147.32; cash dividends paid to stock-
holders, S583,->31.

Girders, beams of wood or iron for sup-
porting the superincumbent weight in any
erection, as in houses, bridges, etc.

Girdle, a belt. — A circular plate of
malleable or cast iron, used in Scocland for
toasting cakes over a lire. — The point of
greatest marginal circumference of a bril-

liant-cut diamond, at which it is grasped
by the settimj.

Giro
I Ger.|, endorsing. There are Giro

banks at Frankfort, Hamburg, etc., which
transact this species of business.

Girth, the circumference or round meas-
urement of timber, etc — The belly-strap for a
saddle.

Git, in founding, the entrance for molten
metal into a mould.
Glace, the French word for looking-glass, and

also for ice.

Glace-Cotton, cotton threads or yarn twisted,

gummed, and highly finished, useil as warps for
velvets, trimmings, etc., made in Leicestershire,
England ; also glace sewing-cotton.
Glace-Silk, a kind of shaded silk for ladies'

dresses.

Glaire, the white of eggs, used as a size in book-
gilding.

Glancq, a term for certain minerals which have
a metallic lustre, as ylancc coal (for which see Ax-
thracitk).
Glance-Wood, a hard wood imported from

Cuba, and used for making carpenters' rules,

gauging instruments, etc.

Gland, the cover of the stuffing-box of a steam-
engine.— Also generally applied in the sense of a
joint holding lubricating fluid, with tight packing.
Glareous, viscid and transparent, like the white

of an egg.

GlasgoTV. See Gre.vt Britain.
Glass

I Fr. verre ; Ger. G'las ; It. vetio ; Sp. vi-

drio\. The general term g/uss is employed by
chemists to denote all mineral substances which,
on the' application of heat, pass through a state of
fusion hito hard and brittle masses, and which,
though not always transparent, exliibit a lustrous

fracture when broken. The G. of commerce, how-
ever, to which our remarks are restricted, or the
transparent and artificial substance which is usu-
ally distinguished by the generic name, is pro-
duced by the igneous fusion of siliceous earth
with certain alkaline earths or salts, or with me-
tallic oxides. In its usual form it is brittle, trans-
parent, non-crystalline, insoluble, and fusible; but
it sometimes exhibits other properties.

In the most remote ages the art of blowing G.
into bottles, making it into vases, coloring it to
imitate precious stones, melting it into enormous
masses to make pillars, rolling and polisliing it

into mirrors, and tinting it into parts, were all per-
fectly well known. For its origin we must look
to Egypt (Fig. 233), the parent of so many collat-

eral arts. Some authors ascribe, with very plau-
sible reason, the discovery of G.-making to the
priests of Vulcan at Thebes and Memphis, the
greatest chemists in the ancient world. The Egyp-
tians are also known to have made enamels of
divers colors which they applied on pottery, mag-
nificent specimens of which are still extant, and

Fig. 233. — EovpTi.\.N' Ol.\ss-Blowers.

{Fromlhe Tombs at Thebes.)

are called Egyptian porcelain. These are chiefly

covered with beautiful blue or green, and groups
of flowers or designs are traced in black. G. beads,

and other ornaments made of that substance, skil-

fully manufactured and beautifully colored, have
been foimd adorning nmnnnies which are known
to be upward of 3,000 years old. It is certain that

Tyre, Sidon, and Alexandria were long celebrated
for their G., and furnished the greater proportion
of that used at liome. To these places the art was
exclusively confined for some centuries, and was
an article of luxury, being chieflj' in the form of

urns or drinking-cups of the most elaborate work-
manship, and exquisitely embellished with raised,

chased, or ornamented figures. The Barberini or
Portland vase, composed of deep blue glass, with
figures of a delicate white opaque substance raised

in relief, is a splendid specimen, and was found in

the tomb of Alexander Severus, who died a.d. 285.

The precise period at which the making of window-
G. came into practice is not certainly known.
The Roman windows were filled with a semi-

transparent substance called la/iis .iiKcnlinis, a fossil

of the class of mica, which readily splits into thin,

smooth lamina* or plates. The Homans were
chiefly supplied with this article frmn the island

of Cyprus, where it abounds. There is no posi-

tive mention of the u.se of G. for windows before

the close of the 3d century. G. windows are dis-

tinctly mentioned by St. Jerome as being used
in his time (a.d. 422). After this period we meet
with frequent mention of them. It is asserted

29
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tliat G. windows were first introduced into Eng-
Innd in the year 674, by the Abbot Benedict, wiio

broiiglit over artificers skilled in the art of mak-
ing window-6'., to glaze the church and monastery
of Wearmouth. The use of window- G'., however,
was then, and for many centuries afterward,
confined entirely to buildings appropriated to re-

ligious purposes ; but in the 14th century it was
so much in demand, though still confined to sa-

cred edifices and ornamental purposes, that glaz-

ing had become a regular trade. Until this period
tiiey were rarely to be found in private houses,

and were deemed a great luxury, and a token of

great magnificence. The windows of the houses
were till then filled with oiled paper or wooden
lattices. The (i. of the Venetians was superior to

any made elsewhere, and for many years com-
manded the market of nearly all Europe. The
skill of the Venetians was especially remarkable
in the excellence of their mirrors. The art of G.-

rnaking seems to have been introduced in France
in the l-Sth century, and in England a century
later. The manufacture of G. was introduced into

the American States in 1790 by Robert Hewes,
a citizen of Boston, who erected a factory in tlie

then forest of New Hampshire. The chief aim of

Mr. Hewes was to supply window-C, but he did not
succeed. Another attempt was made in 1800,

when a factory was built in Boston for making
crown window-fr. ; but this was also unsuccessful,

till a German named Lint, in 1803, took charge of

the works, and the State of Massachusetts agreed
to pay the proprietors a bounty on every table of

window- G. they made ; after which the manufac-
ture was carried on successfully, the G. steadily

improving in quality, and becoming famed through
all the States as Boston window- G'. Above 50
companies have been since formed in the Eastern
States, most of which have proved failures. There
are now important manufactories of G. at Boston,

Cambridge, Sandwich, New York, Philadelphia,

Pittsburg, etc. ; but this industry does not seem to

be yet fully naturalized in this country, and we
continue to pay yearly to Europe a heavy tribute

for our supply of G. of every description. The
total value of G. imported into the U. States, for

the year 1878, was ."$3,335,149. Window-G. conies

principally from Belgium; plate- G. and G.-ware
from Germany, England, France, and Belgium.

Manuf. The manufacture of G. is one of the highest beauty,
and, oonsidering the comparative worthlesaness of the materi-
als of which it is made, and the various purposes of a useful,
ornamental, and scientific nature which it subserves, it may be
regarded as perhaps the most important in the history of
inveutioas. The principle of its production is very simple,

pots, and the low-domed roof causes the heat to be reflected
down upon them. These pots are made of well-prepared and
well-annealed clay : some of them are 3 feet wide, 4 feet high,
weigh 10 cwt., and will contain 16 to 20 cwt. of glass. They
are closed on all sides, except a projecting mouth near the top

Flrn\ce

Bottle-Making.

of one side. The /"cf (the name given to the powder into which
the constituents of G. are reduced before melting) is thrown
into the pots throiign the furnace doors ; the doors are clo.=ed

;

the heat is urged to the highest point ; and then the frit,

melted into a golden liquid G., is ready for use. — The
chief kinds of G. are JSof</e-G., Crown-G., Flint- G., OpticcU
G., PtateG., S/ieet-G., and Stained G., here noticed in their
alphabetical order.

Bottle G. The mixture for common bottles is as follows

:

yellow sand 20. kelp 8, lixiviated wood-ashes 30, fresh wood-
ashes 8, pale clay 16, cutlet (broken G.) 18 = 100. Bottles are
made by blowing and rolling. The workman begins by col-
lecting a proper quantity of G. in a soft, pa.-'ty state, at the end
of his blowpipe (an iron tube, five or six feet in length, ter-

minated by a mouthpiece of wood), which he then commences
blowing through, by which the lump is expanded (Fig. 2.35)

into a kind of Hask, a, b, su.«ceptible of having its form modi-
fied by the po.'^ition in which it is held, and the velocity of
rotation continually given to the iron tube. The bottle is

then introduced in a mould, c, when it is blown to the wanted
size. Then an iron rod, called a pont;7, is dipped into the G.-
pot and applied to the bottom of the fla.«k, to which it thus
serves as a handle, the blowpipe being removed by the appli-
cation ofa cold iron to the neck. The bottle is now re-heated,
and the aperture finished, and the vessel otherwise altered in
figure, //, e, by the aid of a few simple tools until completed.
It is then detached, and carried to the annealing oeen, where
it undergoes slow and gradual cooling during many hours.
Beer and wine bottles are now generally made as follows : The
mass of molten G. at the end of the tube is inserted in an iron
mould, which gives the external form, while the hollowness is

produced by blowing through the tube. To make rarboya, use
is made of steam produced by spirting a mouthful of water
through the blowing-tube, the end of the tube being covered by
the thumb.

Crown- G. is the best kind of window- G. The hardest and
most colorless ia a mixture of silica 63, potash 22, alumina 3 =
100. It is harder than tlint- G.
Bohemian G., in its composition, is similar to the above in

respect to the absence of lead in notable quantities. It is a
silicate of potash and lime, with a little silicate of alumina. It

Is very hard, transparent, and difficult to fuse.

—

Crown-G. is made in round disks by the following
process: The materials are fritted in a reverbcratory
furnace, and then melted in a pot. A lump of G.
sufficient to make a table of nine pounds weight is

extracted at the end ofa blowing-tube, and is distended
into a pear-shape by blowing through the tube and
rolling on the marcer, which is a cast-iron slnb on a
stiind. Being softened by heat at the mouth of a
small blowing-fumai-e, it is rolled on the marver, and
blown till it assumes a more spherical shape, but has
a conical end, which is removed as the G. approxi-
mates a spherical form, being blown as it is rolled

on the bullion-bar. Being again heated at the blow-
ing-furnace, rotation and blowing being persevered

in, it becomes spherical. It is then pre.«ented at
although great skill and experience are necessary to insure its I a larger furnace-hole, called the bottom in^-hole. and, being
excellence. Silica (commonly under the form of sand) is heated rapidly rotated, becomes oblate. A pontil tipped with mol-
with carbonate of potassa or of soda, and slaked lime or oxide ten G. is then applied to the centre of the flat portion, and
of lead, until the mixture fuses, and combination takes place.

[ the blowing-tube is detached by touching the neck of the globe
After a time the melted mass becomes perfectly limpid and free with a cold wet iron. This leaves a hole in the end from which
from air-bubbles, when it is allowed to cool until it assumes

, the blowing-tube was detached. Heat and rotation being still

the peculiar tenacious condition proper for working. The op- applied, first at a furnace-opening of moderate size called the
eration of fusion is conducted in a furnace (Fig. 234), circular nose-hole, and then at a much larger one called a fashins-
in form, and of sufficient size to admit 8 or 12 large melting- ' /umace, the hole becomes more and more enlarged as the arti-

potii. Doors in the wall of the furnace give access to these , cle becomes more and more oblate. t'imiUy it flies open with
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a oharp, rus^tling noise, and appears as a flat plate, called a table,

adhering at its central, thii-ker poTtiou, the bull's-eye, to the
pontil, by which, during the later portions of the process, it was
rested on the hook in the half-wall before the furnace, which
formed a partial screen for the workman. When it has cooled
sufficiently lo be rigid, and not liable to bend or collap.se, it is

placed on a fork, the pontil detached by the application of a
cold iron, and the table placed in the annealing arch or kiln,
where it rests on its edge for perhaps twenty-four hours, grad-
ually cooling.— Knight's Am. Mechanical Did.

Cfilinder G. See «/if<'<-(T., below.
Flint- G. consists of silica 52, potash 22, alumina 1, oxide of

lead 32, oxide of iron 2 = 100. By dexterous handling, the
blower takes up by the blowing-tube just as much G. as will make
the decanter, claret-jug, goblet, wineglass, or whatever article

is to be made. The G., which has a consistence somewhere be-
tween paste and putty, is rolled a little on a marver (see crown-
G.) : it is expanded by blowing through the tube ; it is gently
touched here and there with wooden and iron tools ; it is kept
rotating to prevent it from falling 6(T the end of the tube ; and
in a way which is scarcely conceivable even to a by-stander, it

assumes the form of a shapely article. The G. requires then
to be annealed. It must be cooled slowly, otherwise the sub-
stance will be brittle ; and the mode of effecting this cooling
constitutes the annealing. The annealing oven is called a leer,

or lear ; it is a very long narrow arch, kept highly heated at

one end, and gradually colder and colder towards the other.

The articles in G., placed upon iron trays, are pushed into the
heated end of the oven : others are pushed in after them as fast

as made ; each tray reaches a slightly cooler region at each
movement'; and after many hours the fragile products are re-

moved quite cold from the remote end of the leer. Other plans

are occasionally adopted ; but this is the usual mode of anneal-
ing.

Optical G. The G. required by the makefS of high-class

telescopes, microscopes, prisms, etc., is the be.st which art can
produce; .seeing that any flaw, streak, or spot becomes magni-
fied as a defect in the using of the instrument. Scrupulous
Ciioiee of ingredients, and delicate processes of making, are in-

dispensable. If the ingredients are not well mixed and diffused,

the glass will have a higher optical power at one part than
at another ; if any of the grains of sand or Hint are imperfectly
fused, they produce spots ; if one side of the melting-pot be
hotter than another, the G. will be unequal in quality ; if

the cooling be either too quick or too slow, irregularities of
other kinds arise. Hence a piece of really perfect G., large

enough to make the object-lens for an equatorial telescope, or
a transit instrument, is valued very highly. G. for ordinary
instruments, with 10 per cent increa-se of oxide of lead, is, after

careful mixing and melting, blown into cylinders, which are
cut open into slabs about 14 inches by 10, and half an inch or
so in thickness : the optician cuts off pieces from this slab to

grind into lenses of the sizes needed. A very perfect, but not
very durable, optical G. is made of a combined silicate and
borate of lead, according to a plan suggested by Dollond, Her-
schel, Faraday, and Roget. Numerous researches have been
made by Guiiiand, Fraunhiifer, Merz, Bontemps, Daguet, and
Chance to produce optical G. of high quality. Disks of large

Mzn h ive been disphiyed at the various international exhibitions,

some as large as 29 inches diameter, with results so far satisfac-

tory as to encourage further experiments. It may here be
mentioned that, as the object-glas.ses of achromatic telescojjes

are made by a combination of Hint-G. and crown- G. lenses,

tho.ie two kinds of G. must be equally studied to attain good
resnit-i.

Plate- G. This is in some respects the most beautiful of all

kinds of G., on account of its transparency , colorles-sness, high
polish, absolute flatness, and facility of being silvered. It con-
gi.sts of silica 78, potash 2, soda 13, lime 5, alumina 2 = 100.

The manufacture differs in many important particulars from
that of other kinds of G., as the following brief account will

Bhow: The melting-poti are very large, some of them hold-

ing as much as 3;) cwt. of G. When the molten mass is ready
for use, a large copper ladle, held by a long handle, is employed
to lade it out from the melting-pots info other pots railed cis-

trnm, where it is allowed to fine or refine by settling, and to

lower somewhat in temperature. The castins-tahle then comes
into use. This is made of iron, brass, or bronze, and is always
at perfect a slab as the art of the metallurgist can produce, —
beautifully even, flat, and smooth, sometimes as much as 20
feet long by 11 broad, and 7 inches thick. There is a frame-
work round this slab which facilitates the operations. Huge
tongs take the cistern out of the furnace ; a crane lifts it up,
and places it in a peculiar position over one end of the table;

the slab is heated to a certain temperature : the cistern is tilted

«•,), and the golden stream flows all over the table, being pre-

vented by raised edges from running over. A large copper
cylinder then rolls to and fro, bringing the molten G. to a
uniform level and thickness. When sufficiently solidified to

be moved, the immense sheet of G. is pushed end on into

an anneiling oven, which is built close to it. When the G. is

annealed it is ready for grin'lin?, to give smoothness to sur-

faces which are as yet somewhat rough. This is done by rub-
binit one G. upon another, the upper G. being temporarily

fixed to a frame which has peculiar gyratory movemeuUi given

to it by steam-power. Sand of three different degrees of fine-

ness and water are used to assist this grinding. The G. was
half an inch thick in the first instance; but the grinding re-

peated in succession on both surfaces greatly reduces the sub-
stance. The G. is now smooth but dull ; it still wants polish-

ing This is done, first by emery and water, and then by felt

rubbers, applied in various ways. Sometimes plate- G. is made
by the cylinder method, described below under sheet-G., fol-

lowed by the grinding and polishing processes. See Mirror.
Sheet- G. (also called Cylinder, Broad, Spread, German G.)

is a mode of manufacturing which Is as remarkable in its way
as that of crown- G. The workman collects a quantity of
molten G. on the end of his blowing-tube, rolls it on an iron

Fig. 236.— Blowiko Sheet-Gwss.

slab, blows through the tube, reheats the ma.ss of G., keeps
the tube rotating on its axis, and so continues uiilil the G. ex-

tends as a sort of irregular, bottle-shaped globe beyond the

lower end of the tube ( Kig. 236). Then swinging the rod sev-

eral times in a great vertical circle, the G. elongates into a sort

of sugar-losif, with the broad end attached to the tube. The
apex of the sugar-loaf bursts open, and there is then produced
an open cylinder, attached in a surprising way by its clo.<ed

end to the tube. All this time the G. is in a glowing state;

and the alternate rolling, rotating, blowing, and swinging are

continued until the substance assumes a solid consistency,

although still quite hot. By the aid of a few tools the cylinder

is brought to a true shape while still somewhat soft ; by a touch

with a wetted iron rod it is separated from the tube ; by a line

drawn with another wetted rod it is split open from end to end,

ready to be spread out as a flat quadrangular sheet. The cyl-

inder is transferred to the flatting-furnace, with the slit upper-

most; the heat causes it to open, and a workman flattens it

out with a wooden polisher moistened with water. However
carefully this process may be conducted, there is always a
wai-iness in the G. which detracts from its otherwi.ee us«'ful

qualities in glazing prints and drawings. Sheet fi. is especially

useful in glazing large structures, such as exhibition buildings,

railroad stations, etc.

Stained G. differs materially from paintfrf G., although tfie

terms are frequently used synonymously. In stained G. the

substance of the G. itself has been colored throughout in the

process of manufacture, while in painted G. the G. is only

painted on the surface. Keal stained G. is simply colored G.,

and the color is almost always given by adding certain metallic

oxides to the other ingredients. Many ancient nations were

acquainted with modes of making colon-d G. ; but it is not cer-

tain what kind of chemical agents they employed. Oxides of

gold tend to produce red tints : those of copper tend towards

green ; those of mangane.se purple ; and so on with other ox-

ides and chlorides. The G.-staincr ought, therefore, to po.«se8a

a good knowledge of the chemistry of colors. G. colored

throughout the mass is called pot-metal ; and it is caWeA flashed
G. when the colored material is put on as a superficial coating.

When G. is to be stained throughout, the coloring ingredient Is

mixed with the sand, alkali, and other ingredients in the G.-

pot, and melted all together ; or else good white transparent

G. is remelted, and the metallic oxides combined with it in

that state. When it is to be stained on one surface only, the

G.-blower has two pots in the furnace, one with transparent

and the other with colored G. He dips his blowing-tube info

the former, and takes up the requisite quantity of G. ; after

rolling and settling it a little, he dips it for a moment into the

colored G., of which he takes up a thin film. The blowing

and finishing are then proceeded with, lending to the produc-

tion of G. with a thin colored film on a white foundation. See

Window- G., Crown- G., Sheet- G., and G.-Paintinq.

Glass Tubes are made by rapidly drawing out a hollow cylin-

der ; and from these a great variety of useful small ai)paratU8are

constructed with the help of a lamp and blowpipe, or, dill

better, the bellows-table of the barometer-maker. G. beads

are made from small tubes chopped into pieces of suitable

lengths, which are stirred first iu a mixture of sand and wood-
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ashes, in the cold, and afterwards in an iron pan over the fire

until they assume a rounded form. Small tubes are bent in

the flame of a spirit-lamp or gas-jet, and cut by a file, a
scratch being made, and the two portions pulled or broken

Fig. 237.— Different St.\ges in Sheet-Glass MAKma.

asunder in a way easily learned by a few trials. Large tubes

retiuire the heat of a powerful blowpipe and lamp, or that of a
furnace.

Cutting G. The kind of G. mostly used for ornamental
cutting is Hint-ff. It is cut by means of wheels, of differ-

ent sizes and materials, turned by a treadle, as in a com-
mon lathe ; some are made of fine sandstone, some of iron,

I others of tin or copper ; the edges of some are square, some are
round, and some are sharp. They are u.sed with sand and
water, or emery and water, but stone wheels are used with
water only. The G. -cutter also uses rods of copper, with
knobs at their ends, foi- making round indentjvtions ; these
turn on their axis, so that the end cuts a round hollow in the
glass. The work is at first cut roughly, afterwards smoothed
off with the sandstone or tin wheel, — the Utter has to be
smeared with emery and water, — and finally polished by a
wooden wheel, with finely powdered pumice-stone applied to

its edge, and moistened with water. The glass for spectacles
and optical instruments is cut by concave or convex moulds
of brass, moistened with emery and water, and polished by
means ofa mould of pitch, wetted with crocus and water.

Grinding G. This on the large scale, like G.-cutting, forms
a distinct occupation. Great art and accuracy are required
to grind the gla.-ises for optical instruments, especially very
large or very small ones, as for microscopes, the various "pow-
ers " of which constitute their chief expense,— one the six-

teenth of an inch in diameter costing about $60. On the
small scale, G. may be roughened or ground by friction with
powdered emery and water and a Hat rubber of wood, care
being taken that the article, if a plate, is laid on a perfectly
flat surface, or, if hollow, is supported by a core of cement or
plaster.

Gilding of G. Gold chloride is dissolved in boiling water;
the solution is filtered, and the filtrate so far diluted, that 2()0

cubic centimetres contain 0.0648 gram of the metal, and it is

then made alkaline with soda. The reducing agent is alcohol
saturated with marsh gas ; this is diluted with its own volume
of water. 25 cubic centimetres of this solution are mixed with
the alkaline gold chloride solution, and this mixture is poured
between the perfectly well-cleaned plate to be gilded, and
another .sheet of glass placed a* a distance of 3 mm. under the
first. After two to three hours' re.«t the gilding is effected.

Toughened G. [Ft. verre trempe.] M. de la Hastie's process
for converting ordinary into toughened, tempered, or hard-
ened G., may iu general terms be said to consist in heat-
ing the G. to a certain temperature, and then plunging
it into an oleaginous bath. For the process, however, to be
successful, the observance of a number of minute details is

essential ; if these be neglected, failure is certain to ensue.
Thus it is found, that if the G. be insufficiently heated it

will, when immer.sed in the bath, fail to be affected by it, and
will consequently experience noalteration in properties. Again,
if overheated, it will then get out of shape; or, further, it may
be heated to the right temperaturey and yet be spoilt as it is

being transferred to the bath. Moreover, the exact composi-

tion of the bath itself, and its temperature, constitute very im-
portant conditions, the most trifling departure from which
may give rise to unsatisfactory results. All these obstacles
appear to have been overcome by M. de la Bastie, who has
designed plant in the shape of furnaces and baths, by means
of which the tempering process can be carried out, without
chance of failure. When the G. is brought to the required
temperature, all that is necessary is that it should be
plunged into the bath, and instantly withdrawn. The cost
of the operation is stated to be very small. The process as
carried out at New York is thus de.«cribed: The G., after
being run from the furnaces and moulded as usual, instead of
being put into annealing pans, is immersed in a hot bath
consisting of three parts of flaxseed oil and one part of tallow.

The bath stands at about 320° ; and after remaining in this the
ware is removed to a second and similar bath, by which it is

cooled down to about 200°. Finally the pieces are immersed
in a water bath, and then dipped into a quantity of ordinary
refined burning oil. They are then cleaned, ready for pack-
ing, with plaster of Paris powder. This new process has been
very much employed in the manuf. of lamp-chimneys, but the
results so far obtained are variable. In some cases the articles

subjected to it possess great toughness, and the G. bears a
blow without experiencing any fi-acture. In other instances,

however, a slight fall or blow shivers it to atoms. When the
toughened glass under any circumstances breaks, it possesses

a disadvantage over ordinary broken glass, in distributing
itself into a great number of small, sharply angular fragments.
Another process for toughening G., which has been patented
by Herr F. Siemens, consists in heating, and then pressing,

and suddenly cooling the G. to be hardened ; but when the
articles are such as are usually moulded, the hardening and
tempering are accomplished at the same time as the pre.ssing

;

thus the molten glass is run into suitable moulds, and while
still highly heated is squeezed, the moulds effecting the neces-

sary coohng,— a proceeding which renders the employment of
the oleaginous bath unnecessary. Mr. Bauer's method for

toughening G. consists in heating ordinary G. plates so

strongly that they begin to bend from softening, and then
plunging them into a liquid paraffin bath having a tempera-
ture of 200°.— Tou;;hened G. is liable to rupture under cir-

cumstances that have not yet been accounted for.

Soluble G. When 8 parts of dry carbonate of soda, or 10
parts of carbonate of potash, are fused with 15 parts of pure
quartz, a gla.ss is obtained which is soluble in 6 parts of boiling

water. It has been used to diminish the combustibility of
wood and woven fabrics, especially of theatrical scenery ; as a
varnish to preserve some building stones : in fresco-painting,

and in the place of rosin in the manufacture of soap.

Import Duties.

Glass, broken, fit for re-manufacture only, free.
" manufactures of, not otherwise provided, 40 per cent.
" plain, moulded, and pressed, 35 per cent.
" cut, engraved, colored (printed, stained, silvered, or

gilded), 40 per cent.
" bottles or jars filled with sweetmeats or preserves, 40

per cent.
•' crystals for watches, 40 per cent.
" plates or disks, unwrought, for optical instruments, 10

per cent.
" porcelain, or Bohemian gla.s8, 40 per cent.
" window, rough plate, fluted, rolled, not above 10 by 15

in. J ct. per sq. ft.
" above 10 by 15 in., not above 16 by 24 in., 1 ct. per

sq. ft.
" above 16 by 24 in., not above 24 by 30 in., IJ cts.

per sq. ft.
" above 24 by 30 in., not above 24 by 60 in., 2 cts. per

sq. ft.

" window, unpoli.shed cylinder, crown, and common, not
above 10 by 15 in., I^ cts. per sq. ft.

" above 10 by 15 in., not above 16 by 24 in., 2 cts.

per sq. ft.
" above 16 by 24 in., not above 24 by 30 in., 2i cts.

per sq. ft.
" above 24 by 30 in., not above 24 by 60 in., 3 cts.

per sq. ft.

" window, polished cylinder and crown, not above 10 by
15 in., 2^ cts per .sq. ft.

" above 10 by 15 in., not above 16 by 24 in. 4 cts.

per sq. ft.
" above 16 by 24 in., not above 24 by 30 in., 6 cts. per

sq. ft.
" above 24 by 30 in., not above 24 by 60 in., 20 eta.

per sq. ft.
" above 24 by 60 in., 40 cts. per sq. ft.

" window, cast or polished, not silvered, not above 10
by 15 in., 3 cts. per sq. ft.

" above 10 by 15 in., not above 16 by 24 in., 5 cts.

per sq . ft.
" above 16 by 24 in., not above 24 by 30 in., 8 cts.

per .sq. ft.
" above 24 by 30 in., not above 24 by 60 in., 25 cte.

per sq. ft.
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Glafs, window, cast or polished, not silvered, above 24 b; 60
in., 60 cts per sq. ft.

" window, cast or polished, silvered, and looking-prlass
plates, not above 10 by 15 in.. 4 cts per sq. ft." above 10 by 15 in., not above 16 by 24 in., 6 cts.
per sq. ft.

" above 16 by 24 in., not aboTe 24 by dO in., 10 cts.
per. sq. ft.

" above 24 by 30 in., not above 24 by 60 in., 35 cts.
per sq. ft.

•* above 24 by 60 in., 60 cts. per sq. ft.

Glass-Cloth. See tliis word In the Appendix.
Glass-Engraving. See Engraving.
Glasses, spectacles for assisting the sight.

Glass-Painting, the art of painting designs
upon glass, either stained or colorless, with sub-
stances consisting usually of metallic o.xides com-
bined with a vitreous vehicle. When subjected
to a great heat the colors thus applied become
permanently united with the surface of the glass.

Byzantine Greeks appear to have been the first

persons who practised painting upon glass, and
from Byzantium the art passed into the West of
Europe, by way of Venice and Marseilles. In
France, the art of glass-painting was practised
with great success during the 12th century. After
that time painted-glass windows were regarded as
essential in religious edifices of any pretension.
Tainted windows of the 13th century abound in
France, Germany, and England, and belong to the
First Pointed, or Early English style of architec-
ture. The painted glass of the 14th century was
more vivid in color, with greater breadth in style,

and more careful painting, than that of the preced-
ing century. It was, however, less pure in con-
ception, and not so strictly subordinate to the
architectural effects. In the glass-painting of the
15th century a great change took place. The
windows became more individualized, and still

less dependent upon the architecture. The de-
signs were larger, and began to be treated as
pictures. After the 15th century glass-painting
declined more and more, and until within late
years has never shown any symptoms of revival.'

The great seats of this art are now in Munich,
Nuremberg, Paris, Birmingham, and Edinburgh.

The method by which glass-painting is now practised diffprs

in different places ; but the general plan is as follows, for a
small work on a single plate of glass : A careful cartoon,
the s.ize of the painting, having been procured, the glass i^

laid on it, a tracing made from it, and the outline is carefully
traced on the glass, with black or brown, composed of a very
fusible vitreous flux, colored with a metallic oxide, and ground
extremely fine in an essential oil. 'rho.se parts which are
intended to be yellow, orange, or red arc then coated accord-
ing to the tint required, with a mixture composed of an alloy
of silver and antimony, ground up with the red oxide which
Is obtained by subjecting sulphate of ir<m to a red beat. The
glissis then exposed in a furnace to a red heat, in which the
tracing color is fused, and adheres permanently to the glass.

The mixture of silver and antimony colors the glass, hut does
not melt ; so that the oxide of iron may be brushed off in the
state of dry powder, leaving the glass colored, but transparent.
The other tints, composed of very fusible glass, colorwl with
metallic oxides, are then added, and the whole once more
exposed to heat. In most cases, the glass is heated, or " flred,''

as it is called, between the application of each color. In
making a painted window, many pieces of glass are fixed
together in a leaden framework, great care being taken to
arrange the several compartments from the cartoon.

Glass-Paper, pulverized glass fastened on pa-
per with glue, similar to emery-paper, and used like

it for abrasive purposes.
Glass-Staining. See Gl.^ss.

Glass-Ware, the commercial name for manu-
factures of glass, embracing plain and cut glass
articles, Bohemian glass, colored, painted, and
ornamented glass, bottles, etc.

Glauber-Salts, sulphate of soda, a compact,
massive, white mineral which effloresces rapidly.

originally named after the discoverer, Glauber, a
German chemist It has a cooling, slightly bitter
taste, and is a good purgative.
Glaucous, having a sea-green color.

Glaze, any coating or varnish applied to a sur-
face to render it smooth and glassy; any fac-
titious, shining exterior. In the porcelain and
earthenware manufacture, the vitreous coating
which is so essential to the beauty and utility of
potter's ware. Glazes are either white or colored.
The former, by the addition of the coloring ingre-
dients used for enamels, are converted into the
latter.

The best way to regard the glaze of porcelain
and earthenware is as a true glass burnt into the
surface of the ware. For coarse ware the G. usu-
ally contains oxide of lead ; for fine ware, oxide
of tin ; for certain special kinds, earthy oxides.
As the G. must not only render the ware imper-
vious to water, but must be transparent, lustrous,
and durable, its composition should bear some
definite relation to that of the substance whereon
it is applied ; and this is attended to in practice.
Metallic and earthy oxides, salt, potash, borax,
baryta, phosphate of lime, silica,— all are used in
some or other of the kinds of G. For special
kinds of ware the G. is required to be either slightly

opaque or slightly tinted ; and the ingredients are
selected accordingly. The chief materials in or-

dinary earthenware G. are salt and borax. The
dry ingredients of the G. are ground to powder
and mixed with water ; and, in the majority of in-

stances, the ware is simply dipped into this cold
liquid. Pottery-glazing used to be an unhealthy
employment when oxide of lead was much used

;

but borax is now substituted, producing a whiter,
harder, and less injurious G. See Porcelain,
Pottery, etc.

Glazer, a wooden wheel for polishing knives,
coated on the edge either with leather having a
rough surface of emery-powder glued on, or with
a ring of metal, consisting of an alloy of lead
and tin.— A calenderer, or calico-smoother. — A
workman who applies the vitreous incrustation to

the surface of earthenware.
Glazier, a workman who sets panes of glass in

sashes or window-frames.
Glazier's-Diamond, a cutting tool used by

glaziers, consisting of a small diamond mounted
in a handle.

Glazier's-Poiut, a small triangular piece of
tin plate, used to secure a pane of glass in the sash
previous to puttying.

Glazing, the operation of putting window-panes
in frames.— The operation of applying a liquid

glaze on earthen or porcelain wares, or other arti-

cles. — The imparting of gloss to woven fabrics,

as in calendering. — The polishing of metals by
means of small wjtcels or disks covered with some
polishing substance.
Glengarry, a Scotch bonnet.
Glenlivet, a fine kind of Scotch Highland us-

quebaugh, or whiskey ; named from the district

in which it is made.
Glens Falls, an insurance Co., located in Glens

Falls, N. Y., organized as a mutual fire-insurance

Co., in 1850, under the name of the Dividend Mu-
tual Insurance Co., changed to a joint-stock Co.,

under its present name, in 1804. Staiemrvt, Jan. 1,

1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, $200,000 ; net

surplus, §414,931.80; risks in force, §57,411,334;

premiums, §534,919.39; premiums received since

the organization of the Co., §3,5:}4,488.21 ; losses

paid, §2,035.241.52; cash dividends paid to stock-

holders, §230,300.
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Gleuconometer, an instrument used in France
to test tlie strength of the juice of the grape wlien

first pressed.

Globe, a ball. —A glass shade for lamps.— A
receptacle for small fish in a room. — A sphere,

on which is represented a map or delineation of

the constellations and celestial bodies, or of the

parts of the earth, showing the divisions of land

and water, etc.

Globe, a fire-insurance Co., located in New
York City, organized in I860. Statement, Jan. 1,

1S79 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, 9200,000 ; net

surplus, .S127,116.16; risks in force, 816,838,090;
premiums, -$79,993.80 ;

premiums received since

the organization of the Co., $1,466,882 27 ; losses

paid, §602,005.59 ; cash dividends paid to stock-

holders, .S350,000.

Gloom-Stove, the drying-oven used in making
gunpowder.
Glonoine-Oil. See Nitro-Glycerine.
Gloss, a lustre or varnish; a polished or shin-

ing surface.

Glossary, a vocabulary explaining antiquated,

local, obscure, etc., words, or scientific names.
Glossing, an operation consisting in moistening

silk thread with steam, and stretching it to de-

velop a gloss.

Glos'iy, liaving a smooth, shining surface.

Glost-Fireman, Glost-Placer, a workman
engaged in tiie potteries.

Gloucester Cheese. See Cheese.
Glove [Fr. gant; Ger. Handschuh ; It. (juanto

;

Port, liivfi ; Sp. fjuante], a well-known covering for

the hand, made generally of leather, but fre-

quently also of cotton, silk, worsted, and linen.

Of the first, the finest are those made from the skin

of the kid, which is valuable in proportion to its

elasticity. Independent of the qualit}'^ of the kid,

a good G. is distinguished, first, by its being neatly
sewed ; secondly, by the thumb-seam not extend-
ing too far into the palm ; and, lastly, by the

color of the exterior not having soiled the inside.

Most of the lower-priced G. offered as " kid" are

in reality made of lamb-skin. When what is

called kid G. feels unusually stout, it may be con-
sidered highly probable that it is only lamb-skin
in imitation. It must consequently be understood
that all good kid must be reasonably thin. The
best skins are decidedly the French; next, the

Italian ; and, lastly, those from Ireland. Doeskin,

though much inferior to kid, is a thick, durable,
and soft leather. S/ieepski)i is chiefly used for
cheap white G. Buckskin is the closest grained,
and consequently the strongest leather of which
G. are made. Its elasticity, though trifling, is

sufficient. It also bears cleaning better than any
other kind. It may be had in wliite, drab, or buff.

Ton is of three qualities, common, drawn, and
York. This is a very serviceable and cheap G.
for gardening, riding, and driving. Tiie strongest
of each class is sewed peculiarly, and termed
pricked seams. The quality of silk G. is deter-

mined by weight and neatness of sewing. They
may be had in white, black, French white, and col-

ors. Thread G. are made of hemp, and are neater
in apfiearance, though much resembling those made
of cotton. The best cotton G., called Berlin G.,

are largely manufactured in Saxony and Prussia.

The silk, thread, and cotton G., however, cannot
be recommended, except on the score of economy.
The kid G. of France continue to maintain their

superiority over the kid G. of English or German
make, but for inferior qualities Germany has

been our principal importer. G. are now exten-

sively manufactured at Gloversville, N. Y., also

in New York City, Philadelphia, Massachusetts,
and Connecticut. They are made of deerskins,
imported goat and sheep skins, a kind of hog-skin
from S. America, and of a kip-skin of India.

Most of the best sheepskin G. of American make,
especially men's G., are sold by retailers as do /•

skin G. In 1878 the U. States imported 720,842
pairs of leather G., valued at -83,195,702. Of this

total Germany contributed 343,855 pairs (81,403,-

227) ; France,'239,866 pairs (81,189,351) ; and Eng-
land, 131,653 pairs (8583,457).

Manuf. The various kinds of leather, and the various fab-
rics of silli, worsted, flax, cotton, etc., being prepared for, but
not by, the G. manufacturer, who."* work, which consists only
in cutting out and sewing up, has been very ."simple since the
introduction of machinery into the trade. The cutting, how-
ever, requires much tact, to get the most out of the material,
and to employ the best parrs in the most conspicuous places.

Imp. duty: Cotton G., 36 per cent; cotton G. edged with
worsted yarn, 35 per cent; Cotton (?., lined with wool waste,

50 cts. per lb. and 35 per cent ; hair G., 35 per cent ; kid or
leather G. of all descriptions, 50 per cent ; knit G. of wool,
worsted, or hair(see Woollens); linen G., 40 percent ; silk G ,

60 per cent ; woollen cloth G. and mitts, 50 cts. per lb. and 40
per cent.

Glove-Band, a protection for the glove round
the wrist.

Glove-Clasp, a kind of hook-and-eye, or stud,

for fastening gloves at the wrist. — A contrivance
for buttoning gloves.

Glove-Stretchers, instruments for opening
the fingers of gloves, that they may be drawn on
the hand the easier.

Glucose, a sugar found in many of the sweet
fruits, and often seen crystallized on dried figs,

raisins, etc. It is also formed from potato starch,

and cellular or woody fibre, by the action of sul-

phuric acid. It is much less sweet than cane-
sugar, and far less soluble in water, requiring 1^
parts of water to dissolve it, while cane-sugar re-

quires only \ part. It is used in the manuf. of

beer and alcohol; for adulterating cane-sugar;

and instead of gum-arabic for dressing, in weaving
and printing woollens, cottons, or silks. It is also

advantageously employed by paper-stainers, and
for stiffening gauzes, glazing of paper, etc. In
1878 the import of G. into the U. States was
2,631,883 lbs., valued at 8107,218. Imp. duty, 20
per cent.

Glue [Fr. colle, colle forte], an inspissated animal
jelly, or gelatine, largely employed for cementing
wood, also by hatters, printers, and in the arts.

The best G. is transparent, nearly colorless, and
tasteless, has very little smell, even when melted,

and is extremely adhesive. The presence of more
than a trace of alum is objectionable ; an undue
quantity may be e<asily detected by the usual tests.

The strongest G. is that obtained from skins, more
especially from the hides of oxen and cows. That
obtained from the bones, cartilages, and tendons is

weaker. G. is manuf. on a large scale in various

places in the U. States, and only a very small
quantity of the finest kind is imported from
France. Imp. duty, 20 per cent.

Manuf. G. is principally prepared from the parings and
waste-pieces of hides and skins, the refuse of tanneries, and the
tendons and other offal of slaughter-houses. These substances,

when intended for the G.-maker, are steeped for 14 or 15 days
in milk of lime, then drained, and dried by exposure to the air.

This constitutes what is termed the " cleansing " or "' prepara-

tion," and in this state the " G. pieces," as they are called,

may be kept for a long time, and transported to any distance
without suffering decomposition. Before conversion into G.
they are usually again steeped in weak milk of lime, and next
well washed and exposed to the air for 24 to 30 hours. They
are then pl.iced in a copper boiler two thirds filled with water,
and furnished with a (lerforated false bottom, to prevent them
from burning, and as much is piled on as will fill the ve.s.-"el

and rest on the top ot it. Heat is next applied, and the whole
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gently boiled or simmered together, until the liquor on cool-
ing forms a firm gelatinous mass. The clear portion is then
run otT into another vessel, and a Tcry small quantity of alum
(dissolved) added : here it is kept hot by a water-bath, and
allowed to repose for some hours to deposit its impurities, after
which it is run into the " congealing boxes," and placed in a
cool situation. The next morning the cold gelatinous masses
are turned out upon boards wetted with water, and are cut
horizontally into thin cakes with a stretched piece of brass
wire, and then into smaller cakes with a moistened flat knife.
The latter are placed on nettings to dry. The dry cakes of (i.

are next dipped one by one into hot water, and slightly rubbed
with a brush wetted with boiling water, to give them a gloss ;

thev are, lastly, stove-dried for sale. This furnishes the palest
and best G. As soon as the liquorof the fl^st boiling has drained
off, the undissolved portion of .skins, etc., left in the copper, is

treated with fresh water, and the whole operation is repeated
again and again, as long as any gelatinous matter is extracted.
Ill this way a second and other inferior qualities of G. are ob-
tained. The product from dried G.-pieces is about 50':^.

—

Hatmakers'' G. is prepared from the tendons of the legs of'iieat

cattle and horses. It is brown, opaque, and soft, and grows
moist in damp weather, but it does not render felt brittle like

the other varieties. Fisk <r. is made in like manner from vari-

ous membranous and .solid parts of fishes (see IsiNOL.\ss).

Parchment G. is prepared from shreds or shavings of parch-
ment, vellum, white leather, etc., di.<solved by boiling them in

water. It is scentless, and nearly colorless.

Liquid G. See Cement (Chinese).
Marine G. is a very tough cement for wood, well adapted for

marine and hydraulic purposes. It consists of india-rubber,
coal naphtha, and shel-Jac, in the proportion of 1 lb. of the first

and 4 gallons of the second to a small quantity of the third.

It is said that two pieces of wood cemented with this G. be-

come stronger than one entire piece. This marine G. is also

used as a substitute for pitch in paying the seams of ships.

Portable G. [t'r. coUe d bouche] is made as follows : From
the best paleG., 1 lb.; water, quantity sufficient ; dissolve in

a double G.-pot or water-bath, with ^ lb. of pale-brown sugar
;

continue the heat until the mixture is complete, and pour it

into moulds; or pour it on a marble slab, and when cold cut
it into small pieces and dry them in the air. This G. is very
useful to draughtsmen, architects, etc., as it dissolves almost
immediately in warm water, fastens paper, etc., without the
process of damping, and may be softened for many purposes
with the tongue. \Vhen great strength is not required, 4 oz
more of sugar may be u.sed.

Glue-Pot, a metal pot containing an earthen-
ware vessel immersed in boiling water, to heat tlie

glue in, when required to be used.

Gluten is one of the constituents of all kinds of
ripe com, and of many other vegetable substances.

'The farina or starch of the meal is more important
in the arts ; but chemists recognize a high degree
of importance in the function fulfilled by gluten.

Glutton. Sec Wolverine.
Glutinous, viscid or tenacious ; having the

quality of glue.

Glycerine, a sweet sirupy liquid formed during
the saponification of oils and fats. It is a colorless,

odorless, uncrystallizable liquid, sweet to the taste,

and of a sirupy consistence ; it mi.xes with water
in all proportions ; it is unctuous and emollient,

and softens bodies, like oil, but without greasing
them ; it does not evaporate or change in the air

at ordinary temperatures, and is not susceptible of

rancidity or spontaneou.s fermentation ; it is neu-
tral to test-paper, and possesses neither basic nor
acid properties ; it is easily charged with the aroma
of the essential oils, and may be combined with

Boap, and many other substances, without under-
going change. Sp. gr. 1.27. G. is extensively

employed in medicines, ami also for a great vari-

ety of purposes other than medicinal ; such, for

example, as for keeping clay moist for the mod-
eller, for preventing mustard from drying up, for

keeping snufiE damp, for the preservation of fruit,

for sweetening liqueurs, wine, beer, and malt ex-

tracts. It is also used as a lubricant for some
kinds of macliinery, more especially for watch and
chronometer works, because it is unaffected by
contact with the air, docs not thicken at a low
temperature, and is without action on such metals
as copjier, brass, etc. G. is also an ingredient in

copying inks. It renders printing-ink soluble in

water; indeed, it is an e.xcellent solvent for many
substances, including the Tar-colors (aniline blie.
cyanine, aniline violet, and alizarine), and ar^e-

nious acid. It is also added to the pulp of jiaper in

order to render it soft and pliable. It is said that
leather driving-belts, made as they usually arc
of weakly tanned leather, when kept in ij. for
twenty-four hours are not so liable to fray. A so-

lution of G. in water is now largely used instead
of water alone for the purpose of tilling gas-nie-

ters, as such a solution does not freeze in w inier

nor evaporate in sunmier. It has also been used
for the compasses on board screw-steamers, in or-

der to protect the inner compass-box against the
vibrations caused by the motion of the jiropeller.

It is also employed for the preservation of anatomi-
cal preparations, and for mounting micn)sc()])ic

specimens, as well as for rendering wooden casks
impervious to petroleum or other oils. Wlan
treated with concentrated nitric acid, G. yiehls

nitro-G. Even the above long list does not e.vliatist

the many useful purposes to which G. is now ap-
plied, hup. duty, oO per cent.

Manuf. One of the best methods for preparingG is as fol-

lows : Superheated steam of from 550-' to 0OU-' K. is iiitrndiiced

into a distillatory apptiratus containing palm-oil or other fatty

body. The action of the steam etTerts the decomposition of
the fat, and G. and the fatty acids distil over together, but no
longer in combination. In the receiver the condensed G., from
its higher sp. gr., sinks below the fatty acids. Sufficient steam
must be supplied, and the temperature nicely regulated. The
G. is concentrated by evaporation, and if discolored it is rc-tlis-

tilled. It is usually prepared with sp. gr. l.'il, and then con-
tiiins 94 <% of anhydrous G. It can. however, be connntrated
to sp. gr. 1.2G when it contains 98 '^.

Glyphography, Galvanoglyphy, a process to

cheapen or simplify wood-engriHiiig. A drawing
is etched on a zinc plate, coated with varnish ; sev-

eral coats of ink are spread over the plate by a
small composition-roller, being deposited only on
those parts where the varnish has not been broken
through by the graver. When the hollows are
deep enough, the plate is placed in connection with
the galvanic battery, and the residt is another
plate, in which the hollows of the engraving are
produced in relief.

Gnatoo, the name in some of the Pacific islands

for clothing made from the bark of the (jliincse

paper mulberry.
Gnomon, the land or style of a sun-dial.

Go, a slang term for a dram or glass of spirits.

Goat, a well-known quadruped {t'apra), nearly

the size of the sheep, to which it is allied, but
stronger, less timid, and more agile; and having
horns hollow, erect, and scabrous. Species of this

animal are found in many parts of the world, but
that which is domesticated in America (V. Itircns)

is perhaps peculiar to Europe. In the S. of

Europe, particularly Spain and Italy, G. are more
extensively reared, and flocks of them an- very
common. The animal is not long lived. Its young
are brought forth in March or April, and two are

commonly produced at a birth. It feeds on the

coarsest herbage, delights to frequent rocks and
mountains, and may be reared prolitably in such

districts as will not carry sheep, lis flesh is es-

teemed as food in the countries where it abounds,

and the haunches are frequently .salted and dried ;

the female is in request for her milk; the horns

are u-sef ul for knife-handles ; and sujierior candles

may be made of the suet ; but the part most val-

ued is the skin, jiarticularly that of the kill, whieh

is extensively used in the glove manufacture. G-
skins are largely imported into the U. States, where

they are manufactured into morocco leather.

Those which are brought from Tamiiico, Maianio-

ras, and Vera Cruz are worth about 20 per cent
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more than tliose coming from Buenos Ayres. In
the age of wigs the hair of the G. was in great re-

quest, and even yet the pure white wigs sometimes
worn in England by hiwyers and clergymen are
made of it,— the long thick hair on the haunches
heing that generally preferred. The Aixjora G.,

inhabiting the district around Angora and Bei-
bazar, in Asiatic Turkey, is in high estimation for
its soft and silky hair. The Cas/imei-e, or Thibet G.,

is a small, beautiful creature, greatly valued for a
delicate wool procured from between its long hairs.

See AxGORA Wool, Casilmere Shawls, etc. Imp.
duty: Living, 20 per cent ; hair (see Hair); skins
(see Skix).
Goats' Rue, the roots

of the Gcilega vir<jiniana,

used in medicine.
Goats' "WooL See

Angora Wool.
Gobbing, rubbish re-

maining after coal has
been extracted from the
coal-mine.

Gobelins. See Tap-
estry.
Goblet, a tankard, or

drinking-cup.
Go-Cart, a small ma-

chine or frame without a
bottom, running on cast-

ers or rollers, for teaching
infants to walk.

Gock, a name in parts

of Scotland for a deep wooden dish.

Godavez, an Indian name for the Calamus aro-

maticiis, or sweet cane.

Godron, plaits on sleeve-ruffles, or on ladies'

caps.
Goelack, a weight in Java, principally used for

pepper, about 2 lbs. ; in some parts 200 goelacks

make a baliar.

Goelette [Fr.], a schooner.
Goffering, the operation of plaiting, pucker-

ing, or fluting linen, lace, etc.

Goggles, eye-blinds for horses.— Tubes or

glazed cases in front of the eyes of a horse, to

protect them from dust or intense light.

Goglet, a sort of pottery jar, or earthenware
vase, for keeping water cool.

Gogul, a kind of bitumen, used in India for

painting ship-bottoms.
Gokokf, a collective name for breadstuffs and

several kinds of pulse eaten in Japan, meaning the
five fruits of the field, as rice, barley, wheat, soy
beans, and dried beans.
Golah, the Ilindostani name for a warehouse.
Gold, the most valuable, and probably the

largest known, of all the metals. From the re-

motest period it has been esteemed for its beauty
and permanence, and has been taken as the stand-
ard measure of value amongst all civilized nations.

An account of the uses of G. in the arts, and its

influence on society in all ages, as a symbol of
wealth and an article of ornament and utility,

would embrace the whole history of mankind. At
the present day it alike contributes to the conven-
iences, comforts, and luxuries of life; as often ex-
citing the baser passions of the human heart as
promoting the cause of benevolence and virtue. 6^.

is of an orange-red or reddish-yellow color, and has
no perceptible taste or smell. Its lustre is consid-

erable, yielding only to that of platinum, steel,

silver, and mercury. It is rather softer than sil-

ver. Its sp. gr. is 19.3. No other substance is

equal to it in ductility and malleability. It may

be beaten out into leaves so thin that 1 grain of
G. will cover 56f sq. inches. These leaves are
only rtr-h-'H) inch thick. But the G. leaf with
which silver wire is covered has only only -^^
of that thickness. An ounce of G. upon silver is

capable of being extended more than 1,300 miles
in length. Its tenacity is considerable, though in
this respect it yields to iron, copper, platinum,
and silver. A G. wire 0.078 inch in diameter is

capable of supporting a weight of 150.07 lbs. avoir-
dupois without breaking. It melts at 32° of Wedg-
wood's pyrometer. When melted it assumes a
bright bluish-green color. Unlike the great ma-

Fig. 2.38. — Egyptian Qold-Workisg.

(From the Tombs at £eiii-Hassan.)

jority of the metals, it does not rust, i. e. oxidize in
the air, neither does it, if pure, tarnish by expos-
ure. In this respect it contrasts strikingly with
silver, which, though indifferent to the rusting
action of oxygen, is rapidly blackened by the sul-

phuretted hydrogen of the atmosphere. Exposed
gilding tarnishes, but only because it is alloyed
with silver and copper, on which this prejudicial
gas can act. G. is readily crystallizable, and al-

ways assumes one or other of the symmetrical
shapes, such as the cube, or regular octahedron,
which characterizes the simplest crystallographic
system. G. melts at a high white heat, and re-

mains unchanged in the hottest furnaces. In the
focus of a lens, however, it is vaporized by the
sun's rays ; and the oxyhydrogen blowpipe, or large
voltaic battery, can also develop lieat sufficient to

volatilize it. It contracts in the act of solidifying

from a state of fusion, and cannot, in consequence,
be made to receive sharp impressions by casting
it in moulds. Coins, accordingly, and plate are
stamped or embossed, and afterwards ebased and
carved,, if necessary, by cutting tools. G. does
not dissolve ia any of the ordinary acids, such
as the nitric, sulphuric, hydrochloric, or acetic, but
a rare acid, the selenic, can dissolve it. Its best

solvent is a mixture of hydrochloric acid, with
some oxidizing agent like nitric acid or oxide of

manganese, wliich causes the hydrochloric acid to

part with its chlorine. If the G. be in leaf, chlo-

rine at once unites with it, and the resulting chlo-

ride is readily soluble in water. Bromine acts in

the same way on the metal ; and it may also be
dissolved by boiling it with sulphur, potash, and
water. The older chemists speculated on the pos-

sibility of Moses having dissolved the golden calf

of the Israelites in this way. G. is also soluble in

mercury, and advantage is largely taken of this

property of quicksilver to dissolve the precious

metal from its ores. The fi^.-amalgam resultmg
from the union of the metals is also extensively
employed in gilding.
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G. is, next to iron, the most widely* diffused

metal on tlie surface of the earth, but is only found
in paying quantities in a few countries. It is

never met with in regular veins, but in primitive

or igneous rocks, or in deposits formed by tiie dis-

integration of these. In California it is chiefly

found in material which has been formed by the

wearing down of quartz and granite rocks. The
metal is sometimes in the form of grains or flakes,

or in moss-like threads, embedded in the quartz

;

sometimes in the form of well-defined crystals,

sometimes in rough lumps, or migyels. Fig. 2->9

Fig. 239.— Gold n» Quartz.

shows three of the various modes in which G. is

found disseminated through quartz. The soil,

•which has been formed by the disintegration of

masses of auriferous quartz, is full of G., so that

a patch of such soil 12 feet square has been known
to yield 30 oz. of G. by a very rough kind of wash-
ing to the depth of 1 ft. Soil of this kind has
been carried down by rivers and streams ages ago

;

and the ligliter particles liaving been carried off

by the water, while the G., from its greater sp. gr.,

remained at the bottom of the stream, tiie sands
and gravel of these riverbeds are very rich in G.

The methods of carrying on the (^.-seeking opera-

tions vary according to the nature of tlie deposit

which is worked and the resources of the miner.

The simplest, which was that most practised in the

early days of the (^.-fields, consists in throwing into

a tub several shovelsful of the surface soil, and in

pouring in water while the contents of the tub are

stirred about with a spade. The lighter matters
are washed away, but tiie G., by its great sp. gr.,

remains behind. An improvement in this, but still

a very rude process, is practised by aid of tlie

aadle, which is merely the trunk of a tree, hol-

lowed out, and provided with transverse partitions

and ribs. The cradle is rocked, so that the water

may wasli away all but the G. and the heavy
stones. Machines for puddling by horse-power are

now in use, and other contrivances have super-

seded the tub and tiie cradle in surface washing.

The auriferous eartli obtained by excavating the

soil from pits is washed in a similar manner, as is

also the material reached by penetrating the deeper
tertiary deposits, and by driving adits or tunnels

along the ancient river-beds beneath the layers of

basalt. A mode of washing accumulations of

auriferous eartlis by streams of water is employed
where circumstances are favorable. A long in-

clined channel is constructed, and lined with

boards; or, when the natural inclination of the

soil requires it, a long trough is constructed and
supported on trestles. The bottoms of the troughs

are crossed by a number of traverse bars, which
arrest the auriferous particles in their descent.

The sluice, or series of troughs, may be from uO

feet to several thousands of feet in length, and tiie

cost from -SoOO to §40,000. The earth is thrown in

at the upper part of the trougli, and is gradually
washed down, the water being allowed to flow in

some cases by night as well as by day, but com-
monly in the daytime only, as the troughs must be
watched, to .see that they do not become choked
up, and the soil washed out by the overflowing
water. The run goes on for six or ten days, and
then the current is stopped for a clcainuij-up, which
occupies from half a day to a day. I'or this opera-
tion the stream of water is stopped, and quicksil-

ver is used to disfolve the grains of 6^. from the
sand, etc., collected by the rlffie-

bars. The quick-silver is after-

wards expelled from the amal-
gam by heat, and the gold re-

mains as a porous mass. Some-
times, instead of shovelling the
earth into the troughs, it can be
washed out of its position into

suitable channels by means of
a powerful jet of water. This
mode of working, which is termed
hi/draulic jtl shdcinrj, offers great
advantages where tiie natural
conditions admit of its adoption.

In this plan, instead of bringing
the auriferous earth to the water,

the water is brought to the earth

by a flexible pipe, like the hose of a tire-engine, from
a reservoir about 200 ft. higher, and the stream is

directed upon the material by a nozzle. This pow-
erful jet of water is used to separate and carry
away the earth to the head of a system of chan-
nels and troughs, like those already described.

The hose has a diameter of 8 in., but the orifice of

the nozzle, from which the water issues, is con-

tracted, in order to increase the force of the jet.

The hydraulic jet sluicing requires from three to

six men to work it, and the material of a hill can
be carried into the sluices in less time than a hun-
dred persons could do it hy spades. The G. which
is embedded in quartz and otiier minerals, as

shown in Fig. 2.30, is obtained l)y crushing the

material in stamping-machines, which are usually

constructed with logs of wood shod with iron. In

another form of crushing-mill two large cast-iron

rollers are used instead of stampers. From the

crushed material the particles of G- are extracted

by amalgamation with mercury, which is after-

wards removed by distillation.

For the year 1878 the G. yield from all regions

in the U. States was as follows, according to the

figures given in the Mint Bureau report:—
California 815,260,679 I

Orppon $1,000,000
Nevada 19,546,513 Washington 300,000
Coloraao 8.3ri6.404 ' Dakota. 3,000,000
Montana 2.260.511 ' North Carolina. .. 150,000
Idaho 1,1.50.000 (Joorgia 100.000
UtJih 392,000 Other wurces 26,000
Arizona 600,000
New Mexico , 175,000 Total 847,226,107

The G. coin and bullion existing in the U. States

October 30, 1870, was §356,081,5:32, according
to estimation given by the Secretary of the

Treasury.
For G. considered as a legal tender, see Monet.

For the comparative quantities of G. produced,

and the places where it is produced, sec 1'kkcious

Stoxes.

AsMy of O. The quantity of G. in an nttoy !« nsnally esti-

mated by "assaying" the rample. Before procpe<linK to the

amay, it is necessary to form some estimate of the quantity of

other metals (copper or silTcr, or both) in the specimen to be

examined, in order to employ the proper proportion of lead in
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the " oupellation." The experienced assayer commonly does
this by the " assay of the touch," and, in certain cases, by a
rough preliminary assay. The quantity of lead employed may
be about 16 times the weight of the copper present in the sam-
ple, and when the alloy contains silver an additional allow-

ance of lead, equal to j'^ of its weight, is made on that account.
When no silver is present, or it is not required to be estimated,
a much larger proportion of lead may be employed. The weight
taken for the assay ("assay pound ") is usually 12 or 6 gr. The
alloy and dose of lead being accurately weighed and separately
wrapped in small pieces of paper, the assay may be at once pro-

ceeded with.— Cupellation. This operation, the most impor-
tant of the whole, has been already described. Unlike silver,

(r. will bear the highest heat of the furnace without " vegetat-

ing," " fuming," or being absorbed by the cupel. The loss of
weight gives the amount of copper in the alloy. — Qitartation.

The cupelled sample is fu.sed with three times its weight of pure
silver (called the "witness"), by which the G. is reduced to

one fourth of the mass, or less, and in this state may be easily

removed.— Parting. The alloy , after quartation, is hammered
or rolled out into a thin strip or leaf curled into a spiral form,
and boiled for a quarter of an hour, in a small flask, with about
2^ to 3 oz. of nitric acid (sp gr. 1.3) ; and the fluid being
poured off, it is again boiled in a similar manner with Ij to 2
oz. moi'e of nitric acid (sp. gr 1.2), after which the G. is care-

fully collected, washed in pure water, and dried. When the
operation of " parting " is skilfully conducted, and the acid not
too strong, the metal preserves its spiral form : oHierwise, it

falls into the state of flakes or powder. The second boiling or
digestion is technically termed the " repri.se." The lo.-is of
weight by " parting," after deducting that of the " witness,"
corresponds to tlie quantity of silver originally in the speci-

men. — Annealing. This consists in putting the pure G. ob-
tained by the last process into a small porous crucible or cupel,
and heating it to redness in the mufile. — IVeigking. This
must be done with the utmost accuracy. The weight, in grains
troy, doubled or quadrupled, as the case may be, gives the
number of carats tine of the alloy examined, without calcula-

tion.

Dutch G., Mannheim, Or-molu, Pinchbeck, Prince''s metal,
Siinilor, names applied to several varieiie.s of fine G -colored

brass, differing slightly in tint and in the proportions of cop-
per and zinc. The terms tombac, prince's metal, similor, and
Mannheim G. are used by some authors to designate alloys

consisting of about 85 % of copper and 15 "^ of zinc ; whereas,
according to other an t.iors, prince's metal and Mannheim G.
are synonymous, and are composed of 75% copper and 25 %
zinc ;

according to another author, similor consi.>its of about

71i % copper and 28i'^ zinc, and Mannheim G. of 80 % cop-
per and 20 '^^ zinc ; and, again, according to another author,
similor and Mannheim G. are synonymous, and are applied to
alloys of copper containing from 10 to 12 ^/ zinc and from 6 to

8 % tin. Seeing that such inextricable contusion exists in the
employment of the terms above mentioned, it is desirable to
discard them altogether. At the celebrated work.s of Heger-
miihl, near Potsdam, the proportions copper, 11 parts, to zinc,
2 parts, are employed to produce a metal winch is afterwards
rolled into sheets for the purpose of making Dutch G'.-Ieaf.

This alloy has a very rich, deep G. color. Its malleability is

so remarkable that it may be beaten out into leaves not exceed-
ing 52niT(T in'-'li i" thickness. See Dutch Oold-Leap.

Jeioeller^s G. This term is applied to alloys of G. used for
trinkets and inferior articles of jewelry, ranging from 3 or 4
carats fine upwards. The lowest alloy of this class is formed
of copper, 16 parts ; silver, 1 to IJ parts; G., 2 to 3 parts;
melted together This is worth only from $2.15 to #2.85 the
oz. It has recently been found that O. of the quality of 12
carats, or less, if alloyed with zinc instead of the proper quan-
tity of silver, presents a color very nearly equal to that of a
metal at least 2.^ to 3 carats higher, or of $2 to $2.75 an ounce
more value

;
and the con.«equence has been that a large quan-

tity of jewelry has been made of G. alloyed in this manner

;

and the same has been purchased by some traders, very much
to their own loss as well as that of the public ; inasmuch as a
galvanic iiction is produced, after a time, upon G. so alloyed,
by means of which the metal is split into several pieces, and
the articles rendered perfectly useless.

Trichloride ofG., a substance consisting of 1 part G., dis-
solved by aid of heat in 8 parts of nitro-hydrochlorio acid, and
evaporated down to near dryness, and allowed to crystallize in
orange-red needles, or ruby-red prismatic crystals. It is deli-
quescent

;
soluble in water, ether, and alcohol, forming a deep-

yellow solution. It is employed in medicine, but its most
important use is as a reagent in photography, large quanti-
ties being manufactured for use as a chief agent in ton-
ing photographic prints. To some extent it is also used for
electro-gilding ; and, mixed with excess of bicarbonate of potas-
sium, it forms a good yielding solution for small articles of
copper. These are to be first cleaned with dilute nitric acid,
and then boiled for some time in the mixture. The above is

the salt generally referred to under the name of the chloride

of G., or in commerce occasionally as the muriate of G.
Imp. duty: G. bullion and coin, free; G. jewelry, 25 per

cent; G-.leaf, SI.50 per package of 500 leaves. See, besides,
the names of articles made of G.

Gold-Amalgam, a yellowish white mineral
wliich is a mixture of gold and quicksilver.

Gold-Beater, a hammerer of gold into leaves

or sheets. See Gold-Leaf.
Gold-Beater's Mould. See Gold-Beater's

Skin.
Gold-Beater's Skin is one among man}' forms

of thin membrane useful in the arts. It is made
from the intestine of the ox, which is scraped to

remove the fatty matter ; then turned inside out
in order to be scraped and washed on both sur-

faces ; then left to ferment to loosen the mucous
and peritoneal membranes; then scraped against

a blunt edge to remove these membranes. After
various scrapings and cleansings in alkaline solu-

tions, two membranes are placed togetiier, with
the mucous surfaces in contact ; and each pair,

after various processes of steeping, beating, press-

ing, and drying, in which solutions of alum and
white of egg are employed, form one sheet or leaf

of gold-beater's skin,— a thin but tough and very
peculiar substance. It is used for medical and
various other purposes, but chiefly by the gold-

beater (see Gold-Leaf). A mouid of gold-beater's

skin contains 800 to 1,200 leaves, about 5^ inches

sq. It is said that 500 oxen yield only enough of

this peculiar membrane to make one mould of 800
leaves. The making of this substance is a dirty

and repulsive trade, but the product in the form
of a mould of leaves is worth from .^40 to $50.

Liij). free.

Gold-Beating. See Gold-Leaf.
Gold-Burnisher, a workman who polishes and

brightens articles made of gold.

Gold-Caster, one who moulds, or runs, gold

into ditferent shapes and articles.

Gold-'Chaser, a workman who embosses gold.

Gold-Cloth, a cloth of gold wire.

Gold-Coinage, the current gold coins of the

country. See i5ollar. Eagle, and also Money.
Gold-Cutter, a workman who prepares gold

for the use of others.

Gold-Digger, a seeker for gold.

Gold-Dust, gold ore met with in fine grains or
particles of gold, as washed from the earth and
clay in the gold-fields.

Golden, made of gold ; of the color of gold.

Golden-Yello-w, a pigment of sulphur of an-

timony, which produces an orange-yellow.

Goid-Field, an auriferous deposit and diggings

in a locality wliere gold is found.
Gold-Fish, a small ornamental species of carp,

Cypriniis aiiratiis, which is kept in tanks, globes, or

ponds, for their beauty and gentleness.

Gold-frame Maker, a manufacturer of gilt

picture and looking-glass frames.
Gold-Lace {more properly r/(Wace), a thin cov-

ering of gold applied to a surface of silver, which
again has a foundation of silk. Tiie silken threads

for making this material are wound roimd with

gold wire so thickly as to conceal the silk; and
the making of this gold wire is one of the most
singular mechanical operations imaginable. In

the first place, the refiner prepares a solid rod of

silver, about an inch in thickness ; lie heats this

rod, applies upon the surface a coating of gold-

leaf, burnishes this down, applies another coating,

burnishes this down, and so on, until the gold is

about one hundredth part the thickness of tlie sil-

ver. Then the rod is subjected to a train of pro-

cesses which brings it down to the state of a fine

wire; it is passed througii holes in a steel plate,

lessening step by step in diameter. The gold never
deserts the silver, but adheres closely to it, and
shares all its mutations ; it was one hundredth
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part tlie thickness of the silver at the beginning,
and it maintains the same ratio to the end. It has
been calculated that tlie gold on the very finest

silver wire for gold-lace is not more than one third

of one millionth part of an inch in thickness ; that is,

not above one tentli tlie thickness of ordinary leaf-

gold.— In the original metiiod of gold-lace mak-
ing, a stiff thread was produced, long used for
making cloth of gold, etc., but manufacturers have
been enabled to apply gold to flexible thread by
means of recent inventions. The process of coat-

ing flexible threads with gold film is called jibre-

(lilding. Cliemists and manufacturers have long
tried to overcome the many difficulties which stand
in the way of fibre-gilding, and all the chemical
and metallurgical processes have been successively
tried; but although it was found easy to attach
the gold to the thread, yet the whole was too long
in drying, and had too soft a foundation, to admit
of burnishing. The brilliancy of gold-lace pro-
duced by fibre-plating has never been surpassed
or even imitated by any of the processes invented.
Among the principal methods in use are the chem-
ical processes of Mr. Albert Hock and Mr. Green,
and that of J)r. Kroning of Stolberg. Electro-

metallurgy has not been rendered directly appli-

cable; but by M. Barot's method, tl»« material to

be gilt is dipped in a solution of nitrate of silver

and ammonia. After remaining two hours, and
dried, it is exposed to a current of pure hydrogen
gas. A silvered surface is thus produced, which
can easily be gilt by the electro-metallurgic pro»

cess.

Gold-Leeif, an extremely thin tissue of gold,

prepared by beating tiie gold metal until the requi-

site degree of fineness has been obtained. It is

found that a minute i)ercentage of silver and cop-

per is necessary to give the gold for gold-leaf a
proper malleable quality,— a percentage of per-

haps one in 70 or 80. The refiner manages this

alloy, and brings the costly product to a certain

stage of completion ; he melts the gold and the

clieaper alloys in a black-lead crucible; he pours
tiie molten metal into an ingot mould, six or eight

inches long ; he removes tlie solidified and cooled

ingot from its mould, and passes it repeatedly be-

tween two steel rollers until it assumes the thick-

ness of a ribbon ; and tiiis ribbon, about one eight

hundredth of an inch in thickness, and presenting

a surface of about 500 square inches to an ounce,

passes next into the hands of the gold-beater.

—

The ribbon being cut into inch-square pieces, 150

of these are interleaved with thick paper, and
enclosed in a parchment case called a cutch. The
cutch is subjected to a long-continued series of

blows, administered to all parts of both surfaces

equally witli a 10-lb. hammer which has two some-
wliat rounded faces, on a smootii marble slab.

When eacii gold piece has been stretched out by
this beating to 4 sq. in., the cutch is opened, the

pieces are cut into four of 2 sq. in. each, and these

are interleaved in a book of gold-beater's skin

called a ulioder, the 150 pieces being now 600.

Another beating with a 9-lb. hammer spreads out
these as before, and another cutting augments the

number from 600 to 2,400. These are separated
into three packets of bOO each, and each of these

packets is again beaten in a book of gold-beater's

skin called a mould; this beating, lasting four hours,

is with a 7-lb. hannner. The leaves of gold, now
reduced to the proper thickness, are cut with
smooth wooden knives into '>ii sq. in. ; twenty-five

of tliese leaves are interleaved \n a book, the paper
of which has been rubbed over with red chalk to

prevent adhesion ; and four such books, contain-

ing 100 leaves of gold, are worth about 91.25.
According to the tint, the gold obtains the tech-
nical names of fine, red, pale red, deep orange,
lemon, pale, party, white, etc. Gold-leaf is the
thinnest substance produced in the mechanical
arts, being only yg/mnu of an inch in thickness.
A medium kind is made of 42 parts pure gold, 12
silver, and 6 copper. Silver-leaf and copper leaf,

and mixtures of the two, can be beaten out, but
not to such an excessive thinness as gold-leaf.

Dentists' gold is thicker than ordinary gold-leaf, be-
ing carried no further in the process than that of
the cutch. It should be perfectly pure gold. Jni/>.

duty, $1.50 per package of 500 leaves.

In beating gold, the dryness of the cutch, shoder, and mould
is a matter of extreme delicacy. They require to be hot-pressed
every time they are used, although they may be used daily, to
remove the moisture which they acquire from the atmosphere,
except in extremely frosty weather, when they acquire so little

moisture that then a difficulty arises from their over-<irynes« ;.

the brilliancy of the gold is diminished, and it spreads very
slowly under the hammer. On the contrary, if the cutch or
shoder be damp, the gold will become that which is technically
termed hollow or sieve-like ; that is, it U piereed with innu-
merable small microscopical holes ; and in the moulds in its

more attenuated state it will become reduced to a pulverulent
state. This condition is more easily produced in alloyed golds
than in fine gold. It is necessary that each skin of the mould
should be rubbed over with calcined gvpsum (the fibrinated
variety) each time the mould may be us«l, iu order to prevent
the adhesion of the gold to the surface of the skin in the pro-
cess of beating.

Gold-Mounter, one who ornaments, frames, or
sets articles in gold.

Gold of Pleasure, the Camelina sativa, a plant
much cultivated in Europe for its seeds, which
produce a fine oil ; the stems also yield a coarse
fibre used for making sacks, sail-cloth, and coarse
packing-paper, and are employed for thatching,
Gold-Paper, a fancy paper, the surface of one

side of which is covered with a gold-size.

Gold Pen. The manufacture of pens of elas-

tic material furnished with durable points of some
extremely hard substance began in England with
attempts to secure bits of metal to pens made of
glass, tortoise-shell, and horn. This finally led to

the production of gold pens, the manufacture of
which is carried to the highest perfection in New
York, the best pens being made here and sent to

Europe and other parts of the world. In 182;}

John Isaac Hawkins, an English engineer, embed-
ded pieces of diamond and ruby in the points of
tortoise shell pens, which were softened in water
to receive the stones. The same manufacturer,
hearing that bits of an extremely hard native alloy

of iridium and osmium, sent by Dr. Wollaston to

a penmaker to be used for points, had been re-

turned as too hard for working, obtained these

for his own experiments, and was the first to pro-

duce the famous "diamond points" soldered to

gold pens. The right to make gold pens was pur-

chased of Mr. Hawkins by Mr. Cleveland, an
American clergyman then in England, who on his

return, in 18;35, induced Levi Brown, a watchmaker
in Detroit, to undertake their manufacture. The
experiment was attended with little success. Mr.
Brown removed in 1840 to New York, and there

introduced the business, which gradually increased

in importance as the quality of the pens was im-

proved, and the price diminished by their more
rapid production. At first the pens were cut with

scissors from a thin flat strip of gohl, and a slit

being cut in the nib a bit of iridium was M)ldere<l

to each point separately, and the points were then

rounded up into shape with a mallet upon a stick.

The inferior pens thus made by hand solrl for $5
to 'SIO each. The first machines, and almost the

only important ones in use applicable to the differ-
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ent branches of this work, were invented and first

manufactured by Mr. John Rendell in 1844. Mr.
Bagley systematized the process, giving to each
workman liis peculiar brancli, and thus nicety and
certainty of good work were attained. Great im-
provements liave been introduced, and active com-
petition, with an extensive demand, lias resulted

in the production of perfect gold pens at less than
one half the early price.

Different nianufapturers have different modes of operation,
but the following; will give a general idea of the perfected
method employed in the large and old estiiblishment of Messrs.
Mabie, Todd. & Bard, at New York : Sheet or plate gold, about
j'j of an inch in thickness, is cut by means of a lever-press

with die set into stubs, or small pieces, each piece having a
point at one end. A machine then indents the point for the
reception of the nib, and a small particle of iridium is fastened
to the golden point with a flux and sweating the gold, which
makes the pen much more durable than it was when a solder
was used. The gold, aft«r being hammered to give it elasticity,

is cut to the proper shape with a die, stamped with the manu-
facturer's name and any other device, and turned up to the
rounded quill-like form. This is made by the " raising-up
machine,'' a screw press of great power, with many parts and
very expensive fittings. The iridium is then split into a nib
by a rapidly revolving copper disk, and another machine ex-
tends the slit into the gold. The point is ground on revolv-

ing copper wheels, which is the most important part of the
manufacture, the skill of the grinder making the writing qual-
ity of the pen either coarse or fine. After grinding, the finished

pen is finally polished. Thus prepared, a gold pen is everlast-

ing ; the gold resisting the corrosive action of ink, while the
iridium point will bear an infinite amount of work without
wearing away. Imp. duty, 40 per cent.

Gold Plate, dishes or table service of gold.

Gold-Printer, a printer who does ornamental
printing, letter-press, or lithography, in gold.

Gold-Shell, or Shell-Gold, used in painting
and illuminating, is made b}' grinding gold leaves
Avith honey, and afterward separating the honey
from the powdered gold by means of water. When
the honey is washed away, tlie gold may be put on
paper or kept in shells. When used, it is com-
monly diluted with gum-water. The German gold-

powder, prepared in this manner from the Dutch
gold-leaf, is generally used; and when it is well
secured with varnish, it answers the end in japan-
ners' gilding tolerably well.

. Gold-Size, a kind of gold-paint or thick tena-

cious varnish used for burnished gilding. It is

prepared of 1| pounds of pipe-clay, ^ an ounce of

red chalk, J of an ounce of black lead, 40 drops
of sweet oil, and 3 drams of pure tallow. Tlie

clay, chalk, and black lead are to be ground very
fine, separately, in water, then mixed together

;

the oil and tallow are next added, and the mixture
is ground to a due consistence.

Goldsmith, one who manufactures vessels and
ornaments of gold and silver; a manufacturing
jeweller.

Gold-Thread, thread used for embroidery, con-
sisting of flattened silver-gilt wire closely twisted,
or wrapped over a thread of yellow silk by ma-
chinery.
Gold-thread Root, a name for the roots of

some species of Coptis. In the U. States, the root
of C. trifoliata is a popular remedy for aphthous
affections of the mouth in cliildren. In India, the
golden thread root of C. feetn of Assam, which is

intensely bitter, brings a very high price, being
deemed a tonic remedy of the greatest value.
Gold Wire is made by taking a cylindrical

ingot of silver which has been superficially coated
with gold, and drawing it successively through
a series of holes in a hardened steel plate, each of
which is a degree smaller than the preceding hole,
and proceeding thus until the requisite degree of
fineness is attained. It may be observed that in
tiiis process, however fine be the wire, its gilded

surface exhibits no flaw, even when viewed by the
microscope. Flattened gold wire is the same wire
after it has been passed between rollers of polished
steel.

Goloe-Shoes, an overshoe of caoutchouc or
leather for keeping the feet dry, generally called
goloahes.

Golpathen, an Indian striped silk.

Golsch, a name in Wiirtemberg for a piece of
cloth measuring 72 aunes, or ells.

Golt-Shut, a gold or silver ingot.

Gomastah, a native factor, or agent, in the East
Indies.

Gombo, Gumbo, the Hibiscus cannabinv^, a
plant of the order Malvacece (Fig. 240), which

Fig. 240.— Gombo Pljutt.

yields a strong fibre. From its pod a soup is made
in Louisiana.
Gome, grease for cart-wheels.

Gomeh, in India, a handful ; literally, as many
rice-stalks, with ears attached, as can be grasped

by the hand.
Gomelin, a kind of German dextrine (starch

from potatoes), in crystals and in powder, used as

weavers' glue for cotton warps, and for dressing

printed calicoes.

Gomuti, or Ejoo, a species of palm {Dorassus

(jomntus) growing in the Indian islands. A valua-

ble product is obtained from tiiis palm, resembling

black horse-hair; it is found between the trunk and

brandies, at the insertion of the latter, in a matted

form, interspersed with long, hard, woody twigs of

the same color. When freed from the latter, it is

manufactured by the natives into cordage. Its

fibres are stronger and more durable, but less pliant,

than those of tlie cocoa-nut, or coir, and it is, there-

fore, fitter for cables and standing rigging, but

less fit for running rigging. Tiie native shipping

of the eastern islands of all kinds are chiefly

equipped with cordage of the 6'. ; and the largest
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European shipping in the Indies use cables of it.

It undergoes no preparation but tiiat of spinning
and twisting; no material similar to our tar and
pitch, indispensable to the preservation of hempen
cordage, being necessary witli a substance that, in a
remarkable degree, possesses the quality of resist-

ing alternations of heat and moisture. The G. of
Amboyna and the other Spice Islands is the best.

That of Java has a coarse ligneous fibre. G. is

generally sold in twisted shreds, or yarns, often as
low as one dollar a picul, and seldom more than
two.

Gonakie Gum, a bitter variety of Senegal
gum.
Gonaives. See Hayti.
Gondola, a kind of barge used chiefly on the

canals of Venice, where gondolas supply the place
of carriages. The G. is flat-bottomed, very long
and narrow (averaging about 30 feet by 4), and its

two sharply pointed extremities are curved upward
to the full height of a man. It is also provided
with a small chamber placed near its centre, and
elevated to a convenient height above the line of
the gunwale. It is propelled by oars or a pole by
the gondolier, who stands at the stern.

Goneometer, an instrument for measuring the
angles of crystals.

Gong, a Chinese musical instrurilent of percus-
sion, formed entirely of metal, which yields a very
loud and peculiarly harsh sound when struck with
force. It is made of an alloy of 25 parts of tin

and 100 parts of copper, and in form it nearly re-

sembles the common tambourine. G. are much
used in China for making loud sonorous signals.

particularly on the canals, as well as for adding to

the clangor of martial instruments.
Gongonah, a variety of mate', or Paraguay tea,

used in Brazil, prepared from the leaves of Ilex
gongonah and /. (heezuns, species of holly,

Gonje, a small weight used in India for precious
metals, nearly two grains.

Good Hope (Cape of). See Cape of Good
Hope.
Goods, a general name for movables, but usu-

ally restricted to merchandise ; heavy traffic
; proi>-

erty ; wares.

Goods-Train, the English term for a railroad
freight-train.

Good-Will, the custom of any business or
trade; that interest in it which is sold along witli

the goods and premises. By dis])osing of the good-
will, the seller binds himself to do everything in

his power to advance the interests of his successor

in the business, and to recommend him to his cus-

tomers. It is also usual to specify that the seller

ghall not enter upon the same business within a
certain distance of that which he has sold. Such
a contract is good at law, and the party infriiiging

it is liable in damages.
Googul, a resinous substance resembling myrrh,

met with in India, l)elieved to be the bdellium of
connnerce, and proliably the produce of Commi-
jihoni Mad(t(jascarensis.

Goolcuud, a conserve flavored with roses, made
in the East.

Goolo, a pottery vessel made in the Feejee
islands.

Goondoomiug, a seed or bead iiseil in some
parts of the East as a weight for gold and silver

;

three of these make one canteroy, or fanam, which
is about 5.875 grains.

QooT, a name in India for coarse or half-made
sugar ; the concentrated sirup or juice of the date-

palm (Phanix duclijlifeius). It is also called jag-

gery ; 12 pints of the sap arc boiled Uuwu to 1

of goor, and 4 of goor yield 1 of good powder
sugar.
Goose, a genus of wob-footed birds ; the tame

G. (Aiiser (loniisticns) is well known, and is largely

reared for its flesh, quills, and feathers. Wild
geese in the winter are sometimes brought to mar-
ket.— A tailor's smoothing and pressing-iron.

Gooseberry, the fruit or berry of Itilns (/>osx>i-

Inrid and lu'bfs urd-nisfHi, of which there are several
varieties. This fruit, when ripe, is wiioksome and
slightly la.xative. The juice of the unripe fruit is

made into wine called Knijlish chmnfiaiinp. G. are
preserved by simply bottling them, and keeping
them in a very cold place.

Goose-Grass, the GuHum apan'ne, a plant com-
mon in EurojJC and America, the e.xjiressed juice

of which is variously prepared in medicine, and
the herb itself is used in the form of ohitments or
decoctions.

Goose-Neck, on shii)board, an iron ring fitted

at the end of a yard or boom, for variou.s jjurposes.
— A nozzle having a universal-joint connection to

the stand-pipe of a fire-engine.

Goowa, the Bengalee name for the betel-nut,

Arera aiU'lut.

Goracco, prepared tobacco; a paste smoked in

their hookalis by the natives of Western India.

The tobacco having been cut ver^' fine, molasses,

cinnamon, musk, and other aromatics and ])erfume8

are added, until the mass assumes the form of an
electuary.

Gordonia. See Loblolly Bay.
Gore, a narrow strij) of any fabric to let in to

another piece.— An angular or oblique piece of

canvas which increases the breadth or depth of a
sail.

Gorgerette [Fr.], a woman's kerchief.

Gorgonelle, a Dutch cloth.

Gorse, another name for furze or whin.
Goslanite, a name for sulphate of zinc, use in

medicine and in dyt;ing.

Gossamer, a very thin gauze, or finely woven
siken web.
Gotah, an Indian name for tissues.

Gottenburg. See Sweukn.
Gouge, a semi-circular, hollow, scooping chisel,

for making a rounded groove in cutting or turning
wood.— In bookbinding, a finisher's hand-tool hav-

ing a curved face, and used for blind-tooling and
gilding.

Gouge-Bit, a bit in the form of a carpenter's

gouge, used for boring wood.
Gouge-Slip, oilstone, or hone, with rounded

edges, for sharpening gouges.
Goulard's Kxtract, a solution of acetate of

lead, used as an external lotion.

Gourde, a name given to the colonial dollar in

the West Indies, and iu Louisiana to the American
dollar.

Gourds, cucurbitaceous plants, several of which
have connnercial uses. The bottle or trumpet G'

,

and the colocynth (r., Jiave already been mentioni'd.

The squash G. (Cucurbita jwlo/^jio), and the com-
mon (J., or pumpkin {€. pepo), are agreeable culi-

nary fruits, and used for nniking ])ies. The
vegetable marrow is a variety of the common G.

The very large Indian (i. (('. nidrniKt) is met with

in gardens under the French name of /\tt'i(>ii Jaiow,

and used in soups or nuished. The young fruit of

the G. are used for pickles.

Gtoureau, a kiiul of long, violet-colored fig;

Madona fig.

Gouze, a name in Bombay for the grain weight,

used in weighing gold or silver; the 100th part of

a tola.
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Governor, one who directs.— That part of a

steain-enghie which regulates tlie supply of steam
from the boiler to the cylinder, and insures the

nearly uniform velocity of the piston. The mode
in which tliis is accomplished may be seen in Fijr.

241, which represents the favorite form of G. U
is a vertical axis carrying the pulley, /, which re-

ceives a rotary motion from the driving-shaft of

the engine, by a band not shown in the figure.

Kear the top of the axis, at e, two bent rods work
on a pin, crossing each other in the same manner
as the blades of a pair of scissors. The two heavy
balls are attached to the lower arms of these lev-

ers, which move in slits through the curved guides

intended to keep them always in the same vertical

plane as the axis, 1). The upper arms are jointed

at B B to rods hinged at H H to a ring not at-

tached to the axis, but allowing it to revolve freely

Fig. 241. — Steam-Enoine Governor.

within it. To this ring, at P, is fastened one end
of tlie lever connected with the throttle-valve in
a manner sufficiently obvious from the cut. The
position represented is that assumed by the appa-
ratus when tiie engine is in motion, the disk-valve,
A, being partly ojjen. If from any cause the ve-
locity of the engine increases, the balls diverge
from increased centrifugal force, and the effect is

to draw down the ring at P, and, through the sys-
tem of levers, to turn the disk in the direction of
the arrows, and diminish the supply of steam. If,

on the otiier hand, the speed of the engine is

checked, tlie balls fall towards the axis, and the
valve is opened wider, admitting steam more freely,
and so restoring its former speed to the engine.
Gowlaiid's Lotion, the essential oil of bitter

almonds, mixed with sugar, spirits, and corrosive
sublimate.
GoAvn, a woman's long outer garment.— A

man's official loose robes, or dressing-wrapper.
Gown-Piece, enough material for a dress.
G. P. O., abbreviation for General Post-Office.
Grab, an implement varying in form, but essen-

tially consisting of a pair of serrated jaws, used
for withdrawing pipes, drills, etc., from artesian,
oil, and other wells which are drilled, bored, or
driven.

Grace. See Days of Grace.
Graddan, a kind of Scotch snuff.

Grade, quality, as different grades of flour,
wheat, or cotfce. See Guadiknt.
Gradiant, Grade, the actual acclivity or decliv-

ity upon a railroad, which affects the speed at
which a train can travel ; as a G. of 3°, a 6'. of 42
feet per mile, a G of 2 feet on o;10.

Gradine, a toothed chisel used by sculptors.
Graduated Bottle, a bottle having horizontal

marks, blown, pressed, or cut on its side, to indi-
cate quantity of contents at given levels.

Graduation, the placing of measuring marks

on an instrument of any kind, which often re-

quires the highest refinement of mechanical art.

A carpenter's rule, with the inches divided into

eighths, may be taken as a type of such dividnig
or graduating as can be easily effected to the re-

quisite degree of accuracy. A mural quadrant
for an observatory, in which the Tonth part of an
inch is regarded as a serious quantity, is the type
of a wholly different kind, in which eyesight and
mechanical delicacy are taxed to the utmost.
The substances operated upon are box, larcii, and
one or two other kinds of wood, and ivory, brass,

platimim, silver, gold, etc. In a few cases the G.
marks are painted on the surface; but more usu-

ally tliey are engraved or incised. The more deli-

cate G. are upon circles or portions of circles for

quadrants, sextants, theodolites, transit instru-

ments, equatorials, mural circles, rather than upon
straight-line measurers. Thegraduator or divider

is provided with pattern plates, rings, straight-

edges, and other guides of similar kind. There
are machines, called divicUtitf engines, emploj'ed in

the more delicate examples of G., on which the
utmost skill of such men as Ramsden, Troughton,
Simms, and Ross has been displayed. Special G.,

of great fame, are Froment's electro divided lines,

25,000 to an inch ; Nobert's lines on glass, 57,000
to an inch; and Whitworth's matchless microme-
ter, measuring a space of one millionth of an inch I

The last named, however, measures by screw-
threads, not by (r.

Graduator, a vessel for accelerating the forma-
tion of vinegar by arrangements to diffuse the
liquid over a large surface, so as to secure rapid
acetification, in consequence of exposure to the
air.

Graefenberg. See Germany (Wines of).
Grafting, covering a rope by weaving together

yarns. — The process of inserting a shoot or scion
of one tree into the bark of another, to make it

yield fruit. — Knitting new feet to stockings.
Grab, an Indian long measure; in Guzerat, the

sixteenth part of the guz, and rather more than
two inches.

Gralling. See Comr (Mancf. of).

Grain, a single seed of any cereal plant which
is used for food. This word, however, is more
generally used collectively for the fruit or seed of
cereal plants in general, as wheat, Indian corn, rye,
barley, etc. ; as a cargo of G., a (7.-market. The
principal G.-markets in the world are Chicago,
Buffalo, Odessa, Baltimore, Galatz and Braila,
Archangel, Dantzic, St. Petersburg, Oswego, etc.

The smallest weight in common use in this

country and England; the 7,000tli part of a lb.

avoirdupois, and the 5,760th part of a lb. troy ; in

apothecaries' weight the 20th part of a scruple

;

in troy weight the 24th part of the penny-
weight. The grain for diamonds is only 0.70 gr.

In France the grain for pearls is 0.80, and for pre-
cious stones, 0.79.

The direction of the fibres in wood and other
fibrous substances. — The word is applied in dye-
ing to a thorough dye; as "goods dyid in the
grain," which is to say, that the raw materials or
fibres were dyed before manufacture.
Graiin-Cleaner, a winnowing machine.
Grain-Dryer, a machine or contrivance, of

which there are several kinds, for drying damp
grain, or kiln-dr3' grain in sound condition, so as to

fit it for ocean shipment. The revolnmi-cup dryer
(Fig. 242) consists of a chamber filled with an
ascending current of heated air. The grain, pass-
ing through a heated cone seen at top of the

chamber, falls on a revolving flanged disk which
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distributes it to be ajrain collccteil by a iioppor,

fed to another cup, and so on down through to the

discharse-spout.
Grained, painted in imitation of the grain or

fibres of certain woods.
Grainer, a workman who ornaments wood-work

with fancy devices; the brush witli wliich he

Fig. 242. — Grain-Dryer.

works. — An infusion of pigeons' dung in water,

used for giving flexibility to skins in the i)rocoss

of tanning.— A knife used by tanners and skin-

ners foi> taking off the hair from skins.

Graining, a process in tanning wiiicU consists

in rubbing the leather on the tlesh-side with a
pommel, as to give it a granular appearance and
render it supple. — A method of painting iu which
the grain or fibres of wood are imitated.

Grain-Leather, a name for dressed horse-hides.
— Goat, seal, and other skins, blacked on the grain-

side for women's shoes, etc.

Grains, the refuse or husks of malt from a
brewery, or of any grain after distillation ; usually
purchased to feed cows and pigs with. — A kind
of iron harpoon, with four or more barbed points
to it, used for striking small fish.

Grains of Health [grains de sante da doctenr

Fraiick] are silvered pills, contaiuing 1 part gam-
boge and 4 parts aloes.

Grains of Paradise, the aromatic pungent
seeds of the Malaguelta pepper {Amomuin (p-nna

Pantdisi) obtained on the coast of (iuinea ; a spicy
condiment, used m veterinary practice, and in the
illegal preparation of maltliquors, etc. Imp. duty,
20 per cent.

Grain-Tin, crystalline tin ore; metallic tin,

smelted witli charcoal; the purest kind of metal,
that reduced from tiie loose grains of tin stone.

Graip, a dung-fork ; a tool for lifting or dig-
ging potatoes from the ground.
Graith [Sc] the furniture of a house; accoutre-

ments of a horse ; apparatus of any kind ; wear-
ing apparel.

Gram, a common name in India for several
kinds of pnlse, the produce of varieties of LfoUdius
and PliaseUus.

Gramashes. garters reaching to the knees. —

A

kinil of stockings worn in Scotland instead of

boots.

Gramigna, a name in Italy for the long muler-

ground shoots of couch grass
(
Tikunin r<i>i ns),

which is extensively collected after the plough
and harrow, and used as food for horses.

Gramme, the ])roi)er unity of French weight, a

cube of one hundrediii of a metre on a side, and
equal to 15.4;3."50 troy grains. The kilogramme,
wiiich is the weight of a cubic decimetre of jmre
water, is, however, practically used as the unity

of weiglit in France.

Gramola [It.) an instrument for beating or

bruising flax.

Gram-Pot, a boiler in w hich pulse is cooked by
the natives in India.

Granada. See NiCAU.^ca a.

GraJiadilla, a climbing i)lant of the tropics,

PiissijluKi. f/uadiuiitjuknis ; the subacid pulp of the

fruit is esteemed, and the root is emetic and nar-

cotic.

Granary, a warehouse or place where corn is

stored.

Grande, in a stigar manuf., the largest evapo-

rating pan of a battery.

Grand Haven R R. rims from Allegan to

Muskegon, Mich., 57.5 m. This Co., whose offices

are in Allegan, was organized in IN)'.> as the Mich-

igan Lake Shore ll.R. Co. In lb7i> it was placed

in the hands of a receiver, and in 1S78 it was sold

under foreclosure and reorganized under its pres-

ent title. l''l)i(iiici<d sUtlcmeid : V,:\]). stock, SH(M),-

000'; receiver's certificates, $100,000 ; total, ••JOOO,-

m).
Grand-Jury, the first or principal jury, to which

is referred the examination of inilictmenls against

criminals.

Grand-Piano, a long piano-forte, shaped like a
harpsichord.

Grand Rapids and Indiana R.R. runs from
Fort Wayne, Ind., to Petoskey, Mich., .'j-)2 in.

This Co., whose ottices are in Grand Rajiids, Mich.,

has leased for 0!) years the Cincinnati, IJichmond,

and Fort Wayne R.R., 91.5 m. in length, guaran-

teeing interest on the bonds of that Co. It has

also leased the Allegan & Southiastern R.R.,

ll.GO m., for the net ])rofit^ of the line, and oi)er-

ates the Traverse City 1M{., 20 m. in length, mak-
ing a total of 401.1 m. under its control. Finanrial

statrmeiit: Cap. stock, $2,800,000; funded debt,

88,000,000, as follows : 1st mortgage, land-grant

bonds, guaranteed, issued IWiO, «4,(KX),(KX) payable

1809, interest 7^ (Jan. and July); 1st mortgage,

land-grant bonds, um;uaranteed, issued 1809,

.S:5.205,000, payable 1899. interest 7% (April and
Oct.) ; income bonds, issued 1875, ?i!795,0()0, pay-

able li)00, interest 7 %. The Co. holtls two land-

grants amounting to 1,100,000 acres, of which

852,000 acres have been certified.

Grand Rapids. Newaygo, and Lake Shore
R.R. runs from Grand Rapids to White Cloud,

Mich., 40 m. This Co , whose offices are in Grand
Rapids, was organized in 1809 and completed in

1875. Fiiiitnriiil sldltmeiit : Cap. stock. .'?.V;;;.(K)<».S4 ;

funiled debt, S77(),0()0, as follows, — 1st nu)rtgage.

8% 20-year bonds, issued 1871, S5()0.(K)0 ; aiwl 2d

mortgage, 7% Ixmds, payable in 1905, J? 149,000 of

wliicli are lielil by the Co
Grand River Valley R R. rims from Jackson

to C.rand Rai)ids, Mich., 82.4 m. This Co., whose

offices are in Jackson, Mich., was chartered in

184(S, and the road, completed in 1870. is leased to

the Michigan Central I{.R. Co. Interest on its

bunds and a dividend of 5% on its paid-in stock
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are paid by the Michigan Central. Financial state-

ment: Cap. stock authorized, §1,000,000; paid in

and guaranteed 5%, $492,000 ; funded debt, S 1,500,-

000, as follows : 1st mortgage, 8% bonds (assumed
by Michigan Central), §1,000,000, payable 1886;
and 2d mortgage, 8 % bonds (guaranteed by lessees),

6-300,000; total stock and bonds, §1,991,200. Cost
of road, §2,840,031.

Grange, a farm having suitable barns, stables,

and otlier necessary buildings for stock, etc.

Granilla, a small inferior variety of cochineal.

Granite, a plutonic or igneous rock, consisting

of quartz, mica, and felspar. G. is one of the most
valuable of building-stones. Tlie hard, close-

grained varieties are tlie most durable. It should
be pure from pyrites or any ore of iron. By ex-
amining tiie rock in its native beds, good evidence
can be obtained as to its durability. The more fel-

spathic are less enduring than the quartzose, and
the syenitic or hornblendic variety is tlie most
durable. G. is capable of sustaining an immense
pressure, which makes it peculiarly valuable for
large works or buildings. Experiment has dem-
onstrated that a weight of 21,550 lbs. is required
to crush a half-inch cube of the best stone. G.
abounds in New England. Excellent G. is quar-
ried in Maine, Virginia, and New Hampshire, but
the most celebrated quarries are in Massachusetts.
The Quincy G. is properly a syenite. G. is de-

tached in blocks of any lengtli by drilling holes
every few inches in the line of desired fracture,
and driving in wedges of iron between steel cheeks,

or half-round pieces fitting the sides of the hole.

After removal the rock liardens somewhat, and is

less easily cut than when first taken from the
quarry. /;«;>. duty, §1.50 per ton; dressed or pol-

ished, 20 per cent.

Granulated, formed in small grains, as in sugar,
grain tin, etc.

Granulation, the act or process of forming, or
breaking into, grains or small masses.

Pkarmnr.y. The G. of medicine has of late years received
considerable attention from both forei;^n and American phar-
maceutists. In France, granulated powders (poudres ^raniclees)
are coming into general use in place of impalpable powders, the
most unpleasant of all forms of medicine. An English chem-
ist has lately introduced the following method of granulating
medicines : The powder to be granulated is placed in a mortar,
and mucil.ige of gum acacia is gradually added until a crumbly
miiss is made ; this is then rubbed through a wire sieve (about
12 meshes to the inch), and the granules produced are spread
out on paper, and left to dry spontaneously, or they are placed
in a copper pan, and kept in a constant motion over a stove
until dry; when perfectly dry, they are placed in a mortar,
anda sufflcient quantity of strong tincture of tola (3 dr. to 1 oz.)
is added to them, until by constant stirring they all appear
glossy and shining; they are then dried again by a gentle
heat, being kept in constant motion. The granules thus formed
keep well, are tasteless, and are much more elegant and agree-
able preparations than pills or ordinary powders. .Many saline
substances are granulated by the simple process of dissolving
the salt in water, and evaporating to dryness with constant
stirring.

M^'tah are granulated (reduced to drops, grains, or coarse
powder) by pouring them, in the melted state, into water. In
many cases they are allowed to run through the holes of a
species ofcolander or sieve to produce minute division ; and in
order to render the drops spherical, they are allowed to fall
from a suflicient height to permit of their acquiring the .solid
state before striking the water. Lead shot is made in this
way. Shot towers are often upwards of 1(X) feet in height.

Grapes [Fr. raisins; Ger. Trauhon ; It. grapi,
grappoli; Port, twos; Sp. rihas], the fruit of the
grape-vine, Vitis vinifem, a tree with long slender
branches, generally found indigenous in countries
lying between 26^ and 41^ N. lat., and between 2(5°

and 75° E. Ion., but the growth of which in the
open air has been extended by cultivation 10° on
each side of that range. This fruit is made an
object of attention chiefly in the countries of the

S. of Europe, although in none have G. been pro-
duced equal to those of Syria, as regards the size

of the berries and weight of the branches. G. are
chiefly used in the manufacture of wine, but they
are also extensively consumed as food, and in this

country are a common article of the dessert. For
the latter purpose they are mostl}' imported in a
dried state (see Raisins) from Spain and Turkey;
while a small kind, much used in puddings (CuR-
R.VNTs), are brought from the Ionian Islands and
Greece. The only green G. imported to any ex-

tent into the U. States are the large solid Malaga
G., which are in large bunches. They are put up
in sawdust and packed in casks. The most valua-
ble 6'. grown in this country are from the Concord,
Catawba, Delaware, and Norton's Virginia vines,

which are natives of America. These G. are of a
purple color, and have as luscious a taste as the

best G. of Europe. See Wine.

Lnp. duty, 20 per cent
;
juice or pulp, 25 per cent. .

Grape-seed Oil, a yellow and slightly odorous
oil, prepared from the seeds of the common grape
by pressure. It has a mild taste when fresh, but
becomes thick and rancid by age.

Grape-Sugar. Same as Glucose.
Graphite. See Plumbago.
Grapholite, a description of writing-slate.

Graphometer, a mathematical instrument for

measuring angles.

Graphotype, a modern process of engraving
which produces an effect somewhat sirtiilar to

that of wood-engraving. It is an American in-

vention, but is more used in I]ngland than in

this country. It is described as follows : Finely
powdered chalk is spread thickly on a metal plate,

and then subjected to hydraulic pressure till it

becomes a solid mass with a beautiful white sur-

face, slightly shining, but not inconveniently bril-

liant. (3n this surface the artist draws in a gluti-

nous ink. perfectly black, flowing from a finely

pointed little brush ; the pen cannot be iused, on
account of the friability of the chalk. The ink
glues the particles of chalk where it passes, and
when the drawing is complete the white spaces
between the lines are easily hollowed by rubbing
them gently with a piece of velvet or a light brusli.

The black lines remain in relief, like the lines of a
woodcut. The plate is then dipped in a solution

of flint, and so hardened, after which a stereotype
cast or an electrotype copy is taken from it, and
this is used as a' stereotype or electrotype.

Grapnel. See Anchor.
Grapple, Grappling-iron, a hook or crooked

iron instrument used to seize and hold fast another
vessel. — A grasping tongs, varying in shape in its

various uses. Tiie G. represented in Fig. 243 are

employed for extracting obstructions from bored
wells or shafts.

Grass-Cloth. See China Grass-Cloth.
Grass Mats, door-mats made of Spanish or

other kinds of grasses.

Grass-Oil, a name given to some essential oils

obtained from scented grasses in India, as that

from the lemon-grass, the grass-oil of Neraaur, etc.

It is sometimes called ginger-grass oil.

Grass-Plot, a lawn of trimmed grass.

Grass-Tree, a name in Australia for some lilia-

ceous plants, species of Xautlionhma, from which a
resin is obtained, known in commerce as guiu

acroides.

Grate, a frame of iron bars u.sed for burning
coal as fuel. In the construction of a grate it is

desirable to make the perpendicular height of the

fuel as great as is consistent witli safety. A stra-
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Fig. 243. — Gr.u>ple.

tain of burniiifj coril will radiate considerably more
heat into an apartment if placed vertically than if

arranged horizontally

;

besides which, a frreat

saving of fuel will be
effected in proportion to

the heat radiated.

Grater, a rubbing or

scratching utensil of

iron, having a rasping
surface, for domestic use,

as a nutmeg G-, arrow-

root (7., raspers, etc. —
Also, in bookbinding,
an iron tool for rubbing
the backs of sewed books
after pasting.

Graticulation, the
division of a drawing
into squares
Grating, an open lat-

tice-work of wood or

iron — A cross-barred

CL-vering for the hatch-
v?ays of a ship.

Gratis, without charge, fee, or recompense ; for
nothing.

Gravecembalo, a harpsicliord.

Gravel, a collective name for pebbles, small
pieces of roclc that have become rounded by attri-

tion. They may be as small as a pea, or as large
as an egg, and may comi)rise different kinds of
stone. G. is much used in making concrete and
artificial stone.

Graver, an engraver's burin, or square piece of
steel fi.xed in a handle, and bevelled diagonally at

the end. — An instrument used for turning iron,

after it has been roughed out by the " heel-tool."

Graves. See CLARiiT Winks.
Graviferes. See Hukgcn'dy Wines.
Gravimeter, an instrument for measuring the

specific gravity of "bodies. See HvuRO.METiiit.
Graving-Dock See Dock.
Gravity, the attractive, force by whicli bodies

fall towards the centre of the earth. Weight is

tlie measure of gravity.

Sfierific Grnvi'ij is tlie comparative density of vnriou.s sub-
staiicL-g ; it affords the means of re idily deterinininj? the bulk
from the Itnown weight, or the weight from the known bulk ;

and this will be found more especially u<t-ful in cases where
the substance is too large to admit of being weighed, or too
irregular in sliape to allow of correct measurement. The
Standitrd with which all solids and lii(uIdK an? thus compared
U that of distilled water, one cubic foot of which weighs 1000 oz

avoirdupois ; and the up. gr. of a solid body i.s determined by
the difference lictween its weight in the air and in water.
Thus, if the body be heavifr than water, it will displace a
quantity of liquid equal to it in hitlh, and will lose as much
Weight on immersion as tliit of an eijual bulk of the lluid

Let it be weighed first, therefore, in the air, ami then in water,

antl its weight in the air be divided by the difference between
the two weights, and the ((uotient will l>e it^ xp gr., that of
water Iwing unity. Erniii/itf. .K piece of copiwr ore weighs
661 oz in the air, and 43J oi in water; required its sp. gr.

5S.25 — 43 75 = 12.5, and 5!>.1S5 -r- 12.5 = 4.5, the sp. gr.

If the body be lig/iter than water, it will float, and displace

a q'lantity of fluid ci|ual to it in ii'ri!;lil, the bulk of which
win be equal to that only of the p:irt immersed. A heavier
substance must therefore be attiched to it, so that tlie two
may sink in the fluid. Then the weight of the lighter sub-
stance in the air must be added to tii.it of the lieavier oub-
ttance in water, and the weight of t)Oth united, in water, be
subtracted from the sum: the weight of the lighter body iu

the air must then be divided by the difference, and the quo-
tient will be the sp. gr. of the lighter substance re<iuired.

Ex'tmiile A piece of lir weighs 40 ot in the air, and, l>eing

immersed In wat4>r attached to a pieci- of iron weighing 3loz.,
trie ttpo together are found to weigh 3 3 o/.. in water, and the
iron alone 25.8 oz in the water: required the sp. gr. of the
wool
40 -I- 25 S = 65 8 — 3.3 = 62.5; and 40 -^ 02.0 - O.CJ, the

P gc of the 6r.

The sp. gr of a flinii may be determined by taking a solid

body, heavy enough tn fink in the fluid, and of known sp. gr.,

and weighing it Ijotli in the air and in the fluid. The differ-

ence lietweeii the two »eight.s must be multiplied by the sp.

gr. of the solid l)o<ly, and the product dividetl by the weight of
the solid in the air: the quotient will be the sp gr of the
fluid, that of water being unity. Eiiim/ile Itequired the sp.

gr of a given mi.xture of muriatic arid ami watir: a piece of
glass, the sp. gr of which is 3., ueighing 3< oz. when immersed
iu it. and 6 oz. in the air.

ti — 3 75 = 2 25 X 3 = 0.75 -f fi = 1.125, tlie sp gr.

Since the weight of a cubic foot of distilleil water, at the
temperature of tjO' ¥., has been as<-ertniiied to be liXKI avoir-

dupois oz., it follows that the sp gr. of all iiodles compared
with it may be made to express the weight, in oz.. of a cubic
foot of eiich, by multiplying tiiese sp. gr. (compared witli that
of water as unity) by ItiOi). Thus, that of water iK'ing 1, and
that of silver, as compared with it, l)eing 10.474, the multipli-

cation of each liy 10(V) will give 1000 oz. for the cubic ff.ot of
water, and 10474 oz. for the cubic foot of silver. See Hydrom-
eter.

T.\BLE OF Specific Gr.wities. — W.iter = 1000.

Inorganic \i<n-M(laUie
liodies.

Agate 2.r)P0

AmlxT 1 .1 '. S

Sulphur '>.uZi

Crown-glass 2A^^
Klint-gla.ss 3 II-'S

Kock-crystal 2 ''53

Diamonds 3.501

Mtlals.

.Antimony
Zinc '.

....6.712

....7.KH»

t;ast-iron

Tin
....7.207
....7.2'Jl

Steel

Cast copper
....7.Slt>

....8.7SS

....et.8S2

Silver ...10.474
...ll..^">2

Gold ...19.258
...20 337

Mercury ...13.586

Organic Bodiis.

Oak wood 0.925

Cork 0.240

Ivorv 1.R20

White wax 0.960

Liquids.

Ether Q.TIH
Alcohol C.';92

Oil of turpentine 0.^70
Sea water 1 ('1(1

Milk 1030
Nitric acid 1 ..'/'3

Sulphuric acid 1.845

Gravy-Dish, a large table-dish'for a joint, with
a well for gravy.

Gravy-Spoon, a large spoon used at table for

heli)iiig gravy to guests.

Gravy-Strainer, a small wire or liair sieve,

used for culinary purposes.

Gray, a color, which is white with a mi.xture of

black ; ash-colored. The term is also api)li(d to

fabrics of cotton, linen, or worsted, or to mixed
fabrics of these materials, in the state in which
they come from the loom or spindle, and before

they are bleached or colored.

Gray Goods, cotton fabrics woven in the gray
and known as printing cloths.

*

Grazier, one who rears or feeds stock ; a cattle-

dealer.

Grecise, a general name for animal fat of any
kind.— Melted tallow, with soda, palm oil, and
water, used as a lubricator for the axles of rail-

road cars.
Imp Duly. AH not specified. 10 per rent ; for use as soap-

stock only, not otherwise f|>i'ci(ied, free: known as broicn

erfnffy obtained by pressure from wool-skins, as animal oils,

So l>er cent.

Grease-Box. the receptacle over the axle of a
railroad car holding grease; also the portable box
in which grease is carried to replenish the above.

Grease-Cock, a short pipe fixed in the cylin-

der cover of a steam engine, with two stopcocks

inserted at a short distance apart, and a funnel at

the top for liolding tallow. When the upper co; k

is opened, the tallow falls into the intermediate

space; the cock is then closed, ami the lower one

opened for the melted grease to enter the cylinder,

and lubricate the piston without allowing the steam

to escape.

Great Britain and Ireland, a powerful state

of Western Europe, which consists of the Isloud of

(iieiil /y/(7((/H,inclu(ling England, Wales, ami Scot

land, and tlie liritisU l&Uiuils, including Ireland, the

Scilly islands, the Channel Islands, Man, Bute,

UO
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AiTiin, the Hebrides, Orkney, and Shetland Isl-

ands. In tlie above limits it is styled The United
Kuu/dom of Great Britain and Ireland, and for the
sake of shortness Great Britain ; while with its

colonies and dependencies it constitutes the British

Empire. The immense area and population of
the British Empire were, in 1878, distributed as
follows :

—

Countries.

United Kingdom ,

India and Ceylon .'

,

Colonies and Dominions

Total British Empire
Tributary States in India

Total Empire and tributary I

States. )

Area in Sq.

miles.
Population.

121,608 34,160,000
9.33,673 193,725,180

7,208,322 11,587,360

! ,263,603

558,724
249,472,,540

48,236,200

8,822,327 297,708,740

The govemment of the British Empire is a con-
stitutional hereditary monarchy. The supreme
legislative power of the British Empire is by its

constitution given to Parliament. " The power
and jurisdiction of Parliament," says Sir Edward
Coke, "is so transcendent and absolute that it

cannot be confined, either for causes or persons,
within any bounds." And, repeating the words,'
Sir William Blackstone adds, that it is " the place
where that absolute despotic power, which must
in all governments reside somewhere, is entrusted
by the constitution of these kingdoms." The
sovereign is not only the head, but also the begin-
ning and the end

—

caput, principium, et finis—
of Parliament ; he alone can summon Parliament

;

and no Parliament, save oii the demise of a sov-
ereign, can assemble of its own accord. Parlia-
ment is summoned by the writ of the sovereign
issued out of Chancery, by advice of the privy
council, at least thirty-five days previous to its

assembling. Act 16 Chas. II., provides that Par-
liament shall not in future be intermitted for
above 3 years at the most, but as the supplies are
only granted for a year, the Crown, since the
Revolution, is compelled to summon a Parliament
annually. By ancient right and usage, lying at
the foundation of the constitution, the House of
Commons has the exclusive control over taxation,
and at its will may grant or refuse supplies to the
Crown. It has become customary of late for Par-
liaments to meet in annual session extending over
tlie first six months of the year. Every session
must end with a prorogation, and by it all bills
which have not been passed fall to the ground.
The prorogation takes place either by the sover-
eign in person, or by connnission from the Crown,
or by proclamation. Botii houses of legislature
must be prorogued at the same time. The pres-
ent form of Parliament, as divided into two
houses of legislature, the Lords and the Conniions,
dates from the time of Edward II. The Upper
House consists of peers who hold their seats : 1.

By virtue of hereditary rigiit; 2. By creation of the
sovereign; .3. By virtue of office,— English bishops;
4. Byelection for life,— Irish peers; 5. By election
for duration of Parliament, — Scottish peers. The
Crown is unrestricted in its power of creating
peers, and the privilege has been largely used by
njodern governments to fill the House of Lords,
which, in the session of 1878, consisted of 538
members. The f^wer House of legislature, repre-
senting, in constitutional theory, all the " Conunons
of England," has consisted, since 49 Hen. III., of
kniglits.of the shire, or representatives of coun-

ties ; of citizens, or representatives of cities ; and
of burgesses, or representatives of boroughs ; all of
whom indistinctly vote together. In 1878 there
were in the United Kingdom 2,952,005 voters, and
in the session of that year the House of Commons
numbered 650 members. The powers of Parlia-

ment are politically omnipotent within the United
Kingdom and its colonies and dependencies. It

can make new laws, and enlarge, alter, or repeal

those existing. The parliamentary authority ex-

tends to all ecclesiastical, temporal, civil, or mili-

tary matters, as well as to altering or changing
the constitution of the realm. Parliament is the

highest Court of Law, over which no other ha«
jurisdiction. The executive government is vested
nominally in the Crown ; but practically in a
committee of ministers, commonly called the Cabi-

net, which has come to absorb the function of the
ancient Privy Council, or " the King in Council,"
the members of which, bearing the title of Right
Honorable, are sworn " to advise the king accord-

ing to the best of their cunning and discretion," ajid
" to help and strengthen the execution of what
shall be resolved." Though not the offspring of

any formal election, the Cabinet is virtually ap-

pointed by Parliament, and more especially by the

House of Commons, its existence being dependent
on the possession of a majority in the latter as-

sembly. The member of the Cabinet who fills the

position of First Lord of the Treasury is the chief

of the ministry, and therefore of the Cabinet. It

is at his recommendation that liis colleagues are

appointed ; and he dispenses, with hardly an ex-

ception, the patronage of the Crown. Every Cab-
inet includes the following nine members of the

administration : the First Ix)rd of the Treasury,
the Lord Chancellor, the Lord President of the

Council, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the
five Secretaries of State. A number of other min-
isterial functionaries, varying from two to eight,

have usually seats in the Cabinet, those most fre-

quently admitted being the Lord Privy Seal, the

First Lord of the Admiralty, the President of the

Board of Trade, the Vice-President of the Com-
mittee of Council on Education, the Postmaster-
General, the Chief Secretary for Ireland, and the

I'resident of the Local Government Board. The
selection usuallj' falls upon those amongst the last-

mentioned functionaries whose rank, talents, rep-

utation, and political weight render them the

most useful auxiliaries, or whose services, while
in opposition, may have created the strongest

claims to become members of the Cabinet. It has
occasionally happened that a statesman possess-

ing, high character and influence accepted a seat

in the Cabinet without undertaking the labors and
responsibilities of any particular office. Although
the Cabinet has been regarded during several gen-

erations as an essential part of the institutions of

Great Britain, yet it continues to be unknown to

the law. The names of the members who com-
pose it are never officially announced ; no record

is kept of its resolutions or meetings, nor has its

existence been recognized by Act of Parliament.—
The political divisions of England, Scotland, and
Ireland are given below in their respective chap-

ters. London, the capital of the United Kingdom,
and the largest city in the world, had in 1878 a
population of 3,5*3,484. London is at the present

day what New York will become in the next century
— the emporium of the commerce of the world. To
attempt a description of its multifarious branches

of industry and commerce would require more
space than we have at our connnand, and would,

besides, necessitate rei)etition, ahnost every im-
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portant article on commerce in tliis work referring

to the commerce of London or England. In the
following pages, after short notices on the physi-

cal geography of England, Scotland, and Ireland,

are given the commercial and financial statistics

of Great Britain which have found no room in

other parts of the work, and a synopsis of her
principal seaports.

I. England.

England, comprising with Wales the Routhem portion of the
Island of Great Britain, extends from lat. 49^ 48' to 55° 45' N.,

and from Ion. 1->45'E. to5^44' \V.; area 58.320 sq. m. In shape
it is nearly triangular ; and, owing to its being surrounded by

Fig. 244. — Westminster Addet.

the 8ea on all oides, except for a distance of abont TO m. on the
Scottish bonirr, it has a most extensive coast-line. The seas
which cncircli! it arc the German Ocean, or North Sea, on the E.,
and the Atlantic Ocean on the W. am) S., the latter receiving in
some of its parts the names of the Irish or St. George's Chan-
nel, and of the English Channel The coast is much indented,
more particularly on the Atlantic side, the total length follow-

ing the indentation being estimated at over 2,000 m. There are
few countries more diTersified in physical structure, or in soil,

climate, and natural scenery, than England. As regards physi-
cal structure, it has been truly described to be in itself an
" epitome of the geology of almost the whole of Europe."'
Nearly all the formations of the earth's crust, from the Silurian
upwards to the most recent, are to be found, in layers more or
less thick, in different parts of England. The mountains of
England lie in the N. and W., billing into undulating ground
in the centre and towards the S., and leaving the eastern dis-

tricts, bordered by the German Ocean, a uniform plain. They
may be looked upon as one principal chain, often interrupted,
however, and with endless ramifications, stretching from the
Scottish border, in Northumberland, down to the W. end of
Cornwall, jutting out there into the Atlantic. The chain,
traced in this direction, commences with the Cheviot Hills,

the highest summit of which is Cheviot Peak, in Northum-
berland, 2,676 feet above sea.

Stretching S. \V., the chain next
merges into the mountain ranges
of Cunit)erland and Westmore-
land, comprising Skiddaw, 3,0*22

feet, llelvellyn, 3,118 feet, and
Scawfell, 3.'208 feet, above sea.
Within these ranges lie the only
notable lakes of England, the
largest of which, however, Wind-
ermere, does not cover more than
3 sq. m. After sending out nu-
merous branches eastwards inro
the county of York, the chain
sinks to modest elevations in
Lancashire and Cheshire, but
ri><e8 again in Wales, where it

attains its greatest height in the
summit of Wjddva.the pinnacle
of the Snowdon range, 3,571 feet

above sea. Partly lost in the
Bristol Channel, and partly rami-
fying through Gloucestershire,
Wilts, and Somerset, the chain
next rises into high table-land
in Devonshire, — Dartmoor For-
est, averaging an elevation of
1,500 feet aBove sea, forming its

most elevated portion. The chain
gradually declines from Dartmoor
to the Land's End, and becomes
also more contracted in that di-

rection. From the Dunkcrty
Beacon, on Exmoor, 1,668 feet

above sea, the mountain range
goes sinking on to Carnwarth, in
Cornwall, 849 feet ; to Cara Brea,
697 feet; and. finally, to the fa-

mous headland of Bolerium, the
granite masses of which oppa<«
the ever-surging waters of the
Atlantic, but rise only about 60
feet above them. — Rivers. As
the mountainous regions are in
the W., the principal rivers flow
away from them, towards the E.,
with but few exceptions. Sur-
rounded by the sea, and with
a moist atmosphere, England
has a comparatively large num-
ber of rivers, though none of
them ofgreat length, their course
being m most instances the
shortest allowed by the configu-
ration of the island. At the head
of English rivers, with acknowl-
edged supremacy over the rest,

stands the TAarnc5. It drains an
area of 6,160 sq. m , exclusive of
its lower estuary, calculat<'d to

embrace an additional drainage
of about 4,000 sq. m. Next, in

extent of area of drainage, come
the Trent and Ouse, the joint

waters of which form the Hunt-
ber, carrying off the rainfall from
9.550 sq. m of land, or about
one sixth of the whole of Eng-
land. The William, the WtUand,
the Nen. and their tributaries,

flowing into the old estuary of

the A\ash, drain together an
area of 6 850 sq. m. In comparison with tlie drainage area
of these rivers, running principally fW)m E. to W., that of
currents following an opposite direction is small ; but several

of them are nevertheless of great commercial and industrial

importance. Foremost among these westerly flowing rivers

stands the Srvrn, the source of which is only a short

distance from that of the Thames, the watershed being
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formed here by the narrow oolitic escarpment of the Cotswold
hills. The Severn drains an area of 8,580 sq. m., being more
than that of all the other westward-running rivers together.

Next, to it stand the Mersey, which, with its sea-estuary, drains

1.750 sq. m., the Aeon, which drains 1,210 sq. ni., and the

^/f;i, which drains i)95 sq. ni. of land. In Camden's Britan-
nia, published in 1605, there is a list enumerating 553 rivers

and streams, with separate names, in England and Wales ; but
it cannot be said that there are, at the utmost, more than fifty

rivers tljat can properly be described as navigable. The for-

mer importance of the rivers of England, connected with each
other by a vast network of canals, for inland navigation, has
suffered much since the introduction of railways ; still they
continue of great benefit for ciieap, if slow, communication.
Of the highest commercial value still are the Thames, the
Uumber, the Mersey, and the Severn, but these four principal

English rivers derive their importance mainly, if not entirely,

from being arms of the .sea. — Climate. Aflected by its insu-

lar position, with no part of its land more than 100 m. from
the sea, and perhaps equally as much— though modern scien-

tific investigation has not quite .set this matter at rest— by
that most remarkable current of the ocean known as the Gulf
Stream, the climate of England is much milder than that of
any other country in the same latitude on the continent of
Europe or in America. The mean annual temperature of Eng-
land in recent years has been 49.7^,— that of summer averaging
60.8^, and that of winter 39.5'. The principal cause of this

very high as well as very equable temperature, contrasting co

a marvellous extent with that of other countries in like lati-

tude, such as, for example. Northern Canada, is generally
a-scribed, with but few dissenting opinions, to the constant
How of heated water bathing the W. shore of the island. The
vast current of the Gulf Stream, originating within the land-
locked area of the Gulf of .Mexico, where the tropical sun is

heating the waters as in an immense caldron, after running for

some distance E. into the open ocean, then turns direct to the
N. E., so that the first land it meets with, and which feels its

effect, is the shores of Ireland and England. The actual

amount of heat so given to England must be enormous, since

the temperature of the Gulf Stream is at least 8-" above that of
the surrounding waters of the North Atlantic. A recent sci-

entific traveller, making experiments in a voyage from England
to the U. States, found that, while in the Gulf Stream the
water was at sunrise always not less than 4-" above the temper-
ature of the air, by a sudden change, on quitting the N. E.
current, the temperature of the waves was found to be, on
the average, 4^ below that of the air. England is thus In the
position of a great hot-house, kept above the surrounding
temperature by never-ending currents of warm air. But it is

not warmth alone, but moisture, which the Gulf Stream gives

to England. Here, as in the greater part of \V. Europe, the
prevailing winds are from the S. W., bringing with them the

warm, moist air of the great Atlantic current, and discharging
it in r.iinfall all over the land. This is strikingly .shown in the
statistics of rainfall in England, which prove it far higher in

the W. than in the E. counties, and greatest in those parts

where the moist Atlantic air-currents are unimpeded by moun-
tain ranges. In the extreme S. W., in Cornwall, from 22 to 47
inches of rain fall every year, and the average may be taken at

38 inches ; while in the adjoining county, Devonshire, a little

further inland, the average is but 32 inches. However, the
high range of the Dartmoor hills causes a much greater varia-

tion in the amount of rainfall in the latter county than in the
former ; for while no less than 52.33 inches fall on the summit
of Dartmoor, only 19.87 inches fall at Sidmouth, lying shel-

tered to the tV. The same is the case farther E., in Somer-
setshire, where 36.76 inches of rain fall annually at West
Harp;ree, facing the Bristol Channel, while only 19 inches fall

at Taunton, shut off from the moist gulf current by the Ex-
moor range. So it is everywhere all over England, with the
general result that in the W., and more especially the S.

parts of it, there is more rainfall than in the E., the variations

also being much less in the latter districts. In the metropoli-
tan counties of Middlesex, Kent, and Surrey the variations are
no greater than from 16.22 inches at Hampstead to 28.90 inches
at Cr.mbrook. The highest rainfall anywhere yet ascertained
in England and Wales was at Beddgelert, Carnarvonshire,
where it reached the enormous amount of 101.58 inches in the
year 1870. Lying on the W. slope of the highest summit of

the Snowdon range, close to the Atlantic, the little village re-

ceived a surcharge of the moist air of the Gulf Stream.— Soil.

Co-operating in their influence, climate and geological forma-
tion have given England a soil moderately fertile, yet adapted
on the whole more for pasturage than for agriculture. In
Wales, and other parts of N. and W. England through which
stretch the principal mountjiin ranges, the Silurian rocks, cov-

ered on their upper surface chiefly with hard gritty and slaty

material, difficult to decompose by atmospheric action , form but
little soil, so that the ground must to a large extent remain
untilled, leaving it at the same time well adapted for pastoral

purposes. Again, through the inland counties, from Nor-
thumberland to Derbyshire, there runs another long tract of

hilly country, composed of carboniferous rocks, so constituted

as to be unfit for ordinary agriculture, except wliere intersected

by stream-fed valleys. Further E. come the bleak moorlands
of Yorkshire, which, barren in their nature, are being sur-

rounded and intersected by some of the most fertile tracts in

England, extremely well cultivated and thickly inhatiited

On the whole, it may be said that while much of the high-
lying ground is fit only for pastoral purposes, the low lands
are more or less fertile, the extreme moisture of the air having
caused the complete disintegration even of such old geological

formations as those of the Red Sandstone. It is a somewhat
singular fact that nearly all the districts of England, where
fruit-trees are grown in large quantities, lie chiefly upon red
rocks, .sometimes of the Old and sometimes of the New Sand-
stone strata. There cannot be a doubt, however, that, on the
whole, the soil of England would be very barren, repaying
poorly the labors of the husbandman, but for the vast cover of
warmth and moisture received from the waters of the Atlantic,

which favors it as the sun of more S. regions, and makes its

fauna and flora equal to those of any country in the temper-
ate zone. — Civil divisions and population. The physical
aspect of England has had little to do with its civil divisions,

which .are somewhat arbitrary, and remote in their origin.

The division of the country into tithings, hundreds, and coun-
ties is generally attributed to King Alfred, but it is more
probable that he only systematized what already existed, in
the general survey which was taken during his reign. English

county names occur in history before the extinction of the
Heptarchy, some of the smaller kingdoms of which, as Kent,
Sussex, and E.«sex, became counties under the new political

settlement. At the same time the Kingdom of Wessex was
composed of counties with still existing names, — Berkshire,

Hampshire, Wiltshire, and Somersetshire. The following table

shows the area, inhabited houses, and population of the coun-
ties into which England and Wales are actually divided :

—

Counties or Shires.

England.

Bedford
Berks
Buckingham
Cambridge
Chester
Cornwall
Cumberland
Derby
Devon
Dorset
Durham
E.>isex

Gloucester
Hereford
Hertford
Huntingdon
Kent
Lancaster
r<eicester

Lincoln
Middlesex
Monmouth
Norfolk
Northampton
Northumberland...
Nottingham
Oxford
Rutland
Salop
Somerset
Southampton
Stafford

Suffolk
Surrey
Sussex
Warwick
Westmoreland ....

Wilts
Worcester
York

Total of England

Wales.

Anglesey
Brecon
Cardigan
Carmarthen
Carnarvon
Denbigh
Flint

Glamorgan
Merioneth
Montgomery
Pembroke
Radnor .

.

Total of Wales .

.

Total of England I

and Wales.. .. )

Area in

Statute
Acres.

295,582
451.210
466,9.32

525,182
707,078
873,600

1,001,273
658,803

1,657,180
632,026
622,476

1,060,549
805,102
534,823
391,141
229,544

1,0 9,419
1,219.221

614,164
1,775,457
180,136
368,399

1,354,301
630,358

1,249,299

626,076
472,717
96,805

826,065
1,047,220

1,070,216
728,468
947,681
478.792
936,911
563,946
486,432
865,092
472,166

3,830,66"

32.690,397

193,453
460,158
443.38
606,331
370.273
386,052
184.905
647,494
3«6,291
483,323
401,691
272,128

4,734.438

37,324.888 4,259,117

12.170
12,64
16,420
24,-333

2.3,298

22 ,.500

16.636

72,905
10 006
13,911
19.583
4,925

249,a34

1861.

Population.

1871.

18,954,444

54,609
61.627
72,246

111,793
95.694

100.778
69.737

817,752
38,963
88.919
96.278

_ 26,382

1,111,780

23,066,224

146,257
196,475
176,879
186,906
561,201
362,343
220.253
379,.394

601,374
196,537
685,089
466,436
634,640
126,370
192,226

63,708
848,294

2,819,495
269,311
436,599

2,539,766
195,448
438,656
243,891
386.646
319,758
177.975

22,073
248,111
463,483
544,6^4
868,326
348.869

1,090,635
417.456
634,189
65,010

257,177
338,837

2,395,569

21,496, la

22,712,266
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England and Wales, taken by themselves, are more densely
populated than any other country in Europe, except Beljpum.
On an area of 53,320 »q. m , or 37,324 .8.'>3 acres, there lived in

1871, according to the census, 22,712,26tJ inhabitants, or 389
individuals per sq m. The population was as follows at the
8 enumerations, 1801 to 1871 :

—

Date of Enumeration.

Population.

Males. Females. Total.

1801, March 10th
1811, May 27th
1821, May 28th
1831, May 29th
1841, June 7th
18-51, March 31st

1861, April 8th
1871. April 3d

4,254,735
4.873,605
5,850,319
6,771,196

7,777,586
8,781,225

9,776.259
11,058.934

4.637,801
6.290.651
6.149,917
7.125.601
8,138,562
9,146,384
10,289,965

11,653,332

8,892,536
10,164,256
12.000,236
13,896,797
15,914,148
17,927,609
20,066,224
22,712,266

At the beginning of 1878 the 13 largest tovns in England
and Wales, each with over 100,000 inhabitants, were as follows,

according to the estimates of the registrar-general. ba.«cd upon
the returns of births and deaths : London, 3,633,484 inhabi-
tants; Liverpool, 527,0s3; Manchester, with Salford, 500.397 ;

Birmingham. 377.43S) ; Leeds, 291,580; Sheffield. 274.914;
Bristol, 199,539 : Bradford, 173,723 : Newcastle-on-Tyne, 139.-

929: Hull, 1.3o,933; Portsmouth, 124,867 ; I^icester. 113,581;
and Sunderland, 108,343 inhabitants. One fourth of the total

urban population of England and Wales live in London, and
not far from one third live in 18 large cities and towns, selected

by the registrar-general for the publication of weekly rates of
mortality. The following is a list of these 18 towns, all of
them containing over 60,iKK) inhabitants, with their popula-
tion at the ceu.suses of 1861 and 1871, and the rate of increase

per cent during the decennial period.

Cities and Towns.

London
Liverpool
Manchester
Salford
Birmingham
Leeds
Sheffield

Bristol

Bradford
Newcastle-on-Tyne

.

Hull
Portsmouth
Sunderland
Leicester

Nottingham
Oldham
Norwich
Wolverhampton. . .

.

Total ... 5,368,434

1861,

April 8.

,803,989
443.933
a38,722
102,449
296,076
207,165
185,172
154,0!>3

106,218
109,108
97,661
94,799
78,211
68,056
74,693
72,333
74,891
60,860

1871.
April 3.

3,254,260
493:405
351,189
124,801
313.787
259,212
239,946
182 ,.552

145.830
128,443
121,892
113.569
98,242
95,220
86,621
82,629
80,386
68,291

6,270,275

Rate of
Increa.se

per cent.

16.1

11.1

37
21.8
16 1

251
296
18 5
37.3
17 7
24 8
19.8

256
40.0
16.0

14.2
7.3

12.2

16.8

In 1878 the number of paupers, exclusive of vagrants and
casual poor, in receipt of relief in the several unions and par-
ishes, constitutetJ under boards of guardians in England and
Wales, amounted to 742,703 During the same year the num-
ber of criminal offenders committed for trial was as follows

:

men, 12,536 ; women, 3,354; total, 15,890. Convicted, 11,942
Subjoined is the birth, death, and marriage rate of the pop-

ulation of England and Wales for the 15 years from 1863 to
1877, with the estimated population for the middle of each
year: —

Years.
Estimated
Population.

Births. Deaths. Marriages.

1863 20,590,356 729,399 473,837 173.610
18ti4 20,834,496 740,275 495,531 180,387
1865 21.085,139 747,870 490,909 185,474
1866 21.342,864 753,870 600,689 187,776
1867 21,608.286 768 349 471,073 179,154
1868 21,882,059 786.156 480,622 176,962
1869 22,104,847 772.377 495,086 175,629
1870 22,457,-366 792.129 616.544 181,055
1871 22.760.359 797.428 614,879 190,112
1872 23,007,385 825,907 492,065 201,267
1873 23 ,.350,414 829.778 492,520 205,616
1874 23.618,609 854.956 626,632 202,010
1875 23,9i4,459 850,187 646.317 201.212
1376 24,244,010 887.968 610.816 201,874
1877 24,547^ 887,056 600,848 194,343

The proportion of male to female children bom in England
is as 104.811 to 100.000; but emigration, war, and perilous
male occupations modify this proportion in 10 years to the ex-
tent that there are 100,000 women, of all ages, to 94,000 men in
England.

Agriculture. The returns published by the government in
the New Domesday Book show that in the year 1873 there
were in England and Wales 972,836 owners of land, holding
together 23,013,515 acres, of a gross estimated rental of
X99,382,301. The subjoined table exhibits the number of
land-owners, under thirteen classifications of ownership, the
total extent of lands held by each class, and the gross estimated
rental: —

Classification of Ownership.
Extent of

Number.! Lands in

1

Acres.

Gross
Estimated
Rental.

703,289' 151,172
121,9S;j; 478.680
72,640 1,750,080
25.839; 1,791,606
32.317: 6.827,347
4.799; 3.317,678
2,719 3,799,307
1,815 6,529,190
681 3,974,725
223 3,098,675
66 1,917,076
3 194,939
1 181,616

6,448
113 1,424

£
29,127 879

1 acre and under 10
10 acres and *' 50
60 " " 100
100 " " 600
500 •• " 1.000

1,000 " " 2.000
2.000 " " 5,000
6,000 " " 10,000

10,000 " " 20,000
20,000 " " 60,000
50,000 " " 100,000
100,000 and upwards

6.438,828
6/)09,290
4,;«2,003
13,680.760
6.427.662
7.914,371

9,579,312
5.522,610
4.337.023
2,331303
188.746
161,874

2,831,463
Rentals not specified

Total of England and Wales
|

(exclusive of the Metropo-
lis)

I

972,836 33,013,515 99,352,301

Of the total area of England and Wales, comprising
37,324,883 statute acres, no less than 4,311.3t58 are not ac-
counted for in the foregoing returns. These must consist
partly of waste s{>aces, moorlands, and other areas, including
that of the metropolis and crown property, intentionally set
aside ; and partly of lakes, rivers, and roads. This leaves
perhaps a million or more of acres wanting, through great
errors and omissions in the parish lists on which the returns
were based. Still, with all these imperfections, and the un-
doubted miscalculations in the rental values, generally admit-
ted to be large under-statements, enough remains to give a
fair idea of the division of landed property in England and
Wales. One of the most notable features of the returns is the
lact that the number of land-owners pos.sessed of less than one
acre is as high as 703,289, being 73 3 per rent of the whole.
The great decrease seen in the number of those who possess

from one acre to ten being considerably under one fifth of the
first class, is remarkable ; and no less so is it that there are
more land-owners who possess from 100 to 600 acres than who
possess from 50 to 100 acres The total number of land-owners
in England and Wales is altogether, according to these returns,
very far above what was formerly believed, for in the census
returns of 1861 the number of '

' landed proprietors '" was givun
at 30,766, and in those of 1871 at 22,964. But while it is seen
that real property is so widely distributed, there appears not
the less, from the Blue-Book of 1878. the all-important fuct

that the proprietors of over 5,000 acres, who de.>«rve. more
especially, the title of "great" land-owners, 874 in number,
hold 9,367,031 acres, or more than one fourth of the -ountry.
The owners of l.OOO acres and upwards, numbering 5.4<t8. hold
18,095,528 acres, being more than one half of the country

;

and those of 600 acres and upwards, 10,207 in number, hold
22,013,206 acres, or two thirits of the tcliole of Enslnnd and
Walts. The.se 10,207 owners well deserve the old title of the
" upper ten thousand." The following proprietors out.<ide

the metropolis are returned in 1873 as either holding up-
wards of 60,000 acres, or having estimated rentals exceeding
£100,000 per annum :

—

Proprietor.

Duke of Northumber-
I

land
]

Duke of Devonshire .

.

Sir W.W.Wynn, Bart.
\

Duke of Cleveland

Earl of CarUsle

Duke of Bedford

Earl of Lonsdale

County.
I

Acres. ;Renul.

Northumberland ..

Derby ,York (W.R),
l/tincaster, Sussex..

Denbigh, Montgom-
ery, Merioneth ....

Durham, Salop .. ..

Cumberland, Nor-
thumberland, York
(N U.)

Betlford.Cambridge,
Devon
Westmoreland,Cum
berland

181.6lS|l6l,874

126,901 127,633

87,256 42,882

81,441 61,824

78,640' 49,601

I

74,996127,653

67,467' 69,959
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Proprietor. County.

K.irl of Powis Montgomery, Salop..

,

Duke of Kutland Leicester, Derby
Earl of Derby I Lancaster, Derby
Earl of Yarborough 1

Lincoln

T IT B ij I Sussex, York (E.R.), I

Lord Leconfield
| Cumberland }

Marquis of Ailesbury. . . Wilts, York (N. R.)..

Carmarthen, Pern-

1

broke )

Devon

Earl Cawdor

Sir Lawrence Palk, Bart.

SirJ.W. Itamsden.Bart York {W.K
)

Acres.
Rental,
in £.

60,531 62,6W
57,1)82 70,998
66,471 163,195
55,272 76,226

54,615j 51,940

53,362] 58,030

51,517! 34,987

10.109109,275
8,589 167.t>01

In some cases the estimated rental exceeds the income de-

rived from the property. Together with the returns of land-

owners in Englanil, there were issued similar ones for Scotland

and Ireland. It is not a little interesting- to compare the

relative facts given in these various returns, which illustrate

to a striking degree the diversity of the ownership of the .soil

and division of the land in the three portions of the United
Kingdom. While in England the proportion of land-owners
below an acre is 73.3, it is 85.5 per cent in Scotland, and 52.6

in Ireland. Again, of land-owners pos.sessing more than one
acre, the proportion who have less than 500 acres is 96.1 per

cent in England, 865 per cent in Scotland, and 80.1 per cent

in Ireland. With regard to Kngland, the twelve largest owners
hold in the aggregate 1,058,883 acres, while the twelve largest

owners in Scotland possess 4 339.722 acres, and the twelve

largest owners in Ireland 1,297,888 acres. Thus the owner-
ship of the twelve principal land-owners of England is not one
fourth that of the twelve chief land-owners of Scotland. The
total number of land-owners in each of the divisions of the

United Kingdom was given as follows in the official returns :
—

Divisions.

Number of
Owners of
less than
one acre.

Number of
Owners of
one acre

and upwards.

Total
Number of
Owners.

703.289
113,»105

36,144

269.547
19,126
32,572

972,836

Scotland 132,131
68,716

United Kingdom .

.

852,438 321,245 1.173,683

The gross estimated rental value of the landed property
enumerated in the returns was stated as follows :

—
Eilimaletl Rental Value of Land.

England £99,352,301
Scotland 18.698.774

Ireland _13,417^,758

United Kingdom £131,468,833

In England, one person in 20 of the population is an owner
of land, against one in 25 in Scotland, and one in 79 in Ireland.

The proportion of owners nf land to inhabited houses is 1 to 4
in England, 1 to 3 in Scotland, and 1 to 14 in Ireland. In
England, the average extent of land held by each owner is

33 acres, 3 rooils. 30 perches, while it is 143 acres, 1 rood, 6
perches in Scotland, and 293 acres, 1 rood, 32 perches in Ire-

land. The average estimated rental of each owner of land in

England is £102 3'. (*510.7o), against £141 8.<. ($707) in
Scotland, and £195 3«. {•'tf975.7o) in Ireland. The average
estimated rental value of the whole of the land in England and
Wales is given at £3 O.i. 2/-/. ($15.04) per acre, which is

thrice that of Scotland, Where the average is 19i. 9rf. (S4.95)
per acre, and four and a half times as much as in Ireland,
where it is 13.^. 4rf. (*3 -33) per acre.

The following table furnishes a concise account of the acre-
age under crops and otherwi.se, together with the number of
live-stock in the two divisions of gnizing and corn-growing
counties of England, according to the agricultural returns for

the year 1877 :
—

Grazing Counties. Corn Counties

Total acreage returned..

Wheat
Barley
Oats
Rye
Beans
Pease

Total corn crops

Grazing Counties. Com Counties

Acreage.

12,908,018

1,04'

724,

777
16

126
^69

2,761

go-a

531

36.1

362
52.2

32.5

27.0
22.8

37:8'

Acreage.

11,404,015

1,940,052
1,276,862
712,784
32,804
34^302
236,536

4,541,330

64.9

63.8
47 8
67.6
73.0

77.2

Potatoes
Turnips and swedes
Mangold
Carrots
Cabbage, rape, etc

Vetches, lucerne, etc

Grass under 1 for hay
rotation.. ] not for hay.

Total green crops and )

grass J

Bare fallow

Permanent ( for hay
pjusture.. I not for hay.

.

Flax
Hops
Orchards, etc

Woods, etc

Lh-p-Stock.

Horses, for agriculture . .

.

" unbroken and for

breeding. ...

Cattle

Sheep
Pigs

Acreage.

179,013
679,234
101 529

3.054

69,120
125,367
810,654
673,958

2,641.929

589
45.4
29 2
21.1

29.2

29.8

50.4

59.7

48.1

251.459
2,033.18

6,208,654
2 845
8.5fi2

122,499
676,139

365,664

171,075
2,021,282
9,697.359

1,028,734

43.6
62.8
684
39.5
11.9

77.0

51.0

4S.0

55.3
65.9

62 9
48.6

Acreage, 't s.

124,9611 411
816,651! 54.6

246.760; 70.8

11,391; 78 9
107,0981 60.8

295,0061 70.2

798 ,703

1

49.6

464,072 405

2,854,632 51.9

324,776 56.4
1.206,178! 37^
2,409,997

4.365

62.737
36 596

649,626

395,421

138,044
1.35S,368

8,633.018

1,086,017

31.6
60.5
88.1

23.0
49.0

52.0

44.7
34.1

471
51.4

62.2

It appears from the last Agricultural Returns that the ex-

tent of arable land in England and Wales is on the decrcvse,

a.s is also the produce of live-stock, while, on the other hand,
the area of pasture-land is on the increase. The land undiT
wheat fell from 3.336,888 acres in 1872 to 2.987,129 in 1877. in
England ; and from 126.367 acres in 1872 to 100,226 in 1877.
in Wales. During the same period the acreage under pota-
toes fell in England from 339.066 to 303,964, and in Wales
from 48,417 to 42,942 ; and that under clover in England from
2,822,392 to 2,737,387. and in Wales from 370,850 to 351,797.
In the acreage under barley and oats there was a slight in-

crea.«e in England, but a decrease in Wales; while in the
acreage under turnips and swedes there was a trifling increase

in England and a decrease in Wales during the period. Taken
altogether, the extent of arable land in England fell from
13,839,000 acres in 1872 to 13,454,000 acres in 1877. being a
decrease of 385.000 acres. In Wales, the extent of arable land
sank from 1,104,000 acres to 999.0(X) acres in the same period,

the decrea.se amounting to 105,000 acres. The decrease of
arable land during the five j'cars was very steady, and so like-

wise was the increa.se in the acreage of pasture-land. There
were in England under pasture — exclusive of heath and moun-
tain land— 9,991.000 acres in 1872, and 10,858.000 acres in

1877, the inc reasc in the five years amounting to 867,000 acres,

being more than double the extent of decrease of arable land.

In Wales there were undtr pasture 1,532,0(10 acres in 1872,
and 1,732,000 acres in 1877, making the increa-^e amount to

200,(K)0 acres, this also being not far from double that of the
decrease in arable land. The decrease in the extent of arable
land, and simultaneous increa.«e of pastures, is more or less

.sati-sfactorily explained by the fact of England being supplied
with corn from the U. Stjites and other foreign countries, where
it can be grown cheaper than at home ; while the produce of
pasture-lands cannot be brought in the same way into the
country. But if the decrease of arable land and increase of
p,istures can be thus explained, it is not so easy to account for

the decline of live-stock which also took place during the same
period, more especially from 1874. It might have been ex-

pected that the widening of the pastural area would have led

to an increa.se of live-stock, but the contrary was the ca.se,

more especially as regards homed cattle and sheep. In Eng-
land there were 4,.?05,44O head of cattle in June, 1874. and
3.979,660 head in June, 1877, so that there was a decrease of

325,790 head in three years. During the same period the

number of cattle in Wali'S fell from 665,105 to 616.209, being a
decline of 48,896. The decrea.se in numbers was even greater

in sheep. There were 19,869,758 sheep in England in June,
1874, and 18,330.377 in June, 1877, being a decrease of
1,.529,381. In Wales, during the .^anie period, the number
of sheep fell from 3,0o4,696 to 2.8tr2,013, being a decrease of
202.683- Thus the total decline in the number of sheep in

England and Wales was no less than 1,732,064 in the short
space of three years. The great diminution of live-stock

during the triennial period from 1874 to 1877 was not con-
fined to England and Wales, but occurred simultaneously in

Scotland, as well as in Ireland, being greatest in the latter

country, where the decline in sheep alone amounted to 10^ per
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cent. We see, besides, that in the cen.«us returns of 1871 the '

number of persons entered as '• agriculturi.<t» "'
iu Eu;;laud and

Wales was 1,447,481, couipri.iiug l,2t34.0ol men, and 183,460
women. At the preceding cen.-<us (^18*31) the uuml)er of " ag-

\

riculturists " was given at 1,833,'J52, showing a diminution of I

330,171 within the decennial period. We think that the high
I

irental of the land, combined with the limited ownership of the

Boil, two thirds being in the hands of little* over ten thousand
persons and the rest divided among nearly a million, hare
much to do with the rapid decline of agriculture in England.

II. Scotland.

Scotland, the northern portion of Great Britain, extends in

its main land'from lat. ai- 38' to 58^ 41' N., and Ion. 1^ 45' to
6-' 14' W., and including the islands to lat. C) 50' N. and Ion.

8^ 35' W. It is separated from England by a waving line of

the Cheviot Hills in the centre : by the Tweed, which enters

the sea of Berwick, on the E. ; and by the f>oUvay Krith on the

W. Its E. shores are washed by the North Sea, and it." W. by
the Atlantic. It Is of an oblong, irregular form, extending
longitudinally due N. and S. 280 ni., and varying in breadth

ftom 175 to 100, 60, and 30 m. Area 30,(>S5 sq. m., including

its islands, 186 in number. Few countries of equivalent mag-
nitude display so great an extent of seacoa-xt as Scotland, its

aggregate length being about 2,506 m. It is extremely irreg-

ular in its surface and outline, and, compared with England,

may be said to be sterile, rugged, and mountainous. With
the exception of a few rich alluvial tracts, there are no exten-

sive Tales in S. ; its surface, even when least mountainous,

being generally varied with hill and dale. It ha.s been sepa-

rated into the two great divisions of the His^hlaivls and
the Lowlands, and also into the Northern, the Middle, and the

Southern. The first, or Northern, division is cut off from the

Middle by the chain of lakes which stretch from the Moray
Frith to Loch Linnhe. The second, or Middle, division is sep-

arated from the Southern by the friths of Forth and Clyde,

and the Great Canal. The Northern division consists gener-

ally of an assemblage of vast mountains, here and there in-

tersected by fertile valleys, chietly towards the S. and E.

coa-sts. A portion of them are clothed with green herbage,

more especially where sheep-farming prevails ; but, in general,

they are covered with heath growing upon peat, rock, or

gravel ; and they frequently terminate in mountain-caps of

solid rock, or in vivst heaps or cairns of bare and weather-

beaten stones. The Middle division is also mountainous, the

Grampian range intersecting this district, and extending from
the eastern to the western sea, and occupying a breadth of

from 40 to 60 miles. The western parts of Argyllshire, which
are also included in this district, are rugged, mountainous, and
deeply indented by inlets of the ocean. In these two divisions,

which comprehend more than two thirds of Scotland, the

arable ground consists of but a small proportion to the moun-
tainous regions. On the eastern coasts, however, the propor-

tion of the cultivated to the uncultivated laud is much greater.

In the Southern division every variety of aspect is found ;
ver-

dant plains, watered by copious streams, and covered with

innumerable cattle
;
gently rising hills and bending vales, fer-

til« in corn, waving with wood, and interspersed with mead-
ows; lofty mountains, craggy rocks, deep narrow dells, and
tumbling torrents ; nor are there wanting as a contrast, barren

moors and wild uncultivated heaths. In this district are the

different ranges of the Cheviot Hills ; the Sidlaw Hills, terminat-

ing at Perth ; the Ochil Hills, fonning the middle division ;

and the hills of Kilsyth and Oampsie. Between the Sidlaw

lidge and the Grampian Mountains lies the extensive and
fruitful Talley of Strathmore stretching from Stirling to Stone-

haren. Another strath or valley, called GUnmore, runs

eroaa tlie country from Loch Eil to the .Murray Frith. This

•trath, in different parts, has particular names.— Rivtrs. In

th« Northern division, the principal are the Beauly, Naver,

Thurso, etc. ; in the Middle division, the Spey, the Dee, the

Don, and the North and South Esk ; about 30 m. fiuther 3 is

the "Tay, one of the largest rivers in Britain. In the S<>uth-

em district are the Forth, the Clyde, and the Tweed, and the

numerous rivers which empty themselves into the Irish ,8ea

and the Solway Frith; the Ayr, the Girvan, the Southern
Dee, tl»e Nith, the Annan, and the Liddel. — Lakes, or Lor/is,

are numerous and extensive. The principal are Lochs Lo-

mond, Awe. Ness, Shin, .Maree, Tay, Erich, Shiel, I>ochy, and
Katrine.— Islands The principal groups are the Orkneys, the
Sbetlands, and the Hebrides, besides .\rran and Bute — The
eli-matK is extremely variable. From its insular situation, how-
ever, the cold in winter is not so intense, nor the heat in

ummer so great, as in similar latitudes on the Continent ; and
although the range of the thermometer is considerable, it seldom
maintains an extreme for any length of time. The annual
average temperature may l>e estimate<l at from 45© to 47".
The mildness of the winter is well illustrated by the fact that
Mr. McNab, of the Royal Botanical Gardens at FVIinburgh,
reported 138 species of flowers in bliM)m on New Year's Day,
18(4, of which 35 were winter or spring flowers, and 103 summer
or autumn flowers.— Minimis, iron-stone, iron-ore, lead, and
septaria iron-stone are abundant. Copper has been discovered
in many places. The other metallic substances are cobalt, bis-

muth, manganese, wolfram, plumbago, and mercury : the lat-

ter in very small <juautities. Coal is atuudnnt in the South-
ern and Middle districti. Limestone, fr«-.-tone, or sandstone,
and slate, are found in every dLstrict. Marbles arc alu) found.
Most of the gems and precious stones liave be<-n found among
the mountains of Scotland, the diamond excepted. Jasper is

found in great variety, and rock-cry^tal, couimonly denomi-
nated cairngorm, from the mountain of that name in Banff-

shire. Chalcedony is also found. Scotland Ls divLUnl into 33
civil counties, grouped under 8 geographical divisions, as fol-

lows :
—

Divisions and
Civil Counties.

1. Northern : —
Shetland
Orkney
Caithness
Sutherland ..

3|

2. Northwestern :
—

Ross and Crvn)arty
Inverness

3. Northeastern :
—

Nairn
Elgin

.

Banff
Aberdeen. .

.

Kincardine

4. East-Midland :
—

Forfar
Perth
Fife

Kinross
Clackmannan.. ..

5. West-Midland :
—

Stirling

Dumbarton
Argyll
Bute

, Southwestern : —
Renfrew
Ayr
Lanark

. Southea.«tem : —
Linlithgow ,

Edinburgh
Haddington
Berwick ,

Peebles ,

Selkirk

8. Southern :

—

Roxburgh
Dumfries
Kirkcudbright
Wigtown

Total population . .

.

Population to the I

square mile.... i

Population.

Males. Females Total.

5,740
6,301

7,476

4,

15,932;

16,659

2,046
8,.5«!

11,W3
34,t)91

6,681

25,859
22,38'

27,340
l,i>59

3,44"

13,080
14 346
18,939
11,12"

38,029

40,798

4,771
20,27S
29,34.'

11.5.>-91

16,790

106,223
60,592
74.70<

3.38

11,543

14,315 48,160

8,(M3i 28,817
14 3ii7 36,S98

2,434 7,624

13,606
27.132

49,080

6,507
28,437
7,3221

6..534

2,246

1,752

7.869

13 833
7.7(»6

18 /.25
Hi.i»26

210;«
12,559

42,880
46,^5^•.:

5,442
23,3JI
32,6<wi

12S.71';

17,861

131,30.'

67.149
85,6M
3,8'il

12,19i»

81 .'VC,

31, --72

ai.9«9

;i3,086

80.909

87,480

10213
43.598
62.010
244.607
34,651

237.528
127.741
160,310

7,2(>8

23,742

103 612
98.110

377,739

21,074
153.821
18.060
17.406
6.946

6,730

50,019 98,179
3it,<r.;2, i^^fiSd

3>*,73:| 75.635
9,.353 16,977

113.307 216.919
hn.CA) 2<i0.745

387,540 765,279

20,117
174,514
19.710
l9,o«;s

6,3'i8

7,271

25,708 28,262

34,782 40.012

19,479 22..373

17,833 20 962

412,185] 1,603,143 1,766,875

41.191
328,S15
87,770
36,474
12,314
14,001

63,96.5

74.7M
41,^52
88,795

3,360 018

109

the following toWe exhibits the number of the population

of .Scotland at the dates of the several enumerations, together

with the increase between each census, and the percentage of

Increase :

—

Dates of
Enumeration.

Population. Incrca.«c

Percenlsge
of dicennial
Increase.

March 10. 1801
May 17,1811
May 28.1821
May 29,18.31

June 7, IMl
March 31, 18.51

April 8,1861
April 3,1871

1.608,420

1.806,864
2,091 ,.521

2,364.186
2,620,184
2.888,742
3,0t?',2»4

8,360,018

107fV^>7

2S.5,<i57

272.8«y>

2.V..?t8

268 A58
173A52
297,?24

1227
16.82
13.04
10.82
1026
600
980

Increase In 70 yean 1,751,698 10013
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Eilinburgli, the ancient capital of Scotland, is situated in the

county of Mid-Lothian or Edinburgh, to the S. of the Kirth of

Forth. The Royal Observatory, which is built ou the summit
of the Calton Uill, in the N. K. quarter of the city, is in lat.

55^ 57' 23" N'., ion. 12 m. 43.06 s. of time \V. of the meridian

of Greenwich. Edinburgh stands on high, uneven ground,
being built on three ridges running E. and W. The cen-

tral ridge on which the city was originally built, teniiinates

abruptly, ou the Vf ., in a precipitous rock nearly 400
feet above the level of the sea, on wnich is the ca.-itle, while

to the E. it inclines to a plain or valley. From an early date

down to this century the special associations with the national

literature have been identified with the ancient capital, and
have won for it the name of Modern Athens. To this the ac-

tual correspondence of its t-ite to that of Athens no doubt also

contributed. Liter.iry taste and culture still characterize Ed-
inburgh society ; but, apart from the exceptional intluences

of pre-eminent genius, the causes which largely contributed

to give it so special a character no longer exist. In Scott's

early days a jimrney to London was beset with difficulties, and
even dangers ; whereas railroids have now brought it within

a few hours' distance, and Scottish artists and literary men are

tempted to forsake Edinburgh for the great centre of all national

activities. Nevertheles.^, the influence of the past survives in

many ways. Edinburgh is not a manufacturing city, but re-

tains even now something of the character of the Scottish capi-

tal, as the resort of those whose means enable them to enjoy
in ease and comfort its social amenities without indulging in

the costly giyeties which a London season involves. The
progress of Edinburgh during the present century has been
remarkable. In 1801 the population, including the Canon-
gate and other inter-mural suburbs was e'i 544 : in 1S77 it had
risen to 218,729. The llegistrar-Geuural of Scotland reported

other waste lands. Out of the total, computed at 19,496,132
acres, only 4,640,803 acres were cultivateil in 1876. As in
England, and partly owing to the same causes, the quantity
of wheat and other cereals grown is gradually diminishing.
The division of the soil is greater than in England and Wales,
but less than in Ireland. In 1877 the number of land-own-
ers possessing more than an acre was 19,'i2o, and of those
possessing less than an acre was 132,230. (See also agricul-

ture above, ou page 470.)

III. Irelasb.

This celebrated island is situated between lat. 51° 26' and
55-' 21' xN., Ion. 5=20' and 10^26' E. It is rhomboidal in
shape, and placed at the E. extremity of the Atlantic Ocean,
which washes its N. W. and S. shores, while its E. coast is

separated from the adjacent island of Great Britain by the
Northern Channel, which at one point is only 13^ m. wide,
the Irish Sea, about 130 m. in width, and St. George's Chan-
nel, which is ti9 m. wide between Dublin and tflobticBd, and
somewhat less at its S. extremity. The largest diagonal line

that can be drawn within the island, viz., from Tor Ilead, ia
Antrim, to Mizen Uead, in Cork, measures 302 m. ; and the
shorter, from Carnsore, in Wexford, to Erris Uead, in Mayo, is

210 ni. in length. The breadth of the country, from Duudalk
to Ballyshannon, is 85 ni. ; from Dublin to the head of Galway
Bay, 110 m. ; and the indentations of the coast by harbors,
arms of the sea, and mouths of rivers are so numerous, that
scarcely an acre of land in the country is more than 60 m.
from the sea or good navigjition. Area 31,874 sq m., or
20,322,641 acres. If the possession of numerous fine bays and
harbors made a country great as a commercial and maritime
power, Ireland would be second to none in Europe. Pre-emi-

Fig. 246.— Land's Em).

the following as the estimated pop. of the 6 other principitl

towns in 1877: Gbisgow, 555,933; Dundee, 142,9Jl; .\ber-
deen, 98,181 ; Greenock, 70,192 ; Leith, 54,257 ; and Paisley,
48,679. _

in 1877 the number of registered paupers and their de-
pendants, exclusive of casual poor, who were in receipt of relief

in parishes of Scotland, was 96,404, against 128,976 in 1868.
The number of criminal offenders committed for trial was

:

men, 2,172 ; women, 505 ; total 2677, of which 2,010 were
convicted. The following table gives the number of births,
deaths, and marriages in each of the ten years 1868 to
1877 :

—

Years. Population. Births. Deaths. Marriages.

1868 3,188,125 115,673 69,386 21,853
1869 3,205,481 113,395 75,789 22,083
1870 3.222,837 115,423 74.067 23.788
1871 3,366,375 116.127 74,644 23.966
1872 3,:«9,226 118.873 75,741 26,680
1873 3,430,923 119,738 76.857 26.730
1874 3,462,916 123,795 80,676 26,247
1875 3,495.214 123.693 81.785 25,921
1876 3527,811 126,749 74,122 26,563
1877 3,560,715 126,824 73,946 25,790

Asrindturt. More than three fourths of the surface of the
country is sterile, consisting of mountains, morasses, and

nent even in Ireland is the magnificent harbor of Cork, se-
curely land-locked, protected by strong batteries, and nsed
as the only naval station on the Irish coast, Baltimore Har-
bor, Skull, Cape Cle.ir, Crookharen. Dunmanus, and Bantry
Bay are all of sufficient depth and capacity for large vessels.
On the W. coast are Berehaven, Kenmare River, Valentia, Ven-
try, Smerwick, Brandon Bay, the estuary of the Shannon, Gal-
way Bay, Roundstone Bay, Ardbear or Clifdcn, Ballvnakill
and Killery Harbors, Clew, Blackrod, and Killaln Bays, with
many others of less importance. On the N, coast are" Milroy
Harbor, and the fine gulfs of l^ugh Swilly and Lough Foyle.
The E. coast has been Iei»s favored by nature, and furnishes
only one bay, with sufficient depth of water for the largest

vessels, that of Strangford. The Bay of Dublin, which is

much exposed, contains the fine artificial harbor of Kingstown.
Belfast, Newry, Drogheda, Wicklow, Arklow, and Wexford
have all been converted into porta, but are naturally deficient

in the requisites for good harbors. Between Wexford and
Cork is the fine Estuary ofWaterford, formed by the conflu-

ence of the Rivers Suir, Nore. and Farrow. Altogether, Ire-

land pas.se.sses 14 harbors for the largest ships, 17 for frigates,

from 30 to 40 for merchant-ves,«els, with many good summer
roadsteads, and an infinity of small harbors for fishing-boat>».

The islands off the coast of Ireland are numerous, hut gener-

ally of small size : the largest are Rathlin and Tory In the N,;

Arhill, Clare, the South .\rran Islands, and Valentiiv, in the
W. : and Whiddy and Ca{ie Clear in the S — SurOicf As
contrasted with Scotland, or even the greater part of England,
Ireland may be said to be a flat country. Still, the surface is

in parts much diversified ; and even when it is quite Hat, the
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prospect is genenilly bounded by hills or ninunt.iins in the Jis-

tancc. The elevation of the surface of Ireland is .•tated in the
following table from ttie Land Tenure Couiuiissioners' map :

—
Square miles.

Between sea level and 250 feet in height 13,242J
" 250and0u0 fiet 11,7974
" 51)0 •' Vm "

5.797J
" KXK) " 2(J(0 " l,589j

Above 2000 feet iu height 82

1

Total 32,5uai

The highest peaks in the chief uiouutaia groups are :
—
Feet.

Camtual, M'Gillicuddy 's Reeks, Co. Kerry 3,414
Lugnaquilla, Wicklow 3,039
Slieve Donard, Mourne Mountains, Co. Down 2,796
Mulrea, Co. Mayo 2,088
Comeragh , Co. Watcrford 2,597
ErrigJil, Co. Donegal 2,402
Trostan, Co. Antrim 1,810

Ireland was once so thickly covered with timber .is to receive

the name of the I.sland of the Woods. DuriuK the early peri-

ods of its connection with England its e.\teu.<ive and inii)enc-

traole fore.«ts formed a main obstacle to the progress of the

English troops. Westminster Hall is said to be roofed witli

oak cut in the woods of Shillelagh. Numerous trunks of large

trees are constantly found iu the bogs. Even in mountain
tracts, devoted for a long succession of years to the pa.sturago

of sheep, timber-trees shoot up spontaneously wherever the
land is secured from the intrusions of cattle. Many places,

where the vestige of a plantation is not to be .seen, retJiin names
of which the word " wood"' forms a component p.irt ; and in

localities where the most attentive culture wHl not suffice to

keep any tree or shrub alive on account »f the western blasts,

large trees are found embedded in the bogs. The different

kinds of timber found iu the bogs of Ireland are confined
to oak, lir, yew, h'>lly, .sallow, and birch. Two centuries ago,

when Ireland was covered with forests, there were numerous
small iron-works, in which wood charcoal was employed, and
Tast quantities of wo >d used, until the country wa.s gradually
(tripped of its supply, and the working of iron was conse-

quently abandoned. The extension of agricultural improve-
ment, and more especially the timber act, which gives the
tenant, at the expiration of his lease, a pecuniary interest in

the trees he has planted, are gradually removing this defect, the
consequence of ages of disturbance and desolation; but trees

in large quantities are generally found in Ireland only in the
vicinity of the residences of the gentry, except in some favored
spots, which are well wooded.— liicfrs ati'J Lakes. Ireland is

plentifully watered, having to boast of an unusual number of
rivers and inland areas of water. At the head of the former is

the Shannon, which, as a channel of internal communication.
Is inferior to no river iu the United Kingdom, being navigable

for 214 m., or throughout the greater part of its entire

course ; the rivers next in magnitude and importiince are the
Barrow, Suir, Nore, Lee, Blackwater. Foyle, .Slaney, Boyne,
Baun, Kenmare, Moy, etc. Ireland is more remarkable for

the number and extent of its lakes, or husks, than either

Scotland or England. Lough Xeagh, in Ulster, extends over
about 100,000 acres. Lougli Erne, in county Fermanagh,
consists of two considerable lakes connected by a winding
strait, on an island of which the town of Enniskillen is built.

Loughs Corril, Mask, and the exquisitely beiiutiful lakes of
Killamey are the other principal sheets of water. The totiU

superficies of the I'isli lake-system is estimated at 455,399
acres, of which 32,474 acres are included in the province of
Leinster, 44,652 in .Munster, 183,796 iu Ulster, and 194,477 in

Oounaught.
Minerals. Iron is f «und in many parts of the country

;

copper, lead, and sulpliur mines occur in parts of Leinster

and Munster: and gold and .silver have been found in Wick-
low. Copper, however, is the only metal which at present ap-
pears to be remuneratively rai.'ed ; the ore is mostly sent to

Wales tor smelting. Antimony, manganese, .«erpentine ot good
quality, fuller's-earth, slate, gypsimi, etc., with beryls and
fCarnets, are the other chief mineral products. Several coal-

fields exist, resting on a limestone biusis. In Ulster, the dis-

trict of Coal Island, in the country of Tyrone, produces coal of
good quality, extensively used in the neighborhood ; the small
coal-field at Bally castle, in Antrim, is of no economical impor-
tance. The prov. of Connaught affords beds of coal in Leitrim,
Kosc-onunon. and Sligo. but rarely excei'ding three or four
inches in thickness. The Munster coal-fields are In the coun-
ties of Cork, Kerry, and Limerick. The chief coal-district,

however, is that of I/t-iiister, in tnrlow, Kilkenny, and the
Queen's County. This coal, as well as that of the Munster
district, is anthnv'itous : that of Connaught is bituminous.
The native coal is only used in the districts where It is ral.sed,

and neither the quantity nor the quality has be«'n found such
as to interfere with the importation of ''oal from Great Britain,
which probably exco-ds 1.(KI0.0(K) of tons annually. The de-
ficiency of good coal is generally less felt as regards domestic
than DiaDufacturing purposes , about 2,800,000 acres, or nearly

i part of the entire surface of the island, consisting of bog- land,
which is capalile of lurnishiug an almost inexhaustible supply
of peat at very little more expense than that of the labor re-

quired iu digging it. In not a few localities they have been
wholly cut out, and when this is the case, and otiier bogs are
not ejisily acces.-ible, the inhabitants have suffered great
privation from the want of fuel. — Climaie. The climate of
Ireland much resembles that of England, but rain is more
frequent, and, even in the absence of rain, the atmosphere is

largely impregnated with nii>isture. This circumstance, the
result of the insular position of the country, and of the preva-
lence of the W. winds for three fourths of the year, accounts
for the greater verdure of the islaml, and for the trees continu-
ing much longer in leaf than in England. In the driest

sea.-ions Ireland rarely suffers from droughts, but the crops
are often injured by too much wet. Hence, it is naturally
much better adapt^'d for a grazing than for an agricultural ter-

ritory, and its superiority as a pastoral country was well known
to the ancients.
The nunil>ers of the population of the counties, cities, and

towns of the 4 provinces of Ireland were found to be as fol-

lows at the census of 1871 :
—

Provinces, Counties,
Cities, and Towns.

Population.

Males. Female

Province, of Leinster.

Carlow county
Orogheda town
Dublin city, municipal
" suburban townships.
'' county

Kildare "
Kilkenny city

'• county
King's "
Longford "
Louth "

Meath "

Queen's •'

Westnieath "
Wexford "
Wicklow •'

Total of Leinster ,

Province of Munster.

Cashel city

Clare county
Cork city
" county, E. K
" *• W. R

Kerry "
Linurick city

" county
Tippcrary '• N. R. ..

" S. R. ..

Waterford city
" county

Total of Munster.

Province of Ulster.

Antrim county
Armagh city

county
Belfast town
Carrickfergus county
Cavan county
Donegal •'

Down "
Fennanagh county
Londonderry city

" county ...

Monaghan "

Tyrone "

653,508

1,832
73,470
36,713

1:jO.S95

87,887
97,560
18,267
74.344
45.976
58.333
10946
47.815

26,116
7.728

13(1,.359

28.r,46

68,.528

38.5.02

6.657

49,746
37,589
31,99(1

35,386
46,546
38,553
3H,64S

68,381
39.133

51.472
14..S8t»

245,7i;2

5(1.1 lit

109.>4
84 198
12,«.<vt

9«),<-38

75,78l
64,408
69 809
94 480
77 071
78,416

132.606

78,509

682,458 1,336,966

2,144

74,524
41,669

130.489
88,393
98,464
21.671
77,141
4<i,910

61.015
12,391

61,673

684,028
i

706,374

112.4fi6

3.ti51

82.345
79.7.54

4.296
70,331
105.903
130,(583

45.365
11.711

71.526
f>4,940

106,072

Total of UUter ! 878.043

Province of Connaught.

Galway county
" town

I.eitrim county
Mayo "
Roscommon county
Mlgo "

427,449Total of Connaught 418.544

Total population 2,t)39,826
j

2,771,590

Population to the ^q. m. .. I

116,187
6.11(1

47.579
120.7*.1i

71,(>!»;i

66,84*)

123.470
4.215

8St,(ilO

94.»!40

6.ir,6

70,224
112.089
147,092
47.323
13,.531

77,liVi

67.845
110,696

8.976
I47,9'.t4

7f'.3>2

261384
1762K)
19<>.014

39.828
161.4H5

92.886
119,348
23,.^'}7

99,488

1,890,402

Za'.SSfi

7,s66

171 ,356

174,394

9 452
14(1 .•.55

277,775
217 992
92.t8S

25 ,'.42

14K,C»iO

1I2.7V6

215 (i«S

952.365 !l,830,3i«

118,886
7,(174

47.745
12.5.126

70.1.'»3

68.4»>6

2.^5 073
i;! i''4

95,;s;4

245 h!Xt

141 V46
116.311

846.993
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Fi'W countries in the world have increased in population so
rapidly as Ireland during the first 40 years of the present, and
the conclusion of the last century. Arthur Young, in his
Tiiur tkrough Ireland, in 1766, observed that it everywhere
evinces the marks of a rapid increase of population. It is

gnnerally supposed that the number of the people increases m
the ratio of food and comforts, and that an increase (»f population
is a convincing proof of the advancing prosperity of a nation.
The effect of the failure ofthe potato crop in depopulating the
country would show that the population had outstripped the
progress of wealth and the increase of industry, and had re-
duced their wants to the lowest point without procuring an
addition to the comforts of life corresponding to the increase of
the population. From 850,000 in 1652, the population rose to

2,317,384 in 1760 ; to 4,088,226 in 1792 ; to 5,y37,856in 1811 ; to

6,801,827 in 1821 ; to 7,767,401 in 1831; and to 8,175,124 in 1841.
At the following census the population was found to have sunk
to 6,552,386 in 1851; to 5,798.564 in 1861; and to 5,411,416 in

1871. From 1851 to 1875 the total emigration from Ireland was
over 2J millions; and from 1820 to 1878 the emigration of Ire-
land to the U. States only was 3,031,451 (see Emigration). The
subjoined table aives the number of births, deaths, and mar-
riages in each of the 8 years from 1870 to 1877 :

—

Years. Population. Births. Deaths. -Marriages.

1870 5,412.660 150,151 90.695 28,835
1871 5,386,70S 151,665 88,720 28,960
1872 5,366,696 149,292 97,577 27,114
1873 5,337,261 144,377 97,537 26,270
1874 6,314,844 141,288 91,961 24,481
1875 5.309,494 138,320 98,114 24.037
18(6 5,321.618 140,438 92.324 26,388
1877 6,338,906 1»^,498 93,509 25,078

In 1878 the number of paupers in receipt of relief in unions
was 85,530, against 74,743 in 1869. During the same year
the number of criminal offenders committed was: men, 3,113;
women, 758; total, 3,871; of which 2,303 were convicted.

A^riciilturf,. The diversity of soils is not so great as in
England. There are no stiff, clayey, or chalky deposits. Sandy
soils are also rare. Loam, resting on a substratum of lime-
stone, predominates ; and though often very shallow, it is

almost everywhere very prolific. In short, deducting the bogs
and mountains, it is certain that this island is about the rich-
est country, in respect of soil, in Europe. As a grazing coun-
try, it is probably superior to any in the Old World. The
Agricultural Statistics of Ireland, issued from the General
Register Oflice in 1878, show the number of acres under
various crops as follows, in 1877 and 1878 :

—

Crops.

Wheat
Oats
Barley
Rye
Beans and pease
Potatoes
Turnips
Mangel and beet roots..

Cabbage
Carrots and other crops
Vetches and rape
FlHX
Meadow and clover ....

Acres in 1877. Acres in 1878.

129,297
1,476,172
226 216
11.124
9.786

873,291
334,379
48.948
39,307
34,750
34,334
123 380

1,924,917

154.011

1,412.(537

243 929
11,439
9.405

846.985
329,942
45.187
39,463
35,161
21,022

111,808
1,942,716

The bulk of the population of Ireland depend for employ-
ment and subsistence on the soil. The competition for small
patches of land is con.iequently very keen, and the rents
greater than the occupiers can afibrd; though not greater
than might be paid for them, were thev consolidated into
proper sized farms, and cultivated on an improved system. In
/., in fact, the po.sse.<!sion of a piece of ground has long been a
condition all but indispensable to existence; and we need not,
therefore, wonder that the occupiers should cling with desper-
ate tenacity to their small patches. This has led in most
parts to a sort of tacit but Well-understood agreement among
the cottiers or small farmers, to support each other against
interlopers ; and, in the greater part of the country, it is as
necessiiry to the quiet posses.sion of the land to secure what is
called tenant-right, or the good-will of the occupier, as it is to
make a bargain with the landlord. Any tenant who should
neglect this indispensable precaution would run a great risk of
being disturbed in, or forcibly ousted from, his holding. In-
deed, most of the agrarian outrages which have for so long
iigi'ated the country have been directly or indirectly con-
nected with land-occupancy. It is not necessary to enter into

any lengthened disquisitions as to the various circumstances
which have led to that minute parcelling of the land which is

the ftane of /. The greatest influence is, doubtless, to be as-

cribed to the custom of providing for the sons, and sometimes,
also, the daughters of the occupiers of land, by giving them
shares of their father's holdings. A good deal of what is pe-

culiar in the mode of occupying land in this island has grown
out of the conditions under which it was originally acquired
by the ancestors of its present owners About j^g of the soil

was forfeited under Cromwell and William III. ; and this

amount of real estate was, for the most part, either gratui-

tously granted to, or was acquired at a nominal rate of pur-
chase by noblemen and gentlemen of fortune and influence in

England. Such persons could not be expected to leave their

country to reside permanently in / ; and, in point of fact, they
but rarely vLsited their Irish estates, but satisfied themselves
with the acquisition of what rents they could pet for them.
No sympathy existed between them and their tenants ; the
religious and political principles of the one party were diamet-
rically in antagonism to those of the other The landlords
looked upon their tenants as a sort of unwilling bondsmen,
who, if any favorable opportunity should present itself, would
immediately shake off their dependence on them ; and, on the
other hand, the tenants regarded the landlords as u.«urpers

of an alien race unjustly intruded on the properties of others,

and as enemies fo the religion and rights of the Irish people
Very few had any confidence in the stability of such a state of
things ; and it could not be expected that landlords shou.d
care much about the y ermanent interests of their estates, or
that they should lay out any considerable sum on their im-
provement. To build a farm-house or out-offices was an out-

lay which, for a lengthened period, no Irish landlord ever
incurred ; and even to this day the old habit maintains an
ascendency, and the great majority of land owners lay out
little or nothing on buildings. Generally speaking, what are
called farm-houses and out-buildings in England do not exist

in Ireland ; and the aspect of the cabins, or cottages, which, in

the vast majority of instances, are of the most ramshackle
description; the smallness of the fields, which, instead of
hedges and ditches, or stone fences, are usually divided by
turf dykes ; and the poverty of the hou.se furniture, and of the
agricultural implements,— all impress one with most unfavora-
ble convictions. But, how mortifying soever the contrast

between the fertility of the soil and the condition of its occu-

piers, it is some satisfaction to remark that it is less striking

now than formerly. In many districts a considerable change
has been made towards a better state of things ; but the evil

is still far from being at its end, as exemplified by the violent

agrarian agitation which took place in 1879, caused by tl:e

tenacity of landlords in exacting rents that the poor Irish ten-

ants could not possibly pay, the failure of the crops in that
year having led the agricultural population almost to starva-

tion.

rv. Mines and Manufactures.

Next to agriculture, the material resources of G. B , and
more especially of England, lie in its minerals. In the " Min-
eral Statistics of the United Kingdom," published in 1877. by
the keeper of mining records, the mineral produce of G. B. is

summarised as follows :
—

Minerals.

Coal
Iron ore
Copper ore
Tin ore
Lead ore
Zinc ore
Iron pyrites

Arsenic
Manganese
Ochre and umber
Wolfram
Fluor spar
Clays
Oil shales

Salt

Barytes
Coprolites ,

Gypsum
Sundry minerals, including I

China stone f

Quantities.

Tons.
133,344,766
16,841.583

79,252
13,688
79,096
23,613
48,809
4.228
2,796
3,805

23
837

3 971,123
610,785

2,273.256
23,561

268.150
61,741

Cwtf.

14

Total value of minerals produced in 1876..

.

Value.

£
4(5,670,668

6.826,706
317.186
600,923

1,218,078
90,142
43.870
28,092
9,788

4,478
172
230

744,224
319,853

l,13,i.62«

24,479
626,000
13,671

18,750

68,691.832
Si2a3,459,160

Under another calculation, the keeper, of mining records
gives the following summitry of the total value of minerals,

together with metals, obtained Uora the mines of the United
Kingdom in 1876 :

—
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Coal £46,670,668
Metals, obtained from ores 18,608.818
Kartby and other minerals 2,887,367

Total value ."£^^^,853

The metals obtained from ores are clas.sified as follows, ac-
cording to quantities and value, in 1876 :

—

Metals.

' Pig-iron ,

Lesid

Tin
Copper
Zinc

Silver

Gold
Other metals

Total value

Quantities.

Tons.
6,000,997

58,6-37

4,694
6.641

Ounces.
483,422

293

Value.

£
16.(N)-2.192

1,270,415

675.750
3J2,300

158,011

106,262
1.138

2,750

18,668,818

It will be seen by a glance at the preceding tables, that the
mineral wealth of G. i>. lies, in substance, in two articles,

namely, coal and iron ore. From these springs, as immediate
produce, a third, namely, pig-iron. Coal and iron ore to-

gether form, as regards value, over y'^ of the mineral produce
;

while pig-iron by it.«elf holds nearly the same position in value
among the metals produced in G. B.— Coal. In the produc-
tion of the by far most important article of G. B's mineral
wealth, to which all others are but appendages, England and
Wales stand foremost to such an extent as to lUrow the other
two divisions of the United Kingdom into comparative insignifi-

cance. To the total coal produce of Gf. B., in the year 1876,
Kngland and Wales contributed 114.554,278 tons, being g of
the whole. The remainder, 18,790,488 tons, was produced
almost entirely in Scotland,— the mines of East Scotland fur-

nishing 11,667.648 tons, and those of West Scotland 6,997,904
tons. The production of coal in Ireland in 1876 was not more
than i24,936 tons. The gradual rise in production and value
of coal is iudicated in the subjoined table :

—

Years. Quantities. Value.

Tons. £
1355 61,4.53.079 16,113,267
1858 65.008,649 16,2.52,162

1861 83.635,214 20.908,803
1864 92,787.873 23,197,968
1867 104,500,480 26,125,145
1870 110,431,192 27,607,798
1873 127,016,747 47.(!31.280

1876 133,344,766 46,670,668

The production of coal in G. B. was more than doubled in

the period from 1855 to 1876, but the exports to foreign coun-
tries during the same time increased nearly eight-fold. From
4,976,902 tons in 18.55 the exports rose to 9,170,477 tons in

1S65, and to 11,702,649 tons in 1870. Thev further ro.se to

13,193,494 tons in 1872, to 13.927,205 tons in 1874, to 14.544,918
tons in 1875, and to 16.299.077 tons in 1876. Of the total exports
of the year 1876 France took 3.160.555 tons, Germany 2.243,722
tons, and Italy, Russia, and Sweden and Norway, each a little

over a million tons, the remainder being distributed over thirty
other foreign countries and British colonies. Vast as has been
the amount of the coal exports in recent years, they still rep-
resent less than i of the coal produce of the country. It is an
admitted fact that the price of coal, which in recent years has
been gradually rising in England, must continue to rise, both
on account of its increased consumption, and of the constantly
growing expenses of raising it. Although the total area of
the coal-ficlils of G. li extends, according to the most authen-
tic estimate", over 5,400 sq. m , comparatively few new pits

have been opened in recent years ; and the ever-increasing
demand has been supplied by the deepening as well as widening
of the best collieries. This could only be achieved at an in-

crea.sed outlay, ina.smuch as the cost of raising coal to the
surface, and the attendant expen.ses of administration and
•upervi.«ion, are far greater than the cost of the actual displace-

ment of the material from its beds. (See also Coal, page
176.)

Iron Ore anil Plg-fmn. Though vastly Inferior, as a source
of national wealth, to coal, ami deriving nearly all its value
from it, still the second most important proiluce of English
mines, the iron ore, has the greatest effect upon the industrial

character of the country. England and Wales alone produce
iron ore, the amount raised in Scotland and Ireland being
quite insignificant. It amounted in Scotland to 5.226 tons,

valued at £8,432 ($17,160), and in Ireland to 116,066 tons.

valued at £60,748 (S3n3,740) in 1876. The whole of the rest

of the produce of G. B., 16,720,291 tons, valued at £6,761,525
(•533,807,625), was raised iu England and Wales. The pig-iron
produced in G. B in the year 1876 came from 17.813,818 tons
of iron, of which amount 16 841,583 tons were raised at home,
and the remainder, 972,235 tons, imported from foreign coun-
tries, principally from Italy, Spain, and Portugal. The follow-

ing table exhibits the quantities and value of pig-iron produced
in G. i>. in every third year from 1865 to 1876 :

—

Years. Quantities. Value.

Tons. £
1855 3,218,154 8.045.385
1858 3,4^16,064 8,64<M60
1861 3,712,390 9.280.975
1864 4,767,951 11.919.877
1867 4,761,023 11.9112.5.57

1870 5,963,515 14,90S.7S7
1873 6,566.451 18,057.739
1876 6,555,997 16,062,192

The iron manufacture is not in a prosperous condition. In
1877 the total nunil>er of existing furnaces in England was
626, and in Wales, 145; while the total number of active iron-
works amounted only to 159 in England, and 24 in Wales,
showing that more than three quarters of the furnaces were
standing idle.

Lead In comparison with coal and iron, all the other min-
eral products of the country are of small im|)ortance. Of lhe.«e

minor products, the highest on the list, as to value, is lead ore,

raised in G B. to the value of £1.218.078 in 1876, and pro-
ducing lead valued at £1,270,415 (*6,352.075) The quanti-
ties of lead ore raised in the year amounted to 79.096 tons, and
the metallic produce to 58,667 tons. Of this total, 73,361 tons
of ore were raised in England and Wales, producing 54.363 tons
of lead. More than one half of the lead ore and lead pro-

duced in England came from the counties of Durham and
Northumberland, while two thirds of the produce of Wales
came from Montgomeryshire and Cardiganshire. There were
altogether 392 lead-mines in G. B. in 4876, and of this num-
ber 387 were in England and Wales. The proiluce of the lead-

mines, after remaining stationary for many years, has, of late,

declined considerably. In the fifteen years from 1854 to 1868
the average annual produce in G. B. amounted to about
68,000 tons. The culminating point of production was reached
in the year 1870, with 73.420 tons, after which there was a
steady falling off. The decrea.«e in the home produce of lead

was accompanied by an increa.se in the imports of the metal,
which amounted to 61,987 tons in 1874, and ro.«e to 79.825
tons in 1876, and to 80,649 tons, valued at £1,749.978
(S8,749,890), in 1876. It will be seen that the imports of lead

are considerably larger than the home production.
Tin. Tin ore is found nowhere but in Cornwall and Devon-

shire, and in 1877 there were returneil, as existing in Eng-
land, 135 tin-mines. Their produce has sufl'ered a great and
steady decrease in recent years. In 1872 there were raUed
14,266 tons of ore, producing 9,560 tons of metal, value<l at

Xl.459,990 : while the year 1876 showed a falling off to 13.ti88

tons, pKKiucing 8,500 tons of metal, valued at i.675,750(S3,378,-

750) During the same period the imports of tin, in blocks

and ingots, from foreign countries gradually increa.sed. They
amounted to 166,840 cwt, valued at £1.154,578 (S5,772.8SK))

in 1872, and rose to 804.651 cwt., valued at £1,148,642
(85,742,710) in 1876. It will be seen that while the total

quantity of tin imported within the quinquennial period un-
derwent a considerable increase, the total value not only did
not augment, but actually dccrea.«ed. The decline in price

was pn>bably one of the main causes of the decline in the
production of tin.

Copprr. Next to tin in value stands copper. The total

value of copper ore raised in G. H. in 1876 was 79.252 tons, of
which 71.756 tons were the produce of England and Wales,

while 680 tons came from .Scotland, and 6,816 tons from Ire-

land. The total amount of the metal produced from the ores

was 4-.694 tons, valued at £:jI>2.3(X) (#1,961,500) In 18.'>5

the total produce of copper was as high as 21,294 tons,

valued at X3,042.>>77 (S15.214.385); from that lime the quan-
tity has been gradually declining, and, as with li>ad and tin,

the copper imports grew largely while the production dimin-
ished.

Salt and clntf. Tlie centre of the salt production in Eng-
land is In Cheshire, Norwich. Mid.llewich, Minsford, and
other places . but there are al.so salt-mines in Staffi>rd.«hireand

Worcestershire. In 1876 the total quantity of salt raised

amounted to 2,273,266 tons, valued at .C1.13>i.628 (S5,<I83,140),

of which 854.5;{8 tons, valued at X.529,.547 (•«2,r47.736), were

exported to foreign countries, chiefly to the U. States and
British India, Of clays of all kinds, the total produce in 1876

was 3,971.123 tons, valuedat £744.224 (S.3.721. 120). The finest

of the clays, known as kaolin, or porcelain clay, is the produce

of Cornwall and Devonshire, the former county raising 105,275
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tons, and the latter 25,000 tons, in 1876. Of importance next
to it, as potter's material, is the " Poole clay " of Dorsetshire,

of which 72,105 tons were produced in 1876. Raised in much
larger quantities than both the kaolin and the " Poole," are

the fire-clays, the production of which in the jear 1876
amounted to 1.514,902 tons. The fire-clays are found chietly

in the north and west of England and in South Wales.
Cotlon. The following table shows the progress, with fluc-

tuations, of the cottou-trade, in the annual imports, the ex-

ports, and the excess of imports of raw cotton during each, for

every fifth year from 1841 to 1876 :
—

Years.
Total imports of Total Exports of Excess of

raw Cotton. raw Cotton. Imports.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

1841 487,992.a55 37.673,585 450,318,770
1846 467,856,274 65,930,732 401,925,542
1851 757,379,749 111,980,394 645,399,355
1856 1,023,886,304 146,660,864 877,225,440
1861 1,256,984,736 298,287,920 958,696,816
1866 1,377,514,096 388,981,933 988,532,160
1871 1,778,139,776 362,075,616 1,416,064,160

1876 1,487,858,848 203,305,872 1,284,552,976

There were 2,655 cotton factories in the United Kingdom at

the end of 1874. They had 41,881,789 spindles and 463,118
power-looms, and gave employment to 479,515 persons, of whom
187,620 were males, and 291,895 females. Lancashire alone

Years.
Total Imports

of Wool.

Total Exports
(foreign and
colonial).

Net Imports.

lbs. lbs. IbR.

1841 56,170,974 2,553,671 53,617,303
1846 65,255,462 3,011,980 62,243,482
1851 83,311,975 13,729,987 69,581,988
1856 116,211,392 26,679,793 89.531,599
1861 147,172,841 54,377,104 92.795,737
1866 239,358,689 66,573,488 172,786,201
1871 323,036,299 134,866.304 188.169,995
1876 390,055,759 173,020,372 217,035,387

Of the 1,800 woollen factories in existence in the United
Kingdom at the end of 1874, England and Wales had 480 ; and
of the 692 worsted factories, England and Wales had 239. The
chief seat of the woollen and worsted nianuf. in England is in

Yorkshire, while Lancashire stands second, but a long way
behind.

Silk. There were in 1876, in G. B., 818 silk-factories, with
1.336,411 spindles and 10,002 power-looms, employing 45,559

persons. Of this total, only 4 factories, with 226 power-looms,

employing 740 persons, were in Scotland ; and but 2 factories,

with 7 power-looms, employing 400 persons, were in Ireland.

Linen. In 1876 there were in G. B. 449 factories for spin-

ning flax, using 1,473 800 spindles and 41,980 power-looms,

and employing 128,459 hands. In the returns for 1874, Scot-

land took the first rank as regards the number of flax-factories,

Ireland the second, and England the third rank. There were

in Scotlnnd at that date 159 factories, with 275,119 spindles

and 18,529 power-looms, employing 45,816 per.<ons ; and in

Fig. 246.— CooRTTARD, Haddos Hall.

absorbs three fourths of the manuf of cotton fabrics in G. B ,

having 1,911 fictories, with 373,061 power-looms, and 352.003
persons employed. ( For further information and statistics, see
CoTTO?j, page 23').)

Woollen anri Worsted. There were in 1876, in G. B.. 1,800
woollen and 692 worsted factories. In the woollen factories
there were in use 3,-323,881 spindles and 57.090 power-looms,
and they employed 134,605 persons: while in the worsted
factories there were in use 2.382,4.50 spindles and 81.747
power looms, and thev employed 142.097 persons. Unlike
cotton, the mw material for woollen fabrics is mainly pro-
duced at home ; still, for many years pa«t the native supply
has been insufficient, which necessitated imports from foreign
countries and British colonies, ever increa.sing in amount.
During 1840 - 1876 the imports of wool rose from 49 to 390
millions of pounds.
The following table exhibits the imports of wool into G. B.

from foreign countries and British colonies, the amount of re-

export.^, and the net balance of imports, for every fifth year
from 1841 to 1876 :

—

Ireland 149 factories, with 906,946 spindles and 17,827 power-
looms, employing 60.316 hands.

Hosiery, Lace, and Shoi/tly There are enumerated in official

returns a number of other existing factories, among them of
hosiery, lace, " shoddy," hair, felt, and elastic fabrics. The
hosiery factories of G. B. employed 11,980, and the lace facto-

ries 10,373 persons in 1874 ; but all the others gave employ-
ment, in the ageregate, to less than 9,000 workers. The hosiery

factories were all in England, with the exception of 4 in Scot-

land, employing 1,006 persons. In the Engli.sh hasiery facto-

ries. 65 in number, nearly all in I^icicestershire and adjoinijig

midland counties, there were 10.914 persons employed in 1874.

about one half of them won>en. The hosiery factories of

England more than doubled from 1861. when their number
was 65. to 1874. The same was the case with the lace factories,

which increased from 186 in 1868 to 311 in 1874 Another no-

table textile industry enumerated in the official returns is that

of "shoddv factories." There were of these establishments,
125 in G. B. in 1874, all of them in England, with the excep-
tion of some very small Scottish ones, returned as employing
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together 7 persons. The English shoddy factorie.i, dispersed
in 1874 over Yorkshire and Lancashire, with but a few in other
counties, had in u.se iu thnt year 101.134 spindles and 1,4^37

power-looms, and employed 3.424 persons, more than one half
of them women. There was an increa-^e in the shoddy facto-
ries of Lancashire from 1868 to 1874, but a decrease during the
same period in those of Yoricshire.

V. FoREiG.N Commerce.

The most important fact in connection with the foreign com-
merce of G. B. , in recent years, is that there has been a grad-
ual and steady increa.se of imports, together with a decrease of
exporrs of home produce. The movement began in 1872. Up
to that time the exports of British produce had kept on increas-
ing with the imports, although at a lower rate, ami far inferior

In aggregate value ; but a chanse took place in the latter year.
While the imports have continued their upward course, the ex-
ports of British produce have fallen regularly and steadily down
to the present time, and with a tendency to become more pro-
nounced every year. The decline in exports aflected all the
principal articles of British home produce ; it was greatest of
ad in textile manufactures, and least in coals and machinery.
The declared value of imports and exports of G. B. during the
tea years 1868 to 1877 >»as as follows :

—

Exports

Total
Exports of Foreign ToUl

Years. of British and Imports and
Produce. Colonial Pro-

duce.
Exports.

£ £ £ £
1868 294.693.608 179.677,812 48,l(l0.r>J2 522,472,062
1869 295,460.214 189,a^)3,<*57 47,0<;l,i'95 632,475,266
1870 3a3.257.493 199.58t;.822 44.493.755 647.338,070

1871 331,015.380 223.066,162 60.508 ,5:j8 614.590,080
1872 354,693,624 256.257.347 58.331,487 669.282,458
1873 371,287,372 2;'.5,164,ti<i3 55,840, 1(J2 682.292,137

1874 370.082,701 239,558,121 58,092,343 667,73:}.ltJ5

1875 373,9.39..577 223,4ti5.9«a 68,146,360 655.551,9(10

1876 375,154,703 20(J.(>'J9,204 56,137.398 631,931,3(Jo

1877 394,419,682 198,893,065 63,452,955 646,765,703

The following table shows the relative division of the im-
ports and exports of British produce in each of the )ears 1876
and 1877 :

—

COUNTRIES.
Imports. Exports.

1876. 1877. 1876. 1877.

I. Foreign Countries.
£17,574,000
10,654,OfJO

4,218,000

21,115,000
16.602,000
13,848,000
45,305,000
8.763,000

3,805,(X)0

4,152,000

856,000
1,799,000
7,444,000

1,238,000
11,482,000

£22.142,000
10.455.(100

3.950.000
26.270.000
19,861.000

12,889.0(K)

45.823.000
10.842.000
4,089.000
4,101.006
1.541.000

2,454.000

6,852.000
247.000

11 102,000

£6.183 000
4.225.(K>0

2.199.0(Xj

20.082.000
11.777,000

5,875,000
16.086.000

3 992, (JOO

2,408.000
6.68^.000
'785.000

867,000
6.!)23(KK)

708,000
2.630,CH)0

£4,179,000
4,1S1,(XK)

1.828.000

19.642,000
9,614.000
5.3(14,000

14,233,000
3.()37.0OO

2,425.000

6,219,000
1,042,000
867,000

5,ti26,(i00

197.000

2,273,000

Belgium

Spain
Portugal, with the Azores
Italy

Koumania
Egypt

Europe and Mediterranean countries £168,855,000 £182,618,000 £9(J ,429,000 £81,266,000

United Statesof North America £75,899,000
662,000
935,000

2,943,000
458,000
56,000

682.000
245,000

5,178,0(X)

2,605,000
3.585,000
5,631 ,(K)0

£77,826.(XK)
799.0IX)

1,380.000

1,605.000
262.(100

64,(KX»

472.000
186.(KlO

6,345 .0(K»

2.434.0(X)

3,280,000
4.697.000

£99,260,000

£16,834.0(K)
602.0(K»

716,(KI0

2,015.()(K)

632,000
679,000
783.(100

225.000
5.920.000

2,550,000
1.946,000

991,000

£33.793,000

£16,377,000
996,000
930.000

2,244.000
6i3,00()

620,(100

912.000
2fi2 0(O

6.959,000

3,170,000
1.601,000

1,266,000

Cuba and Porto Rico

Ecuador
Brazil

Chili

Peru

£98,778,000 £34,860,000

£14,939,000
657,000

1,441.000

1,443,000
496,(KX)

627,000
277,000

1.69(i,000

1,613,000

£23,189,000

£13.421,000
734,000

1,1)56.(K)0

l,75(),0(iO

6(J2,000

812,000
297,000

l,ta6,(XX)

1,8»1.000

£22,998,000

£4,611 000
2.033.000
1,676,(100

729,000
210,(100

39(i,000

148,(K)0

S(99,(100

758,000

£4,405,000
2,203.000
2.061,000

1,292.000
271.000
393,000
172.000

1.178.000

879,000

Japan
Dutch East Indies
Philippine Islands
Algeria

Other countries..

£11.658,0(X) £12,864,000

£290,822,000 £304,866,000 £135.780,000 £128,970,000

II. British Possessioss.

£676.000
50,000

214,000
11,024,000
7,122.000

21.962.000
30.026,000
2.642,(«()

8.134,(KK)

1.357.000
937.000

4,li)2,000

681 .(JOO

317,000

£724,000
70,000

28(i,000

12.03(i.000

7.129,000
21.732.000
81.225,(HX)

2,722.000
4.4{)9.(X)0

1.8i»5.000

1.891,000

4,275,000
7<i8,(X)0

302,(K)0

£.'>8(i.000

1.121.0(H)

8i»4.(M)0

7.3i'>8 0(K)

3.045,000
17.682,(00
22.4(15,OK)
i:9tX),(Ki0

1.074.(^10

3,0.80.(HK)

;{42.(i(0

4.331, (XK)

7 19,(.100

2ir).000

£5.V>.000

WW.000
819,(KiO

7.614,000
3(iO7,0<»0

19,28ti,000

25,;«8.000
2,276ai0
1.045,000
3.5(i8,(X10

4!<1,(HX)

4,116.(100

810.0(10

187,000

Gibraltar

Australia and New Zealand

Uong-Kong. . ..

British West Africa and islands

Other posttesgions

Total British possessions £84.333,000 £89,654.000 £64,869.000 £69,923.000

£376,166.000
»1.876,775,O0O

£394.420,000
81.971.100.000

"£200^689.000"
J«1.003.196.(100

"£198,893.000
?994 ,46.5.000
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The commerce of G. B. with the U. States for the year 1878
was as follows :

—
Exports of Home and Colonial Produce to the United States.

England. Scotland. Ireland.

126,631
165,984
438.131
574,954

1,156,568
276,135
614,016

2,487,660
492,.537

277,748
273,507

288,731

101,886
337,490
776.186
816,974

1,132,757

6,197,914

3,066,272
1,778,643
108.171

7,756,562
2,102,204
517,195
938,422

126,317

847,723
1.107,573

6,236,281
6,165,714
193,969
624,147
127,600

2,923,576

109,872
784,314
175.797
338,670
472,830

1,333,279
534,641

270,225

1,138,419
827,677
108,621

1,589.218
600,296
142,031

653,737
683,457

218,018
72,282

221,868
148,386

1,228,977
229,623
107,727

342,500

2,003198
331,039
115.798

1,214,511
1,198,426
2.33.313

526,252

1,126,841

1,614,418
8.127,876

1,037,423
349,608

aj0.OR7

171,512

"32I245
20,353
71,732

"'
3^971

245,075

68,348

496

'159,594

42,727

l,a59

2,091,888

15,751
17,639
76,220

4,033,921

13,147
6.118

26,400

"'io,i6i

1,475

35

"186,986

6,669
9,251

16

119
92

14,221

297,106

""7,653

276

427
116,059

9,835

sii

""3,844

160,.524

41,635
3,044

629
1,214

9,243

4501
200.018

22,161

1

$

Beer, ale, and porter .

.

Bleaching-powder
Books

46.104

2,474

Breadstuffa,— rice

Buttons of all kinds ...

Chemicals, etc

Coal (bituminous) 680

Coffee

Copper, manuf...
Cordage, rope^ and

212

" manuf., white .

" " printed
" "hosiery,

" shirts, etc..
" " notsp'cified

Earthen, stone, and

5,271
383

"12,666

332

332,510
1,317,699

Fruits and nuts
Fur skins, undressed..

" dressed, and furs
Glass, cast polished

Gold and silver : —
Gold bullion

" coin (foreign)..
" " (American)

Silver bullion
'' coin (Am.)

Hair, manuf.
Hides and skins
Household and personal

" manuf. . .

.

'
' machinery 3,062

" steel ingots,
sheets, etc

" cutlery
" files

" manuf. , not speci-

fied

Jute, manuf. of
Lead, pig and bar
Leather of all kinds . .

.

" gloves
" manu f., not

specified

Marble and manuf. of..

Metal composition.
iii

1 546
Oil, volatile

P lintings, chromos,etc.
Paints, white lead

" not specified .

.

Paper materials (rags,

e'c. )

" divers man. of 216

Precious stones
Salt

Seeds
Silk, raw
" dress and piece

2
' " manuf., not speci-

fied 886
Soda, carbonate

Spices of all kinds
Straw and palm-leaf.

Suiwr, brown

Exports.— Continued.

England. Scotland. Ireland.

Tin, in plates
$

9,561,742

258,058
470.805
163,642

3,750,762

3,616 344
738 346

110

60,473
736

4,342

9,509
71 8«7

$

\Vines and spirits :
—

1,568
Wines

Wood, cabinet-ware . .

.

Wool, unmanufactured
" cloths and cassi-

meres.

64

" carpets
" dress goods
" hosiery
" manuf., not spe-

cified

329.05^ 42^568
7,134,246 39,977
336,890 17,647

1,734,904 14,005

7,853,625 77,874

72

62
All other articles under
$100,000 each 43,360

Total exports..

.

$109,621,257 $8,452,849 Sl,768,579

Imports of American Domestic Produce.

Ag. implements :
—

Mowers and reapers .

Not specified

Animals (living) :—
Horned cattle

Horses
Books
BreadstufTs :

—
Barley
Indian corn
Oats
Wheat
Wheat flour

Small grain and pulse
Maizena, farina, etc.

Carriages, cars, etc
Clocks
Cotton (raw) Sea Ijiland

" " other..
" (manuf.) colored
" uncolored...
" not specified

Drugs, chemicals, etc.

.

F:incy articles

Fruits : apples
" in cans

Furs and fur skins

Gold and .silver :
—

Gold coin

Silver bullion
" trade dollars..

Hair, unmanufactured.
Hemp, manuf. of
Hides and skins
Hops
Iron and steel :

—
Machinery
Manuf., not specified

Kdtie-tools

Leather of all kinds. ..

.

" Morocco
" Man. not specified

Manures
Marble and stone man
.Musical inst. : organs.
Naval stores : rosin and

turpentine
Oils :

—
Oil cake
Naphthas (benx.,etc.

)

Illuminating
Lubricating
Tar, pitch, etc....

Lard
Sperm
Whale
Volatile

Painfgs and engniv'gs
Paper and stationery .

.

Provisions :
—

B.icon and hams ....

Beef, .salted andcur'd
" fresh

Butter
Cheese .

Cured fish

5^

354,231
241,644

2.327,003
529.665
181,014

1.193.471

16,683.360
107.597

38,467,534
7328.200
345,907
811.708
141,039
427,891

1,261,680
110.677,992

334,004
991,422
148,169
480,333
241.039
204.584
158.561

1,939,080

8359,841
6 254,191

893.516
268,861
422,679
283.986

2,032,659

641,942
258,086
228,860

8,723,909
793,248
89,<>22

786,330
259,217
148,643

714,142

8,905.051
696,192

4,352,053
192.797
234.297

655,204
615.141
100,040
201.242
126.836
149,548

33.806,885
1.663,050
4.102,747
1.729,174

12.184,622

1,919,703

41.715
24,770

81,840
60,100
7,841

261,876
1,774.511

1,466
2,649,374
2,265,943
118,571
698,840

4.937

63,985

11.559
72,899
14,481
25,071
4,632

82.670
8,290

236.764
2,926

43,456

78,911
18.796
12,162
67,496
1907

32,392
24.752
8.085

6,376

180,890

261.086

74,219
29,731
84,892

186,964
175,822
40.928
6,100

2,890
9,033

4,376,066
455.799
863,405
921,396

1,567,288

845,328
19,291,355

32,721.633
175925

6,491.420

400

'ioo

141,679
72,686

18,91£

739 605
28.522

792,913

68,700
143

7.600
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Imports. — Continued.

England,
j
Scotland. Ireland.

Lard 7,934,320
3,212,469
252,999

1,548,733
164,185
609,199
465,977

1,271,857

1,653,606
117,478

2,621.423
7,546.813

841,69*5

105,869

677.477
329,599
158,267

1,245.712
115,708
401,395

4,724,676

2.241.155

1,072,048
1,816

169.269
95

«

Preserved meat
Oysters
Pork m
" all others

Sevringmachines
Spirits of turpentine. .

.

171.592 3,500
16,5971

119,847 1 256,748
182 184

" molasses
Tallow

198498
551 566
653,931
106.127

1,765

155,901
71.777
37,987

144.5'5^

47.424
245.645

630,182

" man. not specified

Wood: -
Boards, deals, etc, ..

Shooks, staves, etc.

.

Other lumber

101.626
39.353
1,776

215,265

109 246

Household furniture.

All other manuf.
All other articles under
»100,000each

Total imports..

.

$307,319,235 824,721,880 861,201,791

The subjoined tabular statement shows th,e commercial in-
tercourse between G. B. and the U. States in each of the 20
years, 1859 to 1878 :

—

Imports from the U.
States.

Total im-
ports.

Exports to

Tears. the D. States.
Domestic. Foreign.

S % " $ 8
1859 .... 172.155.786 2,790,067 174,945,853 126 754,421
1860 .... 196.260,756 6,080,165 202,340,921 138,596,484
1861 .... 116,583,955 3,951,968 120,535,923 139,206,367
1862 .... 105,898.554 4.699,602 110,698,156 86,481,430
1863 .... 166,466,101 13,310,416 179,776,517 113.136,700
1864 .... 167,019,543 6,531,925 173,551,468 143,195,714
1865 .... 124,410,338 15.319,869 139,730,207 85,332.482
1866 .... 3;37,684,689 4,593,769 342,278,458 202.440,242
1867 .... 247.225,717 6,717,138 253.942,865 178,915,255
1868 .... 238,085,761 5,695,788 243,781,549 133.168.139
1869 .... 201,799,754 5,390,165 207,189,919 163.195,656
1870 .... 267,499,781 11,665,086 279,164.867 155,043,872
1871 .... 344,632,550 13,573.703 358,206,253 220,880,367
1872 .... 313,195,069 8,490,972 321,686,041 • 249.325.957
1873 .... 363,509,205 11,703,694 376,212,899 237,796,788
1874 .... 373,566.508 7,587,644 381,154,152 193,595,330
1876 .... 366.799,869 4,945,813 371,745,682 157,047,827
1876 .... 361.535,524 7,333,800 368,900,324 124,852.964
1877 .... 365,676,732 9,792,260 375,468,992 135.138,260
1878 .... 893,242,906 5,768,480 399,0U,386 119,842,686

Total.. 5,223,250,098 165,972,324 5,379,222,422 3,102,946,940

The 6ix principal articles of British produce exported to colo-

nial possessions and foreign countries in the years 1876, 1876,
and 1877, were as follows :

—

Principal articles.

1. Cotton manufactures :
— £

Piece goods, white or plain. 33.255,013
" printed or dyed 19,900,918

1876.

Cotton yam.
of other kinds.

Total of cotton manuC.

.

2. Woollen and worsted man.
Cloths, coatings, etc

Flannels, blankets, and
baizes

Worsted stuCb
Carpets and druggets ....

All other sorts

Woollen and worsted yam

5,442,922

13,172,860

71,771,713 67,641,268 69,226.983

6,860,203

1.289,637
11,159,914
1,159.979
1.249,692

6.099,807

^°^Bt°Jd rn^uf"
*°'*1 26,758,632 23,020,n9 20,952,659

1876. 18n,

£ £
«,454.280 31,809,747
18,494,492 20,218,715
4.910,7ta 5,007,567
lt,781,733 12,192,964

6,451,410 6,567^06

1,014.886 1,176877
9,141,605 7,726,414
911,873 847,763

1.088.704 1,026.843

4,417,241 3,609,456

Principal articles. 1875. 1876. 1877.

8. Iron and steel :
—

Iron, pig and puddled
" bar, angle, bolt, and

rod

£
3,449,916

2,725,907
6,453.836

780,037
3.686,607

3,304.148
4,342,492

102,837

1,901,491

£
2,842,434

1,946,445
3,T(in.l06

731,148
2,891,698
2.853.621

4,041,418

96,977

1.636,669

£
2,628,656

1 928 103
" railroad, of all sorts .

.

'« wire
3,868,106
752,278

8,088,126

2.732,813
3,646,661
100,788

1,624,886

" hoops and plates
" wrought, of all sorts .

.

" old, for re-manuf
Steel, wrought and un-

Total of iron and steel...

.

25,747,271 20,737,410 20,113,916

4. Coals.cinders, and fuel.... 9,658,088 8,904.463 8,351,799

6. Linen manufactures :
—

White or plain

Printed, checked, or dyed.

.

Of other sorts

5.904.968
470,296
897,667

1,855,684

4,385,072
449,918
806,646

1,449,613

4,597,666
4n.982
764.796

1,609,163

Total of linen manuf. 9,128,604 7.070,149 7,343.596

9,068,647 7,210,426 6,722,868

The tendency ofmodem English legislation is towards con-
centration of customs duties on a few articles. .\t present

there are virtually but four great articles of customs produce,
namely, tobacco, spirits, tea. and wine. The receipts of the
customs were as follows in each of the years 1876 and 1877 :

—

Articles.

Chicory
Cocoa, cocoa-husks, and choco-

late

Coffee

Fruit, dried : currants
" figs, plums, and prunes.
" raisins

Spirits : rum
" brandy
" geneva and other forts

Tea
Tobacco and snuff
Wine
Other articles

Total gross receipts

Deduct drawbacks and re

payments

Total net receipts

Gross produce of customs
duties.

1876.

- £
62,889

44.953
208,467
340,179
.44,506
150,434

2,554,260
2.341.120
1.065,157
8.728,311
7,838.048

1,764,128
13,856

20,156,308

101,610

20,064.698
9100,273,490

1877.

£
66,004

43.608
205.272
286,114
40.190
152.649

2,609.776

2,135.136
866,228

3.781,891
8.080,781

1,660,157
18,617

19,840,821

104,110

19,788,211

«98,681,06&

The decline of English manufacture and commerce may b«
attributed pjirtly to the badness of English work and partly to

the faults both of master and man, which hare caused the high
price of production. To these should be added certain results

of the existing laws of England, which necessarily affect the

price of production. One of those is the high price oflaitd, aris-

ing from its ab.'orption by a few owners (see above), which re-

sults in increased rents for manufactories, and, therefore, in

the necessity of selling a much largiT quantity of goods before

any actual profit can be made. Here. France, Germany, and
Belgium — without for the present sp<-aking of this country—
have the advantage over England. The delegates of the Brit-

ish Chamber of Commerce who went to France, in 1879, to

report on the French industries in view of the prospective

revision of the French tariff, found that the French woollen

mills, for instance, could be erected for less money than Eng-
lish, and that though the machinery and fuel may be dearer,

the mode of working is much more economical. French mill-

hands work as a rule 72 hours a week instead of 56^. as in

England, and receive for that in some cases only SlOO whert

1200 would be paid in England, while »150 to «200 to a very

common difference. Quite as much work in the time Is got

out of the French workman as out of the English, and as

regards managers, overlookers, designers, dyers, and foremen,

the French have the advantage, as they are better educated

and have a more cultivated ta«te than the corresponding clasMS

of English artisans. The chief fault of the manufiicturers to

tlieir consercatisM. The/ prefer to stick to old pruceries and
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old models, and are unwilling to please or suit the tastes of

their customers. Tiiey seem to forget that variety is the

order of the day, and that in stuffs nothing remains in fashion

long. They have shown more yieldingness in the patterns of

stuffs which they have made for the Eastern and Asiatic mar-
kets ; but even here they have tried too much to impose their

own ideas on the natives, and Russian and German goods at

tlie same price are usually preferred, and in some cases even
sell at higher prices. The French are much quicker to catch
the feeling of change in the air, either by taking advantage of

a pattern which is about to prevail or to introduce one. The
consequence is that French manufacturers are constantly
making slight alterations in their machinery, by which they
produce new stuffs ; and the world is now so united that what
is the fashion in France speedily becomes so in England.
English manufacturers, on the contrary, look to the great cost

which would be incurred by changing their machinery, and
frequently continue producing articles which do not sell at

the time in the hope that some day they may again satisfy

public taste. Another example of the conservatism of the
English manufacturer is manifested in the preference for hand

high for the times— and a decrease of working hours. Dur-
ing the time when trade was particularly flourishing, and
when nearly all the manufacturers were making money, many
employers of labor gave bonu.ses to their workmen, which they
now find it impossible to continue. This has caused discon-
tent among the workmen, who cannot see why they should
not receive the same pay in bad times as in good. Where
they refuse to accept a reduced scale of wages it necessitates

either the closing of the factories or the reduction of the work-
ing time per week ; it is found impossible to gain profits by
making the usual quantity of goods in a dull time with such
high wages for the production of them. In many cases it is a
small section of the workmen who thus close the mills and
throw very many others out of employment. If, for instance,

spinners in a cotton-mill strike, there is nothing for the weav-
ers to do, and no use of the preparers working. The whole
business must come to a stindstill. While philanthropists
everywhere have supported the short hour movement,— on the
ground that it affords laborers an opportunity for recreation

and self-improvement— they have not noticed that the ulti-

mate consequences have been worse lor the laborer, who does

Fig. 247.— MooTH op the Avon.

work to machine work. In many respeof hand labor is supe-
rior to machine labor, where it is perfectly well done. But in

cases where hand labor is thoroughly well performed the arti-

cles become too expensive to compete with those of a similar

kind made by machinery. The excellence of machine work
is exemplified in the manufacture of watches made by this

method, and which are so good as to be equal, if not .superior,

to the very best hand work : and in the ordinary articles made
by hand, especially in the metal works, there is a great deal of
" ."scamping," and there is also a "roughness"' and an inele-

gance which do not appear in the machine-made article.''. Ar-
ticles made by hand may be, though they are not really alway.s,

more durable than those proiluced by machinery ; but mod-
ern life is such that there are many things in common use
which are perhaps better for not being too durable at the
expense of elegance and convenience. One great obstacle to

the efficiency of labor, and consequently to good work and
cheap work, is the existence of Irntle-uninns Now, of course,
no one wishes the men to get less for their work than they
can, or that can be properly paid to them, having regard to

the interests of all. But at the same time life is a constant
struggle for existence and this is nowhere more noticeable

than in the competition of manufacturers. Trade-unions,
therefore, by disorganizing labor, by preventing men from
working who are willing to ilo so because they are thrifty and
live for less than men who drink and squander away their

wages, by insisting upon bad workmen being paid the same
wages as good men, increa.oe the cost of production in coun-
tries where they exist, as compared with others where there

are no such combinations, and in that way finally do harm to

the very people whom at first they appear to benefit. Trade-

Unions in England have brought about liigh wages— lar too

not, as a general rule, devote the hours which were formerly
occupied with work in purpo.ees of self-improvement, but, at all

events in England, has passed them in idleness or dissipation.
With the rest of the world working 11 or 12 hours a day, it is

impossible for the English laborers to work 9 or 10, and in any
successful degree compete with their rival artisans. The nor-
mal time of working is now 10 hours a day in most factories,
and 6 hours a day in coal pits and mines. But at pre.sent,
owing to the small amount of manufacturing going on, these
hours are very much shortened, and in many ca.«es they are
reduced by the men themselves, who, besides very frequently
refusing to work on Mondays,— not having sufficiently recov-
ered from their debauch of the day before, — constantly remain
away for a week at a time. Saturday, too, is a h.ilf-holiday,

when not more than 6i hours can be required Continental
workingmen work regularly 12 hours a day, six days in the
week, and by a proportionate increase of pav can be induced
to work over hours and on Sundays. The English workman
is too generally obstinate, idle, drunken, unwilling to .adopt
new ideas, and seems to try to do the minimum of work in the
maximum of time. One of the worst results of the difficulties

between masters and men has been occasioned by the intro-
duction of " piece work." which at first appeared favorable for
both parties, inasmuch as it enabled the employer to pay for
no more work than was absolutely done, and, on the other
hand, induced the men to be more industrious through a
desire to finish one piece ami be paid for it, instead of simply
working on time. Now, however, it «eems to be admitted that
though in some cases it would be difficult to return to the pie-
vious system, piece work is almost always uniformly bjid.

It is found especially in the manufacture of prints and stufis

that the work is muoh worse done than under the old system,
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although there miiy be more o( It. Under the time system
the workman was always willing to stop the machine to cor-
rect flaws and take up threads, whereas under the piece sys-

tem not even the strictest surreillance is capable of making
him do this He is anxious to get through his quantity, and
stopping the machine would delay him, and he cares little

what the quality of his work may be. We have spoken of the
heaTine.ss. ugliness, and want of finish of the Eniclisb work

;

but the greatest objection now urged agaiiu t English manu-
factures is their actual badne.ss. Cotton gooda are made with
so much siz'. that they will scarcely bear being washed
once, and, as was seen by a recent legal trial in l<ondon, become
mildevred and spoiled in the course of a journey from England
to China. Formerly the siae was 10 per cent of the stuff In
cotton goods : now it is 72 per cent. Woollen goods are made
in the same bad way, the thread being rough and coarse and
filled in with slwl'ly And the worst of it is that the English
laws are so peculiar that it is difficult to find any remedy.

Thi.i country seems m.irked out by nature for the industrial
supremacy which has so long been held by G B. Her peer-
less position as queen of the seas has contributed, in no small
degree, to her industrial supremacy: but the U States could
In a few years dwarf her to a subordinate rank as a manufac-
turing nation, if wo po8.sessed her established lines of communi-
cation with all parts of the world, and her consequent cheap
access to every important market. In order to command dis-

tant markets, two things are necessary,— first, the ability to

produce cheap good.i, and second, cheap transportation. We
are already abreast of England in the cheapnes.s. and ahead
of her in the quality ofour manufactures : but the abundance of

her shipping, and the regularity and frequency of her great lines

of steamships, make their trips to all market'* of any conse-
quence, to undersell us in many markets, and may continue
to do so for some time to come. American cotton fo,brics laid

down on a wharf at Boston are cheaper (quality being compared
with quality) than British cotton fabrics laid down at a wharf
at Liverpool : but the Liverpool shipper pays, on an average,
not more than half the amount of freight which it costs the
Boston shipper to transport his goods to distant markets. But
even with the great disadvantage of our crippled navigation in-
terest, we are, to use Mr Glad.stone's striking expression in his
"Kin Beyond the Sea" pamphlet, passing British industry
" on a canter." We are effectually shutting her out of our
own extensive market,— the most valuable single market she
ever possessed, — shutting her out by the achieved e.vcellence

and cheapness of our manufactures in cotton, in wool, in
leather, in iron, in tools, machinery, and agricultural imple-
ments. English political economists say that the loss of our
markets for England is owing to our high tariff. It may b«
partly true, but the best reason is that we have come to make
better goods, and are able to sell them at prices with which she
cannot compete. The U. States market is irretrievably lost

to her, thanks to the inventive skill of our mechanicians, the
abundance of our native raw materials, the new economic*
practised by our mill-owners, the excellence of our product*,
and their better adaptation to the wants of our own consumer*.

VI. Sbippiko.

The shipping of G. B. increased sixfold in the period from
1840 to 1877. In the year 1840 the total tonnage of the ves-

sels, British and foreign, which entered at ports of G. B. wa*
4,657.795 ; and in the year 1850 it had risen to 7.100,476, while
in 1860 the total tonnage was 12,172,786. The rise continued
uninterrupted, as will be seen from the following table, which
shows that the number and tonnage of sailing vessels is pro-
portionally decreasing, and that of steamers increasing to such
an extent that steam vessels appear likely to absorb the whole
international commerce of the country :—

Years.

Total number entered and cleared :

1860
1874
1875
1876
1877

Laden ships entered and cleared :
—

1860
1874
1875
im
1877

Steamers entered and cleared :
—

1860
1871
1875
1876
1877

6,888,000
14,834,000
15.191.000
16,.512.000

17.281,000

5,761,000
12,751.000
12,852,000
13,672,000
14,894,000

2,145.000
9,555,000

10,382,000
11,205.000

11,860,000

Foreign.

5,284,000
7.5*3,000
7.502.000

8,555,000
8,340,000

4,294,000
6.»».000
6,188,fl00

7,355,000

7,237,000

404,000
1,871,000
1,996,000

2,155,000
2,277,000

12,172,000
22,369.000
22,693,000
25.067,000

25,621,000

10,055,000
19.081,000

19,040,000
21,027,000
22,131,000

2,549,000
11,426,000

12,324,000
13,360,000

14,137,000

Cleared.

British.

7,026,000
15,2'j6,000

15.754,000
16,930.000

17,486,000

6.a59.000
14,011,000
14,4.')5.000

15.202 000
16,358,000

2,042,000
9,853,000

10,604,000
11,459,000
11,921,000

Foreign

5,491,000
7vf<04,000

7,880,000
8,788.000

8,425,000

4,426 000
5 742.000
5,959.000
6.309.000

6,837,000

877.000
2,001,000

2,184,000
2,349,000

2,396/)00

Total.

12,516,000
23,060,000
23,584.000
26,718,000
26,910,000

10.783.000

19,753 000
20.414,000
21,511,000
21,196,000

2,419,000

11,864,000
12.788,000
13,808,000

14,317,000

The subjoined Table shows the total Number and Tonnage of the Commercial Navy at tite beginning

of 1877 and 187a

CLASSES OF SHIPS.

Saiuno Vessels. Steamships. Total.

Vessel*. Tons. Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tons.

Number of ships repstered :
—

21.144

21,169

10.642
1.167
6,292

4.257.000

4.261,000

698 000
179.000

8,261,000

4,335
4,664

1,323
265

1,640

8,218

2,oa5.ooo

2,139,000

241,000
109.000

1,627,000

1.977.000

25.479

26,733

11.965
1,422

6,932

6.262.000

6,400,000

939.000
288,000

4,888,000

United Kingdon 1 -.J-L

Number of vessels used in 1878 (exclusive of river steam-
ers): —

Total 1878 17,101 20.319 6.116,000

British colonies 1878 82,666 5,841,000 5,682 2,292,000 88,248 8,133,000

The total tonnage of G B .Tar larger than thatof any other
country, represents by itself more than one third of the ship-

ping of all the maritime states of the world.

The following table shows the number and csrgo-tonnage of
Britiiih vp<i.sels which entered and cleared the ports of the U.
State* in 1878 : —

81
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Entered. Cleared.

and for
Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tons.

Sailing vensels.

Eno-land 2,615
285
719

789
109
3

4,520

2,576,517
347,104
67,615

2,208,150
320,239

2,812
283

1,842

908
128
15

3,785,112
444,415

1,117,339

Steamers.
2,535,858
359,516
24,123

Total 5,519,625 5,988 8,266,363

The following table shows the number and cargo-tonnage of
American vessels which entered from, and cleared for, the

British ports in 1878 :
—

American vessels

from and for

Entered. Cleared.

Vessels. Tons. Vessels. Tons.

Sailing vessels.

310
8

32

33

357,836
1,278

8,366

102,374

353
25

103

34

451,302
14,286
79,073

105,607

Steamers.
England

Total 383 469,854 515 650,168

Ship-building has long been an industry of great importance
in G. i>., although of late years it has suffered considerable
fluctuations. The principal centres of the industry in England
are the Thames, the Tees, the Tyna, and Sunderland on the
east coast, and Liverpool, Barrow, and Whitehaven on the
west. A very large proportion of vessels built in recent years
are constructed of iron, with the consequence that the ship-
building trade has mostly settled in these parts of the coast
that are nearest to the iron and coal fields. In 1874 the total

amount of shipping built in England reached 277,984 tons : in

1875, 220,038 tons ; and in 1876, 189,840 tons. In Scotland
there were built 166,214 tons, and in Ireland 4,311 tons, in
1876. The numbers do not include ships built on foreign ac-
count.

VII. Railroads.

From the opening of the first railroad, in 1825, till the end
of 1850, a period of a quarter of a century, 6,621 m. of lines

were constructed in G. B., being at the rate of 265 m. per an-
num. At the end of 1860 the length of lines opened for traffic

was 10,433, showing an increase of construction at the rate of
381 m per annum. In 1878 there were 16,872 m. open for
traffic, the increase presenting an average of 410 m. per annum
of the total length . Of the total length of lines open in 1878
there belonged to England and Wales 11,989 m , to Scotland
2,726m., and to Ireland 2,157 m The following table gives the
length of lines open, the capital paid up, the number of pas-
sengers conveyed, and the traffic receipts of all the railways of
G. B. in each of the ten years from 1868 to 1877 :—

£ cs-g :

" 3 d a

s O.V. o a g J3 ?

1868.
1869.
1870
1871.
1872

.

1873.
1874,
1875.
1878
1877.

Miles.

14,628
15,145

15,537
15,756

15,814

16,082

16,449
16,658
16,872
17,077

£
511,680,

518,779,

529,908
552.680
5fi9;047

588,320
609,895
630,226
658,214

674,059

Number of passen-
gers conveyed (ex-

clusive of season-
ticket holders).

Total. Pr.m

855 304
761 i 305
,673 a30
,107 375
,346 422
,308 455
,919 478
,942 507
,776 538
,048 651

No.
I

,136,3341

,664,285

,004,398

.220,754

,874,822

,320,288

,316,701

,.532,187

,681,722

,693,654

Traffic receipts.

Total. Pr.m

No
21.961
2(1.189

21,518
24,025
26,740
28,3.32

29,080
30,470
31,928

32,301

£
40,912
42,695
45,078
4,S,892

51,304
55,675
56,901
58.982
59.91

62,973

£
2,875
2,712
2,794
3,063
3,244
3,462
3,459
3,641

3,551

3,637

To the total capital in 1877 England and Wales contributed

£557,878,925, Scotland £84,924,763, and Ireland £31,255,360.

In the division of the traffic receipts of 1877, England and
Wales took £53,057,499, Scotland £7.110,228, and Ireland
£2,805,001. The working expenditure amounted to £33,857,-
978 on all the railroads in 1877, being 64 per cent of the total

traffic receipts. The following tabular statement gives the
total length of railroads open for traffic in the British Empire
at the beginning of 1878 :

—

Miles.

United Kingdom
India 7,324
Ceylon 92
Dominion of Canada 6,674
Jamaica 25
British Guiana 21

/ New South Wales 650
Victoria 931

Australasia |°rnsfa"n1"^;:;: 11
Tasmania 175 '

l^NewZealand 718

Total, Australafla 8,064
Cape Colony and Natal 154
Mauritius 66

Miles.

17,092

Total of Colonial Empire of Great Britain 16^

Total, British Empire 83,412

The construction of railroads In England was undertaken
originally by a vast number of small companies, each obtain-
ing separate acts of Parliament deemed requisite for their
existence. But many years did not elapse before it was dis-

covered that there could be neither harmonious nor profitable
working of a great many systems, and this led to a series of
amalgamations, by which the majority of the lines were brought
under the mstnagement of a few great corporations In the
official " Railway Returns," issued by the Board of Trade,
there were still 92 independent companies enumerated as exist-

ing in England and Wales in 1877, but the mass of these con-
sisted of very small undertakings. Virtually the railroads of
the country were controlled by seven leading companies, aa
follows :

—

Railroad Companies
Seat of Manage-

ment.

Length of
System.
1877.

London
Miles.

2,068
London 1,632
York 1,429

Midland Derby 1,238
London 869

687
640

The seven great railroad companies here enumerated —
which might be reduced to six, the Northeastern and Great

Northern practically forming a united system — held between

them 8,543 m in 1877, representing nearly all the main lines

of the country. It seems probable that, with the exception,

perhaps, of two or three companies south of the Thames, pos-

sessing, in the communication with the continent, an inde-

pendent traffic, all the others will gradually follow the process

of absorption, more and more strongly developed in recent

years. It may be that the process will ultimately reach its

furthest solution by all the railroads being placed by purchase,

the same as the telegraphs, under the sole control of the goT»

ernment.

VIII. Finances.

The finances of G. B. are in the most satisftctory condition.

Not only is the national revenue re<iuisite to meet the expen-

diture raised with the utmost facility, but for many years the

balance of them has been complete, an annual surplus being

the rule, and a deficit the exception, in most financial periods.

The subjoined table shows the total revenue and expenditure

of the government, together with the proportion of receipts

per head of population of the United Kingdom, in every fifth

financial year from 1841 to 1871, and each year thereafter to

1878 :
—
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Years. Total revenue.
Total expendi-

ture.

Proportion of rev-

enue per head of
population.

1841
£

47,433,399
62,009.324
63,057,053
65,704,491

70,283,674
67.812.292

69,945,220
74,708.314
76,608,770
77,335,657
74,921,873
77,131,693
78.565,036
79,763,299

£
49,285,396
49,»328,724

49,882,322
88,428,345
72,792,059
65,914,357
69,548,539
71,490,020
70,714.448

76,466,510
74,328,040
76,621,773
78,125,227
78,903,495

£ s. d.

1 15 9
1846 1 17 5
1^1..
1856
1861

1 18 6
2 10 7
2 8 10

18*56..

1S71
2 6 1

2 4 6
1872 2 7 3
1873.. 2 8 2
1874 2 8 2
1875 2 6 3
1876.. 2 7 1

1877.. . 2 7 6
1878 ... 2 7 8

The following table gives the official account of the gross

sources of revenue for the financial year 1873 :
—

Revtn

Customs
Excise
Stamps
Land rax,etc....

Income Tax
Post-Offlce.

ue.

. £19,969,000

. 27,464,000

. 10,956,000
2,670,000

. 6,820,000

. 6,150,000

. 1,310,000

410,000
1-

e
'y

i

949,884
. 4,064,415

£79,763,299
»398,816,495

Expenditure.

National Debt £28,000.000
Floating Debt 411,923
Civil List 406.710

Other Charges....

Army
Army Purchase .

India Charges
Navy
Civil Service.. ..

Cu.stoms and Col
lection

Post-Office

1,234,875
. 14,607,445

504.720

Telegraphs
Crown Land.<i .

Interest on Advai
ces and on th

Purchase-.Mon«

. l,000,rjoo

. 10,978,592

. 13,982,553

. 2,688.267

. 3,185.346

shares
Miscellaneous...

Total

Packet Service. .

Telegraphs

Total

7(33,000

1,157,000

£78,903,495
$394,517,475

About three fourths of the total revenue of G. B. are de-

rived from three sources of income, — exci.se, customs duties,

and stamps. In the sixteen financial years from 1862 to 1877,

the revenue from the exci.-ie increased greatly, and that from
customs declined, while that from .stamps increased moderately.

The following table shows the receipts from these main sources

of revenue for every third year from 1867 to 1877 :
—

Years. Excise. Customs. Stamps.

1862
£

18,a32,000
19,558,000
20,162.000
22,7a3,000
27,172,000
27,736,000

£
23,674,000
22,572,000
22,650.000
20,191.000
20,339,000
19,922,000

£
8,590,945

1865 9.530,000

1868 9,541,(X)0

1871 9,007,000

1874 10,550,000

1877 10,890,000

Excise. The vast increa.se in the receipts from the excise

was due solely to the corresponding increase in the consump-
tion of spirituous liquors. The incre^use was greatest in the
receipts from spirits, which ro.se from £9,618.291 (S48,091,455)
in 1862 to £14,873,165 (S74,3<>5,825) in 1877. The exci.se re-

ceipts from malt grew from £6,866,302 ($29,331,510) in 1862 to

£8,040,378 (840,201,890); and those from licenses to make
and sell spirits and malt liquors from 81,500.613 (87,503.065)
In 1862 to £3,548,557 («17,742,785). In the latter financial
year the receipts from theexcise had come to represent already
considerably more than one third of the total revenue, and
should the growth, very steady and regular from year to year,
continue at the rate shown in the preceding table, it will not be
long before one half of the national income will be raised by
the voluntary taxation of the consumers of alcoholic liquors.

Castnms. The dt-cline in the receipts from customs during
the period 1862 to 1877 was mainly due to a constant reduction
of duties. Those of tea were reduced in 1862, causing a loss to

the revenue of £1,641,541 : and again in 1864, when the loss

was £2,214,981. The duties on sugar were also greatly reduced
in 1863, the loss to the customs being £1,741.272: and again
In ISTi, with a loss of £1.612,882 ; while the small remnant of
the old <luties on com wa,s repealed in 1868. at a loss of £855,-
681 ; and the example was followed in the cns<. of the sugar
duties, the last of which was abolished in 1875. Thus the

suear duties, producing £6.383,289 in 1862, brought nothing
in 1877, while the tea duties fell from £5,516,584 to £3.723.147
Alone of all the customs duties, those on foreign spirits and
wine increa.sed during the period, notwithstanding the latter
article also underwent a reduction of duties. Together, the
foreign wine and spirits duties pro<luced £3,753.785 in the
financial year 1840-41, and £7,507,807 in 1876-77. Adding
this sum to the exci.se receipts, the total revenue derived from
spirituous liquors in the financial year 1877 was no less than
£35,243,807 (^176,219,063), or neariy three sevenths of the
national revenue.
The indication of the proportions of the revenue derived

from taxation in England, Scotland, and Ireland respectively
is shown in the following table. The figures, which are for the
financial year 1877, do not include the |>ost-office returns, and
in the case of the income tax are exclu.sive of the returns from
the incomes of government officials :

—

Revenue, 1876-/ (. England. Scotland. Ireland.

Spirits
£

13,078,101

7,220,089

1.894.856
3.(134.395

6,014.114

3,206,765
2,404,792
4,342,410

8,581,581
1,324,787

£
i

£
4,056.3.31 .i.finTaiVi

Malt .. 338,343

124.309
31 18 ,.599

737,227
322,1.')6

133,382
518,149

1,110,8(17

77,910

451,950

211.078
205,563

1,024,234
394,644

Wine and beer (cus-

toms)
Excise licenses

Tea and coffee

Land and house duty
269 889

Stamps 689.173
Miscellaneous items... 10.2(»8

Total

.

£61,101,890 £7,757,213 £6 664 724

Per head of pop £2 Is. 8irf.

810 42
£2 3s. 6id.

$10.8fi

£1 4v 11 J'/.

86.23J.

National Debt. Leaving alone the cost of the army and
navy, the charges for the interest and management of the debt
form by far the most important branch of national exvH-nditiire

The foundation of this debt, larger than that ofany other coun-
try in the world, was laid at the time of the revolution, in 1689,
and its growth since that time, both as regards capital and in-

terest, is shown in the following table :
—

Historical Periods.
Capital of
Debt.

Interest

and Manage-
ment.

Debt at the I^evolution, in 1689
Excess of debt contracted dur-
ing the nign of William III.

above debt paid off

£
664,263

15,730,439

£
39,856

1,271,087

Debt at the accession of Queen
Anne, in 1702

Debt contracted during Queen
Aune's reign

16.394,702

87,750,661

64,145,363

2,058,125

1,310,942

2,040,416

Debt at the accession of George
I., in 1714

Debt paid off during the reign

of George I., above debt con-

8,351,368

1.138,807

Debt at the accession of George
II., In 1727

Debt contracted from the «c-

ce8.sion of George II. till the

peace of Paris in 4763, three

years after the accession of
George III.

62,002,238

86,773,192

2.217,661

2,634,600

Debt in 1763. 138,865,430 4,862.051

Paid during peace, trom 1763
to 1776

Debt at the commencement of
the American war, in 1776

Debt contracted during the
American war

Debt at the conclusion of the
American war, in 1784

Paid during peace, from 1784
to 1793

10,281,795

128,588,635

121,267,993

249,851.628

10,501,380

380,480

4,471,6n

4,980.201

9,4.51,772

243.277
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Historical Periods
Capital of

Debt.

Interest

and Manage-
ment.

Debt at the commencement of
the French war, in 1793

Debt contracted during the
French war

£

239,350,148

601,500,343

£

9,208,495

22,829,696

Total funded and unfunded
debt on the 1st of February,
1817, when the Knglish and
Irish Exchequers were con-
solidated 840,850,491

53,211,675

32,038,191

Debt cancelled from the 1st of
February, 1817, to 6th of

2,894,674

Debt, and charge thereon 5th
of January, 1836. 787,638,816 29,143,517

Debt, including terminable an-
nuities, and charge thereon
Slst of March, 1878. 777,781,596 28.412.750

S3,888,907,980 $142,063,750

IX. Banking.

The Bank of England, which has long been the principal

bank of deposit and circulation in G. B., and indeed in Eu-
rope, was founded in 1694. Government being at that time
much distressed for want of money, the bank grew out from a
loan of £1,200,000 for the public fervice. The subscribers,

besides receiving 8 per cent on the sum advanced as interest,

and £4,000 a year as the expense of management, in all

X1(X),00() a year, were incorporated into a society denominated
the Governor and Oonipany of the Bank of England. The
charter is dated the 27th of July, 1694. It declares, among
other things, that " the corporation is prohibited from engag-
ing in any sort of commercial undertaking other than dealing

in bills of exchange, and in gold and silver. It is authorized
to advance money upon the security of goods or merchandise
pledged to it, and to jell by public auction such goods as are
not redeemed within a specified time." And in 1697 it was
enacted, that the " common capital or principal stock, and
also the real fund, of the governor and company, or any prolt
or produce to be made thereof, or arising thereby, shall be ex-
empted of any rates, taxes, assessments, or impositions whatso-
ever during the continuance of the bank." The year 1708 is

memorable in the history of the bank for the act declaring
that during the continuance of the corporation of the Bank of
England " it should not be lawful for any body politic, erected
or to be erected, other than the said governor and company of
the Bank of England, or of any other persons whatsoever,
united or to be united in covenants or partnership, exceeding
the number of six persons, in that part of G. B. called Eng-
land, to borrow, owe, or take up any sum or sums of money
on their bills or notes payable on demand, or in any less time
than six months from the borrowing thereof." It will be seen
on examination that the proviso did not prohibit the forma-
tion of associations for general banking business ; it simply
forbade the issue of notes by associations of more than six
partners ; but the bsue of notes was regarded as so essential to

the business of banking, that it came to be believed that joint-
Ftock banking associations were absolutely prohibited in
England, and no such asssociation was founded until after the
legislation of 1826, expressly permitting them to be established.
The charter of the Bank of England, when first granted, was
to continue for eleven years, certain, or till a year's notice
after the 1st of August, 1705. The charter vras further pro-
longed in 1697. In 1708, the bank, having advanced £400,000
for the public service, without interest, the exclusive privileges
of the corporation were prolonged till 1763. And in conse-
quence of various advances made at different times, the ex-
clusive privileges of the bank were continued by successive
renewals till the oth of April, 1886. The capital of the bank
on which dividends are paid has never exactly coincided with,
though it has seldom differed very materially from, the perma-
nent advance by the bank to the public. Between 1694 and
1727 it had increased to near £9,000,000. In 1746 it amounted
to £10,780,(X)0. From this period it underwent no change till

1782, when it was increa.sed 8 per cent, amounting to £11,642,-
400. It continued stationary at this sum down to 1816, when
it was raised to £14,653,000 ($72,765,000), which is its actual
amount.

In 1826 the law of 1708, limiting to six the number of part-
ners in banking establishments issuing notes, was repealed

;

and it was enacted, that banks with any number of partners
might be established for the issue of notes anywhere beyond

sixty-five miles from London, and that banks not issuing notes
might be established in London itself with any number of
partners. The circulation of notes for less than five pounds in
England and Wales was at the same time forbidden. It was
intended to extend the same prohibition to Scotland and Ire-

land, but the opposition to the proposal excited in these coun-
tries was too strong to be overcome. Very few joint-stock

banks were set on foot for some years after the act permitting
their establishment ; but the mania for embarking in speculative
schemes, which raged with violence during 1836 and part of 1836,
extended to joint-stock banks, of which from about 220 to 280
were opened in England and Wales. At the beginning of 1836,
when the rage for establishing joint-stock banks was at its

height, the exchange was either at par, or slightly in our favor,

showing that the currency was already up to its level, and that
if any considerable additions were made to it, the exchange
would be depressed, and a drain for bullion be experienced.
But these circumstances, if ever they occurred to the managers
of the joint-stock banks, do not seem to have had, and could
not in truth be expected to have, any material inlluence over
their proceedings. Their i.ssues, which amounted on the 26th
of December, 1835, to £2,799,551, amounted on the 26th of
June, 1836, to £3,588,064, exclusive of the vast mass of addi-

tional bills, checks, and other substitutes for money they had
put into circulation. The consequences were such as every
man of sense might have foreseen. In April, 1836, the ex-

change became unfavorable, and bullion began to be demanded
from the Bank of England. The directors, that they might
the better meet the drain, raised the rate of interest in June
from 4 to 4i per cent, and this not being enough sufficiently to

lessen the pre.ssure on the bank for discounts, they raised it in
August from 4J to 5 per cent. But during the whole of this

period the country banks went on increasing their issues ; and
the issues of the joint-stock banks rose from £3,588,064 in

June, to no less than £4,258,197 on the 31st of December, be-

ing an increase of nearly 20 per cent after the exchange was
notoriously against the country ; and the most serious conse-

quences were apprehended from the continued drain for bul-

lion. In the end, no doubt an efilux of bullion was sure, by
rendering money and all sorts of pecuniary accommodation
scarce in the metropolis, to afl'ect the country banks as well

as the Bank of England ; and then the injury to industry,

occasioned by the withdrawal of their accustomed accommo-
dations from a great number of individuals, was felt in propor-

tion to the too great liberality with which they had previously

been supplied. The shock given to industrial undertakings,

by the revulsion in the latter part of 1S36 and in 1837, although
unaccompanied by any panic, was very severe. All sorts of
commercial speculations were for awhile completely paralyzed,

and there were but few districts in which great numbers of
individuals were not thrown out of employment. Owing to

the Bank of England having delayed, in 1838 and the earlier

part of 1839, to take efficient measures for the reduction of its

issues, despite the unmistakable evidence of their being redun-
dant, the bullion in its coffers was reduced in September, 1839,

to £2,406,000 ; and, but for the efficient assistance ohtnined

from the Bank of France, its stoppage could hardly have been
averted. This perilous experience having forcibly attracted

the public attention to the state of the banking system. Sir

Kobert Peel was induced to attempt its improvement, and the

measures that he introduced and carried through Parliament
in 1844 and 1845 have effected most important and beneficial

changes. The measures in question consisted of the Act 7 and
8 Vict. c. 32, which refers to the Bank of England and the

English country banks; and the Acts 8 and 9 Vict. c. 38, 37,
referring to the banks of Scotland and Ireland. These stat-

utes wcv« intended to obviate the chances of over-issue paya-

ble on demand, and by making the amount of such notes in

circulation vary with the amount of bullion in the pofses.sion

of the issuers, which object has been perfectly attained. The
statutes have as completely failed to attain a second object

contemplated by their author, — that of preventing great and
rapid fluctuations in the rate of di-scount ; and the truth is

now recognized, that the power of over-issuing notes is one of

many causes which may conduce to variations in the rate of

discount, and by no means the most efficient of them. The
Act of 1844 effected a complete separation between the issuing

and banking departments of that establishment, giving the

directors full liberty to manage the latter at discretion, while

they should have no power whatever over the other.

The not«s of the Bank of England in circulation for some
years previously to 1844 rarely amounted to twenty, or sunk
so low as sixteen millions. And such being the case. Sir Robert

Peel was justified in assuming that the circulation of the bank
could not, in any ordinary condition of society, or under any
merely commercial vicissitudes, be reduced below fourteen mil-

lions. And the Act of 1844 allowed the bank to issue this

amount upon securities, of which the £11,015,100 lent by the

bank to the public was the most important item. Inasmuch,
however, as the issues of the provincial banks were at the same
time limited in their amount, and confined to certain existing

banks, it was further provided, in the event of any of the.<e

banks ceasing to issue notes, that the Bank of England might
be empowered, by order in council, to issue, upon securities,

two thirds, and no more, of the notes which such banks bad
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been authorized to issue. Under this condition, the total
secured issue of the bank has (1875) been increased from
£14,IX)0,IX)0 to £15/>X),000. But for every other note which
the issue department way at any lime issue over and above the
maximum amount (£15,000.000) issued on securities, an equal
amount of coin or bullion must be paid into its coffers. And
hence, under this system, the notes of the Bank of England
are rendered really and truly equivalent to gold, while their

]

immediate conversion into that metal no longer depends, as it '

previously did, on the good faith, the skill, or the prudence of
\

the directors. It is alleged that the new system is injurious 1

by shackling the bank in the use of iLs credit, and the answer !

is, that it does this in order to prevent the greater injury of
over-i.ssues of papeir. The Act prevents the bank from issuing
substitutes for money which do not represent money. It does
not absorb or lock up a single sixpence worth of capital, nor
does it interfere in any manner of way with its employment.
The gold in the issue department of the bank was not pur-
chased by the bank, and does not belong to it. The bank is

its keeper, but not its owner. It belongs to the public, or to

the holders of bank-notes, who deposited it in the bank in ex-
change for notes, with and under the express stipulation, that
on piying the latter into the bank they should receive back their

gold. Any interference with these deposits would be an inter-

ference with property held in pledge for others, that is, it would
be an act precisely of the same kind with that which exposes
private bailees to penal servitude. But though the bank direc-

tors may not lay violent hands on the property of the public,

the bank, it is obvious, has at this moment the same absolute
command over its entire capital and credit, that it would have
were the Act of 1841 non-existent, -ipart from the practice of
issuing transferable notes, the bank is free from all restraint,

and is in precisely the same situation as other banking or mer-
cantile establishments. Its directors may lend or not lend as

they plea.se, and may lay down such conditions as they please

in reg.ird to the interest and the terms of loans and discounts.

In short, they may do whatever they like with their own ; but
further they are not permitted to go. They may not sub-
stitute shadows for realities. They cannot, whether to iissist

others or to relieve themselves from embarrassment, issue a
single note except upon a deposit of bullion.

So far we have dealt with the legislation of lS4i in its bear-

ing on the Bank of England. The desire of Sir Robert i^eel

reached beyond this, but he was unable to complete his policy.

He rightly held that experience had shown that the balance
of advantages lay on the side of the suppression of all note
issues except that of the Bank of England, as reformed by him,
or of some similar supplementary establishments regulated in

the same manner. But it was obviously impossible to pro-

hibit, without compen-sation, the future exercise by country
bankers of the rights they had legitimately acquired ; and as it

was not easy to buy up the existing privileges of the private

and joint-stock banks, Sir Robert I'eel allowed them to remain
under conditions prohibiting their extension, and he appar-
ently hoped that country issues would gradually disappear
before the rivalry of Bank of England notes. The Act of 1844,

accordingly, enacted that no new bank for the issue of notes

should be established in any part of the United ICingdom ; and
that the maximum issue of notes by the existing country
banlis of England should in future be limited to the aver-

age amount which they had respectively in circulation during
the twelve weeks preceding April 27, 1844. It was also or-

dered that the names of the partners in joint-stock and other
banks should he periodically published. A provision w.os also

enacted under which an issuing bank could resign its privilege

by composition with the Bank of England. The existing law

was maintitined preventing the issue of any notes other than
the Bank of England in London, and the establishment, within

sixty -five miles of London, of any branch of an English joint-

stock bank having the privilege of issue.

The convertibility of the Bank of England notes lias been
perfectly maintained since 1844, and the management of Eng-
lish banks, whether private or joint-stock, has been sound and
Judicious, the ca-ses of fitilure among them being few and con-
trasting strongly with the recurrent epidemics of insolvency of

earlier experience.
We have already said that Sir Robert Peel contemplated an

ultimate extinction of all note issues save that of the Bank of
England : and he probably expected that the substitution of
Bank of England notes for all others would not be long delayed.

The progress actually achieved towards this end has been very
•low. Out of 204 private banks in England and Wales left by
the Act of 1844, with total privileged issues of £5,153,407. no
more than 85 have ceased to issue ; and the amount they is-

sued which is now withdrawn was £1,283,041. Of joint-stock

banks 18 have ceased to issue £842,453, out of 72 having privi-

leged issues of £3,495,44<i. Only dhe Scotch bank has ceased

to issue notes since the Scotch Act of 1845, and no alteration

whatever has taken place in the fixed issues of the Irish banks.
The Bank of England transacts the whole business of gov-

ernment. "She acts not only," says Adam Smith, " as an
ordinary bank, but as a great engine of state. She receives

and pays the greater part of the annuities which are due to the

creditors of the public ; she circulates Exchequer bills : and
slie advances to the goverumeut the annual auiount of the

land and malt taxes, which are frequently not paid till Foma
years thereafter." I'revious to 178ti the bank received an allow-

ance for paying the dividends, superintending the transfer of
the stock, etc., of the national debt, at the rate of £502 10.'. a
million on its account : but, after .«everal successive modifica-
tions, a fresh arrangement was made in 1861 between the gov-
ernment and the bank, to endure for 25 years. Under this

agreement the bank receives £300 per million on £600,000,CKX),
and £150 per million on the amount of debt above that sum ;

but from these allowances are deducted £60,(KlO for exemption
from stamp duties, and the whole allowance out of profit of
is.sue, making together nearly £20<J.OOO. It sliould hv observed
that the responsibility and expense incurred by the bank, in

managing the public debt, are very great. The temptation to

the commission of fraud, in transferring stock from one indi-

vidual to another, and in the payment of the dividends, is well

known ; and notwithstanding the skilfully devised system of
checks adopted by the bank for preventing this, it has fre-

quently sustained very great lo.sses by forgery and otherwis*-.

Formerly the busine.ss transacted at the bank was so much
encumbered with forms and conditions, that the generality of
merchants and ordinary people rarely thought of employing it

to keep their money or make their payments. But in this

respect an entire change has been effected. Checks, the mini-
mum amount of which was formerly £10, may now be drawn
of any amount, great or small ; and all sorts of banking busi-

ness is conducted with facility and despatch, and, it may b«
added, with perfect security.

The Btiiik of Scotland was established by Act of the Scotch
Parliament in 1695, by the name of the Governor and Com-
pany of the Bank of Scotland. Its original capital was £100,000
sterling, distributed in shares of £b3 Cs. Bd. each. The Act
exempted the capital of the bank from all public burdens, and
gave it the exclusive privilege of banking in Scotland for twenty

-

one years. The objects for which the bank was instituted, and
its mode of management, were intended to be, and have been,
in most respects, similar to those of the Bank of England
The respon.sibility of the shareholders is limited to the amount
of their shares. The capital of the bank was increased to

£200,fj00 in 1774, and was enlarged by suh.sequent acts of
Parliament, the last of which was pas.'ed in 1S04, to £1,500.000,
its present amount. Of this sum £1,000.000 has been paid up.

On the union of the two kingdoms in 1707, the Bank of Scot-

land undertook the recoinage, and effected the exchange of the

currency in Scotland. It was also the organ of govertmient in

the issue of the new silver coinage in 1817. The Bank of Scot-

laud is the only Scotch bank constituted by Act of Parliament

It began to establish branches in 1696, and i.«sued notes for one
pound as early as 1704. The bank also began, at a very early

period, to receive deposits on interest, and to grant credit on
cash accounts, a minute of the directors with respect to the

mode of keeping the latter being dated as far bark as 1729.

It is, therefore, entitled to the credit of having introduced and
set on foot the distinctive principles of the Scotch banking sys-

tem, which, whatever may be its defects, is perhaps superior

to most other systems hitherto established. Generally speak-

ing, the Bank of Scotland has been cautiously and fkillully

conducted ; and there can be no doubt that it has bten jiro-

ductive, both directly and as an example to other banking
establishments, of much public utility and advantage.

The Koi/at JS<ink of Scotland was established in 1727 Its

original capital of £151, OOf) has been increased to £2,(X)O,n00. —
The British Linm Com/^ony was incorporated in 1746, for the

purpose, as its name implies, of undertaking the manufacture
of linen. But the views in which it originated were speedily

abandoned, and it became a banking company only. Its

capital amounts to X1,000.000. — None of the other banking
companies establLshed in Scotland are cliartered as.«ociations

with limite<l responsibility, the partners being liable, to the

whole extent of their fortunes, for the debts of the firms. The
number of partners is in every ca.«e considerable. The afliiirs

of the banks are uniformly conducted by a board of directors,

annually chosen by the sliareholilers.

The Bank of Ireland was organized in 1783, with similar

privileges to those of the Bank of England in respect to_ the

restriction of more than six partners in a bank, and the injury

that Ireland has sustained from the repeated failure of banks

may be mainly attributed to this defective regulation. Hatl

the trade of banking been left as free in Ireland as in Scotland,

the )yant of paper money that would have arisen with the

progre.ss of trade would in all probability have been supplied by

joint-stock companies, supported with large capitals and gov-

erned bv wise and elTectunl rules.

Inl7&7, when the Bank of England suspended Its payments,

the same privilege wjis extended to Ire-land ; and afU-r this period

the issues of the Bank of Ireland were rapidly increa-sed In

1797 the amount of the notes of the Bank of Ireland in circula-

tion was X621,917 ; In 1810, X2,266,471 : and in 1814, £2,986,999.

In 1821, in consequence of eleven banks having failed nearly

at the same time, in the preceding year, in the South of Ireland,

government succeeded in making an arrangement with the

Bank of Ireland, by which joint-stock companies were allowed

to be established at a distance of fitty miles (Irish) from Dublin,

and the bank was permitted to increase its capital from 2J to 3

mlUioas sterling. The bank has of late astablished braucbrs
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In all the principal towns of Ireland. The three principal

banks of Ireland are : the National Bank of Ireland, which has

a head office, with several branches, in London ; the Provincial

Bank of Ireland, which has also set up a head office in London,
without, however, competing for general business in the metrop-

olis ; and the Munster Bank, which has its head office in Cork,
and has established upwards of 40 branches.

The following table gives the financial condition of all the
joint-stock banks of England, Scotland, and Ireland, on Janu-
ary 1,1879:—

Naug of Bank.

Aberdeen Town and County Banking Company
Agra Bank [Limited)
Alliance Bank (Limited), 1862
Anglo-Egyptian Banking Company {Limited)..

Anglo-Oalifornian Bank {Limited)
Australian Joint-Stock Bank
Bank of Australasia
Bank of British Columbia
Bank of British North America
Bank of Egypt
Bank of Ireland..

Bank of New South Wales
Bank of Scotland
Bank of Victoria (Australia)

Bank of South Australia
Bank of New Zealand
Bank of Montreal
Bank of Constantinople
Belfaiit Banking Company
British Linoa Company Bank
Caledonian Banking Company
Capital and Counties Bank
Central Bank of London {Limited)
Chartered Bank of India, etc.

Chartered Merchants' Bank of India
City Bank.
Clydesdale Banking Company
Colonial Bank
Colonial Bank of Australasia
Commercial Bank of Scotland
Consolidated Bank ( Z,(/n«fd)
English Bank of Rio de Janeiro

(
Limited).

Eniclish, Scottish, and Australian Chartered Bank
Hibernian Joint-Stock Bank
Hong-Kong and Shanghai
Imperial Bank (L'ltiifd)
Imperial Ottoman Bank
London and River Plate ( £,tni(/«rf)

London and South Western Bank (Limited)
London and Westminster Bank
London and County Bank
London Joint-Stock Bank
London Chartered Bank of Australia
London and San I'ranci.sco Bank ( Limited)
London and Provincial Bank {Limited) .

Merchants Ban king Company of London ( Limited)
Metropolitan Bank (Limited)
Midland Banking Company (Limited)
Munster Bank (Limited)
National Bank of Australasia ...."!!!!!..".!........

National Bank ..................

National Bank of India (Limited) ....................
National Bank of Scotland..
National Provincial Bank of England!! """!...!!!

North Eastern Banking Company (Limited)
North of Scotland Banking Company..
North Western Banking Company (Limited)
Northern Banking Company
New London and Brazilian (Limited)
Oriental Bank Corporation
Provincial Bank of Ireland '..

Royal Bank of Ireland.
'".

Royal Bank of Scotland ..".

Standard Bank of British South Xfnca.( Limited).
Ulster Banking Company
Union Bank of Australia
Union Bank of London
Union Bank of Scotland..

1825
1867
1871
1864
1873
1853
1835
1862
1836
1856
1783
1817
1695
1852
1841
1861
1818
1872
1827
1746
1838
1834
1863
1853
1854
1865
1838
1836
1856
1810
1863
1863
1852
1826
1865
1862
1863
1862
1862
1834
1836
1836
185-4

1865
1864
1863
1.867

1863
1864
1858
isaj
1863
1825
1833
1872
1836
1864
1825
1871
1851
1825
1836
1727
186?
1836
1837
1839
1830

£
720,000

1,000,000
2,000,000
1,600,000
600,000

1,000,000
1,200,000
500,000

1,000,000
250.000

3,000,000

1,000,000
4,500,000
1,000,000

2,000,000
1,000,000

2,465,753
1,000,000

1,000,000
1,000,0(X)

600,000
1,750,000
1,000,000
800,000

1,500,000
1,200,000
1,000,000

2,000,000
1,(X)0,000

3,000,000

2,000,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000

3,000,000

10,000,000
1,500,000

1,000,000
10.000,000

3,750,000
4,000,000

1,000,000
1,000,000

1,000,000
2,000,000
400,000

1,600,000

1,000,000
1,000,000
2,600,000

2,000,000
5.000,000
3,112,500
1,020,000

1,972,500
2,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

1,500,000
2,(K)0,000

1,500,000

2,000,000
4,000,000

2,000,000
1,500,000
4,500,000

1,000,000

£
20
10
25
20
20
10
20
20
50
25
100
20
100
50
26
10
40
10

100
100
10
50
10
20
26
20

Stock.
100
10
100
10
20
20
100
25
50
20
100
100
100
60
60
20
10
10

100
10

100
10
6

60
26
100

60&20
20
20
20

100
20
26

100,10
50

100
100
10
26
50
100

£
252,020
999,680
800,000

1,600,000
300,300
500,000

1,200,000
346,000

1,000,000
250,000

3,000,000
1,000,000

1,250,000
500,000
625,000
725,000

2,465,424
600,000
250,000

1,000,000
150,000
350,000
100,000
800,000
750,000
600,000

1,000,000
600,000
437,500

1,000,000
800,000
500,000
720,000
500,000

1,000,000
675,000

6,000,000
600,000
200,000

2,000,000
1,500,000

1,200,000

1,000,000
600,000
200,000
375,000
192,000
300,000
350,000
800,000

1,600,000
465.250

1,000,000
1,687,500
236,100
394,500
406,000
300,000
450,000

1,500,000
540,000
800,000

2,000,000
860,000
800,000

1,500,000
1,395,000

1,000,000

£
7

10
10
20
10
8

40
20&10

50
26
100
20
100
26
26
10

41.25
6

26
100

2i
10
6

20
25
10

Stock.

SO
7

100
4
10
20
25
25
16
10
50
20
20
20
16
20
10
6

25
10
20

8i
4
80

12J
100

21,12
6
4

Ji
80
10
25
26
10

100
25

o?*25
15^
100

&

£
126,000
150,060
185,000

'38,000

135,000
242,123
38,000

206,871
45,000

1,034,000
450,000
767,907
230,000
200,000
325,000

1,169,214

200,000
431,940
80,847

210,000
20,000

150,000
151,660
205,000
600,000
90,000
55,000

421,332
155,000
72,500

105,000
245,ai0
240,000
100,000

111,500
30,000

914,813
750,000
669,113
120,000
96.000

103,200
100,000

50.000
150.000
287,500
140,000
20.000

600,000
900,000
80,673

203,441
120,000
127,500
131,000
325,000
202,968
200,000
700,000
270,000
300,000
780,000
431,123
330,000

Q-00 a

PS A
i-S^ b

tam- £-"

per ct.m 8*
6 10+
6 10

7i 21
9 lOi

11 73
( m
6 49

5i 25
12 314

17i 52
14 285
12 46
12 41
16 24
12
18 6
20 109
14 265
14 11
20
8 8+

• 6 17
8 21
10 m
14 186
14 69
9
15 260
10 6*
8 lOi
8 m
IH 66

7i 36
6 16+

8*

6^ 39
8 25+

14 55
17 67
16J^ 41
10 26
8 12im in

10 SI
8 7*
8 26+
12 8
12* 4
12 70
6
15 270
21 80

n 4im 10
8 10+
16 86
6 9

10 32
15 69+
16 31

n 200
12 87
20 Wt
16 55
15 36
13 182
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X. Colonies.

The colonies and dependencies of G. B. embrace about one
seventh of the land surface of the globe, and nearly a fourth of
its population. The follovring table gives a complete lii<t of
these colonies and dependencies, most of which are separately
noticed in this work :

—

COUKTBIBS.

Europe :

—

Heligoland

.

Oibniltar ...

Malta

Total Europe.

n. Asu :
—

Cyprus
British India
Ceylon
Straits Settlements.

.

Hong-Kong
Labuan
Nicobar Islands.

Andaman Islands

Laccadive Islands

Curia-Muria Islands.

Aden
Perim
Uosha
Kamaran
Keeling Islands

Total Asia

.

III. Afric.1l :—
Cape Colony, Inclusive of

BritLsb Oaffraria

Basuto Land..
West Griqua Land
Transkei Territory
Natal
Transvaal
Natives in Transvaal
Namaqua Land
Damara Land
Gambia
Sierra Leone
Gold Coast
Lagos
St. Helena
Aiicension

Tristan da Cunha.
Mauritius
Dependencies of Mauri'

tins..

New Amsterdam
St. Paul

Total Africa

.

IV. Adstralasu : —
Queensland
New South Wales.
Norfolk Island
Victoria
South Australia
Northern Territory
Western Australia
Natives in Australia
Tasmania...
New Zealand
Maoris in New Zealand ..

Chatham Islands
Auckland Islands
Lord Howe's Island
Feejee Islands
Natives of the Feejee Isl-

ands.
Fanning Island
Starbuck Island
Caroline Island
Maiden Island

Areasq.
miles.

0.21

1

142.73

144.8'

1

908
24
1

,308

,971

702
,445
32
30
T2o

1,551

744
21
6
7

64

940,614

199,950
8,450
16,632
12,452
18,750

114,340

99,927
99.965

69
468

16,626
73
47
34
45

739

286.3
25.5

2.8

668,259
308,560

16.8

88,451
380,602
623,531
975,834

26.215
104,272

196.7
32

8,033.8

21

25.5
8.2

Population.

1,913
25,143

147,306

174,362

150,000
191,168,400

2,556,777
308,097
139,144

4,898
5,000

13,500
6,800

^22,707
211

'"m
400

194,376,434

720,984

127,701
45,277

254,500
326,950
40,000

275,<XX)

16,850
121,150
14,190
88,936

620,070
60,221
6,241

27
85

816.042

13,391

2,911,495

187,100
799,139

481
840,300
226,677

743
27,321
66,000
106,484
414,171
46,470

172

40

118,000
150

79

Total Australasia 3,048,671 I 2,661,500

Year
of

census,

isn
1873
1876

1872
1878
1871
1876
1871
1857
1874

1872
1871

1853

1875
1875
1875
1875
1877

1871

1871
1871

1871

1878
1876
1871
1876
1876
1876
1876

i876
1878
1874
1878

1876
1876

1876
1858

1876

COUNTRUS.

America :
—

Dominion of Canada
Newfoundland
Bermudas
British Honduras
Bahama Islands
Turk's Islands
Calcos Islands
Jamaica..
Cayman Islands
Leeward Islands
Windward Islands
Trinidad.
British Guiana
Indians and garrison in
Guiana

Falkland Islands
States Island

Total America

Total British colonies
and possessions.

Area sq.

miles.

8.372.290

40,200
40.8

7.562

5,390
9.7

213
4,193
225
660.6
830

1,754

86,426

6,600

3,626,288

8,103,594

Population.

3,686,596
161,374
13,418
24,710
89,162
2,845
1,878

606,164
2,400

118,013
290,108
109.638
218,909

21,600
1,114

6,197,919

205,313,710

1876
1874
1876
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1871
1877

1876

XI. Principal Seaports.

Aberditen, the chief seaport in the N. of Scotland, and the
fifth Scottish town in population, industry, and wealth. It
lies in lat., 57° 9' N., Ion. 2° 6' W., on the German Ocean,
near the mouth of the River Dee, and is 542 m. N of London,
and 111 m. N. of Edinburgh, by rail A defective harbor, and a
shallow sand and gravel bar at its entrance, long retarded the
trade of A., but they have been greatly deepened, and a new
breakwater against S. and S. E. storms has been recently built.
Aberdeen Bay affords safe anchorage with off-shore winds, but
not with those of the N. E. On the Girdleness, the S. point of
the bay, in lat. 57° 8' N., Ion. 2° 3' W., there is a lighthouse
with two fixed lights, one vertically below the other, and
respectively 115 and 185 feet above mean tide. Aberdeen has
extensive manufactures of woollens, linen, cotton, chemical
works, iron foundries, etc. This port has been long famed for
ship-building, especially for its fast clippers. About 250 vcs-'els,

with an aggregate of 110,000 tons, belong to the port. They
trade with British ports, the Baltic and Mediterranean ports,
and many more distant regions. In 1878, 462,616 tons of ship-
ping arrived at the port. The export trade, exclusive of coast-
ing, is insignificant. Pop. 88,125.
Burrote-iH-Fiirufaii, a borough and port in the hun-

dred of Lonsdale, Northwest Lancashire, England, on the
Irish Sea, opposite the island of Walney, at the extreme point
of the peninsula of Fumess, which lies between Morecombe
Bay and the estuary of the Duddon. It is a thriving and
flourishing town, which, from 325 inhabitants in 1847, has
risen to 40,000 in 1880. In the vicinity are veins of pure
hematite iron, which are extensively worked. The principal
industry is the manufacture of iron and jute, and iron-ship
building. A branch of the Walney Channel is now converted
into docks, which serve as a harbor, and the beach as a quay.
In 1878, 1,689 vessels entered the port, with a tonnage of
374,600 tons.

Itelfaitt, the chief manufacturing and commercial town of
Ireland, and the capital of Ulster. It is situated in lat. 64°
36' 85" N., ion. 5° 65' 53.7" W.,at the mouth of the Lagan,
which Hows into Belfast Lough (Carrickfergus Bay), and is

built on an alluvial deposit and land reclaimed from the sea
;

the greater portion of which is not more than six feet above
higii-water mark. The outer harbor is one of the safest in
Ireland, and ships of large draught can now be brought to the
quays, which extend for about a mile on both sides of the
river. There are also seven extensive docks and tidal basins,
supplied with the necessary conveniences for the shipping. In
18(8, 15,877 vessels, whose aggregate tonnage was 1,504.626,
entered the port. The exports from Belfast being largely con-
veyed by steamer to London, Liverpool, and Glasgow, and
thence transshipped to their destination, do not appear in the
Board of Trade returns, but it may be safely estimated that the
gross value of the exports exceeds !S100,000,000 annually.
The most extensive manufactures of Belfiist are those of flax.

Pop. 200,000.
£eru>{cfc-Mpon-T(t'«f>rf, a seaport town of Scotland, at

the mouth of the Tweed, in lat. 55-^ 46' N., Ion. V 59' W.,
300 m. N. by W. of London, and 47 E. S. E. from Edinburgh.
The depth of water at the bar is 17 feet at ordinary tides, 22
feet at spring tides, but the channel is narrow. Berwick is

famous for its salmon fisheries. Pop. 8,721.
Hrldf/etiffitfr, a seaport town of Somersetshire, on both

sides of the river Parret. 29 m. 8. S. W. of Bristol. The river,

which is subject to it bore often two tatboms de«p at the
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mouth, is navigable for vessels of 700 tons up to the town.

Pop. 10,259.
Bristol, a free port town in the W. of England, situated

In Ion. 2^ 35' 28" W., lat. 51= 27' 6" N., 118 m. from Lon-

don by rail, and 8 m. inland from Bristol Channel, with which

the port communicates by the Avon. The creation of Bristol

a free port in 1848 has resulted in great increase of trade. The
tonnage of foreign vessels with cargoes entering the town in

1878 was 475,663. Bristol stands fourth of all the seaport Eng-

lish towns in the amount of customs revenue received. It was
the first English port that established regular steam communi-
cation with the U. States, the first voyage having been made by
the " Great Western " in 1838. Its most important manufac-
tures are those of shoes and cotton. Pop. 202,950.

Cardiff, a seaport town of England, in S. Wales, county
Glamorgan, on the Bristol Channel, 25 m. W. of Bristol, and
170 W. of London. It possesses magnificent docks, whence coal

and iron are yearly exported to the quantity of 1,500,000 tons.

It is almost exclusively a mineral port. Pop. 36,249.

Chatham, a naval arsenal and .seaport of England, county
Kent, on the Medway, 28 m. E. S. E. of London. The dock-

yard, including the arsenal, is about 1 m in length, and is

strongly fortified. Chatham is almost wholly dependent on
the great military and naval establishments of the surrounding

neighborhood.
Chester, a city and seaport of England, capital of Cheshire,

on the Dee, 17 m. S. by E. of Liverpool. This port is almost

entirely engaged in the coasting trade. Pop. 35,701.

Colchester, aseaport town of England, county Essex, 50 m.
N. E. of Ixjndon. It is almost entirely engaged in the coasting

trade. Pop. 23,337.

Cork, a city and port of Ireland, and a county in itself, 138

m. S. W. of Dublin, in lat. 51° 53' 39.3" N., Ion. 8° 20' W.
The city proper is built on an island formed by the Lee, 11 m.
above the entrance of that river in Cork Harbor. Until lately

it ranked as the second city of Ireland, but of late Belfast has

far surpassed it in population, wealth, and commerce. Its

trade, however, is extensive, the exports consisting of butter,

corn, flour, and other Irish produce. The registered tonnage
of vessels at the port in 1878 was 35.016. The number and
tonnage of vessels entering the port, employed in tbe coasting

trade, reached 2,658 vessels and 678,511 tons ; in the British

colonial trade, 64 vessels and 27,914 tons; -in the foreign

trade, 617 vessels, tonnage 157,560. Pop. 78,642. Cork Har-
bor is a fine land-locked basin, formed by the estuary of the
Lee, which is navigable to IJ m. above Cork city. It is large

and deep enough to contain the whole British navy, and has
an entrance one mileacroiis, within which its breadth varies to

8 m. It contains Spike and Ilaulbowline Islands, on which are

artillery barracks and various ordnance works. Lat. 51 -' 50'

4" N , Ion. 8^ 19" VV. On its shores are the towns of Cove
and Passage, with quays 4 m. in length, and which were erected

atacostofS500,000.
Dover, the principal cinque-port of England, on Dover

Strait, 72 m. E. S. E. of London, at the nearest point of England
to the continent of Europe, being 21 m. from Cape Qrisnez, and

25J m. N. W. of Calais. Its principal feature is its castle,

perched on a cliff about 320 feet above sea-level, which, with
its immense defences, renders it one of the strongest, aa it is

certainly one of the most important, fortresses in the British

Islands. Pop. 28,270.
Dnl'lhi, the metropolis of Ireland, in prov. Leinster, and a

county in itself. It stands on both sides of the river Liffey

for the space of 2 m., before it falls into the splendid Bay of
Dublin. It is situated in lat. 53= 20' 38" N., Ion. 6° 17' 13" W.,
138 m. W. from Liverpool, and 60 m. VV. of Holyhead. Dublin
has little of the bustle which should mark so large a city.

There is, too, a spirit of foolish pride which seeks to disown
trade ; and the tendency to be poor and genteel in the civil

service, at the bar, in the army, in professional life, rather
than prosperous in business, is one of the most unfortunate
and strongly marked characteristics of Dublin. That this is

attributable to the lingering yet potent influence of an unhap-
py past is held by some ; while others attribute the weakness
to the viceregal office and the effects of a sham court. Dublin
produces nothing for exportation save whiskey and porter.
The whiskey-trade has been greatly extended. Of the 22 dis-

tillers and 43 rectifiers in Ireland, the principal are in Dublin
;

the three houses of Jameson and Roe and Power may be spe-
cially mentioned. The porter-trade is also very large. The
exports in 1875 were 361,465 hogsheads. The docks in the
river have been improved considerably within the last quarter
of a century. The river has been deepened, wharves have
been built, new docks have been constructed ; and a basin
now almost completed, at a cost of 81,380,000, will add greatly
to the accommodation. The two great lines of railway, the
Midland and the Great Southern, have extended their ways to

the river's edge, so that traffic is much easier and swifter be-

tween the provinces and the boats for England than in former
times. In 1878, 621 British and foreign vessels entered, and
465 cleared the port of Dublin ; while 7,548 vessels engaged in

the coasting trade entered. 'JPhe total value of all exported
articles from Dublin in 1878 was $255 560. Pop. 314,666.

Dundee, a seaport town on the. £ coast of Scotland, in the

county of For^r, on the N. bank of tbe Firth of Tay, 12 m.

from the confluence of that estuary with the German Ocean.
It is the third town in Scotland as regards population, and the
second in commercial importance. Its lat. is 56^27' N.. its

Ion. 2° 58' W. ; it is di.stant from Edinburgh 42 m. N. N. E.,
from Perth 22 m. E. It extends nearly 3 m. along the shores
of the Tay, and varies in breadth from half a mile to a mile ;

and the ground gradually rises towards the hill of Balgay and
Dundee Law, the summit of the latter being 535 feet above the
sea level. Its general appearance is pleasing and picturesque,
and the surrounding scenery very beautiful. Dundee is the
chief seat of the linen manufacture in Britain, and from a very
early time appears to have had a special reputation in this
branch of industry. Side by side with the extension of the
linen-trade has been that ofjute spinning and weaving. Large
cargoes of this material are imported into Dundee direct from
India, and it is manipulated on an enormous scale. In fact,

the manufacture of flax, hemp, and jute fabrics constitutes
the staple trade of tbe town, and supports, directly or indi-
rectly, the great bulk of the inhabitants. There are upwards
of 70 steam spinning-mills and power-loom factories, employ-
ing above 50,000 persons. Some of these buildings are of great
size and considerable architectural elegance, thoiie of Messrs.
Baxter, Messrs. Cox, and Messrs. Gilroy being especially con-
spicuous. These three afford employment to above 12,000
hands. The principal textile productions are osnaburgs,
dowlas, canvas, sheetings, bagging, jute carpeting, etc. ; and
the total value of these fabrics annually produced has been
estimated at upwards of $35,000,000. Among the other indus-
tries of Dundee may be mentioned ship-building, engineering,
tanning, and leather manufactures (including shoemaking by
machinery), all of which are conducted on a large scale. Ther»
are also considerable foundries, breweries, corn and flour mills,

and confectionery and fruit-preserving works, — Messrs. Keil-
ler & Son's " Dundee marmalade " having a most extensive
reputation. The prosperity of Dundee is in a large measure
due to its commodious harbor and its magnificent docks. The
harbor works extend about 2 miles along the river-side, and
the docks, five in number, cover an area of 35 acres. Although
they cannot compare in extent with those of London or Liv>

erpool, they are probably unsurpassed in G. B. for stability

and convenience. There were built in Dundee, in 1878, 2i9

vessels, with a tonnage of 17,418, and at the beginning of 1880
the shipping belonging to the port consisted of 216 vessels,

tonnage 87,781. Pop. 145,000.
Faltnonth, on the S. W. coast of England, in county Corn-

wall, on the S. side of Falmouth Harbor, 15 m. N. N. E. of
Lizard Point, and 267 m. W. S. W. of London. It is here no-
ticed in consequence of the excellence of its harbor, and its

proximity to Land's End. For about 150 years it was the port
from which the mail packets for the Mediterranean, Spain,
the West Indies, and South America were despatched ; and
though these steamers now start from other ports, it maintains
steam communication with London, Liverpool, Dublin, Pen-
zance, Plymouth, and Southampton. The harbor is one of
the best refuges for shipping in En>;land. Its entrance be-
tween St. Anthony's Head on the E. and Pendennis Castle on
the W. is about a mile in width, and it thence stretches inland
about 5^ m. It has depth of water and excellent anchorage
for the largest ships, and vessels of considerable burden can
di.echarge their cargoes at the quay. In 1876 the number that
entered the port was 803, with a tonnage of 118,617; the num-
ber that cleared was 384, tonnage 26,522. The total value of
imports was *1,202,370, and of exports $26,305. Pop. 5,294.

i'^olheatoue, or Folkslone, a fortified seaport-town of Eng-
land, county Kent, in hundred of same name, 62 m. S. E. by
E. of London, and 7 W. by S. of Dover. It possesses a spa-

cious harbor and noble pier (erected at a cost of S250,00<J),

whence the tidal steamers sail twice a day to Boulogne on tbe
French coast. Pop. 10,641.

(ialtcny, a seaport town of Ireland, at the N. E. extremity
of a bay of same name, 113 m. W. of Dublin. The harbor Is

safe and commodious, having been much improved of bite

years. It was used for a time as a station for the large mail-

steamers which a few years ago ran from Galway to New York.
Its foreign trade is unimportant. Pop. 23,937.

G Insf/ow, a'great commercial and manufacturing city of
Lanarkshire, Scotland, ."situated on the River Clyde, in lat.

55° 61' 32" N., Ion. 4° 17' 54" W.,42 m. E. by S. of Edinburgh.
The Clyde is one of tlie principal rivers in Scotland, and has its

rise among the mountains that separate the counties of Dum-
fries and Lanark. The length of this stream, from its source
to its junction with the Western sea, is about 1(X) m. Along
its whole course it is beautified by magnificent natural scenery

and embellishments of art. Its banks are crowded with ihe

abodes of industry and a thriving population. The site of
Glasgow occupies both sides of the river, and though at a dis-

tance of above 30 m. from the influx into the sea, the tide,

which flows a con.«iderable way above the town, gives it a
command of trade and means of ready conveyance for commer-
cial purposes to every quarter of the world. As a guide to

mariners, it may be mentioned that ve.s.5els of 19 feet draught of
water can arrive at the harbor of Glasgow, and that vessels

drawing 17 feet are considered regular traders. Ves-sels draw-
ing 15 to 16 feet may always arrive and depart without touching
the bottom. At the eutrance to the river vessel) are placed
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under the charge of pilots, who are irell acquainted with the
channel, which is well marked with beacons and buoys. It

may be considered that the river is deepening at the rate of
one foot in every five years. A ship on reaching the mouth of
the river had best commence ascending at half-tide. There I

are no particular usages connected with the harbor of Glas- l

E)w beyond those adopted on most other rivers and harbors,
igbts are permitted in the harbor from 6 a. m. co 10 p. m. — i

Glasgow may be said to be cosmopolitan in her commerce and
manufactures, uniting within herself the businesses and trades
of almost every other town and city in the United Kingdom.
It hence follows that while one branch of manufacture or
trade may be dull, another may be prosperous, and ac-
cordingly Glasgow does not feel any uf those depressions
which so frequently occur in places which have only one or
two branches of manufacture or commerce. The great indus-
trial occupations of Glasgow are its cotton spinning and weav-
ing ; Its collieries and iron manufactures : its iron-ship build-
ing and machine making, and its chemical manufactures.
Pop. 555,933.
Oloncester,AttTie city, capital of county of same name, on

the left the bank of the Severn, &i m. N. N. E. of Bristol. It has
spacious docks, and communicates with the open port of the
Severn by means of a ship-canal 17 m. in length. Pop.
18,486.
Ureenoeh, a manufacturing town and seaport of Renfrew-

shire, Scotland, on the S. bank of the Frith of Clyde, 12 m.
be'.ow Glasgow, in lat 55' 57' 3"N., Ion. 4^ 45' 30" V,'. In

Jnvernesft > seaport tow.n of Scotland, situated on both
sides of the river Ness, at its entrance into the Moray Frith,

116 m. from Edinburgh, in lat 57=' 28' 36" N., Ion. 4^ 13' 30"
W. It is a fine town, with a commodious harbor, and wa«
long considered as the metropolis of the Highlands. Pop.
14,425.

L,eUh, a seaport town of Scotland, on the Frith of Forth,
at the mouth of the river Leith, in lat. 55^ 58' 9" N , Ion. Z^
10' 5" W. Leith may be considered the seaport of Edinburgh,
from which it is only about 2 m. distant. It has several docka
of great magnitude, in which vesi-els of upwards of 2,000 ton*
burden, of 320 feet in length, and 58 feet iu breadth, can b«'
accommodated. Besides having regular steam communica-
tion with Rotterdam, Hamburg, Hull, London, Newcastle, and
the North of Scotland, Leith trades largely with the Baltic,

Mediterranean, North America, and Australia. The export*
are principally coal, iron, spirits, ale, paper, linen, yarn, etc.

The chief manufactures of ix;ith are ropes, sailcloth, locouio*

tive engines and machinery, glass, soap, ale, refined sugar, and
oil-seed cakes. Iron and timber ship building is also carried
on to a considerable extent. Pop. 38,000.

Liverpool, a seaport of England, and the third town in

population of the United Kingdom. It is situated in Lancas-
ter County, on the Mersey . about 4 m.from the Irish Sea, 32 ui.

W. by S. of Manchester, 202 m. N. N. \V. of London by rail-

way ; lat. 53=' 24' 48" N., Ion. 2P 0' 1" W. It has a length of
about 8 miles, and a breadth of about 3^ at its widest points.

L. stretches along the river, and has docks and basins having

Vig. 248.— Lizard Point.

front of the town there is a fine and splendid bay, along the
shore of which the town stretches for about 3 m. Greenock
is largely engaged in iron-ship building, and carries on an ex-

tensive foreign trade. Pop 57.146.

Hull, one of the principal commercial towns and seaports of
England, in Yorkshire, 150 m. N. of the London.at the confluence

of the Hull and Humber Rivers. Vessels of the largest .«ize can
come up to the town ; while the Hull, Ouse, and "Trent, afflu-

ents of the number, with their tributary streams and canals,

afford facilities for trade with a large extent of country. It is

also connected by railways with all parts of the kingdom.
These advantages have been improved by the activity of the in-

habitant-", so that Hull ranks as the third port in the kingdom,
the value of its exports being inferior only to those from Liver-
pool and London. Hull has magnificent docks, and the quays
around them are spacious. Steamers sail regularly to and
from London, Leith, Aberdeen, Newcastle, Yarmouth, Ham-
burg, Rotterdam. Copenhagen, Antwerp, etc. Hull is the princi-
pal entrepot of the Baltic timber-trade on theE. const of Britain.
The staple imports are timber, deals, grain, and seeds, sheep's
wool, tallow, hemp, flax, hides, iron bars, green fruit, hones,
madder, bark, turpentine, cattle, sugar, etc. The chief arti-

cles of export are cotton stuffs and twist ;' woollen goods and
woollen yam ; iron and hardware ; linens ami linen yam ;

earthenware, etc. The industrial establishments of Hull are
chieHy connected with the building and equipment of ships,
comprising ship-building yards, rope-walks, and manuftw;-
tnrie' nf canvas, chains, chain cables, and steam machinery.
Pup 14(^,002.

an aggregate water-area of nearly 200 acres, and extending
for 9 m.. erected at a cost of 865,000,000. Among the largest
of the docks are the Brunswick. Albert, Waterloo, Prince's,
Clarence. Nelfon, Victoria, Trafalgar, Collingwood, Welling-
ton, Stanley. Huskisson, Sandon, ^lisbury, Canada, etc. The
streets are mostly spacious, and airy, and some of them elegant.
The older parts of the town have been greatly improved, while
the public buildings are formed in a style of elegance and
splendor suitable to the taste and opulence of its inhabitants.
The trade of Liverpool with all parts of the world is very great.

Its commercial intercourse with the U. States Ls particularly

of great magnitude, for the great trade of Liverpool is cotton,

the largest quantities of which come from our Southern States

It receives, also, from this country considerable quantities of

wheat, com, and flour. An miniense emigration takes place

yearly from this port. Liverpool has several large fleets of

splendid steamers In almost daily comnuinication with New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, ami Bnlfiniore. In 1878 the

total shipping of Liverpool was 12,78S.516 tons. There are

several eminent ship-builders in Liverpool, but the creater

part of the trade is now in repairing and in the building of

iron ships. There are five b' ilding-vards on the Lancashire

side of the river, and three on the other side. Those on the

Cheshire side combine graving with building docks, and. al-

though there are several graving-docks on the Liverpool side,

they are found to be inadequate to the wants of the port. As
might lie expected, a large trade is carried on in ships. Al>out

700 ships are sold yearly, of which about a fifth is bought by
foreigners. Liverpool is a place of trade rather than of niann -
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factures, and those manufactures which exist are more for

the supply of local wants thau for general purposes. Pop
627,083.
London [Fr. Londres], the metropolis of the British

Empire, and the principal shipping-port of G .5 , is the mo.st

populous, wealthy, and commercial city of the world. It is

situated partly and principally on the N bank of the Thames,
in the county of Middlesex, and partly on its S. bank in the
county of Surrey, about 45 m above the river's mouth at

the Nore, and 15 below the highest tide-way. St. Paul's, the
most striking object in the city, is in lat. 51^ 30' 48" N., Ion.
0^ 5' 48" W. of Greenwich. The site on the N. side is high
and dry, but on the S it is so low as to be under the level

of the highest tides, though by a well-constructed .system of
drainage it is kept perfectly free from wet. The air is tem-
perate, and rather dry than moist, and the health of the in-

habitants has gradu:illy improved from the earlier part of the
last century, when the deaths were annually 1 in 20 of the
population, whereas at present they are about 1 in 40. Exclu-
sive of the city of London (properly so called) the metropolis
comprises the city and liberties of Westminster, the parlia-

mentary boroughs of Tower Hamlets, Finsbury, Hackney,
Marylebone, Southwark. Lambeth, Kensington, Chelsea, and
Greenwich, and other contiguous districts, which, though
formerly distinct, are now combined to form the huge agglom-
eration of streets and houses called London. Its length E.
from Plumstead in Essex to its W boundary, Hammersmith,
in Middlesex, on the N. bank of the Thames, may be estimated
at 19 m. ; its breadth N. to S , or from Hampstead, in Middle-
sex, to Camberwell, county Surrey, at 14 m. ; while its cir-

cumference is not; less than 40 m. The united area of the
city proper, Westminster city and liberties, etc. (excluding the
divisions of Greenwich, Chelsea, and Kensington), is 31,498
acres. The N. and S. portions of London are connected by
bridges, viz., those of London Southwark, Blackfriars, Water-
loo, Uungerford, Westminster, Vauxhall, Chelsea, Wands-
worth, Putney, and Hammersmith, besides several railway
bridges. Communication is also maintained subterraneously
by the Thames Tunnel and subway. The capital of a great
empire, with immense wealth concentrated in it, having easy
access, both by land and water, to all parts of the kingdom,
and every facility of communication with foreign countries,

London has become the greatest commercial city in the world.
Its commercial growth and prosperity are especially to be
ascribed to its great river-port, the Tliavies This famous
stream has its source within the borders of Gloucestershire,
a little to the southwest of Cirencester, and becomes naviga-
ble at Lechlade, 138 miles above London. It is first affected

by the tide about 15 miles above the metropolis . but before
reaching this point it is swollen by junction with the Isis,

Kennet, Coin, and Wey. The city corporation are the chief

conservators of the river, and appoint a navigation committee,
who superintend the towing-paths, bridges, water-courses,
and whatever relates to the river, as far as a stone a little

above Staine's Bridge. Higher up the supervision is divided
between the city and a body chiefly composed of the land-
owners on both sides of the river. The conservation of the
river below London is also in some measure under the govern-
ment of the city corporation, but the Trinity House has con-
current jurisdiction, and no ballast can be i-ai.sed without its

authority. The appointment and control of pilots, the placing
and repairs of landmarks and buoys to indicate the channels,
and the establishment of tloating lights, are also under the
superintenilence of the Trinity House Close to London
Bridge there is water sufficient for vessels of 800 tons burden,
and the legislature has placed the shipping of the port, and
their moorings, under the direction of the harbor-masters,
nominated by the corporation, and approved by the Trinity
House. The siuuo.sities, currents, and shoals in the river,

and its varying depth, render the navigation rather intricate.

The river pilots, who are a distinct class, conduct vessels to
Gravesend, where they are relieved by the sea-pilots. The city
proper, forming the E. central division of London, may be
termed the centre of commerce of the British Empire. What
is legally termed the port of London extends about 7 m.
below London Bridge beyond Blackwall; though the actual
port, consisting of the upper, middle, and lower pools, does
not reach beyond Limehouse. Independent of the river ac-
commodation thus afforded for shipping, a series of vast in-
land docks. extends from the Tower to nearly opposite Green-
wich. The West India Docks, the largest of these (opened in

1802), compri.se about 295 acres, a fourth part of which is

water-area, the rest being occupied with quays and ware-
houses of great magnitude. There is, also, here an export
and import dock, with ample room for 500 large merchantmen.
The London Docks, about IJ m. below London Bridge, cover
about 100 acres of ground, of which nearly a third part is

water. The vaults beneath the warehou.ses have cellarage for

65,000 pipes of wine, and one of them has an area of 7 acrps.

The tob icco warehouses are also very extensive. The E. and
W. India Docks, smaller than the before-mentioned, and sit-

uated further down the river, have a depth of 23 feet, with a

water-area of 30 acres The Commercial Docks, on the S. side

of the river, contain a water-surface of 40 acres : and the St.

Kutliarine's Docks, jaat below the Tower, enclose 24 acres, all

being surrounded by extensive warehouses. London, when
compared with some of the towns in the N . and W. of England,
can scarcely be called a manufacturing place

;
yet the various

articles produced here employ many thousand persons. The
silk manufacture, especially, employs a large number of hands.
The manufacture of London porter and beer is a much more
lucrative business, but a London brewery requires a very large
capital. Sugar-refining and clock and watch making also pre-
vail to a considerable extent, the latter chiefly in a district

called Clerkenwell. London-built carriages are generally con-
sidered the best, as they are undoubtedly the most elegant, in
the world. London enjoys a high reputation for the manufac-
ture of numerous smaller articles, such as mathematical,
surgical, and musical instruments, jewelry of superior kinds,
gold ami silver plate, etc. The shops in London are, generally
speaking, well managed, and many of them are handsomely
fitted up, especially those in Bond Street, Regent Street, and
Oxford Street. The wholesale shops or warehouses are chiefly

to be found in the city ; the retail shops, particularly those on
a large scale, being more general in the west or fashionable
end of the metropolis. The Royal Exchange, colossal in pro-
portions, ^d occupying a commanding po.sition between the
Bank of England and Cornhill, is a spot where great mercan-
tile tran.sactions are daily concluded. The building is quad-
rangular, and the interior surrounded by arcades. In the
centre, which is uncovered and unprotected from the weather,
stands a statue of her Majesty, by Lough. The outside of the
building, except the grand western entrance, is occupied by
small shops ; and on the upper floor is Lloyd's, where the
business of marine insurance is conducted by underwriters.
Merchants and brokers resort much to coffee-hou.ses in the
vicinity of the Exchange for the transaction of business. Most
of the larger transactions are negotiated by brokers", who in
general confine themselves to one branch of trade, with which
they are thoroughly acquainted. Near the Royal Exchange and
the Bank is the Stock Exchange, where real and fictitious sales

are made of property in the public funds, etc. In 1878 the
total shipping of the port of London was 14,382,658 tons.
Pop. 3,533,484.
L,on<tonderry , a seaport town of Ireland, situated on

the Foyle, 120 m. from Dublin, in lat. 64'= 69' 6" N., Ion. 7^
19' W. It has an extensive trade with the West Indies and
the U. States. The harbor is deep, wide, and tolerably secure.

Pop. 20,875.
JUilford- Haven, a harbor of England, on a basin or

deep inlet of the Atlantic, on the coast of South Wales, county
Pembroke, forming one of the best ports in the British domin-
ions. Latitude of St. Anne-s Heads, the N. W. extremity of
the entrance, and on which are three lighthouses, with fixed

lights, 51^ 41' N., Ion. 0= 10' 25" W. Length of haven, about
15 m. ; average breadth, 2 m. It is completely land-locked,
has deep water, and the whole shipping of the Empire might
ride here as safely as in dock, in any weather; while the ac-

cess is easy, and the egress can be accomplished, by aid of the
strong ebb, even in head-winds.
Montrose, a seaport town of Scotland, county of Forfar,

at the mouth of the S. Esk, on a projecting tongue of land,

between the German Ocean on the E. and the basin of Mon-
trose on the W., 60 m. N. N. E. of Edinburgh ; lat. 56'=' 42' 6"
N., Ion. 2^ 28' W. The harbor is one of the best on the £.
coast of Scotland. Pop. 15,000.
Netvcastle-upon-Tyne, a town and river port of Eng-

land, capital of county Northumberland, on the Tyne, 54 m.
E. of Carlisle. Its importance is mainly owing to the loal-

trade from the mines along both banks of the Tyne. 5.168,330
tons of shipping cleared the port in 1868, mainly consisting of
coal. Pop. 120,000.
yiytnouthy a seaport town and naval station of England,

and, on account of its harbor and docks, one of the most im-
portant maritime places of G. B., situated on the E. side of
a peninsula between the rivers Plym and Tamar, at the head
of Plymouth Sound . lat. 50^ 22' N., Ion. 4° 10' 2" W. The
port of Plymouth is distinguished for its capacity and security ;

it is capable of containing 2,000 sail, and is one of the best

harbors in the world. It consists of three divi.sious: Sutton-

port, adjoining the town ; Catwater, formed by an estuary of
the Plym ; and the Bay of Hamoaze. At the mouth of these

harbors the great bay of Plymouth Sound forms an excellent

roadstead, which is now completely secure by the erection of
the breakwater across the entrance. This is an isolated mole
at the entrance of the Sound 5,100 feet long, and opposing a
barrier to the heavy swell of the Atlantic. The Souud is 3 m.
long and 4. m. wide, and forms the harbor of Davenport and
Plymouth. Altogether there are 9 docks, and the one last

formed is said to be the largest in Eurojje It is a stop-

ping-place for the steamers between Hamburg and New York.
Pop. 70,000.
i^ovtsinouth , a seaport and the principal naval station of

England, in the English Channel, on the W. side of the island

of Portsea, at the mouth of the bay called Portsmouth Harbor,
lat. 50= 47' N., Ion. 1° 6' W. Portsmouth Harbor excels every
other in G. B. in depth, capaciousness, and security. At its

entrance the harbor is very narrow, but soon expands into a
great width. Everywhere the anchorage is good, the di-pth

sufficient for ships of any size, and in extent almost sufficient
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to contain the vhole English navy. The roadstead of Spithead,
between Portsmouth and the Isle of Wight, can contain 1,000
Bail with security. The dock-yard, the great naval arsenal of
England, extends along the W. shore of the harbor, and in-
cludes an area of 293 acres. Ship-building and other nianu-
fectures are carried on to a considentble extent. The coil and
other fisheries are actively prosecuted, and Portsmouth has
considerable foreign and coasting trade. Pop. 120,000.
Preston, a town and riverport of England, county Lancas-

ter, on the Kibble, about 15 m. from its continence with the
Irish Sea, 28 m. N. E. of Liverpool. Its manufactures and
exports consist principally of linen and cotton goods. About
140 vessels (tonnage, 8,500) belong to this port. Pop. 90,000.
Searborouf/h, a seaport town of England, county York,

on a bay in the Oerman Ocean, 227 m. N. of Newyork. Its har-
bor is extensive, safe, and of easy access. Pop. 15,000

Shitflfis
( South), a seaport town of England, county Dur-

ham, at the mouth of the Tyne, 8 m. N.E of Newcastle. Pop.
35,000.
Southampton, a seaport town of England, and a county

by itself, in the S. part of the county Hants, occupying a penin-
sula between the mouths of the Test and Itchiu rivers, at the
head of Southampton water, 12 m. S.S. VV. from Winchester,
on the Southwestern Railroad, 72 m. S. VV. from London, in lat.

50^ 54' N., Ion. 1^ 24' 2" W. The docks on the E. of the town
have an area of 208 acres, and admit steamers of more than 700
tons burden. The West India, Chinese, Australian, and Medi-
terranean mails have their station here, and the town com-
municates by steamers with all the ports of South England, the
Channel Island-i, Ireland, and by railroad with Liondon, and all

the centre of England. The port extends from near Ports-

mouth to Cbristchurch. Ilere are some manufactures of silks

and carpets, but ship-building and general commerce are the
chief sources of wealth. Southampton is a stopping-place for
the steamers between Bremen and New York. In 1S78. 992,447
tons of shipping entered, and 705,517 cleared, the port. Pop.
55,000.
Stochton-on-Teeg, a seaport town of England, county

Durham, 11 m. E. N. E. of Darlington, on the left bank of the
Tees. Ship-building, chiefly In iron, is carried on to a great
extent The principal article of export is coal. Pop. 32,0()0

>S'un(fer/au</, a seaport town of England, county Durham,
on the Wear, 13 m. N E of Durham. Iron-ship building is ex-
tensively carried on. Sunderland possesses, next to Newcastle,
the largest export trade of coal in the kingdom. Pop. 100,000.

n'atef/'ord, a city and seaport of Ireland in province
Munster. on the river Suir, which joins the Barrow, and forms
a bay called Waterford Harbor, 62 m N. E of Cork. The har-
bor is deep and spacious, and has a fixed light on Hook Tower,
139 feet above the sea. Pop 26,000.

II'hitehiivfit, a seaport town of England, county Cumber-
land, on the Irish Sea, and near the Solway Frith, 35 m. S. W.
of Carlisle. It has extensive iron and brass foundries Pop.
22,000.
Yarmouth, or Great Yarmouth, a seaport town of Eng-

land, county Norfolk, lat. 52^ 36' 8" N , Ion 1^ 43' 7" E. It

stands on a peninsula^ having the sea on the E , and on tlie

W. the Yare, over which there is a drawbridge, which afTords
communication with South Town, or Little Yarmouth, and
with Gorlestone. Its harbor is perfectly secure, but the coast
upon which it is built is the most dangerous in England, and
has been often the scene of the most di.<iastrous shipwrecks. It

is the principal seat of the English herring-fishery, and has
also a considerable coal-trade. Pop 45,000.
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Great Hundred, the long hundred of six score.
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Great "Western, a Marine insurance Co., lo-

cated in New Yorlc City, organized in 1855. Stule-

ment, Jan. 1, 1879: Cap. stock paid up in casli,

$662,080, net surplus, §94,278.76; risks in force,

marine and inland, $4,111,052; premiums, s^SO,-

057.23 ; premiums received since the organization
of the Co., $34.788,480 ; losses paid, ."§24,142,942.64;

cash dividends paid to stockholders, $2,809,498.

Greaves, the sediment of melted tallow made
into cakes, and used in England for feeding dogs
and cattle.

Grebe, an aquatic bird, Podlcr-ps cristuta. Its

feathers, which are of a rich silver-white color,

variously sliaded witli brown, are retained on tlie

skin, and worn as trimmings, or made into muffs,

cuffs, etc. Tliey are very durable.
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Greece, a kingdom in tlie S. W. extremity of

Europe, lying between lat. M° 16' and 39o ;}4' N.,

and Ion. 20° 4-3' and 26° 28' E. In its flourishing

period G. comprised the entire S. portion of the

E. peninsula of Europe, extending N. to lat 42°,

including .Thessaly and a part of modern Albania,

with the Ionian Islands, Crete, and tlie islands of

the Archipelago. This famous region was origi-

nally called Hellas, and received the name of

Greece from Graecus, Prince of Tiiessaly. The
modern kingdom of G., though much smaller than

the ancient country of tiie same name, comprises

the territories of tlie most celebrated and interest-

ing of the ancient states of 6'., including all that

portion of the continent S. of the gulfs of Arta
and Volo, together with the islands of Flubcea. tlie

Cyclades, and the two Sporades. Continental (»'.

is naturally divided by the isthmus of Corinth into
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two portions : the northern, or Hellas ; and the

southern, comprising the Peloponnesus, or Morea.
The kingdom is divided into 13 Nomos, or No-
marchies, and subdivided into 59 Eparchies. By the

at the time to 16,414,207 drachmas, or §2,931,105,
being more than one half of the total revenue of
G. At the liberation of the country in 1830 there

were only 9 towns which had partly escaped the

Fig 249 —Athens

return of the last census the area and population

of each of the 13 nomarchies were as follows :
—

NOM.VKCHIES.

Area, Eng-
lish square

miles.

Population,
May, 1870.

Northern Greece: —
Attica and Boeotia

Phocis and Phthiotis
2,472
2,044
3,013

1.442

1,901

2,020
1,221

1,679

2,216
923
431
277
302

136.804
108.421

Acarnia and iEtolia 121,693

Peloponnesus ;
—

127,820
149..561

131,740
130.417
105,851

ISL.INDS : —
82.541

123,299
Corfu
Zante (Zakynthos)

96.940
44.557
77,382
20,868

Total 19,941 1,457,804

The government is a constitutional monarchy.
The present constitution of G., elaborated by a
constituent assembly, and adopted Oct. 29, 1864,
vests the whole legislative power in a single cham-
ber of representatives, called the Boule', elected by
manhood suffrage for the term of 4 years. The
executive is vested in the king and his responsible
ministers. The number of public functionaries in

G. is extraordinarily large. In 1880 there were
18,860 officials in the government service ; and,
" supposing these 18,860 persons to have families

amounting in the average to 5 persons, we find

that they maintain 94,300 souls, or one twelfth of
the population of G." It is stated that the annual
pay of these 18,860 public functionaries amounted

total devastation of the rest ; the principal of them
being Lamia, Vonitza, Nauplia, and Chalcis. All
the other towns and villages were in ruins, so that
the first necessity of the inhabitants of the new
state was to get housed. Since that time 10 new
cities have been founded, and 23 old towns, includ-

ing Athens, Thebes, and Argos, have been rebuilt,

besides many villages. Athens is the capital of the
nomarchy of Attica and Boeotia, as well as of tlie

entire kingdom. It is the residence of the king
and court, and the seat of several important insti-

tutions of learning, art, and public charity. Its

population has slowly increased to 48,107 in 1871.

In 1866 was opened the first, and as yet the only,
railroad in G., a line of 7 miles, connecting Athens
with the port of Piraeus. The recommendation
made by the Berlin Congress, in 1878, as to the
rectification of the Greek frontier, excited great
hopes in G. The Greek government, in August
of that year, addressed a note to the Powers, ask-
ing them to use their influence to bring about a
settlement, and various propositions having that
end in view were made, but nothing definite was
arrived at. There exists in G. a considerably
larger male than female population, the former
outnumbering the latter by 60,467 in 1870. Tiie

average density of population is but 73 per sq.

mile.

The surface of the kingdom is in general mountainous, and
the only e.xtensive level tracts are in W. Hellas, and on the
northern shores of the Morea ; these, with small plains scat-

tered through E. Greece, are the most productive districts.

The climate is for the most part healthy, except in the marshy
tracts adjoining the coast and lakes ; and in the plains the
medium temperature of the year is about 60"^ F. The vegeta-
ble products have a great similarity to those of the S. of Italy.

Hellas possesses the best corn districts, the richest being per-
haps Boeotia, though the wheat of the Morea is that in highest
repute ; but the supply being insufficient for the con-'umption,
large quantities are imported. The olive and currant-grape
are also cultivated extensively. The mineral product* are
numerous, but only an insignificant quantity of any of them
is obtained at present, except copper and salt, which lut is
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procured in abundance in the lagoons near Missolongbi and
el.'^ewhere. Only one sixth of the area of G. is under rultiTa-

tion ; the re.st, though in greater part good for agricultural
j

purposes, lies waste. The nrhole superficies of U. has bten esti-

luateJ at 4.5,>)97,248 stremmas, or 15,233,082 acres, and of this

total but 7,43j,9'X) stremma.s, or 2,478,ti33 acres, of land are

in cultivation. The ground is chierty in the bands of a few
proprietors; but many of the peasants hold little patches of

land of their own, which become smaller from generation to

generation, in consequence of the existing law of subdivision,

which is the same as that in l^rance On the whole, agricul-

ture is in a very backward state. According to an enumera-
tion made in 1879, there were only 97,176 horses, 279,445
horned cattle, 45,440 mules, and 97,335 asses in G. In con-
trast to these numbers, there were 2,291.917 sheep and 1,836,-

633 goat-s, the latter, roaming about in a half-wild state,

described as the "curse of the country."
G'.neral Cttininfrce. G. is mainly an agricultural country,

and the existing manufactures are few and unimportant. G.
U indeed naturally adaptei for being a commercial rather than
a manufacturing state ; and thou^jh none of the rivers are

navigable, and there are few roads, these are rendered less

necessary than in most other countries, by the numerous
bays and inlets on the coast, along which, as well as between
the various islands, there is a perpetual intercourse. To this

is in a great measure to be attributed the maritime habits of
the Greeks, and the extent of their mercantile navy, which,
including small craft, amounted in 18S) to 5,510 vessels, of an
aggregate burden of 2'J2,032 tons, navigated by about 20,000
frugil, active, and hardy seamen. Some of the Greek vessels

are between 600 and 700 tons register, and a good many from
SX) to 400 tons ; but the great majority of them are boats of
six or seven tons, having a large hatch in mid-ships. It is

customary for a ship-owner to bargain with a captain and crew,
taking up a certain sum at interest, generally secured on bot-

tomry bond ; with this money a cargo is purchased on the
ship's account, and the profit is divided between the vessel

and the crew, the latter sharing among themselves according
to their special agreements. In this way the Greeks carry on
extensive speculations in corn whenever bad harve.sts or other
circumstances present openings in the ports of Turkey, Italy,

Spain, or France. Be.sides this, they export the various pro-

du!^tions of Turkey, G., Ejypt, Persia, and southern Russia, to

London, Marseilles, and Trieste. The great advantage which
the Greeks have over foreigners in prosecuting this trade is that
of having relations and connections in the interior on whom
they can rely for the collection of small parcels; and thus they
avoid the impositions of agents and the profits of middlemen.
The Greek trader despises nothing, and will gather a few bags of
rags, or a ton or two of bones and horns, while he is chartering
50 ves.sels to load with corn and tallow. Then the same vessels

supply Turkey, Persia, and G with the manufactures of England
and Germany. The extensive Greek establishments at Man-
chester for purchasing, e.xamining, and packing goods, attest

the importance of this branch ofcommerce. They have almost
quite superseled the English traders here, chieHy from their

thorough knowledge of the countries to be supplied, and their

readiness to execute the smallest as well as the largest com-
missions for the shopkeepers of the East. The Greek trader
Blips in everywhere, neglects no business, disdains no expedient,
and changes his Hag as often as he finds it his interest to do so.

The principal places of trade are Syra, Patr.is, Pirseus, Kala-
mata, and Xauplia. The tr>ulo of Patras is chiefly import

;

Hydra, Spezzia, and Galaxidi come more properly under the
denomination of ship-owning ports. The exports consist of
raw silk, currants, wool, oil, copper, wine, wax, mastic, and a
variety of other articles ; the imports, principally of corn, cot-

ton, silk and woollen manufactures, sugar, and coffee. The
commerce of (7. averaged S38,000,000 in the five years 1875-
1879, the imports amounting to about S22,0'X),000, and the
exports to $16,000,(X)0. About one fourth of the imports come
from, and one third, in value, of the exports go to, Great
Britain. The principal other countries with which comroer-
cUl intercourse is carried on are, in order of importance,
France, Turkey, Austria, Italy, Russia, and the U. States
But the value of the imports and exports interchanged with
these states is comparatively unimportant. The staple article

of export from G to Great Britain is currants, the value of
which, in the year 1378, amounted to $4,3)0.170 At the head
of the other articles of export stand olive oil, and lead from the
Ionian islands. Of the imports from Great Britain, about one
half are manufactured cotton goods.

Commerce willi the U. Statts. The commercial relations of
the U. States with G are very inconsiderable,— few Ameri-
can ves-sels ever making the direct voyage to anv port in that
country. Under the .system of commercial equality with priv-
ileged nations, secured by treaty of Dec 10, 18.37, which is

•till in force, the U. States flag could successfully compete
with the Hags of all other nations in the importation of wheat,
flour, Indian corn, rice, sea-bread, salted meat and salted fish,

tobacco, sugar, coffee, and timber; and with that of Great Brit-
ain in the importation of cotton goods. There are no data
accessible upon which to ba.se any calculation as regards the
quantities of these staples, respectively, which mignt find a
market in O., but they are always in demand in the different

Greek ports. The commerce of G. with the U. States for the
20 years, from 1859 to 1878, was as follows :

—

Imports from the
U. States.

Domestic. | Foreign.

1859
1860

S
13,018

1861
186-2

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
i8ta
1870
1871 33.101

71,700
51,379
32,tj68

22,900
143,235
190,170

4,888,104

5,446,305

1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Total

2,367

6,458

2,222

Exports to

the U.S.

•S

67,290
134.ti51

70,013

ffl,6i2

52,606
87,751
83,765
184,783
128,925
138,431
80,001

298,335
307,761
413,604
484,168
455,290
660,411
623,128
276,445

Total im-
ports and
exports.

S
82,705
134,651
70,013

i»<',6i2

62,605
87.751
83,765

184,783
128,925
138.431
80,001

331,436
879,461
464.983
516,836
478,190
703,t>t6

719,756
5,166,771

11,047 4,375,369 9,832,721

The value of the principal articles imported and exported
in 1878 was as follows : Imports, — horned cattle, $2.200 ;

machinery, $305,825 ; fire-arms and cartridges (for the Greek
government), respectively, $1,159,300 and §2,004,500: mineral
oil, !i?aS,025. £j;por«,— fruits of all kinds, *246,759 ; wool,
§21,153.

Finance. The public revenue of the kingdom for the year
1878 was .39,247,000 drachmas (§7,008,390) ; and the expendi-
ture 41,067,825 drachmas (*7,333,540). Since the establish-

ment of G. as an independent kingdom, there have been few
financial teniis without a deficit. The constantly recurring
excess of expenditure is due in great part to the excessive
number of government officials, the total, as before stated,

being one twelfth of the total population O. ha-s a very large
public debt, consisting in part of unpaid arrears of old loans.

In the expenditure of 1878 the interest paid on the foreign
debt was entered for 1,246,000 drachmas, or §222,500, and that

on the internal debt for 7,287,749 drachmas, or §l,3*-i3.3S5,

being a total of 8,-533,749 drachmas, or §1,523.885, e<jual to

more than one fifth of the total expenditure. Interest is paid
on but a small portion of the foreign debt The total debt,
foreign and internal, was as follows at the beginning of 1879 :

—
Drachmas.

Foreign debt 3aj,513,422
Internal debt 94,569,480

ToUl 430,082,902
878,800,515

The principal portion of the foreign debt of G. consists of

a five per cent loan taken in 1824 by Messrs Andrew Loughnao
and Co , at 59, and of another of §iO,000,000, taken in the fol-

lowing year by Messrs. J and S. Ricardo and Co. at 56^. On
the former the dividends have been wholly unpaid since July,

1826, and on the latter since January, 1)^7, a period of over
fifty years. A propo.sal was made in 1878, by the Greek gov-
ernment to the holders of these loans,— chiefly Engli.th and
Dutch,— to set aside 5375,000 annually for payment of divi-

dends and of arrears, but it was on condition that a.ssistanc«' he

given for the issue of a new five per cent loan of S10,00(t,000.

The loan of 1862, guaranteed by England, France, and Kus.-'ia,

upon the elevation of the present king of Greece to the throne,

amounting to 811,718,750, was contracted through .Messrs.

Rothschild. Upon this the dividends have been regularly

paid, but only from reserved funds of the loan itself in the

first instance, and since then chiefly from the treasuries of the

guaranteeing powers, who are now, therefore, in each case

heavy claimants upon the Greek government. The guarantee

is not by the powers jointly, but is distinct in each ckm- for a

thirdof the loan. By the terms of a convention »ignc<l in 18>i6,

it is arranged that the government of G , instead of fulfilling

its original engagement to provide half-yearly for the interest

and sinking fund of the above loan, should pay to the three

guaranteeing powers not less than SIW.OCO. Be.sides its

funded debt, G. has ft floating debt of the estimated amount
of .'V<),000,0()0 drachmas, or #,S.928,.570.

Banking The national bank was founded at Athens In

1842. the capital being in the first Instance fixed at 5,000,000

drachmas Bmnchcs have since been opened at Syra and

Patras. The exchange operations throughout the countr)- aie

ruled chiefly by the transactions at Athena, where bills on
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London, Paris, Marseilles, Trieste, etc., are negotiated with

facility. The most .serious hindrance to the progress of in-

dustry in G. is the high rate of interest. The legal rate is 10

per cent for ordinary loans, and 12 per cent in commercial
business. High as this is, most of the loans are effected at

still higher rates, and the government cannot suppress the

usury.
Money, Weisihts, and Mr.a^vres. The unit of money is the

drachma, of 100 Upta = $0,193. The principal weights and
measures are as follows :

—
The Oke = 2.80 lbs. adroirdupois.
" Canlar = 123.20 " "
" Livre = 1.05 " "
" BartHyivat) = 16 33 imperial gallons.
" Kilo = 0.114 imperial quarter.
" Pike = J ofan English yard.
" Stremma = J " " acre.

Seaports. The principal are Missolonghi and Galanidi, on
the VV. coast of Hellas ; Piraeus (the port of Athens), on the

K. coast of Hellas ; Nauplia, Patras, and Corinth, in the

Morea ; and Corfu, Zante, Syra, Hydra, and Spezzia, in the re-

spective islands of these names. Of these the chief are the

following :
—

Corfu, the ancient Corcyra, the moat important, though
not the largest, of the Ionian islands. It lies between lat 39'
20' and 39^ 50' N., and Ion. 19' 35' and 20' 6' E. : off the S.

part of the coast of Albania, from which it is separated by the

Channel of Corfu, only g of a m. wide at its N. extremity, 6

m. at its S. extremity, and 15 m. in the centre. Corfu is 41
m. in length from N VV. to S. E. ; its greatest breadth is in

the N., 20 m. The surface is hilly ; the peak of St. Salvador,

in the N. W., rises 2,979 feet above the sea. The streams are

small, and mostly dried up in summer ;
climate mild. The

most elevated lands are rugged and barren, but the plains and
valleys are fertile. Oil is the great staple of this isle, which
has, in fact, the appearance of a continuous olive wood. The
city and port of Corfu lie on the E. side of the island, on the

channel, which is here about 5 m. wide. The channel has
deep water throughout ; its navigation, which is a little diffi-

cult, has been much facilitated by the erection of a lighthouse

on the rock of Tignoso in the northern entrance, where the

channel is less than a mile in width ; and by the mooring of

a Boating light off Point Leschino, in the southern entrance.

Ships anchor between the small but well-fortified island of

Vido and the city, in from 12 to 17 fathoms water. Pop. of

city, 26,000.
Jfatras, in the N. W. corner of the Morea, near the en-

trance of the gulf of Lepanto, lat. 38' 14' 26" N. , Ion. 21° 46'

20" E. The port lies a little to the nortlrward of the town
;

but the part fronting it is unsafe, and exposed to heavy seas,

particularly in winter. Vessels, therefore, go a little farther up
the gulf, where there is a mole, or quay, and where they can
lie close to the wharf. There is a lighthouse on the mole,
which gives a flash every two minutes. It is 56 feet above
high-water mark, and is visible for 7 miles. Patras has a
more extensive trade than any other port of G. Pop 16,000.

Syra, the ancient Syros, whose salubrity and fertility have
been celebrated by Homer, one of the islands of the group
called the Northern Cyclades, 15 m. W. from the greater Delos,

its port, on the E. side of the island, being in lat 37' 26' 30"
N., Ion. 24' 57' E. It is from 9 to 10 m. in length, by about
6 in breadth. Though rugged, it is carefully cultivated, and
produces garden stuffs, wine, olives, figs, cotton, etc The
population, from 4,500 in 1830, had risen to 26,817 in 1879.

It Is indebted for this extraordinary increase of population to

the convenience and excellence of its port and its central situ-

ation, which have made it a considerable commercial entrepot.

Though small, its harbor is accessible to liue-of-battle ships.

The holding ground is good, and it hiis in its centre about 10
fathoms water. Merchantmen of from 400 to 500 tons burden
moor within about 100 yards of the whaives. Winds from the
S. E. round to E. N. E. throw in a heavy swell; but the
port is well protected from winds from all other points. A
lighthouse, with a revolving light, visible 20 m. off, has been
erected on Gaidaro island, about IJ m. S. E. from the port, and
there is a red fixed light on the East Mole. Most part of the
trade that formerly centred at Scio is now carried on here

;

and the island has not only received numerous immigrants
from Scio, but also from many other parts of Greece. Most
European powers have consuls in Syra, and it also is the prin-
cipal seat of the Protestant missionaries to the Levant. The
town, which is on the N. side of the harbor, has an appearance
of great bustle and animation.
Zante, one of the Ionian islands, is 23} m. long, and from

6 to 11 broad. In its aspect it is the finest of tbese islands,

presenting, when viewed from the fort above the town of
Zante, a prospect of vales and eminences richly cultivated, and
covered with hamlets or villages embowered in olive planta-
tions. The port and city of Zante are situated on the E. side

of the island, in lat. 37' 27' N., Ion. 20" 64' 42" E. The city

extends along the shore for nearly IJ m., but it is nowhere
above 200 yards in breadth, except where it ascends the hill

on which the citadel is erected. The style of building is

chiefly Italian ; and the interior of the city displays every-

where great neatness, and even a certain degree of magnifi-
cence. It has a mole or jetty of considerable utility, at the
extremity of which a lighthouse is erected ; and a lazaretto,
situated a little to the S. W. The harbor is capacious. Ships
anchor opposite the town at from 500 to 1000 yards" distance,
in from 12 to 15 fathoms, availing themselves of the protection
of the mole when the wind is from the N E. Pop. 23,000.

Green, one of the prismatic colors, produced by
combination of blue and yellow rays, is very com-
mon in the vegetable kingdom, but very rare in
the mineral. There is only one metal, copper,
which affords in its combinations the various
shades of green in general use. The other metals
capable of producing this color are chroniuni in
its protoxide ; nickel in its hydrated oxide, as well
as its salts, the seleniate, arseniate, and sulpliate

;

and titanium in its prussiate.

Green Dyes. See Dyeing.
Green Pigments. Several of the G. pigments

of commerce are obtained from copper. Oxide of
chromium furnishes some which are very beauti-
ful. Many are formed by the mere mechanical
admixture of blue and yellow pigments. The
bright blues and yellows, when mixed in this way,
produce the liveliest G. ; orange, or red and blue,

and the yellowish browns and blue, the more
dingy G. In this way are produced all the ex-

temporaneous G. of the artist. Nickel and tita-

nium also furnish G. colors, but these are not in

common use. The following list embraces all the
best known and most useful G. pigments : Burth's

G. consists of yellow lake, Prussian blue, and clay,

ground together. Bice G., same as mountain G.
Bremen G. is properly G. verditer, but other prep-
arations are frequently sold under the name.
Brighton G. is a mixture of impure acetate of
copper and chalk. Brunswick G. is probably a
crude chloride of copper, but a mixture of carbon-
ate of copper and alumina or chalk is commonly
sold under the name. Chrome G. Tlie superb
G. pigment used by enamellers under this name is

the G. oxide or sesquioxide of chromium. Emerald
G., same as Schweinfurt G. Frise G. resem-
bles Brunswick G. Gellart's G. is a mixture of
cobalt blue and flowers of zinc with some yellow
pigment. Imperial G., same as Schweinfurt G.
Iris G. is a very fugitive pigment, prepared by
grinding the juice of the petals of the blue flag

with quick-lime; Lake G. (see Lake) ; Mineral G.,

same as mountain G. Mitis G. is another of the
many synonyms of Schweinfurt G. Mountain G.
is properly the native G. carbonate or bicarbonate
of copper (malachite) ground to powder, either

with or without the addition of a little orpiment
or chrome yellow. That of commerce is com-
monly prepared by adding a solution of carbonate
of soda, or of potassa, to a hot mixed solution of
sulphate of copper and alum. Neuwieder G. is

Schweinfurt G. mixed with gypsum or sulphate
of baryta. Prussian G. is a mixture of Prussian
blue arid gamboge. Rinman's G. resembles that

of Gellart. Sap G. is a very fugitive pigment,
prepared from the juice of buckthorn berries.

Scheel's G. is an arsenite of copper. Schweinfurt

G. is the aceto-arsenite of copper, prepared as

follows: Acetate of copper and arsenious acid,

equal parts, are each dissolved separately in the

least possible quantity of boiling water, and the

solutions mixed whilst still as hot as possible ; an
olive-green precipitate falls, which, by being boiled
in the liquor 5 or 6 minutes, changes to a dense
granular powder of a superb green color. This is

a very fine, permanent G. pigment. "A great
deal of needless alarm," says Watts, " has been
excited about its supposed deleterious effects. It

is extensively employed for staining wall-papers,
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and persons inhabiting rooms thus papered are
said to have had their health seriously deranged
by the arsenical fumes evolved from it. Now, it

is utterly impossible that arsenic could volatilize

from such a compound at ordinary temperatures
;

it does not decompose at any temperature below
redness." It is, however, probable tliat the air of
such apartments is sometimes charged with the
poisonous pigment through its becoming detached
from the paper. To breathe an atmosphere so
impregnated would be dangerous. The use of
paper colored with Scheele's or Schweinfurt G.,

especially the kind called " flock," should, there-

fore, be carefully avoided. Verona G. is the mineral
called G. eartli. Vienna C, tiie same as Schwein-
furt G. See also Aniline Colors, Verdigris,
and Verditer.
Greenback, a popular name for the paper-

money first issued by the government of the U.
States in 18(32, tiie engraved backs of which are
printed with green ink.

Green Bay and Minnesota R.R. runs from
Green Bay, Wis., to Winona, Minn., 213.9 m.
This Co., whose offices are in Green Bay, was
chartered in 1866 and the road opened in 1873. A
portion of tlie La Crosse, Trempeleau, and Prescott

R.R. from Winona to La Crosse, 29.7 jn. in length,

is operated under lease by the Co., which is at

present in the hands of a receiver. Financial

statement: Cap stock, ."$8,000,000; funded debt,

$3,979 XK) as follows, — Ist mortgage bonds, issued
1870, -^200,000, payable 1900, interest 7% (Aug.
and Feb.) ; 2d mortgage bonds, issued 1873,

$779,000, payable 1893; interest 8% (May and Nov.).
Green-Cloth, green baize, etc., used for cover-

ing tables.

Green-Crops, plants which are grown on a
farm to be consumed before they are fully ripe or
come to maturity, as turnips, carrots, etc.

Green-Earth, a variety of talc, also called sela-

donite, known by artists under the name of moun-
tain green. See Green.
Green-Ebony, a wood obtained from the Jaca-

randa ocalifolia, a native of the West Indies, and
used both as a hard turning-wood and as a dye-
stuff.

Green-Gage, a kind of plum of a green color

;

the Claudia na variety of the Primus domestica.

Green-Grocer, a retail dealer in vegetables
and fruit in their fresh or green state.

Greenheart, a common tree of Guiana, the
Nectundra rodicei ; its timber, squaring from 18 to

24 inches, can be procured without a knot from 60
to 70 feet long. It is a fine-grained hard wood,
well adapted for the planking of vessels, house
frames, wharves, bridges, and other purposes,
where great strength and durability are required.

It is the best timber for resisting tensile and com-
pressive strains, and is therefore well adapted for

kelsons of sliips, and beams of all kinds. The
black greenheart is considered more durable than
the common greenheart. The bark yields biberine,

the sulphate of which is used like the sulphate of
quinine.

Greenhouse, a conservatory or glazed house
for rearing and protecting plants from changes of

temperature.
Greenland. See Denmark.
Greenock. See Great Britain (Seaports).

Green Pciints or Pigments. See Green.
Green-Room, the actors' retiring or meeting

room in a theatre.

Greens, a common name for small young cab-

bages which have not formed the leaves into full

hearts.

Green-Sand, a silicious stone found in the
Blackdown Hills of Devonshire, England, used as

a whetstone for scythes, etc.

Greens'ward, a grass-plot.

Green-Tea, a commercial variety of tea im-
ported from China, of which there are several

kinds; the principal being Twankay, an inferior

description , Hyson-skin, Hyson, and young Hyson,
imperial, and gunpowder. See Tea.
Green Turtle. See Turtle.
Greenville and Columbia R.R. runs from

Columbia, S. C, to Greenville, S. C, 14-3.5 m., with
a branch from Cokosburg to Abbeville, 11.5 m.,
and another from Belton to Anderson, 98 m.

;

total, 164.8 m. The Laurens R.R. is operated by
this Co., which has also a controlling interest in

the Blue Ridge R.R. This Co., whose offices are
in Columbia, was chartered in 1846, and the road
was opened in 1853. The road passed into a re-

ceiver's hands in 1878. Financial statement: Cap.
stock, .?1,515,165.54 ; funded debt, §2,178,763.32.

consisting of, — past due, 1st mortgage bonds,
.'$2;)6,000; 2d mortgage bonds and certificates,

$103,060.58 ; non-mortgage bonds, §140,000 ; state

guaranteed bonds and certificates, §1,41.3,071.65

;

funded interest bonds, §163,131.19 ; and 1st mort-
gage bonds, payable 1895, §123,500.

Greenvrich, a fire-insurance Co., located in New
York City, organized in 18:34, reorganized under
the general act and an amended cliarter, 1864.

Statement, Jan. 1, 1879: Cap. stock paid up in

cash, §200,000; net surplus, §.344,301.10; total

cap. and surplus, .§544,301.10 ; risks in force.

§46,440,586 ;
premiums, §203,305.23

;
premiums re-

ceived since the organization of the Co., §3,186,-

069.26; losses paid, §1,281,614.95; cash dividends

paid to stockholders, §1,518,000; cash dividends

paid during the year, §60,000.

GreflBer, a registrar, or recorder in a French
court of justice.

Gregarious, herding together, or living m
flocks, as domestic cattle, birds, etc.

Grege, a French term applied to raw silk.

Grelin [Fr.], a small cablet or line for a boat.

Grenache. See Roussillon (Wines of).

Grenade, a hollow ball or shell of metal, filled

with powder, having a burning fuse attached,

thrown by haild amongst enemies.

Grenadier, a tall foot-soldier wearing a high
cap ; one originally employed to throw grenades.

Grenadine, a gauzy dress-goods, of silk or wool,

plain, colored, or embroidered.
Grenat [Fr.j, dried lemon-peel.

Greyhound, a slim-made dog kept for cours-

ing, remarkable for swiftness, strength, and sagac-

ity in pursuing game.
Griddle, Riddle, a miner's wire-bottomed sieve

for separating the ore from the halvans.

Gridiron, a kind of frame for drawing up a
ship on to be docked and repaired.— A frying and
grilling iron grated frame for cooking chops, steaks,

fish, etc., over a fire.

Grilling, the operation of broiling meat over a
fire.

Grilse, a young salmon.
Grimellino, a small money of account in Trip-

oli, of 4 aspers.

Grinder, a sharpener and polisher of edge-tooU.
— The large teeth tiiat masticate food. Elephant's

grinders are used for making knife-handles.

Grindery Warehouse, tlie name in England
for a finding-store.

Grinding, the operation of reducing substances

to powder by friction or attrition. G. is the most
unliealthy of all trades in steel manufactures, ow-
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ing to the tendency of metallic and stony particles

to enter the lungs. At Sheffield a G. mill or estab-

lishment is usually called a wheel; the distinct

rooms in it are called hulls ; and the distinct grind-

stones in each hull, troufjhs. One system of steam-

power works all the grindstones ; and the grinder

pays a rent for the space and the power supplied

to him. The grindstones are from 6 to 24 inches

in diameter, turning on square iron horizontal

spindles. They are made of various kinds of sand-

stone grit, and each kind suited for G. some par-

ticular sort of steel work. In most instances the

grinder sits astride a plank called a horse, and has
facilities for applying water to the grindstone

while using it. Some steel goods require large

grindstones, some small (razors the smallest)

;

some need wet grinding, some dry. Most fine cut-

lery, as well as forks and needles, require dry G.
;

and this renders these trades particularly hurtful,

on account of the dry steel dust floating about, a
fork-grinder seldom surviving his thirtieth year.

Small grindstones give concave surfaces, which in

their turn give sharper edges. Large stones grind
more rapidly than small, and dry more rapidly
than wet; the grinder knows by experience whicii

is best. Other kinds of G. are very numerous,—
such as G. glass lenses, glass plates, telescopic

specula or reflectors, diamonds and other gems,
plane surfaces of cast or rolled iron, gun-barrels,

steel pens, needles, etc. See the headings relat-

ing to the substances operated upon ; see also

E.viERY.— In the laboratory, the term is chiefly

applied to powdering by means of a mill or by
mechanical power, in opposition to simple pound-
ing or trituration in a mortar or with a slab or
muller. All the principal powders, paints, etc.,

sold by the druggist and colorman, are reduced
in the drug or color mill.

Grinding-Slips, hones ; a kind of oil-stone.

Grindstone. See Grinuino.
Gripes, bars of iron with lanyard rings and

claws, by which a large boat is lashed to the ring-

bolts of the deck.

Grisette, a common brown French stuff fabric,

worn by females of inferior class ; whence the
transfer of the name to tiie wearer.

Grist, as much grain as is carrj^ed to the mill

t one
duces.

at one time for family use, or tifc meal it pro
•ried

tw

Grist-Mill, a name for a flour-mill ; especially
a mill for grinding grists, or portions of grain
brought by different customers.

Grit, hard sandstone employed for millstones,

grindstones, pavement, etc.
;
gravel.— The coarse

part of meal.
Gritty, earthy; containing sand or grit; flour

or meal having pieces of stone, etc., mixed with it.

Groat, a small English silver coin, equivalent
to 4(/., first minted in the reign of Edward I. A
very large quantity of G. were coined in 1854-5,
and none since.

Groats, decorticated oats ; hulled and peeled
barley.

Grocer, a dealer and vender of sugar, spices,
dried fruits, and other comestibles, or articles of
food for the table ; usually combined with the sale
of coffee and tea.

Groceries, the comestible wares, or general
commodities sold by a grocer.
Grog, a sailor's name for rum, whiskey, or other

spirituous liquor, diluted with water and unsweet-
ened.

Grogram, a fabric made of silk and mohair,
and having a coarse grain or texture.

Groin, a framework of wood across a beach to

retain the accumulated shingle.— The point of
junction in two semi-cylinders or arches.

Grommet, a ring formed of rope, by laying
round a single strand ; used to fasten the upper
edge of a sail to its stay.

Groom, a stable attendant; one who has the
care of horses ; a gentleman's servant or outrider.
Groove, a channel, or long hollow furrow cut

by a tool. — A shaft or pit sunk by miners.
Grooved, furrowed or channelled.
Gros-de-Naplea [Fr.], a plain silken fabric

made of organzine silk, and woven with much
neatness and care.

Gross, in merchandise the whole weight of
goods, including box, package, baling, etc.— The
number of 12 dozen, which is the small gross, but
the great gross is 12 times 12 dozen.
Ground, land.— The color first put on the sur-

face.— The prevailing color of a fabric, building,

etc.— The first layer of color in a painting.

—

Flush strips in plastering for the attachment of
moulding and other finishing.— In navigation, to

touch the bottom.— In the plural : the dregs or
feculencies deposited at the bottom of liquids ; as
coffee-grounds.

Ground-Bait, pastry, bread, or other substan-
ces, cast to the bottom of water to entice fish.

Ground-Blood, a preparation of blood largely
used as a fertilizer, consisting of blood divested of
its water, and ground.
Ground-Floor, the story or floor of a liouse

level with the ground.
Ground-Glass, glass whose surface is ground,

so as to break up the pencils of light passing
through it, preventing the passage of a distinct

image. Lamp globes are ground in order to mel-
low and disperse the light passing through them.
The process is done mechanically or chemically :

tlie wheel, sand-blast, by rotating with pebbles
inside, or by fluoric acid.— E. H. Knight.

Ground-Joint, a joint for fitting certain sur-

faces by rubbing them with fine-grained emery
and oil.

Ground-Nut. See Peanut.
Ground-Plan, the surface representation of

the divisions of a building.

Ground-Plot, the land on whicli a building
stands ; the plan of the ground.
Ground-Rattan, a kind of cane, the stem of

Rhapisjiahellijbnnis.

Groundsel, a common wild plant, the Senecio

vulgaris; the stalks, containing the ground buds,

seeds, and leaves, are collected and sold to feed

canaries and other cage-birds.— The timber or sill

of a building resting on the earth.

Ground-Tackle, a general name for the appli-

ances and gear used in securing a vessel at anchor,

comprising cables, ways, springs, anchors, etc.

Ground-Tier, the lowest tier of casks in a ves-

sel's hold. — The pit range of boxes in a theatre.

Groundw^ork, the earthwork or foundation;

the commencement of any operation.

Grouse, a large family of birds, many of which
are much esteemed. To this family belong the

Wood G., Cock of the Wood or Capercailzie

(
Tetrao uregalliis) ; the prairie-chicken (

T. cupido)

of our western prairies; and the American par-

tridge (BonasaumMlus).
Grout, coarse meal

;
pollard.—A thin mortar,

a mixture of quick-lime and fine sand, used for

moTildings and finishing ceilings.

Grove, a small shady wood.
Groyne, a sea-wall, or defence against the en-

croachments of the tide. See Groin.
Gruan jFr.], oatmeal; water-gruel.
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Gruans, wooden vessels used in salt manufac-
tories in France. — Wheat flour coarsely ground,
80 as to free it from husk.
Grub-Axe, a hoe or field tool for digging up

weeds.
Grubber, a kind of hcnvv cultivator, used in

Scotland for stirring and loosening the soil to

plough depth.
Grub-Saw, a hand saw used for sawing up mar-

ble slabs into strips, such as shelves, mantel-pieces,
ettv

Grubstone Mortar. See Bktox.
Grunter, an iron rod bent like a iiook, used by

iron founders.
Gruy^re. See Cheese.
Guacho, a South American mounted herdsman,

or catile-imnter.

Guadeloupe, or Guadaloupe, one of the lee-

ward group of islands in the West Indies, belong-
ing to France, and situated in lat. 10° 20' N., Ion.
02'^ W. It consists properly of two ishmds, sepa-
rated from each otlier by a narrow channel, about
6 m. in length by from 30 to 100 yards wide, and
with depth sufficient for vessels of 60 tons. This
channel, called La Riviere Sale'e, or Salt lliver,

runs nearly N and S., and has a large bay at each
end, that on the N. being called the Gratid Cul-de-

Sac, that on the S. the Petit Cid-de Sac. The
western or larger island, called G. proper or Basse
Terre, is 27 m. in length by 15 m. in breadth ; the

eastern, or Grande Terre, is nearly 30 m. long by
from 10 to 12 broad. Total area (with dependen-
cies), 1,045 sq. m. The government consists of a
governor, witli a privy council of 6, and a colonial

council of 30, members. Pop. 151,5'J4.

G. proper is of volcanic formation, aud i.s traversed from N.
to S. by a ridge of hills having a medium height of 2,296 feet.

Its principal peak is La Suujfriere, an active volcano 5,lU8 feet

high. It is copiously watered by numerous small streams,
two of which, the Guyadt and the Lezarde, are navigable for

small craft. The soil is fertile, and the surfiice is agreeably
diversified by hill and dale, wood aud garden. The product,-,

natural and cultivated, are those of the West Indies gcneniUy
The principal town, Ikisse Terre, stands on the S. W. coast.

It is the residence of the governor, and has some fine public

buildings, fountains, aud gardens, and lias about 8,000 Inhab-
itants. Grande Terre, unlike G. proper, is marshy, sterile,

and Hat, nowhere rising more than 115 feet above the sea.

Us chief town, St. Louis, or Pointe a Pitre,tUe former capital of
the island, is at the S. entrance to the Salt Kiver, and has an
excellent harbor. It formerly contained about 15,tKX) inhab-
itants, but was almost entirely destroyed by an earthnuake in

IMS. The climate is humid, aud hurricanes and earthquakes
are frequent. The rainy season lasts from the middle of July
to the middle of October. The chief exports are sugar, mo-
lasses, rum, cotton, coffee, dye-woods, and copper. The sugar
crop amounts to about W.OOO hogsheads annually.

The commercial intercourse of (i. with the U. States is rela-

tively considerable. For the year 1878 the value of im-
ports from this country was $1,569,880, and of exports S2,-

881,05i). The principal articles entering in these figures were

as follows: Imports from the U. States: Agricultural imple-

ments, «2,lti3; horses, #17,6<38; mules, $82,670 ; breadsiuffs,

Si5i»3,370, cotton goods, *40,b74; hay, j>l,71ti; ice, »8,7;JO;

leather of all kinds, 653,865; saddlery, * 1.680 ; manures, ?f 11,-

531; matches, *1,345; mineral oil, $30,942 ; plated ware,

»l,.533i bacon and hams, .«2y,861 ; salted beef, .'?20,(i93 ; fresh

beef, «42,637; butter, *3,188, dried fish, *71,211 ;
pickled

fish, «16,»y3; cured fish, $14,508; lard, #56,818; preserved

meat, 83,468 ;
pork, 877,074 ; onions, »1,375 ; potatoes, *1,984 :

tobacco leaf, S102,464 : tobacco (manuf. ), .•S4 ,ii88 ; wood ( boards,

lath.s, shingles, etc.), .§231,245; household furniture, §10,795.

Exports to the U. Stales: Oold coin, ?Jt;51,220 ; fruits *4,-

135 ; salt, $1,194 ; brown sugar, #2,807,827 ; molas-^es, 841,000.
The government of G. comprises, besides that island, those

o( Marie-Galanle, Desirade, Les Saiiites, and the N. portion

of .St. Martin (the S. portion l>elonging to the Dutch). Mane-
Ualante lies 14 m. S. 8. £. of G., and is about 12 m. in length
by 8 in breadth. It is traversed from N. to .S. by a range of
hills running parallel to the E. coast, where it presents a

front of high and precipitous rocks. The U'. and N. sides of
the island are level : and pnrnllel with the former is tt narrow
lagoon, 7 or 8 miles in length, separated from the sea by a
low, narrow tract of land, i he island abounds in woo<is, par-

ticolarly the wild-cinnamon tn-e. Its principal town. Grand-

hours-, or Bass.e T'trr, stands near the S W. point. — Desirnde,
or b>-seada, lies about 4 m. K from the S. E. extremity of
Grande Terre, and is about 8 m long by 3 wide It rises

from the sea with a steep jiscent, and tlien extends in a tjjlile-

land, which consists of limestone rocks, in which many caveins
occur, but it is without water The soil in some places is ol a
devp black mould, and fertile : in others it is sandy and unpio-
ductive. The only anchonige is at the Anj<e-Galel, on the E.

side of the island. — Lex .'<ainti'.\ are a group of rocky islets 6
or 7 m. 8. of G., and consist of lotty and stit-p p«-aks, some of
which are united by flat ground and ridges of inferior eleva-
tion. The two largest are called Terre d'en Haul and Tnre
d'en Bas. — St. Martin is a small i.>land inmiediately S of the
British island of Anguida, in lat. IS- 5' X., aud Ion. 63 6'

W. Its form is nearly that of an eiiuilateral triangle, each
side being about 7 m. in length. It is deeply indented with
bays and lagoons, some of which afford good anchorage, 'the
surface is generally hilly, the highest point being 1,361 fwt
above the sea.

Guaiacutn, a fine evergreen tree
(
Gmiiacuui ojfi-

ciiiale) of the West Indian Islands, particularly
Cuba, San Domingo, and the S. side of Jamaica.
The wood is remarkable for its hardness, tough-
ness, and durability

; qualities which render it par-
ticularly valuable for many purposes. It is known
in connner«;e as lifjnum vit(e. This wood and a
resin obtained from it are otticinal in our ])Iiarma-

copoeias, and are conmioniy known in the sliops

respectively as G.-wood and G.-resin. Tiie latter is

generally procured by heating the wood, either by
boiling chips in salt water, or more conmioniy by
burning liollow billets, and catching the resin as
it flows out from them. It also exudes to some
extent spontaneously, and especially so when the
tree is cut or wounded in any way. /m/). free.

Guallaga, a name in San Domingo for the
Zamia media plant, from the root of which starch
is obtained and exported.
Guaiia, a common name for a large species of

tree lizard, the lyuana tnUrctilala, which is esteemed
for its delicate flesh, and the skin is often tanned.
Guaiiaco, a variety of the alpaca, the Auclitnia

huaiiaca.

Guano, a substance extensively used as a ma-
nure, consisting of the partially decomposed excre-

ment of certain aquatic birds, chiefly the connnon
penguin, which congregate in countless nmnbers
on the barren and uninhabited islets and rocks
of South America and the coasts of Africa. It

abounds in ammonia and the piiosphates, and is

undoubtedly the richest natural manure known.
Under judicious application, the increase of the
crops of grain, turnips, potatoes, and grass conse-
quent upon its use is said to be about ''i-l %. G. is

particularly adapted to horticultural and floricul-

tural improvement, by its relative cleaidiness and
facility of apj)lication. Several of the South
American G. beds are now exhausted, but new
varieties are constantly being introduced; and
although the qualities are continually varying, G.,

on the whole, may be divided into two classes, the
one characterized by the abundance of ammonia,
the other by that of phosphates, the Peruvian and
Angamos being characteristic of the former, and
the Saldanha Bay and IJolivian of the latter.

In selecting a G. the following points ought to be
attended to . 1st. The G. should be light-colored

and dry, coloring very slightly when squee/.ed to-

getiier, and not gritty. 2d. It should not have too

powerful an ammoniacal smell, and should contain
lumps which, when broken, appear of a i)aler color

than the ])owder. 3d. A bushel should not weigh
more than from 5C to 00 pounds. These charac-

ters arc, liowever, imitated with great skill, so that

they cannot be implicitly relied upon, and tliey are

applicable to Peruvian 0. only.

Adulteration and Test. G., owing to its high price, Is very

commonly adulterated, or is in an advanced stage of diconipo-

liition when sold. Much <if what is vended under the name is
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altogether a fictitious article. These artificial mixtures are

made to look so like genuiae G.. that the mere practical man,
who goes only by their appearance, is very often deceived by
them, and, owing to the failure of his crops in consequence, is

led to distrust the efficacy of G. as a manure. Vessels which
sail hence for the G. stations are very commonly ballasted

with rough gypsum, or plaster of Paris. This substance is

mi.xed with the G. as it is loaded, and enables the importers

to deliver from the vessel a " nice-looking, light-colored article. "'

Purchasers of G. are very desirous of having it delivered from
the vessel, as they believe they thus obtain it pure. The fa-

vorite material for the adulteration of G., at the present mo-
ment, is a variety of umber, which is brought from Anglesea
lan island of Wales) in large quantities. The rate of admixture
is said to be about 15 cwt. ofumber to about 5 cwt. of Peruvian
Cr., from which an excellent-looking article is manufactured,
wliich is sold under the name of '' African G "' Pure G. has a
pale-brown color, a more or less offensive odor, and the aver-

age sp. gr. of 1.63 to 1 f)4. If the sp gr. exceed 1 75 it iseither

damaged or adulterated ; and if it is less than 1.C2 it contains
an undue quantity of moisture. The best is neutral to test-

priper, and sometimes has even an acid reaction; but that of
commerce has generally an alkaline reaction, owing to the
presence of free ammonia, and, in consequence, turns turmeric
paper brown, and gives white fumes when a gla.«s rod dipped
in hydrochloric acid is held over it. Triturated with quick-
silver or caustic potassa, good G. evolves a powerful odor of
ammonia ; di;;ested in water, fully one half of it is dissolved ;

dried by the heat of boiling water, it does not lo.se more than
from 7 to 9 % in weight : and burned upon a red-hot shovel,

it leaves a white ash, not a red or dnrk-colored one. As its

value to the agriculturist depends chiefly on its richness in

ammonia, potassa, and phosphoric acid, the analysis of G. for

practical purposes may be reduced to an a.ssay for these arti-

cles. Indeed, the presence of ammonia (the most valuable of
them), in the proper quantity, may be fairly taken as evidence
of the presence of the rest. The following method of testing

G. is both .simple and accurate : 100 gr of the sample for

examination (fairly selected) are distilled along with about 75
gr. of fresh-slaked quick-liuie. and a little water, in a small
matrass connecteil with a tubular triple bulb-condenser, con-
taining cold distilled water, and immersed in a basin of ice-

cold water ( Fig. 250). The condenser is charged by plunging

Fig. 250.— Analysis of Gu.^jjo.

one of its extremities into the water, and sucking at-the other
until the liquid reaches the level indicated in the margin. A
very gentle heat only, cautiously increased, need be employed.
A-fter the process is over, the strength of the solution of am-
monia found in the condenser is tested by taking its density in
a small specific-gravity bottle. This furnishes the percentage
of ready-formed ammonia sufficiently accurate for all ordinary
purposes, provided proper care is taken.
The imports of G. into the U. States for the year 1878

amounted to 23.123 tons, valued at $849,607. to which Peru
contributed 20,982 tons, Venezuela 1,221 tons, and British
Honduras 791 tons. Imp. free.

Fish-Guano. A manure of that name, said to he very effec-
tive, is manufactured by the U States Menhaden Oil and
Gu,ano Association, in ^iaine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, Long Island, and New Jersey. According to
statements from a report of that Association, 1,478,634 bar-
rels offish caught in one year, averaging 250 fish per barrel,
have given, besides 3,372,837 gallons of oil, 50,976 tons of F-
Cf . A foreign market has been recently opened for this ma-
nure, and cargoes have been shipped from Maine to Liverpool.

Guarana, an alimentary and medicinal sub-
stance prepared from the seeds of Puullinla sorbi-

lis, a Brazilian tree. Tlie dried seeds, deprived of
their aril, are pounded and kneaded into a mass,
which is afterward made into oblong or rounded
cakes, called G, bread. These cakes are used as we

use chocolate,— mixed with water and sugar, and
drank as a beverage. In Brazil this beverage is

largely consumed, both on account of its nutritive

qualities, and for its stomachic, febrifugal, and
aphrodisiac effects.

Guarantee, he to whom a guaranty is made.
Guarantor, he who makes a guaranty ; one who

is bound to another for the fulfilment of an engage-
ment by a third party.

Guaranty, an engagement to perform some act,

or pay some debt, in case another person primarily
liable fails to do so. To make such an obligation

binding, there must be some good consideration
moving from the party with whom it is made; as
the delivery of goods to, or work to be done on
credit for, the person on whose behalf the guar-
anty is given. It must be in respect of a contem-
poraneous or future debt or act. If a guaranty
be made in respect of a debt already incurred,

there must be a new consideration to support it.

A consideration, however, need not be expressed;
for if it can be fairly implied from the circum-
stances, or the language used, it will ordinarily be
sufficient. It is sufficient if the person for whom it

is given receive a benefit, or may receive a detri-

ment. The Statute of Frauds, re-enacted almost
in terms in the several States, stipulates tiiat a
defendant cannot be charged to answer for the
debt, default, or miscarriage of another person
upon any special promise, unless the agreement
upon which such action shall be brought, or some
memorandum or note thereof, siiall be in writing,

and signed by the party charged therewith, or

some other person duly authorized by him. This
statute only applies, liowever, to engagements in

which the guarantor is only liable conditionally

upon the default of some otiier person : where he
is liable co-extensively with the other party in the
first instance, it does not apply. The construction
of all such obligations is never extended beyond
their obvious meaning, and they are only under-
stood to apply to future, unless they expressly in-

clude past transactions. All their conditions and
limitations must be carefully regarded, otherwise
they become void. If so expressed or intended,

liowever, sucii obligations may be of the most un-
qualified character ; they may be unlimited in

amount, and indefinite as to time. When the

guarantor is compelled to pay, he has an action of

relief against the principal debtor ; but that party,

being primarily liable, nmst first be sued by the

creditor ; and whatever he does toward the extinc-

tion of the claim of the creditor, or whatever the

creditor recovers from him or his estate, goes so

far to relieve the guarantor, who can also plead
against the creditor any defence which could
be competently pleaded by the principal debtor.

Where more persons than one are bound together

in a G. obligation, any of them seeking relief from
the others of a share of his loss must communi-
cate to them a share of any security which he
may hold over the estate of the principal debtor,

or of any abatement he may have obtained from
the creditor. A G. obligation may be extinguished

by the extreme neglect of the creditor; as, for

example, by his failing to take advantage of a

security in his power, omitting to negotiate a bill,

inadvertently giving up funds of the principal

debtor over which he had a right of lien or reten-

tion, or renouncing any security over his estate.

In like manner, if he compound with, or discharge
the principal debtor, without the concurrence of

the gilarantor, the C^. is at an end.

Guarapo, a common beverage of the lower
orders in Venezuela, made from the juice of the
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sugar-cane, or with sHgar and water which has
undergone the vinous fermentation.
Guard, that which secures against injury, de-

facement, or loss ; whence, the bowl or basket of
a sword-hilt, or that wliich serves as a protection
for the hand.— An ornamental hem, lace, edging,
seam, or border.— The chain or ribbon which
serves to fasten a time-piece, etc., to one's person

;

as a watch-G.— A kind of fine wire-grating or
network, placed opposite to, or over, a hearth, etc.

;

as a fire-6r.—A railing placed at the sides of a
vessel, to prevent persons from falling overboard.—A safety-lock of a fowling-piece to prevent the
accidental dropping of the hammer.— In machin-
ery, a light frame in which the nuts of bolts fit

to prevent their unscrewing by tiie vibration of
the engine.— In bookbinding, one of the slips of
paper bound in with a blank book to tliicken it at

the back, wlien the leaves are intended to contain
slips, or drawings.
Guard-Boat, a row-boat in a harbor, or among

vessels at anchorage.
Guardian, a protector ; one chosen or ap-

pointed, by statute or by will, to take charge of
the estate or education of an orphan or ward, or a
person who is Imbecile or otherwise incompetent
to manage his own affairs.

Guardian, a fire-insurance Co., locafed in New
York City, organized in 1865. Statement, Jan. 1,

1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, $200,000 ; net

surplus, §35,343.87; risks in force (fire), $9,983,216
;

premiums, §64,235.31; inland risks §16,250; pre-

miums, §593.75 ;
premiums received since the or-

ganization of the Co., §1,105,722.02 ; losses paid,

§664,106.70; cash dividends paid to stockholders,

§171,000.
Guatemala, one of the five republics of Central

America, extending from lat. 13° 50' to 18° 15' N.,

hm. from 88° 14' to 93° 12' W. It is bounded N.
by the Mexican State of Chiapas, E. by British

Honduras and the Caribbean Sea, S. by the re-

publics of Honduras and San Salvador, and S.

W. by the Pacific Ocean. By the terms of the

constitution proclaimed Oct. 2, 1859, the legis-

lative power is vested in a congress of two cham-
bers, called the Council of State and the House
of Representatives. Both chambers are elected

for 4 years, the House of Representatives by the

people, and the Council of State by the House.
The executive is vested in a President, also

elected for 4 years. The area of G. is esti-

mated at 41,8^30 sq. m. According to a rough
enumeration taken on Jan. 31, 1872, there were
at that date 1,190,754 inhabitants, of whom
360,608 were of European descent, and 830,-

146 aborigines, or Indians. G. is administra-

tively divided into 17 provinces, of which H,

Escuintla, Solola, and Suchitepeguez, are on
the Pacific Ocean, 1, Yzabal, borders the At-
lantic, and the rest are inland. The capital

of tiie republic and seat of the government is

Santiago de Guatemala, or Guatemala la Nueva,
with 45,000 inhabitants, a tenth of them of

European origin. The former capital, Santi-

ago de Caballeros, or Guatemala la Antigua,
which had once a population of 60,000, was partly

destroyed by fire and earthquakes in 1773, and
has now only 20,000 inhabitants.

The surface of G. in wholly mountainous, the main chain of
the continuation of tlie Ande.i traversing it from S. E. to N.
W. at an inconsiderable dbtanre from the Pacific shore, and
branching oiT in various niuiifications toward the Atlantic

:

forming many valleys, but enclosing few plains. Along the
main chain occur numerous volcanoes, all ne.ir tlie Puciflc.

The culminating point of the surface is In N. lat. 15' 30'. be
tween the towns of Totonicap^in and Oueguetenango. The

i

B. border of the plateau descending to the Oulf of Honduras Is

cut by deep valleys, which extend to a great distance, and in
some places advance to the very shores. The country lying to
the W. and the N. W. of the GoUo Dulce is a low plain, white
all between the plateau and the Bay of Honduras is a suc-
ce.ssioa of ridftes and valleys. In many places tlie shore is

rocky, with rocky barriers lying off it. Numerous streama
drain this State. The most important are the Lacantun,
forming part of the Mexican boundary ; the Motagua and
the Polochic, which fall through the Dulce into the Bay of
Honduras. The most important lakes are the Dulce, advan*
tageous for foreign trading vessels ; the Amatitlan, 18 m. .S E.
of G., U 9 m. by 3, of great depth, and is much resorted to as
a bathing-place by the inhabitants of G. from February till

April; near it there are sevenl mineral and hot springy,
the Atitlan, 80 m. N W. of the ciry of G., is about 20 m.
long by 9 broad, surrounded by lofty heights, including the
volcano of Atitlan, and is remarkable for its verj- great depth,
and being without outlet, though several small rivers enter
it ; the Paten, near the frontiers with Yucatan, about 30 m.
long, and 9 broad. The climate of the table-land is that of
perennial spring, the thermometer scarcely varying through-
out the year, and it resembles very much the climate of Valen.
cia in Spain in almost every particular. In the northern
part of the State, in what is called Lo.i Altos (the highlands),
the averagt' is lower than any othi'r part of the country. Snow
.sometimes falls in the vicinity of Quesaltenango, the capital of
this Departmt-nt, but soon disappears, the thermometer sel-

dom remxining at the freezing-point fur any consideniVile time.
In the vicinity of the city of G., the range of the themiomt-ter
is from 56'^ to 80^, averaging about 72^ F. Vera Paz. the N.
E. Department of (?., and embracing the coast below VucMtan
to the Gulf of Dulce, is nearly 10 degrees warmer. This coast
from Belize downward to Isabel and San Tome is hot and un-
healthy. From May till October is the rainy season. Thunder
prevails in June, and terrific storms from the S W. sweep along
the Pacific coast in August and i^epteniber. Earthquakes are
very frequent. The soil is generally very fertile, producing
excellent rice, and all the cereals in great variety and abun-
dance. Agriculture has remarkably progressed during the
last ten years. As articles of commerce, the most important
products are coffee, cochineal, and indigo. Cotton, cacao,
sugar, vanilla, and tobacco are grown in considerable quantities.

The cultivation of coffee is largely increasing, while thiit of
cochineal is being abandoned. The table-land is almost desti-

tute of trees and even bushes, except on the declivities of the
hilly ranges which so extensively traverse it. Trees of very
large size form extensive forests on the lower lands along tfaie

iij;. i->i. — .~rA-i-\> tSDEB.

(^ natural size.)

Pacific. These are a source of great natural wealth. Among
the trees the most valuable are the cedar, mahogany, Bmzil,

Santa Maria, pimento, guaiiicuin, etc. ; and abundance of me-
dicinal plants are also found and turned to some account The
vegetation is luxurious and vigorous along the low tract by
the Bay of Honduras. There abound cactuses, palms, mimo-
saa, etfl. Mixed with these are numerous herbaceous flowers,

of the most varied colors and elegant forms, of which the sea-

lavender, Slatire rlata (Fig. 251 ) is a splendid and striking

specimen. Sheep are reared in consiileriible numbers, especially

over the northern districts, and their wool is used for native

uiauufactures. The horse is »uuili, hardy, and bandMme;
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and mules are numerous, being the chief beasts of burden.
Pigs and poultry are very abundant, and of excellent quality.

Salt is manufactured along the coast of the Pacific. Jasper,
marble, and brimstone are obtained in con.-iderable quantity
in the vicinity of some of the volcanoes. Lead is worked by
the Indians in TotonicapJn. The manufactures are mostly
limited to those lor domestic use. The cotton manufacture
is almost confined to the departments of G. and Sacatepec.
Coarse woollen cloth is extensively manufactured, especially
gerga, which is made into a peculiar black called poncho, in
which much taste is displayed.

Commerce. The commercial intercourse of G. is chiefly

with Great Britain and the U. States, the exports consisting
of coffee, cochineal, indigo, and other agricultural produce,
and the imports chiefly of textile fabrics. The exports for the
year 1877 were of a total value of 3?3,773,183 74 ; compris-
ing coffee (S3,35S,956 16), cochineal (§181,693), woollen goods
(8115,939.20), muscovado (S28,303), hides (S62,343.84), etc.

These commodities were distributed among the various markets
as follows: Great Britain, $1,073,977; California, $1,037,531;
New York, §193,252; Germapy, $819,910; France, $311,870;
Belize, $181,660; Central America, $127,308 ; South America,
$30,909. The chief sources of the import-" and the values
of these were a.s follows in the same year: Great Britain,

$1,203,891.87; France, §458,162.44; Germany, §317,367.60;
United States, $378,753.21.
The value of the commercial intercourse of G. with the U.

States is not reported in the annual reports published by the
Treasury Department at Washington, which summarize, un-
der the heading of " Central America," the commerce of the
5 states of Costa Rica, G., Honduras, Nicaragua, and San
Salvador. The commercial intercourse of the whole of Cen-
tral America with the U. States, for the year 1878, is as
follows : Exports from Central America to the U. States, —
chemicals, $20,509; cocoa. $23,415; cochineal. .$5,811 ; coffee

(13.868,955 lbs.), .$2,473,178; dye-woods, §11,493 ;
gold and sil-

ver coin and bullion, §101,393 ; gums, $4,300; hides and skins,

$97,713; india-rubber, §131.170; indigo, $1,328; wood (not
specified), $13,968; fruits, $27 ,643; brown sugar (2,545,0421b.'!.)

$114,434 ; others, $57,992 ; total, $3,070,389. Imports from
the U. States into Central America, — horse-i, $1,200 ; beer,
$4.594 ; blacking, §1,546 ; breadstuffs (chiefly wheat flour),

$494,814; cordage, rope, etc., $7,367 : cotton goods, §92,184 ;

drugs, $18,044 : earthenware, $4,621 ; fancy articles, $4,701

;

preserved fruits, $6,119 ; glassware, $6.514 ; gold and silver
coin, $272,608; hats. $2,352; stoves, $1,449 ; machinery,
$69,846 ; edge-tools, $5,541 : lamps, §2.055 ; boots and shoes,
$13,758 ; saddlery. §6,152 ; matches. $5,785 ; organs, $1,500

;

mineral oil, $20,518
;
gunpowder, $5,014 ;

paints, $4,312 ;

paper, $6,224 ; bacon and hams, .$7,763; salted beef, $5.821

,

butter, $4,701 ; chee.se, $3,099 : cured fish, $4,786 ; lard,

$9,771; preserved meats, $6 766: pork, $9,.538; potatoes,
$4,292; quicksilver, $24,290; sewing-machines, $12,535;
soap, $7,852 ; refined sugar, $12,692 ; tallow, .$26,853 ; to-
bacco (leaf), $3,908; tobacco (manuf.), §7,966; steamers,
$30,000; wine, §11,769; wood (boards, deals, etc.), $42,573;
manuf. of wood, not specified, .•!>12,924 ; household furniture,
$20,313; others, $122,314 ; total, $1,479,788.
Our trade with this favored region has increased con-sidera-

bly, but owing to the want of direct communication it is still

tar from being as eXten.sive as it should be.
A decree has been issued by the government granting a pre-

mium of four reals per quintal (1(X) lbs.) of muscovado sugar
exported. The cultivators of sugar in G. have enormous diffi-

culties to contend against as compared with Peru or the \Vest
Indian Islands. The price of labor is so much higher than
cooly labor, and the freights both on land and sea are so much
heavier, that it is only by the most determined perseverance
and industry that they are able to obtain a scanty recompense
from their crops. A privilege has been granted for a term of
five years to a company for the introduction of machines and
the establishment of factories for the manipulation and perfec-
tion of manufactures from the textile plants of the country.
These exist in great abundance in several of the departments,
and the inhabitants have to some extent endeavored to utilize
them. The concession in question is not intended to interfere
with the employment of the methods now in u.se by the In-
dians and others, but rather to improve and perfect them, or,
so far as the conce.^sionists are concerned, to adopt those that
may be new. The privileges received guarantee freedom from
all duties on machinery and materials, and also from export
duties on all fabrics, etc., which may be made and shipped
abro.ad by them. A concession has been made to encourage
the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes, after the methods
employed in Cuba, and, with a view of exhibiting those methods
to the public, the introduction free of duty of 50 cargoes of
H ivana tobacco is permitted. These different concessions are
ni.iJe as aids to the development of the industries of the coun-
try.— By de"ree of January 20, 1879, which took effect on
October 1, 1879, the export duty on coffee has been reduced
from $1 to 50 cents per quintal.
A first line of railroad traversing the republic, from San Jost^,

on the Caribbean Sea, to the Pacific, is now (1879) in process of
preparation. The grading through the mountain passes betwe<Mi
fUcuintla and G. city will be a formidable undertaking

; but the

sound financial condition of the country will enable the gov-
ernment to secure an admirable road-bed on the most economi-
cal terms, and with the greatest po.ssible despatch. The line

is already lonked forward to as one of material advantage to

American shippers, particularly those sending merchandise
from San Francisco, between which port and several ports
of Central America there is a brisk and ever-increasing traffic.

Indeed, it is affirmed that more than one Californian firm has
advanced material for the construction of the road, receiving
very liberal terms from the government. AVith the comple-
tion of the G. Central Railroad the sea-route between San
Francisco and the Atlantic cities of the U. States would be
shortened by from 1,500 to 2,000 m., and the additional advan-
tage would be obtained of an extensive local trade which the
Panama railway is powerless to favor.— A wagon road, now for

a number of years in course of con.struction, will soon open up
the interior to commercial enterprise, and place the Atlantic
port of Santo Tomis within seven days of New York. This
new facility, added to those of the harbor of Santo Tomis itself,

will remove all difficulties hitherto impeding the extension of
trade with the Atlantic shore of the republic, no small element
of which would be the immediate introduction of American
supplies for the mines : for the rich gold-districts watered by
the Motagua River, and but two or three days' journey distant

from the port, are attracting considerable attention, since the
favorable report given of them by an American mining engi-

neer, who surveyed them at the Pn»sident's request. But
trade with the U. States would not be limited to any particu-

lar branch. Ameiican manufactures of all kinds are in G.
preferred to European, and the demand for them will increase
with increased pos.<fbilities of transport.

Finances. The national finances of G. are in a very sound
condition. For the year 1877 the revenue amounted to

§4,503,523. and the expenditure to $4,428,298: leaving a ."ur-

plus of §75,225. The total amount of the national debt at the
end of that year, was §3,877,384.

Eanhing. The "Internal Bank of G.," founded on October

1, 1877, has a capital stock of $600,000. The cla.«s of business

done includes every line of banking operations, di.scounts, ex-

changes, deposits, loans on real estate or collaterals, and the

issue of notes. Of these there were in circulation in July. 1879,
about $250,000 fully guaranteed. The bank has established

relations with the different monetary centres of the world, and
furnishes letters of credit, exchange, etc., to the public iit

reasonable rates. A branch bank has been established in

Quezaltenango and another at Caban.
Money, Weights, ami Measures. The unit of money is the

Dollar, or Piaster, of 100 Cenlaras = $0,935.
The principal weights and measures are :

—
The Libra = 1.014 lbs. avoirdupoi-i.
" Quintal =101.40"
" Arrnba = 25.35 " "
" Fanega = l.J imperial bushel.

The old weights and measures of Spain are in general use.

Guava, tlie fruit of the Ptsidiutn pyriferum and
P. ])0)nifernm, nat. ord. Myrtaceae, the pulp of

which is made into a jelly of a peculiarly delicious

flavor. This sweetmeat is imported in considera-

ble quantities from the West Indies.

Imp. duty : Jelly, 50 per cent ; marmalade, or paste, 85 per
cent.

Guayaquil. See Eccador.
Guaymas. See Mexico.
Guayra [La]. See Venezuela.
Guddok, a rustic violin, with three strings,

used among the Russian peasantry.

Gudgeon, that part of a horizontal shaft or

axle whicli turns in the collar ; an iron pin fixed

as a bearing in a beam or wooden shaft. One of

the eyes driven into a ship's stern-post, to hang
the rudder on.

Guernsey. See Jersey.
Guiana, the name formerly given to the N.E.

portion of S. America, lying between the rivers

Orinoco and Amazon ; but as about five sixths of

tliis territory have been included within Brazil

and Venezuela, the term is now generally applied

to the remaining part, comprehending the settle-

ments of Great Britain, Holland, and France.

I. British 6di.\k.\.

This colony comprises the most westerly portion of the above

territory, extending, as claimed bv Great Britain, from lat.

0^40' to 8-40' N., and from Ion. 57= to 6F W. : and including

the formei Dutch settlements of Berbice, Demerara, and Esse-
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quibo. It is bounded N. and N E. for nearly 350 ni. by the
Atlantic: \V'., Venezuela ; S., Brazil: and E., Dutch Guiana,
from which it is separated by the river Corentyn. Area about
76,000 sq. m. ; of which, however, considerable portions are
claimed by Brazil and Venezuela. Copulation in 1871, exclu-
sive of American aborigines, 193,491 (of which 108,791 were
males and 84.7iX> females-, of whom but 1,414 were Europeans
by birth ; 56.517 were immi(;rants introduced by government
from India, China, and Africa; 7,925 were natives of Madeira
and the Cape de Verde Islands; and the re.st mixed races.

The government is vested iu a governor and a "court of pol-

icy," consisting, besides that officer and his secretary, of the
chief justice, attorney-general, collector of customs, and five

unofficial persons selectetl by the college of electors.

The coast district of G. consi.-its of an exceedingly rich allu-

viil tiat, composed of strong blue clay, highly impregnated
with marine and vegetable matter, the surface of which is on a
level with the high water of the ocean ; and when the lauds
ar« drained, banked, and cultivated, they consolidate, and be-

come fully a foot lower, rendering neces.«ary unremitting at-

tention to the dams and sluices to keep out the sea. This tiat

extends from about 20 to 50 m. inward, terminating in a range
of sand-hills, varying in height from about 50 to 150 feet.

Beyond this the country con.«ists of a high land which stretches

out in undulating plains, rising at some places into eminences,
further S. ranges of hills occur, running N. W. and S E., the
most elevated, about 1,100 feet, being in lat. 5^ N. About 70
m further S , and parallel to the preceding, are the Picarainia
Mountains, which, by means of the Concan chain running
S. E., are connected with the Sierra Acaray, a densely wooded
range forming the S. boundary of Guiana. These successive

chains of hills appear to occupy an inconsiderable width, and
the plains between them are of great extent.

The climate was formerly very destructive of human life, owing
to the pestilential vapors arising from the marshes of the coast,

but draining and cultivation hive so far altered its clianicter,

that it is now deemed one of the healthiest in the Vf . Indies.

The temperature is remarkably uniform; the average heit at

Georgetown being, in the shade in summer, 86" V , while in

winter it falls only to 82-^ or SS-" There are usually two wet
seiMHJns, a short one in January and February, and a long one
commencing with June ; but the.-e, under the influence of cul-

tivation, have been greatly altered both as to intensity and
duration The trade-winds blow steadily E. and N. E. for

about nine months, changing to S. E. and S. in July, August,
and September, the unhealthy season.

The vigor and luxuriance of vegetation in G. are equalled
by few countries in the world. The number of indigenous
plants is remarkable ; and nearly one half of the surface is

covered by large forest trees, many of which furnish excellent

timber ; others are used for furniture, or afford dye-wood ; and
not a few are valued for their fruits, chiefly the banana, pine-
apple, and cacao-nut. As yet only a few places on the coast,

and on the banks of the rivers Essequibo, Demerara, Berbice,

and Corentyn, have been cultivated. The plantations are
commonly ranged in allotments, varying from about 500 to

1.000 acres each. The dwelling-houses, elevated on piles of
timber, as a security against inundation, are generally close

to the water-side, with a wharf opposite for the convenience of
shipping produce. Cotton and coffee have nearly ceased to be
cultivated, all the resources of the colony being concentrated
upon the proiuction of sugar and rum. Although the rum
produced in this colony does not equal in character that of
Jamaica, it yet occupies a respectable place in the market.
With respect to the cultivation of the sugar-CJine, by rea.son of
the lowness of the laud and the plan of drainage iu u.se, namely

,

that known as the open-drain and round-bed method, the sys-

tem of cultivation remains exactly as in the times of slavery,

every part of the operations of culture bein,{ performe<l by
manual labor. The timber-trade has, however, incre.i.'4Hl ton
Tery considerable extent. The totiil imports for the year 1878
amounted to !S11,149,540, and the total exporU to $15,245,785.
The commerce of the U. States with British Guiana is slowly

but steadily increasing. For the year 1878 the value of ex-
ports and imports Wiis as follows: Exports to tlie If. Statf.t:

Hides and skins, $1.935 : brown sugar (37,435,270 lbs.), #2.-
044.305; molasses (420,371 galls.), §89,012; rum (4,523 galls.),

• 1,735; others, «4,3'J9 ; total, S2,14 1,.326, — /mporM /rom
thf U States: Acids (not specified), #15,.')28 ; horned cattle,

»2 737; horses (166), 824,778; mules (320), 841.0,38; sheep
(1,(95), 810,782; breadstuffs, )?868,275 ; candles, »6 2.52 : car-
riages $12,9(58 ; cordage, S1.051 : cotton goods, *32,972 ; drugs,
«8,8a5; apples, 82,093: glass ware, S3333: hay, #10,981:
Jce, $9,197; iron (manuf.), .'S7,579; boots and shoes, S3,968

;

leather of all kinds, S12,S()3 ; matches, 811,663: mineral oil.

»86.870 ; lard, $14,341
;

paper, $16,442 ; p.-rfumerv, $3,519

;

bacon and hams, $28,281, salted l)eef, $.52,1.33: butter,
»7,000: cheese, .$24,893 ; dried and pickled fish,.$7,516 : lard.

»72.643: preserved meat, 85.869; pork, $184,t)32: potato»>s,

$13,061 ; soap, 83,103 : tallow, §5,414 ; tobacco (leaf), 860,894
;

tobacco (manuf), $14,2:36; wood (boards, staves, etc.), $192.-
709; household furniture, 818,042; others, 834,433; total,

• 1,924,922,
The ports of the colony deserving of notice are onljr two.

Georgetown and New Amsterdam.

1 Ofor;/rtoirn, the capital, is situated on the E iiank of the
I Penierara. a short distance from its mouth, in lat. ti- 49' N

.

I

Ion. 58- 12' \V, The streets are wide, and traversed by canals.
Shops and stores arc numerous, and European goods plentiful

I

The wharf can be safely approached only by mmW craft, on
I
account of the declivity of the bank, and the ebbing of the

j

tide, the rise of which on the cojist is from 16 to 24 feet Vi-.-^-

sels not dniwing more than 14 fit-t load and di^charpe tlitir

cargoes in the middle of the stream , but iho,"* of greater
I draught cannot enter the river, owing to a bar at its mouth,
and must, therefore complete their loading out.vide The town

I

U'ing the depot of the produce of the countries adjacent to the
Ks.sequibo and Demerara, its commerce is considerable. Pop,

Xciv Atiiaterdam lies in lat, 6^^ 15' N-, Ion 57- 21' \V,,

at the confluence of the river Canjee with the Berbice, near
the entrance of the latter into the sea, and about 57 ni, E of
the Demerara, The coast here is encumbered with shallows,
and the harbor, though good, is difficult of arce.ss. From this
town is exported the produce of the plantations of the rivers
Berbice and Corentyn. Vessels drawing 14 feet may sail about
200 m. up the Berbice. Pop, 5,000,

II, Dutch Gciana, or Scrinam.

This colony lies between British and French G , being sepa-
rated from the former on the U' by the river I'orentv n. and
from the latter on the E. by the Maroni : on the N, it has the
Atlantic, and on the S Brazil, It lies between lat 1' 30' and
6 N , Ion. 53^ 30' and 57= 30' W.. being about 300 m. in length,
from N. to S. and 260 in extreme breadth. Area .'iO.Ool mj ni.

Pop. 69,329, comprising 6,000 or 7,(irK) whites, and upwards of
60.(XiO negroes. In physical geography, climate, produrtioi.s,
etc., it differs but little from British G. The principal river i.s

the Surinam, which flows N. through the centre of the tfrri-

tory, and falls into the Atlantic after a course of nearl> &
ni. It is navigable for large ships for about 6 m. from its

mouth Along the coast and on the banks of the river are
many settlements and plantations

; and the higher parfj" if
the country are occupied chiefly by the Maroons, the descend-
ants of runaway negroes. The chief productions are f»g:.r,

rum, molasses, coffee, cacao, and cotton Its chief trmie is

with Holland, Its commercial intercourse with the I! States
is unimportant,
f'ardtmiriho. the capital, chief port, and commercial em-

porium of the colony, is situated on the \V bank of the Suri-
nam, 18 m from it-s mouth, in lat. 5'-' 40' N., Ion. 55- 25' W.
It is built in the Dutch style, with wooden houses, and wide
straight streets planted with orange-trees

;
pop. 22,500, It

maintains an active intercourse with Holland.

III. French Guhna.

This is the smallest and most eastern division of G Ti
lies between lat. 2' and 6° N ,and Ion, .51 a)'and 54- 30' AV.,

being bounded N, and N. E. by the Atlantic, E, and S. by
Brazil, and W. by Dutch G. It is about 250 m in length
from N. to S,, and varies in breadth from 100 to 160 m. Are*
i.7,560 sq. m. Pfp,, exclusive of aborigines, 24,432. It has
a coast-line of 200 m,, extending from the Maroni to the Oya-
poc. The low alluvial tract along the coast is of great fertility

The mountain chains run E, and U',. and are almost wholly
of granite, but do not attain a great elevation. The country
is abundantly watered, and the coast-lands aipear to be less

unhealthy than in British G. The vegetation of G Is very
luxuriant, and the interior is thickly wooded with trees valua-
ble for their timber, fruitj", and d.Ne-woods. Medicinal plants,

including qua.ssia, gentian, the castor-oil plant, and arnotto,

u.«ed in coloring cheese, are all abundant. The island of Ca) -

enne, at the mouth of the Oyak, is about 90 m, in circumfer-
ence, is separated from the continent by a narrow channel,
and contains a penal settlement. The roadstead at the mouth
of the Ovak, though small, is the best on the roast, having
everywhere from 12 to 13 feet of water. The capital, Ca>eniic,
is situated on the N. side of this island, and contains 6,6(K) li •

habitants. The new town is well built, and lias good streeu :

the government house is in the old town The harbor is pri •

tected by a fort and several batteries. The colony is dividid

into two districts, Cayenne and Sinnamary , and 14 communes
Tile government is vested in a governor, a privy council, and
a colonial council, composed of 16 members, elected by the

colonists. The cultivated lands are estimated to be about one
eightieth of tile whole territory. Besides the staples of Brit-

ish and Dutch G., its pro<luctions comprise pepper (including

Cayenne, which is so called from the island of that name),
cloves, cinnamon, and nutmegs Trade is nio<-tlv with Franca
and its colonies, ancl there is almost uo commercial Intercourse

with the U States.

Guide, a person who leads, instriK-ts, or directs

another in liis way, path, or course.— A tool or

instrument director.

Guild, a name given anciently to those coiii-

mercial associations, or fraternities of parliciilHr

trades, which were common in many of llie towns
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of England and Scotland, and under other names
in all Europe. In their greatest prosperity tliese

companies, more especially in London, became
important bodies, in which nearly the whole com-
munity was enrolled; each had its distinct com-
mon-hall and property, and made by-laws for the

regulation of its members.
Guilder, Gulden, or Florin, a silver coin which

was current in many of the States of the ZoU-
verein, and was worth about 42 cents, but varia-

ble. The gulden of Holland = $0,385.

Guinea, a British gold coin, worth 21 shillings,

and so denominated because the gold of which the

first specimens were struck in the reign of Charles
II. was brought from the coast of Guinea ; and for

a like reason it originally bore the impression of

an elephant. On the introduction of the socereicjn,

first coined in 1817, the old G. coinage was gradu-
ally superseded, but accounts are still frequently
kept in G. in England.
Guinea Coast, the name assigned to that part

of the W. coast of Africa which commences at

Cape Verga, in about lat. 10° N., and terminates
with the Cameroon Mountains in the Gulf of Bia-

fra. These are the limits more commonly given
to what is called G. ; by some they are greatly
extended, so as to comprise the whole of the Por-
tuguese settlements S. of the equator, under the
name of Southern G., while the coast N. of the
equator is called Northern G. The physical aspect
of the country, as might be inferred from the large

extent we have under consideration, is very varia-

ble, but is characterized everywhere by excessive
richness of natural scenery. In the region of
Sierra Leone, Cape Mount, and Cape Mesurado
the eye rests on bold headlands and high promon-
tories covered with the richest tropical verdure.
In the vicinity of Cape Palmas there are extended
plains, slightly undulating, and covered with al-

most every variety of the palm and palmetto. On
the coast of Drewiss the country rises into table-

lands of vast extent, and apparently of great fer-

tility. The Gold Coast presents every variety of
hill and dale ; and as we approach the equatorial
region we are saluted by mountain scenery of
unrivalled beauty and surpassing magnificence.
There are no large or extended political organiza-
tions in G., with the exception, perhaps, of the
kingdoms of Ashanti and Dahomey, and neither of
these has a greater extent of territory than the
smaller states of Europe. For the most part, the
people live together in independent communities,
of not more than 8 or 10 villages, and with an
aggregate population of from 2,000 to 25,000. In
tiiese different communities tiiey have no written
forms of law, but are generally governed by cer-

tain traditional usages that have been handed
down from generation to generation. Nominally,
monarchy is the only form of government acknowl-
edged among them ; but, when closely scrutinized,
their systems show much more of the popular and
patriarchal than of the monarchical element.

Respecting the natural products and trading capabilities of
the country, the articles exported consist chiefly of ginger,
gum, Guinea grains, palm-oil, ivory, a dyeing wood called cam-
wood, and gold dust. Vessels visiting that coast take on board— at Sierra Leone, or on the coast of Malagueta, between Cape
Mesurado and Cape Palmas — some black sailors, called kru-
men, who are of great use in doing the heavy work on board,
and for boat service ; thus saving tlie European seamen from
exposing themselves too much to the sun's rays, etc. The
services of these krumen are recompensed with two or three
pieces of cotton cloth per month each. Their chief food is

rice, which may be purchased at a very cheap rate on the
coast of Malagueta; the price of a kru (a measure of ca-

pacity weighing about 30 lbs.), being a fathom and a half of
cotton cloth, or any other article of proportionate value. On
the coast of Malagueta (Grain Coast), the articles received

principally in barter are rice and millet; also ivory, palm-oil,
and camwood, especially at Monrovia, the capital of Liberia.

At Sierra Leone the pepper-tree (caUed malagueta) is culti-

vated on an extensive scale, and its fruit, — Guinea pepper,—
after being dried, is purchased in large quantities by the .Ameri-
cans, and imported into the U. States. English muskets, gun-
powder, rum, and tobacco are the principal articles of traffic

on the whole of the coast as far as Onim, at the bottom of the
Bight of Benin.
The principal European settlements, as the British on the

Gambia, and the French on the Gaboon, consist of fortified

depots at the mouths of rivers, from whence the merchants set

out in boats at certain .seasons, and ascend the streams as far

as they are navigable ; stopping at fixed stations to which the
natives bring their productions to exchange for manufactures.
In a few positions there are besides block-houses, wherein some
black soldiers with European officers are kept for the protec-
tion of trade. Enterprise, however, is checked both by the
savage habits of the natives and by the climate, which along
the whole coast is highly insalubrious to European constitu-
tions, and on the shores of G. is pestilential to a degree quite
unknown in any other part of the world.— Be.'ides the inter-

cour.se at the European settlements, there is a considerable
floating traffic by vessels which trade along the coast, or enter
some of the large rivers, where their cargoes are bartered for

,

produce. This trade, which is of course the only kind carried

on in the Gulf of G., between the Gold Coast and Angola, a tract

where there are no European settlements, and which includes
the fertile and populous countries watered by the embouchures
of the Quorra and other large rivers, appears to be nearly as
extensive as that conducted at the European settlements.

Guinea-Corn, a name in the West Indies for

several species of Panicum, including P. pymini-

dide, scabrum, and tenelluni, cultivated for their

seeds.

Guinea-FoTvl, the Numida meleagris, a bird wild

in the West Indies, but now domesticated in our
poultry yards. Tlie flesh is considered by many
persons to equal that of the pheasant.
Guinea-Grains. See Gr.^ins of Paradise.

• Guinea-Grass, Guinea-Pepper, a tall, strong
forage grass, the Panicum maximum, of Jaquin

;

naturalized in the West Indies and our Southern
States, having been introduced from the W. coast

of Africa.

Guinea-Pig, a small tailless quadruped, the
Cavia colxiijn, a native of S. America, which is

often domesticated, and kept as a pet.

Guipure, an imitation of antique lace, which is

durable, less expensive, and equally beautiful. It

is made by cutting out the pattern from cambric,
the flowers and heavy parts being made of the

cambric, and the open parts of stitches closely

resembling the antique lace. In France, a guipure
lace, much resembling the Honiton, is made, which
is very fine and white, and of a moderate price

;

a kind of gimp.
Guitar, a musical stringed instrument, larger

than the violin, and played with the fingers. The
modern Spanish G. lias six strings, three being of

silk, covered with silver wire, and three of catgut.

Gulden. See Guilder.
Gulf of Mexico, a large indentation on the E.

coast of N.America, washing the shores of the U.

States and Mexico, measuring about 1,000 m. from
E. to W., and 800 m. from N. to S. ; estimated

area, 800,000 sq. m. It is partly formed by the

projection toward each other of the peninsulas of

Florida and Yucatan, nearly in a line between
which lies the island of Cuba, leaving a communi-
cation on its N. with tlie Atlantic, through the

Florida Channel, and on its S. with the Caribbean
Sea, through the Channel of Yucatan. The Gulf
is free from banks, and contains only a few small
rocky islands on the coast of Yucatan, with the Flor-

ida Keef near its E. extremity. The shores are

low, and generally lined with flat sandy islands, not
far from the land, and numerous lagoons. Tiiere

are few harbors ; and the rivers which fall into it

are obstructed by bars at their mouth, which render

them all, except the Mississippi, nearly inacces-
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sible for vessels of large drauglit. A current of
water entering the Gulf from tlie Caribbean Sea
is soon divided into two portions, tlie one running
E. along the coast of Cuba, the other W., in a
curved line through the middle of the Gulf, round
towards the Florida Channel, where it meets the
other current, and the two united form the Gulf
Stream. The temperature of the Gulf of Mexico
is 86^ in summer, and (J^ higher than that of
the ocean in the same parallel. The deptii of the
marine basin which holds the waters of tlie (i. is,

in its deepest part, about three quarters of a mile.
At high tide the Pacific rises several feet above
the level of the Gulf, and at low water it falls as
far below it. The most remarkable phenomenon
connected with this Gulf is the Gulf Stream, wiiich
enters it by the channel of Yucatan, passes around
it, and flows out by the Florida channel.

Gulf, Western Texas, and Pacific R.R. runs
from Indianola to Cuero, Tex., 66.8 m. This Co.,
whose oflSces are in Cuero, is in part formed of the
old San Antonio and Gulf K.R., between Port
Lavacca and Indianola. In 1877 the road was sold,

subject to a mortgage debt of §1,200,000, for
§100,000 and reorganized. Financial statement :

Cap. stock, f500,00<); cost of construction (to

March 31, 1879), .•$1,919,727.08.

Gullet, the lower end of the horse-collar, around
which pass the chok-slra/js, and the breast-straps

which support the pole of a carriage.

Gullet-Saw, Brier-Tooth Saw, a saw that
has a hollow cut away in front of each tooth in

continuation of the face and on alternate sides of
the blade.

GuUey, Gully, the tram-plates or rails laid for
the use of tram-wagons.
Gum. Under tiiis term are included several

modifications of a distinct proximate principle of

vegetables. To some of these the term mucilage is

occasionally applied ; and all the varieties may be
referred to one or other of these species,— G.

arable furnishing a characteristic specimen of (i.,

and tragacanth of mucilage. In commerce the

term G. is often incorrectly applied to the resins

and gum-resins. G. is a thick, transparent fluid,

that issues spontaneously from certain species of

plants, particularly such as produce stone-fruit, as

plum and cherry trees. It is very adhesive, and
gradually hardens by exposure to the atmosphere.
It is usually obtained in small pieces, like tears,

moderately hard and somewiiat brittle while cold
;

80 that it can be reduced by pounding to a fine

powder. When pure, it is colorless; but it has

commonly a yellowish tinge; it is not destitute of

lustre ; it |lias no smell ; its taste is insipid ; its

specific gravity varies from 1.8161 to 1.4317 ; it

readily dissolves in water, but is insoluble in alco-

hol. G. is extensively used in the arts, particularly

in calico-printing, to give consistence to the colors,

and to hinder them from spreading. It is also used
in painting, in the manufacture of ink, in medicine,

etc. The only important gums in a commercial
point of view are G. arable, G. Senegal, and G.

tragacanth ; but lac is popularly, though improp-
erly, ranked among the gums. The term G. has

likewise been applied to several artificial products,

the chief of which is British G. Imp. free.

Qum Ammoniac. See Ammoniacum.
Gum Arabic [Arab, tolh ; Fr ^nmme Arabiqutt ; Ger.

ArabiscHe Gummi; It. t;oinma Arabica], the produce of WT-
eral species of trees of the geous aracia, growitiK in Arabia

and in many parts of Africa. The Inwt or true white G. Is

yielded by Acacia verek, the red G. A. by Aracia a/tansonii.

Aracia vera also yields G. A. and a part of the Senegal G.
The G. exudes naturally from the trunk and branches, and
hardens by exposure to the air in irregularly shaped pieces,

hard, briltle, and semi-transp)>rent. When pure it is almost

colorless, or of a pale yellowish hue. being insipid, inodorous,
and dis.<olving completely in the mouth. Sp. gr. I 31 to 1.43
It is often mixed with G. Senegal. East India 5. A. is, though
a u.seful, a spurious article, not being the produce of the Acacia
vera, but of other species of plants. The best G. is either im-
ported direct from Alexandria, Smyrna, Tripoli, Mogadore,
Tangiers, etc . or at second-hand from them through Uibrohar.
Malta, and other Italian ports The price depends principally
on its whitene-ss and solubility, increasing and diminishing
from S8.75 to S40 or #4.5 per cwt , according as the article iias

more or less of the.-* qualities. — Tat. Powdered G. A- is

frequently adulterated with flour or farina, or with Senegal or
other inferior G. The first may be detected by agititting a
little of the powder with cold water: the pure G. dissolves
rapidly, whilst the«starch or flour falls to the bottom of the
vessel. Or, a little of the powder may be mixed with boiling
water, and when cold, testfd with tincture of iodine : if it con-
tains starch or flour, the paste will assume a blue color. If it

contains cherry-tree G. or tragacanth, it will be only partly
soluble in cold water, and the paste will be partly colored, and
more or less interspersed with gelatinous clots. Much of the
white G. >4. of commerce is formed by blenching G. Senegal
by what is called " Picciotto's process." The G. is dissolved
in water and sulphurous acid gas pas.«ed through the so-

lution. The liquid is afterwards boiled to expel the sulphu-
rous acid, a little of which, however, still remaia* behind. To
obtain the G. in a still whiter state, carbonate of baryta is

added, and after agitation the mixture is filtered : it is after-

wards shaken with gelatinous alumina, again filtered, and
evaporated The product (hltackfd G.) is very white, but
lacks the peculiar toughness and adhesiveness of the best
G. A.

British G. See Df.xtrix.
Gum Senesal. Tliis product, which is largely exported from

Portendie, Sierra Leone, and the French settlements on the
Senegal, ranks next in quality to G. arable, and for many
purposes, as calico-printing, for instance, it answers equally
well. The transparent and light-colored pieces arc frequently
picked out and sold as G. arable
Gum Tra^acant/i, Gam Dragon, \a the gummy exudation

of the Astragalits vents, hardened by the air. When digested

in water, it swells considerably, a portion is dis.solved, and the
whole combines to form a thick mucilage- It is totally solu-

ble in boiling water, when some change is supposed to take
place in it ; a great portion, howevei^, afterwards separates.

Sp. gr. 1.384. It is chiefly employed in calico-printing, and by
stioemakers and lozenge-makers ; by the latter to give tough-
ness to the saccharine mass. — Test. Powdered T. is often
adulterated with flour of starch, and not unfrequently with
the commoner varieties of G. arable A mixture of pulverized

T. and G. anibic forms, with water, a thinner mucilage than
the same quantity of either of these G. alone. This fraud
may be delected as follows: Make a mucilage of the 8u.<-

pected G., and add thereto a few drops (2 or 3 to the dr.) of
alcoholic tincture of gualacum, taking care to stir it all the

while. If the sample contains any G. arable, the mixture, in

the course of a few minutes, a.ssume<! a fine blue color, whilst

it does not change color if the G. T. is pure ; 5 \>eT cent of

G. arable can be thus detected. When the quantity is very

small, one to four hours may elapse before the color is developed.

Starch and flour are detected in the manner noticed under
G. arable.

Gum-Elastic. See I\DiA-Ri.BnKR.

Gum Juniper, a concrete gum-resin obtained

from the Juniperus communis.

Gum-Lac. See Lac.
Gummer, a tool or machine for deepening and

enlarging the interdental spaces of worn saws.

Gumming, the treatment of a litiiographic

stone with a solution of gum arable, after, or si-

multaneously with, the etching process, whereby
the clean parts of the stone devoid of work are

protected from receiving fatty matter, and thus

reject the greasy ink when the roller passes over

the stone. The clean surface of the stone is

damped between each impression, but, without the

gumming, it would not permanently resist the ink.

— E. If. Kniqiit.

Gum-Resin. The resins, as they exude from

trees, are often mixed with gum, when they form

(jum-resins. These substances are in their properties

intermediate to resins and gum, and are not there-

fore to be considered distinct vegetable principles.

They are not entirely soluble in water or in alco-

hol, but proof spirit dissolves the greater part of

them. They also readily dissolve in alkaline solu-

tions when assisted by' heat; and the acids act
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upon them nearly as upon the resins. To tliis

class belong aiiiiuoniacum, guinboqe, assajietida, oliba-

uuin, aloes, rni/rrh, opium, and others.

Gum-Wood, the wood of a species of Encali/p-

tus obtained in Australia, shipped in logs and
planks to England. It is used in ship-building and
joinery.

Gun, a general name for explosive instruments
of different sizes, consisting of a bar-

rel of strong metal fixed in a stock or
mounted on carriages. The heavy de-

scriptions of guns, called cannon, ord-

nance, field-pieces, swivels, carronades,
howitzers, mitrailleurs, and mortars, are
described under those several heads.

They usually take their distinguishing

name from the weight of the ball that
will fit them. The smaller and portable
kinds of guns are named muskets, rifles,

carbines, fowling-pieces, revolvers, etc.

This articl^ is devoted to the breech-
loading small arms which are the most
generally in use at the present time.

American invention and genius have
been largely directed towards the pro-

duction of a simple form of breech-
loading small arm. Prior to 1860 there
had been less than 200 patents taken
out for this purpose ; from 18H0 to 1880
this had increased to the large number
of over 800,— more than quadruple the
inventions of all the rest of the world
in the same direction. It may be as

well to remark here that, with the sin-

gle exception of the needle-gun, every
arm on a breech-loading system Uoed
in Europe is of American origin, both
in its principle and application ; a large
portion being of American manufac-
ture. Thus, in Great Britain, the Sni-

der, largely adopted, is an American
invention, and the Martini-Henry is

acknowledged to be an infringement
of an American patent. Russia, Sweden, Hol-
land, Spain, Egypt, Greece, Turkey, and Switzer-
land are all using American arms ; and even the
Prussian needle-gun and the French chassepot bid
fair to be supplanted.

Remitigton Breeck-loading Rifle. This American arm made
its first public appearance before a board of U. States army offi-

cers convened at Springfield, Mass., in January, 1865. It was
perfected in the following year, as now in use by so many nations
of both hemispheres. It has an incontestable superiority to
any other system, both as regards precision and strength.
The mechanical characteristics of this gun are its simplicity,
manifest in the small number of parts and their direct action

;

and its solidity and strength, due to the extraordinary size of
parts, and the relation of each part to its fellows and to the
whole action. At the moment of discharge the breecli-piece
is supported by the front part of the hammer, which forms a
shoulder to receive the recoil, and the entire strain upon the
axis of the breech-piece comes on that part ia the rear of the
forward pin, as has been demonstrated by experiments, in
which the arm has been successfully fired after having the
front portion of the axis of its breech-piece removed by filing.

The mechanical construction of the breech-system of the
Remington arm is plainly shown in Fig. 252 the upper diagram
(1) exhibiting the system with breech-block and hammer
closed, and the other (2) with those parts open in position for
loading. The constituent parts of the action are the breech-
block (B) and the pin (0) ; main-spring (a) and screw ; trigger,
(c) trigger-spring (<;),and screw; locking-lever (rf), locking-
lever spring (D), and screw; firing-pin (H) and screw. The
extractor, not indicated by a letter, is seen in diagram 2,
engaging in a slot in the shoulder of the breech-block. The
breech-block and hammer are solid pieces of fine steel, jVa
of an inch thick, pivoted upon pins of the same mate-
rial jVu in diameter. These pins pass entirely through
the sides of the frame, and are held in place by the button
screwed on to its left exterior side. The main-spring, trigger-

spring, lockiug-lever, and locking-lever spring are all of steel.

the springs having the simplest possible curves, and the aciion
of the main-spring upon the hammer being direct. The function
of the locking-lever is twofold, one of its offices being to lock the
trigger, so that it cannot escape from its notch in the tumbler
when the breech-block is opened, and a second to secure the
breech-block when closed by the force, directly transmitted, of
the lever-spring (D). It should be remarked that the whole of
the lock-work, with the exception of the hammer, is attached
to the guard-strap, which is thus by a very ingenious construc-
tion made to subserve the double purpose of guard-strap and

Fig. 252.— Remington Riflb.

lock-plate. The extractor works in a recess cut in the left In-

terior of the chamber, and is operated by means of a projection

on its lower face, which engages with the shoulder of the
breech-block, so that the act of swinging back the block with-

draws the empty cartridge-case by an entirely positive motion,
independent of spring or indirect agent, — a mode of extraction
distinguished for its simplicity, smoothness, and certainty of
operation. The firing-pin works through the breech-block,

as indicated by the dotted lines at H. It is forced against the

primer by the sudden shock of the hammer, which is imparted
through the direct action of the strong and very slightly

curved main-spring, so that a miss-fire is impossible with car-

tridges made and fitted to the chamber. The operation of this

arm is e.^pecially simple. To load the piece the hammer is

first brought to full cock, and the breech-piece swung back
by pres.'ing the thumb-piece with the thumb of the right

hand. The backward motion of the breech-block withdraws
the discharged shell from the chamber, and if this motion is

executed quickly, with the muzzle of the arm slightly ele-

vated, the case will fall out without necessitating the use of
the fingers. The fresh cartridge is then inserted, and the

breech closed in the continuous motion. The arm is then

ready to fire, and after very little practice a soldier can get 17
shots per minute. The fire-arms manufactory at Ilion, in

Herkimer County, was originated in 1826 by Mr. Eliphalet

Remington, who died in 1861. In 1864 the private firm, still

including only the sons of the founder, was made into a com-
pany incorporated under the name of E. Remington and Sons.

The entire stock of the company, valued at about 153,000,000,

is owned by the Remington family.

Ward-limton Breech4oa(lins Rifle, originally the invention

of Mr. Bethel Burton, of Brooklyn, N. V., has been since

greatly developed and improved by Brig.-Gen. W. G. Ward.
It is constructed on the bolt, or needle-gun, .system, but its

principles differ essentially from tho.«e of any other arm on the

bolt system. It is operated by holding the piece in the lelt

hand "below the lower band, in the position known_ in the

manual for muzzle-loading arms as prime, and seizing the

handle of the breech with the right hand, nails uppermost.
The breech is then opened by turning the handle up and with-
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drawing it to its full extent of motion, a cartridge taken from
the pouch with the right hand and dropped bullet-end to the
front in the now open receiver, and the breet-h closeil by re-

versing the motions required to open it. By the motion of
opening the breech to reload, the empty cartridge-.sheil will be
ejected. The breech, however, may be closed during the act
of raising the gun to the position of aim. A manual to load
and fire by command in six motions may thus be readily de-
vised. Practicillv, to load and fire requires but four motions.
The piece, altogether, con.sists of 15 pieces, which, with some
addition to its cost, might be reduced to 11 pieites. This
ritle has been submitted to the severest tests of rusting, ha.H

been filled with sand and dirt, and thoroughly tried with de-
fective cartridges, without in the least affecting its perfect
working. The machinery requiretl for the manufacturing of
the bre<?ch mechanism is simple, and cheaper, it is claimed,
than any other known: In fact, the parts can be made with
ease in any shop having a lathe and scraper. Thi.s ritle was
satisfactorily tested before the New York State Board in 18()7 ;

Massachusetts State Board in 18H8 : the Naval Board in 18(i9
;

and in April, 1870, before the Army Board in session at St.

Louis, Mo.
Peabo'ly Brrech-loadins Rifl'. The record of this arm entitles

it to rank among the best productions of American industry.
The inventor, .Mr. Henry 0. Peabotly, of Boston, an active and
thoughtful mechanic, had hisattentiontirst directed to the sub-
ject of breech-loading arms at
the commencement of the civil

war. After careful labor and
study he worked out the orig-

inal idea of the mechanism of
the Peabody gun, which is to-

day as he made it, unimproved
and unchanged, the first and
only patent in the U. Stites,

having been taken out July
22, 1862. This gun has a falling

breech-block, hinged at the rear
and depres.sed by the guard-
lever, whose short arm engages
in a recess of the block and
controls its movements. When
the block is down the cartridge

is slipped into the bore, and
the piece is fired by the fall of
the hammer upon a firing-pin

sliding in a groove in the side of
the block. In opening to re-

loawl the block drops upon an
elbow-lever, and withdraws the

ing the i>erson firing. When loaded, and the hammer on the
.safety notch, the arm cannot be discharge<l by any violent con-
cussion or by the accidental pulling of the trigger. Thn
breech-block and locking-shoulder, made of the best steel, are

of such form and dimension, and are so firmly fupported by
solid steel pins passing through the iron frame, that the
strength of the system in resisting the recoil of the charge is

claimed to be equal, if not superior, to any othir. There arc
no delicate springs or pins liable to be constantly breaking.
The parts are very few a-s compared with other systems, and
they are all simple in purpose and construction. The motions in

operating the system are short and natural, and are performed
with one hand. They are so simple that the common soldier

needs little or no instruction, and accident from ignorance of
the position of the parts is impossible. The throwing up of
the breech-block pushes the cartridge into the chamber, so

that the fingers need not to be brought in contact with the
barrel when hot. The hammer being entirel.\'Sndependent of
the locking-shoulder, it can be brought to full cock without
unlocking the breech. The cartridge shell is thrown from
the barrel automatically on opening the breech to receive a
new charge. The barrel can be cleaned from either end with-
out dismounting any of the parts, and the arm dismounted
and reassembled with the greatest ease by a person not a me-
chanic.

Other well-known forms of American breech-loading guni

Fig, 253. — The M.tRTiNi-IlE.sRT Rifle.

A, readyfor loading ; B, loaded and readyfor firing.

spent cartridge-shell. The Peabody arm ha.s been, since
|
are the Sprin^eld, the Jo.ilyn- Tomes, the Berdnn, the Ear-

its origin, manufactured and controlled by the Providence nesl. the Colt, the Milbanlc. the Spencer, the Huberts the

Tool Company, of Rhode Island, who have a capacity sufficient

to turn out 10,000 guns per month.
fVkitney Breeck-lowiins Hi/le. Great improvements in the

machinery for the manufacture of small arms are due to Eli

Whitney, the celebrated inventor of the cotton-gin. His e.s-

tablishment for this purpose was originally started in 1798,
thus making him the pioneer in this line of manufacture. He

nest, the Colt, the Milbanlc, the Spencer, the lioberlx

Ball- Imtvson, the Brovghlon, etc.

Martini- Henry Breech-loading Rifl'. This arm, lately

adopted by the British government to replace the " Snider," or
•' (,'onverted Enfield,"' is a combination of Henry's system of

rifling with Martini's mechanism for breech-loading, which last

is a manifest infringement on the American Peabody patent.

The breech-block is pivoted at its upper rear portion, being
was the first to invent and develop the .system known as the

|
moved up and down by a lever at the rear of the trigger-guard.

American or interchangeable .system, carried out by the u.se of ' The firing is by a spiral spring, which actuates n firing-pin

hardened jigs or forms of the same shape as the part to be ' The cartridge-shell extractor works on a pivot below and be

produced, thereby turning out every pitx-e for each particular

part of the same form and dimensions. He also introduced
the use of milling, by means of revolving cutters, those irregu-

lar and intricate forms nece.s,sary to be produced in making a
gun. The Springfield armory was established in 1800, and the
system invented by Mr. Whitney was put in force there, and
ha.<i been in use in all government works ever since. The Eng-
lish War Department wa,s forced to adopt the .same system, and
put it to practical use in 1855 by importing a large amount of
American machinery. Since that date other governments have
adopted the same general system, which is madesi>e<'ially neces-
sary in the proper manufacture of breech loading small arms.
The admirable series of inventions used in this system remains
now, like the cotton-gin, the sjime as when first invented, no
practical change having taken place in 80 years, notwithstand-
ing the inventive genius which has been at work during that
period of time. No patents have ever been taken out for the
Whitney inventions, but they have been freely given to the
public, and have saved the U. States government large sums
of money by Ics-sening the cost and perfecting the manufacture
and repairs of fire-arms. The Whitneyville Annory, property
of the Whitney Arms Co., is now one of the largest in the U.
States. Itis located near New Haven, Conn., and is now under
the control of the son ami grandson of the founder, who have
added many valuable improvements. The system of breech-
loading small arms, now known as the Whitney system, has
its foundation in the invention of Col. T. T. S. Laidley, of
the U. States Ordnance Bureau, and was first patented in the
U, States in 18>)<3. The claims made for this arm, as rcmodelletl

and improved by the present owners, are very strong, the most
prominent being as follows : The arm loads on the half cock,
the breech is securely locked the instant it is closed, thereby
preventing the possibility of the charge flying back and i^jur-

hind the barrel being operated by the des<-ent of the Irontend
of the breech-block upon one arm of the bell-crank lever, k
competent military authority, after instituting a careful com-
parison between the breecli-ioading small arms of fiermany,
France, and England, concludes that in the .Martini- Henry
the English have a weapon "giving great accuracy at long

ranges, combined with a very Hat trajectory, and then fore

fearfully destructive at short ranges, with t«'rrible smashing
power and great penetration, not liable to fouling, easily

cleaned, and not injured by being left uncleaned, with grooves

which do not lead or wear out ; a bn>ech mechanism easily

constructed by machinery, easily worked, not liable to get

out of order, utterly unaffected by rust or dirt, wearing well,

quickly loaded, light, handy, strong, and durable."' As an
evidence of the accuracy of fire in this rifle, it is said that of

20 shots fired at 1,200 yards, the mean ab.solute deflection of

the hits from the centre of the group was 2.28 feet. The
highest point in the trajectory at 500 yards is rather over 8

feet, so that the bullet would not pa.«s over a cavalry soldiers

head within that distance. The trajectory of the Snider at the

same range ri.<»e8 to nearly 12 fi-et. The bullet will pass

through from 13 to 14 }-inch elm planks placed 1 inch apart

at 20 yards distance : the number pierced by the Snider under
similar circumstances being from 7 to 9. As regards rapidity

of fire, 20 rounds arc said to have been fired in 53 seconds ;

and one arm which had been expo.«ed to rain and water nrii-

ficially applied for seven days and nights, and had during that

time fired 400 rounds, was then fired, without cleaning, "-0

rounds in 1 minute 3 seconds.
Chas^fpol Hreecli-loailing Rifl', the weapon of the French

infantry. This arm has a rifled barrel, with a breech nicchan-

ism of great simplicity, which is represente<l in section in Fig-

264. The piece marked B corresponds to what is railed lh«
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"hammer"' in the old lock used with percussion-caps, and
the first operation in charging the rifle consists in drawing out
B, as shown in the cut, until, by the spring, C, connected with
the trigger, A, falling into a notch, the hammer, if we may so

term it, is retained in that position. The etlect of this move-
ment is to draw out also a small rod attached to the hammer,
and terminated in front by a needle, about f^ in. long, at the
same time that a spiral spring surrounding the rod is coni-
piessed, the spring being fastened to the front end of the rod,
and abutting against a screw-plug, which closes the hinder end
of F, and permits only the rod to pass through it. The piece

F, which is also movable, has projecting from its front end a
little hollow cylinder, through the centre of which the needle
passes, and this little cylinder has a collar, serving to retain

its position, an india-rubber ring surrounding a portion of the
cylinder, ar\d forming a plug to effectually close the rear end
of the barrel. It will be noticed that the cylinder is continued
by a smaller projection, which forms a sheath for the point of
the needle The movable breech-piece, F, is provided with a
short lever, E, by which it is worked. The second movement
performed by the person who is charging the piece is to turn
this lever from a horizontal to a vertical position, which thus

Fig. 254. — The Chassepot Rifle

{Section of the bree-k
)

causes the piece F to turn 90^ about its axis, and then by draw-
ing the lever towards him he removes the piece F from the
end of the barrel, which, thus expo.sed, is ready to receive the
cartridge. The cartridge contains the powder and the bullet
in one case, the posterior portion containing also a charge of
fulminate in the centre, and it is by the needle penetrating
the case of the cartridge and detonating this fulminate that
the charge is exploded. When the cartridge ha.s been placed
in the barrel, the piece F is pushed forward, the metallic collar
and india-rubber ring stop up the rear of the barrel, and on
turning the lever, E, into a horizontal position, the breech is

entirely closed. If now the trigger be drawn, the hammer is

released, and the spring carries it forward, at the same time
impelling the needle through the base of the cartridge-case,
where it immediately cau.ses the explosion of the fulminate.
The bullet is conical, and its buse having a slight enlargement,
the latter moulds itself to the grooves with whifch the barrel is

riflind. The chassepot ha.s an effective range of 1,093 yards,
and the projectile leaves the piece with a velocity of 1,345 ft.

per second, the trajectory being such that at 230 yards the
bullet is only 18 in. above the straight line. The piece can be
charged and fired by a soldier in any position, and it was found
that it could be discharged from 7 to 10 times per minute,
even when aim was taken through the sights with which it is
furnished, and 14 or 15 times per minute without sighting.
The Needle- Gim is the Prussian arm of which we heard

so much during the last wars against Austria and France
The fundamental principle of the needle-gun lies in this :

that a cartridge is employed which contains within itself the
fulminating compound that is to ignite the powder; and since
this fulminate lies buried between the powder and the bullet
it can only be reached and struck, and hence ignited by a
needle piercing the cartridge. Fir.st, beginning with the fea-
ture most prominent, is the need.'e, fixed in a holder or bolt
encircled by a spiral spring, the recoil of which is to dart the
needle into the explosive charge

; second, the lock, or appliance
for drawing the needle back to put into connection with the
trigger

; third, the chamber, which forms the breech-piece, and
which carries a little tube, or guide, through which the needle
passes to the cartridge. The whole of this mechanism is
carried in a cylindrical case, which is fixed to the stock by
bands, and into which the barrel is screwed, so that the case
forms, as it were, a prolongation of the barrel. Lastly, there
is the trigger, which, when pulled, discharges the needle from
its detaining catch. The advantages claimed for the needle-
gun are chiefly these: that the bullet is propelled through
rifled irrooves without violent forcing into the barrel. — indeed,
without coming into contact with it ; that the loading is sim-

ple and rapid, the ball, powder, and cap being contained in

the cartridge ; that the loading is from the breech ; that the
combustion of the powder and cartridge-case is more complete
than in any other guns ; that the escaping gas carries but lit-

tle smoke with it ; that the gun is instantly disabled, if neces-

sary. i^onle of these advantages are, of course, common to

most breech-loaders ; but there is one especial merit in the
needle-gun which is not so common to other constructions, and
that is the ease with which the mechanism can be made and
put together. Notwithstanding the many advantages claimed
by the needle-gun, the many rifle-trials in the U States, in

Great Britain, and other countries, show that the various gov-

ernments, and military men generally, have not recognized the
superiority of the needle-gun, which, in fact, is already partially

discarded by the German government, as is the chassepot by
the French

Gatling Gun. See Mitraillede.

Gun-Barrel, the metallic tube of a gun.
Gun-Boat, a small vessel formerly fitted to

carry one or two guns at the bow ; but they are
now very differently con-
structed.

Gun-Carriage, the
framework or movable
support for a piece of
ordnance.
Gun-Case, the box

or receptacle for a rifle

or fowling-piece.

Gun-Cotton, Py-
roxylin, an explosive
preparation which, as a
substitute for giznpow-
iler, has undergone a
large amount of experi-

ment and inquiry on tlie

l)art of chemists. Tiie
best method to prepare
it is in mixing 89 parts
by weiglit of nitric acid,

sp. gr. 1 424, with 104 parts by weight of sul-
phuric acid, sp. gr. 1.833. Wiien the mixture
has cooled down to between 50° and 60° F., clean
rough cotton, in as open a state as possible, is im-
mersed in the acid ; when well soaked the excess
of acid is drawn or poured off. and the cotton
pressed lightly in order to separate the principal
portion of the acid. The cotton is tlien covered
over and left for half an hour, wiien it is pressed
and tiioroughly washed in running water to get
rid of the free acid. After being partially dried
by pressure it is waslied in an alkaline solution
made by dissolving 1 oz. of carbonate of potasli in
a gallon of water. The free acid being thus got
rid of, it is put into a press, the excess of alkaline
solution is expelled, and the cotton left nearly dry.
It is then washed in a solution of pure nitrate of
potash, 1 oz. to the gallon, and being again pressed,
is dried at a temperature of from 150° to 170°.
G.-C, compared with common cotton, is heavier,
iiarsher, more electric, more soluble in ether.
When dissolved in ether it forms collodion, so nmch
used in photography. It explodes violently at
350° to 400° F.,— much more rapidly, indeed, than
gunpowder, having thrice the force. Hence the
siipposition that G.-C. would be a valuable sub-
stitute for gunpowder as an explosive agent, for
artillery purposes, sporting, blasting, and pyro-
techny. A great drawback to the realization of
this hope is the danger attending the use of the
substance, due to the temperature at which it

explodes, and the violence of the explosion. The
making of it is very perilous, having led to sev-
eral frightful calamities. Artillerymen, too, object
to its suddenness of action ; for the explosive force
expends itself before the ball or bullet is prepared
to receive the full effect. This is quite consistent
with the results of experiments on gunpowder, by
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wliioli it is known that tlie powder may be too
violent and sudden in iis action for artillery pur-
poses. G.-C. has another defect : it absorbs hu-
midity very rapidly, and cannot be used till re-

dried.

Import duty same as gunpowder.
Gunda, the sum of 4 cowry shells used by the

poorer natives of India as a medium of currency in

smaller or fractional payments and purchases.
Gun-Flint, a sharpened flint for a firelock

:

since the introduction of percussion-caps to rifles

and pistols, flintlocks are now seldom used, except
among a few barbarous tribes.

Ganjah, a name for the dried hemp-plant, which
is cut after flowering, and formed into bundles
from 2 to 4 feet long by 3 inches in diameter.
The resinous substance contained in the plant is

narcotic, causing intoxication. G. is chiefly sold
for smoking with tobacco, and is used in Hindo-
stan, Persia, and other parts of the Kast.

Gunlock, an apparatus for igniting the charge,
which has advanced in improvement by several
stages. In the earliest muskets a slow-match was
applied by hand to the powder in the touch-hole.
In the matchlock the match was brought down
by a trigger and lever upon tiie touch-hole. In
the wheel-lock a rotating steel wheel, coming in

contact with a piece of flint, struck sparks, which
kindled the powder in the touch-hole. In the Jiiiit

lock the contact of flint and steel produced a spark
in a more convenient way than in the wheel-lock.
The flintlock is now superseded by the percussion-

lock, in which a hammer gives a smart blow to a
small percussion-cap, explodes some composition
contained in it (see Pehcussion Cap), and kin-

dles the powder through a small hole in the nipple
on which the cap is placed. All tiie famous rifles

of the present day have locks peculiar to them-
selves. See Gun.
Gun-Metal, an alloy containing 90.5 per cent

of copper and 9.5 per cent of tin, used for casting
pieces of ordnance (erroneously termed " brass
guns"), also those parts of machinery which are
subjected to considerable friction.

Gunnery, the science of constructing and using
large and small fire-arms.

Gunning-Punt, a low, flat-bottomed boat, used
for shooting wild-fowl from.
Gunny, Gunny-Bag. Gunny-Cloth, a coarse

strong sacking made in India, and much used for

bags and bales for wrapping cotton, rice, si)ices,

and other dry goods. In Bengal gunny-cloth is

made of jute, the produce of species of Corchoms,
and is exported made up into bags, or in pieces,

each large enough for one bale. The gunny-bags
of Bombay and Madras are, however, made up of
different kinds of sunn fibre, the L'rolotaria junred.

Considerable quantities are yearly imported into

the U. States, chiefly for baling cotton.

Imp. duty ; not cotton baguinir, Tallied nt not oyer 10 ctji per
»q. yd., 3 cts. per lb. ; valued over 10 eta. per Rq. yd.. 4 cto.

per lb. — Suitable for .'ame use as cotton bagging, valued at
not over 7 cts. per sq. yd . 2 ct". per lb. ; valued over 7 ct«. per

1^ yd., 3 cts. per lb. — Old or refuse, fit only to be remanufac-
tured, free.

Gunpowder [Fr. poudre ; Ger. Pnlver, Schiesx-

pidver; It. poirere : Sp. and Port, jmlrorn], a well-

known inflammable powder, is composed of nitre,

sulphur, and charcoal, reduced to powder, and
mixed intimately with each other. The propor-
tion of the ingredients varies very considerably;
but good G. may be composed of the following
proportions : viz. 76 parts of nitre, 15 of charcoal,

and 9 of sulphur. These ingredients are first re-

duced to a fine powder separately, then mixed

intimately, and formed into a thick paste with
water. After this has drieil a little, it is placed
upon a kind of sieve full of holes, through wliicli

it is forced. By this process it is divided into

grains, the size of which depends upon the size of
tlie holes through which they have been squeezed.
The powder, when dry, is put into barrels, which
are made to turn round on their axes. By this

motion the grains of G. rub against each other,

their asi)erities are worn off, and their surfaces are
made smooth. The powder is then said to be
glazed. The great explosive power of (j. renders
its manufacture a dangerous one. Every pre-

caution is taken in G, mills and in magazines, to

avoid the use of artificial lights, and to guard
against the production of sparks from metals, etc.

In "sporting jiowders " the proportion of saltpetre

is generally from 1 to .3% greater than in the gov-
ernment powders. In " miners' powders " it is

about 10% less, an excess of sulphur being used.

The following are the proportions adopted by the
principal powers :

—
Saltpetre.

U. States.
7t5

Charcoal.
14

U)
1.5

12.5
1.-)

13.5

l;i.59

10.78

15

Sulphur.
... 10

....10
10

125
10

.. ..11.5

12 as
12.75
9

England 75
France 75
A u«tria 75
Germany 75
Russia 73.7S...

Spain 7t>.47..

.

Sweden 7(3

The quality of G. is l:)est estimated by actual trial

of its power and cleanliness in use. It should he
dry, hard, and free from dust ; the grains should
be of a uniform size, and glossy, and the color a
dark-gray or brownish-gray, not perfectly black.

A very little placed on a piece of paper and fired

should instantly explode with a flash, and neither
leave an appreciable residue on the paper nor
burn it. Dried b^- the heat of boiling water, or in

vacuo, it should not lose more than ^ to 1 % of its

weight. Damp powder rapidly "fouls" the gun.
G. containing more than 7% of water does not re-

cover its strength by simply drying it. The sp. gr.

ranges between 1.795 and 1.800. The explosion
of G. is another expression for the sudden expan-
sion of a solid into a gas that occupies nearly 2,000
times as much sjjace. As the gas «/// find room for

itself, it expels a ball from a cannon with enor-

mous velocity, or a bullet from a gun or pistol, or
bursts open rocks in a quarry or mine, or dislocates

into a thousand fragments the sunken hull of a
wrecked ship, or blows up any building in which
it may have been incautiously stored. In pyro-
techny, G. is used in many modified forms, to pro-

duce brilliant colors and fiery trains, as well as

loud reports.— As it is dangerous to carry (j. from
place to place, except under great precautions,

means have been devised for rendering it tempo-
rarily non-explosive. It has been shown, for in-

stance, that if finely powdered glass be mixed with
it, the (t. will not explode, even if a light be held
to it. The minute particles of glass form a jirotec-

tive shield to each grain. The practical difficulty

is, that the mixture must undergo a dangerous
process of sifting before it can be restored to usa-

ble form.— G. is manufactured in man}- parts of

the U. States, chiefly in Delaware, Massachusetts,
and New York. It is usually packed in casks con-

taining 25, 50, or 100 lbs. Its transport and stor-

age are subject to very stri<;t State, municipal,
and harbor regulations, which differ in different

States and cities. See Danokroi's Goods.
Imp. duty : valued at not over 20 cts. per lb., 6 ct«. per Ih.

and 2iO per cent ; valued over 20 cts , 10 cts. per lb. and 10 per

1 cent.
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Gunpowder Tea, a very fine kind of green

hyson tea.

Gunshot. "Within gunshot" is within the

distance a piece of artillery will carry.

Gunsmith, an armorer ; a maker of small

fire-arms ; a repairer of guns.

Gunstock, the wood in which the barrel of a

gun is fixed, usually walnut.

Gun-Tackle, the blocks and pulleys of a gun-

carriage aflixed to the side of a ship, by which it

is run in and out of the port-hole.

Gun-Tackle Purchase, a purchase or pulley

made by two single blocks.

Guntang, an Indian dry measure of rather more
than 15 lbs.

Gunter's Chain, a surveyor's measure named
after the inventor. It is 66 feet, or 4 poles, in

length, and consists of 100 links, each of which is

joined to the adjacent one by three rings. The
length of each link, including the connecting rings,

is 7.92 inches. The advantage of this measure
consists in the facility which it^affords for numeri-

cal calculations. The English acre contains 4,840

sq. yds. ; and Gunter's chain being 22 yds. in

length, the square of which is 484, it follows that

a square chain is exactly the tenth part of an acre.

A square chain, again, contains 10,000 square links,

so that 100,000 links are equal to an acre ; conse-

quently, the area of a field being estimated in

square links, it is only necessary to divide the re-

sult by 100,000, or to cut off the last five figures,

to obtain the area expressed in acres. — Gunler's

Line, a logarithmic line engraved on scales, sec-

tors, etc., serving to perform the multiplication and
division of numbers instrumentally, as a table

of logarithms does arithmetically. The numbers
are usually drawn on two separate rulers sliding

against each other. In rough calculations this

line affords considerable facilities. — Gunter's

Quadrant, a quadrant of a peculiar kind, adapted
to the problems of finding the hour of the day, the

sun's azimuth, and other common problems of the

sphere.— Gunter's Scale, a. large plane scale, hav-
ing various lines of numbers engraved on it, by
means of which questions in navigation are re-

solved with the aid of a pair of compasses. It is

usually called the Gunter by seamen. On one side

of the scale the natural lines (as the line of chords,

the line of sines, tangents, rhombs, etc.) are

placed; on the other the corresponding logarithmic
ones.

Gun-Wadding, circular pieces of cardboard,
clotli, felt, and chemically prepared substances,

used to keep down the charge of ball or shot, etc.,

in a gun. In large guns rope wads are used.

Gunwale, the upper rail of a boat or vessel.

Guranciix, a recovered dye-stuff from spent
madder.
Gura-Nut, a species of large red bean, with a

bitter taste, growing on the West coast of Africa,
much prized by the natives of the interior for its

tonic properties.

Gurglet, a porous earthen jar for cooling water.
Gurjun, an oleo-resin ; a tijin balsam or wood

oil, obtained in Burmah and the Eastern Archipel-
ago from Dtpterocarpus kevis, and other species. It

is used medicinally, and forms an excellent sub-

stitute for linseed-oil in the coarser kinds of house
and ship painting. Mixed with dammar or resin,

it preserves wood from the attacks of white ants.

Gurlet, a pickaxe used by masons, etc., having
one sharp point and one cutting-edge.

Gurmies, in mining, levels or workings.

Gurrah, a plain coarse Indian muslin.

Gurt, a gutter, or channel for water.

Gusset, an insertion or piece let into a fabric or
garment.
Gut, prepared sheep's entrails (see Catgut). —

The substance made by pulling asunder a silk-

worm when about to spin its cocoon, and drawing
the latter into a thread, which, after being dried,

is very strong and is much used for fish-lines.

Gutta-Percha, the concrete juice of the Isonan-

dro gutta, a tree growing only in the Malayan
Archipelago, and of other species of the same
genus. The stem of the G.-P. tree grows to the
diameter of 5 or 6 feet, and on being notched yields
a milkj^ juice, which, after exposure to the air for
some time, solidifies, forming the G.-P. of com-
merce. It arrives in this country in irregular
blocks of some pounds in weight, usually contain-
ing a large portion of impurities in the form of
pieces of wood, stones, and earth. To prepare this

crude product for manufacturing into useful arti-

cles, the blocks are first cut into slices, and then
torn into shreds. These are softened by hot water,
and kneaded in a " masticator," the stones, earth,

and other impurities being gradually washed
away by water. After several hours the G.-P. is

found to be kneaded into a perfectly homogeneous
mass, which is rolled or drawn into sheets, bands,
or tubes, as required.— G.-P. is a tough, inelastic

substance, becoming soft and plastic at 212° F.,

at which temperature two pieces may be firmly
welded together. It is one of the best insulators

of electricity, is impervious to moisture, and re-

sists the action of acids and alkalies to a great
extent. Its best solvents are benzole, chloroform,
bisulphuret of carbon, rectified mineral naphtha,
and rectified oil of turpentine. All these dissolve it

readily. The purified G.-P. of commerce consists

of 75 to 828 parts of chemically pure G.-P., which
is insoluble in ether and alcohol, and a white and
a yellow resin, soluble in boiling alcohol. — The
uses of G.-P. are numerous and varied. No sub-

stance, perhaps with the exception of india-rubber,

has been " tortured " to so many different purposes.

Its perfect plasticity when warm, and its capabil-

ity of receiving the most delicate impressions,

render it invaluable in many cases where india-

rubber would be useless. Beautiful mouldings,
picture-frames, and a number of ornamental arti-

cles are made from it. To the chemist and pho-
tographer it is of great use as a material for making
bottles, carboys, photographic baths, and voltaic

battery cells. One of the most important uses to

which it has been applied is for enclosing the me-
tallic wires used for telegraphic purposes. Its

indestructibility by water, its plasticity and high
insulating power, have rendered it particularly

valuable for this purpose. G.-P. may be rolled

into thin, transparent sheets, which, being per-

fectly impervious to moisture, are well adapted
for surgical, dental, and florists' and hatters' spe-

cial uses ; also for leather-cement, and for horse-

shoe stuffing to prevent balling in winter. Again,

a solution of G.-P. in chloroform forms an excel-

lent dressing for incised wounds, and a protection

for abraded surfaces, bums, etc. It is used in the

same way as collodion.

Imp. duty : unmanufactured, or crude, ttee ; manufiustured,

or In smooth sheets, 40 per cent.

Gutter, a channel or sewer.

Gutter-Spout, a spout for carrying off water
from a roof.

Guy, a rope used to steady any weighty body
while it is being hoisted or lowered ; also, a tackle

to confine a boom forward to prevent the sail from
gibing. Guy likewise denotes a large rope extend-

ing from the head of the main-mast to that of the
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foremast, to sustain tlie tackle used for loading and
unloading,tlie ship.

Guz, an Indian name for the yard or cloth

measure, wliich varies in length in different places,
from about 2 to 3 feet.

Gybe, a nautical term for tlie sliifting over of
the boom of a fore-and-aft sail in tacking, etc.

Gyle, a brewer's vat or utensil. — A name given
by the vinegar-maker to tlie fermented wort which
he uses.

Gymnasium, a public i)lace, or school-yard,
where feats of strength, agility, etc., are practised,

such as climbing, leaping, etc.

Gymnast, an athlete ; an instructor in exercises
of the body.
Gynahs, gold and silver ornaments used by the

natives of India.

Gypsum, native sulphate of lime, found dif-

fused in other rocks, chiefly new red sandstone,
in several parts of Europe, and in Nova Scotia,

whence it is largely exported. Certain properties
which it possesses render it valuable in the prep-
aration of moulds and casts. When mixed with
water to a pasty or fluid state, it constitutes /ihtster

of Paris; and solidifying very soon afterwards, can
be almost inmiediately removed from the mould or
pattern. For making fine plaster the (i. is broken

into small pieces, calcined in an oven, ground be-

tween stones, and sifted to a fine powder. Con-
siderable tact is required in determining the quan-
tity of water necessary to be added to this pow-
der, and the mode of adding it. To prevent the

I)laster cast from adhering to the model or mould
wliich gives it form, tiie latter is first brushed over
with oil or with white of egg. Moulds are often

made in plaster of Paris, whether the casts are to

be of tiiat substance or of metal, sucli as stereo-

ti/pe; and casts are often made of it where the
moulds are of plaster, sulphur, or w ax. Fine gyp-
sum is also used as an ingredient in porcelain and
best earthenware. The coarser sjjecimens are
kiln-burnt, and mixed with water into builders'

cement for walls, floors, etc. Some of the harder
kinds of gypsum are noticed under Alabas-
ter.
Gyroscope, an instrument for illustrating the

tendency of a revolving body to maintain its ro-

tation in a fixed plane when free from the influ-

ence of disturbing forces, and wliich, towards the

middle of this century, attracted for some time
much attention on account of its supposed capa-

bility of rendering visible the rotation of tlie earth

on its axis.

Gyves, fetters or shackles for the legs.

\
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H
Haaf-Boat, a deep-sea fishing-boat in Scotland,

probably a corruption of half-decked boat.

Habbie, a Syrian dry measure ; 100 babbles of

Jaffa being equal to 39 quarters.

Habeck, a clothier's tool, used in dressing cloth.

Haberdasher, a term seldom used in this coun-

try, but generally applied in England to dealers

in small wares, such as sewing-threads, laces and
tapes, fringes and twists, buttons, hooks and eyes,

trimmings, etc. It is often combined with the

woollen-drapery trade. Haberdasheries formerly
included numerous articles now dealt in by other

trades, as hats, clothes, glasses, spoons, etc.

Haberdine, a dried salted codfish.

Habillement [Fr.], garments, clothing, gear.

Habit-Maker, a tailor who makes long cloth

riding-coats, or dresses for ladies, termed habits.

Habit-Shirt, a thin muslin or lace garment,
worn over the breast and neck by females.

Hacienda, the Spanish name for a farm or

plantation.

Hack, a worn-out horse.— A frame suspended
from the roof for drying cheeses. — The wooden
bars in the tailrace of a mill. — A framework for

drying fish. — A dung-fork.— A large pick used
in working stone. — In Scotland, a fodder for

cattle. — A tool for cutting jags or channels in

trees for the purpose of bleeding them.— To use
much.— To hew or cut.

Hackberry, the Celtis occidenta/ls, an ornamental
tree of the U. States; of medium size. The wood
is hard, close-grained, and elastic, and makes tiie

best of hoops, whipstocks, and thills for carriages.

The Indians formerly made great use of it for their

bows.
Hackbrett, the German name for the dulci-

mer.
Hackery, an Indian bullock-cart, capable of

carrying a load of about 12 maunds, or from 900
to 1,000 lbs.

Hackle, Heckle, Hatchel, an instrument with
teeth, or a board set with sharp steel spikes, for

combing liemp or flax, and separating the tow or

hands from the finer fibre (see Flax). — A fly for

angling, dressed merely with a cock's feather.

Hackles, the long shining feathers from the
cock's neck, used to make artificial flies.

Hackmatack, a name for the timber of the
tamarack, or American larch {Larix Americana), a
useful building wood, much used in ship-building

in the Eastern States.

Hackney-Coach, an English term for a public
carriage plying in the streets for hire ; now almost
obsolete, from the general introduction of cabs
and omnibuses. H.-C. are of French origin.

In France, a strong kind of cob-horse (haqueu^e.)

was let out on hire for short journeys ; these were
latterly harnessed, to accommodate several way-
farers at once, to a plain vehicle, called cocUe-a-

linqnen€e,— hence the name.
Haddock, a small species of codfish, the Mor-

rhua (eylejinus, which is very abundant along our
eastern coasts from New York to the Arctic re-

gions. It is less esteemed and much cheaper than
tiie cod ; its flesh is, however, sweet and whole-
some, and as it comes at the season when cod is

scarce, it is a fish of considerable value. It is

caught, cured, packed, and sold as the cod.

Hadeed, a cloth measure in Turkey, of about
34 inches.

Haft, the handle of a tool or knife. The manu-

facture of hafts or handles for cutlery is a vast
branch of industry, employing large numbers of
men, and necessitating the use of a singularly
wide range of substances. Soft wood, hard wood,
ebony, lignum-vitae, vulcanized india-rubber, ivory,
bone, hoof, horn, pearl, shell, tortoise-shell, iron,

brass, gold, silver, — all are employed, and many
other substances besides, either singly or in com-
bination. To bring these substances into shape,

almost every mechanical process known in the

arts is employed,— sawing, planing, turning, carv-

ing, stamping, forging, casting, embossing, inlay-

ing, plating, electro-plating, grinding, polishing,

engraving, etc., according to the value, form, and
size of each handle. Some handles are made by
riveting flat pieces of bone, etc., upon a flat iron

continuation of the blade ; some by the through

Jhmj, an iron prong projecting from the blade,

fitted into a hole drilled right through the handle,

and riveted at the end ; some by a shorter prong
fixed into a shorter hole by resin solder ; and some
by weighting the interior of the handle with a
little lead, to give the balance, action to the blade.

Haft-and-Scale Cutter, one who shapes, cuts,

or presses, bone and horn handles, for cutting in-

stnmients.
Haggis-Bag, the maw of a sheep, used to make

a haggis in. The haggis, a national dish in Scot-

land, is a baked mess of sheep's entrails, thickened
with oatmeal and seasoned.

Haggle, to be tedious in making a bargain ; to

be long in fixing a price ; to hesitate ; to cavil.

Hague (The). See Holland.
Haik, a woollen or cotton cloth worn by Arabs

over the tunic, but under the bernouse.

Hail, to speak aloud or call to another.

Hailoh, a long measure at Sumatra, equal to 4
feet.

Haim [Fr.], a fish-hook.

Hainan. (See China.)
Hair [Fr. dieceu: Ger. Haor, Menschen-haar ; It.

capello umano; Sp. cubello]. Human H. makes a
very considerable article in commerce, especially

since the mode of perukes and chignons has ob-

tained. Good H. is well fed, and neither too
coarse nor too slender; the bigness rendering it

less susceptible of the artificial curl, and disposing

it rather to frizzle ; and the smallness making its

curl of too short duration. Its length should be
about 25 inches ; the more it falls short of this the

less value it bears. A head of girl's //., as usually

imported, weighs from 1^ to 13 lbs. The lighter

colored H., which bears the highest value, is tlie

production of Germany ; the darker shades are
imported from Belgium, France, Italy, and Spain.

The value of //. changes with the fashion, which
is subject to violent fluctuations ; the price has

been known to range from §!l to as much as $20
per lb., especially when golden tresses were in

favor, seeing that golden U. is comparatively a
rarity.

Hair of Beasts [Fr. poll, crtn ; Ger. Haar, Hu-
haar ; It. and Sp. pelo\. In its mechanical nature
H. may be regarded as a condensed form of cuti-

cle. 'The feathers of birds may be considered as

analogous to IL, while the only two classes of ani-

mals that are wholly devoid of any kind of H.
are the fishes and reptiles. The variety in the
conformation of H. is very great, ranging from
the finest wool to the quills of the porcupine or
the horn of the rhinoceros, which last is nothing
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more than an assemblage of many liairs in one
compact mass.

Hair Manufacture. The various uses to which H. is ap-
plied are familiar to every one. The most valuable kind is

human H. The makiu;; of wigs, perukes, beards, whiskers,
mustaches, eyebrows, fronts, chignons, etc., constitutes a
trade in itself, in which many ingenious processes aiv involved
Belonging to what may be called the chemistry of the trade
is the preparation of H. dyes, H. washes, H. poiiiaiies, and H.
poiDilers. How far the artist succeeds in increa-sing the beauty
of human H. by the.sc additions is a matter of fashion and
individual taste : but the amount of trade done in this way is

very large — Horse/iair. To prepare it for manufacturers,
horsehair is cla.ssified into best, secoiuls, black, gray, soft, hanl

,

curling, spinning, weaving, etc. To prepare the curled H.
for stuffing cushions, etc., short horsehair is carded between
teeth or combs, tipped or beaten in a heap with a cane, curled
Into a kind of large rope, steeped in cold water, heated in an
oven, opened by partial uncurling in an opposite direction,

and towzed or picked into curling pieces, which acquire a re-

markable springy quality. Short white H. is u.sed lor brushes.
H. of medium length is spun into clothes-lines, and woven
Into filtering-bags, etc. Thelong H., by proces.ses of heckling,

carding, etc., is woven up into horsehair cloth, for sofa cover-
ings, and so forth, which has a black, fla.xen warp with a
horsehair weft, each weft thread con.sisting of a single H.
According to the length of the //., .«o can this cloth be made
of widths varying from 14 to 40 inches. Long white H. are
used for violin bows and fishing-lines, .it some of the indu.s-

trlal exhibitions there have been displayed, from Ku.ssia,

bowls, dishes, and plates made of hare and rabbit H., felted into

a tough layer, and varnished : they had something the aj)pear-

ance of papier-mache The.se, however, were examples rather
of fur-work than of /f-work. For various p.-;rposes in the
arts, the H. of the camel, fitch, sable, hog, cow, badger,
goat, dog, and other animals is u.sed.

Imp duty: H. of all kinds, cleansed or uncleanscd, but
not manufactured, not otherwise provided for, 10 per cent
All manufactures of H , not otherwise provided for, 30 per
cent. Bracelets, braids, chains, curls, and ringlets of. H. or
partly of H , .3-5 per rent. Hogs' H ,1 ct. per lb. Hogs' H.,
curled, for l)ed» and mattresses, and not fit for bristles, free.

Horse aud cattle //., cleaned or not, drawn or not, but un-
uianuf . free. Horse H., long for weaving, cleaned or not,

free Human H., cleansed or drawn, or prepared for use, but
not manuf, .30 per cent. Human //., manuf., 40 per cent.

Human H , raw, uncleaned, and not drawn, 20 per cent. See
also Bristles, H.\ir-Cloth, Hat, Net, Wool, etc.

Hair-Breadth, a nominal measure of length,
the 48tli part of an inch.

Hair-Broom, a long-handled sweeping-broom
for servants.

Hair-Brush, a toilet-brush for smoothing and
dressing the liair.

Hair-Cloth, a woven fabric of horsehair. The
hair used for weaving consists of the long hair
from horses' tails. It is procured principally from
Soutli America and from Russia. All tlie black
and gray iiair is dyed for the manufacture of black
H.-C. for covering furniture. Tiie white is re-

served for dyeing of tiie brighter hues, such as
green, claret, crimson, etc. Tlie quality of tiie

cloth, as well as the brilliancy and permanency
of the colors depends in a great degree on the na-
ture of tiie warp, whicii iTiay be eitiier of cotton,
linen, or worsted. In tlie manufacture of II.-C,
either plain or damasked, the weaver uses a sort

of hook-slmttle, which he passes between the
threads of the warp, or shed, towards his left

hand ; the assistant, or " server," places a single
hair over the end of the hook, and the weaver
draws it through the warp. The placing of the
hairs one by one renders tiiis a tedious operation,
and one that does not admit of the application of
macliinery, which is so advantageously employed
in fabrics where tlie shot or weft consists of a con-
tinuous thread. An imitation of II.-C. is made by
the use of hard-twisted and highly gummed and
polished cotton tiireads.

Imp. duty: K.-C,linown as hair-seating. 18 inches wide
or over, 40 cts. per gq. yanl : the same, less than 18 inches
wide, 30 cts. per sq. yard ; H.- C, not otherwise provided for,

90 per cent.

Hair-Cord, a cotton goods, the warp of which
consists of corded ribs.

Hair Cosmetics, under this head are included
all preparations whicli are used for beautifying,

preserving, or restoring the hair. Tiiese are
described in different parts of this work, and wo
shall here merely name the principal heads under
whicli ti;ey will be found. The hard jiomatum
used for keeping the hair, mustache, and whiskers
in form, and sometimes to color them at the same
time, is noticed under Cosmetiqlk ; the nmci-
laginous preparation for stiffening the hair, under
B.\xik)line; the conii)ounds for removing super-
fluous hairs, under I)ki"ii..\touv ; the applications

for the cure and prevention of baldness, under
Pomade and W.\sn ; and those enijjloyed to

cleanse or beautify the hair under the last two
heads, and under 1I.\ir-1)ve and Oil.

Hair-Dresser, an artist who trims and arranges
the hair ; a barber, who often combines the sale of
perfumery and toilet articles.

Hair-Dye. The i)ractice of dyeing the hair is

of great antiquity; and though not so common as

formerly, it is still far from infrequent at the pres-

ent day. The numerous preparations vended for

this purpose have generally a basis of lead or sil-

ver. Bismuth, pyrogallic acid, and certain astrin-

gent vegetable juices are also occasionally thus

employed. The following list embraces about all

those of any value :
—

1. Litharge, 1 part; fresh slaked lime and Ftirch, of each
2 parts ; all in fine powder, and perfectly dry ; mix, and keep
the compound in well-corked bottles. This powder is to be
made into a thin paste or cream with water (for black) or milk
(for brown), and applied to the hair (previously freed from
grease with soap and water, and dried) by means of a sponge
or brush, or the fingers; observing to rub it well into the
roots, and to pass a comb for some time through it, to insure

it.3 coming in contact with every part. The whole must be then
covered with a moist leaf of cotton wadding, or some brown
paper several times doubled and well damped with hot water,

and allowed to remain so for 3 or 4 hours, or even longer : or
an oil-silk cap, or a bladder, may be worn, the object l«-ing

simply to prevent the evaporation of the moisture. After a
sufficient time has elapsed the powder may be removed by
rubbing it off with the fingers, and afterwards washing it out
with warm soap-and-water. A little pomatum or hair-nil will

restore the usual gloss to the hair. Another method of oper-

ating is to apply the cream or pjiste as before, and then to

keep rubbing it about the hair with a brush as long as may
l>e required, occasionally adding a few drops of hot water to

preserve the whole moist. In this way the action of the dye
is facilitated, and the process concluded in a much shorter

time. —2. Lime (slaked in the air), 2 pjirts ; carbonate of

lead (pure white lead), 1 part : mixed and applied as the last.

— 3. \A(iua Orienlalis.) From grain silver, 2 dr. : steel

filings, 4 dr. ; nitric acid, 1 oz : soft water, 1* fi. oz. ; digest»-d

together, the .solution being afterwards diluted with water,

3^ fl. oz , and filtered. Applied by means of a fine-toothed

comb, or a half worn tooth-brush, to the hair, previously well

cleaned with .soap and water, and dried. — 4. ( Hair Kestoter.)

This is in reality a dye. Sulphur, 45 gr. : acetate of lead, 20

gr. : glycerine J oz. ; water to make up 10 oz. — 5. ( llold'tt

Hair-dye Aureotine.) A solution of pi-roxide of hydrogen in

water, containing from 3 to G per cent of the peroxide. — 6.

{Brown Hairdye.) Acetate of lead. 2 dr.; hyposulphate of

so«la, 1 dr.; rose-water, 14 oz : glycerine, 2 oz. Dissolve the

acetate of lead and the hyposulphate in separate portions of

tlie rose-w.iter: filter seiJirately, mix the solutions, and add

the glycerine.— 7. {A harmless hair-dye.) Ten parts of subni-

trate of bismuth and 150 part-s of glycerine arc mixed in a gl«^«

ves.sel and heate<l in a water bath ; solution of potash is then

added in small portions, and with continued agitation, until a

clear solution has been obtained, to which a concentrated

solution of citric acid is added until merely a slight alkaline

re.iction is observed Enough oninge-tlower water Is added to

make the whole liquid weigh 300 parts; the addition of a

small quantity of a solution of an aniline color completes the

prepanvtion. — 8. Fresh-slaked lime. 5 dr.; water, IJ oz.

;

mix, strain through gauze, and pour the milk into a four-

ounce bottle. Next dissolve sugar of lead, 5 dr., in water,

3 fi. oz. ; add to this solution dry slaked lime, 1 dr., stir well

together, wash the precipitate with a little soft water, drain off

the wati-r, then add it to the milk of liuie in the bottle, and

shake the whole well together, and again before use. Applied

a« No. 1 ; but it acts much more quickly. — 9. ( Tincture oj
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Walnut.) A strong tincture of the shells of green walnuts,

scented with oil of lavender. — 10. Litharge, fresh-.slnked

lime, and bicarbonate of potassa, mixed in various proportions,

according to the shade of color desired. Used like No. 1.

Hair Gloves, horsehair gloves used for rubbing
the skhi in bathing, etc.

Hair-Line, a horsehair fishing line.

Hair-Net, a net for enclosing a lady's hair.

Hair-Oil, scented oil for moistening the hair.

Hair-Pencils, small brushes used by artists

made of the fine hairs of the marten, badger, pole-

cat, etc., mounted in quills or white iron tubes.

See Brush.
Hair-Pin, a double pin or bent wire for confin-

ing a lady's hair. — Also a corking-pin, or pin used
in fastening up the hair.

Hair-Povrder, a fine powder, generally made
from starch pulverized, and sometimes perfumed.
It was much used in the 18th century for sprin-

kling upon the hair of the head, or upon the wig.

It is still worn by footmen in England.
Hair Seating, woven liorsehair, used for cov-

ering chairs, couches, and cushions.

Hair Sieve, a sieve or strainer with a woven
horsehair bottom.
Hair-Worker, a fancy workman in hair, who

makes ornaments for wear ; bracelets, lockets,

pictures, etc., in human hair.

Hake, a shed for drying draining tiles. — A
large fish, the Merlucius vitl;/(iiis, frequently found
tliree feet in length ; common in the Atlantic seas

and the Mediterranean. It is split and dry-cured
like cod, and often passes under the name of

stock-fish.

Hakeem, an Eastern physician.

Haken, a wooden frame-harrow witliout teeth,

used in parts of Belgium.
Halberd, a military spear or pole-axe.— The

cross-bar on a horseshoe.
Half, a moiety ; one part of a thing whicli is

divided into two equal parts, commercially ex-

pressed by vulgar or decimal fractions, as J or

f„",f or 0.50.

Haifa. See Alf.\.

Half-and-Half, a mixture of beer or porter and
ale.

Half-Binding, a style of book-binding in wliich

the backs and corners are of leather and the sides

of paper or nmslin.
Half-Boarder, a day-boarder at a school ; a

scholar not permanently resident.

Half-Bred, a mongrel. — A race-liorse not
pure-blooded.— A coursing dog not completely
trained.

Half-Bushel. See Bushel.
Half-Cent, a copper coin of the U. States, of

the value of 5 mills. 7,985,343 pieces were coined
down to 1857, when the coinage of the half-cent was
discontinued ; very few now remain in circulation.
Half-Dime, none has been coined since 1851.

See Di.ME.

Half-DoUar. See Dollar.
Half-Eagle. See Eagle.
Half-Farthing, a British copper coin, the 8th

part of a penny, worth about
:i
of a cent.

Half-Hose, stockings which reach only about
half-way to the knee.
Half-Hundred, a weight of 56 lbs.

Half-Imperial, a kind of mill-board 23^ by 16^
inches ; the whole imperial is 32 by 22^.
Half-Moon Knife, a double-handled and cres-

cent-shai)ed knife used by the dresser of skins for
parchment.
Half-Ounce, the moiety of the ounce, which in

avoirdupois is2184grains; introy weight, 240 grains.

Half-Pay, a moiety of the usual pay.
Half-Penny, a piece of two farthings, the second

in value of the British current copper coins, weigh-
ing 146 grains ; 48 weigh a pound avoirdupois.

It is worth about one cent.

Half-Pike, a boarding-pike used in ships.

Half-Pint, a measure of two gills, the fourth
part of a quart, and = 17.3296 cubic inches.

Half-Poiuid, 6 ounces troy, or 8 ounces avoir-

dupois.

Half-Price, half the cost ; in trade, much un-
der the current price.

Half-Royal, a kind of mill-board, of which
there are two sizes, small 20^ by 13 inches, and
large 21 by 14 ; large whole royal is 26J by 20:J

;

long royal is 34 by 21, double royal, 46 by 21.

Half-Sovereign, the second in value of the
British current gold coins, weighing 2 dwts.
13.(53724 grains, and worth 10s. (§2.43:3^).

Half-Stuff, in manufactures, any thing half-

formed ; the name for a partially prepared pulp for

paper-making.
Half-Way, midway; equidistant from the ex-

tremes.
Hali, a weight used in Malacca, about 32 lbs.

avoirdupois.

Halibut, a large flat fish of the flounder family.

the Hipjioijlossiis vulgaris, which often reaches tiie

weight of 300 lbs. or more. The}' are caught in

large numbers off the coast of New England. The
flesh is dry and coarse. It is lightly salted and
smoked, in which state it form| an important ar-

ticle of commerce. It is also cut into slices and
pickled in barrels, selling at about half the price of

the best herring. The fins and flaps are esteemed
delicious.

Hakodate, or Hakodadi. See Japan.
Halifax, a seaport and city of the Dominion of

Canada, the capital of Nova Scotia, on the S. K.

coast of that province, lat. 44° 36' N., Ion. 63° 28'

W. It is situated on a peninsula on the W. side

of Chebucto Bay, and has one of the finest harbors
in America. The best mark in sailing for H. is

Sambro Light-iiouso, on a small island off the cape
of the same name, on the W. side of the entrance

to the harbor, in lat. 44° 30', Ion. 63° 32'. The
light, which is fixed, is 210 feet above the level of

the sea; and a detachment of artillery, with two
24-pounders, is upon duty at the light-house, firing

at regular intervals during the continuance of the

dense fogs with which this part of the coast is

very much infested. The course into the harbor
for large ships after passing Sambro Light is

between the mainland on the W. and Macnab's
Island on the E. On a spit projecting from the

latter a light-house has recently been constructed
;

and when this is seen ships may run in without

fear. The harbor is defended by several strong

forts. Ships usually anchor abreast of the town,

where the harbor is rather more than 1 mile in

width. After gradually narrowing to about i
that width, it suddenly expands into a noble sheet

of water, called Bedford Basin, completely land-

locked, with deep water throughout, and capable

of accommodating the whole navy of Great Brit-

ain. The harbor is accessible at all times, and is

rarely impeded by ice. There is an extensive

royal dock-yard at FT., which during war is an im-

portant naval station, being particularly well cal-

culated for the shelter, repair, and outfit of the

fleets cruising on the American coast and in the

West Indies. A canal connects //. harbor with

Cobequid Bay and the Bay of Fundy. Since its

first settlement, in 1749, //. has continued to be the

seat of a profitable fishery ; and its general com-
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merce is highly prosperous, engrossing as it does
nearly the whole foreign trade of Nova Scotia.

In 1817 //. was declared a free port to a certain

extent, and has since acquired the privilege of

warehousing. Some ships of large size are em-
ployed in the South-Sea fisiiery, but, generally

speaking, the inhabitants are less enterprising and
successful fishers than the New-Englanders. Mail-

steamers sail between //. and Liverpool and Fal-

mouth, England, and other packets regularly to

Boston, New York, and the W. Indies. Fop. 29,582.

Halle, a French marketplace.
Halliard. See H.^^i.yards.

Hallier, a birding-net.

Hall-Mark, in England, tlie official stamps,

affixed by the Goldsmiths' Company and the assay
officer of particular districts, to articles of gold

and silver, as a test of their legal quality. The
liall-niark of Birmingham is an anchor ; of Chester,

three wheat-sheaves or a dagger; Dublin, a harp,

or figure of Britannia; Edinburgh, a thistle, or

castle and lion ; Exeter, a castle with two wings
;

Glasgow, a tree and a salmon with a ring in its

mouth; London, a leopard's head; Newcastle-on-

Tyne, three castles ; Sheffield, a crown ; York,
five lions and a cross. The date mark is a letter

of the alphabet, which is changed every year, and
differs in different companies. See Standard
Mark.
Hallotype, same as Hellenotype.
Halonieter, an instrument for measuring the

forms and angles of salts and crystals.

Haloscope, an optical instrument invented by
A. Bravais, for exhibiting the phenomena of halos,

parhelia, etc.

Fig. 255. — Halter.

Halter, a rope or strap and headstall (Fig. 255)
for leading or securing a horse.— A rope for hang-
ing malefactors.
Halvans, impure ores, which require to be

washed and freed from impurities.

Halve, to divide or share into equal portions.

Hadve-Net, in Scotland, a fixed bag-net, placed
within water-mark, to prevent fish returning with
the tide.

Halyards, ropes or tackles used for hoisting

or lowering yards and sails on their respective
masts.
Ham and Bacon. The former is made from

the hind legs of the pig, the latter from its sides

and belly. The process of curing may be effected

indifferently by the employment of salt or sugar,

or both ; but the first is by far the most commonly
used. After being impregnated with salt or sugar,
and allowed to remain a certain time in the solu-

tion, the hams atid bacon are taken out, dried and
smoked. In Ch'-ago, Cincinnati, Louisville, Bal-
timore, New York, etc., large quantities of bacon
and hams arc put up yearly for domestic use and
export. Bacon is packed and shipped in bo.xcs.

Hams are commonly packed in tierces, the number
of hams in the tierce and the total weight benig
marked on the end. In riiiladelphia, Baltimore,
and the Southern States all smoked pork, includ-

ing hams, are termed bacon, and the classification

most generally adopted is Cumberland middles,
which takes in the whole side from ham and shoul-
der; long clear middles ; and short clear middles.
Roaming over the mountains of West Virginia
there is a small variety of the hog, whose hams
are celebrated for the excellence of their flavor.

The most celebrated hams in Europe are those of
Westphalia in Prussia, of York in England, and
of Bayonne in France. Bacon and hams are one of

the most important articles of conmicrce in the
U. States. The exports, which for, the past years
have been steadily increasing, amounted for the

year 1878 to the enormous total of 592,814,351 lbs.,

valued at .-551,752,068. See Hog.
Hamals, porters in Constantinople who carry

immense weights between them, suspended on
poles supported on their shoulders.

Hamburg, a small but commercially important
state of N. W. Germany, the territories of which
comprise the free city of Hamburg and the coun-
try immediately surrounding it, some islands in

the Elbe, and several small detached districts en-

closed by the duchy of Holstein. The little state

is bounded on all sides by Holstein, except on the

S. and S. W., where the Elbe separates it from
Hanover. Area, 148 sq. m. Besides the Elbe, it

is watered by the Alster and Bille. It is generally

a level plain, not particularly fertile, except in the

Vierlander district, to the S. E. A good deal of

land is devoted to fruit, flowers, and vegetable
gardens, and the entire country round the city of

Hamburg is dotted over with flourishing villages

and plantations. According to the terms of the

constitution of September 28, 1800, the govern-

ment (Stuatxfjewull) is intrusted, in common, to

two Chambers of Representatives, the Senate ami
the Biirgerschaft, or house of Burgesses. The
Senate, which exercises chiefly, but not entirely,

the executive power, is composed of 18 members.
Its members are elected for life by the House of

Burgesses. A first and second burgomaster, chosen
annually in secret ballot, preside over the meet-

ings of the Senate. No burgomaster can be in

office longer than two years; and no member of

the Senate is allowed to hold any public office

whatever. The House of Burgesses consists of

192 members, 84 of whom are elected in secret

ballot by the votes of all tax-paying citizens. Gf
the remaining 108 members, 48 are chosen, also by
ballot, by the owners of Iiouse property in the city

valued at 3,000 marks, or §0.'>5, over and above
the amount for which they are taxed; while tiie

other 60 members are deputed by various guilds,

corporations, and courts of justice. All the mem-
bers of the House of Burgesses are chosen for six

years, in such a manner that every three years

new elections take place for one half the number.

The House of Burgesses is rei)resente(l. in perma-

nence, by a Biirger-Ausschuss, or Conunittee of the

House, consisting of 20 deputies. It is the special

duty of the committee to watch the proceedings of

the Senate, and the general execution of the arti-
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cles of the constitution, including the laws voted
by tlie House of Burgesses. In all matters of legis-

lation, except taxation, the Senate has a veto

;

and, in case of a constitutional conflict, recourse
is had to an assembly of arbitrators, chosen in

equal parts from the Senate and the House of

Burgesses. The revenue of the State, amounting
to about "jG.OOO.OOO, is mainly derived from an in-

come-tax, the amount of which upon each contrib-

Fig. 256.— Jews' Street, IIambdro.

utor is left to self-assessment. Disbursements for
public works, including tiie maintenance of free
and unobstructed navigation of tlie river Elbe,
the jurisdiction over which belongs entirely to //.,

althougli the river flows from the port to its mouth
through the territories of Prussia, form the prin-
cipal part of the expenditure. The public debt
of //. in 1878 amounted to 125,078,020 marks, or
$;il,419,6;]0. In 1878 the population (including

2 battalions of Prussian soldiers, forming the gar-

rison of H.) was as follows :
—

Inhabitanta.

City of Hamburg with suburbs 345,801
Rural districts and Bergedorf 35,888
Cuxliaven and Uitzebiittel 6,929

Total 388;6i8

BntnbnrOt the principal commercial city, emporium, and
Reaport of Germany, cap. of above state, and the principal of
the three existing Ilanse Towns and former imperial cities of
that country, is situated on the N. bank of the Elbe, at the
point where it receives the Alster, about 70 m. S. E. from its

uiouth, 60 N. E. of Bremen, and 36 m. S. W. of Lubeck ; lat.

53' 32' 51" N., Ion. 9° 58' 37" E The city is oval-shaped, is

about 4 m. in circuit, and was formerly fortified, but its ram-
parts now serve as public walks. The principal ornament of
H is the Alster. This river rises in Ilolstein, some miles above
the city, and spreads out into a wide lake, which flows throuirh
deep broad ditches, some of which encircle the ramparts, while
others intersect the city in all directions, forming nun:erous
canals navigable for barges of considerable size. This lake is

called the Outer Aister. The Inner Alster is a large square
sheet of water, connected with the former by a narrow chan-
nel, spanned by a single arch. On three sides of the Inner
Alster there are broad walks, with rows of trees, the favorite

resort of the Hamburgers of all classes and all ages. The best
houses in the city are to be found in its immediate neighbor-
hood. The Jungfernsteig occupies its S. and W. sides. The
whole of H. has been very nearly rebuilt since the disastrous

fire of 1842, which raged for 3 days, and destroyed a large por-

tion of the city. The Elbe, which may be navigated by light-

ers as far as .Melnik, in Bohemia, renders H. the entrepnt of a
vast extent of country. Advantage, too, has been taken of
natural facilities that extend still further her internal naviga-
tion ; « water communication having been established, by
means of the Spree and of artificial cuts and sluices, between
the Elbe and the Oder, and between the latter and the Vistula

;

so that a considerable part of the produce of Silesia, destined
for foreign markets, and some even of that of Poland, is con-
veyed to //. There is, also, a communication by means of the
Steknitz Canal with theTnive,and, consequently, with Lubeck
and the Baltic. And she is connected by means of railways
with Berlin, Hanover, Brunswick, Kiel, etc. Direct communi-
cation with the U. States is kept up by a most excellent line of
splendid steamers running weekly between H. and New York.
Ves.sels drawing 14 feet water come up to the town at all limes

;

and vessels drawing 18 feet may come safely up with the spring
tides. The largest vessels sometimes load from and unload into
lighters at Cuxhaven. The trade of H. embraces every article

that Germany either sells to or buys from foreigners. The
imports consist principally of cotton, wool, stuffs, and yarn :

wool, woollen, and worsted goods ; coffee, which is the favorite
article for speculative purcba.<es; sugar, silk, and silk goods;
tobacco, hides, iron, and hardware ; indigo, wine, brandy, rum,
dye-woods tea, pepper, etc. ; very large quantities of coal are
imported from England. Being brought from many different

places, there is a great variety of quality in the grain found at
H : but a large proportion of the wheat is inferior. Some of
the barley is very good, and fit for malting. The oats are feed
of various qualities. With the exception of coal, the exports
consist of the same articles as the iuiports, H- not being a cen-
tre of consumption, but of distribution. In addition to colo-

nial produce, British manufactured goods and grain of all

sorts, they include wool, clover-seed, bark, spelter, cattle, but-
ter, salted provisions, rags, wooden clocks, and toys, linens,

and all sorts of German manufactured goods, Khenixh wines,
etc. Most sorts of Baltic articles, such as grain, flax, iron,

pitch and tar, wax, etc., may generally be bought as cheap at
H., allowing for dilTeience of freight, as in the ports whence
they were originally brought. The commerce of -4. with the
U. Stales, which is very important, is included in the general
commerce of Germany (see Germ.\nt).
The total number of vessels which entered the port of H. in

1878 was 5,473, with an aggregate tonnage of 2,233,929. The
total number of sea-going vessels { i^teuhiffe) which belonged
to the port on Jan. 1, 1880, was 104 steamers and 381 sailing

vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of 227,816. Tl>e mercmitile
navy of H. is more than eight times as large as that of the
kingdom of Belgium, and nearly double, iu tounage, of that of
Denmark and Belgium together.

Bankhis- The Rinic of H., orGiro, was established in 1619
on the model of that of Amsterdam. It is purely a dei>o.-it

bank for the transfer of sums from the account of one indi-

vidual to that of another. It receives no deposits in coin, but
only in bullion of a certain degree of fineness, charging one
per mille for its expenses. It advances money on jewels to

three fourths of their value. The city is answerable for all

pledges deposited with the bank : they may be sold by auction
if they remain one year and six weeks without any interest

being paid If the value be not claimed within three years, it

is forfeited to the poor This bunk is universally admitted to

be very well managed. There are besides in H several joint-

stuck banks, the most important of which are the XorlA G«r>
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man Bank find the Union Bank, establishej io ISoB, each with
a capital of S7,500.IX)(). They discount bills, make advances
on Koods, and transact all sorts of banking business. The
exchange business done at H. is very great : for, besides the
business of the place, most of the merchauts in the inland
towns have their bills negotiated there.
Money, Weights, unit Mrasures. The inconveniences of the

old system of money, weiglit.s, and measures of H. have di^ap-
peared with the introduction of the new svstem, which is

obligatory for all the states of the Knipire (seeCiER.M.i.NY). As,
however, the old weights and mea,~ures are still frequeutlv used
In commercial transactions, we give here their English equiva-
lents : —

ME.tSURES.
Hamburg.

100 feet in length
" Bquare
" cubic

100 ells fof cloth)

100 barrels (fa«s) of corn
100 quarterns ( viertel ) of liquid

1 commer. last of 6,lX)0 lbs.

1 old ship last of 4,000 lbs.

.

1 corn last

1 coal last a( 12 tons

British.

94 021 feet in length.
88.4(J() feet square.
83.116 feet cubic.
62.I)S1 yards.
18.901 imjKjrial quarters.

159.470 imperial gallons.
3 tons burilen.

2 tons burden.
ll.J imperial quarters.

2 tons avoirdupois.

100 new lbs. or 1 centner = 110.232 avoirdupois.
100 marks bank weight = 62.0054 lbs. troy-

Lorn; Measure. — The H. foot, divided into 12 inches, of 8
parts each = 0.28657 metres =127.036 Parisian lines = 11.289
£Dg. inches. Hence,

100 Hamburg feet = 94.021 English feet.

100 " " = 2S.R)7 French metres.
100 " " = 91.307 Pru.«sian or Rhenish feet.

100 " " = 90.664 Vienna feet.

The H. ell (short ell) = 2 Hamburg feet. 05. 7314 metres
x 254.072 Paris lines. 100 Hamburg ells = 62.681,Eng. yards.
The Brabant elle (or long ell) most commonly u.sed in H. in

measurement of piece goods = 27.585 Eng inches
Liquid Measure. 1 fuder = 6 aums, i\ aums = 4 ankers

or 5 einiers; 1 anker = 5 viertels ; 1 viertel =2 stiibchens

:

1 stUbchen = 2 kannens; 1 kaunen = 2 quarters of Oes.sel ; 1

eimer = 4 viertels ; 1 hogshead = 1^ aums, or 6 ankers, or 30
Yiertels, each of 8 quartiers or bottles.

Tue stubcheii contains 26'J H. cubic inches = 3.62 litres.

100 Hamburg viertels =s 159. 39 English imperial gallons.
100 " " = 724.18 French litres.

yyi " " = 632.45 Prussian quarters.
100 " ^* " = 511.88 Vienna maaa.

The full beer barrel contains 48 stiibchens, or 192 quartiers ;

the small barrel only 32 stiibchens, or 128 quartiers.
The vinegar barrel contains 30 stiibchens, or 120 quartiers.
The whale and fish oil barrel contains 32 stiibchens, or 128

quartiers ; 2 whale oil barrels = 1 quarteel.
Grain Measure. Corn is sold by weight, and the last is sup-

posed to contain in

Wheat
Rye . . .

.

Barley .

Oats . .

.

Ib.i. avoir.

5.400

6,100
4.800

3,600

lbs. avoir.

.MaU S.im
Pease 3.<I0()

Beans 5,520

In practice one H last is taken at 11 imperial quarters, 31
hectolitres, 57 Prussian scheffels, 25 Danish barrels, and 16J
Ru.ssian chetwerts.
The coal barrel contains (wlien the 1,453 H. cubic inches of

bead or heaped measure is added) 16,438 cubic inches.
The H. ship last, or last of commerce, re.illy weighs 6,000

pounds, or 3 tons (not 4,000 pounds, as is generally stated).
Duties. There are no export duties, and the import duty is

only J per cent. The following articles are free even of this
low duty : 1. Wool, raw cotton, silk. Max, yam anil manufac-
tured girths of Hax, hemp, rags, old ropes, used linen cloth,
and empty bags; 2. Corn, potJitoes, and rape-seed : 3. Unman-
ufactured copper and bra.ss, copper ore, rough siwlter and old
zinc, nickel and nickel ore, cobalt and cobalt ore. bell metal,
and old metal vessels, etc., for smelting : 4. Bullion and coin,
unworkod gold and silver, wa-ste derived from the precious
metals, gold dust, silver ore and ore containing silver, precious
stones not set, pearls, and jewels ; 5. Print<'d books, music,
maps. etc. ; 6 Oil-cakes, bark, bones, offal of various kinds,
guano, and blood manure : 7. ("oals, cinders, turf, timlier,

]

staves, and wood for burning, chalk and limestone, slates,
cement and cement stone ; 8. Live animals, with the exception
of oysters and leeches, game and poultry, fresh fruit, and vari-
ous agricultural productions; 9. Passenger luggage, dowries
and heritiges ; but in part umler certain conditions and restric-
tlons. — Gonrls in Transit. Not only H. citizens, but foreiitn-
•n, are enabled to declare gooUj> in transitu upon payment of a

j

fee of 25 marks courant on the transaction, and depositing or
;;iving security to the government for 1,U(KI marks banco. The
levy of duties in H. is conducted in the simplest manner, and
on the most liberal footing. Xo vexatious forms check the
free intercourse or the free <ourse of trade : the entry for duty
is merely a dcolarition of the current value at the time ; tran-
situ articles remaining in warehouse for exiKirtation re<|Uire a
mere declaration to that effect by a burger or citizen. In levy-
ing duties no advantage Is claimed by //. for ves.sels bearing
her own Hag ;

gcKxls by all vessels, from whatever quarter of
the world, paying the same duties. Though she now carries
the German Hag, she, like the other llanse Towns, remains a
free port outside the customs frontier until she signifies a wish
to be admitted to it. But for this privilege she is obliged to
pay an annual sum, called an aversum, e<|ulvalent to the cus-
toms duties that would otherwise have been leviel within its

territory. It amounted to !*511,500 in 1878, eiiunl to a charge
of #1.98 per head of population. The low rales of duty in H.
is a proof of her anxious desire to encourage trade with all na-
tions : and the more so when we consider the great ex|.>ense

she is put to in keeping up buoys along the I^mer Elbe, and
other neces.sary charges lor navigating that river ; ex^«ni>es
which considerably exceed the totiil sum received for duties.

Custom House lie^ulntions. On a vessels arrival at H.
the broker reports her to the custom-house, gives his guar-
anty for payment ot the duties, delivers her papers, and the
vessel is allowed to unload. On clearing, a manifest of the
outward cargo, together with the consul's certificate of
the regularity of the ships papers, must be produced at
the custom-house by the broker, who obtains in return a clear-
ance certificate, authorizing the ves.sel to go to .sea.

Insurance, etc. All sorts of insurances are effected at H.
A municipal regulation compels the insunince of all houses
within the city, the rate varying according to the number of
fires and the amount of loss. Marine insurance is principally
effected by joint-stock companies, of which there are several

;

their competition has reduced the premiums to the lowest
level, and the business is not understood to be profitable.

The high duties on policies of insurance in England have led
to the insuring of a good many English ships at H. Life
insurance is not prosecuted in Germany to any considerable
extent.

Bankruptcy. Considering the vast number of merchants
and tradespeople at H., bankruptcy is not, in general, of fre-

quent occurrence. Much of the buslne.ss transacted at H
being on commission and for account of houses abroad, the
failure of foreign merchants is a prevalent source of bank-
ruptcy. Another source of bankruptcy is lo.s.'es on goods
imported or exported on speculation, and occasionally losses

in the funds, in which a good deal of gambling goes on here.
Expensive living is not nearly so prevalent a source of bank-
ruptcy here as in New York, London, and other places.

Navigation of the Elbe, awl Pilotage. The mouth of the
Elbe is encumbered with sand-banks. The channel leading to

Cuxhaveu is bounded on the N by the Vogel Sands and North
Grounds, and on the S. by the !M-haarhorn Sands and Neu-
werk Island On the latter there are 2 light-houses and 2
beacons, and on the Schaarhorn is another lieacon. The
light-hou.ses on Ncuwerk Island are about 700 yards apart ; the
most southerly, which is al.so the most elevated, being in lat.

53' 54' 57" N., Ion. 8' 29' 40" E. It is 128 fwt high, being
twice the height of the other. '1 he channel is, in some places,

hardly J of a m. wide. The outer red buoy in the middle of
the channel at its mouth bears from Heligoland S. E by S.,

distant nearly 20 m. But the best mark in entering the Elbe
Is the floating light, or signal ship, moored 2 m. N. \V. by N
of the red buoy, in 11 fathoms at low water. This vessel never
leaves her station unless compelled by Ice In winter. By night
she exhibits a lantern light, .38 fi-et above deck, and In foggy
weather rings a bell every quarter of an hour. A second signal
ship is stationed 5J m. S. E. by E. from the first, at the west-
ernmost point of a sand-bank dividing the fair » ay of the river.

She is rigged like a galliot, to distinguish her by day from the
first signal ship; and during night she exhibits liro lights, ou»
18 feet above the other. The distance from theouter red buoy
to Cuxhaven is al)out 16 m ; thence to GUickstadt the course
is K., 28 m.; from the latter to Stade the course is southeast-
erly, 9 m.; and then easterly to //., 18 m. The channel
throughout is marked with black and white buovs, which are

nunibere<l and specified in the charts. The black ones are to

lie left. In pa.«sing up the river, on the starboard, or right-

hand side, and the white on the larboard side — All vessels

coming from sea into the Elbe, which measure above t>J com-
merce lasts at 6,000 lbs. each, must pay pilotage whether they

require a pilot or not : and however well the signals, lights,

beacons, and buoys may be arranged, the services of an ex-

perienced pilot are very nece.«.sjiry, especially in the ca.se of
fogs or stormy weather. To a.sslst in getting vessels supplied

with this indispensable functionary, a schooner was directed

in 1865, to cruise between Heligoland and the month of the

river, to be In readiness to supply ships with pilots and in-

structions ; and this plan having been found to answer ex-

tremely well, a secoml schooner has since been emplovtHl fur

the same purpose. Previously to this arrangement vessels had
to heave to by the pllot-galUot, moored near the river's mouth

;
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and when, owing to the state of the tide or the weather, they

could not do this, they had to sail to Cuxhaven and there get

a pilot But the schooners being extremely good sea-boats,

and always on the lookout, their employment has greatly re-

duced the inconveniences that formerly attended the shipping

of pilots. The charges on account of pilotage vary, of course,

with the vessel's draught of water, the distance she has been
piloted, and sometimes also with the nature of the cargo.

They are in all cases very moderate. The charge for towage
i£ tixed per agreement.

Hamburg Blue. See Bice.
Hamburg Lake, a cochineal lake color, rather

purplish, or inclining to crimson.
Hame, one of the pair of lyre-shaped pieces of

wood or metal inserted into the groove of a horse's

collar, to which the traces of the harness are fast-

ened.
Hamepon [Fr.], a fish-hook.

Hamilton, a fire-insurance Co., located in New
York City, organized in 1852. Statement, Jan. 1,

1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, §150,000 ; net
surplus, §124,536.95 ; risks in force, §10,268,253

;

premiums, §56,188.13; premiums received since

the organization of the Co., §1,700,530.90; losses

paid, $761,718.75 ; cash dividends paid to stock-

holders, §384,750.
Hammer, a tool used by mechanics, which

consists of an iron head fixed crosswise upon a
handle. The H., however, employed in the useful
arts vary greatly in form, and the weights of in-

dividual examples may be estimated from several
tons to the fraction of an ounce. The H. used by
blacksmiths are of several kinds. Among others
are the ahout-sledye, which is the largest of all, and
is held by both liands at the furthest end of the
liandie, and being swung at arm's length above the
head, is made to fall heavily upon the work. The

Fig. 257.— Hioh-Frame Steam-Haumer,

up-hand dedije is not so large, but is used with both
hands, and seldom raised above tlie head. The
hand-H. is the smallest, and may be used with one
hand at the anvil. The class of H. called riveting-
H. have the iiandle fixed to them by passing it

through a hole in the head, where it is made to fit

or be wedged firmly ; the face is formed of steel,
as well as the riveting end, and welded to the iron,
These II. are used by carpenters, smiths, engi-
neers, and numerous artisans, varying in size and
form according to the purpose for which they are
required. A variety of //. having two claws,
.called ciuw-JI., are much used by carpenters aiid

other mechanics, as the claw, together with the
handle, forms a powerful lever for drawing out
nails, etc. The largest H. are those used in the
manufacture of iron. In this form they are not
mere tools, but machines moved by steam or some
other power. There are many varieties. Fro-

nuiHj'sforge-H., which is used for heavy castings,

as well as for edge-tools, knives, files, etc., may be
moved either by hand, water, or steam power. A
heavy hammer-head, with a guide-rod, cones, and
vertical spring, accomplishes the work by means
of a driving shaft made to rotate by any source of

power. In Mutton's power-H. the weight is raised

by a strap or chain, attached to a drum or pulley
on an axis ; when the blow is struck, the momen-
tum is made to assist in raising the H. again.

This H. is much used in beating iron and steel

between pairs of dies. TheJrictional.-<ictio»-H. can
be worked by any continuously revolving power-
shaft, and can be made to hammer 150 blows per
minute with a very heavy hammer-head. Cotton's

air-tilt-H. and Waterhouse's compressed-airforge-H.,

for light work in a smith's shop, are also useful

varieties ; and there are many more. The power-
ful machine called the steam-H. was originally

invented by Mr. Nasmyth, in 1842. In its latest

developments this is certainly one of the most
important machines known to the mechanical en-

gineer. As usually constructed, there is a mass
of iron called the H.-block, weighing sometimes
several tons ; and a smaller mass fixed to the lower
part of it constituting the H. This H. works upon
an anvil, embedded in the upper surface of a pon-
derous mass called the anvil-block, so supported by
a solid foundation as to be able to bear almost any
amount of concussion. Rising from tlie ground
are two standards, so arranged as to retain the
moving part of the mechanism between them;
these standards are joined at the top by a lintel

(Fig. 267). A small steum-enyine. is upheld mainly
by the lintel, with steam-cylinder, valve-box,

piston-rod, steam-chest, and other accessories, all

specially adapted to this kind of work. "The

steam-boiler may be at any convenient distance,

and steam brought from it tlirough a jacketed
steam-pipe. The arrangement is such that, when
steam enters the cylinder below the piston, the
piston is driven up, and drags up with it the II.-

rod, //.-block, and //. ; when the steam escapes
through a valve to the waste-pipe, the //. and its

appendages fall with tremendous force by tlieir

sheer weight. There is self-acting gear, which
arrests the rise of the piston at any required height,

thereby giving to the H. any desired depth of
fall. When once adjusted the H. will continue its

lusty blows with uniform power ; a slight change
made by an attendant will vary either the rapidity

of the blows or height of the descent, or both, and
another slight movement will stop the action alto-

gether. All the detailed mechanism which ena-

bles one single workman to do this is exceedingly
beautiful, especially that in which some of the
steam is made to act as an elastic cushion or

spring. We have seen the same steam-//, crush
an iron bar an inch thick, and then, by a simple
movement of a handle, give taps so gentle as to

descend upon a nut without cracking the shell.

The first steam-fl^. that were made had //.-blocks

of about \\ cwt. each ; but the machine lias since

been vastly increased in weight and power, inso-

much that there are now examples varying from
2 cwt. to 20 or 30 tons. At Krupp's celebrated
steel-works at. Essen, in Prussia, there is one
steam- /T. said to be 50 tons in weight, with a*

cylinder 6 feet in diameter; the blows which it
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hurls are received upon an anvil weighing no less

than 185 tons. There are nearly 60 steam-H. of
• various sizes at these gigantic works. A duplex
steam-//, has been invented, and partially brought
into use, having two horizontal cylinders, and
two H. which approach each other horizontally,
squeezing and thumping any object (such as a
mass of red hot iron) that comes between them.
Hammer-Axe, a double tool, having a hammer

at one side of the handle and an axe at the other.
Hammer-Beam, a tie-beam.

Hammer-Cap, a cover for the cock of a
gun.
Hammer-Cloth, an ornamental covering to

the coachman's seat, principally used for the more
elegant kinds of coaches.
Hammerer, a blacksmith ; a worker on metal

at an anvil.

Hammer-Head, the solid shaped piece of iron
wliich is fitted to a handle for striking with, and
which is sent in large quantities, or strings, packed
in casks, to different ports.

Hammer-Helve, the shank of a forge or trip-

hammer.
Hammerman, a name in Scotland for a

smith.

Hammer-rail Maker, a manufacturer of parts
of tiie machinery for a piano-forte.

Hammock, Hamac, a kind of hanging bed,

which is suspended between trees or posts, or two
hooks. The true Indian H. is a long narrow net
made of strong cord, and terminated at each end
by small ropes for suspending it. The H. used
on board ship consists of a piece of stout canvas,
about six feet long and three broad, gathered at

the ends and suspended by cords. The sailor's

//.is an oblong piece of hempen cloth ; at each
end are fastened several small lines, meeting in a
grummet or iron ring : these form the clews. The
whole, having mattresses, pillows, etc., placed in

it, is hoisted up into its place by small ropes called

laniards, between two battens or screws in the

beams oi^the deck overhead, about nine feet dis-

tant asunder. The H. is a very agreeable bed,

especially in cold weather ; but some little prac-

tice is requisite at first in getting in and out suc-

cessfully. During the day the H., lashed up tight

in the form of caterpillars, are stowed in the net-

tings along the upper edge of the bulwark.
Hamper, a large wicker-work covered bas-

ket.

Hampton Roads, a branch of Chesapeake
Bay, off the mouth of James River, between Old
Point Comfort on the N. and Willoughby Point

on the S., Virginia. It is sufficiently deep for the

largest ships of war, and is an important naval
rendezvous. On Old Point Comfort is Fort Mon-
roe, and on the opposite point, one mile distant, is

Fort Calhoun, which completely command the en-

trance to Hampton Roads. On the N. side of the

entrance is Old Point Comfort Light, lat. 37° 6',

Ion. 79° 18' W., showing a fixed light on a white
tower, and elevated 40 feet above the surface of

the sea. On the south side of the entrance the

Willouijtiby Spit Lif/ht Vessel shows fixed lights,

elevated, the one 32 and the other 41 feet above
the sea-level ; and here is a fog-bell also. The
channel leading from the Capes of Virginia to

Hampton Roads is reduced at Old Point Comfort

to a narrow width. The shoal water, under the

action of the sea and the reaction of the bar, is

kept in an unremitting ripple ; which circum-
stance has given to this place the name of the Rip
Blips.

Hamster, a small rodent animal, the Cricetus

fromentarius, the fur of which is used for many
purposes. The animal is very plentiful in Ger-
many.
Han, a caravansary or inn in the Levant.
Hand, the palm.— A measure of four inches

used for ascertaining the height of horses. — The
index finger of a watch, clock, or counter.— A
set of cards. —A workman.— The form of writ-

ing or penmanship.—A bundle or head of to-

bacco-leaves tied together without the stem being
stripped.

Hand-Ball, a small stuffed ball for children's
amusement.
Hand Barrow, a frame or tray, with handles

at eacli end, carried between two persons.
Hand-Basket, a portable basket with handle.
Hand-Bell, a small portable sounding instru-

ment, rurtg by the hand, often kept on a table for
summoning servants.

Handbill, a chopper or pruninghook.— A
small printed sheet distributed by hand to persons,
or delivered from house to house.
Hand-Book, a manual of reference.

Hand-Brace, an instrument to hold a boring
tool.

Hand-Breadth, the palm ; the size of the hand

;

a measure of 3 inches.

Hand-Bucket, a small leather bucket or
wooden pail that is easily lifted.

Hand-Churn, a box for making butter, worked
by the hand.
Hand-Crank, a crank turned by the hand.
HandcufEs, iron shackles or manacles for the

wrist.

Hand-Fork, a prong; an agricultural imple-
ment.
Handful, a small quantity of anything; as

much as can be grasped in the hand.
Hand-Gallop, an easy pace of a horse.

Hand-Gear, the contrivances for working
steam-engine valves.

Handglass, a small glazed frame for sheltering
and forwarding out-door plants.

Hand-Grenade, a grenade to be thrown by the
hand.
Hand-Guide, an instrument for insuring to the

player a good position of the hands and arms on
the piano-forte.

Hand-Hammer, a workman's tool; a small,

light hammer. See Hammer.
EUmd-Hook, a bent instrument used by smiths

in twisting square iron.

Handicap, a weight-for-age race for horses.

Handicraftsman, a mechanic or artificer ; an
artisan or hand-worker.
Handiness, neatness, skill, dexterity.

Hand-Kase, a kind of cheese made in Germanj
from sour milk.

Herndkerchief, a silk, cotton, or linen cloth,

usually square, varying from 8 to 22 inches in size,

and used to wipe the face. — A piece of cloth

worn about the neck ; a neckerchief.

Handle, the haft ; the part of anything taken
in the hand, by which it is used or lifted, as of a
saucepan, a knife, a sword, etc. See Haft.
Hand-Ijead, a small lead fastened to a line,

used for sounding in rivers and harbors, or for

ascertaining the deptft of wells, etc.

Hand-Light, a portable lantern ; a blue light

Hand-Line, a small fishing-line.

Hand Mallet, a wooden hammer or beater.

Handmill, a quern ; a small iron mill for grind-

ing grain, popper, coffee, or other articles, worked
by the hand.
Hand-Money, earnest-money , the money paid
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at the closing of a contract of sale by the pur-

chaser.

Haiid-Plane, a carpenter's smoothing or facing

plane.
Hand-Rail, a leaning support in a ship. — A

stair rail supported by balusters.

Hands, a sea-term for the sailors or available

force of a ship ; factory workmen ; dock-labor-

ers, etc.

Handsaw, the largest saw used by hand.
Hand-Screen, an ornamental screen for keep-

ing off the heat of the fire.

Hand-Screw, a jack or engine for raising

heavy timbers or weights.

Handsel, an earnest-money paid to close a
bargain. See Eakvest.
Handsomely, in nautical language, dexter-

ously, slowly, carefully.

Handspike, a long wooden bar used for turn-

ing a windlass, etc.

Hand-Staff, a stout walking-stick.— Ths upper
or holding part of a flail.

Hand-Vice, a small portable vice.

Hand-Work, work effected exclusively by the
hands, without the intervention of machinery.
Handwriting, the cast or form of writing

peculiar to a person.

Handy-Billy, a watch-tackle in a ship.

Hangar [Fr.J, a shed; a cart-house; coach-
house.
Hanger, a seaman's cutlass, a short round

curved sword. — That by which a thing is sus-

pended.
Hanger-On, a miner employed at the bottom

of the shaft, in fixing the skip or bucket to the
chain.
Hangings, tapestry or curtains ; room-papers.
Hanging-Shelf, a suspended shelf in a pantry

or room, to avoid rats.

Hanging-Sleeves, large loose sleeves to a
lady's dress.

Hang-Net, a net with a large mesh.
Hank, a coil.— A skein or head of thread, silk,

or cotton, etc. ; two or more threads twisted and
tied together; a yarn-measure which, for cotton

yarn, consists of 7 leas or 480 yards ; for worsted
yarn the leas are longer, making the length of the

hank 560 yards.— One of the rings or hoops of

wood, rope, or iron round a stay in a ship, to secure

a sail to.

Hankow. See China (Seaports).

Hannibal and Naples R.R. runs from Na-
ples, 111., to Hannibal, Mo., 40.G m. This Co.,

whose offices are in Springfield, III., was chartered
in 1863, and the road opened in 1870. The Wa-
bash R. R. Co. leases and operates it. Financial
statement: Cap. stock, authorized .$750,000, paid in

$457,000; funded debt, •'3700,000, as follows,— 1st

mortgage 7% bonds, issued 1868, §675,000, paya-
ble 1888 (interest May and Dec), and 2d mort-
gage 7% bonds, issued 1870, §225,000, payable
1890.

Hannibal and St. Joseph R.R. runs from
Hannibal to St. Joseph, Mo., 206.41 m., with
branches from Cameron to Kansas City, Mo.,
53.05 m. ; from St. Joseph, Mo., to Atchison,
Kans., 19.47 m. ; and from Palmyra, Mo., to

Quincy, III., 13.42 m. ; making a total of 292.35 m.
owned and operated by the Co. This Co., whose
oflices are in Hannibal, was chartered in 1847 and
opened its main road in 1859. It has received
a land-grant by act of Congress, and loans
amounting to $3,000,000 from the State of Missouri.

The bridge over the Missouri River, at Kansas
City, is the property of this Co., which allows its

use under contract by the St. Louis, Kansas City,
and Northern R. R. Co., and the Kansas City, St.

Joseph, and Council Bluffs R.R. Co. Financial
statement: Cap. stock, common, $9,168,700, and
preferred. .?5,083,024, total $14,251,724; funded
debt, $8,633,000, as follows,—Convertible mortgage
8% bonds, 15-year bonds, payable 1885, $4,000,000;
Missouri State loan, 6 % bonds renewed, $3,000,000,
of which $500,000 are payable in 1886, §1,000,000
in 1887, and $1,500,000 in 1894; 2d mortgage
(Quincy and Palmyra) 8% 30-year bonds, payable
1892, $433,000; 1st mortgage" (Kansas City and
Cameron) 10% 30-year bonds, payable 1802,
Sl,200,000. There is besides a land-grant mort-
gage secured on the Co.'s land-grant contracts as-

signed to the Farmers' Loan and Trust Co. in 1878.

These bonds, of which the amount of $1,000,000 was
authorized and $532,000 sold, are payable in 1888,
interest 7 %. These bonds are to be cancelled by
successive drawings of $25,000 each, of which 6
have already taken place, leaving $850,000 uncan-
celled. There are still about 90,000 acres of un-
sold land.

Hanover, a former kingdom of Germany, now
annexed to Prussia. See Prussia.
Hanover, a fire-insurance Co. located in New

York City, organized in 1852. Statement, Jan. 1,

1879: Ciip. stock paid up in cash, $500,000 ; net
surplus, $675,898.84; risks in force, $84,791,280;
premiums, $842,064.32 ;

premiums received since

the organization of the Co., $9,476,468.33 ; losses

paid, §4,923,791 99; cash dividends paid to stock-
holders, $884,500.
Hanse Towns, a name given to certain towns

situated in the N. of P^urope, which formed in the
13th century an association called the Hansealic
Leaijue, having for its object the protection of mer-
cantile property. It was so called from an old
German word signifying union. The first point
with the confederates was to repress the seizure

of merchant vessels by pirates, and the robbery of
goods conveyed by land; the next was to obtain
justice in regard to the claims of merchants in

courts of law,— a matter of no small difficult}' in

those rude times. The town which took the lead
in forming this association was Lubeck, the trade
of which had become considerable in the 13tli

century, chiefly from its position. Situated at the
S. E. point of the Baltic, it was the natural entre-

pot for the trade of Prussia, Poland, and Livonia
with the N. W. of Germany, in the same man-
ner as Hamburg, from its ready access to the
North Sea, was the fit port for communicating
with the Netherlands and England. The distance
between these towns by land being small (only 40
m.), frequent conferences took place in regard to

their mutual interests; and the result was their

concluding a treaty in the year 1241, by which
they bound themselves to use their utmost efforts

for the protection of trade. Brunswick, then the
chief inland town in the N. W. of Germany, and
connected in trade with both Lubeck and Ham-
burg, acceded to the treaty shortly afterwards;
and in 1252 deputies from each of the three met
at Lubeck, where, among other arrangements of

importance, they took steps for establishing fac-

tories in London, Bruges, and Novgorod in Russia.

Being open to new members, they were joined in

the course of the next century by a number of

cities, such as Amsterdam and other ports in the

Netherlands, Dantzic, as well for itself as for tlie

lesser towns in the N. of Poland, and Cologne,
for the different trading places on the Rhine. Tiie

confederacy attained its greatest power in the 15(h
and 16th centuries, when the league comprised no
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fewer than 64 coniniercial places ; and was capa-
ble of conductinji extensive naval operations, and
of asserting its rights by force of arms. As civili-

zation diffused itself, however, in the N. of Europe,
and the different governments made a point of
protecting trade as well by sea as in their respec-
tive territories, less exertion was required on the
part of the Ilanse Towns. It liecanie evident,
also, from the example of Holland, that trade pros-

pered most when each mercantile district or sea-

port was left to manage its own concerns. Hence
a gradual relaxation in the bonds of the confed-
eracy so that Lubcck, Hamburg, and Bremen are
all that continue to acknowledge the authority of
the League. To this day they preserve the shadow
of its power, being still acknowlecfgcd as free
Hanseatin cities. But their enforced embodiment
since 1872 in the German Empire, and association

with the other German States in the Zollverein,

will cause even this shadow to lessen very rapidly.

The high court of appeal for the three Hanse
Towns, reorganized by treaty of Nov. IJO, 1860,

after the incorporation of Frankfort-on-the-Main
with Prussia, is established at Lubeck. It is com-
posed at present, under a convention signed July
2, 1872, of a President, nominated by the Senates
of the three Free Cities, and 6 councillors, 3 of

whom are chosen by Hamburg, 2 by Bremen,
and 1 by Lubeck. The supervision of the Court
is in the Senate of the three cities, passing in rota-

tion from one to the otiier on the 22d of July of

every year.
Hansom Cab. See C.\b.

Haou, a name in China for the tenth part of a
dollar.

Hapse. See Hasp.
Harbaia, a measure of capacity, used in Tripoli

and other parts of Northern Africa, equal to about
20^ lbs.

Harbor, a technical name, in the glass-trade for

A chest 6 or 7 feet long to hold the mixed ingredi-

ents previous to being put in the pot for fusion.

Harl9«r, Haven, or Port, a piece of water
communicating with the sea, or with a navigable
river or lake, having depth sufficient to float ships

of considerable burden, where there is convenient
anchorage, and where ships may lie, load, and
unload, screened from the winds, and without the

reach of the tide. There is every variety in the

form and quality of harbors. They are cither

natural or artificial ; but, however formed, a good
harbor should have sufficient depth ot water to

admit the largest ships at all times of the tide;

it should be easy of access, without having too

wide an entrance; the bottom should be clean

and good; and ships should be able to lie close

alongside quays or piers, that the expense and
inconvenience of loading and unloading by means
of lighters may be avoided. Ships lying in a har-

bor that is land-locked, and surrounded by high
grounds or buildings, arc at once without the

reach of storms, tides, and currents, and may in

most cases be easily protected from hostile attacks.

Bar harbors are tiiose that have bars or banks at

their entrances, and do not, therefore, admit of

the ingress or egress of large ships except at high

water. These are most commonly river harbors

;

the sand and mud brought down by the stream,

and driven back by the wavcSj naturally forming
a bar or bank at their mouths. The reader will

find all the harbors of any importance in the U.
States, and the principal foreign commercial har-

bors, described in this work under their respective

titles, or the names of the states or countries to

which they belong.

i^'iimber of Harborf on llif Const of thr V. Slnles, and the

principal unti on Rivers to the Head of Tide,

Maine 02 Virginia 22
New Ilampshire 3 North Cnrolina 53
Masiv-ichusetU 51 Snutli Caroliua 21
KlioUi' IsliinJ 7 Georgia 15
Connecticut 32 Florida 66
New Yorl( 27 Alabama 4
New Jersey 14 MiK.«issippi lo
PennxvlTania 3 Louisiana 33
Delaware 3 Texa» 12
MaryUnd 11

| xotal 438

Hju-bor-Dues, the charges made to ships for

uSing a harbor ami moorings, etc.

Harbor-Light, a light to guide ships on enter-

ing a harbor.

Harbor-Master, the officer in charge of a port
who has the superintendence of the sliipping.

Hardbake, a kind of sweetmeat of baked sugar,

sometimes with blanched almonds.
Hcirdener, one who brings tools down to the

proper temper.
Hardes [Fr.], clothes, luggage, apparel.

Hardness, compactness ; solidity ; the power
of resisting abrasion. Mineral substances are fre-

quently distinguished and identified by their rela-

tive hardness. The method pursued in constructing

the following and similar tables of the hardness

of different substances is by ol)serving the order

in which the articles tried are capable of cuttmg
or scratching one another.

Table of the Ratio of Harrfness of Gems and other Bodiex.

Substances.

Diamond from Ormui.
Piuk diamond
Kluish diamond
Yellowisli diamond . .

.

Cubic diamond
Ruby
Pale ruby, from Brazil

Deep blue sapphire .

Paler sapphire
Topaz
Whitish topM
Ruby ppinell

Boliemian topaz

£nicrald
Garnet
Agate
Ouyx
Sardonyx
Ck-cidental amethyst .

Crystal

Cornelian
Green ja-^per

Reddish yellow Jasper
Schoeri
Tourmaline
Quartz ••• •

Opal
Chrysolite
Zeolite

Fluor
Calcareous spar
Gypsum
Challi

Hardness. ^J^f^j?"(jraTity.

20 3.7
19 3.4
19 3.3

19 88
18 8.2

17 42
16 8.5

16 38
17 88
15 42
14 8.6

13 8.4
11 2.8

12 28
12 4.4

12 2B
12 26
12 26
11 2.7

11 26
11 2.7

11 2.7

9 • 2.6

10 8.6

10 3.0

10 2.7

10 26
10 37
8 2.1

7 8.5

6 27
5 2.3

a 2.7

Hard-Roe, a female fish, or gpawner.

Hardware [Yr. quincaillerte ; Ger. knrxe Waar.

en: It. chincarjlio : Port, quincalhitna ; Sp. quin-

quillenn], a general term for goods manufactured

from the commoner or more useful metals ;
that u,

iron and steel, brass and copper, zmc and tin. It is

not easy to name the limit to which this trade ex-

tends, owing to the multiplicity of articles to which

the name H. is given. It extends occasi(mally to

certain commoner kinds of plated goods, but does
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not include machinery, agricultural implements,
and cutlery, though articles belonging to the two
last-named departments of trade are commonly
sold in H. stores.

Hard-Wood, a name applied to heavy, close-

grained-woods, chiefly used by cabinet-makers and
turners ; among U.- \V belonging to the U. States

are walnut, wiiite oak, chestnut, wild cherry, ash,

hickorj', maple, cedar, locust, etc. In America,
the term H.- \V. is frequently applied commercially
to other woods than lirs, pines, or spruce.

Hare, a rodent animal, which is hunted and
shot for its flesh and for its skin. See Fuk.
Haricot, French or kidney bean.
Harina, the Spanish word for flour.

Harkem, a Belgian rake or harrow.
Harle, the reed or brittle stem of flax, sepa-

rated from the filament.

Harlem Extension R.R., South, runs from
Chatham Four Corners, N. Y., to Bennington, Vt.,

68 m. This Co., whose offices are in New York,
is the N. Y. portion of the line formed in 1870 by
tlie consolidation of the Lebanon Springs and tlie

Bennington and Rutland R.R. Cos., and which was
taken possession of in 1876, by trustees under
foreclosure. It has since been operated, under
lease, under the name of Harlem Extension R.R.
South Coal Transportation Co. Financial stule-

nient previous to the separation of the two roads

:

Cap. stock, $4,000,000; funded debt, §4,000,000,
consisting of 1st mortgage 7 % bonds issued in 1870
and payable in 1890.

Harlem River and Port Chester R.R. runs
from the Harlem River to New Rochelle, N. Y.,

11.80 m., and has its oflSces in New York City.

The original Co., which was chartered in 186(>,

became embarrassed, and the road was completed
])y the New York, New Haven, and Hartford R.R.
Co , who made it a branch of their own line, leas-

ing it at the rate of the interest on the bonds,
§130,000 per annum. Financial statement: Cap.
stock, §42,160; funded debt, 1st mortgage 6 and
7 % guaranteed bonds issued in 1873, payable in

1903, $2,000,000.

Harmonica, Musical Glasses, a musical in-

strument in which the sounds are produced from
glasses blown as nearly hemispherical as possible,

each having an open neck or socket in the middle
into which a perforated cork is fitted.

Near the brim the glass is about one tenth of nn inch thick,
but increases towarJ.s the neck, which is in the largest about
one inch deep and half an inch wide within, the dimensions
lessening in proportioa as the gliisses dimini-sh in size, all ex-
cepting the smallest, which ought not to be less than half an
inch in length. The largest glasS is nine inches in diameter,
and the smallest three ; i)etween the.«e there are twenty-three
ditforent ,«ize3. They are distinguished by painting the appar-
ent parts of the glasses on the inside — every semitone white,
and the other notes of the octave with the seven prismatic
colors, so that glasses of the same color, white ones excepted,
are always octaves to each other. The glasses are placed on a
round iron spindle (fixed horizontally in the middle of a box,
and made to turn on brass gudgeons at each end), one within
the other, each leaving about an inch of its brim above that of
the other. The spindle is turned by means of a foot-wheel, and
the tones produced by rubbing the expo.sed parts of the glasses
with the ends of the fingers damped and rubbed with chalk
to bring out the tone more readily. The glasses also should
be occasionally wuttod with a sponge and clean water. The
production of the sound by means of the naked finger is said
to have such an effect upon the nervous system as in some
cases to have caused fainting-fits. Many attempts were made
to play it by keys, but none have succeeded, no dead sub-
stance having been yet found capable of giving the same ex-
pression to the sound as the human fingers.

HEirmonicon, a musical instrument, whence
the sound is obtained by striking with a cork on
pieces of glass, or on metallic plates, loosely sus-

pended. It is a popular and cheap toy, largely
imported from Germauj.

Harmonimeter, an instrument for ascertaining
the harmonic relation of sounds.

Harmoniphon, a small musical instrument
with a key-board, in which tlie sounds are pro-
duced from small metal tongues, acted upon by
blowing through a flexible tube.

Harmonium, Melodeon, Seraphine, a mu-
sical instrument which bears some affinity to tiie

organ, but, unlike that instrument, is made upon a
principle technically termed the.//ee vihraling reed,

which is said to have been known from an early
period in China, but was invented by Grenie in

1810, and first described by Biot in 1817.

The free reed consists of a brass plate containing an oblong
slit, having a thin elastic tongue fixed to one end in .such a man-
ner, and so exactly fitting into the slit, as to completely close it,

but so that it will, upon the pressure of the wind on the free end,
pass either inwards or outwards, without touching the end or
sides. It has several advantages over the beating-reed of the
organ. In the first place, its tone is of a more agreeable
quality ; secondly, it requires no pipe, which is an indispensa-
ble addition to the organ ; thirdly, it is much le.ss liable to get
out q/" order ; and fourthly, it gives an entirely new property,
— viz. the power of expression Debain, of Paris, was the first

to construct a keyed instrument upon the free-reed principle

of a really useful character. Several attempts had been made,
but all had more or less failed, until Debain invented the harmo-
nium. This instrument is about 3 feet high by 3 feet 9 inches
broad, its depth varying according to the number of stops.

The key-board is immediately below the lid, and its compass
extends five octaves, from to C. This now, however, in the
best instruments, is virtually converted into seven by the more
perfect arrangement of the stops. The valves are beneath the
key board and on top of the wind-box, within which are the dif-

ferent rows of reeds, the pitch of which is regulated by their

size, which varies from half an inch to 3.j inches in length,
whilst the quality of the sound is modified' by the breadth of
the vibrating portion and the shape of the hole covered by the
valve. The wind is supplied by means of bellows with two feed-

ers, which the player moves alternately with his feet. For the
deep bass notes the springs are heavily loaded at the loose end, to

make them vibrate slowly ; while for the higher notes they aie
made thinner at that end. Some harmoniums hare only one
row of reeds, others four ; some also have two rows of keys.
Lately a " knee movement " hiis been introduced, by whicli a
small degree of crescendo may be produced on either bass or
treble.

Fig 26S. — Accordion.

The accordion, or accordeon, is a musical instru-

ment which differs from the liarmonium in size

and the mode of manipulation, but is constructed
on the same principle. It consists (Fig. 258) of a
small oblong box, of from 8 to 20 inches in length,
with an inside row of small elastic springs, or
laminse, fixed in a metallic plate at one end in such
a manner as to allow them to vibrate freely. A bel-

lows, or folding apparatus, unites the upper and
lower parts, and supplies the springs with the nec-
essary air to put them in motion. To these the air
is admitted by valves, which, in the same manner
as in an organ, are acted on by the keys. A bass
note, or drone, is also added. The compass of the
most perfect instrument is from G, the fourth space
on the bass cleff, to E, the seventh additional space
above the treble, all the semitones inclusive. See
Okchestron.
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Harness, the gear and trappiiiirs for a tarriage

or drauglit horse, including all that is placed on the

horse when at work, and by which the animal is

attached to the carriage. See Saddlkry. — Tiie

contrivance in a loom by which the sets of warp-
threads are shifted alternately to form the shed.

See Loom.
Harness-Cask, a cask or high tub with a lid

guarded by a rim which comes a small way down
the cask; used on board ship for keeping salted

meats ready at hand for daily use.

Harness-Clamp, a kind of vice having a pair

of jaws closed by a spring, wedge, or screw,

and used by saddlers to hold leather while being

stitciied.

Harness-Pad, a lining or soft wad beneath a

saddle, to keep the harder portions from galling

the back of the horse.

Hcirness-Plate, the plated bits, buckles, rings,

etc , on harness.

Harness-Saddle, that part of the harness rest-

ing across the back, and to which the girthing por-

tions are attached.

Harness-Smith, a metal-worker who forms
the iron-work for saddlery.

Fii;. 259. — Egyptian Hxrp

(From a jMintiiig at Tiirbes.)

Harp [Fr. harpe ; Ger. Harfr], a well-known

musical instrument of ^reat antiquity, and which,

in biblical and heathen records, holds a most ex-

alted rank. To attempt giving exact mforma-
tion on its origin would be a task impossil)le to

accomplish, as it seems lost in the darkness of

ages. Moses tells us that .Tubal, the son of La-

niech the first, was " the father of all such as

handle the H. and the organ." The //. soothed

the frenzied soul of the lion-hearted king of the

Jews, when played by David, the young poet-

harpist of Israel ; and the sight of the //., which

the stricken Hebrews had carried from the falling

towers of Jerusalem, consoled their exile while

they hung the beloved instruments, which they

were not allowed to play, upon the willows as

they sat down in their desolation by the waters

of Babylon. Among the (Jrccks, Mercury was
*' the sweet parent of the bending lyre," and no epi-

thet more chaste and beautiful has been applied

to the land of Homer, than " the land of lyres."

But monuments have outlived history. Bruce

discovered frescos of the harp near the ruins of

Thel)es, believed to have been executed under

Sesostris, at least 14 centuries before Christ.

(College Muftuni, Huhlin.)

These harps (Fig. 259) so closely resemble the
modern, that at a glance they might be taken for
those of our own times. The harp was used as
an accompaniment in

singing their I'salms

by the congregations of
the early Christians It

waked the echoes of the
old Welsii niount.-iins

while the white-haired
bards reiuarsed the his-

tory of their nation in

verse. It led the festi-

vities of every jjalace,

and lent its charms to

every lady's boudoir or
troubadour's song of
love. It sent its soft

murmurs through the

lofty arches of the state-

ly cathedrals of the .Mid-

dle Ages, and is the only
instrument which links

the melody of earth wiih
the songs of heaven. The
Welsh harp was strung
with gut, while the Irisli „. „,- .„.=„ n „„ „. -„.
,

*" ,,\. ,..,-,, Fig. STiO

—

Irish Harp or rni
harp (tig. 2(>0) was Eleventh CtNtiRT.
strung with wire. The
harp, that favorite in-

strument of all nations, was much improved
during the last century, but it was reserved to

the genius and perseverance of Sebastian Krard,

a celebrated piano-maker of Paris, to produce a
harp, which, while fulfilling the high expectations

of the musical world, attracted general notice by
its commanding form, exquisite workmanship, and
the chasteness and richnesss of its clHssical orna-

ments. This noble instrument was completed in

1810, and called Erard's Double-Action Harp, on
account of its two mechanisms working together.

It is tuned in the key of C flat. By fixing the

pedals in the first groove the instrument is at once

transposed into C
natural ; and by fix-

ing them in the se<;-

ond groove, it is

transposed another
semitone higher, in-

to the key of C
sharj) ; the compass
of the harp being

thus from t he ilouble

E below the bass to

Einaltissiino. Since

this time there has

been no more im-

provement in the

harp than there has

been in the violin

since Stradivarius.

F'.rard of Paris and
London,nn(l Browne
of New York (Geo.

H. Buckwell suc-

cessor), are the two
Ix'st harpmakers in

the world; and ac- pig. 261.— BRonNE^AMinirAK Harp.

cording to Bochsa,

Aptommas, and other great masters of the liarp

in Europe, no Kuropean harp can give more con»-

plete satistaction than Browne's splendid grand

(Gothic six octave and a half double-action, with

the vibrating basses (Fig. '2«H ) The harp has

long been neglected for its noisy rival, the piano.
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but it is remarkable that for the last ten years
there is so marked revival of this beautiful in-

strument, that it is now seen in every music-
store, and heard in all the fashionable houses.

As an orchestral instrument it can no longer be
dispensed with, for, beginning with Spontini in his

famous opera, The Vestal, and Rossini in William
Tell, it fills in the music of all great modern com-
posers a place which nothing else can supplement.
It does for a hundred other pieces wjiat twilight

does for scenery. While it blends harmoniously
with all other instruments and voices, as the
aroma of a flower-garden pervades the all-sur-

rounding air, it never loses its own individu-
ality. With the least noise, it sends forth the
most melody. The highest and purest sphere of
the harp, however, is in the drawing-room, where
the beauty and association of its classic form, the
living sympathy with which its tender and passion-
ate vibrations blend with the female voice in its

illimitable realm of song, have in all ages made it

the mightiest ally of woman. The harp is a magi-
cal former of the voice. It softens all its tones, it

262) in the Greenland and other whale fisheries.

The gun-liarpoon is a weapon used for the same
purpose but which is discliarged from a swivel or

gun, instead of being thrown by hand. This weapon
is formed entirely of metal, and has a chain at-

tached to it, to which the usual line is joined on,

as in the former case. See Wh.\le-Fisherv.
Harpooner, the seaman in a whale-boat who

uses the harpoon.
Harpsichord. See Piano-Forte.
Harra, a weight of Surat, about 787^ lbs. avoir-

dupois.

Harrier, a small hound for coursing hares.

Harrisburg. See Pennsylvania.
Harrisburg aiid Potomac R.R. runs from

Bowmansdale to Jacksonville, Pa., 25.13 m., with

a branch to Philadelphia and Reading Coal and
Iron Co.'s mines, 2 m. This Co., whose offices are

at Boiling Springs, Pa., was chartered in 1870 and
reorganized in 1871. The road was completed in

1878. It is proposed to extend the line from Har-

risburg to VVaynesboro', a distance of 60 m., and
from the main line to Kettlestown, 30 m., with

^^&

Fig. 262. — Harpooniso a Wh.^lb.

refines all its modulations ; even the simplest ac-

companiment on this melodious instrument gives

a charm and training to the voice to which the
piano is an utter stranger.

Harper, Harpist, a player on the harps.
Harpings, in ship-building, are those planks or

wales, forming the outer skin of a ship, which bend
in towards the bow, and are fastened in the stern

;

they hold the timbers of the fore-and-aft cant-bod-
ies till the ship is planked. They are made thicker
than other parts of the wales, to encounter the
great resistance offered by the water as the ship
cuts through it.— Cal-harpinris are minor ropes be-
tween the tops and mastheads, employed to draw
the shrouds together and inwards towards the
mast. Tiiey serve to tighten the shrouds, and to
give freer play to the yards and sails when braced
for on either tack.

Harplings, twisted gut-strings for harps.
Harpoon, Harping-Iron, an iron spear or

javelin, shaped like a barbed arrow at one end,
witli a ring at the other through which a rope is

run ; used for the purpose of spearing whales (Fig.

several branches. Finmicini atntempvt : Cap. stock,

8379,165.20 ; funded debt, §507,200, consisting of
1st mortgage 7 % .%-year bonds payable 1004.

Harrisburg, Portsmouth, Mount Joy, and
Lancaster R.R. runs from l^illerville to Harris-

burg, Pa , 35.54 m.. with branch from Middletown
to Columbia, Pa., 18.13 m. ; total, 53 67 m. This
Co., whose oflSces are in Philadelphia, was char-

tered in 1832, and leased in 1860 to the Pennsylva-
nia R.R. Co. for 999 years, the lessees to pay all

expenses, interest on the funded debt, and 7 % on
the cap. stock. Financial stntem»'nt : Cap. stock,

$1,182,550; funded debt, .5700,000, consisting of

1st mortgage 7 % 30-year bonds payable 1883.

Harrow, an agricultural implement, made in

various shapes, but which, in its simplest form,
consists of bars of wood or iron, fastened together
transversely, either at right angles to each other
or diagonally, with iron teeth projecting down-
wards from the points of intersection perpendic-
ularly, or with a slight inclination. A //. with the

bars set diagonally is the best, as their inclination

to each other may be regulated in such a manner
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that each tootli marks out a separate furrow ; in

consequence of wliich tlie implement performs its

work more effectually than it would if the bars
were disposed, as in the old //., at right angles to

each other. There is also an expanding harrow,
in wliich the framework of bars is fastened to-

gether by loose pins, so that the teeth can be set

closer together or farther apart, as the state of the
soil may require. The //. is used in bringing land
that has just been ploughed into a proper condi-

tion for the reception of the seed, by breaking the

clods of earth into smaller fragments, tearing out
the roots of the weeds or stiibble, and pulverizing
and mixing the soil. To effect this, and to render
the surface tolerably smooth and even, the land is

rolled and harrowed two or three times with differ-

ent //.,a strong, heavy H. being used to break the

furrows made by the plough, and lighter harrows,
with the teeth set more closely together, in the
final stages of the process.

Harslet, the pluck of a pig ; the heart, liver, and
lights.

Hartall, another name for orplment in the East-
ern markets.
Hartford, the capital and principal commercial

city of Connecticut, situated on the Connecticut
River, at the head of navigation, about 30 m.
N. N. E. of New Haven, and 100 m. N. of New
York, in lat. 41° 45' 59" N., Ion. 72= 40' 45" W. It

is a port of delivery, attached to the district of
Middletown, and has a resident U. States surveyor
of the port. The city is well biiilt, and contains
numerous public buildings, prominent among which
is the new capitol, erected at a cost of 82,500,000,

and inaugurated in 1878. This splendid building

is 295 feet 8 inches in length, 189 feet 4 inches in

depth, and 257 feet 2 inches in height from ground
to top of the crowning figure. The marble dome
tower (still unfinished) rises in the centre of tiie

building in a rectangular shape to the roof, and
from there upward in the twelve-sided shape, with
buttresses and columns on each of tiie twelve cor-

ners, its diameter is 53 feet 4 inches. From roof
to bottom of cone it is 75 feet 2 inciies ; the cone
is 27 feet 4 inches in height ; the lantern, 47 feet

;

globe and crowning figure, the " Genius of Con-
necticut," 15 feet. Four small towers, square in

shape, rise with their finials 153 feet from the
ground. H. carries on an extensive trade with
the South and West, and has many flourishing

manufactures, among which are the large estab-

lishment for the making of Colt's firearms, a large

carpet company, one arms-manufacturing com-
pany, and several large iron-works and foundries.

Its life and fire insurance business extends to every
part of the country, and book-publishing is carried

on to a considerable extent. I'opulation, 40,0(K).

Hartford, a fire-insurance Co. located in Hart-

ford, Conn., organized 1810. Slalemnil, Jan. 1,

1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash, §1.2.'A00O; net

surplus, S8«l,5J(5 09. Risks in force, .$188,039,953;

premiums, 5!2,1G2,188.

Heirtford, Providence, and Fishkill R.R.
runs from Providence, R. I., to Waterbury, Conn.,

123.30 m. This Co., whose offices are in Hartford,

Conn., leases the following lines : The I'awtuxet

Valley R.R., from Hope, R. I., to River Point, R. I.,

8.20 m.; the Rockvilie R.R.,fron> Vernon, Conn., to

Rockville, Conn., 4.80 m. ; and the South Manches-
ter R.R., from Manciiester to South Manchester,

Conn., 2.25 m. Tiie Co. was fonned by the con-

solidation of the N. Y and Hartford R.R. Co., the

Providence and Plainfield R.R. Co. in R. I., the

Hartford and Providence R.R. Co., and the Fishkill

Landing and Easterly R.U. Co. The coupons due

in 1858 not being paid, the whole property was

I

taken possession of in that year by the trustees
,
under the mortgage, and transferred to the New

j

York and New England R.R. Co. on October 18,
1878. Fiiiancidl sUitnuenl : Cap. stock, common,
§1,537,039.98, and preferred 10^, .'?5(X).000 ; total,
§2,037,939 98 ; funded debt, .^2,055,500, consisting
of 1st mortgage 7 /^ bonds exiended to 1880.
Hartshorn. See Am.moma.
Harvest, the time of reaping grain, or gather-

ing in any crop.

Harvesting - Machine. See Mowek, and
Rk.AI'KK.

Hasheesh [Arabic], hemp, hay ; also an intoxi-
cating drug made of Indian hemp, wiiich is sold in
the East in the form of sweetmeats, paste, and
tobacco.

Hasp, a fastening ; a clasp that passes over a
staple to be fastened by a padlock. — A si)iiulle

used in winding silk, thnad, etc.— An agricultural
implement used for scarifying the surface of grass-
land.

Hassock, a footstool or cushion to kneel on ;

originally a rush-mat cushion, but now of more
general signification.

Hastener, a metal kitchen-stand for keeping in

the heat of the fire to the joint while cooking.
Hat [Fr. c/Ki/ifnu; tier. I/iil ; It. c(ijijhIIu; Sp.

sombre)o\, a covering for the head, well known to

everybody. //. are made of various forms anil

sorts of material. They may, however, be divided
into two great classes, riz. those felted, or made
of fur, wool, silk, etc., and those made of straw.
The manufacture of felted //. has been carried tp

perfection in the U. States, where it was intro-

duced at an early date. The largest //. manufac-
tories are located in New York, Danbury, Conn.,
and Newark, N. J. Straw //. are also made on
a very extensive scale, chiefly in Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and New York. For the year lh78
the value of //. exported from the U. States
(mostly to the Dominion of Canada) were: for

wool, fur, and silk //., 5202,251 ; for straw J/.,

540,838.

Imp duty : H.. bonnet*, iind hoods of stmw, chip. RmM,
palni-lpaf, willow, or otht-r Tegclable mbstanre, or of Imir,

wlialot)one, or other material, n. o. p. f, 40 \>er cent. — H.
braids, plait.<!, tints, lares, trininiingrs, tissues, willow ^heett

and squares, used for making or ornnmentinf; the >'ame,9() |>er

rent —Fur //., 35 per rent. — leather H. 40 i>er rent.

—

Silk H., 60 [XT cent. — //. liniogo, according to material —
H. plusli (see I'LiMi).

Mrtiiiif. Kelt //. are divided Into many different graded,

made princijinlly of fur., the lower grades of wool, and in cer-

tain grades of a mixture of both m.ilerials. In the production
of fur felts the materiiil, after sorting and denning, ii" fed to »
blowing-machine, which proj«.rt.« the i>arti<les against an up-
right revolving cone, made of wire gauze, and provided with an
indniwing suction to cause adhesion of the (Mrtirles. A light

thin sack is thus formed, which is carefully wrapped in »ct
bagging and removed. lmmer>ions in a hot bath and rolling

make the sack or t>ody ready for sizing, which is the procfs*

of shrinking and thickeniiig the hcMly to the rrtiuired dimen-
sions. This is accomplished by immersions In boiling water,

with rolling and beating. The l)ody is now rtifli-ned, blocked

into shape, jxiunceil (». e. sand-papered), and pressed. Next,

the brim is trimmed to the desin-tl width, and l>ound and (in

the cas« of curi brimmed H.) Hanged, when the H. l« ready for

lining. — Wont H. In the manufacture of wool H.. the pro-

cess of forming and finishing the bo<ly Is similar to that of

making felt cloth, though less elnlwrate. Cheap grades of

wool fdts. designed princljially for ladies' ami children's wear,

are made from felt cloth, stiffened and fonnMl upon metal dies.

These goods are known to the trade as xhrnliiii H- — >''i //•

are made of silk plush drawn over a very stilt but nnfilieil

foinidation. Tills founilalion,BCconling to the strength or the

price Intended. i« made of calico, camtiric, or other trxiile ma-
terial, stlffene<t with shel lac and v.iri"us oilier gums, and
brought Into shape by Ix-ing wnrkiil over and around » I lock.

The covering Is a i>ilk plush, woven with a kind of long velvet

nap, or pile, on one surface, the l)est kinds of which an- Im-

porte<l from France. The coverinir of the foundation with thli

pltwli l» a worlt n-quiriug much nlcetjr,— to cut tUe plu»h »
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as not to make much waste: to sew the pieces together after

being cut ; to give the foundation a coating of gum or cement

:

to fit the plush neatly on it ; to cause the two to adhere by
moisture and the pressure of a hot iron ; to adjust the surplus
plush carefully around the rim : and to brush and smooth
th« surface in such a way that the seams in the plush shall

not be visible.— Straw H. are made of the straws of wheat, rye,

ttits, barley, Indian com, etc , but those of wheat are most suit-

able. The Tuscan straw, from Leghorn and its neighborhood,
is the finest and best of all ; and this is the chief cause of the
favor in which Leghorn bats and bonnets have long been held.

Not only must the kind be selected, but individual straws are
examined and sorted according to their length, colors, and
thickness. Some straws are plaited whole, being merely
pressed flat to facilitate the working. Others are split into

four, .six, or eight strips. This splitting is effected in a curi-

ous way. A wire, having four, si.x, or eight sharp edges, is

thrust up the hollow of the straw so dexterously as to effect

the required splitting, the strips being equal in width and
smooth of edge. These slips, when softened in water, can be
plaited as easily as whole straws. The straws (as many of
them as are to make one width of plait) are fastened at one
end, and rapidly plaited one over another diagonally, the nim-
ble fingers of the workpeople turning them over from right to

left and from left to right. The kinds of plait are indefinitely

numerous, depending on the kind of straw, on its thickness,

on its being whole or split, on the number of straws plaited

together, and on the kind of pattern produced by the mode of
plaiting. Large numbers of women and children were em-
ployed at one time in the U. States In plaiting straw, but now
almost all the braid used is imponed. Straw H and bonnets
are generally sewn In this country by the American Bosworth
Straw-Sewing Machine, on which, when run by steam, 1(X)

ordinary H can be made in a day. The H. are then blocke^l, to

give them the proper shape (see IIat-Block), and then pressed

by another machine, also of American invention, which
smooths them ready for trimming at the rate of four a minute
The number of men who, in this country, are employed in
the straw U. manufacture is about 2,500; women, i5,fKXt;

youths under 16 years, 500. Gra.ss, reeds, rushes, canes, broad
fibres, or strips of almost every kind, can be plaited and made
into H. in a somewhat similar way to that described above.
See Felp, Hat-Block, H.vt-Press, etc.

Hat-Block is a form upon which the hat is

finislied. An important industry, developed in

the last twenty-five years in connection with
the production of straw hats, is the manufac-
ture of plaster hlocks made in the desired form,
and to which pattern the hat is fitted and formed
during the process of its manufacture. Previous to

the inception of this industry, when the number
of styles worn, and the changes made, were few.

the liats were mostly sewed by measurement, and
subsequently fitted and finished upon wooden
forms. But tlie rapid development of straw hat
manufacture in the New England States, and the

numerous designs and frequent changes in styles,

necessitated more rapid methods of dupli<;ation,

wiiich led to the invention of the pianler of Pat is

hut block. Duplications of the wooden block only
were at first attempted, but the adaptability of
plaster of Paris in the alteration of old and the
production of new designs was soon discovered.
The introduction of stamping machinery m the
manufacture of buckram frames, silk, plusii, vel-

vet, felt, fur, and wool hats, and the invention and
adoption of hydraulic presses in the manufacture
of straw, fur, and wool hats, gave an additional
impetus to this calling, on account of the neces-
sary application of plaster of Paris in constructing
the dies and other implements. The plaster-room
of a hat-factory is of first importance, and the

I)residing genius a man of consequence, as upon
lis skill and taste in the adaptation of foreign
novelties, and the production of new designs, de-

pends much of the success of the establisliment.

From the knives with which the plaster models are
cut and formed the artists engaged in this occu-
pation have received the name of whdilers,— a
name which but poorly describes a class of men in

whom a rare combination of artist, inventor, and
mechanic is essential to success. Prominent
among the independent houses engaged in this

business is that of Mr. A. Cuming, of New York,

to whom we are indebted for the above informa-
tion.

Hat-Body, the whole body of an unfinished

hat, as the cone from a forming-machine; a cloth

hat before finishing , the carcass upon which plush
is attached to make a silk hat, etc.

Hat-Brush, a soft brush for smoothing the nap
of a hat.

Hatch, the covering of a hatchway, or opening,
to the hold of a ship.— A railroad flood-gate or
half-door.— A crib in the weir of a river to stop
fish.— To breed ; to produce from eggs by incuba-
tion or b)" artificial heat.

Hatch-Boat, a kind of half-decked fishing-

boat ; one whicli has a halcli or well for keeping
fish.

Hatchel, a combing instrument for dressing

flax. See Hackle.
Hatchet, a chopper or cleaver. See Axe.
Hatching, a style of drawing or engraving in

which the shading is performed by lines crossing
at angles less than 90°.

Hatching-Apparatus, an artificial incubator
for bringing forth chickens from eggs by steam
or hot water.

Hatch'wray, an opening in the deck of a ship,

or in the floors of warehouses or stores, through
which merchandise is raised or lowered.

Hat-Confonuator, a machine of French origin,

by which the oval shape of the head is ascer-

tained. It consists of a series of sliding arms, ra-

dially arranged in a frame, and carrying at their

upper ends sharp points. When applied to the

head, as is a hat, the arms are thrust outward by
contact with the head, and assume a position cor-

responding to the exact conformation thereof.

While thus held an impression is taken upon a
slip of paper pressed upon the points. This paper
is trimmed to the form delineated by the points,

and becomes a pattern by which an adjustable
block is set for use in reshaping the form of a fin-

ished hat. — E. H. Kniijht.

Hat-Die. Same as IIat-Mould.
Hat-Frame, cross-bars of wood placed round

three or four dozen hats in sending them out for

home sale.

Hat-Iiinings, leather, silk, or other inside trim-

mings for hats.

^Hat-Money. See Prim.xoe.
Hat-Mould, the die in whicli a hat or bonnet is

formed or shaped by pressing.

Hat-Press (Hydraulic) is a machine for

bringing a ImiI or cone of hat-making material to

the form of a hat.

When and where hydraulic pressupe waa fir^t used in th«
manufacture of hats is a matter of dispute, but it is on record
that Hiram West, of Attle-

boro' , Mass. ,
procured a patent

dated July 6, 1858, for im-
provements Id hat-pressing

machinery, the patent cover-

ing the U8« of the rubber dia-

phragm in connection with

water. It was not for sonie

years, however, that the in

vention became generally util-

ised , on account of the expense

and crudene.'«.<« of the ma-
chinery, and the lack of ex-

perience and general knowl-
cilge of hydrostatic principles

of the men employed in that

branch of manufacture. As in

lalx)r-saving appliances gener-
ally, the advance has been to-

wards simplicity and strength

of construction, ca.«e, econo-
my, and ntpitlity of op«?ration

These re<iuisitps are perlectly combined in the machine
lepresented in Fig. 2C3. A tubber diaphragm. A, is bolted

Fig. 263 — CuMiNO's H\»D
Hydraulic Hat-Prws.
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to the head, B, into which water i* introduced from the tank
0. The die is placed in the die-seat, D. When the hat is

ill place, the press is closed and loclced against a pressure of
25 lbs. per sq. in., obtained by the upward nioveuient of the
side-lever, E. connected with the rock-shaft, (!, in openilinp;
the crank movement, H, in the process of dosinj; and opening
the machine. Further pressure is obtained by means of the
lever. M, connecting with the pump, P. This closing pressure
is the principal feature of this machine.

Hat-shag Maker, a maker of imperial or silk

plush for coverinfj the bodies of hats.

Hat-spring Maker, a mamifacturer of springs
for light opera or closiiig-up liats.

Hatter, a maker or vernier of iiats.

Hatter's-bo-w-string Maker, a manufacturer
of the fitted gut-cord used in bowing or felting

the materials for beaver hats.

Hatter's-Furrier, a tradesman who prepares
and keeps on sale the wool and different furs used
for felting into hat-bodies.

Hat-tip Maker, a manufacturer of silk pieces

for the lining of the crowns of liats.

Hattock, a Scotch name for a shock of corn
containing 12 sheaves.

Hat-varnish Maker, a manufacturer of shel-lac

varnishes, and other chemical preparations, for

hatters.

Haugh, a little meadow.
Haul, to drag or pull.— A catch, as of fish, etc.

— A ropemaker's term for about 40() tlireads of

yam warped off the winches with a slight turn in

it, to be tarred.

Hauler, a workman engaged in drawing ore out
of a mine.—A fisherman who pulls in a cast net

to the shore.

Haunch, the hip or thigh ; the hinder quarter
of a small animal ; sometimes applied to a joint of

mutton or venison dressed.

Hauser. See Hawser.
Haut, a measure at Bombay of 18i inches ; at

Calcutta about 17 J inches.

Hautboy, a wild strawberry.—A musical wind
instrument. See Oboe.
d^ute-Lice [Fr.], tapestry hangings; an up-

riglit loom.
Haute-Mar^e [Fr.], high-water.

Havana. See CirnA (Seaports).

Havana Tobacco. See Tobacco.
Haven, a port for .shelter. See Harijor.
Haversack, a soldier's knapsack; a gunner's

case for ordnance.
Havre. See Franck (Seaports).

Haw, tlie berry of the hawtiiorn, used in Eu-
rope in cookery.
Hawaiian Islands, or Sandw^ich Islands, a

ricli, beautiful, and most interesting chain of islands

in the North Pacific Ocean, forming the kingdom
of Hawaii, extending from S. K. to N. W., in hit.

19° to 22° 15' N., Ion. 154° 48' to 100° 20' W.,
discovered by Cook in 1778. Tliey consist of
1.'] islands, 8 of wliich are inhabited : Hawaii
(formerly Owhyhee), Maui,Oahu, Molokai, Lanai,

Nihau, Kohoolaui, and Kauai. The //. /. occu])y

a united area of 7,028 sq. m. ; they are very
mountainous, and appear to be chiefiy of volcanic

origin. Hawaii, the largest of the grouj), contains

the two stu])endous volcanic mountains, Mauna
Loa, which is still in activity, and Mauna Kea,
each rising to nearly 14,000 feet. Tiie islanders

are honorably distinguished among the Polynesian
nations by tiie advances they have made in civili-

zation ; and particularly by their progress in manu-
factures, navigation, and commerce. Christianity

was introduced by the American missionaries in

1820, and is now the religion of the state; schools

have been establisiied, churches have been built,

and the forms of religion are pretty well observed.
Euroj)ean usages have become fashionable, and
tlie costume of the better classes, women as well
as nun, closely resembles liiat of the Americans.
The staple exports of the islands are sugar, mo-
lasses, sirup, coffee, goat-skins, sweet jiotatoes,

wool, hides, salt, tallow, beef, pu-lu, arrow-root,
wiialebone, whale-oil, and tropical fruits. Agri-
culture has made marked progress during the few
last years, but the means of subsistence are so easily

procured, that the iniiabitants liave but few in-

ducements, even did they not lack the industry
and enterprise, to become extensive agriculturists.

There are large tracts of good grazing land scat-

tered throughout the islands, and the growth of cat-

tle is a leading, perliaps the most profitable, branch
of agricultural industry. There are also nunu^rous
sheep ranges, on which are tended about 12,(XK)

slu'cp ; but the business has not been encouraging.
The eminently advantageous position of the //. /.,

lying on the great route between America and
("iiina, invited at an early period the enterprise and
cajtital of several Etiropean and American settlers,

and led to the establishment of a somewhat active
trade. They constitute a coimuon centre between
the three princii)al whaling-grounds of tlie Nortli-

ern Pacific,— one on the equator, anotlier near
Japan, and a third towards the Behriug Si-a.

The principal port is Honohdu, on the S. side

of the island of Woahoo, in lat. 21° 18' S" N.,

Ion. 157° 55' W. Pop. 12,000, of whom about
4,000 are Englishmen, Americans, and otiier for-

eigners. The harbor, to which the place owes all

its importance, has a narrow entrance, but it is

easy of access at all times of the tide to vessels not

drawing more than 18 feet water. Tiie bar at its

mouth being narrow, and composed of soft coral,

it might easily be made accessible even for line of-

battle ships.

The foreipn commerce of the H I. for 187fi showed a con-

siderable gain over that of previous years The value of im-

ports and exports for the 3 jrs 1876- 187S, was an follows :
—

luifHirta Kx ports

1878 S.3.ri4f.,,3(y ?.3.'.4s.4:i

]S7T 2,4'>,miO 2,>;7t;.2t>2

187G 1,811,770 2,241,1)41

The foreign goods taken by the islands consist chiefly of

machinery and lumber (which amount to .^CioO.lKMI), clolhing,

hats, boots and shoes, dry goods, flour and grain, groceries

and provisions, iron, steel, hardware, agricultural impleiuenU

and tools, paints, oils, turpentine, spirit*, wines, furniture,

carriages, wagons, etc.

The commerce of the H. 1. with the U SUtea for the 10 yrs.

1S69-1878, was as follows :
—

1809
1H7I)

1K71
1H72
1H73

1874
1875
187ti

1877
1878

Imports from the U. S. Tota Im
I Exports to— .. .', .. ' Doris am

Domestic

706
8m
840,

620
6.M
623
655
754

1.2<.H

1,783

,462

.371

ass
,295

1113

,28<l

,1T4

,207

,942

,096

.1 i'. -... ."
i
I>ori» and

„ . theL. Matcs.1 't.,„.,_,.
Foreign. ;

,
r.xporl.i.

86,665
64 .m5
4.3,7.30

43,4t.-'.t

43,i«8
2ti,348

40.1'.tO

tA '.R*1

li^.-VJ)

52,tw3

1,298,085

1,144,248
l,lM.l.-.4

1.2s'-).:f20

1,.3 16 ,27"

1,071,172
I

1.227.191 L

1,.•^2,.VJ2 P
2,t:il.7»i.3

!

2.0.^8,439
I

2.091

2 Ol-.'

2.o;i;

2.013
l,t:<>l

1.922

2,191

4 092

4/,24

,212

.>v>

>49
,225

,779

The value of the principal rticlo* Imported fW)m the H.

.States for the year 1878 was a." follows: Agrirulturnl Iniple-

nients. !el7.227: horned rattle, ?2.'.»f».') : horce*, »«>,950 : sheep,

*7,080; »>eer, Si3,405: lKK>ks. etc.. SlO.IO,*: l.n-«d»tiilIs.»l(S2.9<i3;

bricks.!? 1(1 ,4.>3, carriages. §15,4.30: cordage. S10..582; cotton

goods. .««fl.249; fancy article*, S10.2OI; fruit, prewrveil in

cans, S9',.^'.><; gold and Mlver coin. S100.2.'iO; jewelry, JO/.77 :

hafs, Ml, 193. hav. $-8,3t5 . india-rublier goods. $7,5.'i7 . stove",

*6 879 : machinerv and other mannf«'liin'« of iron, *4.V3.0>«0 (

leather, $13,339
," U)oU and shoes, *38,416, •adJkrj-, etc.,
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$18,257; matches, $6 094: mineral oil, S32,488; jjaper and
stationery, 818,10" ; bacon and hams, SIS,^,^ ; butter, Sll,703

:

pickled and cured fish, 855,491: preserved meats, iS10,424

;

potatoes, 89,671 ; rice, S6,800 ; sewing-machines. $8,681 ; whis-

key, §10,165: refined sugar, 89,214: cigars, S7,140 ; sailing

vessels, Sol,950 ; wearing apparel, $67,776; wood (lumber,

etc.), $184,225 ; household furniture and other manufoctures of

wood, .591,761.

The total of English, German, and French goods shipped to

the islands in 1878 was about $670,000, or less than one third

of what the U. States supplied. All European goods pay a duty
of 10% ad valorem, while American produce enters the H. 1.

free, under the reciprocity treaty concluded with the U.
States, and which took effect in 1877. The cultivation of cane
and manufacture of sugar in the H. I. has received a great

impetus from that treaty, and the product for 1878 was

33.431,453 lbs. against 25,575,965 lbs. for 1877. The number
of sugar plantations had also increa.sed from 40 in 1877 to 60

in 1878. But the limit of sugar production in thi.s group must
soon be reached, as nearly all the available sugar land has been
taken up, which fact, combined with the scarcity of labor, must
fix the limit of the annual production of sugar at about
25,000 tons, or 50,000,000 lbs. American shipping employed
in the trade with the islands numbered 183 vessels, of 110,671

tons register in 1878, which is more than double the tonnage
of all other nations engaged in trade with the islands. Four
steamers are now engaged in the island coasting-trade, to

which 2, now building in San Francisco, will soon be added.

Although the H. I. appear to be in a very prosperous con-

dition, it is a curious fact that the native population has
been rapidly and steadily decreasing, and does not now proba-

bly exceed a third part of its amount at the epoch of their

discovery. The population in 1847 is said to have amounted
to above 112,000; while the census taken in 1879 fixes the

total population of the islands at 58,000, of vrhich 10,500 are

foreigners.

Hawk, a small quadrangular piece of board
used by plasterer.s to hold a small quantity of

plaster while at work. It is held by a handle at

the bottom.
Ha^wker. It is not very easy to distinguish

between liawkers and pedlers. Both are a sort

of itinerant retail dealers, who carry about their

wares from place to place ; but the former are
supposed to carry on business on a larger scale

tlian the latter. They are generally required to

take out licenses under tlie State laws.

Ha^vk's-bill Turtle, the C/telone imbricata, val-

ued for its shell, which is employed for manufac-
turing purposes.

Hawse-Block, the wooden plug or stopper
fitted into the hawse-iiole when the ship is at sea.

Hawse-Hole, the hole in the bows of a ship
through wiiich tiie cable runs.

Hawser. See Cable.
Hay [Vr.foin; Ger. lieu; It. ,fieno; Sp. heno],

any kind of grass cut and dried for the food of

cattle. The great object in preparing grass for

hay is to preserve the green color of the grass as

much as possible, and to iiave it juicy, fresii, and
free from all sorts of mustiness. Tlie hay and
fodder crops, including the dried blades, shucks,
and tops of Indian corn, as well as of the succu-
lent corn plants, and other green forage, cultivated
solely for soiliitf/, or for drying into fodder, chopped
straw, the hauhn of beans, pease, potatoes, etc.,

wjiich are by no means inconsiderable, are far the
most valuable of any in the U. States. The cul-

ture of hay is principally confined to the Eastern,
Middle, and Western States, from which the South-
ern markets are mainly supplied in tlie form of
pressed packages or bales. The principal indige-

nous grasses which have been successfully cul-

tivated in this country are the Kentucky blue
grass, the red-top (herds-grass of Pennsylvania),
the white clover, and the fowl-meadow (or bird-

grass). Pre-eminent in extent of cultivation among
our forage crops of foreign origin are tlie timo-

tliy (herds-grass of New England), and the com-
mon red clover.

The following table exhibits the production,

acreage, and value of hay in the U. States for the

year 1878 :
—

States. Acres.

Maine
New Hampshire .

Vermont
Massachusetts ..

.

Rhode Island ...

Connecticut
New York
New Jersey ,

Penn.'^ylvania

Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina .

South Carolina .

.

Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Missis.Mppi

Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tenne.«see
West Virginia..

Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
California

Oregon
Nevada, Colorado, and

the Territories..

.

Total 31,629,300

1.138.000
715.000

1,050,000
665,000
120.000
580.000

5.250.000
610,000

3,020.000
40,000

240.000
260.(K)0

126,000
21,500
21,800

*"
23.566
25,500

75,000
20,000
152,000
290,000
320,000

2,100,000
1,160,000

1,060,000
3,936,000
1,350,000

1,070,000
2,560,000
1.0 0,000
1,1.55,000

475,000
660,000
160,000

250,000

1.264,444
6o0,(.i00

1,071.428
665,00(J

116,5(»5

527.272
4.375,000
469.231

2.516,667

36,363
192.WO
200,000
93.333
20,283
17,440

""18^077

18,214

""60,666

14 286
116,923
223,077
246,154

1,680,000
878,788
846,774

2,460,000
1,038.461
891.667

1,961,538
750,000
700,000
327 586
622,222
106,667

192 308

25,367,708

Value.

S14 .225.000

8.437,000
10 .605 000
10,108,000
2.280,000

10,876,000
50.400 000
8.601,000

29,294,000
560,000

2,700,000
2,860.000
1,218,420
307,450
348,800

"365,566
408,000

""'80(5.256

260.000
1,744,960
2,466.000
3,120,000

16,884,000
9.976,000
6,825,000

23.104,320
9.450,000
6,617,500
12,112,500
7,350,000
4,042.500
1,733,750
8.400,000

1,760,000

2,750.000

«271,934,950

Our exports of hay for the year 1878 (chiefly

to the West Indies) amounted to 9,514 tons, valued
at .S141,:M0.

Hay-Band, a rope made of twisted hay.
Hay-Cock, a pile or heap of hay in a field.

Hay-Fork, a pronged instrument for turning
over hay, or lifting it from the cart to the rick.

Hay-Knife, a long, sharp cutting instrument for
taking hay from a hay-rick.

Haymaker, an agricultural laborer; one who
cuts grass and turns it over from time to time in

the sun to be dried for hay.
Haymaking-Machine, a grass-cutting appa-

ratus taking the place of the scythe.

Hay-Market, a place in a town whither hay is

brought for sale.

Hay-Rake. See Rakf..
Hay-Rick, a pile or stack of hay.
Hayti and San Domingo (Republics of).

Hayti, also frequently called San Domingo, is one
of the largest and most fertile of the West Lidia
Islands. It extends in length from E. to W. 390
m., and in breadth from 60 to 150 m., between lat.

17° 37' and 20° N., Ion. (58° 20' and 74° 28' W. The
country was formerly divided between the Span-
iards and the French. The line of demarcation
which separated these two divisions commenced
on the S. side, from the Pedernales or Flint Kiver,

and extended in a waving dire(;tion to the river

Massacre, on the N. side. The country to the
W. of this line, which is of an extremely irregu-

lar figure and deeply penetrated by tiie Gulf of

Gonaives, belonged to the French, and now forma
the Republic of Hai/ti. The country on the E. side,

by far the greatest portion— but also the most
mountainous — of the island, belonged to the

Spaniards, and now constitutes the Hepttb/ic pfS'ni

Dominyo. A great part of the coast of this island

is rucky and dangerous, affording but an imperfect
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shelter to vessels overtaken by storms. Many of

the sliipping-places on tlie S. shore are nothing
more tlian oi)en bays, wliicli lie exposed to tlie

gtornis and hurricanes of tlie autiunnal inontiis.

The liarbor of San Domingo, formerly tiiought so

connnodious and secure, has become too sliallow

to admit vessels of large burden. Tiiere are, how-
ever, besides roadsteads and several small harbors,

the bays of Neyba and Ocoa on this coast. Into
the former Hows the river Neyba, which receives

vessels of 30 tons burden : its stream, before enter-

ing the ocean, divides itself into various channels,
which, annually changing, confound the i)ilot and
render the navigation difficult. Ocoa Bay is a

large and convenient watering-place, with several

email rivers falling into it. Tiie entrance is two
leagues across, and it gradually widens to nenrly

six. On the E. side of this bay is the safe and
capacious port of Caldera. On the S. E. coast is

the great Bay of Samana, which, in

point of size and situation, is one of

the most important on the island.

From Cape Raffael, which forms the

S. point of entrance into the Bay of

Samana, to the opposite side of tiie

island or peninsida of Samana, the

distance is 18 m., which is t-losed in

by bulwarks of rocks and sand, the

entrance only being left clear, with

a safe and deep channel between tlie

shore of Samana and several detached
islands. This bay is about CO m. long,

and is surrounded on every side by
a fertile country, suited to all the

purposes of trade. Within the com-
pass of this bay whole fleets might
ride at anchor in perfect security.

The river Yuna, after being joined by
the Cambu, and meandering through
the rich plains of La Vega Heal, falls

into the Bay of Samana after a cours^e

of nearly 100 ni. Bahia Ecossaise,

or Si^ch Ba}', which is situated on
the N.sjde of the jieninsula of Samana,
is a dangerous, rocky place. Thence
to Puerto riata the coast extends
about CO m. in a N. W. direction, and
in this square stands Balsama Bay,
which has only 14 feet depth of water,

and is of difficult navigation. Tiie

entrance of the harbor of Puerto Plata

is narrow, but safe, and the neigh-

borhood is rich in every sjiecics of

timber-trees. There are several other

small harbors and bays on this side

of the island, but the coast is in gen-

eral rocky and dangerous. — ^oll and
Surface. A country of such magnitude as Ilaj'ti,

containing mountains of great lieight, with val-

leys of corresponding extent, necessarily com-
prises great variety of soil. In general, how-
ever, it is fertile in the highest degree, being
everywliere drained by cojdous streams, and yielil-

ing in abundance every species of vegetable prod-

uce which can minister either to the luxury or

comfort of man. The soil consists principally of

H rich clay, sometinu-s mixed with gravel, lying on
a substratum of rock. That part of the island

formerly occupied by the French is mountainous,
but fertile and well wooded, and containing mines
both of silver and iron. The Spanish or San Do-
mingo part of the inland is mountamous in many
parts; while in other j)arts the country is sj)read

out into extensive jilains. These are generally in

a state uf nature, covered with herbage, ur with

woods of immense growth and the most luxuriant
foliage. The mountains intersect the island in

two j)rincipal chains from E. to W. From these
secondary and jiartial ridges diverge irregidarly in

(litTerent directions, forming beautiful and fertile

valleys, with numerous streams. The highest
mountains of the interior, jiarticularly those of
C'ibao, rise to the height of 7.200 feet above sea-

level. To the X. of Port-au-Prince is the valley
called Vega Peal, or Poyal Plain, which is by far
the largest and finest in the island. Westwards it

extends to the old French line of demarcation, and
in tills i>art it is drained by tiie river Voiki; to

the E., where the river Yuna flows for the si)ace of

50 m., it projeits to the head of the Bay of Sa-
mana. anil is ilrained by numerous smaller streams
which cross it in various directions. This valley

may be said to extend in length about 140 m , and
in breadtli from 20 to i30. Other plains also, of

Fig. 204. — Gv.neriij'm aroentecm.

less extent but of equal fertility, and of easy nc-

<ess, are everywhere found intersjiersed anionic

the mountainous tracts. Eastward from Port nu-

Prince are those immense plains called l.os IJmtos,

which stretch out to a vast extent on a dead level.

They are covere<l with lurbage, and the eye wan-
ders unobstructed over the wide expanse of wav-
ing grass, intersected with the (ii/nennw animifuui,

or iiampas grass (Fig. 204), and (M-caciDnally diver-

sified by natural clumps of slirubs. TJu-.^e jtlains

occupy almost one sixth jiart of the island, extend-

ing nearly to its eastern coast, being a «lislnnce of

more tliaii !K) miles, by about .'50 wide. They form

an iimnense natural meadow, covered witii pas-

ture for vast herds of cattle which belong lo more
than KM) different owners. — Climale. Hayti has a

hot moist climate, but the heat is mitigated by the

regularity of the sea breeze, and by the contiguity
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of the mountains. In the plams the thermometer
rises to 96°, sometimes to 99°, but in the mountain-
ous tracts it seldom rises above 78°. In tiie most
elevated part a fire is frequently necessary. In

tliose situations meat may be kept for several

days, and in tiie morning hoar-frost is frequent.

Tlie seasons, as in tropical countries, are divided
into the wet and the dry. The rains are periodi-

cal, and are heaviest in May and June, when the
rivers, wliich at other times scarcely supply water
for a continued stream, overflow their banks, and,
with an impetuous torrent, sweep over the neigii-

boring plains. The climate of Hayti is unhealthy
to Europeans, owing to the violent heats and
heavy rains; and all metals, however bright their

original polish, soon contract a tarnished appear-
ance. This is more observable on the sea-coast,

which is also more unhealthy than the interior of
the island. Hurricanes are not frequent, but in

the southern parts of the island violent gales of
wind, generally preceded by a closeness and sultri-

ness in the atmosphere, frequently occur. These,
however, are not attended with such fatal effects

as the hurricanes in the Windward Islands. —
Ve(/ekil>le Productions. The fertile soil of H. is dis-

tinguished by the variety of its vegetable produc-
tions, many of which are rare and valuable. The
nialiogany-tree grows to a great size, and is of very
fine quality. The manchineel-tree affords a beau-
tiful species of wood, richly veined like marble,
and susceptible of the finest polish. Several spe-

cies of dye-woods are produced in the forests.

There is a tree called the jagua, the fruit of which is

accounted a delicacy by the natives; and of which
the juice, as clear as water, makes a stain on linen

which is indelible. Different kinds of guaiacum
are found, as also of several other woods with the
same properties, which grow unnoticed and name-
less in those unexplored forests. The sideroxylon,
or iron-wood, is abundant ; and the oak also, which
differs in appearance from the European oak, fre-

quently furnishes beams of from 60 to 70 feet in

length. On the N. side of the island are extensive
forests of pine, which is much used for the pur-
poses of siiip-building; and Brazil-wood is found
on many parts of the coast. The satin-wood of
this island is heavier than that of the East Indies,

and it takes so fine a polish that it does not require
to be varnished. Tiie cotton-tree is the largest of
all the vegetable productions, and is formed into
the ligiitest and most capacious canoes. Every
variety of the palm-tree is found in the woods, of
which thej' form a principal ornament. In the
congenial soil of this fertile island the sugar-cane,
cotton, and coffee-plants grow in the greatest luxu-
riance. There is also the calabash, the fruit of
which serves as a substitute for earthenware; the
plantain, the staff of life in the West Indies ; va-
nilla, wliich is found indigenous in the unfre-
quented woods

;
quassia, or simarouba, which is a

tall and stately plant, waving gracefully in the
wind ; sarsaparilla, indigo, tobacco, turmeric, gin-
ger, and rice-plants. Of the fruits and nutritive
roots of Hayti there may be enumerated the clioux
caraib, or Indian kale, with a variety of other veg-
etables that come under the same denomination

;

the avocato, or vegetable marrow, the melon, sapa-
dillo, guava, pine-apple, bread, and jack-fruit,

mango, nuts, rose-apple, plums, etc., of many dif-

ferent species. Flowers in endless variety and
splendor adorn the wild scenery of the woods
and exhale their fragrance in the desert air. —
Miufi.ials. The mineral products are various and
rich, and include gold, platina, silver, quicksilver,
cojiper, iron, tin, sulphur, manganese, antimony,
rock-salt, bitumen, jasper, marble, opal, lazulite.

chalcedony, etc. The gold mines of the Chiboa
Mountains, which in the 16th century were very
productive, have been abandoned, and at the pres-

ent day gold is obtained only from the washings in

the northern rivers. None of the mines, indeed,
are successfully worked, and hence these sources
of wealth are reserved for the industry of future
generations.

Republic of Hatti.

This republic, which embraces the western portion of the
island, with an estimated area of 10,204 8q m., is governed
under a constitution proclaimed June 14, 1867 By its terms
the legislative power rests in a National Assembly, divided into
two chambers, respectively called the Senate and the House of
Commons. The latter is elected by the direct vote of ail male
citizens for the t«rm of three years, while the members of the
Senate are nominated for two years by the House of Commons
from a list presented by the electoral colleges. The executive
power is in the hands of a President, who, according to the
Constitution, must be elected by the people, but in recent
years has generally been chosen by the united Senate and
House of Commons, sitting in National A-ssembly, and in soma
instances by the troops, and by delegates of partie.o acting as
representatives of the people. The nominal term of ofAce of
the President is four years ; however, it is generally cut short
by insurrections — The public revenue and expenditure are
known only by estimates, long-continued civil war having
brought extreme disorder into the finances of the republic.

It was reported that the receipts from customs, chief source
of revenue, amounted to •«H39,000 in the year 1878. The toul
public revenue is calculated to have amounted in recent years
to about S4,500,000, and the expenditure to S7,000,000.

There is a large floating debt, consisting chietly of paper '

money issued by successive governments, the greater uihns

enormously depreciated by fi-equent repudiation, and by forg-

ery on a vast scale. There is also a foreign debt, consisting of
a loan of 11,949,840 francs, or §2,389,968, contracted at Paris

in 1825, and of other liabilities incurred towards France, the
total amounting to 32,049,840 francs, or .¥6,409,968 No inter-

est has for years been paid on this debt. Nevertheless, the
government issued in .lune, 1S75, with partial success, a new
foreign loan of 83,453,000 francs,:or j?16.690,600, through the
house of Marcuard Si Co., Paris, the avowed object being to

extinguish the old debt, both home and foreign, and to employ
the remainder for the construction of two lines of railway

A census of the population does not exist; the inhabitants,

the moiety of whom are negroes, and the rest French-speaking
mulattoes, with very few of Kuropean descent, are calculated
by the best authorities to number about 572,000, while official

estimates give them at 800,000. The capital is Port-au-Prince.
The commercial inten-ourse of the republic is chiefly with

the U. States and Ureat Britain, the former contributing about
55 per cent and the latter 30 per cent to the aggregate imports
and exports The total annual imports in the 4 years from
1875 to 1878 averaged S7,OUO.000, and the exports #8,000,000.
The principal articles exported are coffee, mahogany, and log-

wood.
There is no report of the exact value of the commercial inter-

course of the republic with the U. States in the '' Annual
Statement " published by the Department of the Treasury,
which throws Hayti together with San Doniiugo. But as the
population of the latter State is only about } that of Hayti, an
estimate may be made of the respective distribution of exports
and imports during the 20 years from 1859 to 1878, given ia
the following table :

—

Imports from the
U. States.

Exports Total Im-
Years. to the ports and

U. States. Exports.
Domestic. Foreign.

1859..'.. S2.274,473 $230,079 82,859.636 S6.364,188
I860.... 2,.597,959 245,023 2,345,821 6,188,803
1861..'.. 2,418,664 187.9&4 1.926,693 4,633,.351

1862.... 3,088,108 191,731 1,910,922 6.190,761
1863.... 4,106,868 362,203 1,878.337 6:347,408
1864.... 4,272,864 312,132 2,032,712 6,617,708
1865.... 6,228.684 406,226 1522,966 8,157,876
1866.... 3,596,735 229,793 1,239.201 6,065,729
1867.... 2,405,498 348,413 1,022.079 8,776,990
1868.... 3,021,093 301,710 843,450 4.166,263
1869.... 1,349,438 129,462 729 632 2.208,632

1870.... 2,617.633 183,700 979,665 3,780.988

1871.... 2,791,057 173,949 1,065,675 4,020,681

1872.... 3,326,747 244,232 1,517,951 6,088.980

1873.... 4,854,246 416,997 2,260,425 7,631,668
1874.... 4,780,a39 201.401 1,933,177 6,914,917

1875 ... 5,350,237 123,372 2,548,389 8,021,998

1876.... 6.428,583 146,652 8,481,562 9.056,697

1877.... 4,513,5.')7 107,584 3,864,418 8.486,699

1878.... 4,807,432 88,922 4,174,924 9,071,278

Total. $73,830,255 »4,631,475 $40,127,624 $118,689,354
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The value of the principal articles imported from ind ex-
ported to the U. States by the Republic of Hayti and San
Domingo was as follows : I?nporis: Books, etc.. glO,798; bread-
stuffs (chiefly wheat flour), 8719,113 ; candles, «13.717 ; car-
riages, 817,605 ; cotton goods, §364,814 ; drugs, etc., *11,587 ;

gold and silver coin, $67,213 ; iron manuf., !594,056: matches,
88,341; mineral oil, §80,723; painfi. S6,747: paper and sta-

tionery, $6,224 ; baconand hams, S38, 716; salted beef, 849,412:
butter, *o6,594; cheese, $15,487; fish (dried and pickled),

»790,592; lard, $117,302: pork, $905,254; sewing-machines,

$5,007 ; soap, S2dS,526; refined sugar, 5f71,064 : leaf tobacco,

S3r,322 ; trunks, S13,377 ;
wood (boards, deals, etc. ), $150,787 ;

wood (household furniture and other manuf of), i«55.466

Erports- Drugs, dyes, etc., *24,868 ; cocoa, $17,249; coffee

(12,813,113 lbs ), $1,891.207 ; cotton (raw), «45,493 , dye-woods
iu sticks, 8795,605; silver coin (American), $769,255; brown
sugar, $20,510.

Money, Weights, and Measures. The standard of money is

fie Piastre, or dollar = about *1. French gold and silver

coins are in current use. The weights and measures in use
are those of France.

Regulations as to Trade It is enacted that all persons ex-

ercising any trade or profession, excepting that of cultivating

the soil, must be provided with a pateut or license to carry on
such trade or profession ; that all strangers admitted as nier-

ctiaots into the republic must, in the first place, procure the
permission of the president to take out a patent, which, when
obtained, only authorizes them, under heavy penalties, to

citrry on a wholesale business, not with each other, but with

the Haytians, in the open ports, which are Port-au-Frinoe,

Gonaives, Cap Haitien, Jacmel, Aux-Cayes, and Jiiriiniie. The
minimum quantities of goods that may be sold are fixed by the

same law. The llaytian consignee may be also a retailer,

on taking out a correspondent patent.

Seaports. Of the ports above enumerated the principal are :
—

Aux Cai/f^Sf or Les Cayes, on the S. coast of the island,

92 m. \Y. S. W. of Port-au-Prince. The city is generally re-

puted one of the most progressive in th? island, and is the

capital of the southern peninsula of Hayti: the best irrigated

and most fertile province in the republic. Here, as in the

ocher ports, the U. States holds the first commercial rank.

The chief imports from the U. States are provisions and cot-

toa goods. Pop. 10,000.

Cape Hnijtieu, formerly Cape Franfais, on the N. coast,

in lat 19° 40''N., Ion. 69^ 54' \V. It has the safest harbor of

the island, and carries on a considerable trade, chiefly with
the U States. Pop. 10,000.

(ionaloes, on the gulf of that name, about 55 m. N. W. of

Port-au-Prince, now exhibits scarcely the shadow of its former
commerce. Its exports consist chiefly of coffee, which is of the

very best quality, and commands the highest price. Hence it

is that vessels which cannot make up their cargoes of coJee

at Port-au-Prince touch at this port for such quantities as

they can oVthin. Pop. 8,000.

pHrt-aa-frince, the capital and chief commercial port

of Hayti. The light-bouse on Lamentin Point is visible for 9

m in lat. 18- 33' 35" N., Ion. 72^25' 12' \V. It is situated

on the VV. coast of the island, at the bottom of a large and
deep gulf It is partially fortified, the harbor being protected

by a battery on a ^lall island at a little distance from the

shore. The country round is low and marshy ; and the

beat in the summer months being excessive, the climate is

then exceedingly unhealthy. The buildings are principally

of wood, and seldom exceed 2 stories in height. The entrance

to the harbor is between White Island and the S. shore. The
depth of water varies from about 18 feet at ebb to about 21 feet

at full tide. It is customary, but not compulsory, to employ a

pilot in entering the harbor. Pilots are always on the lookout.

Ships moor, head and stern, at from 100 to 500 yards from
Bhore ; loading and unloading by means of boats, as there are

neither docks nor quays to assist these operations. The har-

bor is perfectly safe except during hurricanes, which may be

expected from August to November. The bay of Port-au-

Prince is wellnigh blocked up to the northward by numerous
shoals and islets, which protect the anchorage. Pop. 35,000.

RcpuDuc OP San Domixqo.

(Repnblica Domimea)
This republic, which embraces the eastern part of the island,

with an estimated area of 18,045 square miles, is governed
under a constitution proclaimed November 14, 1865. By its

tenns the legislative power is vested in a National Congress of

two houses, called the Const-go conservador and the Tribuna-

do; the first consisting of 12, and the second of 15 members.
The members of both Houses are chosen in indirect election,

with restricted suffrage, for the term of 4 years. But the pow-

ers of the National Congress only embrace the general affiilrs

of the Republic ; and the individual states, five in number,
have separate legislatures. The executive power is vested in a
president, chosen in indirect election for the term of 4 year*.

Constant insurrections have allowed very few presidenta to

•erve the full term of office. The public revenue is about

$900,000 with an expenditure to the same amount. The
revenue is mainlv derived from customs duties, which average

40 per cent, while a large part of the annual expenditure is for

the maintenance of a standing army. Beside* a large internal

debt, of unknown amount, ^an Domingo has a foreign debt
contracted at the Loudon Stock Exchange in 1869. The debt,

to the nominal amount of i757,700 (?3.788,600) at 6 per ctnt,

was issued at the price of 80 . but it was stated officially that

the government bad actually received only between Jt38,000

and £50,000 from the contractors for the loan.

The republic is divided into the five provinces, or states, mu-
tually independent, of San Domingo, Azua de Compostela.
Santa Cruz del Seybo, Santiago de los Caballeros, and Conrep-
sion de la Vega. Pop. about 250,000, or 14 to the sq. m. The
pop., like that of the neighboring Hayti, is composed mainly of
negroes and uiulattoes, but the whites, or Kuropean-desceiided
inhabitants, are comparatively numerous, and owing to their

influence the Spanish language is the prevailing dialect The
capital of the republic is the city of Sau Domingo, founded
in 1494.

The commerce of the republic is small, owing in part to

customs duties of a prohibitory character. The principal ar-

ticles of export are, tobacco, coffee, dye-woods, and sugar. In
1878 the value of the imports amounted to $1,963,046, and of
the exports to $1,678,911. (For the commercial intercourse of
San Domingo with the U. States, see page .)

Money, Weights, and Mea.<.ures Rre those of Spaiufbut the
French metrical system is coming in use.

Seaports. The chief seats of commerce are San Domingo
City, Porto Plata, and Samana, a small town on the peninsula

of the same name (see page ). The city of San Domingo
is situated at the mouth of the 0/ama, on the S. coast, in lat.

18J-' N. and Ion. 70^ W., and is the oldest European settle-

ment in the New World. The town is defended by substan-

tial fortifications. The cathedral is more than three centuries

old. The harbor is capacious, but, owing to a bar at its

mouth, vessels drawing above 13 feet of water are obliged to

anchor in the open roadstead. Pop. 15,000.

Hazel-Nut [Fr. noisette, aveline ; Ger. Hasehmsx

,

It. nuuinola, avelina ; Vov\.. avelloa ; Sp. aielli\mi\,

the edible nut of Corylus avelluna, a small under-

wood, which is found growing wild in the forests

of all parts of temperate Europe, and much re-

sembles C. Ameriainus, which grows in thickets

and borders of fields throughout the U. States.

Hazel-nuts yield, on pressure, about half their

weight of a bland fixed oil, often called nut-oil in

England, the hazel-nut being popularly known by
the term nut alone. But in France and in Ger-

many it is walnut-oil which is usually called nut-

oil. Hazel-nut oil has drying properties, and is

much used by painters; it is also used by per-

fumers as a basis with which to mix expensive

fragrant oils; and it has been employed medici-

nally in coughs. The wood of the hazel, al-

though seldom large enough for the purposes of

tiie car})enter, is very tough and flexible, and
hazel-rods are therefore much used in Europe for

making crates, hurdles, hoops for small barrels,

etc. The thicker stems of hazel are "used for

making charcoal, which is in great request for

forges, is much esteemed for the manufacture of

gunpowder, and is the kind preferred by artists

for crayons. Most of the cultivated varieties of

the hazel-nut are known by the names of cobnuts and

Jiiberts, the former generally of a roundish form,

the latter characterized by the greater elongation

and laciniation of the fruit-cup. The Red Filbert, or

iMinlHtrt's Nut, is remarkable for having the pellicle

which surrounds the kernel of a crimson-red color.

Hazels are imported from Spain, Smyrna, Sicily,

and other places. They are used in this country

exclusively for the table and confectionery. Imp.

duty 3 ct8. per lb.

Head, the principal, chief, upper, or foremost

part of a thing ; the top of extremity of a thing,

especially when larger than the other part or

parts ; as, the head of a mast, of a spear, cabbage,

nail, cane, etc.— The fore or front part, or the

place where the head should go ; as, the heml of

a bed, the head (or hood) of a carriage. — A chief

;

a principal person of any organized body ; a leader.

— A bundle of flax measuring about 2 feet In

length, and weighing a few pounds ; in the Norlli

of Europe 18 head of hemp or flax an: about 1

S4
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cwt. — The fore extremity of a ship. It generally
means the cutwater, which is adorned with a fig-

ure. By the head, implies that the ship's head is

depressed in the water. Head sails, head yards, are
the sails and yards in the fore part of the ship.

Head-Band, a bookbinder's material of narrow
silk or other substance, sold in pieces of a certain
number of yards. It is used in fine bindings as a
finish to the top and bottom of the sheets inside

the back.
Head-Dress, a cap, feathers, or any ornament

worn on the head by females.

Header, a cooper who closes casks.— A work-
man who heads nails or pins.—A brick with a
short face in front.

Head-Fast, a rope to secure a ship's bows to
the wharf or shore.

Head-Gear, the bridle of a horse; the head-
stall and bit.

Headings, pieces of wood suited for closing
sugar hogsheads, and otiier casks of merchandise.
Bangor and Portland are the principal depots for
their sale.

Head-Light, a light, usually an oil-lamp, car-
ried at the front end of a locomotive, to illuminate
the way and act as a signal.

Head-Lines, in printing, lines conspicuously
displayed at tlie top of a page, or to a chapter,
which are set in small capitals.— In navigation,
ropes next the yards.
Head-Man, a principal workman.
Head-Matter, spermaceti in its natural crude

state, as taken from tlie cavity in tlie large head
of the sperm whale, Physeter catodon.

Head-Nets, caps or coverings for the liead,

worn by ladies. They are made of human hair,

silk, glazed and polished thread, etc., netted in open
meshes.
Head-Rope, that part of a bolt-rope fastened

to a sail.

Headstall, the part of a horse's bridle which
goes over the head.
Head-Stocks, the frames which support the

centres of a lathe : viz., the mandril-frame and the
poppet-head, or back centre-frame ; also, the fram-
ings used for supporting the gudgeons of a wiieel.

Head-Stone, the chief or principal stone in a
foundation

; the corner-stone.— The stone placed
at tiie head of a grave.
Head-Valve, the delivering valve of a steam-

engine.

Head'way, the progress made by a ship or boat
in the water. —A passage in a mine driven in the
direction of the layer of coal.

Head-Workman, the principal operative in an
establishment.
Healing, the covering a roof with tin, slates, etc.
Healds, the harness for guiding the warp-

threads in a weaver's loom.
Heap, a pile, as of stones, dung, etc.
Heap-Measure, as described in tlie New York

State Law, is a measure in which the commodity
is heaped up above the sides in the form of a cone,
the outside, or outer edge of the measure being
the limit of the base of the cone, and the cone tb
be as high as the article will admit.
Hearse, a funeral carriage for conveying a

corpse to be buried.

Hearse-Cloth, a coffin pall.

Heart, the chief part ; the inner part of any-
thing; the middle part, or interior ; the vital part

;

the centre of action or motion. The heart of wood is

the solid portion divested of sap-wood, or alburnum.
Hearth, a floor for a fire.

Heai'th-BroOm, a sweeping brush for the
hearth or grates.

Hearth-Rug, an ornamental rug or carpet-work
laid before a fire-hearth.

Heart-Wheel, Heart-Cam, the name given to

a well-known mechanical contrivance for convert-

ing a circular motion into an alternating recti-

linear one, which is generally adopted in the

machinery of cotton-mills. It consists of an el-

lipse turned either on an axle, or by means of a
winch and handle in one of its foci, or its centre,

or whose edge a movable point or circle presses

;

the latter receives an alternating motion from the

circumference of the ellipse, which in its motion
presses it to different distances from the centre of

motion. The practical disadvantages of this con-

trivance are, the inequality of pressure and of

moving force which will be required at different

parts of the rotation of the ellipse, and the conse-

quent wearing of some parts of it before the re-

mainder.
Heat, Caloric. The vast range of scientific

investigations concerning this subject belongs to

physics and chemistry ; but the practical results

to which these investigations have led exert a
direct influence on all such manufacturing opera-

tions as smelting, forging, welding, melting, dis-

tilling, gas-making, etc. ; and upon the evolution of

power in steam and hot-air engines. Temperature,
dilatation, expansion, vaporization, conduction,

radiation,— these and other terms serve to denote

the several modes in which heat makes its effects

manifest. Much useful information, in connection

with these heat-producing and heat-produced ef-

fects, will be found in this work under the heads
Combustion, Ebullitiox, Evaporation, Expan-
sion, Refrigeration, Stove and Heating Ap-
paratus, etc.

Degrees of Heat See Thermometer and Pyrometer.
Me.ehanical Equivalent of Heat. An Immense stride haa

been made in the philosophy of manufactures by the deter-

mination of the mechanical equivalent of heat, chiefly through
the patient and masterly experiments of Dr Joule. Heat,

according to the modern view, is convertible into mechanical

force or energy ; and a given quantity of the one is found to

be equal to, or productive of, a given quantity of the other.

This equation has been ascertained by measuring the friction

of solids, liquids, and gases under various conditions, as pro-

ductive of heat, and, conversely, by measuring the mechanical
work effected by a given amount ofcooling. The unit ofpower
is taken to mean the force which will lift 1 lb. 1 foot high

;

this is called a foolpouml. The unit of heat employed is that

quantity of heat which will raise 1 lb of water 1"^ F. in tem-

perature. Now it is found that about 772 of the former are

equivalent to 1 of the latter ; that is, an amount of heat which
would increase by 1^ F. the temperature of 1 lb of_ water

would, under altered arrangements, lift a weight of 772 lbs.

1 foot high. This ratio, which receives the name of Jmile's

equivalent, is becoming verjj important in settling the theory

of the hot-air engine, steam-engine, and other machines worked
through the instrumentality of heat.

The following table shows the heating power of various com-
bustible substances, exhibiting the utmost quantity of water

evaporated by the given weights, and the smallest quantity of

air capable of producing total combustion, according to Dr.

Ure: —

Species of combustible.

Pounds

of

water

which

a

pound

can

heat

from

0°

to212>^

Pounds

of

boil-

ing

water

evapo-

rated

by

1

pound.

Weight

of

at-

mospheric

air

at

32^^

to

burn

1

pound.

Perfectly dry wood
Wood in its ordinary state.

35.00
26.00
73 00
60 00
65 00
80 00
64.00
76.00

|78 00

&2.60

6.36

4.72

1327
10 90
11.81

5.46
1163
13.81

U18

9.66

Least quan.

5.96

4 47
11 46

Pit coal 926
11.46

Turf 460
9 84

Carburetted hydrogen gas.

Oil

W.ix

14.58

16 00
Tiillow

Alcohol, ofcommerce 1160
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Heater,. any contrivance used to impart heat;
a stove ; a furnace, etc. See Stove and Heating
Apparatus.— A triangular mass of iron, which
is heated in the fire, and put into a box-iron to
smooth cloth.

Heave, in nautical phrase, to employ force to
move great weights by the lever, etc. ; as to heai-e
up the anchor by the capstan or windlass; to
heuve down the ship, or pull her over on one side
to get at a leak; also to heave taught (tight), or
turn the capstan till the rope or chain applied to it
becomes tight.

Heaver, a stevedore or 'long-shore man. — A
short wooden bar tapering at each end, used as a
purchase or prising lever.

Heavy, weighty
; ponderous.

Heavy-laden, vessel sitting deep in the water,
which has a full cargo ; vehicle carrying a large
burthen.
Heavy Spar. See Barytes.
Heck, a rack or crib for cattle, etc., to feed at.—A contrivance of lattice-work for catching lish.— A weaving apparatus through which the threads

of warps pass from the bobbins to the warping-
mill, and by means of which tliey are separated
into sets for the heddles.

Heckle, a flax-dresser's comb or machine for
cleaning and subdividing the fibre. See Flax
(Manufacture of).

Hectare. See Are.
Hecto, a Greek prefix to French weights and

measures, signifying a hundred times greater.
Hectogramme. See Gram.me.
Hectolitre, 100 litres, a French liquid and dry

measure of capacity= 26.4 178 gallons, or 2.837'8

bushels.

Hectometre. See Metre.
Hectostere. See Stere.
Heddle, in weaving, one of the sets of parallel

double tlisifads which are arranged in sets, and,
with their mounting, compose the harness em-
ployed to guide the warp threads to the lathe or
batten ; heald.— Ileddle-eye is the eye or loop
formed in each heddle to receive a warp thread.
Hedge, a fence of bushes or living plants ; a

bank or mound.
Hedgehog, a dredging-machine, employed in

harbor works and rivers for removing shoals
formed by accumulated mud or silt.— A small
insectivorous quadruped, the Erinaceus Europceus,

sometimes kept in bake-houses and kitchens to eat
up cockroaches.
Hedger. a workman who has the cliarge of re-

pairing hedges and ditches.

Hedge - Scissors, large shears for trimming
quick-set hedges.
Heel, the hinder part of the sole of a boot or

shoe, built up of pieces of leather. In shoe manu-
factories heels are made with great rapidity by
a series of separate machines which cut out and
compress lifts to shape ; fasten together the several
lifts which compose a heel ; trim or burnish the
edges of the lifts (Fig. 265) so as to bring the heel
to symmetrical shape; cut down the front, which is

called breasting ; cut the seat for the heel ; lay on
and secure the rands; fasten the heels to the
boots ; dress the heel-faces

;
polish the heels ; and

give the stitch-marks along the edge on the upper
surface.— The after extremity of a ship's keel.

—

A nautical term for the lower end of anything, as

of a rafter, a tool, a mast, boom, stern-post, etc.

To heel over, to incline to one side.

Heel-Ball, a hard wax, or polishing substance,

used by shoemakers to give a shining black sur-

face to the sole edges of new boots or shoes.

Heeling, in navigation, a vessel leaning over.— Putting new heel-pieces to boots.
Heel-Tip, an iron plate or protection for tlie

heels of boots and shoes.
Heer, a yarn measure ; a heer of 24 cuts, or

240 threads, is 000 yards.
Heerabole, an Indian name for myrrh.
Heifer, a young cow.
Helaha, a tree in the Pacific islands, the seed of

which is used to make necklaces.
Helbeh, an agricultural seed with a somewhat

bitter taste, whose flour is mixed with dourah, or
dhurra, by the laborers of Egypt.
Helicograph, an instrument for describing

helices.

Heligoland, a small island in the North Sea,
belonging to Great Britain, situate opposite to,

Fig. 265.— Ueeii-Trimmu.

and about 40 m. from, the mouth of the Elbe, in

Ion. 70 51' E., lat. 54° 11' N. Including Sandy
Island, it is about 2f m. in circumference. It is

the most renowned of the North Sea bathing-
places, and the inhabitants (about 2,000) live by
fishing and by letting lodgings. Steamboats run
between Heligoland and Hamburg.
Heliography, the name originally given by

Nic^phore Nie'pse to the art of taking sun-pic-

tures. See Photography.
Heliometer, a kind of telescope, with two ob-

ject-glasses, for measuring the diameter of the

sun, moon, and planets.

Helioscope, a telescope for viewing the sun
through colored glass without injury to the eyes.

Heliostat, a philosophical instrument for re-

flecting an image of the sun into the telescope of

a theodolile at a distant station * a train of clock-

work so rotates a mirror that on being once ad-

justed it follows the sun's motion, requiring only
winding and occasional adjustment to give a con-

stant vivid station-signal when the sun ahines.
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Heliotrope, green quartz with blood-red spots

and veins. See Bloodstone. — A popular plant,

also called turnsole, Heliotropium Peruvianum, hav-

ing a delicious odor, not unlike that of new hay.
— An optical instrument used to reflect a ray of

light to a distant station.

Hellebore Root, the rhizomes of several

species of European iierbs, of the genus Helleborus

or Veratrum. The most important species is H.
nu/pr, the black hellebore, so called from the color

of its roots, which are imported in bags and barrels

from Hamburg, and are used in medicine as a dras-

tic purgative. Imp. free.

Heliotype. See Photo-Engraving.
Hellenotype, in photography, a picture in

wliich two finished photographs are used. One is

taken very light, the paper made translucent by
varnish, tinted on the back, and laid upon the
stronger print, so that there is a combination of

effects. — E. H. Knicj/it.

Hellier, a slater or tiler.

Helm, the tiller of a ship, but also applied to

the collective apparatus or machinery by wl)ich

a vessel is steered, comprising the rudder, wheel,
tiller-ropes, etc. To put the helm a-starboard, is to

put the tiller to the rigiit side ; a-port, to the left

side ; up, to the weather side ; down, to the lee

side.

Helmet, a horse-soldier's head-piece ; a protec-

tion for the head. — The upper part of a retort.

Helmet-Shell, a common name for shells of
the genus Cassides, which are used for cutting
cameos from ; the principal being Cassis coniuta,

C. rnfa, and C. tuberosa.

Helmsman, the man at the wheel who steers a
ship.

Help, aid ; assistance. — A hired servant.
Helpmate, an assistant.

Helve, the long iiandle of a tool.

Helve-Hammer, a large ponderous black-
smith's hammer for manufacturing wrought iron.

Hem, the border of a garment doubled and
sewed over, to strengthen it and prevent tiie rav-

elling of the threads.

Hemadrometer, an instrument for measuring
the velocity of the blood in the arteries.

Hematin, the coloring principle of logwood.
Hematite, a ricii ore of iron, of which tliere are

several varieties, the red, black, purple, brown,
etc.

Hematosin, the red coloring matter of blood
;

in its dried state it is sold for making Prussian
blue.

Hemi, a Greek word used as a prefix, signify-

ing half.

Hemlock, the fresh and dried leaf of the wild
herb Conium maculatum, or spotted hemlock. The
first is used to make the extract ; the last, the
tincture and powder. H. is a powerful narcotic
acrid poison, occasioning stupor, delirium, paraly-
sis, convulsions, coma, and death. In small doses
it is anodyne, alterative, resolvent, antispasmodic,
and anaphrodisiac, and has been exhibited in can-
cer, dropsy, epilepsy, rheumatism, scrofula, syphi-
lis, and other diseases. H., whether in leaf or
powder, rapidly deteriorates by keeping. Imp.
duty : seed and leaf, free ; extract, 40 percent.
Hemlock Bark, the bark of the Hemlock

Spruce, Abies canadensis, a tree which forms a great
part of tiie forests of our Nortiiern States and of
Canada. Its timber is not mucli esteemed, as it

splits very obliquely, and decays rapidly in the
atmosphere ; but its bark, although inferior to

oak bark, is largely used in tanning. It is usually
cut into lengths of 4 feet, and is sold by the cord.

An extract of H. B., used for the same purpose, is

extensively manufactured in the State of New
York and in Canada. Imp. duty : bark free ; ex-
tract, 20 per cent.

Hemlock Gum, a name sometimes incorrectly
given to Canada pitch.

Hemmer, a sewing-machine attachment used
for turning over the edge of a piece oi. fabric so

that the flap may be stitched down.
Hemmel, a shed or hovel for cattle.

Hemming, Himming, a shoe or sandal made
of raw hide.

Hemp [Fr. chauvre ; Ger. Hanf: It. canaite ;

Russ. konapli, konopel ; Sp. canamo\, a valuable
plant {Cannabis sativa) of the nettle tribe, remark-
able for the tenacity, durability, and elasticity of

its fibres. It grows in Eastern countries, and from
a remote period has been distributed over the
N. E. of Europe. At present it is reared princi-

pally in Russia and Poland, and in Italy near
Naples. The plant is graceful in form, rising in

northern latitudes to the height of 5 or 6 feet, and
on the fertile soils of warm countries to 12 feet.

It prefers a rich vegetable soil, and possesses the
anomaly of growing upon the same spot for suc-

cessive years without degeneracy. "The seed is

Fig. 266. — Hemp.

sown in northern countries toward the end of April

or beginning of May, and the plant is pulled in

autumn. Being dioecious (that is to say with male
and female flowers on different plants), there are

two harvests ; the first, of the male plants after

they have discharged their pollen ; the second, of

the female, or seed-bearing plants, about a month
later, when the seeds are ripened. The former is

distinguished from the latter by its numerous
flowers. After being pulled and dried (the female

plants being besides slightly thrashed in order to

separate the capsules from the stems), H., like flax,

is subjected to a steeping or water rotting process,

in order to destroy the texture of the glutinous

substance which connects the fibres to the woody
part of the stem. Sometimes the steeping process

is omitted, and the H. is simply dew-rotted, by
being exposed, spread out on tiie ground, to the in-

fluence of rain and moisture. When the fibres

have been softened, or rather the glutinous sub-

stance softened, by rotting, the stalks are taken

up, dried in the open air or in the sun, and sonie-

times in heated rooms All the subsequent pro-

cesses are so nearly like those from flax that it
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will suflSce to refer to the article Flax for an ac-

count of them,— so far, at least, as concerns the
use of //. in making textile fabrics ; such as can-
vas, bagging, sacking, sail-cloth, tarpaulin, tent-

cloth, marquee-cloth, etc. Jute is becoming a
formidable rival to //. and flax in various manu-
factures. H., however, maintains its superiority
for many kinds of cordage (see Rope).

H. was introduced in the North American colo-

nies soon after their settlement by the English.

It is mentioned as growing in New England prior

to 1632 ; and bounties were offered for its cultiva-

tion in Virginia as early as 1751. It was exten-
sively raised in the U. States during the first half

of this century ; but the importation into this

country, in yearly increasing quantities, of a va-

riety of other vegetable substances of the same
nature, and applied to the same purpose, as coir,

Manilla H., jute, etc., has utterly discouraged the
production of //., and the H. crop, wiiicli once
amounted to 30,000 tons in Missouri and Ken-
tucky only, has fallen even there to insignificant

figures. Our importation of //., which was chiefly

from Russia, has been also almost entirely discon-

tinued. In the ofllicial reports for the year 1878
tlie importation of raw H. figures for 20,503 tons,

valued at -^2,221,164 ; but in this total are included
India, Manilla, and like substitutes for hemp ; and
it is evident, for instance, that its 19,403 tons, val-

ued at $2,047,147, imported from Spanish posses-

sions, consist of Manilla //. imported from the

Philippines. See Coir, Jute, Manilla //., etc.

Indian H. Two plants are popularly so called. The Indian
H. or sunn, used for cordage, is the fibre of the Crotolana
junr.ea, a totally different plant from the Cannabis saliva,

which is never used by the Hindoos for cloth or cordage. Sunn
is grown in various places of Uindostan. The strongest, whitest,

and most durable species is produced at Oomercolly. Though
deficient in toughness, it is imported to some extent into this

country through England.— The Indian //., which is so highly
pi-ired for its narcotic virtues, is con.sidered by some botanists

us identiMl with, and by others a-s a distinct variety of, the
common H., Cannabis saliva. This herb, and the resin ob-
tained, are largely employed in Asia, and in some parts of
Africa and S. America, for the purposes of indulgence. The
whole plant dried is Icnown by the name of gunjah in the mar-
kets of Calcutta. The largest leaves and seed-capsules sepa-
rated from the ^alks are called han^, siibjee, or sidhee. The
top.4 and tender parts of the plants, collected just after the
tloweriDg-tinie, are in some places sold under the name of
liaslueik. The dried (lowers, c;>lled kiefla Morocco, contain .so

much of the narcotic principle that a small pipe filled with
them, if smoked, will suffice to intoxicate. The dried pistils

of the flower enter into the composition of the Turkish mad-
}oun. The resin which naturally exude.s from the leaves and
dowers, when carefully collected by hand, is known as momeea ;

the siime, when beaten off with sticks, is sold under the name
of ckurrus. An extract obtained by the use of butter, when
mixed with spices, forms the dawainese of the Arabs, and is

the foundation of the hasheesh of many Eastern countries and
districts. The dried plant is smoked, and .sometimes chewed.
Five or ten grains reduced to a powder are smoked from a com-
mon pipe along with ordinary tobacco, or from a water-pipe
with a peculiar variety of tobacco called tombeki. The re-^in

and resinous extract are generally swallowed in the form of
pills or boluses. The hemp-plant and its preparations appear
to have been used from very remote times. The effects of the
natural resin, or churrus, have been carefully studied in India
by Dr. 0'Shaughnes.sy. He states that when taken in moder-
ation it produces increase of appetite and great mental cheer-
fulness, while in excess it causes a peculiar kind of delirium
and catalepsy. The effect produced by hemp in its different
forms varies, likethatofopium,bothin kind and in degree, with
the race of men who use it, and with the individual to whom
it is administered. Upon Orientals its general effect is an
agreeable and cheerful character, exciting them to laugh, dance,
and sing, and to commit various extravagances. It, however,
renders some excitable and quarrelsome, disposing them to acts
of violence. In this country its action is le-ss marked. It is

lar,{ely used in medicine in the form of extract or tincture.
Imp. duty: raw H., also In<lia, Manilla, and like substitutes

for H.,92b per ton.— All unenumerated manufactures, wholly
or partly of H. ( W. chief value), other than such as can be
measured by the sq yanl 30 percent See n*oa.!iG, CAarir-
I.^o, lAVzy, etc. — Indian H., a crude drug. free.

Hempen, made of hemp.
Hemp-Seed [Fr. clienens; Ger. Han/scmt: It

Cdiinufiitccia ; Russ. , kanoitljanoe sen/a], the seed of
the hemp-plant, sold for feeding cage birds. A
useful oil is obtained from it by expression, which
is employed for paints, for lamps, and for making
soft soap.

Hemstitch, a particular mode of sewing by
drawing the threads of the fabric and separating
them.
Henbane, the Hifoscyamus niger, a biennial herb

which grows abundantly in the Southern States
and in Michigan, and is cultivated in Europe for
the medicinal properties of its leaves. The H. of
commerce is chiefly imported from Manheim in

balls of 175 lbs. Imp. free.

Henna, an East Indian coloring substance ob-
tained from the shoots of the Laicsonia inerimg.

The Mohammedan women use it for dyeing the
nails red; the manes and tales of the horses in

Arabia are also stained red in the same manner.
The distilled water of the flowers is used as a per-
fume.
EIcn-Roost, a perch on which poultry roost at

nigl 1.

Bopatic Aloes, a variety of the Socotrine
aloe;. See Aloes.
H sraldic Engraver, a die-sinker ; a seal-en-

grav er.

Herb, a plant with a soft or succulent stalk or
stem, which bears its flower and fruit once only,
and then with its root wholly perishes. There are
two kinds : annuals, which perish the same year

;

and biennials, which have their leaves the first year,
and their flowers and fruit the second, and then
die away. The roots, stems, and leaves of many
//. are used for culinary purposes ; others are used
in medicine and sold by druggists or herbalists.

Herbage, pasture for cattle.

Herbalist, one skilled in the properties of herbs

;

a dealer in medicinal plants, who supplies the trade
and public.

Herbaritun, a collection of dried plants.

Herd, to tend cattle, or take care of a flock ; the
person who looks after live-stock ; a troop or bo<ly

of cattle.

Heids-Grass, a name for timothy-grass, PIdeum
pratense. See Hay.
Herds, Hards, the refuse of flax.

Herdsman, a cattle-keeper.

Hereditaments, the stationary and immovable
things iniuritc'd unless otherwise devised.

Hermetically Seeded, perfectly closed and
impervious to air, as vegetables or fruits pre-

served in a soldered can.

Hereford Cattle. See Cattle (Neat).
Hermitage, a French wine, both wliite and red,

and the most celebrated of the wines of the Rhone,
grown in the department of the Drome, near
Valence. H. wine is styled by the French the
richest colored in their great variety of wines, but
it differs much with the seasons as to quality.

Red //., when it is of the first quality, is not bottled

for exportation until it has been 4 or 5 years in

the cask, in which, as well as in bottles, it is gen-

erally sold at that age. The price in the former
case is high, even if the quality be moderate. In

bottle the best sells for about 4 francs. The price

of this wine is regulated by tlie quality, together

with the demand for exportation, and not by the

quantity or scarcity. It is fermented in large vain,

but its treatment is not so perfect on the whole as

that of some other French wines. The red con-

tains 12.32 of alcohol, and the white 17.43. The
white /i. is made of wliite grapes only, and divided
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into tliree growths. This is the finest white wine
France produces. Its color should be straw-yel-

low ; its odor is like that of no other known wine.

It is of a rich taste, between tliat of the dry and
luscious wines. It is often in a state of fermenta-
tion for two years, but is never delivered to the

consumer, if it can be avoided, until fermentation
is complete. It keeps much longer than the red,

even to the extent of a century, without the least

deterioration, though after 25 or 30 years old it

assumes somewhat of the character of certain of

the old Spanish wines, and its perfume and taste

undergo a change. Ermitage-paiUe, or straw H., is

made from wliite grapes, carefully selected out of
the most perfect and best. These are dried on
straw for six weeks or two months, and then sub-
mitted to the press. But little is made, and that
carries a very high price ; for to obtain it in perfec-

tion, a season which brings the fruit to exact ma-
turity is required, dry without cold, during the
time the grapes are exposed on the straw. Errai-

tpge-paille is a ricli, luscious, sweet wine.
Hernant-Seeds, a commercial name for the

seeds of a large East Indian tree, the Hernandia
nvigera, exported to England for tanning pur-
poses.

Herring [Fr. hareng ; Ger. Htiring, Hering], the
Cliipea harengus, a most valuable fish, both when
fresli and when salted, ranked by Cuvier in the
same order with the sprat, shad, anchovy, and
white bait. The body is covered with scales, the

upper part is blue or green according to the light,

the lower part of a silvery white ; ordinary weight
5| oz., and length 10 to 12 inches ; owing to the
gill-lids being very loose and opening wide, it

dies almost tiie instant it is taken out of the water.
The opinion, once entertained, tliat the proper

home of the H. is within the Arctic Circle, and
that its vast shoals issue thence at certain seasons,
migrating southward, and spreading themselves
along the shores of Europe, Asia, and America, is

now discarded as utterly without foundation ; and
the H. is believed to be an inhabitant of deep wa-
ter, from which, at certain seasons, it approaches
the shores, probably never migrating to any great
distance. The young are abundant in the shallow
water near the shores at seasons when the parent
fish are absent. The H. seems always to deposit
its spawn in comparatively shallow water, and is

said to be very indifferent whether the spawning-
ground be sandy, rocky, or covered with sub-
marine vegetation. Certain localities, however,
have (the reputation of being favorite spawning-
grounds. When the great annual shoals of her-
rings appear on the coasts, they generally swim
near the surface of the water, and are followed
by multitudes of larger fishes, as hakes, dog-fishes,

etc., which prey on tliem
; great numbers also fall

a ready prey to gulls and other sea-birds, which
congregate for tiie occasion. Tlie food of the H.
is believed to consist chiefly of minute crustaceans
and acalephce ; but it feeds also on small fisiies, not
scrupling to devour even the j'oung of it? own
species. The immense multitudes of herrings an-
nually taken by the net cause no apparent dimi-
nution of their abundance, the destruction being
compensated for by prodigious fecundity ; more
than 68,000 eggs have been counted in the roe of
a single female. But H., without any apparent
cause, often desert parts of the coast where for a
time they have been remarkably abundant, not
returning in similar plenty till after the lapse of a
number of years. Such seems to be the case on
our Eastern coasts. Until the last 30 years it fre-

quented the liarbors of Cape Cod in myriads from

March till June ; since that time it has become
comparatively rare. H. are full of roe in the end
of June, and continue in season till the beginning
of winter, when they deposit their spawn. Though
the produce of our fisheries is very large (see Sea
Fisheries), H. are yearly imported from the
Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland. The
imports of pickled H. for the vear 1878 amounted
to 58,082 bbls., valued at •$2>>0,533. Imp. duty:
pickled or salted, ^l per bbl., or 50 cts. per
100 lbs.

The mode of fishing for H. is by drift-nets, Tery similar to
those employed for taking mackerel and pilchard, with a slight
difference in the size of the mesh. The net is suspended by its

upper edge from the drift rope by various shorter and smaller
ropes called buoy ropes ; and considerable practical skill is re-
quired [in the arrangement, that the net may bang with the
meshes square, smooth, and even in the water, and at the
proper depth ; for according to the wind, tide, situation of
their food, and other causes, the H. swim at various distances
from the surface.— The size of the boat used depends on the
dist.nnce from shore at which the fishery is carried on ; but
whether in deep or in shallow water, the nets are only in ac-
tual use during the night. It is found that the fish strike the
nets in much greater numbers when it is dark than when it is

light ; the darkest nights, therefore, and those in which the
surface of the water is ruffled by a breeze, are considered the most
favorable. It is supposed that nets streiched in the daytime
alarm the fish, and cause them to quit the places where that
practice is followed ; it Is therefore strictly forbidden. H. are
brought to market in three forms : /rwA H. are the condition ia
which they are taken from the sea : white or pickled H. are
merely salted and put into barrels; reri H. are gutted and
salted, and afterwards hung up and fired with the smoke of
green wood. Fresh H. are consumed in considerable quanti-
ties in towns adjoining the coast ; but it is the pickled and
red H. which form the great objects of the fishery. The boat
^fishery is that chiefly pursued when the fishing-ground is not
at a great distance from the shore. The deep-sra fishery,
where the fishermen go out to sea wherever the fish are to be
found, requires ves.«els of a larger description (generally from
30 to 80 tons), as the H. are pickled and stowed on board.
The vessels fitted out for this fishery commonly meet with the
earliest and best H. ; and owing to the circumstance of the
fish deserting parts of the coast which they have been accus-
tomed to frequent, it is a more regular source of profit than
the boat fishery, though it requires larger capital.

At Yarmouth, which is the great seat of the English H.
fishery, the fish are counted thus : the last of H. is 13,000 ;

the barrel is 26i and the cran 37^ Imp. gallons ; a cade is

600//.

Herring-Bone, a kind of cross-stitch in seams,
mostly used on woollen work.
Herse, the French name for a harrow. See

Hearse.
Herst-P£in, a frying-pan.
Hesp, in weaving, the length of two hanks of

linen thread.

Hesse (Grand Duchy of), a central state in

the W. of Germany, comprising two disconnected
territories separated from each other by the
Rliine, and bounded N. by the Prussian province of

Hesse-Nassau, E. by Bavaria, S. by Baden, and W.
by Khenish Bavaria and Prussia. Area, 2,866 sq.

m. The surface of the E. portion of both parts is

mountainous. The country is fertile, and agri-

culture in a flourishing condition. Fruit is abun-
dant, and the vine highly cultivated. The princi-

pal manufactures consist of damask, linens, silks,

tobacco, earthenware, and chemicals. H. is

divided into the 3 prov. of Upper H. (Oberhessen),

Rhenish H. (Rheinhessen), and Starkenburg.
Darmstadt, the capital, is situated on the River
Darm, 15 ni. S. of Frankfort-on-the-Main ; pop.

44,088. The chief commercial city of H., and next
to Cologne the principal mart for Rhenish pro-

duce in Germany, is Mai/ence or Mentz, an old city,

situated on the Rhine, near its junction with the

Main, in lat. 40° 59' 44" N., Ion. 8° 16' 32" E.

Pop. 57,847. The government is a constitutional

monarchy, the legislative power being vested, in

part, in two chambers, called the Upper and the
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Lower House of Representatives. The budget is

granted for the term of 3 years by the chambers.
Tlie revenue for the financial period 1879-1881

Fig. 267. — Mayence.

was piven at 85,476,781, and the expenditure at
$4,576,858. The public debt, incurred mainly in

recent years for the construction of a network of
State railroads, amounted in 1879 to 25,382,000
marks, or i56,345,50O. Pop. 884,218.
Hessian Boots, a kind of long boots.
Hessians, a coarse fabric of jute and hemp,

used for bagging, and manufactured at Dundee,
Scotland.
Hew, to cut by blows with an edged instru-

ment ; to shape with an axe.

Hewer, a worker in wood ; a stone-mason

;

a collier ; one who cuts or shapes the rough mate-
rial.

Hezachord, a musical instru*
ment with six strings.

Hhd., the commercial abbrevia-
tion for hogshead.
Hickory, a tree ICarya) grow-

ing on a large scale in many parts
of the U. States. Several species
are recognized, though no differ-

ence can l)e distinguished in their
timber, which is cross-grained. re«l

at the heart, heavy, and exceedingly
tough and strong ; but it is subject
to be attacked by worms, and it

decays quickly when exposed to the
wpatlier. It is chiefly employed for
carriage-shafts and springs, large
screws, chair-backs, hoops, whip-
handles, and similar purposes. The
//. is distinguished from the Jut/lans

or true walnut by the shell of its

nuts not being deeply furrowed.
The nuts of one species (C o/ictp-

foniils), called pecan-nuts, are niucl>

esteemed as a table-fruit, and are
also exported to some extent to

England.
Hide [Fr. }>emi; Ger. Haut ; It.

riioja : Port, pelle ; Sp. f^llejo, pii-lf\,

signifies, generally, the skin of a
beast, but the term is more gen-
erally applied to the skins of bulls,

cows, horses, buffaloes, etc., which
form an important branch both of
our inland and foreign trade. Vari-
ous kinds are distinguished. Raw
or green hides are those in the
state in which they are taken from
the carcass ; salted hides are those
dressed or seasoned with salt, alum,
or saltpetre, to prevent them from
putrefying ; and tanned or cured
hides. The buffalo hide is larger and
heavier than tliat of the ox, and is,

besides, distinguished by a tuft of

hair on the shoulders. \jn%\\ hides

are buffalo and others dressed in

oil in the same way as chamois skins.

Muscovy or Russian hides are tanned
and colored of a brown or red color.

In commerce, //k/ps is the name for

the skins of the large animals above
enumerated, and skins for the finer

pelts. The H. of S. America are

in the highest repute, and vast

Juantities of them are imported.

mp. free.

The exports for the year 1878.

chiefly to Canada, England, France,

and Germany, amounted to 81,286.-

840. See Fur and_LKATHER.

Table of the Foreign Imports of Raw Hirles and tkins into tM*

U. States for the year 18T8.

Whence imported.

Arftpntine Rep.
Beifcium
Brniil

France .

flermany
Kngland
Canndiui

.

Valae.

«e3«o,74:

Wlienoe import«<L

Rritinh Pom. Africa

261,1641 Mexico
l,288.0fVii Dutch W. Indlwi..

8R1.3T(* U. 8 of CoIombU
228.301 Uniftuav

2,923.676 Venetuel*
362,664 All other eouotrtei

TalM.

»2rt.t4?
1,666.546
172.681

1.401 .847

1,671.729
700.393
786,900

British East Indies 2,089,144
I

fotal 1117^,968
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Hide Cuttings, in the leatlier manuf., the

trimmings of raw hides, which are sold for mak-
ing glue.

Hide-Rope, rope made of strands of cowliide

plaited, which is very durable, and used for wheel-

ropes, traces, jigger and purchase ropes.

Higgler, a chafferer; a travelling dealer jn pro-

visions or small wares.

Higgling, chaffering; tedious in bargaining.

High, dear ; costly ; above the usual prices.

High 'Change, the moment of the day at which
the largest number of merchants are found on
'Change.
High Figure, at the full value, or above the

market price.

High-pressure Ilngiue, a steam-engine in

which the steam is not condensed, but admitted
into the cylinder at a very high temperature,
and therefore an exceedingly strong boiler is re-

quired.

High-Road, a public way for vehicles, etc.

See HiGHWAV.
High Seas, the water of the ocean without the

boundary of any country, and they are within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the admiralty up to high-

water mark, when the tide is full. The open
ocean which washes the sea-coast is used in con-

tradistinction to arms of the sea enclosed within
th<?/auces terrce., or narrow headlands or promonto-
ries ; and under this head are included rivers, har-

bors, creeks, basins, bays, etc., where the tide ebbs
and flows. They are within the admiralty and
maritime jurisdiction of the U. States ; but if they
are within the body of a county of any particular

State, tlie State jurisdiction attaches.

High-seasoned, flavored with spices or other
seasoning^.

High-Water, the highest state of the tide ; the
turning point just before the ebb commences. See
Tide.
High-'water Mark, the mark made on the

shore wlien the tide is at its highest.

Highway, a public thoroughfare, or road, for

traflic. It is a settled principle in the English law,
that the rigiit of soil of owners of land bounded
by the sea, or on navigable water, where the tide

elibs and flows, extends to high-water mark ; and the

shore below common, but not extraordinary, higii-

water mark belongs to the State as trustee for the
public ; and in England the crown, and in this

country the people, have the absolute proprietary
interest in the same, though it may, by grant or
proscription, become private property. Tiie pub-
lic have, at common law, a right to navigate over
every part of a common navigable river, and on
the large lakes. Tiie public, in cases where the
river is navigable for boats and rafts, have an
easement therein, or right of passage, subject to

the JUS publicum, as a public higliway. Each pro-

prietor is entitled to a larger or smaller proportion
of the alluvial formation and shore line, according
to the extent of his original line on the shore of
the river. In the case of rivers not navigable, it

belongs to the owners of the adjoining land. This
principle of the common law is recognized and
prevails in the States of Maine, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jer-

sey, Maryland, Ohio, Virginia, North Carolina,
Louisiana, etc.

High Wines, a proof kind of spirit in distilla-

tion, contradistinguished from low wines.

Hilt, the upper part of a sword or other weapon
or tool.

Himt, an old German corn measure, varying
iu different localities. It ranges from 5^ up to

nearly 10 gallons. In Hanover 96 himtens are
equal to 82 bushels.

Hina, the name for a gourd or melon in the
Pacific islands.

Hind, the female of the red deer, of which the

male is the stag.— A farm servant ; a peasant.
Hing, the East Indian name for asafoetida

;

hingra being the coarsest kind of the drug.

Hinges, movable metal ligaments, or connected
plates, for the joints of doors, gates, etc., to turn
on. See Butts.
Hink, a reaping-hook.
Hip-Knobs, ornaments at the gable end of

houses.
Hippocras, an aromatic cordial or spiced wine,

formerly in high repute in England.
Hippodrome, a circus for feats of horseman-

ship.

Hippopotamus-Hides. The tanned skin of
this pachyderm is used by mechanical engineers,

and also formed into shields and other articles.

Hip-Strap, a strap which, crossing the buttocks
of a horse, supports the breecliing or the traces

merely, according to the style of harness.

Hire, wages or compensation for services.

Hirling, a small sea-trout like a salmon, with
reddish flesh.

Hirsell, a flock of sheep ; the act of classing or
sorting into breeds or flocks.

Hirst-Frame, in forging, the frame of a tilt-

hammer.
Hissa, an Indian term for a share or division.

Histrionic, a dramatic performer.
Hitch, a knot or noose in a rope for fastening

it to auything, of which there are many kinds:
as a half-hitch, clove-hitch, Blackwall-hitch, mag-
nus-hitch, timber-hitch, etc.—A slip (see Fig. 85,

in article Coal).
Hive, a box or rush basket for a swarm of bees

to lodge and work in ; commonly called bee-hive.

H. M. C, H. M. S., abbreviations for " her
Majest3''s customs — her Majesty's ship — her
Majesty's service."

Ho, a Chinese measure of capacity, about 7f
gallons.

Hoarding, a boarded enclosure or fence, fixed

about any building which is being erected or re-

paired.— The act of accumulating or saving.

Hoastman, a coal-fitter, one who vends coals

at a seaport.

Hob, the flat iron projection at the side of a
fire-grate.— The nave of a wheel.— A boor.

Hobart-Town. See Tasmania.
Hob-Nail, a clout-nail; a short nail with a

large head, used for nailing strong country boots.

Hock is a name loosely applied in England to

all German wines, either still or sparkling, from
Hockheim, the place near which is grown the cele-

brated Hockheimer wine.
Hockheimer. See Geumany (Wines of).

Hod, a bricklayer's or plasterer's box or tray,

fixed at the end of a staff, in which to carry bricks

and mortar on the shoulder.

Hodden Gray, cloth made of wool in its nat-

ural state, without being dyed.
Hodge-Podge, an Irish stew; a mixture of

vegetables and meat.
Hodman, the bearer of a hod; one who car-

ries mortar or bricks in a hod to other workmen
on a building.

Hoe, an agricultural instrument of iron, for

farm or garden use, employed to turn up weeds,

and loosen the soil roimd plants. The hand-//, is a
thin plate of iron 6 to 8 inches broad, and sharpened

on the edge fixed at right angles on the extremity
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of a pole or rod, wliicli serves as a handle. Tliis
is called a flaiir-JI., because in tlie operation r>f

hoeing tiie instrument is drawn or pulled toward
the operator. Another kind of garden //. has the
blade or iron plate fixed on the extremity of the
handle, and in continuation of it; and this is called
a Ihiust-H., because in hoeing the operator always
pushes the //. forward. This kind is also called
the Dutch H., most probably from having been first

introduced from Holland. In agriculture, //. of
the fhrust kind are drawn by beasts of burden,

Fig 268.

—

Bocknall's FIorse-IIoe.

and commonly called horse-JT., or hoeimi-machlnes.

In general form they resemble a plough ; but in-

stead of the share they have one or more iron

blades or plates with sharp edges, fixed to perpen-

dicular iron rods at their lower extremities. These
sharpened plates, being drawn through the soil, cut

through the roots of weeds an inch or two beneath
the surface. Agricultural or field //. are only
used in the case of those field crops which are

sown or planted in rows. There are a great many
kinds of field or horse H., chiefly differing in the

number of blades which are attached to the com-
mon f*wne for stirring and cleaning a greater or

smaller number of spaces between the rows of

drilled crops at once. Fig. 268 represents the Kng-
lish Bucknall's horse-//., which is used for hoeing
wheat.
Hoe, HToigs [Scotch], stockings ; liose.

Hoffman, a fire-insurance Co., located in New
York City, and organized in 1864. Suitement, Jan.

1, 1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash, SUOO.OOO ; net

surplus; 878,847.09 ; risks in force (fire), §13,426,-

881 ;
premiums (fire), .Sl;«,539.81 ; inland, §2,500;

premiums, 5125 ;
premiums received since the or-

ganization of the Co., §1,962,635 29; losses paid,

$1,249,395.54; cash dividends paid to stockholders,

§i:iO,000.

Hog, a well-known animal of the swine family,

whose flesh, called pork, constittites one of the

most important articles of our national commerce,
both domestic and foreign.

Of all quadrupeds the H is the most ktosr in his manncrx,
and therefore has been regardetl «.s tlie very personification of
impurity. The Jews were strictly enjoined not to eat its flesh ;

and the Mohanimedans agree in this respect with the Mocaic
prohibition. In most parts of Europe and .\merica, however, it

constitutes a very material part of the foo<l of inanltind. Ttie

H. ia an animal of a remarkably prolific nature; and aa they
bring forth from 10 to 15, and soiiietinie« 2(),at a litter, they
would Boon become very numerous, were they not^iminishcil
for the support of man. Their flesh, says Linnieus, is whole-
some food for person* of athletic constitutions, — those who
habituate themselves to much exercise. — but improper for

such as lead sedentary lives. It is, however, an article of gen-
eral consumption, anil one which is of great importance to a
naval and commercial nation, as it takes salt l>etter than any
other flesh, and consequently is capable of being longer and
more easily preserved than any other. The Jews and the Mo-
hammedans not only abstain from the flr-gk of swine from a

reliuious principle, but even consider themselves defile<l by
touching it The Chinese, on the contrary, are so excessively

fond ol pork that many, owing to Itiis partiality alone, as it la

said, have been prevented from conver'ion to Mohammedsn-
isni. The fiti of swine diffc-rs, in its situation, from f'at of
almost every other quadruped, as it forms a thick, distinct,
and continufil layer betwixt the flesh and the skin iMtrl,
which is chiefly obtained from the fat membranes of the abdo-
men, is applicable to various use*, both culinary and medici-
nal ; and when good is white and iuodenit<ly hanl. The ii-m,
when proi>erly dres.sed. is used for the seat* of f^addles : it is

also employed by various artificers (ireiit attention has l>een
paid in this country to the improvement of the various breeds ;

and by judicious cresses much has be»>n effected both as to
quality and size. Swine w»>re probably introduced from Pfiain
into llispaniola by Columbus in 14'.t3. into Florida by De ivito

into \bSf<. into Canada in I»)fl8,«n(l into Virginia in IftiS), where
they multiplied so rapidly that in IS years the iieo-

ple wen- obliged to pali.oade Jamestown to keep them
out. Different bn^-ds are pri»-d in different districts,
iictording to the fancy of producers, the facility of
raiding them, and the pBrticular object of the fHrnier
The Chinese H (Fig. 2<5t). t>oth the white and Mark
v.irieties. are easily fattened, and have small (tones ;

indeed, they an- generally too fat to be esteemed as
pork, and are consiilered to make poor luicon. Bred
carefully, and mixed with other sK^ick. they are
valuable animals. The Neapolitan is the most cele-

brated of the Italian brei"<ls, doubtless descended
from the improved varieties of ancient Koiiie, and the
stock of most of the Knglish br«'eds. Though not
very hardy, the flesh is of superior quality. It is

small, black, with few bri.stles, sljort snout, erect ears,

and small bones. Cros.'ed with the Berkshire bnid,
the form is improved and the constitution hardened,
with a remarkable tendency to fatten easily. The
Berkshire (Fig. 270), an Kiiglish breed, black or white,

is larger than the Neapolitan, with more bristles, and less fat to

the meat, which is well suited for bacon and hams. This was
formerly preferred above all others in many parts of New Kug-
land ; but its cro.ss with the (Chinese is more profitable, as the
weight is heavier with light feeding, and the disposition milder.
The E.-isex, cros.sed with the Neapolitan, is one of the most
valuable, and has taken more prizi-s in Enpland than any
other breed. It is black, of good size and symmetry, n.ild

disposition, easily fattened, the meat of excellent quality, and
the dressed weight at 12 and 18 months 250 to 400 lbs. It is

not subject to cutaneous di.scases. The Irish grazier is slow in

coming to maturity ; but crossed with the Berkshire is an ex-
cellent variety. The Wobum or Bedford breed was originally

sent by the Duke of Bedford to fieneral Washington, and was
produced at Woburn, England, by a cross of the ChineM boar
and a large English H. When pure they are white, with dark
ash-colored spots. They are of large size, with deep, round
bodies, short legs, and thin hair, easily kept, and maturing
early. The Middlesex is a popular breed in England, and hail

/v\v~,^

Fig. 209.— Chinesk Hoo.

been considerably imported into the I'. States. It is derived
from a mixture of the Chinejie with some larger stock The
color is usuallv white, and the siie larper than the Suffolk,

weighing at 18 months 800 to 900 lbs. The bones are smaller

than in the Es>ex. But the favorite of all breeds seems now to

be the Suffolk, so named from that county in England, whence
the lyondon market has long been supplie<l. The present

breed is believed to have originated from the old Suffolk rrosstil

with the Chinese and Ik-rksliire. The pure breeil is n-niarkn-

bly symmetrical, small ami compact, short-legged, and small

headetl, the exact op|)osite of the long, lank, and lean H. of

the western prairies. Their early mnturity, small consump-
tion of food, and tendency to fat. comp«-nsate for their want of

size. The color is white. These are the most esteemed varie-

tie*. There arc many others, imported and Jouiotic, which
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thrive well in peculiar districts, and which are more or less ex-

tolled by their respective fanciers. While H. are kept in New
England and the Middle States mostly in pens, in the West
they are allowed to range in the woods and fields till within 3
months of the time of killing them, feeding upon clover, corn,

acorns, and mast. The number of H. in the U. States in 1878

was as follows :
—

States.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts.

.

Rhode Island...
Connecticut ....

New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania.. .

Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina.
South Carolina.
Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi

Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tenne.ssee
West Virginia...

Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
California

Oregon
Nevada
Colorado
The Territories .

Total

llou^

Numb«-r.
Average

62,200 $7.74
42.900 12.72

54,300 8.(KJ

78,600 13.8H

18.100 13.55

59,500 1160
975,000 8.36

154,400 8.88

937,200 8.05
47.600 7 70

259,600 5 62
759,200 8.96

1,180,000 8 75
450,000 3 49

1,586,900 329
190,000 2 59
952,300 326

1,284,400 8.34

350,000 4.11

1.716,700 3 67
1,040,300 3 65
1,900,000 406
281,500 4.15

1,950,000 6.13

2,250,000 686
556,100 6 08

2,422,500 6.18

2,000,000 6.89
635.300 6.67

180,000 6.29
2,950,000 6.42

2,585,600 4.12
431,700 6 96
255,700 5.80

438,500 6.27
198,100 367
10,800 7.00

12 ,.500 750
105,000 7.96

32,262,500 «4.98

Value.

;S;481,428
645,688
434,400

1,089,396
245,255
690,200

8,151.000
1,371,072

7,544,460
366,520

1,458,962
3,006,432
4,425.000
1,570,500
5,220,901

492,100
3,104,498
4,289.896
1,438,500
6.300,289

3,797,095
7,n4,000
1,168,225

10,003.500
13.185,000
3,381.088

12,548,550
17,081.000
3,602,151
952,200

15,989.000
10.652,672
2,572,932
1,483,060

2,749,395
727,027
76,600
93,750
835,800

$160,838,632

Our exports of living H. for the year 1878, chiefly to Canad*
and England, amounted to 29,281, valued at $267^59.

The H is fed for two purposes. The one is to yield pork,

which may be used either fresh, salted, or pickled, and for

which the pigs are ready in 6 or 8 months: the other is to

produce bacon, prepared by salting and drying the flesh, and
for which they are ready in 10 or 12 months. The smaller

class of early feeding pigs is preferred for the former purpose,

Fig. 270. — Impeoved Berkshirs Iloe.

the larger class for the latter In the case of pickling pork,
the carca.ss is cut into pieces, and packed in kits, barrels, or
ca.ses. When designed for bacon, the body is cut so as to sepa-

rate the hams or legs from the flitches, or sides. The pork-
packing business is carried on to a great extent and with
admirable system at Cincinnati and other Western cities, and
on a scale of almost incredible magnitude at Chicago, where
about 30.000 H per day are slaughtered, converted into hams,
bacon, and pork, and packed or pickled, ready for exporta-
tion, dudng the winter months. See Chicago (Pork-Pack-
ing .

The following table exhibits, by States, for the seasons of
1877-78 and 1876-77, respectively, the number of H. packed
between November 1st and March 1st, the average net weight,

total product of lard, the average prices paid
i
er hundred

pounds net, the aggregate cost, together with the grand aggre-
gates and general averages of the West, in a period of eight
years. The table is taken from the Report of the Chamber of
Commerce of Cincinnati issued in 1879.

States.

Number of Hogs.
Average Net

Weight.
Total Product of Lard

in lbs.

Average price

per 100 lbs., net
Aggregate Cost

1877-78. 1876-77 1877-78. 1876-77. 1877 78. 1876-77 1877-78. 1876-77. 1877-78 1876-77

Ohio 934,132 813,709
2,n4,748i 1,906,219
496,025 630,286
486 850 419 442

228 85
229 57
214.32
220 53
26748
223 72
23488
261.10
219 74
232 28
208 65
236.51

(21533

218.16
218.09
199 41
207.75
240.41
222 52
232.:i5

249.94
213.93
220.39
208.04
226.67

213.7

36,433,046
107,863,411
17,074,584

18,163,957

1,75(),248

11,041,100
4,436.078
1,045,500

31.478.408

2,672,000
2,112,993

16,148,375

973,801

29.699,759
67,052.519
15.741,419
13,949,594
1,180,875
8,472,941
2.911,558
710,007

21.844,196
1,755,420
1,598.412

8,201,780

769,410

S6.15
6.10
4.93
4.48
4.36
636
4.83
4.42
4.82
4.40
6.08
483

6.31

$7.20
7.42
702
6.82
6.61

699
6.92
6.49
7.05
6 78
6 74
7.11

716

$10,767,620
81,787,8891

6,238.287
4,809 891
484,200

3,807,073
1,363,759
254,957

8,527,150
571,9.32

701,817
4,710,708

843,479

$12,778,260
30,812.167
7,419.140

6,939.740
605.086

8,980,326
1,425,441

393,217
9.719.261
697,681
711.9?2

4,302,555

856,690

Illinois

Indiana

Kansas
Kentucky
Michigan
Minue.sota
Missouri
Nebraska
Tennessee
Wisconsin
West Virginia..

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Atlanta, Ga

Totals

Orand TotaU.

1877-78
1876-77
1875-76
1874-75
1873-74
1872-73
1871-72
1870-71

41,470
318,301
120,095
23.700
804.614
56,000
66,897
412,614
14,000
13,000
3,000

31.775
265,986
88,689
21,235

644,699
46190
60,770

266.861
10 947'

10,000
2,500

6,505,446 6,101 308 226.04 215 92 251,193,600 173,877,890 «4 99 •7 13 $73,368,272 $79,040,436

6,505,446
5.101.308

4,850,192
6,537,124
6,383,810
5,456,004

4,782,408
8,628,404

226.04
215.92

251,193 ,.500

173.877,890
174,803 333
193,432,170
191,1.39,000

218,655,238
184,552,627
136,653,181

$4.99
7.18

$73,368,212
79 040,436
93.422,543
96,749,250
63,370.339
69,841,163
56.818.711

65,518,123

j
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Statement shoioing the number of Hogs parked in the six principal cities of the West, together with the

average yield of Lard of all kinds, and gross price for tliree winter seasons.

Citle*.

Number of Hogs. Average GroM Weight,
j ^'^"^iSf.'

"^ Average cost per
100 lbs. gross.

1877-78. 1876-77. 1875 76. 1877-78. 1876-77. 1875-76.1877-78. 1876-77. 1875-76 1877-78. 1876-77.

1

1875-76.

Cinciiinati ....

Chicago
St Louis
Indianapolis..
Milwaukee
Louisville

Total

632,302 523,.576

2,601.2&5;1,618,084
609,540 414,747
270.150' 294,198
371,982 225,598
279,414 214,862

563,a59
1,592,065
329,895
223,147
323,1R4

181,972

284.06
285.46
270.02
244.29
2908
278.61

27471
2R9.96
258.02
228.12

2V7.16
2764

273 68
271.65
268 47
268
2,il25
255 29

40.96
396
38.2
32.05
39 81

34.83

38.2
351
32.55
2<-..5

30.25
32.62

37.8
36 32
36.56
324
80.66
30 63

35 44

1

S4 19 83 *5 90.18
4 12 6 00
3 96 5 70
3 94 6 84
390 680
435 664

$7 27.63
7 21
7 17

735
7 10
7 00.8

4,564,673 3,291,065 3,213,622 281.18 266 38 268.45
1

33 91 34 «7 20 6

Statement showing the quantities and value of Hog Product exportedfrom the U. States during the year 1878.

Countries to vrhich exported.

Great Britain — England ....

Scotland
Ireland ....

Germany
France
Belgium
Netherlands
Sweden and Norway
Denmark
Other countries in Kurope . .

.

Cuba
Havti
Porto Rico
Other ^nNet India Islands. . .

.

Mexico
Briti.<ih Guiana
United States of Colombia . .

.

Central American States
Brazil

Chili

Peru
Venezuela
Other S. American countries.
Quebec, Ontario, N. W. Ter.
Canadian Maritime Provinces
British Columbia
China, Japan. E. Indies, etc.

Africa and adjacent islands .

.

Hawaiian Lslands

All other countries..

Totals— 1S78

1877

Pork. Bacon and Hams. Lard

Pounds. Value Pounds. Value. Pounds.

89,772,593

Value

20.153,360 $1,548,733 370,806,395 ¥33.806,8&5 57.934,320
1,975.093 160,269 46,677.393 4,376,066 24,712,118 2,241,155

2,200 121 983,765 58,700
702,900 49,961 23,022,987 2,201,208 85,352.594 7,413.937
599.969 42,523 55,280,429 4,161,468 50,465,990 4,274,074
79,200 5.647 52,816,530 4,013,423 28,039,084 2,463,499
90.320 5,940 5,465,407 409,906 7,326,831 612,674
17,000 1,241 10,324,365 626,671 252,064 19,.588

1,490,779 102,665 2,895,618 241,588
98,400 , 10.076 355.495 29,0.36 844,921 70,324

390,405 26,750 10,800,984 938.492 23,153.687 1,850,211
14,241,051 905,254 300,111 38,716 1.133,968 117.302
2,.527,965 159,737 680.883 75,761 2,598.759 245,150
9,692,690 669,862 1,829,938 188,794 3,107,775 292.842

16.940 1,127 141,505 16.565 1,2.55,063 1.37.119

2,812,628 184,632 297,711 28.281 838.926 72,643

560,580 40.512 62.4'<9 7,286 6,708,423 631,471

155,932 9,5.38 80,6.38 7.763 97,334 9,771

60.900 3,643 37,503 3,255 6,71,5,720 604,999

90.000 4.864 778 105 l,390.a50 127,160

26,840 1,476 8,889 R-H 905.765 85,196

65 943 6,390 311,192 39,228 2,872,837 279,710

2,G00 169 8,122 889 628 ,.531 67,529

10,628.704 648,163 5,247,917 623,398 2,550,135 210,318

5,779,070 361,853 192.808 18,.53'5 383.785 37,580

17.800 l.,542 2o!),599 33,fi34 101.248 13,741

198.015 14.341 105.596 14,979 96,9.59 9.292

4r,5,338 29,872 31.090 3,K92 274,970 28,26'3

22,437 1,813 95,515 13,102 36,094 4,440

424,975 28,608

S?4 .913,057

100,548 12,710 156,278 15,355

71.8.^,2-5 592.814.351 861.752,068 342,667.920 ^30,014,264

09,671,894 6.290,414 460,057,146 49,512,412 234,741,283 25,662.666

Hog-Fleece, the clip of wool from a sheep
that has not been previously sliorn.

Hog, a young sheep that lias not been shorn

:

hence the terms ewe-hog, wedder-hog, and tup-

hog.
Hogged, a term applied to a ship, which, through

Bome defect or strain, droops at eacli end.

Hogger-Pump, the top pump in tlie sinking-

pit of a mine.
Hoggers, stockings without feet, worn by coal-

miners when at work.
Hogget, abbreviated into hog, or tup-hog; a

weaned male sheep; if castrated, lie is called a
wether-hog.
Hog-Pen, a pigsty or enclosure for swine.

Hogshead, a measure of capacity for wine and
other measures, containing 63 gallons, or two bar-

rels. Also a large cask used for transporting

various articles, as sugar, molasses, tobacco, etc.,

ranging from 750 to 1,800 lbs. in weight.

Hog-skin-Gloves, lieavy gloves made from
the tanned skin of a variety of hog from South
America.
Hog-skin-Saddle, a superior kind of saddle

made in Scotland from the tanned skin of the

common hog.

Hoist, to lift up.
Hoisting-Macnine, any machine or contriv-

ance for iioisting merchandise or passengers ; a
block ; a capstan ; a crane ; a derrick ; an elevator

;

a pulley ; a windlass ; etc.

Hoistw^ay, a square opening in the floors of

ware-rooms for the convenient raising or lowering

of merchandise, perpendicularly, from the lower

to the upper or from the upper to the lower sto-

ries. T. AlcElralh.
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Hoja-de-Lata [Sp.], tinned iron,— hojade-laton

being sheet brass.

Hold, the whole interior of a vessel below the

decks ; the space where the cargo is stowed.

Holdfasts, flat-headed nails.— Stout, bent pieces

of iron ; catches or clamps for driving into walls,

etc., as supports for attached pieces.

Hold-Water, staying tiie progress of a boat by
keeping tlie oars submerged.
Holidays are understood to be those days, ex-

clusive of Sundays, on which no regular public

business is transacted at particular public offices.

They are either fixed or variable. Banks and
public offices are only closed on fixed holidays.

In England the holidays observed generally are,

Good Friday, Queen's Birthday, Coronation Day
(June 28), Prince of Wales's Birthday (November
9), Christmas. In the United States the holidays

are. Fourth of July, Thanksgiving Day (Novem-
ber), Christmas. At New York and some otiier

cities New Year's Day is also observed, and at

New Orleans, January 8th.

Holing, undermining coal-beds.— Dibbling in

plants.— Digging trenches to plant pieces of sugar-

cane.
Holland, or Kingdom of the Netherlands,

a maritime kingdom of Central Europe, situated

between lat. 50= 46' and 53° ;^' N., and Ion. 3° 27'

and 7° 14' E., and bounded W. and N. by the Ger-

man Ocean or North Sea, S. by Belgium, and E. by
Germany, from which it is not separated by any
natural barriers. H. comprises tlie territory of the

ancient republic of the Seven United Provinces,

with some portions of Limburg. Tlie government
is a constitutional monarchy. The present con-

stitution, solenmly proclaimed Nov. 3, 1848, vests

the whole legislative authority in a parliament
composed of two chambers, called the States-Gen-

eral. The Upper House, or first chamber, con
sists of 39 members, elected by the provincial

states from among the most highly assessed in-

habitants of the various counties. The second
chamber of the States-General, elected by ballot,

at the rate of one deputy to every 45,000 souls,

numbered 86 members in 1878. All citizens, na-

tives of the Netherlands, not deprived of civil

rights, and paying asses.sed taxes to the amount
of not less than 20 guilders, or §8.25, are voters.

Clergymen, judges of the Hooge Raad, or High
Court of Justice, and governors of provinces are
debarred from being elected. Every two years
one half of the members of the Second Chamber,
and every 3 years one third of the members of the

Upper House, retire by rotation. The sovereign has
the right to dissolve either of the chambers sepa-
rately, or botli together, at any time, but new
elections must take place within 40 days. The
Second Chamber alone has the initiative of new
laws, together with tiie government, and the func-
tions of the Upper House are restricted to either

approving or rejecting them, without the right of
inserting amendments. The king has full veto
power, but it is seldom, if ever, brought into prac-
tice. Alterations in the constitution can only be
made by the vote of two thirds of the members of
both Houses, followed by a general election, and a
second confirmation, by a two-thirds vote, of the
new States-General. "The executive authority is,

under the sovereign, exercised by a responsible
council of 8 ministers. The Hague [Dutch, Gra-
venhaag ; Fr. La Haye], a fine city at 1.3 m. N. W. of

Rotterdam, is the residence of the court and seat

of government. H. is divided into 11 provinces,

the area and population of which were as follows

on Jan. 1, 1880 :
—

ProTinces.
Area in

sq- m.
Population.

3,205
3,154
1,H69

1,706
1,101
»65

2,047
2,076
1,432
l.t5«9

i,a53

457,709
Guelderlanil
South Holland

453,624
763.636
642.073
187,048
186,164
317,405
267.826

Groningen 242,065
113,773
235,135

Total 20.527 3,865,456

Connected with the kingdom, though possessed
of a separate administration, is that portion of
Luxemburg that the king of H. possesses with the

title of Grand Duke (the other portion belonging
to Belgium). The Grand Duchy of Luxemburg
has an area of 1,592 sq. m., and a population of

197,528, so that there are 124 inhabitants per sq.

m., while in H. the density of pop. is 179 per sq.

m. By the treaty of London, of May 11, 1867,

this Grand Duchy was declared a neuti-al country,
under the protection of the Great European Pow-
ers, in case of war.

H. possesses a comparatively larger town popu-
lation than any other country in Europe. There
are 18 towns in the kingdom witli a pop. of above
20,000 inhabitants, namely :

—
Amsterilam 296,200

|
Leeuwarden 27,085

Rotterdam 136,230 Dordrecht 26,576
The Hague 104,095 |

Tilburg 26,103
Utrecht 66,106 'r Hertogenbosch 24,583
Lcvden 41,298 Delft 24,511
Groningm 40,589 , Nyniegen 23,509
Arnheim 38,017 Helder 22 030
Haarlem 34,797 Schiedam 21,8<jO

Maastricht 29,088 ' ZwoUe .21,593

By a law passed Sep. 17, 1870, capital punish-

ment was abolished in H., and since that period

there has been a decrease of crime.

This country is composed of the lowest part nf the great
plain of Northern Europ<?, its level being indeed in many places

below that of the !>ea, against which it is protected, partly,

as in Zealand, Friesland, and Guelderland, by numerous
dikes, and partly, as between the Helder and the Hook of Hol-
land, by sandhills or dunes cast up by the ocean upon the
shores ; though, despite every precaution, it has often greatly

suffered from inundations. The whole, saving some slight

elevations in Guelderland, Utrecht, and Overyssel, forms one
unbroken Hat, without a hill or rock, without forests, or, ex-
cept in the S. part, running waters ; the land consisting mainly
of moor and marsh, traversed, like network, by numerous
canal:>, which, while they are absolutely necessary to drain it,

and render it fit for cultivation, answer, for the rao»t part,

the purpose of roads, many of them, indeed, being navigable

for large ve.sscls. The astonishing ingenuity, industry, and
perseverance by which H. is thus protected against inunda-
tion, and rendered at once available for cultivation and in-

ternal communication, has been amply rewarded, for the coun-
try is exceedingly fertile, and is, for its size, one of the richest,

most populous, and most powerful in the world. In the north-

em provinces the principal natural feature is the Zuyder Zee,

a shallow inland sea, separating the prov. of North H. from
Kriesland and Overyssel. There are also numerous lakes, the

chief being the Haarlem-meer, a wide expan.<« in the vicinity

of that city and Amsterdam. In the southern prov. the lead-

ing feature is the Rhine ( Waal), and its tributary, the Meuse,
which enter the sea by various channels, though chiefly by
way of Dort and Rotterdam. Several parts of the kingdom
are" likewise distingui.ihed by extensive marshes, as the Bour-

taug on the N. E. frontier,"and the Peel in North Brabant.

As means of communication between Amsterdam and the North
Sea, the Zuyder Zee has long been unsatisfactory, on account

of the Pampus Bank and numerous shallows. Sometimes, in

consequence of long-continued northerly and easterly winds,

its bed is almost dry, and vessels are everywhere lying on the

sands. A substitute was accordingly provided for it in the

great North Holland Canal, one of the mwt stupendous works
of the kind in existence. It was begun in 1819. and finished

in 1825, at a cost of about $5,000,000. It U about 60 m. in
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length. Its breadth, at the nurface, is 124} ft, at the bot-
tom 36. The depth is 20 ft 9 in. Its level is that of the high
tides of the sea, from which it receives its supply of water.
This canal having been found insufficient for larj;e .steamers,
it was resolved to make a more direct communication liet«een
Amsterdam and the North Sea at Why aan Zee, by driinin); a
portion of the river Y, and cutting a canal through the sanil-
hills. This wa-; begun in IStJo by the .\msterdaui (lanal Co , and
is at present (188U) in process of completion. The general as-
pect of H. is different from that of any other country in Kurope.
The roails and canals are usually lined with willows and other
trees, which afford an agreeable shade and relieve the uniform-
ttv of the landscape. Innumerable villas are seen decontted
with the utmost nicety of art. Spires, church-towers, villages

admirable for neatness and cleanliness, large and well-built
cities, rapidly succeeding one another ; meadows in vernal
green varied by sheets of water, cattle in large herds, barges
towed by horses or spreading a .sail to etch a favoring breeze,— everything and every place in the highest order and |)er-

fertion, — such are the sights which //. supplies in abundance,
and in respect of which it has no parallel in any other part of
the world.

Climate. In respect of climate, H. labors under many dis-

advantages. In winter it is much colder than England, and
the waters are frequently frozen for three months. Even the
Zuyder Zee is sometimes frozen over. The temperature has
been sometimes as low as 23^ below zero of F., and sometimes
as high as 102"' In summer, cold nights often succeed to

days of intense heat The climate generally is variable. The
atmosphere, especially in the western prov., is loaded with
moisture, and there agues, dropsies, pleurisies, and rheuma-
tisms are frequent. Uuelderland is the healthiest prov., but
all the eastern side of the country is comparatively salubrious.

H. is frequently subject to violent giiles of wind, which, when
they blow from the \V. or N. \V'., are apt to cause inundations
of the sea.

A^TtcuUure. This remarkable country largely rewards the
nkill and labor of the agriculturist. The soutti and central

prov. are the most fertile. The farms in the best parts of
Zealand vary in extent from 166 to 330 acres each. In .South

H. the proportion of pasture to arable land is about 2 to 1

In Friesiand the quantity of pa.sture is more than 8 times that

of arable land. In Guelderland there are large plantations of
apple, pear, and cherry trees. Tulips and hyacinths are ex-
tensively cultivated in the neighborhood of Haarlem in fields

of .several acres each. Pulse and garden vegetables are every-
where raised in great abundance, also woad and madder.
B'lax is largely cultivated in the S., and especially in the
neighborhood of Dort. Utrecht and Guelderland produce con-
gideralJI^ quantities of tobacco. The rearing of live-stock,

however, and dairy husbandry, are much more important
sourees of national wealth than tillage The lean cattle

brought from Denmark and Germany fatten with great rapidity

in the Dutch poliler$. Ljirge herds of beautiful cows yield

great abundance of the richest milk Butter and chee.se of the

best quality are largely exported, and bring great wealth to the

peasantry. The Dutch horses are good, and well adapted for

draught ; the best are those of Friesiand. The breeds of sheep,

however, are not particularly good. In North and South H.,
Groningen, and Utrecht there are made I40,(KXI,000 lbs. ol

cheese annually, the home consumption of which dot!S not
exceed one twenfieth. This large quantity at its average
price produces $9,000,000 annually. The value of the butter

b about $10,000,000 more, of which their own consumption
amounts to one tenth.

In 1879 the acreage of productive lands was as follows

:

wheat, 214,837 : rve, 487,803 ; barley, 112,512 : oats, 257,410 ;

buckwheat, 163,829; pease, beans, etc., 13(5.303; potatoes,

829,917 ; hemp, 2,7t)5 ; Max, 54,053 ; colza, 42,()76 : poppy, etc.,

7,785 ; sugar beet, 36,152 ; hops, 521 : tobacco, 3,904 ; madder,
chicory, etc., 12,788. In the same year there were in farm-
animals: horses, 253.393 cattle (including cows), 1,469,937

;

•heep, 898,715; hogs. 611,004 ; goats, 146.1«;9.

The fisheries, once a principal source of wealth, have
greatly declined

Commerce ami ManufaetUTes . The principal mannf. are

those of woollens in Leyiien and Utrecht; silks in Utrecht,

Haarlem, and Amsterdam . tobacco pipesatCouda ; and paper,

tobacco, leather, sugar-refining, painters' colors, and coniage
in various places. The distilling of geneva (sec Holl.vnds) is

prosecuted extensively at Schiedam, aud ship-building at llot-

terdam and Amsterdam. Oonmieree, however, has always
been pre-eminently the national pursuit of the Dutch The
greatness of the trade of H. during the 17th century, and its

decline in the 18th, belong to hi.-^tory. For a lengthened

period the Dutch engrassed nearly the whole sea-fishery of

Europe, and they were long the carriers and factors of the

principal European States H. was still, at her emancipation
from the French yoke, in 1814, the richest country in Europ«!.

Its trade has since revived in a very remarkable manner, and
has benefited greatly from the improved administration of its

important colonies ; so that its commereiai pros|>erity nearly

equals now that whicli the Netherlands obtained in its palmiest

days, when Beaves said of it. In his I^t Merminria : "It pro-

duces hardly anything, and yet has wherewith to furuijth

other i>eople all they can have need of. It is without forests,

and alma^t without wood. There are no mines or metals, aud
>et there is found as much gold or silver as in New Spain or
IVru, as much iron a.s in France, as much tin as m England,
and as much cupper as in Sweden. The wheat and other
grains that are there sowed hardly suffice for nourishment to
a part of the inhabitants : and it is, notwithstanding, from
hence that the greatest part of its neighl>ors receive them,
either for their subsistence or trade. In fine, it seems as if

the spices grew there, that the oils were gathered there, that
it nourished the precious insects which cpin the silk, and that
all sorts of drugs, for medicine or dyeing, were in the number
of its products and of its growth. Its warehouses are so full,

and its merehants seem to carry so much to strangers, or that
strangers come to load in its ports, that there is not a day,
and it may be said a moment, tliat ships do not come in or gu
out, aud frequently entire fleets." Such was the picture
drawn of H. in 1670 Its present commercial condition,
though different in every other respect from the Netherlands
of that period, is quite as prosperous, aud rests upon a basis

more solid and secure.

The foreign coumieree of W. , classifietl like that of Belgium
and France, into '• general and S|)ecial." is chiefly carried on
with two countries, Germany and Great Britain, the former
standing first in the list as export, and the latter first as im-
port market. No returns are kept of the value of the gen-
eral conmierce, but only of the weight of the goods. For the
year 1878, the value of exports of home produce was 578.876,-
590 gulden (§228,676,871) : and the value of imports for home
consumption was 791,684.422 gulden (#304,798.502). The im-
ports principally consist of corn, sugar, coffee, spices, tobacco,
cotton, tea, indigo, cochineal, wine and brandy, wool, grain
of all sorts, tim))er, pitch and tar, hemp and flax, iron,

hides, linen, cotton and woollen stuffs, hardware, rock salt,

tin plates, coal, dried fish, bacon and hams, lanl. mineral
oil, etc. The exports consist partly of the produce of H .

partly and principally of the produce ol her pos-sessions in tlie

East and West Indies and other tropical countries, and partly

of commodities brought to Amsterdam, as to a convenient
entrepot from different jmrts of F'urope. Of the first class are

cheese and butter, madder, clover, rape, hemp, aud linsee<ls,

rape and linseed oils, Dutch linen, etc. Geneva is principally

exported from Schiedam and Botferdam : oak bark and cattle

principally from the latter. Of the second class are spices,

coffee, and sugar, principally from Java, but partly also from
Surinam, Brazil, and Cuba; indigo, cochineal, cotton, lea,

tobacco, and all sorts of Eiistern and colonial products. And
of the third class, all kinds of grain, linens from Germany,
timber and all sorts of Baltic produce. Spanish, Gentian,

and English wooU ; French, Rhenish, aud Hungarian wines,

brandy, etc

Tiible exhibiting the Value of the Commerre of HnUand ifiih

the U. Stales for the 20 y-^an, from 1859 to 1878.

Imports 1

from the U States. 1

''^Ports Total

Year. to the Imports and

Domestic. Foreign.
U. States. Exports.

« S .« S
1859 4,497,241 209,742 4,397.232 9,104,216

1860 8,762.413 209.918 2,8«S,959 6.H42.290

1861 3,254,141 465.232 2.811.334 6^30,707

1862 2,440.232 284,876 1,662.454 4.387..5ta

1863 3,;t'i8,221 279,354 1,546.514 6.184,089

1864 8,433,528 103.964 l,324,ti37 4,862.124

1865 3.(X)6,463 128,421 778,020 8.9I2.XSH

1866 2.407.149 23.282 2,778,814 6.208.745

lf<67 2,966,502 113.205 l,.5S5,3iiO 4.6iV).0<i7

1868 4.624.454 31.477 1.273.867 6,92i»,788

18«!9 3,936,163 89.593 2,69 1..323 6,717.079

1870 6,115,821 284,014 1.344,922 7.744,7.57

1871 12,381,161 288,970 2,047,962 14,718.1193

1872 11.010,391 165 /.41 2.547.715 Vi.-'aM;
1873 10.842,840 367,468 2,iH3.077 I4.1M.;iS5

1874 13.712,846 202/)78 2.616.»i23 16.4;{2.047

1876 7,483,010 aO.CHH 2.35.3,658 »,8y<;.732

1876 12.186,356 67,753 2,43S.Z57 14.(^1,365

1877 10 411,757 lfi<5,')78 2.547 119 13,11.1,464

1878 13,174,079 126,968 2,774,934 16,074 ,9H|

Total 135,008,762 8,647,998 45;J83.271 183,885.021

ralne of the principal articles Importe^l ttnm and ex-

I to the U. States during the year 187S was as follow* :

Tlie

ported l~ —•« «. „ " ^ _, , , _
hnfwris : Agricultural implinients. ?20,5.9 ;

breadstuff*

(and manur'of),'»180,33): naval'.tores, Sl'^l^l'^^
i..";'';!^'

oil, «2 189.848 : lard oil, * 17.591 : ha<on and hams. »4(l».«"« :

salted beef, ;S56,066 ; lard, !»612,674 ,
pre»ervni m«at, 441,U53 ;
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seeds $118,311; spinta of turpentine, S69,780 ; starch. S138,-

927; tallow, §736,681 ; tobacco (leaf), *1,364,803, (manuf.
of) S112,496 ; wood (timber), $258 471 ; wooden ware, etc.,

$19,541 — Exports : Argols, $36,349 ; chemicals, dyes, etc.,

$448,899 ; coffee, $32,712 ;
gums, $15,075 ; hides and skins,

$54,905; madder, $31,016; rags, $11,690; seeds, $32,674;
books, etc., $12,138 ; chemicals, drugs, etc., $95,314; cotton
goods, $29,226 ; fancy goods, $31,050 ;

pickled herring, $137,-

687 : flax (raw), $18,272 ; fruits and nuts, $82,682 ; iron (pig),

5106.035; steel ingots, $10,699; paints, $87,035; provisions,

$52,526 ; silk goods, $390,046 ; spices, $73,915 ; spirits and
cordials, $145,977 ; wines, $216,598 ; wood (cabinet ware),

$31,191 ; wool (cloth), $44,359, (dress goods) $31,512.

Tlie above statement does not include the commerce of the

U. States with the Dutch East and West Indies, which is given
separately under the names of each of these colonies.

Shipping. The following table shows the number and
tonnage of the vessels belonging to the mercantile navy in

1878:-

Description of Vessels.

Ships (Fregatten)
Barks (Barken)
Brigs ( Brikken )

Schooner-brigs (Schoener-Brikken).

.

Schooners i Schoeners)
Galliots (Galjooten )

Koff boats (Koffen)

Flogs (Fjalken)

Smacks (Smakken)
All other ves.sels (andere Zeilschepen)

Steamboats (Stoomschepen)

Total 1,835

Number. Tons.

179 152,497
206 119,.509

79 22,997
170 27,010
310 60,915
203 23,266
275 32,272
221 14,044

8 627
158 6,561
86 76,827

526,527

During the year 1878, 196 Dutch sailing vessels and 29 steam-
ers (aggregate tonnage, 229,592) entered, and 296 sailing vessels

and 34 steamei'S (aggregate tonnage, 296,313) cleared, the ports

of the U. States. For the same year 18 American sailing ves-

sels (tonnage, 13,546) entered, and 22 sailing vessels (tonnage,

12,690) cleared, the ports of the kingdom of H.
Finances. The national revenue, derived mainly from excise

duties, chief among them those on spirits, from direct taxes
on land and assessed, and from stamps, amounted for the year
1878 to 142,474,363 guilders, or $54,852,629; and the expen-
ditures, from which the interest upon the public debt forms
the principal branch, to 118,199,296 guilders, or $45,506,928
These figures do not include the revenue and expenditure of the
East India possessions, which are given under Java. The fol-

lowing table gives the division of the national debt of the
kingdom of H. , with the annual interest :

—

Funded Debt.
Nominal
Capital.

Annual In-
terest.

Guilders.

632,099,402
91,322,950

11,250,000

219,899,500

Guilders

15,802,486
2,739,688

391,125

8,795,980

SJ per cent redeemable debt
April 1, 11,400.000 guilders)
October 1,11,100,000 " J

4 per cent debt

Total 954,571,852
$367,510,163

27,729,278
810,696,772

Banking, Credit, Discount, etc. The celebrated Bank of
Amsterdam was founded in 1609, on strictly commercial prin-
ciples and views, and not to afford any assistance, or to inter-
meddle with the finances of the state. Amsterdam was then
the great entrepot of the commerce of the world, and of course
the coins of all Europe passed current in it. Many of them,
however, were so worn and defaced as to reduce their general
average value to about 9 per cent less than their mint value

;

and, in consequence, the new coins were immediately melted
down and exported The currency of the city was thus ex-
posed to great fluctuations ; and it was chiefly to remedy this
inconvenience and to fix the value or par of the current money
of the country, that the merchants of Amsterdam established
a " bank,"' on the model of that of Venice. Its first capital
was formed of Spanish ducats or ducatoons,a silver coin which
Spain had struck in the war with Holland, and with which the
tide of commerce had enriched the country it was formed to
overthrow. The b».nk afterwards accepted the coins of all

countries, worn or new, at their intrinsic value, and made its

own bank-money payable in standard coin of the country, of
full weight, deducting a " bras-sage " for the expense of coin-
age, and giving a credit on its books, or " bank-money," for
the deposits. The Bauk of Amsterdam professed not to lend

out any part of the specie intrusted to its keeping, but to retain
in its coffers all that was inscribed on its books. In 1672, when
Louis XIV. penetrated to Utrecht, almost every one who had
an account with the bank demanded his deposit, and these
were paid off so readily that no suspicion could exist as to the
fidelity of the administration. Many of the coins then brought
forth bore marks of the conflagration which happened at the
Hotel de Ville soon after the establishment of the bank. This
good faith was maintained till about the middle of the last cen-
tury, when the managers secretly lent part of their bullion to the
East India Company and Government. The usual "oaths of
ofiice " were taken by a religious magistracy, or rather by the
magistracy of a religious community, that all was safe ; and
the good people of H. believed, as an article of their creed, that
every florin which circulated as bank-money had its metallic
constituent in the treasury of the bank, sealed up and secured
by oaths, honesty, and good policy. This blind confidence
was dissipated in December, 1790, by a declaration that the
bank would retain 10 per cent of all deposits, and would return
none of a less amount than 2,500 florins. Even this was sub-
mitted to and forgiven. But four years afterwards, on the
invasion of the French, the bank was obliged to declare that it

bad advanced to the states of H. and West Friesland, and the
East India Company, more than 10,500,000 florins, which sum
it was, of course, unable to make up to the depositors, to whom,
however, it assigned its claims on the states and the company.
Bank-money, which previously bore an agio of 5 per cent, im-
mediately fell to 16 per cent below current money. This epoch
marked the fall of an institution which had long enjoyed an
unlimited credit and had rendered the greatest services.

The actual Bank ofH. was founded at Amsterdam in 1814.
It is not, like the old Bank of Amsterdam, merely a bauk of
deposit, but a bank of deposit and circulation, formed on the
model of the Bank of England. Its capital, which originally
amounted to 5,000,000 florins, was doubled in 1819. It has
the exclusive privilege of issuing notes. Its charter was pro-
longed in 1863 for a period of 25 years
The credit allowed at Dutch ports on most articles is 3

months ; some articles, however, are always sold for ready
money ; a discount is generally given in prompt pajments ; but
the terms of credit on most articles and the discount allowed
for ready money have been fixed by usage, and are regarded
as essential conditions in every bargain. Some of the more
important of these terms and discounts are specified in the
following table. In consequence of the preference given ia
H. to ready-money transactions.it is not a country in which
adventurers without capital have much chance of speedily
making a fortune ; and it should be mentioned to the honor of
the Dutch, and as a proof of the excellence of their ready-
money system, that, notwithstanding the distress and loss of
trade occasioned by the invasion and occupation of their coun-
try by the French, the bankruptcies in 1795 and subsequent
years were not, comparatively, so numerous as in England in
ordinary seasons. The regulations in the Code Napoleon as to
bankruptcy are enforced in H.

It has long been the practice in H. to make, on selling arti-

cles, considerable deductions from their weight, particularly
from those of large bulk, as compared with their value. These
tares and drafts, as they are termed, are now fixed by ancient
usage, and the most important amongst them are here specified.

Tares and Allowances on the Principal Articles sold at
Amsterdam.

ArUcles.
Tares and Allow-

ances
Discount

Cofibe cash 1 per cent;
Neth Trading Co.,

IJ per cent.

Rice: in bales 3 kilos, per bale, 1} 2 per cent and 1
per cent, and 2 per per cent for CMh.
cent.

casks 2J kilos, per ca.sk,

and 13 per cent.

ditto.

balf-casKs

.

2J kilos, per i cask,

and 14 per cent.

ditto

Tobacco: Maryland net weight, 1 per 1 per cent and 1 per
cent, 2 per cent.,

8 per cent, and 8

cent lor cash.

per cent.

Virginia . .

.

Kentucky ..

ditto.

ditto ditto.

Java 2 kilos, per bale 1 per cent for cash.

other kinds. according to agree-
ment.

Butter : Friesland 7 kilos, per firkin .

.

none.
N & S.Hol- 8 kilos, per firkin. none.
land and 4J kilos, per

half-firkin.

Cheese : Oouda and 1 percent ,. 1 per cent for ca«h.

Leyden
Edam ditto.

Cocoa 3 per cent ditto.
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Tares and AUowancfS. — Continueit.

Indigo .

.

Cochineal

Fustic . . .

.

I»gwjod
Gums. . .

.

Madder ..

K&w sugar : casks
cases ,

maU

Tin plates

Herrings
Cotton : Surat, Ben-

gal, Amer-
ican , and
Surinam

Japan and
Chinese

Gin ..

Flax ..

Hemp

Pepper
Cinnamon

Tares and Allow-
ances.

Discount.

1 per cent and 2 peril per cent for cash.

cent
I

real tare 2 per cent and IJ
per cent for cash

12 kilos per niille, 2 2 per cent and 1 per
per cent and 3 per, cent for cash.
cent '

ditto ditto

real tare, 1 per cent ditto.

and 2 per cent
|

real tare,and 5 kilos ditto.

per cask. Ca.<iks

are charged in ac-

count at about hs.

each.
15 per cent \\ per cent for cash.
18 per cent ditto

8 per cent ditto.

ditto [ditto.

1 per cent and 12 1 p«!r cent and IJ
per cent. per cent for cash.

1 per cent, 2 per 2 per cent and 1 per
cent, and 18 per: cent for cash
cent.

I

1 per cent for cash
ditto

6 per cent

.

net weight.

ditto.

ditto.

cash.

ditto.

2 per cent 1 per cent and 1 per
cent for ca.sh

net tare, 1 kilo for 2 per cent. 1 per
per

Clovei^q^iace, pimen-
to, and nutmegs

Ginger
Saltpetre

rope, and 1

cent.

5 kilos, per bale

\\ kilos perbale,and
1 per cent

net weight

|9J kilos per case .

.

net weight and 1 per
cent

Wool : Cape
Buenos Ayres
Kurrachee .

3 per cent
6 kilos per bale.

4i per cent

percent, and 1
cent for cash

2 per cent for cash
I2 per cent for cash

ditto

per

1 per cent for cash.

2 per cent, 1 per

cent, and 1

cent for cash
1 percent.
ditto

ditto

The above are the customary tares and other allowances
made by the merchants in their transactions with each other.

But in paying the import duties at the custom-house, tht; tare

upon goods paying duty by weight is, with the exception un-
dermentioned, fixed at 15 per cent for such as are in casks or
cases made of wood, and at 8 per cent for such as are in pack-
ages, canisters, mats, baskets, leather, linen, etc

Railroa'ts. On the first of .January, 1S79. there were rail-

roads of a total length of 1,668 kilometres, or 1.040 miles, open
for traffic in the kingdom. The State owned 815 kilouvt'tres,

or 509 miles, and private companies 853 kilometres, or 531
miles. The following table gives total length of railroads

opened for traffic at that time :
—

Railroads. I.«ngth.

Private Companies • — Kilometres
Dutch-Khenish 210
Rotterdam-Antwerp 118
Maestricht-Aachen 37
Amsterdam-Kotterdam 102
Utrecht-Kampen 101
Maestricht-Mittich 29
Almelo-Salzbergen 55
Eindhoven-IIasscIt 57
Tilburg-Turnhout 81
Nymegen-Kleef 27
Neuzen-Uent and Mechelen 86

Total, private companies 853
State railroads 815

Total 1.668

In miles 1,042

Colonies The following table gives the area and population
of the various colonial po.^sessions, divided Into three groups :

first, the possessions iu Asia or the £ast Indies , secondly, Uia

West India islands ; and thirdly, the colony of SurinaiD, in
South America • —

Colonial Possessions.

Area :

English
Square Miles.

Population.

1. East Indies :
—

Java and Madura
Sumatrn, West Coast

51324
46.200
9,576
9.975

61,152
17.325
4.977
2.500

68,926
137.928
45.1.50

26.()00

42,430
21,840
8,990

67,410

607,293

18.125.269
961,187
135,482
117,370
608.668

64,257
27.297

365 .too
898,875
360.•a7
217.377
19S.(H1

900.000
(S 148

Billiton

Borneo, West Coast
Borneo, S. and E. Districts

Timor and Sumba

200,000

24.276,638Total, East Indies ....

2. West India Islands :
—

160
69
13
95
12

7

23 97''

Aruba
St Martin

6.670
3.I11I

4 470
1,81-9

Saba

Total, West Indies 356

59,051

666,700

41,024

69,329

Total Possessions 24,386,991

The population of the West India islands is after a ren.siis

taken at the end of 1874, and that of the other colonial |>os,«e.s-

sions — with the exception of I imor and Sumba. Bali and
Lombok, and New Guinea, which are only estimates — after

enumerations of 1872-1875.
Of the Dutch colonial po.sse-ssions the East India island of

Java, with the adjoining Madura, is by far the most important.
Administered as dependencies of Java are the whole of the pi>s-

se.ssions of H. in the East Indies. The kingdom derivesa con-
siderable revenue from its colonial pas.<ession8, arising from die
sale of colonial produce, chiefly coffee and tin. The sales nie

effected on what is called the Consignation system, carried out
through the medium of the Netherlands Trading Company,
acting as agents of the government (see Java).
Money. The Guilrier, (iuli/en, or florin = SO.385 value of

exchange in the United States. — The money in general circu-

lation is chiefly silver : but a bill which passed the States-

General in the se.ssion of 1875 ordered an unrestricted coinage
of ten-guilder pieces in gold.

Weights nml Measures. H. adopted the French metric sys-

tem of weights and measures in 1820. retaining, however, old

designations for the same. Much confusion having ariM-n

therefrom, an act was passed April 7, 1869, establishing from
January 1, 1870. a series of new international names of weights
and measures, with facultative use, during the first ten years,

of the old denominations The principal new names, together
with the old designations, are :

—

The Kilogram ( Pond ) — 2 205 lbs avoirdupois.
" Meter (El) = 3.281 feet.
" Kilometer (y\s\) = 1093 yards, or nearly 5 furlongs.
"

j4r* (Vlerkant'e Roede) = 119 6sq. yards, or 246 sq. aiie.
'• W^Artarr (Bunder) = 2.47 acres.
'• Strre ( Wisse ) = 8531 cubic feet.
" i.i<'r(Kan) = 1.76pinU.
" Hrktoliler (Vat) = 22 gallons.

All the other French metric denominations are adopted

with trifling changes in the new code of names.
Seaports. The chief ports of H. are Amsterdam, Delfxyl on

the Kms, Dordrecht on the Waal, Middleburg and Flushing

in the island of Walchervn, Harlingi-n. at the mouth of the

canal of I^eewarden, in Friesland. and Rotterdam. Of these,

the three following are the most important :
—

Atniite-rflftm, the principal citv of // , somefimes calle.1

the" Venice of tlie North." is situaU-*! in Iatfi2^ 22' N , ion 4^

63' E ,at the confluence of the Amstelwith the V. an arm of the

Zuyder 2!ee Within the citv fourcanals — the Prinsen Orachr,

.Reiser's Gracht, Heeren Oracht, and the Singel — extend, in

the form of polvgonal crescents, nearly parnllel to each other;

while numerous smaller canals Intersect the city In every direc-

tion, dividing it into alwutOlt islands, with nearly 290 bridges.

Some uf these are of stuae, but the majority are of iron auJ
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wood, and so constructed as to allow vessels for inland naviga-
tion to pass through. Westward of the river Amstel, which
passes almost through the centre of the city, is the more mod-
ern part, where the bouses are often exceedingly handsome,
and the streets broad, and planted with rows of large trees be-

tween the houses and the canals. The harbor is capacious
and secure, admitting the largest vessels close to the quays
and dock.s At the mouth of the Y there is a bar called the
Pampas, to cross which large vessels must be lightened; but
this inconvenience, as well as the delays and dangers attending
the navigation of the Zuyder Zee, has been obviated by the ship-
canal mentioned in page 540 Amsterdam has sugar refineries

;

soap, oil, glass, iron, dye, and chemical works ; distilleries, brew-
eries, tanneries : tobacco and snuff factories. The cutting of
diamonds has long been practised in the city by the Jews.
Amsterdam is, however, more distinguished by its trade, which,
though now somewhat reduced, is still very considerable. A
great portion of the trade between Great Britain and H. is car-
ried on with Rotterdam, which is much more conveniently sit-

uated for such intercourse than Amsterdam. But the latter
continues to engross by far the larger share of the commerce
with the flourishing colony of .lava, the other Dutch possessions
in the Eist, and with the U. States ; and is, consequently, the
principal mart on the continent of Europe for Eastern and
American produce. The Amsterdam merchants were formerly
the most extensive dealers in bills ofexchange, and though Lon-
don is now in this respect far superior to Amsterdam, the latter

still enjoys a respectable share of this business.— Custom-house
Regulations. Captains of ships are bound to make, within 24
hours of their arrival at Amsterdam, or any Dutch port, a dec-
laration in writing of the goods of which their cargo consists.
If the captains be not acquainted with the goods of which the
cargo consists, they must make their declaration under the
general term of merchandise, and exhibit the bills of lading
along with the declaration. The custom-house officers are in-
structed to inform the captains of almost all formalities re-
quired by law. — The warehousing system has been long
estiblished in Amsterdam ; and all goods, whether for home
consumption or transit, may be deposited in bonded warehouses.
Speaking generally, goods can only be kept in bonded ware-
houses for two years; but grain of all kinds may be kept for
an unlimited period. The warehouse rent chargeable per
month on a quarter of wheat is, on an upper loft, 2fi, cents ;

on an under loft, 3 cents. On a ton (Eng.) of sugar in
casks the charge is 16 cents; in bags, 12 cents The dock
and its adjacent warehouses belonging to the Enlrepit Gene-
ral, or establishment for warehousing goods imported by
sea or intended to be re-exported by sea or by the Rhine,
are large and commodious. The dock has water to float the
largest ships, and the dues and other charges are exceedingly
moderate .Merchants may employ their own men or those of
the dock in loading or unloading ; and may either place their
property in separate vaults or floors of which they keep the
key, or intrust it to the care of the dock officers.

Flushing (Dutch, VUssingen], a fortified seaport town of
the province of Zealand, is situated on the island of Walcheren,
at the mouth of the estuary of the Western Scheldt, about
60 m. S. \V. of Rotterdam. Since 1872 it has had railroad con-
nection with the main lines of Europe; and by the construc-
tion in 1873 of a great harbor, docks, and canal works, a
communication between it and the North Sea has been opened
up for vessels of the largest s\7fl The outer harbor has a sur-
face of 33.11 acres, and a depth at low water of 22 feet; the
depth of both the inner harbors at low water is 27 feet, the
surface of the one being 16.55 acres and that of the other 11.80
acres. With these works Flushing possesses one of the finest
and safest harbors of Europe, and the one of the D'ltch coast
best adapted for the trade with Germany. Pop. 12,000.

^«<t«ffirt>/j., a seaport on the N. bank of the Maas, and
the second commercial city of H., is situated in lat. 51' 55' 19"
N , Ion 4' 29' 14" E. It is more advantageously situated than
Amsterdam, being nearer the sea ; and the canals which inter-
sect it are so deep as to admit of the larger vessels coming up
to the quays and warehouses of the merchants Us commerce
is yearly increasing, and it is the best market for madder and
geneva. It has a regular and frequent intercourse by steam-
ers with London, Liverpool, Havre, Hamburg, etc.

Holland, a kind of linen which, when brown
or unbleached, is used chiefly for window-blinds
and children's garments ; bleached is used for finer
purposes.
Hollands, Geneva, Schiedam, Hollands

Gin, Dutch Gin, a superior kind of gin made in
Holland.

The materials employed in the distilleries ofSchiedam, in the
preparation of this excellent spirit, are 2 parts of the best un-
malted rye and 1 part of malted bigg, reduced to the state of
coarse meal by grinding About a barrel (36 galls.) of water,"
at a temperature of from 162' to 168' F., is put into the mash-
tun for every IJ cwt. of meal, after which the malt is intro-
duced and stirred, and, lastly, the rye is added. Powerful
aifitation U next j^iven to the inagma till it becomes quit« uni-

form, when the mash-tun is covered over with canvas, and left

in this state for two hours. Agitation is then again had re-

course to, and the transparent " spent wash '" of a preceding
ma.shing is added, followed by a.s much cold water a.s will

reduce the temperature of the whole to about S5° F. Tlie
gravity of the wort at this point varies from 33 to 38 lbs. A
quantity of the best pressed Flanders yeast, equal to 1 lb. for

every 100 galls of the mashed materials, is next stirred in, and
the whole is fermented in the mash-tun for about 3 days, or
until the attenuation is from 7 to 4 lbs. (sp. gr 1 007 to 1 004).

During this time the yeast is occasionally skimmed off the fer-

menting wort. The wash, with the grains, is then transferred to

the still, and converted into " low wines " To every 100 galls

of this liquor 2 lbs. of juniper berries (3 to 5 years old), and
about 1 lb. of salt, are added, and the whole is put into the
low-wine still, and the fine spirit drawn off by a gentle heat,

one receiver only being employed. The product per quarter
varies from 18 to 21 galls of spirit, 2 to 3 o. p. — 2 {Best
Hollands. ) Hollands rectified to the strength of 24^ Baume ( sp

.

gr. .9125, or about 6 op.). —3 (English-made.) Fromjuniper
berries (at least a year old, and crushed in the hands), 3 lbs. ;

rectified spirit, IJ gall, (or proof spirit, 2) galls ) ; digest, with
agitation, for a week, and then express the liquor; after 24
hours' repose, decant the clear portion, add it to good corn
spirit, at 2 or 3 '^ overproof, 90 or 100 galls. , and mix them
well together The last form, which is only given as example,
produces a very pleasant spirit if it is kept for some time to

"mellow." Age is one of the principal causes of the " cream-
iness " of Dutch gin, which usually lies in bond for some time
before being consumed. The product is, however, much su-

perior if the ingredients are rectified along with 20 galis of
water, and about 14 lbs. of salt, by a gentle heat. It will be
seen from the above that the superior flavor of Hollands spirit

depends more on the peculiar mode of its manufacture than on
the quantity ofjuniper berries employed ; 2 lbs of them, when
new, being barely equivalent to 1 oz of the essential oil ; and
when old, to less than ^ oz., a quantity wholly insufficient to

flavor 100 galls, of spirit. The Dutch distillers most noted for

this liquor add a little pure Strasburg turpentine and a hand-
ful or two of hops to the spirit, along with the juniper berries,

before rectification. The former substance has a pale yellow-

ish-brown color, and a very fragrant and agreeable smell, and
tends materially to impart that fine aroma for which tlie best

geneva is distinguished. At Rotterdam sweet-fennel seed is

commonly added as a flavoring ; and at Weesoppe Strasbui-g

turpentine and fennel seeds, or the essential oil of fennel, are
frequently substituted for a large portion of the juniper berries

Schiedam Hollands is considered the best : the next quality is

that of Rotterdam ; after these comes that of Weesoppe. Imp.
duty same as alcohol. See Gw.

HollO'w, that contains an empty space ; cavern-
ous ; concave ; sunken ; empty ; void ; evacuated
in the interior.

Hollovr Girder, an iron girder not solid.

HoUo'wing-Knife, a drawing-knife, used by
coopers for working on concave surfaces.

Hollo'wring-Plane, a carpenter's plane, having
a round, convex sole.

HollO'w Rail, a tubular railroad rail which has
been steam-heated to prevent the accretion of snow
and ice.

HoUo'w-'Weire, a general trade-name given to

various kinds of culinary and other vessels made
of iron. Some are made of wrought-iron by stamp-
ing ; some by riveting pieces together ; some by
casting in moulds. These vessels ma}' be left in

the plain metallic state, or may be blackened on
the outside by a kind of japan. The interior in

cheap ware is left untouched, but the better kinds
are either coated with tin, nearly in the same way
as tin plate, or with enamel (see Enamel). Imp.
duty : glazed or tinned, 3^ cts. per lb.

Holly, a small tree or shrub of the genus Fl'e.r.

The wood of the European H. (Ilex aqtiifoUum,

Fig. 271) is almost of an ivory whiteness, except
near the centre of very old trunks, when it is

of a brownish hue. It is very hard and com-
pact, with a fine grain, and susceptible of a

high degree of polish, which renders it well

adapted for many purposes in the arts. Wiien
dry, it weighs 47^ lbs. to a cubic foot, and is very
retentive of its sap, in consequence of which it

is liable to warp, unless it is well dried and sea-

soned before being used. It readily takes a dura-

ble color of almost any shade, and hence it is much
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used by cabinet-makers in forming wliat are tech-
nically called "strings and borders" in orna-
niental works. When properly stained black, its

color and lustre are little inferior to those of ebony.
It may be applied to a great number of purposes
by joiners, cabinet-makers, turners, engineers,
mathematical instrument makers, and ne.xt to tlie

box and pear-tree it is the best wood for engrav-
ing upon, as it is compact, and stands the tool

well. Among its principal uses in Europe at pres-
ent is, when dyed black, to be substituted for
ebony, in tlie hainlles of metallic teapots, etc.

In France the young shoots and the branches are
given to sheep and deer during winter; and the
stronger straight shoots, deprived of their bark,
are made into wliip-handles and walking<'anes.
The bark of the H. contains an abundance of vis-

Fig. 271. - IIOLLT.

cid matter ; and when macerated in water, fer-

mented, and then separated from the fibres, it

forms bird-lime. Medicinally, the bark of this

tree is mucilaginous, emollient, and solvent, and
is said to possess strong febrifugal powers. The
berries are purgative, and 6 or 8 of them, when
swallowed, will cause violent vomiting ; though
they are considered as poisonous to men, they
form the food of some birds, more especially of

the thrushes. — The wood of the American //.

(Ilex opaca] resembles that of the European species,

except that it is rather browner at the heart. It

is compact, heavy, of a fine grain, and is suscepti-

ble of a brilliant polish. Its principal use is for

inlaying mahogany furniture, and for turning into

small boxes for druggists, and for small screws.
When perfectly seasoned, it is very hard and un-
yielding, which renders it well adapted for pulleys
used in ships. It may be dyed of various colors,

so as to resemble many foreign woods. The bark
may be employed for making bird-lime, in a simi-

lar manner as that of the preceding species.

Medicinally, it is emetic and cathartic.

Hollyhock, a tall-stemmed plant (Allhea rosea)

with a gaudy flower, cultivated in gardens ; the

flowers are mucilaginous and demulcent, and the

leaves dye blues.

Holometer, a mathematical iustrument for

taking measures both on the earth and in the
heavens.
Holstein cattle. See Cattle (Neat).
Holster, a leather case for pistols fixed at the

saddle of a horseman.
Holy-Stone, a large stone, used with sand, for

scouring a ship's decks by hand. It receives its

name from the unwillingness of sailors to submit
to the drudgery of using it.

Holy-^Rrater Pot, an ornamental vase, used to
keep holy water in churches, etc. ; a benilier.

Homard |Fr.|, a lobster.

Home, in naval language, is said of anything
that is close in its place; it is applied to thesheeis
of the sails, the shot and cartridge in a gun, and
any article of stowage.
Home, a fire-insurance Co., located in New

York Citj', organized in ISGo. Sluinnent, Jan. 1,

1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash, $;].0<X),000 ; net
surplus, §1,30:^,488.04; risks in force, $:}44, 131,4%;
premiums, §:i,404,:}o3; premiums received since tlie

organization of the Co., §45,887,470.88; losses
paid, §28,487,370.23 ; cash dividends paid to stock-
holders, §4,615,000.

Home, a fire-insurance Co., located in New-
ark, N. J., organized in 1873. Statmient, Jan. 1,

1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash, §200,000; net
surplus, §9,858.58 ; risks in force, §5,573,784

;

premiums, §56,179.17 ;
premiums received since

the organization of the Co., -§299,070.62; losses

paid, §121,621.60; cash dividends paid to stock-
holders, §62,000.

Home-Brevred, beer made at a private house

;

not purchased from a brewery.
Homespun, spun or wrought at home ; of

domestic make or manufacture.
Homestead, a farm with the land immediately

adjoining.

Home-Trade, ships : in the English ofllcial re-

turns these comprise ships trading on the coasts

of Great Britain and Ireland, or to the continental

ports between the limits of the Kiver Elbe and
Brest.

Homeward-Bound, on the way home.
Hominy, Indian corn coarsely ground or broken.

The cuticle and germ of the shelled corn are re-

moved by the grating or beating action of a machine
(H.-mWl), which also breaks as small as may be

wanted. The sizes are graded by sifting.

Homceopathic Medicines, infinitesimal medi-
cines, prepared and used upon tlie great principle

of hommuKithu, viz., Siinilia simUibus curantur, to

which itllojKitlii/ is antagonistic.

Honduras, a republic of Central Amerifa,
lying between Lat. 13° 10' and 16° N. ; Ion. 83o

11' and 89° 30' W. ; and bounded N. and E. by the

Bay of //. and the Caribbean Sea, S. by Nicaragua,
and N. W. by Guatemala ; area, 68,168 sq. m.
The republic is divided into 13 departments, with

a total population of 400,000. Both area and popu-
lation are only known through estimates, no
enumeration having as yet taken place. The bulk
of the inhabitants consists of aboriginal Indians,

and the sparse European-descended population,

mainly of Spanish origin, is in the small ports of

the Pacific coast, and in the town of Santa Hosas.

in the tobacco districts of (iracias. The capital is

Tegucigalpa, with 12 inhabitants. //. is governed

under a charter proclaimed in November, I860.

There is a chaniber of deputies of 37 niembers,

but no senate, in lieu of which latter ten counsel-

lors are ap))ointed by the government to act as

advisers, and convened at the president's pleasure.

The judicial authority is vestetl in two chief jus-

tices, one of whom resides in the present capital.

36
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and the other in the former capital, Comayagua.
The president is elected for lour years.

The ports of H. on the Atlantic side are Truxillo, Omoa, and
Puerto Cortez. On the Pacific, in tlie Bay of Fonseca, the re-

pjblic has ten ports, San Lorenzo and the free port of Ania-

pala, on the inland of Tigre, which has a fine anchorage and
salubrious climate. The republic has a coast-line of 400 m. on
the Bay of H. and the Caribbean Sea, and 60 ni. on the Bay
of Fonseca, on the Pacific side. The rivers are numerous, and
some of them of large size The Ch imelicon, Ulua, Aguan or

Kuman, Tinto, Patuca, and Segovia, falling into the Atlantic,

and the Oholuteca, Macaome, and Uuascoran, falling into the

Bay of Fonseca, are the principal In physical character,

climate, and production, H. resembles Guatemala, See Guate-

mala.
For a long time the finances of H. have been in a great dis-

order owing to prolonged civil strife, aggravated in 1872 by
wur.-i with Guatemala and San Salvador, which continued with

short interruption till the end of June, 187G, when exhau.-^tion

on all sides brought about a peace. The national foreign

debt, amounting to $29,950,540 at the beginning of 1877, con-

sisted of 3 loans : the first, contracted at the London Stock

Kxchange in 1867, of !86,000,000 : the second, issued iu London
and Paris iu 1868, for the nominal amount of $12,450,540 ,

and the third, negotiated in London in 1870, for the nominal
amount of $12,500,000. The first and third loans were at 10

per cent, and is.<ued at the price of 80, and the i^econd loan was

ac I) per cent, and issued at 75. All the loans were raised for

the professed object of constructing an inter-oceanic railroad

from Puerto Cortez, on the Pacific, to the Bay of Fonseca,

232 m. iu length. The interest in arrear on the three loans

auiounted to $6,150,820 in 1876 H., however, seems to have

entered on the career of civilization in the highest sense of the

term under the admini.stration of Don Marco Aurelio Soto,

who was elected president, May 29, 1877. It is reported that

a satisfactory arrangement has been made with England in re-

gard to the national debt ; and the national revenue, which
never exceeded $375,000 under former administrations, is said

»o have reached $800,lX)Oin 1878. The inter-oceanic railroad is

now iu operation from Puerto Cortez to San Pedro Sula, a dis-

tance of about 9i) m. The value of the rolling-stock is estimated

at.-f500,000, and the entire cost of the road is given at $2,000,000.

There were 75D m. of telegraph at the beginning of 1879, and
60() m. additional were in process of construction. A con-

tract for a line of bi-weekly steamers to Cuba was signed in

1878, and extensive concessions of land have been made to

North America for the cultivation of coffee, cocoa, and other

staples, on a scale hitherto unthought of in tho.«e regions

Lastly, it is reported on trustworthy authority that acombina-
tion is set on foot in the U. States for the purpo.se of estab-

lishing a North American banking, exchange, and commission
bu.siness in the capital of //., which enterprise would soon re-

move the chi*?f impediment to the extension of commerce
between the two countries

The exports of H consist chiefly of mahogany, hides, to-

bacco, cuttle, and indigo, the total value being estimated at

about $1 000,000 perannuni, while the imports rompri.se cotton
goods, silks, and hardware. There are no official returns of
.the value of either the imports or exports, owing partly to the
customs at the principal ports being farmed out to individuals

whose interest it is to conceal all facts concerning their rev-

enue. The commerce Is mainly with Great Britain, the U
States, and Spain, but the value of the trade with this country
is not given in the annual statement issued by the Secretary
of the Treasury Department, which merges H. into " Central
America." See Gu.vtemala.
Mr. J.J. Valentine. Special Commissioner of the Republic

of // , while in New York in 1879, stated as follows the object

of his commission to the U. States: " It is to show that, geo-
graphically, the Republic of H. is the key to Central American
trade, and that, therefore, it offers inducements of a peculiar
nature to American commerce In cultivating commercial
relations between the two republics, great advantages must
result to both, and immense profits accrue to the .\merican
merchants and manufacturers who appreciate the fact and act
accordingly. Goods taken down there may be readily ex-
changed for the rich marketable products of the country,
including the precious metals and high-grade mineral ores Of
the Kosario mines, which offer great inducements to invest-
ineut, the most noted is situated at a distance of only 27 m. from
Tegucigalpa, the capital of H It is at present worked by the
imperfect method known to the natives, which is, of course,
far behind the processes used in the U. States. By the pre.sent
method the ores yield about SlOO per ton, whereas, according to
assays made by smelting companies here, they can, by the aid of
proper nuchinery, be made to pay from .'iH50 to $4,000 per ton,
and 3l> or 40 times the amount of ores now extracted could be
taken out. Dr R. Fritz Gacrtner, lately of the office of the
State Geologist, of Albany, and who is now at the head of the
geological and mineralogical departments of the H govern-
ment, calculates that at the Rosario mining district there are
visible on the surface veins of sufficient magnitude to require
at least 150 years to exhaust them. Accordinir to his estimates
a singlH'couipany, whose ciaim is already ia working order, will

net a dividend of something like $1 ,000,000 annually I rpeak

of the.-e mines to show the fine field which H offers in this

branch to American industry. There are several other interests

equally inviting to intelligent labor. The balance of exchange
in products as between Central America and the U. States is ia

favor of the former in the proportion of seven to one, while, iu

fact, it should be the reverse. Europe supplies the great bulk

of merchandise to those countries, and it Is found by experi-

ence that while America is represented by a small fraction of

goods imported to Central America, that fraction is undeniably

of far better quality than that which comes from the Old

World. Now, a£ the distance between this country and Cen-

tral America is much shorter than between the latter and
Europe, it is reasonable to suppose that America should step

iu and make this remunerative trade her own. 1 need not wiy

that the capital and skilled labor of the U. States which are

seeking remunerative employment would find a ready u.arket

for their commodities in H. Agriculture and mining there

offer inducements superior to any other Central or South

American country, under particularly favorable climatic con-

ditions and liberal laws, and 1 am empowered by the govern-

ment to make concessions of valuable coffee and other agricul-

tural lands, with the simple provision that the grantees settle

upon them within a rea-sonable time. I purpose returning

shortly to H., and will take with me a committee consisting of

Captain Charles P. Dahlgren and Captain Peter Ilagan, the

latter of Albany. These gentlemen will examine and report

upon the mineral and agricultural lands which 1 am em-
powered to offer. The new constitution of H. guarantees to

the emigrant and Ida personal effects exemption from import

duties, also the free importation of implements and instru-

ments necessary to the exercise of his calling, besides the en-

joyment of the same civil and religious prerogatives as are

enjoyed by the people of the country. They will be granted

the right to vote, exemption from taxes and contributions of

all kinds, as well as exemption from military service and per-

fect liberty in the exercise of their religious faith. No instance

can be cited wherein the person or property of foreigners has

been molested, unless they mixed too much in politics. The
foreigner and his goods have always been considered sacred

by belligerent parties. Through the worst periods iu Central

American history Europeans have traded unmolested, and I

can cite half a dozen houses in Tegucigalpa alone that enjoy

an almost unlimited European confidence. 1 can speak roii-

jdently for H in saying that war times have passed for Cen-

tral America. By a liberal and intelligent policy the present

government has succeeded in gaining the confidence of the

people, and no public disturbance of any kind need now be

apprehended. President Soto is so popular and progressive in

his ideas that peace and progress may naturally be looked for

throughout the land He has established a system of public

schools, with teachers from the U. States : he has built tele-

graphic lines, opened up mail communication in the republic,

and advanced its condition far beyond anything it had formerly

attained. No part of the country is more unhealthy than the

Mississippi Valley, and the mai-shy district occupies relatively

a much smaller territory. Tegucigalpa, the present capital of

H, derived its name from the Indian words ' Tagus-galpa,'

meaning mountain of silver, which is characteristic of the

district where it is situated. The minerals that can be mo.-t

profitably worked in H. are gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, coiil,

and opals, and the vegetables are generally those of the tem-

perate and tropical regions. The cultivation of coffee is an

iumiensely remunerative branch of industry. Then there are

hides, furs, gums, oils, resins, and precious woods that can lie

exiKirted in abundance. I have here a small number of samples

of the products of the country which American merchants ciin

examine when they desire I expect that the first vessel will

soon sail to the north coast of H. with implements and goods

for the country, and the government will do everything that

can be accomplished to facilitate the growing trade with Ameri-

can merchants.'- It is scarcely necessary to remark that the

above lines, coming from a native writer, whose object was to

promote emigration to H., may conUiin a too favorable view

of that Central American country. On some points Mr. Valen-

tine may have taken his patriotic aspirations for actual facts
j

but H is still so little known, that it would be difficult either

to endorse or criticise the statement of the Hondurian com-

missioner

Honduras (British) is a British colony occu-

pying a portion of the peninsula of Yucatan, on

the W. coast of the Caribbean Sea, between lat.

15°55'jind 18°30'N. ; Ion. 88° 5' and 89° 45' W. The
boundaries of the colony are Mexico on the N., on

the S. Guatemala and the river Sarstoon, on the

W. Guatemala, on the E. the Caribbean Sea. Its

extreme length is 158 m , and its extreme width

60 m., with an area of about ti,400 sq nt.. and pop-

ulation ( 1877) 20,000, of whom only 390 are whiles.

The country is generally flat and swampy on the

coast, but rises gradually towards the inttrior.

where tlie Coxcomb mountains rise to a height of
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4.000 feet. In 1850, when the Clayton-Bulwer 1

Treaty was under discussion, it was stipulated tliat

the promise of Great Britain not to colonize or

ocoupy Nicaragua, Costa Kica, and the Mosquito
j

territory, or any part of Central America, did not
j

apply to the settlement of British Honduras. In

the forests are found the cedar, mahogany, rose-

wood, pine, and other useful timber, the india-rub-

ber and gutta-percha trees, with the sarsaparilla,

agave, indigo, and numerous useful plants and
shrubs. The cocoa-nut flourishes on the coast.

The usual varieties of tropical fruits, cereals, and
vegetables yield abundantly, and the rich soil of

the valleys and lower plains produce luxuriant

crops of sugar-cane. About 2,500 tons of sugar
are yearly exported. The conunerce is chiefly

with Great Britain.

Bfliz', the capital and only town of the colony, stands on a
low d it shore immediately open to the sea, and guarded by
numerous small i^^laud-*, densely covered with trees and shrubs,
and so similar as to render the navigation extremely difficult

It !) further divided into two parts by the river, which is

crossed by a substJintial wooden brid;;e of 220 feet span and
2") feet in length. The part of the town which is situated upon
the S banic of the river is completely insulated by a canal on
its V^. side, which runs across from a small arm of the sea, and
bounds the town on its S. side. The whole town is embowered
in groves and avenues of the cocoa-nut and tamarind trees

i'ort (leorze is situated about half a mile from the river, on a
ginall low islet. In the neighborhood of Belize the natural
lieat of the climate is tempered by the sea-breezes that prevail

during nine months in the year, so that, even in the hottest

rea.son, the thermometer seldom rises above 83' F , and during
the wet saison it sinks to 60-" In June -July, August and
September, heavy and frequent rains fall, and these are the
most unhealthy months of the year, from the decomposition
of animal and vegetable matter in the adjacent lowlands and
wamps Pop 6,611.

Hone, a whetstone ; a talcky slate-stone,

wrought into the form of straight slabs, and used
for whetting or sharpening the edges of tools after

they have been ground. There are ditferent kuids
of hones^tnost of which are moistened with od
when use(vand are hence called oil-stones

They consist, chiefly, of the following . 1 Norway rag
slonr, the coarsest variety of the hone-slates ; it give.s a finer

edge than the .sandstones 2 CliarnUy Forest stonit, which is

used as a substitute for Turkey oil-stone. 3. Ayr stone, ScorrJi

ttoiie, or state-stone, used for polishing marble and copper
plntes, but the harder kinds for whetstones. 4. Idwall. or
Welsh oil-stone, used for small articles of cutlery. 5. Devon
ihire oil-stone, for sharpening thin-edged broad tool.s 6.

Cullers'' e>een-ston', from Snowdon, which is very hard and
close, and is used for giving the last edge to lancets, etc 7
Girrman razor-hone . used almost entirely for razors It is ob-
taine.1 from the slate mountains near llatisbon, where it forms
a yellow vein in the blue slate It is sawn into thin slabs, and
cemented to a slab of slate, which serves as a support 8. Blue
poli\hing-stone a dark slate of uniform texture, used by work
era in silver and some other metals for polishing off the work
9. ^ruy poii<Ai/ig'-.5/o/t<', somewhat coarser than the blue 10

W'i\h cleaiing-stone, a soft variety of hone-slate u.«ed by cur-

riers for giving a One edge to their broad knives. 11 Peruvian
hone, for sharpening large tools. 12 Arkansas stone, from
North America 1-3. Buhemian stones, used by jewellers —
Turkey oil-stone is superior to every other substance as a whef

-

•tone ; it will abrade the hardest steel, and is sufBciently com
pact to resist the pressure required for sharpening a graver
The black variety is somewhat harder than the white. The«e
ttones are Imported from Turkey in irr>?gular ma.sses, neldom
exi'ceding 3 inches square and 10 inches long, and are cut
up by means of the lapidary's splitting-mill and diamond-pow-
der, then rubbed smooth with sand or emery on an iron plate,

inlaid in wood, and secured by glazier's putty Sperm or
neat's-fout oil, or some oil which does not readily thicken,
should be used with them. Oil-stone powder is used for grind-
ing together the brass or gun-metal fittings of mathematical
instruments, and also instead of pumice-stone for polinhing
superior bra«s-work. Imp. free.

Honey [Fr. and Sp- miel : Ger. Honiq ; It. mele\,

a vegetable juice collected by bees. It varies ac-

cording to the nature of the flowers from which
it is collected. Thus, the //. of Minorca, Nar-

bonne. and Englaml are known by their flavors ;

and the H. prepared in different parts even of

the same country differs. It is separated from
the conib by dripping and by expression : the lirst

method atlords the purest sort , the second sepa-

rates a less pure //. ; and a still inferior kind is

obtained by heating the comb before it is pressed.

When obtained from young hivi-s, which liave not

swarmed, it is denominated lii'iin 11. It is some-

times adulterated with flour, which is delected

by mixing it with tef>id water, the //. dissolvi-s,

while the flour remains nearly unaltered. Bee-

keeping is a branch of agriculture of great im-

portance in some of our Stales, but as few bee-

keepers keep an account of tlie jjroduet of llieir

hives, the returns of the yield of //. are very im-

l)erfect. The average yield of //. throughout the L'.

States is 22.8 pounds per hive. The average price

is 20 to 25 cents per pound. Considerable' quan-

tities of //. are imported from the West Indies,

chiefly from Cuba. Ivip. duty, 20 cts. jK-r gallon.

In Pluvrmacy, II. are minor preparations, now
almost superseded by siruj)s.

Honeycomb, the waxen cells made bj- l>ees

in their hive, for depositing their honey, fonmng,
when purified, the beeswax of conmierce (see

BcKSWAX).— A flaw in a metallic casting.

Honey-Dewr, a kind of tobacco wliich baa been

moistened with molasses.

Honey-Stxgar, the saccharine principle of

honey, extracted from flowers and flowering shrubs

by bees.

Hong, a trading factory at Canton ; a mercan-

tile house.— One of a class of licensed merchants,

who had, until of late years, the monopoly of for-

eign trade at the chief Chinese ports.

Hong-Kong, a British colony, consisting of nn

island situated off the S. E. coast of China, at the

mouth of the Canton River, in l^t. 22° 16' N., Ion.

114° ir E. It is about 8 m. long and 6 wide, and

comprises, with Kowloon, an area of 32 sq. m.. and

a population of 124,108, of whom 5,031 are whites

(l;>]from the U. States), 2,823 Indians, and 115,-

444 Chinese. It is separated from the mainland of

China by the narrow strait of Ly-ee-moon Pass.

n.-K. is one of those islands called by the Portu-

guese "I-adrones," or " Thieves." from the noto-

rious habits of its old inhabitants. The colony,

which is described as exceedingly beautiful, pos-

sessing one of the finest harbors in the world, sur-

roundnig picturesque hills rising between 1.0<W

and 2,000 feet high, is a military and naval station

for the protection of British conmierce, and it is

the centre of trade in many kinds of produce,—

chiefly opium, sugar, flour, oil, amber, coltim,

ivory, betel, sandal-wood, rice, tea, woollens, silks,

salt," etc. H.-K. has neither agriculture nor manu-

factures, and produces little. It possesses, how-

ever, excellent docks, capable of holding the

largest vessels. The city of Victoria faces the

anchorage, and the cession in 1800 by the Chinese

of a part of the mainland on the opposite shon-,

called the Peninsula of Kowloonp. places both

sides of the harbor under British jurisdiction.

The prosperltv of ff-K. Is the result of Its e»t«l.li»hn.ent as

a free port at the gates of China. The numU-r of foreign ve»-

geli trading regularlv from U.-K. is considenibli-, but ihc an-

nual aggrepite is swollen bv the number of small vewcU under

the Hanseatlc and other koropean lingo. *>''«»> "'»*'' •''°''*

coasting vovnges. These monO|><)li«« in a great mea«ure tn«

carrying trade of puWe and bean-oiko fhini the northern to

the southern ports of China, and the tmn»|K>rt of camphor and

other product* of Formosa. The rapid derolopmcnt «> •«<•»">

traffic tends to Interfere with the l.rp-r nailing
'T*-'*.

'!""'"

at certain seasons considerable employment Is found l..r in«

latter in the transport of rice from IndUn an.t Bunnew porln

to H-K The emigration of Chliiefe lo CallfoniU employs a

TO«i)ec(al)le amount of ronniMP-. .•Vveral grent and coii.|»fhig

Sleam-llne- connect H.K. with S.n Krxuclsco aii4 Euroi«.

Daliy steamers coouwt H.-K. with Caoloa.
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No port charges of any description are levied upon European
vessels. A copy of the harbor regulations is presented to the
master of every merchant vessel en her entering the port.

The method of conducting business at H.-K. ia precisely simi-
lar to that at Canton. See China (Canton).
The commercial intercourse of H-K.— virtually a part of

the commerce of China— is chiefly with Great Britain, the U
Sbites, and Germany, Great Britain absorbing about one half
of the total imports and exports. There are no official returns
of the value of the imports and exports of the colony from
and to all countries, but onIj| mercantile estimates, according
to which the former averages S20,000,000 and the latter

$10,000,000.
The commerce of H.-K. with the U. States is considerable.

For the vear 1878 the value of the imports from this country
was *8,591,158, and the exports to the U. States «2.232.663.
The priucipal articles of imports and exports were as follows :

Imports: Books, etc., $10,219; wheat and wheat flour, *1,-

Besides the above weights and measures of China, those of
Great Britain are in general use in the colony.

Honiton Lace, a pillow or cushion lace made
in Devonshire, England, remarkable for the beauty
of its figures and sprigs, which are sewed on to

net by the needle.

Honley, a woollen fabric made chiefly of
shoddy.
Honoltilu. See Hawaiian Islands.
Hoobaballi, a close, fine-grained wood of Gui-

ana. It is easily worked, and takes a higli polish.

Hood, a slight covering for the head, worn by
females.— Any covering resembling a hood, or

answering the purpose of a hood, as the head of a

Fig. 272. — CaiNSSE Mosqiti.

217.661 ; clocks, JF26,489 ; copper in bars, »10,723 : drugs, etc..

$20,261 : fruits in cans. .S22,097 : ginseiiir, i»454,U37 : uold and
silver bullion. SI.481,664; gold coin, 8127,912; silver trade
dollars. .j3,733.943 : lead, *256,168 : mineral oil, 898.125;
cured fish, $268,011 : potatoes, §11,797 ;

quicksilver, $780,-
8-23 : scales, 813,905. — ^rpwii; Camphor (968.975 lbs.),

»140,339: chemicals, S17.881 : volatile oils, »42,666; raw
silk, $36,002: tea (805,475 lbs.^, §145,064; rice, S35,787

:

china ware, 332,614: spices, af2^,200: straw and palm-leaf
(manuf , S441,908; brown sugar (19,332,706 lbs.), »860,657;
cabinet ware, etc., S10,245.

In 1878, 18 American sailing vessels (tonnage 60.992) and 12
steamers (tonnage 54,966) entered, and 45 American sailing

ves.sels (tonna^ 83,296) and 11 steamers (tonnage 21,922),
cleared the harbor of H.-K.

Money. The Mexican dollar of 100 cents = ?1.015 is the
•nlv leifal tender of payment for sums Hhove 200 cents: but
silver dollars, bonrinsr Ihe efflgy of the British sovereign, are
is:<ue<l from the H-K. mint.

W'l^lil* nii'f Measures —
'the Tael = 1\ oz. avoirdupois
" Pirul =133 lbs.

" Catty = 1? lbs. •'

" Chill = 14,% inches.
" Cliang = Hi feet.

carriage.— A companion-hatch, sky-light, etc. —
A young seal.

Hooding, a piece of rough leather, connecting
the hand-staff and swingel of a flail.

Hooding-Ends, tlie ends of planks wliich fit

into the rabbets of the stem and stem posts of a
ship.

Hoof, the horny protection that covers the feet
of many domestic and wild animals, as tlie horse,

ox, deer, etc. They are largely employed in mak-
ing the coarser kinds of handles, combs, and but-

tons ; and chemically they are found to be tlie

cliea])est substance from wliich prussiate of potasli

can be obtained. Imp. free.

Hoohoo, a piece of checked cotton, used in
the African trade.

Hook, a jiieceof iron, or other metal, bent into

a curve for catching, holding, or sustaininir nny-
tliinff. — An instrument to cjit or lop with ; a
sickle; as a reaping hook, a bill-hook.— That i>art
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of a hinge whicli is fixed or inserted in a post or
upright.— A forked timber placed on the keel of
a ship. See Fish-Hook.
Hookah, an East Indian pipe, of several parts

;

the bowl is of silver, shell, earthenware, etc. ; the
stem, or tube, of cocoa-nut, or some other wood,
•which a snake, or pliable ornamental tubing, length-

ens out into several coils, and the smoke passes
through a glast water-vase, while the mouthpiece
is of amber, silver, etc.

Hook-and-Eye, metal catches, for fastening

into each other. They are bent and cut in a press.

Imp. duty, according to material.

Hook-Ladder, a small ladder with hooks at

the top.

Hoondee, an East Indian draft or bill of ex-

change, drawn by or upon a native banker or
shroff.

Hoop, a circular band of wood or metal, used
to confine and hold together tlie staves of casks,

kegs, tubs, etc.—A circular framework of some
elastic material, as whalebone, steel, etc., used for

expanding the skirt of a woman's dress.

Hooping, in founding, the iron-work around a
moulding-box.
Hoop-Iron, flat, thin bar-iron.

Hop I Fr. hoitblon ; Ger. Hopfen ; It. lupdo ; Sp.
htpulo, olilon]. The hop-vine {Humiilus lupulus) is a

native of Europe, and is probably also indige-

nous in North America, as it has been found grow-
ing apparently wild on the banks of tlie Mississippi

and Missouri. It is extensively cultivated for its

strobiles, or cones, so largely employed in the prep-

aration of malt liquors. These strobiles, or female
catkins, when fully ripe, are picked from the vines

and dried in kilns. Hops consist of thin, translu-

cent, veined, leaf-like bracts or scales, of a greenisii-

ycUow color, having near their base two small,

round, dark seeds. Hops are somewhat narcotic,

and theii^dor fragrant, the taste bitter, aromatic,

and slightly astringent. These properties are ow-
ing to tlie presence of a peculiar resinous secretion

in the glands, wiiich has been called "lupulin."

Ale and poster owe their bitter flavor and tonic

properties to the hops added to them during the

process of brewing,— about one pound of hops
being added for every bushel of malt. After the

hops have been picked and dried, the brightest

and finest are put into pockets or fine bagging,

containing about 180 lbs., and the brown into

coarse or heavy bagging. The former are chiefly

used in the brewing of fine ales, and the latter by
the porter brewers. A pocket of hops, if thej" be
good in quality, well cured and tight trodden, will

weigh about H cwt. ; and a bag of hops will, under
the same conditions, weigh about 2^ cwt. If the

weight of either exceeds or falls much short of

this niedium, there is reason to suspect that the

hops are of an inferior quality, or have been badly

manufactured. The brighter the color of the hops,

the greater is the estimation in which they are

held. The fine flavor or aroma of hops does not

exist a year. Beyond that time they become old

hops, and are sold at a much cheaper rate. A year
or two longer, and the bitter itself disappears,

and the whole becomes nothing better than chaff.

A considerable and gratifying increase has taken

place in the last few years in the culture of this

useful article in the U. States, chiefly in New York
and Wisconsin. In 1808 we had to import from
Europe 3,270,995 lbs. of hops, valued at $859,316 ;

wliile in 1878, notwithstanding the immense in-

crease in the manufacture of beer, and the conse-

quent increase in the consumption of hops, our

export of hops (chiefly to England) amounted to

18,458,782 lbs., valued at •32.152,873. American
hops are packed in bags containing 200 lbs. Imp.
duty, 5 cts. per lb. ; roots for cultivation, free.

Hop-Hornbeam, a name for the iron-wood

(
Ostrya Virf/inira )

.

Hope, a fire-insurance Co., located in New York
City, organized in 1856. Slnlements, Jan., 1879;
Cap. stock paid up in cash, !?150.000; net surplus,
.'515,908..'i2 ; risks in force, §6,138,011; premiums,
§35,454.51 ; premiums received since tlie organi-
zation of the Co., §1,951,798.14; losses paid,

§1,210,428.53; cash dividends paid to stockliold-
ers, §200,500.
Hop-Oast, a kind of kiln for dr>'ing hops.
Hopper, a wooden trough or funnel, through

which grain passes into a mill to be ground : so
called from its hopping or leaping motion. — A
basket or utensil in which seedcom is carried
for sowing.— In the glass-trade, a conical vessel,

suspended from the ceiling, containing sand and
water for the use of the cutter.— A box with a
bottom in the form of an inverted truncated pyra-
mid, with a trap-door for closing the opening, used
for weighing grain and other articles. Wiien full

the trap is opened and the contents allowed to run
out
Hopple, a mode of fettering the fore-legs of

animals to prevent them from straying.

Hop-Pole, a pole, or upright, set annually in the
ground at the roots of hop-plants for their stems
to twine around. When a hop-plantation is first

made, as the plants are weak the poles are not
required to be more than 6 or 6 feet in length,

but in the third or fourth year they require to be
10 or 12 feet in length. Any kind of young trees

or saplings may be used as hop-poles ; but the

most durable are those of the oak, the ash, the
sweet-chestnut, and the larch.

Hordeine, the starchy matter of barley.

Horehound, a wild herb, the Marrubium vul.

gare, which has long been a popular remedy in

chronic pulmonary complaints, etc.

Horizontal Water-Wheel, a wheel (Fig. 173)

running on a vertical axis, and having radial

floats shaped so as to present a concave and oiilique

surface to the stream of water dashed upon theui

Fig. 278- — HoROO.MAL Wate»-Wheel.

from a great elevation. This form of wheel is

useful in places where there are not better mechan-
ical appliances at hand.

Horloger [Fr.J, a maker or render of clocks

and watches.
Horn |Fr. rorne; Ger. Horn], a substance too

well known to require any description. The //.

of various animals, chiefly those of the ox. cow,

bison, buffalo, chamois, antelope, goat, and sheep,
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are manufactured into a great variety of useful

forms.

The manufacturer first detaches the H. from the bony core

by macerating the M. in water for a month or six weeks, when
the membrane by which the H. is attached to the core putre-

fies and allows the two to be separated. The ash of the cores

makes excellent cupels for the assay of gold and silver. The
Folid tips of the H. are sawn off, and are used for handles

for knives, for buttons, etc.; the other portion of the H.
is cut into short lengths, or soaked whole in boiling water,

or heated at a fire, the effect of which is to soften it, and allow

it to be spread out nearly flat. The Jlals are next pressed

between warm and greased iron plates, the pressure varying

according to circumstances. If intended for lanterns, the

pressure is continued until the H. separates into distinct

plates ; these are placed on a board covered with hide, and
scraped with a knife having a wire edge. Some of the shavings

which come off are sometimes dyed and cut into various forms,

iind are so sensitive as to curl up by the warmth of the hand.
They are sold at toy shops under the name of" sensitive leaves."

After the scraping, the sheets of H. are polished with a woollen

cloth dipped in charcoal dust and water, next with rotten-

stone, and lastly with //.-shavings The effect of heat and
pressure on light-colored H. is to render it transparent ; but
most of the articles made of H. are colored artificially by boil-

ing the //. in infusions of coloring matter. If the H. be in-

tended for combs, the pressure must be moderated or the teeth

will be brittle ; if intended for drinking-cups, the H. is cut into

lengths, scalded, roasted, and moulded in a cone of wood, and
a wooden plug is driven into it for pressing the H. into the

required shape. After this the cup is turned and polished at

the lathe, and a groove is cut to receive the bottom ; this being
cut out of a flat piece of H. by means of a crown-.<iaw, and the
bottom of the cup having been softened at the fire, the disk is

forced into the groove, and the ff. contracting in cooling makes
a water tight joint. For knife-handle and similar works the H.
is cut nearly to the required form, and is moulded in dies with
the assistance of heat and a powerful screw-press. The work
is finished by scraping and buffing with Trent sand and oil,

or rotten-stone and oil. H. is sometimes used as a vehicle for

applying poli.shing powders to the flat works of the watchmaker.
H. easily takes color throughout its entire substance by boiling

in colored infusion. An imitation of tortoise-shell is produced
by heating //.with a hot solution of dragon's blood, litharge,

and pearl-ash, applied to those parts which are to be reddish
brown, but not to those which are to be yellow. The parings,
turnings, filings, and other fragments of H , like those of tor-

toise-shell (see ToRTOtsE-SHELL), can easily be softened, and
worked up into useful and ornamental forms by pressure
Even if this is not done, nothing need be wasted, seeing that
the manufacturing chemist can obtain useful substances by
decomposing the H. The actual wa.ste in manufacturing is

becoming less and less.

The value of horns, hom-tips,and hoofs imported in the year
1873 was S.378,860. Imp. duty : unmanufactured, free ; H.
Ftrips and tips, free ; H. combs (see Combs) ; manuf. of H.,
So per cent.

Horn, a musical wind-instrument, made origi-

nally of horn, but now of metal, mostly of brass.

Tiiere are many forms of horns, known under
various names; as, a trumpet, a cornet-a-piston,

Fig. 274.— SAz-HORys.

an ophicleide, a trombone, a hunting-horn, a bugle-
horn, etc. The Sax-horns, three of which are rep-
resented in Fig. 274, are made en suite, so as to take
in a concerted piece of music the different parts
of soprano, contralto, tenor, bass, double-bass, etc.
Imp. duty, 30 per cent.

Hornbeam, the wood of the Carpbms Americana,
which is used for the cogs of mill-wheels and for
agricultural implements. The inner bark dyes
yellow.
Horn (Cape), commonly considered the south-

ern extremity of America, is not a part of that
continent, but the most southerly point of a small
island of the Terra del Fuego group. Lat. 56° 58'

40" S., Ion. 67° 16' W. It consists of a lofty, pre-

cipitous, bare black rock, running far out into the
sea, and was formerly considered dangerous to

pass on account of the strong westerly gales that
prevail in its neighborhood during summer ; but
as these are restricted to the vicinity of the Cape,
vessels avoid the diflBculty by sailing in a higher
latitude.

Horner, a worker in horn.
Horn-Lantern, a lantern having plates or

sheets of thin pressed horn in the frame, instead of
glass.

Horn-Lead, native chloride of lead, so called
from its consistence.

Hornpipe, an old Welsh musical instrument,
consisting of a wooden tube with holes, and a
reed and a horn at each end.

Horn-Quicksilver, the native bichloride of
mercury, or calomel.
Horns, a miner's name for the guides for the

ropes on the drum.
Horn-Silver, native chloride of silver, a trans-

parent, waxy-looking mineral, of a gray, grayish-
green, or whitish color. It occurs with native
silver in the mines of Mexico, Cliili, Peru, Idaho,
Nevada, Arizona, etc.

Hornstone, a kind of quartz resembling horn,
used for forming the grinding-blocks of flint-mills

in the pottery manufacture. See Chert-Stone.
Horn-Tips, the solid, pointed tops of horns,

which are used for umbrella-tops, knife-handles,
and many other purposes.
Horography, the art of constructing dials.

Horologer, a watchmaker.
Horology is the art of making time-measuring

instruments. These instruments, and matters rel-

ative to them, are treated under Alarm-Bell,
Barillet, Chronometer, Clock, Electric
Clock, Escapement, Fusee, Pendulum, Sun-
Dial, Watch, etc.

Horometer, any instrument for measuring the
hours, as a clock, a watch, a sun-dial, etc.

Horometry, the art of measuring time by
hours and subordinate divisions.

Horse [Fr. cheral ; Ger. Pferd; It. cavallo; Sp.
caballo], a noble quadruped (Equus cahallus), whose
beauty, strength, and docility have connected him,
directly or indirectly, with almost all the purposes
of life. The H. is strictly herbivorous. His stom-
ach is comparatively small, and he eats often.

He sleeps very little, and frequently standing.

The foal is used for work when about 3 years
old. The H. lives for 20 years, but is seldom ca-

pable of much work after 16. The age can be
ascertained by the teeth till the eighth year , after

which it is said to be " past mark." In old ani-

mals, however, the gums shrink from the teeth,

which are left very long, and become of a yellow
or brown color. The H. is vastly modified in Ids

form and character by the physical condition of
the countries in which he is naturalized. The
pony of Norway or of the Highlands of Scotland
and the huge H. of the plains present extremes
of strength and size ; while, again, these contrast
in a striking manner, with the light form and agile

shape displayed by those fed on the arid plains
and scanty herbage of warmer countries. To the
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intermixture of the last with the former the lecli-

nical term Uood is applied. Importations of them
to England anciently took place from Spain and
Barbary, and at a later period from Arabia.
The African and Arabian //., accordingly, have
given their characters to the blood-horse of Eng-
land and its innumerable varieties. The animal in

which this effect of blood is the most remarkable
is tlie English race-//. For the combination of
speed with tlie necessary strength, this creature
can scarcely be surpassed. He forms, however,
a race of artificial creation, admirably suited for a
particular purpose, but not otherwise deserving of
cultivation, except from this, that it is the stal-

lions of this race that continue the excellence &nd
purity of the parent stock The hunter combines
the blood of the Arabian and other races of the
South and East with the powerful form of the //.

of the N. of Europe in a much happier proportion
tiian the race-//. From the hunter downwards to

the races where no mixture of southern blood can
be traced the gradations are innumerable. It is

in this class that the English road //. and hack-
neys, the horses employed in coaches and carriages

of all kinds, are contained. It forms the most nu-

merous class of English H. But a large propor-
tion is bad, having lost the hardiness and strength
of the native race, without having arrived at the

speed and other qualities of good breeding. The
remaining class of English H. consists of those in

which no mixture, or a very slight one, of stranger
blood is found. These are the ponies of the high-

lands, or the larger //. of the plains. Of the last, usu-

ally termed cart or farm horses, the most commonly
enumerated breeds are : (1) The Old English black
horse, of very large size, chiefly bred in the mid-
land counties, from Lincolnshire to Staffordshire

;

(2) the Clydesdale, or breed of the central plains

of Sco^j[and
; (3) the Cleveland Bay, the origin of

the better kind of coach-horse, bred over the wiiole

of Yorkshire and Durham ; and (4) the Suffolk
Punch, so termed from its punchy form. — The
first //. bjrought to America from Europe were im
ported by Columbus, in his second voyage, in 149.3.

Tiie first //. brought into any part of the territory

at present embraced in the U. States were landed at

Florida, by Cabeya de Vaca, in 1527, 42 in number,
all of which perislied or were otherwise killed.

The next importation was also brought to Florida,

by De Soto, in 1539. The principal breeds of //.,

adapted for specific purposes, in the Middle, North-
ern, and Western States, are tiic Norman, the

Canadian, the Morgan, the Conestoga or Penn-
sylvanian, the Virginian, and the Kentuckian.
For carriages of heavy draught the Conestogas are

regarded by many as the best For the saddle,

draught, and other useful purposes the Morgans
are highly prized, especially in New York. For
roadsters, the Normans and Canadians are fre-

quently sought. For blood, the Virginians and
Kentuckians generally take the lead. Vermont
lias long been celebrated for its trotting horses,

and the Mon/an breed is so identified with that

State, that the name is almost a synonyme for

horses raised there. In New York, however, tlie

greatest attention is pail to the business, the sin-

gle county of Orange having over 100 breeding
establishments, some of which are very extensive.

Millions of dollars are also invested on stock farms
all along the Hudson River in the breeding of trot-

ting horses. There arc similar breeding establish-

ments in Iowa and other Western States. For the
last 30 to 40 years the value of trotting horses has
increased even faster tiian their number and speed,

the rate being at least 100 per cent every decade.

In 1858, Flora Temple wjis sold for $8,000 ; in 1862.

the California Damsel for $11,000. in 18«G, Young
Pocahontas for §.35,000 ; and in 18*37, IX»xter, *hicli

in that year surpasse<l all previous speed,— trotting

a mile in 2 minutes 17J seconds, — sold for ^^ii.OOO.

It is now no unusual thing for fast-trotting horses
and fine stock horses of the best trotting blood to

sell for from ten to twenty thousand dollars. This
shows the immense popularity of the American
breed of trotting horses, and the amount of wealth
they represent. The founder of this breed seems
to have been Messenger, whose lineage is trace-

able back to some of the finest Arabian blood in

England. He was imported into New York in 1788,

and was of superb form and extraordinary power
and spirit. His form, with the remarkable vital-

ity and endurance of his race, has endowed his

progeny— which has been persistently used and
trained to trotting— with extraonlinary courage
and endurance. So great has been the impress of

this wonderful stamina and splendid form upon
American horses, that his value to the country may
be estimated at millions of dollars. His stoik has
been bred in-and-in to an unjjreeedented degree,

without any of the disastrous effects generally

feared from inbreeding. This success has led

many to think that where sire and dam are

affected with no disease, inbreeding may be re-

sorted to with safety, the only effect being to in-

tensify in the progeny the characteristics common
to both parents. The following table shows the

estimated number, average price, and value of the

//. existing in the U. States on January, 1879;—

Number.
Average
price.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Khode island
Connecticut
New York.
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Vir^nia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida ...

Alabama
MiKsissipp!

Louisian»
Texa.s

Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia
Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska.
California

Oregon
NeTsda
Colorado
Tb« Territories

Totsl.

Oeneral aTerag* price

81,700
67,100
75,900

132,300
16,200
61,600

890,000
114,500
614.600
19,900

108,600
204,«I0
142,4fX)

57.900
118,300
22,200

108,500
96.300
78.600

725,000
166,200
827.600
117.500
379,300
765.000
314.900
668,800

1,091.600

862,600
216,000
734,100
004,800
23(5,400

116,600
262.600
101.600
11,500
60,000
90,000

10,828,700

962 45
69 69
6t82
87.46
93.-35

75.17
80.77
92.12
no7
70.90
68.65
62 60
67.11

80.72
70 77
70 09
68 91
65.62
63 24
27 46
45.23
62 91
62 82
49 11

60 74

73 76
6122
64.84

64 88
66.40
66 83
4164
61.81

67 68
40 »4
48 66
62.26
45 00
4317

S68.16

Value.

»5,102.165
3.408,299
4.9la,838

ll,r>7(),958

1 .512.270

3,871.255
71.886 .300
10.547.740
44,840.066
1.410.910

7,444,580
12.807.960
9,556.464
4,673.688

8,872,001
1,656,998
6.391.785

6.253,686
4,179.340
19,901.260

7,471,996
17,828,'t25

6,147,600
18.627,423
46,466.100
23.223.K75

^.2.55.936
69,S.'i7.«60

2:J..'i25.488

14,72<).0(lO

4iail,8.'>3

25,1M;J.S72

12,l»i,776
7.8H4.720

10,:5(»,844

4,933.696
6W),875

2.250,000
8,886,800

$600,813,681

Our export of H (mostly to England) for the year 1878

amounted to 4,104, valued at $798,(23 Imp. duty, 20 per

cent.
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There are few sources o£ greater annoyance, both to the

buyer and the seller of the H., than disputes \vth regard to

soundness. That H. is sound in whom there is no disease, nor

any alteration of structure in any part which impairs, or is

likely to impair, his natural usefulness. That H. is unsound
that labors under disease, or that has some alteration of struc-

ture that does interfere, or ia likely to interfere, with his natu-

Fjg. 275. — Arabian Horse.

ral usefulness. In the purchase of a H., the buyer usually
receives, embodied in the receipt, what is termed a warranty.
It should be thus expressed :

—
" Received of A B $200 for a gray mare, warranted only five

years old, sound, free from vice, and quiet to ride and drive.

"CD."
A receipt including merely the word " warranted," extends

only to soundness,— " warranted sound " extends no further;
the age, freedom from vice, and quietness to ride and drive,

should be specially uamed. This warranty extends to every
cause of unsoundness that can be detected, or that lurks in the
constitution at the time of sale, and to every vicious habit
which the animal has hitherto shown. To establi.sh a breach
of the warranty, and to be enabled to return the H. or recover
the price, the purchaser must prove thai it was uiisountl or

viciously disposed at the tiine of sale. In case of cough, the
H. must have been heard to cough previous to the purcliase,

or as he was led home, or as soon as he had entered the stables

of the purchaser. Coughing, even on the following morning,
will not be sufficient; for it is possible that he might have
caught cold by change of stabling. jVo price will Imply a
warranty, or be equivalent to one ; there must be an express
warranty. The warranty should be given at the time of sale.

A warranty, or a promise to warrant the H., given at any
period antecedent to the sale, is invalid. A warranty after

the sale is invalid, for it is given without any legal considera-
tion. In order to complete the purchase, there must be a
transfer of the animal, or a memorandum of agreement, or the
payment of earnest-money ; the least sum will sufSce for earn-
est. No verbal promise to buy or to sell is binding without
one of these. Where there is no warranty, an action may be
brought on the ground of fraud, but this is very difficult to

be maintained, and few pos.sibly will hazard It. It will be
necessary to prove that tlie dealer knew the defect, and that
the purchaser was imposed upon by his false representation

;

and that, too, in a case in which a person of ordinary circum-
spection might have been imposed upon.

Horse, a wooden frame for towels or clothes.—A stool or tressel used by many workmen.

—

Tlie carrying part of a raacliine, as in tile-making.— A foot-rope to support the feet of seamen while
leaning over a yard or boom to furl the sail. — A
large round bar of iron fi.xcd in tiie head of a ship.

Horse-Barge, one towed by horses on a canal
or narrow river.

Horse-Bazaar, a place for the sale of horses.
Horse-Beaii, a species of Faha grown in fields

for feeding horses, and of which there are several
varieties.

Horse-Blanket, a coarse woollen rug with
which to clotlie horses.

Horse-Boat, a ferry-boat for transporting
horses across rivers or harbors, etc.

Horse-Box, the English term for a closed car-

riage or vehicle for transporting horses by rail-

way ; an enclosure for a horse to be slung into a
vessel.

Horse-Breaker, one who tames and trains

young horses for the saddle or draught.

Horse-Chestnut, a very ornamental tree, the
yEscuIus hippocastanum, with an erect trunk, and a
pyramidal head, sometimes attaining a lieight of
90 or 100 feet. The wliite wood is used for the
backs of brushes, and for other ornamental articles.

The bark is used in some countries as a febrifuge.

Tlie nuts or seeds are large and of a beautiful
mahogany color, but exceedingly bitter and un-
pleasant to the taste. They are of little commer-
cial value. From them, however, starch and ver-

micelli liave been made.
Horse-Cloth, a blanket or wrapper for a

horse.

Horse-CoUar a stuffed collar, placed around
the neck and against the shoulders of a drauglit

liorse to pull by.
Horse-Comb, a strong comb used for combing

the mane and tail of horses.

Horse-Dealer, as defined by Act of Congress,
June 30, 1864, '' any person wliose business it is to

buy or sell horses or mules."
Horse-Doctor, a farrier ; a veterinary surgeon.
Horse-Drench, a drastic purge for a horse

;

also the horn by which the medicine is adminis-
tered.

Horse-Dung, the droppings from horses, in

stables, etc., collected for manure.
Horse-Fair, a market for the sale of horses.

Horse-Fettler, a workman in mines who pro-

vides for and attends to the horses kept under-
ground.
Horse-Flesh, a name for a species of Bahamas

mahogany. — The carcass of horses sold to the
knackers.
Horse-Grease, the melted fat obtained by

boiling the carcasses of horses. It is exported
from South America under the name of mare's
grease.

Horse-Hair, the long hair of the mane and tail

of the horse, which is valuable for many trade
purposes. See Hair.
Horse-Hide, the skin of the horse, which,

when tanned, makes the strong cordovan leather,

and is also used for covering large board-room or
office tables.

Horse-Hoe, the English name for a Hoeing-
Machinc.
Horse-EInacker, a purchaser of diseased or

worn-out horses, who kills them for their commer-
cial products.
Horse-Load, the weight which a horse can

draw, wliich is about 2500 lbs.

Horse-Mill, a mill worked by a horse.

Horse-Po'wrer, a unit of force introduced by
Watt to enable him to determine what size of en-

gine to send to liis customers to supersede the

number of horses which the new power was to re-

place. Watt accepted the result of certain ex-

periments which seemed to show that the average
force exerted by tlie strongest liorse was sufficient

to raise 33,000 lbs. one foot high in a minute; thus,

an engine of 200 If.-P. would be a force equal to

that of 200 horses, each lifting 33,000 lbs. one foot

high per minute. Watt had two methods of esti-

mating and comparing his engines, viz., by the

power, and by the diiti/. By the power is meant the

quantity of work which an enginecan effectin a given

time ; by the duty is meant the quantity of work
which it can effect by a given expenditure of fuel

Now, it is evident that without anj' change in the

size of an engine, but simply by increasing the

pressure of the steam, the power of an engine may
be greatly increased,— that is, the load remaining
constant, the speed of the piston may be increased,

the number of strokes may be increased, and, con-
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Boquently, the work done per minute will be in-

creased also. Hence it is difficult to apply a limil

to the power obtainable from the smallest cylinder,

provided the boiler be large enough to evaporate
the increased quantity of water, and strong enough
to resist the increased bursting pressure. In fact,

no size of cylinder can be reckoned as having a
particular power, since the power depends not on
size but on strength. Nevertheless, in modern en-

gineering the term horse-power refers rather to the
size of the cylinder than to the power
exerted, and the value of the unit

has undergone many changes ; so

that in a modem engine, a H.-P.
may imply 52,000 lbs., or 60,000 lbs.,

or 06,000 lbs., one foot high per
minute. Tlie plan now adopted for

ascertaining the performances of

different engines is by an instrument
called an indicator. This consists of

a small cylinder fitted with a piston,

Avliich is pressed down by a spring.

By the height to which this piston

rises against the spring the steam
pressure within the cylinder of the engine is indi-

cated ; and the number of pounds pressure on the

square inch multiplied into tiie number of square
inches in the area of tlie cylinder, and by the

number of feet travelled through by the piston per
minute, gives the efficient moving power, which,
divided by 3:3,000, gives the actual H.-P. From
the above it results that by improved arrange-

ments in every part a cylinder of a certain ca-

pacity will do more work than Watt had assigned

to it. Hence a certain H.-P. nominal now only de-

notes a certain capacity of cylinder ; whereas the

fJJ'ective or real j^ower denotes tiie actual working
efficiency. Most engineers now believe that Watt's
figures, ;33,00O lbs., are too high for a real H.-P.

;

but tim/</ot-i>oun<l (see Heat, Mechanical Equiv-
alent of) is still based upon them for the sake of

tmiformity in statements and tabulations. In the

great ocean steamers now built, the nominal and
the refd H.-P. of the engines are both frequently

named ; and it is observable that they diverge more
and more from equality.

Horsf-power is also the name given to machines in which
the power of horses is used to drive other machinery. Fij? 276
shows a four-horse-power machine having two gears and shafts.

m that two dilTerent rates of motion may be taken from it. A
connection with thejiist shaft gives its tumbling-rod about 10\
revolutions to one round of the horses, or about 30 revolutions

per minute. The tumbling-rod, when set on the second shaft,

jrets about 25 revolutions to one round of the horses, or about 75
per minute, and would give the band wheel of jack about 3-lf>

This power is adapted to general use on farms, working feod-

mills, pumps, saws, etc.

TcUde ihowing the estimnteil Poirer of Man or Horse as
apitUed to Machinery.

Horse-Radish, the pungent root of the Cork-

lenria armoracia, used as a condiment, on ac-

count of its pungent, acrid, and stimulant quali-

ties.

Horse Railroad, a city or suburban railroad,

whose cars are drawn by liorses.

Horse-Repository, a place where horses are

kei>t on sale and view, or put up at auction peri-

odically.

Horse-Run, a contrivance in deep earthworks

Application of the Power.

A man is supposed to be capable of
lilting or carrying

A man is suppo>«d to be capable of

turning the winch of a crane with
a force ••qual to

When the united efforts of two men
are applied to the winch of a

crane, the handles being at right

angles, each man exerts a force

e<|ual to

A man is supposed to exert a power
in pumping equal to

In ringing, a man exerts a force

equal to

And in rowing
The power oC a horse ia equal to.

Lbs. arr. at Lbs. avr. at

the rate of the rate of
220 feet per one foot per
minute. minute

27.273 6,000

28 637

• or

6,aoo

83499 7,350

17 335 3.814

3« O.Vi

40 955
IW

«/.70
9 010
33,0U0
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for drawing up and lowering a man witli a wheel-
barrow.
Horseshoe, a semicircular plate of iron nailed

to the hoofs of horses to protect the frog or sole of
the foot. They are manufactured by machinery
on a large scale at Troy, New York. They are
forwarded in casks, and sold by the ton or cwt
Horseshoe Nail, a nail with flat pointed tang

and heavy counter-sunk head, made of tough iron,

and used to fasten horseshoes to hoofs of horses.

Their usual lengths are as follows •—
No 5.

No. 6 .

No 7.

.IJ inches No 8 2 inrhe*

.IJ •• No 9 2i "
J No. 10 2i

Horse-Tail. See Dittch Ri:sh.

Horse-Trappings, the saddlery and harness
for a horse.

Horsevrhip, a light whip for horsemen ; tliose

for ladies are often very elegantly mountetl.

Horticulture, Gardening, the art of cultivat-

ing gardens. It differs from agriculture chiefly

in the comparatively limited space over which it

extends, and in being conducted by manual labor

;

whilst the latter is performed jointly by liuninn

and animal labor, in fields, or on an extensive tract

of land called a farm.

Hose, socks, stockings, or coverings for the

legs. — Flexible tubing used for the conveyance
of water, more usually made of a fabric covered
with leather, or coated with india-rubber or gutta-

percha.
Hose-Cart, a reel mounted on wheels to carry

hose for fire-engine service.

Hoshens, Hoeshens [Scotch], stockings with-

out feet.

Hosier, one who manufactures or sells articles

of hosiery.

Hosiery. The word hose meant lonrj storkmrjs,

in regard to the garments of past ages ; and on
that ground the terms hosiery and stockings l>e-

came applied indiscriminately. But //., in a man-
ufacturing sense, now means something more than

stockings. It is a comprehensive designation for

those textile fabrics — for whatever kinds of gar-

ment intended— which are made by a sort of *»»//-

f(«7, or chain-work, unlike the regular long threads

and cross-threads of ordinary weaving; and there-

fore gloves, drawers, underwaistcoats, nightcaps,

shawls, etc., are includeil, as well as stockings,

luider the name of //. The counties of Leicester,
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Nottingliani, and Derby are the chief seats of tliis

manufacture in England; in the first, woollen
// is the principal branch ; in the second, cotton

;

and in the third, silk. Woollen hose are also
made on a considerable scale in Wales, and at
Hawick, In Scotland. The principal seat of the
German cotton H. is Chemnitz, in Saxony. Iinp.

duty according to material. See Knitting.
Hospital, an infirmary ; a public institution for

the reception of sick persons. By the laws of the
U. States foreign seamen arriving in the U. States
pay each 20 cents per month to the collector of
the port, as hospital money, and pay 25 cents per
day when in hospitals under medical treatment.

— Ilor Blast Smelting Fubv\ce

Marine hospitals are erected by the U. States at

New York, New Orleans, Boston, and other ports,

for the accommodation of disabled and sick sea-

men, under the supervision of the Treasury De-
partment. For disabled naval officers and seamen,
navy hospitals have been erected at Philadelphia,

Brooklyn, N. Y., Norfolk, and other seaports, sup-

ported by grants by Congress, and from contribu-

tions of one ration per day from each inmate.

Hot-Bed, a forcing-pit containing horse-dung
and other manure, and covered with glass for rais-

ing early plants.

Hot-Blast. The air driven into an iron-smelt-

ing furnace by the blowing-machine or cold-blast

has a tendency, in the first instance, to cool the

contents of the furnace by its cold current ; and
this suggested the probability that it would be
worth while to make the air hot before admitting
it to the furnace. This idea has led to the estab-

lishment of one of the greatest improvements in

the iron manufacture,— the hot-blast. Not only is

more fuel saved in the furnace than is used in the

preliminary warming of the air, but the contents

of the furnace can be raised to a higher tempera-
ture, thus permitting the fusion of certain kinds

of ore which would be infusible by the cold-blast.

But there is more than this. Not only are fuel,

lime, and time economized, and otherwise refrac-

tory ores brought into use ; but coal can
be used in addition to, or instead of, coke,

with a consequent saving of part of the *

expense involved in coking. These nu-
merous advantages have brought the hot-

blast into a high degree of favor. The
air is heated in a kind of stove provided
with a series of cast-iron pipes over a fire-

place ; the air is made to pass through the

tubes (which are 6 or 8 inches in diameter,

and arranged like vertical siphons) into

two horizontal tubes of larger diameter,

and thence into a large cylinder. From
this cylinder the air is drawn into the
cylinder of the blowing-machine, whence
it is forced into the blast-furnace (Fig. 277).

In most blast-furnaces each tuyere, or noz-

zle, is provided with its own air-heating

aj)paratus ; and from 30 to 35 tons of coal

per week will heat to 600° F. sufficient air

to "make 60 tons of pig iron. A very scien-

tific mode is sometimes adopted of utiliz-

ing the waste heat of the blast-furnace by
making it heat the air of the hot blast.

'J lie amoimt of heat thrown out at the

chinmey of most of our great furnaces, in

the forms of flame and smoke, is something
enormous ; amounting, it is computed, to
'60 or 80 per cent of the whole heat gener-

ated in the furnace. Many plans have been
proposed, and some of them tried, for sav-

ing this valuable but wasted heat for the

purpose here named. One of these plans
depends upon the construction of peculiar

stoves nearly on a level with the top of

the furnace. Hot air, from the throat of

the furnace, passes through flues into a
chamber containing tubes filled with the

cold air for the blast ; this cold air, being

thus heated to 600° F., or more, passes

down pipes to the blowing-machine, and
thence into the furnace. The hot air of

the furnaue is not the same air as that

of the blast; the former heats the tubes

in which the latter is contained. This is

rendered possible, because the heat at the

throat of the furnace is tremendous, as

much as 1800° F. The scientific theory of this

mode of hot-blast is complete ; the only doubt is

in the efficacy of the practical application. Some
kinds of iron, nevertheless, are of better quality

when smelted by the cold-blast. See Iron.

Hotel, a house for lodging and entertaining

travellers. In France, the term is also applied to

a private house or large urban mansion.
H6tel-de-Ville, the city hall of a French town.

Hot-Flue, an apartment heated by stoves or

steam-pipes, where goods are dried.

Hot-House, a building constructed in a garden,

or elsewhere, and warmed by artificial means, for

the purpose of rearing exotics and other tender
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plants, which require more heat than our climate
affords.

Hot-pressed Paper, paper of which the sheets
have been smoothed and glazed by passing them
between heated rollers of polished steel.

Hot-Short, a term applied to iron which can-
not be easily welded, and has a tendency to crack
or break when it is worked at a rod heat.

Hot-vrater Heating Apparatus, a system of
pipes for conveying steam or hot water for warm-
ing churches and other public institutions, dwell-
ings, horticultural buildings, etc.

Hot-w^ater Plate, a deep, metal-covered plate,

filled with boiling water, to keep victuals warm.
Houguette, the etching-needle of the marble-

worker.
Houille, the French name for pit coal.

Hounds, projections at the mast-head of a ship,

on which the tops or trestle trees rest. — Side bars
applied to certain portions of the running-gears of
a carriage to give them strength.

Houppelande [Fr.], a riding-coat.

Hotir, a division of time ; the 24th part of the
day.
Hour-Glass. See Saxd-Glass.
Hour-Hand, the short index-hand of a clock or

watch ; that which points to the hour, while the
long hand indicates the minutes.
Housatonic R.R. runs from Bridgeport, Conn.,

to State line, Mass., 74 m., and operates under
lease the following lines : The Berkshire R.R.,
from Conn. State line to West Stockbridge, Mass.,
22 m. ; the West Stockbridge R.R., from West
Stockbridge to New York State line, 2.75 m. ; the
Stockbridge and Pittsfield R. R., from Vandeusen-
ville to Pittsfield, Mass., 22 m ; and the New York,
Housatonic, and Northern R. R., from Brookfield
Junction to Danbury, Conn., 5.50 m., making a
total of 126.25 m. of road operated. This Co.,

who»a offices are in Bridgeport, Conn., was char-

tered in 1836 ; the road was opened in 1842. Finan-
cial slatement: Cap. stock, common, §820,000;
preferred 8%, $1,180,000; fimded debt, 1st mort-
gage T % bonds, issued 1865, i5100,000, payable
1885; 2d mortgage 6 % bonds, issued 1869,

§.300,000, payable 1889.

House, a place of residence ; a building of

various forms, styles, p-nd dimensions, occupied by
dwellings.— A sea term, implying to protect or
secure anything, as housing a gun, mast, etc.— A
term for a business firm ; a commercial establish-

ment ; a mercantile or business concern ; as, the
house of Taylor and Taylor.
House-Agent, a person intrusted with the

letting of houses or apartments, estates, etc.

House-Breaking, entering a house for unlaw-
ful purposes in the daytime ; a felonious entry at

night is termed burglary.

House-Decorator, one who combines the busi-

ness of several trades, painting, paper-hanging,
whitewashing, etc.

House-Dog, a terrier, mastiff, or some other

dog kept chained up for the protection of a dwell-

ing.

House-Factor, an agent in Scotland for the

gale or letting of houses.

House-Flag, the distmguishing flag of a par-

ticular owner or firm, generally carried on the

main-mast of the ship.

House-furnishing Goods, a general trade

name for a countless variety of household articles,

such as brooms, brushes, cooking utensils, cutlery,

hollow-ware, iron and wooden wares, etc.

Householder, the occupier and renter of a

house.

Households, a technical name among Eng-
lish millers for the best flour made from rod,
wheat, with a small portion of white wheat
mixed.
House-Joiner, a carpenter who does work for

the interior of houses.

House-Keeper, the head woman-servant or
manager of a household ; one who has the charge
of the menage.
Housemaid, an indoor domestic, one who at-

tends table, and has the care of the furniture,

rooms, etc.

House^Tvife, a kind of needle-book, or case, for
holding thread, needles, buttons, etc., often taken
to sea by sailors.

Housing, a covering or protection to anything,
as to a vessel laid up in harbor or dock. — A small
cord used at sea, made of three small yarns, and
used for seizings ; also termed house-line.

Houston and Texas Centred R.R. . runs
from Houston to Red River City, Texas, 345 m. ;

with branches from Hempstead to Austin, 118.75

m., and from Bremond to Ross, 68 m., making a
total of 621.75 m. owned. This Co., whose oflices

are in Houston, was chartered in 1848 and the road
opened in 187.3. It has a land-grant of 16 sections

from the State of Texas for every mile of road
built and equipped. Financial statement: Cap.
stock, $7,722,900; funded debt, .?14,58(i,500; school-

fund loan (State of Texas), §315,494.86. The
lands granted amount to 6,240,000 acres, esti-

mated value §1 per acre. Funded debt in detail

:

Ist mortgage main line bonds, issued 1866,

.§6,262,000, payable 1891, interest 7 % (June and
July) ; 1st mortgage bonds, western division, issued

1870, §2,270,000, payable 1891, interest 7 % (June
and July) ; 1st mortgage bonds, Waco and North
Western, issued 1873, §969,000, payable 1903, in-

terest 7% (June and Julv); consolidated mort-

gage, issued 1872, .§3,642,000, payable 1902, interest

8 % (August and Oct.) ; consolidated mortgage,
W. & N. W., issued 1875, §84,000, payable 1915,

interest 8 % (May and Nov.) ; income and indem-

nity bonds, issued 1877, $1,359,500, payable 1917.

interest 7 % (May and Nov.). The school-fund

loan bears 6 % interest with a sinking-fund of 2 %,
and is secured by §570,000 bonds reserved by the

trustees.

Howard, a fire-insurance Co. located in New
York City, organized in 1825. Statement, Jan. 1,

1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash, §500,(K)0 ; net

surplus, $133,943.07. Risks in force, §23.844,854 ;

premiums, §201,075.77. Premiums received since

March, 18.36, §6,416,894; losses paid since March,
18-36, §4,314,819; cash dividends paid to stock-

holders, §,2,005,875.

Howdah, the body of an Indian carriage ; a
small pavilion or car, with trappings, on the back
of an elephant.
Howdy, in Scotland, a midwife.

Howitzer, a kind of gun, from which large

shot and shell may be tiirown at short ranges.

These guns are constructed in brass and iron.

Brass H. form part of a field-battery, and are used

for firing shell to clear a village, or any similar

position that it is necessary to occupy They
vary in length from 2 feet to 4 feet 9 inches, an<l

will throw 41 inch and 6J inch shells. Iron //..

from 4 to 5 feet in length, which throw 8-inch and

10-inch shells, are used in sieges, especially for

ricochet firing. H. are longer than mortars, and

shorter than guns of the same calibre ; they re-

quire a small charge of powder, but the angle of

elevation at which they are fired is high.

Howker, a two-masted Dutch vessel; a kuid
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of hulk ; also a small fishing-smack, used on the

Irisli coasts.

Hoy, a small passenger sloop employed on the

sea-coast, or in conveying cargo from a ship in a
roadstead or bay.

H. P., the abbreviation for " horse-power " and
" half-pay."

Hub, a fluted screw of hardened steel, adapted
to be placed on a mandrel between tlie centres of

a lathe, notched to present cutting edges, and to

be used in cutting screw-tools, chasing-tools, etc.

— In die-sinking, a cylindrical piece of steel on
which the design for a coin is engraved in relief.

E. H. Knitjht.— In carriage-making, a nave.
Huanaco Bark. See Cinchona.
Hubble-Bubble, the bottom of a hookah, or

snake-pipe.

Hubla, a weight for pearls and diamonds, used
in Sinde ; about 2 grains troy.

Huckaback, a species of very coarse diaper,

made of flax, used for towelling, table linen, etc.

Huckster, an inferior dealer or minor trader;
a hawker or itinerant vender of goods with a pack,
box, or tray.

Hudson, a river of the State of New York, and
one of the most important in the United States.

It rises in the Adirondack mountains by two
branches which, after a separate course of about 40
m , unite in Warren County. After a S. course of
15 m. the H. receives the Sacandaga, on the line

between Montgomery and Saratoga Counties. It

tlien runs for 15 m. S. E. to Hadley Falls, and for

20 m. N. E. to Glen's Falls. Its direction is then
nearly S. to its entrance in New York Bay. It

re(;eives from the W,, 40 m. below Glen's Falls,

and 170 m. from its mouth, it greatest tributary,
the Mohawk. The length of the H., from its en-
trance into New York Bay, is a little over 300 m.
So straight is this river between Albany and New
York, that the distance is less by water than by
land. The tide flows to a little above Albany. It

is navigable for the largest ships 118 m., to Hud-
son, and for sloops and large steamboats, 145 m.
above New York, to Albany. Small sloops also
proceed to Troy, and through the dara and lock to
Waterford, about 8 ni. further. Through a con-
siderable part of its course the banks are elevated,
and in some parts high, rocky, and precipitous

;

particularly in its passage through the Highlands,
53 miles above the city of New York. The scenery
on the banks of the Hudson is highly picturesque.
The city of New York owes much of its prosper-
ity, and its pre-eminent advantages, to this noble
river, which is unrivalled as a navigable medium
of commerce. It is connected by the Erie Canal
with the Great Lakes, by the Champlain Canal
with the St. Lawrence River, and by the Delaware
and Hudson Canal with the Delaware River and tiie

Pennsylvania coal region. By no other route can
an equally favorable water communication be had
with the great West. There are many large and
flourishing towns on the H. The principal on the
east side are Troy, Hudson, Poughkeepsie, Peeks-
kill, Sing Sing, Tarrytown, Yonkers, and New
York ; and on the west side, Waterford, West
Troy, Albany, Catskill, Kingston, Rondout, New-
burgh, Haverstraw, Nyack, Piermont, Hoboken,
and Jersey City. The largest tributaries of the
//., beside the Mohawk, are the Hoosac, Walkil,
and Croton. Spuyten Duyvil creek connects it with
the Harlem River, which flows into the East River,
forming the N. boundary of Manhattan Island.
Hu^. See Cochin China. .

HufHing, a process of ornamenting gilded
' leather.

Huile, the French name for oil.

Huissier, an usher or door-keeper in a French
court ; a public officer, a process-server, whose
duty it is to draw up and deliver, at the residence

of parties concerned, official legal documents, etc.

Huitre, the French name for oyster.

Hujaum, an East Indian barber.

Hulk, the hull of an old vessel, employed in

harbors for various purposes.

Hull, the body of a ship, exclusive of the masts,
rigging, etc. Hull down expresses that the hull

of the ship is concealed by the convexity of
the sea.

Hull. See Great Britain (Seaports).

Hulling, the process of cleaning grass-seeds and
cereal grains.

Human Hair. See Hair.
Hummeler, an instrument for clearing barley

of the haums or avels.

Humming-Top, a hollow spinning-top.— A
child's toy.

Humulin, the name given to a beautiful ex-
tract or essence of hops, made as follows :

—
A concentrated tincture of hops is prepared by percolation

with rectified spirit ; the same hops are then exhausted with
water ; the spirit is removed from the tincture by careful dis-

tillation, and the upper aqueous portion is skimmed off, ard
added to the infusion, which latter is then evaporated to the
consistence of a soft extract ; the oleo-resinous residuum of
the tincture is next added, and well mixed in : after which the
whole is put into pots and carefully tied over for sale. The
product possesses all the fragrant, tonic, and bitter qualities of
the hop in a highly condensed form. See IIop.

Hundred, in numeration, twice fifty; but in

commerce, a variable amount of different goods.

Though in Great Britain, as in America, the legal

hundred-weight be 112 lbs., the English hundred
for sugar is 108 lbs. ; for wool, 110 lbs. ; for iron,

120 lbs. In Maryland, the hundred is 100 lbs. In
Belgium, the hundred of articles sold at market is

invariably 104 pieces. The hundred of planks or

deals in Sweden is 120, in Westwyck 124, in Chris-

tiana 127, and in some other northern European
ports, 132 (see Grkat Hundrkd).—A division or

part of a county in England and in the State of
Delaware.
Hundred-Weight, the chief measure of weight

for bulk}' articles, containing 1 12 lbs avoirdupois

;

the 20th part of a ton. It is generally written, for

shortness' sake, cwl. (See Cwt.)
Hungary. See Austria-Hungary.
Hungary-Water, Queen of Hungary's

Water, an old-fashioned but delicious perfume
for the toilet, distilled with water and spirits of

wine from the tops of rosemary flowers.

Hungary Wines have long enjoyed a well-

merited fame. The varieties of these wines which
are capable of being rendered fit for exporta-

tion are few, but these few rank so high in the

highest class of the products of the vintage, that

they have borne the name of Hungarian Wine
far beyond where it has ever been tasted or seen.

The vineyards which produce the best wines are

those of Ofen, Pesth, Tokay, the Syrmia in the

South, Groswarden, Erlon, and Warwitz in the

Bannat. The consumption in the country is very
considerable, amounting to about 350.000,000 gal-

lons, while the exports scarcely reach 35,000,000

gallons.

The manufacture of the wine is very coarsely carried on by
the peasantry, who are, notwithstanding their want of care and
system, very observant of cleanliness in all that concerns the

vintage. The wine-presses and vats are well cleaned with boil-

ing water in which vine leaves have been steeped. The fruit

is collected in wooden vessels, which are carried l)y the laborers,

and overseer sattend to see that no grapes are left on the vines.

The different gatherings are collected in vats having a double
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bottom, the uppermost of which is pierced with holes for the
juice to pass through, while the grapes are beaten aud bruised
with a sticll. When the upper vessel is full. iL< cnnlents are
taken to the press. They generally divide the gathering for the
red and white wines, but do not reject the bad grapes. All are
pressed together, and the must thrown into a large vat to fer-

ment. When the grapes are too abundant for the operation of
pres.siug, they put them into sacks and tread them out , and the
contents of the sack are afterwards put by for distillation.

About 30 kinds of W. W. have been reckoned The most cele-

brated is the Tokay, the product of a district around the town
of that name, extending about 20 m , called the Submontine or
llegyalla, in High Hungary. The grapes for this wine, which
are large, and of a rich, luscious tayte,are the Hungarian Blue,
when ripe called Trockenbeeren. They are collected late in the
fseuson when already almost shrivelled up to raisins, and are
carefully picked one and one. The species called Formint and
Hnn- St villi furnish the prime Tokay, called Tokay Ausbruch.
The Trockenbeeren are over-ripe in October, and are carefully

placed on a grooved table, from which the juice runs into

earthen jars, and forms the rich •' essence ofTokay," from their

own pressure. This wine is like the sirups of the South of
France, and is set aside by itself. The cjuantity made is small and
very thick, and is considered most precious. The grapes are

then trodden in a vat with the naked feet, and a small portion

of wine essence is added to the must, which is allowed to stand
24 hours, and then set to ferment. This last is the famous
Tokay wine, or Tokay -\usbruch (ausbruch, or Howing forth

of the sirup). It ferments for two or three days or more,
during whicli it is stirred, and the matters which arise to the
surface are skimmed off. It is then strained into casks. Tokay
has a powerful aroma. It does not become bright for some
time alter it is in the cask Tokay Ausbruch contains 61 partji

of e.'sence and 84 of wine. The Maslas is a more diluted

species of the Tokay, containing 61 parts of essence and 109

of wine. The best wine of Tokay has so peculiar a flavor of
tlie aromatic kind, and is so luscious, that the ta«te is not easily

forgotten. This wine sells in Vienna for about #4 the small

Tokiiy bottle, and much dearer when 40 or 50 years old. The
vineyard belongs to the Emperor and certain of the nobles;

that called Taiczal produces the best. The side of the .slope on
which the vineyards lie is about 9,000 yards long : but the

choice portion, called Mezes-Male, is but 600, and is reserved

with its produce for the Emperor and a few of the nobles. To-
kay and Mada come next The vineyard of Tallya is reputed
to have most body, and that of Zanibor the greatest strength.

The wines from Szeghl and Tsadany are the most aromatic,

while the wines of Tolesva and Erdo Benye are best for ex-

portation. Tokay cannot be drank under three years old.

The wine ferments in the casks on transportation by sea, and
thuiMtJarities it.self In bottling, a space must be left between
the cork and the wine, or the bottle will break. In Hungary a
little oil is poured upon the wine, it is then corked, and a piece

of bladder tied firmly over the cork. At Oracau this wine has

been kept of the hundredth vintage. The new is called there

vino sibtkt ; the old, vino vitrawno. The color of the prime
Tokay should not be of a reddish hue, though there is an in-

ferior sort of that color ; the taste soft, and not sharp or acri-

uiottious , it should appear oily In the glass, and have an
astringent twang, a little earthy. The aroma, however, can-

not be mistaken, as that of no other wine resembles It. The
wine of Bui/a is red, and was ouco a favorite in England.

The SexarJ resembles Bordeaux, and the Gruswarden wine is

of excellent body. The red Meneur wine is very good, and
with Mencs-Tokay is grown upon a range of hills of clay slate,

(o called from the village of Menes. The Tokay essence is

etionuously dear, and even in Vienna is rarely to be tasted at

the tables of the opulent. The practice of mingling the essence

with the common wines has given the latU-r a celebrity which

they scarcely deserve, and lessened the quantity of the essence

fiold. These wines have a harsh taste, which is highly esteemed

in some parts of the Continent. The genuine Tokay is com-
monly exported in wood, but fre<iuently in bottle. The buttles

do not contiiin more than a pint and a cjuarter. The value of

Tokay Is another example of the caprice of taste or fashion in

wine. The rich muscadine of Syracuse or the lagriniu of

Malaga seem in every respect eciual to it in richness ; though
the peculiar flavor in the wine of Tokay will easily distincuish

It from them, yet that flavor itself has nothing more than U»
singularity to recommend it. Few Americans would prefer

Tokay to wines very much its inferior in fame, did they dare

to contradict the decision of fashion in its favor. The vine is

also largely cultivated in .\ustria, the avornge yield being esti-

mated at about 300,000,000 gallons. Including some rery good
wines, and many more of a very j)Oor quality. In Austria

Proper the be.st are grown in the neighborhood of Lichteu-

stein. They are stronger than Rhine wines, are of a greeuLsh

hue, and may be drank young. The best wine next to the

Ilung-arian is maile in Transylvania. An Ausbruch, resembling

Tokay, is grown there; ami some very good wines are made
near Dirthaliiien. in the Tyrol and vicinity of Trent much
common wine is made of excellent quality ; but it is all con-

sumed in the country. In Carynthia wines resembling fho«
of Italy lire produced, particularly near Moeltling and Wijmch

The Liitteuber^ wiues of Loner Styria are aiuoiis the brst in

Oennany ; those of Sansal and Wiesel are much extolled. In
Islria good wine is also made. Prosecco, Autignana, St Serf,

and Trieste produce red, while, and moHSneuj wines, well fla-

vored. Bcrcheiz is a wine grown on a rock in (he Adriatic!

s«ect, and of a Jeep red color Vins dr liqufur are made at

Capo d'liitria. I'irano, and Citta Nova, called St Pulronio
Piccoli, Petit Tokai, sud St. Thomas are ver>- excellent wines
of their class. Svniiia and Posega, in Sclavonia. produce red
and white wines of g<x>d flavor and strength The neighbor-
hood of Carlowiti is noted for its red wine. The wines of
Croatia are made best at Mosyvina, and resemble Burgundy
In Duluiatia they make a wine at Sibenico, called .Maraschins,
whence 'the name of the liqueur Maraschino di Zara in (ha
same territory. In Moldavia the best reputed vineyards me
near Cotnar. The wine of that name is green, and becotiirs

deeper by age. It Is nearly as spirituous as brandy, and by
many is preferred to Tokay.

Hunter, a pursuer of wild animals for sport or
sustenance ; also a strong heavy liorse suited fur

the chase.

Hunting-Boots, long boots with white tops.

Hunting-Coat, a scarlet or green coat, or sunie

particular costume worn by a company of hunters.

Hunting-Cog, in machinery, one more cog in

the larger of two geared-wlieels tiian would lie

required to establish an e.xact relative riitio be-

tween the number of cogs in this wheel and that

in the smaller.

Hunting-Hom, a bugle; a horn used to cheer
the hounds in pursuit of game.— Also, a musicttl

wind-instrument of a circular form, made of metal,

and belonging to the horn series. See Horn.
Hurdle, a movable wooden frame of split tim-

ber or wattled osiers. — .^Iso an iron fence for

protecting trees, enclosing land, or folding cattle

and sheep.

Hurds, the refuse of flax; any waste tow or

oakum.
Hurdy-Gurdy, a stringed musical instrument,

whose sounds are jiroduced by the friction of a
wheel and regulated by the fingers. It is only

suited to simi)le nmsic, and was used for such as

had many repetitions. Its simplicity and cheapness
rendered it, at one time, a favorite instrument

among the peasantry of Kurope. The instrument

is now mostly to be seen in the hands of Savoyard
boys, who play it on the streets.

iSuron (Lake), one of the five great lakes of

N. America, lies between Lake Superior on the N.

W., Lake Michigan on the W., and I^ike Krie ami
Lake Ontario on the S. and S. E. Its shape is so

irregular tiiat it is difficult accurately to determine

its exact dimensions. Its length from N. to S. is

200 in., and 160 m. in breadth from K. to W., in its

widest part, but exclusive of the hay on the N. Iv,

it is only iK), and its circumference 1,100 in. Its

principal indentations are Saginaw Bay, extending

into Michigan, and two others; one iimnetliately

N. of Manitou Islands, and the other S. E. of

them. The latter, called Georgian Bay, is alM>ut

170 m. long by 70 broad,— almost a separate sheet

of water, divided from //. by a nearly continuous

series of islands which are closely connected by

the great peninsula of Cabot's Head, and with

I'oint de Tour, the easternmost cape of northern

Michigan. Manitou Island is the largest of the

group, and Drununoiul l.sland separates another

sheet of water from the main lake. HO m. long and
•20 broad. The bountlary between the U. States

and Canada passes along the miildle «if the main

Huron 2'2r> miles, and between Ix>»»er Manitou and

Drunnnond Islands, by what is calle«l the Middle

Passage, and curves round to the N. and W. 'lb m.,

to the entrance of St. .Mary's River. The eleva-

tion of the surface of I^ike //. above the surfnee

of the (wean is .')74 fwt, or less than tliat of Lake

SufK-rior by 5:; feet, or than that of I^ke MichiKan

by 4 feet, l^ke //. receives no river worthy of
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mention. Its banks are mostly low, especially

along its S. and W. sides. Few towns of eonse-

'quence exist on its shores, and its navigation is

rendered dangerous by sudden and violent tem-

pests. Its greatest deptii toward its W. sliore

is at least 1,000 feet, and its mean depth 900 feet,

or about 800 feet below the level of the Atlantic.

Hurries, timber stages having spouts by which
coals are shot into vessels.

Hurse-Skin, a name for the hard, tubercidated

skin of a fish, from which shagreen is made, to

cover lancet-cases, pocket-books, sword-hilts, etc.

Hurricane, a violent storm, generally accom-
panied with thunder and lightning, and distin-

guished from every other kind of tempest by the

vehemence of the wind and the sudden changes
to which it is subject. H. prevail chiefly in the

East and West Indies, Mauritius, and in some
parts of China.
Husbandage, the agent or managing owner's

allowance or commission for attending to a sliip's

business.

Husbandman, an agriculturist ; a farmer.
Husk, the shell, or e.xternal covering of certain

fruits or seeds of plants ; the rind ; the bark ; es-

pecially the ears of Indian corn.

Hussy, Husv^ife. Same as Hocsewifb.
Hutch, a box or cistern.— A cage for tame

rabbits.— A basket in which coals are brought
from the mines. —A measure of two bushels ; six

hutches of coal make a cartload of about 14 cwt.
Hyacinth, a bulbous plant, genus Hi/acintlnis.

There are numerous and very beautiful varieties

cultivated in gardens. The bulbs are largely im-

ported from Holland, and are often grown in

water contained in suitable glass vessels (hyacinth
glasses).— Tiie term is also applied to crystallized

varieties of ziscon, a valuable gem of various
shades of red, passing into orange and poppy red.

Hydragogues are medicines which cause the
removal of water from any of the cavities of the
body. Many cathartics, as gamboge, jalap, etc.,

are classed under this head.
Hyalotype, a photographic positive on glass.

Hydrant, a water-plug; a pipe or spout for
disciiarging water at a fire.

Hydra-Pult, a force-pump on a portable scale.

Hydrate, a chemical combination of water with
otiier substances, as hydrate of chloral.

Hydraulic Cement, Water-Lime, the name
given to a class of cements which have the power
of hardening under water. See Cement.

Hydraulic Engineering, that branch of en
gineering which treats of the appliance of water
as a motive-power for mechanical purposes, and
tlie methods that must be adopted to offer an
effective resistance to the pressure which is exer-
cised by any great volume of that fluid, whether
it be in a state of rest or in motion.
Hydraulic Motor, a water-engine.
Hydraulic Press. See Hydrostatic Press.
Hydraulic Ram, a kind of force-pump origi-

nally uivented by Montgolfier, for raising small
quantities of water, bj* employing its own momen-
tum, to heights considerably above the source of
supply.
Hydraulic Wheel. See Water-Wheel.
Hydrocarbon, a compound of carbon and hy-

drogen. The hydrocarbons constitute a most im-
portant series of organic compounds.
Hydrochloric Acid is a colorless gas, very

acid to the taste and irritating to the eyes ; it

induces coughing even if breathed in small quan-
tities, or when largely diluted, and is very destruc-

tive to vegetation. It has a sp. gr. of 1.2U1.

When subjected to a pressure of 40 atmospheres
at 50° F., it becomes a colorless fluid capable of
dissolving bitumen, and having a sp. gr. of 1.27.

It has never been frozen. //. A. neither burns
nor supports combustion. The white fumes which
it forms when exposed to the air are due to its

condensing the atmospheric moisture, and thus
giving rise to a body less volatile than water.

This gas is greedily and instantly absorbed by
water. A fragment of ice placed in a jar of the

gas absorbs it, and becomes immediately dissolved.

Commercial H. A. is usually of a yellow color,

owing to its being contaminated with iron. It

also very frequently contains sodium, arsenic, sul-

phuric and sulphurous acids, and free chlorine.

Pure aqueous solution of U. A. should leave no
residue upon evaporation ; it should give no pre-

cipitation of ferric oxide when saturated with am-
monia ; sulphuretted hydrogen should cause no
turbidity in it ; if diluted with three or four times

Its volume of water, and chloride of barium be
added, no white cloud or precipitate should form
in the mixture; nor should the acid, if pure, dis-

color a fluid made faintly blue with iodide of

starch. H. A. is largely consumed in the manu-
facture of chlorine, sal ammoniac, chloride anti-

mony, glue, phosphorus, in the preparation of

carbonic acid for the manufacture of artificial

mineral waters, in beet-root sugar-works, hydro-
metallurgy, and alone, or mixed with nitric acid,

fordissolving various metals.

Hydrocyanic Acid, Prussic Acid, a color-

less liquid, having a sp. gr. of 0.7058 at 44.6° F.

It is very inflammable, burning with a violet flame
resembling that of cyanogen, but somewhat whiter

in color. It is soluble in all proportions in water,

the resulting mixture being lighter than that fluid,

and miscible with alcohol. It is very feebly acid

;

potassic cyanide always having an alkaline reac-

tion. Red oxide of mercury is readily dissolved

by it, and when added to a solution of argentic ni-

trate it precipitates white flocculi of cyanide of

silver. Anhydrous H. A. \s an extremely volatile

liquid ; if a drop be let fall on a glass plate, part

of it becomes frozen by the cold produced by its

own evaporation. It is found in water distilled

from kernels of the apricot, the peach, the plum,
the cherry, the leaves of the laurel, and some
other shrubs. The kernels of the bitter almond
also yield it by distillation, mixed with an essen-

tial oil. The juice of the tapioca plant likewise

contains It. Many nitrogenous substances, when
submitted to destructive distillation, also evolve

H. A. The observance of the greatest care and
caution are necessary in the preparation and hand-

ling of this most potent poison.

Hydro Extractor, the name given to a ma-
chine acted by centrifugal force, and used for

wringing and drying clothes.

Hydrogen, a most important elementary body
discovered by Cavendish in 1760. Combined with

oxygen it constitutes water, and in this form is ex-

tensively distributed through earth, air, and ocean.

It is an important constituent of all organized

tissues. It is always obtained for experimental

purposes by the deoxidation of water. //. is gas-

eous, colorless, tasteless, odorless (when pure),

combustible. Sp. gr. .00035, being 16 times lighter

than oxygen gas, and 14.4 times lighter than at-

mospheric air. 100 cubic inches, at 60° F. and oO

inches of the barometer, weigh 2.1371 (say 2.14)

gr. ; 1 gr. occupies 466 inches. It is very readily

inflamed, even by a red-hot wire. It burns with a
scarcely visible flame. Mixed with atmospheric
air or oxygen, it explodes with extreme violence
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on the approach of flame, or sudden compression-
One measure of H. and 5 of atmospheric air, and
2 of H. and 1 of oxygen, are tlie proportions tiiat

explode witlithe greatest violence. Tlie combina-
tion of H. and oxygen, when mixed, is brought
about by the heat of a red-hot solid or a flame, by
the electric spark, and by the presence of spongy
platinum, the black powder of platinum, clean
platinum foil, and some other substances. A jet

of H. burnt in oxygen gas, or a jet of these gases
(mixed) burnt in the air, with proper precautions,
l>roduces a most intense heat. H. has recently
been liquefied and even solidified. It is recognized
by its combustibility, the pale color of its flame,

p oducing water only when burnt in air or oxygen,
extinguishing the flame of other bodies, and ex-
ploding when mixed with half its volume of oxy-
gen, and fired.— Pure and uncombined H. is not
employed in the arts. Inhalations of this gas
have, however, been occasionally used in medi-
cine. In combination, the uses of H. are almost
numberless. Combined with oxygen, it forms
water; with chlorine, hydrochloric acid; with
fluorine, hydrofluoric acid ; with cyanogen, hydro-
cyanic acid ; with carbon, innumerable hydro-
carbons ; with nitrogen, ammonia; with sulphur,

sulphuretted hydrogen, — in fact, an enumeration
of the valuable compounds which it enters mto
would occupy many pages of this work. From its

extreme lightness it has been used to fill balloons,

but coal-gas is now commonly employed for this

purpose. The chemist avails himself of the great
lieat developed by its combustion in oxygen in the

formation of the oxyliydrotien blowpipe.

Carburetted H. This term is specially applied to two of the
numerous oompounds of carbon aud H : 1. Light carburetted

H.. Fire-Damp, or Marah-Gas, is a colorless, neutral, nearly

inodorous gas. It burns with a yellow tlame, producing pure
water and carbonic acid. It expio les when kindled in contact
with air or oxygen. (See Fire-Damp.) 2. Heavy carhitretted

H. (See Olepiant Gas.)— Coa/ Oa.», OU Oas, and Resin
Gax^S^sUt, for the most part, of mixtures of these two gas-

eous hydrocarbons in uncertain proportions, respectively from
CO il, oil, and resin, by the action of heat, and are used for the
purposes of illumination. See Gas.

feroxyle of H., Oxygenated Water , isacolorless, transparent,

somewhat sirupy liquid, of sp. gr. 1.4.52. It has a metallic

taste, and corrodes the skin. It is easily resolved into oxygen
and water, it mixes freely with water, and becomes more
permanent by the dilution. It bleaches organic substances,

aud acts as a powerful oxidating agent Under certain circum-
Btmces, however, it plays the part of a reducing agent. Per-

oxide of hydrogen has been applied in the arts to restore the

bl.iokeued lij;hts of paintings which have become darkened by
nulphuretted H. ; it is also sold by hair-dressers for bleaching

human hair.

Hydrographical Charts or Maps, usually

called sea charts, are projections of some part of

the sea or coast for the use of navigation. In

these are laid down all the rhumbs, or points of the

compass, the meridians, parallels, etc., with the

coasts, capes, islands, rocks, shoals, siiallows, etc.,

in their proper places and proportions.

Hydrography, the art of measuring and de-

scribing the sea, rivers, canals, lakes, and the like.

With regard to the sea, it gives an account of its

tides, counter-tides, soundings, bays, gulfs, creeks,

and also of the rocks, shelves, sands, shallow.*,

promontories, and harbors ; the distance an<l blear-

ing of one port from another, with everything that

is remarkable, whether out at sea or on the coast.

Hydromel, an aqueous solution of honey; a
refreshing and slightly laxative drink.

Hydrometer, Areometer, an instrument for

ascertahiing the specific gravities of liquids, and
lience their strength, the latter being either in in-

verse or direct proportion to the former. //. are

of two kinds: 1st, those which are always im-

oiersed to the same depth in distilled water and

the liquid to be tried, small weights being used for
the purpose, as in Fahrenheit's and Nicholson's
H. ; 2d, those which are suffered to rise or sink
freely in the liquid, until they come to a state of
rest, as in Baume's, Syke's, etc. In both cases
a correction must be made for any variation in

temperature. Of the two kinds, the first give the
most accurate results, and have the great advan-
tage of being applicable to liquids either lighter or
heavier than water, but the second are the readier

in practice, requiring less time and less skill to use
them. The following are those best known :

—
Bnume^t H., which is generally employed on the Continent

of Europe and recognized in the U. States, conMsts of two dis-

tinct iHstruuients. the one for liquids heavier than water, Uie
other for liquids lighter than that fluid. The firxt floats at
the 0, or " zero," of the scale in distilled water, at the temper-
ature of 58'^ F.,and each degree, marked downwards, indicates

a density corresponding to 1 per cent of common salt The H.
for liquids lighter than water is poised so that the of the
scale IS at the bottom of the stem when it is floating in a solu-
tion of 1 OS. of common salt in 9 oz. of water, aud the depth
to which it sinks in distilled water shows 10^ ; the sp«r«
between these fixed points being equally divided, and the grad-
uation continued upwards to the top of the scale The tem-
perature at which these instruments were originally adjusted
by Baum^ was 12.5^ Centigrade (54.6" F.) They are now
commonly adjusted in England at 58-'' or 66^ F. Hence aris*

the di.screpaneies frequently observable in the published tables

of the " correspondence between degrees of Baum^ and real

specific gravities."

Cartier^s H., which is much used in France for light liquids,

has the same point for the zero of its scale as Bauuit^'s, but its

degrees are rather smaller, 30^ Baum<i being equal to Si^
Cartier.

Fahrenlieit's H (Fig 278) consists of a hollow ball, with a
counterpoise l)elow, and a very slender stem above, terminat-
ing in a small dish. The middle or half-length of the stem
is distinguished by a fine Une across it. In this instiument
every division of the stem is rejected, and it is immersed ia
all experiments to the middle of the

stem by placing proper weights in

the little dish above. Then, us the

part inmiersed is constantly of the

same magnitude, and the whole
weight of the //. l* known, thi-" last

weight, added to the weights in the
dish, will be equal to the weight of
fluid displaced by the instrument

;

and, ac-cordingly, the specific gravi-

ties for the common form of the

tables will be had by the propor-

tion : As the whole weight of the

hydrometer and its local, when ad-

justed in distilled icater, is to the

number 1000, so is the whole weight

w/ien adjusted in any other fluid, lo

the number expressing its specific

gravity.
Cay-Lussae's alcoholotneter is u.«ed

to determine the strength of spirit-

uous liquors. It at once indicates

on the stem the percentage of abso-

lute alcohol in the liquid examined.
The original experiments of Gay-
Lussac having been made on liquids Fig. 278 — FAHEEKaBT S

at a temperature of 65*^ F., all ex- IlTDBOMKTW.
amples examined by the alcoholom-

eter must eitjjer t>e brought to that temperature previous to

being tested, or a correction made in the strength found.

NiehoLion's H. is constructed on the same principle as

Fahrenheit's. It has in addition to the small dish for weiirhts

above, a little cup attached below, for holding any solid body

who«e weight in water is re«iuired. It U chiefly intended for

taking the sp. gr. of minerals.

Riehter't H. resembles, for the moat part, Gay-Lussac s.

Syke's H. consists of a thin, flat stem, about six inches in

length, divided on both sides into eleven equal parts, each of

which is again sub<iivided into two. This stem carries a hol-

low brass ball, about one inch and a half in diameter, in which

is fixed a conical sUlk terminating in a pear-shaped weight,

so that when the instrument is placed in a fluid, it may float

with the other extremity perpendicular to the surbre. Ten

different weighu of different magnitudes are also appliral-le

to the lower portion of the graduaU-d stem. Nine of th«s«

weights are circular, with a slit in each to tit the stem. atHi

are numbered Oispectivelv 10, 20, 30, 40. 60. W, 70, 80, and UC.

By the successive application oftbeee the Instrument «n«yl«

sunk »o as to obtain the whole range of specific gravities, tnm
pure alcohol to distilled water. The tenth weight is in the

form of a paralleloplped, and can be ftxe.1, when necessary, lo

I Uu! upper put of the stem. In order to calculate the stieuglti
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of a portion of spirit by this H., a, portion of the liquid ia

placed in a tall glass vessel, and the temperature noted by
means of the thermometer. The instrument is then floated,

and one or more of the weights is added, until the lower part

of the scale sinks beneath the surface. The number on the

stem in contact with the surface is then observed, and added
to the number of the circular weight employed ; and this third

number is referred to a series of tables calculated for the pur-

pose, and usually sold with the instrument. In these tables,

under the proper temperature, will be found the percentage of

strength required.
Trailers H. resembles Gay-Lussac's (nearly).

Twaddeil's H. is much used in bleaching establishments.

According to this scale, is equal to 1000 or the sp. gr. of dis-

. tilled water, and each degree is equal to .005 ; so that, by mul-
tiplying this number by the number of degrees marked on the

scale, and adding 1, the real sp. gr. is obtained.

Akohotometers, xaccliarometers , urinonieters, etc., are simply
H. so weighted and graduated as to adapt them for testing

spirits, sirups, urine, etc.

Hydrometrograph, an instrument for measur-
ing tlie quantity of water discharged in a given
time.

Hydrophore, an instrument for obtaining
specimens of water from any given depth below
the surface.

Hydroscope, a hygrometer.
Hydrostat, a general term for any apparatus

or contrivance to prevent the explosion of steam-
boilers.

Hydrostatic Balance, a balance for weighing
substances in water, for the purpose of ascertain-

ing their specific gravity.

Hydrostatic Press, Hydraulic Press, also
called Bramah's Press, from the name of the en-

gineer who first devised it under its actual form,
is a heavy iron machine worked by water-power,
and very advantageously used in many branches
of industry.

The H. p., of which there are many different forms, adapted
to dilftfruat u-ses, is constructed on this principle : that if a close

the same pressure of 10 lbs. upon every square inch of the in-

ternal surface of the vessel. Consequently, if another aperture
of 100 square inches area is made in the side of the vessel, and
a cyUnder of the same size is fitted to it, a piston fitted to this

Fig. 279. — HiDROSTATio Press.

vessel is filled with a liquid that we will suppose to have no
woljjht. and if an aperture of the size of one square inch be
made in one side of it and fitted with a piston upon which
tbarii Is exerted a pressure of 10 lbs., ther« will also be exerted

Fig. 280.

—

Reonault's Hygrometer.

will receive a pressure of 1,000 lbs. In the model shown in
Pig. 279, P is a reservoir of water on which is a pump. A, thg
piston-rod, a, of which is worked by the hand-lever, O. The
water is conveyed by the pipe, rj, to the cylinder. R, to the pis-
ton, C, and table, K, which rises between the guides that hold
the upper plate, M N. against which the object under press-
ure is driven. The force developed is hardly conceivable, fre-

quently testing the strength of the
mechanism in a severe way. The
power of a H. P. depends mainly
on the ratio between the diameter
of the pump-piston and that of the
cylinder-plunger. The largest ofthese
machines ever known were those con-
structed for raising the Britannia
Tubular Bridge at the Menai Straits.

One of them had a plunger or ram
20 inches diameter, and the metal
of the cylinder 11 inches thick ; a 40-
horse-power steam-engine was used
to work it, and the head of the ram
had a lifting power of 900 tons. In
the every-day processes of manufac-
ture, the H. P. is largely used iu
oil mills, cloth dressing and parking
establishments, bandana print-works,
and numerous other mills and manu-
facturing establishments.

Hygrometer, an instru-

ment for measuring the
amount of moisture in the
atmosphere.

Regnault's H., shown in

Fig. 280, consists of two thin,

polished, silver thimbles, two
inches in height and one inch
in diameter. In these thim-
bles are adjusted two glass

tubes, D and E, each contain-

ing a very sensitive thermom-
eter fixed there with a cork.

A tube open on both sides

goes through the cork of tube
D to the bottom of the thim-
ble. This tube, J), commu-
nicates through a lead pipe

with an aspirator, G, filled with water. The tube
E does not communicate with the aspirator ; it

contains only a thermometer whose object is to
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show the temperature of the air at the time of the
experiment This H. is worked by filling about
liaif of the tube, D, with etlicr, and tlien opening
the cock of tiie aspirator. Tiie water wiiicli fills

the aspirator empties itself, which causes a partial

vacuum in the tube, A. Air is then forced into

the tube, A, by atmospheric pressure ; but as that
air, to penetrate in the tube, D, and in the aspira-

tor, has to pass through the ether, it vaporizes a
part of that liquid, and cools it with a rapidity
corresponding to that with which the aspirator
discharges its water. The cooling soon determines

on the thimble a deposit of dew, and the thermom-
eter, T, giving them the corresponding tempera-
ture, it becomis easy to calculate the hygrometric
condition of the air.

Hypsometer, an instrument for measuring
heights by noting <iifferences in barometric press-

ures at different altilu<les.

Hyson, an esteemed kind of preen tea, of which
there are several varieties, as hyson-skin, young
hyson, etc.

Hysterometer, a surgical knife for operations

upon llie wouib. 4

96
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I, in Roman numeration, stands for one. When
placed before anotlier numeral it is subtracted

from, and wlien following? is added to, the value of

the other numeral : as IX, 9; XI, 11.

Ibis, a genus of birds resembling the storks

;

the plumage of several is used for ornamental
purposed
Ice is water in a solid state. On being cooled,

water gradually contracts until the temperature
has fallen to 39'^ 9' F., when it begins to expand.
At the freezing-point, .32° F., under ordinary con-

ditions, water crystallizes or freezes, and in conse-

quence of the continued expansion, the sp. gr. of

ice, as compared with that of water at 39° 9', is as

.94 to 1.00. Ice has tiie peculiar property of

reuniting by the contact of adjoining surfaces after

having been broken into fragments ; which pro-

perty is called regelation. Colored water and salt

water, by freezing, produce colorless and fresh ice,

and spirituous liquors part with their alcohol. To
effect this purification perfectly, the ice must be
formed under ciniumstances which prevent the

accumulation of blebs and air-bubbles, and the

entanglement in the ice of any of the unfrozen or

ejected liquor ; for the foreign matters held pre-

viously in solution in the water are in the act of

freezing transferred to the portion which remains
unfrozen. If the whole of the water becomes a
mass of porous ice, the iuipurities are retained in

the pores ; but if the freezing takes place slowly
and regularly, time is given for the escape of the
impurities, and thus the brilliant and perfectly

transparent and dense masses of ice which come
from the most northern countries yield, when
thawed, water almost equal in purity to that

which has been distilled, and nearly free from
air.

The ice-trade of the U. States was commenced by Mr. Frederic

Tudor, of Uoston, in 18U5. This gentleman, having previously

Bent agents to the West Indies to procure information, deter-

mined to make his first experiment in that region. Finding
no one willing to receive ro strange an article on shipboard,
he was compelled to purchase a vessel, the brig Favorite, of
about 130 tons, which he loaded with ice from a pond in

Saugus, Mass., belonging to his father, and sent to St. Pierre,

Martinique. This first enterprise resulted in a loss of about
34,500, but was, nevertheless, followed up until the embargo
and war put an end to the foreign trade, at which period it

had yielded no profit to its projector. Its operations had been
confined to Martinique and Jamaica. After the close of the
war in 1814, Mr. Tudor recommenced his operations He ob-
tained the monopoly of the Havana supply in 1815 ; intro-

duced the trade in Charleston, S. C, in 1817 ; in Charleston in

1818 ; in New Orleans in 1820 ; sent the first cargo of ice to the
Kast Indies in 1833 ; and to Brazil in 18.34. Up to that time
Mr Tudor was alone in the trade, but it was soon divided
among many parties in the same and other ports. From the
Great Lakes also ice is now carried by i-ailroad to the Southern
cities, and through the Illinois River ice is .sent down the Missis-
sippi, The shipments of ice in Boston have steadily decrea-sed

from 146,000 tons in 1858 to 53,180 tons in 1878. Boston, how-
ever, still retains the great bulk of the export trade. The
total exports from the U. States for the year 1878 were 64 370
tons (of which 48,215 tons for Boiton), valued at *227,328,
and distributed as follows : —

Brazil 1,600
D inish W. Indies 3.219
French " 2,802
Canada 625
British W Indies 10.822

" Guiana 3.164
" K. Indies 18,270

Hawaiian Islands 5.59

Dutch K. Indies 8,175
Cuba 16,081
Porto Rico 752

Umgnay 2,994
Venezuela 307

Total 64,370

New York exports but little ice, being chiefly engaged in
procuring an amount sufficient for its enormous supply, which,
including Brooklyn, amounts ta about 1,000,000 tons, and is

increasing at the rate of about 60,000 tons a year. New Yorlc

city is chiefly supplied with ice from the Hudson River, above
Newburgh, and from the small neighboring lakes. The Knicker-
bocker Ice Co., which engrosses a large proportion of the
business, derives its supply from Rockland and Highland lakes.

Ice being shipped and used at all seasons, large store-hou.ses

are required to preserve it. These store-houses are huge wooden
buildings without windows, standing along the edge of tlie

ponds or along the banks of the rivers. Their capacity fre-

quently exceeds 20,000 tons, and two at Rockland Lake, N. Y ,

hold 40,000 tons each. At first the implements of husbandry
only were used in securing ice, but as the trade became more
important, other machines and different methods were adopted,
and abandoned when better were brought forward, or when
the increased magnitude of the business required greater facili-

ties. More ice is now secured in one favorable day than would
have supplied the whole trade thirty years ago. Ordinarily,

before there has been cold enough to form ice of suitable thick-

ness, snow falls on its surface. If this occurs when the ice is

four or more inches in thickness, and the snow not heavy
enough to sink the ice, it can be removed by using horses

attached to the snow-xcraper ; and under such circumstances

this is the method in common use. But if snow falls so heavy
as to bring the water above the surface of the ice, it is removed,
after it has congealed into snow-ice, with the ice-plane, which
takes off about two inches deep and 22 inches wide of its sur-

face. This machine is drawn by two horses, and is guided by
inserting its "guides" into grooves previously made with the

ice-cutter. The chips made by it are scraped off in the 8.ime

manner as dry snow. These preliminary expenses are oftea

very great ; frequently, after much expense has been incurn-d

to remove a body of snow or snow-ice, the weather becomes
warm and spoils the ice on which so much has been expended.

And, on the other hand, if it is not done and the cold con-

tinues, there will be little or no increase of thickness to the

ice, which is equally a disaster. When ice has been formed
of sufficient thickness, and freed from snow and snow-ice, it

is reduced to blocks of uniform size, ordinarily 22 inches square,

by the ice-cutter. This machine is similar to a carpenter's

plough, except that it has a series of cutting chi.=els, one suc-

ceeding another, and deepening the groove. It is drawn by a
horse, and cuts at one pa.«sage about two inches deep, and if

the ice requires to be planed to remove snow-ice, the guides of

the " snow-plane " are used in grooves of this depth, but whea
grooves are required to split from, the "'ice-cutter'" should

be drawn two or three times through each. The-'e grooves

should be parallel to each other, and to make them sso, the
" ice-cutter " has a guide, which is placed in the last groove

made. \Vhen the grooves in one direction have been made,
others at right angles with them are produced in the same
manner. After this has been done, one groove at the end is

opened, and also the two outside grooves : a wedging-bar is

then stricken into the groove next the end one, and at several

places along its length, which detaches it easily from the mass

;

then the same bar is forced, with a slight blow, into the trans-

verse grooves, which reduces the ice to very uniform square

blocks. The blocks of ice thus formed are brought to the re-

ceiving-doors of the iceliouses (which are built on the imme-
diate borders of the ponds), either by placing them on sleds,

or floating in canals cut through the ice. Various modes of

elevating the ice are in use ; the endless chain, in combination

with the inclined plane, has been successfully used, and also

the common pile-driving steam-engine : but at present horse-

power is more u.sed than any other. The ice is placed in the

houses in regular courses, every block exactly covering the

next below it. When a vault ha.s been filled, it is inmiediately

covered with wood-shavings and the receiving-doors fitted up,

to prevent waste, until the contents are required for shipment
abroad or use at home. The weight of ice for shipment is

usually determined at the wharves, immediately before being

put on shipboard, on scales which have been constructed for

the purpo.se ; and this single operation settles the weight to he

paid for by the party for whose account the ice is shipped ; the

amount due for freight on shipboard, for transportation on
the railroad, and that which is to be received by the owner of

the ice The artificial freezing of water is principally effected

by vaporization and expan.sion, and by liquefiction. The
method by liquefaction is performed by freezing mixtures,

many of which will bring water into the state of ice even in

the hottest weather. The most important freezing mixture*

are given iu the following table :
—
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Substances.
Parts
by

Weight.

Thermometer
sinks

of

flrom to
fall.

Snow or powdered Ice.. .

.

! 1

»

!

3 1

1 t

6
5
4

'J
t 1

— 10

+ 50

+80

+ 50

+ 32

— 5

-56

0^

-14

-21

-51

Dilute sulphuric acid. . .

.

" nitric acij

Sulphate of soda
Hydrochloric acid

iSulphate of soda
Nitrate of ammonia
Dilute nitric acid
Phosphate of soda
Nitrate of ammonia
Dilute nitric acid
Snow or powdered ice . .

.

Potash

46

50

61

n

83

Numerous ice-machines hare been invented to fecilitate the
action of these mixtures upon water, or produce ice by vapo-
rirvtion. Among the be.it known are thooe invented by
Ma-sters, Harrison, Siebe, OarrtS, Kirk, Windhau.sen, Holden,
GiRard, etc. It does not enter into the scope of this work to
de«;ribe one or other of theiie machines, v hich are generally
comi)Ucated and expensive : and it is enough to say that in

every ca.** there is some chemical agent which takes away
caloric, or heat, from a vcsel of water and thereby converts
the writer into ice. The u.sefulness of ice-machines seems to

be limited to exceptional ca-se-s in a country as the U. States,

which po3se.sses every facility for the production and shipping
of natural ice, and cheap transportation by railroads and riv-

ers in almost every part of the country. Thirty years apo the
hotels and other large consumers in New York paid l?20 per
ton for their ice. Now, owiug to the introduction of machin-
ery, the better understanding of the business, and the competi-
tion between rival companies, the price is reduced to four or five

dollars to person."! who consume large quantities of ice. The
rate to families is not considered much above this price, when
the wikste of cutting into small pieces and cost of carting are
taken into account.

Ice-Boat, a boat so constructed as to sail upon
ice.^ce-boats are very common in Holland ; tliey

go with incredible swiftness, sometimes so quickly
as to affect the breath, and are found very useful

in conveying goods and passengers across lakes

and ^eat rivers. Boats of different sizes are

placed in a traverse form upon a 2^ or 3 inch deal

board. At the extremity of eacli end are fixed

irons, which turn up in the form of skates. Upon
this plank the boat rests, and the two ends serve

as outriggers to prevent oversetting, whence ropes
are fastened tiiat lead to the head of the mast in

the nature of shrouds, and others passed through
a block across the bowsprit. The rudder is made
somewhat like a hatchet with the head placed
downward, wljich being pressed down cuts the ice,

and serves all the purposes of a rudder in the wa-
ter, by enabling the^helmsman to steer.

Ice-Box, Ice-Chest. See Refrigkrator.
Ice-Bound, vessels blocked up in the ice.

Ice-Claw, a rope and pair of claws, for grap-

pling ice-blocks.

Ice-Cream Freezer. See Freezer.
Ice-Crusher, an implement for crushing ice for

cooling beverages.
Iceland. See Denmark.
Iceland-Moss, a lichen {Cetraria Islandico)

common in the N. of Europe and N. America,
which yields a nutritive starchy substance, some-
times employed to make bread and gruel. It may
be formed into a paste; and from its possessing

demulcent qualities, as well as a bitter principle,

it is extensively employed in consumption and
other diseases, being regarded as a dietetic as well

as therapeutic agent. Jmp. free.

Iceland-Spar, calcareous spar In transparent

crystals, first brought from Iceland. It is much

tig. 281. — Ice-Saw.

employed in optical experiments, and is sometimes
called double-refracting spar.

Ice-Plane, an instrument for smoothing away
the rough surface of ice in winter, before cutting
and carting it away for storage.

Ice-Plough, an instrument used for cutting
grooves in the ice on ponds and lakes, to facilitate

the removal of blocks of 1 to 2 cwt, which are
stored for summer use.

Ice-Safe, a chamber for cooling water, etc
Ice-Sa^v, a long saw, with a heavy weight, at-

tached at the lower end
( Fig. 281 ), forcuttingchan-
nels in the ice to liberate

vessels which have been
frozen in.

Ice-Tongs, utensils for
taking up ice at a table.

Idea Resin, resinous
exudations of value in the
districts of S. America,
where the Jcica trees oc-

cur, and furnish the elemi,

carana, and tacamahaca
resins.

Idaho, a N. Western territory of the U. States,

bounded N. by British Columbia, E. by Montana
and Wyoming, S. by Utah and Nevada, and W.
by Oregon and Washington. It lies between lat.

42° and 49° N., Ion. 111° and 167° 10' W. Ex-
treme length from N. to S., 485 m.

;
greatest

breadth, about 290 m. Area, 86,294 sq. m., or

55,228,160 acres. Pop. about 25,000, exclusive of
tribal Indians, who in 1880 numbered about 5 500.

The principal towns, each with a very small pop.,

are Boise' City (the capital), Lewiston, Oregon,
Idaho City, Malade City, Pioneer City, and Silver

City.

The Snake River, or T.«wi8 Fork of the Colombia River, and
its branches drain the entire territory, except a portion about
120 m. long in the extreme N.. which is watered by Clark's

Fork, the Spokane, and the Kootenay, and a small tract in the

S. E. comer, which is Intersected by Bear River. Clark's Fork
crosses the territory from E. to W., expanding into a Iske

about 30 m. long and 5 m. wide, near the E. boundary, called

Pond d'Oreille. The river and lake are naviaable by steamers

through Idaho. The surface of Idaho pos-sesses characteristics

similar to tho.>«e of the great inland has-ia lying further S., be-

ing elevated, within the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Mountains
on the \V., and the Bitter Root and Rocky Mountains on the

B., to an altitude of from 2.(XKi to 5,000 fwt above the sea, and
having insufficient rainfall for the highest development of vege-

tfition during the summer months without the aid of irrita-

tion. The tendency to aridity, however, is considerably less

than in Utah and Nevada, the average range of summer heat

in this northern latitude not being so exhaustive of the surfiice

moisture. The many streams Intersecting the valleys, having

their sources in motinuin heights covered with snow during

the greater part of the year, also offer unsurpassed advantages

for irrigation, and render this one of the most copiously wateii d
of our inland territories. The necessity for Irrigation is much
le.ss apparent in the N. portion of the territory than (brther

S. : but the extreme cold which often attends the winters of

the latitudes approaching the British boundary repels the Im-

migrant agriculturist, and this region consequently contains

fewer settlements than the central and southern parts. The
mounUlns of Idaho often attain great altitude, having peaks

rising above the line of perpetual snow, their lower slopes l*lng

furrowed with numerous streams and alternately clothed with

miignificent forests and rich grasses. The plains are elevated

table-lands covered with indigenous grasses, constituting pas-

turage unsurpa-s-sed in any section of our country. Among
the largest, best situated, and most attractive of the valleys

are thase of the Clearwater, Salmon, Fayette, Wood, Weiser,

St Joseph, and Copur d'.VIene, these being all profkisely wa-

tere<l, and possessing soil of extraordinary fertility, readily

yielding, with irrigation, abundant crops of barley, wheat,

rye. and oats, as well as all the ordinary vegeUbles and fniiU

of the temperate lone ; while vast stretches of mngniflcent for-

est, presenting abundant supplies of thiilwr and firewood, con-

stitute a conspicuous element of beautiful mountain scenery.

Bottom-lands of great fertility and considerable extent sur-

round the shores of lakes Coeur d'Aline and Pend d'Oreilles.

lu the N. part of the Territory ; and there are numerous small
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but very productive valleys on the streams emptying into

those lakes. The preference of agricultural settlers, however,
Is for the valleys lying within the water-system of the more S.

branch of the Columbia. Throughout the spring, summer,
iihJ autumn months, in the N. as well as the S. sections, the
wt'ather is generally delightful and salubrious ; in the winter
moiith.s the range of the thermometer depends greatly upon
the altitude of the surface, the higher mountains being visited

by extreme cold, and heavy falls of snow; the lower mountain
ranges and the plains having winters generally less .severe

than those of N. Iowa and Wisconsia or central Minnesota,
while greater dryness of the atmosphere renders a lower fall

of the thermometer less perceptible ; and the valleys being
rarely visited by cold weather, high winds, or considerable
falls of snow. Considered in its yearly average, the climate is

exactly adapted to sheep-growing and the production of wool,
tlie lierding of cattle, and the manufacture of dairy products ;

the raising of very superior breeds of horses, as well as the
culture of all northern varieties of fruits, such as apples, pears,

piunis, cherries, peaches, grapes, and all of the ordinary cereals

and vegetables. Besides the great wealth in mines of gold and
cilver which Idaho contains, constituting the principal attrac-

tiou to emignmts thus far in the history of the Territory, ex-
tensive deposits of not less important useful minerals are
known to exist in different sections within its limits, although
there has yet been no organized geological survey. Conspicu-
ous among the useful minerals are vast beds of salt, found
upon analysis to be almost chemically pure, extensive fields of
iron ore, and apparently inexhaustible strata of excellent coal.

The coal and salt are already prominent amon^; the mining
products ; the local demand created by their employment in

the process of reducing and refining the ores of gold and silver,

as well as by domestic necessity, rendering their production
profitable ; but increased facilities for transportation to adja-
cent States and Territories are required to develop these
branches of mining industry to a degree commensurate with
the great extent and value of the deposits. The first discov-

eries of gold in paying quantities in Idaho were made in 1800,
on the south Fork of Clearwater River. The principal quartz-
mines are in the S. VV. part, in Owyhee, Idaho, Boise, and Al-
turas Counties. Placer diggings occur in various parts of the
Territory ; the most important are those of Boise basin and
along the head-waters of the Salmon and Clearwater rivers.

Until 1SG9 the annual yield of gold and silver ranged from 6
to 8 millions of dollars. Since that time it hiis been yearly
decreasing, the yield for the year 1878 being only 81,150,000
gold, and .$200,000 silver. There is a national bank at Boise
City, witli a capital of S?100,000. No railroads have yet been
constructed in Idaho, but as the line of the Union and Central
Pacific roads runs in close proximity to its S. boundary, it re-

ceives a generous share of the benefits conferred upon this sec-

tion of the country by the great national inter-oceanic highway.
According to the estimate of the commissioner of the U. States
general land office, the total area of Idaho is approximately
estimated to contain of agricultural lands 16,925,000 acres

;

grazing, 5,000,000 ; surface of lakes, 575,000 ; sterile lands,
producing no other vegetation than wild sage and occasional
tufts of bufi'.ilo-gra.ss. U,328.1t50; mountain lands, 18,400.000
— embracing 17,500,000 acres of timber lands, and 8,000,000 of
mineral lands.

Illegal, any act contrary to law, such as the
use of false weiglits and measures, smuggling, etc.

Illicit, unlawful, prohibited ; as secret distilla-

tion, etc.

Illinois, a Western State of the American
Union, bounded N. by Wisconsin, N. E. by Lake

Michigan, E. by In-

diana, S. E. and S.

by Kentucky, and
W. by Missouri and
Iowa. It lies between
lat. 36° 39' and 42°
30' N.. Ion. 87° 35'

and 91° 40' W. Its

extreme length from
N. to S. is 385 m., ex-
treme breadth from
E. to W. 218 m. Area,
55,410 sq. m. This
important State is di-

vided into 102 coun-
ties. Chicago, its commercial metropolis, is the
largest city of the West. The seat of government,
Springfield, is a fine city, lying near the geo-
graphical centre of the State, in lat. 39° 48' N.,
Ion. 89° 45' W. ; it has an active trade and im-
portant manufactures, with a population of about

Fig. 282. —Seal op Illinois.

30,000. The other principal cities of Illinois are

:

Alton, pop. 10,000; Aurora, 15,000; Belleville,

10,000; Bloomington, 18,000; Cairo, 7,500; De-
catur, 8,000 ; Elein, 7,000 ; Freeport, 9,000 ; Galena,

9,000; Galesbu'rg, 12,000; Jacksonville, 11,000;

Joliet, 9,000; La Salle, 6,000; Ottawa, 9,000; Pekin,

6,500 ; Peoria, 28,000 ;
Quiney, 40,000 : Rockford,

14,000; Rock Island, 9,000. Total population of

Blinois, about 3,000,000.

Illinois may be regarded as an extensive tableland, gently
inclining toward the S. \V. At the mouth of the Ohio the soil

is only about 340 feet above tide-water in the Gulf of Mexico,
and tiie highest elevation in the whole State does not exceed

800 feet above that standard. Its surface is occupied almost
entirely by prairies, which are popularly distingui.^hed by
the names, "wet'' and "dry,"' "alluvial" and "rolling.''

The wet prairies are peaty, indicating that they were once
morasses. Those of an alluvial nature are dry, with a rich

black loam, and exceedingly fertile. They are covered with a
coarse kind of grass, which grows to an enormous size. The
soil of the high and " rolling " prairies is, in general, only of
second-rate quality, and abounds in springs. Grape-vines are
abundant. The prairies furnish an inexhaustible summer
range for cattle. From the exceeding flatness of some of the

plains, the rains that fall are allowed to stagnate, and thus ren-

der the situation unhealthy. The Grand Prairie, which is the

largest tract of this description, is probably the highest table-

land between the Mississippi and the Wabash. It extends
from the county of Jackson, in a N. E. direction, to the Iro-

quois county, and varies in breadth from 1 to upward of 12 m.
Although passing under one name, it does not consist of one
single tract of land, but Is broken up into several reaches of

prairie ground, with strips of wood running between them.
It is rich and fertile, and several settlements have been located

on its border, which is everywhere skirted with wood. The
prairies, generally, are not plentifully supplied with timber,

most of them being only interspersed with groups of trees, or
skirted with strips of forest. Much of the young wood is de-

stroyed by the annual winter burning of the coarse grass,

which covers at least two thirds of the prairie land. In spring
the prairies again become profusely decked with the greatest

variety of beautiful and delicate flowers of every hue. Illinois

is distant from the sea, but is well provided with rivers. Nearly
three fourths of its boundary is formed by navigable rivers

;

and on the N. E. it has Lake Michigan for upward of 60 m.
The Mississippi, which forms its entire western, and the Ohio,
which forms the southern boundary, give commercial access to

those valleys which bear their names. The Wabash, a noble
stream which bounds the State on the E. for more than 100 m.,
is navigable for more than that distance. For infernal com-
munication, the Illinois, which belongs entirely to this State,

is navigable at all seasons for steamboats for 260 m. to La Satle,

where navigation is stopped occasionally by the little rapids,

and where a canal branches off, connecting the river with Lake
Michigan. The principal tributaries of the Illinois, which is

itself formed by the junction of the Kankakee and the Des
Plaines, are the Fox River which rises in Huron Territory, and
has a cour.se of 200 m. before it joins the Illinois ; the Ver-
milion River, which falls into it from the S. E. ; the Sangamon
from the E., the Mackinaw from the N. E., and the Spoon
Kiver from the N. W. These are almost all navigable for con-
siderable distances. The Sangamon is navigable for 140 m.
The Little Wabash and the Embarrass, which flow into the
Wabash, are likewise navigable for upwards of 150 ni. The
Rock River, which rises ia Wi-sconsin, and falls into the Mis-
sissippi, after a course of about 300 m., is navigable for soma
distance, but its upper course is impeded by rapids. The cli-

mate of Illinois, extending as it does over a space of 5} degrees
of latitude, must necessarily be varied. The natural difference

of temperature between the N. and the S. parts is, however,
increased by the numerous and large rivers which bound and
intersect the country, and by its state of cultivation. Every-
where the winters are severe, the summers hot and long, and
the temperature subject to frequent and sudden changes. In
the S. parts of the State the summer heat is very oppressive
and enervating ; and is only occasionally relieved by fresh

breezes from the prairies. In winter the snow falls to a con-
siderable depth, and lies occasionally for three months : and
many of the rivers remain frozen for the same length of time.

In some parts of the State only a few inches of snow falls, and
it quickly disappears.— Illinois possesses a vast extent of arable
land. The soil, although varied, is generally highly productive,
and for agriculture, it has been considered as unsurpassed by
any State in the American Union. The soil in " the bottoms,"
or along the river valleys, such as those of the Rock River, the
Sangamon, and Kaskaskia, consistschiefly of rich alluvial depos-
its, and is so productive as frequently to yield 40 bushels of wheat
or 100 bushels of Indian corn to the acre. Nearly all the tracts

adjacent to the rivers are of this character. " The American
Bottom," as it is called, is the richest river alluvium, and has
been cropped without deterioration for a century. It extends
along the Mississippi for 90 m. ; but in consequence of its Ua-
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bility to inuudation. much of it is uncultivated. The prairies,

although !«.< productive, are still very fertile, and on account
of their greiiter salubrity are preferred for fiiruis, wherever wood
is to be obtained. In 1879 there were iS.8S2,861 acres of land
in farms, and t5,01!).531 acres in wcxxlland (of which 5.0t>l,578
acres were included in farms) — Important aud valuable miner-
als abound in this State. Bituminous coal occurs in almost
every county, and in some instance.s may be obtained without
excavation. Vast bed.s are found on the bluffs adjacent to the
" American Bottom '

; and it ha.s been reported that anthmcite
coal has been found in the county of Jackson. But the preat
coal region Is an e.xtensive tract which extends quite across the
State from Missouri to Indiana, and from Iowa to Kentucky
(seeCojtL). Iron has been found in the S. part of the State, and
is said to be plentiful in the N. The great lead region is shared
between Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin. Galena, in the N. W.,
is nearly supported by this mineral. Silver has al.^o been
found in the W.part of the State, and copper is obtained in

several places. The other minerals found here are zinc, gyp-
sum, quartz, crystals, etc. — The relative value of agricultural
products of I. for the year 1878 is given in this work under the
names of each of the principal ci-ops. In that year there won-
about 20i) butter and cheese factories in operation in the Suite,

and the value of the annual product of the factories and milk-
condensing estJiblishments was over $2,(X)0,IK)0 ; and all the
dairy products of the State were more than double this esti-

mate. — According to the last census, Illinois ranked sixth

among the States of the Union in the amount of capital in-

Tested in manufactures and in the value of products. In the
total amount of capital it was .surpassed by New York, Peuusyl-
Tania. .Massachusett.s, Ohio, and Connecticut : in the value of
products by New York, Pennsylvania, Mas.sachuiietts, Ohio,
and Missouri. In the production of agricultural implements,
Illinois ranked next to Ohio and New Y'ork ; In carriages and
wagons, next to New York and Pennsylvania : in sashes, doors,

and blinds, next to New York, Pennsylvania, Missouri, and
Ohio ; in men's clothing, next to New Y'ork, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, and Ohio; in oil, next to New York and Penn-
sylvania ; in grea.se and tallow, next to New York; while in

the products of butchering, distilled liquors, planed lumber,
and pork packed, it ranked first. Illinois also ranks first

among all States in the number of miles of railroad it pos-

sesses The following table exhibits the names of the lines

lying wholly or partly within the State, the number of miles

completed in 1879, and the entire length of the line.s.

Names of Comp.\mes.

Baltimore and Ohio and Chicago
Cairo and St. Louis
Cairo awl Vincennes
Carbondale and Shawneetown
Chicago and .\lton

Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy
Cbica)(oand Eastern Illinois

Chicago and Iowa
Chicago, Milwauke*', and St Paul
Chicago and Northwestern
Chicago and Pacific

Chicago and Paducah
Chicago, Pekin, and Southwestern
Chicago, Ro<-k Island, and Pacific

Cincinnati, Lafayette, and Chicago
Decatur, Mattoon. and Southern
East St. Louis and Carondelet
Evansville, Terre Haute, and Chicago.

.

Oalena and Southern Wisconsin
Grand Tower .Mining. Manufacturing,
and Transportatio i Co

Gray ville and .Mattoon
Havana, Rintoul, and Kastern
Illinois t'entral

Illinois Midland
Illinois and St. Louis

Indianapolis, Bloomington, and West-
ern

Indianapolis, Decatur, and Springfield

Indianapolis and St. Ix)uis

Jack.sonvillc, Northwestern, and South-
eastern

Lafayette, Bloomington, and Mi.ssiiwlppi

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern . .

Louisville, New .\lbauy,and St. Louis
Michigan Central
Ohio and .Mississippi

Paris and Danville

Pekin, Lincoln, and Derntur
Peoria, Pekin, ami J;icks«nville

Pittsburgh. Cincinnati, and St. Louis
Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, Hnd Chicago
Kock Island and Mercer County

Total
length of
line in Illi-

nois.

25.00
7125
41) («0

810 97
167 40
18.00

26340
75 7i5

185.00

N.^XES OF COJIPAMES.
Total

length of
line.

Miles.

9100
-\m

307 so
15H 30
365 IK)

45 20
4.90

247.00
686.55
41.74

212 75

15,492.31

Total
length of

line in Illi-

nois.

Miles
91 00

St. I/Ouis, .Alton, and Terre Haute
St. Louis, Rock Island, and Chicago. ..

St. Louis, Yandalia.and Terre Haute..

7100
3iJ7 SO
158 30
ISl.OO
45 20
4 10

247 00
444 17
41 74
127 65

Total 7 405 60

In 1879 Illinois had 1.39 national banks in operation, whose
paid-in cjipital w;is $17,lt»4.fi00. There were, besides. 319 State
banks, savings-banks, and private bankers, whose r»pit.il was
!&1,509,738, and deposits, 812.472,5.57. The nuniU-r of fire,

marine, and inland insunince companies authorized to do
business in the State was 181, of which 8 were joint-stock and
2 mutual companies of Illinois, 14*5 joint-stock and 8 mutual
companies of other States, and 17 foreign companies. The
risks written in the State for the year 1877 by all companies
(including 119 district, county, and township mutual fire-

insurance companies) amounted to §474,531,241. The total

amount of premiums on insured prop<'rtv in the State during
the yearwa.s $4,908,295, and the lo.sses paid, .?l,92!i,841, which
is only 42 per cent of the premiums. The following t-nble

shows the valuation of property for the purposes of taxation,
and the State debt, for a series of years :—

Year.
Real Personal Railroad Sf.'te

Estate. Property. Property. Debt.

!? S 8 «
1851 98,748,1533 39,0«j9,.546 16,(K)0.i)00

1855 231,590.084 95,927,2-35 15,19O.0(X)

18t)0 266.258.1.55 88,884,115 12.085.472 11,804.(X»
18ii5 262.114,308 116.302,295 13,911,31)3 11.178.(H)0

1870 347,876,690 113,545,227 19,242,141 4,890 9.37

1871 3i6,244,708 113.915,.561 25,51)i,042 1.892 496
1872 371,619.940 113.iVi7.959 25,<V>8.7H4 2,0»J0,I,'-.0

1873 899,434,748 3^)8,119.271 13;i,W7.823 1.7116.750

1874 847.947,477 2'H,7S5.202 81,723,772 1,730,972
1875 789.20S,982 2.^5.S.'i4.418 «XI.496,456 1.4S0,r,S2

1876 747,512..376 209,2^1,245 44,329,4.89 1.4S().»«)0

1877 700,096,143 189,465.922 41.6.37.243 1442.4»H
1878 649,094,336 167,679,561 40,461,866 802,312

The State posses.ses an industrial university, which was
opened to students of both s«-xes in lS<i8, and is situated

at L'rbana. The property and fund.s of this important insti-

tution amount to about S800.0()«). It embraces s<-hools of
agriculture, horticulture, and fruit-growing; mechanical m-i-

ence, civil and mining engineering, and architecture; modem
and ancient languages and literature; commerce; military

science ; and domestic science and arts. See CuictGO.

Illinois Central R.R. runs from Cairo to Chl-

cafio. III . o04.73 ni. aixl from Ct'iiiralia to Dun-
Icitli, :)40.77 in., total 705 50 m. Tlio followiuff

linos are owned or leased by tlie Co., whose offi-

ces are in Chicago : The Kanakee and Soutli West-
ern R.R., from Otto to Chat.sworth, 111., ;}(') 7<! m.

;

the Chicago and Sprinjjfield R.R., from (iilman.

1 m. distant from Cliicago, to Sprin.irfield, 11147
m. ; the Dubuque and Sioux City R.U., from Du-
buque to Iowa Falls, la., 142.89 m. ; the Fown
Falls and Sioux City li.R., from Iowa Fjills to

Sioux City. la., IS-lOO m. ; the Cedar Falls and
Minnesota R.R., from Waterloo, la., to State line,

Minn., 75.58 m., beinp a total of 1.2.>).8n m. The
Co. organized in 1851 has a eontroUinp inten-t

in the Chicago, St. I.K)uis, and New Orleans R.R ,

by which the interest of the line is extentled to

New Orleans. The two roads connect at Cairo by
means of a steamboat. FiiKinciul s/aiinirni : Cnj>.

stock, .?2n,0(M),000 ; funded debt, .?10,;MI7.000; 0%
currency bonds secured by mortgage on Spring-

field Division, $l,(iO(),<KX), 'consisting of 1st mort-

gage 0% 20 year bonds, payable in 1898. State-
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nicnt of funded debt in detail : Redemption curren-

cy 6 % •25-year bonds, payable in 1890, $2,500,000

;

sterling (£500,000) 6% 20-year bonds payable in

1895, 82,500,000; sterling (£200,000) mortgage 5%
30-year bonds, payable in 1905, §1,000,000; ster-

ling (£2,000,000) sinking-fund 5% 30-year bonds,
payable in 1903, $4,393,000 ; construction 7 % bonds
payable 1875 (past due), §4,000. Land department.
In 1850 the States of Illinois, Mississippi, and Ala-
bama received by act of Congress the grant of the

right of way through the public lands and also three

alternate sections of land on each side of the road
for every mile of R.R. constructed and equipped, as

aid towards the building of a railroad from Lake
Michigan and the Upper Mississippi to the Gulf of

Mexico. Up to 1879, 2,224,013.24 acres had been
conveyed, leaving 370,986.76 acres unconveyed.
2,:304,651.96 acres of the donated lands have been
sold. The total amount of dividends paid to stock-

holders up to and including 1878 was $34,835,.347.

Illinois Midland R.R. runs from Terre Haute,
Ind., to Peoria, 111., 175.7 m. This Co., whose offi-

ces are in Terre Haute, was formed by the consoli-

dation, in 1874, of the Peoria, Atlanta, and Decatur,
the Paris and Decatur, and the Paris and Terre
Haute R.R. Cos. In 1875 the road was placed
in the hands of a receiver. Financial statement

:

Cap. stock, $2,000,000; funded debts, §4,175,000,
consisting of 1st mortgage 7% bonds issued in

1875, payable in 1905, interest January and July.
Illipe Oil, Illipoo, Ilpa, Epei Oil, a light,

greenish-yellow, aromatic oil expressed from the
seeds of Bassia longifulia, a tree growing on the
coasts of Coromandel and Bengal. In the fluid

form it resembles palm-oil, and it becomes solid

below 82° F. It is used in the East Indies for
illumination, and for the manufacture of soap.
Ill-Manned, short-handed; a vessel that has

not a proportionate number of seamen to her size

and tonnage is said to be ill-manned.
Illuminating, a mode of painting or emblazon-

ing books and manuscripts with ornamental letters.— Placing lights at the windows or in front of a
house on festive occasions or days of rejoicing.

Illuminating Oils. See Oil.
Illumination, the act of illuminating or mak-

ing luminous. For supplying artificial light to

streets and the interior of houses, coal-gas and oil

and fats are generally employed. These illumi-

nating agents are compounds rich in carbon, upon
the presence of which the brightness of their flames
depends. Fiauie is gas or vapor heated to incan-
descence "during the process of combustion. A
flame containing no solid particles emits but a
feeble light, even if its temperature is the highest
possible. Pure hydrogen, for instance, burns with
a pale, smokeless flame, though with the produc-
tion of considerable heat. On the other liand,

wax, kerosene, coal-gas, etc., while undergoing
combustion, give out considerable light, because
their flames contain innumerable solid particles of
carbon, which act as radiant points.

To give the greatest degree of luminosity to flame, the gup-
ply of air must be proportioned to the character of the
purning substance, and be insufficient for the instantaneous
combustion of the evolved ga.ses ; in which case the hydrogen
takes all the oxygen, and the larger portion of the carbon is

precipitated, and burnt in the solid form, at some little dis-
tance within the outer surface of the flame. When the
supply of air is suSlcient for the immediate and complete com-
bustion of the whole of the combustible matter, no such pre-
cipitation takes place, and the flame Ls neither white nor
brilliant. The richest coal-gas, mixed with sufficient air to

convert all its hydrogen and carbon into water and carbonic
acid, explodes with a pale blue flash; yet the same gas, when
consumed in the ordinary way, burns with a rich white flame.
Every one must have noticed the effect of a gust of wind upon
the flaring gas-jets of a butcher's shop ; the plentiful supply

of air causes complete combustion, and so convert.s the bright
white flames into dull blue streaks of fire. When the supply
of air is insufficient to cause the combustion of the newly
formed solid carbon at the instant of its development, and
whilst it is in an incandescent state, the flame becomes red and
smoky, and unburnt sooty particles are thrown off. The same
occurs when the temperature of any portion of the hydrogen
is reduced below that intensity required for the combustion of
the newly separated charcoal. Solid bodies, as tallow, oils,

and fats, which burn with flame, are converted into the state

of gas by the heat required to kindle them, and it is this gase-
ous matter which suffers combustion, and not the substance
which produce.^ it The following table exhibits the compara-
tive cost of the light of 20 sperm candles, each burning 10
hours at the rate of 120 gr. per hour ; also the amount of car-
bonic acid produced and heat evolved per hour, in obtaining
this ([uantity of light :

—

Wax
Spermaceti . . .

.

Paraffin candles,

Tallow
Rock oil

Kerosene
Coal-gas

CkMt.

1.80 1

1.65)
1.00

0.75
0.15)
0.8 J

0.5

Carb. acid
per hour in

cubic feet

8.3

6.7

10.1

3.0

6.0

Units of
heat

per hour.

100

29

47

These figures prove that coal-gas and the mineral oil.-: are

the cheapest and best illuminating agents, producing the
largest amount of light with the least development of heat.

The light emitted by incandescent lime {Druwmoml li^ht,

hyilro-ozygen light, lime light, oxyhyilrogrn light) is inten.«ely

brilliant, and is often made use of to enable workmen to con-

tinue operations at night. It is obtained by directing the

flame produced by the combustion of a mixture of hydrogen
(or coal-gas) and oxygen upon a small cylinder of lime. In

the improved form of this light the lime is protected from
crumbling by a cage of platinum wire, and is caused to

rotate slowly by means of clock-work, so as constantly to

expose a fresh surface to the flame. \Vhen reflected from a
" parabolic mirror" in a pencil of parallel rays, the Drum-
mond light ha.« been recognized during daylight at a distance

of 108 miles. The most powerful illuminator, however, is the
electric light. See Light (HIlectric).

niustration, a woodcut or stereotype block

;

an impression taken therefrom.

Illustrator, a commentator ; a draughtsman or

designer.

Image, properly, an imitation or copy of any-

thing ; a likeness ; a representation ; a representa-

tion or similitude of any person or thing formed
of a material substance. In commerce, this name
is often applied to plaster casts or statues, and to

figures in stone, wood, wax, or other materials.

Imitation, a counterfeit ; a copy in inferior

materials.

Imitator, a copyist ; one who follows a set pat-

tern.

Immersion, the act of plunging or dipping into

a fluid.

Immigrant, a passenger who arrives in a coun-

try to settle ; the term is only used when large

bodies of passengers arrive together in vessels ;

when quitting they are termed emigrants, as they

go forth to establish themselves elsewhere. See

Emigration.
Immovables, lands ; houses ; fixtures.

Immunity, a freedom from tax, office, or obli-

gation, etc.

Impediment, an obstacle or hindrance to prog-

ress ; an obstruction to navigation, or to any un-

dertaking.
Imperial, relating to royalty.— Anything large,

as a large kind of slate, a large portmanteau, etc.

— A large-sized paper, 22 X •"^2 (printing-paper)

;

22 X 30 (flat writing-paper) ; 22 X 80 to 23 X 31

(blank-book paper).
Imperial Bushel. See Bi'shel.

Imperial Drills, linen fabrics, differing from
ordinary drills in being woven witli two tlireads
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Warp and three filling, while ordinary drills are
single threads.

Imperial Gallon. See Gallon.
Imperishable, not subject to decay ; inde-

striietihle, calculated to last long.
Impermeable, any textile substance rendered

water-proof by the application of some solution,
and a variety of other means. Petroleum, whit-
ing, and water; alum, white-lead, and water; the
same ingredients with acetic acid added ; tar, as
for tarpaulins ; oil, as for oil-skin ; a mixture of
boiled oil, pipe-clay, burnt umber, white-lead, and
pumice-stone; etc. Some special kinds have been
applied to leather rather than cloth, such as a mix-
ture of linseed-oil, suet, beeswax, and resin ; a
mixture of linseed-oil, resin, white vitriol, turpen-
tine, and sawdust ; a mixture of beeswax. Burgundy
pitch, turpentine, and linseed-oil ; and others in
which tallow is a principal ingredient. But the
chief water-proofing agent is india-rubber. Cloth
saturated with this gum is extensively used for
outer garments, life-jackets and belts, life-buoys,
collapsible boats, beds, hammocks, mattresses,
cushions, imibrella tents, portable bottles, shoes,
and countless other articles.

Impinge, to fall or strike against.
Implements, tools; utensils; vessels; instru-

ments ; the tools or instruments of labor. " Wear-
ing-apparel in actual use, and other personal
effects (not merchandise), professional books, im-
plements, and tools of trade, occupation, or em-
ployment of persons arriving in the U. States,
are admitted free of duty. But this exemption
shall not be constructed to include machinery, or
other articles imported for use in any manufactur-
ing establishment, or for sale."—U. Stales Statutes,

Section 2505.

Implicate, to embarrass ; to connect with.

Imu>or^nt, urgent ; of great consequence.
Importation and Exportation, the bringing

of commodities from and sending them to other
countries. A very large portion of the revenue of
the U^ States being derived from customs duties,

or from duties on commodities imported from
abroad, and drawbacks being given on a few arti-

cles exported, the business of importation and ex-
portation is subject to various regulations which
must be carefully observed by those who would
avoid incurring penalties, and subjecting their
property to confiscation. The regulations referred

to are embodied chiefly in Title xxxiv of the Re-
vised Statutes of the U. States (Edition 1878).

We subjoin an extract of such portions of this

which relate to the entry of merchandise and fxii/ment

ofduties, referring for other parts of the subject to

the headings Appraise.ment, Bill of Lading,
DRAwnAcic, Invoick, Manifest, Ports of Entrv
AND Delivery, Wareuousino, etc.

When vrsMs from fort ign ports may entrr and unlarie. It

shall not be lawful to make entry of any such ves.sel elsewhere
than at one of the jMjrts of entry designated by law ; nor to

unlade the cargo, or any part thereof, el.vewhere than at
one of the port.^ of delivery, designated by law, except that
every port of entry shall be also a port of delivery ( Stc.

2rV0).— Vessels which are not Tes.'<els of the U. States xhall be
Admitted to unlade only at ports of entry established by law

;

and no such vessel sIihII be admitted to make entry in any
other district than in the one in which she shall bo admitted to

unlade! .Sec. 2771). — The master of every vcK.selboundtoaport
of delivery only, in any district, shall first come to at the port
of entry of such district, with \\\i ve^sol, and then make re-

port and entry in writing, and pay all duties required by law,

portfeesandcharges, before such vessel shall proceed to her jmrt
of delivery. Any master of a ves-^el who shall proceed to a |K)rt

of delivery contrary to such directions shall be liable to a pen-
alty of S500, to be recovered with cosU of suit (

Stc. 2772).
Duty of jnnking report on arrival — Within 24 hours after

the arrival of any vessel, from any foreign port, at any port of

the U. States established by law, at which an officer of the cus-
toms resiiles, or within any harbor, inlet, or creek lhcr^>f,
the master shall repair to such olBre, and make repon to the'
chief officer of the arrival of the vessel; anci he shall, within
49 hours after such arrival, make a further report in writing,
to the collector of the district, which report sliall be in me
form, and shall contain all the particulars miuired to be in-
serted in, and verified like, a manifest. Every master who
shall neglect or omit to make either of such reports and dec-
larations, or to verify any such declaration n» required, or
shall not fully comply with the true intent and meaning of
this section, shall, for each offenre.be lixhle to a penalty of
81.000 (iic. 2774. J.

— The masterofany ves-el having on board
distilled spirits or winea, shall, within 48 hours alter bis ar-
rival, whether the same be at the first p<;rt of arrival of such
vessel or not, in addition to the requirements of the preceding
section, n-port in writing to the surveyor or officer acting as
inspector of the revenue of the port atwhirh he has arrived,
the foreign port from which he last sailed, the name of his ves-
sel, his own name, the tonnage and denomination of such ves-
sel, and to what nation belonging, together with the quantity
and kinds of spirits and wines, on board of the vessel, jairtlcu-
larizing the number of casks, vessels, ca.ses, or other packages
containing the same, with their marks and numbers, as also
the quantity and kinds of spirits and wines, on board such ves-
sel as sea-stores, and in default thereof he shall be liable to a
penalty of $•500, and any spirits omitted to be reported shall
be forfeited (t>fc. 2775).

Rrquisite of an enirf of e^oods generally The owner or con-
signee of any merchandise on board of any such vessel, or, in
case of Ills ab.sence or sickness, hi.s known agent or factor in
his name, within 15 days after the report of the master to the
collector of the district for which such merchandise shall t*
destined, shall make entry thereof in writing with the collector,
and shall in such entry specify the name of the vessel and of
her master, in which, and the port or place from which, such
merchandise was imported, the (larticuiar marks, numbers,
denominations, and prime cost, including charges of each par-
ticular package or parcel whereof the entry shall consist, or.

if in bulk, the quantity, quality, and prime cost, including
charges thereof, particularly specifying the siHiries of money
in which the invoices thereof are made out. Such entr)- shall

be subscribed by the person making it, if the owner or con-
signee, in his own name, or, if another person, in his name as
agent or factor, for the owner or consignee. The person mak-
ing such entry shall also produce to the collector and naval
officer, if any, the original invoices of the merchandise, or other
documents received in lieu thereof, or concerning the same,
in the same state in which they were received, with the bills

of lading for the same ; which invoices shall be signed by the

persons in the offices of the collector and naval officer «ho
have compared and examined them ( Sec. 278.0). — The entries

to be made by any importer, consignee, or agent, under the

preceding section, shall be verified by the oath of the person
making the same [See. 2786).

Bond by agent. Whenever any entry is made with the col-

lector of any district, of merchandise imported Into the U
States subject to duty, by any iigent, factor, or person, other

than the person to whom it belongs, or to whom It is ulti-

mately con.signed, the collector shall take a bond with surety

from such agent, factor, or person, in the penal sum of Jl.OtO,

with condition that the actual owner or consignee of such mer-
chandise shall deliver to the collector a full and correct ac-

count of the merchandise importe<l hy him, or for him on his

own account, or consigned to his care, in the same manner and
form as required in respect to an entry previous to the land-

ing of merchandise ; which account shall be verified by a like

oath, as in the case of an entry, to lie taken and subscril^d

before any judge of the U. States, or the judge of any court of

record of a State, or before any collector of the customs. In
case of the payment of the duties at the time of entry, by any
factor or agent, on the merchandise entered by him, the condi-

tion of the t>ond shall be to produce the account of the proper

owner, or consignee, verified in manner as before directed,

within 90 days from the date of such bond {See. 27t<7).

Entry when particulars are unknown. Where the particu-

lars of any merchandi.se are unknown, in lieu of the entry

prescribed above, an entry thereof shall be made and rrerivcd

according to the circumstances of the case ; the party making
the same declaring upon oath all that he knows or l>clieves

concerning the quality and particulars of the merchandise,

and that he has no other knowledge or information conceroiog

the same (.s>c. 2788).
Custody when invoice is imperfrct. Whenever an entry of

merchandise is imperfect, for waiit of Invoices, bills of lading,

or for any other cau.se, the collector shall take thenicrrhandi.e

into his custody, until the quantity, quality, or vajuc thcnof,

as the case may require, can be ascertained (Stc. 27S').

Vess'l's pajters to be produced to collector. The register, or

other document in lieu then-of, together with the clearance

and other papers grante<l by the officers of the customs to a

vessel at her departure from the port from whence she may
have arrived. Mediterranean passports excepted , shall previous

to entry be produced to the collector with whom such entry is

to be made, and shall remaio in bis ofltce ; and oo the ckar-
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aiice of such vessel the register and other documents shall be
returned to the master or owner of such vessel ( See. 2789).

Enfry of spirits and wines. Every importer of distilled

spirits or wines, or person to whom they are consigned, shall

make a separate and additional entry thereof, specifying the

name of the vessel, and her master, in which, and the place

from which, such spirits or wines were imported, together
with the quantity and quality thereof, and a particular detail

of the casks or receptacles containing the same, with their

marks and numbers ; such entry shall be subscribed by the

person making the same, for himself, or in behalf of the person

for whom such entry is made, and shall be certified by the col-

lector before whom it is made, as a true copy, and conformable
to the general entry before directed, in respect to all distilled

spirits and wines therein contained {Sec. 2794).

Baggage and tools. In order to ascertain what articles

ought to be exempted, as the wearing-apparel and other personal
baggage, and the tools and implements of a mechanical titide

only, of per-sons who arrive in the U. States, due entry thereof,

as of other merchandise, but separate and distinct from that

of any other merchandise, imported from a foreign port, sh.iU

be made with the collector of the district in which the articles

are intended to be landed by the owner thereof, or his agent,
expressing the persons by whom or for whom such entry is

made, and particularizing the several packages, and their con-
tents, with their marks and numbers : and the person who
shall make the entry shall take and subscribe an oath before

the collector, declaring that the entry subscribed by him and
to which the oath is annexed contains, to the best of his

knowledge and belief, a just and true account of the contents
of the several pac!iages mentioned in the entry, specifying the

name of the vessel, of her master, and of the port from which
sne has arrived ; and that such packages contain no mer-
chandise whatever other than wearing-apparel, personal bag-
gage, or, as the case may be, tools of trade, specifying it ; that

they are all the property of a person named who has arrived,

or i.s shortly expected to arrive, in the U. States, and are not
directly or indirectly imported for any other, or intended for

6ale(.S'ef. 2799).— Whenever the person making entry of any
such articles is not the owner of them, he shall give bond with
one or more sureties, to the satisfaction of the collector, in a
sum equal to the duties on like articles imported subject to

duty, upon the condition that the owner of the articles shall,

within one year, personally make an oath such as is prescribed

in the preceding section ( Sec. 2800). — Whenever any article

suiiject to duty is found in the baggage of any person arriving

within the U. States, which wa.s not, at the time of making
entry for such baggage, mentioned to the collector before whom
such entry was made, by the person making entry, such article

shall be forfeited, and the person in whose baggage it is found
shall be liable to a penalty of treble the value of such article.

Entry, etc., of cigart. No cigars shall be imported unless

the same are packed in boxes of not more than 500 cigars in

each box; and no entry of any imported cigars shall be allowed
of less quantity than 3,000 in a single package ; and all cigars

on importation shall be placed in public store or bonded ware-
house, and shall not be removed therefrom until the same
Fhall have been inspected and a stamp affixed to each box in-

dicating such inspection, with the date thereof (Sec. 2803).

See Tobacco.
Oaths, how taken. All oaths to be taken upon making of

any of the reports or entrie.^, or respecting any of the acts

mentioned in this chapter, whether by a ma.iter of any vessel,

or the owner or consignee of any merchandi.'sc, his factor or
agent, or by any other person, shall be administered by the
collector, or officer to or with whom the report or entry is

made, and shall be reduced to writing, and subscribed by tlie

person taking and by the person administering the oath ( Sec.

2805).
Forfeiture when cost is not set forth in invoice. If any mer-

chandise, of which entry has been made in the office of a col-

lector, is not invoiced according to the actual cost thereof at
the place of exportation, with design to evade payment of duty,
all such merchmdise, or the value thereof, to be recovered of
the per.son making entry, shall be forfeited ( Sec. 2839).

Collector to take possession when invoice i.i not correct. In
every case in which a collector shall suspect that any mer-
chandise is not invoiced at a sum equal to that for which it

has usually been sold in the place or country from whence it

was imported, lie shall take the merchandise into his pos.ses-

sion, and retain the same with reasonable care, at tlie risk and
expense of the owner or consignee, until it.s value at the time
and place of importation has been ascertained, as in the CA.se

of damaged merchandise, or of merchandise not accompanied
with an invoice, and until the duties arising, according to such
valuation, have been paid, or secured to be paid. But in ca-^e

of a pro.secution for forfeiture, such appraisement shall not
exclude other proof, upon the trial, of the actual cost of the
merchandise at the place of exportation (Sec. 2840). See Ap-
praisement.

Oaths to accompany invoices. Whenever merchandise im-
ported into the U. States is entered into invoice, one of the
following oaths, according to the nature of the case, shall be
n Iministered by the collector of the port, at tlie time of entry,
to the owner, importer, consignee, or agent {Sec. 2841).

1. Oath of consignee, importer, or agent.

I, , do solemnly and truly swear (or affirm) that the
invoice and bill of lading now presented by me to the i oUector
of , are the true and only invoice and bill of lading by
me received, of all the. goods, wares, and merchandise imported
in the , whereof is master, from , for ac-

count of any person whomsoever, for whom I am authorized
to enter the same ; that the said invoice and bill of lading are

in the state in which they were actually received by me, and
that I do not know nor believe in the existence of any other
invoice or bill of lading of the said goods, wares, and merchan-
dise ; that the entry now delivered to the collector contains a
just and true account of the said goods, wares, and merchan-
dise, according to the said invoice and bill of lading ; that
nothing has been, on my part, nor to my knowledge on the
part of any other person, concealed or suppressed, whereby the
United States may be defrauded ofany part of the duty lawfully

due on the said goods, wares, and merchandise, and that if, at

any time hereafter, I discover any error in the said invoice, or
in the account now rendered of the said goods, wares, and
merchandise, or receive any other invoice of the same, I will im-
mediately make the same known to the collector of this district.

Agd I do further solemnly and truly swear (or affirm ) that,

to the best of my knowledge and belief, (insert the name and
residence of the owner or owners,) is (or are) [the owner (or

owners)] of the goods, wares, and merchandise mentioned in

the annexed entry ; that the invoice now produced by me ex-

hibits the actual cost, (if purchased,) or fair market value, (if

otherwise obtained,) at the time or times, and place or places,

when or where procured, (as the case may be,) of the said

goods, wares, and merchandise, all the charges thereon, and
no other or different discount, bounty, or drawback, but such
as has been actually allowed on the same.

2. Oath of owner in cases where merchandise has been actually
purchased.

I, , do solemnly and truly swear (or affirm) that the
entry now delivered by me to the collector of contains
a just and true account of all the goods, wares, and men'han-
dise, imported by or consigned to me, in the , whereof

is master, from ; * that the invoice which I now
produce contains a just and faithful account of the actual cost

of the said goods, wares, and merchandise, of all charges
thereon, including charges of purchasing, carriages, bleaching,

dyeing, dressing, finishing, putting up, and packing, and no
other discount, drawback, or bounty, but such as has been
actually allowed on the .same ; that I do not know nor believe

in the existence of any invoice or bill of landing other than
those now produced by me, and that they are in thie state

in which I actually received them. And I do further sol-

emnly and truly swear (or affirm ) that I have not, in the said

entry or invoice, concealed or suppressed anything whereby
the U. States may be defrauded of any part of the duty law-

fully due on the said goods, wares, and merchandise : and that
if, at any time hei-eafler, I discover any error in the said in-

voice, or in the account now produced of the said goods, wares,
and merchandise, or receive any other invoice of the same, I

will immediately make the same known to the collector of this

district.

3, Oath ofmanufacturer or owner in ca-^es where merchandis*
has not been actua'li/ purcha-^ed.

As No. 2, except that at the place marked * must be intro-

duced the following: " That the said goods, wares, and mer-
chandise were not actually bought by me, or by my agent,
in the ordinary mode of bargain and sale, but, neverthe-
less,"' that the invoice .... {continue tis m No. 2.)

Separate entry ofpackages contained in one importation. A
separate entry may be njade of one or more packages con-
tained in an importation of packed packages consigned to one
importer or consignee, and concerning which packed packages,

no invoice, or statement of contents or values has been re-

ceived. Every such entry shall contain a declaration of the
whole number of parcels contained in such oilginal packed
package ; and shall embrace all the goods, wares, and mer-
chandise imported in one ves.sel at onetime for one and the

same actual owner, or ultimate consignee. 2. The importer,

consignee, or agent's oath prescribed by Sec. 2841 of the Re-
vised Statutes (see above), is hereby modified for the purpo>es
of this act, so as to require the importer, consignee, or agent,

to declare therein that the entry contains an account of all

the goods , imported in the , whereof is

master, from ,for account of , with oath so nio<li-

fied, shall in each case be taken on the entry of one or more
packages contained in an original package. But nothing in

this act contained shall be construed to relieve the importer,

consignee, or agent from producing the oath of the owner or
ultimate consignee in every case, now requin-d by law ; or to

provide that an importation may consist of less than the whole
number of parcels contained in any pack«>d package, or packed
packages consigned in one vessel at one time, to one importer,
consignee, or agent. 3 All provisions of law inconsistent

herewith are hereby repealed {Act of Co>n(ress, May 1, 1876).
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Fonri f.ir pro'liiclion ofinvoice of^ooih o/'nb\fiil nirnrr. No
DierciiauUi.-tc Milyet't to nil-valorem duty iini>ortrJ into the
U States, and belonging to a p«Tson residing in the C t>tate«,

but at the Siiiue time absent from the place where the mer-
chandise is intended to be entered, shall be admitted loan
entry, unless the importer, consignee, or agent, shall previ-

ously give bond, the form of which shall be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury, with sufficient sureties, to produce,
within four months, to the colU-ctor of the port where the
merchandise may be, the invoice of the same duly certitled,

according to the circumstances of the case, by the oath of the
owner, or one of the owners ; which oath shall be administered
by a coll(!Ctor, if there is any in the place where the owner may
be ; or, if there is none, by some public officer duly authorized
to administer oaths.

(For further prescriptions concerning invoices see iNvorcE).
Suits to recover i/ttlies unduly paid. Any })erson who shall

have made payment under protect and in order to obtain pos-

session of merchandise imported for him, to any collector, or
person acting as collector, of any money as duties, wlien such
amount of duties was not, or was not wholly, authorized by-

law, may maintain an action in the nature of an action at law,

which shall be triable by jury, to ascertain the validity of
such demand and payment of duties, and to recover back any
excess so paid. But no recovery shall be allowed in such action

unless a protest {in writim; aiul signed by the claimant or his

a^itnt, was made and delivered at or be/ore the payment, setting

forth distinctly aiui specifically the grouiuls of objection to the

amount claimed), and appeal to the Secretary of the Treasury
shall have been taken within 30 days after the date of the

ascertainment and liquidation of the duties by the proper
officers of the customs ( Sec. 3010).

Limitation : bill ofparticulars. No suit shall be maintained
in any court for the recovery of duties alleged to have t)een

erroneously or illegally exacted by collectors of customs, un-
less the plaintiff, within 30 days after due notice of the appear-
ance of the defendant, either in person or by attorney, serves

on the defendant or his attorney a bill of particulars of the
plaintiffs demand, giving the name of the importer or im-
porters, the description of the merchandise, and place from
which imported, the name of the vessel, or means of importa-
tion, the date of the invoice, the date of the entry at the cus-
tom-house, the precise amount of duty claimed to have been
exacted in excess, the date of payment of said duties, the day
and year on which protest was filed against the exaction

thereof, the date of appeal thereon to the Secretary of the
Treasury, and date of decision, if any, on such appeal. And if

a bill of particulars, containing all the above mentioned items,

be not served as aforesaid, a judgment of non. pros, shall be
rentntred against the plaintiff or plaintiffs in said action {Sec.

3012).

Refunding duties improperly collected. Whenever it shall

be shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury
that, in any case of unascertained duties, or duties or other
moneys paid under protest and appeal, as hereinbefore pro-

Tided, more money has been paid to the collector, or person
acting as such, than the law re<iuires should have been pjiid,

the Secretary of the Treasury shall draw his warrant upon the
Treasurer in favor of the person entitled to the overpayment
directing the Treasurer to refund the same out of any money
io the Treasury not otherwi.sc appropriated ( Sec. 3012^).

Refunding duties upon failure to appeal. Whenever it

shall be shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treis-
nry that more moneys have been paid to the collector of cus-
toms, or others acting as such, than the law re<iuires, and the
party has failed to comply with the requirements relatnig to

appeals to the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Secretary of
the Treasury shall be satisfied that such non-compliance with
the requirements as above stated was owing to circumstances
beyond the control of the importer, consignee, or agent making
•uch payments, he may draw his warrant upon the Treasurer
in favor of the person entitled to the overpayment ( Sec. 3013).

Imported, a collective name for all poorls ami
merchandise introduced from foreign countries.
Importer, one who receives poods, produeo,

manufactures, or merchandise from abroad, with
the intent to sell them apaiir.

Importers aiid Traders, a fire-insiirnnrero
located in New York Citv, organized in 1850.
Statement, Jan. 1, 1870 : Cdp. stock pairl up in
cash. .•«i200,000

; surplus, 8111.828..12 ; risks in force,
§10,652,080; premiimis, ?i75,8.'U.25; premiunis re-
ceived since the organization of the Co. ftl.227.

3i»G.8ti; los.ses paid, .S(i10.85<5.2(J; cash dividends
paid to stockholders, §28(),000.

Imports and Exports, the articles imported
into or exported from a country. The followinir
table gives n complete view of the trade of the I'.

States with all parts of the world for a nunil>er

of years; and those dispersed tlirough the work
give a view of that trade in iletail, that is, in par-
ticular articles and with particular countries.

Value of merchandise imported into and exported from the U.
.Stales from 18o'J to IST'J {gold and silver coin and builioH
excepted).

2
I

15
Exports.

Domestic. Foreign

Imports.
Total

Imports and
Exports.

1850...
1&-.1 .

1S52..

1853. .

1854 ..

1855...

185<J...

1857...

1858. .

185!)...

1860. ,

IStil..

18t!2.

18C3.

1864..

1865..

1866.

1867..

1868..

1869..

1870..

1871.

1872..

1873..

1874..

1875..

1876..

1877..

1878..

1879..

134.f<»0,233

178.620,138
154.!'31.147

18!i,86!M62
213,!i86.2;W

l!i2,751.1.35

2W, 438,051
278,lttt!,713

251,351,0.33

278.3!-2,08<"

316,242,423
204,89;t,616

17!»,644,024

186,003,!»12

143.504,027
136.940,248
337,518,102
27;t.786.80l

269,38!t,!'00

270,166,697
376,616,473
428,308,908
428,487.131
505.033,439

569,433,421
499,284,100
525,582,247
589,670,224
680,709,268
698,340,700

9 475,4P3
10.2! 5.121
12.05:i,c84

13.620.12(1

21,1.31,260

26,1.-,S,3>«
14,7S1.372

14,M7.047
20,»>;o,24l

14,.Vi;i,v71

17,333.634
14,t354,217

11.026,477
17,960,535
15,333,!«1

29,089,055
11.341.420
14,71'.'.332

12,.562,;t99

10.951 ,(KX)

lfi,155,2!'5

14,421,270
15,6! 0,455
17,446,483
16,849,619
14,158,611
14,802,424
12,8f>4,9<J6

14,156,498

12,098,651

173.509 ,.126

210,771.429
:

207,440,3;

«

2<I3,777.265

i97,»i23.ii3'»

2.'i7 ,808,708

310,432,310
348,128. .342

2»a.3:^.f>54

8:J1 3;«.341 1

353,«;i6.ii;t
i

28:1.310.542 I

18!i.aV),677 1

243,33.1 815
316.447.2>^3

233,745,580
4;J4,8f2,(K)«3

3;i5,701,0;»6

357.43»;,440

417,5ti6.379
435,!'5S,4(.r8

520.223,684
626,5!5.077
642.136.210
667,4(h;,342

533.C»05,43t>

460.741.190
451,323,126
437,051,.'«-2

445,777,775

317.8S.-,.2.'.2

3'ri,&Mi iiS8

374 ,424 .'29

4<i7.2n»)..->47

533.23".^^J
476,718.211
&'1.6.il.733

641.952. liri

535.34;>.:2S

624.235.32
r,87.l! 2.176
60S.864.37o
381 •,027,178

447.»>0.2<2

475.285.271
4(^.774.^83
783.671.r)><8

61:0,267.237

639.389 ,.339

703.624.076
828.730.176
!i63.04:?.8»)2

1.070,772,t>53

1.I'M 616,132
l,ir)3,rx«!<,3^2

l,iH6.448,U7
1.00I.12r),8.>il

1,0;,3,79'<,346

1.131,M7,298
1,156,217,216

The above table shows that the total gold value
of exports of domestic merchandise from the U.
States had increased from .?27o,l(i(>.U07 in 1860 to
!?608.;MO,700 in 1870, an increase of 154 per cent.
With one or two unimportant exceptions, as seen
in the following table, the U. States stands alone
among the commercial nations in having an excess
of exjMirts over imports of merchandi.«e. The in-

crease in the value of our exports is derived
mainly from breadstuffs, preserved meals, cop-

per, live animals, agricultural implements, furs

and fur-skins, distilietl spirits, and refined sugar.

Many other articles exhibit a large incrrnse in the
quantity ex])orted, but a decrease in value, owing
to their lower prices. The articles which show
the greatest increase in the quantities exjwrted are
wheat, flour, oats, corn, rye, copper, cotton, petro-

leum and other oils, provisions, quicksilver, dis-

tilled spirits, starch, sugar, molasses, tallow, and
leaf tobacco. The value of the exports of

breadstuffs for the year 1870 amoimted to

S210,;J55,628, and constituted 30 percent of the total

value of our exports of domestic merchandise,
while for the year 187.'> the same amotmte<i only

to 808,74;l,15r. The almost imlimited capatiiy of

the Western and Northwestern States for the pro-

duction of cereals, in coimeclion with the facilities

for cheap transportation, has brought them in

sharp competition with the older States and with

foreign countries. Many pnxlucls of American
nianufacture, previously exported in small quim-

tities, or not at all, now find jirofitable markets in

foreign countries, an<l some of these prtMlucis are

now exported to eoimtrics from which, a few

years ago, they were lari;el\ imjMirtetl into the

U. States. The importation of merchandise mto
the U. States amounted to i5<H2,l 16,210 for the
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year 187:3 It fell to §437,051,523, in 1878, and in-

creased 10 §445,777,775 in 1879, — an increase of

§d,72(\252, or of two per cent as compared with

the preceding year. Tiie importation of raih-oad-

Ibars declined from 531,537 tons in 1872 to 2,611

tons in 1879. The production of railroad-bars in

the U. States during the year 1878 amounted to

788,112 tons.

The values of imports into, and of domestic ex-
ports from, the principal seaports of the U. States
during the years 1860, 1870, and 1878, are shown
as follows :

—
Value ofImports at Seaports of the U. States.

Ports of importation.

Portland, Me
Boston
New York
Philadelphia,

Baltimore
Charleston
Savannah
Mobile
New Orleans
Galveston
San Francisco
All other seaports

.

Total at seaports 343,328,520

1860.

Dollars.

1,252,819
39,3tJ6,5W)

233,692,941
14,626,801
9,784,773
1,569,570
782,061

1,050,310
22,922,773

533,153
6,577,921
8,168,838

0.36

11.47
68.07
4.26
2.85
0.48
0.23
0.30
6.71

0.15
2.79
235

100.00

1870.

Dollars.

2,922,

47,524.

293,990

:

14,500,

19,512
505

1,001

1,349

14,993
509

21,834
7,993

,:'64

,845

,006

,797

,468

.699

;917

,488

,754

,231

,103

,246

426,637,718

Per cent
of total.

0.69
11.14
68.91

3.40

4.57
0.12
0.23

0,32

3.51
0.12
5.12
1.87

100.00

1878.

Dollars.

833,981
40.350.690
313,179,649
19,333,521
16,938,628

134,564
602,721

1,218,442
11,263,255
1,081,201

32,502,313
7,543,029

Per cent
of total.

019
9 07

70.40
4.35

3 81
0.03
0.11
027
253
0.24

7.31

1.69

444,871,994 100.00

Value of Domestic Exportsfrom Seaports of the U. States.

Ports of Exportation.

Portland, Me
Bcston
New York
Philadelphia
Baltimore
Charleston ,

Savannah
Mobile
New Orleans
Galveston
San Francisco . . .

.

All other seaports.

1860.

1

18
120
5
8

21
18
38

10'

5,

7

12

,950,030

,530,770

,630,955
,512,755

,804,606
179,350
351,554
,670,183
812,580

,772,158
338,394
,404,748

Total at seaports 382,008,083 100.00

I'er cent
of to till.

0.54
3.74

33 32
152
2.43

585
5.07

10.68
29.78
1.60
2.04
343

1870.

Dollars.

1,488
12,251

209,972
16,fc03

14,330
10,772
29,749
22,422

107,658
14,869,

32,186
10,398

,189

,267

,491

,072

,248

,071

,058

,&J1

042
,601

,021

,473

483,001,164 100 00

Per cent
of total.

0.31

254
43 47
350
2.97
2.23
6.16

464
22 29
3.08

6.66
215

1878.

Dollars.

3,347.866
46,542.044

338,992,748
44,509,119
45,402,527
17,727,783
18,544,965
9,464,087

85,368.466
12,177,540
35.392,703
88,219,316

696,779,162

Percent
of total.

0.48

6.69

48 72
6.40

6.54

2.65
2.67

1.36

12.27

1.75

609
6.48

100.00

Value of tlu World's Imports and Exports for the year 1876,
reduced to dollars, and stated in round millions:—

I. — Europe. Population, 289,000,000.

Great Britain...
Germany
Prance
Rus.sia..

Austro-llungary
Netherlands
luly
Belgium
Spain
Turkey
Sweden
Denmark
Norway
Portugal
Roumania
Greece
Servia

Imports.

«1,876,000,000
878,000,000
797,000,000
384.000,000
267,000,000
303,000,000
265,000,000
289,000.000
115,000,000
92,000,000
79,000,000
64,000,000
49,000.000
31,000,000
16,000,000
24,000,000
6,000,000

Exports.

[,284,000,000
637.000,000
715,000,000
322,000.000

297,000,000
226,000,000
243,000,000
212,000 000
127,000,000
50,000,000
62,000,000
50,000,000
29,(X)0,000

26,000,000
28,000,000
35,000,000
8,000,000

n. — North and South America. Population, 84,840,000.

Imports. Exports.

Unitfld States $460,700,000
100,000,000
99,003,000
36,000,000
39,000,000
30,000,000
25,000,000

80,000,000

$540,000,000
107,000,WO
85,000,000
49,0fl0,000

38,000,000
85,000,000
39,000,000

33,000,000

Brazil

Canada

Chili

Cuba

liexico

North and South America. — Continued.

English West Indies
French West Indies.

Uruguay
Porto Kico
Venezuela
Central America
English Guiana ....

Colombia
Hayti
Newfoundland
Bolivia
Ecuador
St, Domingo
Dutch Guiana
French Guiana

Imports.

822,000,000
12,600,000
14.000,000
15.600,000
13.200,000
7,200.000
9,200,000
7.200,000

9,000,000

7,600,000
6,800,000
1,200.000
1,800.(K)0

1,400,000
1,400.000

Exports.

$20,000 000
15,500,000
13.500,000
9,000,000

12,000,000
15,600,000
16.400,000
10,600,000
8,200,000

6,800.000
5,000,000
4,000,000

1,600,000

1,200,000
200,000

Ul.— Asia. Population, me,'00,000.

East Indies
China
Straits .,

.Tava,etc

.Japan

Ceylon,
French Cochin China
Sumatra and Dutch Indies
Asiatic Ku.ssia

Siam
Persia
French Indies
Formosa
Labuan

Imports.

$177,000,000
105.500,000
53,000,000
27,600,000
27.400,000
26.800,000
13.4OO.00(>

14,000,000

16.800,000
7,800,000

6,400,000
1,400,000
1,600,000

600,000

Exports.

$295,000,000
121,000.000
48,600.000
61.000,000
26,800,000
30,200,000
17,600,000
16,400.000
7,600;000

9,000,000
2,800,000
3,000,000
2,000.000

600,000
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IV. —Australasia. Population. 1,800.000.

Imports. Exports.

Victoria $83,400,000
67.400,000
40.000 000
21.0O(».O0O

16,600,000
6,000,rKX)

1,600,000

1,800,000

Si73.8O0.OOO

68,400.000
29,200.000
24,200.0(10

19,200,000
5.400,000
2.200,000
2,000,000Western Australia

V. — Africa. Population, 80,000,000.

Egypt
Algeria
Cape Colony
Mauritius
Reunion
Natal
Morocco
Tunis
?enfital

Zanzibar
Portuguese Colonies,

Tripoli

Gambia

Imports.

$29,200,000
42,600,000
28,600.000
11,400.000

4,400,000
5,200.(X)0

2,400.000
2.400,000

2,200,000
2,200.000

1,800,000
1,400,000

600,000

Exports.

S66.000,0(V)

33,400,000
20.400,00<)

13,2(X),O0O

5.00O.00O

3.200,000

3.600,000
3,400.000
2.8iX),000

2,000,000
1,200.000
1,400.000

1,000.000

Recapitulation, etc.

I

Imports. Exports.

£2m
o = a-

Average

per

head

Imports

and

Ex-

ports.

Europe ...'..

Amente
Asia
Australasia..

AfricA

§5,ft50.400,000

958.5.X),000

489,000,000
237,800,000
134,400,000

$4,936,200,000
1,107,200,000
641,600,000
224,400,000
156,600,000

71.25
15.28

8 09
3.29

2.07

#34 52
25 22
1.40

256 77
5.62

Total »7,460,100,000 •*6,466,000,000 100.00

Imposing-Stone, the stone in a printing-office

on wiiich the pages or columns are arranged, and
locked up in the chases, for press.

Imposition, an overcharge ; a fraud. — That
which is imposed by authority ; as a tax, toll, duty,
etc.

Impost, more commonly called duti/, a tax or

toll levied on goods imported.
Impostor, a cheat ; one who defrauds.
Impressing, taking a copy of any work by

printing, stamping, or marking with a die.

Impression, an effect made on any substance
by a tool.— Tiie copy taken from a die or seal. —
The total number of sheets printed of a book or

newspaper. — The copy of an engraving taken
from a plate or wood block.

Impressment, a compulsory mode of obtain-

ing seamen, for service in the navy, by a press-

gang ; sometimes still resorted to in Great Britain

in time of war.
Imprest, an advance of public money to enable

the person to whom it may be made to carry on
some public service, — the term being used in op-

position to final payment. The person to whom
the advance is made is called the " imprest ac-

countant."— T. McElmth.
Imprimatur, in countries subjected to the cen-

sorship of the press, a license to be granted by a
public functionary appointed for the purpose be-

fore any book can l>e printed.

Imprint, the printer's name and address at-

tached to the first or last leaf of a book or printed
sheet.

Imprison, to incarcerate ; to deprive of lib-

erty.

improvement, an alteration in anything for
the, better ; an advance in prices ; increased ac-

tivity or briskness in trade — An addition of
some useful tiling to a machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter.

Pittents. The patent-law of July 4, 1830, au-
thorizes the granting of a patent for any new and
useful improvement on any art, machine, manufac-
ture, or composition of matter. But it is often diffi-

cult to say what is a new an<l useful improvement,
the cases frequently approaching very near to each
other. In the present improved state of machin-
ery, it is almost impracticable not to employ the

same elements of motion, and in some particulars

the same elements of operation, to produce any
new effect.

Improvident, thoughtless, careless, inconsid-

erate.

Inc, Ink, a long measure of Japan, equal to

2i^ yards.

incandescence, a white iieat ; the appearance
of metals when intensely lieatcd.

Incendiary, one who sets fire to a dwelling-

house, which crime, in law, is termed arson.

Incense, a name for odoriferous substances, used
in ciiurches, etc., for the purpose of producing
aromatic or perfume odors. Tliere is always a

resin with an odoriferous gum, and the odor is de-

veloped by burning. Olibanum, styrax, benzoin,

and cascarilla are used, but frankincense is the

principal variety.

Inch, the twelfth part of a foot, and the small-

est lineal measure to which a commonly recog-

nized name is given ; but subdivisions (generally

decimal divisions) are used for many purposi .<.

Formerly it was made to consist of 12 parts called

lines, each of them being again divided into 12

parts called seconds, and so on.

Inch-Stuff, deal plank sawn to the thickness of

an inch.

Incineration, the reduction of organic sub-

stances to ashes by combustion.

Incision, a cutting-mark or impression made
on anything; the separation of the surface by a
sharp instrument.

Incisor, a cutting tooth ; those of tlie walrus,

wild boar, hippopotamus, and some other animals,

enter into conunerce for ivory.

Incline, to lean over ; to slope gradually, as

an inclined plane.

Inclusive, comprehended in the number or

sum.
Incombustibility, the property of being in-

capable of l)eing kindled, or of being consumed
by fire. Substances possessing this property are

said to be incombustible, or fire-proof.

InrombuMible fahries. With a view of diminishing thi« dan-

ger of death by fir*, to which women ape more especially ex-

posed, chemists hare devoted considerable attention to tht

problem of rendering muslin and other light fabrics non-ln-

tiammablc. This object may be obtained by steeping the fab-

ric in almost any saline solution. Thus, cotton or linen

stuffs prepared with a solution of borax, phosphate of soda.

phosphate of ammonia, alum, or snl-amnionlnc, may be placed

In contact with Ignited iKvlies without their suffering active

combustion, or bursting Into flame. The salts act by forming

a crust of Incombustible matter on the surface of the fibres.

They do not. however, prevent carboniiatlon taking place

when the temperature Is sufficiently high. It Is by a knowl-

edge of this property of culinary salt that jugglers are enabled

to perform the common trick of burning a threail of cotton

while supporting a ring or a small key, without the latter fslllng

to the ground. The cotton Is reduced to a cinder, but from

the action of the salt lu fibres still reuln suOicieot tenacity to
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SLipporc a ligUt weight. — The addition ofabout 1 oa. of alum or

sal ammoniac to the last water used to rinse a lady's dress, or

a set of bed furniture, or a less quantity added to the starch

used to stiffen them, renders them uninUaniuiable, or at least so

little combustible that they will not readily tal<efire: and if kin-

dled, are slowly consumed without Hame. None of the above-
named salts are adapted for fine soft muslins, which mostly
require chemical treatment, because they injure the texture,

rendering the fabric harsh and destroying all its beauty. The
salt which is found to an.swer most completely all the required
conditions is tunsstate of soda. Musiin steeped in a solution

containing 20 '^L of this salt is perfectly non-inflammable when
dry, and tl;e saline film left on the surface is smooth and of a
fatty appearance like talc, and therefore does not interfere

with the process of ironing, but allows the hot iron to pass

smoothly over the surface. The addition of a iittle phosphoric
acid to the tungstate is recommended, for without this addi-

tion a_ portion of the tungstate is apt to undergo a chemical
change and become comparatively in.soluble. See Asbestos.

Income, a stipend ; tlie receipts or gains de-

rived from labor, business, or property of any
kind ; as from tlic produce of a farm ; the rent of
houses or land ; tlie proceeds of literary or pro-

fessional business ; the profits of commerce or of
occupation ; the interest on funded property ; or
joint-stock securities.— Gross Income is the total

amount or earnings and money from all sources
accruing to the profit or use of a company, firm,

etc , during a certain period,— usually one year.— Net incoiiii is obtained by subtracting from gross
income all the expenses of the business, and the
collected investments which form part of the re-

ceipts.

Incomings, receipts ; money paid on entering
upon a business, etc.

Inconvertible, not transmutable or change-
able ; some securities or investments are converti-
ble into stock, etc. ; others are not so.

Incrustation, a fur or sediment. — In building,
work fixed with cement or cramp-irons into notches
made to receive it.

Steam Etiters'' I. With all qualities of water commonly
used for feeding steam boilers there is a tendency to the pro-
duction of hard calcareous deposits or layers of incrustation
within the boilers, due to the separation of lime salts (particu-
larly the carbonate and sulphate, or mixtures of these with a
certain amount of carbonate of magnesia) as the direct conse-
quence of the accumulation of the.se impurities from large
quantities of water evaporated. The sparing solubility of the
sulphate of lime (gypsum) in hot water fully accounts for its

deposition in the boiler, and the carbonate of lime (chalk) is

thrown down, not only as the result of direct evaporation, but
by the ebullition expelling free carbonic acid, which holds this
body to some extent in solution. Kain-water, which of itself is

too pure to give rise to these incrustations, cannot be used alone
for boiler purposes, for it has been found to exert a highly cor-
rosive action upon the iron plates and fittings. It can, how-
ever, be advantageously employed in conjunction with '' hanl "

spring or river waters, and has the cRect of diminishing the
incrustation merely as the result of dilution. The drain-pipes
leading from the roof of the factory may be placed io connec-
tion with the tank or well from which the supply of water is

drawn for the boilers. It will be seen here.afler that the self-
same remedy is efficient both as a means of preventing incrus-
tation and obviating corrosion, and that by using one of the
alkaline substances about to be specified tliis twofold advan-
tage may be secured. Iron will not rust when immersed in
water containing a mere trace of caustic alkali, and it is a com-
mon observation that the iron ve.ssels used in the preparation
of potash and soda remain for any length of time free from all
appearance of rust. This singular property is, no doubt, su.s-
ceptible of important applications; amongst them may be men-
tioned the better protection of iron ship.s from the attack of
bilge water, of hydraulic rams, moulding boxes, smith's tools,
and other objects liable to be placed at times under the influ-
ence of water. Some forms of surface condensers become
quickly corroded in consequence of the purity of the water
accumulating in them by the process of distillation, and a
spiall dose of caustic alkali is then useful as a means of protec-
tion ; the engine-cylinders also to some extent are preserved
when alkaline anti-incrustation fluids are introduced into the
boilers, for the minute quantity which is carried forward me-
chanically in the form of spniy nii.xed with the steam, suffices
to preserve the iron. Whilst a tendency to " priming" un-
doubtedly results from a too liberal use of .«oda or other alkali
in the boiler, it will in practice be found easy to adjust the
proportion of this ingredient, so as to .secure immunity from
corrosion and incrustation, aad at the same time avoid the

tumultuous kind of ebullition known as " primin;:."" In all

cases it is advisable to carry out a rigid system of inspection,
and it is only in the way of saving fuel and labor that the ap-
plication of boiler fluids is to be recommended. — Much benefit
has often resulted from a coating of coal-tar or '"dead oil

"

applied to the interior surfaces below the water line, when the
boiler is opened for cleaning and inspection. These will tend
very considerably to lessen the adhesion of calcareous crusts,
and are not in any way affected by the boiler fluids in common
use. Soda crystals and caustic soda may be used with great
success in boilers to effect the immediate precipitation of the
lime salts, and they act by throwing down a finely divided form
of carbonate of lime, which in tune fiu-nishes nuclei for the
deposition of subsequent accretions both of the carbonate and
sulphate, so that they are prevented from crystallizing upon
the walls of the boiler. A granular mud is thus formed, which
subsides quickly and may be for the most part got rid of
through the " blow-olTcock.'' which should be opened for this
purpose two or three times every day, and run out with as little

water as possible.

The use of caustic soda has nndereone a thorough trial in
the boilers of the Royal Arsenal of Woolwich, England, and the
following general instructions regarding its use are based upon
an exiwrience of upwards of ten years. The caustic soda should
be dissolved in water so as to make a concentrated solution of
sp. gr. 1.3. This, being perfectly miscible with water, may
b<; introduced into the boiler with the feed-water at any time
when, from the pressure of steam, it may not be convenient to

pour it through the s.afety valve or orher openings in the boiler.

Rut when the steam is down there is no difficulty in introdu-
cing the prescribed dose by using a tin funnel with flattfued

aperture to pa-'s it through the safety valve; or a tubular
arrangement with double cocks will answer at all times. Half
a gallon per diem is the average quantity found sufficient for a
20-horse stationary boiler, working with Thames water for ten
hours daily. If the water should happen to be unusually hard
a larger dose may be employed, but it would not be expedient
to add in one charge more than the amount required for the
day's consumption. Locomotive and multitubular boilers have
been worked succeasfnlly with caustic soda, and it is here that
the importance of using anti-incrustation fluids makes itself

most apparent — Many other methods have at various times
been proposed ijn prevent the formation of deposits in steam
boilers, for which consult a pamphlet on " Roller Incrusta-
tion and Corrosion," by F. J. liowan, published by Spon,
London.

Incubator, a machine for hatching eggs by
artificial heat.

Indebtedness, the state of being indebted.
Indelible, not to be blotted out ; that cannot be

effaced or lost; as an /. iuk which, when used upon
linen or muslin, cannot be obliterated by washing

;

an /. color, which does not fade or tarnish by ex-
posure.
Indemnification, act of indemnifying; reim-

bursement of loss or damage.
Indemnity, security or exemption from dam-

age, loss, or injury ; thus a policy of insurance is

a contract of /. against any particular loss. Where
one person also becomes ball for another, a bond
of /. is frequently executed ; and where a bond or
bill of exchange has been lost or mislaid, the ac-

ceptor or obligee would not act prudently in pay-
ing it, without being secured by a bond of /.

Indentation, a notch or mark cut in anything,
— running in and out like a row of teeth.

Indenture, a writing or deed comi^rising some
contract between two or more parties.

Index, an alphabetical table of reference to the
contents of a book, or to the accoimts of a ledger.— A pointer or needle which turns on a pivot.

—

The exponent of a power. — A directing post.

Index-Hands, the pointers of a clock, watch,
or other registering machine.
India (British). The British Empire in India

extends over a territory as large as tlie continent
of Europe without Russia. It is situated between
lat. 8-^ and 3()C 30' N., Ion. 66° 30' and 99° E.

;

and is bounded N. by Chinese Turkistan and
Thibet, from which it is separated by the Hima-
laya mountains, E. by Burmah and Slam, and W.
by Beloochistan and Afghanistan. Tlie entire

coast of the country E. of Cape Comorin, the
southern extremity of the Peninsula, is washed
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by tlie Bay of Bengal, wliilc the S. W. coast ex-
tends along the Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea
i'roni Pesliawar, the nortliern frontier station, to
Cape Coniorin, the distance is I/.IOO ni , ami the
same distance separates Kurraciiee, the port of
binde, from Siuliya, the fronlier-po^t on the eastern
border of Assam. Geograiiiiically the country
may be broadly ilividcd into Northern and Southern
India. Nortliern India, or llindostan, lying at the
foot of the lliniahiyas, and stretching from sea to

sea, comprehends the rich alluvial plains watered
by the Indus, the Ganges, tlie Lower Brahmapu-
tra, and their tributaries. Southern India, or the
Deccan, is a plateau of triangular siiape and very
old geological formation, bounded on two sides by
the Malabar and Coromandel coasts, wiiich con-
verge at Cape Comorin, and on the third by the
Vindhya Mountains, north of the Narbaddah
River. Three fifths of this great empire are un-
der the direct rule of the British govermnent, and
the remaining two fifths are made up of a large
number of native states, which, according to the
last official reports, exceed 450 in number. Vari-
ous frontier countries, like N'epaul, merely ac-

knowledge British superintendence, while others

pay tributes or provide military contingents. New-
States are gradually drawn within the circle of

British supremacy, either for the consolidation or

the protection of the existing boundaries. The
latest movement in this direction, toward the X. W.,
was the invasion of Afghanistan in 187!) Tiie

first general census of D. I. was taken during the

years 1868 to 1876. The following table shows,
according to the revised returns of this census, the

area, population, and population by sq. m., of each
of the divisions of India under British administra-

tion, ^ud tlie total area and population of the feu-

daioryStates :
—

IliaJooa. Moliamns. Budahillt '.•»"•'-

tiaus

Presidencies and Provinces
under the Adminis-

tration of

—

The Goe.-Gen. of India:
Ajmere
Berar
Mysore
Coorg

Governors :—
Madras
Bombay (including Sinde)

LittiUnant- Governors :—
Bengal
Northwest Provinces
Punjab

Oiief Commissioners •—
Oude
Central Provinces
British Burmab
Assam

Total British Administra-
tion

feudatory, or Native States

Total British India

Area in

sq. miles.

2,711
17.728
'»,325

2,000

138,856
123,142

156,200
81,403

104,975

23.992
84,078
88,550
55,384

908,350
673,516

1,481,806

Population.

398,889
2,226,496
5,055,412
168,312

31,672,613
10,302,173

60,502,897
30,781.204

17,011,498

11.220,232

8,201,519

2,747,148
4,132,019

191,018,412

48,298.895

239,317,307

228
132

383
378
168

468
i>7

31
99

210

The British-born population in India, exclusive
of the army (which consists of about (K),000 men),
amounted, according to the census taken in 1876.
to 64,061 persons. Of these there were 38.946 of
the male and 25.115 of the female sex. — The fol-

lowing table shows the number of Hindoos, Mo-
hammedans, Buddhists, and Christians, in each of
the provinces of India under British administra-
tion :

—

lltMipral

.\«.s;ini

N \V. I'rovinces
Ajmere
Oude
Pui\jab
Cent Provinces.
Bcrar
M> .-^oro

Ct>or^

British Burmab
Madras
Bombay

3«i)7."..418 W.S.^-S.S.'Jl

2.679.5<j7
26,.')6S,i»7l

2.'i2,'J'Jti

10.(^3,323
6,125,40'i

5,'i7y,772

1,912,155
4,«<t7.425

154.476
30,653

?8,8t>3,97S

12,989,329

l,l(>4.t>0l

4,lSi>,;J4S

tr.>.722

1.197 .71 '4

9,337.•i^5

i:3;3.247

154 .'.CI

Sl'SOitl

11.304
9U.>^0

1,857,8."

2,870,450

84.974

1,521

3C,1'.0

36,r,69

is'.ya
112

2.447.S31
21.2.-4

191,137

7f-3

947
,190

807
,761

,154

.477

9t'3

,076

,410

.299

,7>»

.063

Total....] 139,248,508 40,882,537
;
2,S32,S51 897.216

The term "Presidency," which is applied to the
provinces or governments of Beng.il, Madnis, antl

Bombay, is no longer a correct one, and in the
caso of Bengal is positively misleading. Tiie ex-
pression is a relic of the time when tiie tiiree set-

tlements of Fort William, Fort St. George, and
Bombay were each under the authority of a presi-

dent, and comprised nearly tlie whole of the Brit-

ish possessions in India. Its use now frequently
leads to the mistaken notion that British India still

consists of three presidencies, whereas it is divided
into provinces, each under its own civil govern-
ment, and each independent of the others, but
subordinate to the sujireme government.
The present form of government of the Indian

Empire is established by the Act 21 and 22 Vic-

toria?, cap. 106, called " An Act for the better Gov-
ernment of India," sanctioned Aug. 2, 1858 By
the terms of this act, all the territories heretofore

under the government of the East India Company
are vested in the British sovereign, and all its

powers are exercised in liis name; all territorial

and other revenues, and all tributes and other
payments, are likewise received in his name, and
disposed of for the purposes of the government of
India alone, subject to the provisions of this act.

One of the queen's principal secretaries of state,

called the Secretary of State for India, is invested

with all the powers iiitherto exercised by tiie com-
pany or by the board of control. By Act .jD and
40 Victoria;, cap. 10. proclaimed at Delhi, before

all the princes and high dignitaries of India, Jan.

1, 1877, the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland

assumed the additional title of hiili<t Iiii/>erutriT, or

Empress of India. The executive authority in

India is vested in a Governor-General or Viceroy,

appointed by the Crown, and acting under the

orders of the Secretary of State for India. The
Governor-General, assisted by a Council of six

members, has power to make law s for all persons,

whether British or native, foreigners or others,

within the Indian provinces, and for all subjects

of the Crown within the dominions of the feuda-

tory territories. Calcutta is the seat of govern-

ment, and the residence of the Governor-General.

The occupations of tlie adult male population of

D. /., calculated to number 57,508,150, were classi-

fied as follows at the last enumeration :

—

ClaMe*.

Government oervire nnd profeMion*

Domestic occupations
Agriculture
Commerce
Indu.xtrial occupations
Laborers
Independent and non-produclive pcnont

Total adult malu population

Num>>er of adult
male*

67,6Mf,UU
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In 1879 there were in B. I. 44 towns with over

60,000 inhahitants, as follows :
—

Towns.

Calcutta (with sub-
urbs)

Bombay
Madras
Luiknow
lienares

Hatna
Delhi
Agra
Allahabad
Bangalore
Uuiritsur
(Jawnpoor
Poona
Ahmedabad
Purat
Bu-eilly

Livhore

Itangoon
llowrah
Nagpoor
Meerut
I'urruckabad. ...

Trichiuopoly

Pop.

704,645
644,405
3!t7,552

284,77!)

175,188
158,000
154.417
140,008
143,603
142,513
135,813
122,770
118,886
116,873
107,149
102,082

58,024
08,745
07,784
84,441

81,386
70,204
76,530

Shahjehanpoor ,

iBhaugulpoor ..

Dacca
Mirzapoor
jGya
iMoradabad . . .

.

iMonghyr ,

JMuttra
iPeshawur
JAUyghur
iMysore
JMooltan
Jubbulpoor .. .

iKurrachee
jSholapoor
JTanjore
iMadura
jBellary

JGoruckpoor
jCuttack
Salem

Total pop. of the 1

44 largest towns
]

Pop.

5,594,013

The geographical features of India are di-^tinguished at ones
by their grandeur and their variety. It is, as it were, an epit-
ome of tlie wUole world. Its vast plains present the double

with a single rock or even a hillock. The Ganges pours through
it a continually widening stream, which, during the rainy
season, covers a great extent with its fertilizing inundation.
From this deep, rich, well-watered soil the sun awakens an
almost unrivalled power of vegetation, and makes it one entire
field of waving grain. Bahar, further up the current, has the
same general aspect, though its surface is varied by some
slight elevations; but Allahabad, higher still, is mostly low,

warm, and fruitful, exactly like Bengal. North of the river the
provinces of Oude and Rohilcund, sloping gradually upwards to
the mountains, enjoy a more cool and salubrious climate, and
display in profusion the most valuable products both of Asia
and Europe Here the valley of the Ganges terminates, and is

succeeded by that of the Jumna, more elevated, and neither
so well watered nor quite so fertile. The Doab, or territory

between the two rivers, requires in many places artificial irri-

gation. Its woods, however, are more luxuriant ; while the
moderate cold of its winter permits a crop of wheat or other
European grain to be raised, and the summer is sufficiently hot
to ripen one of rice. To the S. of the Jumna, and along the
course of its tributary the Ohumbul, the ground is broken by
eminences, extending from the hills of Malwa and Ajmere

;

while, even amid its most level tracts, insulated rocks, with
perpendicular sides and level summits, form those almost im-
pregnable hill-forts, so much celebrated in Indian history.

Westward of Delhi begins the Great Desert,— a sand}* tract

which intervenes between the tributaries of the Ganges on the
one side and the Indus and its tributaries on the other, and
which is refreshed only by a few small rivulets that spring up
and disappear amid the waste. This entire region, about 600
m. long and 300 broad, presents an aspect nearly similar to

the most dreary parts of Arabia and Africa. To the N. and
N. W. of this barren tract, however, lies the plain of the Pun-
jaub, where the five tributaries of the Indus, rolling their am-
ple streams, produce a degree of fertility equal to that of the

region watered by the Ganges. High cultivation, too fre-

quently obstructed by public disorders, is alone wanting to

Fig. 283— INDI.^N COTT.IGK.

harvest, the luxuriant foliaee, and even the burning deserts of
the torrid zone : the lower hei'jhts are enriched by the fruits

and sirains of tht temperate climate : the upper steeps of the
Himalayas are clothed with the vast pine forests of the north ;

while the highest pinnacles are buried beneath the perpetual
sn'>ws of the arctic zone. The main bodv, as it were, of In<lia,

the chief scene of her matchless fertility, is composed of a
plain, extending along the entire breadth from E. to W., be-
tween the Brahmapootra and the Indus, and reaching in point
of latitude from tiie great chain of the Himalayas to the high
table-land of the Southern Peninsula. It thus possesses a
length of about l,.500m., with an average breadth of from 300
to 400. With the exception, perhaps, of the countrv watered
bv the great river of (5hina,it mavbe considered the finest and
most fertile on the face of the earth. Of this general character
of the Tndiin plain the province of Beneal presents the most
complete and striking example, — no part of it being diversified

make it rival the finest portions of the more eastern territory.

Throughout nearly the whole of this vast plain the wants of
the population and the demands of commerce have superseded
the original productions of nature: and. even under the most
careful management, few of tho.se exquisite shrubs are now
reared which have given such celebrity to the vegetable king-

dom of the East Its staples consist of solid, rich, useful arti-

cles, produced by strong heat acting on a deep, moist, and
fertile soil, - as rice, the Eastern 'taff of life, sugar, opium,
indigo, and, in the drier tracts, cotton. Such an entire subjec-

tion to the plough and the spade, joined to the want of variety

in the surface, gives to this ereat central region a tame and
monotonous aspect The Deccan, or Southern Peninsula, pre-

sents none of those .singular features which distinsiiish the
great central plain and its northern boundary. Hills, occa-

.sionnllv rising to the rank of mon"tnins, and enclosing table-

lands of various elevations, diversify Its surface, and |irocure
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for ir at once the climate and vegetation of the tropical and of

the temperate zones. But the most prominent feature ia a
ninge of heights, corresponding to the triangular fonn of this

part of the continent. The N. border con.oists of the Vyndhya
chain, — a tract of high country stretching from the Gulf of

Cainbay to the Bay of Bengal, chiefly along both banks of the
Nerbuddah, and romposins the districU of Malwa, r;indei.«h,

and Gundwana, to which has been given the name of Central
India From its extremities extend southward the Ghauts,
two parallel chains, which, at a greater or less distance, girdle

the whole of the opposite coasts of Malabar and Coromandel
The Western Ghauts, rising from about 3,000 feet in the N. to

6,000 feet in the S , stand generally at a .«mall distance from
the sea. The chief productions of this district, which includes
a great part of the Bombay presidency, are the pepper, vine,

betel, and the areca, sago, and cocoa palms ; while the highest
tracts are crowned by forests of teak. \t the boundary of
Mysore there crosses the continent a ridge, called the Nhil-

gerries. the loftiest in all this part of India, having one peak
8,T0<) feet in height, which has lately become an important
sanitary retreat. Farther S., the W. coa.st is in general very
low, and traversed by numerous streams Howing parallel to the

shore, thus affording great convenience for inland navigation.

The Eastern Ghauts, rising behind the Coromandel coast, and
including a considerable portion of the Madras presidency,

are generally less elevated, but spread into more numerous
branches, and over a wider surface. They leave also a broader
plain l>etween them and the sea ; yet, unle.<!s in the delta.s of the
great rivers which, from the \V., cross the Ghauts and fall into

the Bay of Bengal, this space bears somewhat of a naked and
arid character. There occureven extensive tracts of sandy soil

impregnated with saline substances, which in .«ome Jfegree taint

the atmosphere. More to the N. in Orissa and the Circars, the

high grounds often advance close to the sea, and consist to a
great extent of mountain and jungle, continuing in a more
uncultivated state, and peopled by more uncivilized races than
almost any other part of India. Cuttack, again, a district

approaching the Ganges, is so low as to be liable to frequent

Inundations from the sea. — These three ranges enclose a table-

land, nearly 2,000 feet above the level of the ocean, and com-
pi'i.<ing the main body of Southern India. The S. W. tract, the

original seat of Mahratta power, forms a hilly country ; but
the central region, composing the once powerful kingdom of

Golconda and B^apore, comprehends extensive fertile plains,

secured by their elevation from the scorching heats which af-

flict tta% territory along the coast. The extreme southern dis-

trict, called the Carnatic, is divided into two table-lands, the

Ballaghaut and the Mysore, considerably higher than those of

the Deccan, and on that account including a greater variety

of clinij^te, soil, and production.
Of the rivers, the largest have their source In the great north-

ern chain of the Himalayas : and the rest, with few exceptions,

in the table-land of Central and Southern India, which is sup-
ported by the Ghauts. The principal river.«, with the length

of their respective course to the sea, are; Indus, 1,700 m.;
Brahmaputra, 1,900 m ; Ganges, 1,500 m. ; Jumna (to its

junction with the Ganges, 780), 1,500 m.; Sutlege (to the In-

dus, 900), 1,490 m. ; Guylum (to the Indus, 750), 1,250 m.

;

Ounduck (to the Ganges, 450), 980 m. In the Deccan, the
Oodavery, 850 m. ; Kistna, 700 m. ; Nerbuddah, 70O m. ; Ma-
hanuddy, 550 m. ; Tuptee,460 m. ; and Cavery,400 m. There
arH few coasts of such extent so destitute of islands and har-
bors as that of B. I. With the exception of emerged sea-banks
and mere rocks, Ceylon is the only island near its shores : and
on the E. coast, Masulipatam, which admits ve.s.sels of 300 tons
burden, is the only harbor for large vessels between Trinco-
malee, in the island of Ceylon, and the Gange.s, which is free

from raging surf. To this inconvenience Madras, though an
important port, is peculiarly liable On the \Y coast, the only
harbors capable of admitting large vessels are Bombay anil

Kurrachee, in Scindo , Mangalore admits no vessels drawing
more than 10 feet water.

Climate. B. I. comprehends within its bounds the opposite
extremes of heat and cold. The plains are burnt up with in-

tense heat ; while winter, with every intermediate variety of
temperature, prevails in the mountains. Philosophers have in

Tain endeavored to fix the point of perpetual congelation under
different degrees of latitude. They have, indeed, framed a
graduated scale of the respective heights at which, according
to calculation, this point should begin at corresponding dis-

tances from the equator ; but theory is here at variance with
actual observation. The climate of mountainous tracto de-
pends so much on localities, and the particular course of the

I winds, as to baffle all general speculation. Hence, on the
Himalaya Mountains harvests of grain are found, where, ac-

cording to hypothesis, the ground should be buried under deep
snow : and trees are seen to flourish in the regions of perpetual
winter. In northern Uindostan great and sudden changes
of temperature occur, which is the cause of pulmonary affec-

tions During summer the thermometer, which is often in

the morning at 32^ or under it, rises to 70\ 75', and 80°, or
upward, during the day ; the winters are, however, uniformly
severe. In this, al.so, as In other hilly countries, the traveller

may be fainting to-day under a tropical sun, and shivering to-

morrow amid the rigor uf perpetual snows. From the bank*]

of the Sutlege, where the thermometer frequently stands at
I'X)^ and 108^, three days" climbing will carry him into the
regions of winter. In the plains of Hindostan the heat dur-
ing the greater part of the year is uninlerniitting and intense,
except where it is modified by the ranges of mountains, or the
table-lands towards the west The seasons here are commonly
divided into the hot, cold, and rainy. The spring and the dry
sea.<>on throughout the valley of the Ganges last about four
months, the heat gradually increasing with the season, until,
in May and June, the thermometer rises to 100^ and fre-

quently, in the interior, to 108' and 110, when it is almost
intolerable even to the natives, and still more so to Europeans,
who resort to various modes of alleviation, such as the cufrus
tntly, which is a frame of wood interwoven with twigs, be-
tween which Is distributed a layer of a particular kind of sweet-
scented grass. This being hung before an open window, in
the quarter of the prevailing wind, and constantly moistened
on the outside by a water-carrier, diffuses a refreshing cool-
ness.

Ves:etable Produee. B I. comprehends all the known varie-
ties of the vegetable tribes. The mountainous trans of N.
Uindostan produce all the Alpine plants and the various spe-
cies of European grain, fruits, and flowers. Deep woods cover
tho.se lower ranges of mountains, in which are found the pine-
tree of various species, the larch, the silver, and the spruce-fir,
from the bark and twigs of which resin exudes in abundance

;

the yew-tree, several species of oak, holly, alder, sycamore,
ami birch, with mulberry and chestnut trees. These noble for-

ests extend over immense tracts, and would afford inexhausti-
ble supplies of timber if they could be transported to the
proper market. Fruits in great variety are also produced in
this elevated region, such as apricots, peaches, and grapes,
apples, pears, currants, raspberries, blackberries, and straw-
berries ; roots, such as turnips, carrots, garlic, and onions

;

flowers and plants, as roses, both red and white lilies of the
valley, jasmines, buttercups, yellow, blue, and white cowslips,
and sweet-brier, with numerous other beautiful and fragrant
plants. The valleys exhibit, according to their altitude and
temperature, the productions of Europe or of the tropical coun-
tries. At the height of 6,000 feet appear the oak and the pine

;

at that of 3,000 feet rattan.s and bamboos of enormous dimen-
sions ; in some parts the pine-apple, the orange, and the
sugar-cane grow to maturity; in others, barley, millet, and
similar grains are produced. The lower valleys yield rice, sown
broadcast, maize, wheat, barley, pulse of various kinds, sugar-
cane, cotton, Indian madder, a large species of cardamom, be-

sides other productions The pastoral tribes of Northern
Uindostan feed considerable flocks on the lower hills and val-

leys ; in summer they climb the Alpine country, and browse
on the herbage adjacent to the region of perpetual frost. —
Kice is the great staple of agriculture throughout Uindostan,
in the plain of the Ganges as well as in S India It is sown
at the approach of the rains, and it is gathered during the
rainy .season, about the end of August ; the last crop is sown
during the same season, and is gathered in the beginning of
December. It is esteemed the best, not being equally liable

with the other to decay The diversity of soil and climate,

and the several seasons of cultivation, have given rise to infi-

nite varieties in this species of grain. When the rains fiil

throughout Uindostan, which occasionally happens, the rice

crops are apt to be deficient to a degree altogether unknown in

the well-regulatetl agriculture of Europe, where the severest

scarcity hardly ever increases the price of corn more than three

times its usual rate. But the famines of Ilindastan leave

thousands without subsistence, and fill the land with scene*

of misery and death. Other kinds of grain are cultivated,

such as Indian corn ; and great varieties of pulse and coarse

grains, such as peii.se, beans, chiches, gram, vetches, and raggy,

which is the most Im|)ortant crop raised in the dry field, and
in some parts of S. India is the subsistence of all clas.«es, in

others of the poorer classes. These are important articles of

cultivation, as they have each their particular season, and
thrive even on poorer soils. Maize is the general produce of

poor soils in hilly countrie.s, and is commonly cultivated in

the more western provinces. Millet and other grains are also

cultivated, and, vegetating rapidly, in every season they fill up
profitably for the farmer the short intervals between the other

modes of cultivation in lower Ilindo.'itan. Sugar is every-

where cultivated, and at little expense by the Hindoo cultiva-

tor; it grows luxuriantly throughout all the valleys of the

Ganges, and in the plains of S. India, and could be produced,

with the help of European skill, to meet any demand Opium,

which is a government monopoly, is extensively cultivated in

many parU of Uindostan. It is a precarioas crop, producing

alternately high profits and heavy lo.<.«es. The cotton plant

h.is from "time immemorial been one of the staple producU of

Uindostan, and is indigenous trom Ceylon In the S to the

Himalaya Mountains. It is cultivated extensively, ral-ieil ia

the Doab and others of the upper Gangetlc provinces, from

which Bengal Is almost entirely supplied ; but the best quali-

ties are found in the Nagpore district, and in the vicinity of

Surat and Bombay. These, however, have continued to be In-

ferior to the American, as they are frequently rendered unmar-

ketable by their foul state, being mingled with dirt and sited.

Great exertions have been made by the govcnuueot to im-
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prove the quality ; experimental farms have been established
;

seeds of the American and Egyptian species have been intro-

duced, also cleaning implements, particularly our saw-gin. Its

application appeared at first completely successful ; but it was
soon found that it shortened the staple. It appears on the
whole, however, that European superintendence, with an im-
provement in the native modes of cleaning and packing, has of
late raised the value. Silk is another material native to India

;

and, though its actual culture is not so widely diffused as that

of cotton, it could probably be produced in almost any desired

(luantity. Cossinibuzar, CommercoUy, and Rungpore are at
present the principal districts whence it is derived. Tobacco
has been planted by Europeans, and is in general use. The
chief other products are: indigo, extensively grown along the
alluvial tracts of Bengal , bordering on the (ianges

;
pepper,

raised amid the wooded hills of Malabar andCanara; saltpetre,

an article of which Bengal, from some peculiarity in its soil

and climate, enjoys nearly a monopoly ; and wool, which was
always produced, though, till lately, of very inferior quality

In the territory of Bombay it has been remarkably improved.
Minerals. Coal, iron, and salt are the most important and

abundant mineral products. The principal coal-fields are in

the valley of the river Dammooda, N. W. of Calcutta, where
they occupy an area of 1,500 sq. m. Iron is widely distributed

throughout the country ; and salt is procured in inimen.se

quantities and of remarkable purity from the salt range of the
Punjaub. Gold is found in the gravel of streams, but only in

small ((uantities. head is obtained from the N. \V. Himalaya
districts, and there is a considerable yield of copper in Qur-
whal, Nepaul, and Sikkim, and near Singbhoom in Bengal.
Antimony occurs abundantly in N. India; there are valuable
tin-mines in British Bunnah, and petroleum has been discov-

ered in the Pegu district of that province. Among the gems
found in India are the diamond, ruby, topaz, beryl, carnelian,
and garnet.

Manufactures. The Indian manuf. have enjoyed a high
reputation from the earliest antiquity. The country contain-
ing a great number of inhabitants who are extremely poor,
and a few who are immensely rich, a demand is created on the
one hand for a great mass of coarse fabrics, and on the other
for a small quantity that are exquisitely fine. To exhibit
themselves in splendid robes is a favorite object of Oriental

luxury ; accordingly, the produce of the loom had reached a
perfection to which that of no other country, except Britain,

and that very recently, could make even an approach. The
delicate and Hexible form of the Hindoo, the pliancy of his

fingers, and the exquisite sense with which they are en-
dowed, even his quiet indefiitigable perseverance, all render
him peculiarly fitted for this description of employment. The
muslins of Dacca in fineness, the calicoes and other piece goods
of Coroniandel in brilliant, durable colors, have never been sur-

passed ; and yet they are produced without capital, machinery,
division of labor, oranyofthose means which give such facilities

to the manufacturing skill of Europe, — the weaver being
merely a detached individual, with a loom of the rudest con-
struction, consisting sometimes of a few branches of trees or
bars of wood roughly put together. The demand for these
fine muslins and calicoes, however, has within the last fifty years
greatly decreased, owing partly to the fall of .so many splendid
courts where alone remunerating prices could be obtained, but
mainly to the competition of the cheap imitations of these
fabrics, which are imported from Manchester, Glasgow, and
Paisley. The only cloths that now meet a sure sale are those
coarse cotton robes woven in almost every inland village, for

the use of the common people. The sole other manufacture
deserving of notice is that of silk, which is also of great an-
tiquity in India, and carried to considerable perfection, though
not nearly equal to that of cotton. Bandanas and other
handkerchiefs, crapes and taffetas, are the forms in which
it Is chiefly produced. The shawls of Cashmere are also
highly prized in every quarter of the world.

Inland Trade comprehends not only the intercourse be-
tween the British Provinces, and the trade of the latter with
the tributary States, but also the trade along a land frontier of
about 2,000 m. with Afghanistan, Turkistan, and Thibet. This
trade is very great, and has been vastly developed of late
years by the construction of several great lines of railroads

;

but there are only meagre statistics concerning it.

Foreign Trade. From the reputed wealth and precious prod-
uce of India, foreign nations were always desirous to partici-
pate in its trade. Prior to Alexander's expedition to the East
it was scarcely known to the Greeks, nor is it certain that they
had ever seen its productions. But we know that these were
brought to Rome, especially silk, which so allured the vanity
of the Roman ladies that it sold for its weight in gold. Other
valuable commodities of India, such as calicoes, muslins, aro-
niatics, ivory, diamonds, pearls, and other gems, precious aro-
matics, the pepper of Malabar, turtle shell, etc., and some dry
sugar and indigo, were also imported into Alexandria, the chief
emporium of eastern commerce, and were naturally attracted
to the great metropolis of the ancient world. This trade was
carried on from Myos Ilormos, the chief port on the Red Sea,
whence, after the conquest of Egypt by the Romans, the an-
nual fleets, sometimes of 120 vhsfcIs, set t^ail, and, under the
propitious intlueoctt of the S. VV. uiousoou, boldly stretched

across the Indian Ocean for the western coast of Ilindostan,
which they reached in about 40 days : and afterward extended
their voyage round Cape Coniorin lo the coast of Coroniandel
and the mouths of the Ganges. The high price received for

these ea.'itern luxuries in Rome encouraged the merchants to

provide larger vessels, and a band of archers to defend them
against the pirates, who then, and until very lately that they
were extirpated by British ships of war, infested the western
shores of India. The commodities of the East, being landed at

Myos llermos, were carried on camels to Coptos, the seat of a
flourishing trade, and thence by sea to the Nile, whence' they
reached Alexandria by water carriage, and were reshipped to

the different ))orts on the Mediterranean. The produce of
India was also brought to Europe by other routes, — namely,
by the way of Palmyra, then a flourishing city, and thence to

Rome and other western countries, through the ports of Syria.

But though there was a demand in Europe for the produce of
India, there was no demand in India for the produce of Europe

;

and bullion was the only article that could be sent out in ex-
change. The annual drain of gold from Rome and its prov-
inces for Indian goods was estimated by Pliny at 500 sesterlia,

equal to about $2,000,000. In the convulsions which followed
the decline of the Roman Empire, the trade of the East was
successively engros.'^ed by the Persians and Arabians. The
latter, in the year 636, built the city of Bassora, which soon
grew into a great commercial mart ; and to this place, and to

Ormuz, long celebrated for its vast riches and its trade, the
spiceries and merchandise of India were brought and distrib-

uted through the various ports of the Mediterranean. Alter
the expulsion of the crusaders from Syria and Egypt, Alexan-
dria again^ became the chief entrepot of eastern produce,
whence it was carried to Italy by the Venetians and others,

and distributed throughout Europe. But the discovery of a
passage to India in 14!.'5 by the Cape of Good Hope changed
the course of this trade, which now entirely left the Italians,

and was engro.ssed by the Portuguese for nearly a century
without any molestation from European rivals. At length the
Dutch and the English became their competitors, and estab-

lished joint-stock companies, with the exclusive privilege of
the eastern trade. But their anticipations of profit were not
realized. The great distance of Europe from India, and the
want of an equivalent for its produce, precluded any extensive
intercourse ; the trade accordingly bore a very small propor-
tion to the trade of the country : and being besides cramped
by monopolies, it never attained its natural growth. The com-
merce of nations is limited to the surplus produce which they
can mutually exchange ; and, from the great distance between
India and Europe, this surplus produce was long confined to

those few articles which, cont.iining a great value in small
bulk, could bear the expense of a long voyage. The dematid
was also altogether on the side of Europe, and its trade with
India consisted merely in the purchase, with bullion, of a
small quantity of precious articles for the consumption of the
rich. The progressive improvement of industry in Europe,
together with the entire opening of the trade to India nud
China since the year 1834, has occasioned not only a greater
exportation of British goods, but a change also in (lie natuie
of the trade. It is not so much the produce of the Jabor as of
the climate and soil of India, which no ingenuity can supply,
that is in demand in Great liritain ; and, accordingly, while
the import of Indian manufactures has fallen off, that of the
raw material, and many varieties of vegetable produce, has in-

creased. Thus, in the progress of the trade between India
and Europe, the former country, notwithstanding its boasted
wealth and superior industry, has taken the lowest place, ex-

porting her rude produce for the manufactures of the richer

country ; and so prodigious have been the improvements in

European manufactures, that the raw material of cotton, being

exported from India to England, and manufactured there, was,

and is still, to a certain extent, re-exported and sold at a
cheaper rate than the home fabrics, though loaded with the
expense of a double voyage across half the globe. The total

value of the imports and exports of B. I. was as follows in

each of the ten years from 1868 to 1877 :
—

Imports. Exports.

Years. Merchan- Bullion and Merchan- Bullion
dise. Coin. dise. and Coin.

£ £ £ £
1868 35,705,783 11,775,374 60,874,056 1,571.1146

18C9 35,9<)0,142 15,155,!)54 53,062.165 1,395,580

1870 32,!)27,520 13,!i54,807 52,471,376 1,042,353

1871 34.46!i.ll!) 5,444.823 55,336,186 2,220,766
1872 32,0111,850 11,573,813 C3.18!l,732 1,4!I5,642

1S73 31,874,625 4,556,515 55,231,463 1,308,579

1874 33.836,028 5,7!i2,534 54. ('81,.561 l,!i58,512

1875 36.222.aS7 8.141,047 o6,.35:>.23() 1.625,309

1876 38,887,340 5,300,722 58,0!il.4'>5 2,200,236

1877 87,440,631 11,436,120 61,013,891 4,029,8!.8

About 50 per cent of the imports and export-s come from and
go to Great Britain. The chief articles of British produc« im-
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ported fo India are cotton goodi and iron. The uio«t impor-
|

with India are, in order of iuiporttince, China, the Strait* wt-
tant articles of export from India to Great Britain are raw

|

tieiiieutj, Oeylun, Krtnce, and the U States,
cotton, jute, rice, flax and linseed, tea, and untanned hides.

|

The ruiiinierce of the U States with B. /., principally eon-
The (quantities, and still more the value of the exports of raw

[

fined to the p<.>rt,» of Calcutta and Uouil«iy, was as follows for
cotton are gradually decreasing. The following table exhibits

|
the 20 consecutive >ejr> Iroui Isji' to 1^7S :

—

Fig. 284.— The Mausoleum of Akb.\i<

the qnnntitifS and value of raw cotton exported from India to

Qreat Britain in each of the ten years from 1SJ8 to 1877 :
—

Yean.

1868
1S69
1870
1871
1872
1S78
1874
1875
1876
1877

Quaatities.

Cwt.
4,398,119
4,284.334
3.041.1t«

3.843,491
3 934.646
3,278,986
3.668,928
3.413,646

2,448,738

1,725,582

Value.

£
15,075,568
18,342,887
9.434,674
11.711,349
12.862.300
9.812.086
10.325.630
9,173,275
6,874,704
4,290,803

The flow of the preclouR metal? Into India ha* for age* been
a remarkable feature of the coninier'-e of that country ; it In yet
very large, though it has been greatly on the decrease in re-

cent vears
From 1835 to 1875 the value of merchandise exported from

India wa« about 1200 millions sterling, against 700 millions of

imports. To meet this balance In favor of India, the treasure

imported was £313.331,693 (!«l,71*'.."i-,7,!"66). against £43.618,.

66!t (3218,093.345), exported : £162,063,824 (1*810,319.120)

were remitted to India by bills of exchange drawn in England,
lenving a balance of about 38 millions.

Next to Qreat Britain, the countries having the largest trade

Years.

Exports from the U.
States to B. I. Imports

trow /> /. to

theU.SUtes.

Total
Imports and

Domestic. Foreign.

Exports.

•

1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
18<i5

1866
18(57

1868
18<ii»

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

9
1,231.898

1,111,697
604.511

412,924
694,1120

670.208
662.627
681.1168

381.141
642,631

471,019
23!t,08M

273,613
426.882
166.270
482.908
473,049
856 6»(4

862.620

989,348

9
131,722
128.i<(j3

26,3it0

!I2.398

56,741
20,675
4,64<t

8.60

17,779
4,9119

11.486
4,65 •

81,020
4,"26
3906

10,464

7.67i
S.OSO

1.84^

S
8,6S«7,229

10,«r2,342

8,746 ,7tW

3,0«36,lii".2

5,416,6-9
6,21«.S14
1,611»,K27

6.1.H1,6<»

8.932.4S5

7.476.2m
9.003710

lO.fiSo.KM

13,702.787
11.242.6117

lrt,856,747

14.179.664
16AH4.0'i9

1281 •'.,i«7

10.726.«19
12,081,6116

195,863,767

S
10,060.844
ll,i;52,««
9..'576.<!rt!)

3.672,274
6.0f.7,360

6.H84.697
5.27«,8- 4
6.7f'4.486

•1.331 .406

8,123.7.'M

lt.4811,214

10,214.482
14.007.830

ll.<;74.0(4

17.024 .<<V3

14.673.128
16.067.148

13.174.072
ll.fi»l,26»

13.022,786

Total.... 11,574,172 601,060 a07,41«.689

87
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The value of the principal articles imported from and ex-

ported to the V. States, for the year 1878, was as follows:—
Imports: Indian corn, $13,050; cotton goods $78,841

;

drugs, etc., $10,820 ; fruits preserved in cans. So ,995 ; silver

bullion, $52,350 ; ice, S87,470 ;
naval stores, $18,571 ; mineral

oil, $532,137 ; lard, $7,500 ; soap, $5,4U0 ; spirits of turpen-
tine, $42,046 ; tobacco, $2S,1SI. — Exports: Chemicals, dyes,

etc. (entry free), $238,026; coffee (1,269,557 lbs.), $196,925 ;

catechu (24,298,310 lbs.), $960,437; gums, $318,647; hides

and skins, $2,039,144; india-rubber, $10O,3S»7; indigo,

$825,0;>9; fixed oils, $63,917; volatile oils, $33,077; rags,

$29,623; tin in bars, $807,103; woods (unmanuf.), $i)8,335;

flax (manuf. of), $73,956 ; jute (raw), $1,538,298 ;
jute (manuf.

of), $502,349; leather, $109,047 ; saltpetre, $270,732 ; linseed

(1,290,269 lbs.), $1,882,953; spices, $785,617; browa sugar
(16,194,232 lbs.), $726,997.

In 1878, 22 American vessels (tonnage 24,072) entered, and
24 ( tonnage 26,169) cleared, the ports of B. I. ; 69 foreign ves.«els

for B. I, (tonnage 70,599) entered, and 4 (tonnage 2,572)
cleared, the ports of the U. States.

Financrs. The revenue and expenditure of the Indian
Empire are subjected to the control of the Secretary in Coun-
cil, and no grant or appropriation of any part of the revenue
can be made without the concurrence of a majority of the
Council. Such parts of the revenues of India as may be re-

mitted to England, and moneys arising in Great Britain, must
be paid into the Bank of England ; and paid out on drafts or
orders signed by three members of the Council, and counter-
signed by the secretary or one of his under secretaries. The
subjoined table gives the total gross amount of the actual
revenue and expenditure of India, in each of the ten fiscal

years, ending March 31, from 1868 to 1877.

Expenditure.

Years. Revenue.
Totel Expen-

In India.
In Great Bri-

tain.

diture.

£ £ £ £
1868 48,534,412 41,044,485 8,497,622 49,542,107
1869 49,262,691 42,207,629 9,829,092 52,036,721
1870 50,901,081 41,363,021 9,419,391 50,782,412
1871 51,413,686 39,899,435 10,031,261 49.930,696
1872 50,110,215 37,282,803 9.703,2a5 46,986,038
1873 50,219,489 38,205.212 10,248,605 48,453,817
1874 49,598,253 42,094,995 9,310,926 51,405,fl21

1875 50,570,171 40,760,583 9,490,391 50,250,974
1876 61.310,063 40,486,068 9,155,050 49,641,118
1877 55,955,786 44,710,800 13,467,763 58,178,563

The most important source of public revenue to which rulers

in India have, in all ages, looked for obtaining their income
is the land, the revenue from which, in the year before the
Mutiny, furnished more than one half of the total receipts of
the E:t«t India Company's treasury. At present, when the
necessities of the Indian exchequer require that government
should resort more largely to the aid of duties levied on the
continually increasing trade of the country, the revenue from
land produces not quite so much in proportion, but it still

forms two fifths of the total receipts of the Empire. Next in im-
portance to the land-revenue, as a great source of Indian re-

ceipts, is the income derived from the opium monopoly. The
cultivation of the poppy is prohibited in Bengal, except for the
purpose of selling the juice to the officers of the government at

a certain fixed price. It is manufactured into opium at the
government factories at Patnaand Gliazipore, and then sent to

Calcutta, and sold by auction to merchants who export it to

China. In the Bombay presidency the revenue is derived
from fhe opium which is manufactured in the native states of
Malwa and Gujerat, on which passes are given, at the price of
,£60 per chest, weighing 140 lbs. net, to merchants who wish to

send opium to the port of Bombay. The poppy is not cultl-

vated in the presidency of Madras. The gross revenue derived
from opium averaged daring the ten years from 1867 to 1876
the sum of eight millions sterling.

The amount of the pitblir, dubt of India, including that in-
curred in Great Britain, and treasury notes, etc., in 1878, was
£138,935,025 ($694,675,125). The total interest on debt and
obligations amounted to £4,907.236 ($24,536,180),
The currency of India is chiefly silver, and the amount of

money coined annually is large. On July 16, 1861, an act was
passed by the government of India, providing fir the issue of
a paper currency through a government department of Public
Issue, by means of promissory notes. Circles of issue were
established from time to time, as found necessary, and the
notes were made legal tender within the circle in which they
were issued, and rendered payable at the place of issue, and
also at the capital city of the presidency within which that
place was situated. Under the provisions of further laws, con-
solidated by a statute known as Act III. of 1871, the issue was
regulated In seven descriptions of notes, namely, for 10,000
rupees, or £1,000 ; for 1,000 rupees, or £100 ; for 600 rupees.

£50 ; for 100 rupees, or £10 ; for 50 rupees, or £6 ; for 2()

rupees, or £2 ; for 10 rupees, or £1, and for 5 rupees, or 10».

In 1878 the total amount of notes in circulation was £11,641,654
($58,208,270),

Railroads. In the year 1845 two great private associations

were formed for the purpose of constructing lines of railroad in

India ; but the projectors found it impossible to raise the
necessary funds for their proposed schemes without the a.s-

sistance of the State. It was therefore determined by the
Indian government to guarantee to the railway companies,
for a term of 99 years, a rate of interest of 5 per cent upon the
capital subscribed for their undertakings ; and, in order to

guard against the evil ettects of failure on the part of the com-
panies, power was reserved by the government to supervise
and control their proceedings by means of an official director.

The lands are given by the government free of expense, and
the stipulated rate of interest is guaranteed to the shareholders
in every case, except that of ttie traffic receipts of the line

being insufficient to cover the working expenses, in which
event the deficiency is chargeable against the guaranteed inter-

est. Should the net receipts be in excess of the sum required

to pay the guaranty, the surplus is divided in equal parts

between the government and the shareholders, until the charge

to the government for interest in previous years, with simple

interest thereon, has been repaid, after which time the whole
of the receipts are distributed among the shareholders. The
government has the power, at the expiration of a perjod of 25

or 50 years from the date of the contracts, of purchasing the

railways at the mean value of the shares for the three previ-

ous years, or of paying a proportionate annuity until the eud
of the 99 years, when the whole of the lands and works will

revert from the companies to the government. In 1869 the

government of India decided on carrying out all the new
railway extensions by means of direct State agency, that is,

without the intervention of guaranteed companies.

The foUowing table shows the length of the various lines

of railroad open for traffic, and in course of construction, in

1878 :
-

RAILaOASS.

Giiarantefd.

E. Indian, Including Jabbalpoor branch
Eastern Bengal
Oude and Rohilkund
Siude, Punjab, and Delhi
Great Indian Penin.sula

Bombay, Baroda, and Central India. . .

.

Madras
South Indian

Total, guaranteed Hues

Slate.

Calcutta and Southeastern
Nalhati
Khanigaon and Amraoti
Rajputana
Patri branch of Bombay and Baroda

line

AVardha Valley
Tirhut
Punjab Northern
Muttraand Ilathras
Northern Bengal
Indore to Neemuch
Indore to Khandwa{Holkar)
Rangoon and Irawaddy Valley
Rajputana
Wadi to Hyderabad (Nizam's)
Gaekwar of Baroda's

Total, State lines

Total, Indian railroads

Open Total open
for traffic, or under

1878. construct.

Miles. Miles.

1,503 1,503
159 159
544 712

664 664

1^ 1,280
422 422
858 858
600 617

6,029 . 6,215

28 28
27 27
14 14

400 400

22 22
46 46
79 867

103 427
80 30
134 261
87 304
71 86

163 205
400 400
121 121

20 65

1,295 2,394

7,324 8,6C9

The number of passengers carried on the railroads of India

largely increa.sed in the course of 10 years, rising from 16,875,978

in 1869, to 36,711 ,514 in 1878. According to an official reiwrt for

the same year, the total outlav upon railroads, both State and
guaranteed, amounted to £110,005,044 ($660,025,220) at the

end of 1878.

Money :—
The Mohur of Bengal, average rate of exchange.

Mokur of Bombay
KM/Jfe of Bombay " " .... 1

Rupee of Madras of 15 silver Rupees " .... 1

Star Pagoda of Madras " ....

Madras or Company's Rupee of 16 Annas or
192 P»ce

Sicca Rupee :
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The sum of 100,000 rupees is called a " Uc," and of 10,000,000
a "crore," of rupees.

In 1835 the government remodelled the currency of India,
establUhing a more uniform system, in conformity with which
accounts are mostly kept at present iu rupees, reckoned of the
value of 2 sbilliogs. Silver is the only legal tender and stand-
ard of value.
Weight-^ ami Measures.

The Mound of Bengal, of 40 .leers = 2.054 lbs. avoir.
" Bombay = 28 lbs

" «' Madras = 25 lbs
" Candy , of 20 7naunfis = 24.3 bushela.
" Tola = 180 gr.
" G»: of Bengal = 3(5 inches.

An .4ct " to provide for the ultimate adoption of an uniform
Kystem of weigiit^and measures of capacity throughout British
India," was passed by the governor-general of India in council
in 1871. The Act orders: Art. 2 " The primary standard of
weight shall be called a xeer, and shall be a weight of metal in
the possession of the government of India, equal, when weighed
in a vacuum, to the wei'.jht known in France as the kilo-

gramme.'' Art. 3. "The units of weight and measures of
capacity shall be, for weights, the said seer ; for measures of
cap:icity, a measure containing one such seer of water at its

maximum density, weighed in a vacuum." Unless it be other-
Trtse ordered, the subdivisions of all such weights and meas-
ures of capacity shall be expressed in decimal parts "

Seaports. The only three ports of importance for American
interests are Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras, here given in their
alphabetical order :

—
Jtomhay, a city, seaport, and capital of the presidency or

province of the same name, is situated on a narrow neck of a
Kmall land at the S E. extremity of the island of Bombay.
The island consists of a plain about 11 m. long by 3 broad.
Banked by two parallel lines of low hills. A neck of laud
stretching towards the S. W. forms the harbor on its E. side,

sheltering it from the force of the open sea, and enclosing an
expanse of water from 5 to 7 m. wide. At the S. \V. of the
Island Back Bay, a shallow basin rather moi-e than 2 m. in

^ireadth runs inland for about 3 m. between the extreme poinds
or the two ranges of hills. On a slightly raised strip of land
between the head of Back Bay and the harbor is situated the
fort, the nucleus of the city of Bombay. Krom this point the
land slopes westward towards the central plain, a low-lying

tract, which before the construction of the embankment
known as the Hornby Velard used at high tide to be sub-
merged by the sea. To the N. and E., although cau-seways and
railway embankments have now shut out the sea, a large area
of salt-marsh land still remains subject to inundation. The
splendid harbor of Bombay and comparative nearness to the
Suez Canal, with the system of railways which now connect
Bombay with the other provinces, liave marked out for it a
career scarcely second, if at all second in commercial impor-
tance, to that of Calcutta itself The sudden demand for Indian
cotton, whicli resulted from the American war, gave an unpre-
cedented rapidity to its development. The cotton of Oujerat,
Dharwar, and other parts of Bombay, is much superior to the
Beng.Hl fibre. Several years of brilliant prosperity culminated
in 1866-7 in a financial crisis, that left the commerce of Bom-
bay In a shattered state. Depending as it does chiefly on the
one article of cotton, along with some export of grain and the
government opium, the trade of Bombay rests on a narrower
basis than that of Calcutta, which in years of misfortune has
a large variety of staples to fall back upon, such a.s tea, indigo,
jufe, rice, hides, oil-seeds, etc. .Moreover, Bombay has only
the costly railway communication with the interior parts of
India, while Calcutta commands the confluence of two of the
greatest river systems in the world, the Brahmaputra and the
Ganges. Nevertheless, Bombay is pressing close upon Cal-
cutta as the commercial capital of India, its imports and ex-
ports being even greater. In 1878 its total foreign trade was
»ai3,491,155, against a total of «230.0;6.640 in Calcutta. In
natural scenery and in sanitary advantages of its position
Bombay ranks first among the cities of India. The Bombay
Island, or, as it ought to be more correctly called, the Bombay
Peninsula, is now connected with the mainland by the railway
causeways. It stands out from a coast ennobled by lofty moun-
tains, and its harbor is studded by rocky islands and preci-
pices, whose peaks rise to a great height. The approach from
the sea discloses one of the finest panoramas iu the world, —
the only European analogy being the Bay of Naples. The
town itself consists of well-built and unusually handsome na-
tive bazaars, and of spacious streets devoted toEuropean com-
merce. In the native bazaar the houses rise three or four
stories in height, with elaborately carved pillars and front
work. Soroeof the European hotels and commercial buildings
are on the .American .scale, and have no rival in any other city of
India. The private houses of the European residents lie apart
alike from the native and from the mercantile quarters of the
town. As a rule, each is built in a large garden or compound ;

and although the style of architecture is le.ss imposing than
that of the stately residences in Calcutta, it is well suited to

the climate, and has a beauty and comfort of its own. Though
in general cooled by the sea-breeze, the temperature in Bom-

bay is oppressively hot during May and October. A new future
has lately been opened to manufacturing energy by the intro-
duction of machinery from England. The ancient products
of the presidency above named are chiefly household industries.

But large steam-mills are now rapidly springing up in Bombay
city. Broach, Sural, and other stations on the railway lines,

especially in the cotton districts. Several of these employ over
1,500 hands , one is reported to have nearly double that num-
ber; and the low rates of wages, with the natural aptitude of
the native for textile work, enables the Bombay mill-owners to

compete with the Lancashire manufacturers, notwithstanding
the heavy cost of importing machinery and of European
supervision. Several of the mills have a capital of some hun-
dreds of thousands sterling invested in them : and their supe-
rior reputation for turning out unglazed and eenuine goods has
almost driven the lower qualities of Manchester fabrics from
the market. In 1873 fifteen mills were at work in the town
and island of Bombay, and five in other parts of the presi-

dency. Most of them have both spindles and looms, and their
yarn and piece goods find a ready market. In Ahmedabad.
Surat, Yeola, Na<ik, and Bombay, considerable quantities of
silk goods are ma'le. the silk being imported from China either

in the cocoon or in skeins. Gold and silver thread enter largely

into the manufacture of silk and cotton fabrics. The kinkhnb
(kincobi, the richest kind produced, is either gold thread and
silk, or silver, gold, and silk. Embroidery in silk cloth and
cotton, and in gold, silver, and silk thrend, is carried im to

some extent in Hyderabad, in Sinde, principally for European
markets. Fibres are used for the nisnufncture of paper in

Ahmedabad, Baroda, Surat, Kasik, Bombay, and Kolhapur.
Mats, beds, etc., are manufactured from cocoa-nut fibre.

Leather is worked into a variety of articles throughout the
presidency. The manufactures of minor importance consist

of pottery, brass and copper utensils, cutlery and agricul-

tural implements, gold and silver ornaments, carved wood,
ivory work, etc. In 1878, 6,611 ships, having a tonnage of
1,127,216 tons, cleared from Bombay harbor. Bombay is the
only port of consequence in British India in which the rise and
fall of the tide are so considerable as to admit of the formation
of extensive wet docks. At ordinary spring-tides the rise is

about 14 feet, but occasionally ns high as 17. The capacious
docks constructed by the East India Company are their prop-

erty, and are for the most part under the direction of I'nrsees,

who. excepting the Chine.se, are the most industrious and in-

telligent people of the East. Merchant vessels of the largest

class, or from 1,300 to 1,400 tons burden, for the cotton-trade

to China, have been built in the.se docks. The timber having
to be brought from a great distance, ships built at Bombay are

very costly ; bnt being, contrary to the prax^tice in other (>arts

of India, entirely constructed of teak, they are the most dur-
able vessels in the world, requiring little repair, and often nin-

ing 50 or 60 years. Being for the most part built by natives,

without any very strict application of the rules of art, they

are commonly, though not always, heavy sailers. - Banks.
The.se consist of the Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, and
the Chartered Bank of India, and branches of the Oriental

Bank of I/indon, the Agra Bank. etc. Including agencies of

English hou.-es, there are about 20 banks in all. Pop. 044,405.

Calcutta, the capital of Bengal, and .seat of the supreme
government in India, is situated in lat. 22"^ 34' N. and Ion. 88''

17' E., on the east side of the Iloogley, one of the branches of

the Ganges, about 100 miles from the sea. It extends nearly

4 miles along the river, with an average breadth of IJ miles.

The northern quarter, or the Black Town, inhabited by the

native population, consists of narrow, dirty, unpaved streets,

chiefly of mud hovels ; the whole deep, black, and dingy, and
offering a complete contrast to the front parts possessed by

Europeans. These last generally present handsome detached

brick houses, which, being stuccoed, have so i legnnt an ap-

pearance that Calcutta is sometimes called " the City of Pal-

aces " and " the Indian Corinth." The stupendous fortification

of Fort William is situated about one fourth of a mile below

the town ; and the intervening space, called the Esplanade,

contains the magnificent residence of the governor-general.

Adjoining the esplanade and the river bank of the city is the

"Strand," — a quav extending between 2 and 3 miles, and

contiguous to which" there is anchorage for ships of 600 tons ;

while Diamond Harbor, about 30 miles below, is sufliciently

deep for the largest ve.s,sels. The access to the port 1» Injj"'-

cate, owing to shifting banks of sand and mud ;
but this dis-

advantage is outweighed by its ready intercourse, through the

Ganges and its tributaries, with the richest and most populous

regions of HindosUn, and which, joined to its Mng the place

of chief resort of civil and military functionaries, has rendered

Calcutta the principal commenial cniporiuni of the East. Pro-

posals have l>cen made from time to time to remove the jBat of

the supn-me governmeut from Calcutta. Its unhealtblnesii,

especially in the rainy season, its remoteness fWm the centre

of Hindostan, and its distjince from England, have each been

animadverted upon. These disa.lvantages of Calcutta have

now, however, been slmost entirely removed, or their conse-

quences have bi-en mitigated by the conquests of science and

modern engineering. The railway and the telegraph have

brought the viceroy at Calcutta into close contact with every

comer of India ;
while an ample water supply , improved dnuu-
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age, and other sanitary reforms have rendered Calcutta the
healthiest city in the East,— healthier, indeed, than some of

the great European towns. English civilization has thus ena-

bled Calcutta to remain the political capital of India. The
game agency still secures the city in her monopoly of the sea-

borne trade of Bengal. The river Iloogley, or Iliigli, has long
ceased to be the main channel of the Ganges ; but Calcutta

alone of all the successive river capitals of Bengal has over-

come the difficulties incident to its position as a deltaic centre

of commerce. Strenuous efforts of engineering are required to

keep open the " Nadiya Rivers," namely, the thr«e offshoots of

the Ganges which combine to form the Hoogley Still greater
watchfulness and more extensive operations are demanded by
the Iloogley itself below Calcutta, to save it from the fate of
other deltaic streams, and prevent it from gradually silting up.

In 1853 the deterioration of the Iloogley channel led to a pro-
pas:il to found an auxiliary port to Calcutta on the Matlah,
another mouth of the Ganges. A committee, then appointed
to inquire into the subject, reported that " the river Hoog-
ley was deteriorating gradually and progressively." At that
time " science had done nothing to aid in facilities for navi-
gation," but since then everything has been done which the
foresight of modern knowledge could suggest, or the power of
modern capital could achieve. Observations on the condition
of the river are taken almost hourly, gigantic steam-dredgers are
continually at work, and the shifting of the shouls is carefully

recorded. By these means the port of Calcutta has been kept
open for ships of the largest tonnage, and now seems to have
outlived the danger which threatened it. The small number
of English resident in Calcutta (where, however, they are Cir

more numerous than in any other part of India) may well ex-
cite surprise. It was supposed that the cessation of the Com-
pany's monopoly, and of the prohibition of European resort to

India, would occa'^ion an influx of British settlers and capital;

but this auticipation has not been realized. Scarcely a single
English agriculturist, with capital sufficient to cultivate 1<X)

acres of land, has established himself in India, except for the
cultivation of indigo and tea, and there has been no immi-
gration of artisans. And this, after all, is only what might
liave been expected; the country being too fully occupied, the
burden on the lands too heavy, and the wages of labor far too
low, to admit of anything like an exten.iive European immigra-
tion. The Eurasians, the progeny of white lathers and native
mothers, are mostly employed as clerks in the government
offices and mercantile establishments, and are said to be an
industrious and useful class. The princip;il merchants and
traders consist of British and other Europeans, Portuguese
born in India, Armenians, Jews, Persians from the coast of the
Persian Gulf (commonly called Parsees), Moguls, Mohamme-
dans of Ilindostan, and Ilindijos; the latter usually either of
the Brahminical or mercantile castes, and natives of Bengal.
The principal foreign business is conducted by English mer-

chants; but other parties also, either in partnersliip with the
English or on their own accouut, speculate largely to Europe,
America, and especially to China. The brokers known under
the name of Sircars and Baboos are all Hindoos
The port of Calcutta extends 10 m. along the Hoogley, with

an avenge width of working channel of 250 yards, and with
moorings for 1G:I vessels. The navigation of the river from the
Sand Ile.ids to Calcutta, a distance of about 13U m., is natu-
rally dangerous and intricate ; but rendered comparatively
safe by a skilful and excellent, though costly, pilot establish-
ment. In 1S78, 2,231 vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of
2,672,618 tons, cleared the port of Calcutta — Banks. The
Bank of Bengal was established in 1809. Its authorized capi-
tal is 3 ),000,0(X) rupees, which, at 2s. the rupee, gives X3,000,-
000 or $I5,000,0lX). The shares are .selling at a high prvmiuui.
The management is conducted by nine directors,— three ap-
pointed by government, and six elected by proprietors ; time
of service for the latter, three years. This l>ank posses.ses pe-
culiar advantages, and consequently its circulation extends
over a very large area, its notes being received at all public
offices, in payment of revenue, by the collectors of the various
districts. Besides this (exclusive of savings-banks) there are
26 other banks, or branches of banks, of which 17 are " lim-
ited." The nominal capital of these amounts in the aggre-
gate is about X16,000,000. the paid up capibil, however, falling
much short of this amount. Pop. (iucluding suburbs),
8.)2.429.

Madras, the principal emporium of the coast of Coroman-

?o;,?^A!^''i?'"°.*'*°o^?L','*? ^'^"^ Bengal, lat. of lighthouse
13^ 5' 10" N., Ion. 80^ 16' 29" E It is the .seat of the govern-
ment of the second presidency of British India having under
it a territory, including the tributary states, of 2-57 042 square
miles with a population, according to the latest returns of

^-•,S2,'°,^i'
P*y,'."8 '" ^8'55 a gross annual revenue of about

ii.WlO.OOO steriing. The town had a population, in 1862. of
46i ,1 ( 1, and is situated in the Carnatic province, a low, sandy,
and rather sterile country. It is without port or harbor, lying
close upon the margin of an open roadstead, the shores of which
are constantly beaten by a heavy surf. Besides these disadvan-
tages, a rapid current runs along the coa.st : and it is within
the sphere of the hurricanes or typhoons, bv which it is occa-
sionally visited. In every res|^ieot, indeed, it is a very incon-
venient place for trade, and its commerce is consequently

greatly inferior to that of either Calcutta or Bombay ; the

value of imports for the year 1878 being only $19,497.165 ; and
of exports, iS35,039.370.— In Madras roads large ships moor
in from 7 to 9 fathoms, with the flag-staff off the fort bearing

W. N. W., 2 m. from shore. From October to January is gen-
erally considered the most unsafe season of the year, in conse-

quence of the prevalence of storms and typhoons. On October
1.5 the flag-staff is struck, and not erected again until Decem-
ber 15, during which period a ship coming into the roads, or,

indeed, anywhere within soundings on the coast of Coroman-
del (reckoned from Point Palmyras to Ceylon), vitiates her
insurance, according to the conditions of the policies of all

insurance offices in India. The cai^o boats used for crossing

the surf, called Massula boats, are lai^e and light, made of
very thin planks sewed together, with straw in the seams
instead of calking. Pop. 3U7,5o2.

India-Cottons, a name applied, in upholstery

trade, to a heavy kind of figured cliintz.

India-Gum, an inferior kind of gum-arabic
imported from Bombay and Calcutta.

India-Ink, or Chimi-luk. See Ink.

India Matting, grass or reed mats, made in the

East from P(i/>ijiii.<i coiyiiibosns, large quantities of

whicii are exported.

Indiana, one of the States of the American
Union, is bounded E. by the State of Ohio, S. by
the river Ohio, which separates it from Kentucky,
W. by Illinois, from which it is partly separated

by the Wabash River, and N. by Michigan and
Lake Michigan. It lies between lat. 37° 51' and
40° 46' N., and Ion. 85° 49' and 88° 2' W. E.x-

treme length from N. to S., 276 m. ;
greatest

breadth, 175 m. Area, .3o,809 sq. m. It is divided

into 92 counties. Jiidiaiia/xJis, the capital and
largest city of Indiana, is situated near the centre

of tiie State, on the W. fork of White River, 100

m. N. W. of Cincinnati, in the middle of a fertile

plain, and in the vicinity of an extensive coal-field.

Its manufactures are varied and important, and its

commerce very extensive. Ten lines of railroads

centring tiiere connect the city wiht all parts of

the State and with the principal cities of tlie West.

The population of Indianapolis, whicl> was only

2.692 in 1840, numbers now about 80,000. The
most important cities of Indiana, besides Indianap-

olis, are . Evansville, with a population of about

30,000; Fort Wavne, 25,000 ; Jeffersonville, 10,000;

Ijafayette, 16,000; La Porte, 8.000; Logansport,

11,000; Madison. 13,000; New Albany, 18,000;

Riciimond, 11,000; Rend, 9,000; Terre Haute.

20,000 ; Vincennes, 7,000. Total population of

tiie State, about 2,000,000.

Indiana may be generally charncterized as a great plain,

inclining towards the S. W. A range of hills extends along

the Ohio from the mouth of the Great Miami to Blue Itiver,

and the stiore of Lake Michigan is lined by large sandy hills,

which rise to a height of 200 feet. In some other parts are

to lie found " knobs," but these are seldom of great extent or

elevation. The surfcce of the country naturally divides it.«elf

into several extensive river valleys. The valley of the Ohio,

comprising an area of about 5,500 sq. m., is a limestone tract,

and was originally covered with forests. About one third of

it is rugged and broken, so as to be unfit for cultivation. The
White River Valley, extending through the centre of the State,

from the Wabash to the Ohio, contains about 9,000 sq. m.
This district is almost uniformly level, and richly wooded, ex-

cept in the W., where there are some ranges of low. rugged hills,

and several patches of prairie ground. The soil is of the rich-

est kind. The Wabash Valley is much larger than the others,

and contains upwards of 12,000 sq. m. The eastern portion

equals the White River Valley in fertility, but the other parts

are not so productive. The N. part of the State, watered by

the St. Joseph and the Kankakee Rivers, is somewhat more

swampy than the Waba.sh Valley : and a large tract, compris-

ing the sand-hills on Lake Michigan, is covered only with

stunted pines and burr oaks. The State is well watered by

numerous beautiful streams and rivers, but. with the exception

of the Ohio and Wabash, few of them are navigable. The

Wabash is the largest river that has its course mainly within

the State, and, toacther with its branches, drains three fourths

of the entire surface. It rises in the W.of Ohio, and Hows

first ina N. W. direction, and then S. W. tUl it meets the boun-

dary of Illinois, which it follows southwanl for more than 100

m., till it &ll8 into the Ohio, after a course of upwards of
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500 m. : for 400 of whu-h it i« nnvigAhle for liteambontw at
high water. The Ohio fomi.s the entire S. tK>un(lary of the
State. The other principal rivers of Indiana are tributaries
of the Wabash. The White River, the nio.«t important of
the.se, is formed by the West and Eajit Fork.*,— two rivers,

respectively about 300 and 30<» m. long, — which unite about
100 m. above its confluence with the Wabash. The Miami is

formed by the St. Joseph and St. Mart- in the \. E., and fiills

into the Ohio. The Upper St. Joseph, with it.n tributaries,

pa.sses through the northern counties, and falls into Lake
Michigan. Indiana resembles the other We.stern Suites N.of
the Ohio in climate. They are generally milder than those on
the Atlantic coa.sts, hut very subject to sudden changes. The
winter is very severe in the N. parts, but more genial in the
S. Except in the neighborhood of wet prairies and swamps,
the climate w everywhere healthy. Indiana possesses all the
elements of extraordin.iry fertility. The richest soil is that
of the river bottoms, where it is very deep and exceedingly fer-

tile The most proiluctive are tho,«e enclosed by the river

bills, which run parallel to the Ohio and other rivers. The
extensive valley of the
Wabash is a tract of this
description. Behind the
river hills, a table-land
spreads out, forming whnt
may be called the interior
of the country, and here,
instead of the bottom-
lands, or river valleys,

there are vast prairies. The
soil of the.se is not so lux-
uriant, but is such as
amply to repay the ex-
pen.se of culture. Even
the wet and marshy parts
of the State admit of being
brought under cultivation.
Indiana produces large
quantities of Indian corn,
wheat, oats, and Irish po-

tatoes, as well as a fair proportion of the other productions
common to the Western States. The relative value of agri-
cultural products for the year 1878 is given in this work under
the names of each of the principal crops.
The number of farms in Indiana under cultivation, as re-

ported by the last census, was 161,289, and the extent of im-
proveil land was 10.104,279 acres, 7.189,334 of woodland, and
826,035 of other unimproved land. The value of the farms re-

turned was S«634,804,189
; of fanning implemeutg and machin-

ery, S17,676,591. The orchard produce was estimated at
*2,858,086, and market-garden products, §486,777 ; of forest

prclucta, 82.645,679. — The chief minerals of Indiana are
coal, iron, lime, marble, freestone, and some copper. Of these
the first is by far the most important. The coal-beds of In-
diana, which form part of the pre.it coal-fleld which extends
through Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky, cover an area of
about 6,500 sq. m., In the S. W. part of the State, and extend
flrom Warren Co. on the N. to the Ohio River on the S , a dis-

tance of about 150 m. They consist of three varieties of bitu-
minous coal : caking coal, not-caking or block coal, and cannel
coal. In 1879 there were about CO mines in operation, whose
daily production was about 600,000 tons. The quality of the
coal, and its vicinity to available iron-ore beds, give to Indiana
marked advantjvges for the manu&nture of iron and steel. —
Indiana has no direct foreign commerce, but it has a consid-
erable tran.sit trade, owing to its magnificent systems of canals
and railroads. It exports large quantities of agricultural
produce, agricultural implements, etc., and has a considerable
trade in pork-packing ; the hogs packed in this State, chiefly

at Indianapolis, for the year 1878, numbering 496,025. — The
principal canals are the Wabash and Erie Canal, between
£vansvillc on the Ohio and Toledo on I^ake Erie, 467 m., of
which 379 m. are In Indiana; and the White Water Canal, 68
m. long, uniting fiawrenceburg on the Ohio with Hagerstown.
In 1879 the State had 4,198 m. of railroad. The following
table shows the names of the companies, the total length of
roads, and the total length in Indiana : —

Hg. 285.— Sbal of Indiana.

Ompanics.

Companies.

Anderson, I^ebanon. and St. Ijouis

Baltimore and Ohio and Chicago
Bedford, Springville.Oweusburg, & Bloomfleld
Cairo and Vincennes
Cambridge Extension
Carbon and Otter (^reek Valley
Chicago, Cincinnati, and Louisville

Chicago and Eastern Illinois

Chicago and Illinois Southern
Chicago and Lake Huron

mllea.

19.89
146.35
41.36
«.!«

20.80
1.60

71.47
19.79
6.00

66.04

r
miles.

Cinrinnati, Hamilton, and Indianapolis 98 20
Cincinnati, Ijitayette, and C'hi<-Kgo 6550
Cincinnati, Richmond, and Fort Wayne PO 90
Cincinnati, R«-kport, and Southwestern 40.')0

Cincinnati and Terre Haute 26.02
Cincinnati, Wabash, and Michigan 109.54
Cleveland, Columbus, Cln., and Indianapolis.. 3!>1.2U

Columbus, (,'hlcago, and Indiana Central 6S«(.60

Delphos.Uluffton, and Frankfort 16.00
Eel River 93.84
Evansville and Terre Haute 130.88
Evansville, Terre llauU-. and Chicago 49.68
Fairland, Franklin, and .MartinrTllle 38.03
Fort Wayne, Jackson, and Saginaw 100.00
Fort Wayne, Muncie, and Cincinnati 104.18
Frankfort and Kokomo 26.00
Grand Rapids and Indiana 332.10
Havanna, Rantoul, and Eastern 62.00
Indiana North and South 14.00
Indiana|<olis, Rloomington, and Western 1 $53.fO
Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and Ijifayette 16t).50

Indianapolis, De<-atur, and Springfield 101.25
Indianapolis, Delphi, and (.'hicago 28 00
Indianapolis, I'cru, and Chicago 72.87
Indianapolis and St Louis 71.84
Indianapolis Union Railway 3Ji3
Indianapolis and Vincennes 116.r.3

.Tefliersonville, Madison, and Indianapolis 224.85
Joliet and Northern Indiana 45.00
Kingan 0.42
Lafayette, Muncie, and Bloomington 118.20
l.ake Erie, Evansville, and Southwestern 17 50
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern 864 60
Logansport, Crawfordsville, and Southwestern 93 00
Loui.sville, New Albany, and Chicago 288.26
Louisville, New Albany, and St. Lonis 28.00
Michigan Central 270.00
.Michigan Central Air-Line 114.72
Michigan City and Indianapolis 12.75
Mississippi and Atlantic 8.26
Ohio and MisRi.s.sippi 393.00
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne, and Chicago

|

468 39
Richmond and Miami J0.17

St. Louis. Alton, and Terre Haute I 207 00
St. Louis and Southeastern

|
208.20

Shelby and Rush
Terre Haute and Indianapolis
Union R.R. Transfer and Stock Yards ,

Wabash
White Water

18.20

113 85
12.10

GOO 20
62 06

miles.

78.60
23.77
90.90
40.00
26.02
109.64
84.60
416 70
16 00
98.84
130 88
4a 18

38.03
62.58
104 18
26.(W

52.27
6.00
14.00
7K.51

lfi3.:»

25 49
28 00
72.87
71 84
8 2:)

116 63
224 >6
15 40

42
118.20
17.f.0

167.70
9:j00

288.26
12.t3

42.53
5.62
1275
8.26

226.47
153 06
10 17
6.00

2841
18.20

113 86
12.10

166(0
62 06

In 1879 Indiana had 94 national banks in operation, whoce
paid-in capital was !? 15 ,026 ,.530. There were, besides, 160 state

banks, saving-banks, and private bankers, whose aggregate

capital was !«5.0S1,175. The State debt amounted to $4,!»l8,-

178, of which !i?3,9(>4,783 consisted of bonds held by the school

fund. The total value of taxable property was S^,616,y87.

Indianapolis. See Indi.wa.
Indianapolis, Bloomington, amd Western

R.R. runs from Indianapolis, Intl., to IVkin, III.,

202.8 ni., with extension from Clinmpnijrn to Ha-

vanna, 111., 100.7 m., and branch from White Heath
to Decatur, 111., :30.1»m.; total length. JWJ.Oni. This

Co., whose offices are in Indianapolis, wag fomieil

in 186!> 1)}' the consolidation of the Indianapolis,

Crawfordsville, and Danville, and the Danville,

Urbana, Bloominjrton, and I'ekin H.R. The main

line was opened the same year. In 1874 the Co.

defaulted on the interest on its bonds due in Oct.

of that year, and the road was placed in the hands

of a receiver, bv whom it has since Innn operated.

Finnncinl ntiUemrnl : Cap. stock, *7.H10,5K)0; fund-

ed debt. .?l).78o.OOO, as follows : 1st mortpajre Dan-

ville, Urbana, nioominjrton.and IVkin H.K ,issue<!

IWJn. ai.OOO.OOO. payable 1!^>. inten>st 7 % (April

and Oct.); 1st mortpanc Indianapolis, Blooming-

ton. and Western H.H.. issucl \m.\. .•?.{,0rH).()00.

payable UKH), interest 7
-J^

(April and (k-t.); 2<1

mortgage (same lines), i.ssued 1870. Al.fiOO.OOO, pay-

able 18'J0, interest 8 % (Jan. and July) ; 1st niorl-
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pajj^e (same lines ), extension, issued 1872, •'?3,285,000,

payable 1912, interest 7% (Jan. and July). The
^^2,000,000 1st mortgage bonds of the l)anville,

Urbana, Bloomington, and Pekin R. R., issued

prior to cortsolidation, were intended to be ex-

changed for the 1st mortgage bonds of the consol-

idated roads, amounting to $5,000,000, of which
but $3,000,000 have been issued, the remainder be-

ing held in trust for exchange. The sale of the
extension road, which was effected in 1879, will

modify the above statement.
Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and Lafayette

R.R. runs from Lafayette, Ind., to Ohio State line,

158.5 m., with branch from Greensburg to Stone
Quarries, 5.5 m., and the Hardentown Cut-off 2.5 m.
In 1866 the Co. leased in perpetuity the Cincinnati
and Indiana R.R., which runs from Cincinnati to

the Indiana State line, 20.5 m., and in 1876 the
Harrison branch from Valley Junction, O., to
Harrison, O., 7.5 m., making a total of 194.5 m.
operated. This Co., whose offices are in Cincin-
nati, O., was formed in 1866 by the consolidation
of the Indianapolis and Cincinnati, and the Lafay-
ette and Indianapolis R.R. Cos. The road has been
in the hands of a receiver since 1876. Financial
statement: Cap. stock, common, -15,587,150; pre-

ferred, $1,419,300; Cincinnati and Indiana R.R.
stock, $18,000; funded debt, .$8,59-3,300; unpaid
coupons, $1,204,709.27. Funded debt in detail:

1st mortgage (Indianapolis and Cincinnati), issued

1858, $1,600,000, payable 1888, interest 7 % (April
and Oct.) ; 1st mortgage (Cincinnati and Indiana),
issued 1862, $499,000, payable 1892, interest 7 %
(June and Dec.) ; 2d mortgage (Cincinnati and
Indiana), issued 1867, $1,497,000, payable from
1877 to 1882, interest 7 % (Jan. and July) ; 2d
mortgage (Indianapolis,Cincinnati, and Lafayette),
issued 1867, $2,800,000), payable 1897, interest 7 %
(Feb. and Aug.) ; equipment mortgage, issued
187-3, .$.344,000, payable 1883, interest 10% (March
and Sept.); funded coupons (bonds of 1867), is-

sued 1873, $125,550, payable 1878, interest 7 %
(March and Sept.) ; 3d mortgage (joint bonds), is-

sued 1869, payable 1899, interest 7 % (June and
Dec.) ; funded coupons (bonds of 1869), issued

1873, $-320,750, payable 1883, interest 7 % (March
and Sept.); unpaid coupons on .3d mortgage and
funded coupon bonds, -$371,841. The Co. guarantee
one half of •'{=525,000 mortgage 6 % bonds of the
Street Connection R.R. in Cincinnati, issued by
the Cincinnati and Indiana and the Little Miami
R. R. jointly. There are two issues of these
bonds, one in 1864 for -$250,000, and the other in

1868 for $275,000, both payable in 30 years from
date.

Indianapolis, Decatur, emd Springfield
R.R. runs from Decatur, 111., to Guion, Ind.,

101.25 m., and is to be continued to Indianapolis.
This Co., whose offices are in Tuscola, III., was
formed in 1863 by the consolidation of two Cos.,
cliartered in Indiana and Illinois under the name
of the Indiana and Illinois Central R.R. Co., and
which was sold under foreclosure in 1875. It is

shortly to be continued to Indianapolis. Financial
statement, 1878: Cap. stock, $500,000; funded
debt, -$2,94-3,000, as follows,—Ist mortgage 30-year
bonds, issued 1876, $274,000, interest 7 % ; and 2d
mortgage income .30-year bonds, issued 1876,

$2,669,000, interest 7 %. The issue of 1st mort-
gage bonds is limited to $1,800,000. The 2d
mortgage bonds represent the old 1st mortgage
bonds.

Indieinapolis, Peru, and Chicago R.R. runs
from Indianapolis, Ind., to Peru, Ind., 72.87 m.
This Co., whose offices are in Indianapolis, was

first chartered in 1852 as the Peru and Indianapo-
lis R.R. The road was opened in 1856, and the
Co. reorganized under present title in 1876 ; it has
issued no financial reports.

IndiEinapolis and St. Louis R.R. runs from
Indianapolis, Ind., to Terre Haute, Ind., 71.84 m.
This Co., whose offices are in Indianapolis, has
leased the St. Louis, Alton, and Terre Haute R.R.,
189 m., and its Alton Branch, 4.2 m., for a term of
90 years from 1867 at an annual rental of .$450,000.

It operates also the Carbon and Otter Creek Val-
ley R.R., 1.6 m., specially used for carrying coal.

Financial statement : Cap. stock, .$600,000 ; funded
debt, $3,500,000, as follows,—1st mortgage bonds,
issued 1869, -$2,000,000, payable 1919, interest 7 %
(no fixed time) ; 2d mortgage bonds, issued 1870,

$1,000,000, payable 1900, interest 7 % (April and
Oct.) ; equipment bonds, issued 1871, 8500,000,
payable 1881, interest 8 % (Jan. and July).

Indianapolis and Vincennes R. R. runs
from Indianapolis, Ind., to Vincennes, Ind.,

116.63 m. This Co., whose offices are in Pitts-

burg, Pa., was organized in 1867, and the road
opened in 1869. It is operated by the Pennsyl-
vania Co., which possesses all its capital stock.

Financial statement : Cap. stock, §1,402,000 ; fund-

ed debt, $3,150,000, as follows: 1st mortgage 7%
bonds, -$1,700,000, payable 1908, and 6% bonds,

$1,450,000, payable 1900.

Indian Hemp. See Hemp.
Indian Oak. a name sometimes applied to the

teak-wood, Tectona yrandis.

Indian Ocean, a vast oceanic basin, separated
from the Pacific on the E. by the Eastern Archi-

pelago and Australia, bounded on the S. by a line

drawn from the Cape of Good Hope to Bass'

Strait, divided from the Atlantic by Africa on the

W., and enclosed by the countries of Asia on
the N. It communicates with the Chinese Sea by
the Strait of Malacca, Sunda Strait, and the Strait

of Flores. Principal inlets, the Bay of Bengal, the

Sea of Oman, the Persian Gulf, and the Red Sea.

Chief straits, the Channel of Mozambique and
Palk's Strait. The most important islands are

Madagascar, Mauritius, Bourbon, the Comoro Isl-

ands, Seychelles, and Socotra, belonging to Af-
rica ; the Laccadives, Maldives, Ceylon, the

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, to Asia. Its prin-

cipal affluents are, in Asia, the Saluen, Irrawaddy,
Brahmaputra, Ganges, Godavery, Kistna, Nerbud-
dah, Indus, and the Shat-el-Arab, formed by the

junction of the Tigris and Euphrates ; in Africa,

the Zambeze. The chief seaports are, Calcutta

and Bombay in India ; Malacca, in the Eastern
Archipelago ; Aden, Mocha, and Muscat, in Ara-
bia ; Zanzibar, etc., in Africa. The monsoons, or

periodical winds, prevail in the N. part of the

ocean, blowing from the S. W. between April and
October, and S. E. from October to April. Tem-
pests are general at the periods of change, and
between lat. 5° and 40° S. violent hurricanes fre-

quently oc(Mir.

Indian-Red, a pigment obtained from a kind

of red ochre, and producing purplish russet tints.

It is brought from the East in the form of small

lumps, and sometimes as a coarse, gritty powder.
Imp. duty, 25 per cent.

Indian-Shot. See Canna.
Indian-Yellow, a dye of questionable origin,

said to be procured from the urine of the cow,

after eating decayed and yellow mango-leaves;
other authorities refer it to camels' dung. Analy-
sis shows it to be composed chiefly of purreic acid,

combined with magnesia. Its name, in some parts

of the East, is Purree.
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India-Rubber, Caoutchouc, Elastic Gum,
the concrete juice of several tropical trees of both
hemisplieres, more particularly of Siphonia elas-

tica (of Soutii America), and Ficus tlustica (of
India). Immense quantities of I -R. come from
the Brazilian province of Para, and from the U.
States of Colombia. In order to obtain this sub-
stance, the natives of the valley of tiie Amazon
make a longitudinal gash in the bark of tlic tree

with a narrow liatcliet ; a thick, wliitc, and oily

liquid (a sort of vegetable milk) flows out, a wedge
of wood is inserted to keep the gash open, and a
small clay cup is stuck to the tree beneath the
gasli. In four or five hours the milk ceases to run,
and each wound has yielded from three to five

table-spoonfuls. Tiie " seringero," or f.-R. gatherer,
then empties the contents of the cups into an earth-

en vessel and commences tiie operation of forming
it iuto shapes and smoking it. This must be done
at once, as the milk soon coagulates. A fire is

made on the ground, of nuts of the wassou-palm
tree, over which is placed, inverted, an earthen
pot with a hole in the bottom whence issues a jet

of pungent smoke. Moulds are made eitiier of clay
or wood, which are dipped into the milk, and then
passed slowly through the hot smoke. When the
required tiiickness is obtained, the moulds are cut
or washed out. Smoking changes the color of

the rubber very little, but by exposure to the sun
and atmosphere it becomes brown, and in time
black. The superiorit}' of the I.-R. imported
from the valley of the Amazon is said to be ow-
ing to the peculiar properties of tiie smoke of this

^Hit, no other smoke producing a similar effect

upon the gum. A belt of forest trees extends
10 degrees each side of the equator which yield

I.-R. of various kinds ; so the supply is literally

inexhaustible. The gum from India and the Pa-
cific coast of South America is obtained by allow-

ing the sap to flow down the side of the tree, and
is then gathered with tlie loose bark and dirt into

ceroons or bundles for shipment.— The general
properties of f.-R., as well as its numerous appli-

cations, are well known. The fresh juice has a
cream-like appearance and consistence, is coagu-
lated by heat, aud is miscible with water, alcohol,

and wood-naphtha; sp. gr. 1.012 to 1.041 ; it yields

from 18% to 45% of solid I.-R., either by heat or

evaporation. By excluding it from the air it may
be preserved unchanged for a considerable period.

Solid I.-R. has a sp. gr. ranging between .019 and
.041 ; it melts at 248° F. into a viscid mass, which
does not again harden on cooling ; it is unaltered by
chlorine, hydrochloric acid, sulphurous acid, fluo-

eilicic acid, ammonia, caustic alkaline lyes (even

when boiling), and most similar substances ; nitric

acid and sulphuric acid act on it only by long
contact when concentrated. Some specimens of /.-

R. are harder than gutta-percha itvself, and equally

inelastic, whilst others never perfectly solidify,

but remain in a condition resembling that of bird-

lime or printer's varnish.

Up to 1820 I-R. was u.ied only for effaritiff penoil-inftrks,

and about that time a piet-p hnlf an inrh squarB pold for 60
cents. But the extreme ela-oticity and extensibility of this

Bingntar subxtanre wax attracting tho attention of prartiral

men both in Europe and America. One of the earlieiit patents

obtained for applications of raoutchnuc was taken out in

England by Mr. Thomas Ilancocle, of Npwinprfnn, In 1820. for

the use of I.-R. for the wrists of gloves, for braces, for garters,

for boots and shoes instead of laces, and for other similar pur-
poses. The rings for the wrists of gloves, etc. were simply cut
from tho bottle f.-K.. by machinery the patentee himself con-

trived for that purpose. Mr. Hancock soon noticed and utilized

the fact that two clean freshly cut surfaces of I.-K., when pressed

together, cohere and unite perfectly. This further led him to

devising a machine by which all the waste cuttings and par-

ings might be worked up. This machine consisted of a cylin-
der revolving within a cover, both being provided with Vteel
teeth, by wtiioli the pieces of l.-H. placed between thtm were
torn iuto shreds, and (hen kneaded into a solid coherent mass
of homogeneous texture. The first machine of thU kind
would work up about 1 lb. of I.U-, but now nuurhines on the
same principle are in u.«e operating on moi-e than 'AjO lbs. of
material at oure, and turning it out on a roll 6 ft. long and 10
in. or 12. in. in diameter. While Hancock was thus surre»*rul
in mechanically working I.-K., Macintosh, of Glasgow, found
means ofeffecting its solution by coal-naphtha, aud be obtained,
in 1823, a patent for the application of his discovery to the
bibrication of waterproof garment.". Waterproof cloth 1* pre-
pared by varnishing one side of a suitable fabric with a solution
of l.-K., or by covering one side of the cloth with a thin film,
and then bringing it into contact with second piece similarly
prepared, the two J.-R. layers l>econiing incorporated when
the double cloth is passed between rollers. Other solvents for
/.-/{. have been discoveretl in ether, chloroform, sulphide of
carbon, and rectified turpentine. Ky treatment with there
liquids it swells up, and eventually dissolves, producing a vis-

cid, ropy mass, which, by evaporation of the solvent, leave*
the I.-K. with all its original elasticity. By the use of these
la£t-named solvents, the persistent anil disagreeable odor oc-
casioned by coal oil is avoided.— It will now be observed that
there are two distinct modes of working I.-K.: by dealing
with the solid material, or with the solution. Thus, from a
solid disk of I.-K. long ribbons of the material may lie cut,
and these ribbons, by being passed between a set of circular
knive.4, may be divided iuto a number of square threads. These
threads may then be drawn out to 6 or 10 times their length :

and, if wound and maintained in this state of tension for 48
hours in a warm place, they will lo,«e their condition of tension,

and their elongate<i form will become their natural and un-
strained one. In this manner are the I.-K. threads prepared,
which, covered with silk or other material, form elastic fab-

rics, such as those u.sed in the sides of boots. The circum-
stance of I.-K., when heated for some hours at a temperature
a little above the boiling-point of water, retaining whatever
form it has during the heating, is the basb of obtaining thin
sheets and other forms of the material. Tubes are matie by
forcing the heated I.-R. through an annular opening by appli-

<»tion of great pressure ; it sets in cooling, preserving a sec-

tion corresponding with the orifice through which it issues.

In another mcxleof forming tubes, a paste composed of I.-R.,

oxide tif zinc, and lime is formed into sheets, which are cut
into strips. The strips are folded longitudinally, and the
edges are cut together at an angle of 45^ with the surface, so

that the cut surfaces may meet each other when the strip is

rolled on a mandril to give it a cylindrical form. A slight

pressure suffices to solder together the cut surfaces, and the

tube is then " vulcanized " by a proce.«s to be presently de-

scribed. The dissolved f.-K. serves to prepare waterproof

garments, round threads, sheets of I.-R., etc. Fabrics are

coated with the solution by pouring it on the material as it it

passing horirontnlly from a roller. A straight-edge, under
which the charged cloth pa.«.ses, distributes the I.-R. in a uni-

form layer, the thickness of which is regulatetl by the spare

between the knife-edge and the fabric. When sulphide of car-

bon is the solvent used, its evaporation is complete in about

10 minutes, but with other solvents two or three hours are re-

quirt'd. The I.-R. is usually mixed with lampblack before

being spread on the cloth, and the article Is finished by giving

the 1 -R. layer a coat of gum-lac varnish. Sheets of I.-R are

obtained bv spreading 15 or 20 lasers over a cloth, which is

afterwards detacheii by welting it with a solvent —Threads of

circtilar section are manufactured from a paste of I.-R. made
by dissolving that substance in sulphide of carbon mixed with 8

per cent of alcohol. This paste is placed in a cylinder, out of

which it is forced by a piston through a number of circular

holes, whence it Issues in the form of filaments. These are

receiveil upon a stretched cloth, which moves along, earning

the parallel threads, until the sulphide of carbon has evapo-

rate<l. — A modification of I.-R., possessing ven' valuable qual-

ities for many purposes, was patented Id If^Si' by Charle*

Ooo<lvpar of New Haven, fonn., and largely applie«l by him to

the f.ihrication of waterproof boots. In 1S42 these hoota were

imported into Kurope, and it was seen that this form of the

material had the a<lvantBges of not slicking lo other I'odles at

any ordinary temperatures, and of preserving its elasllcy even

in the coldiit weather, whereas onlinarj IK. Incomes rigid

by cold. The cut e<lges of this variety of I.-K. do not cohere

by pressure. Mr. Goodvear atiempicl to keep his process a

secret ; but Mr. Hancock, having soon detecfe<l the presence of

sulphur in the American preparations, set to work to discover

how that substance was made to combine with the ' -"- •••

succe.'<le<i, and he obtaiiKHl a patent for sulphuriting IK.
iK-fore the original inventor h.id applied for one. Mr Han-

cock found that a sheet of I.-K. Immer'e.l In melted sul-

phur at 250' K. gTa.lually absorbed fnmi 12 to 15 per cent or

its weight of sulphur : ami. further, that this does not in any

way alter iU propertVs. When, however, the .ulphurmted

substance was for a few minnles exposed to a temperature of

300\ it acquire.1 new qualities, which were precisely «""«•"'

the modification employed by .Mr Ooodjear for hi* Impervioaa
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boots, TliLi transformation effected by sulphur Mr. Ilancork
called vulcanization; and vulcanized l.-R. is now employed in
nearly all the innumerable applifcations of I -R., provided the
presence of sulphur is not absolutely objectionable. Good-
year's process consists in mixing the sulphur with the I.-K.,

the suitable proportion (7 to 10 per cent) having been deter-
mined beforehand, and the sulphur ground up with the I.-R.
in the masticating machine, or disseminated through the viscid
liijuid ifa solution is used, or dissolved in the solvent employed.
This gives better results than Hancock's proces.^, because the
gulphurization is more uniform, and this method is, therefore,

more largely employed. When the various articles have been
fabricated in the ordinary manner from the mixture of I.-R.

and sulphur, they are enclosed in vessels, where they are sub-
mitted for two or three hours to the action of steam under a
pressure of nearly 4 atmospheres, so that the steam may have a
temperature of about 280"^ F. A still easier method consists in
steeping the articles (which in this case should be thin) in a
solution of one part of chloride of sulphur in 60 of bisulphide
of carbon. The object becomes vulcanized by simple exposure
to the air, without the aid of heat. But this process is said
to be liable to cause the article afterwards to become brittle.

The addition of oxide of zinc, carbonate of lead, and other sub-
stances is found to yield a product better adapted for certain
purposes than one in which only sulphur is used.
Among the many applications of vulcanized l.-R. those

connected with its elasticity and its enormous contractile
power when extended are particularly striking. Under Mr
E. Smith's patent, torsion springs for roller blinds, door
springs, clock springs, carriage springs, etc., are made of it.

Mr. Hodges, in another patent, has availed himself of the same
property as a new mechanical power. Short lengths of /.- R.,
wliich he terms " vulcanized power purchases," are succes-
sively drawn down from or lifted to a fixed bearing, and at-
tiiched to any weight which it is required to rai.*e : when a
suRlcient number of these power purchfises are fixed to the
Weight, their combined elastic force lifts it from the ground.
Ttiu.s, 10 purcha.«es of the elastic strength each of 50 lbs. raise

600 lbs. Each purchase is 6 inches long, and contains about
1\ oz. of vulcanized caoutchouc. These 10 purchases, if

stretched to the limit of their elasticity (not of their cohesive
strength), will lift a weight exceeding 650 lbs. The same
principle has bicn applied to relieve and equalize the strain on
ships' cables, especially where several boats are towing one
vessel ; and as a projectile force. A number of power pur-
chases, attached to the barrel of a gun constructed to project
harpoons, will exert a power, if suddenly relieved, propor-
tioned to their aggregate forces. By similar contrivances balLs

may be projected 200 yards or more, and a charge of No. 4
shot can be thrown 120 yanls. A bow, in which the string
alone is elastic (the reverse of the usual form), has been con-
trived which throws a 30-inch arrow 170 yards.
There are several patents for making artificial T-R , the best

of which is a compound of chloride of sulphur, oil, and collo-

dion In its plastic state it is ea.sily moulded, and hard and
durable when well set. It can be made of any color, and is

susceptible of a high polish

The li.st of applications of vulcanized I-R. would be a very
long one ; but as a great number of these applications must
be known to everybody, it will be unnecessary to specify them.
Its employment in the construction of portable boats, pon-
toons, life-buoys, dresses fordivers and for the preservation of
life at sea, air-tight bags and cushions, air and water beds,
cushions of billiard-tables, surgical implements, stereotype
pages for printing, carriage springs, belts, ho.te, are a few of
the thousand instances of its utility which might be quoted.
The last great improvement in the manufacture of I.-R.

is the discovery that by continuing the process of vul-
canization for a longer time at an increased heat and under
pressure, a hard black substance is obtained, which can be
turned in a lathe like ebony. This substance is now applied
to an extraordinary number of uses. See Vulcanite.
The first company organized in the U. States to manufacture

I.-R. into waterproof clothing was the Roxbury India- Rul>ber
Company, established at Roxbury, Ma.ss., by Mr. Edwin M.
Chaffee, and chartered in 1833. This important industry has
since been largely developed in this country, where l.R. is

manufactured in a great variety of articles and on a large scale,
principally in New York and in the New England States. For
the year 1878 our imports of I.-R. and gutta-percha amounted
to 12,512,203 lbs., valued at 114,711,102 ; which came chiefly
from Brazil («2,457,3:)8), the U, States of Colombia (31,006,-
621), and India, mo.«tly through England (8884,711). Manu-
factured goods to the value of $242,664 were al.so imported,
mostly from England For the same year the exports of boots
and shoes and other l.-R. manufactures amounted to $305,-
707.

Imp, duty: crude I.-R or milk of I-R, free; raw, or
unmanufactured (bottles, slabs, and sheets), free. — Manufac-
tures of I -R., mixed with .silk or other material, 45 percent.

—

Boots and shoes, 31) per cent. — Braces, suspenders, webbing,
or other fabrics, wholly or part of I-R., n. o. p. f , 35 per
cent. — Articles wholly of I-R., n. o. p. f., 25 per cent.

Indicator, an inde.x machine for various pur-

poses ; a water-gauge in a steam-engine ; the dial
and mechanism of a dial telegraph, etc.

Indigo, a hlue dyestuff extracted from several
leguminous plants indigenous to the tropical re-
gions of Asia, Africa, and America, especially
from /iidi</qfh-ii tinctoria and /. anil, which are nat-
uralized in tlie Southern States, and were formerly
cultivated in S. Carolina and Florida. It exists
in the plant as a colorless juice. The method of
manufacture consists in steeping the plant in wa-
ter until fermentation sets in ; the coloring matter
dissolves in the water, forming a yellow solution,
which is drawn off from the rest of the vegetable
matter, and agitated and beaten to bring it freely
into contact witii tiie air for about 2 hours ; this

treatment causes the /. to form and settle down
as a blue precipitate ; this is cut, while soft, into
cubical cakes, and dried by artificial heat. To
hasten the formation of the /., a little lime-water
is sometimes added to the yellow solution. The
/. of commerce contains Indiyo-Uiie or Indi'goline,

its most important constituent, Indif/o-red, and
many other substances, some of which must be
regarded as accidental impurities or adulterations.
/. is tasteless ; scentless ; of an intense blue color,

passing into purple ; when rubbed with a smooth
liard body, it assumes a coppery hue. It is insol-

uble in water, cold alcohol, ether, alkalies, hydro-
chloric acid, dilute sulphuric acid, and the cold
fixed and volatile oils; slightly soluble in boiling
alcohol and oils ; freely soluble in concentrated
sulphuric acid, and, when decolored or reduced
by contact with deoxidizing substances, in alka-
line lyes. Its color is destroyed by chromic acid,
nitric acid, and chlorine; when suddenly heated,
it gives off rich purple fumes, which condense into
brilliant copper-colored needles. The best /. is

that which has the deepest purple color, that as-

sumes the brightest coppery hue when rubbed
with the nail ; its fracture is homogeneous, com-
pact, fine-grained, and coppery; its powder is of
an intensely deep blue tint, and light enough to
swim on water; and it leaves only a fine streak
when rubbed upon a piece of white paper. In
general, when /. is in hard, dry lumps of a dark
color it is considered of bad or inferior quality.

/., when in hard or brittle lumps, or in dust or
small bits, is often adulterated with sand, pulver-
ized slate, and other earthy substances. For its

properties and use in dyeing, see Dveino (Blue
Colors).

/., imported from the several parts of British India, Java,
and Manilla, differs much in quality and in shades of color.
The best Bengal /. is shipped from Calcutta in cubical cakes of a
light blue color, and pos.se.s.ses all the qualities above enumer-
ated. Other qualities arc of shades of violet, red, and copper-
color. The African T., from Egypt and Senegal, are of finer blue
shades, but generally contaminated with earthy matters. The
best American qualities, as some of those from the U. States of
Colombia, are equal to the best Bengal. The consumption of
late years has not increased in a ratio corresponding to the in-

crease of population and the expansion of manufactures, —
a circumstance which seems attributable to the decreasing
use of blue cloth, in the dyeing of which it is principally
used, and perhaps a'so to the introduction of substitutes svig-

gested by the advanced state of chemical knowledge. The
American /. is generally enclosed in sacks of coarse linen sewed
into an ox-hide, a kind of package which is called a srron, and
contains u.siially about 260 lbs. The E!a.<:t Indian is in cheats
of about 3V factory maunds, or 260 lbs. The imports into th«
U. States for the year 1878 amounted to l,83l,4!i4 lbs., valued
at »l/);37,t>80, which came mostly from the Eu^t Indies (1,343,-

343 lbs., valued at$l, 164 ,5!<9). and from the U. States of Colom-
bia (341..327 lbs., valued at »303,8(>8).

Imp. duty : Indigo, free ; carmined, 20 per cent
;
paste, 10

per cent ; extracts, 10 per cent.

Indigo-BIue, the pure blue principle of indigo,

also called indijiotine. — The tint or color produced
by the indigo dye. —A preparation of indigo,
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usually in small lumps, for the use of tlie laun-

dry.
Indigo-Purple, a coloring matter consisting of

interlaced silky crystals having a coppery lustre,

obtained by filtration from a solution of indigo in

forming sulphuric acid, when largely diluted with
water.
Indigo-'White, a grayish-white mass of minute

crystals, generally light blue on the surface, and
rapidly turning blue on exposure to the air ; solu-

ble in alkalies, alcohol, and ether, to whicii it im-

parts a yellow color. Tiiese solutions deposit in-

digo blue on exposure to the air. A solution of

this substance constitutes the indigo vat of the
dyer.

ludisine. See Aniline (Violet).
Indisputable, undeniable, not open to cavil

;

policies of insurance which are not to be ques-

tioned when once granted are termed indisput-

able.

Indite, to commit words to writing; to direct

or dictate to another.

Indorsement is the assigning of a negotiable

document, such as a bill of exchange or promis-

sory note, by a writing on the back. The person

who assigns is called the indorser, the person in

whose favor the assignation is made, the indorsee.

J., in its full and common acceptation, conveys

to the indorsee all the riglits previously existing

in the indorser, with the addition of a claim against

the indorser himself. To enable this to be accom-

plished, however, there must be words intimating

^n intention on the part of the acceptor to pay to

any bearer, or to any person holding right through

the original payee, such as, " or order," " or bear-

er," otherwise the bill is a mere chose in action,

and the /. does not convey a right against the

maker, but merely a claim on the indorser. It is

held, liowever, that negotiable words omitted by
mistake may be supplied. In Scotland, every bill

or note is negotiable, unless it bear a special re-

striction. A bill payable simply " to bearer " is

transferable without" /. ; but the person who de-

livers it does not by such act become a party.

There is no form of words necessary for an /.,—
the mere signature of the payee, called a blank A,

is a sufficient transference to the bearer. An /.

with the name of the indorsee, and instructions to

pay to him, is an /. in full. If a bill is once in-

dorsed blank, it is assignable by delivery, not-

withstanding posterior /. in full, unless tliey be

restrictive. A restrictive /. may restrain the ne-

gotiability of a bill. " Pay to A B only," or
** Pay to A B for my use," are forms of restrictive

/. An /. is not restrictive from having a con-

sideration on the face of it. An /. may be quali-

fied so as to bar the responsibility of the indorser,

and merely transfer to the indorsee the clain>

against the previous parties. The usual form

of accomplishing this is by appending to the sig-

nature the words sans recours. A bill cannot be

indorsed for part of its contents after acceptance ;

but if partly paid, it may be indorsed as to the

residue. A person who has delivered a bill with-

out /., when it was the understanding of parties

that it should be indorsed, may be compelled in

equity to do so ; and if he die in the mean time,

his executor or administrator may indorse. An
indorsee of a bill, who has given value for it, is

not liable to objections which may be pleaded

against a previous holder, unless aware of them

when he took the bill. A bill paid by the party

originaliv liable ceases to be negotiable; but not

80 a billpaiil by an indorser. Where the illegal-

ity of the original transaction makes a bill or note

void, an indorsee, however onerous, caiuiot re-

cover from the original drawee, but the indorser
is liable to him, both on the bill and for the origi-

nal debt. An indorser on whom recourse is in-

tended to be had must receive notice of non-
acceptance or non-payment ; and though, as
between the drawer and drawee, notice may be
rendered unnecessary from want of value, this

will not affect the indorser's right to notice.

Indulgence, a favor granted ; an extension of
time of payment granted to a debtor; forbear-
ance to press for payment.
Industrial, relating to industry : those identi-

fied with the manufacturing pursuits, or producing
arts, are said to be indnstriallj' occupied.
Industrial Exhibition, Imk-strial Show, a

public display of objects of industry, utility, and
skill.

Industricd School, a trade school ; one where
some of the mechanical arts or useful occupations
are taught.

Inelegant, plain ; wanting polish or beauty

;

not handsome.
Infancy, strictly, childhood ; but, in law, a per-

son under the age of 21, who is not considered an-

swerable for debts incurred.

Inferior, of second-rate quality ; not the best of
anything.
Inflammable, easily set on fire.

Informal, not regular, or customary ; contrary

to instrucrtions.

Information, intelligence given. — A judicial

inquiry and process.

Informer, one who lays an information charg-

ing a party with some breach of the customs or

excise laws ; and who receives a moiety of the

penalty recovered.

Infraction, a breach or violation of a rule,

law, or ordinance.

Infringement, a violation of an agreement, or

right ; an infraction of copyright, or of the patent

rights of another.

Patent Law of the U. States — Revtsnl StnlMtes, Sec. 4919
" Damages for the /. of any patent may be recoTered by action

on the ca-oe, in the name of the party interested, aitber u pat-

entee, assiRnee, or grantee. Anil whem-rer in any such action

a verdict is rendered for the plHintiff, the court may enter

judgment thereon for any gum above the amount found by

the verdict aa the actual damaged sustained, according to

the circumstances of the case, not exceeding three times the

amount of such venlict, together with the costs — Set 4920.

In any action for / the defendant may plead the general i»sue,

and having given notice in writing to the plaintiff or his attor-

ney,^ days before, may prove, on trial, any one or more of

the following special matters: 1. That for the purpose of de-

ceiving the public the description and specification filed by th«

patentee in the Patent Oflfce was made to contain less than the

whole truth relative to his invention or discovery, or more

than is necessary to produce the desired etJi-ct : or, — 2. That

he had surreptitiously or unjustly obtained the patent for

that which was in fact lnvent»-d by another, who was using

i«i.«onftble diligence in adapting and perfecting the same; or,

— 8. That it had been patented or described in some prints!

publication prior to his supposed invention or iliccovery there-

of; or, — 4. That he was not the original and first inventor or

discoverer of any material and substantial part of the thing

patented; or, —6. That it had been in public use or on sale

in this country for more than two years before his application

for a patent, or had been abandoned to the public. — And In

notices as to proof of previous invention, knowledge, or use of

the thing patented, the defendant shall stale the names of

patentees and the dates of their patents, and when gTante<l.

and (he names and residences of the persons alleged to have

Invented, or to have ha.l the prior knowlnlge of the thing pat-

ented and where and by whom It ha<l been us«l : and if any

one or more of the special matters allecr.1 shall be found for

the defendant, judgment shall be renderwl for him with costs.

And the like defences may N> pleade.! In any suit in e<iulty for

relief against an allege.1 I. : and proofs of the same may he

given upon like notice in theanswer of the defendant, and with

the like effect - Sre- 4'.>22. Whenever, throuirh inadvertence,

accident, or mistake, and without any wilful default or loteot

to defraud or mislead the public, a patenU-c has, in his specIO-
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cation, claimed to be the original and first inventor or discov-

erer of any material or substjintial part of the thing patented,

of which he was not the original and first inventor or discov-

erer, every such patentee, his executors, administrators, and
assigns, whether of the whole or any sectional interest in the
patent, may maintain a suit at law or in equity, for the /. of
any part thereof, which was bona fide his own, if it is a mate-
rial and substantial part of the thing patented, and definitely

distinguishable from the parts claimed without right, notwith-
standing the specifications may embrace more than that of
which the patentee was the first inventor or discoverer. But
in every such case in which a judgment or decree shall be ren-

dered for the plaintiff no costs shall be recovered, unless the
proper disclaimer hiis been entered at the Patent OBlce before
the commencement of the suit. But no patentee shall be en-
titled to the benefits of this section if he has unreasonably
neglected or delayed to enter a disclaimer."

Infusible, incapable of fusion, or of being
melted.
Infusion, a preparation obtained by pouring

boiling water on a substance, as on tea in tea-

making.
Inga Beans, a Brazilian name for the pods of

the iiorse cassia, or bastard cassia.

Ingate, gate, gkat, git, tedge, an aperture in

a mould for pouring in metal.
Ingenio [Sp.],a steam-engine; a sugar-boiling

house.

Ingenuity, ready invention ; dexterity, skill in

any operation.

Ingot, a small wedge-shaped mass of metal, as
of copper, tin, gold, or silver, etc., of an indefinite

size or wcigiit. In some countries ingots of the
precious metals pass current, as silver in China.
Ingredient, a component part of a compound

body ; one of many substances.
Ingrain, a name given to yarns, wools, etc.,

dyed witli fast colors before manufacturing. In-
grain carpet, see Cakpet.

Ingrossing, purcliasing large quantities of com
or otiier merchandise on speculation, with an ex-
pectation of increasing their value.

Inhaler, an apparatus used for inhalation of
any vapor or volatile matter for medicinal require-
ments.— A respirator for protecting the lungs
from tlie inhalation of damp or mephitic air.

Many instruments have been devised for inhalation of chloro-
form, ether, and other anaesthetic agents. One of the tjest is

perhaps the following: A metal box adapted to the shape uf
the face is made to cover the mouth and nostriU. This piece
has two valves, one of which admits the air and vapor from an
elastic tube connected with the apparatus containing the sub-
stance, and prevents its return ; the other valve is a Hap open-
ing outwards, which allows the expired air to escape. There
is also an adjustment for admitting directly into the mouth-
piece more or less atmospheric air. The best plan, however,
for administering ansesthetic vapors, is the oldest and simplest,
which consists in folding a coarse towel into the form of a
small cone, and placing in the bottom a small sponge contain-
ing the liquid. At the commencement the sponge should be
held at a small distance from the mouth, and the patient be
directed to inhale by deep and long-continued inspirations,
notwithstanding the cough. As he gets more and more under
the infiuence, it should be approached to the face, but it is im-
peratively necessary that there should be a free admission of
atmospheric air.

Initials, the first or capital letters of a name.
Initiate, to instruct in tiie rudiments of an art

;

to acquaint with.

Injection, a medicated liquor thrown into a
cavity by a syringe.

Injection-Pipe, a pipe for injecting cold water
into tlie condenser of an engine. The entrance of
water from the sea, river, or tank, into the pipe, is

governed by the injection-valve.

Injector, a contrivance for injecting a supply
of feed-water into the body of a steam-boiler.
Giffard's injector (described under Feed Pump),
and Sellers's improved injector on the Giffard prin-
ciple, are the most extensively used injectors.

Injunction, a legal prohibition or restraint, as
upon the infringement of a patent right.

Injury, damage done to goods, fixtures, or
rights, etc.

Ink
I
Fr. encre ; Ger. Dinte ; It. incliiosiro ; Sp.

tinta], a pigment or fluid for writing or printing
with, of which there are several kinds.

B'ark Writins-Tnk. Gall-nuts, sulphate of iron, and gum
are the only substances truly useful in the preparation of ordi-
nary ink ; the other things often added merely modify the
shade, and considerably diminish the cost to the manufacturer
upon the great scale. Many of these inks contain little gallic
acid, or tannin, and are therefore of inferior quality. The
following receipt gives an excellent ink, black, fluent, and per-
manent. Digest three quarters of a pound of bruised nut-galls
in a gallon of cold water, then add six ounces of sulphate of
iron, and an equal weight of gum-arabic, and four or five drops
of creosote as an antiseptic. Let the mixture digest for three
or four weeks, shaking it up now and then, after which decant
the clear fluid. The only improvement of importance which
has been made in the manufacture of writing ink from the
common materials, during the last few years, is the practice of
first roa-sting the gall-nuts, which is now adopted by a few of
the houses most celebrated for their copying ink. In this way
a portion of pyrogallic acid is formed, which is very .soluble

in water, and strilies an intense bluish-black color with the
protosulphate or green sulphate of iron. From galls so treated
an ink may be made to write black at once. Care must, how-
ever, be taken to avoid any loss of materials by volatilization.

To prevent any tendency to mouldiness in ink, a few bruised
cloves, or a little oil of cloves, or, still better, a few drops of
carbolic acid, may be added. The last two should be pre-
viously dissolved in a small quantity of strong vinegar or
rectified spirit. With the same intention some of the large
makers allow the ink to become covered with a skin of" mould''
in the cask, to render it less liable to undergo the same change
when subsequently bottled. — Ink long exposed to moisture
and to the atmosphere turns brown, tiirough becoming con-
verted into peroxide of iron. The writing of documents which
has become yellow and pale from age may be restored by pass-
ing over it, with a fine brush, a solution of gall-nuts, which,
uniting with the iron, re-forms a black gallotannate. Ink-
stains submitted to the action of an alkaline carbonate during
wa,shing become converted into spots of yellow peroxide, or
iron-moulds. These may be removed by dissolving the iron
oxide with an acid that will not attack the fibre of the cloth,
such as oxalic acid, a weak solution of hydrochloric acid, and
several others.

Bluf Ink. The blue ink first introduced by H. Stephens, of
London, is remarkable for a blue color, which soon after dry-
ing changes to deep black, for perfect fluidity, and tenacious
adherence to the paper. It is a tanno-gallate of iron dissolved
in sulphate of indigo, the coloring matter thus not being sus-
pended as in the ordinary inks, but in complete solution.
Hornung's receipt is to mix 4 parts of solution of perchloride
of iron with 750 parts of water, and precipitate with 4 parts of
cyanide of pota.s.sium in solution ; the precipitate collected is

washed with several additions of water, and allowed to drain
until it weighs about 2U0 parts ; it is thea dissolved in one part
of oxalic acid.

Copying Ink. This is usually prepared by adding a little

sugar or other saccharine matter to ordinary black ink, which
for this purpo.«e should be very rich in color, and preferably
made with galls prepared by heat, as noticed above. Writing
executed with this ink may be copied within the space of 5 or 6
hours, by passing it through a press in contact with thin un-
sized paper, slightly damped, enclosed between two sheets of
thick oiled or waxed paper, when a reversed transcript will be
obtained, which will read in proper order when the back of the
copy is turned upwards.

InilelibU Ink. Many formulie have been given for indelible

inks, but they are all inferior in simplicity and usefulness to

the one now prescribed. Solution of nitrate of silver thickened
with gum, and written with upon linen or cotton cloth, pre-
viously imbued with a solution of soda, and dried, is the or-

dinary permanent ink of the shops. Before the cloths are
washed, the writing should be exposed to the sunbeams, or to

bright daylight, which blackens and fixes the oxide of silver.

It is ea.sily discharged by chlorine and ammonia. A pood per-

manent ink may be ma<le by mixing a strong solution of chloride
of platinum with a little potash sugar, and gum to thicken.
The writing made therewith should be passed over with a hot
smoothing-iron to fix it.

Indian and Chinesr Ink consists of cakes made of lamp-
black and size, or animal glue. The Chinese, however, in
manufacturing this ink, do not u.«e animal glue, but vegetiible

juices, which render it more brilliant and lasting. When
Indian ink is prepared with the best lamp-black, levigated with
the finest gelatine, or solution of glue, it forms an ink of good
color, but wants the shining fracture and permanency of
Chinese ink. Indian ink is used in Europe for designs in black
and white, in which it po.sse.sses the advantage of Ix-ing able
to afford gradations of tone according to the degree of its dilu-

tion with water.
Printing Ink consists essentially of a mixture of lamp-black,
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finely divided carbon, and oil. The qualifications of a good
printing ink are : 1. That it should distribute freely and easily,

and work sharp and clean ; 2. that it should not have too
much tenacity for the type, but should have a much greater
affinity for the paper, and so come off freely upon it ; 3- it

ought to dry almost immediately on the paper, but not dry at
all upon the type or rollers ; this is particularly necessary in
newspaper printing: 4. it should be able to withstand all the
effiK;ts of time and chemical reagents, and should neverchange
color. The quality of the linseed-oil employed, and even the
character of the seed from which the oil is obtained, requires
great attention. In making printing-ink, the linseed oil is

first clarified from all fatty matters, and the pure oil is boiled
at a carefully regulated temperatura. During the boiling the
best pale yellow soap is added, and the required driers are then
mixed with it. The be.it lamp-black is obtained from the
smoke of naphtha, the combustion of which has been regu-
lated with care. This black is ground up intimately with the
drying oil, which has a-ssumed almost the character of a Tar-

nish, and the ink is complete. Excellent receipts for this ink
will l>e found in Urt''s Dictionary of Maniifacturfs
Red Ink may be made by infusing, for three or four days In

weak vinegar, Brazil wood chipped into small pieces; the infu!>ion

nuiy be then boiled upon the wood for an hour, strained, and
thickened slightly with gum-arabic and sugar. A little alum
improves the color. A decoction of cochineal with a little wat«r
of ammonia forms a more beautiful red ink, but it is fugitive.

An extemporaneous red ink of the same kind may be made by
dis-solving carmine in weak water of ammonia, and adding a
little mucilage.

Sympathetic Inks are such as are invisible until heat or

some other power is employed to develop them. A dilute solu-

tion ofchloride of copper, used for writing, is invisible until the

paper is heated, when the letters are seen of a beautiful yellow,

disappearing with the heat that developed them. The addition

of a salt of nickel renders them green.
Yellow Ink is made by dissolving 3 parts of alum in 100 of

water, adding 25 parts of Persian or Avignon berries bruised,

boiling the mixture for an hour, straining the liquor, and dis-

iolving it in 4 parts of gum-arabic. A solution of gamboge
in water form.s a convenient yellow ink. By examining the

flMerent dyestuffs and considering the proces.ses used in dye-

ing with them, a variety of colored inks may be made.

Ink-Block, in printing, a block on which the

ink is spread, to be taken up by tlie balls or

rollers.

rig. 286.— IIaxo Inkiso-Rolleb.

Inking-RoUer, a roller with handles (Fig. 286),

used by printers for spreading ink over type,

wood-cut blocks, or engraved plates.

Inking-Table, a table of peculiar construction,

used by letter-press printers to supply the roller

with the requisite quantity of ink during the pro-

cess of printing.

Inkle, a species of broad linen tape. Un-

wrought inkle, or short spinel, is bleached yarn.

Inkstand, a tray or stand for holding an ink-

bottle, pens, etc.

Inlaid "Work. See Bchl, Marquetry, Mo-
saic, Parquetry, Piktra Dura, etc.

Inland Bills, drafts and bills of exchange,

drawn and payable in the same State.

Inland Trade, interior or domestic trade ; the

home transport and supply of goods over the

country, and which does not pass the sea.

Inlayer, a mosaic-worker ; a cabinet-maker who
onianiciits work with veneers or devices in various-
colored woods ; a manufacturer of papier-mfiche
who mserts nacreous sliell into a prepared ground.

Inlet, an entrance.—A creek or bay.— Inserted
materials.

Inmate, a lodger ; an occupier ; the member of
a household ; one wljo lives with a family.
Inn, an English tavern or hotel ; a place of

lodging and entertainment ; differing from a public
or ale-liouse, which does not usually provide beds
or food for travellers.

Innovation, a novelty or change ; a departure
from old practices, laws, or customs.
Input [Scotch), the share in a contribution;

the balance in change of money.
Inquest, a judicial inquiry or examination.
Inquiry, a scrutiny or investigation; a close

examination.
Inscribe, to write or engrave on anything ; to

mark with characters ; to address or dedicate.

Inscription, a writing or title on a tomb, or on
an address ; a piece of plate prosonfed, etc.

Insect Povrder, Persian Powder, the pow-
dered flowers of PfirHlinim canieuiii, a Cadcasian
plant, used for the destruction of vermin.
Insertions, narrow strips of lace, embroidered

muslin, or cambric, sold for inlets in handkerchiefs,
dresses, etc. ; work in general added, or joined, to

enlarge or ornament ladies' fancy-work.
Inset, Offcut, in book-binding, one leaf or more

of printed paper, set in the middle of a folded
sheet, and bound with it.

lusides, passengers in the interior of a vehicle.— Perfect paper, from which the outsides or faulty

sheets have been removed.
Insignia, badges of office ; decorations.

Insoles, a thickness of cork, felt, paper, etc.,

placed inside a shoe to protect the sole of the foot,

or to improve the fit of the shoe.

Insolvency, Bankruptcy. An insolvent, or

bankrupt, is, in a general sense, a person who is

unable to pay his collective debts. A creditor is

a person who trusts another with his property, and
who thereupon puts himself in a position which
is, as contrasted with the debtor, naturally and
comparatively defenceless. To sustain and protect

him, the law, in all civilized communities, lends its

power to constrain the debtor into the fulfilment

of his contract. In the French law of bankruptcy,
which in its excellent characteristic particulars

has been admitted into many European countries,

and is still making progress, insolvency is distin-

guished from bankruptcy, and bankruptcy itself is

divided into simple and fraudulent. In England,

as in the U. States, the term bankmitt is now
equivalent to insolvent, and both are indifferently

applied to designate any individual unable to pay
his debts. All classes of individuals, even those

who have least to do with industrious undertak-

ings, are exposed to vicissitudes and misfortunes,

the occurrence of which may render them inca-

pable of making good the engagements into which

they have entered, and render them bankrupt or

insolvent But though bankruptcy be niost fre-

quently, perhaps, produced by uncontrollable

causes, it is frequently also produced by persons

living beyond their means, and by their repugnance

to make those retrenchments which the state of

their affairs imperatively demands ;
and sometimes,

and, we regret to have to add, not infrequently,

bankruptcy originates in fraud or bad faith. But,

however it may Iw occasioned, whether by the mis-

fortunes, the folly, or the fraud of the individual,

it ought, prima facie, to be viewed as a very grave
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moral offence. No man is justified in entering

into engagements, or making promises, which he

lias not a reasonable prospect of being able to ful-

fil ; nor is he justified in applying the money or

loans that may have been made to him, or the

property that may liave come into his hands in

the course of his business, to maintain an expendi-

ture that decidedly exceeds his ordinary income or

profits. Those who persevere in a system of this

sort cannot, if tliey think at all, expect to arrive

at any goal other than bankruptcy. They must
know that they are carrying on a system of de-

ception ; that they are contracting debts which
they can never pay ; and that, in truth, they are as

really swindlers as if they had offered fictitious

bills or dock-warrants in payment of their bonds.

And hence the dlHiculty of dealing with this sub-

ject. Misfortunes, when they really occur, or the

failure of reasonable speculations, are easily dealt

with ; but all bankruptcies not at once accounted
for in that way involve serious grounds of suspi-

cion, and sliould be thoroughly sifted. Inasmuch,
however, as the circumstances which end in bank-
ruptcy are often of a very complicated character,

and difficult to disentangle, it is not easy to lay

down any general rules for dealing with them.
And hence it is that tiie laws with respect to bank-
ruptcy have differed very widely in different coun-

tries and periods of society, and that it is not,

perhaps, possible to suggest any system against

which pretty plausible objections may not be
made. The U. States bankrupt law of March 2,

1867, though defective in several of its dispositions,

was a great improvement on the past, by securing

uniform commercial legislation through a country
whose commercial interests are so intimately con-

nected. Every business man can study and master
the law of his own State ; but few are those who
have time and facilities to get acquainted with the

almost inextricable complications of thirty-seven

laws, frequently differing the one from the other
on the most essential points. The uncertainty re-

sulting from separate State legislation on commer-
cial matters is certainly the greatest check to confi-

dence, and therefore the repeal of the national

law of 1867 (see Bankruptcy) is much to be re-

gretted. Since the repeal of that law, the laws of
the different States respecting insolvency, assign-

ments for the benefit of creditors, exemptions of
property from liability for debts, and attachments
of property up<m mesne process, have become
again of general interest. The following are
some of the general rules governing these matters,
after wiiich is given a short epitome of the insol-

vent laws for each State :
—

General Rules. A discharge in Insolvency does not affect

the rights of a creditor, who is not within the jurisdiction of
the State when the discharge is granted, and docs not submit
himself to that jurisdiction by proving his claim against the
estate of the debtor. In the absence of statutes, assignments
of property for the benefit of creditors are valid, even though
they provide for preferences, and for a release of the debtor by
creditors taking the benefit of them. An involuntary a.ssign-

ment will not prevail against attaching creditors in the second
State. A voluntary assignment will not prevail against a prior
attachment, nor against a subsequent attachment, unless the
assignment is valid under, and executed with, the formalities re-

quired by the laws of the State where the property is attached.
Alabama. No insolvent law. Original attachments, foreign

and domestic, are issued by judges of the circuit or county
courts, or justices of the peace. An .attachment may issue,

although the debt or demand of the plaintiff be not due : and
»hall be a lien on the property attached, until the debt or de-
mand becomes due, when judgment shall be rendered and execu-
tion issued. A non-resident plaintilT may have an attachment
against the property of a non-resident defendant

;
provided

he gives good and sufficient resident security in the required
bond ; making oath that the defendant has not sufficient prop-

erty within the State of defendant's residence to satL^fy the

debt or demand. Exemptions : homestead, $2,000 ; selected
personal property, $1,000

Arizona. No insolvent or assignment law. Attachments
issue in action upon contract for direct payment of money
when plaintiff has no security, or when defendant is not resi-

dent, etc. The plaintiff must give bond. Exemptions : home-
stead, $5,000; certain personal property, $1,200; domestic
animals, etc.

Arkansas. No insolvent law. An attachment may be issued
against the property of a non-resident ; and also against a
resident of the State when the latter is about to remove out of
the State ; or is about to remove his goods or effects ; or about
to secrete himself so that the ordinary process of law cannot
be served on him. Exemptions : homestead, $2,500 ;

personal
property of head of family, *600.

California. An insolvent law, by which a debtor surren-
dering bis property may receive a discharge from his debts.
No preferences permitted. No discharge in case of fraud, nor
from debts due as a depasitary of funds received as banker,
broker, or commission merchant. Creditors may proceed by
attachment: 1. When the defendant has absconded, or is

about to abscond from the State, or is concealed therein to the
injury of his creditors ; 2. when the defendant has removed,
or is about to remove, any of his property out of the Stat«,

with intent to defraud his creditors ; 3. when the defendant
fraudulently contracted the debt, or incurred the obligation,

respecting which the suit is brought; 4. when the defendant
is anon-resident; 6. when he has fraudulently conveyed, dis-

posed of, or concealed his property, or a part of it, or intends
to convey the same to defraud his creditors. In California the
real estate shall be bound, »nd the attachment shall be a lien

thereon, although the debt or demand due the plaintiff be not
due,— in case the defendant is about to remove himself or his

property from the State. The law of attachment applies in
California, when the contract has been made in that Utate, or

ivhen ina/le payable tn that State. Exemptions : homestead,
S>5,000, or, if party Ls unmarried, $1,000 ; household articles,

$200; library, etc.

Colorado. No insolvent or assignment law. Attachments
(plaintiff giving bond) when defendant is non-resident, or con-
ceals himself, or stands in defiance of officer, or in the case of
fraud, etc. Exemptions : to head of family, homestead. $2,000

;

tools and stock, !ff2<X); wearing-apparel, household goods, and.

furniture, $100 ; library of professional men, SiiUO ;
animals,

farming tools, etc.

Connecticut. Insolvent law, with compul.'ory proceedings,
which may be taken by creditor to amount of $100. Property
put into hands of trustee. Discharge from debts proved, upon
payment of seventy per cent. Debtors' property exempt for

two years from legal process upon debts which might have
been proved. Attachment may be granted against the goods
and chattels and land of the defendant ; and likewise against

his person when not exempted from imprisonment on the exe-

cution in the suit. The plaintiff to give bonds to prosecute

his claim to effect. Exemptions: necessary wearing-apparel

and furniture.

Dakota. No insolvent law. Assignments without prefer-

ences allowed, but are void against any creditor not assenting

thereto, if they tend to coerce the creditor to release his claim,

or provide for payment of fraudulent claim, or reserve any ben-
efit to assignor, or confer any power upon a.ssignec, which may
delay the conversion of the assigned property, or exempt the

assignee from liability from neglect of duty, etc. Attachments
(plaintiff giving bond) when defendant is non-resident, ab-

sconds, conceals, or conveys property in fraud of creditors,

etc. Exemptions : one acre in town, or 160 acres in country,
with buildingp ; selected personal property, $1,500, besides

absolute exemption.
Delaware. No insolvent law. Assignments governed by the

common law, except that a special partnership may not give

preferences. A writ of ilomestic attachment issues against an
inhabitant of Delaware when the defendant cannot be found;
or has absconded with intent to defraud his creditors; and a
writ of foreign attachment when the defendant is not an inhabi-

tant of this State. This attachment is dissolved by the defend-

ant's appearing and putting in special bail at any time before

judgment. Exemptions: personal property, $275.
District of Columbia. No insolvent or assignment laws, ex-

cept that assignments of the property of a special partnership,

with preferences, are void. Attachment (plaintiff giving bond)
when the defendant is non-resident, or removes or is about to

remove his property, etc. Exemptions : clothing, ftimiture,

S300; tools, »200; library, $400 ;
provisions, etc.

Florida. No insolvent or assignment law. Attachments
(the plaintiff giving bond) when defendant is non-resiilent,

or about to part with his property fraudulently, or remove
from the Stite, or frauilulcntly .se<rete8 property , etc. Exemp-
tions : homestead, IGO acres in country, half-acre in city, with

buildings
;
personal property, $1,000.

Georgia. No insolvent law. Assignments regulated by a
statute, which forbids preferences, or making a release of the

debtor a condition precedent to receipt of dividends. A judge
of the superior court, or a justice of the inferior court, or a
justice of the peace, may grant an attachment against a debtor

whether the debt be matured or not, when the latter is remoT-
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ing without the limits of the State, or any county, or conceals
himself. The remedy by attar.huient may be resorteU to by
non-resident as well as by resident creditors. The necessary
affidavit may be made l>erore any commissioner appointed by
the State to take atfldavits. Indorsers of notes, oblig-.itioni>,

and all other instruments in writing, are entitled to the same
remedy as provided for securities. In all cases the attachment
first served shall be first satisfied. No lien shall be created by
the levying of an attachment, to the exclusion of any judgment
obtained by any creditor, before judgment is obtained by the
attaching creditor. Exemptions: homestead to head of family,
»1,G00; personal property, §1,000.

Idaho. Insolvent law, under which the debtor is discharged
upon making an assignment, as therein provided, except in
ca.ses of fraud. Attachments (plaintilf giving bond) in actions
upon contract for the direct payment of money, when the
plaintiff has no lien or security, or when the defendant is a
non-resident, etc. Exemptions : homestead, £5,000 ; certain
enumerated personal property.

Illinois. No insolvent law. Assignments, without prefer-

ence, allowed and regulated by statute. Attachments (plain-

tiff giving bond) when defendant is non-resident, abscond.«,

conceals himself or his property, is guilty of fraud, etc. Ex-
emptions : homestead, $1,000 ; furniture, 3100 ; selected prop-
erty, iSlOO; certain farm stock.

Indiana. No insolvent law. Aasignments, without prefer-

ences or provision for release of debtor, allowed and regulated
by statute. Attachments substantially same as Illinois. Ex-
emptions : real or personal, at option of debtor, WX).

Iowa. No in.solvent law. Assignments, without prefer-

ences, allowed and regulated by statute. The plaintiff may
cau.se any property of the defendant, which is not subject to

execution, to be attached at the commencement, or during the
progress, of the proceedings, whether the claim be matured or

not
;
provided an affidavit is filed to the effect that the defend-

ant is a foreign corporation, or acting as such, or that he is a
non-resident of the State, or (if a resident) that he is in some
manner about to dispose of or remove his property out of the

State. Exemptions: homestead, half-acre in town, forty acres

in country, with buildings thereon ; enumerated personal

pr8phrty,«l,200.
Kansas. No insolvent law. Assignments, without prefer-

ence, allowed and regulated by statute. Attachment substan-

tially as in Illinois. E.xemptions; homestead, one acre in town,

160 acres in country, with improvements; furniture, $300; and
other enumerated articles of personal property.

KentucJcy, No insolvent law. A.ssignments regulated by
statute. Any preference may be set aside in six months. The
plaintiff may have an attachment against the property of the

defendant : 1, when the latter is a foreign corporation, or a non-
resident of this State ; or, 2, who has been ab.sent therefrom
four months ; or, 3, has departed from the State with intent to

defraud his creditors ; or, 4, has left the county of his resi-

dence to avoid the service of a summons, or conceals himself

that a summons cannot reach him ; or, 5, is about to remove
his property, or a material part thereof, out of the State ; or,

C, has sold or conveyed his property with the intent to defraud
his creditors, or is about so to sell or convey. Such attachment
is liinding upon the defendant's property in the county from the

time of the delivery of the order to the sheriff. Exemptions :

homestead, !81,000 ; furniture, Sl'K) ; some farming stock, etc.

Louisiana. Insolvent law, with compulsory proceedings by
a judgment creditor, upon return of the execution "no prop-

erty found." The debtor makes a surrender to the creditors,

and may be discharged by consent of a majority of creditors in

number and amount, except in case fraud or preference is

proved. Assignments without preference may be made with-

out regard to the insolvent law. A creditor may obtain an
atta(;hmeut against the property of hU debtor upon affidavit :

1, when the latter is about leaving permanently the State

before obtaining or executing judgment against him ; 2, when
the debtor resides out of the State ; 3, when he conceals him-
self to avoid being cited to answer to a suit, and provided the

term of payment have arrived. In the ab.sence of the creditor,

the oath may be made by his agent or attorney, to the best of

his knowledge and belief. Exemptionii : homestead and stock,

»2,000 i
furniture, etc., *600.

Maine. Insolvent law, passed in 1B7S, modelled on the U.
States bankrupt law of 1867. Voluntary petition mav be filed

by debtor owing JS300. Involuntary proceedings by at least two
creditors, having one fourth in amount of the provable debts.

Debtors owing less than 9'jOO may make an a-ssignment in a
summary manner. No percentage is required to be paid to

entitle a debtor, for the first time insolvent, to discharge.

Attachments within four months from date of filing petition

dissolved. Preferences given within two months void, and
maybe recovered by a.ssignee. Assignments are probably acts

of insolvency, and may be set aside by the assignee in in-

solvency, if made within four months of the filing of the

petition. Otherwi.se, probably good, if without preferences.

Attachments on mesne process in all cases. Exemptions

:

homestead, S5(X) (if recorded in proper office) ; furniture, $60,

and certain specified articles.

Marylanil. In.solvent law, under which the debtor is dis-

charged upon surrender of his property, except where fhiud or

preference is proved. Assignments subject to rules of com-
mon law. A creditor may obtain an attachment, whether he
be a citizen of Maryland or not, a^inst his debtor, who is not
a citizen of this State, and not residing therein. If any citi-

zen of the State, being indebted to anotlier citizen thereof,
shall actually run away or abscond, or secretly remove himself
from his place of abode, with intent to evade the payment of
his just debts, an attachment may be obtained against him.
An attachment may be laid upon debts due the defendant upon
judgments or decrtes rendered or passed by any court of this

State, and judgment of condrmnaiion thereof may be had, as
upon other debts due the defendant. Exemptions : :?I00 se-

lected property ; books, tools.

Massachusflts. Insolvent law. similar to the U. States Bank-
rupt law of 18)37. Proceedings genemlK the same, except tliat

involuntary petition may be filed by one creditor, and ttie acts
of insolvency are not so numerous. Discharge upon payment of
fifty per cent, or by consent of majority of number and value of
creditors. None in case of fraud or preference. Original writs
may be framed, either to attach the goods or estate of the de-
fendant, or, for want thereof, to take his body ; or, there may
be an original summons, eitlier with or without an order to

attach the goods or estate. All real estate, or goods and chat-
tels that are liable to be taken in execution, may be attached
upon the original writ, in any action in which any debt or
damages are recoverable, and may be held as security to sat-

isfy such judgment as the plaintiff may recover. Exemptions :

honiest4-Ad bS<J0, upon recording claim in proper office : furni-

ture, ¥300 ; stock and tools, $100 ; and certain other articles

of personal property.
Michigan. Insolvent law, by which a debtor, with the con-

sent of two thirds of his creilitors, and u|)on surreiidiTinp his

property, may be discharged Assignments allowed. The
grounds of attachment are : 1. that the defi-ndant h^s ab-
sconded, or is about to abscond, or has concealed himtelf ; 2.

that he has as.signed, or concealed, or is about to remove, his

property, with a view to defraud ; 3. that he fniudulenlly con-
tracted the debt, or incurred tlie obligiitioo, abuut wliich the

suit is brought : 4. that he is not a resident of the State, or

has not resided tliere three months immediately preceding the

suit ; 5. that the defendant is a foreign corporation. Exemp-
tions : homestead, 40 acres in country, with house thereon ; or,

lot and house in town worth SI,500 ; household gf>otls, $2oO ;

clothing and library, S150 : tools and implements, $2M.
Minnesota. No insolvent law. Assignments without pref-

erence, allowed and regulated by statute. Attachment (plain-

tiff giving bond) when defendant is non-resident, conceals his

property, is guilty of fraud, etc. Exemptions: homesteid, 80
acres aiid buildings in country, lot and house in town ; furni-

ture, $500; animals, with food, and farming utensils, 9300

;

provisions, toob. etc., S400.
Mississippi. No Insolvent law. Assignments not requiring

a release of the debtor allowed. An attachment against the

estate, including real estate, slaves, goods, chattels, etc., of a
debtor, when it is shown that he has removed, or is about re-

moving or ab.scondiiig from the State, or privately conceals

himself. Attachment, al.-'O, lies against the proi>erty of non-

resident decedents. It may be obtained before the debt is due
for which it issues, when the creditor has grouml to believe

that the debtor will remove with his effects out of the State, or

ha-s removed. Exemptions: homestead. 80 ai-res, ^2.000; fur-

niture, !*100
;
profe-ssional libraries, S250 ; animals, provisions,

etc., SIOO.
Missouri. No insolvent law. AssignmenU, without prefer-

ence, allowed and regulated by statute. An atUrhment may
be issued here when the debtor is not a resident of the State ;

or, if a re.sident, when he absconds, alwents, or conceals him-

self: or is about to remove his property, or fraudulently con-

vey it, with a view to hinder or delay liis creditors ; or where

the debt was contracte<l out of the State, and the debtor has

secretly removed his effects into this State with Intent to de-

fraud Exemptions: hoinest««d (against all debts subs«-quent

to title), in places of 40.000 Inhabitants, $3,000: in places of

less than 40,000 inhabitants, $1,500; clotliing, tools, etc.,

$150; furniture, 8100; provisions. $100.

Montana. No insolvent or assignment law. Attarhmenta

in action upon contracts to pay money, the plaintiff giving

bond in double the value of property attached ;
also before

debt due, if debtor frau.lulently di»pos«-» of his property to de-

fniud his creditors. Exemptions: homestead, *f2,.X)0 ;
neces-

sary fVirniture, tools, etc.; books, JUX)

Nebraska. No insolvent law. Assignments, without prefer-

ence, allowed and regulated by statute c.f 1877. Attachments

(the plaintiff giving bond) when defendant i- not resfclent, or

conceals property, or is guilty of frau.l, etc Exeniplioo-:

homestead in country. 160 acres, with buildings; In «o*n, 20

acres and house, not to exceed *2,000; If no homestead, ffiOO

personal property.
, ,

Neini/a. Insolvent law. No pcrcentsge or consent required

for discharg.!, which is only from debts mentioned in th«

schedules. None. If fraud or ppeferenre. etc AssignmenU

forbidden. Attachment Ithe plaintiff giving bond) In »<-llous

upon contract for direct payment of money when plaintiff ha*

no security. Exemptions: homcste;id, #0,000, furniture,

^100 ; domestic animals, tools, etc.
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Neie Hampshire. No infolvent law. Assignments, without
preference or provision for release of the debtor, allowed and
regulated by statute. A writ of attachment may be issued
upon the institution of any personal action ; and will hold real

and personal property, shares of stock in corporations, pews in
churches, and the franchise of any corporation authorized to
receive tolls, until the period of thirty days from the time of
rendering the judgment. Exemptions: homestead, $500 ; fur-
niture, $100 ; tools, glOO.
New Jersey. No proper insolvent law. Assignment law by

which the debtor is discharged from the debt proved under
assignment, except when the debtor is guilty of fraud or con-
cealment, etc. Attachment when defendant is non-resident, or
absconds from his creditors. E.xemptions : homestead, $1,000

;

personal property, .?200 ; and all wearing-apparel.
New Mexico. No insolvent or assignment law. Attach-

ments substantially as in Illinois. Exemptions: homestead,
$1,000 ; clothing, tools, books, furniture, et«.

New York, lu.solvent law, under which the debtor surren-
dering his property is discharged by consent of the persons
representing two thirds of the debts. No discharge if fraud or
prefei-ence is proved. No involuntary proceedings unless the
debtor is impri.soned. Assignments and the duties of as.signees

have been regulated by acts of 1877 and 1878. The attachment-
law is a legal mode by which a title to property may be ac-
quired by operation of law. When the debtor, who is an
inhabitant of New York, absconds, or i.s concealed, a creditor
to whom he owes $100, or any two to whom he owes $150, or
any three to whom he owes $300, may, on application to a
judge or commissioner, and on due proof of the debt, and of
the departure or concealment, procure his real and personal
estate to be attached : and on due public notice of the pro-
ceeding, if the debtor does not within three months return
and satisfy the creditor, or appear and offer to contest the fact

of having absconded, or offer to appear and contest the validity

of the demand and give the requisite security, then trustees
are to be appointed, who become vested with the debtor's es-

tivte ; and they are to collect and sell it, and settle controver-
sies, and make dividends among all his creditors, in the mode
prescribed. From the time of the notice, all sales and assign-
ments by the debtor are declared to be void. If the debtor
resides out of the State, and is indebted on a contract made
within the State, or to a creditor residing wittiin the State,
although upon a contract made elsewhere, his property is lia-

ble to be attached and sold in like manner ; but the trustees
are not to be appointed until nine months after public notice
of the proceedings. Perishable goods, other than vessels, when
attached under the Absconding Debtor Act, may be munedi-
ately sold and converted into money ; and if the sheriff, under
the attachment, seizes property claimed by third persons, he
is to summon a jury and to take their inquisition as to the
title to the property claimed. If any American vessel belong-
ing to the debtor be attached under these proceeding.s, it may
be released on the claimant of the vessel giving security to pay
the amount of the valuation of the ve.ssel to the trustees, or to

the debtor, as the case may be ; and if it be a foreign ve8.«el

claimed by a third person, the attiiching creditor mu.st give
security to pro.secute the attachment, and to pay the damages
if it should appear that the vessel belonged to the claimant.
A creditor, having an unliquidated demand resting on con-
tract, i.s a creditor within the Absconding Debtor Act, and
competent to apply for the attachment. Any creditor may
proceed against an absconding or concealed debtor, being an
inhabitant of the State, or against any non-resident debtor, if

the contract was made in New York ; but if the contract was
made elsewhere, then the creditor must be a re.sident of the
State. Exemptions : homestead, $1,000, must be recorded in
the county where situate ; clothing, furniture, and supplies;
tools, $25 ; library, $50; certain domestic animals, etc.

Nortk Carolina. A law by which, upon surrendering his
property, the person of the debtor is free from liability to ar-
rest or imprisonment, except when fraud is proved , but the debt
is not discharged. Assignments allowed. Attachment.s Sub-
stantially as in Illinois. Exemptions: homestead, $1,000;
selected personal property, $500.

Ohio. A law similar to that of North Carolina. Asiiign-
ments, without preference, allowed and regulated by statute.
A creditor may procure, before or after the maturity of the
claim, an attachment against the property of a debtor, where
the latter is a foreign corporation or a non-resident ; or, if a
resident, when he has absconded, or left the county of his res-
idence, or conceals hini.self ; or is about to remove or convert
his property, with a view to defraud his creditors. When
the debtor fraudulently contracted the debt, or incurred the
obligation. Exemptions: homestead, $1,000; or, if no home-
stead, selected personal property, .SSOO ; clothing, furniture,
certain domestic animals, tools, etc.

Oregon. Attachments (the plaintiff giving bond) upon all
contracts, payment of which is unsecured. Voluntary assian-
ment law dissolves attachments, if made at any time before
judgment distributes assets pro rata among all creditors pre-
senting claims within three months. Exemptions : books and
pictures, $76 ; clothing, $100, and $50 additional for each
member of family if a householder

; tools, etc., $400. Special
exeuiptlon to householders of 10 sheep, 2 cows, 5 swine, etc.
Household goods, furniture, etc., to value of $300 besides.

Pennsylvania. Law similar to that of North Carolina. As-
signments without pi-eference allowed and regulated by statute.

Attachments substantially as in Illinois. Exemptions : real

or personal property, 5*300; clothing, books, etc.

Rhode Island. No insolvent law. Assignments allowed and
regulated by a recent statute which took effect September,
1878. Attachments, or levies, within sixty days after the

same are made or commenced, may be dissolved by an assign-

ment without preferences under the act. Upon the giving of

a preference by the debtor, any three creditors holding not
less than one third of the debts may petition the supreme court
in equity for the appointment of a receiver of his estate, who is

to take possession like an assignee in bankruptcy. Preferences

given by the debtor within sixty days of the commencement of
proceedings are void as under U. States bankrupt law of
1867. There is no provision for the discharge of the debtor
Attachments, when defendant is non-resident, or fraudulently

contracted the debt, or conceals or disposes of his property, or

has refused to apply his property to the payment thereof. Ex-
emptions : furniture, etc., $.300 ; tools, etc.. $200.

South Carolina. No insolvent law. Assignments according
to common law. Attachments substantially as in Illinois.

Exemptions: homestead, $1,000; furniture, tools, etc.. $500.
Tennessee . Law as to insolvency and a.ssignments same as

in South Carolina. Attachments substantially as in Illinois.

Exemptions: homestead, $1,000 ; hou.sehold goods and stock.

Texas. Law as to insolvency and as.«ignmeut8 same as in

South Carolina. Attachments substantially as in Illinois.

Exemptions: homestead, $5,000 ; furniture, tools, and certain

animals.
Utah. Iaw as to insolvency and a.s.signments same as in

South Carolina. Attachments (when plaintiff h.as no security)

substantially as in Illinois. Exemptions homestead, $1,000;
and $250 for each member of the family ; furniture, tools,

provisions, etc.

Vermont. Insolvent law of 1876, modelled on the U. States

bankrupt law of 1867, with involuntary proceedings by one
creditor to amount of $250. No disci;arge, unless as.sets equal

thirty per cent debts, or by consent of majority in number
and amount of debts proved. No discharge also in substan-

tially same cases as in bankrupt law. Assignments appear to

be acts of insolvency, which may be set aside by an assignee ia

insolvency if made "within four months of tiling his petition.

Attachments on mesne process in all ciuses. Exemptions:
homestead, $500; specified articles of furniture, tools, etc.

Viminia. No insolvent or assignment laws. Attachments
substantially as in Illinois. Exemptions: to a householder,

head of a family, real or personal property, $2,000; library,

$100 ; wearing-apparel, furniture, etc.

Washington Territory. Law as to insolvency and assign-

ments same as Virginia. Attachments substantially as in Illi-

nois. Exemptions: homestead, $1,000; clothing, libraries,

furniture, animals, tools, etc., $200.
West Virginia. No insolvent law. Assignments regulated

by statute, preferences being allowed. Attachments same
as in Virginia. Exemptions : homestead, $1,000 ;

personal

property, $200.
Wisconyin. Insolvent law, by which debtor is discharged

upon surrendering property and complying with law. As-

signments, with preferences, unless by limited partnerships,

allowed and regulated by statute. Attachments substantially

as in Illinois. Exemptions : homestead, forty acres in coun-
try , one-fourth acre in town ; clothing, furniture, $200 ; farm-

ing tools, $50 ; tools or stock in trade, $200
;
printing material

or pre.s.ses, $1,500 ; etc,

Wyoming. No assignment or insolvent laws. Attachments
substantially as in Illinois. Exemptions : homestead, *1,500

j

selected personal pi-operty, $500. Exemptions apply to resi-

dents of the territory only.
Arrest for debt, when nothing unfair or improper is Involved

in its contraction, still remains in some of the U. States. The
policy of such arrest is not a little questionable, and notwith-

standing the deference due to the authorities who have vin-

dicated tliis practice, we confess we are unable to_ discover

anything very cogent in the reasonings advanced in its favor.

Provided a person in insolvent circumstances intimate his situ-

ation to his creditors, and offer to make a voluntary surrender

of his property to them, he has, supposing he has acted hon-

estly, done all that should be required of him, and oughtnot
to undergo any imprisonment. If, indeed, ho have deceived

his creditors by false representations, or have grossly miscon-

ducted himself, or have endeavored to convey away any part

of his property, then, undoubtedly, he should be subjected to

the pains and"penalties attached to swindling ; but when such

practices are not alleged, or cannot be proved, sound policy,

we apprehend, would dictate that creditors should have no

power over the persons of their debtors, and that they should

be entitled only to their effects. If a tradesman trust an indi-

vidual with a loan of money or goods which he is unable to

pay, he has made a bad speculation. But why should he, be-

cause he has done so, be allowed to arrest the debtor's person ?

If he wished to have perfect sec\irity, he either should not have

dealt with him at all, or dealt with" him only for ready money.

Such transactions are, on the part of tradesmen, perfectly vol-

untary : and if they place undue confidence in a debtor who
has not misled them by erroneous representations of his affairs,

they have themselves only to blame.
The following table shows the number of failures that oc-

curred throughout the U. States and the Dominion of Canada,

with liabilities, for the years 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879 :
—
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States and Tersitories.

Eastern States.

Maine
Kew Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts )

Boston City )"

Rhode Fsland
Connecticut

Total Eastern States.

Middle States.

New Yorlc

New York City

New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia City

Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia

Total Middle States

.

Southern States.

Virginia
West Virginia..
North Carolina.
South Carolina.
jGeorgia
Florida
Alabama
Missi.osippi

Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Kentucky
Tennessee

Total Southern States

.

Western States.

Ohio
Cincinnati City.

Indiana
Illinois

Chicago City . .

.

Michigan
Wisconsin
Iowa
Minnesota
Missouri

St. Louis City .

.

Kansas
Nebraska

Total Western States

Pacific States and Territories.

Oregon
California

San Francisco City
Colorado
Nevada
Utah
New Mexico
Wyoming
Tdaho
Dakota
Montana
Washington
Arizona

Total Pacific States and Territories.

Grand Totals.

Number
in Busi-
ness.

75^12
34,247
20,104
62.475
19.158

3,(328

12,949

2,764

230,537

10 ,.540

5,743
7,013

4,662
8,599
1.918

5,483
5,686
7,907

12.394

4,349
17.542

8,738

100,574

51.298

27,285

51,250

25,701
19,590

23,463
10,073

31,208

11,449
6,266

256,583

Dominion of Canada.

3,060

17,343

3,572
1,661

1,485
498
393
425

1,600
513

1,050
626

82,126

785
519
143
622
189
14

85
33

2,290 35,534,191

84
27
100
73
86
19
24
76
90
159
48
138
152

1,076

(260

i 74
122

(194
j 83
179
145
152
128

( 83

{ 56
66
66

8,389,378
13.303,969

1,201,086
8,242,649

3,086,116
186,137
916,874
207,982

848,666
124,000

1,000,290

2,497,740
574,323
120,077
202,109
991,374

4,752,557
1,223,892
425,427

1,546,577
1,569,671

15,876,703

1,608 21,207,519

702,157

56,964

55
1251

[221
47
34
10
8
12

ii

8
68
4

714

6,668

3,230,176
1,177.699
1.509,791
3.39o,480
2,237.300

2,063,894

1,886,345
1.121 900
1,241,697
284,394

2,444,000
392,043
221,800

969 15,791,084
863 42,501,731
168 4,741,993

18,714,270
10,373,700

281,500
2,568,986
320,202

770
257
23
119
30

3,199 95,293,466 3,049

126
40
89
59
119
22
61
99
127
228
41
220
194

1,415

438,045
2,650,736
5,317,118

335,661
425.100

383,864
26,639
26,400

68,000
90,000

171,305
21,600

9,963,368

98,149,068

515
216
374
470
362
369
163
400
149
101
167
44
106

3,436

13
810
222
63
87
17
10
11

694

10,478

1.012
865
177
632
175
15

129
44

16 994
32,490
3,313
15 640
4.! 4'")

193
3,»i03

1,090

1,195,615
3ii9,011

1,067,200
1,788,522
3,738,134
133,288
874,062

1,073,660
4,830,462

2,733,725

407,653
6,905,756
2,205,873

26,322,961

10

12

,799,300
,570.311

,233.549

,672,931

,926,800
,627,709

.317,382

,428,100

.052,403

,036.416

,171,300
647,902
825.400

1 169

70
m
103
11

43
86
61
138
23
227
91

1,078

77.173.750

873
126
352
454
206
310
154
850
114
81

141

60
46

64,309,503 2,766

173,500
6,899,539
4,700,591
641,642
419,797
121,050
68,900
62,060

83,000

16.900
81,307

13,163,176

29
288
168
68
66
11

4
4
4
8

"7

4

234,883,182 8,872

1,312,705

439,569
1,168,501

1,181.631

149,000
690,(X)0

1,079,986
893,519

1,890,696

270.775
6,994.428

1,201,110

17,271,920

908
887
159
545
138
19

145
18

2.909

6,866,818
3.710,584

5,718,700
8,117,091

10,065,300
8,032.!:02

2,128.710
2,604,1(J0

1,291.852

717.232
7,239,850

838,300

66,187,074

266,170
8,262,852
8,483,424
880,108
650,736
44,800
16800
7,200

46 000
31,800

207.800
64,000

18,949,185

172

126
89
147
14

51
81
80
167
35

241
168

19,811,983
33,244.018
2.273,141

10.731,880
4,281,496
209,600

2,104,637

87,977

72,244.681

1,361

371
96

862
434
199
676
209
491
132
84
83
48
87

8,122

84
169
70
45
25
1

'io

8
10
8
6
1

190,669,936 9,092

8,861,289

984.918
1,500,114

8,110,145
121,000
771,821
738.268

1,438,143

1,900,616
268.257

6.650,247

2,229,558

28,063,280

6,414.803

3,191,349
4.787.401

6,070,710
9,164,200
9.73fi,«62

4.807,814
8,Ji00,080

1.565,684

1,272,787

2,618,667
4S5,!O0
93.600

62.677.277

422,416
1.670.978
2,202,698
606,583
aM,167

6,000

140 000
80,500
83,400
7:) .000

203,864
8,000

6,666,600

191,117,786

1,902 .29,347,037 1,09' 23,908,677 1,892 26,628,908 1.728 26,617,991

From the foreeoing figures it appears that the mercanUle I liabilities of 284 millions. The decwane for lh« T««r 187»h

failures in the U. States during the year 1879 were In number therefore mo«t marked, there havinn hr»n 3,W» l^» >*''|'^

6,658, with liabilities aggresnting slightlv over 98 millions of than in the previous ytu ; whiU the llabllitlM dwrMiwl Djr

doUara. The failures of 1878 were in number 10,478, with \ 186 millioD* of dollais.
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Inspection, a surveillance ; an examination.
Inspector, a superintendent or overseer.

Instalments, a debt divided into several parts,

and paid at different times.

Instant, the present or current month, abbrevi-
ated inst.

Institution, an organized society for promot-
ing any object, public or social. Thus, a college

is termed a colUi/iate institulion; an academy of

belles-lettres, a literary institiitton ; an almsgiving
society, a benevolent or cluiriUible inslUiUinn ; while a
banking company or insurance office is a commer-
cial institution.

Instructor, a teacher ; one who imparts knowl-
edge or skill of any kind.

Instrument, a law term for a written document
or deed.— A tool used for any purpose ; an artifi-

cial machine, as mathematical, nautical, philosoph-
ical, and electro-magnetic instruments.
Instrumental, pertaining to musical instru-

ments.
Insulate, to isolate or detach ; to separate or

cut off, as in electricity.

Insulator, a bad conductor of electricity, so

called from being used as support for bodies in

which electricity is to be retained. Wlien a wire
or other conductor is surrounded on all sides by
glass, porcelain, or otlier non-conducting substance,
it is said to be insulated.

Insurance, in its legal definition, is a contract
of indemnity, one party engaging to niake good to

another the pecuniary loss that may be, or may
be presumed to be, occasioned by any future or
contingent event, in consideration of a sura cer-

tain received or promised. The most obvious
subjects of /. are those wliich can be measured by
a pecuniary value, and to this fair estimate of loss,

/. by individuals on tlieir own lives is the only ex-
ception ; a case in wliich no mischief can arise

from the insured valuing his life at the sum for
which he can pay the premium of /. In this con-
tract, the person who insures is called the Insurer,

and technically the Underwriter, from his writing
Ids name (in marine /.) under tite sum he will

stand good for. The party obtaining the /. is

called the Insured, or the Assured, and the deed by
which the insurer becomes bound is called a Policy

of Insurance. — It is the duty of government to as-

sist, by every means in its power, the efforts of in-

dividuals to protect their property. Losses do not
always arise from accidental circumstances, but
are frequently occasioned by the crimes and mis-
conduct of individuals ; and there are no means
80 effectual for their prevention, when they arise

from this source, as the establislmient of a vigilant
system of police, and of such an administration of
the law as may be calculated to afford tiiose who
are injured a ready and cheap method of obtain-
ing every practicable redress, and, as far as possi-

ble, of insuring the punishment of culprits. But,
in despite of all that may be done by government,
and of the utmost vigilance on the part of individ-

uals, property must always be exposed to a va-
riety of casualties from fire, siiipwreck, and other
unforeseen disasters ; and hence the importance of
inquiring how such unavoidable losses, when they
do occur, may be rendered least injurious. The
loss of a ship, or the conflagration of a cotton-mill,

is a calamity that would press heavily even on the
richest individual. But were it distributed among
several individuals, each would feel it proportion-
ally less ; and provided the number of those
among whom it was distributed were very consid-

erable, it would hardly occasion any sensible in-

convenience to any one in particular. Hence the

advantage of combining to lessen the injury aris-

ing from the accidental destruction of proi)erty ;

and it is the diffusion of the risk of loss over a
wide surface, and its valuation, that forms the em-
ployment of those engaged in 1.

Though it be impossible to trace the circum-
stances which occasion those events that are on
that account termed accidental, they are, notwith-
standing, found to obey certain laws. The num-
ber of births, marriages, and deaths ; the
proportions of male to female, and of legitimate
to illegitimate birtlis; the ships cast away; the
houses burnt ; and a vast variety of other appar-
ently accidental events,— are yet. when our expe-
rience embraces a sufficiently wide field, found to

be nearly equal in equal periods of time; and it is

easy, from observations made upon them, to esti-

mate the sum which an individual should pay,
either to guarantee his property from risk, or to

secure a certain sum for his heirs at his death. It

must, however, be carefully observed that no con-
fidence can be placed in such estimates unless tiiey

are deduced from a very wide induction. Sup-
pose, for example, it happens that during the pres-

ent year one house is accidentally burnt, in a toyy}
containing 1,000 houses; this would afford very
little ground for presuming that the average proba-
bility of fire in that town was 1 to 1,000. For it

might l>e found that not a single house had been
burnt during the previous 10 years, or that 10
were burnt during each of these years. But sup-
])osing it were ascertained that, at an average of

10 years, 1 house had lieen annually burnt, the
presumption that 1 to 1.000 was the real ratio

of the probability of fire would be very much
strengthened ; and if it were found to obtain for

20 or 30 years together, it might be held, for all

practical purposes at least, as indicating the pre-

cise degree of probability. — Besides its being nec-

essary, in order to obtain the true measure of the
probability of any event, that the series of events,

of which it is one, should be observed for a rather
lengthened period, it is necessary also that the

events should be numerous, or of pretty frequent
occurrence. Suppose it were found, by observ-

ing the births and deaths of 1,000,000 individuals

taken indiscriminately from among the whole pop-

ulation, that the mean duration of human life

was 40 years ; we should have but very slender

grounds for concluding that this ratio would hold

in the case of the next 10, 20, or 50 individuals

that are born. Such a number is so small as

hardly to admit of the operation of what is called

the lau) ofarerage. When a large number of lives

Is taken, those that exceed the medium term are

balanced by those that fall short of it ; but when
the number is small, there is comparatively little

room for the principle of compensation, and the

result cannot, therefore, be depended upon. It is

found, by the experience of all countries in which
censuses of the population have been taken with

considerable accuracy, that the number of male
children born is to that of female children in the

proportion nearly of 22 to 21. But unless the ob-

servations be made on a very large scale, this re-

sult will not be obtained. If we look at particular

families, they sometimes consist wholly of boys,

and sometimes wholly of girls; and it is not pos-

sible that the boys can be to the girls of a single

family in the ratio of 22 to 21. But when, in-

stead of confining our observations to particular

families, we extend them so as to embrace a popu-
lation of 500,000, these discrepancies disappear,

and we find that there is invariably a small ox-

cess in the number of males born over the females.
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The false iiiferenc^es that have been drawn from
the doctrine of chances have uniforndy, ahnost,
proceeded from gcneralizini; too rapidly, or from
deducing a rate of probability from such a num-
ber of instances as do not give a fair average.
But wiicn the instances on wiiich we found our
conclusions are sufficiently numerous, it is seen
that the most anomalous events, sucli as suicides,
deaths by accidents, tiie number of letters put into
the post-office without any address, etc., form
pretty regular series, and consequently admit of
being estimated « priori — The business of /. is

founded upon the principles thus briefly stated.
Suppose it has been remarked that offorti/ ships,

of the ordinary degree of seaworthiness, employed
in a given trade, 1 is annually cast away, 'the sunk, anil houses burned, in order to defraudThe

purchased an e.xomption from tlie effects of such
casualties, and applies himself to the prosecution
of his business with that confidence and energy
which nothing but a feeling of security can inspire.
But, notwithstanding what has nowlnnn stated,
it must be admitted that the advantagi-s derived
from the practice of insuring against losses by sea
and land are not altogether unmixed with evil
The security which it affords tends to relax that
vigilant attention to the protection of property
which the fear of its loss is sure otherwise to
excite. This, however, is not its worst effect. The
records of our courts, and the experience of all
who are largely engaged in the business of /., too
clearly prove that ships have been ri|H'atedly

probability of loss will plainly be equal to one for
tielh. And if an individual wish to insure a ship,
or the cargo on board a ship, ejigaged in this
trade, he ought to pay a preininm equal to

4-'i, of
the sum he insures, exclusive of such an additional
sum as may be required to indemnify the insurer
for his trouble, and to leave him a fair profit. If

the premium exceed this sum, the insurer is over-
paid ; and if it fall below it, he is underpaiil.

/. are effected mostly by societies, and some-
times by individuals, the risk being in either case
diffused amongst a number of persons. Compa-
nies formed for carrying on the business have gen-
erally a large subscribed capital, or such a number
of proprietors as enables them to raise, without
difficulty, whatever sums may at any time be
required to make losses good. Societies of this

sort do not limit their risks to small sums ; that is,

they do not often refuse to insure a large sum
upon a ship, a house, a life, etc. The magnitude
of their capitals affords them the means of easily
defraying a heavy loss ; and their premiums being
proportioned to their risks, their profit is, at an
average, independent of s\xi-h contingencies. Indi-

viduals, it is plain, could not act in this way
unless they were possessed of very large capital

;

and besides, the taking of large risks would render
the business so hazardous, that few would be dis-

posed to engage in it. — When cautiously con-
ducted, the business of /. is as safe a line of specu-
lation as any in which individuals can engage.
To establish a policy of /. on a fair foundation,
or in such a way that the premiums paid b}' the in-

sured shall exactly balance the risks incurred by
the insurers, and the various necessary expenses to

which they are put, including, of course, their

profit, it is necessary, as previously remarked,
that the experience of the risks should be pretty
extensive. It is not, however, at all necessary
that either party should inquire into the circum-
stances that lead to those events that are most
commonly made the subject of insurance. Such
a research would, indeed, be entirely fruitless ; we
are, and must necessarily continue to be, wholly
ignorant of the causes of their occurrence.— It is

easy to perceive the immense advantages resulting
to navigation and commerce from the practice of
marine /. Without the aid that it affords, com-
paratively few individuals would be found disposetl

to expose their property to the risk of long and
hazardous voyages; but by its means insecurity is

changed for security, and the capital of the mer-
chant, whose ships are dispersed over every sea,

and exposed to all the perils of the ocean, is as
secure as that of the agriculturist. He can com-
bine his measures and arrange his plans as if they
could no longer be affected by accident. Tlie

chances of shipwreck, or of loss by unforeseen oc-

currences, enter not into his calculations. He has

msurers. In despite, however, of the temptation
to inattention and fraud which is thus afforded,
there can be no doubt that, on the whole, the prac-
tice is, in a public as well as private point of view,
decidedly beneficial. The frauds tliat are occa-
sionally committed raise, in some degree, the rate
of /. Still it is exceedingly moderate ; and it is

most probable that the precautions adopted by the
/. offices for the prevention of fire, especially in

great cities, where it is most destructive, outweigh
the chance of increased conflagration arising from
the greater tendency to carelessness and crime.
The business of life /. has been carried to a far
greater extent in Great Britain and in the U.
States than in any other country, and has l>een

productive of the most beneficial effects. Life /.

are of various kinds. Individuals without any
very near connections, and possessing only a lim-

ited fortune, are sometimes desirous, or are some-
times, from the necessity of their situation, obliged
annually to encroach on their capitals. But should
the life of such persons be extended beyond the

ordinary term of existence, they might be totally

unprovided for in old age ; and to secure them-
selves against this contingency, they pay to an /.

company the whole or a part of their capital, <>n

condition of its guaranteeing them, as long as they

live, a certain annuity, proportioned partly, of

course, to the amount of the sum paid, and partly

to their age when they buy the annuity. But
though sometimes serviceable to individuals, it

may he questioned whether /. of this sort are, in a

public point of view, really advantageous. So far

as their influence extends, its obvious tendency it

to weaken the principle of accumulation; to stim-

ulate individuals to consume their capitals during

their own life, without thinking or caring al>out

the interest of their successors. Were such a

practice to become general, it would be productive

of the most extensively ruinous consequences.

Luckily, however, the s|)ecie8 of /. now referred

to is but inconsiderable compared with that which

has accumulation for its object. All professional

persons, or tlio.se living on salaries or wages, such

as lawyers, physicians, mililary ami naval officers,

clerks in public or private offices, etc., whose

incomes must of course terminate with their lives,

and a host of others, who are either not possessed

of capital or cannot ilispose of their cajiital at

pleasure, must naturally be desinms of pn>viding.

so far as thev may Ih' nMe. for the comfortable

subsistence of their families in the event of their

death. Take, for example, a phy^ician or lawyer,

without fortune, but miiking, perhap». !?o.000 or

•SlO.tXX) a year by his business; and suppose that

he marries and has a family if this individual

attain to the average duration of human life. Ik»

may accumulate such a fortune as will pn)vide

for the adequate support of his family at his

38
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death. But wlio can presume to say that sucli

will be the case,— that he will not be one of the

many exceptions to the general rule ? — And sup-
pose that he were hurried into an untimely grave,

his family would necessarily be destitute. Now,
it is against such calamitous contingencies that life

/. is intended chiefly to provide. An individual

possessed of an income terminating at liis death
agrees to pay a certain sum annually to an insur-

ance office ; and this office binds itself to pay to

his family at his death a sum equivalent, after

deduction of the expenses of management and the
profits of the insurers, to what these annual con-
tributions, accumulated at compound interest,

would amount to, supposing the insured to reach
the common and average term of human life.

Though he were to die the day after the /. has
been effected, his family would be as amply pro-

vided for as it is likely they would be by his accu-
mulations were his life of the ordinary duration.
In all cases, indeed, in which those insured die

before attaining the average age, their gain is

obvious. But even in those cases in which their

lives are prolonged beyond the ordinary term,
they are not losers,— they then merely pay for a
security which they must otherwise have been
without. During the whole period, from the time
when they effect their /. down to the time when
they arrive at the mean duration of human life,

they are protected against the risk of dying with-
out leaving their families suffljiently provided for;
and the sum which tliey pay after having passed
this mean term is notiiing more than a fair com-
pensation for the security they previously enjoyed.
Of those who insure houses against fire, a very
small proportion only have occasion to claim an
indenmity for losses actually sustained ; but the
])ossession of a security against loss, in the event
of accident, is sufficient njotive to induce every
prudent individual to insure his property. The
case of life /. is in this respect different. When
established on a proper footing, the extra sums
which those pay whose lives exceed the estimated
duration is but the value of the previous security.
In order to adjust the terms of an /. that the party
insuring may neither pay too much nor too little,

it is necessary that the probability of his life fail-

ing in each subsequent year should be determined
witii as much accuracy as possible. To ascertain
this probability, various observations have been
made in different countries and periods, showing,
out of a given number of persons born in a
particular country or place, how many complete
each subsequent year, and how many die in jt,

till the whole be extinct. The result of such
observations, when collected and arranged in a
tabular form, are called "tables of mortality";
being entitled, of course, to more or less confi-
dence, according to the number and species of
lives observed; the period wlien, and the care
with wiiich, the observations were made, etc. But
supposing these tables to be formed with sufficient
accuracy, the expectation of life at any age, or
its mean duration after such age, may be readily
learned from them ; and hence also the value of
an annuity, or the assurance on a life of any
age. (.See Interest and Annuities.) In prac-
tice, a life /. is seldom made by the payment
of a single sum when it is effected, but almost
always by the payment of an annual premium
during its continuance, the first being paid down
at the commencement of the /. If the table
of mortality adopted by the insurers fairly rep-
resents the law of mortality prevailing among
the insured, it follows that when a party insured

does not attain to the average age according
to the table, the insurers will either lose by him
or realize less than their ordinary profit ; and
when, on the other hand, the life of an insured
party is prolonged beyond the tabular average,
the profits of the insurers are proportionally in-

creased. But if their business is so extensive as
to enable the law of average fully to apply, what
they lose by premature death will be balanced by
the payments received from those whose lives

are prolonged beyond the mean duration of life

for the ages at which they were respectively m-
sured ; so that the profit of the society is wholly
independent of chance.

In this part of the work Fire /. alone will be
considered. The other two great divisions of the
contract of /. must be looked for under Life /.

(including accidents) and Marine /. A variety
of other information, directly or collaterally bear-

ing upon the subject, will be found under the
heads Annuity, Average, Interest and An-
nuities, Re-insurance, Reversion, etc.

Fire Insurance. I. agains^t fire is a contract of indemmty,
by which the insurer, in consideration of a certain premium
received by him, either in a gross sum or by periodical pay-
ments, undertalies to indemnify the insured against all loss

or damage he may susttiin on his houses or other buildings,
stock, goods, and merchandise, by fire up to a certain amount
during a specified period. / against fire are generally made
by joint-stock companies, in which certain persons owning the
capital insure at their own risk and for their own profit Many
of these are established in New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
and other important cities of the U. States, and operate by
agencies throughout the country. There are also a great num-
ber of mutual companies (mostly doing local business), in
which every one who is insured becomes thereby a member,
and the oet profits, or a certain proportion of them, are divided
among all the members in such a manner as the charter or
by-laws of the company may direct. Or both united, in which
case there is a capital stock provided, as a permanent guaranty
fund, over and above the premium received, and a certain
part or proportion of the net profits is paid by way of dividend
upon the fund, and the residue divided among the insured.
— The conditions on which the different companies insure are
contained in their proposals , and are also printed on the back
of every policy; and it is in most instances expressly condi-
tioned that they undertake to pay the lass, not exceeding the
sum insured, " aceonling to the exact tenor of their printed pro
posals, or according to the eonduions " — Nothing can be recov-
ered from the insurers, in the event of loss, unless the party
insuring had an interest or property in the thing insured at
the time when the insurance was effected, and when tlie loss

happened. It often occurs that one office will not insure to

the full amount required by an individual who has a large
property ; and in such case the party, to cover his whole in-

tere.st, is obliged to insure at different offices. But, in order
to prevent the frauds that might be practised by insuring the
full value in various companies, there are, in the proposals
issued by all the companies, articles which declare that persons
insuring must give notice of any other / made elsewhere upon
the same houses or goods, that the same may be specified and
allowed by indorsement on the policy, in order that each office

may bear its ratable proportion of any loss that may happen ;

and sometimes a clause is added, providing that unless such
notice be given of each /. to the company where another / is

made on the same effects, the I. made without such notice
will be void. — Any trustee, mortgagee, reversioner, fiictor, or
agent has sufficient interest in the goods under his custody
to effect a policy of/., provided the nature of such interest

be distinctly specified at the time of executing such policy —
The risk commences in general from the time the proposal is

accepteil by the company, unless there be some other time
specified. — Policies of I. may be effected for any period. If

for a year (which is most customary) or for a term of years by
a single payment, it is usual for the office, by way of indul-
gence, to allow fifteen days after each year, or term of years,

for the payment of the premium for the next period in succes-

sion ; and provided the premium be paid within that time, tne
insured is considered within the protection of the office. — A
policy of I. is not in its nature assignable, nor can it be trans-

ferred without the express consent of the office When, how-
ever, any person dies, his interest remains in his executors or
administrators respectively, who succeed or become entitled

to the property, provided such representatives respectively

procure their right to be indorsed on the policy. Insurers
against fire are not held to pay for loss of profits, gains of
business, or other indirect and remote consequences of a lass by
fire. In marine /., if a proportion onlyof the value is insured,
the insured is considered as bin own insurer for the residue.
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and only an equal proportion of the loss is paU. Thus, if on
a ship valuej at §10,000, $5,000 be insured, and there is a loss of
one iialf, the insurers pay only one half of the sum they insure,
just as if some other pi«rty had insured tiie other S5,000. But
iu a fire policy, the insurers pay in all cases the whole amount
which is lost by the fire, provided only that it does not exceed
the amount which they insure. The general average clauses
or provisions which are inserted in fire policies in England are
not known here. — The companies in.sure generally against loss
or damage by fire all descriptions of buildings, including mills
and manufactories, and goodie, wares, and merchandise in the
same ; ships in harbor or in dock ; craft on navigable riven
and canals, and the goods laden on the same; cars travelling
the roads and railroads, and their contents : and farming
Btock of all descriptions. — /.are generally divided into com-
mon, hazardous, extra-hazardous, etc., according to the nature
of construction and surroundings of the buildings, trades which
are carried on, etc., and the scale of premiums in materially
affected by the nature of the risk ; it is, therefore, extremely
important that the insured should not deceive the insurers on
this point. These rules are, however, usually liberally con-
structed. Thus if " storing " certiin goods qualified hazard-
ous demands an extra premium, having a small quantity for

home consumption, and perhaps even for sale, does not come
within the meaning of thi.s clause. — The rates of premiums
differing in most of the States, and being generally, chiefly of
late, subject to frequent fluctuations, we purposely avoid giving
any figures. — When the insured proposes to make any altera-

tion in the premises insured, he should make this known to

the insurers, and obtain their leave in writing. Mere altera-

tions, however, if they do not substantially increase the risk,

would probably not avoid a policy. — The risk insured against

is fire, or ignition. To enable the insured to recover, some-
thing must have been actually on fire which ought not to have
been on fire ; and so the effects of heat radiating from fire in its

proper place are not included. If there be ignition, however,
though not of the subject insured, the injury occasioned by
the event is within the policy, though more immediately
caused by the efforts to protect the subject from the fire, as by
water poured upon it, or the removal of furniture. A loss

by lightning is not a loss by fire, unless the property be lost

by ignition caused by the lightning. An explosion of or by
gunpowder is a loss by fire, while it appears that an explosion

of or by steam is not so. — The method and operation of fire /.

have become quite uniform throughout the country, and any
company may appeal to the usage of other companies to answer
questions which have arisen under its own policy ; only, how-
ever, within certain rules, and under some well-defined restric-

tions. In the first place, usage may be resorted to for the

purpose of explaining that which needs explanation, but never
to contradict that which is clearly expressed in the contract.

And no usage can be admitted, even to explain a contract,

unless the usage be so well established and so well known that

it may reasonably be supposed that the parties entered into

the contract with reference to it. Thus if under a policy

ag.iinst fire on a ves.sel in one part of this country, an inquiry
is raised as to the local usage, the policy is not to be affected by
proof of us.age upon any particular matter in other parts of the
world, or e.en of the U. States. And not only the terms of
the contract must be duly regaided, but tho.se of the charter

,

thus if this provides that " all policies and other instruments
made and signed by the president, or other officer of the com-
pany, shall bind the company," an agreement to cancel the
policy should be signed ; although it cannot be doubted that

a party insured might otherwi.se give up his policy, or renounce
all claim under it, and th:it a valid agreement to that effect

between him and the company would not be set aside for his

benefit, on the ground of a merely formal defect. — The con-
tract of fire /. being, to a great extent, ruled by the same prin-

ciples which affect marine /., so far as the.se are applicable to

the nature of the contract, we refer to Marine Insdrance
for further information. Kcference is also given to any of the

offices of the compmies, or their agencies, where a particular

account of the coaditions on which /. are granted may be
readily obtained.

Table showing the business transacted in the State of New York
during the year 187S by joint-stork Fire and Fire-marine In-
surance Companies of thai and other States and Foreign
Countries, and by Mutiiai Companies of other States :—

Fire pre-
miums re-

ceived in

1878.

Fire
los.ses

paid in

1878.

Risks
written.

Ratio of
losses to

COXPAMES.

2-= -11
New York Joint-

stock Cos
Other States

Joint -stock

$
7,850,325

3,088,564

130,176

8,041,373

S
2,652,833

1,842,494

118,480

1,380,028

9
1,679,090,799

474,696,371

14,316,502

473,382,489

18

48

86

29

34 91

68.62

Other States
Mutual Cos...

Am. Branches of

Foreign Cos.

.

98 36

4C.43

Ench of the 165 American Companies authorised to transact
business in the State of New York for the year 18TS ha« a spe-
cial article at its alphabetical order in thLi work, and in the
Appendix at end of the book.

Instirance Broker or Agent, a person whose
business is to procure or effect marine, fire, or life

insurances for the account of companies, from
whom he receives a percentage or a commission
on the business which tliey accept.
Insurance Co. of North America, a fire and

marine insurance Co., iocatetl in Pliilailelphia, Fa.,

organized in 1794. Slutemenl, Jan. 1, 1879 : Cap.
stock, paid up in cash, S'2,000,000; net surplus,
$2,480,078.93; total cap and surplus, $4,480,078.93;
risks in force, fire, 8172,402,(UJ1 ; marine and in-

land, 56,248,218; premiums, fire. S2,284,5(M.09;
marine and inland, §290,032.26. Premiums re-

ceived since the organization of the Co., .$74,000,-

000; losses paid, $45.&J.3.766.24 ; cash dividends
paid to stockholders, §9,630,000.

Insurance Co. of the State of Pennsyl-
vania, a fire and marine insurance Co., located
in Philadelphia, Pa., organized in 1794. Utale-

ment, Jan. 1, 1879: Cap. stock paid up in cash,
§200,000 (total net assets, §639,451.11; liabili-

ties, including cap. stock paid up in cash, $424,-

708.01); net surplus, $214,743.10; total cap. and
surplus, $414,743.10 ; risks in force, fire, $16,669,-

464, premiums, $146,127.66; marine and inland
risks, $1,445,210, premiums, $35,778.77. Premiums
received since the organization of the Co. (not
given); losses paid, $12,000,000; cash dividends
paid to stockholders, $3,956,406.

Intaglio, a name given to small gems in which
the design is indented, or engraved, instead of be-

ing raised, as in cameos. It is the method em-
ployed in the engraving of seals.

Integer, a whole quantity or number, in contra-
distinction to a fractional part.

Intelligence Office, an office where informa-
tion may be obtained ; a servant's registry ; a tele-

graph office, etc.

Intendant, in France, an inspector or superin-

tendent.

Intense Blue, a preparation of refined in-

digo.

Intercourse, communication or correspond-

ence ; trade.

Interdict, a prohibition.

Interest and Annuities. In the commercial
acceptation of the term, /. is the consideration

agreed to be paid for the use of money. The sum
on which the /. is reckoned is called the Prim-ipal,

and the sum per cent agreed on as /., the Hale.

The latter, viewed apart from legislative interfer-

ence, is in the general case determined by : 1st, the

average rate of profit derived from the employ-
ment of capital ; 2d, the security afforded for the

repayment of the principal ; and 3d, the duration

or convertibility of the loan. That the rate of /.

allowed on borrowed capital must, in the general

case, bear a proportional relation to the average

rate of profit yielded by its employment, seems

evident. Much will be given for the use of money
when much can be made of it ; but, on tlie

other hand, no man will pay more for its use than

he has a prospect of making by its investment.

Hence, in countries where the facilities for the

advantageous employment of capital are great, /.

is high ; while in countries when these facilities

are comparatively less, /. is low. In fact, the rate

of /. is nothing more than tlie net profit on capital;

whatever returns are obtained by the borrower,

beyond the /. he has agreed to pay, really accrue

to him on account of ri&k, trouble, or skill, or of
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advantages of situation and connection. But be-

sides fluctuations in the rate of /. caused by tlie

varying productiveness of industry, the rate of /.

on each particular loan must of course vary ac-

cording to the supposed solvency of the borrowers,

or the degree of risk supposed to be incurred by
the lender, of either not recovering payment at

all, or not recovering it at the stipulated term.
No person of sound mind would lend on the per-

sonal security of an individual of doubtful char-

acter and solvency, and on mortgage over a
valuable estate, at the same rate of /. Wherever
there is risk, it must be compensated to the lender

by a higher premium, or /. And yet, obvious as

this principle may appear, all governments have
interfered with the adjustment of the terms of
loans ; some to prohibit /. altogether, and others

to fi.x certain rates which it should be deemed
legal to charge, and illegal to exceed. It is need-
less to waste the reader's time by entering into

any lengthened arguments to show the inexpedi-
ency and mischievous effect of such interferences.

This has been done over and over again. It is

plainly in no respect more desirable to limit the
rate of /. than it would be to limit the rate of in-

surance, or the prices of commodities ; and though
it were desirable, it cannot be accomplished. The
real effect of all legislative enactments having
such an object in view is to increase, not dimin-
ish, the rate of /. When the rate fixed by law is

less than the market or customary rate, lenders
and borrowers are obliged to resort to circuitous

devices to evade the law ; and as these devices
are always attended with more or less trouble and
risk, the rate of /. is proportionally enhanced. In
England, a statute was passed in 1554 autliorizing

lenders to charge 10 per cent /. ; in 1624 the legal

rate was reduced to 8 per cent; and in the reign

of Queen Anne it was further reduced to 5 per
cent, at which it still continues. It is enacted by
the statute (12 Anne c. 16) making this reduction,

that " all persons who shall receive, by means of
any corrupt bargain, loan, exchange, chevizance,
or /. of any wares, merchandise, or other tiling

whatever, or by any deceitful way or means, or
by any covin, engine, or deceitful conveyance for

the forbearing or giving day of payment, for one
whole year for their money or other thing, above
the sum of £5 for .£100, for a year, shall forfeit for

every such offence the treble value of the moneys,
or other things, so lent, bargained, etc." This
enactment, which had been repeatedly condemned
by committees of the English legislature, was at
length substantially repealed by the Act 2 and 3
Vict. c. 37, which exempts bills of exchange not
having more than 12 months to run, and con-
tracts for loans of money above £10, from its op-
eration.

The rate of /. and usury widely differ in the
different States of the American Union. In Mas-
sachusetts, for instance, by act of March 0, 1867,

it was enacted that " it shall be lawful to contract
to pay or reserve discount at any rate, and to con-
tract for payment and receipt of anif rate of /. :

provided, however, that no greater rate of /. than
6 per cent per annum shall be recovered in any
action, except when the agreement to pay such
greater rate of /. is in writing." In New York, on
the other side, the act of June 20, 1879, reducing
tl»e rate of /. from 7 to 6 per cent from the lat

of January, 1880, has retained the old and heavy
penalties of the usury laws of that State. Tlie

following statement shows the /. laws of the dif-

ferent States and Territories of the Union, with
the penalty of usury :

—

Rate per cent.

State. Legal.

Alabama 8
.\rizona 10
Arkansas 6
California 10
Colorado 10
Connecticut 6
Dakota 7
Delaware 6
Dist. ofColumbia. 6
Florida 8
Georgia 7

Idaho 10

Illinois 6

Indiana 6
Iowa 6

Kansas 7

Kentucky 6
Louisiana 5
Maine 6
Maryland 6
Massachusetts ... 6
Michigan 7

Minnesota 7

Mis8is.«ippi 6
Mis.<<ouri 6
Montana 10
Nebraska 10
Nevada 10

New Hampshire., 6

New Jersey 6
New Mexico 6

New York State.. 6

North Carolina.. 6
Ohio 6
Oregon 10
Pennsylvania. ... 6

Rhode Island. ... 6

South Carolina.. 7
Tennessee 6
Texas 8
Utah 10
Vermont 6

VirginU 6

Washington Ter.. 10
West Virj^inia.... 6
M'isconsin 7
Wyoming 10

Special.

''. +* '.

. 10 .

• + •

• + •

. 6 .

. 12 .

. 6 .

. 10 .

. + .

. 12 .

. at .

10
10

12

6
8

+
6
+
10

12

I
+
12

+
6

6

+

.. 12

.. 6

•• +
7

. 6
.. 12

:: 1
.. 6

.. +

.. 6

.. 10
•• +
*

-J- no limit,

Penalty of Usury.
Loss of 1.

None.
Forfeiture of prin. and /.

None.
None.
None.
Forf. of contract.
Forf. of contract.
Forf. of all /.

None.
Forf. of all /.

$100, or imprijionment 6
months, or both.

Forf. of all the I. (Act of
May 24, 1879 1.

Forf. of I. over 10 per cent.
Forf. of /. and costs.

Forf. of excess over 12 per
cent.

Forf. of excess of /
Forf. of 1.

None. ^i*
Forf. of excess.

None.
Forf. of excess.

Forf. of cont. if more than
12 per cent i« charsted.

Forf.of /. over 10 per cent.
Fort, of all l.

None.
Forf. of all 7. and costs.

None.
Forf of three times the i.

received.

Forf. of all I. and costs.

None.
Forf. of cont.; SI ,000 fine

;

6 months' inipris'uieni.

Forf. of double am't of /.

Forf of excess.

Forf of / , prin.,and costs.

Forf. of excess.

Forf, unleiw a greater rate

is contracted.

Forf. of all the L
Forf. of excess.

Forf. of all I
None.
Forf. of excess.

Forf of /. ( no corporation
can plead usury).

None.
Forf. of excess.

Forf of all the L
None.

Dixtinction of Simple and Compnuml TnUrrst. When a
loan Is made, it is usual to stipulate that the /. upon it should
be regularly paid at the end of every year, half-year, etc. A
loan of this sort is said to be at simple /. It is of the essence

of such loan that no i>art of the 7. accruing upon it should be

added to the principal to form a new principal ; and though
|>ayinent of the /. were not made when it becomes due, the

lender would not be entitled to charge 1. upon such unpaid /.

Thus, suppose *100 were lent at simple 1. at 5 per cent, paynble

at the end of each year ; the lender would, at the end of 3 or

4 years, supposing him to have received no previous payments,

be entitled to S15 or §20, and no more. Sometimes, however,

money or capital is invested so that the /. is not paid at the

periods when it becomes due, but is progressively added to the

principal ; so that at every term a new principal is formed,

consisting of the original principal and the successive accumu-
lations of /. upon /. Money invested in this way is said to be

placed at compound I. It appears not unreasonable that when
a borrower does not pay the 7. he has contracted for, at the

period when it is due, he should pay I. upon such /. This,

however, is not allowed by law : nor is it allowed to make a loan

at compound /. But this rule is often evaded by taking a new
obligation for the principal with the 1. included, when the

latter becomes due. Investments at compound / are also very

frequent. Thus, if an individual buy into the funds, and
regularly buy fresh stock with the dividends, the capital will

increase at compound I. \ and so in any similar case.

Calculation of Interest. I. is estimated at so much per cent

per annum, or by dividing the principal into 100 equal parts,

and specifying how many of these parts are paid yearly for its

u.se. Thus, 6 per cent, or 6 parts out of 100, means that SS
are paid for the use of »100 for a year. *10 for the use of 8200
for the same period, and so on. Many attempts have been

made to contrive expeditious processes for calculating I. The
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following is one of the best : Suppow it were required to find j
number required. To find the number of day* between any

the interest upon $172 for 107 days at 5 per cent. Tliiii (bmis
l

other two niven dAy», when they are both after the Irt of
what is called in arithmetical books a double-rule-of-three
question, and would be stated as follows :—

» days. S » days.
100 X 365 : 5 :: 172 X 107 = the interest required.

Hence, to find the I. of any sum for any number of days at any
rate per cent, multiply the sum by the number of d^ivs, and
the product by the rate, and divide by 36.500 (365 X 100) ; the
quotient is the /. required. When the rate is 5 per cent,
or jV of the principal, all that is required is to divide the
product of the sum multiplied by the days by 7,300 (3t)5, the
days in a year, multiplied by 20). Five per cent /. being
found by this extremely simple process, it i«> usual in practice

January, the number opposite the first day must, of course,

be de<lucte<l from tliat opposite to the second. Thus, to find

the number of days between the 13th of March and the 19th of
AupTUSt, deduct from 231 — the numlx-r in the table opposite

to 19 and under August — 72, the number opposite 'to 13 and
under March, and the remainder, 159, is the numl>er requirwl,

last day included. In leap years, one must be added to the
number after the 28th of February.
When /., instead of being simple, Is compound, the first

year's or term's /. must be foun<l, and, bt-ing added to the
original principal, nialiei) the principal upon which 7. is to be
calculated for the second year or tt-rm ; and the second year's

or term's /., being added to this laxt principal, makea that
to calculate 4 per cent I. by dplucting J : 3 pc;' cent by de- I upon which 7. is to be calculated for the third jenr or term
ducting 1 : 2i per cent by dividing by 2 ; 2 per cent by taking I and so on for any number of years. But when the number of
the half of 4, and so on. I years is considerable, this process becomes exceedingly cum-

in calculating /. upon accounts current, it is requisite to bcrsome and tedious, and to facilitate it tables have been con-
state the number of days between each receipt or payment, and structed. for which see pages 699 to 002.
the date (commonly the 31st of December) to which the ac- The first of these table.s (p. 69!i) represents the amount of
count current is made up. Thus, ¥172 paid on the 15th of ' 9\ accumulating at compound /., at 2A, 3, SJ, 4, 4i, 6, and 6
September, bearing /. to the 3l8t of December. 107 days. The per cent every year, from 1 year to ill years, in dollars and
amount of such /. may, then, be calculated as above explained,
or by the aid of tables.

The 30th June is, after the 31st of December, the most usual
dite to which accounts current are made up, and /. calculated.

It is desirable, in calculating /. on accounts current, to be able
readily to find the number of days from one day in any month
to any day in any other month. This may be done with the
greatest ease by means of the following table :

—

T.\BLB FOR ASCERTAIXIXO THE NUMBER OF DaTS FROM ANT ONE
Dat in the Year to ast other Day.

d
i a.

<

<a
a
s
"-»

^52"

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

16tl

3

182

183

To
3 c

1

2

8

4

5

32 60

61

62

63

64

65

91

92

93

91

95

121

122

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

244

2+0

246

2+7

2+8

2+9

274

275

305

.306

:«5

*36

337

3.38

123 18+

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

276 307

«o 12+

125

126

127

277

278

279

im
281

282

283

284

308

.309m
37

;«9

3406

7

'8

96 310

m 66 97

98

99

250

251

252

253

311 341

39 67 128

129

1.30

131

132

1.33

1-34

135

312 342

9 40 68

69

70

71

72

.313

314

315

.316

317

.343

10 41

42

100 161

162

163

222 344

3+5

;346

11

\1

1.3

14

15

16

101

102

103

104

105

106

193

193

223

224

225

226

227

254

255

44

285

286164 194 256 .347

45 73

74

165 195 257 287 .318

319

320

348

46 166 196

197

258 288 349

47 75 136 167 228 259 289 ,350

17 48

49

76 107

108

109

137

1.38

168

169

170

198 229

2.30

231

260

261

262

263

290 321

,322

323

"32?

.351

18 77

78

79

199

200

201

202

291

292

352

19

20

21

22

2.-$

50 1.39 .353

51 110 140

141

142

143

144

145

171

172

232 293

29+

.354

52

53

80

81

82

111

112

113

2.3;? 264

265

325

.326

,355

173 203 23+ 295 356

54

55

174 204 235

2.36

266

267

268

296 327 357

24 83 114

115

116

117

175 205

206

297

298

299

300

301

.302

328 358

25 56 84

85

86

176 237

2.38

329

.3.30

359

26 67

58

146 177

178

179

207 269 36(1

27

28

29

147

148

149

208 239 270 331

332

!m
3.34

361

,362

,36:?

,364

.36.1

69 87 118 209

210

240 271

27288 119 180

181

241

30

.31

89

90

120

...

150 211 242 273 .303

.3m151 212 243

By this table may be readily ascertained the number of days
ftom any given day in the year to another. For instance, from
the 1st of January to the 14th of August (first and last days
included), there are 226 days. To find the number look down
the column headed January, to No. 14. and then look along in

a parallel line to the column beaded August, you find 226, the

de<-imals of a dollar. Now. suppose that we wish to know h'>w
much $500 will amount to in seven years at 4 per cent. In the
column marked 4 per cent, and opposite to 7 years, we find

$1.315931, which shows that 91 will, if invested at 4 per cent,
compound /., amount to $1.3159:11 in 7 year' ; and, conse-
quently. S500 will, in the same time, and at the same rate,

amount to $500 x 1.315931, or S657.966. For the same pur-
pose of facilitating calculation, the present value of 91 due any

number of years hence, not exi-eeding 70. at 2i 3, 3i, 4,

4J, 5, and 6 per cent, compound /.. is given in t\ie tables,

pp. 600, 602. The use of these tables is precisely similar

to the one above. Let it, for example, be required to find

the present worth of $500 due 7 ye«rs hente, reckoning
compound /. at 4 percent ; opposite to 7 years, and under
4 per cent, we find 75-291781. the present worth of $1
dueattheend of 7 years; and multiplying this sum by
$500, the product is S=879.9589, the answer required.

AXNUIIIES.

Under the head .\NXt;rrT we' hnve given a brief acronnt
of that kind of property when viewed merely as a subject

of commerce. In the pre>ent article we propose to ex-

plain briefly the principles of annuities, and to furnish

gome tables for the solution of the cases which moet
commonly occur in practice.

When a sum of money is to be paid yearly for a
certain number of years, it is cnlled an annuity. The
annuities usually met with are either for a given num-
ber of years, which are called annuities certain ; or they
are to be paid so long as one or more individuals shall

live, and are thence called contingent annuities.

By the amount of an annuity at any given time U
meant the sum to which it will then amount, supposing

it to have been regularly improved at compound interest

during the intervening period.

The present value of an annuity for any given period

is the sum of the present values of all the payments of

thatannuity. Nos. 111. and IV. of the subjoined tables

represent the amount and present value of an annuity

of $1, reckoning compound interest at 2^, 8, 3}, 4, 44, 5,

and 6 per cent from 1 year to 70. The uses of these

tables are numerous, and they are easily applied. Sup-
pose, for example, it were required to fell the amount
of an annuity of $50 a year for 17 years, at 4 percent
compound interest. Opposite to 17 (Table III. p. 601)ln
the column of years, and under 4 percent, is 23.6".i751 ,289,

being the amount of an annuity of $1 for the given tlm«

at the given rate per cent ; and this multiplied by 60
gives Sl,184.8756195, the amount require<l.

Suppose, now, that it is required what sum one must
pay down to receive an annuity of ?5<'. to continue for

17 years, compound interest, at 4 per rent. Opposite to

17 years (Table IV., p. 602), and under 4 per cent, it

12.16566.886, the present value of an annuity of $1 for

the given time and at the given rate per cent ; and thl«

multiplied by 60 gives »608.288448, the present value

required.
When it is required to find the time which must elapw,

In order that a given sum, improved at a st>erlfied rate

of compound interest, may increase to some other given

sum, divide the latter sum by the former, and look for

the quotient, or the number nearest to it. In Table No. I.,

under the given nite |ier cent, and the years oppofite

to it are the answer: thus, In what lime will ^528

amount toSfl,087.27!»4.»t 6 percent, compo-nd inn-rest?

Divide 1,0872794, etc., bv 623, and the quotient will be

2.0789, etc., which under 5 per cent in Table I. ia opposite

to 15 years, the time n-qulred.

If it had been required to find the time in which a (rfvcn an-

nuity, improved at a certain rate of compound interrst, would

have' increued to some given sum, the question would hare
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been answered by dividing, as above, the given sum by the an-

nuity, and, looking for the quotient not in Table No. I., but in

Table No. IJ I., under the given rate per cent, it would be found

on a line with the time required, thus : A owes S1,000, and
resolves to appropriate SIO a year of his income to its dis-

charge ; in what time will the debt be extinguished, reckoning

compound interest at 4 per cent? 1,000 divided by 10 gives

lOO; the number in Table No. III. under 4 per cent, and nearest

to this quotient, is 9i».8265, etc., opposite to 41 years, the re-

quired time. Had the rate of interest been 5 per cent, the debt
would have been di.«charged in somewhat less than 37 years.

Of the abstract truth of the principle there cannot, indeed, be

a doubt. But everything depends on the increiusing sums an-

nually produced being immediately invested on the same terms
;

and this, when the sum is large and the period loug, is alto-

gether impracticable.

Let it next be required to find an annuity which, being in-

creased at a given rate of compound interest during a given

time, will amount to a spe<-ified sum : in this case we divide the

specified sum oy the amount of SI for the time and rate given,

as found in Table in., and the quotient is the answer. Thus

:

What annuity will amount to $1,087.2794 in 15 years at 5 per

cent compound interest ? Opposite to 15 years in Table III., and
under 5 percent, is 21 5785, etc., theauiount of SI for the given
time and rate ; and dividing 1,087 2794, etc., by this sum, the
quotient, 50.387, etc , is the annuity required. Deferred annui-
ties are those which do not commence till after a certain num-
ber of years; and reversionary annuities, such as depend upon
the occurrence of some uncertain event, as the death of an
individual, etc. The present value of a deferred annuity i.<

found by deducting from the value of an annuity for the whole
period the value of an annuity to the term at which the re-

versionary annuity is to commence. Thu* : What is the pres-

ent value of an annuity of S50 to continue for 25 years,

commencing at 7 ye.irs from the present time, interest at 4
percent? According to Table No. IV., the value of an annuity
of $1 for 25 years at 4 per cent is .'Slo 62207,995, and that of
*1 for 7 years is -^G .00205,467, which being deducted from the
other, lea'ves «9 .62002,528, which multiplied by 50 gives §481,
the answer required.

Perpetual Annuities. When an annuity continues payable,
without termination, it is called a perpetual annuity, or per-

petuity. Of the five quantities considered under the last he^ul,

two, namely, the amount and the time, fall necessarily to be
discarded, as in perpetual annuities they become infinite, and
consequently unassignable. The three quantities remaining
to be noticed are, 1. the annuity ; 2. the rate of interest ; and,
3. the present value of the annuity, or the principal, which,
being immediately laid out, will yield annually and perpetu-
ally a sum equal to the annuity.
The simple interest of any sum for a year being what may

be produced annually by that sum, without increa.sing or
diminishing it, must be evidently equal to the perpetual annu-
ity of which such sum will be the present value And as while
the rate continues the same the annual interest<i produced by
any two sums are to each other as the principals which produced
them, it follows that at 5 per cent, 5 : 1 : : 100 : 100 -=- 5 = 20

;

therefore, when the rate is 5 per cent, the value of the perpet-
ual annuity is 20 years' purcha.se. In the same manner, when
interest is at 4 per cent, 4 : 1 : : 100 : 100 ^ 4 = 25 : and the
perpetual annul y is worth 25 years' purchase. And it follows,
that in every case the value of s. perpetual annuity may be
found by dividing any sum by its interest for one year. This
being premised, the solution of the three following cases be-
comes nearly self evident.
Annuity and Rate given, to find the Principal or Present

Value. Rule. Divide the annuity by the rate, and the quo-
tient will be the principal or pre.sent value required. E.r. Ite-

quired the value of an estate of which the yearly rent is §1,500,
reckoning interest at 3 per cent per annum.

§1,500 -r- .03 = $50,000.

Principal or Pre.sent Value and Rate given, to find the An-
nuity. Rale. Multiply the present value bv the rate, and
the product will be the annuity. Ex. A gentleman purchases
an estate for iS14,000 ; at what ye;«rly rent must he let it in
order to have 4 per cent per annum upon the price ?

814,000 X .04 = S560.

Principal or Present Value and Annuity given, to find the
Rate. RiUe. Divide the annuity bv the present value. Ex
Am estate which cost «5,000 is let for »150 per annum ; what
rate of iuterest has the purchaser on the price ?

S150 -^ $5,000 = .03, or 3 per cent.

When, as is a.ssumed throughout the pre.>ient article, the
interest is convertible into principal at the same terms as the
annuity is payable, no difference arises in the valuation of per-
petiuil annuities from the circumstance of the instalments
being payable twice a year, as the annuity divided by the rate
of interest for one year must always produce the same quo-
Oent as half the annuity divided by half the annual rate of
interest.

lot Lift Annuilie-i, see Lips I.nsurakcs.

Interim, the mean-time ; the mterval between
two periods.

Interjoist, a middle joist or cross-beam.
Interlacing, mixed or joined together.

Interleave, to place blank leaves of paper, in

binding, between the printed leaves or sheets of a
book.
Interlineation, additions or corrections made

in manuscript between the previously written

lines.

Interlocution, an intermediate act or decree
before final decision.

Interlude, a farce or light piece performed at

a theatre between tlie first play and the after-piece.

Intermediate, interposed, lying between.
Internal Revenue,that branch of the Treasury

of tiie U. States whose object is to collect, in the

form of internal duties, specific antT^d valorem,
taxes imposed on various kinds of manufactures,
stamp duties, taxes on banks and bankers, etc.

The laws of internal revenue of interest for manu-
facturers and traders are given in this work under
the heads Brewer (for fermented liquors),

Spirits, Stamps, and Tobacco.
The receipts from the several sources of taxa-

tion under the internal revenue laws for the years
1877 and 1878, are shown in the following table :

—

§57,460.429.72 §50
41,105,546.!»2 40
9,480,789.17
3,829,729.8}
419,!UR).4l

6,4.9»,42n.l5

233,260.55

,815.80

754.67
,05178
,031.85

,007.55

405.13
,658.71

Spirits

Tobacco
Fermented liquors

Banks and bankers
Penalties, etc

Adhesive stamps
Back taxes under repealed laws

Total 1»118,995,184.25 Sill,097,726.49

International and Great Northern R.R.
runs from Longview to Houston, Tex., 23(i m., and
from Palestine to Austin City, 181 m. ; with
branches from Troupe to Minneola, 44.30 m.

;

from Phelps to Huntsville, 8 m. ; and from Hous-
ton to Columbia, 50 m. ; total, 519.30 m. Tliis

Co., whose oflUces are in Palestine, Tex., was
formed by the consolidation, in 1873, of tlie

Houston and Great Northern and the Interna-

tional R.R. Cos. In 1878 the road was, at the
suit of the 2d mortgage bondholders, placed in a
receiver's hands. The Co. has received from the
State of Texas a land grant of 500,000 acres,

which is vested by purchase in the Texas Land
Co , of which the R.R. Co. holds 8,000 of tlie

10,000 shares. Financial statement: Cap. stock,

§5,500,000; funded debt, §12,;i07,000 ; coupons over-

due, funded, §2,458,000, not funded, §784,310.

Funded deU in detail: 1st mortgage (International),

issued 1871, §3,264,000, payable 1911, interest 7 %
(Apr. and Oct.); 1st mortgage (Houston and
Great Northern), issued 1872, §4,084,000, payable
1900, interest 7 % (Jan. and July); 2d mortgage
(International), issued 1874, 8739,000, payable
1904, interest at 8 % (Feb. and August) ; 2d mort-

gage (Houston and Great Northern), issued 1874,

§1,427,000, payable 1904, interest 8 '/f (Feb. and
Aug.); convertible (International), issued 1872,

§1,555,000, payable 1892. interest 8 % (Feb. and
Aug.) ; convertible (Houston and Great Northern),
issued 1872, §1,238,000, payable 1892, interest 8 %
(Feb. and Aug.).
Interoceanic, lying between two seas ; a com-

munication connecting two oceans,— as a railroad,

a road, etc
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L— Table showing the AiiiouiU of $1 improved at Compound Interest, at 2|, 3, 3^, 4, 4^, 5, and 6 per cent,

at the end ofevery year, from 1 to 70.

Yean 2J per cent. 8 per cent. 3} per cent. 4 per cent. 4) per cent. 6 per cent. 6 per cent

1

2
3
4
5

1.02500,000
1050b-2,500
1.07iS9,062
l.l(i3Sl,289

1.13140,821

1.03000,000
1.06090,000
1.09272,700
1.12550,881
1.15927,407

1.03500.000
1.07122,500
1.10871,787
1.14752,300
1.18768,631

1.04000,000
1.08160,000
1.12486,400
1.16986,856

1.21665,290

1.04600,000
1.0!I202,500

1.14116,612
1.19251,860
1J!4618,194

1.06000,000
1.10250,000

1.16762,500
1.21650,626
1.27528,156

l.O6«W.O0O
1.12360.000
l.l!(101,600

1JJ6247.696

1.83822,668

6
7
8
9

10

1.15969,342
1.18888,575
1.21840,290
1.24886,297
1.28008,454

1.19405.230
1.2^987,387
1.2(5677,008

1.30477,318
1.34391,(538

1.22925,533
1.27227,926
1.31680,904
1.36289,735

1.41059,876

1.26631,902
1.31593.178
1.36856.905
1.42331,181

1.48024,428

1.30226,012
1.36066,183
1.42210,061
1.48609,614
1.662i«,942

1.34009,564
1.40710,042
1.47746,544

1.55132,822
1.62889,463

141R51.911

1.50363,026
1& 884,807
1 68!)47,8!i6

1.79084,770

11
12
13
14
16

1.31208,666
1.34488,882
1.37851,104
1.41297,382
1.44829,817

1.38423,387
1.4257r,,(J89

1.46853,371

1.51258.972
1.65796,742

1.46996,972
1.51106,866

1.66395,606
1.61869,452
1.67534,883

1.63946,406
1.60103.222

1.66507,351
1.73167,645
1.80094,351

1.62286,305
1.69588.143
1.77219.610
1.851! 4.4! 2
1.1,3528,244

1.71033,986
1.79686,633
1.88564,914
1.97!i93,ie0

2.07892,818

189829,856
2.01219,647
2.132: -2,826

2.26090,896
2.3!«&6,819

16
17
18
19
20

1.48450,562
1.52161,826
1.55965,872
1.59865,019
1.63861,644

1.60470,644
1.65284,7(53

1.70243 306
1.75350,605
1.80611,123

1.73398,604
1.79467,555
1.85748,920
1.92250,132
1.98978,886

1.87298,126
1.94730,050
2.02581,662
2.10684,918
2.19112,314

2.02237,016
2.11337,681
2.20847,877
2.30786,031
2.41171,402

2.18287,459
2.29201.832
2.40661,923
2.526«e,020
2.65329,771

2.64085,168
2.69277,279
2.85433,916
3.0255!»,!»60

8.20718,647

21
22
23
24
26

1.67958,185
1.72157,140
1.76461,068
1.80872,595
1.86394,410

1.86029,457
1.91610,341

1.97358,651
2.03279,411
2.09377,793

2.05943,147
2.13151,158
2.20611 ,448

2.28332,849
2.36324,498

2.27876,807
2.38iHtl,879

2.46471,555
2.5633l»,417

2.66583,633

2.62024,116
2.63365,201
2.75216,635
2.87601,-383

3.00543,446

2.78696,269
2.92526,072
807152,376
3.22509,<t94

8.38635,494

8.89966360
3.60363,742
8.81974,966
4.04893,464
4.29187,072

26
27
28
29
ao

1.90029,270
1.94780,002
1.99849,502
2.04640.7.39

2.09756,758

2.15659,127
2.22128,901
2.28792,768
2.35656,551
2.42726,247

2.44695,856
2.53166,711
2.62017,696
2.71187,798
2.80679,370

2.77246,979
2.88336,868
2.99870,.332
3.11865,145
3.24339,751

8.14067,901
3.28200,956
3.4296!),999

3.58403.649
3.74531,813

355567,269
3.73345,632
3.!I2012,914

4.11613,560
4.32l!4;258

4.64938,296
4.82234,694
6.11168,670
6.41838,790
6.74349,117

31
32
83
34

2.15000,677
2.20375,094
2.25885,086
2.31532,213
2.37320,519

2.50000,035
2.57508,276
2.65233,534
2.73190,530
2.81386,245

2.90503,148
3.00670,759
3.11194,235
3.22086,033
3.33359,045

337313,341
3.50805,875
3.64838,110
3.79431,634

3.9<^8,899

3.91385,745
4.08!198,104

4.27403,018

4.46636,154
4.66734,781

4.53803.949
4.76494,147

6.00318,854
625334,797
6.61601,537

608810,064
6.46338,668
6.84068,968
7 26102,628
7.68608,679

36
87
38
39
40

2.4.3263,532

2.49334,870
2.55568,242
2.61957,448
2.68506,384

2.89827.833
3.98522,668
3.07478,348
3.16702,698
3.26203,779

3.45026,611
3.57102,-543

3.69601,132
3.82537,171
3.95925,972

4.103^3,256
4.26808,986
4.43881,-345

4.61636,699
4.80102,063

4.87737 846
6.09686,049
6.32621,921
6.6658:i,908

6.81636,454

6.79181,614
6.08140,614
6.38647,729
6.70476,116
7.03998,871

814725,200
8 68608.712
9.15426,236
9.70350,749

10.28571,794

41
42
48
44
46

2.75219,043
2.82099,520
2.89152,008
2.96382,808

3.03790,328

3.35989.893
3.46069,589
3 5(>151,677

3.67145,227
3.78159,584

4.09783,381
4.2412,5,799

4.38970,202
4.54334,160
4.70235,855

4.99306,146
6.l9278,3ril

6.40049.527
6.61651,508
6.84117,568

6.07810,094
6.35161,648
6.63743,818
6.93612,2!;0

7.24824,848

7.89198,816
7.76158,766
8.14!i66.6!3

8.15715,028
8.98500,779

10.roa86,101

1165708,267
12.26046,463
12.98548,191

18.76461,088

46
47
48
49
60

3.11385,086
8 19169,713
3.27148.956
3.35327,680
8.43710,872

3.89504 ,.372

4.01189,503
4.13225,188
4.25621,944
4.38390,602

4.86694,110
5.0.3728.404

5.21.358,898

6.39606,459
6.58492,686

6.07482,271
6.31781,562
6.67052,824
6.83334 ,r37

7.10668,336

7.67441,961
7.91626,849
8.27145,557
8.64367.107
9.03263,627

9.43425,818
9.90597,109

10.40126,966
10.92133,313
10.46739,978

14.69048,748
16.46691,673
16.8!I387,178

17.87750,403

18.42016,427

61
62
68
64
66

3.52303,644
3.61111,235
3.70139,016
3.79392,491
3.88877,303

4.51542,320
4.65088,590
4.79041,247
4.93412,486
6.08214,859

5.78039.930
5.98271,327
6.19210,824
6.40883,202
6.63314,114

7.a9096,068
7.68668,871
7.99405,226

8 31381,435
8.64636,692

9.43910,490
9.86886,463

10.30773,858
10.77158,677
11.26630,817

12.04076,977
12.64280,826
13.27494,868
13.93869,611

14.68568,092

19.62636,358
20,69(588,634
21.!38«!i,846

23.25502,037

24.65082,169

66
67
68

s:

8.98599,233
4.08564,217
4.18778,-322

4.29247,780
4.89978,975

6.23461,305
5.39165,144
5.55340,098
6.72000,.301

6.89160,310

6.86530,108
7.10658,662
7.35428,215
7.61168,203
7.87809,090

8.99222,160
9.35191,046
9.725f»8,688

10.11502,636
10.61962,741

11.76284,204
12.29216,993
12.84631,768
13.42835,687
14.02740,793

15.36741,246
16.18578,808
16.94267 ;22t

17.78970,085
18.67918,689

2«.12r34,08fl

27.69710,134
2!tA58f2,742

81.12046,307
32.967e0/)6S

61
62
63
64
66

4.60978,419
4.62252,910
4.73809,233
4.86654,464
4.97795,826

6.06835,120
6.25040,173
6.43791,379
6.63105,120
6.82998,273

8.16382.408
8.43920,793
8.73468,020
9.04029,051

9.35670,088

10.94041,261
1137802,901
11 83.315,017

12 30647,617
12.79873,622

14.66864,129
16.81828,014
16.00760,276
16.72794,487
17.48070,239

19.61314J519
20.69880,246
21.62849,267
22.70466,720
28.889110,066

84.90096.280
37.0(H96,9t4
8!».2«886,761
41.646li»/ie7

44.14497,166

66
67
68
69
70

6.10240,721
6.22996,739
6.36071.658
6.49473,449
6.63210^286

7.03488,222
7.24592,8" ;8

7.46.330.f.54

7.68720,574
7.91782,191

9.68418,520
10.02313,168
10.37394,129
10.73702,924
11.11282,626

13.31068.463
13.84311,201
14.8!«83,649
14.97270,9r6

15.67161,835

18.26733,400
19.08936,403
19.}»4838,641

20.84606.276
21.78413,568

26.08189J»9
26^28349,(136
27.6.'»766.4>«

28.977.54,818

80.42642J563

46.79860,994
49 6012!i,014

62 67736,766
66.73200,960
69.07688,018
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II.— Table showing the Present Value of $1 receivable at the end of any r/iven year,from 1 to 70, reckoning

Compound Interest at 2j, 3, 3i, 4, 4^, 6, and 6 per cent.

Years. 2i per cent. 3 per cent. 3J per cent. 4 per cent. 4i per cent. 6 per cent. 6 per cent.

1

2
3
4
5

0.97560,076
.95181,440
.9285:t,!i41

.905'>5,()64

.88385 ,42J

0.07087,379
.!)4259,59l

.91514,166

.88848,705

.86260,878

0.06618,357
.93351,070
.90194,270
.87144,223

.84197,317

0.96153.846
.02455,621
.88800,636

.85480,419

.82102,711

0.95603,780
.01572,0!)5

.87620,660

.8385(),134

.80245,105

0.05238,005
.00702,048

.86383,760

.82270.247

.78352,616

0.04330,623
.88!i90,644

.83061.028

.70209,366

.74725,817

6
7

8
!1

10

.86229,687

.84126,524

.82074,657

.80072,836

.78119,840

.83748,426

.81309,151

.78940,923

.76641,673

.74409,391

.81350,064

.78500,006

.75:41,156

.73373,097

.70801,881

.79031,453

.7.5091,781

.73060,020

.70258 674

.67556,417

.76780,574

.73482,846

.70318,513

.67200,443

.64302,768

.74621,540

.71068.13*i.

.67683,936

.64460,802

.613.)1,325

.70406,054

.66505,711
62741.237
.50180,846

.65839,478

11
12
13
11
15

.76214,478

.743 >5 ,589

.72542,038

.70772,720

.69046,556

.72242,128

.70137,088

.68095,134

.66111,781

.64186,105

.68404,571

.66178,-330

.63!>40,415

61778,179
.59689,062

.64058,0r3

.62450,705

.60057 ,40{>

.57747,508

.56526,450

.61619,874

.58066,386

56427,164
.63007,286

.61672,044

.58467,029

.55683,742

.5a)32,1.35

.505()6,7!'0

.48101,710

.62678,753

.40696,036

.46883,fi02

.44230,0!t6

.41726,506

16
17
18
19
20

.6731)2,403

.65719,506

.6411f;,5:»4

.62552, (-72

.61027,004

.62316,694

.60501.615

.58739,461

.57028,603

.55387,575

.57670,501

.55720.378

.53333,114

..52015.569

.50256,588

.533<K),818

.61337,323

.4; 332,812
47464,242
.45638,605

.49446,032

.47347,639

.45280,037

.43330,179

.41464,286

.45811,152
4.3620,669

.41552.065

.30573,306

.37688,048

.3r364,628

.37136,442

.35034,379

.33051,301

.31180,473

21
22
23
24
25

.50538,629

.58086,467

.56)69,724

.5.5287,535

.53 39,059

.53754,028

.52189,250

.50369,175

.49103,374

.47760,556

.48557,000

.46915,063

.4.5328,563

.43.-f»5,713

.42314,609

.43883.360

.42105,530

.40572,633

.3:012,147

.37511,680

39678,743
.37070,080
.36335,013
.34770,347

.33275,000

.36804,2.36

.34184,087

.32557,131

.31006,701

.20630,277

.20416,640

.27750,510

.26170,726

.24607,856

.23299,863

26
27
28
29
30

.52623,472

.5133 (.073

.50087,778

.48836,125

.47674,269

.46360,473

.45018,006

.43707,675

.424.34,636

.41198,676

.40883,767

.3)501,224

.38165,434

.33674.815

.35627,841

.36068,023

.34681,657

.33347.747

.32065,141

.30831,867

.31840,248

.30460,137

.20157,069

.27001,502

.26700,001

.28124,073

.26784,832

.25500.3t'>4

.24204,632

.23137,746

.21081,003

.20736,7!i6

.10563,014

18455,674
.17411,013

31
32
33
3t
35

.46511,481

.453.7.055

.442^0,208

.43100,534

.42137,107

.30008,714

.388*3,703

.37702,625

.33604,400

.35538,340

.34423,0.35

.a3258,071

.32134,271

.31047,605

.20997,686

.29646,026

.28505.704

.27409,417

.26355,209

.25341,547

.25550,241

.24440,901

.23307,121

.22380,589

.21425,444

.22035,047

.20r86,617

.19087,254

.100*5,480

.18120,029

.16425,484

.1-5405,740

.14618,622

.13701,153

.13010,522

3S
37
38
89
40

.41100,372

.40108,705

.3'I128,4'»2

.38174,139

.3r243,062

.31503,243

.33198,2!»4

.32522,615

.31575,355

.30655,684

.28983,272

.28003.161

.27056,194

.26141,250

.25257,247

.24366,872

.23420,685

.22528,543

.21662.061

.20828,904

.20502,817

.10610,021

.18775,044

.17066 649
•17192,870

.17265,741

.16443,563

.15660,536

.14014,797

.14204,668

.12274,077

.11670,318

.10023.886

.10305,652

.09722,219

41
42
43
44
45

.3'i334,605

.3.5448,483

.34583,886

.33740,376

.32017,440

.20762,800

.28895,922

.28054,204

.27237,178

.26443,862

.24403.137

.23577,010

.22780 ,5!)0

.22010,231

.21265,924

.20027,702

.10257,403

.18516,820

.17804,635

.17110,841

.16462,507

.15744,026

.15066,054

.14417,276

.137116,437

.13528,160

.12883.062

.12270,440

.11686,133

.11129,661

.09171,005

.08652.740

.08162,962

.07700,008

.07265,007

46
47
48
49
50

.32114,-576

.31.331,2!)4

.30567.116

.20821,576

.20094,221

.25673,6.52

.24!)25,877

.24109,880

.23105,029

.22810,708

.20546,787

.19851,968

.19180,645

.18532,024

.17905,337

.16461.386

.15828,256

.15210.476

.146.34,112

.14071,262

.13202 332

.126.33,810

.12080,771

.11560,168

.11070,965

.10599,668

.10004,921

.00614,211
00156,391
08720,373

.06853,781

.06465,831

.06000,840

.05754,566

.06428,836

51
52
53
54
65

.28.384,606

.2 .-6 12 ,293

.27016,876

.20357,928

.25.15,052

.22143,318

.21501,280

.20875,029

.20267.019

.19676,717

.17209,843

.16714,824

.16149.589

.15603,467

.15075,814

.13530,059

.13009.672

.12609,,300

.12028,173

.11565,651

.10504 226

.101-38,014

.00701.449

.00283 683

.08883,907

.08306,117

.07! 00,635

.07532,086

.07174,272

.06832,640

.05121,544

.04831,645

.04558,156

.04300,147

.04056,742

56
57
6S
5)
60

.2-5087.855

.24475,;)57

.23878,082

.23206,568

.22728,350

.19103,609

.18547,193

.18003,084

.17482,.508

.16973,309

.14566,004

.14073,433

.1*507,520

.13137.701

.12693,431

.11120.722

.10603,002

.10281,733

.00886.282

.00606,040

.08501,347

.08135,260

.07784,038

.07440,701

.07128,001

.06507,276

.06107,406

.06002,201

.05621,230

.06353,652

.03827,116

.03610,486

.03406,119

.03213,-320

,03031,434

61
62
63
64
65

.22174,009

.21633,179

.21105,541

.20590,771

.20088,5.57

.16478,041

.1-5998,972

.1:3532.982

.1,5080,51)5

.14641,325

.12264,184

.11840,453

.11448,747

.11061,501

.10687,528

.00140,423

.08788,868

.08450,8-35

.08125,803

.07813,272

.06821,915

.06,528,148

.06247,0.32

.06!>78,021

.05720,504

.05008.621

.04855,830

.04624,600
04404,381
.04104,648

.02850,843

.02607 ,0(i5

.02545,2.50

.02401,179

.02265,264

66
67
68
69
70

.10598.593

.10120,578

.18654,223

.18109,242

.17765,358

.14214,879

.13800,853

.13398,887

.1.3008,628

.12620,738

.10-326,114

.00976,922

.00639,538

.09313,5()3

.08998,612

.07512,760

.07223,800

.06045,070

.Ot)t578,818

.06421,940

.0.5474.253

.05238,510

.05012,!i37

.04797,069

.04690,497

.03004.003

.03804,670

.03623,405

.03450,048

.03286,617

.02137,041

.02016,077

.01001,059

.01794,301

.01692,737
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III.— Table s/iowing the Amount of Annuity of ^\ j^r Annum, improved at Compound IntmM, at 2 J, 3,

3^, 4, 4^, 5, and 6 per cent at the end of each year, from 1 to 70.

Years

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35

37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50

61
52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
60

61
62
63
64
65

66
67

2^ per cent.

1.00000,000
2.02500,000
3.075(52,500

4.15251,552
5.25632,852

6.38773,673
7.54743,015
8.73oU.5!X)
9.95451,880

1120338.177

12.48346,631
13.;!i555,297

1514044,179
16.518;)o,284

17.93192,666

19.38022,483
20.80473,045
22.38834,871
23.94600,743
25.54465,761

27.18327,405
28.86285,590
3)58442,730
32.34'.X)3,798

3415776,393

36.01170,803
37.91200,073
39 85980,075
41 85829,577
43.90270,316

46.00027,074
48.15027,751
50.35403.445
52.61288,531
54.92820,744

57.30141,263
59.73394,794
62.22729,664
64.78297,906
67.40255,354

70.08761 ,737

72.83.)80,781

75.66080,3.0
78.55232,-308

81.51613,116

84.55403,443
87.6t}788,529

90.85958,243
94.13107,199
97.48434,879

100 92145,751
104.44449,395
108.055*30,629
111.7.')699,645

115.55092,13i3

119.43969,440
123.425t58,676

127 5113;i,893

131.69911,216
135.9!)li-)8,995

140.39137,970
144.;X)llt5,419

14!i 52.3(19 ,,330

154 26l;8,.5(>3

159.11833,027

164.09628,853
169.1!)8(>;t/)74

174.428(^,313
179.78937,971
185.28411,421

3 per cent.

1.00000,000
2.a3ooo,ooo
3 0..0.'X),000

4 18332,700
5.30913,581

6.46840,988
7.6624).218
8.8!)233.605

10.15910,613
11.43387,931

12.80779,569
14.1;;202.!i56

15.61779,045
17.08632,416
18.5!«91,389

20 15688,130
21 7615S,774
23.41443,577
25.11G8'>,844

26.87037,449

28.67648,572
30.53378,030
32 45288,370
34.42647,022
30.45926,432

38 55304,225
40.70963,352
42.93092,252
45.21885,020
47.57541,571

50.00267,818
62.50275,852
65.07784,128
67.73017,652
60.46208,181

63 27594,427
66.17422,259
69.15944,927
72.23423,275
75.40125,973

78.66329,753
82.02319,645
85.48389,234
89 04840,1(11

92.71986,139

96.50145,723
100.39650,0!»5

104.40839,598
108.54064,785
112.79686,729

117.18077,331
121.6!)619,651

126.34708,240
131.13749,488
136.07161,972

141.15376,831
146..38838.136

151.78003,280
157.33343 ,.379

163.05343,680

168.94503,991
175.0133:).110

181.2(5379.284

187.70170,662
194.33275,782

201.16274,055
208.197(i2,277

215,443.55,145
222 !iO«)a"),8ftO

230 6:;406,374

3j per cent.

1.00000,000
2.<>3"j00,0n0

3.1(K322,500

4.2144,287
5.36246,588

6J)50L5.218
7.77940,751
9.05168,677 .

10.33849,581
'

11.73139^16

1314199,192
14.60196,164
16.11303,0.30

17.676!e,6.36

19.29668,088

20.97102,971
22.70501,575
24.49969,1,30

26.35718,050
28.27968,181

30.26947,068
32.32890,215
34 .46<M 1,373

35 63052,821
38 94985,669

41.31310,168
43.75906,024
46.29062,734
48.91079,930
51.62267,728

54.42947,098
57.33450,247
60.34121,005
63.45315,240
66.67401,274

70.00760,318
73.45786,930
77.02889,472
80.72490,604
84.55027,775

88.50953,747
92.60737,128
5)6.848(52,928

101.23833,130
105.78167,290

110.48403,146
115.35097,255
120.38825,659
125.60184,557

130.99791,016

136.58283,702
142.36323,631
148 34594,958
154.53805,782
160.94688,984

167.58003,099
174 445.33,207

181.550!(1,869

188.!(O52O,0a5

196.61688,288

204.394!r7,378

212.54879,786
220.!i8.8()0,579

229.72258 ,5!»9

238.76 87,650

248.11967,718
267.80.376,2.38

267.8268",406
278.20083,536
288.93786,469

4 per cent.

1.00000,000
104000,000
812100,000
4.24646 400
6.41632,266

6.63297,646
7.8982!i.448

9.21422,626
10.58279/j31
1200610,712

13.48636,141
15.02580,646
16.62683,768
18.29191,119
20.02358,764

21.82453,114
23.69751,239
25.64541,288
27.67122,940
29.77807,858

31.96920,172
34 24796,979
36.61788,858
39.08260,413
41.64590,830

44.31174,463
47.08421,441
49.96758,299
52.96628,631
66.08403,776

69.32833,527
62.70146,868
66.20952.743
69.857!i0,853

73.65222,487

77.69831,387
81.70224,642
85.97033,628
90.40914,973
95.02551,572

99.82653,635
104.8195!t,780

110.01238,171
115,41287,698»
121.02939,206

126.87056,774
l;32.9453!i,045

13!t.26320,607

145 83373,431
152.66708,368

159.77376,703
167.16471,771
174.85130,642
182.84535,868
191.15917,302

199 80553,994
208.79776 154
218.14!t67,200

227.87,566,888

237.99068,524

248.51031,266
259.46072,516
270.82875,416
282 (56190,433

294.96838,050

307.76711,572
321.07780,035
834 92091,236
349.81774,886
364.29045,881

4} per cent.

1.00000,000
2.(M6nO,000
3.13702,600

4.2781;M12
6.47070,973

6.71689,166
8 01!16.179
9.88001,362

10.80211,428
12.28820 ,!'37

13.84117,879
16.46403,184
17.15! 91 ,827

18.93210,!!37

20.78405,429

22.n933,673
24.74170,689
26.85.508,370

29.06356,246
31.37142,277

33.78313,680
86.30337,796
38.! 3702,!»96

41.68919,631
44.56521,014

47.57064,460
60.71132,361
63.99333 317
67.42503,316
61.00706,966

64.76238,779
68.66624,524
72.75622,628
77.03025,646
81.49661,800

86.16396,581
91.04134,427
96.13820,476

101.46442,398
107.03032,306

112.84668,759
118.ii2478 854
125.27640,402
131.91384,220
138.84996,510

146.09821.353
153.67263,314
161.587i«,163
16!».85!:35.720

178.50302,828

187.53566,466
l!l6.!i747(),!46

2(H; 83863,408
217.14(537,261

227.!»1796,938

239.17426,755
250.!fc3710,96!(

2(53.22.(2-,!(53

276.07 46!(,7 10

289.49796 ,3!r7

303.52536,190
318.18400,319

34!l.60<i68,6O8

868.28783,096

888.71863,335
401.9858(!,735

421 .()7,523, 1.38

441.023(il,679

461.86967.966

6 per cent.

1.00000,(100

2.06(lOO/)00

3.1&2&0,000
4.31012,500
6.62563,126

6.80191.281
8.14200,845
9.64!tl0,888

11.02656,432
12.57789,264

14.20678,716
15.91712,662
17.712!«,286
19.59863.lfKt

21.57856,859

23.65749.177
25.8403(5,636

28.13238,467
30..5.3!!004! 1

33.066!!6,410

35.71925,181
38.5(621,440
41.43047,512
44.50199,887
47.72709,882

61.11345,376
64.e6!il2,645

68.40258,277
62.32271,191

66.43884,760

70.76078 988
76.29882.936
80.06377,083
85.066!i5,!)37

90.32030,734

95.83632.271
101.62813,884
107.70964,679
114.09602,808
12<J.79977,423

127.83976,294
i;i5.2317o,109

142.99333,864
151.14300,658
159.70015,586

168.68516,366
178.11942,185
188 0253!»,2!«

198.42666,257

209.34799,670

220.81539,648
232.85616,526
245.4!ie97,.352

258.773!(2,220

272.71261,831

287.34824,922
302.71666,168
818.86144,477
335.79401,700
353.68371,786

372.28290,376
891.876f«,8!3

412.46!«5,188
434.09334.3!«
466.79601,116

480.63791,170
606.66l«0,729
681.96829,7tt5

66O4SA0H6,254

688.62861 /)66

6 per cent.

1.00000/100
2.06000,000
8.18360,000
4 37461.000
6.68709,296

6.97681,864
83:883,766
9.8!!746,79l

11.4!>131,698

1318079,494

14.97164,264
16.86.')M,120

18.88213.767
21 .01606 6! -a

23.27696,968

25.67252,806
28.21287,976
80.90565,266
33.759<i!t,lT0

86.78659,120

39 9!i272.668

43.3: 22! ',028
46.9fi582.769

50.81557,735
64.86461,200

69.16638 272
63.70676,668
68.52811.1(2
73.6397!>,832

79.05818,622

84.80167,739
90.88977,803
97.84316,471

104.18376,460
111.43477,967

119.12066,606
127.26811,806
186.90420,678
146.06846,818
164.7t>l96^

166.04768,356
176.96054,457
187.60767,724
199.76808,188
212.74861,879

226.60812,463
241.0!i861,209

266 56462.882
272.95840,056
290 83690,468

808.75606,886
828.28142,239
348.97880,778
370.91700,620

394.17202,667

418.82284,816
444.96168,!«6
472.6487!»/)a9

502.00771.782

633.12818,069

666.11687.174
601.08282 404
688.14779349
677.48666,110
7l9.06286,0ra

768.22788,2«1
810.02150.286
8.'>!t.622T!i.24»

fll2.20016/)04

067.93216,964
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IV.— Table sltowirifj the Present Value of an Annuity of $1 per Annum, to continue for any given number of
years,from 1 to 70, reckoning Comfwund Interest at 2^, 3, 3^, 4, 4.J, 5, ami 6 per cent.

Years. 2i per cent. 3 per cent. 3i per cent. 4 per cent. 4J per cent. 6 per cent. 6 per cent.

1

2
3
4
5

0.97560,076
1.02742,415
2 85602,356
3.7611)7 421
4.64582,849

0.97087,379
1.01346,069
2.82881,135
3.71709,840
4.57970,719

0.06618,357
1.80060,427

2.80183,608
3.67307,^21

4.51505,237

0.96153,846
1.88609,467
2.77500,103
3.62;i89,522

4.45182,233

0.96693,780
1.87266,775
2.748!»6,435

3.58752,570
4.38997,674

0.95238,00.1

1.85941,043
2.72324,803
3.545:5.050

^947,667

0.r4-3.30,623

1.83330,267
2.67301,105
3.4&'-)10.561

4.21236,378

6
7

8
9

10

5.50812,536
6.34:39,060
7.17013,717
7.97086,553
8.75206,393

5.41719,144
6.23028,2 (5

7 0l!)6 1,219

7.78610,802
8.53020,284

5.32855,.302

6.11454.318
6.873 5,553
7.60768.651
8.31660,532

6.24213,686
6 00205,487
6.73274^88
7.4.3533,161

8.11089,578

5.15787,248
5.89270,004
6.50588,607
7.26879,049
7.91271,818

5.0756",207
5.786.37 ,.340

6.46321,276
7.10782.167

7.72173,403

4 917.32,432

5..58238,144

6.20979.381
6.80169,227
7,36008,706

11
12
13
14
15

9.51420,871
10.25776,460
10.!)8318,4:>7

11.69091,217
12.38137,773

9.25202,410
9.05400.3 «

10.634.)5,.532

11.20607,312
11.93793,507

9.00155,103
9.663.33,4a3

10.30273,848
10.02052,027
10.51741,089

8.76047,671
9.38507.376
9.98564,785

10.56312,203
11.11838,744

8.52891,692
9.11858,078
9.68285,242

10.22282.528
10.73:54,573

8.30641,422
8.86325,164
9.39357,299
9.89864,094

10.37966,804

7.88687,457
8.38384,393
8.85268,206
9.20498,392
9.71224,898

16
17
18
19
20

13.05500,266
13.71219,772
14.35336.383
14.07889,1.34

15.58916,228

12.56110,201
13 16811,845
13.75351.308
14.32379,i)09

14.87747,484

12.00411,681
12.65132,058
13.18.068,172

13.70983,741
14.21240,330

11.65229,561
12.16566,888
12.65.029,698

13133!»3,940
13.59032,635

11.25401,506
11.70710,143
12 15999 180
12.50329,359
13.00793,646

10.83776,956
11.27406,625
11.68958,690
12.08532,086
12.46221,034

10.10589,626
10.47725,f>68

10.82760,347
11.15811,648
11.46992,121

21
22
23
24
26

16.18454,857
16.76;)J3,824

17.33214,048
17.88498,583
18.42437,642

15.41502,412
15.93601,662
16.44380,837
16.03554,210
17.41314,766

14.69797,420
15.16712,483
15.62041,047
16.05836,760
16.48151,459

14.02915,905
14.45111,534
14.85884,187
15.24696,314
15.62207,!.96

13.40472,388
13.78442,476
14 14777,489
14.49547,837
14.82820,896

12.82115.271
13.16300,258
13.48857,388
13.70864,179
14.09394,457

11.76407,661
12.04158,171
12.30337,897
12.55035,752
12.78335,615

26
27
28
2!)

30

18.95061,114
19.46401,087
19.96488,865
20.45354,091
20.93029,259

17.87684,231
18.32705,145
18.78410,820
19 18845,456
19.60044,132

16.89035,226
17.28533,450
17.66701,884
18.03576,700
18.39204,541

15.98276,918
16.32058,575
16.66306,.322

16.98371,464
17.29203,350

15.14661.145
15 45130,282
15.74287,351
16 02188,853
16.28888,854

14.27518,530
U.64303,362
14.80812,726
15.14107,368
16.37245,103

13.00316.618
13 21053,413
13.40616,428
13.59072,101
13.76483,115

31
32
33
34
35

21.39540,741
21.84:»17,796

22.29188,003
22.72378,628
23.14515,734

20.00042,847
20.38876,550
20.76570,175
21.13183,665
21.48722,004

18.73827,576
19.06886,547
19.3!:020,818

19.70068,423
20.00066,109

17.58849,356
17.87355,150
18.14764,537
18.41119,776

18.66461,323

16.54439,095
16.78889,086
17.02286,207
17.24675,796
17.46101,240

15.50281,060
15.80267,667
16.00254,921
16.l02ii0,401

16.37419,429

13.92908,699
14.08404,338
14.23022,961
14.36814,114
14.49824,636

36
37
38
39
40

23.55625,107
23.:'5751,811

24.34860,304
24.73034,443
25.19277,505

21.83225,247
22.16723,541
22.49246,156
22.80821,510
23.11477,196

20.29049,381
20.57052,542
20.84108,736
21.10249,987
21.35507,234

18.90828,199
19.14257,880
19.38786,424
19.68448,484
19.79277,389

17.66604,058
17.86223,979
18.04999,023
18.22965,572
18.40158,442

16 54685,171
16.71128,734
1686780,271
17.01704,067
17.15908,636

14.62008,713
14.73678,031
14.84601.916
14.94907.468
15.04629,687

41
42
43
44
46

25.46612,200
25.82060,683
26.16644,569
26.50384 ,:)45

26.83302,386

23.41239,995
23.70135.917
23.!)81!)0,211

24.25427,389
24.51871,251

21.59910,371
21.83488,281
22.06268^70
22.28270)l02
22.49545,026

19 99.305,181

20.18562,674
20.37079,4!H
20.54884,129
20.72003,970

18.56610.949
18 72354,976
18.87421,029
19.01838,306
19.15634,742

17.29436,796
17.42320.758
17.54501,198
17.66277,331
17.77406,982

15.1.3801,591

15.22454,331
15 30617,204
15.38318,202
16.45583 209

46
47
48
49
50

27.15416,962
• 27.46748,255
27.77315.371
28.07136,!)47

28.38231,168

24.77544,904
25.02470,780
25.26670,t560

25.50165,689
25.72976,397

22.70091,812
22.80!)43,780

23.09124,426
2327656,449
23.45561,787

20.88465,356
21 .042! 3,612
21.1i)513,088

21.34147,200
21.48218,462

19.28837,074
19.41470,884
19.53560,655
19.65129,813
19.76200,778

17 88006,650
1708101,571
18.07715,782
18.16872,173
18.26592,546

15.52436,090
15.58902,821
15 65002.661
15.70757,227
15.76186,063

51
52
53
54
55

28.64615,774
28.92308,072
29.19324,948
29.45682,877
29.71397,928

25.95122,716
26.16623,01.6

26.37499,025
26.57766,043
26.77442,761

23.62861,630
23.79576,454
23.95726,043
24.11320,,'-,10

24.26405,323

21.61748,521
21.74758,193
21.87267,493
21.99206,667
22.10861,218

19.86795,003
12.96033.017
20.06634,466
20.15018,149
20.24802,067

18.33897,663
18.41807,208
18.4! 340,284
18.56514,556
18.63347,196

15.81307,607
15 86139,252
15 90607,407
15.04997,564

15.99054,296

56
5r
58

60

29.06485,784
30.20i)61,740

30.41840,722
30.68137,200
30.90865,649

26.96540,370
27.15003,563
27.33100,546
27.50583,055
27.67556.364

24.40971,327
24.55044,760
24.68642,281
24.81770,081
24.94473,412

22.21981,940
22 32674,943
22.42056,676
22,52842,057
22.62348,997

20.33303,404
20.41438.664
20.49223,602
20.66673,303
20.63802,204

18.69854,473
18.76051.879
18.81064,170
18.87575,400
18.92928,963

16.02881,412
16.08491,808
16.0081^8.017

16.13111,336
16 16142,770

61
62
63
64
65

31.13039,657
31.34672,836
31.55778,377
31.76389,148
31.C6457,706

27.84035,304
8.00034,276

28.15567,258
28.30647,823
28.45289,149

25.06737,596
25.18587,049
25.30035,706
25.41097,388
25.51784,916

22 71489,421
22.80278,289
22.88729,124
22.96854,027
23.04668,199

20.70624.119
20.77152,267
20.83399,298
20.89377,319
20.95097,913

18.98027,574
19.02883,404
19,07608,003
19.11912,384
19.16107,033

16.19002,613
16.21700,579
16 24245,829
16.26647,008
16.28912,272

66
67
68
69
70

32.16056,208
32.35176,876
32.53831,099
32.72030,341
32.89785,698

28.59504,028
28.73304,881
28.86703,768
28.90712,306
29.12342,132

25.62111,030
25.72087,051
25.81727,489
25.91041,053
26.00039,664

23 12180,959
23.10404,768
23 26350,739
23.3.3029,556

23.39451,497

21.00572,165
21.05810,685
21.10823,622
21.15620,691
21.20211,187

19.20101,936
10,23006,606
10.27530.101
19 30!)81,048

19.54267,665

1631049,313
16..^3065,390

16.34907,349
16.36761,650
16.33454,387
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Interpolate, to add to an original ; to alter a
book or manuscript.

Interpreter, a linguist; a translator of lan-

guages in law courts, or for travellers, etc. ; one
who explains between two parties.

Intersect, to divide into parts ; to meet and
cross eacli other.

Interstice, a small intervening space ; the space
between one thing and another.

Intertie, horizontal timber framed between two
posts.

lutervie^v, a meeting of parties ; a conference.
Interweave, to insert together ; to intermix or

unite in texture or con.struction.

Intestate, dying without having made a will.

Intimation, an indirect suggestion or notice
given ; a declaration or remark.
Intoxicate, to make drunk.
Introduce, to bring into notice or practice.

Introduction, a preface or preliminary disser-

tation to a book.— The act of bringing into a
country. — Ushering an individual into the pres-

ence of another personally or by letter.

Intruder, one who forces his way in uninvited
;

one who enters a manufactory or place of business
without permission previously obtained.

Inulin, a starch obtained from the dandelion
and other plants.

Invalid, weak, worn out, or disabled. — Of no
weight or cogency.
Invalidity, the absence of legal right ; infor-

mality.

Invalid's Chair, a chair for wheeling out infirm

or sick persons in the open air ; or a chair capable
of assuming and retaining any required position,

from the erect to the prone.
Invention, the action or operation of inventing,

or of finding out something new ; the contrivance
of that which did not before exist. Incention is the

creation or construction of sometliing which has
not before existed ; fiiscoren/ is the making mani-
fest something which has hitherto been unknown.
Galileo invented the telescope ; Harvey discovered

the circulation of the blood. — The skill or inge-

nuity displayed in the contrivance of anything
new.
Inventor, a contriver ; a discoverer or maker

of something new.
Inventory, a schedule or list of the goods,

wares, and merchandise, credits, and assets of a
merchant, made out in minute detail, each article

being set down separately, and separately valued
according to its then actual cash value ; the whole
list being then entered in a book called an inven-

tory book. Some merchants make out inventories

more frequently, but usually they are made out at

the close of each year. — T. McElrath.

,
Inverness. See Great Britain (Seaports).

Investigation, a searching inquiry.

Investigator, an examiner ; one charged to look

into anything, as the state of affairs of a company
or firm.

Investment, money put out at interest in some
public stock or association, or in the purchase of

houses or land, etc.

Invoice, a mercantile document containing a
description of goods sold or consigned, with an ac-

count of the charges, if any, that are made against

the buyer or consignee. Inland /. are generally

made out in the form of bills of parcels, contain-

ing in the title the place, date, and names of the

parties. Shipping or exportation /. are usually

headed with a short account of the goods, the

names of the vessel and captain, the port of des-

tination, the name of the consignee, and a specifi-

cation of the account on which the g<Mids are sent.

All exportation /., whose total value is not under
.?100, must be certified by an American consul.
An exportation /., carelessly prepared, or worried

without due regard to the requisites of the Ameri-
can custom-house regulations, is perhaps the most
frequent source of difficulties in the entry of im-
ported goods. Importers can easily guanl them-
selves against the vexatious difliculties, harassing
delays, and even losses, resulting from a defective
/.. by giving careful attention to the Consular Rtg-
ulalions relatiii'i to tli>' Auflienticalion of I., prescribed
by the President of the U. States, Oct 1, 1870,
that we here give in full :

—
All / of importationx from countrien In which there are

such officers, must, before shipment of the merchandi.'<e, be
produced to and authenticated by the U. States Consular Offi-

cer nearest the place of shipment for the U. States. — By the
place of shipment, is meant the place where the merchandise
has been manufactured, flnisbed, or finally prepared for ex-
portation, and where the journey to the II States commences;
and is not necessarily the place where it is actually put on
board ship. Countries adjacent to the U. States are excepted
from the above rules. The authentication tA^r^may be by the
Consular Officer at or nearest to the port or place of clearance
for the latter. — All such /. must be triplicate ; the three cop-
ies to be regarded as one I., and subject to only one charge for

consular certificate. — The authentication must be by certifi-

cate under the consular seal, and must be either indorsed on
each copy of the inyoice, or attached by tape, cord, or ribbon,
pskssed under the seal in such manner as to secure intej^rity.

The certificate must state that the /. has been produced to the
officer certifyin); ; also the date of such production, the name
and identity of the person producing, and the intended port of
destination of the merchandi.«e in the U. States, as declared by
such person. It is desirable that it should also, as far as prac-

ticable, indicate the facts in regard to market values at the
principal markets of the country, of all merchandise the duty
on which is in any respect or part ba.<ieLi on such values. —
The act of March 3, 1865, fully recognizes the solemnity of
these certificates, and the Importance of consular fidelity in re-

gard to them ; but Consular Officers are not to con^idcr them-
selves authorized under its provisions absolutely to withhold
their certificates, evrn when they believe the cost or market
values set forth in the /. to be too low ; but in such ca*es they
will, on due investigation, certify on the /. what, in their

opinion, is such true market value, and let the importer take

the hazard of satisfying Customs Officers of the contrary. — To
fiicilitate this, it is recommended that every /. should, upon
its face, at the right-hand m.-irgin, have a blank column tor

"consular corrections of i. ;" in which, when he deems it

necessary, the Consul may enter in figures what he regards aa

the true values at the principal markets of the country, and
certify accordingly, as set forth in Forms. — It is the duty of

Consular Officers to acquaint themselves as thoroughly as pos-

sible with market values at the principal markets of their dis-

tricts ; with the weights, measures, tares, bounties, etc., there

used ; and in general with all requisites to enable them to cer-

tify intelligently. They may retain /. for a reasonable time

for proper inquiry.

To judge correctly the market value of any given article, it

will often be important to inquire carefully a« to prices in sale*

thereof for other markets than our own. When the U. States

are the principal consumers, and fictitious sales to create nom-
inal values are detected. Consuls should nscertiin the actual

cost of production, and add the customary percentage for

profits. In such cases especial care is enjoined as to certifi-

cates. — They will, in all proper cases, require samples of the

merchandise to be deposited with them, especially when the

invoice descriptions of merchandise are not specific and
full enough to enable them, or Customs Officers, intelligently

to judge of the market value without inspeotion of the mer-

chandise itself. It is particularly enjoined upon Consular Offi-

cers at I»ndon, Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow, Itelfast, Paris,

Lyons, Zurich. Basle, Aix-la Chapelle, Berlin, Uipslc, Drea-

den, Vienna. Frankfort, and Brussels, gtHtrally to require

samples of all merchandise imported from there, of a nature to

be sampled. All samples must be accompanied by a card or

statement, which, if practicable, shall be attached •'"•r^;

containing the particulars indicated on the Form prBScribed

by the Department, including the certificate at the bottom

thereof, which must be signed by the shipper or hia agent

;

and samples of textiles must be of such siae as may he Indi-

cated by the proper revenue officer of the Treasury Depart-

ment. All samples must be carefully preserved, together with

the cards or statements accompanying them, ami must not be

suffered to be inspected or seen by others than officers or

agents of the Oov.-rnment, except in cases of exhibition for the

purpose of ascertiining or establishing the market value or

price; In which case the name of the shipper will not be made

known. — Every /. niuat be signed by the owners or •bippers
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of the merchandise invoiced, if the same has been actually pur-

chased ; or by the manufacturers or owners, if the same has

been otherwise obtained ; or, if in either case this is impracti-

cable, then by a duly authorized agent. — It must, when pro-

duced to the Consul, be indorsed with a declaration signed by
such purchaser, manufacturer, owner, or agent, setting forth

(n) That it is in all respects true. (6) That no different /. of

the articles therein mentioned has been, or will be furnished

to anyone, (c) That it sets forth the actual quantity, respec-

tively, of all articles therein named, which are subject to spe-

cific duty. {/I) That as to all articles therein named, which are

Rubject,either wholly or partly, to a duty ba.sed upon their val

ue, and obtained by purc/iase, it contains a true and full state-

ment of the time and place of purcha-^e. their actual cost, and
all charges upon them in the currency p;iid therefor ; and wk'.n

otherwise obtained, the actual market value thereof, respective-

ly, at the principiil markets of the country in which they were
obtained or manufactured, (e) That no discounts, bounties,

or drawbacks are contained in .said I. but such as have been
actually allowed. — This declaration on the part of the owner,
manufacturer, purcha.ser, or agent,whether under oath or not, is

the verification of the invoice before shipment, recognized and
pre.scribed by the acts of March 3, 18t)3, and March 3, 18(55,

and must not be confounded with consular authentication. —
The declaration should, if possible, be made by the actual
owner, manufacturer, or shipper of the merchandi.se. No
agent must be permitted to make this declaration, or otherwise
Verify the /., without having first filed with the Consul a duly
executed power of attorney, authorizing him to act for and bind
his principal. — When a verification by oath or affirmation of
the owner, shipper, manufacturer, or agent, is deemed necessary

by the ConsuUr Oiflcer, the affiant may, in countries where an
oith, to be of legal force, must be taken before a local magis-
trate, or other officer, take the same before any such officer.

The language and form of the oath, if taken bv foreigners,

should be those of their country. For the authentication of a
signature in these ca-ses, the fee of two dollars, prescribed by the
consular tariff, is to be charged. — Consular Oiflcers are forbid-

den to be in. any way interested in the fees, or to interfere with
the selec ion of such magistr.ite, or other officer. They may,
in their di-scretion, on points on which they are in doubt, ex-

amine experts and others, either on affidavit or orally, with-
out chirge or expense to the U. States Government. — One /.

must not embrace merchandise shipped by two or more ves-

sels. Every /. must truly state quantities in the weights and
measures of the country or place from which the importations
are made, without respect to those of the U. States, and should
Bet forth the quantity by weight of all woollen, worsted, mo-
hair, and mixed goods (excepting carpeting and bunting) ; also

of cotton bagging, of crinoline, corset, and hat steel wire, and
the quantity by weight, measure, or tale, respectively, of all

other goods the duty of which is estimated partly on either
weight, measure, or tale. — When the value of a foreign cur-
rency mentioned in the invoice is not fixed by U. States laws,

as set forth in the " Table of Equivalents," or shall have de-
preciated, or have been deba.sed sub.sequently to the passage
of such laws, the invoice must be accompanied by a consular
certificate, showing the value of such currency in U. States
silver dollars. No such certificates are required as to invoices

of Swiss goods, made out in the franc federal ; the franc of
France being the standard value thereof. — The Consular Offi-

cer must return one of the triplicates to the person producing
them ; file one in his office for careful preservation ; and, as
soon as practicable, transmit the remaining one directly to the
collector of the port of destination of the merchandise, either
by the miuster of the vessel in which shipment is made, or by
mail, and without the intervention of any party in interest.

—

If a Consular Officer ascertains and has reliable evidence of
the falsity of an oath, administered either by himself or by a
local magistrate whose certificate he has authenticated, he
should notify the Treasury Department ; which will transmit
to him the original /. and oath, to be used, if deemed expe-
dient, in a prosecution for perjury. He should also promptly
inform the Treisury Department, and the collector of the port
to which goods may be destined, of all errors and frauds dis-

covered in /. that have been certified by him.

CERTIFICATE TO INVOICE.

Foreign ovoner'^s oath where gnodx, wares, or merrhnndife
have been arluallij purchased

.

I, , do solemnly and truly swear, that the
goods, wares, or merchandise described in the invoice now
produced, and hereunto annexed, were actunlly purchased for

my account, or for account of myself and partners in the said
purcha.se: and that said invoice contains a true and faithful
account of the actual cost thereof, and of all charges thereon ;

and that no discounts, bounties, or drawbacks, are cont;iined
in the said invoice but such us have been actually allowed on
the same.

Sworn to and subscribed before me, at , the day
of A D., 18— , and of the independence of the United
States the : and I do further lerfifv, that I am fatis-

fied that , who subscribes the foregoing oath, is

the person he represents himself to be ; that he is a credible
person ; and that the statements made by him under said oath
(or affirmation, as the case may be) are true.

[L. s.] U. S. Consul.

CERTIFICATE TO INVOICE

Foreign manufacturer or owner^s oath, in cases where goods,
wares, or merchandise have nut been actually purchased

.

I, , of , do solemnly and truly swear,
that the invoice now produced, and hereunto annexed, con-
tains a true and faithjufc account of the goods, wares, or mer-
chandise therein descnoed at their market value at , at
the time the same were (procured or manufactured, as the case
may be), and of all charges thereon ; and that the said invoice
contains no discounts, bounties, or drawbacks, but such as
have been actually allowed.

daySworn and subscribed before me, at , the •

of , A.D., 18— , and of the independence of the United
States of America the : and I further certify, that 1 am
satisfied that , who subscribes the foregoing oath,
is the person he represents him.eelf to be ; that he is a credible

perfon ; and that the statements made by him under said oath
(or affirmation, as the case may be) are true.

[L.S.] U. S. Consul.

Invoice-Book, the book in which are copied
or posted the originals of bills and invoices of mer-
chandise purchased or received.

Involved, embarrassed by debts or liabilities.

Iodine, an elementary substance obtained b}' a
cliemical process from kelp, from soap-makers'
black ash, or from the residuary kelp-liquor of
the soap-boilers. It is soft and friable, of a blu-

ish-black color, and metallic lustre, sp. gr. 4.946.

It is extremely volatile. Its smell resembles that

of diluted chlorine ; its taste is acrid. It is slightly

soluble in water, but dissolves readily in ether,

alcohol, and in the aqueous solutions of hydriodic
acid and of iodide of potassium. With starch,

free /. produces a beautiful blue color, so that a
solution of starch gives the best test for its pres-

ence. If the presence of a soluble iodide is sus-

pected, a small quantity of chlorine-water added
displaces the /. from combination, and renders it

capable of acting upon the starch. It is said that

/. may thus be detected when dissolved in one
million parts of water. /. combines with hydro-
gen to form hydriodic arid, and with oxygen to

form iodic acid. If finely powdered /. is put into

caustic ammonia, it is in part dissolved ; the re-

mainder is left as a dark powder, the iodide of ni-

trofjen wliich, on being separated by a filter and
dried on bibulous paper, forms an exceedingly ex-

plosive compound, a slight jar or the touch of a
feather being sufficient to explode it. I. forms com-
pounds with many of the metals, some of which
are remarkable for their brilliant colors, and oth-

ers are of great value in the arts and in medicine.

/. and most of its compounds are irritant poison.
— Imp. duty : crude, free ; resublimed, 76 cts. per
lb. ; salts of, 16 per cent.

I. O. U. (I owe you), an acknowledgment or

indebtedness for money or goods lent.

Iowa, a Western State of the American Union,
situated between lat. 40° 20' and 43° 30' N., Ion
00° 12' and 06° 38' W. It is bounded N. by Min-
nesota, E. by the Mississippi, which separates it

from Illinois and Wisconsin, S. by Missouri, and
W. by the Missouri and Big Sioux Kivers, which
separate it from Nebraska and Dakota. Greatest

length from K. to W., 307 m. ;
greatest breadth,

196 m.; area, 55,045 sq. m. The State is divided

into 99 counties. Des Moines, its capital, is a

thriving city, situated at the head of navigation

of the Des Moines River, 300 m W. of Chicago

;

pop. 20,000. The other principal cities of /. arc:

Burlington (pop. 26,000); Cedar Rapids (8,000) {
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Clinton (8,000); Council Bluffs (12,000); Dav-
enport (25,000); Dubuque (20,000); Iowa City
(8,000); Keokuk (14,000); Muscatine (8,500);
Ottumwa (7,000) ; Waterloo (0,000). The total
pop. of /., which was 43,112 in 1840, 192,214
in 1860, 674,913 in 1800, and 1,194,020 in 1870
is now about 1,500,000.

The surface of /. is somewhat elevated and generally undu-
lating. It has no mountains, nor even hills, of any great
height. Table ^ound, a conical elevation with a flat suuiuiit,
three or four miles from Dubuque, is about 500 feet high. On
the borders of the rivers there are frequent " bluffs." which
are generally from 40 to 130 feet high. The highest ground in
the State is a plateau in the N. W., called Coteau ties Prairies,
which enters it from Minnesota. The S. part of the State
abounds with grassy lawns and verdant plains, intersected by
numerous rivers, the chief of which are the Des Moines, the

Skunk, the Iowa, and the
Red Cedar (a branch of
Jowa) Rivers, which How
into a S. K. direction into
the Mississippi. The banks
of almost all of these rivers
are skirted with belts of
wood. The distinguishing
feature, however, of I. is

its unique and admirably
diversified prairies, some-
times iiprcading out into
vast plains. From the
scarcity of wood, the
scenery l)ecomes weari-
some and tame. In the
N. part, however, the sur-
face is more elevated, the
tops of hills are covered

with towerinfjToaks, and the rivers tumble over precipitous ledges
and craggy rocks. The soil of /. is generally fertile, and of easy
cultivation, and no State in the Union has a smaller proportion
of inferior land. The climate is generally healthful, and highly
favorable for agricultural operations. The peach generally
blossoms iu mid April, and wheat ripens early in August. The
winter is occasionally severe, but the severity is not so great as
is usual in the same latitude. The summer, also, is less op-
pressively hot. /. is essentially an agricultural country. Its

tine prairies and rich natural pastures afford peculiar facilities

for raising cattle and sheep. It produces more wheat than
any other State in the Union, stands only second to Illinois in
t!ie production of Indian corn, and ranks third in the produc-
tion of oats. Its climate and soil are also well adapted for the
cultivation of flax, tobacco, castor-oil plant, etc The relative

value of its agricultural products is given in this work under
the name of each of the principal crops. The raising of hogs
is very extensive, and was a profitable occupation down to

1877, when the diseases of swine, the principal of which is

called hog cholera, caused to breeders and farmers of /. a loss

of nearly *3,.500,000. There h:is been since but little abate-
ment of the disea.se. The ho?s packed in /. in 1877 amounted
to 419 442 ; in 1878, to 4'?(),8.50. In 1879 the State con-
t lined 15,541,793 acres of improved land on a total area
of 35.228,800 acres. The total area in woodland wa-s 4,985,-
658 acres, of which 2.524,7!i3 were included in farms. —
The minerals of /. are not of great variety. The vast bitumi-
nous coal-field of the State occupies most of its central and
southern portions. For upwards of 200 miles the River Des
Moines pa8.sos through this great deposit, the area of which has
been estimated at about 20,000 sq. m., embracing a country
equal in extent to more than one half of the State of Indiana.
The beds of coal, which are 100 feet in thickness, lie near the
surface, and may be worked at small expense. The lead-mines
of /. are a continuation of those of Illinois and Wisconsin

;

they are very rich. The only ones which have been worked are
near the Mississippi, chieHy in the vicinity of Dubuque, and
yield about 70 percentof lead.—According totho last census the
total number of manufacturing establishments in I. was 6,566,-

having 890 steam engines of 25,2!t8 horse-power, and 726 wa-
ter-wheels of 14.249 horse-power, and employing 25,0.32 hands.
The capital invested amounted to •«22,420.1H3 : wages paid
during the year, »6,8a3,292 : value of materials, *27,t>82,()96;

products, *46,534,.'i22, in which total flouring and grist mill
products entered for #15,635.345. /. exports a considerable
quantity of agricultural and mining products through the At-
lantic and Qulf ports. Its shipping points are Burlington,
Clinton, Davenport, Dubuque. Fort Madison, Keokuk, Musca-
tine, etc. The State has three U. States ports of deliverv,

Burlington, Dubu |ue, and Keokuk. In 1879, /. had 76
national banks in operation, with an aggregate paid-in capital

of !?5,927,000. There were, besides, 287 savings-banks and pri-

vate bankers, having an aggregate capital of liW),255.013 — The
amount of public land that has lieen approved and certified to

the State of /. under the several grants of Congress is 8,000 000
acres, or nearly one fourth of the entire State. Of this amount,
the State has conveyed to railroad compaoles, couutiei, and in-

dividuals entitled thereto, about 6,000,000 acrca, leaviDg about
2,1)00.000 acres to be conveyed In the future. —The railroad
system of /. ha« progressed with astonishing rapi<lltt ; the
total mileage of main track having Increased from t>5.'i in 18G0
to 4,266 iu 1879. To this day the working of these roads haa
not been remunerative, which is partlyowing to lavishneM of
expense in their construction. In 1^ the aggregate debts
of the /. railroads were estimated at $64,744,418, or «15,574.80
per mile. The stock and debt amounted to $153,6111,784, or
936,!)49.80 per mile. The following table exhibits the name*
of the lines lying wholly or partly within the State, the num-
ber of miles completed iu 1 in 1^79, aud the entire length of
the hues :

—

Names of Companies.
^'^-

Iowa.

Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern
Burlington and Northwestern
Burlington and Southwestern
Cedar Falls and Minnef«ta
Cedar Rapids and Mi.ssouri River
Central Railway of Iowa
Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy
Chicago, Clinton, and Western
Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque, and Minn..
Chicago, Iowa, and Nebrai'ka
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. faul
Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific

Crooked Creek
Dakota Southern
Davenport and Northwestern
Des Moines, Adel, and Western
Des Moines and Fort Dodge
Des Moines and Minneapolis
Dubuque and Sioux City
Dubuque Southwestern
Fort Dodge and Fort Ridgely
Grinnell and Montezuma
Iowa Eastern
Iowa Falls and Sioux City

Iowa Midland
Iowa Railway
Iowa Southern and Missouri Northern .

.

Kansas City, St. Jos., and Council BluA..
Keokuk and Des Moines
Maple River
Missouri. Iowa, and Nebraska
Newton and Monroe
St. L., Ottumwa. and C. R
Sioux City and Pacific

Sioux City and Pembina
Sioux City and St. Paul
Stanwood and Tipton
Toledo and Northwestern
Waukon and Mississippi

Milea
412 38
111 80

142.34

76.68
274.20
100.64

1,288.76
208.10
10 00
82.40

1,61228
686.96

8 00
61.60
160 66

7.00
87.20
66.78

142.89
64.76
12.76
13.68
19.10

183.69
68.80

3.26
847.48
260.98
162J»
60.16
86 00
17.00
4380
107.42
63 20
1^2 36

K.60

800
28.00

Mile*.

40227
19.80
79.60
76.68

274.20
li«:64
606.28
18820
10X10
82.40
484 00
44626
SOU
6.88

160.66
7.00
87.20
66.78
142.89
64.76
12.76
1368
19.10

188.69
68.80
3.26

177 }«
63.08
16220
60.16
14.79
17.00
48 80
80.47
87.60
66 10
860
800

28.00

Iowa Falls and Sioux City R.R. runs from
Iowa Falls to Sioux city, la., 18:5.69 m. This Co.,

whose offices are in Cedar Hapids, la., opened the

road in 1870, and leased it from its opening to the

Illinois Central K.R. Co., for the net earnings and a
drawback of 10% on all business to and from their

line passing over the Dubuque and Sioux City

R.R.; also a rental from llie Sioux City and St.

Paul H.Il. Co. Fiiianridl stutenient: Cap. stock,

§4,625.000 ; funded debt .<--2,052,000, consisting of

Ist mortgage bonds, issued in 1809, payable in

1917, interest 7% (April and CX-tol>er).

Iowa Midland R.R. runs from Lynns to Ana-

mosa, la., 08.80 m. This Co., whose offices are !n

Chicago, is controlled by the Chicago and North-

Western R.R. Co., which indorsetl and sold tlie

bonds. Financial statement : Cap. stock, lM4.947 fiO;

funded debt, $1,360,000, consisting of lot mortgage

8% bonds issued in 1870, payable in 1900, guaran-

teed principal and interest by the Chicago and

North- Western R.R. Co.

Iowa Southern and Missouri Northern
R.R. runs from Wn.sliington, la., to lA'avenworih,

270 45 m., with tJie following branches : Des Moineg

to Indianola. la. (originally the IVs Moinei, Indi-

anola, and Missouri R.R.), 21.40 m. ; Summen^et to

Winterset, la. (originally the Des Moines, Winter-
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set, and South-Westem R.R.), 26.50 m. ; and the At-

cliison Branch, Chicago, and South-Western R.R.,

29.06 m., making a total of 347.43 m. of road. The
Missouri Kansas Bridge and the Fort Leavenworth
11. R., both owned by separate Cos., but controlled

by stock held by the Chicago, Rock Island, and
J'acific R.R. Co., are included in the main line of

this Co. This Co., whose offices are in Chicago,
III., leased the road in perpetuity to the Chicago,
Rock Island, and Pacific R.R. Co., wliich guarantees
$•3,000^000 of bonds, and holds nearly all the stock.

Fig. 28S.— Ipecacuanha.

Financial xtatement, 1878 : Cap. stock. i53,20O,OOO;

funded debts, $5,000,000, consisting of 1st mort-
gage 7 % bonds issued in 1809, payable in 18W,
guaranteed by the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pa-
cific R.R. Co. Interest on bonds paid as rental,

$350,000.
Ipecacuanha, a medicinal root derived from

several plants growing in S. America. The best
is the annulated, yielded by a small shrubby plant,
Cephaelis ipecacuanha (Fig. 228), found in moist
situations in Brazil and Colombia. It occurs brown,
red, and gray, or grayish-white. This kind, some-
times called Brazilian or Lisbon ipecacuan, is

exported from Rio Janeiro in bales and barrels.
The root is in sliort pieces, of the thickness of a
goose-quill, with numerous circular depressions or
clefts, and much twisted; and having a central
woody fibre, surrounded by a cortical part, in
which its virtues chiefly reside ; the larger, there-
f »re, its relative proportions the better. Anotiier
kind, black and weaker, the product of the Psi/-
cfiotria emetica, a native of Peru, is sometimes ex-
ported from Carthagena. Tiie primary effect of
y. is that of stimulating the stomach. If the dose
be sufficiently large, it acts as an emetic, a pur-
pose for which it is much em|)loyed. Imp. free.

Ireland. See Great Britain.
Iridioscope, an optical instrument which shows

the inside of the eye.
Iridium, a rare, brittle, whitish metal, found

in combination with platinum and osmium. When
carefully polished it resembles platinum. Being
a very hard substance, it is used for tipping or
pointing metallic pens. The value of /. is about
$2 per gramme. 7mi>. free.

Iris. See Okris-Root.

Irish-Moss. See Carrageen.
Irlanda [Sp.], fine Irish linen.

Iron [Vr.Jer ; Ger. Eisen ; It. and Por. ^erro ; Sp.
hieiro]. I. and coal, it has been well said, are kings
of the earth. No substance can indeed be named,
possessing so many useful qualities, and capable
of such a variety of applications, as /., this most
common of mptals. It is of bluish-white color,

and when po'feiied has a great deal of brilliancy.

It has a styptic taste, and emits a smell when
rubbed. Its hardness exceeds that of most other

metals ; and it may be rendered harder than
most bodies by being converted into steel. Its

sp. gr. varies from 7.6 to 7.8. It is attracted

by the magnet or loadstone, and is itself the
substance which constitutes the loadstone.

But when 1. is perfectly pure, it retains the
magnetic virtue for a very short time. It is

malleable in every temperature, and its mal-
leability increases in proportion as the tem-
perature augments ; but it cannot be hammered
out nearly as thin as gold or silver, or even
copper. Its ductility is, however, more per-

fect ; for it may be drawn out into wire as

fine at least as a human hair. Its tenacity is

such that an /. wire 0.078 of an inch in diame-
ter is capable of supporting 649.25 lbs. avoir-

dupois without breaking. To enumerate the
various uses of /. would require a lengthened
dissertation. No one who reflects for a moment
on the subject can doubt that its discovery
has been of the utmost importance to man ;

and has done more, perhaps, than anything else

to accelerate his advance in the career oif im-
provement. It is capable of being cast into

moulds of any form, of being drawn into wire
of any desired length or fineness, of being ex-

tended into plates or sheets, of being bent in

every direction, of being sharpened, or hard-

ened, or softened at pleasure. /. accommodates
itself to all our wants and desires, and even to our
caprices. It is equally serviceable to the arts, the

sciences, to agriculture, and war. The same ore

furnishes the sword, the ploughshare, the scythe,

the pruning-hook, tlie needle, the graver, the spring

of a watcli or of a carriage, the chisel, the chain,

the anchor, the compass, the cannon, and the

bomb. /. is used in medicine as a reconstructive

tonic. Among its numerous medicinal prepara-

tions in use are metallic /., a grayish powder;
protocarbonate of /., in pills and mixtures ; sul-

phate of /. ; hydrated oxide of /., also called sub-

carbonate ; tincture of the chloride of /. ; wine of

/. ; tartrate of /. and potassa ;
phosphate, lactate,

and iodide of 1. ; citrate of /. and quinia
;
per-

chloride of /. ; ferric alum, etc. There are many
varieties of /., distinguished in the arts by particu-

lar names, but all of them may be reduced under
one or otlier of the three following classes : cast

or pig I., wrought or sojl I., and steel. I. is so widely

diffused that almost every mineral contains some
of it, and it is a chief constituent of a groat many.
It is not absent from the organic kingdom, and in

the blood of all vertebrate animals occurs in not-

able proportions. It is not a little remarkable
that while this commonest of metals is never found

in the metallic state amongst terrestrial minerals,

the aerolites, or meteoric stones, which fall upon
our planet from out of the realms of immeasur-
able space, consist usually of little less than me-
tallic /., alloyed with a little nickel.

Iron Ores.

The in!neral.<i which yield /. are plentiful and easily obtained,

but in them not a particle of I. exists in a metallic state, the

uietal being combined with oxygen and other bodies, so that
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bll the properties of the simple substance are eotirely dis-

guised. The richest and most valuable ores of / are oxides,

Kuch as the maguetic oxides, or magnetite, hematite, red hem-
atite, specular /., etc. Ores are rarely used which cuutaia less

than 25 per cent of /., and they may be roughly divided ac-

cording to their richness into jtoor ores, those between 2o and
36 per cent ; ordimiry or average ores, between 35 and 50 per

cent ; and rick ores, those coutaiuing more than 50 per cent of
metallic /.

In the abundance, purity, and wide distribution of /. ores,

and their accessibility to the largest coal areas in the world,

the U. States possesses facilities for an iron industry uuex<-elled

by those of any other land. Along the eastern coast the mag-
netic ores are found as an aluiost couiitaut associate of the older

Fig. 289. — Blast Ft-rx ace.

metamorphlc rook^, the gneiss, hornblende, and mica whists
of the Appalachian Mountitins, in nearly continuous lines of
outcrop from the borders of the St. Ijiwrence Kiver and I>ake

Ohamplain in N. New York, to their terminations in the N.
part of Georgia. The ore occurs in beds interstratificil with
the other members of the Archaean system, following the

severe contortions of that series, usually in lenticular-shaped

deposits, and though limited in extent and thickness, are often

of great magnitude. The thickness is subject to very great

variations, and, while sometimes occurring in beds 150 to 200
feet thick, they are usually of much less siie. In the charac-
ter of the ores, the mode of occurrence, and their associations,

they bear a very close resemblance to the magnetic deposits of

Sweden. — In N. New York in the Adirondack Mountains. In

£s.oex and Clinton Counties, immense beds are found, which
have long been worked, and supply much of the ore consumed
In E New York and on the Hudson River. The great beds of

the Moriah district in Essex County are remarkable for their

great size, in some rases nearly 300 fe«t in thickness of rolid
ore. These ores often contain large proportions of titanic acid,
sometimes from VI to 30 per cent, wbirh renders many dr(<os-

its uf little present value. Phosphorus and sulphur, esiiecially

the former, are quite generally prvsent, and often in a damag-
ing proportion, lo the highlands of E. New York, and por-
tions of the adjoining Slate of Massachusetts, in the saute belt
of metamorphlc rocks, valuable depocits of magnetite also oc-
cur, which are of special importance in Orange, I'utnani, and
Dutchess Counties. — In direct continuation of these depooita
are those of the N. counties of New Jen^y, l*as»air, i>ui'>ex,

Morris, and Warren, a belt of this same st^ries pajifing arrosa
the State from N. K. to S. \V , and conulns Mjme of the moat
valuable ores of the E. United i>lates. In this rvgion l< alto

included the unique de|>o>it of Kraokllo-
ite, a manganiferous muguetite containing
xinc, which Is of great inip<irtanc« in th«
I'rodurtion of dnc and uiangauilerous pig-

/. or spiegeleisen. The ores \V. of ih«
Hudson, in New York and N. New Jer>ey,
have been wrought from a very early
(leriod, and contain but little or no litsii-

inm.but are comntouly contaminated by
sulphur or phosphorus, generally to ro
great an extent as to unfit them for tb«
manufacture of steel-irons — Id I'enn-

s\lvauia the only really im|><>rtant de-

posits of njagiietite are found In the !>. £.
|>art of the State, at ( <<niwall, in Lel«u<'n
County, where they cKcur near the junc-
tion of the Mesoiuir sandstone and uieta-

Diorphic Silurian slates. They are quite
sulphurous, and are associated «itb cop-

per minerals, but particularly free from
pho.«phorus, and are altogether one of the
finest and most important de|K>^ita In the

country. In other plmes in E. Penn-
sylvania mngnetitis are found, and are le-

niarkable often for an asroclation with
chrome and alumina. — Following this

Archaan belt of the .\p|>alachian Moun-
tains, through Mnrjisnd and Western
A'irginia, magnetites o<rur in numerous
places, but their importance is not jet

fully known. — In \\ . North Carolina they
have been fully investigated, and occur
in an abundance and of a purity unsur-
pa8.«ed by any other of the well-known
regions of the country. They are found
in several nearly parallel belts, passing

across the W. part of the State In a 8 W.
direction into N. Ccorgia, where they still

retain considerable hnjiortanre. Some of

„ ,^>^ the North Carolina ores are quite titsnife-

rous, others aluminous or rhromlferous,

while others again are of very exceptional

purity, as the celebrated Cranlierry ore of

Mitchell County. These ore* are found

often in beds of 800 or 400 feet in width,

and are destined to assume a great value

in the development of the /. Industry of

that region, especially as they are not far

distant from the valuable extensions of tl>e

Alleghany coal-field in the Cuml>erl»nd

region of W. Tennessee, the Black Warrior

basins, etc.,of Alalmma. and the Deep and

Dan Rivers Triassic c<«l-fl«-lds of North

Carolina. These magnetites of the K. I'nl-

tetl States flunk the gn-at AlU-gluiny coal-

basin along lt« entire E. marvln.and niuot

form the most lnip<>rUnt storr-hou»r» of

ore for the / Industry of th«t part of the

country. — Bearing a similar though more

remote relation to the N. W. n.argln of

the Alleghany roal-ba^n and the c<i«l-

fields of the Mi.isissippi Valley In IndUna,

lllinots. Missouri, etc . are the rich s|*cu-

lar hematites of Missouri and Uke Suinrior. The -pecuUr

ores of Uke Superior, admixcl In certain l.--alltl.-. with n«g-

rtlte are found on the S. shore of Uke S..prri<.r »-;Ktn»lnf

about ten miles fn^m the lake In M«r<iuetle ounty, M «-»'l«»«'.

and extending thence in a Mi '^«"j* ""'•;."
"J"'' 'V

south and westerly direction, itjto Northern ^* '•^""; " .^"T
velopments. however, have o,^y t«-n '»»'•'.

"'"''c|-Lu
Marquette County. Michigan. The ore "-""'"

J^^''"'^',,V^*;

In the metan.orphlc rock-of the llnnmlan
•Mf'.*''^'' '"'i'^-"?

quartzltes, chloritic nK-ks. ferruginous arhi.t^. etc
,
In which

Uie ore is often only a ferrugino.is siratum. rich ""•"'h •" »*

valuable as an ore of /. TheM- l«l. an- of gT.«t magnllmle lu

lo'lr Instance. 200 f..t or mo„ in «'"cUne... and .^. un r^

au o;;T "J on tie whole the o'rr. atv ,eo.™il, UUcious.^
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ofcen contain much jasper. The ore is otherwise exception-
ally pure According to their richness, they are divided into
three classes : 1st, containing 55 to 65 per cent ofI. ; 2d, those
containing 45 to 55 per cent ; and 3d, tha«e ores below 45 per
cent of [. The ore is mined almost entirely in large open quar-
ries, and since the first openings in 1856 they have produced
about one quarter of the pig-/, made in the entire U. States.
The great deposits of specular ore in Missouri occur in isolated
peaks, or islets, of the older Archaean rocks, probably of the
same age as the very similar ores of Lake Superior, surrounded
by the more recent sedimentary rocks. They are situated
about 75 m. S.NV. of St. Louis, and appear in two principal local-

ities, removed from each other by only a few miles, — Pilot
Knob and Iron Mountain. Adjoining Pilot Knob are Cedar
Uill, Shepbard .Mountain, etc.. which are also ore-bearing.
]u both these localities the characteristic associate of the ore
is a porphyritic rock, which is usually very much decomposed.
The Pilot Knob deposits form a regular bed, distinctly stratified,

while the Iron Mountain ore is of a compact character, and is

found in veins in the porphyry more or less irregular. The
ores of both localities h;ive much of the character and purity
of the Lake Superior ores, though the Pilot Knob ores are
much more silicious than t!ie Iron Mountain. I'rom the purity
of the Lake Superior and .Missouri hematites, they afford the
main source of supply in the U. States for making I. for con-
ver.slon into steel by the Bessemer process, and for this purpose
they are very largely used. They are the main dependence of
the /. industry in W. Pennsylvania, Ohio, and the Missi.ssippl

Valley, and in the coals of these regions the Lake Superior ores
first meet an abundant supply of fuel, in which they are defi-

cient at home. Magnetic ores have been found in the Archaean
rock of Wyoming Territory, Arkansas, etc., but they have
not yet become an element in the /. industry of the country.
The next ore of importance in the U. States is the " fossil"
ore, an oolitic red hematite, which Is found as a member of the
Clinton group in the lower .Silurian formation, and is known in
different sections as the Clinton, fusail, riyestone, and flaxseed
ore. In the extent of its distribution, and the uniformity of
Its character and occurrence, it is one of the most remarliable
ores in the country. Following the formation wherever it out-
crops, it is found in almost a continuous stratum over a very
large area of the Eastern U. States. In Dodge County, Wi.scon-
sin, it occurs as a bed 120 to 25 feet In thickness, of a soft gravelly
character, and is there mined and known as flaxseed ore. Its
next place ofappearance is where the enclosing formation enters
New York State at Little Sodus Bay, from which it passes E in
a curved line through Oneida and Wayne Counties, and S. into
Penn.sylvania at Danville. It is mined and largely used in New
York State, where it is familiarly known as the Clinton or
Wayne County ore. From Danville, Pa., it passes S., through
Huntingdon and Bedford Counties, and following the flanks of
the AUeghanie.'i it Is found in all the intermediate States, dis-

appearing finally in N. Alabama. At Danville and numerous
other places in E. Pennsylvania and in .Vlaryland it is very
extensively worked, and known as the fossil ore. In E. Ten-
nes.-«ee and in N. Alabama, as the dyestone ore, it fonns a very
important element in the I. industry of that region. The ore
occurs S' distinct strata in the Clinton group, usually in two
be Is, and thougii varying considerably, is on an average from
2 to 4 feet in thickness. The character of the ore is peculiar,
being an aggregation of grains of peroxide of /., each seeming
to have a nucleus of some organic remains, and the mass is filled

with fossils, and usually calcareous.^ It is probably the result
of a deposiiion in shallow water in' a manner similar to the
accumulation of bog ore at the present day, and not a formation
Bub.<equent to that of the enclosing strata. Where, however,
the beds have been highly tilted, the ore is not unfrequently
found changed by the percolation of atmospheric waters into a
brown hematite or hydrated oxide. The ore very generally
contains considerable phosphoric acid from 0.5 to 1.00 per cent,
and the pig-/, produced is wholly unfit for steel purposes and
generally tue better qualities of wrought-/., yet it fulfils excel-
lently well foundry purposes and the ordinary grades of malle-
able /. The ores of the coal measures of the V . States are much
le.ss abundant and important than those of Great Britain, and
while valuable, are in.tigniticant when compared with the richer
and more commonly used ores already mentioned. In the
Alleghany coal-fields no important deposits are found in the
antUracite basins, and, though some local accumulations of
argilliferous ores are found at the ba.se of the upper group of
coals, as the Oliphant ore, etc., of S. W. Pennsylvania and N.
W. West Virginia, the chief deposits occur in the rocks of the
lower group of coals. Several horizons in the lower coals in the
western part of the Alleghany coal-field are peculiarly marked
as ore-bearing, especially that of the/erri/erous limestones of N.
W. Pennsylvania and E. Ohio, and, while they are of some con-
fiiJerable value in N. W Penn.sylvania, they become of particu-
lar importance in the Hanging Rock region of S. Ohio, and E.
Kentucky, where they are the foundation of a large industry.
The ore resting upon a limestone is a carbonate of /., more or
less calcareous and argillaceous, though it appears more largely

as a hydrati'd peroxide, the result of the decomposition of the
original bed. Neiir the same horizon are also other deposits, of
less interest, of nodular clay ironstone. In the Kanawha
Valley of West Virginia important accumulations of ore are

also found in the lower coal series, which are not yet, however,

an essential element in the manufacture of iron in that re-

gion. At many horizons in the .MIeghany coal-basin depo.sitsof

argillaceous shale occur including scattered kidneys or nodules

of clay ironstone, but they are of very uncertain character and
are rarely of any importance as ores. The coal-fields of the
Mississippi Valley have nowhere been found to contain any
considerablfijleposits of /. ore. Black band /. ores have been
found in ifJie Triassic coal-basin of North Carolina, but Dr.

Genth reports them to be valueless as ores, from the large pro-

portion of phosphorus present, derived from fossil organic re-

mains. At Pottsville, Pa., black band occurs metamorphosed
by the same action that changed the accompanying coal into

anthracite, but the deposits have not been found to be of great

extent. The only important deposit of black band known in

the U. States is in the coal measures of E. Ohio, where it exists

as a local accumulation at the top of the lower series of coals,

in limited portions of Stark and Tuscarawas Counties. The
deposit varies greatly in thickne.ss and character, and, while

ranging from 6 to as high as 16 feet, the average thickness is

about 12 feet, though it not unfre<iuentjy thins out entirely,

or passes into a nonferruginous bituminous clay shale. The
ore is generally less rich than the Scotch black band, and con-

tains 25 to 40 per cent of iron. — The only deposits of crystal-

lized carbonate or spathic /. ore known in the U. States are

found at Hoxbury. Conn., and in 8. Vermont, but they are of

little economic significance. The brown hematites or limonites

of the \j . States are very widely distributed, and are of great

interest in the /. industry of the country , and, while every State

contains some deposit of them, they are particularly abundant
in the valleys and lowlands along the flanks of the Alleghany

Mountains, which are so rich in magnetic ores, and in similar

relations, though in less extent, to the great ore deposits of Mis-

souri and Lake Superior. The.se ores are largely used in the

Eastern States as mixtures with the richer crystalline ores, and
the deposits of S. Vermont, Salisbury, Conn., New York, and
at other places, are well known, and contribute largely to the

/. industry of that n'gion. In E. Pennsylvania they are

very abundant, and at numerous other places in the S. ex-

tension of the Alleghany Mountains, in Tenne.«see, etc., but,

from the great uncertainty of the extent of the deposits, they

rarely can prove the ba«is atone of any important /. industry

in our country.— The Laurentian rocks ofCanada are very rich

in magnetic ores, similar in character to tho.se of N New York.

The area-including them stretches in direct continuation of the

Adirondack region on the N. side of the St. I..awrence River in

a N. W. direction, crassing the river about Ogdensburgh, and
passing in a broad area along the E. shores of Georgian Bay
and lAke Superior. The ore occurs in numerous deposits,

similar in character to tho.se of E. New York , and often of

freat dimensions, as the celebrated bed of Marmora, which is

00 feet in thickness. They have been mainly developed in

the vicinity of the Rideau Canal, Marmora, Belmont, etc., in

the region "N. of Kingston, from which they have been shipped

to some extent to the /. centres of Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Though selected ore of a fair degree of purity is obuined, it is

generally largely contaminated with sulphur and phosphorus,

and often contains very large proportions of titanium. But
while Canada contains very extensive deposits of ore, from the

absence of mineral fuel it pn>duoes but a very small amount of

1. The immense deposits of magnetite, specular, and other

ores which are found in the U. States, and the facilities which
our mode of transportation gives to their union with the great

coal areas of the Alleghany and the Missis.sippi, must give to the

U. States the foremost position in the future /. industry, and
consequently of the manufactures of the world. In their de-

velopment we are yet but beginning to realize their impor-

tance, and the future must witness great advances in the manu-
facture in the E;t8tern States, but more particularly in the

Virginias, E. Tennessee, N. Alabama, and in W. North Caro-

lina, which are so abundantly provided with rich and pure

ores. The manufacture of /. in the Eastern States will un-

doubtedly be divided into two great regions, the northern

centring in Pennsylvania, and the southern in adjoining

corners of Alabama, Georgia, Tennes.«ee, and North Carolina.

Independent, however, of these regions in the E.. the facilities

offered by the valley of the Mi.s.sissippi, in it« valuable coal-

basins, and the rich ores of Missouri and Uike Superior,

must surely give materials to large /. industries, and all the

attendant manufactures, and the rich and fertile valley of the

Missis.sippi must be the home of a large, wealthy, and, from iu
position, a united population.

Masdfacturb.

It is not definitely settled how far J. was used in ancient

times, but it is certain that if it was known at all it must have

been obtained directly from the oxides by the simple process of

heating the ore with charcoal in a small furnace or on a hearth,

the necessary temperature being obtained by urging the fire

with some rude blowing apparatus. In localities where the

nature of the ore Is suitable and fuel abundant, malleable /. is

still obtained from the ore by a single process, as in our old

bloomary forges. But the largest amount by far of /. produced

in all civilized countries is now obtained in the state of cast!.

by the process of stnelting.
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In this process the ore is roasted after having tx-en broken up
Into lumps. The operation is performed by spre;ijing alternate
layers ofcoal and ore to a hei<;htor 10 ft., and ilien setting fire to
the fuel at one end of the nia.ss. The conibu-stion spreads grad-
ually through the heap, but some months elapse before it is

completed. The effect of this is to drive off moisture and car-
bonic acid, and the ore is then ready for the blaM furnace (see
IIdt-Bl.^st Kl'Rx.^ce). The interior of the furnace Is lined with
the very best fire-bricks, and the exterior is formed of a casing
of solid masonry strengtiiened with iron hoops. Great care and
expense arc bestowed in the construction of these furnaces, and
when the fire has been kindled it is never allowed to go out un-
til the furnace needs repairs ; so that such a furnace will con-
tinue in activity without intermission for a period often years,

being regularly supplied at proper intervals with alternate
charges of coal and a mixture of roasted ore with limestone in

fragments. The limestone is added in order to render fusible

the clay, and other earthy matter, which are associated with
the carbonate of iron ; the.se matters melt and form thegla.s.sy-

looking slags that in a molten state are continually flowing
over the tympstone. The air which issues from the tuyeres is

Boon deprived of its oxygen by the excess of carbon, producing
carbonic oxide, — and this gas, a.«cending, penetrates the heated
ore, rendered porous by the previous roasting. Carbonic oxide
is a combustible gas, and at the high temperature of the fur-

nace it takes away oxygen from the /.. which then aombines
with a small proportion of the carbon in the coal, fuses, and,
together with the melted slag, drops into the crucible of the
furnace, where it .sinks to the lowest part ; while the slag floats

on its surface, and Hows over the tympstone as it accumulates,

at the same time covering the surfice of the melted [ , which
otherwise would be oxidized by the blast, and would, in fact,

burn by again uniting with oxygen.
The /. — which thus prepared always contains from 2 to 6

per cent of carbon — is drawn off at intervals of 12 or 24
hours by the removing with an /. rod the plug of clay stop-

ping the tap-hole. The liquefied metal is allowed to run into

a series of shallow channels formed in sand, where it solidifies,

and when cold is broken into suitable lengths, and then pre-

wnts itself in the form of the bars commonly known as pig- 1.

This is the crude cast- T. ; and here it will be desirable to refer

to the fact that cast-/, is not simply 1., but a chemical com-
pound of /. and carbon. As it runs from the smelting fur-

nace, however, it contains many other substances, such as

silicon, uncombined carbon, manganese and other metals,

phosphorus, sulphur, etc. The properties of the metal are

greatly modified by the.se bodies, even when present in very

small proportions. In the variety of cast-/, known as xohile I.

all the carbon is chemically combined with the metal, while

in the gray and mottled varieties some of the carbon is sepa-

rated from the /.. and is merely mechanically diffused through-

out the mass in the form of small crystals, similar to those of

graphite or plumbago. The following table shows the per-

centage composition of some sampler of cast-/ :
—

Iron
Combined carbon
Urapliite, or uncombined
carbon

Silicon

Sulphur
Phosphorus
SiLinganese

White. White. M'tlM.

88.81 89.304 93.29 !

4.94 2 457 2.78

0.871 1.99

0.75 1.124 071
trace IMS trace

0.12 91.3 1.23

bM 2.815 trace
1

90 376
1021

2.641
3.061
1.1.39

0.928
0.834

These examples will sufllce to show that the composition of

east-/, varies greatly ; and there are also wide differences in the

mechanical properties of each variety. Gray-/., that which is

commonly produced from the furnace, is not so hard as the

other kinds of cast-/. ; it can be filed, or drilled, or turned in

a lathe. The mottled variety is very tough, and on that ac-

count is preferred for casting guns. White cast-/, has, when
broken across, a white lustre, and the fracture pr«?sents a

lamellar crystalline texture. It is more fusible than the

others, but it is very brittle, and so hard that it cannot be

worked with steel tools. /. po.sse.sses a property which is by

no means common to all the metals. — a property upon which

chiefly depends its admirable suitability for receiving any re-

quired form by casting. At the moment that a mass of the

fluid metal solidifies, its bulk increa.«es^ so that this metal is

capable of receiving even delicate markings from the moulds

in which it is cast. — No greater improvement was ever effected

in any art by simple means than that introduced into /.

smelting by the substitution of hot air for cold in the blast

furnace. When a current of cold air is employed to urge on

the combustion, it is evident that a portion of the heat pnv
duced is taken up in heating the nitrogen, which constitutes

four fifths of the bulk of atmospheric air, and takes no part In

the combustion. But when the air is heated to a high tem-

perature before entering the furnace, no such cooling effect is

produc-.!, and ronseijuently a much greater lDten.»ity of h«-iit

is obt:iine<i. The qu.intity of air blown into a blast furnace is

enormous. its weight bring greater than that of all the coke, ore,

and lime-stone put together. It is calculated that the weight of
the air pa-ssing thn>ugh a smelting furuace amounts, in some
cases, to between 2.0I.I0 and ^X**> tnus in a week. It is not the
total qunnlily of heat produced by the consumption of fuel

throughout the whole mass of the materials in the snieltiug

furnace that is effectual in the rvduction of the oxide to the
metallic state, or in the smelting of the slags and (he /. A
certain trtrtprmline must be obtiiiue<l before any rolurtioo or
fusion takes place, and no amount of fuel burnt under condi-
tions in which the requisite intensity of heat is not attained
is of any avail in pnxlucing the required effect. Probably
this important invention was rather a lucky hit than a rrsult

to which the inventor was led by the theory of the blast fur-

nace as then understood ; but the fart is undoubted that em-
ployment of hot-blast economises fuel to ao extent quite
unexpected, and of which 50 per cent is perhaps not too hijcb

an estimate. For the production of the hot-blast, the air is

made to puss through a scries of pipes or ctianiU-rs heated by
a s«!parate furnace, so tliat it may enter the smelting fUrnaro
at a temperature sufficiently high to melt a strip of lead held in

a current of it, that is, al>out 620= V.

A mode of still further economizing fuel. Introduced by Mr.
Siemens, is by causing the hot gases which e.«cape in>m the
smelting furnace to pass through a chamber filled with fire-

bricks, so arranged that the giises circulate freely round them
;

and when the bricks are by this means heated to redness, the
current of gases is shut off from the chamber, and conducted
through another precisely similar; while the blast of cold air

is made to circulate through the healed chamber, and thus
acquires a temperature of 1,200"' or 1,300- F. Two of these

chambers are used alternately, so that while one is employed
in heating the blast, the other is acquiring from the furnace
ga.ses the heat necessary for it to perform the same duty . I n this

manner a great part of the heat of the waste gases is utilized.

Fig. 290. -Ccp .\M) Cone.

Other modes of employing the gases escaping from the chim-

neys of the smelting furnaces have also l«een adopted. — t »ill

be remembered that the most active agent in the r«-dnctioii of

the metal is thecarbonice o\idc gas produced in the furnace by

the incomplete combustion of the carbon of the coal. A large

excess of this gas is produced, and escapes from the chimney

of the furnace. The unconsumed carbonic oxide so escaping,

together with the hydrogen and other combustible g«*es, fnrois

more than a third of the gases issuing from the furnace. It

is the combustion of these inflammable gases which produces

the lambent flames ofb-n sven at the mouths of smelting fur-

naces, and imparting its most striking featun-s to the night

view of an /.-smelting region. Until recently, all the heat

pro<luced bv these flames was absolutely waste.1. but by va-

rious expedients a portion of the whole of fh.-c inses is now

drawn off and allowed to bum In such a manner that the heat

is available for mislng steam or for heating the air l.last. It

is obvious that if the gases are withdrawn fW>ni the furnace

without checking the upward curn-nt, the prorc«M-. «•""•<> n"'

suffer in any way One very effective manner of doing thl. Is

shown In Fig. 290. which Is a section through the upper pert

of a smelting fUrnace, with the " cup and cone am.ng«i>rnl.

The mouth of the furnace Is covercl with a shallow /. ^n'- ".

open at the bottom, into which fit. another cone, b •«t-«-hr.|

tTa chain, c, sustalne-l by an »rm of the lever, </. whlrh is

firmly held in the re<,uinMl position by the cha n r, and I* also

provlde<l with a counterpoi*. f. In this posit l-.n •••;"'<;"»>

of the fUmace is closcl, and the ga..«. find an exit by the open-

Ing V. seen b..hind the cones, and le-vllng Into a ,«s*»g.

throiwh which the gases are conveyed to the place "h.re t .ey

are rei^ulred to be burnt. The charge f-r 'he /""•ce ta fllled

into the hopper, n, and at the proper lime the chain, e. Is

.l:!^ken^. when thi weight of the materlaU testing in the so*-

89
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pended cone overcomes that of the counterpoise, and the

charge slides down over the surface of the cone, 6, which is

immediately drawn up again by the counterpoise, so that the

opening is at once clos«»d.

Cast- 1., it is well known, cannot be wrought with the ham-
mer; it cannot be rolled into plates, nor welded on an anvil

;

it is not readily filed or worked with steel tools ; and it pos-

sesses no ductility, and little tenacity, or power to resist a pull-

ing force. On the other hand, wrougkt-l. possesses all these

properties in the highest degree, but can be fused only by an
extremely intense heat. In chemical composition the latter is

essentially pure /., whereas the former is essentially a com-
pound of iron and carbon. Cast-/, is converted into wrought-
/. by the processes of refining and puddling. The object of
these operations is, as may be imagined, the removal of the

carbon and other substances. The pig-/, is re-melted on the

hearth of a furnace in such a manner that it is exposed to

the action of the air for about two hours. The silicon, most
of the carbon, and some of the /. itself are oxidized in this pro-

cess. At one stage in the process the metal appears to boil,

owing to the escape of jets of carbonic acid gas, formed by the

union of oxygen and carbon in the midst of the mass. The
oxidizing action is carried on through the whole, for the pud-
dler stirs it up, so that every part is brought into contact with
the oxygen, or with the oxide of /. formed on the surface, and
carried by the stirring into the heart of the ma-ss. With this

object the /. is sometimes mixed with oxide of /. from the
. forge. As the /. loses its carbon it becomes less fusible,

and at length the metal becomes a mass of loo.sely adhering
grains, like so much damp sand. The heat is now raised, and
the grains begin to fuse and become more adherent, so that

the puddler is able to collect all the metal at the end of an /.

rod into a spongy mass. He forms this into balls, or hlonms,
weighing about 70 lbs. each. The blooms consist of particles

of nearly pure /., partly fused together, but retaining in the
interstices between them a portion of the fused slags, oxides,

and other extraneous matters. They are now delivered to the
sMngler, by whom they are submitted, whilst still intensely

hot, to the action of a steam hammer or other heavy hammer,
or subjected to compression in a shingling press, or passed be-

Flg. 291. — Fibrous FRAcrtTRB of Wroooht-Iboh.

tween massive 1. rollers. The design of this treatment Is to

compress the half-fused particles of /. into a compact mass,
and to thoroughly squeeze out the slag and fused oxide. In
any case the operation is concluded by pa.ssing the metal be-
tween grooved rollers, by which it i.s formed into bars. These
are afterwards cut into lengths, reheated, and the rolling re-

peated, and so on several times, when the /. is required to pos-
sess great tenacity. The rolling of the blooms into bars is a
striking spectacle. The furnace door is opened, the work-
man pulls out a white-hot ball, he throws it on the
ground, whence it is instantly snatched up by an attendant
Vulcan, armed with a pair of tongs, and applied to the largest-
sized groove in a pair of massive rollers. The lump of / is

shot through the rolls and is doubled in length by their press-
ure. No sooner has it come out than it is again seized and
tossed back over the rollers, to be again pa-ssed through a
smaller groove ; and it thus pas.ses backwards and forwards
several times, increasing its length and improving in quality
with each passage through the grooves. Tlie whole operation
is effected in an incredibly short time, and before the spectator
has been able fully to comprehend the process the result is

before him,— a long, straight, finished bar of glowing / is

stretched on the sand ; and scarcely has the bar been laid out
to cool than another fiery mass is following the same course
through the rolls.

Wrought- 1, is never pure, but always contains a small pro-

portion of carbon, varying from one fifth to one half per cent.

The presence of this small quantity of carbon enhances rather

than impairs its useful qualities ; but some of the other ingre-
dients of cast-/., if not entirely removed in the refining and
puddling processes, act most injuriously upon the qualities
of the wrought-/. For example, the presence of a small pro-
portion of phosphorus renders wrought-/, brittle and rotten
when cold, although at a red heat it may be forged. /. hav-
ing this defect is technically said to be cold short, while the
term red short is applied to metal which when hot breaks and
crumbles under the hammer, a condition occasioned by the
presence of a small quantity of sulphur or of silicon. M'rought-
/. is quite unlike cast-/, in texture, which we may compare to
that of loaf-sugar ; the former exhibits a fibrous grain, not un-
like that of a piece of wood. This fibrous structure depends
upon the mechanical treatment the /. has received, and in bars
the fibres always arrange themselves parallel to the length of
the bar. Fig. 291 shows the fibrous structure in a piece of /.

when a portion has been wrenched off. Like wood, wrought-/,
has much greater tenacity along the fibres than across them

;

that is, a much less force is required to tear the fibres asunder
than to break them across. Consequently, to obtain the great-
est advantage from the strength of wrought-/., the metal must
be so applied that the chief force may act upon it in the direc-
tion of the fibres.

Steel is a nearly pure compound of /. with carbon, the pro-
portion of the latter element being much less than in cast-/.,

and always less than one fiftieth. Good steel contains from
0.7 to 1.7 per cent of carbon, and some excellent qualities have
been found to have from 1.3 to 1.5 per cent of carbon, together
with 0.1 per cent of silicon. Steel is thus, as regards carbon,
intermediate in composition between wrought and cast /., and
in a great measure possesses the most valuable properties of
both. It may be wrought on the anvil at a white heat, and4tt
a higher temperature it may be melted and cast in a mould.
It is distinguished from cast-/, by its fine, cla<e grain, and still

more by its remarkable tenacity, in which property it excels
wrought-/. ; for, while a bar of the best wrought-/., 1 in. sq.,

breaks with a load of thirty tons, a bar of good steel of the
same size will sustain 75 tons, and, if the steel has been sub-
jected to certain proce.«ses, its tenacity may even reach 120
tons. Still more remarkable is the wonderful property pos-
sessed by steel by which it may at will be made soft or hard,
tough or elastic. If suddenly quenched in water when it is

red hot, it acquires a hardness rivalling that of the diamond,
and Is also rendered very brittle and extremely elastic. The
hardness and brittleness can be reduced by tempering to any
required extent. Steel may be made either by stopping the
processes by which carbon is removed from cast-iron at such a
stage as to leave the requisite quantity of carbon in combina-
tion with the /., or by reversing the decarbonizing process and
recombining wrought-/, with carbon. In the latter plan, bars
of the finest wrought-/, are heated for a week in a closed re-

ceptacle, tightly packed with powdered charcoal. But all the
older plans for producing steel by the partial decarbonizatioa
of cast-/, have been eclipsed in interest and importance by
Bessemer's discovery that the carbon and silicon may be
readily removed by forcing currents of cold air through a mass
of the fused metal . ( See Steel. )

Spiegeleisen (literally mirror-I.), a white hard cast-/., has
bad that name given to it by the Germans, from the fact that
when it is broken across the fractured surfaces present numer-
ous little mirror-like faces of crj-stals, having a pure silvery

lustre. This /. Is procured from ores which contain manga-
nese, and it also retains a very large proportion of carbon. Tb«
composition of an average specimen of spiegeleisen may be
stated as showing 4 to 4^ per cent of carbon, 10 per cent of
manganese, and 1 per cent of silicon.

Pbodcctiox of Iros and Steel nt the U. St.iibb.

The following table shows. In tons of 2,000 lbs., the prodne-
tion of all kinds of /. suid steel in the U. States for the yean
1876, 1877, and 1878 :

—

PRODnCTS. 1876. 1877. 1878.

2,093,286

1,509,269

1,042,101

412,461

2,314,586

1,476,759

1,144.219

432,169

2,677,861

All rolled iron, including
nails and iron rails

All rolled iron, including
nails and excluding rails

1,666,676

1,282.686
660.898

9,897

Iron and all other rails

Rails of all kinds
467.168
879,629

4,1.57.814
39,3S2

21,490

10.306

525,996

44,628

6,616

832,640
764,709

4,828,918
40,430
25,031

11,924
660,687

47,300

8,845

822,890
882,685

Kegs of cut nails and spikes.

Included In all rolled Iron 4,396,180
42,J 06
86,126

All other steel, except Bes-
8,666

Bessemer steel Ingots

Blooms from ore and pig-

732,226

60,046

10,674

Spiegeleisen , Included In pig-

iron
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Pig-L The high price of /., which prevailed during the
rapid extension of our railroad network, made it profitable to
work furnaces and forges whose locations and facilities would
be very disadvantageous in times of ordinary demand. Since
the demand for railroad /. considerably declined, the prices
owing to the excessive increase in the exceedingly expensive
works necessary for /. production, and to the large accumula-
tion of stocks to be disposed of, declined in a far greater ratio •

so that no branch of industry has been in a worse financial po-
sition for some years past than the /. trade. The lowest pro-
duction since the panic of 1873 was in 1876. The production
his since steadily increa.»ed, but the prices obtained for pig-/,
hive not kept pace with the increase in production. The
highest average monthly price at which best anthracite pig-/.
ha< ever been sold in Philadelphia was in August, 1864, when
873.62J were paid ; the lowest average monthly price at which
sales of the same quality of pig-/, have beea made was in No-
vember, 1878, when $16.50 were accepted. Since that month
prices have slightly advanced, till the beginning of 1880, when
the scarcity of ore, keeping many furnaces out of blast, made
prices bound upwards again, with sijch feverish fluctuations
as to cause much uneasiness among /.-makers, their fear being
that values were going to reach a point from which they would
drop with a thud before long. It is, however, an established
fact that the consumption of pig-/, in this country has greatly
increased since 1876 ; and that this increase, if it is partly
owing to rapid development of the Bessemer branch of our
steel industry, is also partly due to an improvement in the
business of the foundries and machine-shops of the country.
The number of furnaces in blast at the close of 1878 was

265 ; out of blast, 427. At the close of 1877 the number in
blast was 270; out of blast, 446. As the production of pig-/,

was 262,776 net tons greater in 1878 than in 1877, it is clear,

from a comparison of the number of furnaces in blast in each
of these years, that our furnace practice greatly improved in
1878. In this connection it is interesting to note the improve-
ment in the management of our furnaces which has taken
place since 1873. At the close of that year there were 410 fur-

naces in blast, and the production of the year was 2,868,278
net tons, or an average of 6,996 tons for each furnace ; at the
close of 1878 there were 265 furnaces in blast, and the produc-
tion of the year was 2,577,361 tons, or an average of 9,726 tons
for each furnace. These averages are, of course, only approx-
imations to the actual results, the number of furnaces in blast

in any one year varying with the months and possibly with
the days of the year ; but the basis of calculation is the same
in each of the two years taken, and the averages obtained are
therefore in a comparative sense correct. They indicate that the
average production of the furnaces in blast in 1878 was almost

40 per cent greater than that of the fumarvs in blast in 1873.
The superior results obtained in 1878 were due iu part to the
use of a larger proportion of Urge furnaces ; in part to greater
skill in all the details of furnace management ; and in part to
the increased use of better ores and of ConnelUville colie.

The following table shows in tons of 2,0ii0 lbs. the pro-
duction of pig /. iu the U. States from 1864 to 1878, clas*-
ified according to the fuel used :

—

Years.

1854.
1856.
1856 .

1857 .

1858.
1869.
1860.
1861 .

1862 .

1863 .

1864 ,

1866 .

1866 ,

1867 .

1868 ,

1869
1870 ,

1871
1872
1873
1874
1876
1876
1877
1878

Anthracite.

339,435
381,866
443,113
390,385
361,430
471,745
519,211
409,229
470,315
677,638
684,018
479,558
749,367
798.638
893,000
971,150
930,000
956 608

1.369 812
1.312,764
1,202,144
908,046
794,578
934,797

1,092,870

Charcoal.

342,298
339,922
370,470
330,321
286,313
284,041
278.,331

195 278
186,660
212,005
241,853
262,.'}42

332/«0
344.341
370,000
392.150
365,000
385,000
500,587
577,620
576,.557

410.990
308,649
317,843
293,3U9

Bituminous TotaT.

64.485
e2,3;i0

69,5.54

77,451
68,ail
84.841

122,228
127,<i37

130,687
157,!<61

210.126
lK9,r>s2

2ti8,396

318,t>47

310,000
653.341
670,000
670,«»
984.159
977,904
910,712
947..546

990.009
l,061,!t45

1,191,092

736518
784,178
88S.137
7a6,157

706,0M
840,827
919,770
731,544
787.682
947,604

l,ia5,t«8

9316S2
1.3r,0.343

1.4<11,ti26

1,603.000

l,916.<m
1,866,000
1.911.608
2,8,'j4,558

2,868,278
2,6S9,413

2.266 581
2,0; 3.236
2,314..->85

2,577,361

Included in the aggregate pig /. production of the countjy
in the past few years is the small quantity of spiegelelsen

which has been produced. The nunib«r of net tons of spiegel-

elsen produced in 1878 was 10,674, against 8,846 tons in 1877,

6,616 tons in 1876, and 7,832 tons in 1876.

Iron and Steel Rails. The following table shows the pro-

duction in net tons of rails of all kinds in the U States from
1871 to 1878, classified by States, together with the percentaga
made in each State in 1878 : —

States in the order of their

rail production in 1878.

Pennsylvania
Illinois

Ohio
New York
Wisconsin
Indiana
Kentucky
Kansas
Wyoming Territory
Tennessee
Georgia
Massachusetts
California

Maryland
Maine
Vermont
Colorado
West Virginia
Missouri
New Jersey
Michigan

Total.

1871.

335,604
91,178
75,782
87,022
28,774
12,778
6,000

9,667

7,840
28,864

44,941
13,383

5,000
8,200
6,700

14,000

1872.

449,113
107,496
138,165
86,518
37,284
23,893
7,480

14,620
6,930

29,242

30,533
14,058

20,100
15,600
9,185
9,883

775,7*3 1,000,000

1873.

328.522
136.102
130,326
59,764
39,495
26,579
11,386

13,973
8,275

34,034
475

42.356
16,500
6,088

'4,666

14,020
13,749
4,433

890,077

1874.

259.288
126,103
82,561
46,979
29,680
20,617
6,068

2,000

13.693
8.061

24,765
7,016

48,008
14,650

10,400

"522
24,017
8,637
2,448

729,413

1876.

256,136
188,248
91,776
82,960
28,403
23309
6,851

5.000

7.000

12,260
6,600

18,391

8,073
30,619
4,060
6,204

'"m
17,396

941

792,612

1876.

a53,925
181,490

100,799
67 ,.306

21,280
29.383
1,624

14,707
12,320
21,394
9,000

9,061

8,629
18,844
7,600

9,183

20,908
243

1,600

879,629

347.968
120,762
82.270
34.094
21.439
34,876
12.100
16.018
10 007
11,.373

10,031
9.640
6,7.'iO

8,.'.31

2,526

3,899

i',766

81,289
880

764.709

1878.

Percentage

I

mxde in
' 1878.

406.266
196,538

87,520
64.471

28,900
28,660
13,000
12.685

10.426

9,479
8,.346

'm>
6.779
8,200

8,022
2.200
1,(!00

1.230

862
8

46 026
22.268
9 916
6171
8.274

3 247
1478
1.487

1 IHl

1.074

M6
f«6
J68
.868

M2
.249

181

.189

.041

.001

882,685 100.000

The production of /. and steel rails in this country, from
the beginning of the manufacture of Bessemer steel rails down
to 1878, was as follows :

—

Years.
Iron Rails,

all kinds.
Net tons.

Be.«8emer
Steel Kails.

Net tons.

Total.

Net tons.

1867 459,558
499,489
683,9.36

.586,000

737,483
905.930
761,062
584,469
501,649
467,168
332,.540

332,287

2,.550

7,225
9,650

34,000
38,2.50

94,070
129.015
144.944
290.863
412,461
4.32 169

650,398

462,108
506 7141868

1869 593.586
1870 620,000

776 7.331871
1872 1,000.000

8!'0,077

729,413
792 />12

1873
1874
1875
1876 879 629
1877 7*)4 709
1878 882,686

The highest price ever obtained In this rountrj- for /. nlU
was in 1864. when it rose in .«eptembor to ?163.75, the areraaa

for the year being S126. In surcittllng yoara the price ytmdlly

declined to -f.32.50. reaching if* lowest price In (Veober. 1«7( ;

since which time prices hare grnduallT adranrcd. The tint\m'

portotion of Bessemer steel rails Into the V. 8t.ilc» »»* In 1868,

when a few tons were imported from Kngland. snd *160 a Ion

was paid for them in gold. In 1867. when this country Br»t

began to make them to fill ordfrn, the price of KnKlish steal

rails fell in our markets to ?118 in gold. As a result of Iba

domestic competition In the manufacture of stwl r»ll» which

was esUblished in that year, the price of these r«ll» ban slnca

declined with great regularity, until In 1877 American BeMe
mer rails were sold as low ns «40 a ton. with an »veri«Be for tha

year of *45.50 : while In 1878 the avrragr fell Jo *42 25. A«

both our iini>orts and exports of mils of all klnil" In 1878 were

only nominal. 1t may be fairly assumed that the domestic con-

sumption of rails In that year was equal to the produciion.

The following table will show approximately the consumpiiotl

of rails in this country from 1867 to 1878 :
—
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CalendarYears.
Made in

U. States.

Net tons.

Imported
Net tons.

Probable
Con.«um"ion.
Net tons.

1S67 462,108
506,714
593,586
620,000

775,733

1,000,000

890,077

729,413

792,512

879,629
•

764,709

882,685

163,04!)

550,081
313163
399,153

(Iron, 515,000 1

1 Steel, 50.701 f

I Iron, 381,064 1

1 Steel, 149,786 1

1 Iron, 99,201 1

i Steel, 159,571 (

1 Iron, 7,796 1

) Steel, 100,515 1

j Iron, 1,942 1

\ Steel, 16.316 1

1 Iron, 287 1

\ Steel, None I

j Iron, None
(

( Steel, 35 (

j Iron, None 1

i Steel, 10 (

625157
18S8
1869

756,795
906,749

1870 1,019,153

1,341,434

1,530,850

1,148,849

837,724

1871

1872

1873

1874

1875 810,770

1876 879 916

1877 764,744

1878 882,605

Boiled Iron. The production of all kinds of rolled /. in the
U. States in 1878, including /. rails, was 1,555,576 net tons,

which was an increase of 78,817 tons over the production of
1877. Appended is a table which shows the production of /.

rails and of all other forma of rolled iron since 1864. By the
term rolled /. we include(l)cK< nails and spikes ; {2) bar, angle,

bolt, rorf, sicflp, and hoop I.; (3) plate and sheet I.: and (4) all

sizes of [. raits. Bessemer steel rails are not classed among
rolled /. products.

Yean.

1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Net Tons.
utner roiiea i.

Net tons.

a35,3« 533.958
350,292 500,048
430,778 595.311
4.59,.558 579,838
499,489 598,286
58S,936 642,420
586,000 705,000
737,483 710,000
905,930 941,992
761,062 1,076,368
584,469 1,110,147
501,649 1,097,857

467,168 1,042,101

332,540 1,144,219

322,890 1,232,686

Total.

Net tons.

872,327
856.340

1.026,089
1,039,396
1,097,775

1,226,356
1,291,000
1,447,483

1,847,922
1,837,430
1,694,616
1.599,516

1,509,269
1,476,759

1,556,576

This table shows that the production of f. rails reached its

maximum in 1872, and that it has annually declined since
that year, the decline in 1878, as compared with 1877, being,
however, only 9,650 tons. It further shows that the produc-
tion of all other forms of rolled /. reached its maximum in

1878, when 88,467 more tons were produced than in 1877, and
166,318 more tons than in 1873, the year of the panic. The
production of all rolled /., exclusive of rails, more than doubled
from 1868 to 1878.— The production of bar, angle, bolt, rod,
skelp, and hoop I. in 1878 was 830,837 net tons, against
720,531 tons in 1877,668,956 tons in 18/6,668,756 tons in 1875,
687,650 tons in 1874, and 705,964 tons in 1873. The produc-
tion otplcAe&wA sheet I. in 1878, not including nail plate, was
182,042 net tons, against 182,242 tons in 1877, 165,255 tons in

1876, 192,769 tons in 1875, 176,888 tons in 1874, and 169,169
tons in 1873. The production of cut nails and spikes in 1878
was 4,396,130 kegs of 100 pounds each, against 4,828,918 kegs
In 187( , 4,157,814 kegs in 1876. 4,726,881 kegs in 1875, 4,912,180
kegs in 1874, and 4 024,704 kegs in 1873. The tonnage of
rolled /. converted into cut nails and spikes in 1878 and pre-
vious years was as follows : 1878, 219,807 net tons ; 1877,
241,446 tons; 1876, 207,890 tons; 1875, 236,343 tons; 1874,
245,609 tons; 1873. 201,235 tons.

Steel of all kinds. The quantity of pig-/, spiegeleisen . and
ferro-manganese converted into steel by the Bes-semer process
in the U. States in 1878 was 739,765 net tons, against 562,227
tons in 1877. Of spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese alone there
were used 61,466 tons, against 48,229 tons in 1877, 45,980 tons
in 1876, and 33,245 tons in 1875. The number of net tons of
Bessemer steel ingots produced in 1878 was 732,226, against
660,687 tons in 1877. The number of net tons of Bes,semer
itcel rails produced in 1878 was 550,398, against 432,169 tons
in 1877. In addition to the rails produced, there were .iold or
worked up by the Bessemer works into other forms 73,370 net
tons of ingots. There were ten Be.ssemer steel works in opera-
tion in 1878, the onlv n-mainingworks, the Vulcan, at St. Louis,
being idle. The worlu which were iu operation used only 20

converters. Down to the close of 1878 this country had pro-
duced a total of 2,145,595 net tons of Bessemer steel rails.

The following table shows in net tons the production of all

kinds of steel in the U. States from 1872 to 1878 :—

Bessemer steel in-
gots

Crucible cast steel
Open-hearth steel

All other steel

Kinds of Steel. 1S72. ISTS. 1874. 1875. 187a 1877. 187&

120,108

3,(100

7,740

170,R52 im,!W?
34.7fi(i

.1,W)0

13,714

3fi,'<28

7,000

6,353

100,108 222,652 241,614

.5(1,401

9,aw
12.6117

52.S,9!)6 560,587 '7.'?2.226

.W.3S2 40,4.'!0 42,»16
21.490 2.5,031 .36.126

10,;!06| ]],n24j 8,w«i

4-36,575 337,174 637,972 819,S14

It is one of the most interesting facts connected with the

industrial development of our country, that the domestic Bes-

semer steel manufacture should have moved forward with

giant strides during a period of such wide-spread and paralyz-

ing depression as has pievailed in the U. States'and in most
other countries from 1873 to 1878. No example could better

illustrate the abounding faith, the resolute courage, and the

business sagacity of the American people, or more pointedly

illustrate the real wealth of the country, both in material

resources and pecuniary accumulations Of the ten Bessemer
steel establishments which made steel in 1878, one is in New
York, five are in Pennsylvania, one is in Ohio, and three are

in Illinois.

Blooms and Billets from ore are made mainly in the Cham-
plain district of New York ; blooms from pig and scrap / are

made mainly in Pennsylvania. The make of each product in

the three years, 1873, 1877, and 1878, in net tons wa» as

follows :
—

Kind of Product. 1873. 1877. 1878.

Blooms and billets from ore
Blooms from pig and scrap iron. .

.

32,863
1
24,227

29,701 23,073
24.139
26,906

Total.. 62,564 47.300 60,045
'

Iron ore imported. The value of the /. ore imported into the

U. States in the nine years from 1870 to 1878 is given in the

following table. The number of tons imported in any one

year may be approximately ascertained by dividing the value

of the imports lor that year by two. the invoice value of all the

ore that has been imported being about two dollars a ton.

Fiscal New Lake Philadel- Other

Year. York. Porto. ptia. Ports.

9 $ 9 $ »
1870 34,439 166 34,r04

1871 i53 66 143 S62

1872 2,116 49,607 1.590 53,313

1873 29,162 92.856 2394 124,402

1874 21,644 105,167 11,803 138.614

1875 16,253 74,425 66,896 86 146,659

1876 12,030 32 446 7,692 673 52,841

1877 25,466 18.627 34,388 4.466 82,947

1878 16,563 13 088 29,485 3,661 62,787

Imports of Iron and Steel, and manti/arlures threof, into the

U. Statesfrom all countries during the calendar year 1878.

Commodities.

Pig-iron
Castings
Bar iron

Boiler iron

Band, hoop, and scroll iron

Itailroad bars or rails, of iron

Railroad bars or rails, of steel

Sheet iron
Old and scrap iron

Anchors, cables, and chains

Hardware
Machinery
Fire-arms
Steel ingot«, bars, sheets, and wire.

Cutlery
Files

Saws and tools

Other manufactures not specified.

.

Total

74,484
69

33,346
1
7

""io
838

6526
646

115,626 8,943,043
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Exporls of Iron ami Steel, and manufactures thereof, from the

U. Slaten to all countries during the calendar year 1878.

Commodities.

Iron, and Manufactures of:—
Pig-iroa ( net tous)

Bar iron " "
Boiler-plate iron ( net tons)

Kailroad bars or rails (net tons)

Slieet, band, and iioop " "
Castings, not specified

Car-wheels ( number)
Stoves, and parts of.

Steam-engines, locomotives (number) . .

.

Steam-engines, stationary "

Boilers, separate from engines

Machinery, not specified

Nails and spikes (net tons)

All other manufactures of iron

Steel, and Manufactures of: —
Ingots, bars, sheets, and wire (net tons)

Cutlery
KUge tools

Files and saws
Fire-arms
Kiiilroad bars or railS (net tons)

All other manufactures of steel

Total exports of iron and steel

Agricultural Implements :
—

Fanning mills (number)
Horse-powers " ..

Mowers and reapers (number)
Ploughs and cultivators ''

All others not specified

S'oles and Balances
Sewing-machines
Fire-engines and Apparatus

Total Ag. Im., Fire-engines, etc

Quan-
tities.

3.2S6
2,511
189

9,103
142

s.oei

"82

94

4,840

81

249

50
55

10,659
18,360

Values.

S
81,206
126,747
10,695

289,740
11,068

251,227
73,784
98,837
785,716
127,076
122,744

8,616,915
278,016

4,222,989

13,444
60,231
827,798
38.271

1,825.279

3,747

13,260,369

7,787
21,639

1,044.427
134,828

1,681,915
184,614

1,638,873
18,043

4,732,126

cents per lb. ; waxht-d or pUted, and all other, 35 per cent.

Stoves, and stove-plate*, of caKt iron, 11 cents per lb. Tailors'

irons, \\ cents per lb. Tacks, sprig*, orsds, cut, not exceed-
ing 16 ounces per mille, 2^ cents per mille ; exceeding 16
ounces per mille, 3 cents per lb. Ta^^gers' iron, 30 per cent.

Tire for locomotives, 3 renu per lb. Tubes, flues, etc., for

steam, ga«, and water, wrought, 3i cents per lb Vetwels,

cast iron, n. o. p., 1) cents per lb. Wire, bright, coppered, or
tinned, drawn and finished, not above \ in. in diameter, nor
thinner than No. 16 wire-gauge, 2 cents per lb., and 15 per
cent ; thinner than No 16, not thinner than No. 25, 3) cents
per lb , and 15 per cent , beyond No. 25, 4 cents per lb., and
15 per cent; covered, cotton, silk, etc. (addltioiial), 5 cents
per lb. Provided, That all wire-rope and wire-strand, or chain
made of iron wire, either bright, coppered, galvanised, or coated
with other metals, i>hall pay the same rate of duty that is now
levied on the iron-wire of which said r(>|ie. or strand, or chain,

IS made; and all wire-rope and wire-strand or chain, made of
steel-wire, either bright, coppered, galvanized, or coated with
other metals, shall pay the same rule of duty that is now lev-

ied on the steel-wire of which said rope, or strand, or chain is

made. Wrought-/, for ships, locomotives, or parts thereof,

weighing 25 pounds or more, 2 cents per lb. All manu-
factures of, n. o. p., 35 per cent. Liquor, 10 per cent. Sul-

phate of 7. , \ cent per lb.

Import duty: old scrap (cast, $6 per ton, wrought, S8 per

ton). Moisie /, made of sand ore by one process, $15 per ton.

Bars, rolled or hammered, including flats not less than 1 in.

nor more than 6 in. wide, nor less than J in. nor more than
2 in. thick, and rounds not less than J in nor more than 2 in.

in diameter, and square.'* not less than J in. nor mure than
2 in. square, 1 cent per lb. Bars, including flats less than

J in. and not above 2 in. thick, nor less than 1 in. or more
than 6 in. wide, rounds less than \ in. nor more than 2 in in

diameter, and squares less than J in. or more than 2 in. si)uare,

1^ cents per lb. Other descriptions of rolled or hammered /.,

n. o. p., 11 cents per lb. Bars, for railroads or inclined planes,

made to pattern and fitted to be laid down, not above 6 in.

high, 70 cents per 100 lbs. Band, hoop, slit, and rolled or

hammered, and scroll, from \ in. to 6 in. wide, not below j| in.

thick, 1} cents per lb. ; from ^ in. to 6 in. wide, le.ss than
|^
in.

thick, not le^s than No. 20 wire-gauge, 1} cents per lb. ;
thin-

ner than No 20 wire-g<uge, IJ cents per lb. Boiler and other

pl&te, n. o. p., .'j?25 per ton ;
not less than ^ in. thick, 1.^ cents

per lb. Rods, tiail or spike, siit, rolled, or hammered, li cents

per lb. Sheet /., smooth or polished, all, 8 cents per lb.;

galvanized or coated with zinc, 2 cents per lb. ; other sheet /.,

common or black, not thinner than No. 20 wire-gauge, 1^
cents per lb. : thinner than No 20, not thinner than No. 25,

IJ cents per lb ; thinner than No. 25, 1 J cents per lb. Squares,
marked on one side, 3 cents per lb , and 30 per cent ; all other,

of iron or steel, 6 cents per lb., and 30 percent. Anchors, and
p irts thereof, 2^ cents per lb. Andirons, cast, \\ cents per lb.

Anvils, 2.J cents per lb. Axles, or parts thereof, 2^ cents per

lb. Ulacksmiths' hammers or sledges, 2^ cents per lb. Bolts,

wrought, 2.J cents per lb. Butt.s, cast, 2J cents per lb. Cast-

ings, n. o. p., 30 per cent. Cables or chains, or parts thereof,

2J cents per lb. Chains, trace, halter, or fence, of wire or rods,

\ in in diameter or more, 2^ cents per lb. : under ^ in. in

diameter, not less than | in. in diameter, 2^ cents per lb. ; un-
der I in. in diameter, not under No. 9 wire-gauge, 3 cents per

lb ; under No. 9 wire-gauge, 35 per cent. Hatters' irons, \\
cents per lb. Hinges, cast, 2^ cents per lb ; wrought, 2Ji rents

per lb. Hollow-ware, glazed, tinned, 3^ cents per lb Malleable,

in castings, 2*1 cents per lb Mill-irons and cranks, 2 cents per

lb. Nails and spikes, cut, 1^ cents per lb. Board nails,

wrought (spikes and rivets), 2.J cents per lb. Nails, horseshoe,

5 cents per lb. Nuts and washers, wrought, ready punched,
2 cents per lb. Pipe, cast, for steam, gas, or water, \\ cents

per lb. Railroad-chairs, wrought, 2 cents per lb. Sad-irons,

\\ cents per lb. Screws, bed, 24 cents per lb. ; wood screws,

over 2 in. in length, S cents per lb. ; under 2 in. in length, 10
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Iron-clad VesseL So long as the pung em-

ployed in naval warfare were limited to 68-pound-

ers as a maximum, strongly built timber ships were

considered sufficient for the necessities of the case

;

but when ordnance hurling shot and shell of 100

lbs., 200 lbs., or even 300 lbs. weight came into

use, the bulwarks were no longer adequate. Hence

the invention of iron-clads, or armor-plated ship*.

The first actually built were some floating bat-

teries used by the French during the Crimean War
in 1864 ; they were not only built of iron, but were

coated with thick iron slabs. The English govern-

ment, following the example, built eight floating

batteries in 1850,— very slow and unmanageable

ships. The civil war of 1861 gave great inipetut

to improvements in iron-clad vessels, and numer-

ous modifications of plan have been adopted, to

ascertain which among them possesses a prepon-

derance of practical advantages. Large tmiber-

built men-of-war, whether finished or not, have

been cut down in height, increased in length, and

clad with 4finch armor plates, backed by aOinclie«

of solid timber. Some of the timber ships, tliu*

altered, lengthened, and armed, have been pro-

vided with solid projecting rams of great weight

and power, to pierce an enemy's side. Some, to

render the ship more buoyant, have had the armor

plates only over the most exposed parts; while

others have been clad from stem to stern. Some

have had the guns placed in a revolving turret or

immense strength, instead of as a broadside in the

usual way. (See Monitors and Turret SHim.)

A plan has been tried in a few cases of notchmgor

bevelling the sides of the ship in such a way that

the guns may be traine.1 to take a very wide sweep,

so as to flre, if needed, much nearer in a Une with
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tiie keel than is usually practicable. After many
partially built timber ships were converted into

iron-clads, others built wiiolly of iron were com-
menced ; and these form the most formidable class

of the two. To ascertain the effect of actual

size, the English Admiralty have built the vast

ships Northumberland, Agincourt, and Minotaur, each
about 400 feet long and 7,000 tons burden, with
S^-inch armor plates. To ascertain the capabili-

ties of the armor without in)mediate reference to

the size of the ship, plates have been used 6, 7, 8,

and even 9 inches in thickness. Various modes of

arranging the armament have been adopted, as a
means of determining whether it will be better to

have a moderate number of guns throwing 100-lb.

to 200-lb. shot and shell, or a few of those monster
guns which will hurl from 300 lbs. to 600 lbs. of

metal against the enemy. A terrible naval war
will alone settle these and many other disputed
questions.

Iron-Foundry, a place where iron castings are
made.
Iron-Heater, the piece of metal which is heated

in the fire for a laundress's box-iron or Italian

iron.

Iron-Holder, a stand for a laundress's smooth-
ing-iron.

Ironing-Blanket, a coarse blanket used as a
smooth surface by laundresses when ironing linen.

Ironing-Board, a tailor's board on which cloth

is pressed with an iron to smooth the seams, etc.

;

a laundress's board, covered with flannel, for iron-

ing ladies' dresses ; a table.

Ironing-Machine, a machine of which there

are several forms, adapted for ironing clothes, hat-

ironing, hosiery, for tailors, etc.

Iron-Liquor, a solution of acetate of iron used
as a mordant by calico printers. It is usually called

printers' liquor.

Iron-Master, a manufacturer of raw and bar
iron ; the owner of smelting works, or blast fur-

naces, for making iron from the ore.

Iron-Merchant, a wholesale dealer in iron.

Ironmongery, the English term for hardware.
Iron-Mould, a mark on linen made by the rust

of iron.

Iron-Paper. See Sheet-Iron.
Irons, tools for heating at a fire, as laundresses'

flat and box smoothing-irons for clothes; tailors'

and hatters' irons, etc. — The poker, tongs, and
shovel, for a grate. — Shackles or manacles for
the legs.

Iron-Scraps, the cuttings and parings of iron-

work which are saved, collected together, and
melted again in the puddling furnace.
Ironsmith, a worker in iron.

Iron Spoon, a kitchen spoon used by cooks.
Iron-Stone, the argillaceous carbonate of iron,

commonly known as clay iron-stone. See Porce-
lain.
Iron Vessel. See Ship-Building.
Iron "Wire. See Wire.
Iron-Wood [Fr. bois de fer ; Ger. Eisenholz; It.

legno di ferro ; Sp. plo hieiro], a common name for
many trees, producing hard, ponderous, close-

grained woods ; in America, for the Ostrya Virgin-

ica, a tree which only grows to a small size, but
the white wood is compact, finely grained, and
heavy. There is an iron-wood in Brazil, but the
tree yielding it is not defined. Another iron-wood
entering into commerce is the Metrosideros vents,

brought from China. The Argania sideroxi/lon, of
Morocco, is another close, hard wood which sinks
in water.

Irou-Work, anything made of iron ; the parts

or pieces of a building or machine which consists

of iron.

Irrigation, the practice of flooding land in arid
countries.

Irving Insurance Co., a fire-insurance Co.,

located in New York city, organized in 1872.

Statement, Jan. 1, 1879 : Cap. stock paid up in cash,
.$200,000; net surplus, $32,117.92; risks in force,

$7,112,418; premiums, $66,507.21; premiums re-

ceived since the organization of the Co., $646,008,-

.84; losses paid, $372,308.79; cash dividends paid
to stockholders, $120,000.

Isinglass, Fish-Glue [Fr. cdle de jwisson ; Ger.
ffausenblase ; It. cola di pesce ; Russ. kiei riibui,

karlulc], one of the purest and finest of the animal
glues, is a variety of gelatine, prepared from the
air-bag, swimming-bladder, or sound of various
fishes. The Russian and Siberian /. is most es-

teemed ; it is chiefly obtained from sturgeons.
The swimming-bladder is cut up, washed, and then
exposed to the air, with the inner silvery mem-
brane upward. When dry, this membrane is re-

moved by beating and rubbing ; the sound is then
prepared in various ways. For forming what is

called leaf I., it is merely dried ; for long and short

staple, it is twisted between three pegs, into the
shape of a horseshoe, harp, or lyre ; for l>ook isin-

glass, it is folded like the sheets of a book ; for

ribbon I., it is rolled out. The swimming-bladder
of Acipenser sturio of the Caspian Sea furnishes

leaf isinglass of three qualities, known &s Jine-Jirsts,

^rsts, and seconds. A sturgeon of the Caspian and
Black Seas and their tributary rivers yields staple

and leaf /. The varieties of staple are Patriarch

Astrakhan , &nA Astrakhan Jirsts, seconds, and thirds.

The varieties of leaf are also Jirsts, seconds, and
thirds,— the firsts forming the finest leaf known
in commerce. There is also th§ sisane leaf, said to

be obtained from a small fish, and kroski J., which
is made into small membranous disks. /. is also

!)rocured from Siluris glanis. For purse, pipe, and
U7np I. the swimming-bladder is dried unopened,
and the variety known as Siberian purse, of moder-
ately good quality, is greatly in demand. Brazil-

ian /. is obtained from Para and Maranham, but
the fishes which produce it have not been named.
For the variety known as pipe-Brazil, the swim-
ming-bladders are dried unopened, and made into

pipes 10 or 12 inches long, and from 2 to 2^ inches

broad, and are sometimes distended with air. Lump
I. is formed by placing two swimming-bladders
side by side, and for honei/comb I. the largest lump
/. is split open. The New York and New England /.

is obtained from the sounds of the codfish and of

the common hake. The patent gelatine prepared
from glue pieces or cuttings of hides, etc., after

the manner of glue, is also used as a substitute for

/. A solid gelatine in thin plates and strings is

prepared from bones, and is chiefly of French
manufacture. Japanese /. is a substance prepared
from sea-weeds.

I. is prepared for sale by being picked and cut. This was
formerly done by hand, but is now effected by steam machin-
ery ; the thin filaments thus produced should be whitish in

color, dry, semi-transparent, nearly tasteless, and quite devoid

of smell. Isinglass differs from glue in being tough, fibrous,

and elastic, instead of brittle. On boiling, it should completely

dissolve, and on cooling, should form a white jelly, soluble in

weak acids, but separable from them by alkalies. With milk
and sugar it is used as a diet for invalids, and it is also used in

the preparation of blancmange, jellies, and creams, and for

enriching soups and sauces. 1. is no longer considered to be
highly nutritive; it is even less digestible than the flesh or
muscular part of animals. The great consumer of I. is the
brewer, who uses it as a fining material, for which purpose
lump /. is chiefly used. This is deeper in color, and inferior

in solubility, to the better varieties. On mixing it with the

liquor to be fined, it partly combines with some of those mat-
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ters which render the liquor cloudy, and entangles in its

meshes those which are mechanically suspended : the whole
then rising to the surface can be removed, and the liquor be
left clear. Wine, coffee, and other liquids are also clarified by
J., but sole-skins and hartshorn shavin<js are often used as
substitutes for it. 1. forms the adhesive material in court-
plaster, for which purpose a solution of /..mixed with tincture
of benzoin, is brushed over bla<'k sarsanet. /. dissolved in
spirits of wine or common jrin, and pently simmered by placing
the bottle in a ve-iisel of boiling water for about an hour, forms
diamoHiJ eement, or white Jish-alue ; gum ammoniac is some-
times added. Panes of /., instead of glue, have Ix-en used in-

stead of horn, for lantern.s, and also for lamp-shades, etc. ; also
for window lights of ves.«els, being covered with a transparent
Tarnish which is not affected by moist air. Hence, sheets of
mica prepared for similar uses, as in the doors of stoves, are
often called 7.

The value of imports of /. into the U. Stat«!8 for the year
1870 was $38,300. Imp. free.

Ispruk, a coarse powder made from a species of
delpliiiiium growing in Afghanistan, used in dyeing.

Istle Grass. See Ta.mpico Fibre.
Italian Cloth, Fanner's Satin, Satin de

Chesne, a liglit material of cotton and worsted,
used for coat-linings.

Italian Iron, a laundress's heater for fluting

and smoothing frills, etc.

Italian Juice, the extract of licorice prepared
in Calabria ; tliat sold under the name of solazzi

juice is, when genuine, most esteemed.
Italian "Wines. Some of the best wines

in Italy are found in the vicinity of Naples.
The soil there being volcanic is eminently
adapted for the vine. In Calabria, though
some places are too warm for vineyards, others
are exceedingly well adapted to every species

of vine. Tiie principal Neapolitan wine is the
Lacryina Christi, a sweet or rather luscious wine,
which holds a place in the foremost rank of tlie

first class produced by any country. Very little

of the genuine wine is made even in the most fa-

vorable years. It is an exceedingly rich variety,

of a red color and exquisite flavor. Vino Greco is

a sweet wine from a grape of that name. A wliite

muscadine wine, of fine color, delicate, and rich in

perfume, is also made near Vesuvius. The grape
of the Vino Greco is said to have been brought
from Greece. A good deal of Lacryma Ciiristi,

of an inferior quality, grown in various places
around Vesuvius, as at Torre del Greco and No-
vella, is exported as the genuine wine. The best
is grown at Galitta. At Baia and Tarento botii

muscadine and dry wines are made of good quali-

ty. The Lacryma Christi of Naples is said by
some to be the Fidemian Wine of Horace, as if

anything like precision could be attained from
the poet's description of the luxury in his existing
works. The wines in the Roman provinces are
(jenerally common, but several of them are good.
The better kinds, most probably from negligence
in the manufacture, will not keep ; though in the

country they are thought excellent. The most
delicate wine is produced at San Maimo, called

Muscaita. Imola, near Bologna, is remarkable for

its boiled wines. These in their natural state are
effervescent, like Champagne. On tlie shores of

the Lake of Garda thev make a sweet wine of

prime quality, called Vino Santo. It is not ex-

tracted from the grapes until Christinas, and is

drank at the following midsummer. Tuscany is

considered tlie country of the vine in Italy, and
it is treated there much better than in other parts

of the country. The celebrated Verdea is a white
wine, having a bright green tinge, grown at

Arcetri ; it was formerly held in high esteem.

The red wine of Chianti, the wines of Val di Ma-
rina, Carmignano, Poncino, Antella, Artiminio,

and others of the same class, are produced nut far

from Florence, and are several of them excellent
The wines of Sienna, among them Montclcino,
Kiinancze, and Santo Stefano, are good, luscious
wines. The Aleatico of Tuscany resembles •' tinto,"
and is a red muscadine wine, made near or at
Monte Pulciano. It is a wine of great excellence,
with a rich perfume. The Malnit/ia wine of
Trebbio is a very fine variety. The red Florence
wine, as it is called, is deeper in color tiian claret,
and harsher, being left long on the murk. Pied-
mont produces red wiius of tolerable quality. An
effervescing wine is made at Iji.<seraz from the
malvasia grape. Asli, near Marengo, an<l Biella
produce red wines of good flavor. Sicily pro-
duces wine in great abundance. The bt^st wines
of the province of Mascoli grow on JEtna, and are
red.Tjeing almost the only good red wine of tlie

class in the island, though others are produced at
Taorniina and Faro, but they have a taint of
pitch. Syracuse produces over its mouldering re-
mains a red muscadine, equal to any other in the
world, if not sujierior. Messina furnishes much
wine for exportation. The IV// di Mouira, and
the Marsald, when obtained without the admixture
of execrable Sicilian brandy, are an agreeable
wine, something like Madeira of the stcond elnsg,

and of great body. Augusta produces wine hav-
ing a strong flavor of violets. — AVine in /. was
formerly made almost exclusively for home con-
sumption, and, notwithstanding the excellence of
the grape and the congeniality of the climate, the
general neglect of a careful and just system of
culture prevented the capabilities of the Italian

vineyards from being known. Of late, however,
the attention of agriculturists has been turned to

the cultivation of the grape, and large quantities
of wine are now exported from every part of the
kingdom.

Italic, a kind of inclined type used Viy printers ;

that in which the scientific and foreign names are
given in this work.

Italy, a Kingdom in the South of Europe, con-
sisting of a jxninsula and tiie large islands of
Sicily, and S.-irdinia. It is situated In-tween lat.

30° 40' and 40° 40' N., and Ion. G° 30' and 18° 00' E.

Previous to 1850 Italy was divided into the king-

doms of Sardinia and the Two Sicilies (Naples and
Sicily), the Pontifical States, the I.,ombardo-Vene-
tian province of the Austrian Empire, the Grand
Duchy of Tuscany, and the Duchies of Parma and
Modena. In 1859 Victor Emmanuel, king of Sar-

dinia, obtained Iximbardy, Parma, Modena, and
part of the Pontifical States; Tuscany was an-

nexed 22d March, and the Marches. Umbria, and
the Two Sicilies ITtli Dec, 1800, and in 18<ll these

were all united under the title of Kingdom of Italy,

with the seat of government at Florence. By the

treaty of Prague, 2'M August, 1806, Venetia was
added, and finally the remainder of the Papal

States were annexed by royal decree Oth OctoluT,

1870, and Rome again became the capital of a

united Italy. The government is a constitutional

hereditary monarchy. The exc-cutive jKiwer of

the State belongs exclusively to the sovereign,

and is exercised by him through responsible min-

isters ; while the legislative authority rests con-

jointly in the King and Congress, the latter

consisting of two Chambers,— an upper one, the

Senate, and a lower one, called the Caniem de'

Deputati. The Senate is comjxjsed of the princes

of the royal house wlio are of age, and of an un-

limited number of members, alnive 40 vears old,

who are nominated by the king for life. The
number of senators, in the session of 1878, was

270. The deputies of the lower bouse are elected
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by a majority of all citizens who are 25 years of

age, and pay taxes to the amount of 40 lires, or

$6. For this purpose the wliole of the population

is divided into electoral colleges, or districts.

Neither senators nor deputies receive any salary

or other indemnity. The Camera de' Deputati, in

the session of 1878, numbered 508 members, being

the prescribed rate of one deputy to 40,000 souls.

Each of the Chambers has the right of introducing

new bills ; but all money bills must originate in

the House of Deputies. For administrative pur-

poses, the kingdom is divided into 69 provinces,

which are again subdivided into districts and
communes. In each province the executive
power of the government is intrusted to a prefect

appointed by the ministry. The following table

gives the area and population of the larger terri-

torial divisions, called coinpaiiinienti, which, for the

most part, correspond to the old divisions of /. :
—

Territorial

Divuions.

Viedmont
Liguria
Lombard/
Venetia
Emilia
Umbria
The Marches
Tuscany
Rome
The Abruzzo and

Molise
Campania
Apulia
Basilicsta

Calabria
Si.ily

S;irUiaia

Total

Square
miles.

11,306
2,056
9.085
9,060

7,921

8,720
3,746
9,287

4,601

6,677
6,942
8.539
4,122
6,663

11,291

8,399

114,415

Inhabitants
(Census 1871).

I,450,a57

419,919
1,755,545
1,334,364
1,078,686
282,574

449M8
1,096,652
449,346

625,547
1,366,557
708,514
248,220
693,829

1,284,531

327,073

13,472,262

Female.

1,449,207
423,893

1,705,279
1.308,443

1,035,142
267,027
465,871

1,045,873
387,358

657,435
1,388,035
712,378
261,323
612,473

1,299,568
309,687

13,328,892

Inhab'nts
in 1877
(official

return).

3,027,596
874,616

3,589,527
2,769,594
2,174,579
667,131
936,135

2,192,292
841,140

1,315,197
2,834.982

1,488,218
622,772

1,240,772

2,736,646
668,479

27,769,476

The great mass of the people of /. are devoted
to agricultural pursuits, and the town population
is comparatively small. The number of inhabi-
tants of the principal towns was as follows in

1877:—

Towns. Population. Towns. Population.

Naples 461.627
275,516
266,7.38

219,938
240.868

167,093

130,269
128,901
115,957
111,8.54

97 096

Milan
Bologna
MesKina
Leghorn
Catania

1

Palermo
Turin
Florence 84,397

The number of emigrants from /., very small
previous to the establishment of the kingdom, has
much increased in recent years, reaching 117,612
in 1878. The emigration is partly European, di-

rected to France, Austria, and Switzerland, and
also to South American states. In 1879 the emi-
gration to the U. States began to assume impor-
tant proportions.

Surface and Climate. The face of the country is much dl-
Tersifled by mountains. The Alps form its N. and N. W.
boundary, and the Apennine.o, running through its whole
length, determine its configuration and it.^ physical character.
The coast line of /. proper (.^ee Sardinia and Sicily^ is upward
of 2,000 m. From Genoa to the frontier of France the coast,
cilled Riviera di Ponente (shore of the setting sun) is lofty and
precipitous. From Genoa to Spezia i.s the Riviera di Lcvante
(shore of the rixing sun), which is also bold and mountainous,
but less precipitous. The coasts of Tuscany and Rome, from
the mouth of the Amo to Baia, are generally low and niar.«hy.

Tile Neapolitan coast along the Tyrrhenian and Ionian Seas,

up to Cape Rizzuto, i^ generally bold and rocky. Beyond
Tarauto, as far as Ancona, the shore is flat and sandy, being
only broken by the spur on which stand Mts. Gargano and
Sant' Angelo. Thence, northward to Rimini, the coast rises

gradually, to subside rapidly lieyond that city into a series

of sandy islands, lagoons, and pestilential marshes, extending
almost to the mouth of the Isenzo. All the rivers of /. are
subject to sudden and very heavy floods, and, with the excep-
tion of the Po, the Adige, and the Titier, have their volume of
water greatly reduced in summer. The insignificant amount
of tide in the Mediterranean renders most of them useless for
navigation. In a country extending through 10 degrees of
latitude there must be great difference of climate, and conse-
quently of vegetation and agriculture, from position alone.
Besides that, however, the climate of 1. is greatly modified by
the ranges of the Alps and Apennines, and by the air of the
sea along its coast. In the plains of Piedmont and Lombardy,
which are enclosed by mountains on every side but the E.,
the thermometer in winter descends to 10^ F. Delicate plants
do not thrive, except in sheltered situations, but the mulberry-
trees flourish, rice is grown, and the pastures are rich. South
of the Apennines, that part of Tu.^icany and former States of
the Church which is near their main range is subject to great
cold ; but westward, and along the Riviera, the temperature
grows milder, snow seldom lies long on the fields, and the
climate is suitable to the growth of the olive and the orange.
But it is when we reach the central range of the Apennines
that we find the coldest districts of /. In all the upland val-

leys of the Abruzzi and of Saunio, snow begins to fall early in
November, and heavy storms occur often as late as May. The
district extending from the S. £. of L.ake Fiscinus to the Piano
di Cinquensi^lia, and enclosing the upper basin of the Sangro
and the small lake of Scanno. is the coldest and the most
bleak part of /. south of the Alps. Yet, less than 40 m. E.
of this district we find the olive, the fig-tree, and the orange
thriving luxuriantly on the shores of the Adriatic from Ortano
to Vasto. In the same way, while in the plains and hilis

round Naples snow is rarely seen, and never remains long,

and the thermometer seldom descends to the freezing-point,

20 m. E. from it, in the fertile valley of Avellino, of no great

elevation, but encircled by high mountains, light frosts are not
uncommon as late as June. But nowhere are these contrast*

so striking as in Calabria. The shores, especially on the Tyr-
rhenian Sea, present almast a continued grove of olive, orange,
lemon, and citron trees, which attain a size unknown in the
North of Italy. The sugar-cane flourishes, the cotton-plant

ripens to perfection, the date-trees are seen in the gardens, the
rocks are clothed with the prickly pear or Indinn fig, the en-
closures of the fields are formed by aloes and sometimes pome-
granates, the licorice-root grows wild, and the mastich, the
rosemary, the myrtle, and many varieties of oleander and cis-

tus form the underwood of the natural forests of arbutus and
evergreen oak. If we turn inland but five or six miles from
the shore, and often even less, the scene changes. High dis-

tricts covered with oaks and chestnuts succeed to this almost
tropical vegetation : a little higher up, and we reach the ele-

vated table-lands of the Pollino and the Sila, covered with flrs

and pines, and affording rich pastures even in the midst of
summer, when heavy dews and light frosts succeed each other
in July and August, and snow begins to appear at the end of
September or early in October.

Agrictdturai Produrts. The cercalia form, as elsewhere in

Europe, the chief aliment of the inhabitants ; in Italy, how-
ever, the lower classes, who are the most numerous, subsi.<t

much on maize and beans, which require little preparation to

render them fit for food. In some of the southern parts

wheat is made use of by the same class, both in the form of
breail and in that of macaroni, which is manipulated with great

focility. Wheat and maize are, on the average of years, about
equal to the consumption, but little can be spared for expor-
tation ; and in many of the ports are depots of foreign wheat
kept to meet the variations of seasons, or to be used as articles

of commerce with other countries. Barley, oats, and rice are

not extensively cultivated, but abundance of beans of various

kinds are produced. Rice grows in many parts, in fact where-

ever there is a sufficiency of water to insure a good produce, at

such distance from towns as not to be injurious to the health of

the inhabitants. It is a part of almost every meal in families in

easy circumstances, but is scarcely used by families who are in

circumstances that require the practice of great parsimony. A
great variety of lupines are used as food, especially in the

soups. In some parts of the mountainous regions chestnuts

are a substitute for com as long as they last. Fruits are plenti-

fully used, particularly figs, grapes, and melons, as food . while

the cheapness of onions, garlic, tomatoes, and capsicums,

render them valuable as condiments. The potato has been
but partially introduced into Italy; and, where it is cultivated,

it occupies a very small proportion of the soil. Lettuces, a.«-

paragus, endive, artichokes, and several kinds of turnips and of

carrots are everywhere grown. Animal food is far from being

extensively used. The oxen yield in some parts excellent, in

other very indifferent, meat. The mutton is neither good nor
abundant, but has been much improved of late years. Swine
furnish a plentiful supply during the winter months : they are

also prepared as bacon or bams, and above all as sausages, the
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fame of which latter ha'J reached unto this country under the

n.iine of the city of Bologna, where they were early and ex-

tensively prepared. The large dairy farms in Lombardy, iu

which the cheese known by the name of I'armesan is made,
and the oak and chestnut fore-ta of Calabria, furnish the most
and best swine's Hesh. The suair-caue is not cultivated in the

South of Italy, as it is found that in point of strenjrth, as well

as of cost, the sugar made from it does not succeed in a com-
petitioa with that substance when imported frf)Ui the Wot
Indies. The products of agriculture are sufficient for tlie

clothing of all the inhabitants ; for though wool is neither good
nor plentiful, yet hemp and tJax are grown everywhere, are

manufactured at home, and, from the nature of the climate,

linen can be substituted for woollen dress dm iug most of the

months of the year. t!ome raw wool is, however, imported to

supply the manufactures, and some cloths, from England,

France, and Bohemia. Cotton is grown extensively iu the S. dis-

the income more than rvcompensex the labor. The best ollTe-

oil is produced near Genoa, in Lut-ca, in Tuscany, »nd in Cala-
briii ; but it Is plentiful thruughout the whole of /. , except
in Lombardy and iu I'ieUmont.

Miitfra^s. I'iedmont is espetially rich in metals. In the Col
di Tenda are mines of lead and silver. Tiie Val d" .Knmsca ii

renowned for its auriferous pyrites, the Val di Maragna^ for
its beds of auriferous schists, and the Val d' Ao^ta for cupjier
p\rit<-s In the ser|>eutine rocks bordering the (iulf of Uenoa
are rich ores of cupper; while the mountains of Modena are
filled to their very summits with ores of iron, lead, and silver,

and most valuable deposits of copper. The .\puan Alps, adja-

cent to the Modena chain, and foniiing the N. frontier of Tus-
cany, are traversed by veins of quicksilver, magnetic iron ore,

and anfentiterous copper and lead ores. The central and S.

I
districts of Tu.scuny are equally favored with metalliferous dr-

I posits, amou^ which tUe mines of Terricio and Caittelliua iu

Fig. 292. — Arch op Septimius Setbrus (Rome).

trictg of I., but not (infBcient to fiimish material.' for their man-

ufacturo of that article. The chief proiluct of Italian agricul-

ture Is the silk. It is produced from every part, and much of it

Is converted into articles of dress or of furniture where it is col-

lected : but the chiefproduction of it is in Sardinia, Naples, and

Lombardy. The value of this commodity exceeds that of all

the other productions of /. which are exported to foreign coun-

tries. The silk manufactures of /. are the most important In

Europe, and are one of the great sources of national wealth :

the number of spindles employed in silk spinning l.' about

3,000,000. Another very important Italian product, which is

u-ed partly as food, partly employe<l in home manufictures,

and extensively exported as an article of foreizn commen-e. Is

the oil of the olive-tree. It is used as a substitute for butter

In the S., Is much appropriated to the manufacture of manv
kinds of soap, and is largely exported. The planting and

watching cost but little labor or expense, and In a few year*

the centre, and those of Monte Catlnl near VoUerr«.<l«wmi

special mention. Further off arc the mines of CaniplgUa. fmm
which the F.tni'cans dn-w the greater part of their bronw.

During the Middle Ages bI«o various mines of Iron. load, cop-

per, silver, alum, ami sulphur wen- worko.1 with great stirrr.s

in MassaMaritima. hence called MassaMctalhfeni todlstlnirul«h

it from Massa Carrara. All over the face of the country', now

covered with marsh and ravagi-d by frvir. ancleot pit* and

ruins of old foumlries arc counleil by the hundred. This same

region, in the districts between Mas«a and Monte Catlnl. con-

tains the famous foffioni, or vaiwr vents, ntlllxcd for the e«-

tnrtion of horacic acid. The di«tricU of Siena and Ormwelo

also have silver and copper mines : nn<l In ^. Tuscany, beside*

these, are veins of quicksilver at .'elvina. IMan Casla^ajo. and

Caateilazrero, and lodes of antimony at Montanto and Peteta.

All thes»' districts an" on the W. flank of the Apennines. Th«

former States of the Church are poor In metallic deposiu ; tool
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the Calabrias possess iron lodes and ancient silver-mines. The
most important product of the Italian mines is sulphur, which
is found in the island of Sicily and exported in large quantities.

In many places there are excellent marble quarries, the best

near Verona and Carrara. Alabaster and asbestos are found in

many of the mountains. The salt manufactured on the sea-

shore and from saline sprinRS is largely exported.
Commerce. The commerce and industry are rapidly pro-

gressing since the unification of /. into a kingdom. The
principal manufactures are silk, woollen, linen, and cotton
goods, lace, straw hats, leather, pottery, and glass. Chemicals
are largely manufactured, as also paper. The imports chiefly

consist of sugar, coffee, and other colonial produce, muslins,
c.ilicoes, linens, woollens, hardware, and dyestuffs. The chief
exports are raw and manufactured silks, rice, fish, fruit, sul-

phur, marble, velvet, mosaics, etc. The following table of im-
ports and exports for the years 1876 and 1877 shows the rela-

tive importance of the commercial intercourse of I. with
the dlfTerent countries :

—

Imports from the

Years.

U. States. Exports
to the

U. States.

Total
Imports

Domestic. Foreign.

and
Exports.

S $ Sf. «
1869.... 5,682,951 23,224 6,209 863 11,916,088
1870.... 6.344,912 129,741 6,641,664 13,116,317
1871.... 6.090,449 68,776 7,443,754 13,602.979
1872.... 5,438,718 13.468 7,592,191 13,044,377
1873.... 7,241,097 54,562 7,974,542 15,270,191
1874.... 8,378,666 4.019 8,499.i94 16,881,979
1876.... 7,226,564 1,516 9,190.182 16,418,251
1876.... 7,770,470 17,006 7,628.772 15,416,247
1877.... 8,484,496 10.172 7,105,366 15.600,034
1878.... 8,736,719 4,381 6,711,006 16,452,106

Countries. Imports, 1876. Imports, 1877. Exports, 1876. Exports, 1877.

Lire

428,200,000
309,400,000
265,300,000
33.100,000
34.900,000
49,500,000
40,100,000
37,800,000
62.400.000
66,500,000

Lire.

332,100,000
296,500 000
237,500,000
28,000,000
28,400,000

39,900,000
25,200,000
60,800,000
65,600,000
60,300,000

Lire.

547.300,000
133,900,000
187,600,000
151,500,000
34,600,000
20,500,000
20,600,000
42,700,000
6,100.000

72,000,000

Lire.

418.900.000
126,700,000
136,000,000
131,500,000
20,000,000
27,200,000
16,600,000
43,500.000
8,500,000

89,600,000

Austro-IIungary

Ku.ssia

United States

South America
Turkey
Other Countries

Total 1,327,200,000 1,154,300,000 1,216,800,000 966,600,000

The value of articles of food, raw materials, manufactured
goods, miscellaneous goods, and precious metals, imported and
exported during the year 1877 (including transit trade), was as
follows : —

Articles. Imports. Exports.

Grain 94,000,000
15,000,000

108,000,000
27,000,000
14,000,000
64,000,000

70,000,000
60.000,000
3,000,000

13,000,000
115,000,000Animals and food for animals

1. Articles of food 822,000,000 261,000,000

Fuel 48,000,000
9,000,000

63,000,000
48.000000

125,000,000
46,000,000

5,000,000
36 000,000
22,000,000
19,000,000

162,000,000

Wood and carving materials 11,000,000

334,000,000 256,000,000

16,000,000
82,000,000

170.000,000
112,000,000

7,000,000

6,000,000
116,000,000

Woven goods and articles of cloth-

23,000,000
Manufactures of different kinds.... 120,000,000

7,000,000

8. Manufactured goods 386,000,000 272,000,000

2.000,000
32,000,000
64,000,000

2,000,000
49.000,000
109,000,000

Drugs and chemical products

4. Miscellaneous goods 98,000,000 160,000,000

14,000,000

1,154,000,000

19,000,000

967,000,000Total

The oommprolnl Intercourse of /, with the U. States for the
10 years from 18J9 to 1878 was us follows :

—

The value of the principal arti-

cles imported from and exported
to the U. States was as follows

:

— Imports: Indian com, S'838,-

095 ; wheat, 5P40,040 : coal , $9,676;
raw cotton (18,110,697 lbs.), $1,-
934,212; drugs, etc., »lo,085;
naval stores, $57,034 ; mineral
oil, $2,368,549; cotton-Feed oil,

$778,042; lard, $9,875; pork,
»9,326 : spirits from grain (P2.042

gals.), $29,584; tallow, S!!;8,102;

tobacco (leaf, $2.239,948. — ix-
ports: Argols, $28,839; chemi-
cals, etc., $608,356 ; essential oils,

$203,958; sulphur, $1,161,367;
fancy goods, $8,764 : fruits and
nuts of all kinds, $2,769,045 : kid
gloves, $11,086; marble, $398,

205 ; olive-oil. $94,965 : paintings, etc.. $62,671 ; salt, $56,381

;

straw (manuf. of), $107,994 ; wine, $40,047.
To carry the above trade. 64 American vessels (tonnage 32,-

333) entered, and 76 (tonnage 37.?r3) cleared the Italian ports

;

198 Italian vessels (tonnage 94,525) entered, and 453 (tonnage
464,450) cleared the American ports.

Finances. Since the establishment of the kingdom in 1861
the finances have been in an unsatisfactory condition. In
every year, down to 1878, when for the first time the budget
estimates left a surplus of 12,900,699 lire, the expenditures
have considerably exceeded the revenue, necessitating large
loans, foreign and internal, in consequence of which the public
debt of /., which stood at 2,439 millions of lire, or $487,400,-
000, in 1860, the year before the establishment of the king-
dom, had increased to 9,750 millions of lire, or $1,950,000,000
in 1878. The debt was made up of the following liabilities : —

Liabilities.

Funded debt inscribed in the " Ubro
Grande "

Redeemable debt in the " Rentes " of 8
and 5 per cent

Treasury bonds
Paper currency

Total

Lire.

7,091,829,661

1,642,773,107
1(^3.010.500

840,(00,0(10

9,757.613,267
$1,950,000,000

As a guaranty for the issued treasury bonds and of paper
currency, which has a forced circulation, the government bat
deposits of rertificatfs of the funded debt, bearing no interest,

in the National Bank of 7. The total amount of these deposits

was calculated at 1,150,000,000 lire, or $230,000,000, in 1878.

Nearly all the cities and communes of /. have their own budg-
ets aiid debts, the latter, like the national liabilities, tending
to constant increase. The total revenue of the comn unes of /.

in 1878 amount<'d, according to official reports, to 466,(KX),00O

lire, or S93,200,(K)0. exclusive of tho,=e of the provinces of Rome.
The amount was 316.800,000 lire, or $63,360,000, in 1867, the
first year in which Venice appeared as in I. There was thus
an increase of 149,300,000 lire, or $29,860,000, in the revenue
during the ten years. The burden of the revenue per head of
the population rose during the time in question from 12 lire,

or 10s,, to 18 lire, or 15s. In the urban communes— that is,

in towns containing over 5,000 inhabitants— and the chief

towns of provinces, the burden per head of the population was
34 lire, or £1 8.«.. against 10 lire 80f,, or 8.'! 6rf,, in the rural
communes. The burden per head of the urban population of t.

was in 1878, In the province of Rome, 71 lire 62?., or $14.82,
and of the rural population of the kingdom, 19 lire 25c., or
$3.85.

Shipping. The number and tonnage of merchant vessels

belonging to the kingdom, on January 1, 1879, were as fol-

lows : —
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Sailing res^U. Steamers.

Tonnaga of Vessels.

No. Tons. No. Tons.

From 801 to 1,000 tons 8
172
6i)l

1,357

3,011
3,493
9,214

7,145
100,210
363,(U8
262,862
140.786
41,962
24,775

•' 501 to 800 " ....
•' 301 to 600 " ....
'• 101 to 300 " ....
" 21 to 100 "

9
34
31

4,893
11,608
6,212

" 6 to 20 "
36

110

2,427

Total 17,846 933,184 25,140

Raitroails. The total length of lines open for traffic at the
beginning of 1879 was 8,210 chilouietri. or 5,131 miles, of which
2,126 chilometri, or 2,049 miles, beloiigeJ to the :^tate, and
6,084 chilometri, or 3.082 miles, to private companips. Ttie

whole of the lines are divided into five systems, uf the following

extent :
—

R.ULROADS.

Alta Italia

Roman ( Komane)
Southern (Meridionali).

.

SaiUinian (Sarde)
Sicilian (Calabro-Sicule)

Various lines

Total

Length.

Chilome-
tri.

3,379
1,673
1,454
198
<.M9

657

8,210

Miles.

2,112
1,015

9i>3

124
593
349

5,131

The first line of railroad was open in 1839, and the progress
of construction was slow till 1861, from the beginning of which
year till the end of 1866 the length opened for traffic rose to

2,902 chilometri, or 1,814 miles. In the following six years,
till the end of 1872, the length opened for traffic was 1,663
chilometri, or 1,039 miles, and in the next three years, till

the end of 1875. it was 932 chilometri, or 583 miles. The con-
struction of railroads by the State was begun in recent years,
in order to extend, more rapidly than private enterprise was
willing to do, the existing network of lines. In October, 1875,
the government purchased from the South-Austrian and Loni-
bardo-Venetian Railroad Company the Italian portion of the
system, or the " Alta Italia " lines, of a length of 1,4-14 chilo-
metri, or 915 miles. In the session of 1878 the Italian Parlia-
ment passed a bill for the construction of an additional 4,0(X)

ehilometri, or 2,500 miles, of railroad, to complete the existing
system. The new lines are to be built within a period of lo
years, at a total cost of 830,000,000 lire, or S170,000,000, with
a State contribution of 650.000,000 lire, or §130,000,000, paid
in annual in.stalments of 50,000,000 lire, or $10,000,000.

Money, Weig/itf, and Mfasrres. The money, weights, and
measures of /. are the same as those of France, the names only
being altered, the Franc changing into the Lira, divided into
loo Centefiimi, the Kilogramme into the Chilogranima, the
Metre into the Metro, the Hectare into the Ettara, and so on.
The American equivalents are :—

MONBT.

The Lira, of 100 Centesimi = Average rate of exchange, S0.193.

WeIOHTS and ME.\SUtlES.

The Cramma = 15.434 grains troy.
" Chilogramma = 2.20 lbs. avoirdupois.
" Quintal Mftriei = 220 " "
" Tonnelala = 2200 " "
" Litro, Liquid Measure = 0.22 gallon.

) Dry Measure = 2.75 bushels.
" Mttro = 3.28 feet, or 39.37 inches.
" Chilomttro = 1093 yards.
" Mtlro Cube I o- o. . - .

" Stero I

= ^-31 cubic feet.

" Ettara, OT Hectare = 2.47 acres.
" Square Chilo, or Kilo-

mitre Carri = 0.3S8 square mile.

(2.59 sq. chilo— 1 »q. mile.)

The common currency of the kinedom in recent years has
been paper money of various denominations, gold standing at
a premium of from 12 to 18 per cent.

Sfaiiortt. The principal hBrl)ors of /. are : on the W., Genoa,
Oallipoli, Chiavari, Spezia, Leghorn, Oivita Ve<fhi8, Ga»ta,
Niples, and Keggto: on the S., Taranto ; on the K., Brindisi,

Oari, Ancooa, Rimini, Chioggia, and Venice. Among these

ports, a (Special notice in given btlow to thoae which have some
connection with American trade. The ports of Me»iua and
Palermo are given under SiciLV. and C&gliari under S^R^LMA.
Vhinmri. a maritime town of the province of (.iruoa. 21

m. K.S. K. of the city of that name, on thr Gulf of Raiutllo. at
the mouth of the Sturia. The br«t Italian anchovies are flibed
here, and largely exported. Pop. I,",,ui0.

Vivitti t rrrltia, a seaport town of the Roman territorv,
in lat. 42- 4' 38" N , Ion. 11- 44' 52" E. It in the br*t aiid
almO!>t the only port on the roai>l of the foniH-r State* of the
Chun-h,and is about 24 m. to tlif W. of Rome Thr purl en-
joyed uuder the Pope« commercial frwJom «nd sundry (pecial
privileges. But its commerce declined in recent times almMt
to lero. Pop. y,Om.i.

Oaeta, a fortified seaport town of S. Italy, prov. Caaerta,
at the end of a {leuinsula, on the W shore of the kingdom,
forming the N. W. houndarv of the gulf to which it give* iu
name ; 4 m. S. 8. W. of Mola di Gacia, 41 N. W. of Naples, and
72 S. E. of Uume. The town is reicarded as one of the keys of
S. Italy, being strong from its natural piwttion. which art' has
taken advantage of Its port, wh><'h has 7 fathoms water,
though not the largest, is one of ihe safest and l>e»t in Italy.
G., situated in a beautiful tract of country, is the centre of a
considerable trade. Pop. 2t.t,H«iO.

OalUpnli, a fortified s«a|>ort town of S. Italy, prov. Lecce,
on a rocky islet on the E coast of the Gulfof Taraiito, 49 m. 8 E.
of Taranto, and 28 \V. S. \V. of Olmnto. G. is conm-rted by a
bridge with the main-land, on which is its suburb l.iua. G.
di.-iplays an air of great industry, if not of affiuenre, ami is the
most frequented of all the ports on the S E. coa-'t of Naples,
being the great mart for the oil of .Apulia, most of which is

shipped here. Many of the inhabitants are engaged iu tiM
tunny fi.^heries. Pop. lO.OUO.

O^-Moo, a maritime city of / , once the capital of the &mous
republic of that name. It is situated at the bottom of the
extensive gulf to which it gives its name ; the light-house lieing

in lat. 44-^ 24' 18" N., Ion. 8<= 54' 24" E. Gen<« is one of Ihe
finest and most interesting cities ot Kuro(>e. Being built on a
rising ground, in the form of an ampliitheatrv, with the t>aia

summits of the Apennines and the ice-covered peaks of the
.\lps behind, the appearance of the city from the sea is most
magnificent, and Justifies the old epithet given to her of la

Superba. The harbor is semicircular, the diameter being about
1 ,000 fathoms. It is artificial , being formed by 2 gigantic moles,
having opposite directions. That on the E. side, called the old
mole {molo vecchio), projects from the centre of the city W. by
S. It is about 260 fathoms in length. The new moie {tnolo

nuofo), on the opposite side of the port.atljoins the S. extrem-
ity of the suburb of St. Pietro d'Arena, prtyecting about 210
fathoms from the shore in an E. 8. E. direction. "The heads of

the moles bear from each other N. E. by E.. and S. W. by W'.,

the distance between them, forming the entrance to the har-

bor, being about 350 fathoms. The llgbt-hom-e is without Ihe
port, on the \V. side, near the extremity of a point of land,

and contiguous to the bottom of the new mole. It is a lofty

square tower, and as it stands on a high rock, and is painted

white, it is visible in clear weather at a gn«t distance. There
is no difficulty in entering the barl>or ; the ground is clean,

and there is plenty of water, |>articularly on the side next the

new mole: care, however, must U' taken, in coming from the

W., to give the light-hou.«e jwint a good offing. Moderate-sixeU

merchantmen commonly anchor inside the old mole, contigu-

ous to the porta franco ior lK)nded war»>hou,«e«, having a haw-

ser made fast to the mole, and an anchor abend. .Men-of war
and the largest class of merchantmen may anchor inside the

new mole, but they must not come too ne«r the shore. Ship*

sometimes anchor without the harbor iii from 10 to 25 fath-

oms, the light-house liearing N. ^ W. ; distance 2 or 3 m. Tlie

S. \V. winds occasion a heavy swell, but the bottom is clay, and
holds well. Within the town are 2 rather shallow basins de-

.signed for galleys and small trading vessels There is also an

arsi-nal. Genoa is the entrejxit of a large extent of country ;

and its commerce, though inferior lo what it once »a», i« very

considerable, and has latterly been increasing. It is a fiee

port ; that is, a port where gooils may be warrhouse.1 and ex-

ported free of duty. The exiwrts consist partly of the raw

protlucts of the aiijarent country, such as «llve-<»ll, rice, ver-

micelli, hemp, rags, argol, etc.
;
partly of the priHlucls of her

manufacturing industry, such as silks, damasks, and velvets

(for the production of which she has long liecn famous), lhr\>wn

silk, pa|X'r. s«!»p, works in marble, alabaster, coral, etc.
;
Ihe

printed cottons of Switserland. and the other prinliirts of that

country and of Ihe western |>arts of l»nilH%r»l.\ , Inlrnd^tf for

Ihe S. "of Euro|* and the Uvant ; and l>artl> of the various

foreign pro.lucts brought by s.« ami placeil in potto ftamc:

The Imports princitwllv consist of cotton, cotton slults and

yarn, iron and harvlware, linens and w«>llens, marhlnery
,
clip-

per coals etc. ; cotu>n-wo«>l, mnstiv tnwt Ihe V .
."iuie* and

Egypt; corn from the Black Sea, Sicily. JlarUrv, and the V.

States ;
sugar, spices, collee, cochineal, and Indigo . htilr* ;

naval stores fWmi the lUllic ; codfish, wool, (oliaceo. lead

(principally from Spain), wax, etc. Com. harilla, Uallipoll oil,

cotton, valonia.spimge, galls, and other producU of llw coun-

tries adjoining Ihe Black .Sea. Sicily. tl>e Levant, etc.. may in

general be bad here, though not iu so gnat abundance • at
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Leghorn Numerous Hues of steamers ply between Genoa and
I/eghorn, Civita Vecchia, Spezia, Naples, Messina, Tunis, Nice,
Marseilles, etc.

The Bank of Genoa, or of St. George, was one of the most
ancient and celebrated banks of circulation and deposit in

Europe Until 1746, when the bank was pillaged by the Aus-
trlans, it was customary to make all bills of exchange drawn
upon Genoa payable in banco , but since then they have gen-
erally been made payable in money fuorl di banco. In 1800,
when the French were besieged in Genoa by the Austrians,
they took the treasure of the bank to pay their troops. The
establishment has never recovered from this blow ; some ware-
bouses and a part of the town's revenue were assigned to it,

but tliey yield a very poor dividend It is no longer used as a
place of deposit for money. In 1844 a new bank was estab-
lished in Genoa, which being united in 1855 to a bank that
had been established at Turin in 1847, has the title of National
Bank {Banco Nazionale.). Its capital amounts to 32,000,000
lire, in shares of 1,000 lire each. It is authorized to issue notes
of the value of 1,000, 500, 250, 100, 40, 25, 10, and 5 lire. The
amount of its notes in circulation and debts payable on de-
mand were, down to 1866, limited to 3 times the amount of the
coin in its coffers. But the crisis of that year led unfortu-
nately to the introduction of an inconvertible paper currency.
The bank discounts mercantile paper, and transacts all kinds
of ordinary banking business. It has branches at Turin and
other places.

I^eiiltorn [It Ltvorno], a city and seaport of the province
of Tuscany, in lat. 43^33'5" N., Ion. 10^ 16' 45" E. Leghorn
has an outer harbor, protected by a fine mole, running in a
N. N. W. direction upwards of J m. into tlie sea, and a small
inner harbor, or basin. The water in the harbor is rather
shallow, varying from 8 feet in the inner basin to 18 or 19 feet

at the end of the mole. The rise of the tide is about 14 inches.
Ships lie within the mole with their sterns made fast to it by a
cable, and an anchor out ahead. The light-house is built on a
rock a little to the S. W. of the mole. It is a conspicuous ob-
ject, being ^bout 170 feet above the level of the sea. The
roadstead lies \V. N. VV. of the harbor, between it and the
Melora bank. The latter is of sand, lying N. and S., 4 m. in
Jength by 2 in breadth, the side nearest the shore being about
4 m. fioiii it. It consists, for the most part, of sand and mud,
and has from 3 fathoms to J fm. water over it ; but towards
its S. extremity it is rocky ; and there, on some of the points
which project above the water, the .Melora tower has been con-
structed to serve as a sea-mark ; it bears from the light-house
W. A N., distant about 4 m. The best course for entering the
roads is to keep to the northward of the Melora bank at about
1 m. from it, and then, having doubled it, to stand on for the
light-house about 2J m.. anchoring in from 7 to 9 fathoms, the
light-house bearing S. S. E. ^ £., 4 m. otf. During southerly
winds there is sometimes a heavy sea in the roads, but the
holding ground is good; and with sufficient anchors and ca-

bles, and ordinary precaution, there is no danger. The Laza-
retto lies to the S., about 1 m. from the tower, and is said

to be onft of the best in Europe. The comparative security

and freedom which foreigners have long enjoyed in Tuscany,
still more than its advantageous situation, render Leghorn the
greatest commercial city of /. Its exports are similar to tho.se

from Genoa. Leghorn plaiting for straw hats is the finest in

the world ; and large quantities are imported into the U.
States. Besides the above, all sorts of articles, the produce of
the Levant, may be had at Leghorc. The imports are exceed-
ingly numerous and valuable, comprising all sorts of commod-
ities, with the exception of those proluceJ by Italy. Ships
with corn on board may unload within the limits of the Laza-
retto, without being detained to perform quarantine,— a cir-

cumstance which has contributed to make Leghorn one of the
principal depots for the wheat of the Black Sea. Hard wheat,
particularly from Taganrog, is in high estimation here and in

the other Italian ports. It is particularly well fitted for mak-
ing vermicelli, macaroni, etc.

In 1830 a joint-stock bank was established in Leghorn, with
a capital of 2,000,IX)J lire, in shares of 1,000 lire each. The
whole of the capital is paid up, and the responsibility is lim-

ited to the capital. The managers have the power of issuing
promi-ssory notes to the extent of 6,000,000 lire. These notes,
though received by the government, ai"e not legal tender.
The operations of the bank are confined to the discounting
bills of exchange not having more than 4 months to run, and
to the purchase and .sale of foreign coins. The superintend-
ence is vested in a director and 8 regents, nominated by the
shareholders ; and the government appoints a commissary
and 3 censors (from among the shareholders), who exercise the
highest authority, to secure obedience to the statutes. An
annuil report and balance-sheet is produced, and is acces.sible

to all shareholders. It is a profitable establishment, and its

shares are at a considerable premium.
ynplfH, a large city and seaport in the S. of T., in Cam-

pagna, and formerly the capital of the kingdom of the same
name, on the N. side of the Bay of Naples, 118 m. S. E. of

Rr)nie. near the foot of Mt. Vesuvius; lat. 40^ 51' N., Ion.

14 ' 15' E The situation of Naples is one of the most delight-

ful that can be imagined. In the form of an amphitheatre, it

U built partly ou the declivity of a bill, partly ou the uiar|{ia

of a spacious bay, spreading its population along the shore,
and covering the shelving coasts and adjacent eminences with
its villas and gardens. The bay is extensive, and presents an
almost unrivalled assemblage of picturesque and beautiful
scenery. The entrance of the bay, from Cape Miceno on the
N.W. to Cape Campanellaon the S. E., has a width of about 20
m., with a circuit of about 35 m., and an indentation of about
15 m. It is well sheltered, and has good anchorage, with 7
fathoms of water. At the N. VV. entrance are the islands of
Ischia and Procida, and at the S. E. the island of Capri. Na-
ples has 3 ports : the Porto Piccolo (the ancient port of Palae-

opolis), now only suited to small craft : the Porto Militarc. a
new harbor with a depth of water of 5 fathoms, bounded S. by

Fig. 293.— Peas.^nt op the C.xmp.^gxa.

a mole which runs in a S. E. direction into the sea for a dis-

tance of 1,200 ft. : and the Porto Grande, the principal port,

but with only 3 or 4 fathoms in its deepest part, having suf-

fered from the silting of the sand and shingle. The most im-

portant manufacture Is of macaroni and vermicelli, which
constitute the principal food of the people. Next in impor-

tance is the production of silk goods, the Gros de Naples taking

Its name from the manufacture of tliis city. There are also

iron and glass works, manufactories of carpets, broadcloth,

chemical soaps, perfumery, artificial flowers, corals, porcelain,

hats, carriaites, gloves, etc The exports principally consist of

the products of the adjacent country. Of these, silk and olive-

oil are the most Important. The other articles of export are

wool, wine, brandy, dried fruits, red and white argol, tallow,

licorice, gloves, madder, hemp. Unseed, cream of tartar,

bones, lamb and kid skins, oak and chestnut staves, rap>, saf-

fron, etc. The chief imports are sugar, coffee, spices, coal,

salted fish, cotton, woollen. silk, and flax goods ; iron, tinware,

and liardware. — The principal merchants of Naples are all,

more or less, bankers inasmuch a; they advance money on

letters of credit, and deal In foreign exchanges, and other

financial operations, which are too often carried on in a
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reckless manner. There are, however, several great bankin;;
establishments which are perfectly secure. — (ioods are uni-
versally sold at long credits, mostly from 4 to 8 months ; and
for manufactured Kood-"*. sometimes longer. On s.iles of indigo
from 12 to 18 months' credit is given. Di.-count for ready
money is at the rate of 6 per cent per annum. .Merchants are
arranged by the Chamber of Commerce into 5 different cla.s.se»

;

and a 6 months' credit is given to individuals at the custom

-

hou.se for duties according to the cla-xs in which they hap|>en
to be enrolled. But this is of little importance. Unless the
transactionsof a merchant be very limited indeed, the duties he
has to pay amount to much more than thecredit he is allowed.

Venice, a famous city and .seaport of /., formerly the cap-
ital of the republic of that name, and previous to 18(56 belong-
ing to the Austrian Empire, on a cluster of small islands in the
northern extremity of the Adriatic, now joined to the main-
land by a railroad bridge, part of the line to Padua, in lat. 4-5^

25' 53" N., Ion. 12^ 20' 31" E. The islands on which Venice
is built lie within a line of long, low, narrow islands, running
N. and S., and enclosing what is termed the liigoon, or shal-

lows, that surround the city, and separate it from the main-
land. The principal entrance from the sea to the lagoon is at

Malamocco, about l.V leagues S. from the city; but there are
other, though less frequented entrances, both to the S. and
N. of this one. There is a bar outside Malamocco, on which
there are not more than 10 feet at high water at spring tides

;

but there is a channel between the W. point of the bnr and
the village of San Pietro, which has 16 feet water at springs,

and 14 at neaps. Merchant ves.sels usually moor off the ducal
palacn; but sometimes they come into the grand canal which
intersects the city, and sometimes they moor in the wider
channel of the Giudecca. On arriving at the bar ships are

conducted across it and into port by pilots, whose duty it is to

meet them outside, or on the bar, and of whose services they
must avail themselves. — The commerce of Venice, once the
most extensive of any European city, is now compiratively
trilling, and it is perhaps the only commercial city whose pop-
ulation has not increased since the unification of /.

In 1830 Venice was made a free port, and down to lS6'),

when she became part of the kingdom of /., fully partici-

pated in every privilege conferred on Trieste. But, not-
withstanding this circumstance, the latter continued to

preserve the ascendency ; and the revival of trade that has
taken place at Venice has not been so great as might have
been anticipated. The truth is, that except in so far as she is

the entrepot of the adjoining provinces of Lombardy, Venice has
no considerable natural advantige as a trading city ; and her
extraordinary prosperity during the Middle Ages is more to

be ascribed to the comparative security enjoyed by the inhab-
itants, and to their success in engrossing the principal share
of the commerce of the Levant, than to any other circum-
stance. Still, however, her trade is far from inconsiderable.

Venice has always been celebrated for its glass pearls, beads,
and other glass wares, made in the city and on the island of
Murano. Tue ancient manufacture of brocade tapestry has
recently been revived, and also that of the lace-work for

which the adjacent island of Burano wiis always celebrated

;

and a new feature of industry is the imitation of ancient fur-

niture, made of pear-wood and bone instead of the ebony and
ivory formerly used. The great articles of import are sugar,
coffee, tobacco, and other colonial products, indigo and other
dyestulTs, olive-oil, oil-seed, coal, iron, salted fish, various de-

scriptions of cotton, woollen, and other manufactured goods,
wheat and other grain, tin plates and hardware, raw cotton

,

etc. Venice is the principal market of the petroleum trade
with the U. States. The exports principally consist of silk and
silk goods, wheat and other grain, piper, jewelry, glass, and
glass wares, Venetian treacle, books, with a great variety of
other articles, including portions of most of those that are im-
ported.

Item, a memorandum ; a new article ; one of
the particulars of an account.

ItJiaca, Auburn, and "Western R.R. runs
from Freeville, N. Y., to Sclpio. N. Y., 27 m. This
Co., whose offlv;es are in New York City, has suc-

ceeded the Western Extension of the Now York
and Oswego Midland R.R, which was sold under
foreclosure. The road is now operate<l as a branch
of the Utica, Ithaca, and Elmira R.R. Financial
stalf-nvnt: Cap. stock. §970,000; funded debt,

8514,650, as follows: 1st mortgajfe bonds, issued

1876, $16,560, payable 1000, interest 7 % (June and
Dec); 2d mort>rage bonds (income for 3 years),

issued 1877, -^lOS.OOO, payable 15)07, interest 7 %
(July and Jan.).

Itinerant, a wanderer ; a pedler ; a workman
who travels from place to place.

Itinerary, a distance-guide, etc., for travellers ;

an account or description of a country.

Ivory, the conmiercial name for the bony
matter of the tusks of the elephant, the teeth df
«lie hippopotamus and walrus, the horn of the nar-
whal, etc. Elephant /. is the most esteemed, and
that obtained in the largest quantity. The tu^ks
of elephants are hollow at the root, tapering,
and of various sizes, depending principally on tiie

age of the animal. Color externally, yellowish,
brownish, and sometimes dark ; internally, white.
The best are large, straigiit, and light-colon-d,
without Haws ; not very hollow in the stump, but
solid and thick. The most esteemed come fron>
Africa, being of a closer texture, and less liable lo

turn yellow, than those from the East Indies. In
trade, they are usually thus divided : First sort,

weighing 70 lbs. or upward ; second .M>rt, weigiiing
I 56 lbs. to 60 lbs. ; third sort, weighing 1)8 lbs. to

56 lbs. ; fourth sort, weighing 28 lbs. to '.\~ lbs.

;

j

fifth sort, weighing 18 lbs. to 27 lbs. All under 18

I

lbs. are called serin Hots, and are of the least value.

In purchasing elephants' teeth, tho.se that are very
crooked, hollow, and broken at the ends, or
cracked and decayed in the inside, should be re-

jected ; and care taken that lead or any other sub-
stance has not been poured into the hollow. The
western and eastern coasts of Africa, the Cape of

Good Hope, Ceylon, India, and the countries to

the eastward of the Straits of Malacca are the

great marts whence sujiplies of /. are derived,

'riie chief consumption of /. is in the manufacture
of handles for knives ; but it is also extensively

used in the manufacture of musical and mathe-
matical instruments, chess-men, billiard balls,

plates for miniatures, toys, combs, etc. /. artieles

are said to be manufactured to a greater extent,

and with better success, at Dieppe, than in any
other place in Europe. But the preparation of

this beautiful material is much better understood
by the Chinese than by any other people. No
European artist has hitherto succeeded in cutting

concentric balls after the manner of the Chinese
;

and their boxes, chess-men, and other /. articles

are all far superior to any that are to be met with

anywhere else. The value of /. and /. goods im-

ported into the U. States during the year 1878 was
§:J27,955.

fmp. duty : unmanufactured, free : bagatelle, billiard, and
che.ss balls, chess-men, dice, and draughts, of /., 50 lier cent. ;

all other manuf. of /., 35 l>cr rent.

Maniif. In the working up of /. into bandies, billiard balls,

chess-men, organ and piano-forte keys, veneers, etc., much
difficulty is experienced ; for .some of the tusks are more hol-

low than others, some more crooked, some more irregular in

color and texture The larger and straighter the tusk, the

ea.sier it is to work. Thin saws are used lo rut up the tu^k,

and great tart is necdeii In arranging the cuts so that the v.il-

uable substance may be applied to the best ndrantnge. Kiirh

variation in hardness, whiteness, etc., n-nders the /. useful for

gome purposes rather than others ; and it is the /.-workers

business to determine all those matters as he goes on. He
pencils the tusk, after closely examining it, and makes his

saw-cuts along the pencil-marks. The turning, planing. p<>l

ishing, carving, etc.. of /., dcjiend on the same mechiinlrnl

principles of hanl wood : but the pc«-ullarilli-s and roi-illness

of the substance render great care nrce.«snry (mt VK>Kriil. /.

! is exnuisltelv smooch in working, altogi-lh^r dPTr>lil of the

harsh, meagre character of hone, and Is in nil resi»rts the nio.t

suitable material for ornamental turning, as it 1« rapnhlr of

receiving the most delicate lines nml cutting. The «rllst» of

Greece and Rome carvel from the tusks of the elophnni U-au-

I
tiful statue-, and /. wa.« also a favorite material for sculpluiti

i in the Middle Ages. /. win b.- bliT.rhe.1. and also dye.1. by va-

rious modes of treatment. To nii-ier it son and transparent,

small pieces of the article are lai<l in strong phosphoric ari.l

until thev l>econie transpin-nt, then rinse-l In water, and

drie.1 in pure linen. Whendrv It is translucpnt and hard, but

softens as often a.s it is dipi-«-l In warm water or milk. The

rime of immersion in the arid differs with .llfU'rent plrrtu of

/. If certain parlx are to retain their original rhararler, they

am covere>l with a varnish befon- Immer-lnn. The acl<l prob-

ably acts bv forming an acid phosphate of lime out of tlie huric

phosphate which constitute* thrve fourths of /. The protci>«
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of hardening /. which has become pliable by age consists in

boiling it for some time in a solution of gelatin. — Many sub-

stitutes for /. have been introduced. The be.ft Ls celluloid (s^
Celluloid), which for many purposes is often preferred to r
See also Vegetable Ivoet.

Ivory Black, a kind of vegetable charcoal,

prepared by calcining tiie shavings and dust of

ivory. It is ground and levigated on a porphyry
slab to produce the beautiful velvety material

which is the chief ingredient of tlie ink used
in copperplate printing. The name is also fre-

quently applied to bone-black. See Charcoal
(Akimal).
Ivory Fictile is plaster of Paris which has

been made to absorb a certain amount of melted
spermaceti, or by mixing the plaster with yellow
ociire. It is used for casts.

Ivory Nut. See Vegetable Ivory.
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